Date:

Fri, 18 Jul 1997 09:29:00 -0700

Subject:
Ascending/descending Streak
The point on ascending/descending for the streak is it depends on the
observer's position. Is the object coming toward the obsever or going
away.
It changes everything. It can go either way for the same event.
Many people saw it go up, many saw it go down. They are all right.
A helicopter crew on the scene and quoted in Aviation Week saw it and
described it as a 'Shallow, descending, parabolic arc." Others say it went
up. Both right.
How can that be?
You can see for yourself in slow motion with an aircraft coming toward
you high up. It appears to climb. Once overhead it departs and appears to
dive. It could be level, or climbing or descending, but to the observer on
the ground it appears to ascend coming closer and descend going away.
To an
observer above the aircraft the observations would be reversed. And that
what happened in this case, different observers reporting different
directions for the same event. All correct.
Corroboration is needed and that is supplied by the timing of the radar
blips and streak and door location on ocean floor. The blips are almost
stationary or very slow moving. The door was found right of track exactly
where the mystery blips are located. Cargo doors that have departed in th
past have been identified on radar, specifically UAL 811 and the Paris
DC-10 cargo door accidents.
The really important thing about the streak is that it existed, not the
size or color or direction or duration, those are too arbitrary and subject
to interpretation for an unexpected event. Even if observers were told to
expect the streak, and it happened, accounts would vary, all except that it
occurred.
And as far as leaking fuel causing a streak, that's funny. 300 knots will
blow out most fires, and any fire would be horizontal right behind the
plane, and it would be short, not thin, and it would stay close to the
plane, and in no way would it ever be described as a 'streak.'
The mystery streak and mystery primary radar return can be explained
as a
shiny metal airfoil shaped object spinning away in the evening reflective
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sunlight at 13700 feet decelerating from 300 knots to zero in the
horizontal plane and accelerating from zero to terminal velocity in the
vertical plane and seen by observers miles away as a blur/streak or light
and by radar as a blip. The flight trajectory would be a parabolic arc.
Date:

Fri, 18 Jul 1997 09:00:46 -0700

Subject:
Cargo door debris path
>John,
>you present a "cargo-door explanation on your webpages
>(http://www.corazon.com)
>I recently read James Sanders' book, who did an analysis of the debris
>path. According to his information sources, the very first 10 or 20
>items to fall from TWA800 were recoverd _left_ from the main debris
>path.
>How does this correspond to your postulation, that the _right_ cargo
>door is to blame for the crash?
>Can you present an explanation, why things sucked out of that hole fall
>left of the plane's main debris path, while other items fly into motor
>#3 (right wing) to destroy it partially?
>Dieter Peer
Mr. Peer,
There is apparently a discrepancy between our 'unofficial' sources. My
unofficial source is a MSNBC graphic,
http://www.msnbc.com/news/85239.asp
put on yesterday, the 17th, that shows the TWA 800 debris to the right of
track and, specifically mentioned, the cargo door found way right of track
and the first to leave the aircraft. I would attach the .jpg but I don't
believe the mailing list sends and receives pictures. Another important
picture is of a 747 with a nine foot by 15 foot hole in the right side of
the nose caused when cargo door pops and tears off taking skin with it.
Picture can be seen at
http://www.corazon.com/TWA800PA103UA811.html
Now is the time to mention I do not know what allowed the door to open
could be anything that lets that lip of the door extend just a few inches
into the 300 knot slipstream, the ultimate destructive force. UAL 811 fata
cargo door crash of a high time 747 was stated by the NTSB to be chafed
wiring leading to shorted door motor which turned on and overrode the
aluminum locking sectors allowing cam latches to unlatch around pins.
In still continuing my research, I examine clues for future use. Here's
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one. According to the graphic and previously unknown to me, coupled
with
the cargo door found first was an air conditioning unit, a pressure
changing device. The last words of the pilot of TWA 800 were to 'Climb,
a
pressure changing event. Clues but significance unknown.
Thank you for your email questions.
Date:

Wed, 30 Jul 1997 18:14:00 -0700

Subject:
Cargo door is resting/Streak alone is not enough
Dear Mailing List persons,
The irony is that to say streak goes up or down still supports missile
theory because down streak could be going up. And yet it is denied.
Why would missile theorists not admit that downward streak could be
object going up? Because the flip side is upward streak could be object
going down, such as spinning metal cargo door reflecting red-orange sun
as
it rapidly changed direction and velocity appearing as thin blur with no
exhaust trail descending in shallow arc to ocean.
If TWA 800 had taken off twenty minutes later there would be no streak
because sun would have set. Without the streak, the missile theory is dead
Streak is reported up, down, and level, according to eyewitnesses, some
who
saw streak after loud sound that took 50 seconds to get to them.
Cargo door explanation includes all eyewitness accounts, not just the
ones that say streak going up and then boom.
And the missile theorists are making the same parochial mistake of
NTSB,
only examing TWA 800 and ignoring similar crashes that provide much
needed
corroboration. (Parochial: of very limited or narrow scope.)
There is no evidence of missile residue or parts or entry or exit holes
in TWA 800 caused by US Navy missile accidentally fired. There is no
physical corroboration of missile strike.
There is no US Navy coverup. At least that's what the admiral told me to
say. He said, if the issue of friendly fire by the US Navy ever comes up,
say there is no US Navy coverup. And I did. There is no US Navy
coverup. At
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least I think that's what the semaphore message said. You know, the roun
searchlight with blinkers in front that goes, blink, blink, blink. You
didn't see that message? Oh, well, that explains it, maybe you don't know
Morse code, the language of the semaphore. The semaphore was used of
course
to keep radio silence because everything we say is monitored.
Missile guys, you are not talking to airhead blonde TV reporter who
doesn't know jet exhaust trail to rocket exhaust trail to car exhaust
trail.
You are talking to an instrumented rated commercial pilot who has gone
into combat against surface to air missiles, has shot 5 inch HVARs (High
Velocity Aircraft Rocket), and has survived a sudden, night, fiery, fatal,
jet airplane crash. A higher level of rebuttal or support is needed.
There is a time to tell good stories and a time to defer to reality. The
time to defer to reality is when your ass is on the line. In the case of
TWA 800, as passengers, our asses are on the line. Reality says evidence
of
radar blips, CVR, FDR, fodded engines, debris pattern and much more
hard
evidence of four similar crashes indicates faulty forward cargo door
opening in flight.
If it is or if it isn't, needs to be determined. If it is, fix it and go
flying again. If not, then keep on looking, and maybe it's a missile, or
bomb, or center tank, or something else.
If I were previously a missile proponent and a cargo door explanation
were presented to me, I would research it, www.corazon.com, and offer
confirmation or rebuttal based upon the evidence of all the similar crashe
as documented in official reports, not repeat endlessly news reports that
feed on each other.
Four high time Boeing 747s have a sudden loud sound on the CVR just
before death and destruction, including TWA 800. That's like, uh, a clue.
A streak is like, uh, a clue. Could be missile. I've checked it out.
Streak alone is not enough, need corroboration. It's not there.
Date:

Sat, 19 Jul 1997 11:01:36 -0700

Subject:
Cargo door more
Dear Mailing List persons:
Why insults in emails about a real problem are bad:
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They distract from the business at hand.
They make the mailing list an unpleasant place to visit.
They intimidate the shy from contributing.
They earn contempt from the authorities and scorn from the media.
They miss the point.
The cargo door explanation is factual. It never relies on conspiracy,
coverup, or plots for the cause and effects to work. The cargo door
explanation has the foundation of science with its laws of aerodynamics,
molecules, pressure, and atoms of metal. Every single analysis of real
evidence such that you can hear it, see it, feel it, or smell it, conforms
to the rigid criteria of science and does fit into the cargo door
explanation.
As the discoverer of this poorly designed, over used and failed door I
invited contrarians to offer factual rebuttal to the cause and effect of a
large door popping open inflight at high speed on high time Boeing 747s.
As the messenger I tried earlier to bring the disagreeing camps together
with a single unifying statement such as there was a streak, there was a
center tank explosion, the streak could have been reflective metal, and the
center tank was not the initial event. But even that broad conclusion was
rejected in favor of personally insulting a dissenting view.
In sticking to the physical events of the crashes I have tried to stay
away from lawyers, blame, human interest crying, and tragedy. Emotions
distract.
When I do, I think of Dr. Jim Swire of the PA 103 victims families
association who lost a child and still walks the empty hangar in
Farnborough, England, housing the reconstruction; Mr. Jose Cremades of
the
TWA 800 victim's families association who lost a child and shuffles
between
Paris and Washington attending meaningless meetings; the unnamed
seven
month pregnant woman on AI 182 who gave birth as she was falling to
her
death and the baby survived the fall from 31000 feet and then drowned in
the ocean; the co-pilot in UAL 811 who saw the huge hole in the side of
his
plane and told the pilot a bomb had gone off and the pilot told the tower a
bomb had gone off, the tower told the military joint use Hickam AFB
crash
crews a bomb had gone off and the plane was surrounded by armed
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military
police because they all thought a bomb had gone off, and then they saw
the
cargo door missing and no bomb.
Some are sad, some are frustrated, some are embarrassed and some are
dead.
Three of the top ten airplane crashes of all time are cargo door caused,
Turkish DC-10, AI 182, and PA 103. TWA 800 didn't even make the list.
Few
know about AI 182 which killed more than PA 103. I didn't pick the fligh
numbers of the planes to declare cargo door caused. The evidence such as
the CVR, the FDR, debris pattern, inflight damage, missing bodies,
Fodded
engines, and destruction pattern determine which Boeing 747 hull
loss/incident is put into the cargo door category. So far there are six,
Air India 182 in 1985, Pan Am 125 in 1987, Pan Am 103 in 1988, UAL
811 in
1989, United preflight in 1991, and TWA 800 in 1996. Other type aircraf
have fatal cargo door caused crashes such as DC-10, DC-9, Boeing 727,
etc,
but the focus here is TWA 800, a Boeing 747.
The competing explanations for the crash of TWA 800 all have reasons,
the
bomb has a catastrophic event, the missile has streak, and center tank
explosion has center tank explosion. Only cargo door satisfactorily
explains all the reasons. It is the unifying explanation that includes all
the raw evidence that has been misinterpreted by the other explanation.
Explosive decompression mimics a bomb in noise, blast, and suddenness
Streak of door spinning away in evening sunlight mimics a high speed
metal
object. Center tank explosion mimics a center tank explosion but not as
initial event.
I can understand the human fear of the missile guys when the main leg
they stand on, streak as missile ascending, is cut away with shiny metal
object descending and supported by confirmable experiments by
themselves
just by looking up in the sky and a basic understanding of geometry and
vision perception.
So they attack the messenger, not the message. Thereby distracting from
the main issue, 'what was the streak'.
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I came to the mailing list seeking factual contributions or rebuttal to
the cargo door explanation as explained in the thousand page web site at
www.corazon.com. It didn't happen. The mailing list is apparently, based
upon my recent dozens of emails, another group of people explaining wha
happens to machines by describing the evil of humans. Every step of the
way
in the missile or bomb explanation is filled with bad people doing bad
things instead of metal and glass doing what metal and glass do, obey
physical laws of gravity, electricity, and thermodynamics. The cargo door
and compressed molecules don't care about human emotions of hiding
mistakes, or hateful revenge of terrorists, they just do what they have to
do.
Cargo door is full of confirmable experiments to rule in or rule out the
door as culprit and I wish they were done. It is science after all.
There is sadly, no forum for scientific discussion of a mechanical cause
of TWA 800. The NTSB won't discuss it, the FBI won't discuss it, the
newsgroups are into their specialty, conspiracy, the media are bored with
it, and the manufacturer ignores it. It falls between the cracks.
Cargo door is unpleasant boring truth. It is our fault as passengers to
demand low fares and quick loading so the airlines and manufacturer
comply
with a huge non plug door to put in the luggage and defray costs with
cargo.
If we as passengers were more patient and willing to pay more, the
manufacturer would gladly not cut a large hole in his pressurized hull and
the airline would gladly not be responsible for closing a complex locking
mechanism that has failed several times before and is worn with extensiv
use over twenty five years.
So, better to blame bad terrorists or sneaky Navy personnel than to blam
our cheap impatient selves.
Cargo door doesn't care. It'll pop again when the circumstances are in
line and leave the same evidence as it has several times before. That same
evidence is presented in scanned text of documents, pictures, closely
reasoned analysis, and conservative conclusions on www.corazon.com.
A month after TWA 800 I learned of the possibility of AI 182 also being
a
cargo door caused crash because of its similarity to PA 103 and TWA
800. I
got the Indian and Canadian accident reports. As I was reading I ran into
the opinion of a Mr. R. A. Davis, who said in the report the destruction of
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AI 182 could have been caused by a massive decompression and that
could
have been structural failure and that could have been door opening. He
was
an expert, he said it in 1985, he was right, and he was ignored. So I
shouldn't feel too bad for not being seriously considered, even after a
year of trying on TWA 800 and eight years for PA 103.
I had a nice chat yesterday with my congressman concerning this matter
He was polite, asked questions, and said he would pursue it, whatever tha
means. We shall see.
As my father and I left the congressman's office he shook my hand and
said, "My best friend was an ex-military pilot who crashed in Palms
Springs
from jet wash."
From that scant data, I researched the NTSB archives and found the
accident and emailed it to him. I want him to know the power of the
internet, government databases and the ability of citizens to collect data
which can be used for analysis. We citizens are not all ignorant heathens
relying on phantoms of fear to explain mystery.
Some would say to not send the information about his friend's death. It
might be unpleasant. Well, maybe, but that emotion is internally generate
He may be pleased to have an official explanation of the crash in the
NSTB's own words. I would. Here it is:
NTSB Identification: LAX90FA002 For details, refer to NTSB microfich
number 39877A
Accident occurred OCT-05-89 at PALM SPRINGS, CA
Aircraft: PIPER PA-28RT-201T, registration: N3063T
Injuries: 4 Fatal.
THE PIPER PA-28 PLT ENTERED LEFT TRAFFIC TO LAND ON
RWY 12 IN WINDS THAT
WERE VARIABLE AT 6 KTS. THE RWY WAS
8500' LONG, BUT IT HAD A 1200' DISPLACED THRESHOLD. AT
ABT THE SAME TIME, A
BOEING 727 (ALASKA FLT 192) WAS ON AN
APCH TO LAND ON THE SAME RWY. THE TWR CTLR ADZD
THE PA-28 PLT OF THE OTHER
TRAFFIC & CAUTIONED HIM ABT
WAKE TURBULENCE. THE PA-28 WAS ABEAM THE APCH
END OF THE RWY ON A CLOSE
DOWNWIND AS FLT 192 LANDED. THE
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PA-28 PLT WAS CLRD TO LAND & HE ENTERED AN
"IMMEDIATE STEEP BANK AND
DESCENDING TURN." RPRTDLY, THE PA-28
WAS MANEUVERED ONTO FINAL APCH ABT 100' TO 200'
AGL, THEN IT BEGAN
OSCILLATING EXCESSIVELY & CRASHED. NO
PREIMPACT MECHANICAL PROBLEM WAS EVIDENT. A
WEIGHT & BALANCE COMPUTATION
SHOWED THE PA-28 WAS ABT 150
LBS OVER ITS MAX GROSS WEIGHT LIMITATION & THE CG
WAS 3.86 INCHES BEHIND
THE AFT LIMIT.
Probable Cause
IMPROPER IN-FLIGHT PLANNING/DECISION BY THE PILOT,
AND HIS FAILURE TO
FOLLOW WAKE TURBULENCE AVOIDANCE
PROCEDURES, WHICH RESULTED IN A VORTEX
TURBULENCE ENCOUNTER. A FACTOR
RELATED TO THE ACCIDENT WAS: THE
PILOT'S FAILURE TO ASSURE THE AIRCRAFT WAS LOADED
WITHIN ITS WEIGHT AND
BALANCE LIMITATIONS.
Index for Oct 1989 | Index of Months
The official accident report of my sudden, night, fatal, fiery, jet
airplane crash is on my website. As a person who was there, it is very
interesting and important in my life. I appreciated reading it and I
believe the Congressman will be interested in the report of his friend's
death.
So, now I'm defensive about what I do, that's what insults will do. It is
also unpleasant and had made my daily checking of my email a chore
instead
of pleasure.
I thought I could flame with the best but not so, it takes a cruel
understanding of human nature to hurt with words which I don't have. I d
understand computers, bicycles, motorcycles, cars, and airplanes and how
they work and how they fail. I pass on boats and trains.
There is no conspiracy of Sikh terrorists to bomb AI 182, there is no
conspiracy of Libyan secret agents to bomb PA 103, there is no coverup
by
Navy personnel if they accidentally fired a missile at TWA 800. There is
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no conspiracy of Boeing and the government to hide the cargo door
cause. An
old door, under enormous pressure, popped. Plain and simple. And it's
hard
to face news.
There is no conspiracy...at least that's what they told me to say. They
said, if the subject of conspiracy ever comes up, you say, there is no
conspiracy. And I did. There is no conspiracy. At least, I'm pretty sure
that's what they told me to say...in the message. In the decoded message,
everyone got one. You didn't get one? Oh no! You know, the encoded
telepathic message sent from Planet Zorg, or was it Planet Zork, I always
get 'em mixed up.
Another clue to identify conspiracy nuts: No sense of humor.
I still invite factual contributions or rebuttal to cargo door
explanation of TWA 800; many points about the explanation came from
informed email contributors who came upon the site and offered
clarification.
Good day,
John Barry Smith
Date:

Sat, 19 Jul 1997 11:01:36 -0700

Subject:
Cargo door more
Dear Mailing List persons:
Why insults in emails about a real problem are bad:
They distract from the business at hand.
They make the mailing list an unpleasant place to visit.
They intimidate the shy from contributing.
They earn contempt from the authorities and scorn from the media.
They miss the point.
The cargo door explanation is factual. It never relies on conspiracy,
coverup, or plots for the cause and effects to work. The cargo door
explanation has the foundation of science with its laws of aerodynamics,
molecules, pressure, and atoms of metal. Every single analysis of real
evidence such that you can hear it, see it, feel it, or smell it, conforms
to the rigid criteria of science and does fit into the cargo door
explanation.
As the discoverer of this poorly designed, over used and failed door I
invited contrarians to offer factual rebuttal to the cause and effect of a
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large door popping open inflight at high speed on high time Boeing 747s.
As the messenger I tried earlier to bring the disagreeing camps together
with a single unifying statement such as there was a streak, there was a
center tank explosion, the streak could have been reflective metal, and the
center tank was not the initial event. But even that broad conclusion was
rejected in favor of personally insulting a dissenting view.
In sticking to the physical events of the crashes I have tried to stay
away from lawyers, blame, human interest crying, and tragedy. Emotions
distract.
When I do, I think of Dr. Jim Swire of the PA 103 victims families
association who lost a child and still walks the empty hangar in
Farnborough, England, housing the reconstruction; Mr. Jose Cremades of
the
TWA 800 victim's families association who lost a child and shuffles
between
Paris and Washington attending meaningless meetings; the unnamed
seven
month pregnant woman on AI 182 who gave birth as she was falling to
her
death and the baby survived the fall from 31000 feet and then drowned in
the ocean; the co-pilot in UAL 811 who saw the huge hole in the side of
his
plane and told the pilot a bomb had gone off and the pilot told the tower a
bomb had gone off, the tower told the military joint use Hickam AFB
crash
crews a bomb had gone off and the plane was surrounded by armed
military
police because they all thought a bomb had gone off, and then they saw
the
cargo door missing and no bomb.
Some are sad, some are frustrated, some are embarrassed and some are
dead.
Three of the top ten airplane crashes of all time are cargo door caused,
Turkish DC-10, AI 182, and PA 103. TWA 800 didn't even make the list.
Few
know about AI 182 which killed more than PA 103. I didn't pick the fligh
numbers of the planes to declare cargo door caused. The evidence such as
the CVR, the FDR, debris pattern, inflight damage, missing bodies,
Fodded
engines, and destruction pattern determine which Boeing 747 hull
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loss/incident is put into the cargo door category. So far there are six,
Air India 182 in 1985, Pan Am 125 in 1987, Pan Am 103 in 1988, UAL
811 in
1989, United preflight in 1991, and TWA 800 in 1996. Other type aircraf
have fatal cargo door caused crashes such as DC-10, DC-9, Boeing 727,
etc,
but the focus here is TWA 800, a Boeing 747.
The competing explanations for the crash of TWA 800 all have reasons,
the
bomb has a catastrophic event, the missile has streak, and center tank
explosion has center tank explosion. Only cargo door satisfactorily
explains all the reasons. It is the unifying explanation that includes all
the raw evidence that has been misinterpreted by the other explanation.
Explosive decompression mimics a bomb in noise, blast, and suddenness
Streak of door spinning away in evening sunlight mimics a high speed
metal
object. Center tank explosion mimics a center tank explosion but not as
initial event.
I can understand the human fear of the missile guys when the main leg
they stand on, streak as missile ascending, is cut away with shiny metal
object descending and supported by confirmable experiments by
themselves
just by looking up in the sky and a basic understanding of geometry and
vision perception.
So they attack the messenger, not the message. Thereby distracting from
the main issue, 'what was the streak'.
I came to the mailing list seeking factual contributions or rebuttal to
the cargo door explanation as explained in the thousand page web site at
www.corazon.com. It didn't happen. The mailing list is apparently, based
upon my recent dozens of emails, another group of people explaining wha
happens to machines by describing the evil of humans. Every step of the
way
in the missile or bomb explanation is filled with bad people doing bad
things instead of metal and glass doing what metal and glass do, obey
physical laws of gravity, electricity, and thermodynamics. The cargo door
and compressed molecules don't care about human emotions of hiding
mistakes, or hateful revenge of terrorists, they just do what they have to
do.
Cargo door is full of confirmable experiments to rule in or rule out the
door as culprit and I wish they were done. It is science after all.
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There is sadly, no forum for scientific discussion of a mechanical cause
of TWA 800. The NTSB won't discuss it, the FBI won't discuss it, the
newsgroups are into their specialty, conspiracy, the media are bored with
it, and the manufacturer ignores it. It falls between the cracks.
Cargo door is unpleasant boring truth. It is our fault as passengers to
demand low fares and quick loading so the airlines and manufacturer
comply
with a huge non plug door to put in the luggage and defray costs with
cargo.
If we as passengers were more patient and willing to pay more, the
manufacturer would gladly not cut a large hole in his pressurized hull and
the airline would gladly not be responsible for closing a complex locking
mechanism that has failed several times before and is worn with extensiv
use over twenty five years.
So, better to blame bad terrorists or sneaky Navy personnel than to blam
our cheap impatient selves.
Cargo door doesn't care. It'll pop again when the circumstances are in
line and leave the same evidence as it has several times before. That same
evidence is presented in scanned text of documents, pictures, closely
reasoned analysis, and conservative conclusions on www.corazon.com.
A month after TWA 800 I learned of the possibility of AI 182 also being
a
cargo door caused crash because of its similarity to PA 103 and TWA
800. I
got the Indian and Canadian accident reports. As I was reading I ran into
the opinion of a Mr. R. A. Davis, who said in the report the destruction of
AI 182 could have been caused by a massive decompression and that
could
have been structural failure and that could have been door opening. He
was
an expert, he said it in 1985, he was right, and he was ignored. So I
shouldn't feel too bad for not being seriously considered, even after a
year of trying on TWA 800 and eight years for PA 103.
I had a nice chat yesterday with my congressman concerning this matter
He was polite, asked questions, and said he would pursue it, whatever tha
means. We shall see.
As my father and I left the congressman's office he shook my hand and
said, "My best friend was an ex-military pilot who crashed in Palms
Springs
from jet wash."
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From that scant data, I researched the NTSB archives and found the
accident and emailed it to him. I want him to know the power of the
internet, government databases and the ability of citizens to collect data
which can be used for analysis. We citizens are not all ignorant heathens
relying on phantoms of fear to explain mystery.
Some would say to not send the information about his friend's death. It
might be unpleasant. Well, maybe, but that emotion is internally generate
He may be pleased to have an official explanation of the crash in the
NSTB's own words. I would. Here it is:
NTSB Identification: LAX90FA002 For details, refer to NTSB microfich
number 39877A
Accident occurred OCT-05-89 at PALM SPRINGS, CA
Aircraft: PIPER PA-28RT-201T, registration: N3063T
Injuries: 4 Fatal.
THE PIPER PA-28 PLT ENTERED LEFT TRAFFIC TO LAND ON
RWY 12 IN WINDS THAT
WERE VARIABLE AT 6 KTS. THE RWY WAS
8500' LONG, BUT IT HAD A 1200' DISPLACED THRESHOLD. AT
ABT THE SAME TIME, A
BOEING 727 (ALASKA FLT 192) WAS ON AN
APCH TO LAND ON THE SAME RWY. THE TWR CTLR ADZD
THE PA-28 PLT OF THE OTHER
TRAFFIC & CAUTIONED HIM ABT
WAKE TURBULENCE. THE PA-28 WAS ABEAM THE APCH
END OF THE RWY ON A CLOSE
DOWNWIND AS FLT 192 LANDED. THE
PA-28 PLT WAS CLRD TO LAND & HE ENTERED AN
"IMMEDIATE STEEP BANK AND
DESCENDING TURN." RPRTDLY, THE PA-28
WAS MANEUVERED ONTO FINAL APCH ABT 100' TO 200'
AGL, THEN IT BEGAN
OSCILLATING EXCESSIVELY & CRASHED. NO
PREIMPACT MECHANICAL PROBLEM WAS EVIDENT. A
WEIGHT & BALANCE COMPUTATION
SHOWED THE PA-28 WAS ABT 150
LBS OVER ITS MAX GROSS WEIGHT LIMITATION & THE CG
WAS 3.86 INCHES BEHIND
THE AFT LIMIT.
Probable Cause
IMPROPER IN-FLIGHT PLANNING/DECISION BY THE PILOT,
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AND HIS FAILURE TO
FOLLOW WAKE TURBULENCE AVOIDANCE
PROCEDURES, WHICH RESULTED IN A VORTEX
TURBULENCE ENCOUNTER. A FACTOR
RELATED TO THE ACCIDENT WAS: THE
PILOT'S FAILURE TO ASSURE THE AIRCRAFT WAS LOADED
WITHIN ITS WEIGHT AND
BALANCE LIMITATIONS.
Index for Oct 1989 | Index of Months
The official accident report of my sudden, night, fatal, fiery, jet
airplane crash is on my website. As a person who was there, it is very
interesting and important in my life. I appreciated reading it and I
believe the Congressman will be interested in the report of his friend's
death.
So, now I'm defensive about what I do, that's what insults will do. It is
also unpleasant and had made my daily checking of my email a chore
instead
of pleasure.
I thought I could flame with the best but not so, it takes a cruel
understanding of human nature to hurt with words which I don't have. I d
understand computers, bicycles, motorcycles, cars, and airplanes and how
they work and how they fail. I pass on boats and trains.
There is no conspiracy of Sikh terrorists to bomb AI 182, there is no
conspiracy of Libyan secret agents to bomb PA 103, there is no coverup
by
Navy personnel if they accidentally fired a missile at TWA 800. There is
no conspiracy of Boeing and the government to hide the cargo door
cause. An
old door, under enormous pressure, popped. Plain and simple. And it's
hard
to face news.
There is no conspiracy...at least that's what they told me to say. They
said, if the subject of conspiracy ever comes up, you say, there is no
conspiracy. And I did. There is no conspiracy. At least, I'm pretty sure
that's what they told me to say...in the message. In the decoded message,
everyone got one. You didn't get one? Oh no! You know, the encoded
telepathic message sent from Planet Zorg, or was it Planet Zork, I always
get 'em mixed up.
Another clue to identify conspiracy nuts: No sense of humor.
I still invite factual contributions or rebuttal to cargo door
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explanation of TWA 800; many points about the explanation came from
informed email contributors who came upon the site and offered
clarification.
Good day,
John Barry Smith
Date:

Thu, 24 Jul 1997 15:48:39 -0700

Subject:
Dust
Ah, destructive ust, missile guys have a sense of humor after all. Hang in
there Gordon.
John Barry Smith, (no relation to Gordon E. Smith who knows more
about
747s, engines, airframes, and paperwork than most of put together.)
Date:

Sun, 27 Jul 1997 11:17:30 -0700

Subject:
Etiquette/post everything.
>This is one of the reasons I started the "Hull Thread" to try and
encourage
>researchers to spread a wider net".
Been done, sir, net spread and haul pulled in, Mr. Hull. Mr. Hull your hau
is in, it's the inadvertent opening of the forward cargo door inflight on
high time Boeing 747s and it's more than TWA 800, it's A, B, C, and
TWA
800.
But first, readers of the FLIGHT-800@HOME.EASE.LSOFT.COM
electronic
mailing list, paperwork. I should have previously posted this.
>X-ENV: (mailgw1.fhg.de) peer@iis.fhg.de ->
barry@corazon.com.VIA-SMTP
>X-Sender: peer@cws01
>Mime-Version: 1.0
>Date: Sat, 26 Jul 1997 22:50:40 +0100
>To: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
>From: peer@iis.fhg.de (Dieter Peer)
>Subject: Re: Shimmering
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>Thank you for answering so quickly. I wonder, why you didnt post your
>answer to the list. My original mail went to the list, and I cc d it to you
>to attract your attention.
>Sincerely
>Dieter Peer
>>>So again, what could - according to your CD - theory have happened
>>>to the plane at least 2.25 seconds before the cargo door departed,
>>>silently and without any notice to the flight data/voice recorders?
>>Well, first of all, time events are too vague until the official times com
>>out. And CVR heard sudden loud sound which I say is start of
explosive
>>decompression noise. And airfoil shape of cargo door allows it to com
down
>>slower than heavy stuff which falls so door does not have to be exactly
>>closest, just near the beginning, which it is.
>>
>>>btw: Do you know the difference between front cargo door and R-2
>>>door?
>>R 2 door is passenger door above cargo door. Why interest in R2 door?
>>
>>>To be humorous: CD departed first of course, flew upward dragging
>>>red shimmering tail in the evenign sun, and - perfectly shaped for
>>>gliding - flew at least 1/2 mile further than those other parts
>>>recovered first in the path.
>>
>>I tell you, man, you got it right even though you say you are joking.
The
>>trajectory of that lifting body shaped door is unknown and would vary
with
>>every flight launched at 13700 feet at 300 knots. Could go up, down
and
>>sideways and probably did.
>>
>>Sincerely, John Barry Smith
A basic agreement needs to be reached before any meaningful discussion
of
missile can continue. The streak is not definitive of object moving up.
Period. Just as I can not say streak moving down means door descending,
missile guys can say streak moving up means missile ascending. It could
be
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up or down but impossible to say based upon the physics of one observer
seeing moving dot of light.
To continue to quote witnesses who say streak moved up and use that as
evidence of missile ascending is misleading and ignorant of basic science
The missile explanation is not the wrath of God expressed in the
thunderbolt of missile to destroy the evil within. It is supposed to be
science which requires thrust for object, trajectory, speed, and appearance
of physical thing obeying physical laws.
The realization that ascending streak is not for sure object going up
does not mean rejection of the missile explanation. It just means more
evidence is needed.
But to ignore the streak as object going or or down regardless of ground
observer's perception and to continue to claim streak ascending is missile
going up shows a closed mind and unworthy of further efforts to clarify th
issue of the cause of the crash of TWA 800. It is similar to the request to
only stay on TWA 800 and not bring other aircraft into the discussion. A
aircraft relating to TWA 800 should be discussed. The missile aircraft to
be referenced is the 1980 Alitalia DC-9 that crashed off Italy and to this
day has implications of being shot down by the US Navy. What the Navy
did
then and what the Navy did for TWA 800 should be compared for
similarities.
But it's hard work researching other similar crashes and getting the
reports and going through them, matching up the similarities.
Maybe there was a streak on that crash too.
The ascending streak must be understood and agreed upon that that does
not
mean for sure object ascending. The object could be going down fast,
sideways fast, or up fast and it is impossible to determine based upon only
one view. There was no 3D to determine ascending or descending, just
light
dot moving fast, blurring on retina and appearing to some observers as
going up and to some observers as going down. And the object may have
gone
up in reality. Fine. Cargo door could go up when launched at 13700 feet
and
300 knots. Way up, fast, if the airfoil shaped lifting body forward cargo
door decided to go up into a stall, then flutter down to sea at terminal
velocity of about what, 222 knots? Trajectory of streak source object
unable to determine conclusively without other corroborative input.
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Basic. Missile guys, cargo door guys, bomb guys, fuel explosion guys, d
we agree? Streak could go either way. And then the conclusion,1. streak
could be cargo door spinning away descending or ascending in evening
reflective sunlight or 2. streak could be missile ascending and exhaust dot
moving fast is streak source.
Where is our agreement?
Are we united in our desire for what? Why death occurred.
Death occurred because we humans could have stopped it and didn't.
Unpleasant truth, which is what cargo door is all about and pushed away
mentally with poor excuses while pleasant lies would be embraced. We,
and
that means human beings, consumers, travellers, airplane makers, airplan
watchers, airline passengers, flight crew, and government, could have don
something, and TWA 800 would not have crashed. I know the something
for
most of that list.
The most important something is for the airplane maker. There is a
problem
with his airplane he builds.
The most important something is for the passenger. There is a problem
with
his airplane he flies in.
The most important something is for the airline. There is a problem with
his airplane he operates and maintains.
The most important something is for the government. There is a problem
with its oversight of the airplane it has responsibility for.
For the person whose life is at risk, he is the most important thing.
("Air Force One"...it has back door? And an escape pod? The real one
doesn't but maybe it should. Passengers would love to have an escape pod
My ejection seat with it's oxygen mask and survival kit with water and
food
was my escape pod and saved my life as my plane was crashing.)
The main agreement should be center tank explosion was not initial
event.
Something happened seconds before that event and it could have been
bomb,
missile, cargo door, or some other unknown event. That should be
something
to agree on.
There is a time for dissension and a time for consensus. We've had the
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dissension; let's have the consensus.

Date:

Thu, 17 Jul 1997 21:18:45 -0700

Subject:
For Mr. Jose Cremades
For Mr. Cremades:
Sir, I understand you lost a daughter in the crash of TWA 800. I have a 5
and a half year old daughter and I am the survivor of a sudden, night,
fiery, fatal, jet airplane crash. I invite your attention to a picture of a
Boeing 747 which I believe had the same thing happen to it that
happened to
TWA 800, http://www.corazon.com/TWA800PA103UA811.html
Mr. Cremades, I can look you straight in the eye, sir, and tell you I know
how and why your daughter died. And I'm dead serious. I am available
anytime to discuss this tragedy. barry@corazon.com
Date:

Fri, 18 Jul 1997 08:40:12 -0700

Subject:
For Mr. Rivero
For Mr. Rivero:
> Mr. Cremades lost a MALE relative in the the crash of flight 800, and
>your theory of a cargo door is equally ill-researched.
I must have confused Dr. Swire who lost a daughter in the crash of
PanAm
103 with Mr. Cremades who apparently lost a son in TWA 800. Is there
really
a difference between a lost son or daughter in degree of condolence?
Anyway, Mr. Rivero, I regret ahead of time for missing anything you say
in
the future, including the above posting, as I now group all incoming emai
from "Michael Rivero" into the 'spam' category and 'trash' it. I'm sure
there's something good in the spam I trash but that's the risk I take to
avoid my intelligence being personally insulted with weird schemes. The
derogatory statements from you are distracting from the real business at
hand, trying to stop airplane accidents, not getting people to feel bad,
such as me or the Navy or government officials or fellow posters.
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I shall have to try to learn the 'filter' item on the email program menu
to avoid even the effort of trashing.
Too bad, contrary opinions are few, but I've waded through your ravings
for months on newsgroups and now a mailing list. The mailing list is wor
saving because there are quiet educated listeners out there and more who
ask good questions. And I answer every question and respond to every
statement with the detail it deserves.
My answer to you is...Good day,
John Barry Smith
Date:
Mon, 14 Jul 1997 18:00:47 -0700
Subject:
Hello
This is John Barry Smith, hereinafter known as 'Cargo door guy'. Hello
to
all who have emailed me before and to all I have emailed. This is my first
time for an electronic mailing list.
I thank again the 'Missile guys' for their pursuit of truth and the
results they got such as photos and radar plots. Keep up the pressure.
It appears the Flight 800 list serve is essentially a nest of vipers,
missile vipers waiting for an unsuspecting prey to come along, such as a
mechanical, no conspiracy guy to come along. Just whistling, doo dah,
doo
dah. Then, whap, flames. Well, don't attack me, I'm unworthy, attack the
cargo door explanation.
So, bomb, missile, center tank, cargo door, other. We each have our
favorite.
The most exciting is missile. Most interesting is bomb. Most intriguing
is center tank. Most boring is cargo door. Sorry, I didn't invent it, just
discovered it.
The irony here for the missile guys is that the enormity of their
proposition of missile by enemy or friendly is small compared to cargo
door
causing three other crashes, which it has, with world wide repercussions,
not just US and the US Navy. Cargo door is billions of dollars and seven
countries. Cargo door has much larger implications than an accidental
shootdown.
So, do the subscribers to the list serve want the true explanation of the
crash of TWA 800 or just the most exciting?
If there are any willing to go for the truth and let the chips fall where
they may, I suggest sticking to facts agreed upon by all and then see if
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they fit. If they don't fit, change the explanation, not the facts.
Let's take the 50 second delay from ear/eyewitness hearing boom,
looking
up, seeing streak. Is that an agreed upon fact? I say that since it was
'many' persons and 'independent' that it is indeed true, hear boom, look
up, see streak.
Well, if it's center tank explosion as initiating event or missile or
bomb, the ear/eyewitness would not hear, boom, look up, see streak. The
sound takes to long to get to witness for witness to see the initiating
event.
However, and this is another case of data leaking out and fitting cargo
door explanation, the airfoil shaped door pops and is launched at 300
knots
at 13700 feet to spin away in evening sunlight and be detected as streak
and radar blip. During the glide to earth of door, the nose comes off after
nine foot by 15 foot hole appears after door and skin go, and rest of
fuselage falls disintegrating into fuel vapor and detached spinning spewin
flame engines which ignite fireball and giving loud boom. The boom
travels
for fifty seconds and is picked up by ground observers who looks up and
see
the door still speeding along at terminal velocity giving streak in evening
sunlight.
So, a realistic, common sense explanation of boom, look up, see streak i
offered, cargo door. For missile to explain there has to be other made up
facts such as hearing launch or fuel leaking out or just dismissing the
ear/eyewitnesses entirely, as the NTSB has done.
Before bomb, before missile, before center tank, there was cargo door
explanation. The cargo door explanaton was presented to the FBI and
NTSB
within forty eight hours of TWA 800. I have been following this cargo
door
cause for eight years. It was no surprise to me and no mystery to me why
TWA 800 crashed and it still isn't.
What is a mystery is how facts can be ignored to fulfill wishful thinking.
And that applies to government agencies as well as us wacky guys on the
internet, what will we think of next?
A bad event happens and first reaction is, "It's not my fault, it's their
fault." So the terrorists are blamed with their bombs. And then it's a
covered up accident by those guys the Navy. And then it's God with static
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electricity. But last if ever, is 'it's our fault' by demanding low fares
and large cargo with large doors and complicated locking mechanisms
and
using them way past their design life.
So the FBI says it their fault with a bomb, the missile guys say it's our
fault but accidentally, the NTSB guys say its God's fault with unknown
ignition source, and I say, the unpleasant truth, the want to be ignored
reality, it's our fault, cargo door opened when it shouldn't.
Well, all the supporting documentation, facts, etc are on web site
www.corazon.com. There are four scanned in accident reports and many
mechanical diagrams of Boeing 747s that you may use to support your
favorite explanation. Feel free to use any of it.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
Date:

Wed, 16 Jul 1997 17:12:59 -0700

Subject:
Lock on this
Hello again from Cargo Door Guy.
Three optical illusions and one neat sight.
1. Stand in one spot and wait for sun to move. Well, it didn't, you moved.
2. Stand in one spot and watch approaching airliner up high as it comes
closer and passes overhead and opens up in distance. If you put your
finger
on plane and wait, the plane comes closer but appears to climb. Your
finger
will move up as it tracks approaching plane. Plane appears to move up
when
in fact it could be descending. After passsing overhead the plane will
appear to descend when in fact it may be climbing.
3. Same as above but finger will appear to move faster as plane approache
overhead. Plane appears to move faster when in fact it may be slowing
down.
After passing overhead and departing it will appear to slow down when in
fact it may be accelerating.
4. Wait for sun angle to bounce off overhead airliner. There will be a
glint/glare/flare of light as shiny fuselage, engines, tail reflect the
sunlight. That is the streak source.
Ilusion number two is in effect for TWA 800 streak observers who say it
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moved up to them. And it did, but that doesn't mean it actually went up,
it could just be coming closer to the observer. And the cargo door airfoil
shape may have climbed after departing aircraft. And to see a split second
streak and determine direction is very difficult, especially since the
observers were unprepared for what they saw. For ground observers to se
an
object moving rapidly towards them from high up in the evening sun and
report it appeared to ascend is correct when in fact it may have been
descending. It's all point of view.
So, streak direction as reported by observers is not reliable because it
is arbitrary based on observers' point of view and direction of the object.
So is apparent speed of object but in this case it not relevant.
For cargo door explanation to explain streak and to be valid the event
must have occurred within a time window of about twenty minutes out of
a 24
hour day. And it did, 831PM on a summer night off New York. The sun
had set
for those on the ground and their eyes became dark adapted in the gloom.
And yet at 13700 feet the plane was in bright sunlight. The cargo door
streaking away was seen by those observers in the reflective sunlight line
of sight.
For cargo door explanation to explain mystery radar blip the distance
had
to be within primary radar range. And it was. And blip and streak
appeared
at same time.
For missile or center tank or bomb the time is independent, it could have
happened anytime in 24 hours. Cargo door criteria is harder to comply
with
and yet still does on two items of fact.
So, on and on it goes, cargo door fulfilling the facts with no
modification while all other explanations require ignoring some and
changing others.
There was no conspiracy of Sikh terrorists to bomb Air India 182, or
Libyan secret agents for PA 103, or Navy coverup of TWA 800, they are
all
cargo door. No conspiracy, no coverup, no plot, just mechanical problem
happened before and happened here.
I'll have to say it again, it is so radical; no conspiracy, no coverup, no
plot for three high time Boeing 747 crashes, all cargo door. In 1997 when
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someone has reasonable documented mechanical explanation for an even
which
rules out conspiracy or coverup, he is considered weird. And that's how fa
we have come from feet on the ground Yankee common sense.
The forest is four 747 crashes, the tree is TWA 800. The four are so
similar as to have one cause, either all bombs, all center tanks, all
missiles, or all cargo doors. I have the larger task of explaining three
crashes, AI 182, PA 103, and TWA 800, missile guys concentrate on just
one.
Most closed minds shut solid whenever Pan Am 103 enters the
conversation.
It's a mythic plane sacrificied to the 'bad' guys of the world. It's a
totem to ward off other bad guys. And turns out to be nothing more than a
door popping when it shouldn't. And I say that only because the evidence
in
the reports fit the pattern of other cargo door crashes, specifically, UAL
811, the model for the other three. If there are other 747 crashes that fit
the pattern then that crash can be part of the forest too. As far as I have
determined after examining all 747 hull losses there are no more although
there are three other suspicious ones. I can't check them out without the
official reports and can't get them, they are China Airlines, El Al, and a
South African Airways. They are probably not cargo door caused but
warrant
further investigaton based on several suspicious similarities.
My whole thrust for cargo door for TWA 800 to NTSB was based on the
evidence warrants further investigation. Period. But even that was too
much. I was not trying to get NTSB to say cargo door caused crash but
was
trying to get them to examine closely the cargo door area for metal fatigu
or unlatching or other fractures. Months ago I suggested a C-141 flying
exact route of TWA 800 at same sun angle and toss out metal objects the
size of cargo doors out rear door and see if streak could be re created.
They took the re creation idea but twisted it to prove their center tank
explosion. They don't want streak recreated unless it helps their
prosecution of center tank.
Thank you all for your 'hello to cargo door' emails on LServ.
We are the opposition to the official findings of center tank explosion as
initial event. Can we unite as much as we can and stop attacking each
other?
I propose we agree on this: There was a center tank explosion. The
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initial event was not the center tank explosion. There was a streak and it
is related to the crash. The streak could have been sunlight reflecting off
metal.
Are we united, 'Brothers and Sisters' on that?
The shiny metal could be missile casing. There was no vapor trail if you
say streak was rocket exhaust.
Now that agreement above is a lot. It means that members of the public,
responding to an appeal for public help, have united in refuting a key
government proposition: center tank explosion as initial event.
Then the debate can begin about what was the initial event.
We have to be united as allies if we hope for our truth to come out,
whatever it is. We don't have to be friends, just allies.
Regarding that, I asked that the cargo door explanation be attacked, not
the messenger.
And yet, right away, I am told, "But you didn't do your homework."
So if we were easy going guys we'd just let that slide. But we are not
easy going guys, we are guys telling huge governments of several nations
they are wrong even after they have put their best people on the problem
and spent millions. We are not charming persons with superior people
skills.
So...so...you're right...I have not done my homework. Relative to what I
should be doing, and could be doing, I have not done my homework and
it is
constant torment, I should be doing more to futher the cargo door
explanation.
Relative to, I would hazard a guess, most everyone on this email list, I
have done more homework than most put together regarding surface to ai
missiles, radar blips, hull decompressions, cargo door on Boeing 747s, an
specifically, sudden night fiery fatal jet airplane crashes. My credentials
for offering explanation for TWA 800 crash are superior to most. And
available upon request.
Here's the point, so what? The messenger's belief of his message is
irrelevant. And the discoverer may not realize what he has discovered.
And
to anyone else who insults my work habits, kiss my ass.
It doesn't matter if I have done my homework or not, the message is
cargo
door. Did the cargo door come off TWA 800, and others? Challenge me
on the
others too, the truth holds together. I say it did and the thousand page
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website and the thousand emails are on www.corazon.com which gives
documentation for you to peruse and make your own mind up. And offer
creditable refutation. I await and encourage educated criticism.
Missile is a great story, in fact, it is a story. I'm looking at a
paperback book right now, "Mayday", by Thomas H. Block, 1979,
Berkley
Books, New York. Here's the blurb on the cover, "The most terrifying air
disaster novel ever!" "An airliner hit by a runaway Navy missile." The plo
is essentially, Navy hits Boeing 747 with missile, damaged plane flies
around with crew trying to land, insurance company, the airline, and the
Navy conspire/decide plane must not land to show evidence. I never
finished
the book. The story is there already 18 years ago and published.
Bomb is great story and lots of novels on that.
Cargo door is boring, no book on that.
Just because an explanation is entertaining does not make it true,
contrary to what juries now believe in America. Whichever lawyer can
keep
the jury awake must be telling the truth is the thinking, I guess.
Anyway, cargo door is all facts, physical laws, evidence, mathematics,
and documented history of similar events. Dry reading, sometimes
complicated and therefore avoided by most who prefer the quick answer
that
could be true and even if not, it's interesting.
Maybe if we put down all we know about TWA 800 and then next to
the fact
give a satisfactory explanation. Such as, plane yawed left after initial
event. My cargo door explanation is recoil effect of door popping to
starboard and nose to port. Missile? Bomb? Center tank explosion?
But, this may be preaching to the converted or banging head against the
wall to non believers. Why discusss this TWA 800 anyway in a Lserve?
What
is the goal?
I'm going through the motions. This Friday I have an appointment with
my
elected representative in Congress for a 15 minute interview one on one.
Talk about futility, but it must be done, all bases must be touched for any
home run.
Here's some specific replies to comments received and read:
> Dan, when a cargo door breaks loose, some of the the latch fingers
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have
>>to snap off. Don't you think that someone would have noticed that
simple
>>fact?
First, not true. If the corners of the large square hole cut in the
pressurized hull and called cargo door were to fail, as did the Comet smal
square holes cut in the pressurized hull and called windows, the latches
would all be in place.
Second. UAL 811 had cargo door go and latches were intact, just
unlatched.
Third. Someone miss something is unusual? It's not ususual to miss
something, it's usual. And you're touting the competence of investigating
authorities?
> Once opened in a 340 knot slipstream, the door would be subjected to
>>aerodynamic forces for which it was not designed. Held only by the
upper
>>hinge, it would be twisted and bent back in a quite characteristic
manner.
>
>True enough. Again, no indication on that. Are YOU, one of the
>conspiracists, SURE that that wasn't one of the metal pieces they bent
back
>into shape when they they put the pieces back together? Should you
be? If
>other things can be fudged, covered up, lied about, etc, why not this one
This argument gets into crazy land. Whenever a person suggests a purely
mechanical failure, the conspiracy guys, bombs and missiles, all start
talking about conspiracy. There is no conspiracy.
To talk of facts and size and weight and aerodynamics is to talk reality.
To talk of terrorists with bombs or navy personnel with missiles is to talk
of imaginative nonsense that rarely has occurred while the mechanical
fault
happens every day. Again, the common is boring, the rare is entertaining.
And apparently, entertainment is truth.
There is no conspiracy, coverup, or plots in the crashes of AI 182, PA
103, and TWA 800. There is a mechanical similar fault for all three which
is the same for the other fatal high time 747 crash, UAL 811.
The horror is the fault should have been detected and fixed, not blamed
on bad guys or God and therefore not fixed.
This NTSB 800 cause of center tank explosion will end the 747. No one
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will spend 400 million on a plane that blows up unexpectedly once in a
while and insurers will have a hard time too insuring it. Cargo door can b
fixed and 747 lives. In their misthought protection of Boeing the NTSB is
in fact fatally damaging the thing they seek to preserve. Irony.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
www.corazon.com
Date:

Thu, 31 Jul 1997 12:40:22 -0700

Subject:
Plot
Dear Mailees,
There are two experiments to conduct with your own eyes in your own
backyard; you just need a plane flying overhead and the sun.
Put your finger on the plane as it comes toward you. Your finger rises. Pu
your finger on the plane as it goes away. Your finger goes down. Make
finger a dot of light and move it fast and you have streak going up or
down. The object stays the same, doing what it does, which might be
coming
toward and climbing or coming toward you and descending. Or going
away and
descending or going away and ascending. Your finger/streak direction wi
be the same, independent of actual movement of object.
Put fifty people spaced randomly around a city and let them to the same
experiment on the same plane and the results are the same. As plane
comes
toward the observers it appears to ascend, as it moves away, it appears to
descend.
The plane may in reality be going up or down. It is impossible to
determine from one observation of one person the true direction of the
object, even if experiment conducted by fifty people doing the same
observation. Or a million.
In reality, as plane gets closer by coming toward the observer, it gets
bigger. As the brain sees the object get bigger, it interprets angular
movement as coming toward observer and then decides maybe not
climbing but
just coming closer.
That's why when plane far away and only contrail to see, not aircraft wing
and body, the contrail is perceived as climbing vertically, like a rocket.
Conclusion: Impossible to determine actual direction of object by one
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observation of streak direction.
Next experiment:
Observe plane flying overhead. Wait for sun angle to reflect off shiny
fuselage and see bright flare lasting a few seconds.
Conclusion: If piece of fuselage were to fly off at that instant, observer
would see bright shiny fast moving object.
The cargo door problem is subtle and difficult to prove. The UAL 811
cargo
door cause was plain to see as the aircraft was sitting on ramp with big
hole in side. However, the NTSB got the cause wrong and had to issue
revised report a year later changing significantly the conclusion so that
another AD had to be written.
Just because the NTSB or Boeing or TWA have not investigated the
door does
not mean they know the problem and are hiding it.
There is no plot by the manufacturer or government or airline to cover up
the cargo door cause of the fatal accidents of four high time Boeing 747s.
At least that's what Boeing, TWA and government agents told me to say.
They
said, if the subject of a plot to hide the true cause of the crashes being
cargo door comes up, you say there is no plot. And I did. There is no plot
At least that's what I thought the encrypted email said after I decoded it.
You couldn't decrypt it? Well, that explains it. Maybe you sent your
private key out instead of your public key. We encrypt everything, of
course, because we are all monitored.
Ok, let's get serious in our stories. Missile is cool but needs too much
physical corroboration. I have a better story.
There was streak going up to TWA 800 and then the plane disintegrated
in
the air. There was no explosive residue or missile parts found on plane.
Navy and civilian ships were in the area. Mystery radar blips in area. Nav
denies any involvement. Government says center tank exploded.
How to make sense of it all. Here's how.
There was a civilian ship and a civilian airplane manned by a few security
minded technicians. The ship was like the Glomar Express and the plane
was
like Evergreen 747s , chartered by the CIA . The red laser weapon projec
is very black and very expensive but with links all the way to the top of
the government, like "Star Wars" strategic missile defense system. The
civilian ship with its aircraft partner were conducting red laser weapon
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tests in the Warning area adjacent to the TWA 800 flight track. The
technicians on ship would lock on to military aircraft for low power level
testing on sensitive sensors located in the modified 747 as it orbited the
warning/testing area with transponder off to avoid electronic test
contamination.
Laser weapon system upgraded. Now higher power. Technician
installing new
higher power laser knows it. Technician firing laser doesn't know it
because of need to know provisions of black projects. Technician fires ne
laser. Because of higher power, tracking calculations change and laser
beam
misses transponder-off modified 747 and hits TWA 800 in center fuel tan
causing explosion. Laser seen as red-orange streak. No explosive residue
No missile parts. No Navy involvement. Coverup at highest levels which
give
orders to lower level government officials who are kept in the dark but
issue conflicting and nonsense explanations of crash.
The story fits all the facts and does not require evidence to support but
does have conspiracy, coverup, and plot. The few people who know aren'
talking and they are the types hired because they don't talk. All the parts
are true, there are laser projects that are secret, there are chartered CIA
ships and planes, TWA 800 was near a warning area. There were ships in
the
area and the killing range of the laser can be said to be the range of a
convenient ship, now disappeared. There was a non transponder radar
blip.
There is a motive to conceal laser weapon from enemies. It could happen
In fact, the story is impossible to disprove, yet easy to sustain.
I like it, it's a great story and would make a great movie.
Sincerely,
John "Oliver Stone" Barry Smith
Date:
Mon, 28 Jul 1997 05:55:34 -0700
Subject:
Sound/sight
> Doesn't sound like a cargo door to me John.
>
> Never has.
Well, after repeating and repeating eyewitnesses saying they saw
something
go up in streak and ignoring the eyewitnesses who said they saw
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something
go down in streak, ignoring the physical law of visual perception requirin
two views for direction, doing no research on cargo door, refusing to com
to agreement on the most basic statement of fact of center tank is not
initial event, and then saying, it doesn't sound like cargo door and never
has, I have to agree with you. It doesn't sound like cargo door, it looks
like cargo door. And there is no chance you will ever consider the door as
cause. Never has been. Closed mind. Always has been.

Date:

Wed, 30 Jul 1997 00:17:47 -0700

Subject:
Things are moving fast...
You missile guys are quoting Major Frederick Meyer in his recent
conclusion
that he believed it was a missile that hit TWA 800.
Well, let's quote Major Meyer then... in Aviation Week and Space
Technology
of 10 March 1997, page 35, Major Meyer is quoted as saying, "What I
saw was
a streak of light, not a smoke trail." The article by Staff Writer David
Fulghum continues..."The streak of light that Meyer saw made a very
shallow, gradually descending arc." "Meyer observed the descending
streak
for 3-5 sec." Major Meyer then says, "The trajectory at that point appeare
to be slightly bent down and slowed."
Meyer's copilot, Capt. Christian Baur, describes the streak as "..a
streak moving from left to right.."
The Aviation Week article also states, "NTSB investigators have
suggested
unofficially that the streaks the pilots saw could have been light
reflections from the skin of the aircraft, tongues of flame from the
airplane or the forward door of the aircraft popping open, a possibility
that still intrigues investigators, the second official said."
So, missile guys, if you are going to quote Major Meyer, then quote
him...completely. And his copilot that night too. And the NTSB.
Pilot says streak descended, copilot said streak level, NTSB says could be
forward door popping open.
They are all right. It all fits for cargo door: parabolic arc and he even
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has the color right, 'Red-orange."
But I'll understand if you omit those pesky conflicting details that
don't fit missile.

Date:

Wed, 30 Jul 1997 21:52:25 -0700

Subject:
Two good questions.
>
1. When you cite the history of cargo door failures, you include
Pan Am
>Flight 103. Are you saying that you are absolutely certain that Pan Am
>103 was destroyed by a door failure and no other precipitating event?
No. I am absolutely certain I am not absolutely certain. I believe that PA
103 should be reopened based upon TWA 800 similar evidence now
shown to be
benign, dog sniffing or heart medicine for explosive residue. I also
believe cargo door went on 103 and 'mild blast' after. The precipitating
event is what made door open in flight. I don't know that. There are about
twelve reasonable explanations for that from cargo shifting to motor shor
to fuselage flex etc. The whole door area of 103 needs to be gone over
with
the thoroughness omitted when red herring of blast led investigators to
bomb...placed on plane in Frankfurt by Libyan secret agents, or was it CI
rogue agents,...flown to London, changed planes, etc
But yes, the mountain of disbelief for cargo door is 'PA 103 is cargo
door, not bomb?' The chasm of disbelief is 'door goes, nose goes? Yes to
both.
And the forgotton Sikh-terrorists-caused-bomb for Air India 182 is also
cargo door, not bomb.
I know cargo door is hard to believe, much more harder to believe than
Navy accident missile firing.
The key is the evidence which matches. If you have any more hull losses
of
747s that have the ten evidence matches, listed on www.corazon.com, tel
me, we'll add it to the cargo door victim list. The evidence matching has
to be there. And confirmed and corroborated evidence.
2. In other words, where can I see
>or read for myself existing studies of what a cargo door looks like as
>it falls?
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Good question. On radar it looks a certain way with UAL 811 and DC 10
Visually I wish I had documented evidence of what shiny metal objects
rapidly changing speed and direction look like as they spin away in
reflective sunlight from two miles up. What makes up a streak? It is a
light input into the back of the eye which moves so fast the brain can't
break it up into pieces. Radar can and does.
What empirical tests have been conducted on falling cargo
>doors that have yielded reproducible results on the dynamics and
>appearances of descending cargo doors from various altitudes at variabl
>speeds and atmospheric conditions? Do you have such studies you can
>provide, or are your contentions based upon what you imagine a falling
>cargo door might look like?
No and wish I did and have asked NTSB to conduct tests to find out. See
below.
>The streak can be recreated. The radar blip can be recreated. Should you
>believe that the spinning away shiny metal object explanation for streak
>is worthy of investigation, then conduct an experiment to assist the
NTSB
>in their leaking fuel story or confirm cargo door as streak. The NTSB
>explanation has an access door blowing away after the center tank
explodes
>which leads to leaking fuel. Have a C-141/C-130 fly at 13700 feet at 300
>knots at same sun angle as TWA 800 and toss out various sized shiny
metal
>objects from the aft inward opening C-130/C141 door. The access door,
>small as it is, may be seen as streak and on radar. Cargo door, big as it
>is, will be seen as streak and radar blip.
>contentions based upon what you imagine a falling
>cargo door might look like?
Yes, but pretty good imagination based upon visual experience of
thousands
of flight hours seeing all sorts of stuff and lots of eye training courses
by Navy medical personnel. When vision is life and death attention is pai
to it carefully.
What is your imagination saying? Really. Maybe a blinking streak as
door
spins and reflects intermittently? How about the link to tracers. What are
tracers. I think they are bullets which burn in flight and give dot of
light which appears as streak, yes? How fast does an object have to move
to
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appear as streak and not fast dot? Moving a flashlight at arm speed in
darkness can give streak, yes?
Streak source of TWA 800 is conjected to be flare of reflected sunlight
and
I have videotaped that 2 to three second flare and you can see it too by
looking up at airliner passing overhead with correct low sun angle. The
reflective flaring of light can be seen from far far away, even if actual
plane is invisible. When close the flaring starts at nose, then engines,
then winglets if there, then aft fuselage, then vertical stabilizer.
Good questions, thank you.
Date:

Wed, 23 Jul 1997 21:25:34 -0700

Subject:
Willie D
Dear LSoft TWA 800 electronic mailing list contributors:
The mood takes me. Princess Bride Soundtrack on the 25 CD changer,
all
else quiet and dark except for the bright light of...LSoft mailing list.
LSoft mailing list, hmmm....Is this service owned by the Bill Gates of
Japan, a name that escapes me, but is a Japanese who is very successful,
rich and powerful. Does he run LSoft? Is it free?
I wish to go on record now that I am humbly and forever indebted to the
LSoft mailing list on TWA 800. Why? For stimulating me.
Flames first, then common sense agreement for both, then one side
changes
to the other and after both are considered, truth is chosen. Can I go to
other than cargo door? Yes. Can you go to other than missile? or bomb?
or
center tank fire?
I can do missile. I can do missile pretty good I'm not a missile guy. I
can change cargo door to missile.
I will. Here it is. Cargo door relies on missiles. Let's define missile.
And let's spell it right, please, 'missile' not 'missle'.
Cargo door was assaulted by missiles. Let's define missile.
I'll go first. Fast, well fast, what's fast? I've gone supersonic twice
in my life but that is nothing to space orbit injection of 17500 mph. But,
OK, missile is fast and later we argue how fast an object has to be to
called a missile.
Baseball? Becomes missile after speed is reached. 90MPH? Yeah, I'll
agree
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that an object going 90 MPH is a missile.
So 300 knots, 330 mph, is an adequate speed for something to be called
a
missile and 2.5 mach, mentioned in earlier post, is definitely, without a
doubt, a missile.
Through space, earth is a missile, traveling around the center of the
Milky Way at x miles per hour. I don't know x. But still, earth is a
missile in the emptiness of space, a big missile in a big world.
So, air molecules are big missiles in the big world of air. And cargo
door was assaulted by millions of missiles going 330 mph, missile speed.
And also, identified as object. Fast object. Missile has to be object.
Missile fast object. I like it. Size? Come on, big, middle, and small,
still missiles. Earth missile, SA -27, or air molecule.
I've had SA-27 Surface to Air radar homing 17 mile kill radius, 60000
feet zone of fire missiles, locked on but apparently not fired. So call the
2.5 Mach interceptor flying telephone pole a medium sized missile
compared
to large earth and small air molecule. One learns about anti-air missiles
when they are aimed and locked on one.
Can we agree that the destruction of TWA 800 was from the assault of
missiles?
It's plural for me and how about you?
Agreement, impossible.
Oh, man, oh woman. We must unite. We are allies. Allies who detest
each
other personally and on the verge of becoming acrimonious. On the verge
Just this side of deranged. A line from a ZZ Top song. Pearl Necklace.
So. Brothers.! Sisters.! Unite to form an opinion that the destruction of
TWA 800 was from the assault of missiles. I can agree to that. Then we
dispute the size of the missiles. I have invisible air molecules and
billions and you have...what you have. But still missiles and I will agree
to that. Fast objects.
Is it more fun all missile? How about cargo door. Yeah, cargo door.
Whoa, trouble. The optical illusion of movement direction is a tough one
to overcome for ascending object of unknown duration, various colors,
thickness, trail, object which created by speed a blurring effect and
perceived as a streak. There was no real object long and thin. It was an
object moving fast on the back of eyeball and interpreted as streak. OK,
I'm with you, I'm which you, man, I'm which you, as Steve Martin says in
X
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as Vinnie. I don't know x. Knew x, forgot x.
Blue something. My Blue Heaven?
OK, I must get confirmation that the optical perception is understood
correctly, which is to say, it is impossible to determine correctly the
true movement of an object relative to the ground by a ground observer
alone. The best analogy is earth and sun for Observer (you) and Object
(plane, missile, cargo door) It one stands still and the other moves or
they reverse and the other stands still and the other moves, the
observations made by observers in both objects will be the same. They
both
think, they stand still while the other objects moves. And they could be
right, or they could be wrong. It's impossible to determine by observer
seeing object move alone.
The brain perceives movement by noticing angular movement. There is
no
way to tell if the angular movement detected, ascending streak, is caused
by altitude change or coming closer. Coming closer gives angular change
as
up and is perceived as climbing even while object descends as it comes
closer. And it's reversed as object moves away, the angular movement is
perceived as descending while object may be ascending.
The total point is the ascending streak could be object climbing and it
could be object descending. And until the missile guys understand that
visual concept and admit that the ascending streak may be descending
object
and not ascending object, then this whole cargo door explanation stops.
Cargo door understanding requires intelligence, study, and reflection.
The intelligence is to create imaginary worlds in your head and move
things
around. The study is to review relevant documents such as web site
www.corazon.com, and reflection is to parse it out in your head.
Sad but true that the eyewitness report of the villain can not be
conclusive. Other corroboration is needed. And the telescope provided it
for planets and sun. Moons around a planet Jupiter were observed as well
as
Planet Jupiter going around object Sun. So Galileo thought, ah, Earth is
like Jupiter and therefore Earth goes round the sun, not sun goes round th
earth. Love it.
So, ascending fast object supporters, the object could be going down, or
level, or up. Depends on observer's point of view.
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Let's put you the observer on the ground as you stand/sit/lie. Let's put
object as Boeing 747-early model airline at 13700 feet at 300 knots at ten
miles from observer/your eyes.
And it has a searchlight in its nose. From its position ten miles away it
in reality really starts a gradual decent to impact one inch in front of
observer/your eyes. You would see a round dot all the way from first
seeing
fast object ten miles away to one inch in front of your eyes. The airplane
to you did not go up and did not go down. It stayed right there, a dot on
the back of our eyeball.
You perceive that as what did the airplane do during that time? Go up?
Go
down? or stay level?
Next step. Let's say the airplane with the searchlight on the nose
actually descends to impact a mile in front of you/observer. You would
observe light moving a descent line of connect the dots. If 747 goes fast,
it appear as blur/streak descending.
(Can a cargo door appear as blur/streak? I must find out and have
requested NTSB to conduct tests that push out meal objects out of rear of
C141 and let observer/you see if streak appears. We could agree on that.
Or
launch some missiles out there, like a Trident or an Air or Air Sparrow.)
OK, back to optical reality. The reality to know you can never know the
truth with only one observation from one point of view. Need
corroboration.
Let's say fast object Boeing 747 at 13700 feet at 300 knots really really
descends but to impact a mile past you. You will observe the light to
ascend until directly overhead, then the aft end of the 747 would appear to
descend to impact an inch above the ground a mile past you.
The point: in reality a fast object appeared to do three things from a one
point of view observation, ascend, descend, and stay the same, when in
reality, in relation to the observer on ground, the fast object really
descended in all three instances.
One missile person tacitly admitted he understood the geometry involve
and brought up the radar images to show that when the object moves
away it
gives truth and the images moved away from the observer and observer
said
ascend so that was accurate. It doesn't matter what the observer says,
that's the sad part. There is no way to get the real answer without
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corroboration.
And that's were missile guys and cargo door guys have room to argue.
I will help you out.
You postulate the United States Navy, the finest fighting force of men
and women on the planet, would screw up so bad as to shoot down on
purpose
or accidentally, a US civilian airliner in peacetime in US Territory. And
then cover the error up. Well, as a fourteen year US Navy veteran,
enlisted through cadet to officer, in combat, and risked my life for the
right to be called, 'Sailor,' I say, "poppycock."
Now, here's a story to support your position. From a friend.
From November 1943, until her demise in June 1945, the American
destroyer
'William D Porter' was often hailed - whenever she entered port or joine
other Naval ships - with the greetings: 'Don't shoot, we're Republicans!'.
For a half a century , the US Navy kept a lid on the details of the incident
that prompted this salutation.
Fifty years ago, the Willie D as Porter was nicknamed, accidentally fired
live
torpedo at the battleship Iowa
during a practice exercise. As if this weren't bad enough, Iowa was
carrying
President Franklin D. Roosevelt at the time, along with Secretary of State
Cordell Hull and all of the country's WW2 military brass. They were
heading for
the Big Three Conference in Tehran, where Roosevelt was to meet Stalin
and
Churchill. Had
Porters torpedo struck Iowa at the aiming point, the last 50 years of world
history might have been quite different.
USS William D Porter (DD-579) was one of hundreds of assembly line
destroyers
build during the war. They mounted several heavy and light guns but thei
main
armament consisted of 10 fast-running and accurate torpedoes that carried
500
pound warheads. This destroyer was placed in commission on July 1943
under the
command of Wilfred Walker, a man on the US Navy's fast career track.
In the months before she was detailed to accompany the Iowa across the
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Atlantic
in November 1943, Porter and her crew learned their trade, experiencing
the
normal problems that always beset a new ship and a novice crew. The
mishaps
grew
more serious when she became an escort for the pride of the fleet, the big
new
battleship Iowa.
The night before they left Norfolk, Virginia, bound for North Africa, Port
accidentally damaged a nearby sister ship when she backwatered down
along the
other ships side and her anchor tore down her railings, life rafts, ships boa
and various other formerly valuable pieces of equipment. Willie D merel
had a
scraped anchor, but her career of mayhem and mishap had begun.
Just 24 hours later, the four ship convoy consisting of Iowa and her secret
passengers and two other destroyers was under strict instructions to
maintain
complete radio silence. As they were going through a known U-boat
feeding
ground, speed and silence were the best defence. Suddenly a tremendous
explosion
rocked the convoy. All of the ships commenced anti-submarine
manoeuvres. This
continued until Porter sheepishly admitted that one of her depth charges
had
fallen off her stern and exploded. The 'safety' had not been set as
instructed.
Captain Walker was watching his fast track career become side-tracked.
Shortly thereafter, a freak wave inundated the ship, stripping away
everything
that wasn't lashed down, and a man was washed overboard and never
found. Next,
the fire room lost power in one of its boilers. The Captain, by this point,
was
making reports almost hourly to the Iowa on Willie Ds difficulties. It
would
have been merciful if the force Commander had detached the hard luck
ship and
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sent her back to Norfolk. But no, she sailed on.
The morning of the 14th of November 1943 dawned with a moderate sea
and
pleasant weather. Iowa and her escorts were just east of Bermuda, and the
President and his guests wanted to see how the big ship could defend
herself
against an air attack. So, Iowa launched a number of weather balloons to
use as
anti-aircraft targets. It was exciting to see more than 100 guns shooting
at the
balloons, and the President was proud of his Navy. Just as proud was
Admiral
Ernest J King, the Chief of Naval Operations; large in size and, by
demeanour, a
true monarch of the sea. Disagreeing with him meant the end of a naval
career.
Up to this time, no one knew what firing a torpedo at him would mean.
Over on
Willie D, Captain Walker watched the fireworks display with admiration
and
envy.
Thinking about career redemption and breaking the hard luck spell, the
Captain sent his impatient crew to battle stations. They began to shoot
down the
balloons Iowa had missed as they drifted into Porter's vicinity.
Down on the torpedo mounts, the crew watched, waiting to take some
practice
shots of their own on the big battleship, which, even though 6,000 yards
away,
seemed to blot out the horizon. Lawton Dawson and Tony Fazio were
among those
responsible for the torpedoes. Part of their job involved ensuring that the
primers
were installed during actual combat and removed during practice. Once a
primer
was installed, on a command to fire, it would explode, shooting the
torpedo out
of its tube. Dawson, on this particular morning, unfortunately had
forgotten to
remove the primer from torpedo tube #3.
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Up on the bridge, a new torpedo officer, unaware of the danger, ordered a
simulated firing. Fire 1, Fire 2 and finally Fire 3. There was no fire 4 as th
sequence was interrupted by an unmistakable 'whooooooshhhhing' sound
made by a
successfully launched and armed torpedo. Lt H Steward Lewis, who
witnessed the
entire event, later described the next few minutes as what hell would look
like
if it ever broke loose.
Just after he saw the torpedo hit water, on its way to Iowa and some of th
most
prominent figures in world history, Lewis innocently asked the Captain,
'Did you
give permission to fire a torpedo?' Captain Walker's reply will not ring
down
through naval history.. although words to the effect of Farragut's immorta
'Damn the torpedoes' figured centrally within.
Initially there was some reluctance to admit what had happened or even to
warn
the Iowa. As the awful reality sunk in, people began racing around,
shouting
conflicting instructions and attempting to warn the flagship of imminent
danger.
First, there was a flashing light warning about the torpedo which
unfortunately
indicated it was headed in another direction. Next, Porter signalled that
it was
going reverse at full speed! Finally, they
decided to break the strictly enforced radio silence. The radio operator on
the
destroyer transmitted 'Lion (code for the Iowa), Lion, come right. The
Iowa
operator, more concerned about radio procedure, requested that the
offending
station identify itself first. Finally, the message was received and Iowa
began turning to avoid the speeding torpedo.
Meanwhile, on Iowa's bridge, word of the torpedo firing had reached
FDR, who
asked that his wheelchair be moved to the railing so he could see better
what
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was coming his way. His loyal Secret Service guard immediately drew hi
pistol
as if he was going to shoot the torpedo. As Iowa began evasive
manoeuvres, all
of
her guns were trained on the William D Porter. There was now some
thought that
Porter was part of an assassination plot.
Within moments of the warning, there was a tremendous explosion just
behind the
battleship. The torpedo had been detonated by the wash kicked up by the
battleship's increased speed. The crisis was over and so was Captain
Walker's
career. His final utterance to Iowa, in response to a question about the
origin
of the torpedo, was a weak, 'We did it'. Shortly thereafter, the brand new
destroyer, her Captain and the entire crew were placed under arrest and
sent to
Bermuda for trial. It was the first time that a complete ships company had
been
arrested in the history of the US Navy. The ship was surrounded by US
Marines
when she docked in Bermuda, and held there several days as the closed
session
inquiry attempted to determine what had happened. Torpedoman
Dawson eventually
confesses to having inadvertently left the primer in the torpedo tube, whic
caused the launching. Dawson had thrown the used primer over the side t
conceal
his mistake.
The whole incident was chalked up to an unfortunate set of circumstances
and
placed under a cloak of secrecy. Someone had to be punished. Captain
Walker and
several other Porter officers and sailors eventually found themselves in
obscure
shore assignments. Dawson was sentenced to 14 years hard labour.
President
Roosevelt intervened; however, asking that no punishment be meted out
for what
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was clearly an accident. The destroyer was banished to the upper
Aleutians. It
was probably thought this was as safe a place as any for the ship and
anyone who
came near her. She remained in the frozen North for almost a year, until
late
1944, when she was re-assigned to the Western Pacific.
Before leaving the Aleutians, she accidentally left her calling card in the
form
of a five inch shell fired into the front yard of the American base
commandant,
thus rearranging his flower garden. In December 1944, she joined the
Phillippine
invasion forces and acquitted herself quite well. She distinguished herself
by
shooting down a number of attacking Japanese aircraft. Regrettably, after
the
war, it was reported that she also shot down three American aeroplanes.
This was
a common event on ships, as many gunners, fearful of Kamikazes, had
nervous
trigger fingers.
In April 1945, the destroyer was assigned to support the invasion of
Okinawa. By
this time, the greeting "Don't Shoot, We're Republicans" was
commonplace
and the
crew of Willie D had become used to the ribbing. But the crew of her
sister
ship, USS Luce, was not so polite in its salutations after Porter accidental
riddled her side and superstructure with gunfire. On the 10th of June
1945,
Porter's hard luck finally ran out. She was sunk by a plane which had
(unintentionally) attacked underwater. A Japanese bomber almost made
entirely of
wood and canvas slipped through the US Navy's defence. Having little in
the way
of metal surfaces, the aeroplane didn't register on radar. A fully loaded
Kamikaze, it was headed for a ship near Porter, but just at the
last moment veered away and crashed along side the unlucky destroyer.
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There was
a sigh of relief as the plane sunk out of sight, but then it blew up beneath
Porter, opening her hull in the worst possible location.
Three hours later, after the last man was off board, the Captain jumped to
the
safety of a rescue vessel and the ship that almost changed world history
slipped
astern into 2,400 feet of water. Not a single soul was lost in the sinking.
After everything else that happened, it was almost as if the ship decided
to let
her crew off at the end.
Thank you Chris Olsson for that marvelous story.
"Dawson had thrown the used primer over the side to conceal
his mistake."
Ah, bad news.
So, yes. Even the best will lie. So everyone could be lying. Even me.
Who
am I? A US government NTSB aircraft investigator who wants to hear
what's
going on but can't say his name and uses an anonymous name like John
Smith?
Or an FBI agent who seeks out some names about things not of the
concern of
citizens on the internet on the LSoft mailing list. Who am I talking to?
Paranoia strikes deep, into your life it will creep. Song.
So, I'm the no conspiracy guy. The no coverup guy, the no plots against
me guy.
No conspiracy of Sikh terrorists, no conspiracy of Libyan secret agents,
no conspiracy of the US Navy, no coverup of the Navy, no plot by
manufacturer or government to conceal true cause of the crash of TWA
800.
They really don't know.
At least, that's what they told me to say.
So, cargo door guy, in Newsday newspaper as wacko conspiracy nut two
months after event. Then George Magazine, the New York Times, all as a
example of silly craziness that goes on on the 'net. The idiots are out
folks and they are on the internet and here's an example..cargo door, or
missile, or methane gas, or meteor hit.
We are wacky together, missile guys! Take me to your leader. No, don't
take me to your leader. He's in on it too. It's like the movie that the
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good guys are in trouble and confide in an ally and then at the end the bad
guy shows up and it's..it's, the Sheriff, the ally, the one you spilled
your guts too and that's how they controlled everything, they knew your
every move.
So, we are brothers in sanity, our own sanity.
And to change government from one position to another is a difficult,
possibly impossible challenge.
To change you. To change you to cargo door. You got me to missile. A
molecules are high speed objects, I call them missiles, and destroyed
TWA
800. (After door popped and exposed nine foot by 15 foot hole to the
billions of fast objects, air molecules, called missiles, which crumpled
nose, blew out insides and tore off nose. My door gives huge hole for no
to tear off, your missile gives small hole, which is more likely to tear
off nose?)
So why not have more of your Surface to Air hand fired shoulder
mounted
SA-7 Stingers? Only one streak and ascending, that's why. And of course
the
airplane observers of the streak who say it was descending. They could be
wrong too! It's impossible to obtain the truth of the streak object
movement from one point of view without corroboration.
I say radar corroborates cargo door, rules out rocket missile fired by
anybody. You say radar helps missile explanation.
Let's talk radar. My five year enlisted Navy time was spent as
aircrewman
on P-2VFS Neptune patrol twin jet, twin recip aircraft. My title was First
Tech, in charge of all the electronics, maintenance and operation, of the
Anti-submarine Warfare hunter/killer. My rank was ATR2. The R stood
for
Radar. I was an Aviation Electronics Technician Radar, Second class, a
non
commissioned officer at 19 years old.
I pride my radar experience, breadth of knowledge and hands on
maintenance and operation of several types of radars; search, bombing,
tracking, navigating, friend or foe, altitude warning, and fire control. My
life and the life of my crew was based upon the successful interpretation
of radar images. It's for real when the radar coast in point is identified
correctly and you don't get shot down or identified incorrectly and you fly
into a mountain.
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Give me all the tapes to look at, the code for the codes on screen, the
range marker miles, the specifications of the type of radar and location on
ground, and I will be able to tell you about P-3s, USAirs, TWA and
several
primary radar returns with no accompanying transponder identifying
information. I can make sense of it.
Until then, no conclusions on actual movement of streaking object.
The time line of actual accurate time to a good reference is unknown
also. Time and places of actual objects are unknown specifically and
generally poor except for artist interpretation graphics in newsmagazines
But, but, AI I82 and PA 103 and UAL 811 are all past and documented
with
specific places and times. And on web site www.corazon.com. or I could
email them to you to save you the effort of clicking on the browser and
cutting and pasting URL and go to the actual times and places of similar
crashes to TWA 800. (By the way, all three accidents happened at pitch
darkness or out of range and sight of ground observers so no streaks.)
But first, agree to the optical effect, ascending streak does not mean
object going up. Descending streak does not mean it's going down.
Need other views.
They are there. It's on CVR, engines, debris pattern, reconstruction,
it's everywhere. It's where you want to look.
I'm past the missiles did it, they did it, air molecules at 300 knots,
ouch! An air hose with a narrow opening can tear your skin off.
Miscellaneous comments: Comment to person who made comment
regarding my
comment to Mr. Jose Cremades, your opinion about how I run my life is
noted.
Comment to posters about the cargo door, thank you Dan Savage for
expressing certain aspects of the cargo door explanation more eloquent
than
I.
We non center tank explosion as initial event persons are going to have
to unite. I want Boeing to fix the doors, you want the Navy to admit they
shot down TWA 800. I don't see agreement there. Cause of destruction
was
high speed missiles. I agree, high speed objects called air molecules going
300 knots. They were able to destroy because they were given opportunit
after door popped for whatever reason and exposed huge hole for missiles
to
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enter. The picture of UAL 811 says it all.
We agree that center tank explosion was not initial event.
Can you say that maybe door went and was perceived as streak as it spun
away in reflective evening sunlight but the door went because missile hit
door and popped it? I don't know why door opened and bomb and
missile and
unlatching and frame failure and cargo shift and lots of other reasons
could have opened it or allowed it to open.
Let's get compatible, then disagree.
So, I put in a lot of time and thought into this reply. The posts today,
Wednesday, 23 June have been very good, all about the connection of
Kriendler streak as leaking fuel to Loeb streak as leaking fuel. Gimme a
break, lawyers are solving plane crashes now?
Let's talk about rendevous December 8th in Baltimore. United we stand,
divided we fall. We need to get in front of board taking sworn testimony
and give them our side.
Your side and my side. Or both our sides. Or every side, and the best
side, the real reason TWA 800 crashed is something nobody knows, not
even
us. Won't we be embarrassed. Naw, I'm doing the best I can do based
upon
what I know at the time.
For me, that's inadvertent opening of the forward cargo door in flight
has caused the fatal accidents of four high time Boeing 747s.
After door went, high speed missiles assaulted weakened airframe and
disintegrated it.
Date:

Fri, 15 Aug 1997 00:29:59 -0700

Subject:
List
KEEP ME ON THIS LIST
JOHN BARRY SMITH
Date:

Fri, 8 Aug 1997 10:24:34 -0700

Subject:
Mel Gibson
I'm going to be first in line to see Conspiracy Theory with Mel Gibson
which opens today. The previews have ole Mel writing about conspiracy
theories, and one of the hundreds is true. He's attacked. A Secret Service
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woman agent, Julie Roberts, talks to him, he falls in love, he kidnaps her,
(It's OK, it's a friendly kidnap) and on it goes. The movie preview hinted
about NASA plans to kill the President.
Hey, it could happen, SS agent falling in love and trusting a guy who
puts out conspiracy newsletters, that is. Sure, it could happen. It could
happen, I tell you, yes it could. It could happen.
Although the woman secret service agent that inteviewed me was not as
good looking she was very professional and asked all the right questions.
The woman agent that showed up at my front door of my home on my
property,
uninvited, and unannounced, in civilian clothes in civilian car, armed with
a black square pistol, seeking to interrogate me, and she did. Her partner,
a man, was also armed and also asked the right questions.
She said they were sent by a high ranking politician who now, in writing
denies he or any member of his staff sent any agents. Fortunanely I
videotaped the interview, not of their faces, but of their voices and the
referral 'from xxx's office' is on there.
I just hope this movie Conspiracy Theory is more exciting than my real
life.
The visit by the Secret Service was 24 hours after an email I sent to the
high ranking politician in which I said the President's life is in danger
if Air Force One or any of the E4Bs he may be required to fly in crashes
because the cargo door opens. I said we would, based on our past history
of
bombing people when one of our 747s goes down, bomb again. And it
would be
wrong.
But, anyway, a day later, armed federal agents at my front door...
(She also confirmed on tape that the government has computers that look
for
certain words, and President, bombs, and plane crashes are some of the
words.)
And I still say, no conspiracy, no coverup, no plots to hide the real
cause of the crash of TWA 800. At least, that's what they told me to say..
Date:

Sun, 10 Aug 1997 12:38:19 -0700

Subject:
Misinterpretation
It appears the http://www.erols.com/igoddard/cargo-d.gif picture of
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TWA
800 may have some cargo door in it. I still can't tell exactly but here's
what I've found.
The picture is better quality than any I've been able to get, so good work
there.
Upon closer examination, the two large squares outlined in white, that
start under window two, that are labeled, "Cargo Door," are not the cargo
door, they are a large area outlined in white in which a piece of the cargo
door is supposed to be displayed. And it may.
The position of the cargo door changes from model to model, just like th
numbers of windows changes from model to model and from airline to
airline.
The best I can do is to say that maybe the cargo door lies under window
six
through 12 of a Boeing 747-100 series. The picture of reconstruction of
TWA
800, a 747-131, shows windows ending at nine. So the door may extend
for
another three window's length to the right of the picture not shown and
possibly not reconstructed.
Assuming that the cargo door starts under window six and continues
until
picture ends, and that the bottom half of door is missing from picture,
about 25% of the door may be pictured.
We need to start agreeing on something. Assuming the CFT was not the
initial event, can you agree that the start of airframe damage to TWA 800
starts forward of the wing on the right side? Can you agree the cargo door
is in that area? What starts the initial damage on the right side forward
of the wing is in dispute, could be missile, open door, meteor, or bomb, o
something not yet considered. But is the initial damage on the right side
forward of the wing? I say yes.
The picture supports that supposition.
Regarding the maximum one quarter of cargo door visible, the shape
evidence is consistent with bottom half fracturing and breaking off, as it
did on UAL 811 and PA 103 and drawn in on AI 182, then the explosive
decompression from within gives the blown out appearance of the nearby
panels and top part of door.
The good news is there is real evidence to touch and analyze to
determine
if the piece of the door was in normal mode of position for all its parts.
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And why is 75% of the cargo door not pictured or reconstructed, I
thought they got 99% of everything and certainly all the big pieces. And o
course the missing part not reconstructed is the crucial bottom sill with
the eight bottom latches which may or may not be latched or unlatched.
Again, a chance to refute the cargo door explanation and missed. It
would
be reconstruction showing door in place and latched, as the aft one would
be. But instead, missing. And shouldn't be. Crucial piece of evidence not
there.
On web site corazon are many pictures of 747s in various stages of
construction showing windows, doors and wings. They are all different bu
give some clues.
Boeing 747.html Basic Boeing 747 information.
747historycontents.html Illustrated history of Boeing 747, problems,
construction pictures, and stretching.
747-121dimensions.html Drawing of Boeing 747-121
747cargo door and nose Pictures and drawings of cargo door and nose of
Boeing 747
747specsheet.html Boeing 747 Specifications and history
747seating.html Boeing 747-100 series and-200 series seating.
747crashes.html List of Boeing 747 crashes.
Let's hope the reconstruction gets to the bottom of the door as well to the
forward part of it if the top left is shown in picture.
Well, the mystery continues...
Sincerely, John Barry Smith
Date:
Sun, 3 Aug 1997 19:51:46 -0700
Subject:
My God, I can't get through! Part one.
Date:
Sun, 3 Aug 1997 21:33:58 -0400
From: "L-Soft list server at HOME.EASE.LSOFT.COM (1.8c)"
<LISTSERV@HOME.EASE.LSOFT.COM>
Subject:
Rejected posting to
FLIGHT-800@HOME.EASE.LSOFT.COM
To: John Barry Smith <barry@CORAZON.COM>
Your message cannot be distributed to the FLIGHT-800 list because it
exceeds
the maximum message size of 500 lines. This limit has been set by the
list
owner and does not necessarily apply to the other lists hosted at
HOME.EASE.LSOFT.COM. If you have any question, please contact the
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list owner,
who can be reached at
FLIGHT-800-request@HOME.EASE.LSOFT.COM.
------------------------ Rejected message (586 lines) ------------------------Received: from mail.redshift.com (165.227.94.16) by home.ease.lsoft.com
(LSMTP for Windows NT v1.1a) with SMTP id
<0.F31025B0@home.ease.lsoft.com>;
3 Aug 1997 21:33:57 -0400
Received: from [205.179.255.61] (pm1-28.mry.redshift.com
[205.179.255.61])
by mail.redshift.com (8.8.5/8.8.5) with ESMTP id SAA22920 for
<FLIGHT-800@HOME.EASE.LSOFT.COM>; Sun, 3 Aug 1997
18:34:56 -0700
Date: Sun, 3 Aug 1997 18:34:56 -0700
Message-Id: <l03020901b00a7fdc4ec5@[205.179.255.61]>
Mime-Version: 1.0
To: FLIGHT-800@HOME.EASE.LSOFT.COM
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Even the computer says 'Go Away'.
Date:
Sun, 3 Aug 1997 21:30:32 -0400
From: "L-Soft list server at HOME.EASE.LSOFT.COM (1.8c)"
<LISTSERV@HOME.EASE.LSOFT.COM>
Subject:
Rejected posting to
FLIGHT-800@HOME.EASE.LSOFT.COM
To: John Barry Smith <barry@CORAZON.COM>
Your message cannot be distributed to the FLIGHT-800 list because it
exceeds
the maximum message size of 500 lines. This limit has been set by the
list
owner and does not necessarily apply to the other lists hosted at
HOME.EASE.LSOFT.COM. If you have any question, please contact the
list owner,
who can be reached at
FLIGHT-800-request@HOME.EASE.LSOFT.COM.
------------------------ Rejected message (888 lines) ------------------------Received: from mail.redshift.com by home.ease.lsoft.com (LSMTP for
Windows
NT v1.1a) with SMTP id <0.77EED890@home.ease.lsoft.com>; 3 Aug
1997
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21:30:30 -0400
Received: from [205.179.255.61] (pm1-28.mry.redshift.com
[205.179.255.61])
by mail.redshift.com (8.8.5/8.8.5) with ESMTP id SAA22751 for
<FLIGHT-800@HOME.EASE.LSOFT.COM>; Sun, 3 Aug 1997
18:31:27 -0700
Date: Sun, 3 Aug 1997 18:31:27 -0700
Message-Id: <l03020900b00a6a5b40bf@[205.179.255.143]>
Mime-Version: 1.0
To: FLIGHT-800@HOME.EASE.LSOFT.COM
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Eyewitness/Door open sequence/missile lost lock
"Can I get a witness?"
>The eye witnesses don't know what they saw. Why is it so important to
>discount the eye witnesses testimony?
Not discounted, generally accepted. Eyewitness says it's a streak, you say
streak is missile, he says streak is cargo door, he says streak is frisbee,
he says streak is meteor, he says streak is....
> Would you ignore 150+ eyewitnesses to an object streaking up from
the
>water and hitting the plane?
No. And haven't. And believe them. They saw streak. They saw fast brigh
object. Or they saw bright stationary object and moved their head fast. Th
leap from the perception of streak to what it actually is, is impossible to
make conclusively without other corroboration.
To put it another way from a cargo door guy,
"Science of cognitive psychology recognises that depth and motion
perception are very easily fooled by quite subtle tricks of light. I am not
at all surprised that many eye-witnesses give radically conflicting reports
after having observed ostensibly similar phenomena. That is quite norma
They all saw something which was so extraordinary that it is very difficul
for them to clearly identify exactly what caused what they saw until a
rational hypothesis is proposed to them. The brain is incredibly clever at
filling in gaps of missing perceptional data in order to make sense of visu
cues."
> Because it seems that that's what the "hard sell" on the cargo door is
>all about, ignoring the eyewitnesses, ignoring the radar tracks, ignoring
>how the Navy hid the existance of three subs, ignoring how the White
House
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>grabbed the radar tapes before the NTSB got to see them, and even
ignoring
>how the "hard sell" itself was all hot and bothered to sell "terrorists"
>until the airlines, anxious to avoid spending millions of dollars on
>mandated anti-terrorism measures, donated a half mil to the DNC and
then
>presto, the "hard sell" became mechanical failure overnight, proving tha
>the official conclusions is not directed by science and fact but by
>political agenda. (The lawsuit against Al Gore resulting from this shift
>from terrorism to mechanical is detailed in
Whoa, missile guy, going off the deep end there, losing lock. Hang in
there, steady...If you were on TV spouting that stuff it's goodbye missile
explanation.
> No theory about TWA 800 can be considered unless it accounts for
ALL
>the observed facts in this matter and the observed facts include active
>warning zones, grabbed radar tapes, CEC tests n the littoral zones
>around New York, and the strange behavior of the Navy which without
any
>legal jurisdiction at all in civilian air crashes, banned the divers
>from the New York Police Department from the crash site during the fir
>few days.
Losing it, attempt to regain control...missile lost guidance control,
flailing all over, locking on Navy, then the New York Police Department
and the DNC, and Al Gore too.
Now locked on cargo door, fine. Missile locked on cargo door and hits
and
caused door to open leading to sequence of destruction as spoken by
CVR,
FDR, radar, etc.
>Typical of such extremes was the claim that a cargo door falling
>from 13,700 feet while moving away from ground level observers will
>somehow appear to rise up from the surface of the ocean and streak
towards
>the plane.
Still stopped by wall of science, I see, the visual perception law of 3
dimensions. Observer has to have three and only has two. Do the climbin
finger on descending plane experiment. And what about the sun flare
explanation for light source for cargo door? Where's the rebuttal there?
An
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hour ago I saw on TV the story of US denying UFOs because of U2
flights and
the announcer said over picture of U2, "The U2's shiny fuselage reflected
bright sun rays so it was painted black." Hmmm...I guess it's agreed that a
cargo door spinning away in bright sunlight could appear as a bright dot
to
observers on land, whether it blurs into streak or not is open.
>This rather bizarre theory was offered up by an individual who
>despite not actually being there, has the arrogance to declare that all
>those people who WERE there don't really know what they saw, but
that he,
>absent from the scene but gifted with divine prescience, does.
Arrogant? Is that like a nice thing to call a person, or a bad thing?
Bizarre? Well, there you go again, I'm not bizarre. At least that's what
they told me to say if the question ever came up if I were bizarre. They
said, if anyone ever implies you are bizarre, say you are not bizarre. And
I did. I am not bizarre. At least I'm pretty sure that's what they said
over my 900 MHZ remote telephone with double scanning mode for
security.
It's double scanning mode because we are being monitored.
>individual who
>>despite not actually being there,
Well, actually, I was there in principle, a sudden night fiery fatal jet
airplance crash. I've been there, done that, and now I'm here to tell you
what it's like. And it ain't pretty. It's like crumpled up rag doll in
flight suit under unopened parachute of the man that just thirty seconds
earlier saved my life.
>all
>>those people who WERE there don't really know what they saw, but
that he,
>>absent from the scene but gifted with divine prescience, does.
They saw streak. Whether it was flying saucer or SA 7 or a silver frisbee,
they can not know from their single observation. They can guess, like us.
And I don't know what they saw, but I have opened up the list of what it
could be and still fit the 'streak.'
And here, I would, in the spirit of satire, list all the eyewitness reports
that have been printed as mantra, talk about wasting bandwidth. That's
why
we are limited to just three messages a day, to keep someone from
repeating
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the same thing over and over again. Like we're stupid. Maybe using
capitals
will work too. But only on very important words, of course, like, 'were.'
> For so many people to have seen something up there, something had to
be
>there to be seen. This is confirmed by the radar tracks of the object.
Cargo door agrees. Door is large slow jagged metal falling object. Missile
is small, fast, and smooth. Radar was ATC old low resolution and slow
rotation speed. Let's choose which most likely seen by radar as blip. And
hope the missile guys don't think blip is straight line which points to TWA
800 indicating direction of blip. Speed and direction can not be
determined
by blip alone. Need corroborative evidence, like next sweep radar beam
and
another blip, now direction and speed can be determined. Or not, could be
two targets close together, one seen and one not.
> Once again, the following people (with the exception of the last two)
>were actually there, actually witnessed what happened, and therefore
know
>far more about what actually happened then theorists about cargo doors
who
>have yet to provide a single piece of hard evidence to back up their
>claims.
Oh, marlarky. A guy sitting having a beer in a bar sees a streak in the sky
and knows more about TWA 800 and other high time Boeing 747
crashes than a
pilot who has spent seven years on it?
>have yet to provide a single piece of hard evidence to back up their
>>claims
A single piece of hard evidence is the sudden loud sound on the CVR. I
have
given you hard evidence.
You know, based upon the inability of the missile guys to comprehend
basis
science of visual perception, based upon continued robot like repeat
quoting, based upon rude personal critique of mechanical explanation,
based
upon inability to share internet by linking to each other, and the
inability to agree on the lowest common denominator of similarity
between
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missile and cargo door such as CFT not initial event, and the unfocused
blaming of government agencies for evil deeds; cargo door leader has to
reconsider the offer to join forces. I may be making a terrible mistake for
allying myself, even briefly, with such fellows as described above. Birds
of a feather flock together...leopards don't change their spots...where
there's smoke, there's fire....guilty by association...
Well, this is why politics is tough, got to interact with people that
are...difficult.
Anyway, the List is for everybody, so for the cargo door guys I have
appended a list that needs pruning. It is a list of stuff NTSB can do,
should do, and may do, if we ask politely. Any more?
And philosophical breakthrough of sorts:
Improvised explosive device. When the British say a word in English the
mean it precisely. The power of English is its precision. If they had
wanted to say bomb or firecracker, they would have said so. To use the
actual words in reports is not playing with words.
So...device...is a radio cassestte with timer and explosive a device? Yes.
Is a door a device? No. How about door with complex latching systems
and
electrical connections? Yes the FCD is a device.
Explosive...well, a cassette with timer and explosive is nothing until it
goes off. But it is explosive, yes.
Cargo door sits there until it goes off and then 'explosive decompression
occurs." The word 'explosive' is in there, I didn't put it there. So when
door goes off an explosion occurs, so cargo door is explosive device.
Improvised...that means made up to do something it was not designed to
do.
Well, the cassette with timer and explosive was designed to be bomb. It's
bomb if it has that in it. Technically, the cassette bomb would not be
improvised, it was carefully designed to be bomb and was bomb. It was
'provised,' if a word.
Cargo door, wasn't meant to be explosive device but is. Ask the
eyewitnesses and ear witnesses who saw the door go and big hole appears
in
side of their plane, feel the pain as their eardrums burst from the
explosive decompression of air pressure behind tympanic membrane to
now
different low pressure now in front of membrane, membrane pushes out
and
tears. Ouch! Listen to the tornado winds inside the cabin as described by
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the people who lived through that hell. They thought bomb. It looked like
bomb, sounded like bomb, acted like bomb, wasn't bomb. It was cargo
door.
It wasn't meant to act like bomb but it was improvised into it by opening
suddenly at altitude..
So, FCD is an improvised explosive device. And more so than any
cassette
with timer and explosive inside. And shiny, and accidentally set off.
Now did the shiny inadvertently detonated improvised explosive device
actually go off?
Well, yes, the shiny inadvertently detonated improvised explosive device
did go off with varying degrees of damage sustained.
PA 125, no injury, lost revenue in plane grounded and mission aborted.
UAL 811, nine dead, 23 million damages.
AI 182, 329 dead, total hull loss.
PA 103, 270 dead, total hull loss.
TWA 800 230 dead, total hull loss.
End Part One because of 500 line constraint, unless three a day limit has
been reached, and then will send tomorrow...
Date:

Fri, 15 Aug 1997 22:42:52 -0700

Subject:
Nature abhors a vacuum/comet test
Well, isn't this just hunky dory? I see that the missile guys and the
cargo door guys are working very well together. The distance problem wa
discussed and a common answer agreed upon but then the interpretation i
different for both, of course. From what I read here, the conclusion I have
reached is yes, you can see a Boeing 747 at ten miles and my opinion is
that I can see a Piper Cub at ten miles, if I'm looking for it.
The key thing here is if one looks up at the sky at the noise of an
overflying airliner, one looks not at center of noise but further along the
guessed flight path. The 747 will be seen at a location long before aural
fix catches up to it. Sound is slow, light is fast.
Another way to look at it is, if you fix a sound in space, it does not mean
the source is visually in reality under it. The source object, a 747, or
fireball, may be elsewhere. Again eyewitnesses report what they hear or
see
and then the interpretation is up to others. What is seen and heard in
space is different that what is heard and seen on the surface. Surface one
dimension and slow; in space fast and any direction. Surface understood;
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space misleading.
What was the official conclusion of the question, can a human see a 747 a
ten miles? On a clear day? On a hazy day? If they were really looking? If
they just sort of glanced around? Need answers please.
And now some union about PA 103 between cargo door guys and
missile guys
about whose bomb it was. Well, was PA 103 a missile? Could it have
been?
Well, hell yes. If TWA 800 was missile then PA 103 could just as easily
been one too. The similarities are there. And lots of them. Is there no one
to challenge me? PA 103 was a missile that hit the cargo door and
popped it
open. Am I now a missile guy? Have I betrayed the cargo door guys? So
long,
suckers.
Just saw 'Event Horizon". It is science fiction and had two intense
explosive decompression scenes. Not at 13700 or 31000 feet but two
hundred
miles up. Spawn and Event Horizon both have strong Christian religion
overtones and principles, heaven and hell, good and evil, temptation,
redemption, etc.
>Then I just got the weird notion in my head about these Cargo Door
Guys. But
>who would pay them for this wacko theory and all of keystrokes? And
who would
>pay them to go away? I know that I would if I could, but I will be lucky
to
>come up with my fare for Baltimore.
I can be bought out. Are you making an offer? How much you got? All
offers
considered. The minimum bid is $49.95 for my 'Change Your Identity
and Get
Lost in Society Kit,' available on the internet of course. Then of course
my other expenses, so I better hear 99$ at least or I'm walkin'.
> I know that I would if I could,
Assume you had a lot of money, how much would be willing to pay for
me to
say, "Sorry, just a mistake. Hope I didn't inconvenience you. Forget abou
door, it's nothing; you were right all along, bye bye, ta ta, adios."? How
much would you pay to have your world complete again with secret
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agents and
corrupt governments in connivance with corrupt corporations? It should
be
worth a lot of money to be absolved of guilt for the deaths of about a
thousand passengers. "It wasn't your fault," the words sound so sweet. Pa
up. "It was those bad people over there that did it." Give me more. "If
not them, then God with his wrong place at the wrong time scenario."
Anything but us, consumers and passengers who want fast cheap travel
and if
others have to risk their lives by having a huge cargo door built near a
weak part of the hull so that spare underwear and TVs as cargo can help
defray the ticket cost and shorten your trip, then OK. Put the door in. No
money for that statement, I bet.
I can be threatened. Did you raise your finger in anger and wag it at me?
I'm outta here. Sayonara, ta ta, adios, ciao...
Money, honey. The movie deal has to come through the missile guys, you
guys. You guys are powerful and don't know it. Ask for equal time with
Sixty Minutes. If she spent five minutes talking about Ian Goddard's
website with some guy on national TV, then she must spend five minutes
talking about Ian Goddard's website with Ian Goddard on national TV.
And
bring me along, Mr. Wacko cargo door guy, as an example of really weird
stuff on the internet. I make you guys look good. So we both get what we
want, exposure and pressure on the authorities to investigate our
particular explanation.
> You must have been a vacuum cleaner salesman in a former life.
Well, now you've gone and insulted all those hardworking honest vacuum
cleaner salesman, comparing them to me, a...a...what am I today, CIA,
infowar agent, private agency freelancer..oh, intelligence operative.
> it should be clear that only
>intelligence operatives are going to persist in pushing such a ridiculous
>story.
I am not an intelligence operative. At least, that's what they told me say,
isn't that right, boss?
> The object seen by the eyewitnesses (they were there, you weren't)
>rose UPWARDS from the water to hit the 747.
Uh, duh, maybe, uh, duh, maybe not. See one of basic laws of universe,
three dimensions.
>Given that the plane was
>traveling perpendicular to the line of site and that the door would be
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>falling AWAY from the observer, the theory of an otical illusiion caused
>by the door traveling towards the observers does not apply, doubly so
>because of the very wide azimuth of the observers. In order to be seen to
>rise by two observers 90 degrees apart, the object must be actually
>rising.
Uh, duh, the plane was parallel to the coast line, not perpendicular. The
door was falling or climbing all ways, not just away. Object can advance
on
two people 90 degrees apart. And they may have seen object coming
toward
them a few seconds apart then it turns and flutters in different direction.
>The object on radar CLOSED the 747 at a speed greater than the 747
>itself is capable
Uh, duh, not true. Ground speed of mystery two blips is 434 knots if one
object is painted twice and unknown speed if two objects painted once.
The
two blips are a certain distance apart in a certain time so speed can be
determined if one object painted twice and the speed is 434 knots. Not
mach
2.5.
>Now, given the utter absurdity of the claim that a falling cargo door
>will move upward, leave supersonic radar tracks, out-reflect the rest of
>the aircraft, and leave a smoke trail, it should be clear that only
>intelligence operatives are going to persist in pushing such a ridiculous
>story.
Uh duh, the door did move upward after being spun upward strong
enough to
tear out the hinges on top of frame and take fuselage skin with it, UAL
811. There are no supersonic radar tracks. It did not out reflect the rest
of the aircraft. It did not leave a smoke trail. I am not an intelligence
operative. I am not 'pushing' any story. Zero for six in quoted paragraph.
>The object looked like a missile. It flew like
>a missile. It killed a plane like a missile.
The comet test applies. It looks like an apparition from hell. It came like
an appartion. It killed. It's the devil.
Let's ask everyone who saw the Hale-Bopp comet, eyewitnesses who
were
there, to now guess how far away it was, how fast it was moving and whi
direction it was moving. Let's see, it was bigger than the half moon so it
must have been closer than the moon. And the tail points to the upper righ
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so it must have been moving toward the lower left. And I saw it night afte
night so it must have been moving very slow. And I'm an eyewitness.
Close,
slow, lower left, .
Everyone who intuitively said close, slow, and left gets the direction
wrong and speed wrong and distance wrong, except an astronomer far
way who
may have not seen it directly who knows it's far away, very far away, not
close; it's fast, very fast, not slow; and the tail did not point away
from the direction it was going, that was just the solar wind blowing it.
So all eyewitnesses who described blurry stationary large blob in sky with
tail, correct. Calling actual object slow, close and going away from tail,
wrong. Thank you for your interest in the sky.
To review:
> You must have been a vacuum cleaner salesman in a former life.
I was not a vacuum cleaner salesman in my former life. At least that's wh
they told me to say, right boss?
>It is very sad, as the Flt-800 newsgroup has degenerated into exactly
>into the type of forum where volume/personal rants/asides/flames
>have clouded over succinct technical posts.
I agree. I hope those twits Rivero and Goddard are listening. This twit
Smith promises to only send succinct technical posts from now on. No
more
replying to all the name calling with more name calling. No more asides,
irrelevant stories about the Navy or other airplanes. No more volume,
sending same material twice. No more flames, or calling people names.
Yes,
the person who knows best has told us whiningly how to behave, what to
say, how much to say, and how to say it. Shall I clear my posts with you
first, sir, to see I fit your guidelines? Wouldn't want to violate your
good taste, now would I? And who started it? Wasn't me. Name some
names,
arbiter. Cargo door was strictly fair and factual. When diversionary verba
personality assault launched by missile guys, cargo doors retaliated with
counter attack which now has the missile guys whining about,
"degenerated."
What are the missile guys good for, except for a few laughs? That's a stag
seven question.
>The disinformation, some from small minded individuals and some
>from organized parties, hope we will go away.
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I am not a small minded individual and I am not from an organized party
and
I don't hope you will go away. At least that's what they told me to say,
right, boss?
Date:

Sun, 17 Aug 1997 15:52:50 -0700

Subject:
No cover up/door goes, nose goes/vacuum/survey
>JBS, what would be the reason that the NTSB and FBI would cover up
a cargo
>door failure at such cost to their prestige?
There is no coverup! I'm banging my virtual head against a virtual wall
and
moaning, 'No coverup,' no coverup, no coverup, oh please god, why don't
they believe me,' as the virtual blood is gushing out of my virtual mouth
as the interrogators/inquisitors continue, "What was the reason for the
coverup?"
>And what about this door flying up and catching up to the
>plane that was so instantaneously disintegrated that the CVR ad DR quit
the
>moment it blew out -- don't you just choke on that every time you say
it?
Arhg, fummpg, glub blrgliggulgib, ah, no. Everything's fine.
Door opened, nose crumpled, nose tears off, CVR hears explo decom but
FDR
and CVR quit when nose goes. Not the moment door goes but the
moment the
nose gets torn off, to be more specific, when the full length of the
forward cargo door hold floor is disrupted, as stated in PA 103 AAIB
explaining why that aircraft had CVR and FDR suddenly quit.
>CO> All those missiles - not to mention a nuke-boat stuffed full of
Trident D5
>buckets of sunshine which must surely be the ultimate ZoomBoom were
>supposedly involved in the downing of TW800. Against that kind of
firepower
>the 747 never stood a chance. <
>
>Ridicule?
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Uh, yes.
>"Right in front of me, slightly to the left of centerline, at a distance that
>I then estimated as 10 miles and an altitude that I estimated at
approximately
>10,000 feet, I saw a streak of light."
>
>The light, he said, was reddish-orange and "had a trajectory of a shootin
>star: virtually horizontal, with a gradual descending curve." The streak
>lasted three to five seconds and disappeared.
>
>"About a second, and then further to my left, along the same trajectory
as the
>streak, I see a violent explosion, which resembles a flak explosion, and
I've
>seen those.
> The entire
>sequence took 12 to 15 seconds from the initial sighting of the streak to
the
>fireball, Meyer said
I love this guy, who is he? His report can be interpreted as door spinning
away in reflective sunlight, observing it as it decelerated one way and
then went down, and then after the streak of door, not before, came
fireball causing boom when 12 to 15 seconds later center tank explodes
after nose is torn off. What a great eyewitness, what's his name?
Oh, a pilot in the air at the time looking intently outside, as pilots do
at dusk, Major Meyer.
I'd love to point to him as a reference but we all know that eyewitness
testimony can only be relied on gingerly and not at all on the
interpretations without corroborative evidence.
>Thus, a young Navigator who was flung clear of a fatal fiery plane crash
>might interpret the enormity of avoidable mechanical malfunctions
implicated
>in other plane crashes in the light of that experience. I believe your own
>personal experience might be the genesis of your pursuit of the FCD
matter.
Young Navigator concurs.
> Isn't it interestring how so many people
who were not there presume to
>tell those who were what it was they saw?
Just like those astronomers talking about Mars as if they were there,
impudent fellows.
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"Let's see if we can sell this
one" cover up.
"Buy cargo door" survey
"Vacuum cleaner salesman."
"Hard sell."
Is there, like, a trend here? The context of American consumer living is so
connected to buying and sell that mechanical caused disasters are seen a
good buy, poor value, and a hard sell?
Well, to the question to the survey of do I buy the cargo door, I have to
say no. Need more evidence before I'd 'bet' my life on it or fork over hard
cash. I would bet my life that the cargo door explanation is a worthy line
of investigation by the NTSB in their current investigation into TWA 800
(By the way, politics is democracy and that is voting and that is survey.
Politics is not truth. Politics is finding out what we all can live with.
TWA 800 is not politics, it's truth. And truth is science.)
> That the budget for disinformation was wasted.
The budget was not wasted. At least, that's what they told me to say.
>The existence of the door adds little if any strength to the fuselage.
It's always referred to as a 'load bearing structure." And when the door
goes, it takes top sill frame with it, floor beams, and bends and fractures
the others, and subjects aircraft to deflected direction. Nose coming off
after door goes is easy to see when looking at picture of UAL 811 and
reading the damage report of the area, and thinking this happens at 300
knots. Just because PA 125 nose and UAL 811 nose stayed on when
forward
cargo door opened doesn't mean they all do. And they didn't.
I have been called many things here in this forum, from CIA to freelance
disinformation specialist, FDS, and I could do all those jobs easy as a
piece of cake, but there is one that I couldn't do. I'd like to think I
could do the job I was accused of doing, but deep down in my heart, I
know
I'd be faking it. I could never hack it. Vacuum cleaner salesman. Here's
what would happen. "Come over folks, check out the new XLR33B
vacuum
cleaner. Howdy, Ma'm, howdy sir, want a demo? Sure, let me turn it on. I
works by a pressure differential between two areas and as we know, natur
vacuums whores, ha, ha, little humor there, anyway, oopps let me
disintangle the vacuum head from your pant leg, sir, it seems to have an
affinity. Whoa, now it's on your wife's dress and pulling it up, turn it
off, turn it off. Whew, that was close. I want you to think of this vacuum
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as a life saver at home. Think 'stomach pump." "If you ever need it after
ingesting some unwanted material, just turn this baby on, put your mouth
over the opening and bingo, upchuck city." "They should put a red cross
on
this machine and add twenty bucks to the price, it's worth it. Where you
going, we just got started, wait just a few more minutes. I understand all
this pressure differential stuff, come on, watch this, put it on reverse
and then we balance a beach ball on the upright stream of air. Cool, hey,
invisible air holding up a visible ball, magic. This works on the priciple
of different pressures tend to equalize, like pressurized hulls of
airplanes up high and the outside tries to suck the inside out or is it the
inside tries to press out, I don't know, I always got them mixed up, ever
since I got fired from my job as freelance disinformation specialist. They
said I wasted the budget."
Sincerely
John Barry Smith
Here's some "scientifical" evidence below I would require before I would
"bet" on cargo door and say streak was door:
What was the condition of the cargo door hinges?
Bent upward/equally/unequally etc.
Was AD 88-06-04 applied, including the "terminating action?"
Was AD 89-05-54 applied, including the torque-limiting devices?
What was the condition of the torque-limiting devices?
Very Important to 1,100 other B-747s...
>show that door has had "uncommanded door opening."
>If these are in direct contact with latch sectors, we can reasonably
conclude that fcd tried to open itself.
What was the condition of the fcd frame and the locking pin holes?
Do these holes show the locking pin being pulled accross the frame
in
different
directions?
Was the bottom of the cargo door frame worn away prior to crash?
What was the condition of the floor beams immediately inboard from fcd
What was the condition of the bulkhead immediately aft of the fcd?
Do the floor and bulk head beam's metallographic cross sections
indicate
that slow (seconds) high energy tortional twisting or fast (<sec) fracture
fatigue damage?
Were repairs/actions from the Nov-Dec 1992 rebuild involved?
Detailed paint mark analysis of any "foreign" paint marks on fcd?
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Detailed analysis of the "grease" on fcd parts for wear indicator materials
What was the condition (failure mechanism) of the RH Inboard
powerplant
plyon bolts?
Were all recovered engine pylon bolts of the correct type?
What was the condition of the front stages of the RH inboard engine?
Was baggage related debris found in this engine?
Were any of the silicone/organic materials in the RH wing burned?
Is there evidence of complete or incomplete combustion of these
materials?
What was the failure type of all of the different powerplant main bearings
Do all post failure analysis of these bearings indicate a normal
"spindown"?
What was the spectrometric metal content of the powerplane oil in
the
filters
and in the main bearings?
Does any of the Baggage from the FCH have indications of high
temperature
(<1,500F)
burning?
This would indicate a self oxygenating fire or (plastic) Explosive.
Does any of the Baggage from the FCH have indications of lower
temperature
(<750F)
burning?
This would indicate fuel related burning.
If not burned then baggage was lost prior to major fuel explosion(s).
Were there any cell phones in use on the plane?
Were any conversations recovered from AT&T or MCI switching
computers?
Remember Cell Phones are part of the internet..
Has the position of any transmission(s) been calculated?
Has any cell phone background noise been analyzed?
Remember that the NTSB did this in the ValuJet crash.
1. Outside observers on the ground / in the air.
2. Radar tracking..
3. Satellite Tracking..
(No body reporting on this!)
4. Commercial & private video tape / pictures.
5. Coroner's forensic reports and victim damage computer model.
(not released to the public yet)
6. Physical Condition of items ejected from aircraft prior to explosion.
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7. Physical Conditions of Engines and recovery locations.
8. Physical Condition of other aircraft material / sections and recovery
locations.
9. Explosive and trace elemental anaylsis of recovered materials.
10. Fast/slow strain analysis model of aircraft skin fastners.
11. Oxidation sampling modeling of aircraft metallic components for
explosion temperature zone modeling. Shows high temperature
combustion areas..
12. Oxidation Sampling modeling of aircraft organic components for
explosion temperature zone modeling. Shows lower temperature
combustion areas.
and items 13 - 200+ etc.
1) Position of the latch sectors?
> 2) Condition of the latch pins?
> 3) Position and condition of the lock sectors?
> 4) Condition of fuselage-to-door cable bundle?
> 5) Condition of all cargo door switches, especially S2 master latch
>lock handle switch?
> 6) Was AD 88-06-04 applied, including the "terminating action?"
> 7) Was AD 89-05-54 applied, including the torque-limiting devices?
> 8) Condition of the torque-limiting devices?
> 9) Condition of floor beams immediately inboard from fcd?
>10) Condition of the oxygen lines passing immediately adjacent to floor
>beams?
>11) Condition of the cargo door hinges?
>12) Detailed paint mark analysis of any "foreign" paint marks on fcd?
1. examine forward cargo door for steel rods to confirm AD 88-12-04
complied with on TWA 800.
2. examine cargo door for status of cam latches, unlocked or locked.
3. examine cargo door lock sectors, unlocked or locked.
4. examine cargo door lock sectors and cam sectors for wear and gouging
5. examine cargo door manual locking bar for locking position.
6. examine all door electrical switches for proper operation.
7. check maintenance history of TWA 800 for previous cargo door
problems.
8. note condition of cargo door, in how many pieces to match UAL 811.
9. note position of cargo door when found, close to event site or far away
indicating time it left aircraft.
9. detect frayed wiring in door control system.
10. examine direction of buckled floor beams, up or down indicating
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decompression or explosion.
11. match TWA 800 evidence with other similar crashes leaving similar
evidence.
12. check for presence or non presence of evidence of fire/explosion on
separated nose.
13. match sudden on loud sound on CVR to sound library of in flight
aircraft explosions and decompressions.
14. match abrupt end of tape signals on FDR to two other abrupt end of
tape
Boeing 747 crashes, PA 103, and AI 182.
15. confirm by computer simulation that 300 knot wind blowing into nine
foot by 15 foot hole in right side of weakened nose will tear nose of in an
second.
16. examine wreckage for more severe in flight debris damage on right
side
of aircraft to include wing fillet, leading edges of wing and horizontal
stabilizer and vertical stabilizer, engine cowls and pylons.
>1) If the latch sectors aren't within 18-22 degrees of fully-closed
>position, it could mean that door
>wasn't fully latched, or door tried to unlatch itself after closing and
>locking.
>
>2) If the latch pins have a "smooth" part from 6:30 position to 8:30
>position, this could be
>indication of "out-of-rig" door. If there is a discolored (blued)
>roughened (gouged) section from
>6:30 to 7:30 position, it would mean that latch sectors were violently
>pulled past latch pins,
>indicating a blown/torn-out fcd.
>
>3) if the lock sectors aren't completely "over-center" and show
>deformation on the surface closest
>to latch sectors, it could show that door has had "uncommanded door
>opening." If these are in
>direct contact with latch sectors, we can reasonably conclude that fcd
>tried to open itself.
>
>4) Mostly this will show whether these cables are chaffed. The critical
>wire here is 101-20, which
>NTSB has shown that it can short with many other sources to cause
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>"uncommanded door
>opening," especially if detail number 5 is true.
>
>5) If these switches show concave deformation, it could be an indication
>of door that has been
>"out-of-rig" for some time. If S2 master latch lock handle switch has
>broken bracket inside, the
>operation should be tested to verifiy whether "door-open" circuit was
>being jumped "closed"
>allowing current to pass even though master latch lock handle is stowed
>and locked.
>
>6) Airworthiness Directive 88-12-04 terminating action required that the
>soft aluminum lock
>sectors be replaced with steel units or with steel re-enforced units.
>
>7) This AD requires installation of torque-limiting devices (clutches)
>on all latch sector drive
>motors, preventing the latch sectors from being back-driven into and
>deforming or breaking the
>lock sectors. Once this happens, latching mechanism is effectively
>disabled. If this AD and the
>previous one has not been applied to a 747, the cargo door latching
>
>
>mechanism can't be trusted
>to be safe.
>
>8) Were the torque-limiting devices installed and in proper working
>order?
>
>9) If the floor beams are buckled downward, it is an indication that
>explosive decompression has
>taken place.
>
>10) If the floor beams have been buckled downward, there is a very goo
>chance that all flight
>deck and cabin oxygen lines will have been "pinched-off" preventing
>anyone from getting oxygen
>from on-board oxygen generators. At higher altitudes, this would
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>adversely affect flight and
>cabin crew effectiveness when dealing with an emergency of this
>magnitude, even if the nose
>section hasn't been torn off.
>
>11) If the cargo door hinges are bent backwards, it is an indication
>that cargo door opened past
>it's full "open" position, and probably struck fuselage immediately
>above it.
>
>12) This detail should be performed with detail 11 to show if door
>violently opened in flight. Any
>"foreign" paint marks found should be checked with portion of fuselage
>immediately above fcd
>through detailed paint mark analysis.
>
>Only when these 12 details have been verified, can the fcd problem be
>ruled out as a possible
>probable cause. If a discrepancy is found for one, they all need to be
>closely examined before a
>positive conclusion can be made. If any of the previous steps indicate
>an "out-of-rig" door, we can
>reasonably conclude that the fuselage has been flexing, probably causing
>cargo door latch
>failure.
>
Date:
Sun, 3 Aug 1997 19:51:57 -0700
Subject:
Part two.
Start part two:
Now cargo door guys, when did sequence start? We are divided here, I
think.
Here's mine, based upon what I know now. Essentially my trigger is
pulled
when airborne and electrical short causes door to unlatch and go open
shortly thereafter. NTSB has door unlatching on ground, after closed but
before ground power cut, then opening in air when pressure gets high
enough.
Here's mine: and of course it's documented in the NTSB UAL 811 report
except instant short occurs.
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1. Conduit with door motor wires inside chafed as bundle meets door
opening
and closing 20000 times over 15 plus years.
2. Insulation exposed on motor control wire and others.
3. Wire chafed through insulation to bare wire. Several bare wires in
bundle chafed through to bare. Some are hot, some not.
4. Switch S2 fails in let electricity pass all the time position.
5. Door out of rig.
6. Door not completely latched with manual handle, just mostly latched.
7. Vibration event occurs such as power added, speed increased, altitude
gained or lost.
8. Start clock: motor on bare wire touch other bare wire with power.
9. Door motor on turning latches to unlatch position.
10. Latches press against safety, the locking sectors, and over ride.
11. Latches get in the middle between mostly latched and just a tiny bit
unlatched.
12. Internal pressure pushes door open three inches.
13. 300 knots slipstream grips door and tears it up and away.
14. Destruction sequence follows.
When the fcd becomes un-latched in flight, aerodynamic forces violently
swing door upward past
it's full-open position. In fact, it will continue to open until it is
strikes the fuselage side above it,
with what was described by the flight crew of UA811 as a "loud thump."
This does three things to the door.
1) Bends the door hinges "backwards."
2) Leaves distinctive "foreign" paint marks on the door that can be
matched
to the fuselage above
it through detailed paint mark analysis.
3) Breaks the door into two pieces along it's longitudinal axis (front to
back).
The fcd will stay in this position for about 1.5 to 2 seconds. Because the
door is now open, and
the cargo hold is pressurized, the contents immediately behind the fcd are
ejected out into the
slipstream, and into the on-coming path of the right wing, #3 and #4
engines, and tail-plane.
Almost immediately, the fuselage side structure above the cargo door
hinges
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gives way as the
floor beams that support the cabin floor buckle downward as the cabin air
pressure is drawn into
the relative vacuum created by the open fcd. When this happens, the 300
knot slipstream tears
the door and the fuselage side and a portion of the cabin floor structure
away from the airplane,
creating a large (10'x15') hole in the side of the airplane. The hole
stretches from the cargo hold
floor to the cabin upper deck side windows. This also creates a loud soun
that was described by
UA811 flight crew as a "tremendous explosion."
At this point, there are several things that happen either concurrently, or
in rapid succession.
1) Power to Flight Data Recorders (FDR) and Cockpit Voice Recorders
(CVR)
is immediately
severed.
2) Passengers seated above fcd and loose cabin material are blown out int
the on-coming path
of the #3 engine and are ingested.
3) Oxygen lines from the on-board oxygen generators are "pinched-off"
preventing flight deck and
cabin crew/pasengers from receiving oxygen.
4) Airplane experiences a sharp departure in the yaw and pitch axis.
List of things NTSB could do, should do, and may do if asked politely:
Satellite tracking,
The US is not the only country to have Spy and geographic satellites..
There is DATA from US, French, Japanese, and Russian tracking
satellites,
stored in the various US defense agency computers..
Some were watching the US Military operations at the time the 64bit (and
up!) imagery (thermal too) should have given some very nice pictures of
what was really happening.
In March,1997, President Clinton promised the relatives/families of
TWA:800
victims the full resources of the US in solving this tragedy. We seem to
have forgotten about this resource. I'm not/never have had access to this
type (quality) of info But:
In May/June 1997 on a project for the Florida DOT, I looked at digital
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images (<=32bit) where the type and series of commercial Jet aircraft
could
be easily determined.. Along with course, altitude, and airspeed. Some
General Aviation planes also could be seen, but not so easily ID'd; their
course, speed and altitude could be determined with not much problem.
I'm sure that there is a sonobouy/hydrophone network in this area that
could yield very important data on locations and relative energies of item
impacting the ocean in this area, too.
There may be readable imagery of this incident in the US intellegence
community, possibly more outside our intelligency community. The US
should
make all possible efforts to secure this data.
(BTW,I'm sure that this has been done and those in control already know
what happened)
What was the condition of the cargo door hinges?
Bent upward/equally/unequally etc.
Was AD 88-06-04 applied, including the "terminating action?"
Was AD 89-05-54 applied, including the torque-limiting devices?
What was the condition of the torque-limiting devices?
Very Important to 1,100 other B-747s...
>show that door has had "uncommanded door opening."
>If these are in direct contact with latch sectors, we can reasonably
conclude that fcd tried to open itself.
What was the condition of the fcd frame and the locking pin holes?
Do these holes show the locking pin being pulled accross the frame
in
different
directions?
Was the bottom of the cargo door frame worn away prior to crash?
What was the condition of the floor beams immediately inboard from fcd
What was the condition of the bulkhead immediately aft of the fcd?
Do the floor and bulk head beam's metallographic cross sections
indicate
that slow (seconds) high energy tortional twisting or fast (<sec) fracture
fatigue damage?
Were repairs/actions from the Nov-Dec 1992 rebuild involved?
Detailed paint mark analysis of any "foreign" paint marks on fcd?
Detailed analysis of the "grease" on fcd parts for wear indicator materials
What was the condition (failure mechanism) of the RH Inboard
powerplant
plyon bolts?
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Were all recovered engine pylon bolts of the correct type?
What was the condition of the front stages of the RH inboard engine?
Was baggage related debris found in this engine?
Were any of the silicone/organic materials in the RH wing burned?
Is there evidence of complete or incomplete combustion of these
materials?
What was the failure type of all of the different powerplant main bearings
Do all post failure analysis of these bearings indicate a normal
"spindown"?
What was the spectrometric metal content of the powerplane oil in
the
filters
and in the main bearings?
Does any of the Baggage from the FCH have indications of high
temperature
(<1,500F)
burning?
This would indicate a self oxygenating fire or (plastic) Explosive.
Does any of the Baggage from the FCH have indications of lower
temperature
(<750F)
burning?
This would indicate fuel related burning.
If not burned then baggage was lost prior to major fuel explosion(s).
And does the calculated model position indicate that the problem
originated
at 13,500' and the plane descended to 8,500' before exploding. or vice
versa?
Which flight path model agrees with the ATC data?
Were there any cell phones in use on the plane?
Were any conversations recovered from AT&T or MCI switching
computers?
Remember Cell Phones are part of the internet..
Has the position of any transmission(s) been calculated?
Has any cell phone background noise been analyzed?
Remember that the NTSB did this in the ValuJet crash.
1. Outside observers on the ground / in the air.
2. Radar tracking..
3. Satellite Tracking..
(No body reporting on this!)
4. Commercial & private video tape / pictures.
5. Coroner's forensic reports and victim damage computer model.
(not released to the public yet)
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6. Physical Condition of items ejected from aircraft prior to explosion.
7. Physical Conditions of Engines and recovery locations.
8. Physical Condition of other aircraft material / sections and recovery
locations.
9. Explosive and trace elemental anaylsis of recovered materials.
10. Fast/slow strain analysis model of aircraft skin fastners.
11. Oxidation sampling modeling of aircraft metallic components for
explosion temperature zone modeling. Shows high temperature
combustion areas..
12. Oxidation Sampling modeling of aircraft organic components for
explosion temperature zone modeling. Shows lower temperature
combustion areas.
and items 13 - 200+ etc.
1) Position of the latch sectors?
> 2) Condition of the latch pins?
> 3) Position and condition of the lock sectors?
> 4) Condition of fuselage-to-door cable bundle?
> 5) Condition of all cargo door switches, especially S2 master latch
>lock handle switch?
> 6) Was AD 88-06-04 applied, including the "terminating action?"
> 7) Was AD 89-05-54 applied, including the torque-limiting devices?
> 8) Condition of the torque-limiting devices?
> 9) Condition of floor beams immediately inboard from fcd?
>10) Condition of the oxygen lines passing immediately adjacent to floor
>beams?
>11) Condition of the cargo door hinges?
>12) Detailed paint mark analysis of any "foreign" paint marks on fcd?
1. examine forward cargo door for steel rods to confirm AD 88-12-04
complied with on TWA 800.
2. examine cargo door for status of cam latches, unlocked or locked.
3. examine cargo door lock sectors, unlocked or locked.
4. examine cargo door lock sectors and cam sectors for wear and gouging
5. examine cargo door manual locking bar for locking position.
6. examine all door electrical switches for proper operation.
7. check maintenance history of TWA 800 for previous cargo door
problems.
8. note condition of cargo door, in how many pieces to match UAL 811.
9. note position of cargo door when found, close to event site or far away
indicating time it left aircraft.
9. detect frayed wiring in door control system.
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10. examine direction of buckled floor beams, up or down indicating
decompression or explosion.
11. match TWA 800 evidence with other similar crashes leaving similar
evidence.
12. check for presence or non presence of evidence of fire/explosion on
separated nose.
13. match sudden on loud sound on CVR to sound library of in flight
aircraft explosions and decompressions.
14. match abrupt end of tape signals on FDR to two other abrupt end of
tape
Boeing 747 crashes, PA 103, and AI 182.
15. confirm by computer simulation that 300 knot wind blowing into nine
foot by 15 foot hole in right side of weakened nose will tear nose of in an
second.
16. examine wreckage for more severe in flight debris damage on right
side
of aircraft to include wing fillet, leading edges of wing and horizontal
stabilizer and vertical stabilizer, engine cowls and pylons.
>
>What answers would I look for?
>1) If the latch sectors aren't within 18-22 degrees of fully-closed
>position, it could mean that door
>wasn't fully latched, or door tried to unlatch itself after closing and
>locking.
>
>2) If the latch pins have a "smooth" part from 6:30 position to 8:30
>position, this could be
>indication of "out-of-rig" door. If there is a discolored (blued)
>roughened (gouged) section from
>6:30 to 7:30 position, it would mean that latch sectors were violently
>pulled past latch pins,
>indicating a blown/torn-out fcd.
>
>3) if the lock sectors aren't completely "over-center" and show
>deformation on the surface closest
>to latch sectors, it could show that door has had "uncommanded door
>opening." If these are in
>direct contact with latch sectors, we can reasonably conclude that fcd
>tried to open itself.
>
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>4) Mostly this will show whether these cables are chaffed. The critical
>wire here is 101-20, which
>NTSB has shown that it can short with many other sources to cause
>"uncommanded door
>opening," especially if detail number 5 is true.
>
>5) If these switches show concave deformation, it could be an indication
>of door that has been
>"out-of-rig" for some time. If S2 master latch lock handle switch has
>broken bracket inside, the
>operation should be tested to verifiy whether "door-open" circuit was
>being jumped "closed"
>allowing current to pass even though master latch lock handle is stowed
>and locked.
>
>6) Airworthiness Directive 88-12-04 terminating action required that the
>soft aluminum lock
>sectors be replaced with steel units or with steel re-enforced units.
>
>7) This AD requires installation of torque-limiting devices (clutches)
>on all latch sector drive
>motors, preventing the latch sectors from being back-driven into and
>deforming or breaking the
>lock sectors. Once this happens, latching mechanism is effectively
>disabled. If this AD and the
>previous one has not been applied to a 747, the cargo door latching
>
>
>mechanism can't be trusted
>to be safe.
>
>8) Were the torque-limiting devices installed and in proper working
>order?
>
>9) If the floor beams are buckled downward, it is an indication that
>explosive decompression has
>taken place.
>
>10) If the floor beams have been buckled downward, there is a very goo
>chance that all flight
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>deck and cabin oxygen lines will have been "pinched-off" preventing
>anyone from getting oxygen
>from on-board oxygen generators. At higher altitudes, this would
>adversely affect flight and
>cabin crew effectiveness when dealing with an emergency of this
>magnitude, even if the nose
>section hasn't been torn off.
>
>11) If the cargo door hinges are bent backwards, it is an indication
>that cargo door opened past
>it's full "open" position, and probably struck fuselage immediately
>above it.
>
>12) This detail should be performed with detail 11 to show if door
>violently opened in flight. Any
>"foreign" paint marks found should be checked with portion of fuselage
>immediately above fcd
>through detailed paint mark analysis.
>
>Only when these 12 details have been verified, can the fcd problem be
>ruled out as a possible
>probable cause. If a discrepancy is found for one, they all need to be
>closely examined before a
>positive conclusion can be made. If any of the previous steps indicate
>an "out-of-rig" door, we can
>reasonably conclude that the fuselage has been flexing, probably causing
>cargo door latch
>failure.
Page: http://www.corazon.com/
Page: http://www.corazon.com/
Date:

Thu, 28 Aug 1997 10:21:17 -0700

Subject:
Reading comprehension/Force Tornado
>Now Elmer. And right after John Barry Smith posted "Cargo door guy
>never ask missile guys to shut up, or shorten their repetitive posts, or
>not digress into non TWA 800 matters, or make insidious innuendo
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about
>the profession of contributor."
>
>David Nunnery
All right, all you cargo door guys, listen up! Especially you, Elmer.
Close the door to the morning meeting and loosen your gray suits. An
insult has been delivered to a missile guy by one of us. The insult was the
implication that the missile guy is not reading with comprehension the
posts that the cargo doors guys are sending. The insult was delivered by
the suggestion that the missile guy read a URL which is described below
and
concerns remedial reading.
I know, I know, the cargo door rule is never ask missile guys to shut up
and you didn't; not to ask them to shorten posts and you didn't, and not to
make innuendo of missile guy's job and you didn't. Suggesting more
critical
reading about TWA 800 is not really a digression. So, Elmer you did not
technically violate the Cargo Door Guy's Code of Conduct, Rules of
Behavior, or Exemplary Manners Regulations. The letter of law was
followed.
But the spirit was violated.
Yes, it was not nice to suggest that missile guys are mentally deficient
in their ability to put letters into words and words into sentences and
sentences into paragraphs and paragraphs into a theme in their heads as
they read and then to extract some meaning/comprehension from the
reading
without a teacher standing over their shoulders helping them along, givin
clues, and praising words of encouragement, good boy, good boy, that's a
good boy.
Whether that's true or not is not the point. Or should I say, just
because that's true is not the point. The point is we do not insult. And
you did.
So now, as leader of Disinformation Control, Cargo Door Detachment, I
must take immediate action.
First, Elmer, you made me look bad in front of the missile guys. They
considered me a leader and had respect. Now that they see that one of my
detachment officers, Interrogation Specialist GS-13, E Barr, broke ranks
and insulted, I have lost respect from the missile guys. And that's
something I can not accept. The missile guys' respect is very important to
me. If they start to make fun of me and call me names...I don't know wha
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I'll do.
Second, there must be punishment for this lapse of cargo door manners.
shall administer the punishment on myself as a good leader should take
responsiblity for his staff who violated the no insult rule by suggesting
that the missile guys have a short circuit between their eyes and their
brains that directs all contrary missile evidence to their lower colon
thereby bypassing the frontal cortex. The punishment, and oh, how this
hurts, Elmer, I hope you appreciate this, I'd rather take two dozen virtual
lashes than do the following, but here it is. I just went back to earlier
posts and cut and pasted all of Mr. Rivero's eyewitness reports and
appended them to this post.
Third. The cost to cargo door is high: Valuable Cargo Door post space
has
been used to help the missile guys. An archived cargo door post has been
delayed one day to make room for the missile information.
Fourth. The apology. Dear Missile Guys, please accept an abject apolog
from Detachment Leader (name deleted) for the post which suggested
you go
to a URL and take remedial reading. If you need any help in copying the
URL
and typing it in, tell me, and I'll see if I can get some help. Don't feel
bad, it's tricky, every darn slash and tilde and period has to be exactly
in their place or it doesn't work, so just have patience, you'll get it
sooner or later. That's a good boy.
>Old prover we all know well:
>
>It's better to appear silent and stupid
>than post lame flames and prove it.
>
>Try to stay centered if you can.
>It's very sad this list has degenerated to a 5th grade level:
>I'm sure disinformation control is getting a good laugh.
>
>Philip L. Anderson
>Dept of Surgery
>Univ of Arizona
Physician, heal thyself. Sticks and stones can break my bones, but names
will never hurt me...na na na boo boo. You're a doo doo bird.
Here's another 'old prover' (sic)
"Do unto others as you would have them do unto you."
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Well, enough fun, back to work.
Regarding the very important point in cargo door explanation which
requires
the following: Door goes, Nose goes?
Yes, and following Mr Hirsch's example of clear visualization for center
tank fire, here's a try for nose of TWA 800.
Take UAL 811, I'm sure you all have seen the picture of that high time
Boeing 747 that took off at night and while climbing had an event which
produced a sudden loud sound on the CVR following by an abrupt power
cut
caused by the cargo door departing inflight leaving a 10 by 30 foot hole in
the nose. It's on the corazon web site in the UAL 811 section. The
structural member door was gone, the top reinforcing sill was gone, many
stringers were gone, bulkheads were fractured, seats were gone, flooring
panels were gone, and structural floor beams were bent and fractured.
So visually take that old airplane with it's weakened nose and put it in
the middle of a runway on flat large airport. Like Edwards Air Force Base
Imbed the landing gear in cement deep enough to have bottom of wing
just a
foot above the tarmac.
It's calm outside. The pressure inside the plane is equal to outside,
there are no aerostatic forces at work. Everything just sits there, if
there were people inside the plane there would be no panic or discomfort
No fire, no noise, no smoke, nothing. Just a 747 with a big hole in its
nose.
One thing is missing, aerodynamic force. And it has to be there for TWA
800 visualization to be complete even though force invisible. Let's do it.
Off in the desert a dust devil appears. The wind inside the whirling
dervish is about 40 miles per hour. The dust devil spins by the big hole in
the nose and some people get dust in their eyes. That's about it. Nose
stays on.
Next, off in the distance comes a Force One tornado, winds at 100 miles
per hours. It comes by the nose. Ooo, everyone covers their ears as the 10
mph winds batter the nose. It stays on.
Next, Force Two tornado comes by, same thing and the tornado stays
right
by the nose for a few minutes. Still nothing. Nose stays on.
Next, Force Three and Force Four tornadoes come by and linger for a few
minutes but that nose stays on. Of course all the buildings and hangars are
gone as they were when a lower wind force hurricane called Andrew
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swept
through Homestead Air Force Base and destroyed buildings meant to
survive
bombing attacks.
So, after a Force Four tornado with winds up above 200 miles per hour
sweep by, the nose is still on. What an airplane!
Now, a Force Five tornado. This is the one that picks up trucks and spits
them out miles away. This is the one that vaporizes brick homes. It puts
wooden beams through concrete walls. The winds are the highest on earth
more than at the tops of mountains in storms, more than the most violent
hurricane, and its winds top out at 300 miles per hour.
It comes up to the held in cement 747 with its large gaping hole in the
weakened damaged nose and lingers and...and..blows and blows and
blows. It
shrieks. And...and...nothing. The nose stays on.
Wow, oh, it wasn't fast enough for our demonstration. We'll have to add
some speed to the wind to get the true condition of what TWA 800 was
subjected to for the cargo door explanation to hold true. Because the
highest natural wind on earth, a Force Five tornado at 300 miles per hour
is less than what hit TWA 800's weakened nose after the cargo door
departed.
Let's add a significant amount of wind, 10%, to kick wind speed up to
330
miles per hour or 300 knots, which is what TWA 800 was indicating at
time
of event. Now put the force against nose.
So, to visualize, wind comes up, brushes up against nose, stays there,
presses against metal, metal bulges, big parts become small parts, small
parts become little parts, little parts become tiny parts. The nose coming
off fits in the big parts become small parts section.
To conject with facts that a weakened nose of a high time Boeing 747
comes off when subjected to 300 knots of wind force is solid. It is normal
physical law appreciation of action and reaction and transfer and
conservation of energy. It shows an understanding of the forces at work
two
miles up in an invisible medium. It is to understand jet airplanes and the
environment they live in.
And that's why when a cargo door comes off a 747 at 330 miles per hou
and leaves a huge hole in the nose, the nose comes off in less than a
second, sections bulge out, wings with fuel disintegrate, engines fall off,
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and people turn into very tiny pieces requiring DNA testing to identify.
It's also why the NTSB just has to show that the center tank exploded,
using whatever fuel mixture and large spark they need, and the explosion
penetrated the fuselage skin just a bit, to say the wind force then tore
the nose off. The pinprick of fuselage rupture a fifty gallon Jet A can
produce will be enough to say the whole nose went. A pinprick from a
mild
blast has been enlarged to a gaping hole before in other high time Boeing
747 crashes and it can be done again.
Welcome to Mr Stephen Quinto to the discussion group. Mr. Quinto has
much
airline management experience and his opinions are welcomed.
It's also nice to hear from members of the group who occasionally
contribute. Everyone's opinion is important. We of the list group are not
indifferent, we care. The enemy is indifference, not dissent.
, eating own lunch of goose liver pate.
Remedial Reading for Elementary School Students
by Carolyn Smith McGowan
Uses games and reading activities to stimulate imagination, develop
reading
skills, and strengthen comprehension. (Elem.)
Want a free example of the valuable strategies to be found in this
resource? Take a look at a FREE EXEMPLARY LESSON PLAN from
this
book!
From the TRIED series of alternatives to textbook teaching
Softcover, 8 1/2" x 11", 76 pp.
M2-100-1369; $14.95
ISBN 0-927516-14-4
Jim Naples, at helm small pleasure craft Wife, Roseann - Daughters,
Kathleen and Charlene - Total - 4 witnesses "All of a sudden my wife
goes,
'Look' and we look. We see this flare. The first thing out of my mouth wa
- 'Look at that flare! I never saw a flare like that!"
Lou Desyron "We saw what appeared to be a flare going straight up. As a
matter of fact, we thought it was from a boat. It was bright
reddish-orange color. Once it went into flames I knew that it wasn't a
flare."
Naneen Levine "I thought it was something on the beach going straight
up.
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The red dot went up like this, sort of curved. It came to a point where I
thought little fireworks were going to come down or just fade and be a
flare."
Capt. Chris Bauer - Airborne "I saw a tract of light and saw a hard
explosion, then another explosion," - "told officials, repeadedly that I
thought a missile hit the plane."
Sven Faret, Private Pilot - Airborne "Pin flash of light near the shore" "It looked like a rocket launch at a fireworks display." Ken Wendall,
Sven Faret's Passenger "My first impression was that the National Guard
had shot down one of their own planes."
Roland Penney ". . . a pencil thin white trail rising like a Grucci
fireworks in the middle of the night sky, until it turned into a big ball
of just plain white. Seconds later, as the ball of light descended, it
exploded into an orange-red fireball."
Tom Dougherty "I looked up because it sounded like thunder. I kept
looking
trying to figure out what it was. And that's when I saw a flare come off
the water." - "The flare, trailing orange flame, shot up roughly at a 45
degree angle, then rapidly increased it's angle of ascent.." "Then it
appeared to strike something."
D.A. Walsh "It is No rumor about sabotage or a missile. Having lived on
Long Island for 24 years and only 8 miles from the crash site I am
familiar with the area and too many of us saw what happened that nite. I
believe that someone is trying to cover up for mistakes."
From: C.C.Jordan@worldnet.att.net (C.C. Jordan) Date: Fri, 11 Jul 1997
02:55:29 GMT Message-ID:
<33c59b43.10074841@netnews.worldnet.att.net> I
live on eastern Long Island. I am good friends with several of the Air
Force flyers out of West Hampton. An USAF Blackhawk was flying
(training)
only three miles away from Flight 800 on a heading to observe the crash.
The Plane Commander, a Major, said, in my presence, that he saw what h
believed was a missile, coming from sea level go up and explode. He
stated
this to NTSB investigators and to Air Force debriefers. He is a gulf war
veteran and has seen many night time sam launches, both shoulder
launched
and fixed sight. No one has yet to refute his observation. Could he be
mistaken? Sure. Is it likely he is mistaken? No. NTSB and the FAA have
no
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**real** answer for the crash, or do they? ....By the way, This guy was
one of the pilots who flew the Blackhawks 650 miles out into the atlantic
to rescue stranded seamen, refueling several times from a C-130. The Air
force believes him. They are the 106th Rescue Wing flying C-130 and
Blackhawk aircraft. Top notch professionals.
"We do have information that there was something in the sky. A number
of
people have seen it. A number of people have described it similarly. It
was ascending."
-- James Kallstrom
"I looked at it when I was the J-3 here when TWA 800 was shot down.
I'm
not telling you that there wasn't a missile that caused this problem. I
don't know."
-- Gen. Howell M. Estes, Commander in Chief, U.S. Space
Command.
Olympic Airline Pilot "Suddenly, I saw in the fog to my left, toward the
ocean, a small flame rising quickly towards the sky. Before I realized it,
I saw this flame become huge. My first impression is that it was a flare
shot off a boat."
Colonel Stratemeier - Pilot "said he had seen what appeared to be the
trail of a shoulder fired SAM ending in a flash on the 747"
Heidi Krieger "I think it;s a missile or friendly fire or something like
that."
(She took picture from her boat, squiggley white line in
photo, FBI took it and negs)
Richard Grauer (25 yr old Fishing Tackle sales) "It was a thin trail of
smoke going up fast - then there was this huge pink ball of fire"
Date:

Sun, 10 Aug 1997 15:18:31 -0700

Subject:
Reconstruction analysis of pictures
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="iso-8859-1"
>anyone who could continue to promote the theory that the cargo
>door opened in flight and ripped away causing the destruction
>of TWA 800 is disconnected from the physical reality.
1. No.
2. You're wrong.
3. You're crazy.
4. Go away.
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5. Ignore.
6. Attack.
7. Ask questions.
Still in stage three, I see, at at same time using number 6. And that
offers up the conundrum, if a person disconnected from reality, terrorist
missile guy, (not Navy missile guy.) but terrorist missile guy, says to a
cargo door guy, you are disconnected from reality, does that make the
cargo
door guy more disconnected from reality, or does it reverse it into
connnected to reality? It's a tough one.
Tougher than where is the cargo door?
http://www.corazon.com/747-121dimensions.html Shows 747-121 with
the high
number of high windows, same as TWA 800, Compare the two.
http://www.erols.com/igoddard/cargo-d.gif
The area pictured is in pieces. The found cargo door was described as a
door, never as small pieces of the door. It probably was in several large
pieces, UAL 811 and PA 103 were in two pieces, both broken at same
place,
horizontally at the mid span latches, as shown by photographs and
reconstruction drawings in official reports, on web site corazon of course
I would love that door to be in the NTSB reconstruction picture. That
would
be good news. That means it's not missing, it means the hinges and sill an
latches can all be inspected for the subtle clues that say it opened in
flight inadvertently. A possible cause can be ruled out...or ruled in.
>Get the graphic while its up, I'll be taking it down soon.
By the way, after linking to Shoemaker, Rivero and Goddard from my
web site
for a week, and seeing no reciprocal action, I took the missile guy links
down, no need to discredit my credibility lower than it already is.
And based on hard numbers of time, distance, and speed, I now say
mystery
blips on one radar can not be cargo door. They are still a mystery but
cargo door ruled out because the blips occur well before anything
untoward
happens to TWA 800.
Streak still door, although the witnesses do not see metal door, it's too
far away, they see the bright flare of setting sun reflecting off the shiny
metal object as it spins away at 380 knots, 400 mph. Just as handheld
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mirror can not be seen fifty yards away, the sun reflected off that small
mirror can be seen miles away as flash and that's why aviators always
carry
a small mirror with a sighting hole in the middle. If that small mirror
with sun reflecting off it were moving at 400mph it would be seen as a
streak. The reason some fast moving objects don't appear as streak is the
eyes are expecting the speed and the head is turned in synchrony to get in
focus. If head held still and fast object moves by, streak is seen as
object moves across back of eyeball. For TWA 800 streak no one was
expecting it so all head held still and saw streak on back of eyeball. Then
the brain started to interpret. And if any of those eyewitnesses
immediately said, 'Hey, Mabel, come on over heah, I just done saw a US
Navy
or Arab terrorist missile shoot up from the water and strike a Boeing 747
probably belonging to TWA!" then that witness truly is prescient. The
witnesses probably said what they said, and believed it and I believe they
saw what they said they saw, and the best that they could have seen, even
if told it was a missile, would be fast moving object appearing as streak
with some direction, depending on their location and point of view.
The fact the missile guys will not say it was a missile that hit TWA 800
at cargo door area is so perplexing. The missile guy says there is
destruction at cargo door, could not a missile have hit there? Why are the
missile guys so afraid to say missile hit TWA 800...at area forward of the
wing on the right side....at the cargo door area?
"A missile did not hit TWA 800 at the cargo door area." See, it's easy,
just press the right keys on the keyboard. It may be the missile guys
keyboards have a lockout feature that whenever the sequence of keys hits
"A missile did not hit TWA 800," it locks up and the sentence can not be
finished.
To review: Door seen as reflective flash/streak from far away, not metal
door seen as falling small dot.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
EXPLOSION OF FLIGHT 800
FBI: Traces of Explosive
Not Found on Plane
Debris
By By Joseph A. Kirby
TRIBUNE STAFF WRITERS
Web-posted: Friday, August 2, 1996
MITHTOWN, N.Y.-- FBI officials investigating the crash
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of TWA Fight 800 said Thursday that testing of
debris from the plane's underwater wreckage≈including a
recently discovered cargo door -- had not detected any
chemical residue or other traces of an explosive.
The forward cargo door was viewed by investigators as a
key test of the theory that the Paris-bound jumbo jet was
blown out of the sky two weeks ago by a bomb, possibly
located in the 747's cargo hold. In two other relatively
recent airplane bombings -- including that of Pan Am
Flight 103 over Lockerbie, Scotland, in 1988 -- explosives
were believed to have been placed in forward cargo holds
At a meeting on Friday, officials of the National Transportation Safety
Board and the Federal Bureau of Investigation reached a tentative
decision to rebuild as much as 92 feet of the 230-foot-long
plane by affixing the pieces of plane to scaffolding, officials who
participated in
the meeting said. The area of the plane they are considering
rebuilding is roughly from the forward door to just behind the wings, a
board
official said.
Location of TWA
luggage suggests
bomb
August 6, 1996
Web posted at: 2:15 p.m. EDT
HAMPTON BAYS, New York
(CNN) -- A Navy ship has located
what is believed to be luggage
from the cargo hold of TWA Flight
800 in an underwater pile of
debris west of the main wreckage
areas, a federal investigator told
CNN Tuesday.
The discovery of the baggage suggests an explosion
blew open the cargo hold, spewing its contents
through the underbelly of the Boeing 747 before the
aircraft broke in two and plunged into the Atlantic
Ocean, killing all 230 people aboard.
The site where luggage is believed to have been found is
closer to New York's Kennedy Airport, where the plane
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took off, than the primary deposits of wreckage.
The luggage was detected by a high-resolution laser
scanner from the Navy chartered ship Diane G. CNN's
source said divers are being sent to retrieve the
luggage, which could provide important clues as to
what caused the explosion on July 17 that claimed 230
lives.
Date:

Thu, 7 Aug 1997 12:32:01 -0700

Subject:
Retraction/life/death
With all the airplane death around me, I succumb to a guilty pleasure; nit
picking.
Dear Calico, you did not 'retract' a word, you 'substituted' a word. And
now you have implied that eunuchs have no courage. (Ever wonder why
Unix is
not a universal operating system? A group of Mac guys yell, "We're
Macs."
Wintel guys growl, "We're Windows. And then from the back you hear a
singsong, "We're Unix!")
>To those who find it necessary to attempt to shock, embarrass or offend
me
>personally, please exercise the good taste to do so in private e-mail..
Dear Madam, please exclude me from the 'shock' category, I doubt I
could
cut the mustard. And offend? No way. Embarrass? Well, I hear bare ass in
that. Is it just me? Must be. I'm sorry.
It must be all this plane crash death in Guam and Miami that makes a
thought diversion into life a pleasant reprieve, even if only for a few
minutes, before the main evil again is faced; death. We all seek to preven
death and therefore extend life. We seek to prevent death by preventing
plane crashes by preventing mid air disintegration by preventing cause of
the disintegration.
I must regretfully decline your kind invitation to correspond by 'private
e-mail..' It would insult the other esteemed subscribers to bypass them. I
would hope that all discussion regarding TWA 800 among subscribers
goes to
the list for all to read. Please don't tell me that various subscribers are
privately talking about each other and TWA 800 behind our backs. Is
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there
important data about TWA 800 being exchanged by special people while
the
rest are ignored? If so, the purpose of the discussion mailing list would
be perverted.
Well, guilty as charged; I have corresponded privately about information
received from the mailing list with my friends and fellow cargo door guy
It's because we have not been received with open arms. Cargo door guys
have
been subjected to unwelcome words, you must agree. Oh, maybe we
deserved
it. But still...
Back to the fray...I say a missile may have struck TWA 800 and hit it
ahead of the wing on the right side which caused the cargo door to pop
open
leading to nose tearing off and inflight disintegration and center fuel
tank fire.
Is there any person present man enough to stand up and say I'm wrong
when
I say a missile could have struck TWA 800?
Let me hear you say, "No, a missile could not have hit TWA 800...ahead
of
the wing...on the right side...causing door to pop."
Louder, "No, a missile could not have hit TWA 800 on the right side."
I still can't hear you, come on, louder, "A missile could not have hit TWA
800." OK, there it is. Thank you.
Date:

Thu, 14 Aug 1997 13:28:56 -0700

Subject:
Shoes
>Out of curiosity, did they ever find out why the titanium bolt came
loose?
>Not tightened and/or inspected correctly? Metal fatigue? Bad design?
And
>where was it from on the aircraft?
Good questions. No. Unknown, unknown, unknown, unknown, and I
assumed it
was from our airplane in the engine compartment, but could have been
FOD
from landing area as we touched down and then took off, like a touch and
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go, and then shortly thereafter engine fodded. For thirty years I had
believed what I had been told by the senior investigator at the time, a
clamp had come loose. When I finally got the Navy AAR last year and
read
it, it turned out to be bolt, not a clamp. And other details were filled in
while many left out/redacted. The Navy accident report is scanned in on
web
site, corazon.com
>Latest stuff on Jonbenet Ramsey also is similar.....there is NO external
>fiber, semen, blood, fingerprints, etc, etc. in the house. The person who
>killed her obviously knew the house. Purportedly there was no one ther
>but parents. Does that PROVE they killed her? Nope. There are many
>reasons to think they did NOT kill her. Could there have been an
intruder
>who was able to do it with NO evidence left behind? Sure. Not likely,
but
>not impossible either. [Personally, I think the parent(s) did it, but in
>that case they faked the handwriting and such well enough to maybe get
away
>with it]
To open the can of worms, one word, Burke, now ten , was nine, Dad
ignored
him and doted on sister, Mother loved sister and took her everywhere,
Xmas
and sister got all the attention, as usual, and all the good presents, as
usual. And little sister just got too hoity toity and so he struck out in
anger and the rage/resentment of a lifetime at a younger talented, sibling
took over. Mom and Dad knew right away what happened and to keep
from
losing another child, decided to stall it out and blame others. The horror
of sibling murder is too hard to face and the one suspect who was there,
has motive, opportunity, knew house, and method of murder available, is
not
even considered, brother Burke, not stepsons, but biological nine year old
forgotten brother Burke. Who got even for all the emotional attention he
didn't get from Mom and Dad, but gets it now.
But hey, that's just conjecture and not supported by documents so that
opinion about a murder suspect is not in the same category as cargo door.
Cargo door is a machine, Burke is not. Bye the way, the Burke answer
came
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to me three days after murder announced. Dad thinks that if charged he
always has fall back of the real killer's name. Will he be surprised when
he is disbelieved and sentenced to die.
>who has also driven almost every paved road in Nevada (and all of 50,
>93, 95, 6, 395, etc
On I-15, a F15 passed in front of me about 200 feet up traversing right to
left. I immediately looked to the right for his wingman and saw him abou
two miles out, closing, low and fast. He came up to the interstate, climbed
a bit, passed overhead, big noise, then dropped down and followed his
buddy
on a low level through Nevada desert. Was I jealous. Memory says it was
an
F15E in camoflauge with two drop tanks.
And regarding actions of others in the TWA 800 case, I might do the
same if
I were in their shoes. But I'm in mine and doing what I have to do.
Regarding all this looking for TWA 800 in all the right places, what's the
point? What's the question? Really, could you seeing 747 at ten miles
guys
please state question and then several answers? What is going on? There
has
to be deeper meaning to the question. If the answer is yes, what are the
implications? If the answer is no, what are the implication?
>dan in Idaho, land of the free and home of the nuts (well, at least some o
>them)
barry in California, land of the fruits and nuts.
Date:

Sat, 16 Aug 1997 10:55:04 -0700

Subject:
Standard Missile/chaff/vision
Chris, I don't want to talk about my war record......oh, all right, which
mission do you want to hear about?
Standard Missile, I just read that in your post and it sent me back the
first time I was face to face with two. It was on the flight deck of the
USS Enterprise, 'Climax' as we called her in code while airborne, and a
A-6
Intruder had just been brought up from the hangar deck topside. I stood
next to my Vigilante ready to mount up, and looked at these two beautifu
big white missiles, one underneath each wing. Salvation, lord above. We
had
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been flying scared around the SA-3 Soviet made, North Vietnamese
operated
27 mile kill radius mach 2 missiles which covered most of N. Vietnam an
much overlapping coverage around the good targets. As reconnaissance
we
could not pick and choose but had to 'shoot' it all, roads, bridges, fuel
farms, truck farms (clustered around churches) and anything else they
wanted to look at. So, these A6s would now orbit offshore and when the
SAM
would either turn on it's search radar or tracking radar, the Standard Arm
missile would fire and track into the radar site and poof! Or so the theory
went.
In reality, they were more expensive than an entire missile site,
including the six missiles spread out in a star pattern around the radar,
so they were only used when tracking radar was locked on. And that was
only
for a few seconds and then turned off, then turned on, then turned off, so
the A6 had to be in shooting mode and in position for a few second signa
a signal that the North Vietnamese would fire off randomly just for the
hell of it to confuse. So in reality, the missiles were used on Alpha
strikes where there were missiles in the air, the sites were visually
identified by other aircraft, and the tone came on.
But I don't know what they look like when fired or I'd tell you. Sorry.
Good story though. Got a better one. My first mission, rookie over enemy
territory, beautiful day, cruising along over N. Veetnam and realized righ
away who the aggeressors were, me. There was not a intersection of road
trail, or path, that did not have at least fifteen big bomb craters around
it, usually filled with water. So we are tooling down a road recce run and
I'm hoping all the guys on the ground got laid last night so they are in a
good mood and don't feel like firing at this interloper overhead at 660
knots and 6500 feet. We have an F4 escort from a fighter outfit on board
fend off any Migs. The F4 has tanks and is slow, only about 600 in full
burner down low so he has to turn inside our turns to keep up with us. I
turn on the chaff when the ECM tells us we are getting painted with some
strange shit, I don't remember. I check in with our escort. No answer. I
call again, no answer. I then get busy with time ticks, radar, switching
target coordinates in the computer, making sure all the cameras are doing
what they are supposed to be doing. And they are, everything is fine. It's
a beautiful day.
Nothing from the escort, can't see him and can't hear him. My pilot and I
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figured he got bagged, so now we are totally alone.
We complete our mission. Relief, not a virgin anymore. We return to an
orbit the ship. I check my switches. The chaff switch is still on. I had
forgotten to turn if off. The chaff is supposed to fire a bundle and the
the plane turns and the missile is supposed to lock on this big radar image
of reflecting small pieces of metal and blow up, not on us. Fine, but when
a hyper rookie turns it on and leaves it on, about eighty clearly defined
radar images are presented, in sequence to whoever wants to look and see
at
great distances as the chaff dispenser kicks out these bundles. So I
realized, as I told my pilot of the error, in shame, that we had probably
given a thirty mile straight line easy to calculate trajectory for anyone
to fire at. I thought of the radar operators on the ground trying to figure
out what the recon aircraft was up to as it sped across the sky leaving a
easy to see track on radar. I assumed they thought no one could be that
stupid as to leave the chaff switch on so suspected a trap.
We get back to the ship and debrief and go down to the ready room for
some coffee. The escort F4 flight crew is there. The escort pilot told us
everything was fine and he saw some trucks down below. They were
moving. So
the F4 turned around, made a run, and fired two sidewinders at them.
(Hey,
don't leave us! Hey, don't fire sidewinders for Migs at trucks!) At the
time though, I thought it was really cool, shooting million dollar missiles
at 10000 dollar trucks. And probably missing. But the attitude was right.
That attitude was missing in Vietnam. The F4 crew got chewed out and th
word came down from above to all: no more firing missiles at trucks.
Nothing about leaving the aircraft you're escorting, I guess that was all
right. You can tell a fighter pilot, but you can't tell 'im much.
I think the whole purpose of the story above is that is not related to
TWA 800, it's long and it probably doesn't fit into the correct category
for postings. So what? Undiscovered truth is not often found in plain
sight. I say let's fire the missiles at the trucks, assuming everything is
all right with assigned duties. There were no Migs around that day but
there were trucks. Any port in a storm
I would encourage everyone to write what's on their minds, use swear
words
if it helps, and try to keep the spelling errors to a minimum is my only
request, one wrong letter and the meaning may change dramatically.
>The importance of the relative brightness between an object and its
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>background is well known to Ian who might mathematically describe it
in
>holistic terms as A=~A.
I don't understand the A=~A. Does that mean A equals about A?
Regarding relative brightness...the observers on the ground had been in
twilight and darkness for at least fifteen minutes before TWA 800 event s
their eyes were dark adapted and could see much dimmer objects than on
a
bright day. And night flying is the best because the fear of mid air is
reduced. Daytime we know we only see a few of the planes out there and
we
are looking hard. At night, they are all seen. A small light bulb on is
seen very far away against a night sky. A twinkling wing tip light can be
seen for many miles and it is the size of a thumb. A reflective object
reflecting suns rays is seen far away against a dimming sky by night
adapted eyes. Double car garaged sized metal object spinning away
reflecting sun will be seen by night adapted eyes during twilight from at
least ten miles.
Enough about me, how about you? What exactly is causing this streak if
it's
a missile, a stage seven question.
Is the casing reflecting evening sun? Is it ignition at tail? Is it exhaust
blast? Is it shock wave? What is the light source on the missile that
causes streak?
Maybe it was the 'Coca Cola' sign on the circular side in small lights
that flashes on and off for advertising. Budgets are really getting tight
these days.
It's a funny thing about vision and hearing. When you really want to see
something or hear something, and your life depends on it, you see it and
you hear it. Sometimes you're right.
We should not be so upset when we see ignorance, fear, and wishful
thinking
guide our leaders into making wrong decisions. It's normal. The TWA 80
error of CFT as initial event is normal and less than other severe errors
of judgment being passed into law. To correct errors is difficult. The
time is now. Once the TWA 800 AAR is published it very likely will
remain
for future aircraft investigators to use as reference material and make the
same error over and over again. The cargo door fault used to be called
bomb182, bomb102, bomb811, and tried to be bomb again with 800 but
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now it
will be center tank, center tank, and so on.
Best regards,
John Barry Smith
Date:

Wed, 13 Aug 1997 14:32:15 -0700

Subject:
TWA 800 raped?/death all around/operatives
I've just returned from a two day thousand mile jaunt through California
and Nevada. Being alone in a car at 80 MPH at 100 degree temperatures
for
hours lets one sort things out. There were several strange experiences. Th
first was outside Bakersfield where at dusk I came upon a crash scene not
one minute old. I was about the fifth car on the scene, the others were
stopped and people were staring to the sheared off sides of a van and a
car. Inside one crushed car was a hand waved feebly through a window.
The
scene looked like a head on crash with both doing about 60 mph. I
thought,
uh oh, real death, and continued on my way, now to be haunted forever b
the sight of this frail hand moving feebly in the crushed passenger
compartment. Only now do I realize what the hand wanted. It wanted to b
held.
After conducting my business in Barstow I left to drive to Las Vegas.
Outside of Barstow is the ghost town of Calico. There is a large painted
rock sign, "Calico" on the mountains. Calico is where I bought a puzzle
18
years ago and have tried to solve it all this time. I may have solved it
finally. It was two round pieces of branch intertwined. The goal was to
find out how the artist intertwined the two circular branches. If one
entwines two circles made of forefingers to thumbs, one of the circles has
to be broken to unlink. I could never find the unlinking spot of the two
branches. I could not find the cut and glue mark. I now believe the artist
grew the plant that way or found the natural occurring rare entanglement,
cut out the loops and sold them.
Calico made me think of TWA 800 and the post by
Calico01@AOL.COM and the
relationships of the correspondents. Calico must think both the cargo doo
guys and the missile guys are a bunch of screwcourages. Why would
Calico
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bring up the whole issue of courages in the first place? It was apparently
done in an effort to assure our participation in the 8 Dec meeting in
Baltimore. She issued a challenge. The challenge may have been issued in
an
effort to test the resolve of all the guys. She may have have been, in her
own way, stiffening, if you will, the backbone of the guys to get a
commitment to Baltimore. Well, talk is cheap and the proof will be who i
there and who just talks a good game.
But when Calico and Gardenia contribute, sparks fly/flew. So it was
good.
Stimulation is good for thought and conversation. In dealing with the
cause
of TWA 800/egg being the inadvertent opening of the door/opening and a
destructive force/DNA rushing in and changing the egg/fuselage forever,
was
it by consent, accidentally, or forced/raped?
On the ground, TWA 800 opened the hatch/cargo door by consent and
the
DNA/passengers went in and out all the time with no problem, in and out
in
and out.
At altitude and high speed, the hatch opened and the destructive force
entered and destroyed without consent. But was it rape? I say no.
Assuming
the opening was accidental, door popped from within, the cause of the
destructive wind was not the wind, which was light breeze at 15 to 20
knots, but the speed of the egg/fuselage itself. The molecules of air were
just hanging around, not bothering anyone. The destruction caused by the
incredible force of 300 knots of wind force on weakened nose and later cu
off fuselage was created by the victim itself. If TWA 800 were a balloon
and door popped, no destruction, just hurt ears, but nose would not tear
off. But TWA 800 killed itself with the 300 self created wind force knots
So for inadvertent opening of the forward cargo door in flight, not raped.
On the ground, foreign objects entered TWA 800 forward of the wing
on the
right side all the time with consent and no problems-baggage through the
cargo door. If it were a missile, a foreign object, that entered TWA 800 in
flight forward of the wing on the right side without consent, then it could
be said the TWA 800 was raped.
In continuing the sexual connection to TWA 800, as started by calico, it
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may be explained that the cargo door explanation is a minor accident that
led to death by the unintentional action of the victim. The missile
explanation is innocent victim totally injured by outside force, rape.
So, in this case, a woman's opinion counts more than a man's. What is
the
woman's opinion of TWA 800, rape or not? Was TWA 800 an unwitting
contributor to its demise or was TWA 800 a completely innocent victim?
Cargo door guy says the 300 knots, all of TWA 800's doing, was the
killer,
and an accident allowed the killer to act. Missile guys might say TWA
800
was completely innocent and ambushed.
It's another reason why cargo door faces such strong resentment, the
victims are now held to be responsible for their own deaths in some
degree.
Another strange event, by which I mean everything is supposed to go a
certain way, but doesn't in an earth shaking manner, is 24 hours later,
between Barstow and Edwards Air Force Base, I came upon another
crash scene
about five minutes after it happened. Again another high speed head on
crash on a two lane road at dusk. Again a sheared off section of a car.
This time, as the police guided me slowly past the crash site, there was a
person sitting in the now exposed driver's seat, but there was a lime green
plastic poncho covering the person from head to toe. Dead.
Just a few minutes ago in two instances, drivers or passengers were
sitting in a car, like me, going fast, like me, near the same spot on
earth, thinking everything was all right, like me, and boom, they met pain
and death, and stopped. I slowed and drove by. Why them and not me?
Then later another experience. Between Edwards Air Force Base and
Tehachapi Pass lies Mojave Airport, where Burt Rutan does creations,
such
as the Vari-Eze. At the dry desert airport are parked dozens of airliners
in storage. As I drove west at 7:12 PM the DC10s and Boeing 747s were
between me and the sun. The evening sun rays bounced off the plane into
my
eyes. So just as I'm going through the entire cargo door thing again for
the millionth time and thinking about whether a cargo door would in fact
reflect evening sunlight and be seen ten miles away, I look up and see
bright evening orange sunbeams reflected off the top engine of a DC-10
miles away. Then the reflections moved to the 747 and the tail reflected
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the light. The flare was very bright and obscured the outline of the bottom
of the tail but the very top was seen indicating the curve of the vertical
stabilizer reflected the sun at different angles.
Minutes later I drove by the Mojave Airport. Sitting close to a hangar is
an all white Boeing 747 with the rudder missing...and all visible doors
gone too. It was the port side and I could just see the six or more dark
holes where the passengers doors were removed. The starboard/cargo doo
side was not visible. The plane was apparently a parts plane and pieces
were being removed as needed. The name on the 747 side was
"Evergreen."
So within a few minutes in the middle of the Mojave Desert, I was
forcibly brought back to reality by visible death and back to stopping
death by the sight of the very object, a Boeing 747 reflecting in the sun
and with doors off.
Reply to posts regarding, "Door just doesn't care." It doesn't. The
flamers seem to think that if the proponent of an explanation is
sufficiently humbled by insults, the person will go away and therefore the
explanation is not valid.
Humans care. I've spent eight years on this cargo door thing and
thousands of dollars. I care. And I don't have to justify the money, the
time, the thought, and the presentation to anybody but me.
The door doesn't care. It pops at 6.5 PSI and not 6.4 PSI. It does not
stay closed for a while longer because some nice people are on board. It
goes when the physical laws of pressure, friction, and wear tell it to.
The titanium bolt which was ingested into our starboard engine which
led to fire and loss of thrust and ejections and death did not wait a few
seconds later when the RA-5C would have been higher or cleaned up
with less
drag and therefore able to fly on one engine. The bolt came loose exactly
when it did because it had to depending on the physical laws of
temperature
and friction. The bolt did not care about the personality of the pilot with
a wife and five children at home or the rookie ensign navigator.
The cargo door is not going to slink away with its tail between its legs
and not open anymore because somebody insulted it. It just doesn't care.
Regarding valuing someone's time. I was wrong when I said I don't valu
the time spent on thinking about this matter of TWA 800. I do. I petulantl
replied to the veiled insult of the speaker who implied I wasted his time.
The point of that is the readers of these posts do so at their own
volition. It's all voluntary. If you read something and find it's a waste
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of time, it's not the writer's fault, it's your fault. You read it because
you chose to read it. You were not forced to read anything in this
discussion group. And to blame the writer of a post for wasting the time o
the reader who reads it is ...strange.
Like you are a victim of some sort of mind control? You want to put the
post down and stop reading but you can't? You don't have control over
your
hands and the keyboard? Move the mouse over to the close small square
in
the upper left of the window of the post and click. Message goes away.
You
have control of your mental input. Don't blame the writer for what you
read
or don't read.
Astronomy: If a piece of man made debris, piece of satellite, enters the
high friction atmosphere at high speed and burns up and is seen by
observer
on the ground, he reports it in a statement. If a piece of non made made
material, a meteorite, enters the high friction atmosphere at high speed
and burns up and is seen by observer on the ground, he reports it in a
statement. The statements might be identical. If the observer says
adamantly, "I saw a piece of satellite enter the atmosphere," an astronome
might gently chide the observer and say, "Maybe, but also maybe, you
could
have seen a meteorite, it's impossible to say based upon your one
observation." Or, if the observer says, "I saw meteorite enter the
atmosphere," an astronomer would say, "Yes, it looked like a meteorite,
and
maybe was, but it also could have been a piece of satellite, it's
impossible to tell from the observer's one observation."
And of course, the reported direction of the streak, shooting star, space
junk or whatever, is entirely independent to its true direction relative to
the surface of the earth. It all depends on the movement angle of the
unknown object relative to the observer as to what direction he reports.
Much of the failure to determine the cause of TWA 800 is egocentrism.
It's the thought that the world revolves around the person doing the
thinking and the person is never at fault, always others. A good example i
what I did as a young boy and my mother tells the story. She called me to
dinner. I ran toward the dinner table and tripped and fell. I looked up
from the floor at my mother and said, "Look what you made me do."
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With airplane crashes the rush to avoid blame is a panic. It can't be the
ground maintenance persons, it can't be the manufacturer, it can't be the
oversight government, it can't be the cheap, impatient passengers, it has
to be...them...with their bombs and missiles...or god with its static
electricity. Anybody's fault but mine.
Well, not true. It is our fault. We all have blood on our teeth. We are
all willing to put the lives of others at risk so that we may get to where
we want to go a little quicker or to save a little money.
The answer is to spend a little money, face the horror, and fix the
problem. Specifically, prevent once and for all the inadvertent opening of
forward cargo doors of high time Boeing 747s in flight.
Pops wrote:>how could the witnesses see the reflection of the small
cargo door and not see the reflection of the large 747?
The reflection of the sun off TWA 800 would be seen, but normal and no
noticed at 800 flying steady. Door decelerates and seen as streak, not
normal and noticed. After streak of door departing and nose coming off,
747
no longer shiny object reflecting light but disintegrating mass of
fireballs and falling flaming debris.
>Didn't the military just report that they had to paint the U2's and SR's
black because of too many sightings at much higher altitudes?
Yes, add first U2s as shiny reflective objects to the list.
> > There
> >is no recorded instance anywhere in the history of aviation of a severa
> >mile-high ascent of a detached cargo door.
UAL 811, 24 Feb 1989, NTSB AAR 92/02. .
>How many miles did the detached cargo door ascend?
What fueled the ascent? How was such an ascent measured? Was the
cargo door
the only part of UA 811 to ascend? Where does the NTSB document you
cite
note the multi-mile cargo door ascent? Who measured the ascent? Why
do you
send readers to documents you state prove multi-mile cargo door ascents,
when nothing like that exists?
Good questions, as all 'why' questions are. When the door popped it went
up
so strongly that it broke in half. The halves continued upwards and the
airfoil shapes did whatever they do when launched at 300 plus knots, but
definitely moving up. Probably not a several mile ascent, or even a severa
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thousand foot ascent, most likely a several hundred foot ascent, as
documented in launch angle of the door in AAR 92/02. The stored
energy from
the compressed molecules behind the door decompressing 'fueled' the
ascent.
Other parts ascended too, the top part of the fuselage skin attached to the
door. The skin was raised but lost on retrieval.
I referred readers to the document of the ascending cargo door, AAR
92/02
for background reference, and because you implied none existed.
>Your work, applied to TWA 800, is a remarkable disgrace.
Opinion noted. Thank you for compliment of 'remarkable.'
>My name isn't Tommy.
I must have been thinking of the Who Rock Opera 'Tommy,' about a deaf
dumb, and blind kid, Sorry wrong kid.
>JBS, why are you so much fixed to the words "up" and "down"?
People reported streak of light TOWARDS TWA800.
Exactly; toward, leaving, up, down, left, right, in, out, all are
meaningless as to true direction of object based on an observation from th
observer. It's counter intuitive,but that's the way it is. It's all
relative based upon point of view. This observer observes sun moving and
says, 'Sun moves.' I'm standing still and see sun move and report it. My
report is accurate. But wrong, the sun is not moving, I am. Streak goes
toward 800 or down or up or from or whatever, the actual movement
direction
of the fast moving object is impossible to determine based upon the
observer's eyewitness report.
>observed behaviors of the Navy and the White House (not to mention th
>sheer weight of "operatives" assigned to "manage perceptions" here on
the
>internet).
I am not an 'operative'. At least that's what they told me to say. And the
implication that all mechanical explanation guys are connected to destroy
the non mechanical guys is ...is....wait, let me check with my handlers,
and I'll get back to you on that.
>>JBS wants us to believe that a small falling cargo door reflects light in
>>way, that from any position on the beach you can see this little
illuminated
>>piece of metal scrap.
Not little, possibly 28 feet by ten feet, the size of a double car garage
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door. Probably ten feet by five feet, the size of the each recovered half
of the 811 door, still not small.Ten feet by five feet is big, not huge.
Unless it landed on you.
>ALL the eyewitnesses reported the object moving TOWARDS the 747,
not
>away from it.
Simply not true, and simply doesn't mean it was.
Date:

Fri, 1 Aug 1997 09:18:47 -0700

Subject:
The Wall
Missile guys, you are up against a wall. A wall of science.
Check with your optometrist or physics teacher. Lay it out on paper.
Look
up in the sky. It is true.
An ascending streak in the air as seen by an observer on the ground
means
that an object is moving fast up or fast down or fast level. A descending
streak in the air as seen by an observer on the ground means that an objec
is moving fast up or fast down or fast level. A level streak in the air as
seen by an observer on the ground means that an object is moving fast up
or
fast down or fast level.
And it's the same if the observer is in the air.
It is such a basic visual truth about perception I am astonished to
realize you guys have been flailing around for a year with this ascending
streak meaning missile assumption and it doesn't.
Better you find out here on the mailing list from a fellow contributor
than under the glare of publicity when questioned by someone who know
about visual perception and seriously considers your missile proposition.
Ascending streak could be climbing missile but it does not mean it is. It
could be descending cargo door. And there is your problem.
As long as you cling to the visual misinterpretation of ascending streak
has to be climbing missile and deny it could be descending fast moving
shiny object reflecting evening sunlight you will not be taken seriously by
the aviation community.
We are talking science here, not mysterious baggage handlers that
disappear. Science can be confirmed. You can confirm my statement of
visual
perception. You can read textbooks or talk to optometrists or
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opthalmologists or put it on paper or look to the sky and see jet far away
with contrail coming toward you and watch as it rises and rises and rises,
like a rocket, but in fact the jet may be descending the whole while for
landing.
It's basic science and undeniable.
Climb the wall and get on with it.
"We don't need no education; we don't need no thought control." "Hey,
teacher! Leave them kids alone."

Date:

Sat, 9 Aug 1997 10:21:53 -0700

Subject:
Way
Referring to open cargo door:
>there is no way to explain why something that obvious and that
>often reported would NOT have been obvious and reported here.
But, but, but, there is a way. It's not my way, but it's your way. Coverup.
Your way would explain why "something that obvious and that
>>often reported would NOT have been obvious and reported here." You
are
>>the coverup guy, why not use it here?
It's not my way, there is no coverup. ("At least that's what they told me
to say...")
My way is: it is not obvious and it is not often reported, 'it' being
inadvertent opening of the forward cargo door in flight on high time
Boeing
747s leading to fatalities. It has only been reported once. Once in 27
years, and the NTSB did incomplete findings on that one, AAR 90/01,
and had
to issue revised report, AAR 92/02, because of the subtle nature of the
cause and the difficult understanding of the complex latching system of th
cargo doors. Plus the erroneous precedent set by previous similar crashes
AI 182, and PA 103, leads investigators up false trail, bombs.
Cargo door latching system on TWA 800 is so subtle and complex that
you, a
mechanically literate person, do not understand how it works. Few do. I
barely do. That's why I have schematics, pictures, diagrams, and text abou
door on web site to enlighten.
Integrate these items specifically about one door into obvious: three
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motors, two sets of pull-in hooks, ten cam sectors in three places, ten
locking sectors, two presssure relief doors, one manual locking handle,
many feet of many wires in many bundles going through many switches,
several hinge sections, internal and external open and close buttons,
several openings for back driving ratchets, and large frame with ten
locking pins in three places. And all with automatic and manual modes of
operation active depending on state of preflight, taxi, takeoff, and
cruise. And run that system for 20 and more years in all kinds of outside
weather, operated by semi-skilled ramp persons under darkness, noise, an
time pressure, coupled with a design that leads to out of rig condition by
fuselage flexing when fully loaded with door open. Then try to understan
the five Airworthiness Directives issued to fix the door defects as they
come up over the years. Very, very difficult, if not impossible for most.
Then add the horror of trivial death. It is easy to understand the
reluctance of relevant parties to consider such a "obvious and often
reported' event, not.
But, Mr. Rivero, you are bringing up good questions. Thank you. Here's
the
sequence: Response to new thought which conflicts with old thought:
1. No.
2. You're wrong.
3. You're crazy.
4. Go away.
5. Ignore.
6. Attack.
7. Ask questions.
Reviewing the posts regarding cargo door the sequence above has been
followed.
The press is in stage 3.
The NTSB is in stage 5.
You were in stage 6.
Cargo door guys are in stage 7.
I'm sure your efforts have met the same sequence. I'm trying to get to
stage 7 with you but stuck in stage 3. (Just joking.)
Don't give up. Government will never be able to prove conclusively that a
US Navy missile did not bring down TWA 800, just as it can't prove a
missile didn't hit AI 182, or PA 103 or KA 801 or Fine Air DC-8. You
have
a lifetime of satisfying frustration ahead of you.
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Date:

Fri, 1 Aug 1997 16:13:56 -0700

Subject:
We have arrived.
After break, back, I will not go and have beer because it's Friday night.
That would be running away in my own way.
I welcome Mr. Chris Olsson to the list. Mr. Olsson is the reporter of the
Willie D story. Chris is in on the cargo door from very early on and has
helped considerably for and against. He is a pilot of aircraft above the
sea and vessels below it. His opinion on just about everything is respected
by me.
So, Cargo door guys, John Barry Smith, Gordon E. Smith, Dan Savage,
Chris
Ohlsson, we have arrived. Anybody else wants to cross the line and join
the
cargo door guys? We invite the missile guys...you bums. You get to call
me
names too, so what? We seek truth and let the chips fall where they may.
Chris just mentioned that sound travels slower than streak light. More
science. That's true. Molecules of air are harder to move than photons. So
to hear and then look up and see something means object moving
happened
after noise source. Nose source first, then streak, streak descending in
reality but appeared to move up. The NTSB addressed that factual science
disproof of the center tank explanation by just saying the eye/eyewitnesse
were wrong. Cool. I wish the cargo door explanation could just ignore
science like light travels faster than sound. Or streak direction reality.
By the way if you move your head fast with a bright light in front of you,
your brain will see a streak and maybe think, oooo, fast bright object
moving, when it fact it was stationary.
And by the way, the ultimate irony, the molecules of death, the 300 knot
slipstream might have been stationary of mild winds of 15 knots, a gentle
breeze. So object moved fast into river of air and came apart and speed of
object did destruction, not evil molecules of air; the missiles of
destruction were stationary and plane ran into them exposed.. After door
went, or maybe after missile made door pop. Anyway, Unity. And I hate
unity, much more fun to be lone solitary fighter for the truth. There's a
time for that and a time for unity.
I want to get some concensus on Dec 8 in Baltimore. Let's not wait until
the last minute. Start planning now, the NTSB is, I promise you. They'll
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have charts and everything. I would love a computer simulation. Of cargo
door, or missile and of center tank. Let's do center tank so accurately it
will not make sense, which it doesn't for initial event.
And speed of sound, 760 MPH is slower than 186000 miles per second.
The
NTSB said it took 50 seconds for the sound to get to the hearer then
looker
which clicks with Chris's five seconds per mile of distance because the
observers were ten miles away, on land from TWA 800. That streak was
in the
air for at least 50 seconds. You say missile in flight and I say cargo door
spinning away gliding on airfoil shape.
Hear sound, look up, see streak and maybe some fireball, or flames or
debris falling. But first, sound then streak, for some. For some, just
looking idly around, poof, out of the blue, streak, then sound then
fireball, then debris.
So that hurts missile guys, should be streak then sound, then fireball,
then debris. It's another problem for the missile guys with their
eye/earwitnesses. They help both sides. And good too.
Cargo door guys use witnesses and missile guys use witnesses. Fair
enough. Let's just quote accurately. And Major Meyer said himself, not
the
reporter, Fuhlgurm of Aviation Week, but in quotes,
>The article by Staff Writer David Fulghum continues..."The streak of lig
>that Meyer saw made a very shallow, gradually descending arc." "Meye
>observed the descending streak for 3-5 sec." Major Meyer then says,
"The
>trajectory at that point appeared to be slightly bent down and slowed.
So, Meyer says, in words that I can read and repeated in quotes by
respected reporter in respect magazine, "...down..." I can hear and read
the word, "down."
Reality again.
It doesn't matter, get to the point that the doors have opened and your
cause of the door opening may be the right one. I will say so far, you
could be right. You could be right missile guys.
At least that's what they told me to say. The missile guys said, if it
ever comes up if the missile could have caused the door to pop open then
say, it could be a missile. And I did. It could be a missile. It think
that's what the text read on my screen. Yeah, it could be a missile that
caused the door to open.
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Can the missile guys say it could have been a missile that opened the
cargo door?
I offer a great big hole in the side of a high time 747 to say nose came
off. You can say a missile caused great big hole by making cargo door
open.
Unity. Let's see how long we can agree before we break off into
disagreement.
I say it could be the missile that caused cargo door to open. Can you say
that?
Radar...ah radar. The perfect stealth invisible object to radar is a
supersonic small smooth object, exactly like a surface to air missile.
That's why very expensive radars are used to try to detect ones the size of
Scuds and have difficulty. If the radar blip were a missile, all air
defense radars in the world would use the el cheapo ATC slow sweep
scan,
poor resolution, low power radars.
The blip is not a missile.
Based upon the scant images and ignorance of sweep time, range marks
transponder codes, radar specifications like elevation angle and power ou
it is impossible to conclusively say the speed, direction, and type of
object which created the primary radar blips near TWA at destruction.
Size
can be estimated by primary radar size of other objects and compared to
blip. But even that is poor because some radar have anti-bloom circuitry.
Only logic rules out missile. Too small, too fast, too smooth to be
picked up by the radar images we are shown. If the radar were high tech,
high resolution, Patriot radar images, I'd say maybe, but ATC smuggled
tapes to Paris Match? No way is that primary blip a missile. And blip
could
be ten foot by forty foot jagged object spinning erratically away from
aircraft, and caught on radar a few miles away and seconds after the even
which sent it there.
I say that as an ex enlisted radar operator who caught a Soviet sub at
periscope depth in the Straits of Girbralter in 1964. No, actually, that
was visual. I say that as an ex enlisted radar operator who can tell the
difference between pack ice and shelf ice by APS-20 radar images in
1962.
But cargo door for 800 does not need radar blip as door. It happened on
103 but 103 does not need radar blip as door. It happened on 811 but 811
does not need radar blip as door. It happened on Paris DC-10 but DC-10
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does
not need radar blip as door. They were all door caused but don't need
radar
blip nearby to be cargo door. Other corroboration was needed and is there
Missile needs radar blip as missile...and can't have it. Too fast, too
slow, and too smooth for ATC center or approach radar to detect at range
at
least of fifty miles. How far was radar from primary return? See, too muc
info needed for confirmation of object. So until a test is done of missile
fired and undetected by ATC, then the missile guys get to say the blip wa
a missile. I can't say blip could be missile because I know too much abou
radar.
I operated bombing radar as recon navigator on RA5C twin jet carrier
plane. The APS-80 was much higher resolution than ATC radar and the
APS 80
would not pick up missile at one mile. Too fast, too small, and too smooth
Is there any radar expert in the world who will say ATC radar at that
distance could pick up twenty foot by three foot supersonic smooth
object?
ATC picks up birds but only in flocks..of millions. Flocks of missiles
would be seen by ATC radar.
One bird, no, one missile, no.
Ah, where's the unity. Not there, sound and light and radar do not support
missile although they do not rule it out, just don't offer support, while
cargo door could be sound, streak, and blip.
Ah, it's tough.
But unity. December 8th. We must be organized or be scorned, ridiculed
scoffed, and ignored. And then maybe another missile will cause a cargo
door to open and crash an airliner killing.
John Barry Smith
Date:
Sat, 2 Aug 1997 09:45:56 -0700
Subject:
Whoa! Rejected message?
So, we are limited by how many, 3, and how much, no pictures with big
file
size. I must learn to use my LSoft allowance carefully, ration out my
info/opinion/nonsense/truth/horsepucky.
John Barry Smith
Date:
Fri, 1 Aug 1997 21:41:56 -0400
From: "L-Soft list server at HOME.EASE.LSOFT.COM (1.8c)"
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<LISTSERV@HOME.EASE.LSOFT.COM>
Subject:
Rejected posting to
FLIGHT-800@HOME.EASE.LSOFT.COM
To: John Barry Smith <barry@CORAZON.COM>
The distribution of your message dated Fri, 1 Aug 1997 18:43:01
-0700 with
subject "Linking" has been rejected because you have exceeded the
daily
per-user message limit for the FLIGHT-800 list. Other than the list
owner, no
one is allowed to post more than 3 messages per day. Please resend your
message
at a later time if you still want it to be posted to the list.
------------------------ Rejected message (160 lines) ------------------------Received: from mail.redshift.com by home.ease.lsoft.com (LSMTP for
Windows
NT v1.1a) with SMTP id <0.BB95CFA0@home.ease.lsoft.com>; Fri, 1
Aug 1997
21:41:56 -0400
Received: from [207.204.201.80] (pm2-23.mry.redshift.com
[205.179.255.88])
by mail.redshift.com (8.8.5/8.8.5) with ESMTP id SAA22010 for
<FLIGHT-800@HOME.EASE.LSOFT.COM>; Fri, 1 Aug 1997
18:43:01 -0700
Date: Fri, 1 Aug 1997 18:43:01 -0700
Message-Id: <l03020907b007d5a303f1@[207.204.201.80]>
Mime-Version: 1.0
To: FLIGHT-800@HOME.EASE.LSOFT.COM
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Linking
> Evidence of an
>unrelated cause at this stage of the game would be mightly suspect given
>the depth of the investigation to this point.
Well, cargo door has been around, and published since 1990, by me in
Aviation newsletter and Flying magazine in 1992 and documented
correspondence between US Aviation underwriter in 1995. Cargo door fo
crash of TWA 800 and others has been from day one. Missile guys came
later.
Cargo door web site went up for TWA 800 on July 29th 1996. Cargo
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door is
senior explanation. Just because you heard yesterday does not make it
new.
>That's why it is important to conduct scientific experiments under
>controlled conditions.
I agree.
> A scientific explanation of this event must be able to explain ALL the
>data in a reasonable fashion.
I agree.
>Yes, _if_ a cargo door is visible at 10 miles distance in sunset light
>and _if_ there was a streak of light moving "away from the plane" (may
>be up down right left or mixture), then this is one (but not the only)
>acceptable explanation of a streak. But this would be no explanation of
>a streak moving towards the plane.
I agree.
> I understand how something moving towards me can be perceived as
>streak moving up (at least if in moves fast enough). I fail to
>understand how an object moving down can look like a streak going up.
Well, if it is coming toward you it will change angular direction and the
brain will perceive object as climbing/moving upwards when it could be
descending. Or it could be climbing. Or it could be level and probably is
if jet with contrail high up that comes towards you.
>Since the words don't seem to get thorugh to you, we'll draw you a
>picture.
Please insult me with proper spelling.
Next: object/cargo door actual movement in relation to earth is unknown
as
it is airfoil shaped launched at 300knots at 23700 feet. Who knows if it
went up or down or sideways or all ways and probably did. Any streak
direction means up down or sideways.
It doesn't rule out missile, it just rules in cargo door descending in
evening sunlight and seen by observers lined up on coast all looking to se
as up down and sideways and from air as down. Impossible to make
conclusion
of actual object movement based on streak direction observed. Fact of
visual perception. Impossible to know what a ripped large jagged airfoil
shaped object does when launch up high and fast. Fact of aerodynamics.
> Finally, the radar track of the object shows it originating quite far
>away from the 747 and then closing on the plane at a speed far greater
>than the 747 was itself capable of.
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Hey, above not true, unproven and impossible to say with data available.
> ATTRACT AND DATE THE
>
BEAUTIFUL WOMEN OF YOUR DREAMS
WITH AN
>
INCREDIBLE NEW STEP BY STEP
BOOK!
>> If you have all the beautiful, sexy women you want in your life, rea
no
>further. If you are ready to make some major changes in your love life
and
>you want to start dating more beautiful women than you ever believed
>possible... READ ON!
Whoops, wrong email excerpt...damn spam.
The below is from the mechanic I invited to join list who is adamently
against cargo door. He mentions Boeing suggested laser, exactly what I
did
in email two days ago in jest. And Boeing tries it for real!
>The Boeing crew was in the hangar last month checking out bonding
straps,
>fuel line resistances, etc. One of them suggested that maybe it was laser
> Remember star wars and the antimissile lasers that were in developmen
> Makes a guy wonder. That would certainly not leave a residue trace. I
>check out the web site and comment later.
I've added the below links to my web site at
http://www.corazon.com/crashcontentspagelinks.html
>Links:
>
barryhome.html John Barry Smith home page
Boeing Manufacturer of 747
NTSB
>United States National Transportation Safety
>Board
Boeing747historycontents.html
DC-10crashcontents.html
103reportcontents.ht
>ml
811reportcontentpage.html
AirIndiareportcontents.html
800newsreports.html
800
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>newsreports1.html
800newsreports2.html
800newsreports3.html
pressurization1.html
>
aerodynamics.html
314accidentreport.html
811skiesdoorcontents.html
Contents Car
>go Door Website
>
http://www.webexpert.net/rosedale/twacasefile/saw.html
http://www.webexpert.net
>/rosedale/twacasefile/saw2.html
http://www.webexpert.net/rosedale/twacasefile/sa
>3.html
http://www.webexpert.net/rosedale/twacasefile/locate.html
http://www.erols.com/igoddard
http://www.webexpert.net/rosedale/twacasefile/default.htm
http://www.erols.com/igoddar
I will include all links to all explanations. Which ones want to be
included? Just include them in your next missive to the list.
I went to my site and clicked on Goddards Universe and it works, just as
the other Mr. Shoemaker links work as recommended. And boy that
sticks in
my craw to see the word Goddard on my web site. So Mr. Rivero to link
to.
Which exact links do you want me to put on my site to link to you?
And regarding linking to me from your pages, well, don't mind me, I'll ju
sit here in the dark.
To summarize, Unity. Central tank not initial event. Streak existed. Blips
existed. Fireball existed. Let's agree on something.
And hello to Mr. Elmer Barr, another cargo door guy. The correct spellin
of Mr. Olsson's name is Mr. Chris Olsson, not Mr. Chris Ohlsson. My
apologies and promise to pay closer attention to detail in the future.
Regards, John Barry Smith
Page: http://www.corazon.com/
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Date:

Sat, 9 Aug 1997 21:19:26 -0700

Subject:
Witness/far flung door found/more radars
There are discrepancies everywhere. I am told mystery blips only
occurred
on one radar and no primary blips of destruction are seen and yet reports
have several radars seeing strange things. And door found closest but then
denied and they are not talking about it. I remember Robert Francis's, the
now disappeared Mr. Francis, comment about the door when asked, "I
can't
comment about that." and that was after talking for an hour at a press
conference about everything else.
Please god, please O please let there not be a coverup. No way. It will all
be made clear at the 8 December hearing. Mother will explain everything
John Barry Smith
Brain Often Blurs What Eyes See
By Earl Lane
Washington Bureau
Washington - As investigators have sifted dozens of eyewitness
accounts of the destruction of TWA Flight 800, they have had to keep in
mind a
growing scientific literature on the fallibilty of first-hand
descriptions.
In the immediate aftermath of the July 17 disaster, FBI agents
interviewed several hundred people who had claimed to see the breakup o
the airliner.
Some of them also described streaks of light, suggesting the
possibility of a missile attack on the doomed plane.
But specialists say eyewitness accounts - no matter how credible
those giving them - can be distressingly unreliable, particularly those
gathered
days after the fact. "In general, memory researchers recommend that
the most fruitful interview is the first interview,'' said Stephen Ceci, a
Cornell
University psychologist. "And that's if the person hasn't been
tainted or biased in some way by being given a theory or expectancy by
the
media or
the interviewer or a friend.''
In highly publicized incidents such as the TWA crash, investigators
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must be especially wary, Ceci said, since there is so much information and
misinformation - available from media reports and word-of-mouth.
A law enforcement source familar with the TWA investigation said
FBI
agents use interview methods intended to assess the consistency and
reliability of witness accounts. They look for any signs that the
witnesses may be repeating news accounts or seeking to give interviewer
what they
believe they want to hear. "There is a science to interviewing
people,'' the source said.
But even witnesses who have been carefully interviewed and are
reporting what they sincerely believe they saw can make mistakes, Ceci
said. "There is
not a snapshot in the brain of that fireball in the sky or a streak
of light prior to the explosion,'' he said.
Memories are stored in neurons distributed throughout the brain, he
said, and the information stored in those brain cells "must be rounded up
and
put back together to tell a story . . . many things can go wrong in
reconstructing it.''
Elizabeth Loftus, a psychologist who has written extensively about
eyewitness testimony, said people tend to fill in gaps in their
recollection with
information they get from other sources. "I don't mean to belittle
the crash witnesses,'' Loftus said. But in some cases, particularly
traumatic
events, the perceived memories can be both vivid and incorrect.
"People have claimed to see things a lot more bizarre than flashes
of light,'' Loftus said.
Loftus has studied accounts of serious auto accidents. "You have
cases where a witness says the blue car was traveling south and the yellow
car
was traveling north,'' Loftus said, and the witness will stick to
that account even after it has been proved that just the opposite was the
case.
There are ways to improve the reliability of accounts, Loftus said.
"Some banks train tellers in anticipation of a bank robbery,'' she said.
"You are to
sit down, don't talk to anybody else and write out your own version
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of the event.''
Loftus said that professional training or expertise can affect the
reliability of eyewitness accounts. She has done experiments in which she
shows
arson investigators a video of a fire scene, with fire officials
giving orders to their personnel on how to fight the blaze. The arson
investigators
remember how many hose teams the chief is ordering into the
building
and other details that untrained viewers disregard, Loftus said. But expert
caution that trained professionals also can make mistakes. Howard
Egeth, head of the psychology department at Johns Hopkins University,
said
studies have found that police officers often do no better than lay
persons when trying to identify suspects.
And even when witness testimony is carefully couched, it can be
misinterpreted by others. Investigators in the TWA case have been
interested in the
accounts of National Guard air crews who were doing
search-and-rescue training on the night of the disaster. One pilot reported
seeing a "streak of
light'' on the same trajectory as a shooting star. His remark was
viewed by some as supporting the missile scenario. But the pilot, a
Vietnam
veteran who has seen missiles fired in combat, dismissed that
notion. He said the orange-red streak was descending across the sky and,
as
he
followed it, eventually erupted into the large fireball described by
other witnesses. Experts also say it is understandable why some witnesses
hold
strongly to their accounts even as contradictory information comes
to light. As Loftus and a co-author have written, "We want to believe . . .
that
our minds work in an orderly, efficient way, taking in information,
sorting it, filing it, and calling it back later in full and vivid detail.
In a chaotic world,
where so much is out of control, we need to believe that our minds,
at least, are under our command.''
Al Baker contributed to this story.
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A computer simulation by investigators of the final moments before the
crash placed the blast on the jet's right side, The New York Times reporte
on Friday.
The NTSB would not comment on the Times report.
The simulation showed almost everything in the first spray of metal,
luggage and other material blown from the plane came from a confined
area
above and
ahead of the right wing, the newspaper said.
At TRACON center in Westbury, an air-traffic controller who had just
passed aircraft N93119 to a colleague in Nashua, N.H.,
watched as the blip on his radar screen fissioned into
two, three and more dots that faded off the screen. It was 8:31 p.m.,
moments after a controller in Nashua had cleared Flight
800 to climb from 13,000 to 15,000 feet. The last recorded words
were the pilot asking for climbing power.
Discovery of cargo door could provide clues in TWA crash
EAST MORICHES, NEW YORK (AFP) -- The discovery of a far-flung
cargo door
from doomed TWA Flight 800 could provide crucial
evidence about what let to the crash.
Investigators refused to go into details about the cargo door Tuesday, but
its location on the seabed, ahead of much of the rest of the
wreckage, could indicate that an explosion first occurred in the front
cargo hold, disabling the plane and then shearing off the front part of
the fuselage.
The cargo door was found at a point "earlier in the flight path" than both
the front and rear sections of the aircraft, which have been located
on the seabed some 10 miles off Long Island, said Rear-Admiral Edward
Kristensen.
The Boeing 747 suffered a sudden and unexplained loss of electrical
power,
after which it broke into two parts and plunged in a ball of fire
into the sea July 17.
All 230 people aboand were killed.
Kristensen, pointing to a map, indicated the cargo door was found at least
one mile (1.6 kilometers) to the southwest of the front part of the
plane, which itself splashed down 2.4 miles (3.9 kilometers) southwest of
the rear part of the aircraft.
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Date:

Thu, 7 Aug 1997 17:48:53 -0700

Subject:
Cargo door, not
If Mr. Rivero argues so persuasively against missile hitting TWA 800, as
he
has in recent post, then it is only fair that cargo door argue persuasively
against cargo door. I'll try.
Top Ten Reasons why it ain't cargo door.
10. There have been problems with door in past but now fixed by ADs.
9. If door comes open, it does not destroy plane, look at PA 125 and UAL
811, doors opened but managed to land without TWA 800 destruction.
8. If door opened, crew, CVR, FDR would have recorded event and didn'
7. Door opening in pressurized hull as a catastrophic problem is well
known
in aviation design circles and Boeing 747 designed to prevent that from
start.
6. Boeing 747 has had millions of hours and cycles and it would have
happened more often than just a few.
5. There have been understandable explanations for crashes erroneously
attributed to cargo door, such as bomb, bomb, and center tank
explosion/missile.
4. The combined efforts of modern western governments who have put
millions of dollars and thousands of hours of expert's time into non cargo
door conclusions have to be right. The best experts in the world with
access to the actual evidence give the most likely answer and it's not
cargo door, it's something else.
3. Cargo door explanation for several crashes is accepted by no
government,
no media, no lawyers, no courts, and no grass roots effort.
2. Cargo door explanation easy to prove if true and hasn't been proved.
And the number one reason why it ain't cargo door:
1. It sounds stupid. It sound boring. It sounds trivial.

Date:

Sun, 17 Aug 1997 20:17:27 -0700
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Subject:
Censors, as usual.
>Anyone who thinks stall
>tactics or a cover-up is not in motion is either "thick"
>or self-serving.
More insults I see, from a person who deplores "posts that are
self-oriented."
Mr. Doctor, "cargo door folks take a deep breath and remember what this
list is actually about" this list is actually about stopping death, not
getting Navy officers court martialed. It's about taking other points of
view and learning. It's not about evil plots and unseen, unknown enemies
conspiring against you. Or maybe it is, it's all up to the contributors,
isn't it?
You sir, are a censor. Like all censors, who attack the messenger when
unable to discredit the message, you are attempting to suppress human
intelligence as presented in language or pictures. Censors, in my book, ar
the most evil form of human thought. It is mind suicide. The dilemma for
the free speech guys, me, is I can never say shut up, only the censor is
permitted that luxury. But I get to bitch.
So take your list behavior guidelines, and your topic restriction list, and
degrogatory opinions about other people's opinions and review them for
errors. Then edit. Then smooth out. Then proofread. Then submit it for
approval. Then reedit the changes. Then resubmit. Hey, maybe it will get
approved. People confuse the map with the territory every day.
And I am not 'thick' or self-serving. At least, that's what they told me to
say.
The thing about a doctor wanting to avoid certain subjects is the
incredible efforts of physicians of the past who risked their own health
and the wrath of their fellows to deduce and prove vectors for disease eve
in the face of intense society disapproval. Your effort, Mr Doctor Sir is
an insult to yellow fever, smallpox, circulation system, AIDS, and cloning
discoverer medical doctors. If you were running medicine, we'd be back i
the middle ages unable to autopsy a cadaver because it was ....immoral...o
"a colossal waste of bandwidth."
And you dare to impugn the motives of the cargo door guys! We who
come
with documents, personal experiences, education, and a willingness to
listen and argue. HA!
You are brushed away as an annoying mosquito that may bite and itch,
but
not swatted as a mosquito filled with fever, malaria, or AIDS virus.
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After your initial assault on questioners you ask some yourself.
>1) Let's have an opportunity to view the original Radar images, with
>satellite
>data included to verify authenticity. If there is nothing there, then why
>hide
>them?
They are not hiding them. They are holding them. It is power's perorgativ
to hold on to information until the time that best suits the power to
reveal it. For a prosecutor it is with the accused on the stand and the
jury listening. Ordinary citizens do not warrant the release of radar tapes
with implications of billions of dollars on them. Boeing has tried to get
the CVR tape and was refused. The big boys can't get the raw data also.
And
the ordinary humans controlling the release are scared witless. Their jobs
and lives are on the line. No one got fired for stamping 'Top Secret' on a
memo.
>2) Can we now have some independent investigators study *all*
photographic
>evidence (Kabot, Heidi's photo etc?).
Sure. You thought of it, you do it.
>3) When can we view the actual airplane?
Maybe never. When can we see the Shuttle Challenger? PA 103? Never.
>4) Sure wish some of the physicians who did the autopsies would
>have the courage to publish *their* conclusions about PETN and frag
>damage to bodies
Autopy info is very valuable and is used on all four of my cargo door
crashes. Baro trauma is in all the reports and is what I call bilateral
tympanic membrane rupture and occurs in all four accidents: 182, 103,
811,
and 800.
Burns on which passengers sitting in which seats will show a sequence of
destruction contrary to center tank explosion as initial event, I believe.
AI 182 report on web site corazon.com has extensive discussion about
injuries to the passengers. Particularly sad is the descriptions of cause
of death of the infants and children.
When the autopsy information is released, you may be kind enough to
interpret it for us on this TWA 800 discussion group. We need all the help
we can get.
Date:

Sat, 2 Aug 1997 16:57:12 -0700
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Subject:
Click Pop Zoom Boom/Mock NTSB report
> Zoom+Boom
Here's mine: Click of door motor on. Pop of door. Zoom of streak of door
Boom of center tank
explosion.
Grind!
Pop!
Rip!
Whump!
Buckle!
Whistle!
Crumple!
Poof!
Slice!
Smash!
Burn!
finally,
Prang.
Grind went the door actuator control motor, pop went the forward cargo
door
opening outward into slipstream, rip went the fuselage skin, whump went
the
inside air pressure to equalize with the outside air pressure and spit out
baggage, buckle went the floor beams, whistle went the 300 knot wind in
the now wide open nose and onto the nose, crumple as the nose folded
into
the hole, poof went the nose section as it separated from the rest of the
fuselage, slice went the turbine blades into the baggage which was sucked
into the intakes of the huge engines, smash went the passengers into the
seat backs as the plane decelerated from 300 knots to 100 knots instantly,
burn went the jet fuel, passengers, and the rest of the plane as it fell,
and prang went everything into the ocean or ground.
Posting up the street
>My tea is nearly ready and the sun has left the sky.
>It's time to take the window to see Leerie going by.
>For every night at teatime and before you take your seat,
>with lantern and with ladder, he comes posting up the street.
>
>Now Tom would be a driver and Maria go to sea,
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>And my Papa's a banker and as rich as he can be,
>But I when I am stronger and can choose what I'm to do,
>Oh, Leerie, I'll go round at night and light the lamps with you.
>
>For we are very lucky with a lamp before the door,
>and Leerie stops to light it as he lights so many more.
>And Oh! Before you hurry by, with your ladder and with light,
>Oh Leerie, see a little child and nod to him tonight!
RLS
Ah, an astronomer...I respect astronomers, and mysteries? The Hubble
leads
right to Cosmology and there's mysteries for you. I bet we have good
explanations for Cosmology, at least interesting and based upon what we
know now.
Earlier high time747 crash investigating teams did not have the knowledg
we have about UAL 811 and TWA 800 (and UALpreflight). We can use
that
information to modify previous conclusions now thought to be in doubt
until
further investigation.
> Let's listen to the witnesses.
> Let's not rush to discount them.
I agree.
And yes, the noise that made a person look up and then saw streak, could
be
a noise from anything, including launch of missile from launching spot.
Let's believe most of the witnesses are telling what they saw as best they
could. No liars.
So far, what they said could go many ways and still be accurate, missile
or door. I include missile into the door explanation, can the missile
explanation work with the door explanantion and then we discuss timing?
Can the missile guys say missile glanced off cargo door hinge and caused
the door to open and then...or missile shockwave hit door to open...or
missile impacted into cargo door at bottom and exited on top of door, it's
concave. Or convex as looked at from the outside. Concave from the
inside.
Entry and exit in small holes in door which we can not examine closely
but
could if we had permission.
Can missile guys help cargo door out by insisting that forward cargo door
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be available for examination? You look for entry and exit holes and we'll
look for hinges, latches, etc. Even request no touching, just high quality
digital camera photos of door while we stand a few feet away in hangar a
Calverton. A few of us have digital cameras. Right into the web and
analyzed by long distance door experts. If the door is not right, for/from
whatever cause, we should be able to detect it and explain it. Within
hours, not months.
Come on, missile guys, let's hold hands. Let's unite to request examinatio
of cargo door area. It's a start for you who would like to examine the
whole plane. The cargo door guys want the area around door plus wing
fillets, flaps and nacelles. But let's just start with door area agreement.
I think I represent the cargo door faction, you represent the missile
faction, FBI has bomb, NTSB has center tank, are we not equal? Do we,
missile and door guys, not have the right to inspect the plane, just as
bomb and cft guys do? We do have the right. Citizens in peacetime look
at a
crashed civilian airliner in US territory with no VIPs on board.
(Mr. Cremades, your son was a VIP to you, I know, but not to the US
government, can you join in here and help us?)
I think they would let us in the hangar for at least an hour, no touching.
That's all we need.
Official request granted, all on the up and up. Because we are the good
guys. No sneaky stuff. And we will not be provoked into loud argument
by
others. To be seen shouting on camera, It's a missile! It's a missile! or
It's the door! It's the door! just doesn't work in a political gathering.
It scares them. Sudden moves scare them. Loud sudden moves really
scares
them.
Once we establish door open cause first then CFT, now we argue about
what
caused door to open. And if you have a door in your hand that has entry
and
exit holes, whoa, Nelly, sell the farm. If I have door in my hand with
bent back hinges and unlatched latches, then doo dah, doo dah.
Anyway...we are talking politics here, not truth. I can help you, you can
help me. Do we need help?
I do.
Do you?
I don't see any Frigate Captain live on CNN with tears in his eyes
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explaining how he and his crew screwed up and killed 230 people.
And I don't see forward cargo doors sealed on high time Boeing 747s. I
do
see airlines paying money and time to inspect center fuel tanks.
So, we need help.
Let me read in email on this list agreement on some part of the cargo doo
explanation. Hell, some of it has to be true.
And being called nuts by people who are called nuts is confusing. Let's
see, the missile guys are treated as weirdos by the FBI and network TV,
and the missile guys imply I, cargo door, am not sane, what does that
make
me? Crazier than crazy or now reversed into sane? To be called crazy by
a
crazy guy implies the in doubt guy is sane, or the in doubt guy is crazier?
But then the crazy guy is sane to accurately diagnose another crazy guy.
This whole thing is driving me crazy. I recall the immortal words of Bruc
Willis in "Twelve Monkeys"...
Willis plays a time traveller who is disbelieved by the authorities that he
is a time traveller. They finally persuade him he is not a time traveller
and that he was nuts to think he was. Then events happen that persuade
the
authorities that Willis is indeed a time traveller. When the authorities
question time traveller Willis to find out what's going on, Willis replies,
"No, I really am crazy, I want to be helped, can you help me?"
> Would a cargo door ripping off create a noise that could be heard at
>all ten miles away
I doubt it. Maybe half a mile.
A center tank explosion/fireball yes.
Missile launch from sub, yes.
Missile launch from small boat, no.
Bomb, yes.
Door pop. No.
Wreckage impact, no.
Good question..noise source. For sure did someone hear something? We
assume
they did and it was the fireball but maybe not.
I was an audiologist for twelve year so have
acoustic/frequency/spectrum/Decibel experience. Duration, freq, loudnes
modulation, tone, phase, all are important.
Missile guys, prepare to attack:
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The CVR sudden loud sound is my linchpin for the cause of the four fatal
accidents. It is sudden. It is loud. It does not match a bomb. It does
match explosive decompression. Explosive decompression makes human
heard/CVR loud noise. Cargo door opening causes decompresssion.
Cargo door
causes noise. Noise on CVR. CVR noise is cargo door caused sudden
loud
sound of decompression.
If you can rebut that logic, I am lost. CVR to sudden loud sound to
explosive decompression to door open. That is basic to cargo door and
find
fault there and you have found fault everywhere.
So, CVR sudden loud sound is my streak.
Attack. Or join. Or help.
Not B day but E Day. E for Explanation Day. Your E is different from
my
E but still E...explanation.
E Day is 8 December in Baltimore.
I suggest a mock perfect hard copy report to hand out that mimics the
NTSB
AAR format. If you want to see the style of an NTSB report it's on
www.corazon.com under 811reports. Ours would be the same cover and
everything except the words alternative explanation for accident of TWA
800
date etc....
The weather info, the aircraft flight time, the route of flight,
passengers, debris pattern, etc, all be the same and indisputable.
The cause section then goes in separate paths.
It's all center tank or missile or shorted motor then different sections on
what caused door to open. You do missile based upon your evidence and
hoped
for inspection of the door area, and I'll do mine based upon inspection of
door.
(Why do you fight missile hitting forward cargo door and causing it to
open? Missile has to hit somewhere and isn't it agreed that missile could
hit at that spot? I'm not saying missile hit vertical stabilizer. I'm
saying missile could have hit big fat forward cargo door..causing it to
open...and causing sudden loud sound on CVR...)
But the report is polite, it is objective, it is in format NTSB can read
and is is understood by aviation press who have read NTSB reports befor
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It's easy to quote.
It's about fifty pages with pictures. Missile appendix can be there with
Kabot etc, and cargo door appendix can be there, and any other appendix
of
why door opened. Cause section inside report of missile, door, cft, bomb.
Appendix includes support pictures and data. It's the NTSB format.
It's a powerful document. It needs to be refuted by authority. Or
confirmed, but finally not ignored.
On web site computer sims are played of door with missile caused or cft
caused or whatever but the computer sim goes on TV network, while text
report goes in newspapers, magazines. And our computer sim is better
than
their computer sim, we hope.
Together we are stronger than alone. Let us not fight yet.
Well, I'm spending my time trying to recruit allies and neglecting my
cargo door duties. There is a lot of work to be done.
Let us collaborate on a document we can be proud of. The 12/97 AAR
of TWA
800. We ask that it be included to the official NTSB report as an appendix
And then at least we can say we did our best. If another similar 800
crash happens we can go back to the 800 AAR with our input and
officially
refer to it.
Date:

Fri, 8 Aug 1997 15:16:42 -0700

Subject:
Coffee's Our Friend
Well, just got back from 'Conspiracy Theory', call me a softie, but I was
crying at the end. It is a great love story. As to the plot, I hope to read
it here so that it makes sense, I had trouble following it as it unfolded.
And yes, I do have a copy of 'Catcher in the Rye,' in my home, and yes, I
was brainwashed in my past. Oh, well.
It is a great movie and everyone should see it, at least that's what they
told me to say...
John Barry Smith
Date:

Thu, 14 Aug 1997 22:30:22 -0700
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Subject:
Door problems
Just saw "Spawn." I liked it. I recommend it. Forces of evil versus the
forces of good, but this time, you get to be the bad guy, Spawn. Great
digital video scenes.
And Forrest Gump was good, too. I would be honored to be addressed as
Forrest, because Forrest was a man who always did the right thing, on
principle, and it always came out all right. The world wide phenomenon o
Gump is explained by we all realize we are dumb, still smarter than the
other guy, but still dumb overall, but with a good heart that's true and by
doing right, we can overcome our ignorance. I never saw Forrest Gump a
dumb, just having difficulty maneuvering around in the crazy world
around
him. I identify with Gump.
You can call me Gump anytime. Not Gimp. Gump. Not even Gramps,
Gump.
'It' is cargo door:
>Why is that you can't accept the comments and corrections of those who
do
>know how it works.
Stan,
Why do the doors, aft and foward, keep on opening on the ground and in
the
air? You are good at saying why they won't open. I am good at saying
they
do open and ask why? The below are ones that happen in air and on
ground
but don't kill anyone.
You're saying the doors are safe now after being broken before and fixed
I'm saying they were broken before, fixed and are broken again,
specifically TWA 800, linked to three other crashes by unique event,
sudden
loud sound on the CVR.
But, Stan, be the center tank/fire/explosion guy. Everyone here is either
missile guy, cargo door guy, bomb guy, but no CFT as initial event guy.
We
need a CFT as initial event guy. And you do believe that, don't you. I
agree and we all do, CFT happened but we say not as initial event.
The facts will not help you, as CFT IE, center tank fire, initial event,
the numbers just don't add up when talking volatility, vapor, ignition,
explosive force etc. It's just not there. In the movies yes, but not in
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real life. Never happened before, could happen first time but not with
TWA
800. The sequence of destruction that would happen with a CFT IE was
not
followed, small explosion then later big explosion tearing off nose. The
autopsies of the victims does not fit CFT IE, some people should have
been
burned but weren't. The action of 800 after IE was not consistent with CF
IE, it yawed left. But anyway, CFT IE is the number one position, the
missile then bomb and last and probably least, cargo door. Why does
everyone get so upset at cargo door if it is last?
Because it has the ring of truth, that's why. It's ordinary, it's happened
before, we've all had doors that opened when they shouldn't and no one
has
had a gas tank explode on them. And it's got lots and lots of
documentation.
But, OK. Stan, what would you do if you had access to the reconstruction
to
touch or take pictures of which parts to show me and make me eat my
words
in front of everyone? What are the key spots on the door and frame that
will tell the tale of , "I was latched, closed, and exactly where I was
supposed to be when the initial event happened?" What on the frame and
hinges says, "Everything OK here, boss."
Because I respond to facts and if you can show me with pictures and text
(that I'll take if I can get inside with my digital camera) that what I'm
seeing means cargo door could not have been the initial event, then so be
it. I'll take my little slide show elsewhere, and set my little tray, and
try to start selling tickets to the cargo door show, but leave out TWA 800
just stick to my AI 182, PA 103, and UAL 811.
I would have been wrong to see the connection below:
In a high time Boeing 747. That during climb experienced an event near
the
leading edge of the wing that caused a sudden loud sound on the CVR, an
abrupt power cut to the FDR, missing bodies, fodded number 3 engine
that
caught fire, and the initial thought was that a bomb had gone off? I refer
of course to UAL 811 and the facts come from NTSB AAR 92/02.
Now, is TWA 800:
1 A high time
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2 Boeing 747.
3 during climb
4 experienced an event near the leading edge of the wing
5 that caused a sudden loud sound on the CVR,
6 an abrupt power cut to the FDR,
7 missing bodies,
8 fodded number 3 engine that caught fire,
and the initial thought was that a bomb had gone off?
I realize the danger is real but slight. It's safer driving I know. That's
not the point. The point is to stop danger wherever we see it.
And the big question, if you see the picture of UAL 811, could that nose
have come off under slightly different circumstances?
http://www.corazon.com/811picture
Regards, John Barry Smith
Here's some. Put http://www.corazon.com/ front of them
UAL811essentials.html Extracts from NTSB accident report.
Descriptions of
sudden loud sound, radar tracking, missing bodies, FOD
engines, and sequence of destruction once door opens.
811bigholephotobetter.html Better picture of big hole that 300 knot wind
enters and blows off nose of UAL 811, Boeing 747.
811page92conclusions3cause.html Revised probable cause of door
opening,
faulty switch.
811PS.html Popular Mechanics cover picture and story.
811picture UAL 811 cargo door hole picture
More pictures of UAL 811 cargo door hole
811reportcontentpage.html To UAL Flight 811 NTSB accident report
811skiesdoorcontents.html To section on UAL 811 cargo door accident
http://www.corazon.com/811reportcontentpage.html
Below are recent incidents of door problems. I have to post them in three
sections because there are so many.
Aircraft Manufacturer : BOEING
Aircraft Model
: 747245F
Aircraft Serial No. : 20826
Difficulty Date
: 27 November 1994
Operator Desig.
: FDEA
Operator Type
: Air Carrier
A/C N Number
: 640FE
Precautionary Procedure : Unsched. Landing
Nature
: Warning Indication
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Stage of Flight
: Take Off
Station
: ORD
Flight #
: 77
Discrepancy/Corrective Action:ON ROTATION, AFT CARGO DOOR
OPENED. REPLACED
SPRING ON LOCK PIN AND ADJ PER MM 52-34-12.
Part Name
: SPRING
Manufacture Part Number : MS245851290
Part Condition
: FAILED
Part/Defect Loc.
: AFT CARGO DOOR
Name
: FEDERAL EXPRESS CORP
Submitter Code
: Carrier
District Office
: Southern US office #04
Service Difficulty Report
------AT
A Code
: 5230
Aircraft Manufacturer : BOEING
Aircraft Model
: 747123F
Aircraft Serial No. : 20391
Difficulty Date
: 04 May 1994
Operator Desig.
: IPXA
A/C N Number
: 677UP
Precautionary Procedure : None
Nature
: Other
Stage of Flight
: Insp/Maint
Discrepancy/Corrective Action:IN AMSTERDAM DURING
C-CHECK, MAINTENANCE
FOUND AFT CARGO DOOR AT BS 1920 STR 39 ON INNER
SIDE 'T' SECTION CRACKED.
MAINTENANCE MANUFACTURED NEW 'T' SECTION AND
INSTALLED RENEWED 'T' PROFILE
IAW SRM 51-30-02.
Part Name
: CARGO DOOR
Part Condition
: CRACKED
Part/Defect Loc.
: FS 1920
Overhaul
:X
Submitter Code
: Carrier
District Office
: Southern US office #01
Aircraft Type
: 12501 lbs. and over weight class
Monoplane Low Wing
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Powered with 4 Engines
------AT
A Code
: 5230
Aircraft Manufacturer : BOEING
Aircraft Model
: 747123F
Aircraft Serial No. : 20100
A/C Total Time
: 58043
A/C Total Cycles
: 17232
Difficulty Date
: 26 October 1994
Operator Desig.
: IPXA
Operator Type
: Air Carrier
A/C N Number
: 674UP
Precautionary Procedure : None
Nature
: Other
Stage of Flight
: Insp/Maint
Discrepancy/Corrective Action:DURING 'C' CHECK IN
AMSTERDAM, MAINTENANCE
FOUND AFT CARGO COMP TORSION BOX STA 1640-1660,
DOOR ASSY CORRODED AND
CRACKED AT STA 1660. REPLACED DOOR ASSY PER MM
53-21-03.
Part Name
: CARGO DOOR ASSY
Part Condition
: CORRODED
Part/Defect Loc.
: FS 1640-1660
Name
: UNITED PARCEL SERVICE CO
Submitter Code
: Carrier
District Office
: Southern US office #01
------AT
A Code
: 5230
Aircraft Manufacturer : BOEING
Aircraft Model
: 747123F
Aircraft Serial No. : 20100
A/C Total Time
: 58043
A/C Total Cycles
: 17232
Difficulty Date
: 26 October 1994
Operator Desig.
: IPXA
Operator Type
: Air Carrier
A/C N Number
: 674UP
Precautionary Procedure : None
Nature
: Other
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Stage of Flight
: Insp/Maint
Discrepancy/Corrective Action:DURING 'C' CHECK IN
AMSTERDAM, MAINTENANCE
FOUND DOOR ASSY FROM TORQUE BOX AT STA 680
CORRODED. REPLACED DOOR ASSY
PER MM 53-42-00.
Part Name
: CARGO DOOR ASSY
Part Condition
: CORRODED
Part/Defect Loc.
: FS 680
Name
: UNITED PARCEL SERVICE CO
Submitter Code
: Carrier
District Office
: Southern US office #01
Service Difficulty Report
------AT
A Code
: 5230
Aircraft Manufacturer : BOEING
Aircraft Model
: 747122
Aircraft Serial No. : 19881
Difficulty Date
: 01 August 1992
Operator Desig.
: UALA
A/C N Number
: 4720U
Precautionary Procedure : None
Nature
: Other
Stage of Flight
: Insp/Maint
Discrepancy/Corrective Action:OAK - EXTENSIVE CORROSION TO
SKIN AND
SURROUNDING STRUCTURE ON THE AIRCRAFT ON THE AFT
CARGO DOOR. THE CORROSION
IS RESTRICTED TO THE LOWER INTERIOR DOOR AND RUNS
FORWARD TO AFT. THE SKIN
EXFOLIATED AT ACCESS DOOR DOUBLERS AND THE
SUPPORT STRUCTURE HAS CORROSION
AT FORWARD AND AFT SECTIONS OF THE DOOR. S/D REPLACED ALL SMALLER PARTS
AND REPAIRED SKIN AND MAJOR SUPPORT STRUCTURE
PER SRM EXCEPT AT SECOND FROM
FRONT ACCESS DOOR. SECOND FROM FRONT ACCESS
PANEL SKIN AND DOUBLER
REPAIRED PER EVA G95-3761.
Part Name
: SKIN
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Part Condition
: CORRODED
Part/Defect Loc.
: CARGO DOOR
Overhaul
:X
Submitter Code
: Carrier
District Office
: Western/Pacific US office #29
Aircraft Type
: 12501 lbs. and over weight class
Monoplane Low Wing
Powered with 4 Engines
------AT
A Code
: 5230
Aircraft Manufacturer : BOEING
Aircraft Model
: 747251B
Aircraft Serial No. : 21704
Difficulty Date
: 13 January 1993
Operator Desig.
: NWAA
A/C N Number
: 622US
Precautionary Procedure : None
Nature
: Other
Stage of Flight
: Insp/Maint
Discrepancy/Corrective Action:DURING NON ROUTINE CHECK,
FOUND CORROSION
AROUND NUTPLATES ON LOWER DOOR FRAME.
INSTALLED REPAIR PER SRM 51-40-03,
FIGURE 1. L/P 0494416.
Part Name
: DOOR
Part Condition
: CORRODED
Part/Defect Loc.
: CARGO DOOR
Part Time
: 50670 since Overhaul
Submitter Code
: Carrier
District Office
: Great Lakes office #01
Aircraft Type
: 12501 lbs. and over weight class
Monoplane Low Wing
Powered with 4 Engines
------AT
A Code
: 5230
Aircraft Manufacturer : BOEING
Aircraft Model
: 747121
Aircraft Serial No. : 19659
Difficulty Date
: 28 February 1993
Operator Desig.
: TWRA
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A/C N Number
: 604FF
Precautionary Procedure : None
Nature
: Other
Stage of Flight
: Insp/Maint
Discrepancy/Corrective Action:FORWARD CARGO DOOR
CASTING HAS CORROSION.
TOTAL CYCLES 17,341.
Part Name
: CASTING
Part Condition
: CORRODED
Part/Defect Loc.
: FWD CARGO DOOR
Part Total Time
: 78473
Overhaul
:X
Submitter Code
: Carrier
District Office
: Eastern US office #15
Aircraft Type
: 12501 lbs. and over weight class
Monoplane Low Wing
Powered with 4 Engines
------AT
A Code
: 5230
Aircraft Manufacturer : BOEING
Aircraft Model
: 747151
Aircraft Serial No. : 19786
Difficulty Date
: 21 March 1993
Operator Desig.
: NWAA
A/C N Number
: 609US
Precautionary Procedure : None
Nature
: Other
Stage of Flight
: Insp/Maint
Discrepancy/Corrective Action:DURING LINE CHECK, THE
FORWARD CARGO DOOR WAS
STRUCK BY THE DOCK SYSTEM, CAUSING A SKIN
PUNCTURE AND ASSOCIATED DAMAGE.
THE DAMAGE IS LOCATED AT THE FORWARD END OF THE
DOOR APPROXIMATELY 20
INCHES FROM THE TOP. L/P 0509143.
Part Name
: SKIN
Manufacture Part Number : 65B043081
Part Condition
: PUNCTURED
Part/Defect Loc.
: FWD CARGO DOOR
Part Time
: 04876 since Overhaul
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Submitter Code
District Office
Aircraft Type

: Carrier
: Great Lakes office #01
: 12501 lbs. and over weight class
Monoplane Low Wing
Powered with 4 Engines

------AT
A Code
: 5230
Aircraft Manufacturer : BOEING
Aircraft Model
: 747151
Aircraft Serial No. : 19780
Difficulty Date
: 20 March 1993
Operator Desig.
: NWAA
A/C N Number
: 603US
Precautionary Procedure : None
Nature
: Other
Stage of Flight
: Insp/Maint
Discrepancy/Corrective Action:DURING PERIODIC CHECK,
FOUND DOUBLER DAMAGED
ON LOWER END OF EXTERNAL SKIN NEAR THE AFT EDGE
OF THE BULK CARGO DOOR.
REPAIRED PER EA 66-51584, REV 'B' AND SRM 52-10-02, FIG 7,
L/P 0509047.
Part Name
: DOUBLER
Manufacture Part Number : 65B045141
Part Condition
: DAMAGED
Part/Defect Loc.
: BULK CARGO DOOR
Overhaul
:X
Submitter Code
: Carrier
District Office
: Great Lakes office #01
Aircraft Type
: 12501 lbs. and over weight class
Monoplane Low Wing
Powered with 4 Engines
------AT
A Code
: 5230
Date:

Wed, 13 Aug 1997 20:11:15 -0700

Subject:
Fact Police/related crashes/killer force
In-Reply-To:
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<FLIGHT-800%1997081318321331@HOME.EASE.LSOFT.COM>
JetMechNWA writes:
The cargo door does postion does not change from model to model. The
number of windows do but that isn't necessarily based from "airline to
airline". Certain configurations may be real common in one airlines fleet
but often times the airplanes built for one airline are forefeited and sold
to other carriers, or sold used to other carriers. Other window
configurations are changed. i.e. most 747-100's (if not all) were
delivered with 3 upper deck windows. Many were later converted by
modification to a 10 window configuration.
Fine, fine, fine. I think, anyway, now please explain why one side of the
Boeing 747-131 reconstruction of TWA 800 in the Calverton hangar has
certain number of high windows and the other high side has a different
number? I trust there is an innocent answer? I would really like to know.
>You invited me here, now my mission is to police your "facts"
Mission undestood. I hate making mistakes and even worse admitting it. I
read ascent the other day and thought descent. Attention to detail, so
important. Like not getting that wire bundle than handles the power to the
cargo door close/open motor caught in the bind of the door and the
fuselage
and thereby chafing the wires until they expose bare conducting metal.
Can you be fair about the cargo door explanation? I think you can. Are
my
facts stated above true? Did those events I just described happen? In a
high time Boeing 747. That during climb experienced an event near the
leading edge of the wing that caused a sudden loud sound on the CVR, an
abrupt power cut to the FDR, missing bodies, fodded number 3 engine
that
caught fire, and the initial thought was that a bomb had gone off? I refer
of course to UAL 811 and the facts come from NTSB AAR 92/02.
Need more facts. You call the below a fact or dismiss it. Your call,
your fact.
Now, is TWA 800:
1 A high time
2 Boeing 747.
3 during climb
4 experienced an event near the leading edge of the wing
5 that caused a sudden loud sound on the CVR,
6 an abrupt power cut to the FDR,
7 missing bodies,
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8 fodded number 3 engine that caught fire,
and the initial thought was that a bomb had gone off?
Now is the conclusion based upon the facts of UAl 811 are reported in
AAR
92/02 and your facts as you believe them to be, is that the two accidents
are related. That's my conclusion. Do I get the Nobel Prize for
Intellectual Achievement in Intuitive Thinking for saying UAL 811 and
TWA
800 are related based upon the above set of facts?
If they are related then much truth can be learned about both.
But for now, thanks for policing my facts. Really, it is important to be
accurate, correct, and precise.
http://www.corazon.com/crashcontentspagelinks.html takes you to page
and
then you get to click on the accident of your choice, and UAL 811 is
there.
It's very revealing in many other similarities to TWA 800 but for now,
only
those 8 should suffice to say they are related, even to say same cause,
even to say the most solid explanation for the two accidents because the
actual faulty part was held in the hand, cargo door came open in flight.
Elmer writes:
>This idea of the slipstream tearing apart the wounded aircraft is not
>correct.
Right. At least not right away. If that holewere exposed for several hours
I don't think it would last. However the evil deed was done within ''2-3'
seconds, according to PA 103 report which said nose separating from rest
of
fuselag was complete within three seconds. Some reports have TWA
going on
for 24 seconds before nose came off.
Regardless, it's not the slipstream of the air going in the cabin after
unexpected pressure equalization procedure completed that does the
destruction. It's the pressure of the 300 knots TAS on the weakened nose
of
an aerodynamically unbalanced aircraft. The high internal pressure pushe
door out, slipstream may have caught the lip and tore door and skin off,
and wind blows inside cabin, but the wind pressure on the nose is the
killer. The egg was cracked on one side and much of the design strength
was
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lost.
>Why is the nose of the 747 supposed to automatically break off when
>there is a hole in the fuselage? Why didn't it break off on Flight 811?
Good question. http://www.corazon.com/chasm.html has entire page
devoted to
that question. It needs to be updated with the crumple explanation, I see,
thank you. Essentially, hole does not automatically nose to come off. And
811 pilot anecdotally said the though nose stayed on because he had just
come off autopilot. Regardless, just because nose stayed on that time, doe
not mean it would stay on next time. And a basic truth is look at the
picture http://www.corazon.com/811bigholephotobetter.html and look me
in
the eye and tell me the truth, could that nose come off? I dare all to look
at that picture and answer could nose come off?
Well Elmer I see you have asked some very searching questions.
What w e should do with the evidence once we have it completed is
compile
it, print it, bind it, hand it out to those without email and email it to
those that do.
Three main areas: center tank fire/explosion yes and no. Missile yes and
now. Cargo door yes and no. Truth will out.
Date:

Mon, 11 Aug 1997 09:03:19 -0700

Subject:
Falling stuff
Dear Gardenia,
I understand the humor of falling door on people drinking beers sort of
ties everything together in light mood. However, I was immediately
reminded
of Mr. Olsson telling me first hand stories of farm owner in Lockerbie
greeting his dog at the door, and the dog had a hand in its mouth, and legs
dangling off roofs. And the smell. Eleven people in a small village were
sitting watching the telly at night and the last thing they heard was a
loud whooshing sound as door and beverage carts and engines on fire
landed
on their heads. Actually more, but 'only' eleven died.
>When is
>Boeing et al going to smarten up and design the aircraft
>without cargo doors.
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Said in jest, but true. Don't cut holes in pressurized hulls. If you have
to, make them oval and small and fail safe plug type hydraulic actuated.
Not large square hole non plug and electrical, like the FCD or 747s, and
others. And then don't locate them in a spot on the fuselage that flexes
depending on load to induce out of rig condition, like 747s.
> As you
>note, the emergency mirrors have an aiming hole in them so the sunligh
>can be directed towards a particular point. I don't know the how much
>the reflected beam would spread in ten miles. I don't know how far
>apart the observers were.
Good question. We all know, as Cavalry kids, to hide our 'carbines' in the
hills to stop the sun reflecting off the shiny barrel and thus giving our
position away to those pesky 'injuns'. And officers in combat have
'subdued' insignia to prevent reflection giving away position to snipers.
While flying around lakes, even small ponds can be seen from far far awa
when sun reflects off water surface.
Car windows reflect the sun and can be seen from many miles in the
desert
while car is invisible. The list goes on and on. A shiny surface reflecting
sunlight can be seen for many many miles. Depending on clarity of air, a
small handheld mirror can be seen for a dozen miles by Search Air
Rescue
personnel. Even the top of a tin can bring rescuers homing in on
reflection.
>we seemed to agree that a falling
>door would be spinning every which way. Don't you think that it would
>be odd if it maintained a consistent angle with the sun to throw a
>constant beam to an observer, which might be interpreted as a streak. I
>would be very surprised if an odd shaped object would have consistent
>reflectivity as if moved through the sky.
Right, good point. Assuming the shiny object spinning away reflecting
evening sunlight and moving fast enough from 380 knots to zero to create
streak, it might be a blinking light if spinning slowly. If spinning fast
appears as solid streak. Or not spinning and holding consistent fall angle
to appear as steady streak, then twisting to different angle and
disappearing to previous observer and picked up by new one.And streak
was
seen by different people in different stages of its fall, so one observer
is only on reflection line for short segment of fall, while another
observer picks it up later, so therefore many observers have conflicting
stories because they all saw the same object do different things as it
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gyrated in the air, speeding one way and slowing down the other,
spinning,
and doing whever aerodynamic things a jagged airfoil shaped large objec
does when launched at 400 mph two miles up.
A few evenings ago I watched Discovery Channel as a B-17 pilot was
describing his P-51 escorts in WWII. He said he watched the Mustangs as
the
sky suddenly 'glittered' when they dropped their wing drop tanks upon
sighting the enemy. The glitter was the sun reflecting off the spinning
away shiny objects, in this case drop tanks at 180 knots giving glitter.
380 knots might give streak.
Regarding quantity of material versus quality on our web sites:
80% of the thousand page web site at corazon.com relating to cargo door
is
total scanned in pages from accident reports of PA 103, AI 182, UAL 811
RA5C, and news reports of TWA 800, book on DC -10 crashes, selected
pages
from textbooks such as Aerodynamics for Naval Aviators, various genera
aviation texts on pressurization theory, Boeing 747 history book, text of
several ADs, and correspondence between sources and government. It's
there
for all to share and to support any theory you want. I was interested to
visit a PA 103 site that posited it was bomb but not Libyan bomb; they
linked directly to my site for PA 103 report to support the theory. And
that's fine. That is what the net is all about. Linking, collating, sharing.
And that's why opposition often loses; it's disorganized, back biting, and
unfocused. The opposition refuses to join with other opposition forces.
Missile guys would rather go down in defeat alone than share in the
victory. So sad.
Unlatched latches may have caused crash, so weird? No I just read that
about the DC-8 crash. Latches are left unlatched and doors open all the
time when they shouldn't. It's not weird. Planes not in combat getting sho
down by missiles is the rare event.
Date:

Mon, 4 Aug 1997 21:52:29 -0700

Subject:
He said no.
Below is the reply from the mechanic who adamently believes it was not
the
cargo door and was invited by me to join the group anyway because I
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thought
his actual hands on knowledge or Boeing 747s would be relevent.
>I
checked out this web site. There isn't enough time to even begin to
>address the faulty conlusions of a bunch of armchair quarterbacks whose
>imaginations have run amok. I took on our earlier debate in an attempt
to
>prevent the propagation of false conclusions. At one point, I thought it
had
>been successful and then suddenly you dug in deeper. I am beginning
to think
>that internet censorship may not be so bad so after all. My predictions
are
>that news media and government officials will never take your theory
>seriously even if you successfully rally some support at the public
hearing.
> By the way, the inside talk now is that a fire started elsewhere and
>travelled down the vent tube to the center tank. My bet is that the flying
>testbed that is outfitted with fuel temp, vapor, pressure sensors will reve
>some interesting data. In time, I feel confident that the mystery will be
>solved.
>Later,
Yeah, later.
Oh well.
Oh, I think I have a little time for some infighting with Mr. Rivero...
Mr. Rivero, you implicitly agree the radar blips could be cargo door when
you use the blips as evidence of the door/shiny object moving away from
observer, and therefore if streak ascending, then object actually moved up
Well, thank you for the concession that radar blip could be large slow
jagged metal object as well as fast, small, smooth object.
Regarding actual direction, speed, sink rate, g-force, spinning rotation,
weight, terminal velocity, drift angle, glide angle, and who knows what
else, about that large airfoiled shaped jagged shiny object launched at 300
knots at 13700 feet...who knows what it did? I don't know. I figure it
could have travelled three miles and flown for a minute before touching
down at sea. What it did in those three miles and one minute could be
anything, up down, all around and then do it all again.
And to observers looking at that thing doing its thing would see all
sorts of things. All sorts. And did. Listen to them. What did they say?
(Wait, I know I have it around here somewhere. Yeah, there's this list of
quotes from witnessess..I put it somewhere..it's got to be around here
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somewhere..oh, I can't find it. Could you send me another copy please?)
So, anyway, bottom line...streak could be door falling away and picked
up
on radar. Period. To deny that is strange because it could have been your
missile tearing door off. Are you saying a missile did not hit the FCD of
TWA 800?
Are you saying the missile hit TWA 800 but somewhere else, any place
for
that forward cargo hold area?
I guess you are. You are saying missile hit TWA 800 and it hit it
anywhere except an area around the forward cargo door. There's no way
that
missile hit the forward cargo door is your premise.
Well, it doesn't make sense if it is.
(The philosopher...Ian Goddard, philosopher. No man is an island. I link
to you from my web site. I link to you. You do not link to me.
Philosophically I am not an island and link. You pretend to be an island.)
I invite fellow TWA 800 enthusiasts to the mailing list, even if against
my explanation. You, missile guys, seek to eliminate contributions by
encouraging shunning.
I think of the Missile Guys as led by General Rivero and General
Goddard.
If it ever is decided it is missile then you two generals start infighting
as to where missile came from. Friend of Foe.
And where's the bomb guy? and the CFT guy, and the meteor guy? Is it
just
the cargo door and the missile guys here? The wackoes?
>bunch of armchair quarterbacks whose
>>imaginations have run amok.
Well, that about sums it up for me. Ran amok, running amok, and will ru
amok.
Amok. Hmm...the dictionary says amok means, "...a psychic disturbance
characterized by depression followed by an overwhelming desire to
murder,"
See amuck.
Whoops, not me.
Run amuck reads, "To rush about in a murderous frenzy, 2. to lose
self-control as in panic."
Well, my imagination has not run amok or run amuck. I am not
depressed. At
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least that's what they told me to say. They said if the question ever comes
up if you are depressed, you say you are not depressed. And I did. I am
not
depressed. At least, I think that's what they said to me over the cellular
phone with the talk send end buttons and scrambler attached. You didn't
push 'talk'? Well, that explains it. The scrambler is used because we are
being monitored.
Date:

Sun, 31 Aug 1997 09:50:17 -0700

Subject:
I admire your spunk
MR replied to JBS;
> YOu keep going back to that "perception of moving object in space
viewed
>by observer" bit, when it's been shown that for an object that's flying
>level to be perceived as rising, it must be traveling towards a ground
>level observer.
I admire your spunk, sir, you are coming closer. Yes, it must be traveling
towards a ground
level observer. We agree. Finally.
But first, thanks for enclosed .gif. I didn't know we could send pictures.
Allow me to enclose/attach a photo of UAL 811 and the huge cargo door
caused hole in side of nose. This picture is what happened to TWA 800 a
split second before tornado of 300 knots took off nose. (Ah, shucks,
picture rejected by LSoft.) It's on web site corazon.
Well, admission by missile guy that fast moving object perceived as risin
can actually be descending depending on one condition, the object is
traveling towards observer. Fine. True.
Now, looking at your gif....If you get to draw lines, I get to draw lines.
You drew line of door falling away from observer, thereby giving
descending
streak, not ascending, thereby door as streak impossible. Fine. I'll draw
line of door falling towards observer giving ascending streak to observer
and therefore door as streak possible. Who is right?
What does door actually do? Let's guess/conject/contemplate. Answer, i
does everything.
It goes up because we know UAL 811 door went up violently. It goes
down
because door was tracked on radar to suface of ocean and retrieved. It has
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to go level sometime if it went up and then down. It went left and it went
right depending on winds. It probably went up down level left right many
times as it descended after being launched at 300 knots and two miles up.
The jagged airfoil shape had aerodynamic quailities unknown but it did g
from two miles to zero down and 300 knots to zero forward. Lots of actio
in that sixty seconds. And to deny it could be traveling towards a ground
level observer. carries no weight.
And then of course there are the eyewitnesses of Seven and Meyer and
their two buddies, so four people saw streak doing level and down and all
around so that fits door doing whatever it does. And other witnesses seein
the streak for few seconds when total duration was sixty seconds so
witnesses just saw segments of trajectory, the reflective segment when su
angle matches their reflective angle to object in east reflecting sun in
west back to observer east of object. It's a classic mirror angle.
> What you have been trying to sell everyone here is that a cargo door
>jettisoned at 13,700 feet and falling away from the observers, NOT
towards
>them, appears to those same observers as appearing at the surface of the
>ocean and rising upwards.
Now, now, now, let's stay precise, not everyone, only the missile guys.
And it falls/flies toward observers. And every which way. Cargo door say
streak could be door, could be missile, could be meteor. Missile guys say
streak missile only. Well, based upon physical law of jagged airfoil
launched at that speed and altitude, this person says shape goes every
which way. Thereby giving conflicting eyewitnesses accounts, which we
have,
depending on point of view of observer and segment witness observes
gyrating door.
Missile has to go up in reality. And of course, a decending streak could
also be missile going up if object going away. So in fact if person
observes missile ascending and going away, as is done at the Cape for
Shuttles, the object actually appears to descend as it goes downrange.
Another hit against missile guys. A missile going away and up from
observers could appear to be descending streak. Did you follow that? It's
the finger on departing plane up high experiment. Plane departs observer
up
high and still climbing, put finger on plane, finger goes down on climbing
plane.
Yes, visual perception in 3d space is perplexing but it can be parsed out
To repeat, a missile up high going away from observer and climbing, as
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you would have us believe, would appear to us on ground as descending
streak, not ascending. Tough, missile guys. You've been calling it wrong
all this time. If you are going to talk about objects moving in space, get
your physics right.
>The cargo door HAS to start at a high altitude and move down.
Eventually. Launch a glider and it climbs a lot first then moves down.
The
>eyewitnesses saw an object start low down and rise up.
Not proven, not true, wrong assumption, wrong conclusion. Objection
your
honor, conclusion by the witness. Sustained.
The object seen by
>the eyewitnesses was far brighter than the rest of the 747.
Not proven, not true, wrong assumption, wrong conclusion. Depends on
angles
and times. Indeed many of
>the eyewitnesses didn't see the jumbo jet at all.
Not proven, not true, wrong assumption, wrong conclusion.
Many of the eyewitnesses
>reported a solid red color. The interior of the door was green. Why didn
>half the witnesses report a green light if it's the cargo door?
Because a green mirror reflects red/orange sunlight. What about exterior,
you know, the shiny grey metal color?
> The course track that Ian Goddard derived from the radar data shows a
>object closing on the 747 at multi-mach speed.
>How does an unpowered cargo door close the 747 at a faster speed than
the
>747 is itself capable of attaining?
It doesn't. Object not closing on 747 at multi mach speed. Blips fit
anomaly but not door or missile although radar data is still open since
99%
has not been released. And if blips are door or missile somehow, much
more
likely to be jagged large door not fast small smooth missile on low res
ATC
radar.
Many of
>the other witnesses reported a thin smoke trail (again, rising UP not
>down).
Not proven, not true, wrong assumption, wrong conclusion. Can you tell
the
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difference between contrail, smoke, and fuel dumping vapor? I can't and
I've been watching planes in flight under those conditions closely for
forty years.
> In any event, Ian Goddard's photos show that the cargo door is still
>attached to it's hinges
85% of door is missing, all the important parts. And door is attached to
seal hinge which is what happened to UAL 811. See picture. Need latche
shown, and why door opened is mystery. Could be metal fatigue around
frame,
right at that curved metal at lower right of door area. That is a critical
spot on fuselage.
> It isn't like the Navy hasn't shot down a civilian jet before.
And admitted it. And it was in a war zone. And cargo doors popping has
happened many many more times that missile shootdown. If you are
presenting
precedence as support, cargo door gets it all, see photo and read about DC
10s and PA 125 and on and on. Doors kill many more passengers than
missiles
ever will.
And that's the point. Doors kill. Missiles kill. Whatever it is, let's find
out and fix it. Center tank is not initial event. Thank you Mr Hirsch.
When data is released on center tank as initial event by NTSB, Mr. Hirsch
will be called upon to give convincing rebuttal. When mild rejection, if
any at all, of cargo door as intitial event is given by NTSB, cargo door
guys will be called upon to give convincing rebuttal. When missile is
discounted, the missile guys will have physics and good argument gained
in
this forum to give convincing rebuttal.
It's a long road ahead.
PS
>>
>> False conflict is a very clever disinformation ruse! You are actually
>> working together, for coverup, while pretending that you are
>>fighting one
>> another.
>
> Indeed the debate between fuel tank and cargo door, raised to high
>intensity, serves the purpose of shutting out the evidence that points
>towards a Navy missile.
What is this nonsense?
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We are not working together. At least that's what they told me to say.
Date:

Sun, 31 Aug 1997 19:13:10 -0700

Subject:
Re: I admire your spunk/engine data
In-Reply-To:
<Pine.GSO.3.96.970831102209.23281C-100000@blaze.accessone.com>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="iso-8859-1"
>> MR replied to JBS;
>> I admire your spunk, sir, you are coming closer. Yes, it must be
traveling
>> towards a ground
>> level observer. We agree. Finally.
>
> Well, then it's impossible for a ground level observer to see a falling
>cargo door and perceive it as travling upwards.
No, not impossible, possible when your one condition is met, coming
toward
observer. Well, then it's possible for a ground level observer to see a
falling cargo door and perceive it as traveling upwards.....if the falling
door is falling at an angle toward the observer. Not straight down. Not
level. But falling at an angle to impact behind the ground observer. Of
course after a few seconds of falling toward observer, the door falls away
and is perceived as descending streak, then it switches back or does
whatever an airfoil shaped object does when launched at 300 knot two
miles
high.
So, close, falling door seen as ascending streak only when door falls
towards observer. True, you said it and I agreed. So, door falls toward
observer. Condition met. Up streak could be down door.
>perception of moving object in space viewed
>> >by observer" bit, when it's been shown that for an object that's flying
>> >level to be perceived as rising, it must be traveling towards a ground
>> >level observer.
Your words and true.
You have another problem. Missile climbing and moving away from
observer
appears as descending streak. See Shuttle at the Cape, it goes up and then
starts moving away still climbing. Put your finger on it and your finger
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moves down, not up, as Shuttle flies far downrange. So for you to trumpe
ascending streak as ascending missile is dangerous. Ascending missile
moving away would appear as descending streak.
Do the comet test. Comet it big so close, stays still so slow, and goes in
direction opposite of tail. All wrong wrong wrong. All are visual
perception problems with object in space and one observer view. Thank
god
for corroboration. You can tell us why the comet is moving fast, far away
and goes in a different direction and how we know that because we can't
by
just looking at it.
Just like streak.
A cargo door (stall attached to the plane in any
>event)
No, not attached to the plane in any event. Did you see the ripped metal
tears around the top of the door seal hinge in the picture. And there is no
plane to be attached to, it is disintegrating, understand disintegration?
And cargo door shown to land first far away in debris pattern, far away
from 'plane' which is essentially a larger smaller pieced debris field.
> Were there eyewitnesses to an object emitting light rising up towards
>the plane before it fell out of the sky?
No, good question, AI 182, UAL 811 and PA 103 took off late at night
and
event happened at pitch dark or 100 miles from land. No reflection, no
streak. 800 had the sun angle and was close in to be seen and was, streak.
Radar tracks of multi-mach
>objects closing the doomed jet
Well, actually, radar dots were there for PA 103 and UAL 811.
>
> No? Then we're looking at two different sets of circumstances and
>whatever happened to UAL 811 isn't pertinent to TWA 800.
Well, put your head back in the sand, here's some pertinent stuff. Those
pesky facts again:
Now, is TWA 800:
1 A high time
2 Boeing 747.
3 during climb
4 experienced an event near the leading edge of the wing
5 that caused a sudden loud sound on the CVR,
6 an abrupt power cut to the FDR,
7 missing bodies,
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8 fodded number 3 engine that caught fire,
and the initial thought was that a bomb had gone off?
Now to UAL 811:
In a high time Boeing 747. That during climb experienced an event near
the
leading edge of the wing that caused a sudden loud sound on the CVR, an
abrupt power cut to the FDR, missing bodies, fodded number 3 engine
that
caught fire, and the initial thought was that a bomb had gone off? I refer
of course to UAL 811 and the facts come from NTSB AAR 92/02.
To say that the two are not related and one is not pertinent to the other
is head in sand time.
And pieces of bone used for DNA ID is not a found body, it is a missing
body, found tiny parts. It's what happens when people go into the sky
mulcher, just like 811, confirmed body into jet.
When you convert to cargo door, Mr. Missile Guy, then we tell you it wa
all a trick, and yes you were right all along, it was a missile, those damn
Navy guys, we had to cover it up, you understand, don't you?
Just joking on the above, there is no coverup. At least...
RH said:
>The primary event had to happen at 13,700 feet. No one saw a large fue
>type explosion at that altitude. Major Meyer said he saw an ordnance
>type explosion. The front portion of the fuselage separated at
>approximately that altitude causing some of the passengers to be thrown
>from the aircraft. Finally at a lower altitude the leaking fuel which
>produced a fuel cloud around the aircraft combusted forming the huge
>fireball seen by the witnesses.
Agreed and igniton source is detached, fodded, flaming engine number
three,
retrieved showing burn marks, according to news.
From news reports attached:
> In the Long Island hangar,
>
investigators began tearing
>
apart the No. 3 engine, the
>
only one of the three
>
recovered so far that shows
>
fire damage. It's the engine
>
closest to the fuselage on
>
the right side.
Shrapnel: need autopsy reports. The burns and who had them,
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decompression
injuries, impact injuries, shrapnel, injuries are all important and not
been released yet. A disintegrating aircraft that just suffered
decompression has stuff flying everywhere. A coke can in the back of the
head or seatback could be called shrapnel. Need more specific data before
conclusion of warhead.
> I know I have probably put some of the list members to sleep with
>my reports on the CWT.
Not me, Richard, I'm all ears.
>So far, I'm scratching a flying cargo door as well as an exploding CWT
>from my list of possibilities.
Because of the word 'shrapnel' made by a unknown person not in a
position
to know?
Well, OK, good bye. You can always come back. Fickle.
>I see the shrapnel in the victims bodies as the smoking gun in this
>investigation.
Shrapnel....Ka boom, ka blooey....of course none of the shrapnel has any
the identifying marks that pieces of missiles or mortars, or artillery
shells or bombs leave. Just stealth shrapnel from a stealth bomb warhead
from a stealth missile from a stealth plane/ship fired from stealth officer
giving stealth orders over stealth communication lines.
Too thin, too thin.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
Rough seas plague
TWA divers
August 13, 1996
Web posted at: 6:45 p.m. EDT
WASHINGTON (CNN) -The choppy seas delayed retrieval of
the Boeing 747's fourth engine from
the waters off Long Island, where the
jumbo jet exploded and crashed July
17. All 230 people aboard were killed.
Investigators are looking closely at the
engines, especially the third engine, which reportedly
showed evidence of fire damage.
The attention of
investigators has shifted toward the
center of the plane, where the right wing was attached
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to the fuselage, as a likely location for the explosion.
Investigators say pieces
from the center of the jet
show extensive burn
damage. From that area,
investigators will try to piece
together one of the plane's
kitchens, the "C" galley,
located in front of the wing
of the aircraft.
Sources close to the investigation say the galley
suffered "crushing damage." Investigators want to
study how the metal is bent to see if it was caused by
impact with the water or by a possible bomb brought
aboard on a food cart.
Beam is twisted
The investigators hope to reassemble all five of the
plane's galleys if they can recover the parts. But,
they're not holding out much hope of finding vital
evidence in them.
"There is a lot of galley that is out in the hangar and I
don't think ... it's extraordinary," Francis said.
At a lab in Washington, investigators are looking
closely at a beam recovered from the center section.
Sources say it is twisted and bent in a way consistent
with an explosion. The beam was found in an area where
the center fuel tank is located. Investigators believe the
tank exploded, but it's not clear how or why.
In the Long Island hangar,
investigators began tearing
apart the No. 3 engine, the
only one of the three
recovered so far that shows
fire damage. It's the engine
closest to the fuselage on
the right side.
Workers also planned to lay
out carpets, blankets and other items from the cabin
to see if any holes or tears can provide clues to the
location of the explosion.
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The investigative process involves eliminating
possibilities as much as trying to prove them, and is
painstakingly slow. But officials are convinced they will
learn what caused TWA Flight 800 to fall from the sky.
Correspondent Carl Rochelle contributed to this report.
© 1996 Cable News Network, Inc.
All Rights Reserved.
TWA Crash Probe Focuses
on Engine
By Sylvia Adcock
Staff Writer
Investigators completed a meticulous tear-down of the right inboard
engine of TWA Flight 800 yesterday and sent debris that had
been sucked into the apparently still-running engine to FBI and
National Transportation Safety Board labs in Washington.
Those pieces -- and evidence of what investigators call "FOD," or
foreign object damage, in the engine -- could pinpoint the
location of the explosion that brought down the Paris-bound Boeing
747 on July 17.
Meanwhile, investigators were still studying the possibility that
the plane's central fuel tank exploded, and a source said Navy
divers were ordered to bring up all wreckage from the ocean floor.
Investigators working at the former Grumman plant in Calverton are
also in the process of tearing down the two other engines
that have been recovered, but attention has focused on the right
inboard engine because of the ingested material. The engine is
closest to the point where the front fuselage is believed to have
first broken off, just where the leading edge of the wing meets the
fuselage.
The ingested pieces could turn out to be important clues to the
puzzle, experts say.
"You would identify the parts and where they may have come from,"
said Frank Taylor, a former NTSB investigator. "If there was
an explosion in the forward part of the airplane, and that debris
has been sucked into the engine because the engine is still
running, it tells you the explosion occurred in that particular
location of the fuselage."
However, investigators said the FBI lab in Washington has complete
metallurgical testing in addition to explosive residue
testing on all parts of the plane that have been brought up, and so
far, there have been no signs of any deformity that would
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indicate a bomb. Some parts of the plane are also being tested in an
NTSB basement laboratory in Washington, where an
electron microscope will help investigators look for minute changes
in metal that could point to or away from a bomb blast.
The massive Pratt & Whitney JT9D-7A engines are built to withstand
foreign objects, although anything large can cause a
problem. Before the engines are put into use, they are tested by
firing dead game birds and huge chunks of ice at 180 mph into
them as they're running. "It can tolerate a certain amount of junk,
but the idea is that it can spit it out," said Mark Sullivan, a Pratt
& Whitney spokesman. "Anything of much size can cause damage.
It's a
very delicately balanced piece of machinery. It's very
rugged, but think of a very large Swiss watch."
The foreign-object damage to the right inboard engine also supports
the theory that the engines continued to run for a short time
after the front of the fuselage broke off, sucking up the first
debris to fly off the plane. In the case of Pan Am Flight 103, engine
damage helped investigators determine the source of the bomb blast
that brought down the plane, also a Boeing 747 with the
same model engines.
On the air intake of the engine closest to that explosion, the
inboard left engine, Lockerbie investigators found indications that
debris had been sucked into the engine while it was running. A dent
in this area matched the size of a cable used on a baggage
container. This helped confirm other evidence and led investigators
to conclude that the suitcase holding the bomb exploded
inside a baggage container and blew debris out through the fuselage
wall, where it was sucked into the engine.
Yesterday, conflicting reports surfaced about the likelihood of a
fuel-tank explosion, which could account for the fireball reported
by pilots in the area. A senior law-enforcement official who asked
not to be identified said yesterday that while some parts of the
fuel tank have a lot of fire damage, others don't, leading them to
believe the tank, located between the wings, did not explode.
Another source said an opening in the tank "was seen as indicating
the lack of a primary explosion," meaning the fuel may have
leaked out, accounting for the fireball.
But another federal investigator said he was told the tank showed
"physical evidence of a blowout," but that officials believe the
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explosion was a secondary event, probably caused by fuel vapors tha
ignited as the plane plunged toward the water.
The rough seas that hampered recovery efforts Tuesday calmed
yesterday, and divers were back in the water. A senior
law-enforcement source said Navy divers have been instructed to
bring up everything from the crash on the ocean floor.
"We have told the Navy divers to bring it all up as quickly as
possible," the source said. "Looking for a key piece would only slow us
down."
Divers from the Grasp, working in a large debris field containing
the middle and rear of the plane, brought up mostly small debris
yesterday, the NTSB said. The Grapple's remote-operation vehicle
spent 10 hours recovering debris from an area closest to
Kennedy Airport containing parts that first blew off the plane.
"People are forgetting that we are still missing the roof, the
flooring and the undercarriage" as well as a lot of material from the
section behind the cargo area, near the front wings, a source said.
Sources said the debris recovered yesterday included a section in
the forward cargo hold about eight feet from the nose of the
plane, and part of the rear cargo-handling system.
Taylor, the former accident investigator, said he wouldn't be
surprised if the NTSB were considering contracting a fleet of fishing
boats to use nets to literally sweep the bottom of the ocean floor.
That happened when a Boeing 727 crashed in 250 feet of water in
Lake Michigan in the 1970s, he said. "I would think they have that
under consideration," Taylor said.
Matthew Cox, Robert E. Kessler, Shirley Perlman, Knut Royce and
Ellen Yan contributed to this story.
Home | Top of Page
Last Engine
Brought to Surface
By Sylvia Adcock and Matthew Cox
Staff Writers
Navy salvage ships yesterday brought to shore the last of the four
engines that powered TWA Flight 800, badly mangled with
two-thirds of its titanium fan blades in front knocked off.
The right outboard engine -- in the worst shape of the four -- was
pulled up from beneath the Grasp and taken to the former
Grumman plant at Calverton last night, where investigators will
disassemble it to look for clues to what caused the destruction.
The engines on the right side of the plane both suffered more damage
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than those on the left, but the recovery of all four
diminished the possibility that a heat-seeking missile caused the
crash by destroying an engine. Investigators repeated, however,
that they had not eliminated any theory -- bomb, missile or
mechanical failure -- and noted that it was still conceivable that a
radar-guided missile hit the plane.
Investigators have said the right side of the Boeing 747, near where
the wings meet the fuselage, suffered the most smoke and fire
damage. The right inboard engine was relatively intact but suffered
``foreign object damage'' from debris sucked inwhile it was
apparently still running. That material, recovered Tuesday, was
still being analyzed in federal labs yesterday.
The fourth engine was ``badly banged around,'' said a senior law
enforcement source, but the source said it wasn't clear if the
damage came from an explosion or the impact of hitting the water.
Only 15 of the engine's 46 fan blades remained.
Salvage efforts by the Grasp yesterday also yielded two large
fuselage sections from the area where the airline's rear parts have
been found; one of them had six windows that appeared singed. The
Grapple, working in an area closest to the airport containing
debris that is believed to have blown off the plane first, recovered
a galley section and small pieces of debris. Investigative
sources said yesterday that among other items, they are interested
in a dumbwaiter from the front galley section used to
transport food.
Also recovered yesterday were part of the plane's tail and the two
flaps, or elevators, on either side. And two more bodies were
retrieved, the first since Sunday, bringing the total to 201.
In a sign that the central fuel tank beneath the wings is still of
interest, investigators plan to send the tank's pumps to the
manufacturer, Hydro-Aire of Burbank, Calif., for further inspection.
Investigators have said that some pieces of the center fuel
tank are marked with soot and fire damage while others are not,
raising questions as to whether the tank played a role in the
plane's breakup by exploding.
In a mid-1970s crash of a 747 owned by the Iranian air force, an
explosion in the partly filled left-wing fuel tank was discovered to
be the cause even though some of its pieces were clean of blast
damage.
From Flight 800's cockpit, the flight engineer's panel is headed for
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a federal lab in Washington where technicians will try to
decipher dozens of dials.
In Calverton, investigators continued to work toward reconstructing
a 41-foot section from the center of the plane between the
wings. The section's interior includes one of the galleys, seats
from about rows 13 to 27, and the rear of the forward cargo hold. The
area below, where the wings meet, includes the central fuel tank.
Robert E. Kessler, Earl Lane, Shirley Perlman and Ellen Yan
contributed.
Home | Top of Page
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Date:

Fri, 29 Aug 1997 10:54:49 -0700

Subject:
I am not silly/archive 10
IAN:
> You've tried to argue that the witness accounts
> do not support a missile hit since Sven Faret
> indicates he saw something streak upwards after
> the initial event. That argument is simply silly.
It's not silly. You're silly. Silly, silly, silly. I am not silly.
Lucky Seven supports cargo door as it turns out, just like Major Meyer.
Cargo door does not need eyewitnesses but since it was near sunset and
light does reflect of metal objects like doors, and a streak was reported,
then eyewitness reports of streak have to be considered. When considered
closely by the Door guys, as was done on Major Meyer and Seven, the
truth
of event happening and door spinning away and fireball lower and later,
and
then spinning door seen by pilot witness rings true, not silly.
Initial event, later fireball, later streak seen as door continues to
spin to surface approaching Seven and appearing as ascending streak to
him.
It all fits. Major Meyer and Seven reports support cargo door explanation
The key is the sixty seconds or so it takes the door to hit surface. A lot
happened in those sixty seconds.
Regarding Center tank explosion: I'm assuming there was a center tank
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explosion, lit by fiery engine 3 as both fall as craft disintegrates after
nose tears off. NTSB will find a way to explode that tank by mixing fuel
and spark sources. NTSB will say explosion was enough to puncture
fuselage.
NTSB will say puncture was enough to tear nose off. NTSB is playing it
safe.
If NTSB can't do any of the above, then they may be desperate enough
to
consider cargo door as intial event leading to fiery engine three leading
to center tank explosion. I believe they would just leave it as ignition
source unexplained rather than consider engine number 3 as source
knowing
the can of worms that would open. A real cat out of the bag. Pandora's
Box
is open. Can't put the Genie back in the bottle.
Regardless, the hard evidence is there in that center tank that indicates
where it started and what started it and how much damage it did. I hope
we
get to see the center tank explosion conclusion data. We have enough
knowledgeable persons here in forum to figure it out for sure. Mssrs
Hirsch, GE Smith, Martin, Peer, Goddard, and Rivero and Olsson could
settle
that center tank as initial event once and for all, if they get the data
which may not be available for 3 Dec 97 meeting. It looks like we will all
be here in forum for a very long time to come. (Did I leave anybody out?
Anybody else with explosive/physics/metallurgy experience/education?)
I'm assuming that even though some of us rail at each other mentally, in
reality we could all sit around a big table in a tavern and hoist a few
brewskis and have some laughs, play the jukebox, and continue to yell at
each other. We might learn something, too. I would definitely buy the firs
round for any discussion list persons I meet at Baltimore. I hope I'm not
being silly.
>SINCE THE DAY
>ERIC CREATED THE LIST
>I'm sure Eric will keep the
>list running as long as there are a few people continuing the talking.
Who's Eric? Thanks, Eric! A toast to Eric. Eric is the creator as far as
we are concerned.
MR:> Now then, as long as tank panels from the Bruntingthorpe tests
don't
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>get "mixed" with the TWA 800 wreackage.......
Oh, Michael, you are so distrusting, so suspicious, ...planted evidence
never occurs, now does it?
>Lint on a print. White.
Lint on a print during exposure of light through negative to senstive white
paper which turns varying degrees of darkness except for area of paper
under lint which stays the way it was, white.
WS:
> to me posting to LSOFT is a
>form of masturbation I am not a masturbator. Oh, maybe once in college as an experiment...but
didn't enjoy it.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
Cargo door data for archive 10 below: Last one.
From: JetMechNWA@aol.com
Date: Sun, 9 Mar 1997 16:52:26 -0500 (EST)
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Re: definitions
In a message dated 97-03-09 01:12:02 EST, you write:
<< outward, inward, frayed
I'm confused at to what they mean.
Frayed, hit by small stuff and ripped skin? And could be shrapnel from
explosive decompression or bomb?
Inward buckling and folding means middle of door goes into plane and
folds?
Outward bucking and folding means middle or door goes from plane and
folds?
As long as we agree we can make sense. >>
Sounds like you have understood what I said, but I would like to clarify
some
things. Frayed would mean from debris or shrapnel and not explosive
decompression. You do have the inward and outward direction correct bu
remember that the inward folding of 811 occured when door slammed th
fuselage skin in the vicinity of the upper deck windows. So that means
there
is NO similarities in the causes of the door opening.
>>Well, it's like large differences in twins if you look close enough.
I don't understand what you mean here.
>>Generally 182 and 103 and 800 and 811 all had disintegration starting
in
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forward cargo door area. All has sudden loud sound
The sound being the same would be understandable since the
microphones are in
the cockpit. Differentiation in sound between an explosion and bomb
would be
very difficult in my understanding.
>>All had forward doors
broken in half or close but broken while aft intact.
The aft door being intact is very understandable. An explosion in fwd
cargo
area is quite a long ways from the aft cargo door and by time the pressure
wave would have reached the aft cargo door many other areas of structur
would have failed first and dissapated the pressure wave. The same woul
apply for the center fuel tank which has the wing body and center body
gear
wells separating it from the aft cargo. 811 fwd cargo door breakage has
obvious explanations. 182 and 103 both had a great deal of other pressur
damage besides the door on both sides of the airplane. There was enough
pressure to blow big sections of skin away and sever many frames and
stringers. That kind of damage would clearly explain the break up of the
fuselage on those two airplanes. I have no pictures or descriptions of
flight 800's door other than seeing an email from the FAA I believe to you
explaining that they have examined the door for signs of inadverten
opening.
>> So, all could be bombs except 811, short, and 800? Can't be center
tank
fire because time sequence is wrong by radar, observers, autopsies, and
wreckage plot
800 could still easily be a bomb or a missile, the placement of it would
make
a large difference in the sequence of destruction. I still think my fwd dry
bay theory fits the break up explanations well as I understand it. Howeve
as I have said before the #3 spanwise beam was blown fwd. I wish I coul
determine if there was a small section of it folded aft. A Byron Acochido
of
the Seattle Times was exchanging email with me concerning this but our
email
connection seems very poor. It required numerous times daily for 1 week
to
get one letter to him that did not return to me. I was hoping he could
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provide me that info about the #3spanwise beam.
>>Another problem: Eyewitnesses and hearing mechanic on board both
said they
heard whine of door motor, then door open, loud noise of decompression
then
loud wind rushing in sound so loud they could not talk. So motor operated
just before door popped on 811...and yet the report has door unlatching on
ground from door closed and before plane takes off and then when
pressured
differential reached 6.5 it overcame friction and opened. I disagree and
say door motor operated and door opened and went...So even the revised
second version of 811 is still wrong on sequence.
I am very skeptical that anyone could hear the fwd cargo doors cam latch
motor operate while in flight. I can't tell you the sequence for sure on
this. My original understanding was the the cam latches were only
partially
rotated using a pneumatic air ratchet and that the cam lock sectors were
forced to give the crew an indication of the door being closed. From the
report it was obvious the sectors were bent and fractured from being force
and that the blocker door latch which moves the sectors was pushed in
past
its normal stopping position. The electrical short would also explain the
door opening in flight as well (prior to the AD note which kills power
remotely to the cam latch motors when the block doors are closed) In any
case, from the report your sent me it is quite obvious that the pull in hook
were carrying the pressure loads until the frame buckled on one side and
the
bolts shear on the other. The structure for the pull in hooks is not
designed for these loads. The pull in hooks are used to align and seat the
door tightly against the seals so that the cam latches can rotate around
their respective pins. Page 33 that you sent me says that the fwd pull in
hook's structure was bent and that 3 of the 4 bolts for the aft pull in hook
were sheared.
>>And the skin which is torn off above and in rear of
door is dependent on altitude and who know what else happens when that
door
goes.
I would say it depends on the force of the door slamming against the
fuselage
and ripping the skin with it. It did shear the upper hinge half bolts loaded
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in tension with it. But the hinge halfs also have bolts loaded in shear that
apparently did not shear. The hinge halfs fittings are angles with a bulb
on the corner which is slotted and drilled for the hinge pins. The bolts
going thru the fuselage skin would have taken a tensions load when the
door
slammed the fuselage and the bolts attached to the bottom of the floor
beam
would have been in shear at that moment. Again, a drawing is worth a
thousand words.
>>So door goes on 103 182 and 811 and the cause may be bomb, bomb
and short.
The door going is a given, let's say by bomb and bomb. Bomb goes, door
goes, then what? What happened to 182 after door went?
The sequence of destruction would depend on what and how many
stringers and
frames are severed. Since 811 did not have the same kind of damage the
fuselage stayed intact and the damage that did occur was directly related t
the door ripping away.
>> I say the sequence and inflight damage is consistent
with the model 811, such as right wing fillet in flight damage from soft
objects as reported in 182 and 103 and 811.
Engine number three fodded, abrupt power cut, nine missing bodies, all fo
all planes, four quadtuplets with minor difference in freckles but all the
same cause, door goes, door goes because of something else.
All four have damage start near forward cargo bay, that's a small area on
a big plane. That's a strong similarity right there.
I would agree with you that there are some general similarities but again,
the door going is not what is causing the rest to go. The door going is
strictly in conjuction with other structure going. It naturally would come
open an go if the structure around were distorted since the door contacts
and
holds on such small surface areas. I am referring to the latch pins.
>>Well, OK I agree and didn't realize that deduction was possible form
text
of 811 page. And we are talking about an event that lasted less than a
second.
I just realized that on page 33 of what you sent me it says "Boeing
engineering calculations determined that the pullin hook pins would fail a
a
3.5 psi differential cabin pressure with the latch cams unlatched." Either
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this means the cams were holding and turned in flight or that the pull in
hooks held a lot more than 3.5 psi since 811 should have been at a much
higher pressure when the door blew. It also would mean that the failure
would be almost instantaneous if the cams opened in flight. No wonder
the
report changed conclusions and went to the electrical short instead of not
being properly closed. It all makes sense now.
>>(How about the match of the 103 reconstruction picture and the 811
picture?)
Have not compared them yet. Is that what is on the download attached to
your
last email. I will look at that later and comment later also.
From: JetMechNWA@aol.com
Date: Fri, 4 Apr 1997 23:37:13 -0500 (EST)
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Re: Another door opening
In a message dated 97-04-02 18:09:03 EST, you write:
<<
UAL preflight in 1991, I think the answers to TWA 800 PA 103, and AI
82 are
here along with the explanations of UAL 811 and PA 125. Three
openings at
different times, altitudes, locations, and consequences, preflight, PA 125
and 811. >>
Read the report carefully and notice why this incident does not fit your
answer.
For some reason I can't cut and paste so I will quote it directly:
Page 66 "When the door was locked (master latch lock handle closed),
activation of the door control switches had no effect on the door. This
indicated that the s2 master latch lock switch was operating as
expected(removing power from the door when it was locked)...
In other words the shorted wire bundles only powered the door when the
master
latch lock handle was opened. The safeguard installed by the AD's
worked,
and door could not open in flight. I have stated this repeatedly. I am sure
this retrofit was done because eliminating wire damage entirely was
thought
to be impossible.
Page 68 "The lock sectors, latch cams, and latch pins from the aft cargo
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door were examined on the incident airplane and were generally in
excellent
condition.
There was no evidence to suggest that the cams had ever been electrically
(or
manually) driven into or through the lock sectors.
This is further proof that the door did not ever (and because of the above
change) could not open once the master latch lock handle was closed.
This
handle is what moves the lock sectors into place over the cams. Now if
the
flight were dispatched with the master latch lock handle left open the
cockpit would also get a light indicating the door was not closed, howeve
if
my memory serves me correctly, power should be also removed from the
door
through a secondary means because the ground power supply bus which
powers
the door would now be offline. I believe this was a double redundancy
feature added during the AD note.
This report does not prove anything concerning TWA800 or any of the
others.
The fix for this and Qantas incident was simply increased surveillance an
no
rerouting or redesign. Just replacement of parts of damage is indicated.
This shows that they weren't that terribly concerned since all of the other
changes made this problem an operational and not a flight safety concern
Date:
Mon, 18 Aug 1997 12:20:43 -0700
Subject:
I am not white trash.
Intelligence op, spooks, cowards, white trash, CIA, detective agents, hire
cheerleaders, vacuum cleaner salesman, bandwidth wasters..any more?
Any more scientific oriented TWA 800 forum discussion member's
opinions
about fellow contributors?
I'm just so terribly, terribly hurt. It's not the disbelieving of my cargo
door explanation, heck anybody can believe whatever they want. It's not
coward, we've all been that about something. It's not spook, I've been
that.
It's, it's 'white trash'.
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I am not white. Trash maybe. Heck, trash probably. But not white. At lea
not in my mind white, when it comes to music. I am a black man inside
when
it comes to music.
And what I've learned about airplanes is they don't care about color,
rank, gender, or economic status. They crash and kill regardless of all the
name calling above. (White trash, where oh where did white trash come
in?)
Well, boys, I think it's time for us to pack up and move on. These missile
guys are obviously a lot tougher than we thought. They successfully
rebuffed our mind experiements; they rejected our phony facts, they saw
through our innocent demeanor and picked us out for exactly what we are
I'll write the after action report. We did the best we could. So, all the
'cargo door guys,' let's hit the road, we know when we're licked. Let's
retreat, regroup and get our next assignment. We met our match. Our hats
go
off to a superior adversary, The Missile Guys. It's just amazing what
repeating the same text over and over does to a mind. We did manage to
get
the 150 plus eyewitness quotes down to two, so that's something we can
point to with pride, we did influence the missile guys somewhat, it was no
a total failure. We'll call the op a partial success in my report and go
from there.
I would like to take this opportunity to thank all the contributors to the
TWA 800 discussion group. You have all written very stimulating emails
that
have been thought provoking. You have performed a valuable public
service.
Keep up the good work. It is appreciated. Good bye. You win. So long.
Ta
Ta, Adios.
John Barry Smith
Date:
Fri, 1 Aug 1997 14:40:43 -0700
Subject:
I answer my critics. Unity is the answer.
Dear Critics, (see email excerpt below,) run away. Run away. Hide.
Don't
listen to cargo door. Don't look at cargo door. Don't read cargo door.
Don't write cargo door. Don't say cargo door. Don't think cargo door.
Cargo door is crazy. Cargo door is wasting space. Find truth. No
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laughing.
OK today I am unity guy. I got assigned the job by me. To find unity in
the
below email I focus on "It is time to focus our efforts on finding the
truth,..." Yes!
The indifferent are our enemy. We are not indifferent. We are not enemie
We are allies. We defend what we agree on. Let us agree on something. I
suggest, 1. Center tank explosion was not initial event. 2. There was a
fireball. 3. There was a streak. 4. Could have been missile as step in
sequence. 5. Could have been inadvertent opening of the forward cargo
door
in flight in sequence. 6. Could have been missile that initiated the
inadvertent opening of the forward cargo door in flight.
We can agree on events. Missile influences cargo door to open. After doo
open sequence supported by past reports or similar events. Before door
open
could have been missile shockwave, or flame, or suction as it passed by th
cargo door and induced it to open up just a few inches to allow the 300
knot slipstream to tear door and nose away.
I'm trying to get agreement in order to get power. I share the power. Let
us agree. How about links from all our TWA 800 web sites to each other
or
at least to this mailing group list of real persons reading. And
responding. Not being indifferent. Joining in.
Unity. Yes, as leader of the cargo door guys I speak for all and officially
include the missile guys into the cargo door group. I have to, they care.
So, fellow cargo door guys, you're reading first here, welcome the missile
guys, they hate us, they are afraid of us, they want to run away, they are
telling each other to ignore us. Well, OK. They can. That's part of being
part of the cargo door group. You get to do what you want to do. Cargo
door
guys get to think about whatever and whenever they want to. That's the
rule.
The messenger is independent of his message. You are angry at the
messenger. So what? Is the message true? What message? Yeah, what
message.
What is the message that sent you scurrying for cover? See below total.
It's the wall. It the ascending streak. It's reality.
Please come out. Your missile explanation is safe with the ascending stre
revision. I wish to join with missile guys. You will not include me in
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missile so I will include missile into cargo door.
Missile explanation into cargo door explanation. Time sequence. You do
minutes before and I'll do minutes after event. The event is missile
influencing cargo door to open. Could be shockwave, heat, or suction, an
are there any more?
Unity. Unity is the only way to success in our common interest,
unfortunately. Forgiveness of all the vile insults against me? Sure. For
the goal of preventing death by airplane crash I will humble myself and
forgive and welcome with open arms the missile guys into the cargo door
camp. Please do not mistake my kindness for weakness. And, fellow carg
door guys, if I made a mistake in strategy, it's all my fault.
I'm going to invite a fellow to the list who adamently disagrees with
cargo door. He's a mechanic that actually works on cargo doors and his
opinion counts. We had a long discussion and left both were we started.
Center tank for 800 for him and cargo door then center tank for me. I'll
contact him and invite him in.
Which now I have amend to 'maybe missile then cargo door then center
tank.' It's all in the sequence that our disagreements lie at this stage.
Let us make the LSoft list the intellectual center of the alternate TWA
800 crash cause. And this center invites the NTSB, the FAA and
anybody else
that wants to join the center. Email, the great equalizer.
Let us now argue about ludicrous theories.
Who wants to go first?
I will.
I offer up the conversation thread to a new one. Anybody have a new one
Come on now, equal time. I've listening. And reading revisions to
explanations as events unfold.
Unity: December 8th Baltimore. Let's be there or be square. Drive, get
motel on outskirts of Baltimore, drive in each day to Public hearing by
parking and walking into assigned building. We, the alternative
explanation
to center tank as initial event group, must be fast on our feet during
those days. Media must be accommodated. Let's us be identified as a
group
and if you get interviewed then you get to do your alterntative explanation
to the center tank as initial event. But unity to get identified as group
is power. Let us endeavor to get before the microphone and speak to
whole
board at once and present our own explanation in our own way. Help me
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there
there and I'll help you get there. Together we may get mike time and air
time and exposure time and investigation time to discovery. Of...we shall
see.
Is pride in there?
Hey, it hurts to have implication of being opposite of sane, intelligent
and logical. I pide myself on being sane, intelligent, and logical. But
you may be right. Typing in front of the screen and thinking about TWA
800
may by insane, stupid and illogicial.
Well, I say to the insane, the stupid, and illogical people in this
group...let's go have a beer, it's Friday night.
Best regards, John Barry Smith
>To all the sane, intelligent, logical
people on this group:
>
>I think it is in everyone's best interest to simply ignore the "cargo
>door" email's. They're only cluttering my mailbox, and they are
>distracting from the fruitful discussions of the two valid theories:
>fuel pump explosion and missile penetration. It is time to focus our
>efforts on finding the truth, not arguing about ludicrous theories.
>
>- Eric Hermanson
Ok, here's the total.
>MIME-Version: 1.0
>X-Priority: 3 (Normal)
>Date:
Fri, 1 Aug 1997 10:21:53 -0700
>Reply-To: eric@running-start.com
>Sender: Flight 800 discussion list
<FLIGHT-800@HOME.EASE.LSOFT.COM>
>From: Eric Hermanson <eric@running-start.com>
>Organization: Running Start, Inc.
>Subject:
Re: The Wall
>To: FLIGHT-800@HOME.EASE.LSOFT.COM
>
>To all the sane, intelligent, logical people on this group:
>
>I think it is in everyone's best interest to simply ignore the "cargo
>door" email's. They're only cluttering my mailbox, and they are
>distracting from the fruitful discussions of the two valid theories:
>fuel pump explosion and missile penetration. It is time to focus our
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>efforts on finding the truth, not arguing about ludicrous theories.
>
>- Eric Hermanson
>
>
>John Barry Smith wrote:
>
>> Missile guys, you are up against a wall. A wall of science.
>> Check with your optometrist or physics teacher. Lay it out on paper.
>> Look
>> up in the sky. It is true.
>> An ascending streak in the air as seen by an observer on the ground
>> means
>> that an object is moving fast up or fast down or fast level. A
>> descending
>> streak in the air as seen by an observer on the ground means that an
>> object
>> is moving fast up or fast down or fast level. A level streak in the
>> air as
>> seen by an observer on the ground means that an object is moving fast
>> up or
>> fast down or fast level.
Date:

Thu, 14 Aug 1997 10:27:22 -0700

Subject:
I can't resist.
> are presented again and again and again and again
>and again and again and again and again and again and again and again
Mr. Rivero said cargo door guys do the above. That's funny.
Sammy said about non bomb theorists: >For all I know you guys go to
the same
>> morning meetings.
Sammy, Mr. Rivero and I do not go to the same morning meetings. Isn't
that
right, Mr. Rivero? Tell him, we do not go to the same DMM morning
meetings.
At least, that's what they told us to say, at the meeting this morning.
They said, if the question of if you two go to the Disinformationalist
Morning Meetings together comes up, you say, you don't. And I did. I do
not
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now, nor have I ever been to a Disinformationalist Morning Meeting, held
in
Room 22R. Will you say that, Mr. Rivero, and take all of Sammy's fears
away. You like your coffee black, right?
>all mutually supportive of each other in the quest to keep as
>much dirt in the air as to what happened as possible
Who? Who else supports cargo door beside cargo door? I thought I was
alone
out here, but you say the meteor guys, and the center tank guys and the
missile guys and the bomb guys and the methane gas guys secretly are
supportive of the cargo door? Great, come on out, stand and be counted.
>They all share one common feature by which they may be identified. Th
>disinformationalists, to a man, all claim to know, far better than those
>who were actually there that night, just what it was that was seen in the
>sky. That one arrogance, that remote self-proclaimed experts know that
>they (for example) saw a falling cargo door even though the
eyewitnesses
>saw it move upward is a classic example of the "we know better even
though
>we weren't there" tactic.
Juries have that nasty habit too, and judges, and NTSB investigative team
It's spreading, even people who weren't there that night are calling it
missile contrary to many eyewitnesses who called it something else, but
what do they know. Hey, a streak in the night sky and the observer said it
was three miles away, that's what it was, even though astronomers gently
tell the observer there is no way to know the distance from observeing a
streak, could be hundreds of miles away or even two. Depends on size of
object. Ah, but what do astronomers know about distance of objects in
space
when the eyewitness is standing there telling him it was three miles away
and the astronomer was a thousand miles away.
I am not a disinformationlist. At least that's what they told me to say.
At the morning meeting we agreed that we needed a word that was long,
had
many syllables, and hard to spell. I suggested, trickster. Mr. Rivero,
drinking his black coffee, suggested dirtmonger, and all the other
disinformationalists in this forum voted for disinformationalist. But
that's a secret word and if it ever is said, we are to deny it. And I did.
I am not a disinformationalist.
(I may be a informationalist, whatever the hell that is.)
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Sammy, when the press looks at the cargo door and me and calls me part
of
the internet conspiracy wacko crowd, and puts me between mid air with a
UFO
and elvis flying TWA 800, is that because it's a ruse to fool you into
thinking I'm really one of you and to gain your confidence and then to
report back on what you say here? Well, tell me what's going on. I
promise
I will not report back to my superiors. It's just between you and me. It
won't go any farther. Who really blew up TWA 800? Come on, you can
tell
me.
How about this, Sammy. Is there anything I can say that will persuade yo
one way or the other of my motives for presenting cargo door explanation
for the crash of TWA 800 and others? I don't believe there is. Your
decisions come from within. Whatever I say is interpreted by you. You ar
the one. I don't think reason counts as a persuasive force with you. Logic
does not carry much weight. So, start by disbelieving everything I say.
Discount everything I say. Disregard me. Ignore me. Cargo door is of no
consequence to you. It does not impact your life. Cargo door explanation
is
irrelevant to you. Few have heard of it and even fewer think it's possible.
You get to think your thoughts, and I get to think mine. Fair enough? Can
we laugh once in a while? Can we make fun of each other, gently? You
are
making fun of me, Sammy, and it's OK.
Here's some of my thoughts:
No conspiracy of Sikh terrorists to blow up AI 182, no Libyan secret
agents
for PA 103, no bombers/Navy missile/enemy missile for TWA 800, just a
connected by sudden loud sound on the CVR to explosive
decompression noise
to ruptured hull to cargo door popping.
And now for me, the non conspiracy guy, the factual physical laws guy, t
be called part of a huge disinformationalist conspiracy, including the
missile guys, (finally, united!) is ....funny, no, not funny, weird?
Of all the explanations, cargo door is last. Millions have been spent on
bomb, more on missile, more on center tank, I figure about twenty five
cents has been spent on cargo door. And that was just the modem charge
to
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tell me, "Thank you for your interest in aviation safety."
Let's leave it at this.
It could have been a bomb that blew out the door. That's for you Sammy.
And
Mr. Kallstrom.
It could have been a Navy missile that blew out door. That's for you Mr.
Rivero.
It could have been enemy missile that blew out door. That's for you Mr.
Goddard before you became a Navy sub missile guy.
It could have been center tank explosion that blew out cargo door. That's
for Dr. Loeb and his lawyer supporter, Lee Kriendler.
And it could have been chafed wires shorting on fuselage turning on door
motor which overrode safety feature locking device and unlatched door
which
then popped from high internal pressure and nose torn off when faced wit
300 knots of wind. That's for me.
John Barry Smith
Date:

Mon, 11 Aug 1997 09:41:52 -0700

Subject:
Jus' helpin'
> There
>is no recorded instance anywhere in the history of aviation of a several
>mile-high ascent of a detached cargo door.
Tommy, Tommy, Tommy, get your facts straight. UAL 811, 24 Feb 1989
NTSB
AAR 92/02. Read it and weep (for the nine dead). On website of course.
Jus' helpin',
John Barry Smith
Date:

Fri, 29 Aug 1997 10:46:39 -0700

Subject:
Cargo door archive 9
From: JetMechNWA@aol.com
Date: Sun, 23 Mar 1997 09:55:25 -0500 (EST)
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: PA125
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I forgot to mention to you. I sat down to lunch in the cafeteria last week
with a mechanic who did extensive work on the doors some 8-10 years
ago. He
distinctly remembers PA incident in which the door would open and let
pressure out at 20000ft and then let the cabin repressurize as it descended
He said that the pull-in hooks were backdriven as the cabin pressure
differential climbed and thus let the door open 2-3". As the plane
descended
because of cabin pressure loss the pull-in hooks would then drive fwd and
reseal the door. He said the cam latches remained stuck in the open
position. This means that flight 811 had to have had the latches let loose
so rapidly that they just destroyed the mount bolts and frame area around
the pullin hooks before they could be backdrive. His explanation sounds
logical except that I would have thought that the motor would have
burned up
during the climb, descent and then climb phases of PA125. Just thought
you
would be interested in this commenterary.
From: JetMechNWA@aol.com
Date: Sun, 23 Mar 1997 17:46:41 -0500 (EST)
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Re: One mystery explained
In a message dated 97-03-23 13:33:15 EST, you write:
<< Stan, the proper fix is to stop cams from unlatching, not putting a
strong bar on the door so that when the cams do try to unlatch, they can't
open. >>
That fix is taken care of with the rewiring of the door with new sequence
logic that kills the power to the door by two separate methods. They
cannot
open in flight anymore.
>>It shows to you how safe the door is, to me it shows that when door
opens
different consequences occur from minor to serious depending on
variables
such as age of plane, condition of latches, door, time of unlatching,
altitude, and others unknown.
Where do these variables fit in for you that make it different for older vs.
newer airplanes and at what point do they cross this imaginary time
frame???
>>Very interested. The evidence has to fit the explanation. I think it show
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that when the latches unlatch is critical, if low then no problem, if
medium then just nine dead and big hole, if high, then nose comes off.
Your missing something here. UAL811 and PA103 were operating at the
same
cabin pressure differential and should have had the same sequence of
events.
Whatever the case, PA103's report has all sorts of evidence proving the
bomb
destroyed it. Why no comment on my cherry bomb comparison?.
From: JetMechNWA@aol.com
Date: Mon, 24 Mar 1997 18:31:10 -0500 (EST)
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Re: They cannot open in flight anymore.
In a message dated 97-03-24 11:42:17 EST, you write:
<< The four aircraft all had 39000 hours plus, none were new. I just go by
the
actual numbers. >>
39000 hrs is a relatively low time airplane!!!!! Do you know what the
design
life is, the guaranteed life is. etc. etc. Our -100s have just passes the
warranted life of 20000 cycles. They have roughly 90000 hrs on them an
have proven to be as safe as the low time birds..
>>Not true, 103 at 31000 feet for diffential of 8.9 or so, and 811 at 22000
feet at 6.0 PSI differential. 182 and 103 were at same altitude.
I thought UAL was a little higher, but the cabin pressure differentials wer
very close. My manual says as 22000 the cabin pressure differential is
8.5psi. So yes 103 had .4psi differential greater. I don't think that small
difference is of much significance.
>>Not true, 103 had all sorts of evidence that a catastrophic event
happened
which tore the nose off the plane. Very flimsy it was a bomb. I like your
statement, this was no small bomb.
>From the report: "During the wreckage recovery operation it became
apparent
that some items, identified as parts of baggage containers, exhibited
damage
consistent with being close to a detonating high explosive. It was therefor
decided to segregate identifiable container parts and reconstruct any that
showed evidence of explosive damage"
Key word "high explosve"
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more: " The two types of damage, i.e. the direct blast/tearing/petalling
damage and the quite separate areas of 'pressure blow' damage at remote
sites
were evidently caused by separate mechanisms, though it was equally
clear
that each was caused by explosive processes, rather than more general
disintegration."
This refers to the added damaged caused by the cabin pressure continuing
to
tear open the intial damage from the blast.
>>I got the point of enclosed explosion versue open explosion.
Then why don't you believe it???
>>Those pesky terrorists, always managing decades apart to put same
size bomb
to do same damage in same spot in forward cargo compartment to
detonate
about the same time after take off to give same sound on cvr, same info o
fdr, and leave same wreckage plot.
Think about. The fwd hold is lused for baggage. Baggage is the easiest
mode
to smuggle something in. The aft hold is usually used for freight which is
prepackaged and loaded in freight areas that are much more secure. I
don't
see why you say exploding about the same time. They were all at differe
altitudes or do you mean "about" the same times as being during
pressurized
flight. Well that is an easy statement to make. So bombs that go off in th
same hold would very predictably cause similar damage. Obviously your
cargo
door theory has a big whole in it when the only KNOWN case did not
follow
suit!!! Strange isn't it. NOT.
>>The
evidence speaks for itself but if you'd like to help it along, that's good.
The evidence does do that but a very small amount of people here
something
different than the rest of the world.
From: JetMechNWA@aol.com
Date: Tue, 8 Apr 1997 23:48:09 -0400 (EDT)
To: barry@corazon.com
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Subject: Re: Animated destruction
In a message dated 97-04-08 23:19:17 EDT, you write:
<< The important point is the damage is more severe on the cargo door
side of the forward cargo hold than on the other side, the 'bomb' side. Th
pattern of the cargo door side of destruction matches the UAL 811
pattern,
a known cargo door pattern. The door itself of 103 matches the door of
811
also, broken in two. >>
I haven't disputed the fact that the door came off of PA103, just the cause
of it comming off. The bomb clearly compromised the lower sill structur
of
the door and released it allowing to cause to open and stike the airplane
just like UAL. The difference is that the bomb did this and not a door
flaw.
To suggest otherwise is to ignore all of the other evidence that proves a
high pressure wave went throuh the airframe. The door comming off
cannot and
will not ever explain the rest of the evidence of a high explosive. Your
explanation that downplays the extent of the known explosion is not
credible
because you do not even attempt to explain or even mention much of the
corroborating evidence.
From: JetMechNWA@aol.com
Date: Mon, 14 Apr 1997 19:43:30 -0400 (EDT)
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Re: Not eNuff said.
In a message dated 97-04-14 08:43:40 EDT, you write:
<< . Congratulations
on telling the better political story. Politics is not truth. >>
What is political about my theory??? Why is it different than yours from
political standpoint??? I am not adamant that it is right by any means
either, it is a suggest theory only.
>> Bomb is a good political story also, it gets most everyone off the
hook. 800 tried to be bomb for six months.
811 was bomb for six hours. 103 and 182 are still bombs.
In the theory stage 800 is still possibly a bomb. 811 was a bomb until th
evidence was examined and proven not to be. 103 and 182 were
theorized to be
bombs and proven to be upon physical examination of the evidence
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>>oh by the way, what was the ignition source. I know but you
won't believe me, it's the engine number three, detached, fodded, and on
fire, falling into debris of disintegrating wing and fuel and igniting into
fireball, many seconds after door went and nose separated and everything
fell, as everything fell, as substianted by facts, not wishful thinking.
How are you substantiating this??? I have never seen any mention that
#3 was
on fire, that it was detached or that it fell into the debris of a
disintegrating wing. I do know that they are nearly certain that the center
tank blew sections 41 and 42 off of the airplane and that the remainder of
the aircraft with the wings and engines still attached flew on for 20-30
seconds. Read the latest Aviation Week!
>>. Facts, reality, streak, radar blip, sound on
cvr, etc and etc and so on and on and on because the cargo door fits and
the others, including center tank fire don't fit them all just a few.
There are facts here but because you can make the cargo door fit doesn't
make your theory fact. You have proven already in your conclusions on
182,
103, 811 and 125 that you are willing to state theory as fact when some o
the evidence fits your hypothesis, but you ignore willingly the
contradictory
evidence that would dispute your theory. You can't have it both ways.
Why
should I believe only the portions of those reports that meets your criteria
You need a theory that explains most if not all of the reports and not just
a small portion that fits your needs. I can accept a few errors in the
reports but to discount the majority to accept the minority you deem
correct
isn't going to convince anyone you are right!
>>>pressurization problems have
occurred with all aircraft including Boeing
Why did you first indicate that Boeing seemed to be having all the
problems
like you were revealing a new discovery, only later to admit it is
universal???
>>>You go to the page, a long download occurs as the .jpgs are loaded
into
your cache and then the animation start at .25 second delay for twenty
cycles.
The animation automatically starts after all the .jpgs are loaded, maybe a
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minute or two. It's worth the wait.
So far it has not worked for me. Will try again.
>>>The New York Times had a story on theories of 800 and omitted
mine.
Was mine in there? I doubt it, even though it still is possible it could be
the answer. I am not surprised your theory isn't there because it can be
discounted readily. Don't take that statement as an offense, just as
constructive criticism. Have you managed to sway any industry
insiders???
We have exchanged a great deal of email and you have had ample
opportunity
to present your case and yet I remain unswayed. I've learned a lot about
182, 103, 811 and 800 in the process. Unfortunately what I have learned
is
completely contrary to what you would have me to believe. Your
conclusions
are simply to circumstantial and ignore to much to be credible. Sorry.
From: JetMechNWA@aol.com
Date: Wed, 16 Apr 1997 06:58:13 -0400 (EDT)
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Re: No Subject
In a message dated 97-04-16 01:09:55 EDT, you write:
<< But, at 8:31PM on July 17th near NYC the sun
angle was perfect for door to reflect sunlight as it spun away. >>
But does that mean it was the door and not other structure????? No it
doesn't!!!
>>>The cargo door theory explains the mysterious radar blip because the
spinning metal cargo door with fuselage skin attached would reflect
primary
radar at that distance, just like it did with the DC-10 cargo door and the
UAL 811 cargo door departures.
Again, other structure of the same size would also provide same blip
etc....
>>>>he cargo door theory explains the sudden loud sound on the CVR
because
when the door departs an explosive decompression occurs which causes a
very
loud sound, just like it did on UAL 811 according to the passengers who
survived. It's no coincidence; it's cause and effect.
But the loud noise can't be differentiated from a bomb or other types of
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explosive deompression. It doesn't mean it is the door!
>>>he cargo door theory explains the abrupt power cut because the
power to
the FDR and transponder was cut when the nose was severed by the 300
knot
CAS force crumpling the nose into the absent cargo door hole. It's no
coincidence; it's cause and effect.
A bomb in the forward cargo would cut the power quicker. The fuselage
"crumpling" as you suggest would not be instantaneous and that should
be
picked up on the cpvr.
>>The cargo door theory explains the missing bodies because the
passengers
are sucked out the hole caused by the departing cargo door and attached
fuselage skin and into the number three engine leaving parts of human
remains inside, just like UAL 811. It's no coincidence; it's cause and
effect.
Same goes for any big hole in the structure. So what!
>>>The cargo door theory explains the missing bodies because the
passengers
are sucked out the hole caused by the departing cargo door and attached
fuselage skin and into the number three engine leaving parts of human
remains inside, just like UAL 811. It's no coincidence; it's cause and
effect.
There is not common thread between the events on this. There is no
coincidence at all.
>>The cargo door theory explains the fireball when baggage from the
cargo
hold is ejected into number three engine which becomes Fodded, catches
fire, vibrates, fuse bolts shear as designed, and engine falls away on fire
into disintegrating wing, fuel vapor and air, igniting fireball. It's no
coincidence; it's cause and effect.
That is your dreamed up scenario. There is nothing in the reports to
indicate this chain of events.
>>The cargo door theory explains why the aft cargo door is found intact
and
the forward door in pieces because the forward door opens up, out, and
away, striking fuselage and breaking into pieces, just like UAL 811. It's
no coincidence; it's cause and effect.
Intact??? Again. Because the door came off doesn't mean the door was at
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fault.
>>>he cargo door theory explains the debris pattern which shows forward
cargo
hold material ejected first, then detached nose falling in dense area, and
rest of fuselage and wing and tail falling in scattered area miles later.
So do the bombs!!! Big deal!
>>The cargo door theory explains it all because it is what happened; the
other theories just fit a few of the important evidence clues and don't
work for the others.
Believing the cargo door did it is to excuse the other 80-90% of the
evidence.
Sorry. The cause and effects are very vaguely related.
Date:

Sun, 24 Aug 1997 09:38:31 -0700

Subject:
Cargo door data for archive 1, Jan 97
To: JetMechNWAaolcom
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Previous data important
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:
Stan, request permission to post to LSoft your previous emails to me
regarding cargo door information. It is factual and important and relevant
at this time. It also should be archived for future investigators. I refer
to all the pressure data at different altitudes and strength of frame, and
your observations on AI 182. Your hands on experience and extensive
knowledge is proving valuable, as you can read in the posts. There is a lo
of supposition going on that needs rebuttal or confirmation for us to
proceed and you are providing that.
Regards,
Barry
From: JetMechNWA@aol.com
Date: Sun, 24 Aug 1997 10:37:20 -0400 (EDT)
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Re: Previous data important
If you are going to just post them--you may. But if you are planning to
comment on them as a way of supporting your theory-I do not have the
time to
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do the rebuttals. If they would help clarify items for others I can see no
harm-however I am getting a rush of questions already and the wife is
getting
irratible. I prefer it if you just post the factual info and leave the
personally bantering out of it--that just fills space.
Stan
From: JetMechNWA@aol.com
Date: Thu, 23 Jan 1997 02:26:45 -0500 (EST)
To: barry@corazon.com
cc: JetMechNWA@aol.com
Subject: Re: Finally, facts
I must say an interesting response. It doesn't change my position though.
I
still say you are trying to make history fit a forgone conclusion and I will
try to respond to your arguments as I understand them since the thread is
little disjointed, which is partially my fault due to the nature of my first
email.
1. You comment accurately that that facts do not change to make the
theory
work, but rather the theory changes to fit the facts. While the bomb,
missile, theory guys may be ignored in your eyes, the cargo door streakin
has no more validity than theory other than the fact that there has been
some
failures. By the same token there has been some missiles and bombs and
mechanical failures that have caused in flight explosions. Why I firmly
believe the cargo door had nothing to do with TWA 800 is the fact that
this
door which had uncounted successful operations without incident for
many
years before a failure would place it in a very highly reliable category
when
compared to any and all types of mechanical devices. Then after the
incident
it is scrutinized heavily and modified heavily with additional redundant
systems over and above its orginally redundancy. Since additional
redundancy was done in stages as further experience and knowledge was
gained
I would say it is very definately a mature design that is now very very saf
2. You make a comment about the fuse pin failures being possibly caused
by
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door failure.( at least I think that is where you were headed). While it is
true that the number 3 pylon failed on at least one if not all three of the
747's that have been determined to have had in flight pylons failures, it is
just coincidence. I am in school this week gearing up for reworking the
pylons and wing mounted structure to change the load path of the pylon.
It
is well documented that the midspar fittings are taking much higher loads
that Boeing anticipated and through the years the fuse pins have gone
through
3 generations trying to solve the problem. Now in order to reduce the
inspection requirements and down time and to alleviate the potential for
missing a crack in the fitting the whole mounting structure is being
changed.
In other words this industry knows exactly why the pylons failed.
3. Because the known cargo door failures have occured only on the front
it
appears your conclusion is that something is being missed. My response
is
that with such an extremely small number of failures/per cycle that this
could easily fall within the realm of coicidence. Don''t make too much of
it.
4. Your sequence of disintegration could just as easily fit section 41 fram
crack failures, bs.100 blkhead lower chord cracking and now lately front
spar
cracks in the wing center section. I could go on with probably quite a few
other scenarios. We do know that the door can completely blow off and
not
destroy the airframe. That is the way it is designed. Boeing builds their
skins with bonded tear straps and multiple layers so that cracking in one
element does not cross over into its redundant backup structures such as
tear
straps, bear straps, skin doublers, etc. etc. They will over time but this
design gives time for routine inspections to catch and fix the problems.
Granted the older birds were cold bonded and much of the bonded
structure
has separated, but Aloha 737 proved that even with massive cracking and
bond
failure the airframe does not completely disintigrate and cause and
explosion. The engineer was right-you don't have all the information.
However, I am offended as I am sure you were at the name calling. It
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appears you really have your convictions behind your conclusions and
that you
are somewhat of an insider in this business, but I believe that every
structures engineer that has worked this airplane no matter who they are
employed by would disagree with you.
5. In your opening picture I think the hinge line of the door could be
hidden by a paint stripe. But to elaborate on your belief that the hinges
and sectors are worn and the pressurizaton jerky????is opinion and not
fact.
You do not know the conditions of the airplanes that failed. I do know
that
these items and inspected, measured, reworked and overhauled regulary.
Many
old airplanes are in better condition than newer ones depending on its last
service date and the quality of it. I do know that the sectors did get bent
and were underdesigned originally and so that redundancy was nullified,
but
that problem was corrected many years ago when they were beefed up
considerably. I am sure TWA 800 did not go into service without the doo
mods being done. Those AD's required to the doors were completeld
years ago
and to my knowledge there hasn't been a failure since.
6. To my recollection the UAL door failure had several contributing
factors.
Don't quote me because it is all on mental ink from many years ago now
The
frayed wires contributed to false or missing readings in the cockpit. The
sight classes for physical confirmation of the cam latch rotation was dirty
and so erroneous information was given to the crew. The reason for the
cam
latches not completing their 180 degree turn around the latch pins was
because one of the pins had been struck by a loader and was bent and thu
physically causing a interference with one of the cam latches. The door
was
being closed by manual cranking due to motor failure probably caused by
overheating trying to force the cam latch to turn. I also believe the
sequence of the door was thrown out while being forced during the
manual
closing procedures and the sectors which prevent the cam latches from
turning in flight were bent. Thus the aircraft was dispatched with the cam
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latches turned only 90 degrees, the sectors not in place, the indicator in
the cockpit inop and an errant reading from the sight glasses.
Again don't quote me on the above because I may be reading some
previous
problems into UAL's incident. So to me there no mystery why that door
opened.
7. While there is no doubt plug type doors are more foolproof I don't
think
you have any idea the difficulties involved in supporting and opening a
plug
type door of this size. What has hydraulicly operated have anything to do
with making it safer.
I hope this clears thing up a little. I mean no animosity towards you, but
your conclusions are seriously misguided however noble they are.
Hope this information helps,
Stan
18 years 747 structures experience
7 years as lead structures mechanic
From: JetMechNWA@aol.com
Date: Thu, 23 Jan 1997 10:17:29 -0500 (EST)
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Continuation
I woke up this morning and thought of another serious flaw in your
argument
for TWA 800 cargo door theory. TWA 800 was just climbing to 13,700
ft. The
pressurization of the fuselage at this stage of the flight would leave the
cabin at probably 1-2 psi pressure differential. This is very low and while
maybe sufficient to open an improperly closed door certainly not enough
to
cause explosive decompression of sufficient nature to take out the inboard
engine or tear the fuselage to bits. Even when there was enough to do
such
the door only ripped off and fodded an engine, it did not break up the
fuselage. Oh yes, the slipstream would help rip the door off, but still the
results would be as it happened with UAL. Anyway, all four engines of
TWA
were found intact and not damaged in flight! The center wing box is som
very hefty structure and I find it highly unlikely that a fuselage breakup in
flight would destroy before hitting the ground. There is no doubt in my
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mind
that an explosion had to have caused its breakup The source of ignition
and
sufficient air in the center tank remains the key. The vent tubes are too
small to provide enough oxygen to support such a massive explosion, and
the
air inside the tank whether it has been half full or empty is always been fa
too rich a mixture to support an explosion. I think the key to this mystery
that everybody is looking for is how could that center tank obtain the righ
mixture. While in the check hangar it takes a massive amount of pumped
in
external air flow before the atmosphere is lean enough to measure in the
explosive range and then it is at that range for only a short period of time
Things just do not add up yet. I suspect the key hangup in the
investigation is just how did external air get into the center tank in
sufficient quanity. Bomb's and missiles would provide the answer but
empirical evidence they claim in missing unless there is a coverup and the
evidence is being hidden-i.e. on the ocean floor. TTYL
From: JetMechNWA@aol.com
Date: Fri, 24 Jan 1997 01:56:12 -0500 (EST)
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Re: Reply2
Wow, you apparently aren't going to accept anything but your theories.
As
far as the cargo door goes you don't seem to understand the difference
between fail and malfunction. Yes the door continues to malfunction-but
that
does not mean their failsafe features have been overriden and the door in
danger of comming of and decompressing the aircraft. To elaborate
further-yes the motors burn out, clutches overheat and fail, etc. but that
doesn't mean the door doesn't get closed securely and safely. There are
back
up methods and now very elaborate and as nearly fool proof methods of
confirming the locked position as probably possible. The problem with
UAL is
that they used pneumatic runners to manually close the door when the
manual
specifically calls out for hand rotation ona speed handle. That contributed
the sectors being bent and a lack of feel for physical count on the number
of
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turns that are to be counted to veriify completely closure. You still
haven't replied to the fact that TWA had very little pressure invovled at
13,700 ft. Your theory has way too many holes in it to abe valid. To quo
you-you say"people will not fly planes that myseriously crash" Wanna
bet.
UAL and USAir have two 737's that crashed mysteriously similarly and
now
years later have no conlusive evidence of anything just AD notes against
what
possibly could have gone wrong. Are people shying away from the 737.
No--that backlog of orders for that bird go to the year 2001 and it is the
most common airliner in existence. You doubt the industries
understanding of
the pylon failures---Now you are b.s.ing me. We to this day continue to
find
mindspar crack indications and corrosion pitting very nearly identical to
the
damage found in the crash airplanes. It requires intensive inspection and
maintenance to prevent a further mishap. So in order to alleaviate some o
the down time , cost and potential for human error the whole structure ha
been redisigned and being replaced. What qualifications do you think yo
have that makes you more of an expert????? You will not tell me your
occupation or invovlement other than you have had your hands on the
cargo
door. If you are a lay person in this industry with a tremendous interest in
this you have done a commendable job of research but you lack the
understanding of the proffessionals in the industry. If you are a
professional in this industry how much experience and what type of
experience
is it???? Are you a baggage handler, mechanic, pilot, flight attendant,
gate
agent or just an overzealous enthusiast with extremely strong
convications???? You have this hangup up about number three engine.
you
say that when number two goes it just falls off. You don't have the whole
story. Evergreens came off just like El Al and China airlines. In other
words they all rolled out and ripped the leading edge between the engines
completely off. I just saw the pictures tonight. The only reason evergree
did not crash is that it occured in a bank which caused the engine to roll
over the wing just before hitting the outboard engine. In the other two
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cases both engines departed the aircraft on the same wing. Evergreen wa
just lucky. As far as section 41 frame cracks, I could give you much mor
support for imminent failure than the cargo door every did. Fortunately
that
too is under 3000 cycle intensive inspection and a very extensive frame
replacement AD note that now makes it "safe". I put that in quotes since
"safe" is subjective. We obviously don't agree on its definition. You
consider something safe when there is 100% quarantee of no failure. You
complain that you cannot obtain all the information-yet when I provide
many
of the answers you are unwilling to accept them. If I were the NTSB I
would
ignore you too, in fact I do not know why I am being so patient. I hope
you
appreciate the effort-it is quite time consumming. You go on to mention
UAL
and there door opening on the ground --you lack some understanding on
this---that is a malfunction but not an item that crashes the airplane since
you see that if the door opened in flight while unpressurized it may get
ripped off, but not nearly as dramatic as UAL since that was pressurized,
but
if the door tried to open while pressurized there is no way that the little
motor that is highly geared down for power could possible overcome the
cam
latches once they are turned 180+degrees. The more the aircraft is
pressurized the greater the power requirements would be to turn the
latches.
In other words, for the door to blow open far enough to throw baggage
out to
the engine would require a lot force from being pressurized. However
when
pressurized that much the cam latches which go slightly over center and
bear
against a stop would only get locked harder against the stop with
increasing
pressure. I hope this makes sense to you because it is very important. In
sense they are like a door plug. The more the aircraft is pressurized
against the door plugs the amount of energy required to pull the door out
of
its plug increase enormously. While the door itself is not a plug its pull
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in hooks and cam latches act mechanical in a very similar fashion. It is
quite obvious you have not understood this. Do you know what the
pressure
pumps are??? They are bleed air from different stages of the turbine
engines- they are not recip pumps that oscillate in pressure. How can the
pressure be "jerky" whatever that means. While hydraulic operated
mechanisms held my hydraulic pressure tend to move very slowly a
ruptured
line would be every so much more hazardous and "unsafe" than an
overcenter
cam latch the bears into the locking position all the harder as that
dangerous pressure builds!!!!! In one of your passages you suggest that
the
prototype did not have a fwd cargo door because the airplane was really
built
as a military freighter with a nose door. This is true-however the fwd car
section is not easily accessable from the nose cargo door and the lower
cargo
area would be useless if it had to be loaded through the tiny walkways
along
side the nose gear box that does provide a path from the nose door to the
fwd
lower cargo. Aparently you are unaware that there are a lot of 747
freighters with nose doors. Those doors only provide freight access to the
main deck and it is not a plug door and never could be. Your theorized
scenario of the slip stream ripping TWA's door off has been proven not to
destroy the airplane. In UAL's case pressure did blow the unseated
partially
turned cams with enough force to fod and engine even and yet the
structure
did exactly as it was designed too which is to contain the tearing. The
facts "which you think you espouse" prove the design right and your
theory as
just a theory with no other supporting evidence other than further theory t
make history fit your conclusion. The investigators would easily be able
to tell if a fodded engine tore open the center tank. The pictures and their
investigation show that the engines are only mangled from the impact wit
water and that they are "intact" so to speak. Incidentally the fuse pins
were designed to break the engines away upon water ditching or gear up
landing so that the aircraft would not flip, or the case of sudden stoppage
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the engine would tear away and the wing remain intact. You do not have
working knowledge of the design of airframes, and that is why that
engineer
flamed you so irreverently. I hope you are not offended but I strongly
suggest you get off your soapbox. You are chasing ghosts with a noble
cause
in mind. You may feel free to continue to e mail and ask questions on
things
if you wish to pursue your cause but do not be so adamant about your
conclusions. You can hold your theory but please present it as your theor
and not as fact. You present a web site that could conceivably convince
and
ignorant public that you are absolutely right when it is very far from the
truth. I do not wish to burst your bubble but you will be ignored by this
industry or flamed, and you will be doing the public a disservice. I had a
theory published in the letters to the editor cocerning TWA that for a whi
had the Boeing reps and engineers really concerned, but I was wrong and
it
was fortunate I presented it as only a theory. It even went so far as havin
Boeing correct their publications because I caught an error in their
structural identification that had serious ramifications. Since you are so
interested in reseach, find Decembers issues of Aviation Week and read
the
letters to the editor and then obtain the drawings of the center tank and
wing center section wing box and front spar section and interpret it back t
me as a test of your mechanical understanding. My letter was signed Stan
Martin. When you are done with the research I would like you to explain
to
me how my theory was proven wrong.
It had our engineers, vps, manufactures reps, trainers quite concerned for
while. I got wind thru the Boeing rep that it caused a stir a Boeing but I
could not have any of the details because of the legal ramifications. In
other words they wanted to be absolutely sure I was right before they
admitted it. Fortunately for them I was wrong.
TTYL It's getting late.
From: JetMechNWA@aol.com
Date: Fri, 24 Jan 1997 22:05:06 -0500 (EST)
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: qualifications
I just read through some more of your web info. I have found your
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qualifications. As an audiologist can you tell me where exactly the
cockpit
voice recorder is located and where is its microphone. Can you tell me th
qualifty of the recordings. Can you please explain to me the difference in
a
cargo door explosive decrompression or a section 41 frame and skin
failure
decompressions sound??? Do you know that Air India was far far more
likely
to have had the sta 340 360 and 380 frames blow out at just above the
cockpit
floor level and blow the crew out than have the cargo door come off and
destroy the airplane??? Are you aware of all of the other possibilities. I
sure am not. Did you know that in PA 103 that the epicenter of the blast
was
inside an LD3 cargo container adjacent to the door. The LD3 was found
with
its walls all blown out away from the center. How do you explain a
container
being blown out of the cargo door ending up deformed in such a fashion
How
did the residue get all over this container. How about the suitcase they
found blown up. Again, your theory is not fitting. You are trying to tie a
incomplete understanding of history to a conclusion you profess
adamently.
How many replies have you been getting and what pray tell is the
support vs.
criticism ratio and can you quantify the qualifications with the separate
counts. I am interested in seeing who and how many agree and disagree
with
you. Again, STan
From: JetMechNWA@aol.com
Date: Sat, 25 Jan 1997 15:40:38 -0500 (EST)
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: More stuff
John,
I just read more of your info on your web site and it is chock full of
misunderstandings. 1. The engine suction of the inboard engine isn't
going
to pull on the cargo door. It is too far away. I have stood on the ground
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under the nose cargo area during ground runups and high power settings
and
haven't even felt a draft. It is simply to far off to the side and too far
away. What you have is a wild theory. 2. Short or no short, the cargo
door
motor cannot possibly drive the cam latches back over center when the
aircraft is pressurized. This motor is just barely capable enough of
lifting the door. 3. Ram air pressurse through a small hole or corner of
the door is not going to pressurize the cabin. For one thing when you
blow
up a balloon my mouth it takes a while with a lot of pressure to inflate it.
Now if the other end of the ballon had two large holes in it you would
never
inflate it. You are not taking into account the the aircraft has dump valve
which open and close to control the cabin pressure altitude. If a sudden
oversupply a pressurized air were to enter the cabin they automatically
open
to maintain pressure. So unless the this openig in the door corner is bigge
than lets say a desktop the outflows valves could easily release more than
what would come in. How can you pressurize a cavern so large in a
"jerky"
fashion. It takes a while to inflate it and and the pressure is equal
throughout the cabin except for momentarily in the event of an explosvie
decompression, in which case it is evened out in a very short moment. O
yes, in the event the outflow valves failed, there are blowout valves that
do not pemit the cabin pressure differential to exceed 9 psi. And at
altitude ram airpressure is less than at low altitudes for the same speed.
That is part of the reason the higher the altitude one flies the faster you
can go. The engines compress the air to compensate for lack of oxygen,
but
the airframe has very little ram air to contend with. At altitude, then the
cabin is inflated much higher, and the higher the cabin pressure the harde
the cam latches are locked against their overcenter stops. That poor door
motor could never open a door that is completely closed. UAL had to
have had
the cams only partially shut. Your research is horribly incomplete on this
and this door is the central theme of your whole theory. The key to this
door design is not the strength of the door, the wear and tear on its
mechanisms from use but whether or not it is fully closed. That is what a
the AD's are concerned with. All your others scenarious of necks,
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tendons,
muscles and heads falling off is nothing more than your opinion and
conjecture of how TWA came apart. Why don't you accept the fact that
there
are other far likely causes of blowing the front section of the airplane off
than a simple cargo door letting loose! After all it has already been prove
that the whole top half of the fuselage can come off and the airplane still
fly. That cargo door isn't going to strike and open the wing center section
and cause an explosion. Give it up!
From: JetMechNWA@aol.com
Date: Mon, 27 Jan 1997 20:04:41 -0500 (EST)
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Re: Introduction to TWA
I have shared some of your info with friends at work and and a number o
them have gone to your web site. One of the other leads that looked at it
quite extensively said "poor guy" he has a mission he believes him, a slew
of
well researched facts with absolutely the wrong conclusions. He
happened to
lead the crew that modified and rigged the cargo doors at the time all of
these AD notes came down. In other words he is VERY qualified on the
subject, much much more so than I. I asked him to respond to your
material
and he said basically that If all the information I have given you hasn't
swayed you one bit then what's the point! You are a well informed
layman
without the proper background and it is no wonder those in the industry
are
pointing out your flaws.Similar Crash Pattern:
The Type Airplane-----SO What!
The Damage Starts-----Again why does this prove the same cause!
The Radar Blips----and again all aircraft that crash have their blips
dissappear from screen. UAL incidentally did not.
The Sudden Loud Sounds---Let me see here. Crashing airplanes make
loud
sounds. Air India exploded within hrs of another bomb going off in
Tokyo
from an aircraft that left the same city hrs apart.
The Abrupt Power Cuts----This didn't happen in UAL's case, we don't
know in
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Air India's case, probably occured in PA case and we know in TWA's
case.
Real Similar I see.
The Fodded Engines---TWA didn't have fodded engines. No ones knows
about Air
India, UAL had #3 for sure and maybe a little in #4. Again,, no proof of
anything.
The Inflight Damage---UAL's damage consistent with design intentions,
Air
India not retrieved, PA and TWA possibly similar because both had
explosions
relatively close to the same proximity. PA however did not breakup near
what
TWA's massive explosion caused.
The Missing Bodies---same in all crashes with signifcant destruction.
The Torn Off Noses--Again no proof in Air India, UAL did not tear off,
PA
and TWA torn off but certainly different. TWA consistent with a massiv
explosion and separated at front spar and PA damaged circumferentially
about
body station 880. Again-how can you prove a theory on this.
The Wreckage Plots--What, scattered over a big area. BIG DEAL.
Inflight
breakups do this.
The Red Herrings
Similar Crash Cause: ---the only things similar is in flight damage.
Why, When, and How Does Door Open in Flight?
How Can Open Door Cause Destruction?---It does. UAL proved it rips
off like
it was designed to leaving the airframe essentially intact.
Stan
Date:

Sun, 24 Aug 1997 09:39:32 -0700

Subject:
Cargo door data for archive 2, Mar 6 97
From: JetMechNWA@aol.com
Date: Tue, 28 Jan 1997 18:11:44 -0500 (EST)
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Re: Off to do some research
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>Yes, you do, they are on your computer screen when you click on them
on my
web site. That is exactly why I scanned them in, to provide the actual
reports.
Maybe you are unaware of this but the scanned in reports come across an
unreadable. The only thing I can pick out is what is enlarged and in bold
type. I even tried printing the reports hoping that it would come out
clearer-NOT. I tried different resolutions of SVGA and still no success.
>I want the truth about cargo doors not mystery letters to magazines.
What mystery letter. Look in Dec. 96 issues in the section of letters to th
editors. The letter had nothing to do with cargo doors but a much more
viable theory.
>That may explain why it was five years between door openings. And the
TWA
800 is not confirmed as having AD 88-12-04. In fact PA 103 report did
not
state that it was in compliance with the ADs.
Are you aware that the TWA airplane was taken out of storage and
reintroduced
into service. By not being confirmed do you mean that they haven't been
able
to physically determine that the AD was accomplished or that they haven
found the paperwork. Remember, there are mountains of paper generated
during
maintenance and they go into large storage areas for a period of time
before
they are destroyed. With a date of 1988 the paperwork has very likely
been
destroyed, if that is indeed what you mean by not confirmed. The
carrier,though, should be able to provide a list of accomplished EMs, EO
SBs, etc. Just because the PA 103 report did not state that it was in
compliance does that mean they weren't!!!! It probably meant that they
had
been checked and it was of no consequence to the investigation.
>Not my numbers but email correspondent, just as I may quote your
numbers to
someone and they come back and tell me I'm wrong.
Is that MAY quote or HAVE quoted, because the first part of your
sentence is
"may quote" and the second part is "they come back". Does this mean
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they
have come back or you are expecting a come back or that you are
WISHING they
come back??
>I'm busy doin' research.
Words I have been waiting to here. Then you are not hopeless. I mean
no ill
will towards you and I commend your efforts, but totally disagree with th
conclusions.
Now I will fess up and retract an incorrect statement I made. I stopped
and
looked at a door in relative detail to refresh my memory and talked to the
mechanic checking the rigging. Yes, the motor is capable of turning the
cams
with a pressurized fuselage provided the sectors are not in the way aka
UAL.
Then I talked with an engineer about the door and some of your
conjectures.
His reply is that ram air pressure at any speed obtains about 10 psi max
and
would NOT overinflate the cabin due to the blow out doors and outflow
valves.
Basically the only way to overpressurize the cabin is to have something
physically block both outflow valves and both dump valves fail which du
to
the nature of their design is extremely unlikely to happen.
Write me back when you find more facts and we can discuss them. I trus
my
input has given you somewhat of a different understanding whether you
agree
with it or just not like it. TTYL
From: JetMechNWA@aol.com
Date: Sun, 2 Feb 1997 17:03:01 -0500 (EST)
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Re: Need help
In a message dated 97-02-02 16:09:47 EST, you write:
<< What is the final seal of the door? Is it plain rubber like a car door? Is
it pneumatic like my canopy, where the seal is hollow and fills with air
once
closed? Is it metal to metal? >>
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It is a fabric impregnated with a rubber/silicone substance that is shaped
like an angled T. The top of the T is press fitted into an aluminum c
channel riveted to the door frame. The free flange of the T is compressed
against an aluminum V type channel called a seal depressor on the
fuselage.
Air pressure trying to blow this seal out pushes it harder against the V
channel. It is hard to describe without drawing it out. Cargo containers
often damage the seal depressors, especially in the top corners and the
seals let a lot of air pass. It is not a safety concern other than it
reduces fuel efficiency by requiring more bleed air from the engines to
maintain a cabin altitude.
>If door were to open in flight, would the air stream be parallel to fuselag
or does door open angle stick out a little bit?
Provided the aircraft is in level flight the hinge line of the door is
parallel to the relative wind. During climbs or descent the door would ac
very much like a control surface, if this is what you are asking? If you ar
referring to the air from inside the cabin exiting during an explosvie
decrompression it would exit essentially 90 degrees to the direction of
airplane travel for a few feet and for only a very short period of time until
the cabin pressure altitude evened out to ambient pressure.
>Is door part of the straight part of fuselage or is door part of nose which
is angled to meet straight part? Is door part of the angled arrowhead of or
is is part of the straight shaft of main fuselage?
Are you asking if the door has just one curvature or a compound
curvature,
the answer is single curvature to match the circumference of the airplane,
however above the passenger compartment in this area the airframe turns
egg
shaped cross sectionally. The door is actually located in Section 42 of the
airfrme. Section 41 is the nose section which ends at body sta 520. This
520 inches aft of an imaginary datum plane located 140 inches fwd of the
fwd
pressure blkhead behind the radome.
> I won't use your name but will refer to you as a experienced airline
mechanic.
This is fine provided the information isn't misunderstood. In other words
if someone doesn't understand, please don't interpret what you think I
conveyed, but instead email for clarifications. Written text can be so
easily misconstrued.
So tell me, what kind of responses are you getting. A number of my co
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workers have viewed your web pages, but none of them have responded
to you,
but they have all agreed your conclusions have missed the boat. We are
used
to the media doing this type of thing to our business. If you can, see if
you can get a back copy of 60 minutes titled "you arrogant journalists" by
Mike Wallace. It dealt with a story about an investigation by our local
media that came to all the wrong conclusions about NWA's maintenance.
NWA
took them before a non-binding news council forum rather than sue the
station
for libel, since it was our reputation they were trying to destroy and time
was of the essence. Lawsuits restore monetary losses but not public good
will. The news council was made up of 20 people. 50% being news
media
reporters, and the other 50% comprised of businessmen, philanthropists,
and
outstanding citizens. The investigative news team lost in a 19-1 vote and
were called liers on all of the local stations and papers. Mike Wallace wa
interested in this new format of settling disputes and so he aired it. To
this day, the lead reporter insists, much like you do, that he was absolutel
right, but when the facts were presented by knowledgeable people rather
than
laymen he lost big time and his credibility forever tainted. He still
insists that he had the facts right and that his presentation failed to
convey his message, yet he won a local emmy award for the presentation
The
real truth was is that he was incapable of understanding the facts and he
presented what appeared to be correct to him. Many parallels here. I am
thankful that you haven't given up researching. Just do me this favor. Do
your researching with the idea that many others things could have caused
these accidents. Assuming they are all related has obviously tilted your
reseasoning and reading to pick out only those items that are supportive
rather than contradictory.
From: JetMechNWA@aol.com
Date: Tue, 4 Feb 1997 02:15:59 -0500 (EST)
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: More info
>Hey, you have to say I'm 25% right because I say four crashes were
cargo =
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door, including UAL 811.
Problem here. Yes I will agree that UAL was the cargo door, but it was
not a
crash. It was however classified as an accident. By agreeing with you on
this doesn't make you 25% right, because I disagree with almost all of
your
conclusions. I will agree that of the four accidents-three of which were
also crashes, that 25% of those we are in agreement.
>Assuming nose is still atttached to rest of plane and excess pressure is =
gradual not immediate as door opening would do. And the position of the
b=
low out doors is very important, they are reported in PA 103 and UAL
811 =
as some open and some omitted. There's clues there about those doors
and =
I'm not sure what.
It doesn't matter whether it that ram air pressure is gradual or immediate i
still can't blow the airframe apart. You must understand this. Again, I
remind you that many non pressurized airplanes are used for aerial
photography and parachute jumping and the ram air pressure doesn't
blow these
fuselages apart even when their structure isn't designed to withold
pressure.
Now for some examples of instant ram air pressure, Republic had a
goose go
through the front windshield of an airplane and it did not increase the
cabin pressure. A british airline had a bac-111 blow out a front windshiel
because of too short mounting screws that had insufficient threads
grabbing
their nut plates. The crew caught the captain by the ankles and held on
until they could get the airplane back to an airport-about 20 minutes or
more. The ram air pressure there did not blow up the cabin. The captain
partially blew out with the explosive decompression and was doubled
over the
top of the window frame where he remained with the help of a
crewmember
holding him there. He was unconcious but alive when they landed! As
for the
position of the blow out doors having some open and others closes in very
explainable. The blow out doors are to relieve a differential in pressure
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between the lower lobes and the main cabin of the aircraft. Now if the
back
cargo compartment didn't loose its airpressure those doors would have no
reason to open. Now UAL and PA both had rapid pressure loss in the
fwd cargo
compartment so those blow out doors would open to prevent the floor
from
collapsing. They work and are VERY simple in design.
>2. Door opens two inches but the mid span latches hold and no baggage
is =
sucked into number 3 engine: Minor consequences as plane turns around
and=
lands. (Pan Am 125).
Sorry, it doesn't work that way. The lower cam latches and the mid span
latches open and close together, and in fact don't even touch their pins
while closing. They only contact when pressure builds up. The pull in
hooks
on the other grabs their pins a few inches out and such the door in to the
closed position. So steps 3,4 and 5 are all incorrect and the scenarios are
hypothesese that are not based on fact.
To further put things into proper perspective we recently had a 747-400 fl
through a hail storm consisting of golf ball to softball size hail. Now if
you think that 300 miles per hr air molecules can rip the airplane apart
wouldn't you think hail would do ever so much more damage at that
speed. It
fractured the windscreens, shredded the radome and other fiberglass
fairings
but did not puncture the fuselage. The front flat bulkhead at sta 140 took
an enormous pounding and was peened like someon wailed on it with a
sledgehammer, but the .040" think flat skin 90 degrees to the relative win
did not puncture. Again, hurricanes blowing up buildings is NOT
comparing
apples to apples. If the pressure in your car supposedly rises significantly
at 75 mph, which it doesn't, how come the rear and front windshields don
blow off. They are only held in with an sticky mastic type roll seal. The
windshield installers push them out and off the cars with their feet. So
let's say that it takes 150 pounds of force. It would take a pressure
differential of .13 psi to obtain 150 lbs. of force on a 2'x4' rear
windshield. You say at 300 mph the force would be ten times this so
10x.13=1.3 pounds per square inch. Whoopee. Now remember at 75
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mph you are
not generating enough pressure differential to even come close to popping
your car windows out. Now, does this explanation help put things in thei
proper context.
>A Boeing 747 has a large nine foot by eight foot door that is a
important=
structural member of the forward fuselage which is already weak by
desig=
n of changing a military front loading cargo plane into a civilian cargo =
side loading plane.
Where do you get this information. The design wasn't changed. Granted
the
747 was in the original running with the C5 for a military contract, but yo
overlook the fact that there are many nose loading 747's in service. They
are called freights, and the side cargo door was not an afterthought on
them.
The nose door doesn't provide access to the fwd lower cargo
compartment
because the electronics bay and nose gear box and directly in its path.
The
side cargo door was there from the start.
>The chasm of disbelief is 'how can a door opening hole have such=
severe consequences?' Easy.
The chasm is not disbelief but rather a misunderstanding of the laws of
physics and structural design.
In another message you ask if the door curves or is not parallel to the
fuselage because your model seems to indicate otherwise. I went and
looked
today and the body stations on the front and back of the door are sta 560
to
670. In the cabin the seat tracks can't every so slightly inward at sta 640
so it at first appeared to me that your model could be right, however that i
not proof of anything. I asked a another lead mechanic friend of mine tha
used to chief the crew that was responsible for the cargo doors and he
assured me that the hinge line of the door is straight and it is parallel to
the airframe in front. The back door has a a number of shimmed hinge
segments to keep a center line of the hinge true so the door would not bin
and yet provide for narrowing in the fuselage. The front door he says is
straight with no stepped shims. He also says the frame members of the
door
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have a constant thickness so that the front frame is a mirror image of the
back frame. With those statements I am inclined to believe he is
completely
right.
As far as Air India is concerned, my recollections are that nobody ever
fully
recovered the fuselage but somehow they had determined conclusively
that it
was an explosive device. I do know that that flight departed Vancouver o
some other Canadian city in the same time frame a westbound flight
headed for
Tokyo and within hrs of each other two bombs went off. The one in
Toyko blew
up in the cargo container on the ground and the other took Air India
down.
Pan Am was conclusively determined to be a bomb. Contrary to what
you might
think the cargo door is NOT being overlooked. TTYL
From: JetMechNWA@aol.com
Date: Tue, 4 Feb 1997 03:03:15 -0500 (EST)
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Continued reply to attached file
>Oh, man, I hate to hear that. I was relieved when you told me all the
new=
stuff they had put in since UAL811 and was hoping TWA 800 was just a
str=
ange thing, never to be repeated. This motor thing is why inward
opening=
doors are not the answer either, because some motor failure will retract=
the door inward against its will, leading to same destruction.
I don't think you fully understand this yet. There is no way a motor could
open a door inward against the pressure. Let's say the door is 10'x10' for
simplyfying the math. and the cabin pressurse differential is 9 psi. That
would be 100 square feet x (9psi x 144 sq inches.)=129,600lbs of pressur
That is over 64 tons. It would take one heck of a motor to open a 64 ton
door, inwards. This is also the reason that when the cams did not stay or
were not situated 180 degree around the pins, the pressure expelled debris
so
far out of UAL. Without that force the debris would never fod the engine
which is 50-80 feet away approx. depending on whether you measure
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from the
front or back of the door and which part of the inlet you measure to. To
put
this amount for force into context, though, you must realize that the shear
strength of one steel hiloks (fastener) is 95,000 ksi in a fastener critical
installation. In other words two hiloks have sufficient shear strength to
hold back the door. In other words the combined thickness of the cam
shafts
and pins is plenty adequate. You're worry is that this could happen again
I am not saying it is impossible, but due to all of the changes
EXTREMELY
improbable. UAL's accident occured because the reduntant locking
system-the sectors-were physically bent and prevented from doing their
function which is to insure the cams have rotated around and to prevent
anything from rotate the cams after the sectors were in place. That
problem
has been corrected by much much stiffer and stronger sectors, then to
assure
that the motor cannot bend the sectors, a microswitch has been added that
physically kills the power to the motor remotely so that chafing, etc.
cannot
reroute power. Then I also believe cockpit indicators were added to assur
the crew that the sectors were closed and that power was removed from th
door. Finally a ground check of the reflective alignment marks through
the
glass windows is made and confirmation given to the crew. Now that is
redundancy.
>Assuming nose is still atttached to rest of plane and excess pressure is =
gradual not immediate as door opening would do.
No, you don't understand. No nose or not, ram air pressure even at
supersonic speeds is about 10 psi according to this engineer. You are also
still making the assumption that the door is going to take to the nose of th
airplane off. The explosive decompression is tremendous and yes even
the the
slip stream on a surface as large as the door is significant, but the
fuselage is designed such that the lateral joints in the aircraft are butt
joints and the longitudinal ones are overlap. The door would blow up and
tear aft, but the skin separation would end at the butt joint going aft on
the airframe and upwards it might progress through several skin segment
before tearing a skin panel in two but it is highly improbable that it would
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go over the top of the airplane, unless the aircraft had somehow gotten
into
a skid position 90 degrees to the direction of travel. That just doesn't
happen unless maybe in a flat spin and only for a very brief moment. So,
that is why UAL's damage is as it is. In order to severe the nose the
stringers would have to be severed and Aloha's 737 proved that losing
half
of the stringers wasn't sufficient to tear the nose off.
>>Basically the only way to overpressurize the cabin is to have somethin
>physically block both outflow valves
Unlikely yes, I'm reminded of the Super Bowl in New Orleans where
banners=
blocked the intake air ducts and could have suffocated 70000 people
expo=
sed to Harley exhaust and no clean intake air.
Again you are forgetting the redundancy. The blow out doors that preven
overpressurization are located a great distance from the outflow valves. I
my memory serves me correctly they are in separate cargo compartments
So if
the outflow valves were to be blocked it is highly improbable that both
blowouts would also block at the same time. Even if such an event were
take place, whatever blocking the openings would have to fit tights and b
very strong to prevent collapsing and blowing through the openings.
Again,
EXTREMELY improbable.
>3. Door opens, mid span latches hold but baggage is possibly sucked
into =
number three engine: Severe consequences as number 3 engine is fodded
bl=
ades nicked, vibration, fire, and engine separates and strikes number 4 e=
ngine which fails and separates from wing also. Plane then crashes with t
otal destruction and death. (Possibly El Al 747 and China Airlines 747 fr=
eighters)
The only way #3 is going to get fodded is not through door opening
during
unpressurized flight or low pressurized flight, but rather through explosiv
decompression hurling objects 50 ft out into the slipstream. Fodded
engines
just don't come off by the way. We have had engines explode from
turbine
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disk failure, or sudden stoppage situations that have severely kinked the
pylons, but they have not torn loose. Now if sudden stoppage doesn't tear
the pylon loose then fod which usually leaves the engine running althoug
severely degraded is not going to come off the airplane. El Al and China
Airlines, along with Evergreen were caused by fuse prin failure. Now if
fod
occured to an engine with a nearly failed fuse pin, then yes fod could
cause
the engine to come off. Now you are figuring on double failures occuring
together on 3 separate aircraft. Mathematically the odds are next to
impossible.
> Three hundred knots is twice as fast but ten time=
s the power of the fastest winds on earth. Ten times the force of the hur=
ricanes that tear boarded up buildings apart enters the nose of the 747.
The nose of the 747 has been considerably weakened when the door
comes of=
f and exposes the huge hole. The door is a structural member and
contribu=
tes to the strength of the forward fuselage. When the door goes the nose =
is now weakened by the absence of that structural member.
Again, the power of those strong winds is not in the pressure buildup in
the
airframe. Strong winds damage buildings because of the square footage
of the
surface they are acting upon. Houses and buildings are not designed to be
pressurized. The fasteners and bonding methods used are designed to
carry
weight and not pressure. Put 200 pounds force on a glass window in a
house
and it will break. Put 64 tons on a cargo door and it holds it all day! The
comparisons are not apples and apples.
>The passenger compartment hi=
gh pressure air now tries to equalize with the now lower pressure cargo c=
ompartment air. It does and pushes down on the structural member floor
be=
ams, breaking, bending, and fracturing them.
Again, you are overlooking the fact that the floors and sidewalls of
commerical pressurized airframes have blow out doors of significant size
that
equalize the pressure long before structural damage occurs. The square
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footage of the door is mathematically and physically proven to provide
enough
air movement to do this. This is not a valid argument.
>The passing 300 knot air molecules alongside the nose enter the huge
hole=
and puff up and blow out the side of the fuselage on the other side of t=
he nose, the port side.
With the cargo door open the fuselage can no longer be pressurized
enough to
come anywhere close to its design strength. Not a valid argument.
Incidentally, while the cargo door does add to the structural strength of th
aircraft it adds very little strength when the airframe is not pressurized.
In other words, the airplane would not come apart with the door off.
Paratroopers jump from doors removed on airplanes that fly 200+ miles
per
hr. all of the time and your airstream, pressurization theory does not blow
their airframes apart and they are not built anything near like a 747. You
are really stretching it with the car analogy. The pressure buildup may
cause your ears to pop, but so does the pressure change driving through
foothills do the same. In other words the pressure differential is very
little.
> The pilot finally announced that the baggage crew had indeed=
hit
>the edge of the cargo door opening and damaged it and they wanted to
mak=
e
>sure the seal wasn't damaged (I'm presuming here that the compartment
is
>pressurized).
A ground engineer that doesn't know that the cargo compartment is
pressurized. Where did he get his license-ACME school of instant
knowledge.
On the serious side. The seal depressor corners are hit often and they are
simple to fix and are not a safety issue at all if left off. Just noisy and
fuel inefficient.
>>2) Who has final authority for verifying the fix is sufficient? Ground
>personnel? Having worked with hammers before, it didn't seem to be an
o=
verly
>precise way of bending metal.
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It doesn't have to bee. The metal here has no structural significance other
than depress the rubber seal. Gouged, torn, bent and even cracked seal
depressors mean little.
>I walked to t=
he
other side of the airplane and noticed the fueler was putting fuel in the=
plane,
and it suddenly occurred to me that the auto-leveling circuits on that ba=
ggage
loader must not have been working or set up properly (if they even existe
d). As
the fuel went in the plane the plane went down but the baggage loader
did=
n't, so
CRUNCH. I wonder how many times that can happen before the door
structur=
e is
weakened?
The jambs occur between the ceiling and the cargo floor. The structure
that
is damaged is a ceiling panel designed for this purpose-in otherwords it
gets
damaged before the floor beams get touched above it. Supposing the
damage
was extremely severe that the structure that the door opening motor
attaches
to would get damaged, but the door itself would not. It might not close
because the motor mount is severed but the door itself would be fine. Th
flight would have to be canceled at that point, and it would not go
unnoticed. Incidentally, the door is held up by two arms so the door
would
not fall unless both floor beams at each end were damaged severely.
It is late at night and I haven't the ambition to sort through the FBI and
building bomb material you sent. I do know the FBI are not engineers
and
often get in the way of airplane investigations. TTYL Hope this info
helps.
Stan
Date:

Mon, 25 Aug 1997 08:38:18 -0700
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Subject:
Cargo door data for archive 3, Feb 97
From: JetMechNWA@aol.com
Date: Wed, 5 Feb 1997 00:19:49 -0500 (EST)
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Re: AvWeek
>I have been reading that the first bay held 50 to 60 gallons, not dry. And
there was a fireball, and the center tank did explode, and yes, your
hypothesis could be correct of fuel leak from center tank into dry bay, and
then ignition source. Now all we need is evidence.
The 50-60 gallons of known fuel were in the center ltank, not the dry bay
BIG difference. That fuel is residual and the pumps cannot remove it. In
order to drain it the sump drains have to be opened and gravity drains it.
The reason this theory is no longer valid is because the #3 spanwise beam
which on the -100's is the front wall of the center tank instead of the front
spar of the center wing box, was distorted from an explosion behind and
not
in front of it.
>He says maximum pressure differential is at 14000 feet, I wonder why
he said
that and why he withheld his name.
Many people have said this, but that doesn't make it right, same as your
theories. Cabin altitude's are typically set between 5000-8000 ft above
seal
level equipvalents. Since TWA was climbing to 13700 the pressure
differential would not be that much. I cross checked this with a former
C-141 pilot I work with and he confirmed the pressure differential should
only be 2-3 psi.
>the airplane was losing altitude and was about to hit the surface, and did
but there was runway underneath.
Please don't dramatize this. The crew simply landed the airplane. After a
they turned it around and plotted a course back to Hawaii and made a
rather
normal approach.
>it talks about the pear shaped fuselage and the need for 'considerable
local
stiffening to contain the pressurisation loads.', page 32.
Actually the AD and rework doesn't stiffen the pear shape but actually
replaces the brittle 7075T6 frames with a more pliable softer and crack
resistant 2024 alloy. It handles fatigue cycles much better and doesn't
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require as frequent inspection periods. I have worked 3 aircraft in which
we
changed all of section 41 frames. I know a great deal about this project.
>Hole for photo small, hole for jumpers big but slow at 150 knots and
door
frame is reinforced and structure is not weakend by broken floor beams.
And
door for jumpers is not structural members at 747 door is.
The hole for photos I am talking about is entire door removals. and the
airplanes are slowed down for parachute jumping but can and do fly faste
Either way 150 knots is 50% faster than your hurrican winds that tear
buildings down but do not blow airplanes apart. Reason: buildings are
built
to carry weight and have large surface area. .5 psi differential between
inside and outside of a house is VERY significant in this type of structure
A .5 psi differential on a wing between top and bottom over a 100x12
area
wing would provide 43 tons of lift. If you were to take a 100x12 building
wall and push on it with 43 tons of force it would splinter like toothpicks
Building blow apart in hurricane winds because of surface area. That is
why
it is better to leave your windows open to equalize the pressure. Airplane
on the other hand are desinged and built arounda 9-15 psi differential.
Blow
up a paper bag with 1 psi and it pops (actually probably much much
lower than
this.) Blow up a basketball(airplane) to 9 psi and nothing. Blow the
basketball up to 20 psi and it might burst. Now you report on the Bac-11
but you make no attempt to explain why the windshield should blow
forward
when the ram airpressure should be much mcuh greater than the inside
pressure
of the airplane. Windshield should have stayed in place or after the
window
departed the surge of air should have blown the fuselage to bits if you
follow what you are proposing. WE know what happened there. The
area of
the windshield wound be much greater than the cross sections area of
exposed
to the relative wind of the cargo door even if it were canted an 1'" or 2"
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inward. You are not comparing things properly.
>But floors did collapse in 811 and 103, they did not work fast enough or
big
enough to vent enormous air amount.
They buckled a little due to the fact that their frame attach areas were
severed and the floors were no cantilivered. BIG DEAL. They would
sag on
their own without pressure differential and maybe buckle some during the
brief moment during pressure equilization when blowout doors open. Th
key
is their support was gone first! The blow out doors were added when a
DC-10
had a cargo door blow out and the floor did collapse and several cables
due
to the pressure differential. The blow out doors have and do successfully
prevent this.
>The hole when door goes so weakens fuselage that all structural design
protection is gone.
NOT. The door provides little fuslage strength since there are no stringer
running through it, the skins of the door do no fasten to any butt joints or
overlaps. Does the door on your house provide structural strength.
Certainly not when opened but when closed it may some if the house
were to
sag and the corners bind up. The cargo door does provide a little stiffenin
in a similar manner when pressurized, but vitually non when
unpressurized.
The skins and stringers and frames around the door are all beefed up the
carry the load around the door much like a header above your house
doors and
garage doors. This analogy isn't complete but the main gist is similar.
>Well, numbers are always good. I don't understand these but it's a start.
would like to know what is the amount of air pressure in pounds per
square
inch on a ten square inch object, like a hand, in front of a 300 knot wind.
It's going to be more than 1.3 psi.
Understanding the numbers if VERY important here. No wonder this isn
getting acrossed to you. Let's say your hand is 4"x6"=24 square inches.
If
at 75mph the pressure differential is what I estimated(.13 psi) Than
.13x24=3.12 lbs. of force. Remember, these are hypothetical numbers
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based
on 150lbs force being sufficient to push out a car window. It may take
400-500 lbs to push the window out. I don't really know. The math there
is
an exercise in logic and not exact science. Certainly your car experiment
is
far from exact science.
>Fuse pins corroding is not good enough. Whatever happened to the
school you
went to about fuse pins?
Why NOT, the fuse pins are what hold on 50,000 lb + thrust engines to
the
wing. Stress risers caused by corrossion leads to cracks. Stress risers
(square window cutouts) in the comets caused skin the crack.
> Why have big cargo door when small door would do.
Simple--small doors don't work. How can you load tires, crates, cars,
cargo
containers, etc. through small holes. Very large oversized freight is
carried in the bellys of both passenger and freighter configuration 747's
>Why have side cargo door when big nose door is right there nearby
Again, I will explain. Nose door doesn't provide access to lower lobe
cargo
area other than small crawlway.
>Do 747Fs have side doors, I know the all-passenger version does and so
does
the combi but does the windowless nose door F have forward side doors?
Probably does and you say just for access to electronics bay and nose gea
box.
You bet, and it is to provide access to load containerized cargo, cars,
tires, spare engines. armored vehicles(during gulf war). etc. etc. etc. The
electronics bay makes up the fwd wall of the fwd cargo compartment and
it can
be accessed through the fwd cargo door or the hatch behind the nose gear
>The first 747 and the NASA Shuttle carrying 747 apparently do not
have side
doors, from the pictures I have seen.
I would be VERY VERY surprised if these doors were not there. A huge
cavernous cargo area would be hauled around completely useless without
it.
>Question, why is it always the front door that opens when it shouldn't
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and
not the back when they are so similar?
Murphy's law
> SP doors never open also, only 747-100 and -200.
I highly doubt that.
>are very very small and could not handle a 8 foot by nine foot hole like
door gone with another ten feet by ten feet of skin, but will handle 18 inch
hole like that in PA 103 which did not bring plane down.
Again, you do not get the picture, there are many blow out doors and
openings that have sufficient square footage to compensate for the cargo
door.
>And neither is the inside of 747s to 300 knot winds. And the evidence
shows
the rear pressure bulkheads torn apart by 'overpressure'. The evidence
shows
the fuselage came apart from 'overpressures' as reported in the accident
reports.
You don't know that, it is your conjecture only. When JAL's rear pressur
blkhead failed it allowed cabin pressure to pressure the tail cone area
which
has no outlet and is not designed to carry pressure. Inflating that to 8 psi
did blow it up like a balloon and warped and twisted all of the mechanism
that control the elevators, stabilizers and rudders as well as severed
hydraulic lines which took down other systems for control on the wing.
That
airplane flew around for 45 minutes or more before crashing into a
mountain
because the crew had little or no directional control. The blkhead blew
because duringa repair after a ground strike and doubler was put on with
insufficient fasteners to withstand the fatigue cycles and it cracked and
ruptured after a period of years. Now the tailcone is like your house in a
hurricane, the fuselage is entirely different. YOU MUST
UNDERSTAND THIS.
>But I'm quoting from the 811 accident report. You are disagreeing with
the
NSTB on that one.
You are quoting from the report, but from past experience it is obvious th
you don't have the proper understanding. How do you know I am
disagreeing
with the NTSB.
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It is now 11:15 and I have to work be at work at 6:30. See ya.
Stan
From: JetMechNWA@aol.com
Date: Tue, 11 Feb 1997 23:36:24 -0500 (EST)
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Re: Keeps me going
>Your email keeps me going. I say that as a friend. John Barry Smith
Have you studied the math and science behind why ram air pressure is no
going to burst the fuselage like a balloon. I was hoping that by taking
your
"experiments" and placing logical figures and explanations to them that
you
would understand why I am saying that ram air did not pop the fuselage.
Are
we making headway here??? On another note our latest bird in the
hangar is a
freighter with a nose door and a main deck side cargo door, which
incidentally by design and operation are very similar in to the fwd and rea
lower cargo doors. Incidentally, you mentioned last week something
about the
SP version not having a fwd cargo door and yet you sent me a pg 32 of
some
document of one or more of them in production and the picture very
clearly
shows the fwd cargo door. In looks a little different because the wing to
body fairings are incorporated onto the skin of the door. Tell me. Why d
you keep referring to your door theory as a danger to older model 747's
and
not the newer ones. What's the difference?
From: JetMechNWA@aol.com
Date: Wed, 26 Feb 1997 21:05:14 -0500 (EST)
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: air pressure
I had a slow day so I spent some time visiting with the engineers at work.
The conversation got around to TWA800 and I explained your theory to
them.
They of course, disagreed with you but in the process I asked one of
them if
he could factually calculate the ram air pressure at 300knots at 13,500 ft.
Here is his response.
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"Given:
1. Altitude = 13,500 ft
2. Velocity = 300 knots = 506.7 mi/hr = 743.1 ft/s
-3
3. density (@13,500ft)= 1.5707 x 10
slugs/cubic foot
2
Dynamic Pressure = (1/2)(density)(velocity)
-3
2
= 1/2(1.5707 x 10
slugs/cubic
foot)(743.1ft/s)
2
= 433.7 lb/ft = 3.01 psi
"
Note: Static Pressure at 13,500 ft =8.81 psi
Standard pressure within cabin is about 14.7 psi (if set for a
cabin pressure of sea level).
According to my training manual the cabin altitude is set for sea level up
to
an actual altitude of 24000 and that at 13,500 ft the cabin pressure
differential is 5.8 psi. At 24000 up to 45000 ft the cabin pressure altitude
is goes from 200 ft above sea level to 7600 ft and cabin pressure
differential is 8.9 psid.
To put this in a nutshell 3.01 psi ram air pressure is 1/3 of the normal
operating pressure of the fuselage and that above 15000 ft the ram air
pressure starts dropping significantly.
Debriefing:
UAL Air India and Pan Am were all too high for ram air pressure
to
amount to anything, TWA was lower and the ram air pressures much
higher than
the other flights but still only 1/3 of the normal operating pressure of the
fuselage. Had TWA occured at 300 knots close to sea level the ram air
pressure might have been closer to the operating pressure of the fuselage
but
no where near enough to inflate the fuselage to the point of structural
failure. Now that this is established we haven't figured in the size of the
opening for this ram air pressure to enter. Technically a small hole over
time would inflate the cabin to the ram air pressure and a very large
opening
would inflate to that pressure almost instantaneously. Your theory is base
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on a small opening into the fuselage by your surmised canted angle of the
lower fwd cargo door. This means that after the door has blown open the
ram
air might maintain a 3 psid cabin pressure at 13,500 ft. At the higher
altitudes it would be much much less than this.
Now the last time I wrote to you you blew me off as being contemptous
for
saying your theory had huge holes in it. I hope this information isn't as
offensive sounding, but proves to you the falacy of your theory.
Incidentally I read your open letter to disbelievers. Now THAT was full
of
contempt for those of us that know better.
TTYL
Stan
From: JetMechNWA@aol.com
Date: Wed, 26 Feb 1997 22:53:53 -0500 (EST)
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Re: Numbers
In a message dated 97-02-26 22:13:47 EST, you write:
<< > 2. Velocity = 300 knots = 506.7 mi/hr = 743.1 ft/s
Wrong! 300 Knots does not equal 506.7mi/hr. 300 knots equals about
345 MPH
Calibrated airspeed. A knot is slightly more than a statute mile per hour,
just as a nautical mile is slightly more than a statute mile. One knot per
hour goes one nautical mile in one hour. One mile per hour goes one
statute
mile in one hour. Maybe he's thinking in kilometers per hour.
So right off the bat, problems from your 'engineer'. He doesn't know
numbers or the difference between knots and MPH >>
I am sure he was figuring 300 knots indicated airspeed and not true
airspeed!!! 300 knots true airspeed would be 345 miles per hr ground
speed.
300 knots indicated at 13,500 could very well be 500+ true airspeed!
>>the 300 knots/345mph slipstream entering the large hole and tearing of
head of plane which has been severely structurally compromised with doo
and fuselage skin missing, broken, bent and fractured floor beams, and
direction of flight skewed.
I thought we already established that the door is NOT structurally
significant. The structure around the door carries the load path. UAL
proved this. The floor beams were fractured only because the hinge
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structure
mounts to it. None of the stringers above the door were broken at all. Th
skins tore away. The load path goes primarily through the stringers and
the
skin contains the pressure. Again, how can the slipstream enter a large
hole
that is virtually parrallel to the relative wind. You may get turbulence
around the door but no direct ram air!! Unless the door severs all of the
stringers, the nose just isn't coming off. Aloha proved you can sever half
of the stringers with cracks and severe corrosion and blow the top off and
yet the remaining stringers kept the airframe from folding up!!!!
>> Let's see, at sea level the inside is 14.7 psi and outside pressure is
14.7 psi is the same so differential is zero.
At 10000 feet the inside is zero altitude at 14.7 and the outside is 10000
feet at something less than 14.7, call it 10 psi so differential is 4.7
psi.
At 13500 the inside is zero altitude at 14.7 and the outside is 13500 feet
or something less than 14.7, call it 8.9 psi so differential is 5.8psi.
At 45000 feet the inside is 7600 feet call it 12 psi and the outside is
45000 feet call it 3.1 so differential is 8.9 psi.
So at 13500 there is 5.8 psi on a door which is eight feet by nine feet
big, 72 square feet or 10368 square inches or 60134 pounds of weight on
that door all the time. Sixty tons, thirty cars, a lot of weight pushing
out that's for sure.
True, but still along way from what it normally operates at. In other word
they routinely contain 92275 pounds. Since TWA was climbing and not
flying
at 13500 it is doubtful that it had reached 5.8 psi differential yet, not
that it matters.
>>Not a small opening, the slipstream enters big hole, not small hole of
canted out lip of door. Even if reverse cant, the air would enter big hole.
The mental hurdle is nose goes when door goes. To me that is not a
difficult thought when looking at 811 profile. Big hole, big wind, pressure
on outside of nose, pressure on inside of fuselage. Poof
Unless the airplane turns and flies crooked just how do you think this air
is
going to enter sideways????? Again, if the door were partially open and
funelled the pressure in it HAS been established that the ram air pressure
just isn't near enough to make this fuselage go "poof" as you put it. The
only way that ram air pressure is going to tear the fuselage apart is if the
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airplane were to tumble and the forces act on it externally and not
internally by folding the fuselage over. Now, do you really think that size
door is going to tumble that HUGE airplane??.
Your comments on the radar anamolies are strictly speculation. Many
other
explanations could also fit. The anamolies could also just as well be
caused
by debris from a small primary explosion that opened the center tank.
From: JetMechNWA@aol.com
Date: Thu, 27 Feb 1997 17:33:05 -0500 (EST)
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: correction
Well I have good news and bad news for you. I asked him if 506.7 was
his
calculated true airspeed and he said no. After he looked at his formula he
found that he had converted 300 knots to 506.7 ft/sec but accidentally
called
them miles per hr. Then he converted 506.7 miles per hr to feet per sec.
So
yes there was a mistake. However when you plug the correct numbers in
the
ram air pressure drops to 1.4 psi and makes your balloon popping theory
all
that more out of reach. Ironically 1.4 psi is very close to my estimated ra
air pressure based on the values I used figuring what it would take to pop
out your car window. This engineer and his coworkers, incidentally are
structures engineer and have or have access to all of the non proprietary
loadings and design criteria for this airplane. He confirmed that the door
is NOT structurally significant to the airplane, it just seals up the access
opening so that the fuselage can be pressurized. The airplane will and ha
flown without the door and while having it gone may cause some
turbulence at
the opening because of there being no skin surface to form a boundary
layer,
the airplane can fly just fine without it, and the slipstream would not ente
the aircraft, If anything the airflow comming around the curvature of the
nose may cause a slight low pressure area and actually draw air out of the
cabin!!!!! This would be much like the back of the whale hump which
actually
provides some lift in flight. So, the mental hurdle is not "when the door
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goes, the nose goes." but rather when the door goes it goes and the
airplane
flies on like UAL did. UAL did have other problems because of fodded
engines
but the airplane itself remained aerdynamically intact and structurally
intact except for the immediate area around the door hinges where the ski
tore away and the end of the floor beams were severed at the hinge attach
point. Notice that not only the stringers remained intact but also the
frames almost down to the floor level. Incidentally, do you know why #3
pylon is more prominent than the other positions when it comes to
failing???
It is because of the bow wave off of the nose of the airplane combined
with
the direction of engine rotation. The #2 engine operation is enhanced by
the
bow wave and the #3 is degraded. My understanding is that the #3 engin
suffers much more frequent compresser stalls because of this fact. So
when
you try to put your #3 engine failures in conjuction with door failures it is
strictly your speculation.
TTYL
From: JetMechNWA@aol.com
Date: Wed, 5 Mar 1997 20:19:12 -0500 (EST)
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Re: Nose bent.
In a message dated 97-03-02 22:05:54 EST, you write:
<< Once that nose
has big cut in side of nose, then 300 knots presses against nose an weak
right side crumples and breaks off. So the crumple concept arrives. >>
One last time. 300 knots ram air pressure isn't significant. That has been
established. The door itself contacts at the hinge line and the cam pins an
pull in hooks, otherwise it nests on a rubber seal against a flimsy seal
depressor!!!!! It is not metal to metal contact as you suggest. The skins,
doublers, triplers, waffle doublers, frames, etc. are all beefed up around
the opening to carry the load around the door. The door is a big pressure
seal---Period!!!! If you cut a hole in a pop can and bond and rivet
doublers, etc. around the opening it no longer crushes or kinks at this
point!!!! If you are suggesting that you can't kink the can when it is full
of fluid your analogy is wrong because fluid is essentially incompressable
for our purposes. If your analogy was with an empty pop can then you ar
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making a better comparison. Since 747's can and do fly unpressurized at
times it then is more like an empty pop can. Now since the door only
touches the cam and pull in hook pins wouldn't you think yawing a 747
that is
unpressurized would crumple the same as having the door missing???
Think
about it! In flight test the airframe should have disintegrated if your
theory were true.
>>The nose comes off as shown by wreckage plots of three aircraft so
similar with dense nose in one place, rest of plane scattered, three
engines in one place, lone number 3 alone.
Is this proof??? Bombs and explosions explain this much more logically.
A
bomb or explosion near the front spar would cause the front to come off.
A
cargo door opening has never been proven to do this inflight or in
simulations, and as you say there have been a number of openings both
on the
ground and in the air. Have you ever been up close to actually see, touch
feel, repair or replace the structural components that hold this airplane
together??? It is quite aparent you have not. I have done this for 18 yrs.
I have repaired damage from vehicle strikes, other airplane strikes, and
even building strikes that "dent" the airplane and I am here to tell you tha
it takes quite a hit. We had one taxi into a terminal building without
kinking the fuselage. The only thing I have ever seen that has kinked a
fuselage is a crash landing with the landing gear folded up. That is one
heck of a lot more force that what you are suggesting.
>>Easy and easy to prove by driving car at 75 with parallel window open
wind
comes into front seats and rear seats. It does not blow by.
What you are getting is buffeting from turbulence around your door fram
>>Maybe that's why 811 held together, 103, 182, and 800 probably had
broken
stringers.
My point is that 811 burst at max pressure differential and had every
reason
to be your worst case example!!! Instead it flew back and and was
relatively
easy to repair. Now that airplane had both right hand engines fodded
which
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did cause it to yaw quite extensively and it no where came near to
crumpling.
>>The door hole acts like a duct.
Let say it does for the fun of it, and lets use indicated air speed since his
corrected formula was 506.7 ft per second based on 300 knots airspeed.
You
are then funneling 1.4 psi into a fuselage that operates at 8.9. It certainly
is NOT going to pop, even if you did "prick it with a pin." This is
aluminum.
>>>airplane were to tumble and the forces act on it externally and not
>internally by folding the fuselage over.
I think you have it. I think that's what happened
I suggested that as more likely knowing that it takes a crash to kink the
fuselage. KAL had a 747 stall and tumble some 35000 ft under very high
g
loads and it didn't fold up.
>> Based upon the wreckage of the three planes with the noses
in a dense small area and the rest of the plane spread out, I just know the
nose comes off. The forest of the four accidents is there. One cause.
Explain other conclusions based on the other nine significant similarities.
The other conclusions are explained---just you and probably only
you--don't
believe it. Isn't the world's disbelief of your theory indicate
something???? Do you think you have more insights than the
experts??? You
have made many many incorrect statements and conclusions throughout
your web
pages that indicates very clearly you do not have anything more than a
laymans understanding of structures. I am seasoned professional in
structures and have access to other professionals and the data the airplane
was built from. Why don't you believe me or any of the other host of
professionals that have disagreed with you.???? Can you not accept our
collective voice??? You state many things as fact when it reality they are
your opinions and collectively it is your theory. If you really think you
are going to save the world you are going to have to provide factual data
prove your opinions and theory and refer to it as a theory only. No one i
going to take you seriously when you state you conclusions as
incontrovertable fact while it is still full of unexplainable holes. This is
meant as constructive criticism and not flaming. Below is an example:
>>Crease side of beer can, squeeze, it crumples. Can't crumple without
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crease. Crease equals door and skin gone and fractured floor beams hole.
Finger pressure is 300 knot wind.
The door and skin gone do not equal a crease because the door opening
is a
design part of the structure manufactured with the required strength to
exceed the strength of the other side of the fuselage with no door and
stringers and frames instead. You may be right when you refer to 300 kn
wind as finger pressure<g> because to this airframe that is about what 30
knots would be equivalant to. I am being sarcastic there.
Listen to what the world is telling you and do so without your judgment
being
clouded by frustration and anger.
Date:

Sun, 24 Aug 1997 09:40:09 -0700

Subject:
Cargo door data for archive 4, Mar 9 97
From: JetMechNWA@aol.com
Date: Fri, 7 Mar 1997 00:38:28 -0500 (EST)
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Re: One last time
>>>300 knots is not significant? Not significant? Then how did the noses
of
182, 103 and 800 come off? What force tore those noses off?
Try bomb, bomb, and fuel explosion. Those are known facts that you and
maybe
you alone do not believe.
>>>Except the rivet doublers are gone on top where the hinge takes skin
with
it. So the reinforced square is now a reinforced three sided square with
the fourth side gone allowing nose to crumple inward by the significant
300
knots of wind force. Twice as much as twisters, twice as much as the
biggest hurricane ever on earth.
How do you know what is gone and what is not. We do know that in a
worst
case scenario (UAL) that the structure stayed essentially intact with the
frames and stringers still in place. Some skin and the hinge attachment at
the end of the floorbeams were gone!!!! A twister and a hurricane do so
much
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damage because it acts on structuresthat are not intended for ram air
pressure forces. Airplanes are and 300 knots it NOT a problem. I don't
think you understand this!!!!!
>>>No, only when big hole exists for wind to enter plus outside 300 knot
force.
That statement isn't fact but your theory only and you cannot substantiate
it
with anything other than crude logic and an unscientific experiment.
>>>Then all bombs for four accidents because all so similar crash
evidence
had
to be one cause.
Says who!!!! Apparently only you!!
>>>Have you ever ejected, fractured back and seen dead pilot caused by
one
titanium bolt ingested by jet engine? What's your point? 747s are strong?
Fine, they are strong. RA-5C is strong. And one bolt destroyed it.
What has ejecting, etc. have to do with any of this?????? I see no
connection whatsover. The bolt didn't destroy the airplane. It may have
contributed to caused loss of control, but I would be you that a collision
with the ground destroyed the airplane. BIG difference!!!!!
>>>Hmmm, wanna bet? Too bad we can't prove it one way or the other
without
computer simulation or wind tunnel testing.
That stuff was done during certification and the structure has been proven
countless times through nearly 30 yrs of service. You don't want to accep
it. You cannot explain UAL with anything other than lucky. Boeing can
explain it with highly scientific design calculations and certification
testing. Each structural component's design strengths and function are
highly defined. While they have had in service problems that have prove
some of their calculations were off, the vast majority of the structure is
overbuilt. Modern designs have much tighter margins on their
components and
are no where near as damage tolerant as 747's are!!!!
>>>Into a damaged fuselage which has lost integrity and all bets are off
once
that big hole appears.
1.4 psi forced into your car may not even pop the windows out. How can
you
say the fuselage has lost it's integrity. You don't know this, you only
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theorize it.
>>>KAL had a 747 stall and tumble some 35000 ft under very high g
>loads and it didn't fold up.
Didn't have nine foot by 15 foot hole in side of nose either.
Yes it did--it is called the cut out for the door. They all have it by
design. In flight it the opening is sealed by a door to hold pressure it and
to provide smooth aerodynamics outside, but the hole still exists. Flying
without the door would only mean the airframe cannot be pressurized and
that
there would be some turbulence and parasitic drag. NOTHING ELSE!!
>>>Man, o man, I love this argument. Everybody believes one thing, why
do you
believe otherwise, Mr. Galileo, Mr. Lister, Ms. Curie, and every other
person who discovered something and made conclusions contrary to the
common
belief.
I like this argument to, because you are comparing your theory with those
that had scientific data to back it up. Your theory is based on speculation
only.
>>>Yes, I am the expert on forward cargo door caused crashes for four
747s.
Who granted you this title????
>>1. I answer your questions. You don't answer mine.
Say What??? So what questions of mine have you answered
correctly???
I know you have made some retractions to some of your statements!!!
>>>2. Professionals can be wrong, ask the professional TWA flight crew
who
thought their plane was going to land in Paris and not the Atlantic ocean.
So what did these TWA professionals do wrong. Yes professionals can b
wrong, but unknowledgable layman are guaranteed to be wrong far far
more
often. In fact they are far likelier to be wrong than right!!!!
>>>3. Your arguments are fraught with emotion and factual errors.
Do you care to point them out. Where is the emotion??? Have I called
you
names or intentionally insulted you??? I am spending a great deal of my
time
trying to convey what I know from experience and training that contradic
what you theorize!
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>>>4. Crash investigators have not examined the entire case for cargo
door
crashes, only superficially ruled it out for TWA 800 because they have
their own flimsy explanation of center tank fire for initial event contrary
to facts.
That is your opinion and you are entitled to it, but your stating it as fact
does not make it so.
>>Well, you always neglect to mention that other huge hole on top of the
huge
hole of door called missing and torn off ragged fuselage skin and stringer
and bent and fractured floor beams. That damage was not a design part of
the structure.
To me looking at your photos of UAL 811 I see that the primary strength
of
the airframe is still there. The frames and stringers are still in place and
are carrying flight loads. The floorbeams look like they have sagged or
crumpled because their connection to the frames was severed with the
hinge
attach fittings. They both connect in the same vicinity. The missing skin
and door of course mean that pressure vessel can no longer contain
breathable
air at altitude. The skins of this airplane are comprised of bonded tear
straps, doublers and triplers, all designed to stop the progression of
damage
and by the looks of it they did just that in UAL 811. They did not do thei
job on the Aloha bird because of the multitude of in line undetected crack
and corrosions along the lap joints. That airplane opened up like a zipper
because of it. Since that day the industry does extensive non destructive
electronic testing for the early detection of these problems.
>>>You discover something and say it your way, and I'll discover
something
and
say it my way.
How can you take credit for discoverying a problem that has had a high
degree
of surveillance for 10+ years. Do you really think that the door has been
overlooked??? Nobody believes your theory because the bulk of the
evidence
you provide as proof is circumstantial and the bulk of the scientific
community is much much more factual.
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>>>You're speaking for the world? What do you know what people are
telling
me?
Simple, Your open letter to disbelievers indicated desperation and
exasperation.
>>>Eggs are strong until a spoon pokes a hole in the side. Soda cans are
strong until the tab is pulled. Balloons are strong until pricked
You are not comparing apples and apples. This is the type of unscientific
supporting arguments I have been saying doesn't relate to actual fact. I
have given many many examples of real life incidents that go completely
contrary to your theory and you never as well as cannot scientifically
explain them. TTYL
From: JetMechNWA@aol.com
Date: Fri, 7 Mar 1997 18:06:30 -0500 (EST)
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Re: How do 747s crash?
In a message dated 97-03-07 11:42:23 EST, you write:
<< a never been done before static electricty spark, cause a
catastrophic immediate destruction sequence and the evidence show the
identical ten items of similarity? Impossible to make sound the same, the
radar blip the same, inflight damage the same, the wreckage plot the sam
abrupt power cut the same, the ...it goes on and on. >>
No one has said yet that TWA was caused by static electricity, but
contrary
to what you say as "never" is wrong. The airplane is full of static
discharge wicks because inflight fires and explosions have occured in the
past. Now as for the "same sound", how can you even think of proving
they
are the same. I certainly hope you aren't referring to the recordings on the
flight data recorder because that would be a very crude means of
determining
similarities in explosion sounds. Same goes for the radar blip, inflight
damage and wreckage plots. They may be similar because of the nature o
destruction but in reality that would be the expected norm and NOT
coincidence!!! and yes the similarities nataurally would go on in general
form. Again, what we do know is that it the one proven door failure case
the
similarities with the others is very limited. Can you explain this in any
other form other than lucky????
>>>I don't think you are a pilot.
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Guess again. I am a pilot also!!
>>> Big hole and 300 knots. To dispute
that is irrational. The reports even state there was a big hole and 300
knots, they just say the big hole was caused by bomb.
I am not disputing that!!! The big hole known as the cargo door cutout
exists on all 747's.
>>Getting back to four similar accidents with one cause, that's intelligenc
at work. It's called classifying and making deductions
I have no problem with that statement. I do have a problem with your
sticking to deductions that are can no longer be substantiated. No matter
what facts that have to be thrown out the conclusion you make never
changes,
just new avenues to make sure the finaly conclusion remains the same.
The
industry simply won't buy it.
>>>Well, that is sequence, door caused crash, but what caused door to
open,
short? What caused short, etc.
Bolt came loose fodded engine, caught fire, lost thrust, drag exceeded
thrust, not enough lift, plane descended into ground, exploded. What
caused
bolt to come loose? They never checked.
I think you missed the point here. I was trying to illustrate to you that it
was the ground that caused structural failure and that ram air did not. I
could accept your theory much more readily if the four 747's brokeup
upon
impact with ground or water due to loss of control, but the reality is that
explosions catastrophic failure in 3 of them and not in the only known
door
opening case!!!
>>>Not true, they never flew that plane with nine foot by 15 foot hole in
side
of nose.
HOw do you know this????? Your just guessing.
>>>Not true, there was second delay between door opening and coming
off, that
delay was enough for pressure to equalize a little bit and do less floor
beam damage, less stringer loss, less skin loss, less flight direction
deflection, and the plane was 40000 hours younger than TWA 800 and
pilot
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said the nose stayed on because he just came off autopilot and didn't fight
the plane. And UAL 811 and Pan Am 125 were lucky.
This is only your theory, and not known fact.
>>>You're talking the 'should be' world. I'm talking the 'is' world. And
once
you eject from a jet airplane you learn to respect the 'is' world.
Your "is" world has no scientific factual data. The "should be" world is
and has been proven and is scientifically factual. You just don't trust or
believe it.
>>>By looking at a picture of a plane with a huge hole in the side and
knowing
the floor beams are bent and fractured. 14 million dollars to fix it. A
cosmetic patch for a trivial problem would not cost 14 million. It was a
serious serious structural problem
Who said anything about cosmetic. We frequently change large skin
panels
during overhaul, replace stringers and frames, etc. That repair wasn't all
that significant. We had a Freighter run of the runway in Frankfurt many
years ago that tore the gear out and did not even kink the fuselage.
>>>So, how does a bomb on 182 and a bomb on 103 and a fuel tank
explosion
cause a 747 to crash?
By actually causing failure to significant structural items like stringers
and frames and load carrying members!!!! TTYL
From: JetMechNWA@aol.com
Date: Sat, 8 Mar 1997 07:45:40 -0500 (EST)
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Re: can you receive the attached picture of text?
Thanks, the report came across very clear. In it they make a very
interesting comment "This door, located on the forward right side of the
aircraft, was broken horizontally about one quarter of the distance above
the
lower frame. This damage to the door and the fuselage skin near the door
apeeared to have been caused by an outward force." In order for the
door
to fracture one quarter of the way up horizontally it would seem to indica
that the outward force buckled the door either because of an internal
pressure wave much greater than the pressure vessel could withstand (i.e.
bomb, and very definately not ram air pressure, especially since the door
would already be open or missing before the pressure wave could buckle
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outwards, and that ram air pressure is not sufficient to over presurrize the
vessel.) or that fragments severed the door frames allowing it to fold
outward from the cabin pressure. It also would seem to indicate that the
cam
latches on the bottom and the hinge line at the top were holding. They
also
say the skin was frayed. Could that mean shrapnel was involved???
Explosive
decompression causes torn skin and not frayed. If the skin that was
damaged
near the door was either forward or aft of the door than very clearly the
door did not fail but a bomb crushed the door and blew out the adjacent
skin
because if it were the door that came loose the skin that is damaged would
only be what is attached to the hinge line. This is because their is no
attachment of the door to the skins fwd and aft. Your pictures of PAN AM
clearly indicate that the skin damaged around the door is aft of it. That
damage very definately is not caused by the door ripping loose. I hope
this
clarification helps!!!
It certainly is enlightening to me and further indication that the door did
not fail.
From: JetMechNWA@aol.com
Date: Sat, 8 Mar 1997 19:28:23 -0500 (EST)
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Re: six pages of 811 door
In a message dated 97-03-08 11:25:53 EST, you write:
<< Thank you for analysis of 182 door. >>
I am in the process of downloading your files. I see that you don't seem t
have any disagreements with my analysis of 182. Does that mean you
think it
might be right? If so it means the door was NOT the culprit. I will reply
to the download at a later time.
>>All aft doors on 182, 811, 103, 800 are reported to be intact and
attached
to fuselage. 182, 811, 103 all reported latched too.
Does this surprise you??? If an explosion would occur in the fwd bilge it
is
highly unlikely to have enough force to do much damage to the back bilg
because the wing box and wheel wells and cabin floor essentially dampen
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the
pressure wave
From: JetMechNWA@aol.com
Date: Sun, 9 Mar 1997 00:15:39 -0500 (EST)
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: 811 and 182
I see where you come up with the idea of the bottom of the door
"bulging".
On 182 the door folded in the lower third much like 811 however on
182
they say that the skin was frayed. This would indicate to me it was debris
from an explosion. On 811 it fractured along the line approximately the
same
as stringer 34r. There is a major difference in the description here even
though they apparently both folded at approximately the same area. This
is
not the same as the bottom bulging 2", because that would mean the skin
would
be folded inward and not outward and the skin would not be frayed on
182. If
it were the door only the skin aft of the door should be entirely unaffected
but on 182 and PanAm Lockerbie it was that skin also which was blown
open,
and not crumpled. This very much supports bomb theories for those two.
Now
on 811 they clearly mention that one pullin hook had 3 of 4 attach bolts
severed and the other ones frame twisted and buckled. This clearly
indicates
that the pullin hooks were taking the entire pressurization load until the
door frames buckled. When the frame webs were no longer perpendicula
to the
door skin it would lose its strength and the door would fold along the line
across the door from one pull in hook to the other. This I believe is
stringer 34 vicinity. The report seems to indicate that the fracture here
was inward. I believe this happened when the door hit the fuselage and
whipped the bottom of the door in the vicinity of the upper deck window
and
fractured the lower end along this weakened area of buckled frames. Thi
would explain why the door "had been crushed inward. It is also
interesting
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to note that when the door slammed up against the skin above it meant th
door opened all of the way until the levering action of the door hitting the
skin above sheared the bolt heads of the upper hinge halfs only. This
makes
sense since the levering action of the door would put more tension load o
the outside bolts of the upper hinge halfs than on the bottom halfs. lt also
explains why the ends of the floor beams which have the hinge attach
fittings
were ripped cleanly away with the frames essentially still intact.
There is clearly large differences in these two accidents and that their
causes are not the same. Do these explanations and interpretations make
sense to you.? I find it difficult to express them without being able to
draw out a diagram showing the forces in motion as I perceive them from
the
descriptions given.
From: JetMechNWA@aol.com
Date: Sun, 9 Mar 1997 16:52:26 -0500 (EST)
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Re: definitions
In a message dated 97-03-09 01:12:02 EST, you write:
<< outward, inward, frayed
I'm confused at to what they mean.
Frayed, hit by small stuff and ripped skin? And could be shrapnel from
explosive decompression or bomb?
Inward buckling and folding means middle of door goes into plane and
folds?
Outward bucking and folding means middle or door goes from plane and
folds?
As long as we agree we can make sense. >>
Sounds like you have understood what I said, but I would like to clarify
some
things. Frayed would mean from debris or shrapnel and not explosive
decompression. You do have the inward and outward direction correct bu
remember that the inward folding of 811 occured when door slammed th
fuselage skin in the vicinity of the upper deck windows. So that means
there
is NO similarities in the causes of the door opening.
>>Well, it's like large differences in twins if you look close enough.
I don't understand what you mean here.
>>Generally 182 and 103 and 800 and 811 all had disintegration starting
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in
forward cargo door area. All has sudden loud sound
The sound being the same would be understandable since the
microphones are in
the cockpit. Differentiation in sound between an explosion and bomb
would be
very difficult in my understanding.
>>All had forward doors
broken in half or close but broken while aft intact.
The aft door being intact is very understandable. An explosion in fwd
cargo
area is quite a long ways from the aft cargo door and by time the pressure
wave would have reached the aft cargo door many other areas of structur
would have failed first and dissapated the pressure wave. The same woul
apply for the center fuel tank which has the wing body and center body
gear
wells separating it from the aft cargo. 811 fwd cargo door breakage has
obvious explanations. 182 and 103 both had a great deal of other pressur
damage besides the door on both sides of the airplane. There was enough
pressure to blow big sections of skin away and sever many frames and
stringers. That kind of damage would clearly explain the break up of the
fuselage on those two airplanes. I have no pictures or descriptions of
flight 800's door other than seeing an email from the FAA I believe to you
explaining that they have examined the door for signs of inadverten
opening.
>> So, all could be bombs except 811, short, and 800? Can't be center
tank
fire because time sequence is wrong by radar, observers, autopsies, and
wreckage plot
800 could still easily be a bomb or a missile, the placement of it would
make
a large difference in the sequence of destruction. I still think my fwd dry
bay theory fits the break up explanations well as I understand it. Howeve
as I have said before the #3 spanwise beam was blown fwd. I wish I coul
determine if there was a small section of it folded aft. A Byron Acochido
of
the Seattle Times was exchanging email with me concerning this but our
email
connection seems very poor. It required numerous times daily for 1 week
to
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get one letter to him that did not return to me. I was hoping he could
provide me that info about the #3spanwise beam.
>>Another problem: Eyewitnesses and hearing mechanic on board both
said they
heard whine of door motor, then door open, loud noise of decompression
then
loud wind rushing in sound so loud they could not talk. So motor operated
just before door popped on 811...and yet the report has door unlatching on
ground from door closed and before plane takes off and then when
pressured
differential reached 6.5 it overcame friction and opened. I disagree and
say door motor operated and door opened and went...So even the revised
second version of 811 is still wrong on sequence.
I am very skeptical that anyone could hear the fwd cargo doors cam latch
motor operate while in flight. I can't tell you the sequence for sure on
this. My original understanding was the the cam latches were only
partially
rotated using a pneumatic air ratchet and that the cam lock sectors were
forced to give the crew an indication of the door being closed. From the
report it was obvious the sectors were bent and fractured from being force
and that the blocker door latch which moves the sectors was pushed in
past
its normal stopping position. The electrical short would also explain the
door opening in flight as well (prior to the AD note which kills power
remotely to the cam latch motors when the block doors are closed) In any
case, from the report your sent me it is quite obvious that the pull in hook
were carrying the pressure loads until the frame buckled on one side and
the
bolts shear on the other. The structure for the pull in hooks is not
designed for these loads. The pull in hooks are used to align and seat the
door tightly against the seals so that the cam latches can rotate around
their respective pins. Page 33 that you sent me says that the fwd pull in
hook's structure was bent and that 3 of the 4 bolts for the aft pull in hook
were sheared.
>>And the skin which is torn off above and in rear of
door is dependent on altitude and who know what else happens when that
door
goes.
I would say it depends on the force of the door slamming against the
fuselage
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and ripping the skin with it. It did shear the upper hinge half bolts loaded
in tension with it. But the hinge halfs also have bolts loaded in shear that
apparently did not shear. The hinge halfs fittings are angles with a bulb
on the corner which is slotted and drilled for the hinge pins. The bolts
going thru the fuselage skin would have taken a tensions load when the
door
slammed the fuselage and the bolts attached to the bottom of the floor
beam
would have been in shear at that moment. Again, a drawing is worth a
thousand words.
>>So door goes on 103 182 and 811 and the cause may be bomb, bomb
and short.
The door going is a given, let's say by bomb and bomb. Bomb goes, door
goes, then what? What happened to 182 after door went?
The sequence of destruction would depend on what and how many
stringers and
frames are severed. Since 811 did not have the same kind of damage the
fuselage stayed intact and the damage that did occur was directly related t
the door ripping away.
>> I say the sequence and inflight damage is consistent
with the model 811, such as right wing fillet in flight damage from soft
objects as reported in 182 and 103 and 811.
Engine number three fodded, abrupt power cut, nine missing bodies, all fo
all planes, four quadtuplets with minor difference in freckles but all the
same cause, door goes, door goes because of something else.
All four have damage start near forward cargo bay, that's a small area on
a big plane. That's a strong similarity right there.
I would agree with you that there are some general similarities but again,
the door going is not what is causing the rest to go. The door going is
strictly in conjuction with other structure going. It naturally would come
open an go if the structure around were distorted since the door contacts
and
holds on such small surface areas. I am referring to the latch pins.
>>Well, OK I agree and didn't realize that deduction was possible form
text
of 811 page. And we are talking about an event that lasted less than a
second.
I just realized that on page 33 of what you sent me it says "Boeing
engineering calculations determined that the pullin hook pins would fail a
a
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3.5 psi differential cabin pressure with the latch cams unlatched." Either
this means the cams were holding and turned in flight or that the pull in
hooks held a lot more than 3.5 psi since 811 should have been at a much
higher pressure when the door blew. It also would mean that the failure
would be almost instantaneous if the cams opened in flight. No wonder
the
report changed conclusions and went to the electrical short instead of not
being properly closed. It all makes sense now.
>>(How about the match of the 103 reconstruction picture and the 811
picture?)
Have not compared them yet. Is that what is on the download attached to
your
last email. I will look at that later and comment later also.
Date:

Tue, 26 Aug 1997 09:30:19 -0700

Subject:
Cargo door data for archive 4s, Mar 9 97
From: JetMechNWA@aol.com
Date: Fri, 7 Mar 1997 00:38:28 -0500 (EST)
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Re: One last time
>>>300 knots is not significant? Not significant? Then how did the noses
of
182, 103 and 800 come off? What force tore those noses off?
Try bomb, bomb, and fuel explosion. Those are known facts that you and
maybe
you alone do not believe.
>>>Except the rivet doublers are gone on top where the hinge takes skin
with
it. So the reinforced square is now a reinforced three sided square with
the fourth side gone allowing nose to crumple inward by the significant
300
knots of wind force. Twice as much as twisters, twice as much as the
biggest hurricane ever on earth.
How do you know what is gone and what is not. We do know that in a
worst
case scenario (UAL) that the structure stayed essentially intact with the
frames and stringers still in place. Some skin and the hinge attachment at
the end of the floorbeams were gone!!!! A twister and a hurricane do so
much
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damage because it acts on structuresthat are not intended for ram air
pressure forces. Airplanes are and 300 knots it NOT a problem. I don't
think you understand this!!!!!
>>>No, only when big hole exists for wind to enter plus outside 300 knot
force.
That statement isn't fact but your theory only and you cannot substantiate
it
with anything other than crude logic and an unscientific experiment.
>>>Then all bombs for four accidents because all so similar crash
evidence
had
to be one cause.
Says who!!!! Apparently only you!!
>>>Have you ever ejected, fractured back and seen dead pilot caused by
one
titanium bolt ingested by jet engine? What's your point? 747s are strong?
Fine, they are strong. RA-5C is strong. And one bolt destroyed it.
What has ejecting, etc. have to do with any of this?????? I see no
connection whatsover. The bolt didn't destroy the airplane. It may have
contributed to caused loss of control, but I would be you that a collision
with the ground destroyed the airplane. BIG difference!!!!!
>>>Hmmm, wanna bet? Too bad we can't prove it one way or the other
without
computer simulation or wind tunnel testing.
That stuff was done during certification and the structure has been proven
countless times through nearly 30 yrs of service. You don't want to accep
it. You cannot explain UAL with anything other than lucky. Boeing can
explain it with highly scientific design calculations and certification
testing. Each structural component's design strengths and function are
highly defined. While they have had in service problems that have prove
some of their calculations were off, the vast majority of the structure is
overbuilt. Modern designs have much tighter margins on their
components and
are no where near as damage tolerant as 747's are!!!!
>>>Into a damaged fuselage which has lost integrity and all bets are off
once
that big hole appears.
1.4 psi forced into your car may not even pop the windows out. How can
you
say the fuselage has lost it's integrity. You don't know this, you only
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theorize it.
>>>KAL had a 747 stall and tumble some 35000 ft under very high g
>loads and it didn't fold up.
Didn't have nine foot by 15 foot hole in side of nose either.
Yes it did--it is called the cut out for the door. They all have it by
design. In flight it the opening is sealed by a door to hold pressure it and
to provide smooth aerodynamics outside, but the hole still exists. Flying
without the door would only mean the airframe cannot be pressurized and
that
there would be some turbulence and parasitic drag. NOTHING ELSE!!
>>>Man, o man, I love this argument. Everybody believes one thing, why
do you
believe otherwise, Mr. Galileo, Mr. Lister, Ms. Curie, and every other
person who discovered something and made conclusions contrary to the
common
belief.
I like this argument to, because you are comparing your theory with those
that had scientific data to back it up. Your theory is based on speculation
only.
>>>Yes, I am the expert on forward cargo door caused crashes for four
747s.
Who granted you this title????
>>1. I answer your questions. You don't answer mine.
Say What??? So what questions of mine have you answered
correctly???
I know you have made some retractions to some of your statements!!!
>>>2. Professionals can be wrong, ask the professional TWA flight crew
who
thought their plane was going to land in Paris and not the Atlantic ocean.
So what did these TWA professionals do wrong. Yes professionals can b
wrong, but unknowledgable layman are guaranteed to be wrong far far
more
often. In fact they are far likelier to be wrong than right!!!!
>>>3. Your arguments are fraught with emotion and factual errors.
Do you care to point them out. Where is the emotion??? Have I called
you
names or intentionally insulted you??? I am spending a great deal of my
time
trying to convey what I know from experience and training that contradic
what you theorize!
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>>>4. Crash investigators have not examined the entire case for cargo
door
crashes, only superficially ruled it out for TWA 800 because they have
their own flimsy explanation of center tank fire for initial event contrary
to facts.
That is your opinion and you are entitled to it, but your stating it as fact
does not make it so.
>>Well, you always neglect to mention that other huge hole on top of the
huge
hole of door called missing and torn off ragged fuselage skin and stringer
and bent and fractured floor beams. That damage was not a design part of
the structure.
To me looking at your photos of UAL 811 I see that the primary strength
of
the airframe is still there. The frames and stringers are still in place and
are carrying flight loads. The floorbeams look like they have sagged or
crumpled because their connection to the frames was severed with the
hinge
attach fittings. They both connect in the same vicinity. The missing skin
and door of course mean that pressure vessel can no longer contain
breathable
air at altitude. The skins of this airplane are comprised of bonded tear
straps, doublers and triplers, all designed to stop the progression of
damage
and by the looks of it they did just that in UAL 811. They did not do thei
job on the Aloha bird because of the multitude of in line undetected crack
and corrosions along the lap joints. That airplane opened up like a zipper
because of it. Since that day the industry does extensive non destructive
electronic testing for the early detection of these problems.
>>>You discover something and say it your way, and I'll discover
something
and
say it my way.
How can you take credit for discoverying a problem that has had a high
degree
of surveillance for 10+ years. Do you really think that the door has been
overlooked??? Nobody believes your theory because the bulk of the
evidence
you provide as proof is circumstantial and the bulk of the scientific
community is much much more factual.
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>>>You're speaking for the world? What do you know what people are
telling
me?
Simple, Your open letter to disbelievers indicated desperation and
exasperation.
>>>Eggs are strong until a spoon pokes a hole in the side. Soda cans are
strong until the tab is pulled. Balloons are strong until pricked
You are not comparing apples and apples. This is the type of unscientific
supporting arguments I have been saying doesn't relate to actual fact. I
have given many many examples of real life incidents that go completely
contrary to your theory and you never as well as cannot scientifically
explain them. TTYL
From: JetMechNWA@aol.com
Date: Fri, 7 Mar 1997 18:06:30 -0500 (EST)
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Re: How do 747s crash?
In a message dated 97-03-07 11:42:23 EST, you write:
<< a never been done before static electricty spark, cause a
catastrophic immediate destruction sequence and the evidence show the
identical ten items of similarity? Impossible to make sound the same, the
radar blip the same, inflight damage the same, the wreckage plot the sam
abrupt power cut the same, the ...it goes on and on. >>
No one has said yet that TWA was caused by static electricity, but
contrary
to what you say as "never" is wrong. The airplane is full of static
discharge wicks because inflight fires and explosions have occured in the
past. Now as for the "same sound", how can you even think of proving
they
are the same. I certainly hope you aren't referring to the recordings on the
flight data recorder because that would be a very crude means of
determining
similarities in explosion sounds. Same goes for the radar blip, inflight
damage and wreckage plots. They may be similar because of the nature o
destruction but in reality that would be the expected norm and NOT
coincidence!!! and yes the similarities nataurally would go on in general
form. Again, what we do know is that it the one proven door failure case
the
similarities with the others is very limited. Can you explain this in any
other form other than lucky????
>>>I don't think you are a pilot.
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Guess again. I am a pilot also!!
>>> Big hole and 300 knots. To dispute
that is irrational. The reports even state there was a big hole and 300
knots, they just say the big hole was caused by bomb.
I am not disputing that!!! The big hole known as the cargo door cutout
exists on all 747's.
>>Getting back to four similar accidents with one cause, that's intelligenc
at work. It's called classifying and making deductions
I have no problem with that statement. I do have a problem with your
sticking to deductions that are can no longer be substantiated. No matter
what facts that have to be thrown out the conclusion you make never
changes,
just new avenues to make sure the finaly conclusion remains the same.
The
industry simply won't buy it.
>>>Well, that is sequence, door caused crash, but what caused door to
open,
short? What caused short, etc.
Bolt came loose fodded engine, caught fire, lost thrust, drag exceeded
thrust, not enough lift, plane descended into ground, exploded. What
caused
bolt to come loose? They never checked.
I think you missed the point here. I was trying to illustrate to you that it
was the ground that caused structural failure and that ram air did not. I
could accept your theory much more readily if the four 747's brokeup
upon
impact with ground or water due to loss of control, but the reality is that
explosions catastrophic failure in 3 of them and not in the only known
door
opening case!!!
>>>Not true, they never flew that plane with nine foot by 15 foot hole in
side
of nose.
HOw do you know this????? Your just guessing.
>>>Not true, there was second delay between door opening and coming
off, that
delay was enough for pressure to equalize a little bit and do less floor
beam damage, less stringer loss, less skin loss, less flight direction
deflection, and the plane was 40000 hours younger than TWA 800 and
pilot
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said the nose stayed on because he just came off autopilot and didn't fight
the plane. And UAL 811 and Pan Am 125 were lucky.
This is only your theory, and not known fact.
>>>You're talking the 'should be' world. I'm talking the 'is' world. And
once
you eject from a jet airplane you learn to respect the 'is' world.
Your "is" world has no scientific factual data. The "should be" world is
and has been proven and is scientifically factual. You just don't trust or
believe it.
>>>By looking at a picture of a plane with a huge hole in the side and
knowing
the floor beams are bent and fractured. 14 million dollars to fix it. A
cosmetic patch for a trivial problem would not cost 14 million. It was a
serious serious structural problem
Who said anything about cosmetic. We frequently change large skin
panels
during overhaul, replace stringers and frames, etc. That repair wasn't all
that significant. We had a Freighter run of the runway in Frankfurt many
years ago that tore the gear out and did not even kink the fuselage.
>>>So, how does a bomb on 182 and a bomb on 103 and a fuel tank
explosion
cause a 747 to crash?
By actually causing failure to significant structural items like stringers
and frames and load carrying members!!!! TTYL
From: JetMechNWA@aol.com
Date: Sat, 8 Mar 1997 07:45:40 -0500 (EST)
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Re: can you receive the attached picture of text?
Thanks, the report came across very clear. In it they make a very
interesting comment "This door, located on the forward right side of the
aircraft, was broken horizontally about one quarter of the distance above
the
lower frame. This damage to the door and the fuselage skin near the door
apeeared to have been caused by an outward force." In order for the
door
to fracture one quarter of the way up horizontally it would seem to indica
that the outward force buckled the door either because of an internal
pressure wave much greater than the pressure vessel could withstand (i.e.
bomb, and very definately not ram air pressure, especially since the door
would already be open or missing before the pressure wave could buckle
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outwards, and that ram air pressure is not sufficient to over presurrize the
vessel.) or that fragments severed the door frames allowing it to fold
outward from the cabin pressure. It also would seem to indicate that the
cam
latches on the bottom and the hinge line at the top were holding. They
also
say the skin was frayed. Could that mean shrapnel was involved???
Explosive
decompression causes torn skin and not frayed. If the skin that was
damaged
near the door was either forward or aft of the door than very clearly the
door did not fail but a bomb crushed the door and blew out the adjacent
skin
because if it were the door that came loose the skin that is damaged would
only be what is attached to the hinge line. This is because their is no
attachment of the door to the skins fwd and aft. Your pictures of PAN AM
clearly indicate that the skin damaged around the door is aft of it. That
damage very definately is not caused by the door ripping loose. I hope
this
clarification helps!!!
It certainly is enlightening to me and further indication that the door did
not fail.
From: JetMechNWA@aol.com
Date: Sat, 8 Mar 1997 19:28:23 -0500 (EST)
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Re: six pages of 811 door
In a message dated 97-03-08 11:25:53 EST, you write:
<< Thank you for analysis of 182 door. >>
I am in the process of downloading your files. I see that you don't seem t
have any disagreements with my analysis of 182. Does that mean you
think it
might be right? If so it means the door was NOT the culprit. I will reply
to the download at a later time.
>>All aft doors on 182, 811, 103, 800 are reported to be intact and
attached
to fuselage. 182, 811, 103 all reported latched too.
Does this surprise you??? If an explosion would occur in the fwd bilge it
is
highly unlikely to have enough force to do much damage to the back bilg
because the wing box and wheel wells and cabin floor essentially dampen
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the
pressure wave
From: JetMechNWA@aol.com
Date: Sun, 9 Mar 1997 00:15:39 -0500 (EST)
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: 811 and 182
I see where you come up with the idea of the bottom of the door
"bulging".
On 182 the door folded in the lower third much like 811 however on
182
they say that the skin was frayed. This would indicate to me it was debris
from an explosion. On 811 it fractured along the line approximately the
same
as stringer 34r. There is a major difference in the description here even
though they apparently both folded at approximately the same area. This
is
not the same as the bottom bulging 2", because that would mean the skin
would
be folded inward and not outward and the skin would not be frayed on
182. If
it were the door only the skin aft of the door should be entirely unaffected
but on 182 and PanAm Lockerbie it was that skin also which was blown
open,
and not crumpled. This very much supports bomb theories for those two.
Now
on 811 they clearly mention that one pullin hook had 3 of 4 attach bolts
severed and the other ones frame twisted and buckled. This clearly
indicates
that the pullin hooks were taking the entire pressurization load until the
door frames buckled. When the frame webs were no longer perpendicula
to the
door skin it would lose its strength and the door would fold along the line
across the door from one pull in hook to the other. This I believe is
stringer 34 vicinity. The report seems to indicate that the fracture here
was inward. I believe this happened when the door hit the fuselage and
whipped the bottom of the door in the vicinity of the upper deck window
and
fractured the lower end along this weakened area of buckled frames. Thi
would explain why the door "had been crushed inward. It is also
interesting
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to note that when the door slammed up against the skin above it meant th
door opened all of the way until the levering action of the door hitting the
skin above sheared the bolt heads of the upper hinge halfs only. This
makes
sense since the levering action of the door would put more tension load o
the outside bolts of the upper hinge halfs than on the bottom halfs. lt also
explains why the ends of the floor beams which have the hinge attach
fittings
were ripped cleanly away with the frames essentially still intact.
There is clearly large differences in these two accidents and that their
causes are not the same. Do these explanations and interpretations make
sense to you.? I find it difficult to express them without being able to
draw out a diagram showing the forces in motion as I perceive them from
the
descriptions given.
Date:

Mon, 25 Aug 1997 08:41:02 -0700

Subject:
Cargo door data for archive 5, Mar 12 97
From: JetMechNWA@aol.com
Date: Sun, 9 Mar 1997 22:12:01 -0500 (EST)
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Re: Just checkin' in
I have compared 103 and 811 pictures. I have discovered that I
overlooked
earlier. The section of frames and stringers are missing between the uppe
deck floor and the main deck floor. I had always assumed it was just the
skin ripped off, but under more scrutiny I can see that the stringers were
fractured off very cleanly on the aft end and fairly cleanly on the fwd end
I can only presume the impact of the door did this and then the frames
separated at the attachment to the upper deck floor beams. I did notice
that
the all floor beams show very little if any buckling!!! The edges of the
floorboards can be clearly seen and the seats are intact and still mounted.
The floor seems to sag a couple of inches which would seem logical
when the
frames are no longer there to support them. The damage on 103 appears
to
have similar damage on both sides of the aircraft. If the damage were
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limited to the area above the door I could definately see similarities
between 811 and 103, but the other damage is certainly not related to the
door opening.
Concerning your comments on epr--" Why would there
just happen to be a engine related problem on the cargo door engine just
before event? I say maybe fod from something got sucked in and
through".---I
can't say for sure but what I am wondering is if the anamolies were real o
just false indications from damaged wiring which runs in the floor space
above the fwd cargo. It is however logical for all the airplanes to lose
electrical power when the fuselage fwd section disintegrates because the
main
power cables also run in trays in the floor space above the fwd cargo. It
is possible to have an initial explosion that could damage instrumentation
wiring and compromise the structure so that 16 seconds later the fuselage
breaks apart several all power cables. It is also logical that instrument
indication would arrive faster than the sound wave. Remember, I am
guessing
here only. I have not and cannot view your files on this because of some
transmission flaw. Again, please resend them.
>> Frayed is a
funny word. It is subjective, just like inward and outward folding.
I would agree that frayed is a little hard to interpret as to the exact
meaning. Inward and Outward are cut and dry to me.
>> So if the sound is
not perfect match it still is close enough to have same source.
But on the other hand not close enough to guarantee it. Being that the
explosion occurs in lower cargo the sound would have to travel through
the
main cabin floor, then the upper deck cabin floor and cockpit walls to get
to
the cpvr microphones. I would say that the sound analysis would
probably be
crude at best.
>> I am very skeptical that anyone could hear the fwd cargo doors cam
latch
>motor operate while in flight.
Have you heard it on the ground? Is it loud? The report came from an
email
from United mechanic on board who was not sucked out but suffered
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injuries.
He decribed the whole sound sequence. He could be wrong. It certainly
contradicts the NTSB guys who said door motor went on after door
closed and
before take off and door popped when pressure differential got too high
I would say that if he heard the motors go while at the gate he probably
could hear the hum, but in flight I rather doubt it.
>>Good point and I'm thinking fuselage flexing for cause of why door
opens.
I would strongly disagree with you hear. Maybe with the fuselage tore
apart
first then the fuselage could flex enough to release the door, but not in an
undamaged airframe.
>>So what is your conclusion? The cams opened in flight then door went
or
cams opened on ground and door popped when pressure got too high?
And I don't understand why you said it made sense why they went from
closure wrong to short explanation of why door opened.
My vote would go for the cams opening at altitude in flight and that the
pull
in hooks held for a very short time only since the pressure differential
would be much higher than the 3.5 psi they are capable of holding.
>>My vote is cams turned in flight and door opened right then and there,
mid
span latches held for one second as heard on CVR and then they went and
door peeled away less than it would have if midspan had not held for the
second and that why the skin torn away was less than 103 800 and 182
which
had more skin torn away and that was the amount necessary for nose to
fold
into crease of door hole.
One major flaw in your statement. Mid spans would not hold for a
second.
They are mechanically linked with the other cams and they open togethe
The pull in hooks on the other hand could have held briefly. The leverag
action of the door striking the fuselage above it would provide the can
opener affect on 811. On 103 this may have happened also but only
because
the lower sill was damaged in the explosion and thus releasing the door.
Again, this is speculation.
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>> Pan Am 125 door opened two inches and stayed that way, plane
landed. Must
have been mid span latches held.
Not possible. The midspan latches would have to release for the door to
open
2 inches. 2" happens to be the position the door closing motor stops and
the
pull in hooks take over for final alignment and closure. This door can be
operated in 40 knot winds and left fully open in 60 knot winds. With the
door open only 2" the door opening motor and arms probably can take a
lot
more than 65 knots due to the small area for the wind to catch. The door
at
that point is essentially streamlined with the relative wind. My other gue
is that as the airplane slowly pressurized it pushed the door open creating
a
pressure leak. At 20000 ft the outflow valves could no longer compensat
for
the large leak around the perimeter of a slightly open door, so the crew
noticed a pressure problem. Upon descent the engines could provide
enough
air to compensate for this leak, so they climbed again and again
experienced
the inability to pressure sufficiently. We get similar problems when the
seal depressors are hit by ld3 cargo containers during loading and are torn
and bent. The seals at these locations let large amounts of air escape. Fo
the bean counters that track fuel efficiency they can tell us immediately
when an airplane starts burning excessive fuel. One of the first things we
do is look for damage seal depressors. Upon fixing them the fuel
efficiency
returns. It takes a lot of engine power to pressurize a vessel with leaks.
Now this door did not blow because it never was latched and did not
contain
the cabin pressure. It must have whistled very loudly. When cabin doors
have tears in their seals it is extremely annoying to the passengers having
to listen to them squeal. In order for a door to have explosive
decompression it would have to release all of the cabin pressure at once.
In
the case of this door on 125 the decompression would not have been
explosive
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but rather a continuous large leak around its perimeter. The fact that the
flight reached 20000 ft is a testament to the amount of power the engines
have to compensate for such a large leak.
From: JetMechNWA@aol.com
Date: Mon, 10 Mar 1997 17:33:51 -0500 (EST)
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Re: Mac kinda guy
>>I want to know if 182 was
bomb or not and 103 bomb or not and 800 center tank explosion or not.
Well I just saw another interesting comment on the page you sent me
concerning flight 182. I quote "all four cargo doors were found intact and
attached to the fuselage structure except for the forward cargo door, whic
had some fuselage and cargo floor attached." This means that the door
was
VERY definately closed because in order to have the fuselage AND cargo
floor
attached the latch pins and cams had to be holding and hinge fittings also
They also say the door fractured outwards and was frayed. This can only
mean and internal explosion. Now if you look at the structure of flight 10
you will notice that structure below the lower sill and cam latches was als
missing. To me this also means a bomb, especially since the other side of
the fuselage had like damage. I am convinced that a door left open would
not
tear of the airplane in flight. It may act as a wing and break the linkage
that lifts and closes the door but I firmly believe that the hinges and door
structure is strong enough to withstand flight. The 65 knot limitation for
ground opening I am sure is because of the lift arm and actuator. The onl
reason the door came off of 811 is because of the extreme forces of
explosive
decompression, and then it only came off because of the levering action o
striking the fuselage with high forces.
The pictures are a diagram of the
hinge and seal details, the cams and sill latch pins. I think you will get a
better understanding of the door seal than from what I described earlier.
>>Why would there just happen to be a engine related problem on the
cargo
door engine just before event? I say maybe fod from something got
sucked in
and through
I can't say that there is enough evidence to prove anything concerning tha
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blip. I do not know engines well enough to dare speculate, other than
what I
did yesterday concerning possible wiring damage which might be a real
stretch
>>Sending page 57 of 811 report on Pan Am 125, why did door stop
opening at
two inches?
That I can speculate on. If the cam motors operated before any cabin
pressure buildup the cams would have opened and the pull in hook
swould have
rotated and thus opening the door to 2". Since the door lift actuator did no
turn on in sequence the door would have just stayed there. The leading
door
frame would not clear the outside skin to catche any relative wind and in
fact (I confirmed on drawings at work today) that the door does cant
inwards
slightly in the front. Your model is correct). I am sure that since the
door has no explosive force to throw it open, but intead a large pressure
leak around its perimeter that door would "fly" closed to a point that
would
balance against the pressure leak. Even if the door were to open to the
point of catching the relative wind I believe it would only shear the lift
actuator links and mounts, but that the door would only free float in the
airstream and not depart the aircraft. 811 lost its door because of the
explosive force throwing it all the way open and levering it off.
>>h, maybe the frayed wire that was bad that caused 811 door motor to
turn
on an unlatch cams was part of other frayed wires that may have caused a
blip of EPR on FDR on engine 3 of 103.
I highly doubt that. I would say the explosion could have sent debris up
through the wire bundles in the floor. The frayed wire on the door was
because of the open and close cycles of the door.
>>Do blip anomalies happen often?
I have no insight into this field at all.
>>We are getting far afield but that is what any creditable investigation
does, wanders and looks and checks. I think we are doing the right thing.
It sure beats the head knocking against the wall stuff we had earlier.
What's in store for future changes on your web site??
I will look at the downloads and comment later. I have a viewing at a
funeral home this evening for an old friend that passed on. TTYL
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From: JetMechNWA@aol.com
Date: Tue, 11 Mar 1997 17:51:13 -0500 (EST)
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Re: leaky seal doors
In a message dated 97-03-11 01:56:20 EST, you write:
<< Stating the
cargo floor is attached is a stretch but would mean door locked. >>
Why do you say that??? The outboard ball transfer panels (which is the
cargo
floor at the door opening) are bolted to the frames and sill which that cam
latch pins are attached to. An explosion that could fold the door outward
and fray it definately would have to power to tear the lower sill and
attached structure free with the door and also the upper floor beams and
their outboard boards with it. That would not take much resolution to
determine that. Those are large parts. If they could tell the fracture was
frayed they certainly could see ball transfer panels and floorboards. Do
you
expect the other doors to be broken or blown open when the explosion
occured
in the fwd cargo bay. I sure don't since there is a large distance and
several compartments separating them.
>>Well, this is hard to believe as I read it because it is contrary to agreed
upon facts. A door did tear off in flight. The linkage and hinges and door
structure were not strong enough to withstand flight.
A door did tear off in flight, but who said it was flight loads. In 811's
case it was the explosive decrompression that through the door completel
around until it literally peeled itself free. I will grant you the linkage
would break in flight since it can only take 65 knots in the open position
on the ground. The hinges are another story and have been proven on
flight
125 to have not torn loose, albeit mostly closed.
>>Nine dead and many injured will tell you, a door left open will tear off
in
flight.
Make that blown open--not left open!!! There is a huge difference here.
>>Or do you mean left open on the ground like PA 125 would stay on
and a door pop will tear off. 811 was pop and therefore left the plane.
Now you get it. 811 was more than just a pop, it slammed the fuselage so
hard
it broke the door in two, severed the stringers cleanly at the impact zone
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and peeled the skin with it. That is very evident from the reports you sen
me.
>>I say PA 125 was two inch open and was within the boundary layer
and did
not feel the intense air pressure just an inch away. 811 opened three
inches and poof.
My understanding is boundary layers are about 1/4 thick.
103 183 800 opened four inches and poof took door and nose.
Are you backpeddling here?? I thought you already agreed 182 was a
bomb for
sure and that 103 was very probable and that 800 is unsolved.
>>What is your monitor and resolution
setting?
Monitor is 15" capable of 1024x658 .28 dot pitch. I run mostly at
800x600.
You attached files are just fine.
>>I re read witnesses on 811 who said the
wind was immense so you could not see or hear the person in the next
seat.
She said it was convertible. So inside was one hell of a wind but not
enough to rupture hull is your point. On 811 it didn't. PA 125 did not
report noise, must have been some there with door open 2 inches at 300
knots.
I would expect a lot of noise. You can hardly talk in a car at 55 with the
windows open. I would suspect a great deal of turbulence and "wind"
near the
opening. Farther back in the cabin was probably hardly any wind and jus
noise. Open a window in a bus and the noise by the window is loud and
it is
quite breezy by the window but further back not so noticeable. This wind
is
no where close to rupturing the hull.
I am sure there was noise in the
lower cargo with the door cracked open. I have been inside a closed carg
compartment while pressurizing on the ground checking for leaks and
have
heard loud squeals and roars where the seal depressors were damaged.
Up in
the cabin it is barely noticeable.
>>Closed? You know, leaky seals is an event that should be thought
about.
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It's real, it's normal, it happens on high time planes and damaged planes
and somehow relates to door. It seems so benign, a leaky seal, cars have
leaky seals, boats leak, they all leak.
I don't follow your train of thought here, but you should add in nearly
brand
new airplanes as well!!! Their seals and seal depressors get damaged the
same way the older birds do, there's no difference in age. In fact new
airplanes leak much more throughout the fuselage than old ones do
because
they haven't been exposed to nicotine tar which really seals up all of the
small leaks. On airplanes that allow smoking (i.e. international flights) it
is really easy to find leaks. Look for the dark brown streaks. What do yo
mean they should be thought about???
>>Open, meet pullin hook hold catch point and stay at two inches open
and not
tear away. PA 125
You've go that backwards. The pull in hook opens after the cam latches
turn
open and they deposit the door two inches open and which point the lift
actuator takes over. If the door had a short the door would be left open 2
after the pullin hooks finished turning. They no longer would hold
anything.
>>Pop, whap, break in half, nose crumple. 103 182 800.
We KNOW 182 did not pop, 103 shows strong evidence of bomb
damage below the
lower sill that the door popping could not have caused and 800 the jury is
still deliberating many other things and the NTSB or FAA has already
emailed
you stating the door did not cause the accident!!! You trusted all of the
reports of the other airplanes until I pointed out conflicting statements to
your theory and now you don't want to believe them anymore. What
happened!
>>>That's never happened where plane landed with door flapping in the
breeze
like gas tank door on a car a person left open.
I don't know what a gas tank door has to do with this, but the doors have
been left open ( PA 125) and guess what, the door did not come off or
even
sever its linkage. Hmm! The attachment structure must be stronger than
you
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thought. (i.e. the hinge lines and fittings.) and the lift mechanism also
quite durable. It might be the clutch pack in the lift actuator that slips
in 65 knot ground winds??? Now we have two door openings 811 and
125 that
don't fit your theory, 182 that couldn't possibly, 103 that is highly
doubtfull and then flight 800 which the experts are completely denying
based
on their evidence. Why are you still sticking to your theory????
>>>They are stalling because they have
trouble with the time line of the fireball, it happened many seconds later
than initial event. And the initial event wasn't bomb so they are stuck.
These things take time. I don't think they are stalling unless the
government is hiding embarrasing evidence. We know the present
administration is caught in all kinds of problems hiding things. My theor
still fits the time line well, but I am certainly not going to profess to the
world I have discovered the answer, only that I have/had a plausible
explanation
>>If I get more hard evidence such as photos of cargo door with cam
sectors
unlocked then that will add to my goal which is just to get the
investigation started into door.
It will not get started, the industry experts have ruled the door out and
have no reason to revisit it. I have spent my time debating the issue with
you because I feel the proper way of correcting wrong information on the
internet is through education and not censorship. I feel I have/had a fair
amount to contribute to this debate. Censorship would discourage free
thinking but debate and education helps us both. I started this debate
operating from memory and have had to do a little research to make sure
my
facts are right, and guess what--some were not, but along the way I
thought
we had ironed out the major disagreements but now it seems you are back
peddling. Gotta run.
From: JetMechNWA@aol.com
Date: Tue, 11 Mar 1997 23:54:36 -0500 (EST)
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Re: back pedalling
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-ID: <0_1497_858142473@emout01.mail.aol.com.18988>
Content-type: text/plain
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In a message dated 97-03-11 21:39:01 EST, you write:
<< Door opened on 811, motor on. >>
No doubt about it.
>>Door possibly opened on 800, center tank exploded.
The key word here is possibly opened, but the investigators have ruled ou
it
opening due to fault of the door. Why are you so skeptical of their report
You rely on many reports to draw your conclusions for your theory but i
the information doesn't fit you chose to disbelieve it, such as the
information of 182. No doubt center tank exploded on 800.
>>Door opened 182, maybe for me, for sure for you bomb in forward
cargo
compartment blew it open.
If you say it opened then you are chosing to disbelieve the report. The
door
would not buckle outward or have sections attached on both ends if it wer
not closed. I am sure that when the cable broke they knew enough to not
expend the finances to try again.
>>Door opened 103, maybe for me, for sure for you bomb in forward
cargo
compartment blew it open
How about all the other evidence for a bomb. The cargo container, the
suitcase, etc. etc. etc. Do you disbelieve them too!!
>>All forward doors in pieces, all aft doors intact, all damage start area
forward of wing near forward cargo area.
Are you suggesting that this would be unusual for bombs in the forward
cargo
and a center tank explosion??? It is all logical and is to be expected!!!
There is nothing there to substantiate your theory.
>>Because that is a conclusion about what was attached to what and we
have
not seen the photos.
Do we have to see the photos or isn't eyewitness from the divers good
enough.
Again it seems you are chosing who and what you want to believe.
>>If less that two inches, the door edge was in
the 300 knot slipstream at PA 125 and did not tear up and away. If more
than two inches door edge may have been protected by boundary layer.
No way. The boundary layer would become turbulent and detached at
the break
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in laminar airflow at the door opening.
>>No way. When bombs go off in planes, most land safely and there is
much
evidence left to examine, like lots of residue, lots of explosive damage,
noise of bomb, all of which is missing or flimsy for 103 and 182. There
were explosions but not bombs.
HOw do you know most land safely without quanitifying the size of the
explosive. A fire cracker could be considered a bomb. 103 did have
residue,
800 went into the ocean and was not recovered in a timely fashion. The
noise
of the bomb is speculation since were are talking bombs that exploded
directly below the main power supply. The recorders were cut off
abruptly,
leaving little to analyze.
>>But the point is first, did doors open on 800, 103, 182, and 811,
The answers are as such. The report is no for 800, no for 182, I don't
know
for 103(but if so not fault of the door) and yes for 811. Your theory relies
almost exclusively on 1 airplane that did not follow through in the rest of
the sequences.
>>>the NTSB or FAA has already emailed
>you stating the door did not cause the accident!!!
Oh wow.
Again, selective trust. Why are we (web surfers that is) to believe a theor
that extracts only the evidence you chose while discounting the rest from
the
same sources. This is not credible.
>>Best evidence:
Streak is cargo door and skin peeling away in evening sun.
Radar anomaly is door and skin peeling away erratically.
Sudden loud sound is explosive decompression sound.
Abrupt power cut is nose torn off after 300 knot wind folds nose into
crease of door hole.
Nine missing bodies into engine number 3.
Door first off and closest to event site.
Ignition source of fireball is engine number three, burnt and detached
after fodded by baggage.
You state these items as fact, when they are what you interpret to fit. You
can only surmise it was the cargo door streaking. Admit it, you can't
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prove
this. How do you know it isn't the adjacent body fairings blown off that
caused the radar anamoly??? How do you know it was not a missile. All
of
the experts analyzing the data wish to say it wasn't a missile but yet they
cannot positively say NO. How can you say your statements as fact.
>>Complete support and documentation on www.corazon.com
I am sorry but it is NOT complete in any form. This weekend you
alluded to
the fact that you could not believe so much information could be extracte
from the reports that contradict your theory. Have you changed your min
suddenly???
>>A previous known killer of nine leaves a scene of the crime first and th
damage area is right where he was. And he is not investigated thoroughly
Just sort of scanned and said you're OK?
In a court of law the judgment would disallow this as hearsay. It is only
your opinion.
>>The next cargo door opening is inevitable. Just like the next head on
collision on a two lane road. The death is designed in the system.
Again, this is opinion and hearsay.
I realize you have put your heart into this effort and I commend you for it
but the time has come to tone your web site down to opinion and not fact
Rewrite it as your theory and not as something proven. There are many
people that probably accept what you say as fact because they are layman
and
somewhat naive. I am surprised that your approach hasn't drawn threats o
libel, or maybe it already has??? You do mention some lawyers in your
pages.
Has this gone to far to back out gracefully???
I am being blunt here but I do not intend to be rude or insulting.
If there is a file attached, it is only an experiment to see if I can attach
a previous fax file. Let me know the results. If they work maybe I will tr
and get my wife to fax the diagrams to my computer for me to send later.
TTYL
Stan
Date:
Subject:

Tue, 26 Aug 1997 09:30:34 -0700
Cargo door data for archive 6s, Mar 24 97
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Content-Type: text/plain; charset="iso-8859-1"
From: JetMechNWA@aol.com
Date: Fri, 14 Mar 1997 14:15:06 -0500 (EST)
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Re: Radar blip is door.
In a message dated 97-03-14 13:44:57 EST, you write:
<< I say again: There is a match between the primary radar images of
Pan Am
103 and TWA 800 just before the total catastrophic destruction of both.
The
culprit's fingerprint matched at two crimes. The cause of the crashes is
the inadvertent opening of the forward cargo door in flight. >>
I can accept the possibility that the radar blips are the doors, I don't
accept the explanation that they inadvertently opened as a fault of the doo
rather that they were blown free as in 182. You have received email
confirming that 800's door did not open-you just don't want to believe it.
You also don't want to believe the other bomb evidence of 103, evidence
that
goes into a great amount of detail, if my memory serves me correctly.
I see that you have changed from "popping like a baloon to crumpling."
This
indicates to me that obviously you are not willing to give the door up as
being as fault. I suggested the crumpling as a slight probable possibility
vs. the popping scenario which is out of the question. I didn't expect your
theory to evolved around it.
At least we made some progress.
From: JetMechNWA@aol.com
Date: Mon, 17 Mar 1997 19:02:47 -0500 (EST)
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Re: knees
In a message dated 97-03-17 10:34:02 EST, you write:
<< That's it,
two tiny pieces and whole insane plot started. There was no conspiracy,
just a door pop and denial of responsibility. >>
Wow I would say you were guilty of---"Oh, well, if the evidence doesn't
fit,
just ignore it. Maybe it will go away." Why are you ignoring the
exploded
cargo container, suitcase and all of the other traces on the luggage and
cargo in the vicinity??? How about all of the damaged structure
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circumferentially around the epicenter of the explosion. Just because the
cargo door happens to be in the same area as the fwd cargo door doesn't
make
it guilty!!!!
>>By the way, don't take it personally if the door malfunctions.
Not a problem since we haven't had any doors open. But on that subject a
fellow lead mechanic that worked the doors for many years reminded me
today
that the rear cargo door also had similar uncommanded openings due to
shorts
and they did just like PA 125 did. The only door to depart is UAL811
due to
the explosive force of the cabin pressure, so this proves that just opening
does NOT cause the door to depart and tear the fuselage apart. It takes th
pressure differential in the cabin do do that and not airspeed!!!!
>>The door opening when it shouldn't is complex and not understood.
Complex to you, but yet you wish to tell those that do understand it that
you
know it better than they do!! I DON'T GET IT. Would I tell a surgeon
that
he doesn't understand his job because I studied some magazines???
>>Oh, well, if the evidence doesn't fit, just ignore it. Maybe it will go
away.
That is exactly what you are doing with what I pointed out in the files you
sent me. I think your words were "I didn't realize all of that was in there"
or something to that affect. You even said OK 182,103 and 811 were
bomb,
bomb, and door.
>>>"NTSB investigators have suggested unofficially that the streaks the
pilot
saw
>could have been light reflections from the skin of the aircraft, tongues o
>flame from the airliner or the forward door of the aircraft popping open,
>possibility that still intrigues investigators, the second official said."
KEYWORD HERE -- suggested. They are probably trying to explain
away the rest
of their testimony away from a missile. I just read the article and their
story is that an explosion had occured ahead of the airplane and that it fle
into it!!!! Any way the door could have separated and be seen falling as
said earlier. It would be natural for the door to come off when the
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fuselage structure blew to bits by an explosion.
From: JetMechNWA@aol.com
Date: Tue, 18 Mar 1997 17:44:27 -0500 (EST)
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Re: "Oh, well, if the evidence doesn't fit, just ignore it
MIME-Version: 1.0
In a message dated 97-03-18 01:30:04 EST, you write:
<< Not ignoring it, in fact commented on it at length on web site page titl
Pan Am 103 not a bomb? >>
I just went back and reread that section. You have a lot of opinion there
but NO real substance. You make the comment that bombs have gone of
before
and the airplanes have not disintegrated. But on the other hand there have
been many that have disintegrated. Now to contrast that with fwd cargo
doors. Several 747's have opened and only one received damage, and it
didn't crash either. Same type of argument. Do you want me to believe
you
with that level of logic??? One factor you overlook is that you do NOT
know
what, where and how much damage the explosive device that is KNOWN
to have
gone off did!!!!
>>>and they did just like PA 125 did.
Only one reported officially, UAL preflight in 1991.
Ok, let's call it one officially. Notice though-IT DID NOT TEAR OFF
and
destroy the airplane either.
>>Not a problem since we haven't had any doors open.
Good point and why is that? UAL twice, Air India, Pan Am twice, TWA
but no
NWA.
Yeah but we have some of the oldest high time, highly prone, etc. etc. etc
airplanes that fit YOUR profile!!!!! Why don't you tell me since you hav
proclaimed yourself the expert. I have told you why it is NOT the door.
Now
again. UAL twice-no crashes. Air India --NONE!!! PanAm-no crashes
because
of door and TWA no crashes because of door.
From:
JetMechNWA@aol.com
Date: Tue, 18 Mar 1997 18:12:04 -0500 (EST)
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To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: last file + aviation week comments
MIME-Version: 1.0
When you read the AV W article notice that the
NTSB was trying to suggest to
the two pilots that the streak of light they saw could have been from the
forward door. With the airplane flying eastward and the pilots to the
North,
the streak of light from the fwd must mean the fwd cabin door since it
would
reflect light from the correct side of the airplane. Anyway, both pilots
claim to have seen an explosion following the streak that occured just fwd
of
the airplane. This was followed by two other explosions. The streak was
from a descending arc much like a meteor's arc would follow. It had a
phosphoric orange glow to it without a smokey trail. Aviation Week is
quite
reputable so I suspect this article will lead to the truth of 800.
From:
JetMechNWA@aol.com
Date: Wed, 19 Mar 1997 17:32:58 -0500 (EST)
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Cumple??? NOT!
In a message dated 97-03-19 00:15:31 EST, you write:
<< Please ask him again for more
clues about 747 doors opening in flight and nothing bad happening. Very
important. >>
He couldn't recall dates, flight numbers or airplanes, just that he felt sure
there were several other occurences.
>>Literary expression, clear to the public. I would say tape them shut wit
good tape or even glue them shut. Glue is best but permanent.
Again you make a nonsensical statement. What would you GLUE???
Why would a
taped or glued door be any safer than a functioning door??? The strength
of
the door and latching devices would be the same whether they were used
or not
used!!!
>>Attachment describes philosophy of stiffeners in forward fuselage.
and..... What is your point. I know alot about the added chords and chor
angles along with shear doublers at the flat to curved skin frame sections.
We have repaired many many of them over the years. We have also
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changed
some flat skins for fatigue reasons.
A note of interest. I have two crew members this week changing out
cracked
floor beam web sections right adjacent to the lift actuators for the fwd
door!!! They were small cracks and on our oldest bird, which just might
be
the highest time 747 in the world. Don't get excited and draw any
conclusions about this either. I know how you like to run with things. I
am
sorry I every mentioned the word crumple. I worked so hard to get you o
the balloon popping theory only to have it suplanted by this.
Have you looked the pictures I sent you over yet. Notice the door seal
which
you had me describe earlier. It is on the picture with the door hinge and i
next to the rain seal which folds up like an accordion. That is what
contacts the light aluminum seal depressor.
On a different note. Lately there seems to be a lot of talk and info
surfacing on this "missile" or whatever object so many eyewitnesses saw
go up
to the airplane. I suspect the answer is there somewhere. There are too
many people that saw something to discount it.
From: JetMechNWA@aol.com
Date: Thu, 20 Mar 1997 21:11:13 -0500 (EST)
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Re: .DOC did not work
In a message dated 97-03-20 20:59:13 EST, you write:
<< Well, I see it differently. I see blip staying motionless and plane movi
away. >>
Problem with that is that the first paint shows a large separation between
them and the subsequent paints show the anamoly closer and closer. Tha
cannot be the airplane moving away. I printed the the series of radar
pictures and their time sequences. Now I have read on one of the website
that their is satellite imagery of this anamoly from space. I am really
beginning to suspect a coverup!!!! later.
From: JetMechNWA@aol.com
Date: Fri, 21 Mar 1997 23:32:01 -0500 (EST)
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: PA103
I managed to download the report for PA 103. Thanks for the website.
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This
report is filled with all kinds of evidence proving the blast took the
airplane down. I don't understand how you can try and explain the items
away.
>> Surrounding the shatter zone were a series of much larger panels of
torn
fuselage skin which formed a 'star-burst' fracture pattern around the shatte
zone. Where these panels formed the boundary of the shatter zone, the
metal
in the immediate locality was ragged, heavily distorted, and the inner
surfaces were pitted and sooted - rather as if a very large shotgun had bee
fired at the inner surface of the fuselage at close range. In contrast, the
star-burst fractures, outside the boundary of the shatter zone, displayed
evidence of more typical overload tearing, though some tears appeared to
be
rapid and, in the area below the missing panels, were multi-branched.
You call it a small shot gun blast but you don't mention the large tears in
starburst from the center. These tears the report later explains show
different rates of tearing due to the dissapation of the high pressure
explosion. In other words near the starburst there is evidence of very rapi
tearing which slows down as the length of the tear increases. These tears
are long tears that very definately compromised the structural integrity of
the airframe.
>>Some suggestion of 'quilting' or 'pillowing' of skin panels between
stringers and frames, indicative of localised overpressure, was evident on
the skin panels attached to the larger segments of lower fuselage wreckag
aft of the blast area.
This pillowing is seen easily when the fuselage is pressurized, but in orde
to see the pillowing still in the skin when it is in pieces on the ground in
very indicative of large internal pressures that would stretch the skin
permanently so that they would take a set. This was NO small bomb.
>>In addition, the mode of failure of the butt joint at station 520 suggeste
that there had been a rapid overpressure load in this area, causing the
fastener heads to 'pop' in the region of stringers 13L to 16L, rather than
producing shear in the fasteners. Further evidence of localised
overpressure
damage remote from the source of the explosion was found during the ful
three-dimensional reconstruction, detailed later in paragraph 1.12.3.2.
Skin fasteners are designed to take shear loads and when these fasteners
are
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overloaded in their design installation the shanks shear. For the fastener
heads to pop they would have had to have had a large internal pressure
wave.
Remember the discussion on UAL811 door hinge fastners. In
particular the
outer hinge bolt heads being sheared off. Similar type of fastner failure
only different cause. If the fuselage crumpled the rivets would shear and
the skin would fold in on itself. Here we see the skin was pillowed
outwards
between the stringers and the fastner heads popped. Now in case you
want to
go back to your ram air theory they also say this:
>>>Calculations made on the effects of internal pressure generated by an
open
ended fuselage descending at the highest speed likely to have been
experienced revealed that this could not generate an internal pressure
approaching that necessary to cause failure in an intact cabin structure..
>>>The region of petalling was bounded (approximately) by frames 680
and 740,
and extended from just below the window belt down nearly to the keel of
the
aircraft [Appendix B, Figure B-19, region A]. The resulting aperture
measured
approximately 17 feet by 5 feet. Three major fractures had propagated
beyond
the boundary of the petalled zone, clearly driven by a combination of hull
pressurisation loading and the relatively long term (secondary) pressure
pulse from the explosion. These fractures ran as follows:
>> (i)rearwards and downward in a stepped fashion, joining the stringer
38L
lap joint at around station 840, running aft along stringer 38L to around
station 920, then stepping down to stringer 39L and running aft to
terminate
at the wing box cut-out [Appendix B, Figure B-19, fracture 1].
(ii)downwards and forward to join the stringer 44L lap joint, then
running
forward along stringer 44L as far as station 480 [Appendix B, Figure
B-19,
fracture 2]. (iii)downwards and rearward, joining the butt line at station
740 to run under the fuselage and up the right side to a position
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approximately 18 inches above the cabin floor level [Appendix B, Figure
B-19
and B-20, fracture 3].
>>> A region of 'quilting' or (i)A large section of upper fuselage skin
extending from station 500 back to station 760, and from around stringers
15/19L up as far as stringer 5L [Appendix B, Figures B-19 and B-20,
region
B], and probably extending further up over the crown. This panel had
separated initially at its lower forward edge as a result of a pressure blow
type of impulse loading, which had popped the heads from the rivets at th
butt joint on frame 500 and lifted the skin flap out into the airflow. The
remainder of the panel had then torn away rearwards in the airflow.
'pillowing', i.e. spherical bulging of skin panels between frames and
stringers, was evident on these panels in the region between station 560
and
680, just below the level of the upper deck floor, indicative of high
internal pressurisation loading [Appendix B, Figure B-19, region C].
(ii)A
smaller section of skin between stations 500 and 580, bounded by
stringers
27L and 34L [Appendix B, Figure B-19, region D], had also been 'blown
outwards at its forward edge and torn off the structure rearwards. A
characteristic curling of the panel was evident, consistent with rapid,
energetic separation from the structure. (iii)A section of thick belly skin
extending from station 560, stringers 40R to 44R, and tapering back to a
point at stringer 45R/station720 [Appendix B, Figure B-19 and B-20,
region
E], had separated from the structure as a result of a very heavy 'pressure
blow' load at its forward end which had popped the heads off a large
number
of substantial skin fasteners. The panel had then torn away rearwards from
the structure, curling up tightly onto itself as it did so - indicating that
considerable excess energy was involved in the separation process (over
and
above that needed simply to separate the skin material from its supporting
structure). (iv)A panel of skin on the right side of the aircraft, roughly
opposite the explosion, had been torn off the frames, beginning at the top
edge of the panel situated just below the window belt and tearing
downwards
towards the belly [Appendix B, Figure B-20, region F]. This panel was
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curled
downwards in a manner which suggested significant excess energy.
It is quite apparent that this explosion essentially severed a great deal of
the stringers and frames precipitating its breakup.
Further along in the report it explains that #3engine did not fod under
power
but rather ingested some cabin debris while spooled down. #2 engine on
the
other hand had ingested a lot of fod while producing a lot of thrust.
There is a lot more in this report but I don't think it is necessary to
belabor the point.
From: JetMechNWA@aol.com
Date: Sun, 23 Mar 1997 00:39:31 -0500 (EST)
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Re: Schematics online and 103
MIME-Version: 1.0
In a message dated 97-03-23 00:01:25 EST, you write:
<< Once shotgun makes small hole the wind rushing in from door hole
blows out
small hole into large hole and creats star burst. >>
NOT. It was not the rushing wind causing the tearing at all. We have
mathematically ruled that out and they also make the same point. The
pressure differential did most of the damage once the pressure wave from
the
explosion severed the frames and stringers. The original damage grew
immensely because of internal explosive forces, not external comming in
How
do you suppose the skin took a pillowed set to them. Certainly not ram
air,
since that can come no where near the pressure of the normal cabin
pressure
differential. Since that pressure cannot cause the skin to take a pillowed
set or pop fastener heads, then it had to be a very large pressure wave from
an explosion. No IFS ANDS or BUTS about it.
>>No bomb period. And if a
big bomb it was silent because it is not heard on cvr.
This is what the report says: "The tape record ended, at 19.02:50 hrs ±1
second, with a sudden loud sound on the CAM channel followed almost
immediately by the cessation of recording whilst the crew were copying
their
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transatlantic clearance from Shanwick ATC."
>> Look at the evidence in the cargo container.
Have you ever seen a cargo container up close. They cannot contain
pressure.
They are not sealed and the door that closes often has large gaps around
the
parting surfaces and only small pins to close them. A blasts pressure
could
easily escape out the door without having to "disintegrate" the container.
Put a cherry bomb in a closed barrel and watch the lid fly or the barrel
bulge. Put a cherry bomb in a barrel with the lid partially offset and
nothing happens. In this case the sealed fuselage is the closed barrel and
the container is the open barrel.
>>>Can you do that for a bomb and then do it for cargo door?
I sure can and that is why I don't believe the door could possibly do what
you suggest. What happened on UAL811 makes a lot of sense. So does
the
description of 182's door and 103's fuselage.
>>To say #3 did
not fod under power is suspect. When nose went, as it did with 103, debri
is everwhere and all the engines get fodded, and did. To say not under
power makes no sense. The engines spool down slowly, not abrupt.
They spool down slowly, but that is NOT the same as under power. If the
engine is pulling power and is fodded the fan blades curl forward. Now i
the engine is still carrying high rpm but is losing power the engine
promptly
goes from pulling to windmilling. There might only be a small decrease i
rpm but all of a sudden fod causes the blades to curl aft. Do you follow
this logic. Under power the blades are "biting" the air and the fod strikes
the back side of the blades, under windmilling conditions the fod strikes
the
fwd surface of the blade.
>>> (iv)A panel of skin on the right side of the aircraft, roughly
>opposite the explosion, had been torn off the frames, beginning at the to
>edge of the panel situated just below the window belt and tearing
downwards
>towards the belly [Appendix B, Figure B-20, region F]. This panel was
curled
>downwards in a manner which suggested significant excess energy.
Near cargo door.
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Why would this panel tear free if the door had blown. All of the pressure
from the cabin would have dissapated through the door like UAL811. If
the
fuselage folded in this panel would have folded inwards like an accordion
Since ram air pressure cannot "blowup" the fuselage, this means that
only a
large internal pressure wave could have done this.
Maybe you need to see one of these birds stripped down and up close to
understand all of this.
Date:

Thu, 28 Aug 1997 10:21:36 -0700

Subject:
Cargo door data for archive 8, Aug 1 97
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="iso-8859-1"
From: JetMechNWA@aol.com
Date: Wed, 16 Apr 1997 23:16:25 -0400 (EDT)
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Re: No Subject
In a message dated 97-04-16 20:12:05 EDT, you write:
<< Any alternatives offered that fit time and place?
> >>
How about body fairings, skin panels, front spar, ld3 containers. cabin
doors, leading edge flaps, a/c compartment doors.... etc. etc. that came of
first with the explosion!!
>>It can be differentiated from bomb and has been. It is not a bomb and
you
can know that by the fact the FBI has not said it is a bomb by the sound.
It can be explosive decompression.
It can be differentiated if there is enough time on the recording. The fact
that it was cut so abruptly fits an explosion and not the breakup of the
fuselage from "crumpling", because crumpling would not be quick, even
if it
were possible. From experience I know that it takes a hard impact with
the
ground to bend airplanes and that a damaged airplane does not
disinitegrate
from flight loads very fast. The tail sections of both 103 and 800 flew on
for 20-30 seconds without comming apart and in fact hit the ground
mostly
intact.
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>>>>CAS force crumpling the nose into the absent cargo door hole. It's
no
>coincidence; it's cause and effect.
It took a great deal of effort to prove to you the ram air pressure did not
"pop" the fuselage like a balloon. Do you want to go through this same
exercise to prove that the fuselage did not crumple????
>>The crumpling may be seconds in length but the power cut abrupt, just
like
UAL 811 for cvr and FDR.
I don't recall reading that 811 had its cvr and fdr power cut. Not that the
cables coulnd't be servered I just don't believe they were. I would believe
that the power could be cut when the breakers popped when the wires to
the
door were severed!!!
That nullifies the similarities then and the "cause and effect" are
different!!!
>>>Nine missing bodies may
not sound like a lot to you but when hundreds of people and thousands of
hours and millions of dollars of equipment look in localized area and can
find them, well, it's a common thread.
Your surprised that they can't find 9 bodies in huge oceans filled with larg
schools of different kinds of fish that could devour them in hrs. They can
find a whole airplane on land in Colarado this week. We had an airplane
discovered in the North woods of Mn. after being missing for two
years!!!!!
>>> I offer a credible explanation
That is a subjective statement. You need more objective data that explain
the facts that are all through the different reports that contradict your
subjective conclusion.
>>Yes there is, #3 fell on fire for 103, #3 was only burnt engine for 800.
fodded for 811, #3 apart for 182.
So how do plan to prove that the cargo door did this. I don't want
"logical"
similarities because that can go on an nauseum between any crash. I
cannot
find in my data that 800 engine was burnt, that 103 was burnt and that #3
came apart, not that that matters much anyway.
>>>he frayed wiring turning on
and turning door motor that was at fault. Or other cause to make door
open.
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I consider the doors wiring to be a fault of the door system!!! My point is
since you seem to ignore this, is that a bomb can and most likely did
compromise the lower sill of 103, thus releasing it with explosive
decompression in the same fashion as 811. It was the compromised
structure
destroyed by the bomb that broke the airplane up in flight. A door
blowing
open under or near the most extreme conditions has factually proven
NOT to
crumple or crash the airplane. What better wind tunnel testing can you
get????? This incident tells the true story of causes and effects with the
most objectivity possible!!!!!
>>>The trick is to find one
explanation that fits all the evidence, not just some of it.
AHA! Remember my first email. I accused you of interpreting history to
fit
your forgone conclusion. The objective way to examine these accidents
is to n
ot have any preconceptions you wish to prove. It is great that you point
out
the similarities between these events, but in order to "prove" their cause
and effect you have to ignore or dream up unscientific explanations for th
facts that just don't fit.
>>The cargo door theory explains it all because it is what happened; the
>other theories just fit a few of the important evidence clues and don't
>work for the others.
It explains it all rather vaguely if it were a fact that the causes were the
known to be the same. The facts are and the world knows, that different
causes have been the reasons for these accidents. The other theories fit
800 vaguely because no one knows (or isn't allowed to tell) the real truth
yet
!
>>Fine, vague is fine. It is a faint, weak, flimsy connection, but a
connection.
You're not kidding when you say vague. The only connection between
your
door theory and 800 is an unexplained radar anamoly.
>>I agree the center tank should be explored, and the bomb, and the
missile,
and the methane gas, and the whatever, just include the cargo door in
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there.
A hint of objectivity. I am sure the cargo door was there and has been
ruled
out.
>> NTSB is not doing the extensive investigation they say they are,
Subjective opinion. They have a lot more expertise than you or I have,
and
they also happen to have the physical evidence. They are a lot more
thorough
than you wish to let on. You are critical of them because you feel ignored
I feel ignored too, but I am not going to be critical of them. The facts of
investigations are that tidbits lead to disastrous rumours. The appropriate
thing to do is to get the facts right if it is at all possible. Some cases
simply do not get solved. Others take many many years.
The questions is: Will you believe the report when they are done????
My
guess is you will not since you chose to throw out the meat of the other
reports.
From: JetMechNWA@aol.com
Date: Thu, 17 Apr 1997 18:10:39 -0400 (EDT)
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Re: Four crashes one cause
In a message dated 97-04-17 11:14:37 EDT, you write:
<< an explosion gives many blips.
> >>
NOT. Explosions do not return blips--airplanes and their parts do. It is
well known that the front separted from the back and that the back flew o
for 20-30 seconds. How do you know the blip wasn't the nose?
>>>It can be explosive decompression.
And explosvie decompression accompanies explosions. So what does a
few
nanoseconds of noise tell you then on 800's recorders???
>>>>>>>>CAS force crumpling the nose into the absent cargo door
hole. It's no
>>coincidence; it's cause and effect.
>
NOT. CAS is not sufficient force to do this. CAS could not fold Aloha
with
half the circumference of the airframe missing. How can 1/6" of the
circumference of a much stronger airframe missing do so much more
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damage.
Answer: It didn't and 811 is the proof positive. You will never convince
the engineers, ntsb, faa, etc that that is what happened.
>>>>>>The crumpling may be seconds in length but the power cut
abrupt, just
like
>UAL 811 for cvr and FDR.
>
Then you would have to assume exactly the same scenario of events took
place.
Why then didn't it play out like 811. That is because the power was cut
by
different causes.
>> That's why I say the others
were the same because they follow the model of 811.
That's proof??? Pretty lame
>> do you think I just
make up these comments?
It is not difficult to find common threads in all accidents. That doesnot
prove their causes. The common threads you pick out are not specific
enough
to prove anything. They are just similarities and rate a big yawn.
>>>>>>The trick is to find one
>explanation that fits all the evidence, not just some of it.
That is a trick all right, especially when you are trying to fit all of the
evidence to four different causes. That approach is bad science. You
have
a forgone conclusion.
That is not all bad because theories are based on hypothesis. You have a
hypothesis but the evidence is not sufficient to convert it to a theory by
definition. Read the definitions in the dictionary. Virtually everything
has to fit to "prove" a theory. When most of the evidence can't be
explained
the theory is invalid. That is what you have here.
>Such faith in the system is only shown by those who have not been
betrayed
by it.
I face the system daily and have for 18 years. I think I am qualified to
comment on it.
>>>Well, sure, if they say cargo door did it and then support the
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conclusion
with evidence.
Then your mind is made up and I need not confuse you with the facts.
>> I say the door did it for the others too. Simple as that
And the rest of the world won't believe you.
From: JetMechNWA@aol.com
Date: Fri, 18 Apr 1997 14:25:08 -0400 (EDT)
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Re: a big yawn.
In a message dated 97-04-17 23:54:15 EDT, you write:
<< >So what does a few
>nanoseconds of noise tell you then on 800's recorders???
The door opened. >>
A loud noise does not say "The cargo door just opened". It says there
was a
pressure wave of air molecules that reached the microphone.
>>>You will never convince
>the engineers, ntsb, faa, etc that that is what happened.
Not to worry. It ain't over yet.
It isn't over for TWA800, but it is is for PA103, AI182 and UAL811.
Those
three reports are done and filed and are factual. Galileo had facts that no
one else had seen yet or were frightened to expose to back his theory. Yo
have "similarities" that cannot be proven as fact and most are aware of
them
and find them inconsequential, and have no fear of discussing them. The
may
fear discussing a friendly fire scenario, but certainly not well hashed and
well known past cargo door problems. . Comparing Galieleo to these
investigations just isn't valid.
>>>>I face the system daily and have for 18 years. I think I am qualified
to
>comment on it.
I repeat, never betrayed by it.
How do you know? Why don't you elaborate on what you mean by
"betrayed"???
>>Boeing engineers are ones I
would like to talk to but they ain't talking and that's a shame.
Don't feel bad. When I sent in them my theory I was told they listened
with
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interest, I was told me up front I would not get any feed back whatsoever
unless it proved to be correct at the end of the investigation. I have
showed and discussed your web page with several of our engineers, two o
which were formerly from Boeing. There comments were essentialy
"misguided
layman."
>>Can you get a Boeing engineer to talk to me?
No. I tried getting some of our engineers to email you but they don't wan
to bother repeating what I have told you and they don't want to waste thei
time. The one did willingly help me prove mathematically why air
pressure
could and did not "pop" the fuselage. Those same figures apply
regarding why
the fuselage could not and did not crumple either.
From: JetMechNWA@aol.com
Date: Sat, 19 Apr 1997 21:58:20 -0400 (EDT)
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: debris fields
MIME-Version: 1.0
›››› The sequencing report, put together by a nine-member panel that
included
Boeing,
TWA, government and industry experts, tries to explain what happened to
the
plane and in
what order. The document, combined with an FBI-NTSB catalog of
exactly where
items
were found on the Atlantic Ocean's floor, show the debris found closest to
Kennedy
Airport included the right wing spar, second right passenger door and
seats
from rows 17
through 19, stretching right (seaward) to left (toward Long Island) across
the 747's cabin
just in front of the wings. The left wing spar and the second left-side
passenger door
followed along with a food service center, according to the log.
Above information came from newsday.com. There is no mention of the
cargo
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door coming off at all, and no mention of it being nearest Kennedy. Wha
was
your source for such a claim.
From: JetMechNWA@aol.com
Date: Sun, 20 Apr 1997 07:29:29 -0400 (EDT)
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Re: Contradiction
In a message dated 97-04-20 02:44:39 EDT, you write:
<< It's amazing how evidence gets massaged to fit the theory instead of
the
other way round. Here's the news reports as they happened not six
months
later when they are trying to make center tank explosion.
>>
Oh, please.
You are comparing news articles with accident reports. Big Difference!
my eyes, what you have done is massage the evidence to fit your theory.
News
reporters are layman and naturally gravitate to such theories, only they
report them as theories and not fact.
>>>Investigators also said that a cargo door, presumably the front one,
Notice the word presumably. That means it is not proven as fact.
Regardless
of all this, it wouldn't matter if the forward cargo door came off early
because the center tank explosion is virtually the same as a bomb in the
forward cargo hold. This is because they have determined that the #3
spanwise beam and center wing box forward spar were blown forward
into the
forward cargo area. What this means is that 800 could and probably
would
mimic 103 in many aspects. Big deal. It takes a lot of massaging of the
evidence to explain the door comming off first then "crumpling" the
airplane
to some how get the center tank to blow and then have the skin peel
outwards
circumferentially around the station 1000 bulkhead in the skin that makes
up
the last section of the forward cargo hold. In order to curl that skin out
it would mean that the forward cargo would have had to had a great deal
of
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pressure inside as did 103. A bomb, missile and center tank explosion
still
have all of the evidence still fitting the assumptions. Pylon failures,
section 41 cracks. lap joint failures, cargo door openings, mid air
collisions, etc. do not fit and therefore are ruled out.
From: JetMechNWA@aol.com
Date: Tue, 22 Apr 1997 18:14:18 -0400 (EDT)
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Re: Need weight of door please
Which half of the door do wish to estimate, since they broke in two.
Which
trajectory are you going to calculate. The one "seen" on radar or the
invisisible one??
I am in 747-400 school for 4 weeks and will not be in the hangar. My
books,
I don't believe, gave a weight. My guess would be 400 lbs.
From: JetMechNWA@aol.com
Date: Mon, 26 May 1997 00:47:49 -0400 (EDT)
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Aviation Week
Check out May 19 issue of Aviation Week. It details the evidence that
points
to the source of destruction as near the back of the center fuel tank.
I also just read your posted letter from the NTSB to you concerning the
cargo
door being latched and then your comments about the streak of light
mentioned
as a suggestion to the pilots of the helicopter in a previous Aviation Wee
Are you suggesting this comment as a rebutal to the NTSB? If so--that i
really LAME and you are really grasping. No where does the suggestion
say
the source of light was the cargo door. No where does it say it was from
falling items. It suggests a reflection of sunlight against an opening
forward door. Since the cargo door would have been on the southern side
of
the aircraft and the helicopters pilots on the northern side of the airplane
the suns reflection off an opening door could only be a passenger door.
The
NTSB reports also says that the latches on the forward door that were not
destroyed were found closed and latched. Since all of the latches are
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mechanically linked to operate in unison it is ridiculous to suggest that th
destroyed latches were opened up and released the door while leaving
others
not destroyed and closed. For your theory to work the intact latches
would
have to be found unlatched. Again you show your lack of understanding.
From: JetMechNWA@aol.com
Date: Mon, 26 May 1997 12:51:53 -0400 (EDT)
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Re: Door opened, don't know why.
In a message dated 97-05-26 11:24:51 EDT, you write:
<< Door opened, don't know why. Could have been unlatched, could
have been
frame failure, could have been fuselage crack near door. >>
We do know why the door opened--massive pressure wave from center
tank
explosion! It could not be unlatched because intact latches were found
still
closed. It was frame failure from overstress during explosion which did
crack the frames!
I read your letter and found out you don't understand the difference
between
modern airplanes and the Comet. The comet had square corners as in "L"
Modern airplanes have well radiused corners as in "C" and therefore do
not
have the stress risers of the sharp corners. Modern airplanes have bonded
tear, bear straps and waffle doublers around openings that prevent Comet
type
failures also. The comet had none. Modern airplanes (including all 747s
have tapered skins so that the skins around openings have greater strength
also. Simply put--a cargo door failure, engine explosion, etc. does not
cause the aft end of the center fuel tank to explode. They have and are
capable of determining the epicenter of the blast and none of your so
called
"facts" are relevant. In fact they do not fit any of the accidents
accurately enough to warrant further investigation. That is why the NTSB
etc. are not pursuing it.
From: JetMechNWA@aol.com
Date: Fri, 1 Aug 1997 18:13:55 -0400 (EDT)
To: barry@corazon.com
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Subject: Re: Yo' Stan, action
The Boeing crew was in the hangar last month checking out bonding
straps,
fuel line resistances, etc. One of them suggested that maybe it was laser!
Remember star wars and the antimissile lasers that were in development.
Makes a guy wonder. That would certainly not leave a residue trace. I'll
check out the web site and comment later.
Stan
Date:
Sun, 10 Aug 1997 20:19:56 -0700
Subject:
'fess up
As much as I appreciate the attention given to the messenger of the carg
door explanation and am flattered by personal comments about my
personality, ('you talkin' to me?') I must always remember that while we
filly faddle around blathering about web sites and drinking beer in beach
bars, the door can pop at any time and kill, yes, kill, 200 or more people
like you and me. The door just doesn't care. It is unemotional and reacts
to basic laws of physics such as gravity, compression, and friction whethe
anybody likes it or not.
It is the luck of the door to have a discoverer such as I, easily
distracted by fluff. Here's some:
Ian, 'fess up, where did you get that picture of the E-4B? From my site, no
doubt. And it's OK. I share what I find. And I agree with Mr. Olsson, the
picture you made of the cargo door in the reconstruction is valuable and
thank you for doing it. It is a documented fact. And of course, we have
differing interpretations of documented fact. I couldn't see the frame,
hinges and screws but am still looking even at 300% blowup.
John titled one of his posts "Misinterpretation"
> in reference to my post "Cargo Door Closed... again,"
> yet after doing a lot of reading I was not made aware
> of any "misinterpretation" on my part. A waste of my
> time. While JBS does not seem to value my time, I do.
Ian, Ian, Ian, it was not you who made the misinterpretation, but me. I
misinterpreted the white square outline in your picture to mean that was
the cargo door. I was wrong, the door is the smaller area inside the
square. Don't be so defensive. Although, now that you brought it up, do I
value your time? Uh...no.
>IAN: Ah, so that explains the smoke trailing
> object dozens of people saw shooting upwards.
Could have been the flaming debris raining downwards towards observer
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and
appearing to rise. Or you could continue to deny basic visual perception
law of object coming toward observer appears to climb regardless of actu
direction of object.
> It seems that all those with theories that
> just don't wash are all uniformly under the
> illusion that if they just post a few dozen
> more 10,000-word essays their theory will
> finally start to work in people's minds.
Hey, Mr. Rivero, you listening? Your cohort says, "Volume of X does no
equal quality of X." I know, I probably triggered off another fifty
eyewitness reports. Oh, well.
> IAN: Two errors: 1) inert warheads do not explode, 2)
> I never said the plane was hit with an inert warhead.
Well, who did? and where did it hit? not near that cargo door, I hope.
"A missile hit TWA 800 at the cargo door."
"A missile did not hit TWA 800 at the cargo door."
Take your pick, Mr. Zen. Boxed in.
Date:

Tue, 5 Aug 1997 10:37:04 -0700

Subject:
Ah, balls.
>Will you, and other naysayers have the collective balls...
Nancy, Nancy, Nancy, yes.
> I dare you
Nancy, Nancy, OK.
>Are you going to try to discredit each and every of the over 150
witnesses?
Nancy, no.
Now I have just asked an independent expert, my wife, to check to see if
in fact, do have collective balls, and she reported, after hands on
examination of the evidence, 'Yes.'
Question number one answered.
Dare to show up in Baltimore accepted. Challenge answered.
Question number three answered with "no'. Cargo door guys do not
discredit
the witnesses, only the interpreters. We love the eyewitnesses.
We don't need them like the missile guys, but we love them anyway.
They
saw something and it could be shiny metal object spinning away in
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reflecting evening sunlight. Or not.
They saw something. Fine. We agree. The something they saw is up for
grabs. Missile guys grabbed exhaust plume or whatever, CWT guys
grabbed
leaking fuel, meteor guys grabbed meteor, door guys grabbed door, drone
guys grabbed drone, and on it goes. Why are you so upset at the
messenger
who reports, streak could be door? Metal was there, sun was there,
eyeballs
were there, velocity was there, altitude was there, and door spinning away
has happened before. It's not a stretch to say streak could be door.
I think that all this 'witness discredited' discussion is actually from
the missile guys who have had their faith shaken. Missile guys, and I
include ladies in this, or should I say, hey missile gals, and I include
the men in this? If you lose faith in your interpretation of the witnesses
statements, it's your faith, your interpretation, it's got nothing to do
with the witnesses, or the cargo door guy, or the FBI.
They saw something at certain time and place. We agree. They agree.
Everyone agrees. Period. And each thinks we know what it was.
Cargo door believes the witnesses are honest. They are not lying.
They saw X. What X was is open to interpretation and when someone
gives
an interpretation different than yours, don't all all soft inside and start
asking if we cargo door guys have balls.
Because now we have to go check. All you cargo door guys, get ball
check. Report back.
>Will you reach into
>your pocket and pull out a ...
Nancy, Nancy, Nancy...Whoa...it's time for a psychosexual explanation fo
why mystery of TWA 800 unsolved at this late date. (Bottom line, few
women
involved. 800 Needs Women!)
Perception is driven by person's point of view based on age, sex, religion
etc.
Perception of TWA 800 by FBI: Anal retentive policeman keeps
everything
bottled up, then blam, bowel movement, bomb. So it's a bomb.
By NTSB: Plodders. Crash before TWA 800 was fire. This is fire. There
was a
fire on 800. This is fire. Center tank has fire. This is fire. Center tank
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fire is cause.
By Internet mailing list persons: Virile, strong, action oriented, male.
Balls make semen with DNA inside transported/launched by penis to
enter
other DNA in egg to change forever both. Sub/ship launches missile to
enter egg of 747 and changes forever both. (Hard target to hit too, as
usual.)
By Factual Researchers: Soft, sensitive, defensive, in touch with their
feminine side, understanding, patient, need support, nineties sort of
guys. Accidentally opens legs and DNA enters body without permission
and
impregnation of egg changes both forever. Airplane full of DNA, looks
like
egg, and defensive hatch opens accidentally, destructive force of 300 kno
enters egg without permission and joins and changes forever.
I hasten to add I did not invent cargo door explanation, just discovered
it. To invent, I would do the laser beam virile force into DNA of 747 egg
Forget this slow missile stuff, my laser would get inside the 747 before
the missile discards it's launching shrouds. HA!
Anyway, one explanation of why 800 not solved is that it is mostly men
trying to figure something out from their own perspective and that does n
include accidentally opening up a part of his body which is entered and
changed forever. A woman understands that.
So, Nancy, thanks for bringing up my balls. They are relevant.
I passed that 'Am I a man?" question in 1968. I realized that after I had
flown off a carrier at night, in bad weather, into combat unarmed and
unescorted, and returned to land on board ship and did not dissolve into
quivering mass of protoplasm, that, by my standards, manhood test
passed.
"I know who I am,
And glad I'm a man,
And so's Lola."
Date:

Sat, 30 Aug 1997 09:54:29 -0700

Subject:
Re: And now for something completely different..
In-Reply-To:
<Pine.GSO.3.96.970830052617.19572G-100000@blaze.accessone.com>
MR replied:
>
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The reported an object
>that streaked upward emitting light
Fine, your continued reliance on that report as being exclusively missile
is contrary to phyical law of perception of moving object in space viewed
by observer. You can say it may be ascending missile, but you can't say it
has to be. Or you can say it has to be missile but then you get to be
ignored.
>
> Finally, the photos that Ian has proved that the doors remained with the
>aircraft. The hinges are still intact.
Not true. Unclear on the concept of reconstruction. It's made of pieces
which are not intact. And the top of door does take hinge with it when it
departs, as happened in real life UAL 811. The reconstruction has 15% at
best of FCD; the real part, the two huge piano hinges that hold door on to
and the bottom latches that keep it closed are not there.
> Missiles in a near vertical climb can appear to stand still.
Unclear on the concept of low resolution, slow scan rate ATC radar
designed
for transponder computer created images.
>
>> Excuse me, Navy taking control of the sea does not make sense?
>
> Not in the case of a civilian air crash. The Navy has no legal
>jurisdiction in that case. The NYPD and NTSB should have been in
charge.
>INstead the Navy stepped in, kicked out the NYPD and illegally took
>control of the recovery.
>> >nor does it accouunt for the way the White HOuse seized
>> >the radar tapes ahead of the NTSB.
>> Probably not true and it's a timing thing and NTSB got everything last
>> anyway, doesn't mean coverup, it means politicians seizing
opportunity.
> It is true. And in this case, I can prove you've made a false statement.
Above is opinion not statement of fact. It's my opinion and it's right for
me. If you say your favorite color is red, I don't say you've made a false
statement.
Regarding the ominous Navy and White House doing this and that, you
have
not been involved in a breaking national event where everything is going
this way and that. It's like digging up an ant hill, everybody runs this
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way and that. Opportunities abound to stand out in crisis and later be
rewarded with promotion. There is nothing insidious with the way the
Navy
took over the site and in fact held it for eight months, nothing bad about
White House looking at tapes before NTSB and NTSB getting their
feelings
hurt.
You remind me of an office worker who reads terrible things into the bos
leaving early and coming back late in a different car. Much can be weave
from observations and they reflect the thinker's bias.
The NTSB is the legally deligated
>authority and should have gotten the radar tapes FIRST.
Shoudda, in fast breaking live on TV story, you want protocol followed
and
if not, it's a coverup.
The White House is
>not an aviation safety facility. None of those people are aeronatuical
>engineers or professional crash investigators.
They are leaders and know that followers demand answers fast. If they ar
going to order invasions of foreign countries they want to see the
evidence. And at the time, all they had were radar tapes and comm from
ATC.
From what conclusion do you draw that the White House was not a
professional crash investigation agency? They can't read radar blips? The
don't understand collision of objects? They discounted the radar tape as
anomaly very quickly. The White House has access to aeronautical
engineer
and professional crash investigator opinion very quickly. I think your
opinion is that the White House ordered the tapes so they could burn them
in the fireplace or something dramatic that makes good fiction but bad
reality.
>
> Clearly your claims that this was nothing but normal security measures
>don't mesh with the initial admission by the Navy in August of 1996 tha
>the P-3 had been exercising with a sub. THEN as suspicions of Friendly
>Fire increased the Navy tried to claim there were no subs. That doesn't
>sound like "National Security", that sounds like C.Y.A. Even today ther
>are indications that the Navy has not been honest about the nature of the
>sub and surface forces conducting tests that night.
> The Navy ALSO lied when it said that the P-3 was incapable os using
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>air-to-air missiles. According to info developed by William Serrahn, the
>P-3 wounds the ASIM-9C sidewinder.
>
> Why all the lies?>
They aren't lies. They are normal agencies saying this and that. You seem
to think someone is in charge up there. There isn't. It's a bunch of scared
people doing this and that for the best interest of themselves and their
units. The Navy not saying what they do and when in a Warning Area
when
working with P3 or other hunter killers is normal. Every time a sub
interacts with the outside world there is confusion. Nets and trawlers and
collisions etc. The subs are supposed to be invisible and to accurately
report where they were and when is to provide incredible hard data to an
enemy who now can figure out a lot regarding patrol speed, overhaul time
etc. Not only is the security to hide the subs tremendous, the effort to
locate them is tremendous also to include the health of the crew, the
assignment of the the officers etc. The continued secrecy about nuke sub
is larger than any one civilian plane crash. The fact the Navy was as
revealing at it was, what you call a hiding coverup, is surprising.
But of course, missile explanation relies on nasty people doing bad things
and hiding it. Look within yourself to find out why the missile explanatio
is so strong in you.
>
> I see. You're Navy. Still in the service?
Naw, actually the cargo door guys are all fourth graders doing a spoof of
discussion groups and that's why we were so happy to be called fifth
graders. Yea, we all gave ourselves high fives and yelled, "Right Arm!"
I have pro Navy bias I agree. I say the Navy is capable of shooting down
TWA 800 but incapable of concealing it.
>
>
The Navy does NOT have jursidiction to take charge of a civilian
>airline crash.
Please, jurisdiction? How about ten warships with eight inch guns?
Jurisdiction enough? Jurisdiction into a plane crash with possible war
consequences belongs to the Navy. It was absolutely correct to have the
Navy secure the site. What was wrong was having the FBI as primary
investigator of the Navy secured crime/crash scene. Your bitch about
protocol is with the wimpy NTSB or the arrogant FBI, not the Navy.
The Navy doesn't OWN the oceans.
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Oh, want to bet? Not only oceans, but seas. I relished flying overhead at
200 feet Soviet Frigates in the Med who were anchored off Greek Islands
late at night and doing infrared testing for image banks. Did we have
jurisdiction?
>
> What the Navy does is follow orders. Who gave the orders to kick out
the
>NYPD divers?
Probably some 23 year old ensign on a destroyer.
> For a Navy man, you seem to have a poor grasp of chain of command.
It's
>the job of the N.T.S.B. to decide what's hot enough to send to the top.
You don't know how power works. Power says get me this or that and thi
and
that turns up on power's desk very quickly. Power decides what it reads
and
what it wants, not the lower status.
>It's a violation of basic protocol for the President's staff to insert
>themselves between the raw data and the N.T.S.B.
Give me a break, Mr know how high level politics is supposed to work.
The President's staff can be inserted into any raw thing he wants to insert
it into. Of course, he has to answer for it later. And yes, I do think he
offered his staff to Paula Jones for insertion.
The White House staffers
>are NOT aviation experts.
So what? What does this mean? The ex-Soviet Politburo are not good
volleyball players. So what?
Well, actually I'm relieved that after extensive examination of the missile
explanation for TWA 800, the evidence is not there for such an heinous
crime.
The slight evidence that is there is ambiguous, ascending streak. The
wreckage evidence shows nothing inconsistent with mid air disintegration
The communication evidence among ships is benign. The location of
ships and
planes is consistent with appropriate activies in areas. Behavior of units
and people is consistent with sudden surprising national tragic event with
severe consequences. Altitude and distance from shore and ocean make it
physically unlikely terrorist missile could have reached the plane, been
fired from boat, or terrorists would choose dumb launching site. Previous
missile caused air crashes inconsistent with 800 sequence.
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All that's left is for plausible 800 crash explanation to be found, and
it has, inadvertent opening of cargo door inflight.
But, Mr. Rivero, continue to flog a dead horse of eyewitnesses saying
ascending streak, coverup conclusions based upon unexplained actions o
government agencies, and denigrating in insulting fashion all contrary
missile opinions, if it makes you feel better. That's the great thing
about a free press, it makes you feel better. I know it makes me feel
better.
For me, I'll stick to big, clear, photographs with time and place, sounds
on recorders, twisted metal, and previous official reports of similar
crashes. The politial stuff is fun to watch but doesn't get to truth.
Grounding 747s for bad air conditioners is interesting because air
conditioners are a pressure device and cargo door is a pressure problem,
center tank fire is a ignition problem at any pressure. 747s should be
grounded and doors sealed shut. All commercial planes have large
outward
opening cargo doors that will open when they shouldn't once in awhile,
that's what doors do. It's a problem.
But US Navy accidentally shooting down US planes in peacetime near
the US
is not a problem. Descending into Sarejvo in a C 141 and getting hit by
shoulder launched missile is a problem. TWA 800 fits the former
category.
Sincerely
John Barry Smith
Date:

Wed, 27 Aug 1997 09:23:27 -0700

Subject:
Archives/7
To the missile guys: (As I eat my own lunch.)
1. Important factual information about the damage area of TWA 800
given by
a reputable authority with hands on experience who has taken time to talk
to colleagues, reviewed maintenance manuals and written at length about
has been posted to the TWA 800 forum archives. That data is valuable an
must be archived and contributor thanked, thanks, Stan.
2. TWA discussion list, Flight 800, is not limited to missile discussion.
If you want a discussion group exclusively about missile explanation, the
start one.
3. I have sent two archive posts a day and am authorized three. I'm under
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my maximum. And I did delete personal bantering between sender and
recipient. And I did not archive my equal amount of responses and maybe
should but you've heard most of it already by now and you haven't heard
from the mechanic about a mechanical cause whose reports carry weight.
4. You don't have to read them, they are not for you. They are for future
researchers, historians, and interested amateur sleuths, just like us. They
don't take up space on your hard drive, just delete them. You probably ge
more spam a day than irritating cargo door posts. Delete them too.
5. If they were discussions about a missile with a missile repair person
you would not object, and in fact, if there are any, let's post them to the
archive. We, of all people, know the value of archives as we do our
research on the internet. If you are in contact with other interested
parties to TWA 800, invite them in. Their contributions may also be
valuable.
6. To review our parameters on list postings:
The flight 800 mailing list, FLIGHT-800@HOME.EASE.LSOFT.COM,
was created to
discuss the recent flight 800 airline disaster. The list will serve
both as a news vehicle and as a forum for the discussion of the steps
needed to prevent further incidents of this kind. Press clips will be
posted to
the mailing list as they become available (courtesy of PR Newswire).
>From this page, you can:
Browse through the discussion.
Search the archives of the list.
Subscribe to the mailing list.
Return to L-Soft's home page.
7. The attempt by missile guys to suppress any discussion other than
missile is to show that their goal is not truth of TWA 800 crash but
confirmation of missile explanation. Cargo door guys invite all
explanations for consideration. Cargo door guys have given much though
and
writing about missile explanation. Cargo door guys have read all criticism
by missile guys and have tried to refute opinion with facts as much as
possible. Cargo door guys never ask missile guys to shut up, or shorten
their repetitive posts, or not digress into non TWA 800 matters, or make
insidious innuendo about the profession of contributor. If someone writes
something, I'm assuming it relates to TWA 800, and that goes for disease
injustice, and tainted hamburger. And we all get the same time/space/post
so we have an even playing field.
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8. Cargo door modifies explanation as new facts appear. Radar blips as
door
have changed, incoming slipstream puffing up fuselage has changed,
reaction
of craft after event has changed. Missile theory stays the same, ascending
streak means missile going up and hits plane even though refuted with
physical laws.
9. Cargo door invites reconciliation and affiliation by finding common
ground and linking to each other. Missile guys reject all association and
refuse to link.
10. Cargo door relies entirely on evidence that can be touched, heard,
smelt, and seen. Missile guys rely on evil mysterious unknown
conspirators,
plotters, and coverup desperadoes.
11. >created to discuss the recent flight 800 airline disaster. Cargo door
guys fit into that guidance from LSoft. It doesn't say created to suppress
all non missile related discussion about the recent flight 800 airline
disaster. Missile guys don't follow that guidance from LSoft.
12. I'm as guilty as the next when it comes to ignoring hard research work
and enjoying the flush of indignation as the newly posted insult sinks in.
And then to plan the retort, savoring the effect of the sharp riposte
accurately delivered in timely fashion. It's all fun but really not
productive for the real goal, what happened to TWA 800 and when. The
needle
goes in, just to stay in practice: Cargo door guys post at various times
during all days indicating personal effort from home after work. Missile
guys post on weekdays during working hours and never on weekends,
indicating missile explanation may be just fooling around fun at work to
kill some time. If anyone gets paid to do explanation, it's the missile
guys.
13. Thanks to all the cargo door guys for inisting I rejoin the fray of the
discussion group. I'm still not sure what the good is, other than to
clarify own thoughts and to provide a repository of alternative
explanations for TWA 800 that can be accessed by future historians who
will
be wading through this sentence muttering, chaff, chaff, chaff.
14. Also thanks to my boss who blew up when I told him, during the
morning
meeting, that I had quit the discussion group. The conversation/harangue
could have gone something like this.
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JBS: They saw through me, Chief, those missile guys are sharp. I'm
wasting
my time. I can't do any more disinformation, it's not sticking.
Chief: I'll tell you when you can quit, Mr. (name deleted) do you
understand? Your job is misinformation, to confuse, obfuscate, divert, an
stall, now go back there and continue talking about that nonsense
mechanical story of cargo door.
JBS: I can't, Chief, they are making fun of me. Do you have anything else
for me?
Chief: How about Vince Foster?
JBS: No, no, no, anything but Vince Foster, how many times can I say
wrong gun.
Chief: Ron Brown?
JBS: Boring, who cares?
Chief: We could give you Greg Norman twisted knee story but that's
under
full control already. No, sorry, it's got to be cargo door.
JBS: Well, give me something to work with, I'm tired of spouting this
non-information.
Chief: We spent a lot of money on those reports, what's wrong with the
information?
JBS: Well, fabricated facts aren't working, they see through the
uninformation and ignore the malinformation, they will not be diverted
from
the missile. And why me, Chief, nobody believes me.
Chief: Exactly why we picked you, son. We knew that sooner or later the
similarities of these crashes would add up and give a cargo door suggeste
solution so we wanted to deflect it. So we picked someone who nobody
believes just on principle. It's a talent. I don't know how you do it. It
even works on me. You say to me you want out of discussion group and
all I
hear in my head is how much you like it. What a knack you have to say
one
thing and the hearer hears the opposite. Have you made any money on it
yet?
JBS: So, Boss, what did crash TWA 800?
Chief: Ah, wouldn't you like to know, my man; me too, but, my dear boy
higher powers than us decide these things. Ours is not to question why,
ours is but to do and die. Now get back to work.
JBS: Yes, sir. Can I have more reinformation staff?
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Chief: No, you can't have more staff, you've got enough in forum already
get out of here, now!
So, fellow contributors, as you can read, back to work for cargo door guy
Thanks to Richard Hirsch for clear explanation of center tank and why it
so difficult to explode. It makes it clear to me that center tank was not
initial event. Love the ping pong balls.
And now NTSB is trying to get center tank to explode on video tape, like
Valujet, by changing fuel mixures, changing ignition sources, changing
voltages etc. You would think it would be easy to get 30 gallons of gas to
blow up in a container, just throw a match in. If you can't win within the
rules, change the rules.
Regards,
John Barry Smith
Archive data 7, to Apr 16 97 below:
From: JetMechNWA@aol.com
Date: Tue, 25 Mar 1997 18:04:24 -0500 (EST)
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Re: If it ain't Boing, I ain't Goin'.
In a message dated 97-03-25 15:04:49 EST, you write:
<< Relative to what? Pretty soon, 93000 hours will be a relatively low
time
airframe. >>
Since Boeing warranties the structures to 20000 cycles and it takes about
90000 hrs to get their, then a 39000 hr airplane is probably under 10000
cycles. Like I said, relatively new.
>>You may be right and the fact that they are insignificant is significant.
plane at 22000 feet has the same explosive decompression forces as one a
31000 feet because the important number is the differential, not the
altitude. And TWA 800 had differential of...
TWA had a differential of about 5.6 psi which is much lower than 8.4 or
8.9.
Now why should a door "popping open" at 5.6 psi totally destroy an
airframe
when a KNOWN event at 8.4 psi tore the door off and the skin panel
where it
struck the airplane??? Doesn't make any sense does it??? TWA would
have far
less energy behind the door than UAL or PA103.
>>In fact, what are the differentials for planes at:
sea level is 0
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13500 feet is 6.0?
20000 feet is 8.0?
22000 feet is 8.5?
31000 feet is 8.9?
My book says 10000--4.5888psid cabin altitude is seal level |
15000--6.405 psid
|
20000--7.943 psid
|
22000--8.493 psid
|
23000--8.753 psid
\|/
25000--8.9 psid
All altitudes above 25000 maintain
8.9 psid while
the cabin altitudes climbs
to 7600 ft,
>>>>Key word "high explosve"
Key word, opinion. I've always agreed with the observer who said mild
blast.
Which observer was that. The report states high explosive. I would say
that
that would have been written in there after the investigators achieved a
consensus and it was no longer an opinion of one observer. Set you
cherry
bomb to go off suspended in the middle of the barrel and their will be ver
little if any evidence of an explosion on the inside surfaces of the barrel.
The pressure wave on the other hand will have bulged the barrel out.
Since
this high explosive went off suspended in the middle of a baggage
container
we have essentially a high pressure wave that was strong enough to bulge
the
skin between stringers and leave the metal stretched permanently.
>>>tear open the intial damage from the blast.
Well, I think the separate area of pressure blow could be the 'ram air
affect'.
The ram air effect is peanuts compared to cabin pressure and a explosive
pressure wave. I believe the "shutgon" blast could be the direct result of
the detonator going off but the real damage was followed by the pressure
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wave
of the high explosive added to the cabin pressure differential that burst th
fuselage. Take an airnozzle from a shop air compressor and blast 90 psi
pressure into an open pop can and you will get a lot of noise but the
pressure will escape around the air nozzle and leave the can intact. Now
throw a small firecracker into the can and seal it and see what happens.
You
like home experiments don't you. Just be careful doing this, you could ge
hurt bad. 1.4 psi ram air at 300 knots through a large opening is NOT
going
to build up any damaging pressure. If you think that ram air pressure is s
high then why would the manufacturers use bleed air from the engines,
which
drains lots of power and fuel, to pressurize the airframe when all they
would
have to do is provide an air scoop for ram air and get the pressure for free
Now ram jets use only ram air pressure you might say but they also
funnel
this low pressure air down to very low volume to boost the pressure to a
significant level to run the engines. Ram jets are don't run until much
higher speeds than 300 knots. Now if you had a big scoop that funneled
the
air to a compression ratio of 9 to 1 and then sent it into an open cargo doo
it would just escape. If the door were closed and the outflow valves seale
shut then over an extended period of time you could actually pressurize
the
fuselage to its popping point. But it would take a long time to pressurize
this large volume. Do these explanations help. THEY SHOULD.
>>A 20 inch hole does not
tear nose off. The mild blast caused a 20 inch hole.
This is true, except for when the 20 inch hole is surrounded by a starburst
of cracks and tears that extend for many many feet and it severs all frame
and stringers with it. Then the cabin pressure just helps blow it all apart.
>>>By the way, Canada transporatation safety board says they retrieved
the
182
door. I think they are wrong and am checking it out. A government
agency
wrong? How could that be?
Simple. They did retrieve and did get some photographs and then
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dropped it
when the cable broke. They evidently saw enough to not warrent getting
again.
Don't pass judgment on them without knowing the whole story.
From: JetMechNWA@aol.com
Date: Fri, 28 Mar 1997 21:02:04 -0500 (EST)
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Re: EPR
In a message dated 97-03-28 11:44:15 EST, you write:
<< Need anything you have on EPR. It turns out that:
800 had EPR changed before fatal crash. >>
They had just changed power settings for a climb I presume so an EPR
change
would be normal.
>>103 had EPR blip on #3 just before crash.
And it 's significance is????
>>182 had EPR gripe not fixed on fatal crash.
And what was the gripe???
>>>811 could have had EPR gripe but all non cargo door gripes omitted
from
report
Sounds like hearsay to me. Where can you find the published report????
>>Again, too much for coincidence.
And what is the coincidence??? I do not see any.
>>>And ideas on a connnection of EPR gauges,
wiring, function to cargo door?
There is no connection. Why do you keep trying to dream one up.
How can you declare a connection when you don't even know how the
doors,
engines, eprs, pressurization systems, etc. etc. even work.
I glanced briefly at the pull in hook springs today. I am not sure I can
agree with the guy I had lunch with who says the springs pulled the door
in
and pressurization blew it out. While it makes sense, it looks like the
springs operate the other direction. I can't say for sure, but appearances
are that way. Unfortunately I didn't have time to check the drawings and
rigging information to find out. Maybe my manual here at home will hav
some
info. I'll let you know later if I find out.TTYL
From: JetMechNWA@aol.com
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Date: Mon, 31 Mar 1997 23:16:00 -0500 (EST)
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: pullin hooks
I finally got a chance to research the pull in hook springs to see if my
friends explanation of PA125 could be true. I think he is wrong since my
manual says :
"The torque tube has hook open springs. The springs hold the hooks
open as
the door is being closed (hook actuator brake released). The springs hold
the hooks in place until they contact the pins....."
This would seem to refute the idea that the springs kept pulling the door
closed.
From: JetMechNWA@aol.com
Date: Tue, 1 Apr 1997 17:38:59 -0500 (EST)
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Re: PA 125
In a message dated 97-03-31 23:49:02 EST, you write:
<< The question is why the
door did not tear off like UAL811, or why did UAL 811 tear off and not
stay
on like PA 125. And why did plane go back up after problem noted. Or
how
did door reseal and repressurize. >>
That answer is simple. The door on UAL blew off with a great deal of
force.
A force stronger than the strength of the hinge fittings and floor beam en
fittings. The PA125 flight opened or was left open prior to being
pressurized so it did not have the explosive force behind it. In PA125's
case the structure is strong enough to keep the door attached as long as it
is just resisting the relative wind.
>>I think door opened early on and stayed open two inches. It never
reclosed. After descending the plane reached a differential small enough
for the bleed air to overcome and successfully pressurize the plane, light
went off and plane went back up, door in same postition, but then higher
up
differential too big and light came back on. Plane landed and found door
open. Door never resealed.
I can accept all of that.
>> Door didn't tear off because may have been in
boundary layer or too strong. What held door rigid at two inches open?
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The lift actuators motor, clutches, and arms. The pull in hooks would
deposit the door at 2" open and would stay there unless the lift actuator
motor started up. These mechanism really didn't have much force of them
since the leading edge door frame would not open past the door jamb.
Boundary layer has nothing to do with it. The boundary layer is probabl
never any greater than 1/4"
>> All
eight lower cam latches were unlocked and door stayed intact, how?
What would be there to do any damage to them. If they opened prior to
pressurization or were left unlatched nothing would happen to them.
>>>So, if you would, give scenario for PA 125 after door closed on
ground and
plane taxied out.
I have not read the report but from the information I have it would appear
that frayed wires opened the latches and pullin hooks prior to being
pressurized. The gap left around the seal was not large enough to prevent
pressurization, only enough to prevent full pressurization. I suspect the
light in the cockpit went on when cabin altitude exceeded minimums and
recovered on the way back down. The crew climbed again only to have
cabin
minimums exceeded again. I think the door hung open at the edge of the
pull
in hook reach right from the early stages of taxi or flight.
The damage lock sectors would be a forgone conclusion and could have
been
that way quite awhile since the stiffening modifactions had not been done
yet.
From: JetMechNWA@aol.com
Date: Tue, 1 Apr 1997 20:48:31 -0500 (EST)
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Re: Variables
In a message dated 97-04-01 20:35:26 EST, you write:
<< If door opens and cracks down low, then door stays on and won't
pressurize. I door opens up high (contrary to revised 811 report) then
door
bangs out and up and away. >>
I have no idea what that statement says. Are you trying to suggest that th
midspan latches are opening at a different time than the sill latches???
This is not so!
Both set of latches are linked together and work and the same time so if
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door
is going to crack open the entire door unlatches together. Ther reason 81
door broke in half is that it struck the fuselage when banged fully open an
whip snapped the door in half. Read the report. That is also why the
stringers severed and why the hinges pulled out. No other reason.
>> But the point, when door goes, anything can happen.
History says other wise. Your hypthothesis is this only.
From: JetMechNWA@aol.com
Date: Thu, 3 Apr 1997 15:03:55 -0500 (EST)
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Re: Shallow descending arc.
Sorry I haven't replied for a few days. I ended up in the hospital with
undiagnosed chest pains. Next Fri. I go through the stress test routine.
<< I conject if
door opens and doesn't delay for a second, as UAL 811 did, then door
goes
out, up and away taking skin and 300 knots crumples nose into larger
hole
than 811 and that was a big hole. How big was it? It was so big...AI 182,
PA 103, and TWA 800. >>
UAL811's hole was big because the door struck the fuselage and severed
stringers. The report on AI 182 clearly states the door was broken
outwards
with the lower sill and upper sill attached. This airplane definately did no
crash because of the door. PA103's report is quite thorough and very
believable in the description with no evidence proving the door came off
first and plenty to indicate the damage to the airframe was indeed a high
expl
osive. To date the invesitigators of TWA800 have ruled out the fwd carg
door by the evidence on hand despite some incomplete/missing paper
work
concerning the AD notes.
>>I put the entire Aviation Week article on web site, the article has the
streak right too, shallow descending arc, they saw the door.
Without rereading the article I do recall that they said it was a shallow
descending arc like a meteor. Meteors descend from above and falling
objects
off of airplanes descend below the airplane. Whatever the case is the
NTSB
suggested a streak of light from on opening forward door as a cause but
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did
not specify which door. Based on the position of the helicopter and the
direction of 800 the streak of light from an opening door would have to b
on
the left side of the airplane. Cargo doors on passenger airplanes are on th
right side. Falling objects from that altitude could be watched for fairly
long time, what these pilots saw was very short in duration, so short they
disagree on the direction it came from. The objects from the airplane wer
still falling when they flew closer towards it and witnessed people still
strapped in chairs. I think you might be reading a little too much into
their suggestions. IMHO. I also seem to recall that they both saw an
explosion ahead of the airplane and that it flew into it. Cargo doors don't
get ahead of their airplanes and explode.
I will look at your files and comment later. Thanks

Date:

Sat, 2 Aug 1997 12:03:02 -0700

Subject:
BDay, for Baltimore
Mr. Lee, thank you for your analysis of cargo door falling from plane at
300 knots and 13700 feet. I can't follow the math but that's my ignorance
I invite another math competent person for confirmation or rebuttal, I
can't do it. I can do ball park figures and basic stuff.
Assuming the initial movement of the door is up, as it was for UAL 811,
up
and away tearing off top skin with it, then the door definitely starts out
with strong upward spring, then it goes down, which means it was level f
some bit. What the jagged airfoil shaped object does then is open to
conjecture. I think it wobbles all over, up down and all around. But it has
to come down sometime. You say about a minute in the air based on roug
figures. Fine. Fifty seconds for sound to get to hearer, looks up, sees
last ten seconds of door descent, still streaking in evening sunlight, and
if toward observer, seen as ascending streak, even though going down.
Or sound something else and hearer looked up coincidentally. Or hearer
heard sound and saw something else and called it streak. Or hearer read
news reports and joined in the fun.
Maj Meyer is the one observer I put trust in. He didn't know about the
crash before he saw streak. He describes it as a pilot would. He had reaso
to be visually vigilant. He was in combat and has seen missiles. He is
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corroborated by his co-pilot. His description of color direction, size and
timing all fit cargo door spinning away in sunlight, to fireball, then
falling flaming debris. Or it fits missile according to the missile guys,
fine. It's only a streak. Could be a lot of things.
Ah, eyewitnesses, what a jungle. If you see strange bright dot and move
head quickly to get better view, it will be seen as streak. There are more
variables that make the statements of eyewitnesses poorly credible. But
the basic is there, streak. And now, noise first then streak; not streak,
then noise. Cargo door causes noise, then seen as streak. Not missile seen
as streak, then causes noise.
Well, who you gonna believe? Which eye/ear witnesses? I believe all of
them believe what they say is true. It may or may not be. Need other
corroboration.
Back to unity. Ha, such as it is.
Dear fellow center tank explosion as not initial event persons:
Dec 8th Baltimore. Time and place for BDay assault. Let's plan. I'll be
Stalin, no, no, I'll be Eisenhower, or maybe Montgomery. And day after
Pearl Harbor too.
Anyway, NTSB will be organized with CFT. We must be organized
with CFT
too. But not as initial event. I offer missile opening cargo door leading
to CFT. All three are included.
And each want theirs to be the initial event. I say probably electrical
short to cargo door to CFT. NTSB says unknown ignition source (they'll
find
one) to CFT. Missile guys say stupid Navy or evil terrorist to missile to
CFT.
But we all say CFT. Let's be polite to NTSB and just dispute timing.
To be allies in the 8 Dec Baltimore assault we must be organized.
Organized attack demands organized defense. Ours must be non violent,
polite, articulate, patient, well reasoned, and supported by documents,
text, graphics, and pictures. We must always be non threatening. Any
display of anger or frustration will be played up and discredit us as
immature children unworthy of consideration.
Let me emphasize that. Polite, non threatening. We must not shoot
ourselves in the foot.
They will be ready with defense against missile explanation and I'm
hoping they try to ignore cargo door because they will be weak in that
area, then, through ignorance.
Missile guys, get united. There is dissent in your ranks. There is the
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enemy terrorist missile explanation and the friendly fire missile guys. Get
together. Agree on something. Prepare for NTSB defense. What does
NTSB have
that hurts you. And don't go whining about suppressed evidence. They are
the power, that's the rule of power, they get to do what they want.
Get with Meyer, he's on your side now. They must listen to some
member of
the public and why not him, he saw it happen. And any missile person
dissed
on TV, demand equal time, whatever that means but sounds fair to
Americans.
So get on 60 minutes and rebut airhead blonde TV reporter, (and I love
them
all).
We should be united as representing alternative to CFT as initial event.
We could all wear blue blazers or black leather jackets, or to be be really
cool we could all have light blue windbreakers with big letters on the bac
in yellow. The letters could say, AE for alternative explanation. If
queried, you get to give yours and I get to give mine and the terrorist
missile guys get to give theirs. Any bomb guys left? They should be there
too, CFT but after bomb goes off. Even the bomb guys would agree CFT
not
initial event.
We need handouts for the press laying it all out. We are educated
computer people with inkjets.
There is a time for political unity and that's when you fight in a
political arena. Baltimore on 8 Dec is a political arena. Political unity
means allies. We must become allies.
So our appearance must be similar, DDay aircraft had three white stripe
on green to identify friend from foe.
I suggest twenty dollar light jackets to go over our regular clothes. We
adapt mimic appearance of NTSB FBI DEA etc.
I suggest press kits with pictures and text and quotes supporting our
alternative explanation.
We could have press conference with beer, they would come.
I suggest a network of communication among us. We must be available fo
interviews and strategy sessions. We need to know where each other is at
most times.
I suggest internet access for fast research when queried by tough
questions. Of course email to get with long distance supporters.
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We must have specific objectives and reach them in sequence. Such as
mike
time in front of Board. Contact with TV radio and print persons. Specific
requests that make sense and are doable for the NTSB to do must be
determined and phrased politely and presented at right time.
We are not outsiders as they would have us. We are insiders and demand
the respect of players, not the audience.
We are behind now in our preparations. NTSB is way ahead of us with
their
CFT. They have a huge real reconstruction that omits the entire cargo doo
area and refuses entry to cameras and other persons to look for entry and
exit holes. Yet their reconstruction has a great big explosion in the CFT.
We must emphazie we do not dispute CFT. Only as initial event. We
praise
NTSB for the CFT determination. Good work, Boys! Now to get to what
happened before the CFT and even the NTSB admits they don't know.
That is
our opening. Let us suggest what we think happened before the CFT,
missile
guys do missile, cargo door guys do cargo door, fuel pump guys do fuel
pump, and bomb guys do bomb. We are all in the running.
Well, that's my unity thinking.
At this stage, let's all link to our carefully crafted web pages. I've
linked to Goddard, Rivero and webexpert and welcome others. We
should print
out our entire sites into hard copy too.
Plan on antipathy from traditional media once we mention internet. Pla
on last minute revelations by NTSB to confuse us with conflicting data.
What would you do if you were NTSB and these riff raff insist on
spoiling
your show? And you have lots of money, lots of powerful friends, billion
rest on the conclusions reached, and your job is on the line. Oh, also the
international aviation reputation of your country is being tested in world
wide media. Yeah, see the problem?
I do.
Date:

Fri, 8 Aug 1997 22:52:37 -0700

Subject:
CWT dead?
CWT dead? No, in fact the most alive and kicking of all the explanations
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We depend on Boeing to refute CWT as initial event technically as not
feasible. CWT as initial event can be refuted by radar, FDR, CVR etc if
wanted to by NTSB. CWT did explode so NTSB is safe saying so.
Nobody at
NTSB gets fired if they say CWT for TWA 800. They get chewed out if
they
say cargo door, and scoffed at if they say missile, replaced if they say
unknown, and promoted and later retired if they say CWT, which one
would
you choose? Reasonable, documented explanation for an event prior to
CWT is
needed and that's what we are working on.
Oh, and doors on 747s are still opening, when they open low, not much
happens, see below; when they open high, disaster, see
www.corazon.com.
Aircraft Manufacturer : BOEING
Aircraft Model
: 747132
Aircraft Serial No. : 19896
Difficulty Date
: 06 September 1994
Operator Desig.
: EIAA
Operator Type
: Air Carrier
A/C N Number
: 481EV
Precautionary Procedure : Unsched. Landing
: Dump Fuel
Nature
: Warning Indication
Stage of Flight
: Climb
Discrepancy/Corrective Action:JFK - ON TAKEOFF AFT CARGO
DOOR LT
ILLUMINATED. UNABLE TO PRESSURIZE, DUMPED 50,000
POUNDS, LANDED JFK. UPON
ARRIVING AT JFK , FOUND AFT CARGO VENT DOORS
OPENED AND DOOR HANDLE
UNLOCKED. CHECKED OPERATION OF DOOR AND
HANDLE PER MM 52-34-12 AND MM
52-34-00. OPS CHECKED OK. ADJUST LATCH PIN PER MM
52-34-12 PAGE 234 AND
PRESSURIZED OK. PER MM 21-31-00. OPS CHECKED OK AND
INDICATION OK. (W)
Part Name
: DOOR
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Part Condition
: NOT LATCHED
Part/Defect Loc.
: CARGO COMPT
Name
: EVERGREEN INTERNATIONAL AIRLINES IN
Submitter Code
: Carrier
District Office
: Northwest Mountain office #09
Aircraft Manufacturer : BOEING
Aircraft Model
: 747238B
Aircraft Serial No. : 20535
Difficulty Date
: 10 November 1993
Operator Desig.
: CALA
A/C N Number
: 17025
Precautionary Procedure : Unsched. Landing
Nature
: Other
Stage of Flight
: Climb
Discrepancy/Corrective Action:EWR - FLT 0028 - AIRCRAFT CABIN
PRESSURE
COULD NOT BE MAINTAINED ABOVE 17,000 FEET. ALL
PACKS AND DUCT PRESSURE
WERE NORMAL AND THERE WERE NO SYSTEM FAIL LIGHTS
OR DOOR WARNING LIGHTS.
THE AIRCRAFT WAS RETURNED TO EWR. MAINTENANCE
FOUND THE AFT CARGO DOOR
FORWARD PRESSURE RELIEF DOOR SHROUD CRACKED
AND THE DOOR SEAL WAS MISSING.
THE DOOR SHROUD AND SEAL WERE REPLACED. THE
AIRCRAFT WAS PRESSURIZED AND
NO LEAKS WERE NOTED. (W)
Part Name
: SHROUD
Part Condition
: CRACKED
Part/Defect Loc.
: AFT CARGO DOOR
Overhaul
:X
Submitter Code
: Carrier
District Office
: Southwestern US office #09
Aircraft Type
: 12501 lbs. and over weight class
Monoplane Low Wing
Powered with 4 Engines
------AT
A Code
: 5230
Aircraft Manufacturer : BOEING
Aircraft Model
: 747251F
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Aircraft Serial No. : 23887
A/C Total Time
: 29362
A/C Total Cycles
: 6796
Difficulty Date
: 20 October 1994
Operator Desig.
: NWAA
Operator Type
: Air Carrier
A/C N Number
: 639US
Precautionary Procedure : Unsched. Landing
: Dump Fuel
Nature
: Warning Indication
Stage of Flight
: Take Off
Station
: VHHH
Flight #
: 0904
Discrepancy/Corrective Action:AFTER TAKEOFF, AFT CARGO
DOOR LIGHT
ILLUMINATED. CREW FOLLOWED COCKPIT OPERATING
PROCEDURE, DUMPED 75,000 LBS
OF FUEL, AND RETURNED TO HKG. FOUND HOOK
ACTUATOR DEACTIVATED. REPLACED
HOOK ACTUATOR PER MM 52-71-00 AND DOOR WARNING
SWITCH (S3) PER MM 52-71-00.
PERFORMED CHECK AND UNITS TESTED NORMAL.
AIRCRAFT RETURNED TO SERVICE.
Part Name
: SWITCH
Manufacture Part Number : C210251
Part Condition
: FAILED
Part/Defect Loc.
: AFT CARGO
Name
: NORTHWEST AIRLINES INC
Submitter Code
: Carrier
District Office
: Great Lakes office #01
Aircraft Manufacturer : BOEING
Aircraft Model
: 747245F
Aircraft Serial No. : 20826
Difficulty Date
: 27 November 1994
Operator Desig.
: FDEA
Operator Type
: Air Carrier
A/C N Number
: 640FE
Precautionary Procedure : Unsched. Landing
Nature
: Warning Indication
Stage of Flight
: Take Off
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Station
: ORD
Flight #
: 77
Discrepancy/Corrective Action:ON ROTATION, AFT CARGO DOOR
OPENED. REPLACED
SPRING ON LOCK PIN AND ADJ PER MM 52-34-12.
Part Name
: SPRING
Manufacture Part Number : MS245851290
Part Condition
: FAILED
Part/Defect Loc.
: AFT CARGO DOOR
Name
: FEDERAL EXPRESS CORP
Submitter Code
: Carrier
District Office
: Southern US office #04
Aircraft Manufacturer : BOEING
Aircraft Model
: 747122
Aircraft Serial No. : 19878
A/C Total Time
: 80672
A/C Total Cycles
: 18869
Powerplant Manufacturer : PWA
Powerplant Model
: JT9D7A
Difficulty Date
: 24 October 1994
Operator Desig.
: UALA
Operator Type
: Air Carrier
A/C N Number
: 4717U
Precautionary Procedure : Emer. Descent
Nature
: Warning Indication
Stage of Flight
: Cruise
Station
: NRT
Flight #
: 0825
Discrepancy/Corrective Action:AT 37000 FEET UNABLE TO
MAINTAIN CABIN
PRESSURE. MADE EMERGENCY DESCENT. REPLACED
MISSING SEAL ON AFT CARGO DOOR.
Part Name
: SEAL
Manufacture Part Number : 60B1000010
Part Condition
: MISSING
Part/Defect Loc.
: CARGO DOOR
Name
: UNITED AIRLINES INC.
Submitter Code
: Carrier
District Office
: Western/Pacific US office #29
Aircraft Manufacturer : BOEING
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Aircraft Model
: 747132
Aircraft Serial No. : 19896
Difficulty Date
: 14 May 1995
Operator Desig.
: EIAA
Operator Type
: Air Carrier
A/C N Number
: 481EV
Precautionary Procedure : Unsched. Landing
Nature
: Warning Indication
Stage of Flight
: Climb
Discrepancy/Corrective Action:JFK - LOG PAGE A3752 - AFT
CARGO LIGHT
ILLUMINATED ON TAKEOFF ROLL ALONG WITH CARGO
DOOR ANNUNCIATOR LIGHT ON
PILOTS CLEAR SHIELDS. ABNORMAL CHECKLIST
COMPLETED AND LANDING WAS
UNEVENTUAL. FOUND LOWER AFT CARGO DOOR VENT
DOOR RELEASE HANDLE OPEN.
RESECURED HANDLE AND OPERATED HANDLE
NUMEROUS TIMES. LIGHT OPERATED
NORMALLY IAW MM 52-34-0. OPERATION OF AFT CARGO
DOOR VENT DOOR HANDLE AND
TRIGGER ASSY AND INDICATION SYSTEM ALL CHECKED
OK. (X)
Part Name
: VENT DOOR HANDLE
Part Condition
: NOT SECURED
Part/Defect Loc.
: CARGO DOOR
Name
: EVERGREEN INTERNATIONAL AIRLINES IN
Submitter Code
: Carrier
District Office
: Northwest Mountain office #09
Aircraft Manufacturer : BOEING
Aircraft Model
: 747251B
Aircraft Serial No. : 23111
A/C Total Time
: 45787
A/C Total Cycles
: 7155
Difficulty Date
: 03 March 1996
Operator Desig.
: NWAA
Operator Type
: Air Carrier
A/C N Number
: 631US
Precautionary Procedure : Unsched. Landing
: Emer. Descent
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Nature
: Warning Indication
Stage of Flight
: Cruise
Station
: RPMM
Flight #
: 0007
Discrepancy/Corrective Action:DURING CRUISE,
PRESSURIZATION AUTO FAIL LIGHT
ILLUMINATED ACCOMPANIED BY A LOSS OF
PRESSURIZATION. AIRCRAFT DIVERTED TO
MNL AND LANDED WITHOUT INCIDENT. REPLACED
AIR/GROUND RELAY R229, RIGHT
OUTFLOW VALVE ACTUATOR AND AUTO PRESSURE
CONTROLLER. REPAIRED DENT IN
FORWARD CARGO DOOR DEPRESSOR SEAL AND
OPERATIONAL CHECK GOOD.
Part Name
: SEAL
Part Condition
: DAMAGED
Part/Defect Loc.
: CARGO DOOR
Name
: NORTHWEST AIRLINES INC
Submitter Code
: Carrier
District Office
: Great Lakes office #01
Date:

Sat, 30 Aug 1997 00:18:46 -0700

Subject:
And now for something completely different..
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="iso-8859-1"
But first, old business...
MR said:
>1. Cargo doors fall down, not upwards as the eyewitnesses report
Cargo doors fly upward when launched at 300 knots at 13700 feet, then
fall
down, especially when sprung in upward direction by powerful force
enough
to break door in half and tear top sill out and tear off top skin. And a
careful read of your statement implies the eyewitnesses reported cargo
doors fall upwards.
>2. Cargo doors don't leave radar tracks that travel faster than the
>plane they fell off of is capable of attaining.
Right, radar not door. Missiles don't fly at 434 knots either. Door is too
slow and missile too fast for radar blips.
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>3. Cargo doors don't shine brighter than the entire rest of the 747 they
>came from.
Depends on viewe's angle. When you do the at home looking up at
airliner in
sky at sunset experiment, the flare/glow/flash that happens at reflection
time, the reflection off just the aft or forward fuselage obscures the rest
of plane. A cargo door at reflection angle to viewer will be seen as larger
than rest of plane which is not at reflection angle.
>4. Cargo doors don't produce "ordnance" explosions.
Ordance probably refers to center tank explosion/fireball. "Explosive'
decompression is produced by cargo door, so some effects of explosion
would
be produced, internal high speed movement of objects impacting in seat
backs, etc.
>The cargo door theory has never been credible.
To you, never. Opinion noted.
>It does NOT account for
>the eyewitness statements,
Yes it does, see Meyer and Seven.
>it does NOT account for the radar tracks,
Nothing does.
>it
>does NOT account for the manner in which the Navy seized the crash
site
>without any legal jurisdiction in civilian air crashes and then kicked out
>the NYPD divers,
Excuse me, Navy taking control of the sea does not make sense?
>nor does it accouunt for the way the White HOuse seized
>the radar tapes ahead of the NTSB.
Probably not true and it's a timing thing and NTSB got everything last
anyway, doesn't mean coverup, it means politicians seizing opportunity.
And
cargo door doesn't care about politics, it pops when it wants to and
doesn't have to account for human motives.
> The NTSB Chairman's Rpeort of 11/15/96 mentions missile twice. It
>doesn't mention a cargo door at all.
Tell me about it, 12 months of constant effort on TWA 800 from Senator
NTSB, FBI, SS, Congressman, media, print radio and TV, and not even a
mention of something so basic in a ruptured hull accident:
window/hatch/door blow out.
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> The whole cargo door theory consists iof pleas to ignore all the
>eyewitness statements
Not true, pay attention to the eyewitnesses, start with Meyer and Seven.
>and radar evidence,
No one explains the radar and I tried.
then insists that the FBI and
>NTSB is capable of a cover up over a cargo door defect
Excuse me, sir, ah, sir, ah, Mr Hard of Hearing, Mr. possibly unable to
read and comprehend words such as no conspiracy, no coverup, and no
plot?
What is it about no you don't understand? I'm telling you, to read the
above statement goes back to initial radio interview I had with woman
reporter from Newsday that did story on internet theories and I told her
three times, no conspiracy, no cover up and no plots and it came out in
print as you just misquoted me too, and NTSB read the article and then
refused to talk to me as I was one of the conspiracy nuts.
When you read from me, no cover up, and then say cargo door insists
coverup
I just have to stop and think who am I dealing with here? Are you so
round
the bend you can not read? Is the world really hearing coverup as I say no
coverup? Do I really have a talent for saying one thing, but the listeners
knows what I really mean and it's the opposite? You think I'm lying?
Let's get real for one moment. There is no conspiracy, no coverup, no plo
The world is not out to fool you, you are not being tricked. All this spook
nonsense is for idle fun. There is no conspiracy, no coverup, no plot.
Understand?
At least that's what they told me to say. Did it work?
at the same time
>that the FBI and NTSB are INcapable of a cover up involving a Navy
>missile.
Incapable? No, not incapable. Capable but didn't do it. You know so little
about the military, you've never been on a Navy ship as an officer or
enlisted, never completed peacetime and wartime missions. The Navy did
not
fire a missile that hit TWA 800. But that leaves a lot of other potential
shooters. Another military ship of another country for instance. Good stor
but the evidence is not there.
> The Cargo Door theory is just another intelligence operation to delay
>the formation of concensus.
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Maybe I sound like an intelligence officer because I once was. The cargo
door theory is mine alone as discoverer for PA 103 and TWA 800. Mr.
RA
Davis said might have been door for explosive decompression for Air
India
182 in report. I didn't know about AI 182 until after TWA 800. Strange to
read in 1996 about cargo doors causing the crash of a high time 747 in
l985. I consider it an intelligence operation, John Barry Smith
intelligence operation, using same techniques any intelligence operation
uses. Just like Ian Goddard who is running an intelligence operation, his
own, using techniques of research, interviews, conjecture, analysis, and
conclusions.
I am not part of a organized government intelligence operation. At least
that's what they told me to say.
the
>inevitable requirement that most of the evidence be discarded or
>discounted and only a few select items be considered.
Most of the crap evidence be discarded or discounted and only a few
select
substantiated and corroborated items called facts be considered.
>1. Discredit the eyewitnesses.
Don't have to, some do a great job themselves and by their interpreters.
>2. Ignore the radar data.
Naw, spent hours on that radar data. And wait until the disintegration
radar tapes are released, every piece flies off, the door will be there.
>
>3. Never aknowledge the fact that the Navy lied about the presence of
>subs.
Dear ignorant civilian, the location of Navy nuclear trident subs is so
secret the crew does not know where they are, except for Skipper and XO
and
navigator. To reveal where a sub is, was, or will be without permission
from the top, and I mean SecNAV or President is court martial offense
and I
mean right now. I'm surprised the Navy ever admitted where the subs
were,
it was a breach of security. You have no idea of the security involved in
the location of these subs. Our enemy now has a basline on the subs
revealed. They can start the clock ticking on those subs. I spent four
years hunting subs. The reason they are the best weapon ever devised is
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they can not be found. For you to complain the Navy didn't say, hey
everybody, last night a plane crashed over head our subs but we didn't do
it, is evidence of a coverup is naive thinking.
>4. Never aknowledge that the Navy had no legal jurisdiction to order the
>NYPD divers away from the crash site.
Huh? The Navy has no jurisdiction over the ocean? They would have
kicked
out the Coast Guard, never mind local police.
>
>5. Ignore that the White House pre-empting of the radar tapes;
What are you talking about? The Command in Chief gets the hottest stuff
the
fastest. It's passed to him. Every relevant fact was delivered to his
office first, as it should be.
>
>6. Ignore the active warning zones. Pretend that the CEC testers were
just
>using charts and graphs.
The reason they have zones is to keep planes apart. And it worked, TWA
800
was not in Warning Area. No mid air. No friendly fire.
>
>7. CEC website at http://130.163.113.252/ ? WHAT CEC website at
>http://130.163.113.252/. Surely you jest! No such animal. Never
happened.
>It's all a sick fantasy.
I'm afraid to check out this. It's all a sick fantasy is a great name for a
movie though.
>
>8. Insist that the presenting of totally bogus and unworkable theories is
>"only fair"
Totally bogus? Unworkable? Opinion noted.
and that anyone who points out inconvenient facts is merely
>stifling your free expression of "other points of view".
Facts like bogus and unworkable?
If this is your best shot at disproving cargo door, I find it not
surprisingly unconvincing. Failure to persuade. Awash in ...something.
>this is science, and
>the science is against the cargo door theory.
Opinion noted. Absence of 'scientifical' facts noted.
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>There is no evidentiary support that a cargo door was the problem with
>flight 800.
Now I know why remedial reading was recommended, 1000 pages of
scanned in
evidence for support of cargo door on web site corazon and you say none
Only because you have remained free in ignorant bliss of evidence by not
linking to site or even going there. Knock knock, hello? Sudden loud
sound,
abrupt power cut, debris pattern, etc...
>underscores that it IS an
>intelligence op in progress.
This is not an intelligence op in progress. At least that's what they told
me to say. (Love your slang.)
>
>9. If you can't find supporters for the disinfo, just HIRE more spooks.
Well, can I recruit you? How much would it take to turn you? What a
coup
for the Disinformation Control detachment, I brought one of the missile
guys in from the cold. Or talked a missile guy into defecting. Is your last
statement a cry for help? Please hire me, is that what you are saying?
Well, first you have to fill out an application.
First question: Was JFK killed by Lee Harvey Oswald acting alone?
Careful,
it might be a trick question.
But hey, theories, you got yours and I got mine, and here's someone else
with one, want to read it? Analyse the below, from Russia, no less. It is
completely different.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
Date: Sat, 30 Aug 1997 08:17:21 +0200
From: SINIAKOV ALEXANDRE <san_k11@ns.aanet.ru>
Reply-To: san_k11@ns.aanet.ru
Organization: SPSAASI
MIME-Version: 1.0
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: about the cause of the crash of BOEING-747,TWA800
Please look at http://www.aanet.ru/nauka/siniakov/
Best regards professor Alexandre Siniakov
THE INDEPENDENT CATASTROPHES INVESTIGATION
CENTER (ICIC)
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About the crash
of the Boeing-747,
TWA-800
THE INFORMATION MESSAGE N 1
In the crash of the Boeing-747, Flight TWA-800, 230 person were lost, th
significant part of they were French citizens. At present the reasons of a
tragedy are not known. The reason of crash was not related
with a hit by a missile or a technical faulty of aircraft.It is necessary
to search for a cause of crash in another things.For investigation of
circumstances of this and many other crashes quite new approach
must be applied.This crash must ponder the producers and the users of a
air
engineering that there are some natural processes the influence of which t
the flight safety is not known.This are fundamen tal
natural processes.
During many years I occupy by researches of the reasons air and natural
crashes.New scientific concept is developed which permits to look to the
crash reasons from the new point of view. Special computer
programs and algorithms are worked out which permit to analyse any pas
crashes.On the basis of research large number air crashes I succeded to
reveal determined laws.For the ensuring of the flight safety
it is necessary to take into account not only a characteristics of
atmosphere but and fundamental characteristics of the physical space.
As the researches show this space has resonance properties which are
displayed on molecular and crystal levels of technical or natural
objects.These resonance properties can sharply amplify at the
appointed time and in the appointed zones of space.It is fundamental
property of Sun system.This phenomenon was named by A LOCAL
GEOPHYSICAL
RESONANCE ( LGR ),before it was not known. A special
mathematical theory worked out which is capable to calculate the
moments of
the LGR and their coordinates.It established that when aircraft goes into a
LGR zone it is subjected to powerful external
influence on the molecular and crys tal levels.In that case strength of
aircraft construction is reducing.
Conducted the preliminary analysis of circumstances of the Boeing-747
crash
permits to come to a conclusion that a powerful force of a LGR was a
crash
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cause when Boeing-747 ( flight 800) has got to LGR
zone after departure from airport. A computer simulation made it possible
to restore the situation to an approximation of minuts.
The exclusively sharp LGR took place in a zone of the Boeing- 747
flight.A
frequent spectrum of LGR components has appeared dangerous for crysta
structures of aircraft elements, in the first turn made
from aluminium and steel alloys.During of investigation of a crash reason
it is necessary to give a more serious attention to the order of a crew
Boeing-747 commander ( by a data of decoding " a black box "
) about the beginning of a increase of a hight.It is quite possible that
just this manoeuvre was an incitement to sudden destructions under the
LGR
conditions.During the energetic manoeuvre there are
additional efforts in the aircraft elements that under LGR conditions could
be fatal as in a moment of LGR the sudden reduction of aircraft strenght
should take place.It is especially dangerously for places of
connection of wings and fuselage.The further destructions and ignition of
fuel are related with possible short circuits in electrical
equipment.Similar situations in the history of crashe took place.
Thus the computer researches of the crash of the russian aircraft ÌU-144 o
June 03, 1973 in Le Bourget,France corroborated that the powerful effect
of
the LGR in a zone of which it was at that moment
there was a main reason of crash. An appearance of French fighter
"Mirage"
has only provoked sharp manoeuvre of the TU-144.The frequent spectrum
of
the LGR has appeared dangerous for aluminium and
titanium alloys from which an aircraft is made.The relaxation of
construction strength in a conditions of the LGR and sharp manoeuvre
have
caused to destruction of aircraft.
Now it is necessary to discuss a question about a probable hit the
Boeing-747 by missile.There are authentic information about an
appearance
of additional marks at the dispatcher screens and also the press
messages about flares in the sky at a moment of the Boeing-747 crash.Th
kind of flare really could take place.But they does not testify about
explosions of rockets.The investigations show that at
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moment of a local geophysical resonance can occur what is known
inductioning physical objects - unknown flying objects ( UFO ).It is real
objects.In principal this kind of anomalous objects could be
dangerous when it hits to aircraft.The resonance structure of a LGR field
at a moment of the «oeing- 747 crash was such when the anoma lous
object
should occur.The anomalous objects frequently observed
at dispatcher screens.Similar situation took place in a region of airport
"Pulkovo", on March 14,1995, when UFO was observed at dispather
screens and
visually by many eyewitness.
I guess that the investigation of Mr.P.Salinger published in many French
editions is very important for an establishment of the true reason of the
crash.The photos made in the evening on July 17, 1996 at a
Long Island garden party, the records of dispatching screens and the
testimonies of eyewitnesses corroborate a fact of existence of anomalous
object close to Boeing-747. Moreover anomalous object could
strike an aircraft.It can be the second reason of crash.But both reasons
are a consequence that a Boeing -747 was in a LGR zone at a moment of
crash.The terroristic version is improbable as it is difficult to
image that the bomb or rocket explosion has precisely coincided with a
time
of the aircraft presence in a zone of a dangerous local geophysical
resonance which continues only 1-5 min.
The offered version of the Boeing-747 crash is based on results of researc
large number of air accidents of various type of aircrafts. The main reason
has, as a rule,fundamental character including that
cases when the specialists are talking about the human factor.
I has conducted detailed research of a crash circumstances of the aircraft
AIRINTER ƒ-320, which took place in France near Strasburg on January
20,
1992.As far as I know the reason of wreck ƒ-320 up to now
exactly are not determined. But computer researches have shown that on
January 20, 1992, at 18 h 20 m Greenwich time the aircraft A-320 has
appeared in a LGR zone when it was on the landing
trajectory.This situation was a cause of a sharp changing of its
characteristics and of sudden fall.The pilot was not able to keep it on the
landing trajectory.In such cases a crew loses a opportunity to
operate by aircraft.In the crash of the ƒ-320 there are not of fault of a crew
I guess that it is very important for American and French investigators to
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look to the crash of Boeing-747 with a position of new nontraditional
approach, then it will be able to realize the reasons of many
crashes of other aircrafts and hence to be learned of their preventions.The
phenomenon LGR has fundamental nature and has an influence on
technical
objects and on natural processes,for
example,earthquakes,typhoons,floods and so on.There are many
interesting
results.
The information about my investigations of aviation accidents and natura
disasters was published in central Russian editions: "Izvestia",13.07.96, "
Rossiskaya gazeta", 30.08.95,05.10.95,02.11.96
06.02.95, "Trud", 05.07.95, Agency "ITAR-TASS",on January, 1997.
Alexandre Siniakov, professor,
The supervisor and Chief of ICIC
E-Mail : BOB@szcit.aanet.ru
Date:

Sat, 13 Sep 1997 09:53:29 -0700

Subject:
Reconstruction Hinges
In-Reply-To:
<FLIGHT-800%1997091300494800@HOME.EASE.LSOFT.COM>
>JBS>>. The door area looks exactly as it should look in an
>>explosive decompression when bottom latches unlatch and internal
pressure
>>pushes door out into tornado which tears everything apart.
>
SM>This statement is blatantly FALSE.
The statement that said the statement is blatantly false is blatantly false.
>This door is shredded with outward petalling with the hinges still intact.
Still intact to a large piece of fuselage above it. The outline of the
piece is clear to see.
> UAL811 was found to be primarily in two large pieces with the hinges
ripped free of the fuselage. The external fasteners for the >hinge halfs
had their heads severed in tension when the door leveraged itself off of
the airfame.
Compare above statement to NTSB report UAL 811 page 35: "The hinge
pins and
all hinge sections from N4713U's forward cargo door were intact; all
hinge
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sections rotated relatively easily." There's more description in report
that fits TWA 800 hinge area perfectly. The 800 damage area had
previously
been described in report as the door taking upper sill and fuselage skin
and hinges with it. The hinge and door was recovered later, upper skin no
recovered. The picture of the 811 hinge in report is similar to the 800
picture of reconstruction hinge. The description of the door area in AI 182
report fits look of TWA 800. Three high time 747s have damage area ver
similar as described in text and shown in pictures.
When experienced observers can look at the same object, a picture, for
some
time, and come up with opposite opinions of what we see, it is no surprise
that naive eyewitnesses to a surprise short lived event have conflicting
opinions as to what they saw, a streak which was really a x, y, z, and
maybe i. No one is lying here, just different interpretations.
The door on 811 popped on the bottom and tore out and up and away
taking
top sill and skin and hinges with it, The hinge stayed with top of door.
The hinge worked when recovered from bottom of ocean. It was ripped
free of
fuselage, just like 800 reconstruction photo shows. It was attached to the
large piece of fuselage skin above door of 800. Just like 811.
The reconstruction photo shows pieces put back together. If two pieces ar
close together in picture it does not mean they stayed together and landed
together; it means they were put back together later after separating
earlier at cut/tear marks. The upper part of door and hinge and skin of 800
is one piece which left and was found and placed with the other parts.
There are no latches seen. They are missing as well as bottom half of doo
All forward cargo doors are broken in two longitudinally, AI 182, PA 103
UAL 811, and TWA 800.
> TWA800 HAS NO resemblance to UAL811.
Honest opinion from eyewitness looking at photos and text of 811 and
800.
And wrong, but still honest.
>This is flawed statement.
Opinion noted.
> TWA800's hinges do NOT show evidence in these pictures of having
been
>overstressed. If the door opened as you suggest then the hinges would
be
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>the only structure holding it to the fuselage. When it "rips" free as YOU
>suggest it would HAVE to destroy the hinges!!!!!
Not true and didn't with 811. Picture of working hinge of 811 is on page
40
of NTSB report AAR 92/02.
>TWA800's door would not be shredded by "tornado winds" as you
suggest.
Opinion noted, tornadoes have the most destructive winds on earth, and
800
faced higher.
> The MUCH lighter constructed and attached gear doors operate in
>approximately 250 knot airspeed by design and do not necessarily
>streamline with the aircraft, yet they do not shred or depart the
>aircraft.
Gear doors designed to be opened in flight, cargo door not. Air refueling
probe door, speed brakes, slats, and hook doors all designed to be opened
in flight, cargo door never on side, aft yes. Finger designed to be bent
forward, never backward.
> The only way a tornado could tear up this door is to either impact it
>repeatedly with other objects of considerable mass
Exactly and was as everything fell. The bottom missing half of door is
probably not shredded.
> This particular airplane weathered 45 seconds in a hail storm at
>altitude. There have been worse cases than this on record.
>>
Designed for hail, not for door open in flight. FAA stated at door
certification process open forward cargo door would not be considered an
'acceptable event' as described in UAL 811 report page 64.
>JBS>Let's ask Stan Martin is picture at above URL showing door
pieces held by
>>latches.
>
>Some of the door is held in place by the hinge segments and pin, the
>shredded pieces appear to be hung on a square wire mesh in the
background.
Evasion of question. Again, does picture at URL show door pieces held
by
latches?
>>
>JBS>I'm shaking my head.
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I'm still shaking my head.
>
>No I'm shaking my head that you are still babbling on and on and on
and on
>and on and on with your completely flawed conclusions.
I'm not ba, ba, ba...bl, bl, bl bling bling bling bling bling.
Page: http://www.corazon.com/crashcontentspagelinks.html
http://www.corazon.com/811bigholephotobetter.html

Date:

Sun, 14 Sep 1997 00:06:44 -0700

Subject:
Reconstruction Hinges and paint
In-Reply-To:
<FLIGHT-800%1997091322545575@HOME.EASE.LSOFT.COM>
>On Sat, 13 Sep 1997 09:53:29 -0700, John Barry Smith wrote:
>>Still intact to a large piece of fuselage above it. The outline of the
>>piece is clear to see.
>
Stan Matin wrote>NOT! I wouldn't call that a large piece.
JBS: Well, Ok, not large, how about medium? How about 15 feet by
three
feet? Maybe longer because the picture is cropped. That piece is the size
of one of the wings on my Mooney. To me, that's large.
>In other words--the cargo door can and has opened in flight with NO
damage as it should.
In other words a MBZ hits a wall at 100 mph and the passenger survives
because he is wearing seat belt and airbag worked as designed. So the
other
three people did not die, the living passenger proves it. Huh? The door on
PA 125 opened in flight and no damage so all doors open to no damage?
Or
door opens and moderate damage like 811 but no catastrophic damage?
So nose
of TWA 800 can't come off when door opens in flight because PA 125
nose and
UAL 811 nose did not come off? And a passenger in a MBZ that hits a
wall
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can't die because the front passenger did not die? See, to say the cargo
door opens in flight and no damage occurs is bizarre when nine dead
people
in heaven from UAL 811 are saying, "I don't think so, Stan, if that door
opens in flight damage does occur, like I got sucked into that pesky
number
three engine."
>JBS>Compare above statement to NTSB report UAL 811 page 35:
"The hinge
>pins and
>>all hinge sections from N4713U's forward cargo door were intact; all
hinge
>>sections rotated relatively easily." There's more description in report
>>that fits TWA 800 hinge area perfectly. The 800 damage area had
previously
>>been described in report as the door taking upper sill and fuselage skin
>>and hinges with it. The hinge and door was recovered later, upper skin
not
>>recovered. The picture of the 811 hinge in report is similar to the 800
>>picture of reconstruction hinge. The description of the door area in AI
182
>>report fits look of TWA 800. Three high time 747s have damage area
very
>>similar as described in text and shown in pictures.
>
SM>You never get SPECIFIC
Holy Cow, Stan, I gave you a page number and a URL later on. It's a scan
from the NTSB report of observer looking at hinges and writing about it
and
taking a picture and printing the picture and I'm looking at the picture
and reading the text. And then I'm looking at reconstruction picture and
describing it. How specific do you want? 811: hinge intact, rotated
easilty; 800: hinge intact, looks like could rotate easily. Again 811:
hinge intact; 800 hinge intact.
http://www.corazon.com/811page35analydoor.html has whole hinge
analysis,
next page too, from NTSB report.
http://www.corazon.com/811page40doorhinge.html has picture of 811
hinge
that looks like 800 hinge.
>instead, instead you repeatedly insist the
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vague generalities are somehow
>"proof" of your theory.
I do not 'repeatedly insist the vague generalities are somehow "proof" of
your theory.' I never have. I never have. I never have. I never have.
Sm>Your saying that the reports are "identical" in their description of
the damage does NOT make it so.
I do not say 'the reports are "identical" in their description of the
damage' I say 'very similar,' or 'similar'. I can read my own writing and
never did I say 'identical' that I can recall. Identical is impossible. If
I did use it, it was an overstatement. Never identical, but often very
similar. No, I have tried to steer away from the word, 'identical,' it's
like the word, 'never,' and 'always,' dangerous words and easy to disprove
Even identical twins are not identical if you look close enough. If you can
show me 'identical' then I'll have to eat it. Until then, quote me
precisely if you quote me. As I do you.
>I did notice that this time you did say three 747's and NOT four.
Only because the fourth report, PA 103, inconveniently omits all mention
of
this most important area opposite to their magic bomb that starts out mild
blast and somehow gains incredible strength as it dissipates energy
bouncing around the cargo hold. Although the flawed artist's impression
does show similar peeling of fuselage skin similiar to TWA 800
reconstruction picture.
>It is interesting to note that the three of the
four in your theory DID
experience excessively high internal cabin pressures. PA103 ,AI182 and
TWA800 all had internal explosions. UAL811 did not.
Huh? 811 did not have internal explosion? Does the word 'explosive'
mean
explosion as in 'explosive decompression? They use 'explosive' because it
means explosive. That makes it four. The internal explosion of 811 was th
molecules of air being very close together and then being able to spread
apart did so very quicky and pushed everything out of the way, in an
explosion.
>How can you continually insist that they all suffered a cargo door
latching failure when the known inadvertent door openings fail to either
"tear off in tornado winds" or breakup the airplane.
How can I claim Diana died in a MBZ crash when the passenger
survived? How
can I claim that a person with a bullet in the head killed him when others
with a bullet in the head survived? How can I claim PA 103, AI 182, and
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TWA
800 nose came off when UAL 811 nose didn't? Easy; some die and some
live.
The pilot of 811 said anecdotally he thought the nose stayed on because
he
had just come off autopilot and didn't fight the gyration of plane. Makes
sense. Regardless, 811 nose stayed on, the victim survived. Other victims
died. And the dead victims say to me, cargo door did it, just like UAL
811,
the victim that didn't die. Go talk to 811, and I did, metaphorically
speaking.
>
>Again, this indicates the strength of this structure and is why the door
>does not rip off in the slipstream. i.e. PA125.
The reason PA 125 door did not rip off is probably because there was no
pop
but slow not sealing door. Door only opened two inches and stayed there.
UAL 811 nose did not come off probably because there was 1.5 second
delay
in thump and sudden loud sound on CVR, allowing depressurization just
enough to prevent more damage and skin from tearing off. Others did not
have that saving 1.5 second period.
>
>
>>All forward cargo doors are broken in two longitudinally, AI 182, PA
103,
>>UAL 811, and TWA 800.
>
>NOT.
Not?
>TWA800 is broken into multitudes of pieces along all kinds of differen
axis's.
1. I'm looking at picture that shows mangled top half and missing bottom
half. Broken in two longitudinally about at midspan latch point. Like UA
811.
>AI182 is broken outwards and frayed as though shrapnel had shredded
it
and it has the upper skin panel/frames segments still >attached as well as
the lower sill. This clearly indicates it came off only because the
structure around the door was blown to bits.
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2. AI 182 is described as broken in two parts, one third and two thirds,
still longitudinally. And your description fits the picture of TWA 800.
>UAL811 was broken inwards right at the impact point with the fuselage
There are huge SPECIFIC differneces between these events that clearly
indicate there causes are different.
3. Yeah, one big difference is the nose stayed on one plane and came off
the next. All damage differences can be explained by that fact.
>
4. PA 103 reconstruction show door broken in half and leaving first.
>>
>SM>> TWA800 HAS NO resemblance to UAL811.
Well, high time Boeing 747 takes off at night and during climb
experiences
event near leading edge of wing which causes sudden loud sound on
CVR,
abrupt power cut, missing bodies and damage to number 3 engine. Which
flight am I referring to? The flights are so similar you can't tell the
difference to identify them.
>>
>
>Let's see whose opinion the public favors then! Will they take the
>opinion of an 18 yrs structure mechanic or a layman observer. From
what
>has already been posted they have already voted.
The public still thinks the earth goes round the sun. And layman observer
is not me, as you may have conveniently forgotten, Stan, you may addres
me, as "Sir, Mr. sudden night fiery fatal jet airplane crash survivor
discussing sudden night fiery fatal jet airplane crash, what is your
opinion, sir about..." When it comes to credentials, knowledge, experienc
and motiviation about TWA 800, there are few on this planet I would def
to. So we should really omit all this who is the expert stuff. Let's stick
to facts, not pride. The status of the messenger is not important, all our
opinions carry equal weight depending on strength of reasoning based on
facts. At least you and I start with facts and then diverge, compared with
others who start with wishful thinking.
>
When it "rips" free as YOU
>>>suggest it would HAVE to destroy the hinges!!!!!
It didn't on 811 and didn't on 800.
> TWA800's photos indicate the hinge segments are still tightly fastened
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to
>the fuselage skin panel and frames.
What frame? There is no frame. There's hardly enough to call a door. You
can see through the top mangled half and the lower half is missing. The
hinges were not destroyed on 800 and they were not destroyed on 811.
And
the important bottom latches are missing.
>>
>No the cargo door is not intended to open in flight but only because its
>mission is to take much higher loading containing cabin pressure. The
>cargo doors lifting mechanicism is only designed for 65 knot winds
Got it, 65 knots, probably for loading on ramp in wind.
>
>And here you are trying to tell everyone the radar blip anamoly was the
>door.
Where? Where? Am I writing secret code I can't see and you can?
Where? I'm
saying radar blip anomaly is a radar blip anomaly. I'm also saying it is
most unlikely to be a missile based on low resolution ATC radar on fast,
smooth, small object. But who are you going to believe, laymen like the
missile guys or a ten year radar operator and radar maintenance person,
me.
Until radar blip is explained satisfactorily officially, it could be
anything including missile or door or something else.
>How could it be going through debris and shredding when it blew off
and
>away from the airplane while giving everyone the false visual effect of
>rising from the ocen floor!!!
Because it went first ahead of all the other main stuff.
>Give me a break..
OK.
>How can it send back a strong blip when it is in multiple pieces
>fluttering to the ground like chaff.
Exactly, probably not door.
>By the looks of the tears in what is shown it would be logical that the
>bottom half is also shredded.
Well, we would love to see that missing bottom half, wouldn't we? If it's
pristine then much will be explained. If shredded more questions.
>
>JBS>Evasion of question. Again, does picture at URL show door pieces
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held by
>>latches?
>
>No evasions whatsoever. Just my observation of what CAN be seen in
the
>picture.
And your observation is.....door pieces held by latches? or door pieces no
held by latches?
How about, door pieces not held by latches, hinges intact and rotate easily
but not functioning for any weight because two piano hinges behind door
broken and missing, bottom half missing.
I still haven't figured out the paint scheme. What was red and what was
white before the event and what is it in reconstruction and how did it get
that way?
It looks like smeared red on white to me. The most interesting is how red
between windows got there and how did red on hinge on door get red or
did
it start that way? If so, why is rest of door white? The paint tells a tale
I do not undestand.
Page: http://www.corazon.com/crashcontentspagelinks.html
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Date:

Mon, 1 Sep 1997 12:29:31 -0700

Subject:
Shrapnel
Well,
> John,
>when you start distorting the facts, you need to stop and have a serious
>talk with yourself.
I am, having a serious talk with myself...as to why I continue to have
dialogue with ignorant, hysterical, scared rabbits who walk towards
knowledge with insults such as >serious
>>talk with yourself and distorting facts.
Shrapnel defined in ole' dictionary:
"A hollow projectile containing bullets or the like and a bursting charge,
designed to explode berfore reaching the target, and to release a shower o
missiles."
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Ok, so "FBI agents were here and standing with us while we were doing
the
>autopsies and taking the shrapnel that we found," said Dr. Charles Wetli
>of the Suffolk County Medical Examiner. "Virtually all of the bodies ha
>shrapnel."
FBI agents wanting shrapnel so bad they can taste it, local doctor who ha
probably never seen real war wounds with real shrapnel sees bodies with
pieces of metal embedded in them and says, 'shrapnel.' And reported by
reporter. And you go conclusive.
You are spring loaded to the missile/bomb explanation.
Here's a deal, if the 'shrapnel' has any ID markings of projectile or
bullets, or bursting charge, or missile, then I'm a missile guy and you
don't have cargo door guy to kick around anymore.
Will you do the same? When the doctor says embedded pieces of metal
and no
military marks, but lots of fuselage aluminum pieces and food trays, and
briefcases, engine parts, etc, will you say goodbye to missile and bomb
and
hello to boring happened before lots of supporting evidence cargo door?
So add doctor and FBI into the cover up, they found US Navy shrapnel
fragments and are keeping it secret. Because if they were not in the
conspiracy they would shout to the roofs, evidence of missile/bomb!
But you missile guys now depend again on lying and evil motives to
continue
your explanation. Look within yourself. Why explain machine crash
reality
with twisted human motives?
And hey, be careful of accusing others of distorting facts. I said county
medical examiner not in a position to know about "A hollow projectile
containing bullets or the like and a bursting charge, designed to explode
berfore reaching the target, and to release a shower of missiles."
And I stand by that. He used words like 'shrapnel' as most Americans use
words, without precision.
We are all pissed off about Princess Diana's death and it shows as we
write. So, the machines claimed another victim.
PS
Can you believe it, Mr. Rivero is back to sending quotes of eyewitnesses
to
list members. So sad. It's like reciting a prayer and rubbing rosary beads
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when in danger looking for reassurance.
Page: http://www.corazon.com/
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Date:

Tue, 9 Sep 1997 01:05:49 -0700

Subject:
The Fray
>I
>suspect that a coverup does exist IF it were a faulty cargo door that
>downed Flight 800.
Of course you do, all the coverup guys believe in coverups, that's what
they do. If the correct answer is not instant, it's a coverup.
>Are you ascerting that the cargo door and the frame around it are still
>missing?
Yeah. 90% and all the important stuff is not on reconstruction. But then
Gordon E Smith brought that to the attention within a day of the close
examination of the reconstruction photo. Look for yourself.
> If they know this, and they are not
>reporting such facts to a world hungry for information --not simply "not
>reporting," but reporting that all possibilities are still alive and
>they have no firm evidence of what happen--then that is what I call a
>coverup.
Of course you do, all the coverup guys believe in coverups, that's what
they do.
> I infer that you believe those who are
>not inclined to accept your theory without question are due for
>scolding.
You inferred wrong. And you're a bad boy to think so. Naughty, naughty
>Note that I never suggested that YOU IMPLIED a cargo door
>coverup. (Please read what I write.)
You asked me why the coverup. Somebody implied a coverup. No
coverup.
(Please hear what I say.)
> Nor do I believe your repeated declarations that an object moving
>towards an observer may appear to be moving upwards contribute to
>unraveling the clues before us. I have agreed with on this fact in the
>past, and still do.
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Yeah, but you notice I quote those who do not agree and rebut them with
physical law. It bores all normal thinking people too.
>However that fact is irrelevant to the case when
>the observers are spread out over a wide distance.
Not true. And they aren't spread out, they were all west. The observers
would all have to synchronized to the second to note observation and as
jagged airfoil shaped object spun around in sky doing whatever it did for
sixty seconds to impact, it would appear to many observers as going this
way and that, which is exactly what the witnesses reported, Meyer Baur
Seven etal, going this way and that.
> If many report that
>something was moving upwards, and they are all looking at the same
>thing, and some are looking east and some are looking west, then in all
>likelihood, the phenomena you mention is not in play. It would seem
>that something was actually moving upward.
No.
> As the facts seems to stand, it appears moot and your
>repetitions are as pointless as those who post the same lists of
>"witness" statements again and again. Repeating a statement again and
>again in louder and louder tones does not make it more or less true. It
>simply grates on the nerves of those you correspond with.
Tell me about it. Rivero's mantra is unprovoked, mine on object in space
provoked by you and others who can't grasp the idea that the brain can ge
it wrong on what the eye sees. All ground observers were to the west of
plane. Whatever direction the object was really going was impossible to
determine from what the observers saw. That's an immutable law. (If you
don't agree with that you will never understand the force of 300 knots
either. The air is invisible but can tear your arm off in a second.
Molecule movement energy. It's a law.) Witnesses saw up down and leve
but
what object was really doing was independent of what they saw but on
direction of object relative to them the object was actually moving and
nobody knows that and will never know.
>It would seem
>>that something was actually moving upward.
You see, you don't. It's hard science. It's counter intuitive. It's
perception versus reality. It's subtle. You will always believe that the
eye can see something going up and that means it really is going up.
You're
wrong. And one person being wrong does not become right when ten
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thousand
people are all wrong at the same time.
>
Quite frankly, the length of your posts and the constant repetition
>detract from the contributions you have to make to a group effort.
Quite frankly, my dear, I don't give a damn.
(I've waited my whole life to use that line.)
So, Mr. Lee, my terseness in my reply to you is explained by your
complaint
that my length detracts.
So I'll make it short.
Streak up, object down maybe,
no coverup,
and the length of your post was just right, not too short, not too long,
but just right. Not an extra comma, nary a superfluous parenthesis, and
just the right amount of sentences. Not a wasted letter here or there,
every one was needed. Just perfect. Keep it up.
I linked to others. I offered afifliation. I sought common ground. I
attempted reconciliation. Not to be.
And what's this about a video of the explosion? That's cool. That would
be
helpful. Those silly FBI guys thinking they could hide it from us. A video
of the crash of TWA 800, now that would be worth a pretty penny.
>I hope everybody of whatever persuasion will join in to track down all
who
>were watching TV that night and
>report what they saw publicly. If you have a copy of the clip, you can't
>sell it since it is
>copyrighted. But you can probably get rubbed out if the wrong people
know
>you have it.
Standby for logic abuse: Somebody takes a video of one of the most
mysterious phenomena in modern times, equal to Zapruder film, or
papparazzi
of Princess Diana's last ride, and says, Oh, skip the million dollars, I'll
just put it in the closet, or what? Bribed, coveredup, 'rubbed out'? I
don't think so.
Let's see video, oh it's missing. Hey, I have video taken inside TWA 800
at
event showing cargo door popping open, oh it's missing.
I have door latches and they're unlatched, oh, they're missing.
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Shrapnel, silver blue shards, oh, missing. Like the 'Mayday' call, oh, it's
missing.
The scavenge pump started CWT, oh, it's missing.
The bomb did it, oh, it's missing.
The door did it, oh it's missing.
Whoa, wait a minute, not all of door is missing, some of it is there and it
is all beat up, just like what happens to doors that open up at 300 knots
and in fact looks exactly as door described for AI 182, another probable
cargo door crash, broken and bulged from inside out with skin frayed.
The door did it, some is there, and it looks like it should if it did it.
So for video, shrapnel, pump, bomb, oh, it's missing but for door, there
are parts of door that fit explanation and reality steps in. It's the door.
What is most distressing to cargo door guy here, is no movement towards
truth of TWA 800 from missile guys. The proof of that is point of object
moving in space. It does not rule missile out, it just rules in other
objects.
Why should the missile guys object to including other possibilities if they
care about the truth and their explanation is still possible? Jealousy?
Fear of being wrong? A missile guy who cares about truth would say,
yeah,
streak maybe something else as well as missile, where do we go from her
to
confirm my still valid missile explanation? A missile guy who wants
missile
only says, nope, got to be missile and streak is missile only, period. And
quit bugging me.
That's what missile guys who care about missile, but don't care about
TWA
800 say, streak is only missile and quit bugging me by writing posts that
conflict.
Cargo door guys say it could be anything and let's hear it all. Keep on
bugging me with conflicting posts. Who is more interested in the true
cause
of TWA 800?
Hey, I'll answer that, you'll probably get it wrong. Me. I'm more
interested, the cargo door guy.
I should change it to door guy, or nose door guy. Those zany NTSB guys
floating all around the cargo door, first with access door under center
tank, now nose gears doors in front of cargo door, next would be R2 door
on
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top of cargo door, seems like a lot of doors doesn't it. And all it takes
is for one edge of one door to stick out just a bit...
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
And thanks to the missile guys for getting hot info fast into the group.
The news comes fastest from the missile guys; I'm always eager to hear
what
they glean of interest from the outside world.
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Date:

Sun, 21 Sep 1997 20:20:27 -0700

Subject:
The Supreme Oracle Speaks!
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="iso-8859-1"
Boys, boys, boys...whoa!
As the Supreme Cargo Door Guy Oracle I say...let's get into it.
SM> Secondly, my reason for visiting this board is primarily to discount
JBS's theory.
That breaks my heart. We are here to save lives, not discount theories as
primary reason. Later comes the delicious flames. Stan, why did I invite
you to the LSoft forum?
>JBS invited me to this board knowing my position, and that is to his
>credit. This however, does not add merit to his theory, like I think he
>was hoping.
You thought it was a trick? To have you here adds merit to my theory?
Oh,
Stan, you gave me eight months of heck about how wrong I was. You
would not
change. Why did I put all your facts in the archive? Your knowledge is
very
valuable and your opinion about hull rupture at forward cargo door area
for
four high time 747s is welcome. What is it? Mine's inadvertent opening o
the forward cargo door. What's yours?
You gave wrong reason why I invited you to LSoft earlier. It was not my
reason. My reason was to hear honest facts. You have that. You give hone
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opinion/conclusions also. They may be wrong or they may be right, but
they
are honest. Your style is to add insult as a teaching method. I put up with
it all for the few honest facts that are forthcoming from you. Thank you.
Regarding my theory...discount it? Well, for you, OK. How about missile
and Bomb? and meteor? and center tank as initial event? or lasers? Or
what?
I forgot drone.
>for you see the FAA notified them after the article was printed that my
>carrier was the only carrier that was in compliance with proper reporting
>procedures.
Ah, a motive to not believe the cargo door explanation...the fault may lan
on the door mechanics. Stan, you have a conflict of interest with cargo
door explanation. To believe the cargo door you would have to betray all
your mechanic colleagues. Well, the ground handler for UAL 811 took
the
blame for nine deaths for a year before the retrieved door was found to be
opened by a electrical short to the motor and it started out properly
latched.
So, Stan, if it's cargo door, it not necessarily the fault of the
mechanics. OK?
>SM: I made the comment Ïseem to be a supporterÓ because I sense
your
>position just as you have described above. JBS is sincere but his theory
>is balderdash. You admit you havenÌt the expertise, but by the same
token
>what JBS is talking about IS MY expertise. He declares himself the
expert
>because of his Ïextensive researchÓ and motivation, yet point after to
>counterpoint I cannot get him to admit any of the gaping inconsistencies
>and holes in his theory. Instead he evolves his theory with ÏconvulutedÓ
>explanations to somehow try and fit his preconceived notion that cargo
>doors are at fault. He does this by his own admission. The final outcom
>is far fetched explanations of how shredded multiple pieces of the cargo
>door can appear as a rising missile, etc. etc. Below is a quote directly
>from one his posts. What he is practising is bad science. He accuses the
>center tank proponents of ignoring ÏfactsÓ when they donÌt agree, yet he
>has ignored countless real facts himself. He has access to news articles
>for his research, I have the real McKoy as well as the paperwork used to
>build it!!!!
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What is going on here, Stan? Ignoring a fact is not a coverup. It's normal
thinking. After an explanation is made where the big facts fit, then the
smaller, then the tiny. NTSB got center tank fire, now they find the
smaller facts don't fit. Big fact, fireball. Big fact, center tank looks
all blown to heck. Smaller fact fireball at 7500 at time x, and initial
event at FDR time 'y' and altitude was 13700 feet.
The fact you are so upset at my reasoning is bewildering to me, Stan. I
refer to NTSB documents AAR 92/02. It had sudden loud sound and
abrupt
power cut. Irrefutable.
TWA 800 had sudden loud sound and abrupt power cut. Irrefutable.
Let's start from there. That's a match so far, and don't tell me it's
common, bacause it ain't. Very rare in fact to have sudden loud sound and
abrupt power on fatal high time Boeing 747s, only four and you know
their
names. To say, as I do, that one common cause could affect all four is not
a stretch, it's reasonable.
I think you understand my cargo door explanation from time of door pop
to
debris on ground. Where does it not work for you and where does it
work?
I'm listening.
>--->
DP writes:>All persons, including you, Elmer, know very well WHAT
Stan posted
>regarding your friend/colleague JBS¥s Cargo door theory!
>
>By constructing the above, you cannot give more proof that your mere
>intention is to spread disinformation.
>
>On the NYstate message board, we find a brillant analysis of your
>disinformation campaign, that can be found in the follow-ups of
>
>http://www.nystate.com/msgboard/theory/782.html
>
>------->
>I am asking other posters of this LSOFT forum, how long we should be
so
>tolerant and let Elmer (Bryan) Barr continue to make this list an
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>unpleasant place to visit?
>
>
>Dieter Peer
Censor identified. Located and named.
Fight with Elmer, fight with me. Freedom of speech. And that includes al
you looney conspiracy guys and wacky coverup guys and twisted plot
guys.
You get to print as much as you want anyway you want as much as you
want,
it's a level playing field. You get to talk about trying to get others to
stop talking. Notice I do not try to get you to stop the above request for
plot members to get together and stop being so nice tolerant and 'let Elme
(Bryan) Barr continue. What are you going to do? Was that a threat?
"How
long should we...let ...Barr continue..."
My answer is forever. Forever for everyone. Even Dieter Peer who
attempts
to draw supporters to stop a fellow poster. Maybe because you conspire a
the time, Mr. Peer, you think others do too. Well, maybe they do. Paranoi
runs deep, into your life it will creep.
I am a good guy. Elmer is a good guy. You are a good guy. We care
about
TWA 800. We are here. Ask youself why you wish to silence Mr. Barr.
What
exactly is it about Mr. Barr's postings you don't like? His style? Well,
too bad, I speak as an American and say our style is our own and if you
don't like it, too bad. So it should be content of Mr. Barr that offends
you. What is his content?
He's making too much sense? He's hurting your feelings? Probe him on
that.
Talk to him. Do not ignore him nor try to silence him.
Censor guys and conspiracy guys can be readily identifed. Mr Rivero and
Mr.
Finkelman are conspiracy guys. Mr. Goddard ran away, when he was
here he
was a conspiracy guy. The cargo doors are all science, science guys,
asking
numbers and times.
I personally like swearing and I am saving up my
swear word for later.
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I've seen several so far. My turn comes soon enough.
Well, the science guy, the conspiracy guy, and the censor guy. The
conspiracy guy explanation is the most fun to think about for TWA 800.
The
censor guy doesn't want to hear something...what? Are the censor guys
and
the conspiracy guys and the missile guys all the same?
I don't hear Mr. Sammy Finkelman calling for silence. Only the missile
guys.
You know you are a conspiracy guy if you think in terms of people that
post
disagreeing things are in on a plot to make other people not believe you.
You have a name for the plot people, disinformationalist. I am a
informationalist. I have a web site of more than a thousand printed out
pages of information. If you think some of us are part of a grey suit team
of government civil servants, grade GS-13, that spy on you missile guys t
report back what you are thinking and how we can next thwart your
truthful
expose of what really happened to Flight 800, then...then...you could be
right. At least that's what they told me to say in the morning meeting. I
have to stop that, it's not nice to play with people's fears. I am not part
of a disinformationalist team...I'm not, no really, I'm not, why don't you
believe me? Oh well. I tried. The problem, all you disinformationalist
people, is if you really start believing that, and you may now, and then
when something happens to you that you don't like, you start to blame
me. I
become the focus of your anger that you created. That's why conspiracy
guys
are dangerous.
A censor guy/gal can be identifed by talk about style not content. Censors
are the name callers. They confuse the map with the territory and think
that by calling the person a dunderhead, the person becomes a
dunderhead.
So by controlling speech, reality is controlled. Total nonsense of course
but many think that way. To not talk about a subject is to deny its
existence right up until the object silently comes up and ...pinches your
nose. Surprise! Censors are dangerous people because to follow them is to
ignore possible truth which may be very important to your life. Censor
guys
get mad at the length of the posting as well as shortness, too many facts,
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not enough, and on an on.
Science people, the cargo door guys. Well, dangerous too, science causes
change and change is different and different is dangerous. To have cargo
door confirmed affects world events in money and power. It goes from on
place to another. Dangerous. I'd like to think cargo door guys don't call
other explainers bad names, but it's not true. We do. It just feels so good.
We are all dangerous. So I stay non-violent and very careful to never
threaten violence. We drink a beer at a pub and chat in reality, and
mentally do our battle of why TWA 800 did what it did. No violence,
that's
the rule. Free speech is not a violent act.
If anybody here is going to be called a nut, it's me and I was called that
eight years ago with Pan Am 103 cargo door explanation so I have been
a nut
longer than any of you missile and bomb guys. I'm the senior nut here.
Any
press contacts you with a new nut on the internet about TWA 800 story,
refer them to me. I have a way out wacky one about a door popping open
when
it shouldn't.
Truth is so amazing. It just sits there and the activity swirls around it.
Nothing I can do as messenger can change the truth of the message,
inadvertent opening of forward cargo doors have probably caused the
crashes
of four high time Boeing 747s, including TWA 800. Why and how door
opened
is still mystery.
(Supreme Oracle in Subject is satire on oracle as me, powerful speaker
who
is always believed.)
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Date:

Mon, 29 Sep 1997 11:04:33 -0700

Subject:
Version 2.0 b4
MR>Now this is not a JFK assination discussion group, but....
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Typica

censor double talk. Bush did it all the time, I believe in free
speech but... I believe in a woman's right to choose, but...I believe in a
free internet, but...
The lie is the first part and the truth of what they mean is the second part.
Now this is a JFK assination discussion group, and I mention the above
to point out the precident that our government, including it's Senators and
Presidents, lie to us.
See how the above now reads true, if this were a JFK group? And why is
it
missle guys and assination guys can never spell the most important word
they use over and over again? A kargo dore guys asks.
> It happened with JFK. It happened with RFK.
>It happened with
>MLK. It happened with Vincent Foster. And it's happening now with
TWA 800.
Five...and counting. And canals on the Mars were a lie kept going for
decades by lie coverup of astronomers for increased funding.
> Ask Kallstrom. He made the statement. He's also stated that what those
>people
>all saw was "ascending"
Too weird, a conspiracy guy asking confirmation of truth from a guy in th
conspiracy against him. Huh? FBI tells truth when it fits the conspiracy
guy and lies when it fits. Selective truth picking, so easy to win
arguments. And did he say all ascending. Is this another misquote by Mr.
Rivero? Where is Elmer Barr when you need him?
DP>Sorry if I do not support your pet theory.
Mr. Peer, I do not think you are sorry. I think you are not telling the
truth in your above quote. I disbelieve you when you say you are sorry.
It's just a small nontruth, but nontruth, nonetheless.
>FAA recommendations do not mean that ignoring would immediately
and
>necessarily lead to the plane`s midair self destruction, as you seem to
>conclude.
Well, are you a pilot? Ever been in a crash? Ever worked with FAA?
Your
opinion noted that large hole in side of plane with weakened structure wil
not come apart when hit by tornado winds. The only rebuttal is the history
of dozens of planes that have.
>Not being aware that I declared "my position" at any time, and not
>knowing who put me into the category where I presently find my name,
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>please put me into a new category: Not categorizable.
Not categorizable is a type, not a cause. I'll add it. And remove you from
missile cause into unstated. It is so hard to make up one's mind, yes?
>In order to save bandwidth it is not necessary to repost after updating
>your list.
Thank you for your suggestion of what I should post or not post. And I do
not mean it when I thank you, that was a mistruth. And the suggestion to
save bandwidth is from someone who posted the same message to the
group and
then emailed me a copy so I now have two versions of the same
suggestion to
save bandwidth. Too funny.
MR>Not that JBS is biased, or trying to manufacture the illusion of a lack
>of concensus or anything
>like that. It's just that since the cargo door was shown to still have been
>latched in the wreckage,
>JBS has little else but this list to keep him occupied.
>
> That and bad-mouthing the over 200 witnesses that Kallstron says the
FBI
>found
Not that...? What does that mean, not that?
Illusion of lack of consensus? All the non missile guys are there saying
what they believe, cargo door, meteor, bomb etc, but when it comes to
missile guys, it's well, don't put me there, and not there, and maybe
here, and change that and wishy washy weaseling out of commitment. So
maybe I should just put all the names currently under missile to 'don't
have a clue'. After all this time you missile guys still can't say if it
was a missile. Too funny.
>It's just that since the cargo door was shown to still have been
>>latched in the wreckage,
Well, you did have a 747 mechanic state door not latched in
reconstruction
photo. And I'm looking at blank hole where latches would be and aren't
and
you are saying it's latched. Like saying canals on Mars. Wishful thinking
>That and bad-mouthing the over 200 witnesses that Kallstron says the
FBI
>found.
Not true. I have said look to Meyer, Baur, Faret and friend for best
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description.
Mr. Rivero, your wild accusations and untrue statements put you off into
raving land. Find a quote of me bad mouthing witnesses, paste it in, then
reply, just like I do.
DL>The interminable list of categories
>is useless, JBS, give it up. Please.
Suggestion noted as to what I should post or not post. Of course the
reason
to stop posting the lists is it reveals how weak the missile guys thoughts
are by their not being able to agree on anything. Organization in writing
often does that, shows weakness. So your suggestion is not to get
organized
but to hide the revealing writing. Turn the mirror around instead of fixing
the repulsive object. Typical censor mentality. Useless to you, fine, very
effective for me. Don't read it. Or read it, your call.
A discussion forum about the cause of the crash of TWA 800 that has
posted
to it a list that has nothing but writing about causes of the crash of TWA
800 is called useless while talk about assassinations thirty five years ago
is relevant. Too funny.
Well, got to put Dieter Peer into the "not categorizable' category first.
PA>I assume by your email address that you are in Great (?) Britain.
>What a sad decline in your country
Ooh, hitting below the belt on that one, spreading insult to nationality.
As if all our countries were not the same when it comes to protecting
perceived self interest.
Also noted is lack of posts referring to irrefutable statements of facts of
science of model of planes, time of takeoff, damage location, recorder
information, dead persons, and statistical truth of only four planes show
the same evidence. But then that's science and hard, easier to talk
fantasy conspiracy coverups of long ago events.
I continue in the hope that other readers may be science oriented and offe
valid criticism of the cargo door explanation.
Version 2.0 b4
1. Eyewitness list, see Mr. Rivero or Mr. Shoemaker.
2. Irrefutable statement list, see JB Smith.
3. Types.
a. Conspiracy type.
1. (I know you're out there.)
b. Censor type.
1. (deleted)
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c. Insult type.
1. Everyone, except Stan Clark, who considers telling someone their
life is a joke not insulting, but funny.
a. Bozo, Seldom Right, con artist, white trash, dunderhead, slow
reader, PR firm employee (how low can you go), buttholes, your life is a
joke, need more.
d. Science type.
1. JBS.
2. CO.
3. GES.
4. EB.
e. Terribly hurt feelings type
1. JBS
f. Repetitive type.
1. Mr. Rivero.
2. Mr. Rivero.
3. Mr. Rivero.
4. Mr. Rivero.
g. Lurker type.
1.
h. Sarcasm/satire/parody type.
1. JBS, they told me to put my name here.
i. Inquisitive/fair/reasonable/diligent type.
1. No one so far. Why not? Maybe never. Well, keep trying.
j. Outraged type.
1. Stan Clark.
2. John Barry Smith
k. Coverup type.
1. Stan Clark.
l. Non-categorizable type.
1. Dieter Peer.
4. Crash Cause guys.
a. Missile guys.
1. UnFriendly Fire.
a. Person Ian Goddard
2. Friendly fire. Persons
a. Michael Rivero,
b. Michael Sweeney,
c. Philip Anderson,
d. William Serrahn,
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e. Richard Hirsch,
f. Stan Clark, CEC IOC Test Failure proponent
g. (Changed category)
h. (Changed category)
i. Carl Binns,
j. Pepper Kay,
k. Jean Gully,
l. Matthew Maxson
m. Tom Shoemaker ( application of high energy inputs into the
airframe from some uncommon exterior source.)
b. Meteor guy.
1. Person Michael Davias.
c. Projectile guy. Unfriendly fire.
1. Person Michael Hull.
d. Methane gas burp guy.
1. Richard Spalding. respald@somnet.sandia.gov
e. Bomb guy.
1. Mr. Sammy Finkelman, PETN had something to do with what
happened
to the plane, that it was a criminal act, and not an accident, and that the
scene of the crime was JFK Airport.
f. Cargo door guys. Persons:
1. JB Smith, electrical short, maybe pneumatic. barry@corazon.com
2. Elmer Barr,
3. Chris Olsson, at least two, probably three, possibly four unknown
causal factors.
4. GE Smith, torsional twisting
5. Dan Savage
g. Local Geophysical Resonance guy.
1. Professor Alexandre Siniakov.
h. UFO guy.
1. Gotta be, gotta be...somewhere out there, far away is.. a UFO guy.
i. Center tank explosion as initial event guys.
1. United States of America National Transportation Safety Board
Aviation Division Aircraft Accident Investigation Branch TWA Flight 80
event. Mr. James Hall, Mr. Robert Francis, Dr. Bernard Loeb, Mr. Al
Dickinson, Mr. Ron Schleede.
a. Ignition source for cwt guys:
static electricity guy,
voltage jump guy,
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right tank fire guy,
scavenge pump guy,
small bomb guy,
engine number three guy,
meteor guy,
fuel probe guy,
missile guy,
lightning guy.
j. Structural sabotage guy.
1. Maybe Mr. Finkelman.
5. Other guys.
a. The Unstated: Persons and Personette:
H. Michael Sweeney
David Nunnery,
Danny Cox
Marshall Houston
Walter Lee
Mr. Sivak.
Stan Martin
Ms. Gladkin
Stan Bernstein
John Fazli
Dieter Peer
b. The Uncommitted.
1. Dan Lester.
c. The Unheard.
1. Boeing,
2. TWA
d. The Unresponsive:
1. NTSB,
2. FBI,
3. FAA,
4. Politicians,
5. Civil servants.
e. The Uncomprehending.
1. Press,
2. TV,
3. Radio.
f. The Unknowing;
1. Public.
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2. Passengers
g. The Uncaring.
1. Mr. D.
h. The Unforgiving.
1. The Dead.
List of missiles goes here>
1 Bofors
2 KKV
3 Inert
4 Sidewinder
5. Standard
6. Aegis
7. Stinger
8. etc, need more.
Page: http://www.corazon.com/crashcontentspagelinks.html
http://www.corazon.com/811bigholephotobetter.html

Date:

Tue, 23 Sep 1997 14:39:12 -0700

Subject:
Washing my hands
>You can hear this when you
>wash your hands in the aircraft lavatory. (You do wash your hands in th
>lavatory, right?)
JBS: The Navy taught me not to piss on my hands when taking a leak.
Oh, man...this is so much fun.
> Are you FBI, Elmer?
Conspiracy type talk.
>They
>lied about the
>presence of subs.
Conspiracy talk.
> sending operatives into meetings to pretend to
>be just plain folks,
I am not 'just plain folks,' I am special, at least that's why my Special
Education teacher told me.
> Hill & Knowlton (unless there was a late night edit to their website last
>night) has admitted
>they are here. Just keep that in mind.
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Conspiracy talk.
I know that you are into irrationality when you state that I am part of a
disinformationalist campaign funded by the government who hires private
PR
firms to infiltrate internet discussion groups to deflect the truth. I know
that because I am a person and I know who I am. Am I a
disinformationalist?
Am I? I should know. I'm the source. Better then eyewitness, the guy, the
real person, right here. Now, am I a citizen amateur sleuth on the internet
or am I a disinformationalist in a grey suit who works for a PR outfit with
mission to blur truth with distortions and lies? What am I? Well...let me
check. I'll get back with you.
I'm back. I am not a disinformationalist. I do not work for Hill and
Knowlton. I am not spreading lies to blunt the truth. I am a citizen
amateur sleuth on the internet. At least that's what Mr. Olsson, excuse me
Mr. Knowlton, told me to say, and he backs up Mr. Hill, I am not a
disinformationalist.
So there, what more confirmation do you want that there are no plots
swirling around you to deter you from the truth of a renegade US Nuke
sub
that accidentally fires missile, (that's funny if you knew how hard it is
to shoot missile normally, never mind accidentally,) and accidentally hits
airliner, (that's funny if you know how hard it is to hit anything with a
missile, they call it a missile, not a hittle) and then conspires to keep a
secret of their screwup that if revealed they get chewed out but if caught
on the coverup they get a firing squad.
>One of Shoemakers documented cases, the Itavia DC-9,
>involved American forces.
Calling that documented is like me calling Air India confirmed cargo doo
no can do, only probable and can only refer to UAL 811 as confirmed.
Vincennes in combat shooting neutral instead of enemy is only time US
ship
shot down airliner. Stark got nailed by Iraq airplane missile. Sheffield
got sunk by Argentine missile, Chechen leader got killed on cellular
phone
by Russian helo rockets.
So it can happen. Confirmed that US ship shot down something they
thought
was x but turned out to be y. Circumstances of war time compared to off
shore New York City in peacetime affect the probablity that it happened
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again. But only if one is rational and accepts reasonable suggestions, like
less likely to shoot down wrong target off NY in peacetime than in war
zone
with fast incoming target. Didn't say impossible, just less likely, another
nail in the coffin of missile explanation.
But don't stop. Give me more. I don't need stuff like what actually on the
missile caused the bright light to cause streak, skip those pesky needed
facts, give me more conspiracy talk, what's the renegade sub/ship doing
now? Where are all those traitorous young men and women who know
the truth
and it's eating them inside, check out the suicide rates, do the JFK people
around Dallas all died young thing.
OK, let me read the post for the requisite mindless quoting of people on
beaches who saw things in night, let me read about objects moving up
which
is impossible to say for sure...
>The logical objectivist would conclude that something had
>to be up
>there to be seen bgy all those people. By process of elimination, we can
>logically rule
>out a meteor (object was rising; even Kallstrom aknowledges that), we
can
>rule out
>a cargo door (object was rising and door is still attached to frame on
>wreckage).
Object was rising, new mantra, new nonsense but reassuring statement. S
contrary to known visual perception fact from astronomer and yet
repeated.
Streak rising, object movement unknown. That's all you have to say to
gain
respect because it is truth and it may hurt your explanation, so what, it's
true. If true, the missile explanation does not need fudging by explainers
to help it alone.
Door is still attached at hinge to piece of skin about ten feet by three
feet, just like UAL 811. It was evening sun down low.
Oh what hell for an astronomer to be betrayed by the sun! If that sun had
not been there at that half hour window and the streak had been there, the
cargo door explanation for streak as door would not be valid. But, bloody
'ell, that sun was right there at the right angle at the right time in the
right weather to be reflected off metal objects and be seen as fast moving
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blur by observers on the ground, some said it went level, some said down
and some said up, it did it all and was reflecting all the time.
Betrayed by a comet which misleads the eye into close slow and going
one
way and yet is fast, faraway and going another way; and then betrayed by
the sun which was right where it was in all the universe to be, it had to
be right there, and supports cargo door.
The irony of life. I love it.
>This covert activity, having agents pose as
private citizens
Like your mailman, and cable TV guy, and internet email correspondent,
and.
Oh, Mr. Rivero, please grow up, the world does not revolve around you.
You
are not worth the effort and money and time needed to defeat your
wonderful
missile story. It's so funny...FBI has 1.1 billions dollars on the table
from Congress for security if they can prove TWA 800 was terrorist act o
missile coverup. They want missile or bomb more than Sammy or you
ever want
it. And you think they are trying to stop you? Too weird.
I'll tell you too weird, the one who says no conspiracy, no cover up, no
plot is the only one to have been visited at home by armed agents
unannounced and uninvited seeking to interrogate me based upon an
email I
sent to a high political figure, at his invitation, regarding TWA 800.
That's me. I'm the one who says federal agents are not after people who
talk about contrary government opinions and I'm the guy who gets them.
Too
weird.
Well, I'm off with my daughter to go swimming at our Tennis and Racque
club and to meet a very interesting friend and his daughter. The two girls
swim and we two men talk in afternoon sun of warm California foothills.
Our
current topic is Blade Runner and whether Deckard was really a replicant
I
say yes, my friend says no. We shall see. What does he know?
Well we both love Phillip K. Dick and my friend has close connections to
new film, 'Starship Troopers', from Robert Heinlein.
"We can't all live forever, but then, who does?" Gaff.
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Page: http://www.corazon.com/crashcontentspagelinks.html
http://www.corazon.com/811bigholephotobetter.html

Date:

Mon, 22 Sep 1997 21:35:53 -0700

Subject:
Re: Water tanks (bottles)
In-Reply-To:
<4A25651B.0012F1D0.00@lytrefnotes4.lytref.ampol.com.au>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="iso-8859-1"
Mr. Binns, thank you for idea. This is the science suggestion and offers an
explanation of why door opened: it was blown open by extremely high
pressure of exploding potable water tank. Let's check it out as much as we
can. I reviewed SDRs for TWA 800 and found the one below. Very
interesting.
TWA 800 had problems before with those tanks. And eruption penetrated
cabin
floor, a serious thing. Or tank exploded and did other things, but why and
when did one of the tanks get destroyed and other only modestly
damaged?
>< One of the two portable water tanks directly in front of the
>center wing tank was destroyed, the second only modestly damaged.
>Air conditioners and other portions of the 747 in the area at
>the point of impact began to peel away in the 400-mph wind >
>I'd like to know more about the tanks (bottles). Are they a
>pressure vessel? . . or an open tank? . . how accessable are
>they to ground crew? Was the damage to the one that was destroyed
>indicitive of an over pressure, or impact damage? Wasn't the
>bulkhead immediately behind(?) these tanks the first piece to go?
24 May 1994:
JFK - DURING MODIFICATIONS TO THE CABIN
WHILE IN HANGAR, THE
LT POTABLE WATER TANK UPPER
POLAR CAP ERUPTED UPWARD, PENETRATING THE
CABIN FLOOR AND PSU
AREA ON CEILING AT STA 980 TO
984. REPAIRS TO DAMAGED AREA WERE MADE AND
THE AIRCRAFT WAS
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RETURNED TO SERVICE.
INVESTIGATION INDICATES THE MOST PROBABLE
CAUSE WAS THE TANK
BECAME OVERPRESSURIZED DUE
TO A MALFUNCTION IN THE AIR COMPRESSOR
SWITCH, MFG PN 1G216,
AND THE RELIEF VALVE, MFG PN
524-6D-45, SETTING WAS ABOVE THE 50 PSIG
MAXIMUM BECAUSE OF A
LOOSE ADJUSTMENT LOCKING NUT. A
FLEET CAMPAIGN HAS BEEN INITIATED FOR RELIEF
VALVE PRESSURE
CHECKS AND REPLACEMENTS WILL BE
OF A NEW VALVE DESIGN, MFG PN RV05-361. TOTAL
CYCLES 15,653.
JBS>Another suggestion to explain radar blips is
departing cowlings of
number three engine which affect ducting which overpressuries forward
cargo
hold and blows out door. Unlikely but it's on the table.
EPR/EGT indication of surge as loose cowling on number three comes of
shown as radar blip, bleed air from three affected, more heat/air goes into
forward cargo compartment, overpressure blows out weakest area, around
or
through cargo door. Nose comes off sequence follows as evidence shows
All suspect planes have JT9D. Cowlings have come off many times befor
Cowling would explain radar blip too early in sequence for door. Cowling
reflects light. Overpressure would explain 182 blowing out around door.
Engine bleed air comes from three and others and goes into forward cargo
compartment. Ducts fail.
It's a worthy line of investigation.
811 is given JT9D
182 is JT9D-7x
103 is JT9D-7A
El Al is JT9D-7J
800 is JT9D-xx
AAIB Bulletin No: 12/96 Ref: EW/C96/8/3 Category: 1.1
Aircraft Type and Registration:
Boeing 747-283B, G-VOYG
No & Type of Engines:
4 Pratt & Whitney JT9D-7J turbofan
engines
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Year of Manufacture:
1971
Date & Time (UTC):
6 August 1996 at approximately 1146
hrs
Location:
On departure from London Gatwick
Airport
Type of Flight:
Public Transport
Persons on Board:
442
Injuries:
Nil
Nature of Damage:
Damage to No 3 engine and cowling
Commander's Licence:
Airline Transport Pilot's Licence
Commander's Age:
36 years
Commander's Flying
Experience:
6,500 hours (of which 1,800 were on
type)
Last 90 days - 130 hours
Last 28 days - 50 hours
Information Source:
AAIB Field Investigation
The aircraft departed London Gatwick from Runway 26L on a
Lambourne 3M
Standard Instrument Departure (SID) bound for Orlando,
Florida. The weather at the time, broadcast on the 1145 hrs ATIS, was:
surface wind 220∞/14 kt (maximum 26 kt; minimum 5 kt); visibility 30
km
with nil weather; cloud broken at 2,300 feet; temperature 19∞C; dew poin
11∞C and QNH 1007 mbs.
Shortly after take off the crew heard a muffled thud which was followed b
the failure of No 3 engine EGT gauge. There were no indications on
the flight deck of any other malfunctions. Discovering, after consultation
with their operations, that there were no replacement gauges at
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Orlando and that an EGT gauge is an MEL (minimum equipment list)
item, the
crew were advised to return to Gatwick for replacement of the
faulty instrument. The aircraft landed without incident at 1304 hrs.
After shutdown it was discovered that a significant section of the No 3
engine cowling was missing. Several large sections of cowling were foun
on farmland within a mile of the western end of Runway 26L.
The JT9D engine hinged side cowlings provide access to the engine
compressor case, combustion chamber and turbine areas, various engine
accessories and power plant equipment. The 15th stage bleed ports are
incorporated on the right side cowling panel for discharging bleed air
overboard.
The cowlings are located and supported on their top edge by six hinge
hooks
containing recesses which engage a series of rollers carried by the
support structure on the top of the engine nacelle. The lower edges of the
left and right hinged cowlings are joined together by six adjustable
latches which engage in 'U' bolts on the bottom of the right hand cowling
Examination of the cowlings revealed that the left cowling had detached
first, and had then caused the rear of the right hand cowling to detach.
All of the left hand cowling was recovered in one piece except for one
hook
hinge which was not found. Of the other five hook hinges, three had
recesses in which the original paint had not been marked by the rollers.
This indicated that the rollers had not engaged the recesses, either on
G-VOYG, or on any other aircraft to which the cowling had been fitted
with
those hinge hooks.
The front of the right hand cowling, containing four hook latches and fou
'U' bolts had remained attached to the engine, whilst the rear section
had fragmented and detached. Although none of the 'U' bolts or latches
had
been significantly damaged, there was severe distortion around
one of the latches and its associated locating spigot on the rear section
of the right hand cowling.
The possibility was considered that the cowling had been distorted
because
of the lack of proper roller engagement. If this had been the case
an engine surge may have caused an overpressure within the cowling,
leading
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to its release. Although the FDR did not show evidence of a
surge it was decided to carry out a test bed run to determine the
susceptibility of the engine to a surge. The engine had sustained some
external damage during the incident and therefore minor repairs were
necessary to permit a diagnostic test bed run in the 'as received'
condition. The engine was handled in such a way as to provoke a surge on
the test bed but did not show any tendency to surge.
On 26th September 1996 Boeing issued a telex to all 747 customers
which
reviewed the causes of side cowling losses. In summary, excluding
this incident, 39 side panel losses had been reported since 1969, of these:
14 were attributed to improperly latched, or unlatched, forward latches,
18 (+ 1 suspected) losses were attributed to specific engine incidents, not
applicable in this incident,
6 had no cause attributed.
The operator's procedures require that the opening and closing of the side
cowlings should be documented, there were no such entries
relating to the previous flight. As a result of this incident the operator
initiated a programme to check all the hinge hooks on his aircraft for
engagement.
The failure of the No 3 EGT gauge was caused by secondary damage to
the No
3 engine as a result of the cowling separation.
September 8, 1997 Aviation Week & Space Technology
examining portions of the wreckage that some investigators say could rai
new questions about why and how the aircraft broke up ...... "We're going
back to Calverton to attempt to understand more fully the damage to
certain
pieces of wreckage", said Bernard S. Loeb .... "these items do not questio
in any significant way the Board's analysis of the sequence of Flight 800's
breakup ....Some investigators, primarily those outside the NTSB, are
intrigued by specific debris whose damage has not yet been explained
fully.
These investigators said that pieces of debris, like the doors for Flight
800's nose-gear wheel well, could raise questions not about the sequence
of
the breakup, but its cause.
"Piece of debris, like the nose doors," Like what else, the cargo door?
They are so close.
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Page: http://www.corazon.com/crashcontentspagelinks.html
http://www.corazon.com/811bigholephotobetter.html

Date:

Thu, 25 Sep 1997 00:09:15 -0700

Subject:
Why do hulls rupture/balloons pop?
RH:
>I would hope that Chris would stay on topic and skip the 5 paragrahs of
>how we are all conspiracy nuts and why we don't like Bill Clinton. I
>don't mind being called a conspiracy nut, it's just takes time away from
>the meaningful part of the discussion.
>
>Now Chris tell directly and in a straight foreward manner why a missile
>is not a viable cause of the Flight 800 disaster.
Censor type located and identified. Above from missile guy in airplane
discussion group asking airplane guy to stay on topic and talk about
missile. Funny. Above missile guy tells airplane guy how to talk in
airplane discussion group about airplanes. Funny.
Control speech, control the thought is what censors think. They may be
right for some people, but not for me. Whenever I run into this talk this
way, don't talk that way attempt, the rule is talk my way. As in, don't
talk about conspiracy, got to talk about conspiracy.
You conspiracy guys are amazing, how do you function? Who do you
trust? How
can you put your car in for repair and then drive off? Maybe the mechanic
is in on the conspiracy and sabotaged your car. To live in fear of
invisible enemies, what a life of torment.
>Now Chris tell directly and in a straight foreward manner why a missile
>is not a viable cause of the Flight 800 disaster.
I love the above attempt at censorship, and to paraphrase, "Chris, tell
directly, don't go off in directions I don't want you to, be
straightforward, don't go in directions I don't want you to, but Chris tell
me what happened in your own words, just don't be indirect or not
straightforward, whoops, you deviated, Digression! Digression! sit down
and
of course don't make spelling errors like favour and defence which have
no
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'u' and 's' instead 'c,' don't you know how to spell? be straitford manner,
my manner, not your manner."
Anyway, once it is clear that the missile guys love to talk about telling
other people how to talk and missiles and little about TWA 800, a Boeing
747 with an outward opening cargo door, it is time to move on to a good
question:
Why are pressurized hulls of four high time Boeing 747s rupturing in
flight
at the forward cargo door area? The official explanations (which general
agree rupture at leading edge of wing and then discuss cause) are bomb
182,
bomb 103, bomb then door with improper latching then door with
electrical
short 811, bomb then missile then center tank explosion 800.
Balloons pop, hulls rupture. This is not rocket science; it is our level of
basic understanding of blowing bubble gum and it pops on our face.
Making a
noise. Below are excerpts from my page on website about doors
http://www.corazon.com/mysterywhy.html
It's either external or internal. External is meteor, missile, mid air with
drone/aircraft. And until door/area rupture cause is confirmed the three
external reasons are possible. I listen to external causes and prefer
internal based on 811.
http://www.corazon.com/811reportcontentpage.html
(And I put in the URL at Elmer Barr's insistence, it makes sense.)
Internal could be:
1. Door unlatches then opens.
a. Unlatches for unknown reasons.
b. Unlatches when electrical short turns on door motor.
2. Blown open at weak spot
a. potable water tank explodes and bulges door open just a bit into
slipstream.
b. cowling comes off number 3 and affects ducting which takes bleed air
into forward cargo hold for heat and overpressurizes it and bulges it out a
bit.
c. Improvised explosive device like flare or shotgun or bomb or blasting
caps go off inadvertently.
3. Metal fatigue in corners and frame fails allowing edge to stick out just
a bit.
My thought is why did balloon pop/fuselage rupture?
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Without access to physical evidence thoughts are purely conjecture but if
a
reasonable explanation can be deduced, then a reasonable physical check
can
be done on the evidence that should be there. Investigate smarter, not
harder.
My direction back to cargo door is based on thought that lurkers of the
discussion group exist and may have interesting thoughts on physical
explanations not yet offered by current posters. Like potable tank
exploding. Any more? Let's talk about TWA 800 the plane. Why did hull
rupture? Why do all hulls rupture and let's see if 800 fits. Have I
included all possiblities above and below? What have I missed?
Web page below.
The Mystery:
Why does the forward lower lobe cargo door open in
flight?
There is a time for conjecture, speculation and just plain
guessing. Now is that time. The investigation is open and active into TWA
800. Based upon the available evidence, observed events, experience,
education, and some common sense, here are some possible explanations
for
why the forward cargo door of the Boeing 747 opens in flight:
Principle: Balloon expands. Balloon pops. Why.
Fuselage undergoes
internal pressure. Door pops. Why.
Boundary layer will reduce the actual
speed of the air across the door to a very low amount. Further away from
the door the airspeed builds up. The sucking force of the jet engine is
negligible. The main force to open door comes from within. The internal
pressure against the large forward cargo door is very, very high. The door
will have to be open some distance before the slipstream can tear it open,
up, and away.
All that is needed for the door to be pulled out and torn up
and away is a lip of the door to protrude into airstream. A slight bulge on
a worn door will stick door edge out into 300 KCAS slipstream and allow
the
air to pull door out and tear it away. What can cause the door edge to
stick out? How much is needed? Assuming 300 KCAS of force over the
door,
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high internal pressure to keep passengers comfortable, the edge of the doo
does not have to stick out very far before being pushed from within, and
blown from the front. Let us assume two inches sticking out from the
bottom
of the sill is the amount than once reached the forces of wind take over
and tear eight foot by nine foot door away. What would cause bottom of
door
to extend out two inches?
1. Pneumatic: If the air keeps on coming into
the balloon and less air escapes the balloon expands until pressure inside
balloon exceeds strength to contain pressure. Balloon pops at weakest spo
on surface.
a. If air keeps coming into Boeing 747 fuselage with less air
escaping, the fuselage will pop at weakest spot, a large door. Or if there
is a small opening in fuselage, air may escape or air may enter from 300
KCAS airstream until door bulges out. If a hole appears in a seal of the
cargo compartment, or a hole appears from corrosion, the 300 KCAS
airstream
might enter compartment and highly pressurize to cause door to bulge ou
the necessary small amount to allow a larger hole to allow more airstream
to enter and the cycle continues rapidly until door is open enough for win
to tear it away. All the steel latches in the world are not strong enough
to withstand 300 KCAS against a large surface door.
b. If the fuselage is
balanced in pressure and the aircraft starts to climb that balance is
disrupted and the system attempts to compensate. If the compensation is
not
smooth, or it is jerky, a surge of high pressure air may momentarily bulge
out the door the required amount for it to be torn away. The puff off high
pressure air may only last for a seconds before the pressurization system
corrects its balance but that may be long enough to open a worn door with
gouged latch cams and lock sectors. So, if there is a malfunction in
pressure regulating devices of 747 then too much air may enter and may
bulge worn door out enough to be torn away.
c. If older fuselage flexes
enough the worn seal on a worn door may leak allowing air to enter cargo
compartment pressurizing it and pushing out on door which opens more
allowing more air in to pressurize compartment which pushes out on
door...
d If pilot applies power to all engines, increased air requirements
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result in increased sucking power of jet intakes which may allow cargo
door
to bulge toward engine number 3, just a few yards away. Very unlikely
because of 300 knot slipstream which negates any suction of the jet engin
on the door.
e. The midspan latches may be a weak area. One latch holds
eight feet of vertical side of door in tight. The door may fracture/rupture
at midspan and open. The bottom latches may remain latched. Fuselage
distortion and twisting may put unusual stresses on door frame.
f. Engine
cowling comes loose. Possible sequence: EPR/EGT indication of surge as
loose cowling on number three comes off, shown as radar blip, bleed air
from three affected, more heat/air goes into forward cargo compartment,
overpressure blows out weakest area, around or through cargo door. Nose
then comes off sequence follows as evidence shows. All suspect planes
have
JT9D. Cowlings have come off many times before. Cowling would
explain radar
blip too early in sequence for door. Cowling reflects light. Engine bleed
air comes from three and others and goes into forward cargo compartmen
Ducts fail. Blow out around/of door would explain latches being latched
yet
door goes.
2. Electrical:
a. Door actuator motor gets signal to open and
turns cams which are normally stopped by lock sectors, but worn lock
sectors allow cams to turn just a few degrees which allow door to slightly
open.
b. Frayed wires in door motor bundle rub against metal fuselage and
short connection and turn motor on for a few seconds.
c. Motor gets signal
to turn on from adjacent powerful transmitters in main equipment
compartment.
d. Exhaust Pressure Ratio related problem:
800 had EPR changed
before fatal flight
103 had EPR blip on #3 just before crash.
182 had EPR
gripe not fixed for fatal flight.
811 could have had EPR gripe but all non
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cargo door gripes omitted from report.
3. Mechanical:
a. The cam sectors are not completely over center and
therefore can be forced open by internal force.
b. The manual locking
handle jams and looks locked but isn't.
c. The locking sectors get bent and
do not fully engage cam sectors.
d. Something unseen is jammed between door
and frame preventing full closure.
e. Loader rams door sill and bends it
out of rig preventing flush closure.
4. Combination of factors:
a. Worn latches, not tight.
b. Worn lock
sectors, not tight.
c. Not closed fully, not tight.
d. Pressure regulating
system not smooth.
e. Door out of rig slightly, not tight.
f. Electrical
short in door open system.
g. Must be going 296 KCAS or higher.
e. Older
fuselage twisting and flexing.
f. Small hole from corrosion or worn seal
allowing high speed air in with no way out.
g. Door motor gets signal to
open.
Miscellaneous:
a. It is never closed fully and pops open when
pressure differential is high enough.
b. It was backdriven manually
damaging cams allowing door to spring open.
c. It was back driven
electrically damaging lock sectors.
d. Fuselage flexing normal or by
turbulence allowed door to spring open.
e. Electrical short within door
opening system turning on door actuator motor.
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f. Loose heavy cargo shifts
into door.
g. Internal explosive force against door.
h. Locking pins
shearing and releasing door to open.
i. Intentionally/unintentionally
opened by crew inflight.
j. Electrical power surge from communication radio
antenna or power supply.
k. Frayed electrical wires to door control system
shorting on fuselage.
l. Passenger using electronic device triggering door
open signal.
m. At certain airspeed the wind has enough force to pry open
poorly sealed door.
n. When door closed it squeezed against something that
prevented full closure allowing later opening.
o. A ship or aircraft was
pointing laser tracking device on aircraft and it penetrated door and
ignited something which blew out door.
p. Surface to air missile hits door
and opens it.
q More to come...open for suggestions, can't fix it without
knowing the problem, can't stop the effect of crashing without knowing th
cause of door opening.
Design considerations for a forward cargo door on a Boeing 747
The first rule in designing and building a pressurized hull is: Don't cut
holes in it. If one must cut holes in the hull for essential reasons make
sure the holes are small well sealed. And then if the hole fails to seal,
make sure the hull does not come apart.
Those principles were violated in
aircraft and submarines to the dismay of the families of the victims of
inadvertent door openings in pressurized hulls.
The nuclear submarine
Thresher was sunk because a small hole in the hull had a valve installed
backwards so the water kept on coming in and sunk the boat and killed
everyone on board.
UAL Flight 811 had a cargo door open inflight and nine
passengers were sucked out to their deaths from their seats above the
cargo
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door.
The design errors on doors for Boeing 747 are as follows.
1. The
hole is too large. It is large to accommodate passengers' spare clothes and
other non-essential items. A small hole will depressurize slowly and not
allow huge amounts of fast moving air into the hull.
2. The hole has a
complicated door system for locking and unlocking which is prone to
misuse.
In fact two Airworthiness Directives have been issued against that specifi
door, the forward lower lobe cargo door.
3. a. The door is hinged on top
and opens upwards. The tradition of passengers entering by a front hinged
door and baggage loaded into a top hinged door goes back to
stagecoaches,
buggies, cars, trains, and buses. And when those cargo doors opened the
penalty was bashed baggage and damaged doors. At speeds above 200
knots
such an error has catastrophic results. The door opens and the airstream
pushes the door up and tears it off it upper hinges taking away as large
part of fuselage skin, exposing the nose of the aircraft to huge amounts of
powerful fast moving air. Top hinged doors on fast moving pressurized
hulls
is a fatal design error. They also exist to ease the loading of the
non-essential items by the baggage handlers.
b. Doors hinged on the front
are slightly better but the door will still flap around and eventually
break off leaving a large hole. The air pressure will attempt to keep the
door closed. A front hinged door, when it opens in flight, will at least
give the crew time to slow the airplane down to reduce flutter and possibl
allow safe return to land.
Cargo doors, and passenger doors, and engine
doors, and access doors will all be left open or open by themselves soone
or later. The effect should be mild and easily corrected. The consequence
for that small oversight should not be total destruction and death.
Page: http://www.corazon.com/crashcontentspagelinks.html
http://www.corazon.com/811bigholephotobetter.html
Page: http://www.corazon.com/crashcontentspagelinks.html
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Date:

Sat, 13 Sep 1997 13:04:50 -0700

Subject:
Wishful thinking.
WL posts:
>In evaluating the witness reports, we know that there were three
>events. Something ascending, an initial event at 13,700 feet, and a
>massive fireball between 7000 and 8000 feet.
No, you don't, and as long as you think you do know about the first thing
'Something ascending' ,you will never be right. You do not know
something
ascending. You wish it. To persist that belief at this stage after all the
explaining of physical law is to persist the sun goes round the earth
because you see it move every day. You are an honest eyewitness and you
are
wrong to see sun move and then conclude it moves.
You want something ascending so you wish it true. Good for fiction; bad
for
reality.
I've come to the conclusion that to understand that an ascending streak
could be an object decending is just too subtle a concept for you all. You
base your missile explanation on that egg in one basket and the egg is
broken.
Mr. Rivero is astronomer and understands the concept and adds the
condition
descending object must be moving toward observer to give misperception
of
ascension, and then denies object could be moving towards observer.
More
wishful thinking. Object moves every which way, looks like it moves eve
which way, was reported as moving every which way. To claim you know
it was
'something ascending' is wrong, not true, false, in error, misstatement, ...
It's like saying picture of 800 shows door latches in place, and 811 hinges
broken...just plain wrong.
http://www.corazon.com/811page35analydoor.html
has whole hinge analysis, next page too, from NTSB report.
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http://www.corazon.com/811page40doorhinge.html has picture of 811
hinge
that looks like 800 hinge.
And note red paint of 800 above door, under windows, it got there the
same
way the paint of 811 got there, when door slams upward, smearing door
paint
on fuselage.
If you continue to say streak ascending means object ascending will fool
most people, but you will know, streak ascending could be object
descending, if moving toward observer. To say streak ascending means
object
ascending is now to lie.
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Date:

Fri, 5 Sep 1997 19:26:52 -0700

Subject:
List Rules
Let's see: Missile guys rules for list:
1. Email style at missile guys discretion: No signatures on Emails over six
lines unless approval granted but OK to repeat eyewitness statements
already stated hundreds of times before to hundreds of people.
2. Subject breadth at Missile guys discretion: No talking about spaceships
Cassini but OK to talk about ocean ships, Glomar.
3. Emotion in writing at missile guys discretion: No being funny.
4. No flaming unless you are missile guy.
5. Profanity OK if missile guy.
So, style. People who criticize other's style always think their style is
the right way and other's way is the wrong way. People who criticize the
way other people talk/write always think their way is the right way and th
other way is the wrong way.
It's so funny to me to see a person demand adherence to unstated rules of
a
discussion list and then blithely violate a universally accepted rule of no
profanity.
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I should be back to work on my web site with new research on two new
possible cargo door crashes which require much documentation and
analysis,
much scanning, page making and links checked. It's much more fun to sit
here and type in emotion and outrage. I think it's a reaction to Diana's
death. Everything is difficult to do. It's as if walking in water. What's
the use? If a beautiful young woman is given love, fame, money, children
and is still unhappy, driven to suicide, and dies tragically, what's the
use in trying? Where's the pleasure in life and living?
How can a contributor rail against flames one moment and then the next
moment call fellow contributors 'childish jerks?' Does not that person see
the contradiction?
Censors and shills are alike in that when confronted with their profession
they deny it. The censor is blind to the truth that every opinion could be
right or wrong or good or bad. The censor/style controller always thinks
he
is above the rules laid down by himself. The censor's comments are alway
welcomed, polite, tasteful, important and worth hearing while others are
rude, nasty, and just plain offensive. Who decides? The
controller/censor/taste arbiter/list police person, of course.
Warning? Warning! What are you talking about, warning? Offense? Wha
offense, being funny with repetitive satire of about .1k of bandwidth?
Expulsion from your list? Hey, filter me out now, you are unworthy to
read
my posts, you don't understand them. Bluff called to exclude my posts
from
your reading list. But, the point is, it's your call what you read, not
mine.
List conscience? Lord, save me from the do gooders.
The dilemma for the free speech guy, me, is to permit the talk of
control/censoring of subject and style of postings or to squash it. I must
not squash it, that's the rule.
I can make fun though...
So, Mr. Profanity, I request you make humble apology to the fair maidens
who we know read these postings. Their delicate sensibilities have been
affronted with your coarse language which is totally inappropriate and
uncalled for in a scientific forum such as the Flight 800 discussion list.
You have, with your foul mouth, insulted the adult members of the group
and
have debased the quality of our research. With your language you have
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turned this learned assembly into a pool hall of gutter slang.
You should wash your mouth out with soap. You've been a bad boy.
Below from recent posts:
>And I'm not a control freak...
> I just believe that members deserve
>better than childish immature bullshit, no matter what their beliefs are,
>etc.
>Gee, I don't often think this list is full of total idiots.....but there
>are times when I'm sure that at least SOME on here are childish jerks
>Sure, we have differences in many areas, but MOST of us can discuss
them
>rationally, avoid flames and ad hominem nonsense, and behave civilly in
>general.
>And the
>repetition of repetitive crap like at least THREE have done so far, is
>cause for expulsion from any of my lists. I give ONE warning on that.
>Privately. Then if another offense, they're history, never to return.
>from the nonspook, undecided, still considering all options, continuing t
>serve as list conscience and general devil's advocate to those of all
>beliefs..
Page: http://www.corazon.com/
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Date:

Fri, 26 Sep 1997 20:08:18 -0700

Subject:
Lists
In the TWA 800 discussion list are the lists:
1. Eyewitness list, see Mr. Rivero.
2. Irrefutable statement list, see JBSmith.
3. Types.
a. Conspiracy type.
1.
2.
3.
b. Censor type.
1.
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2.
3.
c. Insult type.
1. Everyone.
d. Science type.
1. JBS.
2. CO.
3. GES.
4. EB.
5.
6.
4. Cause guys.
a. Missile guys.
1. UnFriendly Fire.
a. Person Goddard
b.
c.
2. Friendly fire. Persons
a. Rivero,
b. Sweeney,
c. Anderson,
d. Serrahn,
e. Hirsch,
f. Clark,
g. Peer,
h. Nunnery,
i. Binns,
j. Kay,
k. Gully,
l. Maxson
b. Bomb guy.
Person Finkelman.
c. Meteor guy.
Person Davias
d. Methane gas guy.
Some person guy.
e. Projectile guy. Unfriendly fire.
1. Person Hull.
2..
f. Cargo door guys. Persons:
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1. JB Smith, electrical short
2. Elmer Barr,
3. Chris Olsson, internal overpressure
4. GE Smith, torsional twisting
5. Dan Savage
5. Other guys.
a. The unstated: Persons:
Lester
Houston
Shoemaker
Lee
Sivak.
Martin
Gladkin
b. Unheard. Companies:
1. Boeing,
2. TWA
c. Unresponsive: Agencies:
NTSB,
FBI,
FAA,
Government politicians,
d. Uncomprehending.
Press,
TV,
radio.
e. Unknowing;
1. Public.
2. Passengers
Let's fill in the blanks and add some more. Our quest for organization
permeates. We make patterns by organizing and then try to draw
intelligence
from the pattern. We can make this as specific as we can.
(Bye the way, the new Popular Mechanics has pictures of what really
happens
when you really put a real bomb into a Boeing 747 in a unhardened
container...it blows the airplane in two with huge debris. It does not blow
a 20 inch hole from a directed blast 25 inches away leaving soot on a six
inch piece of metal, as PA 103 official version states.)
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Date:

Sat, 27 Sep 1997 10:14:30 -0700

Subject:
Lists Version 2.0b1.
In the TWA 800 discussion list are the lists:
1. Eyewitness list, see Mr. Rivero or Mr. Shoemaker.
2. Irrefutable statement list, see JB Smith.
3. Types. (Volunteers only)
a. Conspiracy type.
1.
b. Censor type.
1.
c. Insult type.
1. Everyone.
a. Bozo, Seldom Right, con artist, white trash, dunderhead, slow
reader, PR firm employee, et al.
d. Science type.
1. JBS.
2. CO.
3. GES.
4. EB.
e. Hurt feelings type
1. JBS
f. Repetitive type.
1.
g. Lurker type.
1.
h. Sarcasm/satire/parody type.
1. JBS
i. Inquisitive/fair/reasonable/diligent type.
1. No one.
4. Crash Cause guys.
a. Missile guys.
1. UnFriendly Fire.
a. Person Ian Goddard
2. Friendly fire. Persons
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a. Michael Rivero,
b. Michael Sweeney,
c. Philip Anderson,
d. William Serrahn,
e. Richard Hirsch,
f. Stan Clark,
g. Dieter Peer,
h. David Nunnery,
i. Carl Binns,
j. Pepper Kay,
k. Jean Gully,
l. Matthew Maxson
b. Bomb guy.
1. Person Sammy Finkelman.
c. Meteor guy.
1. Person Michael Davias
d. Methane gas guy.
1. Some person guy.
e. Projectile guy. Unfriendly fire.
1. Person Michael Hull.
f. Cargo door guys. Persons:
1. JB Smith, electrical short, maybe pneumatic.
2. Elmer Barr,
3. Chris Olsson, at least two, probably three, possibly four unknown
causal factors.
4. GE Smith, torsional twisting
5. Dan Savage
g. Local Geophysical Resonance guy.
1. Professor Alexandre Siniakov.
h. UFO guy.
1. Gotta be, gotta be...somewhere out there, far away is.. a UFO guy.
i. Center tank explosion as initial event guys.
1. United States of America National Transportation Safety Board
Aviation Division Aircraft Accident Investigation Branch TWA Flight 80
event. Dr. Bernard Loeb, Mr. Al Dickinson, Mr. Ron Scheede.
5. Other guys.
a. The Unstated: Persons:
Dan Lester
Danny Cox
Marshall Houston
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Tom Shoemaker ( application of high energy inputs into the airframe from
some uncommon exterior source.)
Walter Lee
Sivak.
Stan Martin
Gladkin
Stan Bernstein
John Fazli
b. The Unheard.
1. Boeing,
2. TWA
c. The Unresponsive:
1. NTSB,
2. FBI,
3. FAA,
Government politicians,
d. The Uncomprehending.
Press,
TV,
Radio.
e. The Unknowing;
1. Public.
2. Passengers
f. The Uncaring.
1. Doctor Death
g. The Unforgiving.
1. The Dead.
Let's fill in the blanks and add some more. And make corrections. This is
the beta version of the list, still has bugs. Particularly needed are the
insults, we are woefully short with only seven. And we need better quality
so get off your fat lazy asses and get to work.
Regarding internet. What politicians do and the laws they pass are largely
unimportant. They are always behind, they never lead. Encryption will be
mandatory as dictated by the banks. Money will soon take over the net,
after sex has dominated for a while, then later power. Money requires
extensive encryption and it will be pervasive and invisible. Trillions of
dollars at bank level are transferred electronically and all are encrypted.
When we do it, we will be encrypted also.
The internet follows the nervous system model of the body as the
highways
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follow the circulation system model. The nervous system knows when
your
right big toe itches because the nerve impulse is encoded, it's encrypted.
So will most internet communications soon be encrypted. Mandatory, not
voluntary. A public key for Coca Cola commercial will be given out and
everyone can read the message but it will still be encrypted. The English
language is encrypted speech. I am encrypting now as I type. Only a few
can
decrypt it relative to the number that are eligible. Encryption is here now
and will become more so, not less.
Quit worrying about censorship on the net, there will always be free
speech
guys like me to protect you censors out there that like to tell others who
and when and what to write but really get upset when others try to tell yo
when and how and what to write.
MR> You ask if I have a hard time believing the CIA? The CIA lies to
congress
> all the time. They lies to JOhn Kennedy about the Bay Of Pigs.
I ask if I should believe someone who can't spell, can't type, and can't
write. An illiterate person can point to a fire and get the idea across
with high believability. An illiterate person who offers complex
philosophical opinions poorly presented, phrased, and reasoned has low
believability. Especially when he repeats rebutted quotes endlessly like a
non-native diner who shouts English to the Spanish waiter thinking he wi
now be understood.
MR> Lemme guess. Church of Universal Life, right?
>
> When I was in college journalism I was ordained by them and got the
>Doctorate of Divinity
>while writing a story about various strategies to avoid the draft. I
>personally consider those
>papers (and anyone who
>tries to actually use them) a joke.
Above is a good example of wrong thinking sequence and reveals a lot
about
the writer. Assume bogus church affiliation and then attack the bogus par
Assume missile and than attack the source of the bogus conclusion.
Assume
bogus cargo door affiliation and then attack the bogus affiliation. It's a
case of wishful guess as fact and then fulfill the false prophecy with
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facts.
It's now done by wishful guess of Diana murdered by conspiracy and then
give fact of Adnan Khashoggi being related to Fayed as being relevant. It
not although it's a fact. Lyndon Johnson was a Texan and JFK was killed
in
Texas. So what? A US agent was killed in PA 103, so what? Real facts to
support false hypothesis must be eliminated as relevant. I just thank that
no Russian Navy frigate with within two hundred miles of TWA 800 or
that
Air Force One does not do cargo door crash while taking off from Beijing
China. War by the conspiracy people.
I am getting a teensy bit suspicious of all the 'Stan's' and "Michael's'
and 'Dan's' in the group. Two 'Smiths' is reasonable but several Stans,
Dans and Michaels? I'd like to see some scanned in birth certificates and
emailed to me for confirmation that you are who you say you are, but...
they can be faked, or the county records office could be bribed to fake
them, or ...or...or...
The fact the conspiracy missile guys don't care about TWA 800 but about
their desire for justification for their perception of the twisted world
they live in is the absence of attack on the Bomb Guy. Mr. Finkelman is
not
a missile guy but he is a conspiracy guy so he is part of the group. If
cargo door guy would start spouting conspiracy by Boeing and TWA and
everyone to hide the cargo door cause the missile guys and the bomb guy
would support the cargo door theory because they have a higher calling
than
TWA 800 crash cause, everyone's out to get them cause. If cargo door gu
would start saying cover up by Boeing then conspiracy guys would say,
fine,
see I told you, add Boeing to CIA and FBI and President etc, join the
crowd.
But no, cargo door guy says no conspiracy coverup or plot and is
therefore
attacked. So be it. My PR firm has an arrangement whereby the
government
will pay all my legal fees. At least that's what they told me.
Ooh, another swear word in MR's post. I'm saving mine up. It will be a
good one when I finally succumb to the delicious feeling of hurling
dangerous illegal word at someone.
>And this is the modus that Elmer proudly declares himself to be a part
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of.
Uh, no, actually, Elmer did not proudly declare himself to be a part of a
modus.
And you, who refuse to acknowledge streak up could be object down,
write
the hallowed name Galileo in a post. I know what Galileo's wife said afte
he came in from the scope looking at real moons going around a real
planet
Jupiter going around a real sun and saying, "Dear, guess what I just saw
that confirms my theory that the earth goes round the sun?"
"I don't want to hear about it anymore," is what she said.
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Date:

Sun, 28 Sep 1997 11:46:02 -0700

Subject:
Lists Version 2.0b2.
In the TWA 800 discussion master list are the sub lists:
1. Eyewitness list, see Mr. Rivero or Mr. Shoemaker.
2. Irrefutable statement list, see JB Smith.
3. Types. (Volunteers only)
a. Conspiracy type.
1. (I know you're there.)
b. Censor type.
1. (deleted)
c. Insult type.
1. Everyone.
a. Bozo, Seldom Right, con artist, white trash, dunderhead, slow
reader, PR firm employee, need more.
d. Science type.
1. JBS.
2. CO.
3. GES.
4. EB.
e. Terribly hurt feelings type
1. JBS
f. Repetitive type.
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1. Mr. Rivero.
2. Mr. Rivero.
3. Mr. Rivero.
4. Mr. Rivero.
g. Lurker type.
1.
h. Sarcasm/satire/parody type.
1. JBS, they told me to put my name here.
i. Inquisitive/fair/reasonable/diligent type.
1. No one so far. Why not? Maybe never. Well, keep trying.
4. Crash Cause guys.
a. Missile guys.
1. UnFriendly Fire.
a. Person Ian Goddard
2. Friendly fire. Persons
a. Michael Rivero,
b. Michael Sweeney,
c. Philip Anderson,
d. William Serrahn,
e. Richard Hirsch,
f. Stan Clark,
g. Dieter Peer,
h. David Nunnery,
i. Carl Binns,
j. Pepper Kay,
k. Jean Gully,
l. Matthew Maxson
m. Tom Shoemaker ( application of high energy inputs into the
airframe from some uncommon exterior source.)
b. Meteor guy.
1. Person Michael Davias.
c. Projectile guy. Unfriendly fire.
1. Person Michael Hull.
d. Methane gas guy.
1. Richard Spalding. respald@somnet.sandia.gov
e. Bomb guy.
1. Person Sammy Finkelman.
f. Cargo door guys. Persons:
1. JB Smith, electrical short, maybe pneumatic. barry@corazon.com
2. Elmer Barr,
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3. Chris Olsson, at least two, probably three, possibly four unknown
causal factors.
4. GE Smith, torsional twisting
5. Dan Savage
g. Local Geophysical Resonance guy.
1. Professor Alexandre Siniakov.
h. UFO guy.
1. Gotta be, gotta be...somewhere out there, far away is.. a UFO guy.
i. Center tank explosion as initial event guys.
1. United States of America National Transportation Safety Board
Aviation Division Aircraft Accident Investigation Branch TWA Flight 80
event. Mr. James Hall, Mr. Robert Francis, Dr. Bernard Loeb, Mr. Al
Dickinson, Mr. Ron Scheede.
5. Other guys.
a. The Unstated: Persons:
Danny Cox
Marshall Houston
Walter Lee
Mr. Sivak.
Stan Martin
Ms. Gladkin
Stan Bernstein
John Fazli
b. The Uncommitted.
1. Dan Lester.
c. The Unheard.
1. Boeing,
2. TWA
d. The Unresponsive:
1. NTSB,
2. FBI,
3. FAA,
Government politicians,
e. The Uncomprehending.
1. Press,
2. TV,
3. Radio.
f. The Unknowing;
1. Public.
2. Passengers
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g. The Uncaring.
1. Doctor Death
h. The Unforgiving.
1. The Dead.
List of missiles goes here>
1 Bofors
2 KKV
3 Inert
4 Sidewinder
5. Standard
6. Aegis
7. Stinger
8. etc, need more.
Let's add email addresses after our names. Send me the email address you
would prefer to be added and I'll add it.
As you can see, trying to establish order out of chaos, it must be genetic.
And just because we can have a good time does not mean we are wrong.
It may
mean we are right. I don't see the NTSB guys ever laughing.
The danger in committing to list above is later you may be asked for one
page summary of your special TWA 800 crash cause and that means
work. So,
careful. The facts as we know them should be explained and integrated
into
your explanation. Who, what, when, where, why, how, and how much are
good
questions to answer in a page summary.
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Date:

Sun, 28 Sep 1997 22:18:41 -0700

Subject:
Lists Version 2.0b3.
In the TWA 800 discussion master list are the sub lists: (Can only be
added
by person him, or personess herself.)
1. Eyewitness list, see Mr. Rivero or Mr. Shoemaker.
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2. Irrefutable statement list, see JB Smith.
3. Types.
a. Conspiracy type.
1. (I know you're out there.)
b. Censor type.
1. (deleted)
c. Insult type.
1. Everyone, except Stan Clark, who considers telling someone their
life is a joke not insulting, but funny.
a. Bozo, Seldom Right, con artist, white trash, dunderhead, slow
reader, PR firm employee (how low can you go), buttholes, your life is a
joke, need more.
d. Science type.
1. JBS.
2. CO.
3. GES.
4. EB.
e. Terribly hurt feelings type
1. JBS
f. Repetitive type.
1. Mr. Rivero.
2. Mr. Rivero.
3. Mr. Rivero.
4. Mr. Rivero.
g. Lurker type.
1.
h. Sarcasm/satire/parody type.
1. JBS, they told me to put my name here.
i. Inquisitive/fair/reasonable/diligent type.
1. No one so far. Why not? Maybe never. Well, keep trying.
j. Outraged type.
1. Stan Clark.
2. John Barry Smith
k. Coverup type.
1. Stan Clark.
4. Crash Cause guys.
a. Missile guys.
1. UnFriendly Fire.
a. Person Ian Goddard
2. Friendly fire. Persons
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a. Michael Rivero,
b. Michael Sweeney,
c. Philip Anderson,
d. William Serrahn,
e. Richard Hirsch,
f. Stan Clark, CEC IOC Test Failure proponent
g. Dieter Peer,
h. (Changed category)
i. Carl Binns,
j. Pepper Kay,
k. Jean Gully,
l. Matthew Maxson
m. Tom Shoemaker ( application of high energy inputs into the
airframe from some uncommon exterior source.)
b. Meteor guy.
1. Person Michael Davias.
c. Projectile guy. Unfriendly fire.
1. Person Michael Hull.
d. Methane gas burp guy.
1. Richard Spalding. respald@somnet.sandia.gov
e. Bomb guy.
1. Mr. Sammy Finkelman, PETN had something to do with what
happened
to the plane, that it was a criminal act, and not an accident, and that the
scene of the crime was JFK Airport.
f. Cargo door guys. Persons:
1. JB Smith, electrical short, maybe pneumatic. barry@corazon.com
2. Elmer Barr,
3. Chris Olsson, at least two, probably three, possibly four unknown
causal factors.
4. GE Smith, torsional twisting
5. Dan Savage
g. Local Geophysical Resonance guy.
1. Professor Alexandre Siniakov.
h. UFO guy.
1. Gotta be, gotta be...somewhere out there, far away is.. a UFO guy.
i. Center tank explosion as initial event guys.
1. United States of America National Transportation Safety Board
Aviation Division Aircraft Accident Investigation Branch TWA Flight 80
event. Mr. James Hall, Mr. Robert Francis, Dr. Bernard Loeb, Mr. Al
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Dickinson, Mr. Ron Schleede.
a. Ignition source for cwt guys:
static electricity guy,
voltage jump guy,
right tank fire guy,
scavenge pump guy,
small bomb guy,
engine number three guy,
meteor guy,
fuel probe guy,
missile guy,
lightning guy.
j. Structural sabotage guy.
1. Maybe Mr. Finkelman.
5. Other guys.
a. The Unstated: Persons and Personette:
H. Michael Sweeney
David Nunnery,
Danny Cox
Marshall Houston
Walter Lee
Mr. Sivak.
Stan Martin
Ms. Gladkin
Stan Bernstein
John Fazli
b. The Uncommitted.
1. Dan Lester.
c. The Unheard.
1. Boeing,
2. TWA
d. The Unresponsive:
1. NTSB,
2. FBI,
3. FAA,
4. Politicians,
5. Civil servants.
e. The Uncomprehending.
1. Press,
2. TV,
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3. Radio.
f. The Unknowing;
1. Public.
2. Passengers
g. The Uncaring.
1. Mr. D.
h. The Unforgiving.
1. The Dead.
List of missiles goes here>
1 Bofors
2 KKV
3 Inert
4 Sidewinder
5. Standard
6. Aegis
7. Stinger
8. etc, need more.
DP>I realize that you concentrate on those persons
that posted recently. Is
>there a reason to exclude posters from the archives?
JBS>No. Let them place their name where they want to in the cause
category.
I do not assign the names. You get to go where you want. It's not up to m
It's a person's truth as they see it.
In the type category, it's for fun and not for real and anyone can go
anywhere, it's not truth but fun.
> I noticed you
>included "lurkers", but I am sure that lots of former posters are
>lurkers now, so why would you not have them on your list?
I don't know who they are and I don't like the name lurker and the blank
number after the name is funny. But if they say add me, I will. The funny
part is as soon as they say I'm a lurker, they are no longer a lurker. And
anyone can post their own list. I'm just trying to get some commitment
before Dec 8, some organization, something to present NTSB as
alternative
explanations to show that thinking people are not content with cwt as
initial event. We may be wrong but we are not content.
The meteor guy, Mr. Michael Davias, has recently emailed me an abstrac
and
it is the best presentation of an alternate explanation I have read. It is
better than cargo door. I encourage him to resubmit it here for review and
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comment/criticism/archive.
The two large categories for List Version 3.0 will be Cause internal and
Cause external. So we are up to version 2.0 beta 3. This is the next to
last final pre-release before the update V 3.0. Get in your input for V 2.0
b4. Commit! Let's get committed. I love this stuff.
SF>Actually Ian Goddard leans VERY strongly to friendly fire, either
>intentional or not.
He'll have to tell me.
>Also why do you call Goddard Person? You sound like a robot with an
>incomplete understanding of English or something, that is at risk of
>failing the Turing test! Who talks that way? You also did that with me.
I am not a robot. I am not a robot. I call him person because he is person.
You are person. I call you person. I talk that way. I pass Turing test. I
am human. I am human.
>I think Dieter Peer, David Nunnery and Pepper Kay (in spite of a
>disclaimer) should be put into an "uncertain" category.
Waiting for their commitment...and got it and put them into category they
requested. Which as it turned out was not uncertain but missile friendly
fire.
>Richard Hirsch and Phillip Anderson also maybe should be listed as
>uncertain. And William Serrahn isn't 100% certain either (I think)
Hmm... they all picked missile friendly fire, not doing too good, Mr.
Finkelman, reading other people's minds, zero for six. That's why I wait
for the person to pick the category.
>You may be pushing people into categories almost and make them
>sound moe committed than they are.
Hmm...me? They can always change their mind. This is a fluid situation.
We
are flexible and adapt to new information as it becomes public and this
forum gets the news fast, that's for sure. It's a powerful reason to read
the posts every day. I particularly appreciate and thank those posters who
send in hot news stories.
>Dan Lester, I believe, has said he leaned toward massive structural
>failure, but also considers the missile theory, both foreign power and
>U.S. military possible, but he wasn't ruling out any theory, and he
>continues to have an open mind about all the possibilities, even a
>thunderbolt from Zeus.
Mr. Lester definitely commited to being uncommitted. Should I add a
thunderbolt from Zeus guy? Is there a lightning guy?
Unstated:
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>Danny Cox
>Marshall Houston
>Walter Lee
>Mr. Sivak.
>Stan Martin
>Ms. Gladkin
>Stan Bernstein
>John Fazli
DP>Marshall Houston is a believer in the Firendly Fire missile theory on
>March 17.
>Walter Lee has said he doesn't know what happened, but he thinks
>something was in the air before the plane disintegrated.
>Gary Sivak is somebody new here (or somewhere) His one post was to
say
>the current NTSB theory (as heard on CBS) is a theory of desoeration.
>One thing that Satn Martin is certain of, is that it WASN't a cargo
>door
New category? Not a cargo door guy.
>Stan Bernstein
>
>I think he goes into the uncertain category.
>
>JBS> John Fazli
>
>One of our less well known and infrequent contributors.
>Gladkin
>
>She usually posts to note signs of a coverup - vety skeptical, to say
>the least of the government investigation, does not believe in
>terroris missile as likely possibility, probably leans to friendly
>fire as being the logical coverup. Wants facts.
Don't we all?
Well, Mr. Peer, the point is, the persons themselves shall place themselve
where they want or nowhere, it's their call. But thanks for analyzing their
positions.
> I'm the one who says federal agents
>JBS> are not after people who talk about contrary government opinions
>JBS> and I'm the guy who gets them. Too weird.
>
>Could you be more specific? This sounds interesting.
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No, and it is.
SF>when it
>comes to what is wrong with the cargo door theory, he develops a
farshtoppte
>kop?
Huh? Farshtoppte kop? Not talking in secret code are you? Uh oh,
plotting
behind my back.
>JBS, do you not see how ridiculous this line of logic of yours is?
Uh, no.
>1) The crash of UAL 811 and the other 747 crashes are not the same,
>because UAL 811 did not break apart in flight.
They are the same in many many ways up until the nose comes off on all
three. Forget about breaking apart in flight. If all three other planes had
landed they all would have had big hole in side of nose.
Follow me on this very carefully, four high time Boeing 747s take off
running late at night and experience an event near the leading edge of the
wing which results in a sudden loud sound on the cockpit voice recorder,
abrupt power cut to flight data recorder, at least nine never recovered
bodies, inflight damage more severe on right side than left side, and in
each was initially thought to be a bomb as the cause factor. Stop right
there. The four planes have not broken apart yet. Up to the instant above,
they are so similar as to logically assume one cause did it all and that
cause is the one confirmed, cargo door. Ten similarities for four fatal
accidents and the noses are still on.
Then the leap of huge hole in weakened nose comes off in tornado wind
and
then the three planes which had noses come off are very similar in many
many ways.
The above is not ridiculous but solid reasoning. A door opened for PA
125
but did not come off. A door opened on UAL 811 and did come off. See,
door opening has different consequences. Door open and come off and
nose
come off is not unreasonable to assume and requires confirmation of othe
evidence, which is there in debris pattern, fodded engines, etc.
>JBS, do you not see how ridiculous this line of logic of yours is? I am
>sure everybody else does even if they can`t out it into words.
You are sure everybody is? How about the cargo door guys? They don't
think
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it's ridiculous logic.
>How can you argue that it's the same thing just because a certain amoun
>of structural damage was suffered in all cases?
Ah, good question, Sammy, if I may call you Sammy. It's called finding a
pattern. A certain amount of structural damage is suffered and is the same
thing...as long as the damage is significant, relevant, and there is enough
of it. For instance if every plane has the letter T in the airline name,
it's common but not relevant. If the toilet was being flushed at every
instant the event occurred that would be relevant. So, how many
commonalities does it take to put a plane into a category? What is the
certain amount of similarities that make one say a person is a twin of
another? Male, same age, same height, same hair, etc. For my 747 crashe
I
have ten before nose comes off and many more after.
There are only four 747 crashes ever that had a sudden loud sound on
CVR
followed by abrupt power cut on FDR. Ever. That's five similarities but
very very important. That's enough right there to group them as to one
common cause to affect such immense consequence on recorders. It is
very
hard to produce a sound to be picked up by CVR, very hard to make it
sudden, and very hard to make it loud, and extremely hard to cut that
sound
off abruptly when four generators are producing power through many
backup
systems. It's happened on one confirmed airplane, UAL 811. The other
three
are tentative and mysterious, 182, 103, and 800, when you study closely
the
offical reports, as I have, and you can, on web site .corazon.
When you ask a good question, you get a good answer.
Now, back to not a good question
>2) In the case of Air India there were TWO planes that were attacked,
>not just one.
Not true. Not true. A baggage cart was attacked. The bomb people of 182
ask
that you believe that a bomb was put on a plane in Vancouver, BC, the
plane
flew to Toronto, where the bomb was moved to another plane. That plan
flew to Montreal were it landed, refueled, took on baggage and took off f
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London. Six hours later the plane came apart. Hey, it's possible. Is there
a more likely explanation? Well twelve years later and three other similar
accidents show there is, cargo door popped leaving a sudden loud sound
on
CVR, abrupt power cut to FDR, at least nine never recovered bodies,
damage
more severe on right than left and initially thought to be a bomb. The
other three match 182. The official explanation for 182 was bomb in
forward
cargo hold that ruptured hull at cargo door area. My unofficial explanatio
is hull rupture at cargo door area from open cargo door for unknown
reasons
and could have been a bomb.
My DC 10 plane crashes are still there, they are wide body cargo door
caused crashes and are relevant to TWA 800 and others in many ways,
one of
which is the match from the DC 10 decompression sudden loud sound on
CVR to
the sudden loud sound on AI CVR. The sudden loud sounds never match
a bomb
sound but do match the open door decompression sound.
http://www.corazon.com/crashcontentspagelinks.html Has the DC 10
stories.
The door popping does not destroy the plane, it is the 300 knot tornado
that tears off nose.
>4) Airplanes logically ought to be designed and in fact have been
>designed, so if they are missing a cargo door, there is no weakness
>in the hull. In other words a crack should not spread. So not only
>in experience, but also in logic, a cargo door should NOT cause a
>plane to break up in midair.
Well, FAA has called a missing cargo door an unacceptable event and
extensive safeguards are in place to prevent it. And when it does open,
they put more safeguards in place. And when it opened again, they put
more
safeguards in place. And when it opened again, they put more safeguards
in
place.
My logic tells me that when a ten foot by thiry foot hole opens up in a
nose of a plane and breaks, fractures, and bends the floor beams, takes
skin and frame with it, and then is hit by 300 knot wind, the nose comes
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off. And did, three times, and didn't once.
>5) PETN was detcted and the detection covered up. JBS has never
>said anything to that point. He has tried to give an explanation
>for the witnesses (a lame explanation that they saw the cargo door)
>but he hasn't tried at all for this.
Dog sniffing test, medicine, troops with residue. Witnesses honest and sa
streak going up down and level and could be door falling reflecting light
in evening sunlight.
Disinformationalistism is a way of life and when people get into it, it's
called the disinformationalistismization of someone.
Just because we put our name to a category above in the list does not
mean
we become that category. It's just words. It is not real. It's map of an
idea of a territory of cause for crash of TWA 800. I mention this because
some may get very connected to a title. It doesn't mean anything but a
vague guess at truth and can change in an instant. Calling yourself missile
guy or cargo door guy is not tattooed on your forehead but written in spit
on your hand and someday 'all these moments will be lost, like tears in th
rain.' Roy Batty.
I am not a robot, at least that's what my program tells me.
Page: http://www.corazon.com/crashcontentspagelinks.html
http://www.corazon.com/811bigholephotobetter.html

Date:

Tue, 2 Sep 1997 13:25:41 -0700

Subject:
Missile evidence? Finally, maybe
>By Wednesday night, one official revealed, they had identified "silver
>blue metal shards" in some of the bodies, as well as signs of pitting in
>bits of wreckage.
So, a doctor says shrapnel and an unnamed official says silver blue metal
shards.
Finally, real evidence of possible external metal entering 800.
If it can be shown that those shards came from a specific missile and coul
not come from inside plane then missile explanation advances a lot.
Until then, I'm thinking sharpnel is used to describe any small pieces of
metal embedded in something and silver blue shards can be a lot of things
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especially when described by unnamed official. And since FBI were
standing
by as metal fragments are pulled out of bodies and have much to gain by
having shards be real shrapnel, their silence is revealing. It is not real
sharpnel.
Let the missile guys go to work and document these silver blue shards.
Real
evidence you can touch and feel. I'm listening...until you tell me the FBI
is covering up the evidence.
>He probably thought he
>had done autopsies but was confused.
>I offer yet another report of shrapnel in the bodies of Flight 800
>victims probably from more confused people.
>But then I'm confused, only thinking I know that fact from years of
>machine shop experience.
Ah, sarcasm, so cheap, don't you think? Satire and parody are different
than sarcasm. No one said you were confused. Except you, as above.
Imprecision is different from confusion. Shrapnel.
Anonymity is different than confused. One official.
Logic is different than confused. All bodies had shrapnel. Huh? All?
That's
a lot of people and lot of shrapnel. 230 people times three pieces is 690
pieces of missile and there should be a serial number there someplace.
They
managed to find a serial number on tiny less than fingernail sized piece
of plastic found on the ground a year a half later for PA 103, lucky break
hey. There should be some fuselage metal shards in the TWA 800 bodies
regardless of other shards. So what you are saying is the bodies in TWA
800
had metal shards from the fuselage and they also had shards from a
missile.
Fuselage shards aren't silver blue as described by Mr. Unknown. The FBI
was
there and ignored/discarded/covered up the missile/bomb shards that
would
have made them famous, given them promotions, increased their budget,
and
gotten high fives from their buddies.
Subjective color choice is not confused. Silver blue. Is that like blue
with some silver like metallic blue or what exactly.
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Alternate shard source is not confused. These pieces did come from peop
in an airplane which had disintegrated in midair and had a fireball
regardless of start of disintegration.
It wasn't a center tank explosion as intial event that brought down TWA
800, it was, it was...hmm, someplace here I've got it...oh yes, inadvertent
opening of the forward cargo door in flight.
> Q: What is special with the 747's Air conditioners?
Well, they are pressure changing devices and a pressurized hull did
rupture
in 800 and an airconditioner was found near cargo door which was first
stuff to go.
>- what modifications were made to 300/400 series 747's A/C?
The -400 now has five air conditioning zones instead of the previous thre
for earlier models.
So, missile guys have possible evidence. Go to it. Good luck.
Page: http://www.corazon.com/
http://www.corazon.com/811bigholephotobetter.html

Date:

Fri, 19 Sep 1997 09:28:15 -0700

Subject:
Re: More Participation . . . . Please!
In-Reply-To: <3421E7A6.3D88@spotcom.com>
>Dear List Members,
>If you are turned off by a few dunderheads wrecking an otherwise great
>opportunity to exchange ideas from people all over the world, then start
>posting and you will see a much more interesting debate.
>
>regards,
>
>Richard Hirsch
JBS>Maybe Richard, potential posters are afraid that you will be calling
them 'dunderheads' in a few weeks after they post a contrary opinion. You
do it above.
I would never call anyone a 'dunderhead'. A 'dunderbutt', or 'dunder
lower
protuberance', maybe, but never a 'dunderhead', I mean, what does it
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mean?
Ah, name calling, don't you love it? Apparently you do, cause you do it
all
the time.
The dictionary again, it always helps: "Dunderhead, a dunce, blockhead,
numskull."
So, potential contributors, face up to the barrage of epithets which may be
directed your way, and still contribute whatever thoughts you have, it all
counts. It all stimulates. It's all important. And, of course, you may be
right. No one is right yet, you could get it right, why not?
Thinking of the conspiracy, coverup, plot guys/gals: Believing in
conspiracy to explain events is to be guilt and responsibility free. It is
total absolution of blame. That may be why the conspiracy people are so
prevelant in American today, summed up as: "I'm hurt, you hurt me, it's
not
my fault, give me money, now I feel better." "Let me call Psychic Hotline
I need to know what it's all about."
To believe in conspiracy is to say when one fails at promotion,' It's not
my fault, it's those guys who got together behind my back and lied.'
When
denied a loan, it's the banks and they hate the person for some reason,
like color, or accent, or height. When somebody loved dies, it's the secret
hidden enemies who are always out there making their move. never huma
nature error of judgment or something broke as machines often do.
To believe in conspiracy is to explain mysteries without facts but
superstition and wishful thinking. Science requires study, learning,
testing, experiments, reasoned conclusions. Conspiracy needs fear,
ignorance, and guesses.
Cargo door is science, patterns, research, documents, and disturbing.
Missile and bomb are conspiracy, coverup, plots and exciting. Center tank
fire is safe, plodding, and comfortable.
When cargo door runs into a fact that conflicts, the explanation is
modified to fit the facts. When missile or bomb runs into a fact which
conflicts, it's corrupt lying cheating officials. When center tank runs
into fact that conflicts, the fact is ignored in favor of facts that agree.
Note bottom of cargo door with latches that could clear up the cargo door
explanation are missing in reconstruction photo.
Note red paint between windows that gets there by lower red painted
metal
smashing upward on white painted metal and transferring paint. Note
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sudden
loud sound on CVR and abrupt power cut to FDR.
And then see the pattern of the above for TWA 800 that matches UAL
811, in
NTSB AAR 92/02 scanned in on www.corazon.com.
Bottom half of door of UAL 811 was found and answer given; TWA 800
bottom
half not found and answer not given.
I am not a 'dunderhead,' at least that's what my remedial reading teacher
told me.
Page: http://www.corazon.com/crashcontentspagelinks.html
http://www.corazon.com/811bigholephotobetter.html

Date:

Thu, 25 Sep 1997 17:04:31 -0700

Subject:
Need technical help please.
Dear technical persons, can you help with details as best you can?
1. Is the 747 water tank forward of the forward spar?
2. Does that mean it is in the same space as the forward cargo hold?
3. Is this the same space that contains four great big oxygen tanks?
4. What is the bursting pressure of the water tank if the pressure release
valve fails?
5. What is the pressure and volume of the four oxygen tanks?
6. What is the air volume of the forward cargo hold when it is full of
cargo?
7. What would be the effect on the FCD if all four oxy tanks suddenly
released
(for any reason) all their contents into the hold? I mean SUDDENLY!
8. What are the impulse mechanics of the lower lobe of a pear-section
pressurised
tube such as Section 41/42 suddenly having a pressure differential
between
lower and mid part?
Questions above are offered by Mr. Olsson. They relate to explanation of
pressurized hull rupture, such as TWA 800.
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Page: http://www.corazon.com/crashcontentspagelinks.html
http://www.corazon.com/811bigholephotobetter.html

Date:

Tue, 23 Sep 1997 22:36:15 -0700

Subject:
Official irrefutable list
In-Reply-To: <3428728B.7AA@spotcom.com>
RH>I'm posing a question to the list that needs an answer. Please don't
>tell me about your pet dog or cat or some thing else off topic.
JBS: I got a cat story. My wife and I are in Korea in 1980 and a fellow
officer gets transferred back to the world. So he transfers us this cat.
This cat is a magic cat. The magic is that good things happen to the
persons that care for it. So we kept, 'Adams' for about three months until
we got transferred back to the world and transferred Adams to a Korean
friend. And good things happened to my wife and me. I don't know the
good
things that happened to Mr. Kim and I don't know what happened after
Mr.
Kim transferred Adams. And I don't know the good things that happened
to
the officer who transferred the magic cat to us. I only know what good
things happened to me and my wife during and after the time we had
Adams,
the magic cat.
Only because Elmer Barr and John Barry Smith are the same person
would I
tell a cat story. It is so off topic that only Elmer could get away with it.
>I simply
>would like an answer to the following question:
>
>
>How can this be?
JBS:It can't be. And isn't.
>
SM and JBS>Irrefutable you say? Whatever. It is evident you have only
Elmer to agree with you. The NTSB, FBI, FAA, etc. have all written you
off, it is now my turn. We have rehashed your material ad nauseum and
now
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you want to start over. Sorry
>Over and Out! My objective essentially has been accomplished.
Stan, Stan, don't run away. Come back, come back! It's OK to run away
from
me but not cargo door. The irrefutable statements stand. You know what
they
are and they still stand after your above reply. Your above reply does not
refute the irrefutable statements. So, for the record, if you leave, if you
write me off, if you never commit to your explanation as to what
happened,
if you forget about the whole stupid thing, the irrefutable statements
stand alone and true and hard and you know it, and you will always know
it.
Who else to refute them but you? If you can't do it, who can? Give it a
shot. Give it your best shot. Refute Cargo Door! Refute JBS! Restore
honor
to mechanics around the globe! Refute!
Here they are, the official ones:
1. Balloons pop and have sudden loud sound.
2. TWA 800 has sudden loud sound on CVR and so did Air India 182,
Pan Am
103, and UAL 811, all have sudden loud sound on CVR.
3. UAL 811 had cargo door open inflight and cause sudden loud sound of
explosive decompression.
4. Four high time Boeing 747s, AI 182, PA 103, UAL 811, TWA 800
had abrupt
power cut to FDR.
5. TWA 800 has red paint between the windows above the cargo door.
TWA 800
paint between windows above cargo door is usually white. TWA 800
cargo door
has red paint on it.
6. UAL 811 cargo door and fuselage exchanged paint.
7. UAL 811 cargo door had bottom latches unlatched.
8. TWA 800 lower half of cargo door with 8 bottom latches is not in
reconstruction photo. Door still open.
9. UAL 811 had top of door attached to hinges while taking part of
fuselage
skin with it as it departed in flight and TWA 800 has top of door attached
to hinges and part of fuselage skin.
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10. AI 182, UAL 811 PA 103, and TWA 800 have lower portion of
forward cargo
door detached from upper portion.
11. Starboard side of TWA 800 shows more damage in reconstruction
photo
than port side in area forward of the wing.
12. AI 182, PA 103 and UAL 811 have in flight damage forward of the
wing,
near the leading edge.
13. TWA 800 has at least nine missing bodies even though bone
fragments
were found and AI 182, PA 103 and UAL 811 had at least nine missing
never
recovered bodies.
14. Three noses of high time Boeing 747s came off in flight, AI 182, PA
103, and TWA 800.
15. Engine number three of TWA 800 fell apart from the other three, 1, 2
and 4; and engine number three fell apart from the other three, 1, 2 , and
4, of AI 182, PA 103.
16. A bomb was considered initially to be the cause of the crash of TWA
800
and a bomb was considered initially to be the cause of the accidents of AI
182, PA 103, and UAL 811.
Well, not so hard, hey?
> Both you and JBS have declared yourselves "experts" while being
slammed
>continually for your postings. Its time you guys got the hint and let
>this board get back to its objective. From here out you two are on my
>twit list and I will only reply to those who ask pertinent questions that
>I can give or find answers to.
Man o man, we lost him. We are on the twit list. Dear God o God, how
did we
let that happen? Hmmm....the clue is in the above last phrase, "...ask
pertinent questions that I can give or find answers to." And I gave
questions he could not give or find answers to.. The above irrefutable
statements drove Stan to do the unspeakable and put us on the twit list.
Once on, always on?
Anyway, Stan your honesty comes through again. Even though possibly
unintended. You are upset you can not contradict such strong evidence in
the irrefutable statements and refuse to try to answer/refute. Come on,
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don't give up, there has to be something in the above 16 detailed
statements that is wrong. Balloons in space don't make a sound when they
pop but the planes crashed in air where there is a noise.
And what did I ever say I was an expert in? Nothing related to airplanes
and flying that's for sure. I said I have higher credentials than anybody
else here that I'm reading from, but I am still stupid about flying, and
everyone else here is stupider. No experts here except Elmer Barr and he
says he can interview eyewitnesses statements and email statements and
detect fudges, lies, exaggerations, and downright fibs and I believe him.
He has techniques of interrogation that would startle Himmler. I suggest t
be polite around Elmer Barr.
Be rude around me, no problem. Cargo door has no pride.
>It is actually quite unsurprising that the USN told the NYPD to stick the
>plungers where the sun don't shine. Last month some of Noo Yawks
Finest seem
>to have taken that order rather too literally.
Excuse me, are you making fun of NYPD? I think the 'injury' occurred
earlier. Copland is a great flick of corruption in NYPD and LA
Confidential
is a great film about LA police corruption. Both are conspiracy movies.
Conspiracy requires plotters. And coincidently the plotters turn out to be
your enemies. Except in real life. Et Tu Brutus?
So, hey, all you smarty pants conspiracy guys, re-read Julius Caesar, by
William Shakespeare. It has the whole thing, the swaying of neutrals, the
deed, the breaking up of the conspiracy. It is the finest conspiracy play
ever written. Beware the Ides of March.
We could make a list of plotters: This is real conspiracy lunacy, but I can
get into it. Arabs. Jews. People with money. People without money.
Corporations. Politicians. Cops. Agents. Technicians. Media persons.
Criminals. The list goes on and on. Are you there yet?
I am, I am the disinformationalist...with surprising hard detailed
statements to refute: want to see them again?
We wait while information dribbles out from the newspapers. Is this any
way
to run an investigation? I will not rely on rumor and second hand hearsy.
Look you missile guys, do you understand the concept of ally? It's not
friends or buddies. It's allies. To a common goal. I will try for NTSB
experiment to drop metal from back of C 141 and you agree it's a good
idea
and I'll agree it's a good idea to shoot off some missiles same time same
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place and we both sit back and see what the eyewitnesses see, and we'll b
there to see for ourselves. We work together. NTSB did the flying around
on
anniversary experiment for center tank, good for them, smart, now get
smarter and do cargo door and missile experiment and see what happens.
Cheap and doable. Media would love it too.
I realize the big difference between the missile guys and the cargo door
guys. They are not pilots. Cargo door guys are pilots and understand
airplanes. We are talking about an airplane. The missile guys could be for
ship accidentally sunk. The problem of TWA 800 is an airplane problem.
It
is not a ship problem or a sub problem or a missile or rocket or car or
truck problem. It's an airplane problem, a high time Boeing 747 with
outward opening cargo doors.
Maybe there should be a missile discussion group. This is an airplane
discussion group and the missile guys, who aren't airplane guys, insist on
talking about missiles and get mad when an airplane person starts talking
about a part of an airplane, which has fatally failed before, a cargo door.
I'm turning into a censor guy in front of my very eyes. No, stay you
missile guys, we love you. And the meteor guy too, this is an airplane
discussion list and cargo door is part of airplane and missile and meteor
are not but that's OK, you can talk about non topic subjects like missiles
all you want. The topic is airplane, TWA 800, and cargo door is part of
TWA
800, so cargo door is the senior ranking topic on list.
The senior ranking topic among the missile topic, meteor topic, bomb
topic
is cargo door and even senior to center tank fire. Cargo door was on the
table after day three, center tank came along several months later. HA!
Stick to the topic. Censor talk.
Only relevant topic, airplane..part...cargo door, welcomes all junior and
irrelevant topics, missile, bomb, meteor. Senior topic invites junior topic
center tank fire to write/post/talk/guess/talk about cats.
This paranoia about me only works if you make me a member of the Nav
ship's company. I see me as the CIC officer who screwed up and is now
trying to cover tracks. Erase all the data tapes. Devise alternate
explanation for crashing plane. Concoct dummy target to explain missing
missile in inventory. The Skipper is only helping with coverup because hi
ass is grass too even though he was asleep at the time. Oh, lord, how was
to know the missile was going to fire when I pushed the red button in? It
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was supposed to be a drill for chrissake. Nobody told me the drone never
launched so was not there but TWA 800 was and, bang bing, boom, what
a
lovely sight though, that big fireball, how was I to know that 230 people
were dying violent deaths? Oh lord forgive me.
Paranoia strikes deep, into your life it will creep. Everybody, check under
your beds...all clear?
> I'll bet that there is a good reason
>that you haven't given us any details on your recent accomplishments.
Are
>there any cases that you have been involved in that I can research? Any
>career accomplishments that you would like to share with us that weren'
>before Kennedy was killed?
Huh?
>After Stan takes many hours of detailed
>explanation of why the Cargo Door is horse puckey, Elmer thinks it's
the only
>viable theory.
Elmer relies on evidence, not human opinion. He thinks for himself; he
does
not need an interpreter. Evidence speaks for itself, humans do the talking
Evidence is reliable, humans unreliable.
I myself, the discoverer himself, the exalted one of ultimate logic leap of
intuition, to say hey four sudden loud sounds, four abrupt power cuts,
Related! Then to find the one confirmable cause and say, hey, same
cause! I
myself could be wrong. My opinion is worthless because it is biased. If
cargo door confirmed I will get the Nobel Prize for incredible intuitive
leap taking in mystery real life drama. So my opinion don't mean nuttin'.
Nobody's opinion means nuttin' except your own about your belief of the
explanation of TWA 800.
Regarding Stan Martin's explanation for TWA 800...yes, regarding it,
where
is it? Oh, missing. Like so many items, so very important but missing, the
missile, the bottom of cargo door, mechanic's opinion, the ignition source
the bomb, oh well. If they ever show up they may be dismissed so better t
stay hidden.
If Stan's opinion is so important whether he believes the cargo door
opened
or did not open in flight for TWA 800, where is his very important opinio
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as to what did happen?
Stand up and be counted.
Cargo door guy here. And I am not horse pucky, at least that's what my
first girlfriend told me.
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Date:

Mon, 15 Sep 1997 10:22:41 -0700

Subject:
Perception of style
DN posts:
> The Billy name
>calling reminds me of childish reactions in and of itself, and is like the
>pot calling the kettle black.
JBS reponds:
>And hey, what is wrong about being called 'black'? and what do you
mean by
>'pot'? Are you a racist dope smoker? Just joking.
>
DN responds:
>Well John Boy, here is but a small example of being rude, crude and
>uncouth. You, an officer in a fighter plane wants to make racial jokes?
JBS: Mr. Nunnery, not a racial joke. It's a double pun to a satire on name
calling. Let's go through it.
1. You used cliche of 'pot calling the kettle black."
2. Pot is thing on stove to put stew or soup in. The pun was on marijuana
3. Black is the color of the soot on the pot. The pun was on African
American.
4. Kettle is a container to heat water. No pun on that.
The satire was to show that the perjorative is entirely in the mind of the
hearer. There is no way that your cliche turned into impossible name
calling can reasonably be interpreted to be real. It shows name calling is
insubstantial and not real. I even say it is a joke. It was a joke. It is a
double pun to satire. It was not a racial joke. To construe it as such is
to be revealing of your perception of youself as well as the interesting
paragraph about the Vietnam War.
John John and John Boy, is that like the future President of the United
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States and the Walton lead character of impeccable integrity? Well,
honored
to be called John John and John Boy.
And I was not in a fighter plane, I was in a reconnaissance airplane. You
can tell a fighter pilot, but you can't tell him much. That's another joke.
Your spring loaded to the 'offended' position gives me understanding at
how
hard it is for politicians to even try to discuss racial and drug issues
with any sort of reasonableness. Even a completely unrelated to race or
drugs matter is reason for offense just for saying the words 'black' and
'rascist' and 'dope.'
On board ship, racism for flight crew quickly disappears when one realize
that his life is completely in the hands of 19 year old African American o
flight deck putting bridle on nose gear for catapault launch. He does it
right, you live. He does it wrong, you die. All you care about is that he
does his job right, just as others hope I do my job right. And color or sex
or height mean nothing, only doing the job right.
But you brought up Viet Nam, (hope you don't get criticism from the list
police for being off topic) and you made some interesting heartfelt
comments.
Since we all play on the level playing field of three posts a day of 52
line each, I'll expend some precious TWA 800 text to comment on your
comments:
>It figures. As an EM slugging it out in the mud I saw it all of the time.
>What could we EM's say back then but YES SIR! RIGHT AWAY
SIR! The irony
>of viet Nam was that after I was out of the military I had younger brothe
>and close friends who had waited to be drafted and ended up slugging it
out
>on the ground, while the pilots flew over , dropped their loads and went
>back to their barracks for a hot meal and shower while the ground
pounders,
>dog faces, gun bunnies slept in their muddy tents and stood watch
through
>the night.
Whoa, do I hear some resentment here? Against flight crew and officers?
A
double whammy for me, then.
I was E 1 four days after 17th birthday at Navy Boot Camp in San Diego
on
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February 23rd, 1961. I went up to E5 in five years.
So I was enlisted up to non commissioned officer. Why the resentment
against officers? Maybe it was the Army attitude. The enlisted did frag
officers there, didn't they? Never happened in the Navy.
About the pilots flying over, dropping bombs, and going back for hot
meal...uh, yeah, if they didn't get shot down and captured or killed. And
you left out watching the evening 1930 hours movie after a mission.
Grunts
had no flicks in their foxholes.
What's the resenment against pilots and flight crew? Like you fought the
real war and we didn't? No wonder US lost.
>I guess that is why I find your
>condescending communications so irritating.
Irritating..another internally generated emotion. You felt irritated, I did
not irritate you.
>I said just fine SIR! He
>said great the chaplain will be by to see you later. I said no problem
>Sir!
A lot of anti-officer feelings here; the anti-authoritarianism is strong in
you.
>So Mr.
>John Boy Officer SIR! Is it any wonder why I find your comments so
>insensitive, rude, crude and uncouth? Do you get it yet John boy? It's a
>joke only to you the elite officer, not to this dog face grunt.
Mr. John Boy Officer SIR!? Is that insubordintion? Put yourself on report
soldier, consider youself relieved of duty and report to the Commander fo
disciplinary action, now. Just a joke. Just a joke, it's OK, the war's
over. No more officer, no more enlisted, relax. Let's order another round.
Not mortars, beer!
Pun on round, black pun on color of pot, pot pun on container to hold
food.
Position that you are fair to black people, don't smoke dope and combat
veteran acknowledged.
>Hi Pops, how you doing Pops, we love you Pops! It is a term of
>endearment, love respect, honor and loyalty. I do hope you understand.
Of course I understand. Pops is in the ear of the hearer, one guys loves it
and another hates it. To men of 19 in the service, non coms of 28 are Pop
and the word is sign of respect meaning experienced. No problem. Unless
the
speaker is a woman of 30 who derisively uses the term to mean old and
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non
performing. The 'Pops' is no longer a term of respect but contempt. The
perception of the word is in the mind of the beholder.
PK posts:
>M'thinks Messrs. Smith and Barr are of the opinion that all subscribers
to
>this List are of lowered intelligence and shortened attention spans ...
You thinks wrong, M'lady. Not all.
>P'haps that's why they feel they must completely quote and re-quote
each
>other ...
Smith and Barr rarely quote each other.
>.. we don't need to read and re-read them ...
So true, so don't.
>Simply put, make your point(s) succinctly, tersely and quietly ...
Simply put, you write your posts, and I'll write mine. Your style is your
style, and my style is my style. I don't tell you your style and you can
tell me my style. Fine. Style advice noted.
JG posts:
>The above was posted by 'John John' Barry Smith (yes it's meant to be
>demeaning)
How? By calling me rich hunk JFK Jr? Unclear on the concept of
taunting.
>Maybe had you left your pompous ,
>know it all insulting attitude out of your posts , it would be make for a
>more civilized exchange.
Hey, maybe it would, maybe it wouldn't. My style is my call. Opinion
noted.
("know it all"... would that it were so.)
> (I could say do
>hold your breath but that would denote 'feelings' and we shouldn't have
>'feelings' unless they're used to belittle people .
"Feelings, whoa whoa whoa, Feelings," That song haunts forever.
Regarding my prediction that another door will pop and another plane wi
crash, that's based on my research prior to TWA 800. I was able to search
my email files and found six emails to current friends that refer to UAL
811 and PA 103 prior to TWA 800. The earliest is August 15, 1995,
eleven
months before TWA 800 and one month after starting emails. (Love that
paper
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trail.) The below excerpt is from that email, and the SA 747 was ruled ou
as door after further research, it was a fire in the main cargo compartment
> If you can recall any information about a South Africa Boeing 747 that
>disappeared off the east coast of Africa about five years ago, I would
>appreciate it. They said it was a bomb.
> I'm about to present my theory that Pan Am 103 was not a bomb and I
>don't think the SA 747 was a bomb either. Any info like date would be
>helpful.
Next excerpt below is to different friend on October 9, 1995, nine months
prior to TWA 800. I went on the web in June of 1995 and it changed
everything by speeding up research and communication.
>What other interests do you have? I can search through the web for
>interesting related sites and send them to you. Search partners.
>My specific interest is aircraft crashes and specifically Pan Am 103.
So, predictions backed up somewhat by previous discussion about plane
crashes, PA 103, similar to TWA 800 before TWA 800. And before I
knew about
Air India 182 which had happened ten years earlier. Subsequent emails
and
letters show sequence of getting AAIB report from Britain and UAL 811
from
NTSB, still months before TWA 800.
To predict human events is nonsense, and never substantiated. Machine
events are predictable and based on science. I remember seeing 'China
Syndrome' before Three Mile Island, very interesting.
The point of missile theorists is to have evil people to evil things. When
offered to join forces with ally and still be able to remain true to their
cause, they refuse. That is suspect.
To say you are confused, irritated, and angry is normal when a mental
contruct you have in your head is shown to be incorrect and needs
modifying. You thought it was missile and now you have conflicting,
refuting evidence in front of you that makes sense because of science not
evil people. You say you are confused because you are confused. Who to
believe? Who is right? What happened? The mature wade through the
data and
make reasonable conclusions. The immature attempt to make the
messenger go
away, the confusion subsides, and everything is just the way it was, no
conflicts, no tension, no pesky science to be understood.
I will say it could be cargo door opening in flight. I will say it could
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have been missile causing cargo door to open. Until cause of door openin
is confirmed, nothing can be ruled out.
Who else will say, "It cudda been a missile"? Who else will say, "It cudda
been a open cargo door"? For TWA 800?
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Date:

Tue, 23 Sep 1997 10:37:10 -0700

Subject:
Conspiracy and facts
Censor type:>I have a solution for handling these literary thugs. I ignore
their
>posts.
Conspiracy type: >Their intent is to turn off public debate by taking over
the
>bandwidth.
JBS: And it's the same poster. And no science type statement for
balance.
>John Barry, concerning your tendency to identify posters by assorting
>them into different groups of "guys", what kind of a `guy` is Elmer in
>your opinion,
Elmer does not go around telling others to shut up, he's not a censor. In
fact he listens very closely to what everyone has to say.
Elmer does not think the government is hiring people to peruse mailing
lists on the net and try to dissuade contrary opinion. He's not a
conspiracy person.
Elmer asks lots of questions. He is a science type guy.
>Let's get our terms straight. The bad guys are the the Conspirators who
>Conspire to form a Conspiracy. The good guys are the ones who are
>constanly on watch to prevent the Conspirators from getting a toe hold
>in our society.
Your definition, not mine. Good guys do good things. Abraham Lincoln
was
murdered by a conspiracy and the good guys found out who did it. Of
course
they hung an innocent woman, Mrs. Suerrat, but zealots always overdo it
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And poor Dr. Mudd.
Anyway, >The idea of Friendly Fire is not far fetched.
No one said it was. Things that have happened before are not far fetched.
They are close at hand. You have Vincennes, I have UAL 811, you have
Abraham Lincoln, I have JFK. Yeah, JFK killed by one guy, I can't help i
I need evidence to get into the conspiratorial maze of fear, suspicion,
distrust, and anger.
>The tremendous barrage of recent posts denegrating all who dare to hav
>a suspicion that our government could possibly do any thing wrong
Ah, denigrating, another internally generated emotion projected on to
outside stimulus. If you felt denigrated, you felt denigrated, understand?
No one makes you feel anything. Take responsibility for your emotions.
>They treat the
>people who have good reason to believe that Flight 800 was downed by
>friendly fire like stupid children who have not developed a sense of
>adult logic.
Take responsibility for your emotions. Stop blaming other people. Stop
explaining bad things as plots against you. Grow up.
> The posts are lengthy, off topic, and meant to confuse the reader.
In the Army, any submission over one page was, 'too long.' The topic is
always death, death in plane crash, TWA 800. You are confused, another
internally generated emotion projected onto an outside writer, because yo
have a conflict with what you want to believe to keep your internal menta
structure of reality intact, and the new information you are getting that
makes sense, science, which threatens to change your internal structure.
No conspiracy, no cover up, no plot, and that goes for AI 182 and PA
103 as
well as TWA 800. You are confused when three high time Boeing 747s
all seem
to be hit by conspirators and one guy says, hey maybe same mechanical
cause, cargo door opened in flight, as it has done before. What makes
more
sense? Bad guys just happen to crash three similar airplanes over an
eleven
year span or same defect reappearing?
And you are the normal guy, that's the interesting part. More people
believe in conspiracy of AI 182 and PA 103 and TWA 800 and JFK than
the non
conspirators. If majority is truth, then Sikhs sank AI 182, Libyans leveled
PA 103, missiles muffled TWA 800 and who knows who killed JFK.
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It's a lonely world out here in reality land.
Regarding all this discussion about what the witnesses saw. It's like me
saying I'm an eyewitness to Mars and I see canals, are you calling me a
liar? Any eyewitness in the world who sees a visual stimulus for a short
time unexpected ten miles away can only give so much information and
positive identification of the source of the stimulus is not possible.
Sorry, physical law of time, distance, mental preparation, visual
perception and experience of observer prevent it. All the witnesses do is
give starting point and a few benchmarks of events, streak, fireball,
falling flame, visibility, altitudes. What they were doing at the time is
more important than what they think they saw. A pilot in an airplane is
looking outside on purpose, he knows what things look like outside, he
has
situational awareness. His opinions count, like Meyer and Baur and Faret
and his buddy.
To say an eyewitness is wrong is not to call them a liar.
> I am here to discuss facts.
Well, like where? Where are they? Eyewitness interpretations of events fa
away and short lived are not facts.
Here's mine:
Balloons pop and have sudden loud sound.
TWA 800 has sudden loud sound on CVR.
Air India 182, Pan Am 103, and UAL 811 have sudden loud sound on
CVR.
(Official government reports, URLs below.)
UAL 811 had cargo door open and cause sudden loud sound of explosive
decompression. (NTSB AAR 92/02)
Four high time Boeing 747s, AI 182, PA 103, UAL 811, TWA 800 had
abrupt
power cut to FDR. (Official government reports, URLs below.)
TWA 800 has red paint between the windows above the cargo door.
(NTSB
reconstruction photo, starboard side.)
TWA 800 paint between windows above cargo door is usually white.
TWA 800 cargo door has red paint on it. (NTSB reconstruction photo,
starboard side.)
UAL 811 cargo door and fuselage exchanged paint. (NTSB AAR 92/02)
UAL 811 cargo door had bottom latches unlatched. (NTSB AAR 92/02)
TWA 800 lower half of cargo door with 8 bottom latches is not in
reconstruction photo. Door still open. (NTSB reconstruction photo,
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starboard side.)
UAL 811 had top of door attached to hinges while taking part of fuselage
skin with it as it departed in flight. (NTSB AAR 92/02)
TWA 800 has top of door attached to hinges and part of fuselage skin.
(NTSB
reconstruction photo, starboard side.)
AI 182, UAL 811 PA 103, and TWA 800 have lower portion of forward
cargo
door detached from upper portion. (Official government reports, URLs
below.)
Starboard side of TWA 800 shows more damage in reconstruction photo
than
port side in area forward of the wing. (NTSB reconstruction photo,
starboard side and port side.)
AI 182, PA 103 and UAL 811 have in flight damage forward of the wing
near
the leading edge. (Official government reports, URLs below.)
TWA 800 has at least nine missing bodies even though bone fragments
were found.
AI 182, PA 103 and UAL 811 had at least nine missing never recovered
bodies. (Official government reports, URLs below.)
The time between Air India 182 and TWA 800 is eleven years and twenty
three
days.
Three noses of high time Boeing 747s came off in flight, AI 182, PA 103
and TWA 800. (Official government reports, URLs below.)
Engine number three of TWA 800 fell apart from the other three, 1, 2, an
4. (Official government reports, URLs below.)
Engine number three fell apart from the other three, 1, 2 , and 4, of AI
182, PA 103. (Official government reports, URLs below.)
A bomb was considered initially to be the cause of the crash of TWA 800
A bomb was considered initially to be the cause of the accidents of AI
182,
PA 103, and UAL 811. (Official government reports, URLs below.)
Maybe I should have that as my mantra and append it to every email.
Based upon the irrefutable facts above, is there a conclusion possible?
Mine is the four planes are matched, in the same category, have the same
catastrophic cause, and that is the irrefutable cause of one of them, UAL
811, cargo door open in flight.
>John Barry, you honored Stan`s expertise, when you tried to be backed
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up
>by a 747 expert mechanic in favor of your pet theory
Wrong, and conspiracy thinking. I invited him for ulterior motive? Not th
motive I said that it is important to have technical expert on site for
advice and confirmation of observations? I am a trickster whose trick
backfired? Oh, dear, I tried to be sneaky and got caught? See, your
conspiracy distrust takes over and everyone is under suspicion. How can
you
buy food at the market? Maybe they are trying to poison you? Is your
phone
tapped? Grow up. You are not that important to have the interest of the
people you fear. Neither am I. We are small potatoes and unworthy of the
dark people you believe are out there, and may be, let me check under my
bed.
Let me reassure you, you are normal, you are in the majority, most people
think a missile shot down TWA 800. Most people think bombs blew out
AI 182
and PA 103 and many people shot JFK. You are normal if the bell curve
top
is normal. You are normal and wrong. Another thing that's happened
before.
I knew Stan would not back me up on cargo door but did on 747 facts as
shown by archives. And so what? What if a mechanic thinks a door
opened on
TWA 800? It's just another straw in the wind. And he has a conflict of
interest, he is biased against cargo door because that's mechanical problem
and he's a mechanic. It's nothing personal. Stan has truth in facts about
747s, his deductions are his own, maybe right and maybe wrong. I
separate
the two, facts and deductions.
>Please, why won`t you help us LSOFT forum members, by kindly
asking and
>convincing your friend Elmer, that MANY on this list would like to lear
>from his expertise on witnesses??? Don`t you or he see that by refusing
>to answer Bill, he at the same time refuses to answer to the whole list?
>I am begging you to ask him?
Begging? Ask him to say something, or not say something? You are
trying to
turn me into censor type. Elmer Barr gets to say whatever he wants or not
say whatever he wants. Period. Talk to Elmer, go beg him.
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And I didn't believe that run over cat story for an instant, as I was
reading it, I knew he was joking. Two reasons, cat flesh on tire would not
thump for 56 miles, not even for one. Next, a driver would pull over for a
repeating thump soon, not drive an hour. So his flaw in story was 56 mile
If he had made up a mile or so, it might have worked. His story failed
because of one wrong made up fact, 56 miles.
Hope springs eternal:
Another leak to press from inside NTSB about damaged debris, like door
that mean center tank is not a done deal although Loeb tries to keep it on
track.
>Some investigators, primarily those outside the NTSB, are
>intrigued by specific debris whose damage has not yet been explained
fully.
>These investigators said that pieces of debris, like the doors for Flight
>800's nose-gear wheel well, could raise questions not about the
sequence of
>the breakup, but its cause.
September 8, 1997 Aviation Week &
Space Technology
NTSB teams will reconvene in New York this week to examine debris
from Trans
World Airlines Flight 800 that some investigators claim has unusual or
as-yet-unexplained damage. ... Officials from the safety board and parties
to
the probe, such as Boeing, TWA and the Air Line Pilots Assn., will be
examining portions of the wreckage that some investigators say could rai
new questions about why and how the aircraft broke up ...... "We're going
back to Calverton to attempt to understand more fully the damage to
certain
pieces of wreckage", said Bernard S. Loeb .... "these items do not questio
in any significant way the Board's analysis of the sequence of Flight 800's
breakup ....Some investigators, primarily those outside the NTSB, are
intrigued by specific debris whose damage has not yet been explained
fully.
These investigators said that pieces of debris, like the doors for Flight
800's nose-gear wheel well, could raise questions not about the sequence
of
the breakup, but its cause.
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Date:

Mon, 1 Sep 1997 18:36:55 -0700

Subject:
Credentials/Battle Experience
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="iso-8859-1"
RH states;
>I would have a hard time telling Major Meyer to his face that he didn't
>know what he was seeing.
I will tell Major Meyer to his face anything I want to tell him to his
face. And that goes for Mr. Cremades, Jim Hall, President Clinton or you
>You have to remember he has credentials a lot
>of the list members don't have. It's called battle experience. That
>wasn't the first ordnance explosion he had seen. For some one sitting at
>their computer in the safety of their home to tell a veteran pilot that
>he's wrong about what he saw is kind of chicken hearted when you think
>about it.
Is this me?
>"one sitting at
>their computer in the safety of their home"
Is this not me?
> "credentials a lot
>of the list members don't have. It's called battle experience."
Is this me?
>tell a veteran pilot that
>>he's wrong about what he saw is kind of chicken hearted when you
think
>>about it.
Well, I think you are. I think you are referring to me. I think you called
me a coward hiding in my house and being chicken hearted by talking
about a
real man, Major Meyer.
Well, you may be right. I should talk to Major Meyer, do you have his
number or email?
Hey, missile guys, how little you know about combat. A veteran pilot is
the
first to thank anyone for telling him he's wrong about what he saw. And I
did that all the time. I was in photo recon and a part of what we did was
BDA, Battle Damage Assessment. The bombers went in, dropped bombs
came
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out. We waited until all planes off target, dust to settle and then high
speed pass over bridge/plant/railyard/airport. Vision is life and death.
The veteran wants to know if he is wrong. And right now. And of course
the
pilots all reported they blew the target to hell, but unfortunately the
photos we took showed that wasn't exactly true. If a black dot in the sky
can turn into an airplane firing missiles at you, the black dot is quickly
analyzed using all visual clues. Ah, talking to you is a waste. Death does
not care about 'chicken hearted' or 'brave hearted'. Cargo door doesn't
care who is on board. How little you know about behavior in combat.
About
military units. About discipline. About the US Navy. About shrapnel.
And if you open the door to credentials then you are in trouble. I have the
highest credentials so far of any one official, high and low, to talk about
TWA 800 which is a sudden night fiery fatal jet airplane crash. I have
been in a sudden night fiery fatal jet airplane crash. I have been in
battle. It's called battle experience.
Maybe all you missile and bomb guys should address me as Dear Mr.
Sudden
night fiery fatal jet airplane crash survivor who has battle experience,
what is your opinion, please sir, about a sudden fiery fatal jet airplane
crash called TWA 800, specifically... and then make your statements, hur
your insults, exaggerate your claims, ask your questions.
Also, death doesn't care about rank, or battle experience, or lower
explosive limit. Why do you attack me as being chicken hearted sitting at
my computer in safety of my home talking about a person's observations.
And
then misstating my comments about his testimony. I agree with Seven and
Meyer and their two friends on the visual images they saw. It's the
interpretation that is in dispute and they will agree too. He has recently
changed his mind on his interpretation and may change it again. It's an
interpretation. Why the personal assault on the messenger? It is not
important what I think as messenger. The message is out there, open carg
door happening with supporting documents. True or not. Very important.
Messenger, John Barry Smith, idiot. True or not. Who cares? It's not
important.
It must be fear. Fear of having to change your mind from missile/bomb to
cargo door. And why fear that? More boring but boredom is nothing to
fear.
I can't figure you missile guys out. Is it hatred of authority? Has the
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system cheated you and now you distrust it completely? Why such a dark
outlook on humans? To explain why cargo door has gone undiscovered
by
authorities for so long can be fully explained by ignorance, fear, self
interest, pride, and laziness. In other words, human nature.
I was in government. I was in the military. I was in a sudden night fiery
fatal jet airplane crash. I sit in a computer in the safety of my home
(unless you lived in Lockerbie in 1988 on December 21st).
And yet, distrust. Anger. Ridicule of my opinions reached after eight year
of research and forty years of experience around airplanes. Why? Are you
looking for reassurance? I scare you. That must be it. I scare you and you
have fear. Your reactions in writing are responses of fear.
Why do I scare you? What is I do that scares you?
Here's a test for you to dispel this secret agent bull you keep on throwing
out.
'Flying' is a large circulation monthly print magazine in the US. I sent a
cargo door letter to the editor after the second UAL 811 report came out
in
spring 1992. I said PA 103 was the same based on similarities and the two
are matched with same cause, open cargo door. The editor, Mr. Mac
McClellan, incorporated that letter into an editorial, referring to me by
name and where I lived and naming UAL 811 and PA 103. I recall
reading that
in a store in July of 1992 so the issue must be July or August of 1992. Th
local library ends subscription to Flying in 1990 so I have no way of
getting that back isse.
To prove I'm legitimate, check the July or August issue of Flying
magazine
and read the editorial by the editor and go on the article end because as I
recall my part was near the end on a different page. Scan it if you can and
send it to me email and I'll put it on web site. Now how could I be a cargo
door secret agent on TWA 800 when cargo door is PA 103 UAL 811,
and TWA 800
and discussed seven years ago? AI 182 was not discovered until Fall of
1996, after TWA 800 even though it happened first, in 1985.
Credentials. I'm hit by that all the time. As if I am too stupid to figure
things out and have to go ask Dad, or the expert, or somebody but
anybody
but ourselves. I also have an advanced university degree. Credentials.
Commercial pilot, instrument rated.
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Cargo door makes sense. It has facts. It has evidence. It has precedence.
It is sudden, it happens at night, it starts fires, and it kills people in
jet airplanes.
If I can't make the most ardent disbelievers believers, it doesn't count.
Unless they refuse to say two and two is four and that is always a
possibility. What to do when one half of debate refuses to accept the
physical laws of the universe?
Anyway:
>Shrapnel is usually metal fragments which have been torn from parent
>metal and hurled at great speed by the force which tore it from the
>parent metal. Almost anything can become shrapnel, but it still takes a
>substantial force to propel an object or pieces of an object at a high
>velocity.
Is that right? You're now in the dictionary definition business?
Main Entry: shrap∑nel
Pronunciation: 'shrap-n&l, esp Southern 'srapFunction: noun
Inflected Form(s): plural shrapnel
Etymology: Henry Shrapnel died 1842 English artillery officer
Date: 1806
1 : a projectile that consists of a case provided with a powder charge and
a large number of usually lead balls and that is exploded in flight
2 : bomb, mine, or shell fragments
And previous dictionary definition:
"A hollow projectile containing bullets or the like and a bursting charge,
designed to explode berfore reaching the target, and to release a shower o
missiles."
See, pieces of center tank embedded into passengers is not 'shrapnel'. The
country medial examiner used a word imprecisely and you use it your
way to
conclude missile or bomb.
Pieces of car that fly off and hit bystanders at races is not shrapnel.
Pieces of baggage that hit engines is not shrapnel. Engines exploding do
not produce shrapnel. The pieces of metal produced unders such
conditions
are called pieces of metal even though you hear the word shrapnel doesn't
make it shrapnel.
>There's no argument that nearly all the bodies of the victims of Flight
>800 contained shrapnel.
Not true, there is argument. From me to you in your face. None of the
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bodies of TWA 800 had shrapnel. They may have had pieces of metal
embedded
in them but that is called pieces of metal, not shrapnel.
PA 103 AAIB report said no passengers showed signs of shrapnel from
the
explosion and they assumed the explosion was bomb so the use of
shrapnel as
bomb fragments was correct, just like improvised explosive device, and
mild
blast, and rather like a large shotgun. The English were precise about
language.
Shrapnel is pieces of metal that come off a warhead of missile or artillery
and pierce the skin of a plane and sever the pilot's arm.
The synonym of shrapnel is 'arms' Definition below.
Precision, attention to detail, evidence is cargo door.
Arms
#727. Arms. -- N. arm, arms; weapon, deadly weapon;
armament,
armaments, armature; panoply, stand of arms; armor &c. (defense) 717;
armory &c. (store) 636; apparatus belli[Lat].
ammunition; powder, powder and shot; cartridge; ball cartridge,
cartouche, fireball; "villainous saltpeter" [Hen. IV]; dumdum bullet.
explosive; gunpowder, guncotton; mercury fulminate; picrates;
pentaerythritol tetranitrate[ISA:chemsub][Chemsub], PETN.
high explosive; trinitrotoluene, TNT; dynamite, melinite[obs],
cordite, lyddite, plastic explosive, plastique; pyroxyline[obs].
[knives and swords: list] sword, saber, broadsword, cutlass,
falchion[obs], scimitar, cimeter[obs], brand, whinyard, bilbo, glaive[obs]
glave[obs],
rapier, skean, Toledo, Ferrara, tuck, claymore, adaga[obs],
baselard[obs], Lochaber ax, skean dhu[obs], creese[obs], kris, dagger, dir
banger[obs], poniard, stiletto, stylet[obs], dudgeon, bayonet;
sword-bayonet, sword-stick; side arms, foil, blade, steel; ax, bill;
pole-ax, battle-ax;
gisarme[obs], halberd, partisan, tomahawk, bowie knife[obs];
ataghan[obs], attaghan[obs], yataghan[obs]; yatacban[obs]; assagai,
assegai[obs];
good sword, trusty sword, naked sword; cold steel.
club, mace, truncheon, staff, bludgeon, cudgel, life preserver,
shillelah, sprig; hand staff, quarter staff; bat, cane, stick, knuckle
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duster; billy,
blackjack, sandbag, waddy[obs].
gun, piece[Fr]; firearms; artillery, ordnance; siege train,
battering train; park, battery; cannon, gun of position, heavy gun, field
piece[Fr], mortar,
howitzer, carronade[obs], culverin[obs], basilisk; falconet,
jingal[obs], swivel, pederero[obs], bouche a feu[Fr]; petard, torpedo;
mitrailleur[Fr],
mitrailleuse[Fr]; infernal machine; smooth bore, rifled cannon,
Armstrong gun[obs], Lancaster gun, Paixhan gun, Whitworth gun, Parrot
gun,
Krupp gun, Gatling gun, Maxim gun, machine gun; pompom[obs];
ten
pounder.
small arms; musket, musketry, firelock[obs], fowling piece[Fr],
rifle, fusil[obs], caliver[obs], carbine, blunderbuss, musketoon[obs],
Brown Bess,
matchlock, harquebuss[obs], arquebus, haguebut[obs]; pistol,
postolet[obs]; petronel; small bore; breach-loader, muzzle-loader; revolve
repeater; Minis rifle, Enfield rifle, Flobert rifle, Westley
Richards rifle, Snider rifle, Martini-Henry rifle, Lee-Metford rifle, LeeEnfield rifle,
Mauser rifle, magazine rifle; needle gun, chassepot[obs]; wind
gun, air gun; automatic gun, automatic pistol; escopet[obs], escopette[obs
gunflint, gun-lock; hackbut[obs], shooter, shooting iron *
[U.S.], six-shooter [U.S.], shotgun; Uzzi, assault rifle, Kalashnikov.
bow, crossbow, balister[obs], catapult, sling; battering ram &c.
(impulse) 276; gunnery; ballistics &c. (propulsion) 284.
missile, bolt, projectile, shot, ball; grape; grape shot,
canister shot, bar shot, cannon shot, langrel shot[obs], langrage
shot[obs], round shot, chain
shot; balista[obs], ballista[obs], slung shot, trebucbet[obs],
trebucket[obs]; bullet, slug, stone, brickbat, grenade, shell, bomb,
carcass, rocket;
congreve[obs], congreve rocket[obs]; shrapnel, mitraille[Fr];
levin bolt[obs], levin brand[obs]; thunderbolt.
pike, lance, spear, spontoon[obs], javelin, dart, jereed[obs],
jerid[obs], arrow, reed, shaft, bolt, boomerang, harpoon, gaff;
eelspear[obs],
oxgoad[obs], weet-weet, wommerah[obs]; cattle prod; chemical
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mace.
Phr. en flute; nervos belli pecuniam infinitam[Lat].
Page: http://www.corazon.com/
http://www.corazon.com/811bigholephotobetter.html

Date:

Mon, 22 Sep 1997 20:37:03 -0700

Subject:
Irrefutable statements
SM writes:> it is also dangerous when erroneous information is packaged
in
a professional manner with selected supporting evidence to give it
credence.
Censor type located and identified.
Stan you thought I asked you here for a cheating reason. You thought I
was
using you. You suspected a trick.
Conspiracy type located and identified.
> This forum has allowed others to review both the original research and
>the critical review and the results are in, yet your website remains. I
>cannot make you change it,
Too true. Stan, what is 'it' in the above sentence? I will give you 'it.'
Balloons pop and have sudden loud sound.
TWA 800 has sudden loud sound on CVR.
Air India 182, Pan Am 103, and UAL 811 have sudden loud sound on
CVR.
(Official government reports, URLs below.)
UAL 811 had cargo door open and cause sudden loud sound of explosive
decompression. (NTSB AAR 92/02)
Four high time Boeing 747s, AI 182, PA 103, UAL 811, TWA 800 had
abrupt
power cut to FDR. (Official government reports, URLs below.)
TWA 800 has red paint between the windows above the cargo door.
(NTSB
reconstruction photo, starboard side.)
TWA 800 paint between windows above cargo door is usually white.
TWA 800 cargo door has red paint on it. (NTSB reconstruction photo,
starboard side.)
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UAL 811 cargo door and fuselage exchanged paint. (NTSB AAR 92/02)
UAL 811 cargo door had bottom latches unlatched. (NTSB AAR 92/02)
TWA 800 lower half of cargo door with 8 bottom latches is not in
reconstruction photo. Door still open. (NTSB reconstruction photo,
starboard side.)
UAL 811 had top of door attached to hinges while taking part of fuselage
skin with it as it departed in flight. (NTSB AAR 92/02)
TWA 800 has top of door attached to hinges and part of fuselage skin.
(NTSB
reconstruction photo, starboard side.)
AI 182, UAL 811 PA 103, and TWA 800 have lower portion of forward
cargo
door detached from upper portion. (Official government reports, URLs
below.)
Starboard side of TWA 800 shows more damage in reconstruction photo
than
port side in area forward of the wing. (NTSB reconstruction photo,
starboard side and port side.)
AI 182, PA 103 and UAL 811 have in flight damage forward of the wing
near
the leading edge. (Official government reports, URLs below.)
TWA 800 has at least nine missing bodies even though bone fragments
were found.
AI 182, PA 103 and UAL 811 had at least nine missing never recovered
bodies. (Official government reports, URLs below.)
The time between Air India 182 and TWA 800 is eleven years and twenty
four
days.
Three noses of high time Boeing 747s came off in flight, AI 182, PA 103
and TWA 800. (Official government reports, URLs below.)
Engine number three of TWA 800 fell apart from the other three, 1, 2, an
4. (Official government reports, URLs below.)
Engine number three fell apart from the other three, 1, 2 , and 4, of AI
182, PA 103. (Official government reports, URLs below.)
A bomb was considered initially to be the cause of the crash of TWA 800
A bomb was considered initially to be the cause of the accidents of AI
182,
PA 103, and UAL 811. (Official government reports, URLs below.)
Stan, refute the above if you can. That is the 'it' on my website that you
say is wrong. Refute me. Prove me wrong on the above detailed
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statements.
>SM: Irrefutable and immaterial. To general to prove anything because
>those events would be expected for the events that caused them. This is
>an immaterial match.
Not so, not so. Not general, very specific. Event not expected for the
event. Statement above is false. Specifically, a center tank fire/explosion
would not give a sudden loud sound followed by abrupt power cut nor
fireball observed at 7500 feet. I have four plane crashes to have
consistent event following consistent events, TWA 800 is only one.
You have a reason to be biased which may blind you to other alternatives
cargo door is mechanical and the fault may come back to the mechanics
and
you are a mechanic and it's not your fault and therefore it's not the door.
You conclusion is tainted by bias. Don't take it personally but your
opinion of what caused a plane to crash is just as good as mine. And I
don't hear yours for TWA 800. A mechanic for a national airline can not
say
it was the cargo door for TWA 800, it would cause too much controversy
You
are biased. It's OK, not a problem. Your mind is not the one that needs
changing. It is the NTSB with access to the evidence to check out specific
things to rule in or rule out cargo door but not ignore it.
And Air India is cargo door open but official explanation is bomb caused
cargo door area to open. UAL was cargo door. PA 103 was spot on
fuselage
opposite cargo door but same forward cargo hold rupture. TWA 800 is
rupture
at cargo door as you can see with your own eyes in the 800 reconstruction
photo.
>SM: My apologies for offending you, however my patience is not
limitless.
Apology then insult in same sentence? Amazing. Your patience is not
limitless? So what? I am so stupid as to not get it and your time is so
valuable you patience is running out? Stan, it doesn't matter about your
patience, it matters about facts about Boeing 747s.
I never thought that you on the forum would help cargo door explanation
just because you came on my invitation. Truth needs facts and you have
them. Your facts will help the correct cause of TWA 800, regardless of
what
it is.
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>Have I called you names???
Stan, yes. Let me check my archives sometime. But it's OK. Do you have
all
my postings? Can you forward them to me? I don't have them. It would
take a
long time to download every one and copy it and save it. Do you have a
mailbox of my postings you can instruct to redirect to me at
barry@corazon.com? I should save every one, even this one.
Page: http://www.corazon.com/crashcontentspagelinks.html
http://www.corazon.com/811bigholephotobetter.html

Date:

Sun, 14 Sep 1997 14:59:58 -0700

Subject:
Disgust
JBS, that's me>Ah, disgust, another internally generated emotion blamed
on
outsiders. There are so few that take responsibility for their own
emotions. Are you all robots programmed to laugh, blush, or get mad
when
certain buttons are pushed?
History; my first post to the the list, called 'hello' July 14, 1997:
>To: FLIGHT-800@HOME.EASE.LSOFT.COM
>From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
>Subject: Hello
> This is John Barry Smith, hereinafter known as 'Cargo door guy'. Hello
to
>all who have emailed me before and to all I have emailed. This is my fir
>time for an electronic mailing list.
> I thank again the 'Missile guys' for their pursuit of truth and the
>results they got such as photos and radar plots. Keep up the pressure.
> It appears the Flight 800 list serve is essentially a nest of vipers,
>missile vipers waiting for an unsuspecting prey to come along, such as a
>mechanical, no conspiracy guy to come along. Just whistling, doo dah,
doo
>dah. Then, whap, flames. Well, don't attack me, I'm unworthy, attack the
>cargo door explanation.
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> So, bomb, missile, center tank, cargo door, other. We each have our
>favorite.
> The most exciting is missile. Most interesting is bomb. Most intriguing
>is center tank. Most boring is cargo door. Sorry, I didn't invent it, just
>discovered it.
I opened with a compliment to the missile guys, an acknowledgment of
valuable other explantions, and a request to direct attack at explanation,
not messenger.
The first reply to me on post from Michael Rivero:
>Date:
Mon, 14 Jul 1997 18:37:59 -0700
>Subject:
Re: Hello
>To: FLIGHT-800@HOME.EASE.LSOFT.COM
>
>> So, bomb, missile, center tank, cargo door, other. We each have our
>>favorite.
>> The most exciting is missile. Most interesting is bomb. Most
intriguing
>> is center tank. Most boring is cargo door. Sorry, I didn't invent it, just
>> discovered it.
>
> But you didn't do your homework.
First reply was personal insult before anything else. The messenger, me,
new guy, attacked first and foremost. The precedent was set by long time
contributor to insult personally new guy with new idea. Example set by
missile guys to attack messenger with insult first.
Ah, history by email, so revealing. Love that paper trail.
(And now they're whining when it comes back to them. Ha! Whiners.
That's
name calling, by the way, if you missed it.)
So what to do about insults.
>I've been trying to find the right words to express my disgust with
>the posts of a few of the members. These are the posts that are meant
>to belittle and demean but never to inform. You have put into words
>what I would have liked to post. Those are my feelings exactly.
The above post is a good example of a post that demeans but never
informs.
It does not talk about TWA 800 evidence but 'feelings'. It insults by
stating that people that write posts disgust others. Who can we get to tell
the above writer to stop demeaning and start informing? How about Ms.
Jean
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Gully, she might have some influence on the writer.
The below is a good example of a post that insults, is mean, off topic, and
calls names, who can we get to influence the writer to stop?
>It's obvious to any who can wade through the several hundred lines of
>sludge per post that JSB is simply trying to GAG the debate.
Sludge? Not a pretty word. Gag? The guy, me, who invites all
explanations
in all styles is trying to gag? I don't think so.
>on sham posts.
Stupid wall? Sham posts? Whoa, insults coming in heavy. Who can we
get to
stop them? Answer later.
>Stan Martin's knowledge of the 747 is an asset to this
>investigation.
I'll say, that's why I wrote him several times persuading him to join.
>A post in search of the
>truth only requires a few lines, while a post trying to cloud the truth
>takes hundreds of lines.
'Cloud the truth' hmm...
>
>Posts which try to divide the list membership into different groups are
>destructive and mean to be.
Like dividing the group into the truth tellers and the clouding the truth
tellers.
>Posts which are off topic most of the time are meant to distract and
>confuse the list members and others who look in from time to time.
Who can we get to change this guy into talking about content of TWA
800 and
away from style of presentation? He keeps on talking about non TWA
800
stuff and insults posters by saying they are trying to confuse.
>Posts which spew disinformation and data which is found to be baseless
>are also meant to destroy healthy debate.
You can read the minds of the posters who discuss TWA 800 and it's not
to
discuss TWA 800 but to destroy healthy debate? (Data comes from NTSB
reports, take up your 'disinformation' with them.)
>The taunting of William Serrahn by calling him "Billy" is an example of
>a person who is not conducting himself in a fair minded manner. It's
>just an attempt to try to diminish a person who is debating fairly.
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Calling a man Billy the Kid, who was cold blooded serial killer, is
definitely not polite; brave, but not polite. I have refrained from name
calling such as insulting researchers as 'disinformationalists'.
>
>Well, I have the advantage this time because when I see the
>disinformationalists posts I'll just skip them.
Oh, here's a name calling event, who can we get that has influence of the
name caller to stop name calling?
Hey, I suggest Richard Hirsch.
TS writes:
> I read all of Smith's webpage;
It's a thousand pages, not one.
>it has absolutely nothing to do with TWA
>800.
Only about two hundred pages.
>That, coupled with the facts he
cannot differentiate between
>"ascending" and "descending",
That pesky science thing again.
>and is not clear on whether a 747
cargo
>door is large or small among aircraft cargo doors,
Huh?
>negates any utility a
>reader would like to see in his posts
My posts are not giving you the utility you would like to see? Opinion
noted. And I'm real sad. You made me sad. Stop making me sad. People
who
post who make people sad should stop posting. Not.
> I exercise my wish for a superior level of discussion by
>immediately deleting all posts from Smith and Barr.
Permission granted, wish acceded to, switch pulled, filter activated,
goodbye, sayonara...You don't want to read my posts anymore. My
feelings
are so hurt. You hurt me. Stop hurting me. People who post who hurt
should
stop posting. Not.
> Thanks for the courage to speak up against what I have felt are bullyin
>tactics. I agree that their brow beating, name calling and rude, crude,
>uncouth demeanor is not called for and is inappropriate.
I for one say let anyone say whatever they want to say and let the chips
fall where they may. And I would not call a poster rude, crude and
uncouth,
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that would be name calling. I would not characterize any post as a
'childish retort' thus insulting the poster, either.
>Folks, I was taught in debating classes that
>if one can not attack the message, then attack the messenger; however,
when
>you do attack the messenger, then you have lost the debate.
Well, missile guys lost on day one when cargo door guy first arrived, see
first post from Mr. Rivero above.
> Just stand back and wait for the
>childish retorts to spew forth.
Ohh, those pesky name callers again, who can we get to persuade the
writer
that calling posts 'childish retorts' is attacking the messenger and loses
the debate?
Hey, I know, David Nunnery, he may have some influence on the writer.
And
don't call him 'Pops', it might imply he is old and would remind him 'of
childish reactions in and of itself, and is like the pot calling the kettle
black."
And hey, what is wrong about being called 'black'? and what do you
mean by
'pot'? Are you a racist dope smoker? Just joking.
As cargo door guy, to sum up my position on style of TWA 800 list, 'Say
whatever you want, whenever you want, however you want, about
anything you
want, and as much as you want.' I'll sort through the chaff looking for
wheat and any emotion I feel as I read, I will take responsibility for. I
laugh a lot, as it turns out.
Thanks to all the infrequent contributors who felt compelled to comment
about the discussion. Keep up the good work. Let's hear from you some
more.
Page: http://www.corazon.com/crashcontentspagelinks.html
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Date:
Subject:

Sun, 14 Sep 1997 11:50:40 -0700
Hinges and paint/vagueness/ID test
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In-Reply-To:
<FLIGHT-800%1997091411044579@HOME.EASE.LSOFT.COM>
>SM-to you it maybe large, but as a piece of the door it is probably abou
>15% of the door.
JBS>Let's agree on 15%. Not much to work on since bottom half and all
latches are missing but it's the best we can do.
>
>SM-This is as convuluted logic as I have ever seen.!!!!! You are not
>comparing apples and apples.
You are the one with the funny logic to say door tore off 811 and nose
stayed on so therefore if door opens on 747 nose always stays on and doe
not tear off.
>
>SM--Take another look at your picture.
I'm looking.
>Notice the fracture line just above the lower segments bolt holes that
>were severed. Do you see the fracture there.
No, but let's assume it is there.
>It is as I surmised would be there!!!. Also note the fractured ears on
the same hinge half. There are arrows pointing to them. This picture, it
would seem, is of a hinge that is physically held together to photograph.
The pictures of TWA800 hinge segments indicate the largest segment of
the
door we discussed above is hanging from the hinges.
I don't know, it seems it would be very hard to put the top door hinge with
it's fifty or so slots into the fifty or so fuselage slots so perfectly to
be just hanging there, especially since the hinge line is crooked.
I think we an agree this photgraph is ambiguous as to paint, latch
condition, tear pattern, and now hinge status. Not a normal door.
>That is the kind of specifics I want because it makes a very large
difference in determining causes. I don't want someone comparing it to a
person dieing despite seatbelts and airbags!!!
Well, I added that to the ones about airplanes. If door comes off one plane
and nose stays on is no assurance if door comes off another plane the nos
will stay on too. Especially since AI 182 is admitted the FCD came off
and
nose came off. The cause of door off is irrelevant; door off, nose off for
182.
>>
>SM>>instead, instead you repeatedly insist the vague generalities are
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somehow
>>>"proof" of your theory.
Your vague generality is another's complex specific. I never say proof or
proves anything.
>SM--Then what is door goes, noes goes, doesn't care, high time,
climbing,
>night flight, fodded #3 engine. Those are the vagueist of generalities
>and are proof of nothing!
To you, proof of nothing, opinion noted. Night flight is specific among
dusk, sunrise, night, day, foggy. Fodded 3 is specific among one two thre
and four. Climbing is specific among taxi, take off, climb, cruise,
descent, approach final, rollout.
Doesn't care refers to machine door system that is immune to human
pleading
for just a few more minutes please of working normally. Door does not
care,
it's a machine, I care, I am a human. Door goes, nose goes, is literary
summary and memory hook, the specifics and explanation are there on
web
page.
>
>SM--HUH? The cabin pressure inside of the UAL811 never climbed
due to
>this "explosion". It is called explosive decompression because it sounds
>like one!!
And acts like one.
>The dictionary describes explosive as : "relating to, characterized by,
>or operated by an explosion." This decompressions was characterized
by
>an explosion. It was NOT operated by an explosion! BIG difference.
The
>other three were operated by an explosion.
>characterized by an explosion. It was NOT operated by an explosion!
BIG
>difference.
Huh? How can an explosion be operated? Define explode, OK, To burst
violently with a loud report. Well, reads like 811 with cvr of sudden loud
sound and description of door area.
Cabin pressure climbed due to altitude change. To say 811 had no
explosion
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is counter to facts. Page 72 of AAR 92/02 states,"The damage to the cabin
floor beam structure, adjacent to the cargo door hinge area, showed that
decompression loads in the cabin broke the beams downward when
pressure was
released from the cargo compartment. The fuselage skin above the door
was
torn away during the decompression as the door separated violently from
the
airplane."
Floor beams broken from force of explosive decompression. Looked like
explosion, acted like explosion, sounded like explosion, called explosive.
>SM--There goes that convuluted logic again. This is exactly what I am
>talking about when I accuse you of vague generalities.
Your convoluted logic is another person's clarity. I'll repeat, door left
811, nose stayed on; therefore if door left 800, nose would have stayed on
Wrong.
Door left 811, nose stayed on. Right. Door leaves other high time 747, (A
182), nose came off. Right. Door leaves 747, nose can come off, right. O
nose can stay on. Right. To say that door goes, nose goes, can be correct.
To say door goes, nose stays can be correct.
To say door goes, nose will stay on always is wrong. It's like ascending
streak must mean only ascending object. Wrong too.
>>
>SM-What about those "tornadic winds that are the strongest on earth
blah
>blah blah."
PA 125 did not have ten foot by 30 foot hole for tornado to tear apart
weakened nose, others did.
>>
>>
>SM> >AI182 is broken outwards and frayed as though shrapnel had
shredded it
>>and it has the upper skin panel/frames segments still >attached as well
as
>>the lower sill. This clearly indicates it came off only because the
>>structure around the door was blown to bits.
Agreed description. Conclusion disputed.
>>
>SM> >UAL811 was broken inwards right at the impact point with the
fuselage.
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>>There are huge SPECIFIC differneces between these events that clearl
>>indicate there causes are different.
Yeah, like the nose came off one plane and stayed on the other.
>
>SM-Again this is very indicative of the fact that there causes were NOT
>the same.
It means the age of the plane was different, the flight mode was different,
the sequence of door opening was different, the internal pressure was
different and the cause of the door opening may have been different.
>>>
>JBS>4. PA 103 reconstruction show door broken in half and leaving
first.
>
>SM--whose reconstructgion-your animated gifs??? Not that this matters
>any. It would be logical that if an explosion fractures the perimeter of
>the door that it would depart the aircraft.
The animated gifs come for AAIB UK report of PA 103. They show the
FCD
broken in half and leaving first.
>>>>
>>>SM>> TWA800 HAS NO resemblance to UAL811.
>>
>JBS-V>Well, high time Boeing 747 takes off at night and during climb
>experiences
>>event near leading edge of wing which causes sudden loud sound on
CVR,
>>abrupt power cut, missing bodies and damage to number 3 engine.
Which
>>flight am I referring to? The flights are so similar you can't tell the
>>difference to identify them.
>
>SM--There goe those VAGUE generalities again. You can't tell the
>difference but the investigators sure can and I sure can even from the
>limited info you provide.
No you can't and they can't. You can not tell the difference between the
811 and 800 based upon the specific and similar data above. I'd give some
analogies but you would call them vague generalities.
Try it, using the above data of fatal 747 accident which has only happene
twice in the history of 747s, which flight am I referring to? 811 or 800?
Here's another ID test: A high time 747 takes off at night and experiences
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an event near the leading edge of the wing resulting in a sudden loud
sound
on the CVR, abrupt power cut to the FDR, fodded number 3 engine,
missing
never recovered bodies, more inflight damage on starboard side than port
debris pattern on surface with three engines together and one engine
(number 3) apart, nose decapitated, sound on CVR not matched to bomb,
and
initial explanation for event a bomb. Thirteen specific clues...which
flight? 182, 103, or 800?
Tell me, which flight can fit those thirteen specific evidence markers? If
you can't differentiate, then it's all three, then they can be called
similar and have a resemblance. Like the same cause.
>>>>
>>
>JBS>The public still thinks the earth goes round the sun.
>
>SM--I should hope they do. It does goes around the sun while turning o
>its axis. IT is the reason we have seasons.
Are you sure? I look up and stand still and the sun moves from one spot t
another, it's why we have sunrise and sunsets. The public thinks the earth
goes round the sun because they are told that. They have no proof. They
know nothing of the moons orbiting Jupiter and Jupiter orbiting the sun. I
am an eyewitness and can see the sun move in just a few minutes. I have
to
believe the sun moves around the earth. I can see it with my own eyes. I
am
an honest eyewitness. "These eyes, they don't fool me." 'Dreams,' Delbert
McClinton.
>
>SM--Again--what does crashing have to do with making you an expert.
I
>crashed in a Bonanza once and it didn't make me an expert at anything.
Yes it did, expert in plane crashes relative to someone who has not been i
a crash. It's why you respond to this TWA 800 crash. It's why you care
about it. It's why you look at pictures and type in text. Our plane crashes
have affected us. There's lots of airplane mechanics out there but only a
few have been in a plane crash and only one is writing about it. There is a
direct link to your crash, my crash, and why we go on and on about TWA
800.
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It's important to us.
>Experience--have you ever even handled or physically seen the cargo
door
>parts you wax so fluently about???
Well, uh no, have the JPL guys ever been to Mars they wax so fluently
about?
> I think the status of the messenger is important.
Not me. I won't get fooled again. Looney dirty homeless person can
deliver
a true and correct message as messenger. Messenger is independent to
truth
of message. To believe they are connected is to get conned over and over
again by smooth talking con guys. It happens every day. For money, trust
the expert if you wish, for your life, trust yourself. Plane crashes are
life to passengers, money to the government and manufacturer, it's why
they
trust the experts, their life is not on the line.
>SM> When it "rips" free as YOU
>>>>>suggest it would HAVE to destroy the hinges!!!!!
>>
>JBS--It didn't on 811 and didn't on 800.
>
>SM-Then how do you explain the fractures in the picture
'Fracture, your word, is not 'destroy,' your word. Function of hinge is
unable to be determined based on photo.
>>
>SM>> TWA800's photos indicate the hinge segments are still tightly
fastened to
>>>the fuselage skin panel and frames.
>>
>JBS-What frame? There is no frame. There's hardly enough to call a
door.
>
>SM--And here you were trying to tell me it was a large piece as big as
>your Mooney wing. Now you flip flop.
No, big and large are relative words. It is a large piece of evidence
compared to fingernail sized piece of plastic used in another 747 crash. It
is a small piece of evidence compared to engine number 3. The piece of
door
is 15 % and that is hardly enough to call a door, not flip flop. A flip
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flop is you calling it attached to a frame and then ignoring request to
identify the frame. The piece of cargo door is a large piece of evidence
and a small part of the door, consistent logic. It just makes the entire
door a very large piece of evidence.
>
>SM-Latches cannot be seen in this photo.
Too right and you never said they were there, only missile guy
exaggerators.
>
>JBS>I still haven't figured out the paint scheme. What was red and what
was
>>white before the event and what is it in reconstruction and how did it
get
>>that way?
>
>SM--Have you considered multiple layers of paint with the top layer(s)
>peeling away when the metal was distorted????
Good thinking.
>>
>JBS>It looks like smeared red on white to me. The most interesting is
how red
>>between windows got there and how did red on hinge on door get red
or did
>>it start that way? If so, why is rest of door white? The paint tells a tale
>>I do not undestand.
>
>SM--And I bet you never even considered multiple layers of paint did
you?
>If not-it reveals that experience factor that does qualify the messenger.
Good idea on layers of paint, never thought of it. You win the bet! I need
photo of TWA 747 in normal paint and am looking. I still can't figure out
the paint evidence on 800 recon photo. Very unlikely no paint transfer
took
place and if it did, what rubbed what? Or what layers were where. It's not
primer. And red paint between windows does not look like layers rubbed
away
but paint transferred by impact, like car crash. Whoops, another vague
generality.
To sum up, Stan, I see picture of door area which generally matches door
area of other 747 crashes in hinges, missing parts, damage to top part,
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paint smears, and attachment points to fuselage skin. I could do the
similar ID test on the door as I did on the 747 crashes above. They are so
similar they are unable to be told apart. Similar evidence; similar cause.
Why door opened is still unexplained. 811 was electrical, could be for 80
but I'm leaning toward pneumatic. Such as switchover from low stage
bleed
air to high stage bleed air from engine 3 that heats forward cargo
compartment. If jerky then cargo compartment gets bubble of high
pressure
and sticks door out into slipstream. Unlikely as PA 125, UAL 811, and
UAL
preflight uncommanded door openings were all electrical short to door
motor. But, still thinking, still working, still trying to unravel the
mystery.
Thank you for detailed response to my post.
Page: http://www.corazon.com/crashcontentspagelinks.html
http://www.corazon.com/811bigholephotobetter.html

Date:

Wed, 10 Sep 1997 23:07:21 -0700

Subject:
Hollywood and Vine
Psychological questions for missile guys:
Why oppose an alternate explanation for the crash of TWA 800? Until the
cause is confirmed all explanations are in play.
Why oppose an alternate explanation for the unexplained visual stimulus
reported by credible, honest, nice people eyewitnesses which allows the
missile explantion to still be valid? Clarified and amplified explanations
for unexplained visual phenomena should be welcome, not rebuffed.
Amplified
explanation for streak does not exclude missile, why so upset?
Why always use coverup, concealment, cheating, alteration when running
into
contradictory missile evidence? Everyone on the East Coast can't all be in
on the secret covert coverup operation.
Technical questions for missile guys:
Just what exactly in the missile is causing this streak? Is it reflection
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of the sun off the speeding casing? Is it hot white exhaust at exit of
missile? Is it exhaust trail? Is it the friction heated nose at high mach?
Is it embedded lights for tracking purposes? Is it reflected laser guidance
device? What?
Where is the hard evidence? Other than the hidden, burned, altered,
concealed, switched, ignored, and tampered with evidence.
What is the sequence of destruction and why does it differ from all other
missile hits on planes?
Missile came from where?
What kind of missile?
Who gave the order to fire it?
Who fired it?
What happened to the pieces of the missile?
Anyway, a common difficulty I see with the missile guys is separating the
map from the territory. If a witness says the streak was a missile, the
missile guy says anyone who disagrees is calling the witness a liar. Not
true. Faulty logic. The territory is the streak and the map is missile. Map
could be wrong. No problem, no one is lying. A non criminal non missile
expert is gazing unsuspecting unfocused off into space and sees short
strange visual stimulus they have never seen before. They describe it as
best they can. Fine. To believe those conclusions about strange short lived
visual phenomena from naive observers is not fine. Their guess is as good
as mine. And my guess is that it could be a missile, a door, a meteor, etc,
essentially, could be anything. Need corroborative data.
Once the faulty premise of has to be missile is made, then all others, even
true ones, will come to wrong conclusion. To say the Navy issued
conflicting reports of submarines may be true but the conclusion that they
are covering up a missile shootdown is wrong based upon wrong premise
of
map of streak being missile.
But enough of the polite stuff, let's get back to the fray. Unlike others
who decry the flames, I sort of like it. It is recognition that the
individual is alive and not ignored, as we really all are in the big
picture of TWA 800.
I like to start off my retorts based on quote flames from others so I can
deny I ever started it. You hit me first, is my motto.
>Among many things, you'll see the photos of TWA 800's
>cargo door with its continuos hinge intact, connected
>to the main fuselage. The TWA 800 cargo door did not
>rip off.
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This is where I scratch my head and ask, are these guys on the same
planet?
The picture shows a clean fuselage with clean intact cargo door flush in
place with latches locked, there's no way that door opened in flight. Oh,
it doesn't show that. It shows a twisted, torn up, cut, sliced, bent,
distorted door area with pieces put back together like Frankenstein. It
looks exactly as a door would look like if opened in flight high up at 300
knots and a tornado hit it. Some is missing from the picture, over half is
missing from the bottom, and the rest is piecemeal. The description of the
door area reads right out of AI 182. On UAL 811 the hinge and top skin
was
attached to the confirmed blown away door. There is even the curved area
aft of the door that shows the blow out location. To say the picture shows
that the door did not rip off, is...is...is a rip off.
(Continuous, separately, consistent, missile, definitely; little spelling
help there, guys. It doesn't mean you're stupid, it just means you don't
know how to spell certain words. Me too. I use the dictionary, you can to
Attention to detail, pride.)
JBS simply
>said, "No he didn't."
Well, yes, so my post was too short that time. Earlier it was too long. Or
too irrelevant, or too rude, or too something. But never just right.
>Perhaps one day (pray God) JBS will learn that ignoring the
>facts will not make false theory true any more than the ad
>hominems and semantics of Elmer Barr will make a valid theory
>false. Of course, such tactics or ignor-ance and endless insult
>will muddy the waters and degrade the quality of this list and
>the public TWA 800 inquiry; and I believe that for some, the
>inquiry has been getting just a little bit too crystal clear.
Huh? What are you talking about? God? Endless insult? Ad hominems?
Degrade
the quality of this list?
This list has quality? Now there's an argument.
>I believe that for some, the
>>inquiry has been getting just a little bit too crystal clear.
Paranoia strikes deep, into your life it will creep.
You make yourself very vulnerable to deception when you believe you ar
being deceived all the time. As in, you can't cheat an honest man. But you
can cheat a cheater. You missile guys can be fed a wild goose chase and
will follow it anywhere as long as it supports missile. I am tempted to do
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a disinformation effort just for the fun of it but won't. This is after
all, a life and death matter, not some fraternity prank.
If you want to go nuts for a while, think of who would benefit from a US
Navy accusation of missile shootdown. It provokes distrust among the
citizens and the military. It contributes to a breakdown in good order and
discipline. Morale suffers. Who would benefit from such a belief? Not US
citizens. Not US allies. Only US enemies.
So again, this mirror metaphor is good. All the blather the missile guys
aim at the cargo door guys and others is really the missile guys talking to
themselves. I don't envy the reality you guys live in, it must be fraught
with fear, insecurity, and repressed hatred. How can you relax when
everyone is lying to you, fooling you, deceiving you? It's no way to live.
> I ask the following question: where can I read
>the original research each of you has completed and published solely on
>TWA 800?
>
Well, you could read original research on my thousand page web site at
corazon.com. Or not.
Let's reply about web sites/research efforts. Mine on TWA 800 was July
29
1996, was yours earlier? My published research on 747 cargo door goes
back
to 1992. Any earlier? My first emails to FBI and NTSB are July 19 and
July
20 1996 respectively. Any earlier?
My site is 90 megabytes. Any larger? I have just added two hundred
pages on
two new possible cargo door caused crashes today. Any more current? I
have
six 747 accidents to conform to cargo door explantation. You have one
accident for missile. Who has harder challenge? To research and connect
six
high time Boeing 747 accidents to a single common cause requires a
certain
amount of research of data from seven countries with different languges,
police policies, and bureaucracies. Missile guys have one country, their
own in their own language with their own phone system and a familiar
government. Who had done more research under difficult conditions?
All that being said, I must compliment the missile guys on their sites.
They are technologically superior to mine. The download times are faster
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the news is gleaned faster for relevant info, the graphics are better, the
layout is cleaner, and overall, the missile guys' sites are better. So be
it. The missile message is presented better than the cargo door message.
The missile messenger guys are more persuasive than the cargo door
messengers. The missile messengers use the medium of TV and the
internet
better than the cargo door guys. The only thing the cargo door guys have
is
a superior message with inferior messengers using the media poorly.
It's a superior message because it has a picture of a blown apart cargo
door which supports an explanation that requires a blown apart cargo
door.
Thank you missile guys.
>the context of the buffoon.
I am not a buffalo, nor a balloon.
>I'm a professional researcher with six years of graduate education in
>research methods, statistics, evaluating information resources, etc. I
>teach courses in this.
Well, all right, I welcome an evaluation on cargo door explanation as
described on site corazon. My methods were to reseach official
government
accident reports. My statistics are four planes have sudden loud sound,
abrupt power cut and ten other significant similarities, so conclusion is
one common cause. My sources are personal experience, government
reports,
news reports, and email inputs. My etc is I am a survivor of a sudden nigh
fiery fatal jet plane crash talking about a sudden night fiery fatal jet
airplane crash.
>The best evidence, though far from complete, is
>from the CFT feds and from the FCD guys.
Thanks. And incomplete because I can't get to the hard evidence of
wreckage
of four crashes, not even with a camera.
Why do the missile guys rebuff an ally such as the cargo door guys? Why
do
they refuse to link up electronically? Why the automatic rejection of
offered explanations? Any ostracism that accrues to the missile guys is
their own doing. It reveals that their true cause is not the answer to the
crash of TWA 800 but to embarass authority. And it could be missile for
airliner, or bungled assassinations, or screwed up seiges or any insidious
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explanation of the many inept actions the government does by not too
bright, not too caring, not too experienced, not too educated humans calle
government civil servants.
People who do care about TWA 800 reject no one. They argue, seeking
to
remove falsehood, knowing truth has a way of standing tall through all
abuse. People who want to know what caused this plane to crash
examine all
causes, try to find common ground, try to agree on the few concrete facts
that are available, try to find reasonable explanations that fit the facts,
try to modify existing explanation when new facts become agreed upon,
and
try to find solutions to problem once identified.
The one saving grace of the missile guys is that they care about TWA
800
even though the motive may be skewed. They are not indifferent. The
indifferent are the real enemy.
And thanks again for the hot info about TWA 800 when it becomes
available.
The stuff on the nose doors of TWA 800 doing strange things was
interesting. I couldn't help but think that it might support the cargo door
explanation just a teensy weensy bit as the cargo door is also a door in
the nose of TWA 800 which is described as doing strange things. And the
doors are but ten feet apart. And it is a structural discussion, not fire
ignition.
If a door in the nose of TWA 800 at point 'x' did a strange thing prior to
the center tank fire which might have caused the crash of TWA 800, as th
NTSB is reported to have said, then maybe a door in the nose of TWA
800 at
point 'y' did a strange thing prior to the center tank fire which might
have caused the crash of TWA 800.
The cargo door guys point out again that point 'y' is ten feet from point
'x'. The NTSB is getting warm.
And of course the cargo door guys always leave open the option that a
missile caused the cargo door to open. We include the missile guys, that's
because the cargo door guys are the good guys too.
Although, to be truthful, if a missile is ever shown in my mind to have
struck TWA 800, I will kiss your ass on the corner of Hollywood and
Vine
and give you half hour to draw a crowd.
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Page: http://www.corazon.com/crashcontentspagelinks.html
http://www.corazon.com/811bigholephotobetter.html

Date:

Sun, 7 Sep 1997 21:05:37 -0700

Subject:
I love a challenge
Missile guy writes:
> Geez, is there any end to the abuses of logic,
> abuses of people, and abuses of words that missile
> theory opponents will not resort to?
Uh, no. Do you have a problem with that?
It goes on and on. There is no end. Abuse of logic:
Every body had shrapnel? I don't think so. Civilian eyewitness with no
warning with unfocused gaze and mind lost on something else sees
second or
so light imprint on the back of his eyeball and calls its direction, color,
size and duration, function, and purpose correctly? I don't think so. FBI
covers up evidence that would make them famous, get big raises, good
assignments, promotions, increased staff and larger working area? I don't
think so. US Navy makes error and kills 230 of fellow citizens and hides
the accident which requires several hundred officers and men, a ship,
airplanes, and expensive, closely accounted for surface to air or air to
air missiles? I don't think so. The President and just about everybody
else involved in the investigation, even citizens in electronic mailing
lists know what really happened and are concealing/covering up/confusin
people seeking the real answer? I don't think so.
It goes on and on: Abuse of people:
It goes on and on. "...childish jerks." I am not childish. Well, maybe.
Always a jerk. Got to be to go against the system. Jerk is a womanish
term,
such as describing men as, 'jerks,' 'creeps,' and 'smooth,' all terms of
movement. Women see men in movement towards them and describe it.
Creep,
slow, slow, slow and then event. Jerk, fast, slow, fast, slow, fast slow,
then event. Smooth, ah, not too fast and not too slow, just right. They
love the smooth and hate the creep and jerk. Regarding cargo door, I
consider myself a creep, too slow, too slow, not succeeding trying and
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trying, but moving very very slowly if at all to confirmation of accident
cause of TWA 800. A jerk to those who have been thinking missile for a
year
and are suddenly confronted with physical laws of perception and motion
and
astute witness statement analysis. Whoa, pulled up short! A jerk.
You poor missile guys. I feel sorry for you. Really. A whole year of
talking about witnesses and now refuse to believe that one or two or two
billion people can see a fast object creating streak of light and without
corroboration cannot determine what the object is, what it is doing and
where it is going and where it came from, regardless of experience or
visual acuity. Physical law of the universe. Too bad.
For example, when I turned on the TV with no sound I saw crashed car
in
tunnel with debris lying about. The caption said, Princess Diana injured. I
immediately deduced it was failed IRA assassination attempt with remote
controlled bomb that went off as Princess MBZ drives by. If that was all I
had to go on, the only observation, I would always, my whole life, tell
interviewers I saw the aftermath of a failed assassination attempt against
Princess Diana and I saw her smashed car to prove it. Yes, I saw
something
but the interpretation was up to me. Same as streak witnesses. I saw MBZ
and guessed wrong where it was going and what happened to it. The
eyewitnesses saw streak and guessed wrong what it was and where it was
going and what it was doing. Or guessed right. But not guessed right for
sure. Separating what witnesses saw and and what it actually was needs to
be separated, like god and religion, and map and territory, difficult for
some. They are independent.
No matter how much missile observing experience they have, just seeing
streak is not enough to tell them what it was, where it came from, what it
was doing, and which way it was going. It's just impossible. Need
corroboration. And having another billion people agree they saw a streak
too is not corroboration of what it was, where it was going etc. Just a
physical law like gravity.
To say witnesses saw object rising from water to airplane based upon no
sighting of launch point nor impact point but just the middle streak is
impossible. Listen closely, impossible. Plus add all the various
descriptions of width, color, duration, direction, and length of sighting
(good word, sighting, like UFO) and there is no consensus of witnesses,
just conflicts. Would you bet your life on a sighting of a streak in the
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sky was in fact a metal object doing this and that based upon a person
who
unprepared is staring into space and sees movement and knows it was
firework, or flare, or missile, or drone, or whatever depending on who yo
talk to? I don't think so.
It goes on and on. Abuse of words:
Ah, words. Bad words. Take that, bad word! I'm abusing you. Whack,
Whack!
Don't talk back. Hit the Road, Jack.
Words. Swear words. Buzz words. Ambiguous words. Short words, long
words.
How does one abuse words? Do the words go to abuse.com for solace?
Battered
words clinic.
OK, what words need help here? Shrapnel, front and center. Streak, come
over here. Ascending, you too. Blip, line up. And you information
brothers,
dis, mal, un, and boring, get lined up. And of course, abuse, speak up,
what are you? I can't hear you! What is abuse? Louder! Gimme ten
pushups,
now!
>missile
>> theory opponents
Love the theory as fiction plot for movie. Hate it as documentary history
lesson. I like my stories imaginative and my history facts confirmed. Ther
is no suspension of disbelief for life and death matters. A plane
disintegrating in air leading to total death has no luxury for suspension
of disbelief in physical laws of speed of sound and light and
compressibility of air molecules and wear and tear on worn metal. Sitting
in a movie theater watching missile go up to plane and blow it up and
watch
the launching crew run around is either funny comedy or stark drama the
way
it is handled. But fiction.
At least reality requires confirming truth for the sane. For the insane, no
confirming truth required for reality, it's all in their heads. Let's talk
about mental illness. I believe it's all determined by who is doing the
judging. Every new idea, true and false, is greeted with, you're crazy. A
new idea is different and different is interpreted as crazy by many. By
most people on this planet, everyone here is crazy, nuts, looney, around
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the bend,...we talk contrary reality to the experts, the authorities, the
protectors, the people in the know, the people who are supposed to be
right. And we disagree with them and ourselves. We are crazy. We are
mentally ill. I really are crazy and want to be helped, can you help me?
Please make me believe that the world out there is conspiring against me,
lies to me, confuses, conceals, and wants to hurt me and definitely allows
me to die in plane crashes rather than admit the real truth and fix it or
prevent it from happening again. I don't think so. But, I could be wrong. I
could be the nut out there on the 'net who thinks a mechanical event
happened that has happened before to the same type airplane, at the same
mode of flight giving the same recording information and it happened
again.
I will live in that mental illness until rebutted with facts then I'll
adapt. Show me the shrapnel! Show me the silver blue shards! Show me
photo
of streak! Show me Navy logs! Until you can, then you are in the same
looney category as midair with UFO, it's all in your head.
Cargo door has photo of plane with door missing; it has dual recorder
information, it has missing bodies, not fragments of bones, but missing
whole bodies, it has shattered door, it has real things you can touch and
see and hear and feel.
So, whenever I think about mental illness I think of reality and truth. The
reality for cargo door is real evidence and lots of it, the truth of that
evidence is up for grabs and my grab is equal or better than others, but
then that's my opinion. Perception of reality can be crazy or sane or
inbetween, but opinion about perception is neither crazy or sane, opinion
is not eligible for crazy or sane, but perception is. To believe a person
who says ascending streak has to mean missile going up is misperception
of
reality. Once the misperception is made, then the opinion of US Navy or
terrorists or subs or P3s doing it is not crazy, just wrong.
Cargo door guys have reality and maybe truth. The missile guys have no
reality and no truth. Opinions about what streaks in sky are is not
reality, they are opinions. Streak is reality, deduction of what it is is
opinion. That's the way it goes. On and on. To call streak a missile based
solely on observation is not sane. It's misperception of reality. To call a
streak maybe a missile, or drone, or UFO, or flare, or firework, or falling
nose gear door, or uplifted cargo door by airstream is sane. I don't hear
the missile guys saying streak was maybe a missile or something else; I
just hear missile guys saying streak is missile and nothing else. I don't
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think so.
(By the way, aft edge of nose gear door on 747 is a few feet away from
forward edge of cargo door. So close, yet so far. NTSB has said TWA 80
crash cause may be door in nose doing strange things and maybe before
CWT.
They are in the cargo door ballpark.)
>> Now, with the CWT removed as a cause for the Flight 800 disaster,
What
>> choices do you have left?
>>
>> Missile or Bomb, take your pick.
Well, a loaded fixed question like this, what are you, a creep or a jerk,
take your pick.
Elmer, time to take the gloves off. You've been the good cop too long; tim
to be bad cop. I know you evaluate all these statements and they don't add
up. Something's wrong. It's galling to you to hear misstatements said to
your face over and over again. Stop being so polite to these nerdballs.
Turn up the third degree. When these pidgeons melt into incoherent
ramblings of repeated nonsense of conflicting witness statements, you'll
know they can go no further and have no more to offer.
Oh, they are there already as shown by recent posts. They're exhausted;
they're finished. They have nothing more to offer or contribute. It's all
rehash. Send 'em home.
>You may use any number you like since the government controlled
>Newsday reports ANY. But you must believe a missile downed the
plane!
Conspiracy alert! Add Newday the newspaper to list. And hide the list.
>That's the
>publ;ic record. If there is a lac of clarity it's because the FBI and
>NTSBB are keeping secrets in a maytter which officially at least is not
>covered by National Security.
Hey, please, proof read your material, my attention is worth correctly
spelled words to express FBI and NTSB conspiracy opinion. Here, let me
help
you.
"That's the public record. If there is a lack of clarity it's because the
FBI and NTSB are keeping secrets in a matter which, officially at least, is
not covered by national security."
Complete nonsense in content, of course, but the style is now proper.
You're welcome.
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Page: http://www.corazon.com/
http://www.corazon.com/811bigholephotobetter.html

Date:

Fri, 5 Sep 1997 11:57:28 -0700

Subject:
Re: Kind of Quiet with The Spooks All Called in For The
Review
Meeting
In-Reply-To: <UPMAIL18.199709051715200466@classic.msn.com>
>I guess that we will have to start contributing something meaningful to
make
>up for the lost volume. Maybe I can repeat "Cargo Door" ten billion
times.
>
>CARGODOOR CARGODOOR CARGODOOR CARGODOOR
CARGODOOR CARGODOOR CARGODOOR
>CARGODOOR CARGODOOR CARGODOOR CARGODOOR
CARGODOOR CARGODOOR CARGODOOR
>CARGODOOR CARGODOOR CARGODOOR CARGODOOR
CARGODOOR CARGODOOR CARGODOOR
>CARGODOOR CARGODOOR CARGODOOR CARGODOOR
CARGODOOR CARGODOOR CARGODOOR
>CARGODOOR CARGODOOR CARGODOOR CARGODOOR
CARGODOOR CARGODOOR CARGODOOR
>CARGODOOR CARGODOOR CARGODOOR CARGODOOR
CARGODOOR CARGODOOR CARGODOOR
>CARGODOOR CARGODOOR CARGODOOR CARGODOOR
CARGODOOR CARGODOOR CARGODOOR
>CARGODOOR CARGODOOR CARGODOOR CARGODOOR
CARGODOOR CARGODOOR CARGODOOR
>CARGODOOR CARGODOOR CARGODOOR CARGODOOR
CARGODOOR CARGODOOR CARGODOOR
>CARGODOOR CARGODOOR CARGODOOR CARGODOOR
CARGODOOR CARGODOOR CARGODOOR
>CARGODOOR CARGODOOR CARGODOOR CARGODOOR
CARGODOOR CARGODOOR CARGODOOR
>CARGODOOR CARGODOOR CARGODOOR CARGODOOR
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CARGODOOR CARGODOOR CARGODOOR
>CARGODOOR CARGODOOR CARGODOOR CARGODOOR
CARGODOOR CARGODOOR CARGODOOR
>CARGODOOR CARGODOOR CARGODOOR CARGODOOR
CARGODOOR CARGODOOR CARGODOOR
>CARGODOOR CARGODOOR CARGODOOR CARGODOOR
CARGODOOR CARGODOOR CARGODOOR
>CARGODOOR CARGODOOR CARGODOOR CARGODOOR
CARGODOOR CARGODOOR CARGODOOR
>CARGODOOR CARGODOOR CARGODOOR CARGODOOR
CARGODOOR CARGODOOR CARGODOOR
>CARGODOOR CARGODOOR CARGODOOR CARGODOOR
CARGODOOR CARGODOOR CARGODOOR
>CARGODOOR CARGODOOR CARGODOOR CARGODOOR
CARGODOOR CARGODOOR CARGODOOR
>CARGODOOR CARGODOOR CARGODOOR CARGODOOR
CARGODOOR
>
>Oh well, my finger got tired.
Hey, me too, the below was sent to NTSB on 8 August 1996 three weeks
after
TWA 800 crash. It didn't work either. It turned up during the review
meeting. Thanks for thinking of cargo door.
Sincerely, John Barry Smith
To: SCH@ntsb.gov
From: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Cargo Door
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:
Cargo DoorCargo DoorCargo DoorCargo DoorCargo DoorCargo
DoorCargo DoorCargo
DoorCargo DoorCargo DoorCargo DoorCargo DoorCargo DoorCargo
DoorCargo
DoorCargo DoorCargo DoorCargo DoorCargo DoorCargo DoorCargo
DoorCargo
DoorCargo DoorCargo DoorCargo DoorCargo DoorCargo DoorCargo
DoorCargo
DoorCargo DoorCargo DoorCargo DoorCargo DoorCargo DoorCargo
DoorCargo
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DoorCargo DoorCargo DoorCargo DoorCargo DoorCargo Door
uh, cargo door, cause of crashes TWA 800 when it opens in flight and
tears
gash which cuts off nose.
Page: http://www.corazon.com/
http://www.corazon.com/811bigholephotobetter.html

Date:

Wed, 24 Sep 1997 09:05:08 -0700

Subject:
Absolutely right!
MR>The technology allows a
>response before
>the anger and indignation at the lies has a chance to subside. Each
>repetition of a known
>and proven lie demands a response, and the internet allows that response
to
>go forth.
JBS: Absolutely right! I was going to let the post about an astronomer no
understanding visual perception pass but the anger and indignation did no
have a chance to subside and here I am typing away on the internet
because
it demands a response.
Oh, astronomer betrayed by your passion! Supreme irony of life. It's a
tragedy.
A star can be seen on the horizon and misperceived as a ship's light
misleading experienced flightcrew observers. A comet can be seen and
misperceived as slow, close and moving in a certain direction. The sun ca
be misperceived as moving around the earth. The moon can be
misperceived to
disappear during an eclipse. Meteorite can be misperceived as being close
to ground as it burns up. Planet Mars can be misperceived as having
canals,
and cities and life and roads and on and on once the misperception is
made.
A streak in the sky is misperceived as a missile ascending and Navy
coverup
and on and on once misperception is made.
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Millions of people over hundreds of thousands of years have studied the
above astronomical objects and misperceived them. And you base your
entire
intellectual effort of streak to missile on a few second viewing by
unsuspecting and unprepared viewers on blur ten miles away in haze.
Now
that's sad. Especially when refuted by now known physical laws.
> The cargo door theory has been debunked over and over again,
Point of order! Point of order! Not debunked, ever, and you may start
anytime with the 16 Irrefutable Statements. As the IS stand they become
more powerful every day. Not yet as anyone attempted to refute them, to
debunk them. Come on, give it your best shot, it won't hurt, it's OK, give
it a try.
Would you like to see them? Princess Irrefutable Statements!
>but that portions of
>the door bottom are
>still latched to the lower frame, proving that the latches are fully and
>properly engaged.
Complete error. Made up fanatasy while looking at blank hole in nose of
reconstruction photo of TWA 800. And now it gets scary when someone
can
look at a hole and call it a door latched fully.
> It allows us to "remember"
>all the other
>times that the government has lied, or has paid others to lie to us,
>enriching the liars even
>as it impoverishes thhe taxpayers who are being lied to.
Lies, lies lies. Why the upset at a lie? It's not a bullet, it's puffs of
air. What's the problem? To believe in lies is to believe in conspiracy and
you do. You fudge numbers and don't call it a lie as in 150 saw missile.
Others say blip is door and you call that a lie even when blip as door
retracted after actual evidence and time of images is released.
If there's a liar here, it's a person who looks at a blank hole in a
picture and makes up metal and frame and latches.
But:
I believe you do not think you are lying.
I believe you believe you see the latched door.
I believe you believe the eyewitnesses who said it was a missile
ascending.
I believe you believe everyone is lying to you when they contradict
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missile explanation.
I believe you believe government plot is out to discredit you.
I believe you believe you there is a coverup to hide the missile
shootdown.
I believe you believe a missile left the surface of the ocean and struck
TWA 800 and crashed it.
I believe you believe I am lying.
I am not lying. At least that's what my contract with Hill and Knowlton
states, down in the fine print, "Contractee, hereinafter known as,
(deleted), is not required to lie." But read closely, as I know you do, it
doesn't say I can't lie, just that I'm not required to. Big difference. So
I can lie if I want. Actually the above was a lie. I'm not really a
contractee with Hill and Knowlton. I was lying about that. But I'm telling
the truth now. Really. Honest. You gotta believe me.
"I didn't do it,
I wasn't there,
I didn't want it,
I wouldn't dare."
> I wonder if it's dawned
>on the guys who lie for free (as oposed to the billions that compaines lik
>Hill & Knowlton
>earn for their lies) that the only reason they've been put to all this
>trouble was to protect Bill
>Clinton's chances for re-election.
Dawn! How could I forget you? Dawn misperceives by looking at it one
can
not tell if dawn or sunset at snaphot of image without having many
minutes
of time to see if brighter or dimming or compass for direction. Betrayed b
dawn, another visual misperception.
And, uh, no, it never dawned on me I was helping Bill Clinton's chances
for
re-election.
> without
>realizing that by being so
>dangerously out of touch with reality,
Not my words, but if the shoe fits, wear it.
Page: http://www.corazon.com/crashcontentspagelinks.html
http://www.corazon.com/811bigholephotobetter.html
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Date:

Wed, 3 Sep 1997 08:11:02 -0700

Subject:
Air conditioners.
In-Reply-To: <340D3AB9.7085@iis.fhg.de>
>John, is it possible to name your source of this information?
Yes. News reports.
It seems
>you have access to some kind of database, which items fell first.
No.
>
>Can you post this list of items, iff possible with x-y coordinates,
>where these were found on the ocean?
No. Would that I could.
Or can you point us to one of your
>webpages, where this info has been stored?
On website under doors. The landed first statement was made by a Rear
Admiral of the Coast Guard pointing to chart. It was recently depicted in
graphic used by MSNBC in anniversary story. The forward cargo door
and
airconditioner were found close together and depicted as such.
The energy to continually tell others where in the store the shampoo is
located when there is a big sign saying 'shampoo' over their heads is too
much after Diana's senseless, needless, and preventable death. Just like
TWA 800 230 people. The same thing that killed the airplane people
killed
the car people, physical laws of motion. The wall didn't care about famou
nice person in car and cargo door doesn't care either.
My efforts in confirming cause of aircraft crash would be better directed
to accident professionals and not to self hating persons who project that
hatred, suspicion, and distrust onto the outside world. Now it's a
hypnotized Navy crew. A deceiving FBI. A coveringup President. A
conspiratorial press. A conniving TV. A plotting manufacturer. Double
agent
amateur sleuths.
Entertainment is now truth. The best story of an event that keeps interest
is the truth, even though truth is most often boring. The line between fact
and fiction has been crossed so that now it doesn't matter, just as long as
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the explanation is exciting. JFK and OJ, both have better stories with
conspiracies and evil tricks than boring answers of happened-before singl
nut kills and single nut kills.
Cargo door is boring because it has happened before and often. Missile is
exciting because rare.
The danger is when that belief happens to a nation such as blaming
another
nation for murder when it was happened-before event of mechanical
failure.
And that has happened, US against Libya. Everything Libya says is
treated
by the US as the way the missile guys treat cargo door information.
Distrust, suspicion, and disbelief, discounting all evidence and laying
event to evil external human motives.
Well, that's the way wars get started. Here it's flame wars. Non violent,
non expensive, non permanent.
Page: http://www.corazon.com/
http://www.corazon.com/811bigholephotobetter.html

Date:

Thu, 11 Sep 1997 13:33:12 -0700

Subject:
Banter/altitude interpret/looking bad
>Eventually you will find that you do not have to answer questions and
coments
>directed to other people just because you find an open opportunity to
>belittle someone else, most usually a perported 'missile guy'. Believe m
>when I say that it only serves to make you look bad, if not selective.
You talkin' to me? You talking to me. Let me make sure now before I
post:
I can only reply to those comments directed to me.
Not too short.
Not too long.
Not too irrelevant.
Not too flaming.
Not too whatever, the list grows and grows about what cargo door guys
can
say and not say according to the missile guys and gals.
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I agree my style grates, no one likes to be shown to be wrong. The softest
voice is abrasive when the message is painful.
The message is inadvertent opening of the forward cargo door in flight is
causing high time Boeing 747 crashes previously attributed to bombs,
missiles, and center tank explosions.
And all the bomb guys, missile guys, and center tank guys just hate to
hear
about it. So try to silence the hearing by saying you shouldn't say that
because you weren't talked to, or too long or too short or whatever. Rarely
do the cargo doors guys hear, 'can't be cargo door because the evidence
shows it's not,' and the reasoning makes sense.
To say missile can't be radar blip because radar is low resolution radar
and can't see fast moving, small and smooth object makes sense. Saying
ten
foot by 30 foot hole in now weakened nose of 747 will not come off when
hit
by faster than tornado winds does not make sense.
>Thank you, Elmer, for sending your trained, patronizing attack writer
after
>me.
Elmer and I have been corresponding for about a year and he always
appeared
to me to be a gentle questioning soul. Only when confronted by devious
responses to fair questions did he get riled up. And stayed riled up.
Patronizing? Now, see here, little lady, don't go getting your pretty
little head all in a bother about matters that don't concern you. Calling
discussions about nose gear struts, door hinges, and altitudes is not
banter. You trivialized our most urgent discussions in our own guy style b
calling it banter.
Attack writer? I took your questions seriously and answered them
seriously.
You were not ignored. Answers were given. What more do you want?
Praise for
your mild scolding of the style of our discussions?
Belittle? Belittled is an internally generated emotion in you over which I
have no control. If you felt belittled, you created the feeling yourself,
not me. You could have laughed, another internally generated emotion
over
which I have no control. To ascribe internally generated emotions to
something someone else says is avoiding responsibility of self. Just as
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your intended insult of 'looking bad' rolled over me unaffecting, so too
could any remarks I made that were interpreted as 'belittled' by you.
> Believe me
>>when I say that it only serves to make you look bad, if not selective.
I believe you, I believe you. It makes me look bad in your eyes. So be it.
I know that 'looking bad' is a fate worse than death to many women who
will
go to extreme lengths to avoid that fatal state called, 'looking bad.' It's
the atom bomb of insults from a woman. As it turns out, I learned in my
personal experiences with aviation and crashes that looking bad or lookin
good or looking inbetween is totally nonimportant in staying alive.
A little story:
In the ready room of the squadrons on a carrier is a TV called a PLAT,
which is live TV and replay of just completed action on the flight deck
taken from embedded TV camera in landing zone. After each landing
cycle the
pilots sit in the ready room and watch the replay of their landings of the
cycle, usually about twenty five airplanes of all types gyrating in and
smashing down to catch a wire. Each landing is graded and the score
posted
on the bulkhead. Smooth landings are sought after and are a source of
pride
among very highly competitive pilots. To abort the landing, be waved off
or to bolter (miss all wires) was a sign of weakness and met with much
derision by the viewers with the hapless pilot sitting there taking it.
One day, as briefing officer, I noticed someone had posted a note on the
bottom of the PLAT TV; it said, "Remember, it is better to bust your ass
than look bad." It put 'busting your ass' which meant crashing into the
ramp and exploding into a ball of fire into perspective of sitting there
with a cup of coffee grinning at a not so perfect landing. Between visciou
death and embarrassing blush, take the blush.
So, looking bad is OK with me as long as the mission is successful;
confirming the cause of TWA 800 and fixing it.
Thank you for your interest in aviation safety.
What the hey, another story:
We were in a patrol aircraft out about 200 miles to sea off Newfoundland
Crystal clear night as only the Atlantic can be far from pollution. Our job
was to look for Soviet ships and any subs. We investigated any strange
contacts on radar or visually. So, I'm on radar and no contacts. The bow
observer reports white light dead ahead. The pilot confirmed it and we
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headed towards it. Pilot asked me for info. I replied nothing there. We
continued towards now confirmed by all the crew steady small white ligh
dead ahead. We continued. And continued. And continued. Still no radar
contact. Finally we realized we were tracking in on star thirty or so
billion miles away. The star was just above horizon and with no pollution
stars can be seen right down to surface of ocean in steady non twinkling
mode.
So, to say ground and air observers are giving accurate altitude data abou
surprising short lived visual phenomena is funny to me. They could be
right
and they could be wrong. It's another case of the eyewitnesses giving clue
but no answers, need corroborative data, and it's just not there for
missile.
We are not talking about standing behind somebody at the 7-11 who robs
store and you are describing him. We are talking about surprise short live
visual thing ten miles away seen by unaided eyeball by non sophisticated
viewers. To weave this fantasy of surface to air missile shot by now
criminal Navy personnel is ...is...is...made for TV type pulp fiction.
Every time the cargo door messenger is chastised for style irregularity, I
know we have hit home with truth. In the episode described above it was
banter retort, banter was about eyewitness reports. Eyewitnesses
discussion
is slowly dissolving the certainty of streak as missile, and it hurts. To
have carefully built house of cards come tumbling down is a distressful
event. Cargo door guys wouldn't do it if were not life and death issue. We
would leave you to your imagined intrigue of corrupt baggage handlers,
covering up military officers, scheming politicians, and hired contrarians
But we can't, it's the door and it will happen again, as I predicted in
writing in 1992, and will say it again; the forward cargo door on a high
time Boeing 747 will open when it shouldn't and cause another accident.
Page: http://www.corazon.com/crashcontentspagelinks.html
http://www.corazon.com/811bigholephotobetter.html
Date:

Thu, 11 Sep 1997 11:14:35 -0700

Subject:
Banter/reconstruction
>Is this banter really necessary?
Is this banter about banter really necessary? Apparently someone thinks
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so,
I quoted it above.
Good first question, shall we go into detail or shall I ignore you? Is that
question, 'Is this banter really necessary?' like a real question or just a
fool around, don't listen to me, I'm just a girl, question?
I'm going to assume it is from a thinking, caring woman and give
thoughtful
answer. Yes, the banter is really necessary. It is necessary because the
deep thoughts that lead to truth are often difficult to elicit. Only
through much shallow banter, cajoling, and paraphrasing can the true
horror
of TWA 800 be confronted. We are talking about 230 people being
subjected
to intense pain, having limbs torn off in front of them, and being burned
all over while conscious and then looking down and falling and falling.
The
banter prepares us for the real thing.
> Shouldn't we be analizing what the witnesses reported rather than what
>subscribers to this list have said?
Another good question although I think it is a statement phrased in a
question, a tactic many women use to say something but not to appear as
aggressive.
The first statement might read, 'This banter is unnecessary." The second
might read, "We should be analyzing what the witnesses said, not what w
said."
But, as questions the thrusts are more gentle.
So, the answer to the second question is, 'Yes and yes and yes, we should
be analyzing what the witnesses said and we should be analyzing what we
say, and we should be analyzing what anybody says."
The above two questions are recognized as censor attempts which are,
'Stop
bantering and stop analyzing what we say." It is a suppression of
intelligence which runs counter to the censor's sensibilities, which is
contrary missile evaluation based on discussion of eyewitness reports.
>What is important is that Sven saw SOMETHING that was out of the
ordinary in
>that area and at that particular time of the evening.
Quite right, madam. And that something, based on time of day, distance
from
observers, duration, and color, could be many many things in reality and
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not one thing exclusively, that's the whole point. One thing only, wrong;
many things possibly, right.
MR> If you look at the bottom of the door frame, you will see door piece
>still held in place by their latches. The door rode the plane down.
No. No. No door pieces still held in place by their latches. Door did not
ride plane down. Do you understand what reconstruction is all about?
Pieces
that land all over are put back together. Pieces that are close to each
other in reconstruction do not mean the pieces landed close together. The
door area is in pieces which means they split up and left. The top of door
is there with hinge attached to large area of skin. That part may be the
reflective source of streak. It looks like the way UAL 811 top half of door
is described in text of AAR 92/02. The bottom half of door is missing and
is where the big hole is. The right side of door is missing in cropped
photograph. At most 20% of door is present in reconstruction photo and
that
is in several pieces. The door area looks exactly as it should look in an
explosive decompression when bottom latches unlatch and internal
pressure
pushes door out into tornado which tears everything apart.
To blatantly say door pieces held by latches based upon that photograph
is missile guy detached from reality wishful thinking.
I assume we are looking at your most excellent photo blowup of cargo
door
area on reconstruction at
http://www.accessone.com/~rivero/CRASH/TWA/DOOR/cargo-d2.gif
The drawn in red line on the bottom of door should be lower and there is
no
way latches are seen. There are two mid span latches and eight bottom
latch
systems and all are missing from photograph. Pity. And if they were there
it would not mean they rode the plane down. It would mean they were in
pieces which we know left early and landed closed to event site.
This saying that top hinge of door is in reconstruction photo so it went
down with airplane and did not detach earlier is hard for me to understand
as it is so counter to basic accident investigation techniques. If you put
pieces of debris of Diana's MBZ back where they came from and take a
picture, can you say, look, the headlight never came off, it's right there
in reconstruction of MBZ. Strange reasoning.
> Ergo, the object seen rising by the eyewitnesses (scans of actual police
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>reports are at my website) is not a falling cargo door.
Ergo, shmergo. The object making streak seen rising by the eyewitness
could
be anything going fast in any direction reflecting evening sun and
interpreted by naive witnesses as lots of things. If I were there, you
would have an eyewitness report of cargo door. If ET were there you
would
have had report of his ship to take him home. As it is you have ordinary
people reporting ordinary things such as fireworks, flare, missile, and
whatever.
Calling empty space 'door pieces held by latches' is very very close to
intentionally misstating facts. And that's a no no in reputable research.
Let's ask Stan Martin is picture at above URL showing door pieces held
by
latches.
I'm shaking my head.
Page: http://www.corazon.com/crashcontentspagelinks.html
http://www.corazon.com/811bigholephotobetter.html

Date:

Tue, 9 Sep 1997 09:42:34 -0700

Subject:
Bats in the Belfry
> everytime I read your stuff all I can think of is
>"there's gotta be a few loose screws here someplace!"
I do not have a screw loose.
I am not bonkers.
I am not nuts.
I am not crazy.
I am not out of my mind.
I am not one card short of a deck.
I am not one beer short of a six pack.
I am not looney.
I am not around the bend.
I am not wacky.
I am not weird.
I am not strange.
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I am not bats in the belfry.
I am not funny farm material.
I am not ...there just has to be more, but my bwaim haffa pwabrum wight
now.
>No, is the Navy is caught lying, THAT'S a coverup.
Of course you do, all the coverup guys believe in coverups, that's what
they do.
Navy lying...Deception of ship location is a billion dollar effort.
Satellite frequency ID concealment is a billion dollar effort. Saying the
Navy was caught lying is like saying the internet spreads disinformation.
It's all from your point of view. I say the Navy did not lie but followed
established rules written down and checked off when followed, essentiall
loose lips sink ships. The internet reveals what is on people's minds and
it is often wrong, and often right. When wrong it's not disinformation,
it's just wrong.
>If the Navy, with no legal jurisdiction in civilian air crashes,
>illegally takes control of the crash site and ejects the NYPD divers who
>DO have legal jurisdiction, THAT'S a coverup.
Of course you do, all the coverup guys believe in coverups, that's what
they do.
Was TWA in international waters ten miles off coast, outside the three m
limit? Did the police complain about infringement of jurisdiction? Yes an
no. It's a real stretch to conclude that the Navy assumes control of a
major offshore crash site with international repercussions is a coverup and
not intelligent damage assessment and control. But that's what coverup
guys
do.
> And that's not even mentioning all the spooks that prowl the internet
>selling suggestions such as a cargo door falling away
Boo!
> Ian Goddard posted some high definition close ups of the
reconstruction
>which clearly show that the cargo door still remains in it's frame.
No he didn't. No it doesn't. And 'it's' is contraction for 'it is'; 'its'
is the word you want; (just helping.)
>Indeed, the cargo door was moving well away from the greater majority
of
>eyewitnesses
You wish.
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Page: http://www.corazon.com/crashcontentspagelinks.html
http://www.corazon.com/811bigholephotobetter.html

Date:

Fri, 26 Sep 1997 16:18:51 -0700

Subject:
Bring others, discounting CWT, check spelling.
JBS: Let's see, I'm making a list and checking it twice:
Missile guys: Misters and Misses: Rivero, Goddard, Sweeney, Anderson,
Serrahn, Hirsch, Hull, Clark, Peer, Nunnery, Binns, Kay, Gully, Maxson
Bomb guy: Mister Finkelman.
Meteor guy: Michael Davias.
Methane gas guy: Some guy.
Center tank fire guys: NTSB
Cargo door guys: Misters Barr and JBS count as one, I presume, Olsson,
G.
Smith, Savage,
The unheard: Boeing TWA
The unstated: Gentleman and Lady below:
Lester
Houston
Shoemaker
Lee
Sivak.
Clark.
Martin
Gladkin.
JBS: Let us bring others that we know, have email, are interested in TWA
800, and can help us by commenting.
STC>Reliability Engineering Problem. My field.
>The probability of the above is one in 120 billion.
JBS: The above is ignition source leading to center tank explosion? Or is
it sarcasm I am missing? Sarcasm, satire, and parody are hard to discern i
email.
Mr. Clark, if you are going to talk probability and statistics and numbers,
that makes you a science guy and we have common ground. How can the
NTSB
seriously pursue this CWT as initial event when the science is against
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them? I explain it as plodding, there was a center tank explosion/fire, so
nobody gets fired for saying it happened, and who cares about a few
missing
seconds or so. It's safe, that's why they pursue it.
One angle is to dissuade the NTSB by emailing webmaster@ntsb.gov
with email
discounting cwt as inital event. Concentrate on showing why cwt is not
initial event and leave cargo door and missile and bomb and meteor to
others but discount cwt. No one of unbiased authority is discounting cwt.
NTSB has no opposition to their supposition, no wonder they go on and
on.
Magazines seem to support them, even while Boeing and FAA refuse to
go
along. But we think we are weak compared to fuel experts, and tank
experts,
and combustion experts and if NTSB is not listening to them why should
they
listen to internet theorists who everyone who reads the papers knows are
unreliable and to be ignored? So do we give up?
MM:>however, I
>don't want to hear about how PanAm103 was a cargo door disaster (it
>wa a bomb)
Censor type identified.
>if you look at the
>eyewhitness accounts, they, in general, all agree that something
>accended up to TW800 and then it blew up.
Nonscience type identified.
>Then, to top it all off, there is this post about
>the potable water tanks "exploding" or something simmilar; this is as
>rediculus as the cargo door thing.
Insult type identified.
Water tank explosion is conjecture to explain why door opened. Tank
exploded, that's not ridiculous, it happened. The damage was minor, like
gun that blows your toe and not your head. Door opening causing deaths
is
confirmed, water tank explosion leading to door opening is conjecture.
And
just because a door came off of one 747 and the nose stayed on does not
mean another door comes off all noses stay on. They don't, they come off
or they open and stay on, PA 125.
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Mr. Maxson added to missile guy list above. Thanks for thoughts and
committment to cause of TWA 800. Need more. (Loved the PGP, I sent
my
public key to politicians making decisions about encryption, and invited
them to send me their public key, never heard back.)
MR> (As if anyone expects the CIA to be truthful anyway; their chiming
in at
>this point only
>reinforces the image of a vast cober up and one that is getting desperate)
There is no cober up! There is no kunspearsee, and no plut!
Of course I'm having a good time, aren't we all? Just because we like wha
we are doing in explaining something doesn't mean it's wrong, as was
implied earlier. Are all truthtellers sad?
PA>At no point has any opinion that is contrary to
>the official line has been allowed to see the light of day.
Whoa, hold on right there, mister, this is the light of day. I am the light
of day and I offer opinion contrary to the official line. And you too. And
everybody here offers opinion contrary to the official line and it sees the
light of day. Mr. Goddard's idea was on national TV. I have been in
George
magazine, methane gas guy was on AVWeb, meteor was in NY Times,
bomb
thoughts were everywhere. If we add up the hits on our web sites we get
into the hundreds of thousands. My counters have added up to sixty
thousand
over 15 months. And I'm obscure, the missile sites must get much more.
We
are the light of day and we are seen...and made fun of. So what? No one
said we had to be liked.
>and *no* eyewitnesses
>or Boeing experts. They have been bought/scared off.
Conspiracy type identified.
DP>All bodies were found (or at least parts of them) AND identified:
All bodies were not found. A body is a body and at least 13 bodies were
never found. Not even skin or fingers were found, that's called peices.
Just fragments of bone, pieces that might have made it through number
three
engine.
Injuries to which passengers and crew who were sitting in which seats is
very important and has not been released. There will be a big discrepancy
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between the passengers in the decapitated nose section and the passenger
in the aft section. The nose landed in a dense area and the rest was spread
out so the approximate spot of nose cut can be determined to match with
the
reconstruction wreckage.
GS>It is fairly safe to assume that if DNA analysis was necessary to mak
a
>positive ID of these poor souls, they are the ones who suffered the most
>blast damge.
Uh, no, unsafe to assume. UAL 811 had passengers ingested into number
three
engine. Not blast damage, very severe injuries, the most severe one can
have actually, as in mulched, burnt, dispersed. Being sucked into the
intake of a huge running jet engine with 300 knots pressing you into the
compressor blades has to rank as a high up nightmare. The bone fragmen
might show cut marks of blades, not tearing of impact shatter. Forensics
will help, if asked. Possible to have most severe injury and not be blast.
And PA 103 had ten never recovered bodies, UAL had nine, TWA had
13, and AI
182 had over a hundred.
>Found this excerpt of other USN recovery efforts as well as report of
recovery
>cargi diir from anither 747. Did this airplane continue to fly?
>and
>in 1990, when Navy search teams located and recovered the cargo
>door of a 747 that had blown open at 22,000 feet.
Ah, yes, UAL 811, the people eater, the cargo door popper, and yes, it
continues to fly with big patch over hole made when cargo door popped
and
tore skin off and hinge and left sudden loud sound on CVR and abrupt
power
cut on FDR and other exact matches with TWA 800.
> 1. Balloons pop and have sudden loud sound.
> 2. TWA 800 has sudden loud sound on CVR and so did Air India
182, Pan Am
> 103, and UAL 811, all have sudden loud sound on CVR.
MR:So did the Iranian jetliner that that was shot down by the USS
Vincennes.
So did the Itavia DC-9 that was shot down by a missile.
So did KAL 007 when it was shot down by a missile.
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JBS: I realize you are agreeing with me. We agree that sudden loud
sounds
on CVR could be caused by the above flight numbers, TWA 800, PA
103, UAL
811, AI 182, Iranian airliner, DC9, KAL 007. Fine. Agreement.
Now we go to the next step in matchup of TWA 800 to other victims, the
abrupt power cut on FDR of TWA 800. Do your planes still match? Mine
do, PA
103, UAL 811, and AI 182 all had abrupt power cut to FDR, just like
TWA
800. And if you find a high time 747 that had a fatal accident with sudden
loud lound on CVR and abrupt power cut to FDR, just like TWA 800,
tell me
and we'll add it to the list of cargo door crashes, just like UAL 811,
confirmed cargo door accident.
And every time I see the list of eyewitness quotes come across I shall
stifle the request to repost the 16 irrefutable statements that are
compelling evidence of cargo door explanation. Any interested reader can
retrieve them from the archives, they have not disappeared.
Censor type here with request: Write what you want, as much as you wan
when you want, and how you want, but please read it twice after you writ
it once. Catch those spelling errors. It shows disrespect for the reader.
If you don't read it twice, why should we read it once? If you don't care
if your ideas are accurately transmitted to the reader, why should we? On
of these days your spelling error will change the meaning of something
important and that is dangerous, as well as embarrassing. Embarrassing,
another internally generated emotion projected on to others.
I used the dictionary for the meaning of 'obviate' and how to spell
'ridiculous' in this email. We learn as we go.
To summarize: I suggest,
1. Bring in others to group.
2. Show light of day to NTSB in discounting CWT as initial event.
3. Check that spelling.
Page: http://www.corazon.com/crashcontentspagelinks.html
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Date:

Mon, 8 Sep 1997 14:21:49 -0700

Subject:
Cargo door coverup, not
Mr. Lee writes:
> What is the motivation for covering
>up a cargo door accident?
These are the questions that drive me out of my mind. Oh, excuse me, no
literally, that was a figure of speech. I am not out of my mind, I am in my
mind. My mind says, Barry, you had said no coverup from day one and
said
over and over again and yet, you are still asked, why the coverup? I can
only think my talent for being disbelieved is in full force here. Maybe I
should say no conspiracy no coverup no plot and repeat a billion times, or
until my fingers got tired and they just did typing it once again in this
sentence.
Was the news of round earth and the earth rotation around the sun covere
up? No, honest people were wrong, or didn't care, or just wanted things
left the way they were. They did not know the truth and covered it up
leaving lies in place. There was no cover up then and there is no coverup
now. Several nations have come to partially wrong conclusions about
airplane crashes. Not a big deal. Happened before and happened now.
UAL 811
AAR was wrong for a year and then door retrieved and conclusion
changed in
revised report, AAR 92/02. No coverup of error.
>However, "middle
>streaks" were caused by something.
Right and could be a lot things. A missile. A nose gear door. A cargo
door.
A drone. A flare. A firework. A UFO. An unknown object. A
meteor...and on
and on. Falling searchlight...laser beam...any more?
To say it was definitely one thing and no other is to misperceive reality
of physical law that says a moving object in space has undetermined
direction and speed based upon one observation from one observer. Are
there
any astronomers around we could ask to confirm that statement?
(Assuming no
red shift information available for TWA 800 and there wasn't.)
> do
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>you deny they they (however many they are) saw something?
Again my talent for disbelief shows because I have said from day one
there
was a streak, Meyer and Seven support cargo door falling, and others are
in
conflict in descriptions but I agree a visual stimulus was in sky prior to
plane crash. To ask if I deny they saw something is like saying why the
coverup. There is no coverup and they did see something.
>If they saw
>something, what was it?
The cargo door guy is asked, what was it? Hmm...let me think...large
reflective metal object... fast moving...sun low in sky...it's like asking
what is the best color for the Golden Gate Bridge..hmm...maybe red? So,
what was streak to a cargo door guy....maybe Shuttle Columbia a little bit
off course? And a solid rocket booster fell off? Cargo door guy is stumpe
when asked what could streak be. Let me work on it, maybe my previous
hundred posts about the subject might shed some light.
>I cannot accept a
>falling cargo door for reasons already given.
You can't accept a falling cargo door giving real physical evidence
because
..why? Because it had to be a cover up and you don't think there was a
door
coverup so no falling cargo door could give streak but could be a missile
coverup so could be missile as streak? What logic. What twisted thinking
to
stick with missile explanation. It's a real stretch. It's like saying to
cover up earth being round does not make sense, so earth is not round. To
cover up earth going round sun makes no sense, so earth does not go
round
sun. To cover up cargo door cause makes no sense, so no cargo door
cause. I
don't so.
MR says:
> I have a hard time accepting lectures on physics from the guy who
>insisted that a door falling away from a ground level observer will be
>seen as moving upwards.
Ah, it's the misquote rebutted...I said door falling towards a ground level
observer will be seen as moving upwards. I've always said plane high up
coming toward ground person is seen as flying up even though may be
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descending. And plane flying away looks like going down even though
may be
climbing. That's why missile guys saying streak up means missile up is so
funny because Shuttle going up in reality is seen by ground obeservers as
going down, once high enough. NASA does not say up or down but
downrange.
Missile guys would have better support for story with down streak, not up
>The sheer multiplicity of witnesses proves that something was up there.
Agreed from day one, actually August 6, 1996, three weeks after crash,
email below: Streak as door to FBI three weeks after crash.
>The "duck" test applies.
The comet test applies, looks slow, looks close, looks going in direction
opposite of tail. Wrong, wrong wrong.
>The burden of proof is on you to PROVE that those eyewitnesses didn't
>see exactly what they claim they saw.
Done, physical laws say they couldn't determine true direction of object,
only perceived direction. And calling a streak a missile or flare or
whatever is guess. They saw streak and were right. They called it missile
and were wrong. No problem. Everyone is telling the truth. I believe the
missile guys believe a missile hit TWA 800, I believe the witnesses think
what they saw was a missile, I believe the people that said they were
abducted by UFO think they were abducted, I believe the cargo door guys
think the streak was a cargo door. When the witness said the visual
stimulus they saw was 'x' they are telling the truth, they think that. They
are not lying. They may be right or they may be wrong. For you to insist
that one witness says he thinks what he saw as a missile means he in
reality saw a missile is wrong. It does not mean it was a missile. It means
some guy thinks it was a missile. Fine. Need other data.
A person in cellar hears noise above and says it sounds like a freight
train went by. It wasn't a freight train, it was tornado. A witness says it
looks like a missile, it wasn't, it just looked like a missile. Actually a
cartoon missile because few have seen a missile that looks like streak,
most have seen Mercury, Apollo, Saturn, Gemini etc and none looked lik
streak although there were missiles. To say something looks like
something
is not to say it is that something.
Missile guys need to separate fact from opinion. Streak fact, missile
opinion.
The CVR sudden loud sound is my linchpin for cargo door. I say it is the
start of decompression. I base that on much research and much
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examination
of that sound and other sudden loud sounds on high time 747s before fata
accidents. It was not a bomb sound because of very good reasons, too slo
rise time and not enough low frequency energy. The sudden loud sound
of AI
182 matched a confirmed DC-10 explosive decompression sudden loud
sound.
Explosive decompression starts off with a sudden loud sound. I am on fir
ground to claim the sudden loud sound on the CVR of TWA 800 and
others is
the start of decompression because of intense analysis and corroborative
real evidence, such as confirmation there was an explosive decompression
on
the four aircraft at time of sudden loud sound on CVR.
However, the fact is the sudden loud sound is there, and what it really wa
is all opinion. It could be a lot of things. My opinion is based on
corroboration but could be wrong. Fact is sound, decompression is
opinion.
Fact is streak, missile is opinion.
>Scans of the statements taken by the Long Island police from
>eyewitnesses who reported an object emitting light and rising upwards
>are at my website.
I believe the policeman believes was he wrote down on the report is what
he
heard. I believe the eyewitness who said he saw 'object emitting light and
rising upwards' believes he saw 'object emitting light and rising upwards'
I believe the eyewitness believes it was a missile he saw if he said he
thought it was missile he saw. I believe the person who says the missile
came from US Navy believes it was a US Navy missile. I believe the
person
who says the President ordered the US Navy to conceal the fact that it wa
a US Navy missile that shot up into the sky and hit TWA 800 believes tha
the President ordered the US Navy to conceal the fact that it was a US
Navy
missile that shot up into the sky and hit TWA 800.
I belive people believe what they say. (It's only the missile guys that
disbelieve others. And a lot of disbelief, from the top to the bottom.)
When I clicked on the new posting by Mr. Rivero, I said to myself, is this
person so obtuse as to include more repeated excerpted quotes from
witnesses? As he has done for months, as he complains about repetitive
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wasted bandwidth? As the email was being loaded I believed nobody
could be
that stupid. I was wrong.
Below sent 6 Aug 96 in response from FBI for public appeal for help.
No
reply received.
To: newyork@fbi.gov
From: barry@corazon.com
Subject: TWA crash cause
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:
How about investigating crash cause? Here's your answer.
Flight Summaries of Three Flights:
TWA Flight 800, UAL Flight 811, Pan Am Flight 103
#
#
(From news sources:)
TWA Flight 800 was a scheduled passenger flight from New York to
Paris.The
flight was uneventful until after departure from New York. While climbin
through 13,500 feet an event occurred which tore the nose off the aircraft
The nose fell into the sea. The rest of the aircraft continued on
descending until approximately 9,500 feet where it exploded into a fireba
and dropped into the sea. There were two wreckage trails. Luggage from
front cargo hold was found nearest event site. A streak was seen near the
aircraft just before destruction. A strange radar blip was seen before
destruction falling with the aircraft. There were no calls from the crew to
the ground. There were no survivors. Flight data recorders revealed a loud
sound and then all recording ceased. No evidence of a bomb has been
found
on recovered wreckage. Front cargo door found in pieces. The aircraft w
a Boeing 747-131, an early 747 with high flight time and flight cycles
Explanations for TWA Flight 800: Boeing 747-131 series high flight time
aircraft are prone to cargo door malfunctions. Doors pop open in climb or
just after. Door popping open exposes large hole in side of nose. Large
hole in side of nose can tear nose off when subjected to high air pressure
loads. Nose tearing off leaves rest of plane to crash resulting in two
wreckage trails. Nose tearing off is sudden and total and leaves no time
for calls to ground from crew or for recorder data to continue. Door
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opening and tearing off would be visible as streak as it reflects evening
sun at 13500 feet near New York City on July 17th. Cargo door would be
picked up as radar return as it spun away from aircraft. Contents from
front baggage compartment would be first to leave plane after door and b
found closest to event site. Door opened inadvertently because of various
reasons consistent with other confirmed, documented, and witnessed carg
door openings such as design error, improper latching, electrical problem
wear and tear, or other unknown reason
Page: http://www.corazon.com/crashcontentspagelinks.html
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Date:

Thu, 25 Sep 1997 10:11:51 -0700

Subject:
Committed list/wires
>Let's see, I'm making a list and checking it twice:
>Missile guys: Misters: Rivero, Goddard, Sweeney, Anderson, Serrahn,
>Hirsch, Hull, Clark, Peer, Nunnery.
>Bomb guy: Mister Finkelman.
Meteor guy: Michael Davias.
>Center tank fire guys: NTSB
>Cargo door guys: Misters Barr and JBS count as one, I presume,
Olsson, G.
>Smith, Savage,
>The uncommitted: Mister Martin, Mizz Gladkin
>The unheard: Boeing TWA
CB>Yeah . . . add Binns to the missile guys.
GES>I one of the twisting structural torsional failure, due to poor fit up o
>subcontacted components on B-747/100/200, leading to an opened
FCD and nose
>tear off, - Guys
PK><< Yeah . . . add Binns to the missile guys. >>
Me too ...
Pepper
JG>Add Jean Gully to the missile list.
The unstated: Gentleman below:
>Lester
>Houston
>Shoemaker
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>Lee
>Sivak.
A type is different from a guy. They can be interchangeable. Conspiracy
type can be a cargo door guy and a science type can be a missile guy.
Conspiracy types: Blame the unknown on human tricks.
Science types: Asks questions about things, not people's motives. JBS CO
GES RH DP DS WL
Censor types: Makes tasteful suggestions about a writer's style. To
improve
it, of course.
Join up, pays your nickel and takes your choice.
SM>If you were to overpressurize these tanks to the point of failure, their
destruction is unlikely to do anything more than scratch the front spar.
Well, Stan the 747 man, 'penetrating the cabin floor and PSU area on
ceiling' is more than scratch the front spar, especially if you are sitting
about the projectile, pow, whiz, bang! The below SDR reports on a
potable
water tank eruption due to overpressure resulting in cabin floor
penetration up to ceiling. It was posted earlier in response to Mr. Binns
suggesting one tank was destroyed and another not; an interesting
observation. If you are wrong about your physical law conclusion about
the
effects of overpressure on a pressurized vessel, a water tank inside the
forward cargo hold of at Boeing 747, and you were, you could be wrong
about
the physical law conclusions about the effects of air pressure on the
weakened nose of a 747, and I believe you are. It's OK, we are all wrong
sometime. This was a small error of conclusion; the point is to realize
facts are good but conclusions may be wrong. Then to readjust those
conclusions. If that polar cap where to pop and be deflected by luggage
and
hit the door, it would go right through it possibly leading to total door
failure. A polar cap on an exploding potable water tank in the forward
cargo hold would cause a vessel rupture is it were to strike the side
fuselage instead of the above cabin floor. That is a reasonable explanation
for a vessel rupture and worthy of investigation.
RH>I have put the question to the list for the last few days asking why th
>bodies of the victims of Flight 800 were not burned as a result of the
>NTSB's CWT scenario. So far I have had no takers. I don't expect many
of
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>the members of the list are going to argue with the evidence.
It's only the CWT people who would argue and I don't thing there are any
here, although I wish there were. We should be arguing about the CWT a
initial event instead of missile. They were not burned because the CWT
fire
came later as the passengers and debris were falling disintegrating after
nose came off. CWT as initial event is as contrary to evidence as missile.
Good story and many wish each were true, but contradicts the evidence.
>This major detail isn't being overlooked, it's being avoided by the
>NTSB. It's difficult to have a fiery jetliner explosion with out burning
>the passengers. So the NTSB simply ignores all the evidence which is in
>conflict with their bureaucratic fantasy. I believe those actions by the
>NTSB are consistent with a coverup.
No coverup. Explaining something you don't understand with explanation
coverup is no explanation. If you were religious person you might say
God's
Plan and walk away. NTSB is doing what it does with humans doing
what they
do. They do not do conspiracy coverup and plots. They plod along and
plod
along and get it wrong, and change it, and get it wrong, and change it and
maybe get it parially right at best. And that's the way government works,
slow, flawed, expensive, and incomplete. No conspiracy coverup or plot.
No
one knows what the real cause is and is hiding it, especially me who think
I do know the real cause, cargo door, I'm here emailing the world, not
covering up.
Conspiracy people think the NTSB knows the real reason for TWA 800 i
missile but concocting this CWT explanation as a decoy? Try to use a
little
common sense. The NTSB would love to have a missile do the deed.
They solve
the problem get promoted and move on to next crash. Let the military or
whoever take the heat for firing it off. You think the NTSB has loyalty to
the military enough to put their careers on the line for inept Navy guys
who accidentally shoot down a plane and try to hide it? See, to think
coverup by NTSB quickly goes into nonsense.
Accept ineptitude from government officials but not cunning deception. A
least as the NTSB level.
GS:>This is yet another reason to support an independent investigation
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into
the disaster. Gary
There is one, us. Here. We are doing independent investigation into the
disaster, such as it is.
CO:>Actually I have personally experienced a very close encounter with
>a UFO that was piloted by aliens. My experience had been formally
documented
>and the FAA were made aware of the details. I was within armslength o
the
>craft and was able to examine it visually as well as being able to touch i
>and smell it. I also communicated with two of the occupants.
What is this? We told you never to reveal our encounter. Now we have to
refry your brains. Zap! Tell us again what happened. Omit no detail
considered trivial.
Regarding 'new' evidence of CWT, the excerpt below says it best:
>The newly detailed scenario fits into a wiring malfunction theory that
>investigators have discussed for months, but there
>
was no new physical evidence to confirm the idea, a
>senior investigator said yesterday.
>
>
"This isn't something we'll be able to attribute to a
>definite cause because we just don't have the proof," the source said,
>
emphasizing it was one mechanical theory among many
>that remain. "However, it is of equal priority to some of the other
>
scenarios that we've outlined ... It is a scenario
>that we're looking at, but I don't think that it's one that we will be
>able to
>
prove."
This new wire thing is another leak by Loeb to counter the nose gear door
leak by investigator. It does show that NTSB is not backing away from
CWT,
that's all.
Mr. Shoemaker, your text is very big, is that because it is more true than
the small text guys? Or is it just my email program that makes your text
very very big? It's larger than capitals but when I cut and paste it gets
smaller, back to normal. A real mystery.
And so it goes...
24 May 1994:
JFK - DURING MODIFICATIONS TO THE CABIN
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WHILE IN HANGAR, THE
LT POTABLE WATER TANK UPPER
POLAR CAP ERUPTED UPWARD, PENETRATING THE
CABIN FLOOR AND PSU
AREA ON CEILING AT STA 980 TO
984. REPAIRS TO DAMAGED AREA WERE MADE AND
THE AIRCRAFT WAS
RETURNED TO SERVICE.
INVESTIGATION INDICATES THE MOST PROBABLE
CAUSE WAS THE TANK
BECAME OVERPRESSURIZED DUE
TO A MALFUNCTION IN THE AIR COMPRESSOR
SWITCH, MFG PN 1G216,
AND THE RELIEF VALVE, MFG PN
524-6D-45, SETTING WAS ABOVE THE 50 PSIG
MAXIMUM BECAUSE OF A
LOOSE ADJUSTMENT LOCKING NUT. A
FLEET CAMPAIGN HAS BEEN INITIATED FOR RELIEF
VALVE PRESSURE
CHECKS AND REPLACEMENTS WILL BE
OF A NEW VALVE DESIGN, MFG PN RV05-361. TOTAL
CYCLES 15,653.
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Date:

Wed, 24 Sep 1997 07:56:43 -0700

Subject:
Committment, what caused the crash?
HMS writes:
>YOUR questions WERE NOT pertinent, but impertinent. They were
fanciful
>concoctions, at best.
Censor type located and identified.
>for the record, I would not be shocked to learn Barr and JBS were one in
>the same)
Conspiracy type located and identified.
Why do conspiracy and censor type go together?
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>Do your homework before you try to disinformationalize us with such
>garbage -- and since you have not answered these questions, and
continue
>to promote your "theory" despite the obvious flaws, we must presume
>disinformation IS your game.
Insult type located and identified. (New type?)
John Smith is my name and disinformation my game.
I'll try, here we go:
>1) How can the cargo door account for the nose gear being among the
first
>items off?
You have seen the computer plot of debris items and pattern? Show me.
Science type located and identified.
>
>2) How can the cargo door account for the left-wing slat being among
the
>first items off?
You have seen the computer plot of debris items and pattern? Show me.
Science type located and identified.
>
>3) How can the cargo door account for row 24 passengers and seats
being
>among the first items out?
You have seen the computer plot of debris items and pattern? Show me.
Science type located and identified.
>
>4) How can the cargo door account for a single CFT forward bulkhead
and
>SELECT luggage from being among the first items out?
You have seen the computer plot of debris items and pattern? Show me.
Science type located and identified.
>
>5) How can the cargo door account for all of the above and ITSELF not
be
>off the aircraft until LATER?
You have seen the computer plot of debris items and pattern? Show me.
Science type located and identified.
>
>6) How can the cargo door be responsible and NOT LEAVE ANY
TRACE OF
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>FAILURE for NTSB to find, as WAS THE CASE IN THE SAMPLES
YOU CITE?
TWA 800 bottom of cargo door with latches missing from reconstruction
photo.
Before we have dueling news reports, let's agree that until the official
computer generated plot of debris items overlaid with a lat/long grid is
released in the public docket by the NTSB, none of us can say what went
first or second or whatever.
And look, when you really want to make a point that I may miss, put it in
capitals, that way I'll be sure to read it. It really helps and shows you
are a good writer and have concern for your readers. It makes it easy for
them. And spelling isn't that important, it's the idea that counts.
Freindly Fire is Friendly Fire no matter how it's spelled, right? Right.
And missles are missiles, no problem.
I think I can safely put HMS in the missile guy category based upon
previous posts.
Committment for cause of TWA 800:
Let's see, I'm making a list and checking it twice:
Missile guys: Misters: Rivero, Goddard, Sweeney, Anderson, Serrahn,
Hirsch,
Hull, Clark, Peer, Nunnery.
Bomb guy: Mister Finkelman.
Meteor guy: Some guy.
Center tank fire guys: NTSB
Cargo door guys: Misters Barr and JBS count as one, I presume, Olsson,
G.
Smith, Savage,
The uncommitted: Mister Martin, Mizz Gladkin
The unheard: Boeing TWA
Anybody want to shift or be added or deleted? I mean, it has been a year
and a half, I'm not rushing you, am I? You can always change later.
Discovery of cargo door could provide clues in TWA
crash
EAST MORICHES, NEW YORK (AFP) -- The discovery of a far-flung
cargo door
from doomed TWA Flight 800 could provide crucial
evidence about what let to the crash.
Investigators refused to go into details about the cargo door Tuesday, but
its location on the seabed, ahead of much of the rest of the
wreckage, could indicate that an explosion first occurred in the front
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cargo hold, disabling the plane and then shearing off the front part of
the fuselage.
The cargo door was found at a point "earlier in the flight path" than both
the front and rear sections of the aircraft, which have been located
on the seabed some 10 miles off Long Island, said Rear-Admiral Edward
Kristensen.
The Boeing 747 suffered a sudden and unexplained loss of electrical
power,
after which it broke into two parts and plunged in a ball of fire
into the sea July 17.
All 230 people aboand were killed.
Kristensen, pointing to a map, indicated the cargo door was found at least
one mile (1.6 kilometers) to the southwest of the front part of the
plane, which itself splashed down 2.4 miles (3.9 kilometers) southwest of
the rear part of the aircraft.
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Date:

Fri, 24 Oct 1997 17:42:48 -0700

Subject:
NTSB not found
http://www.ntsb.gov/
Upcoming Events - Board meetings, Hearings, Symposia, etc.
Public Hearing - Public Hearing to be held December 8-12, 1997,
regarding
TWA 800.
http://www.ntsb.gov/Events/Public
Hearing TWA800.htm
gives:
HTTP/1.0 404 Object Not Found
and has for a few days.
Another deleted web page! They are everywhere! There must be an evil
reason
for it, not an innocent one like NTSB is late updating web site, like all
of us.
Is there a connection between Robert Goddard, Ian Goddard, and Donald
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Goddard? All think bombs and rockets.
Titanic and now Hindenberg are shown to have different crash causes
years
later. The internet just speeds things up and 747s will be shown to be
cargo door. The thing is, no more Titanics and no more Hindenberg but
lots
of 747s.
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Date:

Tue, 30 Sep 1997 22:45:22 -0700

Subject:
Nose off
DP>The full 4-page article can be found at
>http://www.deepseeker.com/jo/twa800.html
>(JBS contributed to it, without mentioning cargo door)
No, I did not contribute. He used pages from my site to support his missil
explanation. I encourage anyone to use my site with its reference
materials. Another PA 103 site uses direct links to my pages to support
their bomb explanation. So I use my reference materials to support cargo
door, another uses the same material for bomb, and another for missile.
That is the strength of the internet.
>JBS> e. Bomb guy.
>JBS> 1. Mr. Sammy Finkelman, PETN had something to do with what
happened
>JBS> to the plane, that it was a criminal act, and not an accident, and tha
>JBS> the scene of the crime was JFK Airport.
>
SF>What you've done here, is you've priduced something that is
ungrannatical
>the way you spliced it in here. I think maybe this could go like this:
>
>
e. Bomb (or other sabotage) guy.
>
> 1. Mr. Sammy Finkelman. The key points are that PETN had
something to do
> with what happened to the plane, that it was a criminal act and not an
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> accident, and that John F. Kennedy Airport was the probable scene of
> of the crime. The NTSB has also previously propounded false
explanations
> for airplane crashes, in particular the rudder rollover explanation for
> the two unsolved 737 crashes, probably really caused by sabotage of
key
> parts.
Well, OK, the first part after your name was copied and pasted from an
earlier email from you. But Ok, the revised one if fine.
>Ian Goddard is the most fampus person on this list.
I think I'm the most fampus. Mr. Cremades is probably the most famous.
NY State was flaky from the start, asking money and then using a fake
official domain of nystate.com.
DL>Well, Tom, what little of it I could read was fairly humorous. But, th
>use of all uppercase, a real NONO in net mail, made it too much trouble
for
>the pain it caused the old eye. So, I'll just have to assume the rest of
>it was funny too.
Oh Oh, not sending stuff to the wrong address? How embarrassing.
Who's Tom?
I'll just assume it was funny too.
>NEW YORK (AP) -- Dealing a blow to the theory that a missile
>>
brought down TWA Flight 800, a study by the FBI and the CIA
says
>>
the streak of light seen by more than 200 people just before the
>>crash
>>
was probably the plane breaking up and spilling burning fuel.
>>
>>continued at:
>>http://www.nytimes.com/aponline/a/AP-TWA-Explosion.html
>
>
SM>At 300 knots we (the gullible public I guess) are suppsed to believe
that fuel is going to spill in a nice stream so that it can burn and appear
to be a streak! Sorry, but the key word here is spill and at 300 knots the
effect would be dispersal. A ball of flame would result and would be
believable, but a streak--NOT!
A streak not. Fuel after an explosion is a fireball not a streak. Leaking
fuel on fire is a wide flame not a streak. This streak as leaking fuel is
making the evidence fit the explanation and it doesn't very well at all. Oh
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well.
SM>I wanted to call this message "Farstoppte kop" but decided against it
<g>
>
>SF> when it comes to what is wrong with the cargo door theory, he
develops
>SF> a farshtoppte kop?
>
>JBS> Huh? Farshtoppte kop? Not talking in secret code are you? Uh
oh,
>JBS> plotting behind my back.
>
>Blocked head. In other words, you can't seem to get it through your
>head. This could be said, for instance, of somebody unable to learn
>the multiplication table. This is not an insult. I am not saying this
>is true, but rather, this is what you would in effect have us believe.
>That's what you are acting like you have. But you don't.
Huh?
>this is what you would in effect have us believe.
>>That's what you are acting like you have. But you don't.
Huh?
Anyway, thank you for your extensive questionaire about the cargo door
explanation.
I would reply but I have farstoppte kopped myself so I'll just paste stuff
that was done last year about why nose comes off when door opens and
why PA
103 was not a bomb.
To not match the four airplanes into one forest is refusing to accept
evidence and lots of it, not evil people, just lots of things you can see,
hear, and touch.
SF>The point is this. A confirmed cargo door blow off did not tear
>off the nose. Not anytime. There are reasons to believe that a hole
>caused by a missing cargo door, would be particularly safe. A gap was
>anticipated when the airplane was designed.
The above stops me. To look at that picture of UAL 811 and refusing to
conject that the nose could come off an older plane is farshtoppte kop
thinking.
But Ok, you think that 747s can fly around with that hole in the nose and
no problem. I will think the nose comes off.
We both agree the cause of TWA 800 was internal overpressure rupturing
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the
hull. You say a bomb did it. I say where did the hull rupture from the
bomb? It always turns out to be in the cargo door area. What a
coincidence.
The interesting thing to me from the bomb and missile guys is I say it
could be a bomb or missile...which hit the door and opened it. So I do not
refute bomb or missile, just assimilate into the cargo door explanation.
The bomb expanation is actually the strongest because AI 182 and PA
103
were called bombs so TWA 800 should be bomb it is so similar. I call all
three cargo door.
Anyway...the opinions that count are civil servants who have made their
mind up and they won't go back. The center tank is a done deal with the
only compromise is if the NTSB says unexplainable which leaves the
investigation open and is the best the alternative explainers can expect.
Until the next one goes and the similarities can again be done to AI 182,
PA 103, UAL 811, TWA 800 and the new one.
A miracle is needed to deter NTSB from center tank as initial event.
How does nose come off when forward cargo door pops?
When the forward cargo door on Boeing 747s opens inadvertently severa
consequences can occur.
1. Door opens and minor consequences if plane is
on ground. (UAL preflight)
2. Door opens two inches but the mid span
latches hold and no baggage is sucked into number 3 engine: Minor
consequences as plane turns around and lands. (Pan Am 125).
3. Door opens,
mid span latches hold but baggage is possibly sucked into number three
engine: Severe consequences as number 3 engine is fodded, blades nicked
vibration, fire, and engine separates and strikes number 4 engine which
fails and separates from wing also. Plane then crashes with total
destruction and death. (Possibly El Al 747 and China Airlines 747
freighters)
4. Door opens, mid span latches hold for 1.5 seconds, then
give way and door is torn away exposing huge hole in side of nose:
Moderate
consequences as nine people are sucked out to deaths, number three
engine
is fodded and throws engine parts into number 4 engine which fails also.
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Engines stay on wing if shut down in time and plane lands if near airport.
(UAL 811)
5. Door opens, mid span latches don't delay full opening, door
tears up and away exposing huge hole in nose into which 300 knot
slipstream
enters and same force presses on weakened, damaged nose, tearing it off,
severing power and destroying airworthiness: Severe consequences as
headless plane crashes with total destruction and death (AI 182, PA 103,
and TWA 800)
How can nose come off when door opens and tears away?
The
door is eight feet by nine feet in size and outward opening, hinged on top
When it bulges out into the 300 knot slipstream just a few inches, or just
a few degrees of its opening arc, the slipstream pushes against the door
and flips it up and away tearing off fuselage skin and stringers with it.
The amount of skin torn away is a minimum additional area of nine feet b
ten feet. So a hole estimated officially of between nine by 15 feet or
estimated by others of ten by forty feet is opened on the front right side
of the airborne 747. Assuming a conservative estimate of ten by fifteen
feet, that is one hundred and fifty square feet of hole exposed to the
slipstream.
The structurally important floor beams above the absent door are bent,
missing, and fractured during the explosive decompression and the
pressure
equalizing process.
The slipstream is 300 knots or 330 miles per hour of
air flowing over the nose and into the hole. The same high pressure air is
also pressing on the front of the now weakened and slightly canted nose.
The 300 knots is not ground speed or true air speed but the actual speed o
the air molecules pressing against the speed sensor, the pitot tube. Three
hundred knots is twice as fast but ten times the power of the fastest winds
on earth. Ten times the force of the hurricanes that tear boarded up
buildings apart enters the nose of the 747.
The nose of the 747 has been
considerably weakened when the door comes off and exposes the huge
hole.
The door is a structural member and contributes to the strength of the
forward fuselage when pressurized. When the door goes the nose is now
weakened by the absence of that structural member which departs taking
the
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top reinforced sill. The reinforced frame is now compromised on one side
the top. When the door goes, explosive decompression occurs, the severit
of which is dependent upon the altitude of the plane, that is, the pressure
differential between the inside cargo compartment and the outside free air
If the plane is high enough when the door comes off, the higher pressure
air in the cargo compartment rushes out to equalize with the lower
pressure
outside air. The passenger compartment high pressure air now tries to
equalize with the now lower pressure cargo compartment air. It does and
pushes down on the structural member floor beams, breaking, bending,
and
fracturing them downward. The nose is now severely weakened by the
missing
door, missing skin and stringers, and bent and fractured floor beams.
The passing 300 knot air molecules alongside the nose enter the huge hol
and puff up and blow out the side of the fuselage on the other side of the
nose, the port side. Now debris from the left side and the right side enter
the number two and three engines causing them to fail, throwing off parts
which are ingested by numbers one and four engines. All four engines fai
and tear away with their pylons from the wing destroying the structural
integrity of the fuel laden wing which disintegrates into a ball of parts,
fuel, and hot spinning jet engines.
The nose of the 747 now has a huge
amount of fuselage skin torn away, the structural beams are weakened, th
flight attitude of the plane is askew, and extremely high wind pressure is
pressing into and onto the compromised nose of the 747 forward of the
wing
as well as the front of the nose. The ejection of the cargo door to the
right may have yawed the nose to the left or induced a roll to the left
wing down position. The autopilot may attempt to correct the yaw with
stabilizer inputs putting directional stress on the airframe. The nose
crumples into the huge hole on the starboard side. The entire forward
section of the plane, (one of the three sections joined in construction,)
is torn away and falls alone in a dense heap on the ground or under the
water. The sequence takes under three seconds to twenty four seconds
from
the time the door opens just a few inches to nose separation.
Brutal
analogy: The nose of the 747 is really the head which holds the brain of
the main electrical compartment and the flight crew. The neck of the 747
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the area just forward of the wing. The body of the 747 is the wings and
center fuselage. The tail of the 747 is the aft fuselage and vertical and
horizontal stabilizers.
When the door goes it tears a gash in the neck
which severs tendons and muscles holding the head on and up. A huge
outside
force then pushes into the hole in the neck blowing out the other side of
the neck, cutting more muscles and tendons.The weakened head lolls
about
and is then decapitated by the fast wind force. The head smashes to the
surface in a dense heap. The lifeless body and tail fall to the surface
coming apart as they fall laying a large destruction pattern.
A less brutal anthropomorphic analogy is an egg which is strong until
creased with a spoon, then weak. Or a soda can strong until tab pops can,
then weak. Or a balloon is strong until pricked. Comet jet airliners were
strong until metal fatigue around a large window tore away. Boeing 747s
are
strong until door opens, gets torn out, up and away taking skin, stringers
with it and bending and fracturing floor beams. Then all those wonderfull
designed strong objects are weak, and fail.
That's how the nose of a
Boeing 747 comes off when the forward cargo door opens inadvertently i
flight. (AI 182, PA 103, and TWA 800.)
Above is how they are put
together and how they come apart, at the seams. Note forward cargo door
open.
The Amateur Scientist was a series that ran in the Scientific American for
years. It showed that a layman with ordinary tools could simulate and
create the same results as expensive experiments. I have done this Boeing
747 at 300 knots and door opens experiment with a four window
American
sedan at 70 knots on long stretch of highway. At 70 knots, (75 mph) in
smooth air with all windows up, no unwanted air enters the car/passenger
cabin. Air entering via the air conditioning is equal by air venting
outside. The passengers inside the car feel no wind and no pressure
difference. As soon as the right front window is 'cracked' by lowering it
using the electric switch, air enters the cabin and pressure difference is
felt as air is pressed inside car. Even though the window is flush with
outside of car and the air flow is parallel, the fast air enters cabin at
high speed about twelve inches after the forward part of the window. The
right front passenger is buffeted by air. The air is completely felt by
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passenger in right rear seat. The windstream continues to be felt to a
lesser degree in entire rear seating area of six passenger, two bench seat
sedan. If the right rear window is lowered to create a large hole on the
right side of the car, two widows wide, the buffeting in right forward
seating area is reduced but the full force of the windstream is now felt in
entire rear seating area. The buffeting continues as long as car is at
speed. The rear windows did not pop out, the frame was not bent, the floo
beams were not fractured, and the car did not split in two. The windows
are
not structural members of the body of the car. The wind was not 300 knot
The window did not open suddenly. The inside pressure was not different
from the outside. The window was designed to be opened during
movement of
the car.
A Boeing 747 has a large nine foot by eight foot door that is a
important structural member of the forward fuselage which is already wea
by design of changing a military front loading cargo plane into a civilian
cargo side loading plane. The door tears much more skin, stringers, and
frame with it when it gets torn away exposing a huge hole of nine feet by
15 or more feet to the outside fast moving air. The hole appears suddenly
allowing no stretching. The hole is not designed to be there when the
aircraft is moving; only at zero airspeed is it supposed to open.
Structural floor beams are bent and fractured by the explosive
decompression as nature attempts to equalize the outside low pressure.
300
knots is twice the highest speed of wind on earth and ten times the force.
When that strong force meets the weakened defense, destruction occurs.
My
conclusion based upon this amateur research is that fast moving parallel
air passing a large hole in the side of a body will enter that hole and
press against the opposite side of the body. Assuming a very high airspee
of 300 knots and a damaged and extensively weakened nose it is
reasonable
to conclude that the entire aircraft aft of the cargo door hole will be
torn away from the nose when the slipstream ruptures the opposite
fuselage
side, presses onto the front, and the severely structurally compromised an
aerodynamically unstable aircraft crumples and disintegrates by the force
of the 300 knot wind.
Reference:Pressure differential at different altitudes for Boeing 747
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10000--4.588 psid
15000--6.405 psid
20000--7.943 psid
22000--8.493
psid
23000--8.753 psid
25000--8.9 psid
All altitudes above 25000
maintain
8.9 psid while the cabin altitude climbs to 7600 ft
Comment: The
chasm of disbelief is 'how can a door opening hole have such severe
consequences?' 27 Mar 97 14 Aug 97
Page: http://www.corazon.com/crashcontentspagelinks.html
http://www.corazon.com/811bigholephotobetter.html

Date:

Wed, 29 Oct 1997 17:58:42 -0800

Subject:
Ouch!
You missile guys are too much. You eat your own children. Mr. Goddard
contributed much to TWA 800. He's not the problem. The problem is the
missile explanation. It doesn't hold up under scrutiny.
But the missile guys never did care too much for facts and did care a lot
about supposition and reputation and shadowy emotions. So now your
quasi-religious leader is taking a breather and you call him names. You're
on the wrong track, as usual.
You missile guys must realize deep down you have a problem when you
reject
allies like cargo door. It could have been a missile popping that door
open. The missile could have hit at cargo door. But you said no, I still
wonder why. Especially when your diagrams had missile hitting on right
side
forward of the wing.
So now you are faced with rearranging your internal structure of reality
and that means understanding the combined forces of the US
Governnment are
not out to deceive you. As if you are so important that the government
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would spend 20 cents thinking about you, never mind tracking your every
movement and attempting to thwart your every effort.
Why not shift to a conspiracy behind the stock market drop? There
should
be some villains there hiding and covering up.
Meanwhile, TWA 800. The bottom half of that door with the crucial
latches
is still missing. The round rupture hole is still there to see on one side
only, not bilaterally as a center tank explosion would cause. The red paint
from the cargo door is still smeared on the upper fuselage between the
windows when door slammed upward. The sudden loud sound is still on
the CVR
and the abrupt power cut is still on the FDR, just like UAL 811 which
was
still a high time Boeing 747 that had a cargo door pop. And high time
Boeing 747s still fly with that outward opening cargo door.
But hey, you missile guys don't care about TWA 800 really, you never
did.
You only care about having the world revolve around you and you
perceive
it's atacking you, not loving. That's why there is so much hate and name
calling. That's why the missile guys sites are never about other plane
crashes but about Waco and Ruby Ridge and other government actions.
That's why the cargo door web site is the correct explanation, it has
other plane crashes on it, all related to TWA 800 and the pressurized hull
rupture.
Your main damage has been to distract the public, the victim's families,
and the investigating agencies from other alternatives to bomb or center
tank explosion. All the energy allotted to alternative explanations to bomb
or center tank went to missile instead of the many other possible
mechanical explanations.
And as long as that streak is not confirmed as shiny metal object
spinning away in evening sunlight, the missile theory lives, the US Navy
suspect and the government is distrusted.
Pity.
The clue to the correct explanation of TWA 800 is Navy coverup is
coupled
with Waco for missile, and cargo door of 747 is coupled with DC-10 and
TWA
800 was a plane not a government official.
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By the way, all this hate directed on a missile guy who is not so adamen
anymore is surely observed by other missile people who, if they have
second
thoughts, will keep them to themselves rather than risk the flames from th
loud missile guys. Your flames are in fact an attempt to squelch other
missile guys from stating doubts. Got the keep the troops in line.
Page: http://www.corazon.com/crashcontentspagelinks.html
http://www.corazon.com/811bigholephotobetter.html

Date:

Fri, 31 Oct 1997 16:55:59 -0800

Subject:
Response to FAA
Dear Forum members, here is my response to FAA official concerning
his
recent telephone call to me. I also had included some text from my web
site
on why door opened, and also a eight by ten glossy blowup of cargo area
showing red paint smears, outward opening metal pieces, and missing
parts
of door, all to refute this door area damage caused by water impact
explanation. It turns out Northwest FAA is a center tank as initial event
group and wants to confirm center tank which we here at LSoft sort of all
agree did not happen at 13700 feet, maybe a cloud fire at 7500 or maybe
center tank explosion at 7500. A fireball is not an explosion in one sense.
To me, what happened at 7500 feet is after the initial event and is only
important to rebut the center tank as initial event, either explosion or
fire. I agree with Mr. Hirsch on center tank fuel data, sequence, and event
So, politically, my cargo door explanation for investigation was shuffled
to the one FAA office that has publicly committed to center tank, the
Northwest region. Talk about a fixed deck.
> A theory, developed by the FAA's Northwest
>
Region in Seattle,
>involves an unlikely chain of
>
events in which an
>electrical problem causes a
>
fire to burn outward
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>from the wing tank to the
>
wing tip through a vent
>tube that is designed
>
to allow vapors to
>escape from the tank. At the
>
wing tip, the flame
>front then reverses
>
direction and travels
>back down another vent
>
tube into the center tank.
Station 741 nose sever place matches up to TWA 800 photo and PA 103,
it's
just behind the cargo door and in front of wing. A good diagram of
stations is Figure B21 on PA 103 AAIB report on web site corazon.com.
It
shows fragmentation pattern for 103 which generally matches TWA 800
recon
photo jigsaw puzzle.
I share this correspondence with the group because cargo door is the open
explanation and requires all the help it can get. The evidence speaks for
itself. The evidence is the reconstruction photo which is like an autopsy,
laid out to be interpreted. To me it speaks of fuselage rupture at cargo
door area.
Bob Brenerman,
Aerospace Engineer,
Federal Aviation Administration
Transport Airplane Directorate, ANM-100
1601 Lind Ave. S.W.
Renton, WA 98055-4056
(206) 227-2100
Ron Wojnar, Manager
Darrell Pederson, Assistant Manager
Dear Mr. Brenerman,
31 Oct 97
Thank you for your telephone call on Thursday, 30 Oct 1997. You told
me
that a letter had been sent to me from FAA about my concerns about the
forward cargo door area in Boeing 747s rupturing in flight.
We were able to chat for a few minutes about the crash of TWA 800 and
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others. You were able to tell me that:
1. The bottom sill of the forward cargo door is intact and attached to
fuselage skin but in several pieces.
2. The bottom latches are latched around the locking pins.
3. AD 88-12-04 was implemented in TWA 800 including all other ADs.
4. The nose hit the water on the right side and caused inward hydraulic
impact damage in door area.
5. The door did not open in flight.
6. The door was found with nose debris and did not come off first.
7. Admiral who said door was found first was wrong because metal piece
was
misidentified underwater.
8. Nose came off at station 741.
9. You didn't scrutinize the paint smears on TWA 800 reconstruction
photo.
10. PA 103 and AI 182 were inflight breakups and would show similar
evidence but were proven to be bombs.
11. NTSB has tagged each piece of metal of wreckage and it's plotted.
12. You referred my photos to NTSB for reply.
13. A letter is coming to me from FAA explaining the above.
Well, sir, that was a lot and thank you again for chatting with me. For
the first time in a year and a quarter I was able to hold a scientific
conversation about TWA 800 with a government authority. As an
engineer and
commercial pilot we respect science. I contend fuselage rupture at cargo
door area is all science which means it is reproducible and explainable.
Your statement of inward damage to the cargo door area from impact
with
water took me aback as I have not heard that before. I have had time to
digest that information and wish to reply in this letter. I invite you to
have a scientific discussion with me about metal and wreckage and air
pressure. I'm not an engineer but a pilot with aerodynamic background.
I understand your sequence of events. Essentially it is center tank
explosion of unknown origin, nose comes off at station 741, plane falls an
later fireball and destruction. The nose falls intact and alone on right
side into water which hydraulic impact pushes metal skin into and past th
stringers and bulkheads in cargo door area while leaving port side smooth
and intact. Forward cargo door is in pieces from this impact and is in
debris field of nose. The lower part of door has latches which are latched
and attached to bottom sill of frame indicating door did not open in
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flight.
Do you understand my sequence? Did you go to my extensive web site
which
documents my explanation? To present such a complex sequence
concisely is
difficult but I will try.
Fuselage ruptures at forward cargo door area for unknown reason. Nose
comes off at station 741, plane falls and later fireball and destruction.
The nose falls intact and alone on right side onto water which gives
hydraulic impact damage to nose gear doors which drives them inward.
When
fuselage ruptures at 13700 feet the skin is burst outward and the red
painted metal on door is slammed against white painted area between
windows
above the door and red paint is transferred leaving red smears only above
rupture area. Fireball is ignited by flaming fodded engine number three at
7500 feet. Sudden loud sound is explosive decompression when fuselage
ruptures. Streak is shiny metal piece of door spinning away reflecting
evening sunlight to ground observers. Missing bodies were ingested into
number three engine. Abrupt power cut when cargo hold floor is severely
disrupted. Nose comes off when huge hole appears in side of nose and 30
knot wind tears it off.
I offer that the fuselage rupture explanation explains all the evidence
of streak, sudden loud sound, abrupt power cut, debris pattern, and many
other observed events. I will be glad to go over them one by one with you
Center tank explosion as initial event leaves too many contradictory
conclusions such as autopsies with no burns, abrupt singed areas on
fuselage skin, soundless explosion, no ignition source, etc.
As an engineer and pilot we understand the enormous internal forces of
pounds per square inch on a nine foot by ten foot outward opening door
and
the incredible power of 300 knots of slipstream on a weakened airframe.
trust you respect reality which means things you can see, touch, hear, and
feel. In that regard, let me attempt to rebut the inward impact damage at
cargo door area conclusion with the following reality which can be
checked
out:
If we look closely at NTSB TWA 800 reconstruction photograph there
are red
paint smears on the white paint between windows alongside the fuselage.
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These red paint smears are only above and slightly aft of the forward doo
The cargo door normally has red paint on it. The space between the
windows
normally had white paint. The between window spaces now have red pain
smears on them in the reconstruction. This indicates the red colored meta
below expanded upward and struck the white painted area and transferred
the
red to the white. If the damage had been caused by inward action of water
impact there would be no red paint smears on the white paint between the
windows. But there are many smears and that is consistent with rupture
outward, not inward.
Let us assume that the forward cargo door was latched and rode nose
down
to the water. That rules out FBI innocently altering latches searching for
explosive residue in their lab, or a mistaken identity with the identical
aft cargo door, and confusion with any other of the twelve doors on the
747.
Because the door was latched does not mean there was not a fuselage
rupture at the cargo door area. In fact, I believe the picture shows such a
rupture in the shattered right side forward of the wing. I don't have three
dimensions but it appears to be a round outward rupture hole at lower left
of cargo door. Doors can open at places other than where they are
supposed
to.
The damage on the right side is consistent with an outward opening
rupture. It does not look like impact damage because it is located only
around the cargo door and not far above it or aft. Of course the entire
nose is not reconstructed nor is the NTSB photo complete with part of the
extreme forward part missing so it is difficult to make definite
conclusions based on observations of pictures, as you said in your call.
Hands on examination is needed and you have that opportunity.
I am very familiar with AI 182 and PA 103 and 'they' did not 'prove' a
bomb was the cause. On the contrary the evidence is very flimsy and coul
have gone either way of structural failure or bomb. AI 182 had structural
failure as cause but said it was bomb that blew out the forward cargo hold
on the right side without naming the door. AI 182 door description on the
bottom of the ocean matches TWA 800 door area NTSB photo. PA 103
reconstruction drawing matches UAL 811 after landing with huge hole in
side.
The importance of including other similar accidents is to group them and
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then draw conclusions based upon deductions. I did not choose the flight
numbers; they were included only because of the evidence of sudden loud
sound on CVR, inflight damage, abrupt power cut, and many more
significant
similarities. If you know of any more high time Boeing 747s that have a
fatal accident centered near the forward cargo hold that left a sudden loud
sound, an abrupt power cut, fodded engines, missing bodies, and forward
door in pieces, and I'll include them in the group. So far it's only AI
182, PA 103, UAL 811, and TWA 800. As an aerospace engineer do you
not
welcome a possible scientific explanation for an aviation event rather than
shadowy conspiracy Sikh terrorists or evil foreign secret agents?
But to talk of AI 182 and PA 103 is fraught with emotion and difficult
without the reports to point to specific items. But let us at least agree
that AI 182 and PA 103 and UAL 811 and TWA 800 all had inflight
structural
problem starting forward of the leading edge of the wing, with three of
them pinpointing to forward cargo hold.
I checked TWA 800 station 741 nose separation point on PA 103 and it
matches too. Both noses came off at same point on fuselage give or take a
few inches.
To be specific about TWA 800 cargo door:
1. Is it confirmed it is forward and not aft or other latches?
2. Are all latches accounted for? There are eight below and one on each
side for total of ten.
3. Are all latches latched around locking pins? If only one unlatches that
may be sufficient for internal pressure to bulge out door into slipstream
when ultimate destructive force of 300 knots tears door away and nose o
4. Mid span latches are particularly critical as rupture appears to be in
middle of door.
5. Where are the missing pieces of the door? Only about 20 percent of the
door is in reconstruction. The missing portions may be the pieces that fell
first and closest to event site and still unfound.
To say forward cargo door was latched is not sufficient to rule out
rupture at cargo door area as initial event for TWA 800 because:
1. Not all latches are accounted for.
2. Most of door still missing.
3. Rupture can occur with a latched door but failure at corners or middle.
4. Description of TWA 800 door area matches AI 182 door area which
had door
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attached to fuselage skin which was explained as fuselage rupture at
forward cargo hold (caused by bomb). TWA 800 was thought to be bomb
also
based upon early evidence which NTSB computer simulation showed
baggage
spewed forth from forward cargo hold as first event.
I understand the problem NTSB has with that unilateral damage on right
side because a center tank explosion should give bilateral damage and
doesn't. So the water impact explanation is offered. If damage at cargo
door area is inward then no rupture and if latches latched then no door
opening.
What can be done to persuade you that rupture occurred? What evidence
is
there to examine? Can you confirm the direction of the metal in the
forward cargo door area of TWA 800? Is that scientifically possible? If it
is outward will you reconsider your conclusion of not door failure? I poin
to the red paint smears as evidence to warrant such an effort at
confirmation of metal direction, in or out.
If you should find that the right side damage is outward and not inward,
or not all of the latches or pieces of door are accounted for, please
reconsider your conclusion that the door area did not fail in flight and
rupture.
Please establish a dialogue with me. My email is barry@corazon.com
and I
can send and receive high resolution color photographs via email. My we
site has accident reports from DC-10 to B747 and others to support cargo
door fuselage rupture. I've attached some of the web page analysis for you
consideration.
I apologize for any name misspellings; my hearing is shot from thousand
of hours in recips and jets and I may have heard names wrong on the
phone.
I may have heard other statements wrong too and that is why I prefer
writing to talking such as this letter and email. Please correct any
misstatements I may have made.
> Worn Wiring May Have Had
>
Role In TWA Disaster
>
>
Chafing in Fuel Tank
>Conduits Found
>
in Study of Early 747s
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>
>
>
>
>Page A16
>
>
>
>electrical wiring
>
>tanks of early Boeing 747s,
>
>in the explosion and
>
>Airlines Flight 800,
>
>wiring problems that
>
>explosions if left
>
>Federal Aviation
>
>
>
>believe the problem
>
>in the Flight 800
>
>one of the country's
>
>disasters, which killed 230
>
>17. But an official with
>
>Transportation Safety Board
>
>investigation, said it
>
>possibilities being
>

By Don Phillips
Washington Post Staff Writer
Wednesday, July 2, 1997;
The Washington Post
A worldwide inspection of
inside the wing fuel
such as the one involved
crash of Trans World
found numerous hidden
might have caused future
undetected, according to
Administration officials.
FAA officials said they
could have played a role
crash off Long Island,
greatest aviation
people last year on July
the National
(NTSB), in charge of the
is only one of many
explored.
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>
>
>investigation,
>
>not know why the center
>
>exploded violently.
>
>bomb or missile are
>
>of a mechanical
>
>
>
>precautionary 747
>
>the TWA crash did
>
>and numerous
>
>conduits in early versions
>
>most popular
>
>
>
>burned through its
>
>to expose the
>
>vapors, and officials
>
>wiring has now
>
>lead to fuel pumps
>
>although not to ones
>
>tank that exploded on
>

Despite a year-long
investigators still do
fuel tank of TWA 800
Theories of a possible
fading, however, in favor
explanation.
Nonetheless, the many
inspections prompted by
find some chafed wires
damaged protective
of one of the world's
long-distance airliners.
None of the wiring had
protective aluminum cover
wires to explosive fuel
stressed that all damaged
been replaced. The wires
inside the wing tanks -inside the center fuel
Flight 800 -- and the
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>highly shielded wires are
>
the only 110-volt
>electrical source allowed
>
inside a tank.
>
>
Thomas E. McSweeny, the
>FAA's director of
>
aircraft certification,
>said the wholesale wiring
>
replacement, accomplished
>since January,
>
gives the FAA time to
>develop a solution to
>
the chafing problem.
Page: http://www.corazon.com/crashcontentspagelinks.html
http://www.corazon.com/811bigholephotobetter.html

Date:

Tue, 21 Oct 1997 12:55:10 -0700

Subject:
Satire becomes truth
JBS>This was written July 31 1997 to LSoft as satire:
There was streak going up to TWA 800 and then the plane disintegrated
in
the air. There was no explosive residue or missile parts found on plane.
Navy and civilian ships were in the area. Mystery radar blips in area. Nav
denies any involvement. Government says center tank exploded.
How to make sense of it all. Here's how.
There was a civilian ship and a civilian airplane manned by a few security
minded technicians. The ship was like the Glomar Express and the plane
was
like Evergreen 747s , chartered by the CIA . The red laser weapon projec
is very black and very expensive but with links all the way to the top of
the government, like "Star Wars" strategic missile defense system. The
civilian ship with its aircraft partner were conducting red laser weapon
tests in the Warning area adjacent to the TWA 800 flight track. The
technicians on ship would lock on to military aircraft for low power level
testing on sensitive sensors located in the modified 747 as it orbited the
warning/testing area with transponder off to avoid electronic test
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contamination.
Laser weapon system upgraded. Now higher power. Technician
installing new
higher power laser knows it. Technician firing laser doesn't know it
because of need to know provisions of black projects. Technician fires ne
laser. Because of higher power, tracking calculations change and laser
beam
misses transponder-off modified 747 and hits TWA 800 in center fuel tan
causing explosion. Laser seen as red-orange streak. No explosive residue
No missile parts. No Navy involvement. Coverup at highest levels which
give
orders to lower level government officials who are kept in the dark but
issue conflicting and nonsense explanations of crash.
The story fits all the facts and does not require evidence to support but
does have conspiracy, coverup, and plot. The few people who know aren'
talking and they are the types hired because they don't talk. All the parts
are true, there are laser projects that are secret, there are chartered CIA
ships and planes, TWA 800 was near a warning area. There were ships in
the
area and the killing range of the laser can be said to be the range of a
convenient ship, now disappeared. There was a non transponder radar
blip.
There is a motive to conceal laser weapon from enemies. It could happen
In fact, the story is impossible to disprove, yet easy to sustain.
I like it, it's a great story and would make a great movie.
It is now seriously considered as truth, laser hitting TWA 800.
Page: http://www.corazon.com/crashcontentspagelinks.html
http://www.corazon.com/811bigholephotobetter.html

Date:

Sun, 19 Oct 1997 20:50:05 -0700

Subject:
The List for Ian, Version 3.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="iso-8859-1"
JBS>In honor of Ian Goddard's Return, Version 3.0 is thus produced and
updated. Also, thank you Ian for taking the NTSB photo of the starboard
side of TWA 800 reconstruction and pointing out the door outline, hinges
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and paint smeared on fuselage. That NTSB photo of the reconstruction is
very important and is very revealing. Blow out of fuselage at cargo door
area is plain to see. I heartedly recommend that picture.
Baltimore or Bust '97
1. Eyewitness list, see Mr. Rivero or Mr. Shoemaker.
2. Irrefutable statement list, see JB Smith.
3. Types.
a. Conspiracy type.
1. (I know you're out there.)
b. Censor type.
1. (deleted)
c. Insult type.
1. Everyone, except Stan Clark, who considers telling someone their
life is a joke not insulting, but funny.
a. Bozo, Seldom Right, con artist, white trash, dunderhead, slow
reader, PR firm employee (how low can you go), buttholes, your life is a
joke, need more.
d. Science type.
1. JBS.
2. CO.
3. GES.
4. EB.
e. Terribly hurt feelings type
1. JBS
f. Repetitive type.
1. Mr. Rivero.
2. Mr. Rivero.
3. Mr. Rivero.
4. Mr. Rivero.
g. Lurker type.
1.
h. Sarcasm/satire/parody type.
1. JBS, they told me to put my name here.
i. Inquisitive/fair/reasonable/diligent type.
1. No one so far. Why not? Maybe never. Well, keep trying.
j. Outraged type.
1. Stan Clark.
2. John Barry Smith
k. Coverup type.
1. Stan Clark.
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l. Non-categorizable type.
1. Dieter Peer.
4. Crash Cause guys.
1. External cause.
a. Missile guys.
1. UnFriendly Fire.
a. Person Ian Goddard (subject to revision)
2. Friendly fire. Persons
a. Michael Rivero,
b. Michael Sweeney,
c. Philip Anderson,
d. William Serrahn,
e. Richard Hirsch,
f. Stan Clark, CEC IOC Test Failure proponent
g. (Changed category)
h. (Changed category)
i. Carl Binns,
j. Pepper Kay,
k. Jean Gully,
l. Matthew Maxson
m. Tom Shoemaker ( application of high energy inputs into the
airframe from some uncommon exterior source.)
b. Meteor guy.
1. Person Michael Davias.
c. Projectile guy. Unfriendly fire.
1. Person Michael Hull.
d. Methane gas burp guy.
1. Richard Spalding. respald@somnet.sandia.gov
e. Local Geophysical Resonance guy.
1. Professor Alexandre Siniakov.
f. UFO guy.
1. Gotta be, gotta be...somewhere out there, far away is.. a UFO guy.
2. Internal cause
a. Cargo door guys. Persons:
1. JB Smith, electrical short, maybe pneumatic. barry@corazon.com
2. Elmer Barr,
3. Chris Olsson, at least two, probably three, possibly four unknown
causal factors.
4. GE Smith, torsional twisting
5. Dan Savage
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b. Bomb guy.
1. Mr. Sammy Finkelman, PETN had something to do with what
happened
to the plane, that it was a criminal act, and not an accident, and that the
scene of the crime was JFK Airport.
c. Center tank explosion as initial event guys.
1. United States of America National Transportation Safety Board
Aviation Division Aircraft Accident Investigation Branch TWA Flight 80
event. Mr. James Hall, Mr. Robert Francis, Dr. Bernard Loeb, Mr. Al
Dickinson, Mr. Ron Schleede.
a. Ignition source for cwt guys:
static electricity guy,
voltage jump guy,
right tank fire guy,
scavenge pump guy,
small bomb guy,
engine number three guy,
meteor guy,
fuel probe guy,
missile guy,
lightning guy.
j. Structural sabotage guy.
1. Maybe Mr. Finkelman.
5. Other guys.
a. The Unstated: Persons and Personette:
H. Michael Sweeney
David Nunnery,
Danny Cox
Marshall Houston
Walter Lee
Mr. Sivak.
Stan Martin
Ms. Gladkin
Stan Bernstein
John Fazli
Dieter Peer
b. The Uncommitted.
1. Dan Lester.
c. The Unheard.
1. Boeing,
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2. TWA
d. The Unresponsive:
1. NTSB,
2. FBI,
3. FAA,
4. Politicians,
5. Civil servants.
e. The Uncomprehending.
1. Press,
2. TV,
3. Radio.
f. The Unknowing;
1. Public.
2. Passengers
g. The Uncaring.
1. Mr. D.
h. The Unforgiving.
1. The Dead.
List of missiles goes here>
1 Bofors
2 KKV
3 Inert
4 Sidewinder
5. Standard
6. Aegis
7. Stinger
8. etc, need more.
Looking at the reconstruction of TWA 800 it is plain to see that the port
side is relatively clean and exhibits no evidence of rupture. It is also
plain to see the starboard side is violently disturbed and shows clear
evidence of fuselage rupture. The rupture is centered at the bottom half of
the forward cargo door.
For a center tank explosion to be the initial event the damage on the
fuselage sides would be about equal, not the extreme difference between
right and left. The word 'center' is important. Right there the likelihood
of center tank as initial event is diminished. As well as the sharp line
between burnt and unburnt fuselage skin. Nose came off; later center tank
explosion.
The reconstruction of TWA 800 was smart, expensive, and valuable. It
shows
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its worth. The destructive event is clear to see, a fuselage rupture at the
forward cargo door, explosive decompression on the nearby skin, the doo
slamming upwards taking hinge and skin with it and hitting fuselage
windows
transferring red paint to the white paint. The lower part of the door with
critical latches is missing, probably first to go and still on the ocean
far from search area.
IG> Another example: those who want to believe that my sudden
> awakening of skeptical thinking is coerced suggest that my
> ignoring the absurd theory was evidence that the theory must
> be true -- the same silly "evidence out-of-thin-air" game.
> BTW, that theory is totally false.
Ian, Ian, what are you talking about? Coerced?
co*erce \ko-"ers\ vb co*erced; co*erc*ing 1 : restrain, repress 2 : compel
3 : enforce Û co*er*cion \-"er-zhen, -shen\ n Û co*er*cive \-"er-siv\ adj
What absurd theory? What totally false theory? Talk to me. Make it clear
Theory is used three times and I don't know what you are referring to.
the*o*ry \"the-e-re, "thir-e\ n, pl -ries 1 : abstract thought 2 : the
general principles of a subject 3 : a plausible or scientifically
acceptable general principle offered to explain observed facts 4 :
hypothesis, conjecture
con*spire \ken-"spr\ vb conspired; con*spir*ing [ME, fr. MF conspirer, fr
L conspirare to be in harmony, conspire, fr. com- with + spirare to
breathe] : to plan secretly an unlawful act : plot
Ian, any relation to the Rocket Goddard? Two Goddards both having
missiles
go in the air. I lived near where the original rocket experiments were
carried out in Mass. Exciting time. Before jets there were rockets. Before
propellers, there were rockets.
Page: http://www.corazon.com/crashcontentspagelinks.html
http://www.corazon.com/811bigholephotobetter.html

Date:

Wed, 29 Oct 1997 22:35:18 -0800

Subject:
The only game in town.
Cerrept>If there was a remote chance that the door was the cause, why
would
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>they not heavily promote it as the cause. It seems to me the easy way
>out. Is the investigation covering for Boeing or TWA? It seems to me
>the Cargo Door theory is given as much credence as the missile theory.
>That leads me to believe that they are sure it wasnt the door, but still
>need a mechanical/structural cause to confirm it wasnt the latter
JBS>First, who is 'they'? and go ask 'they' why they do not heavily
promote
it as cause.
Second, not the easy way out, the hard way out. Victim's families, such a
Mr. Cremades and Dr. Swire do not want to believe their children died by
a
stupid door popping but prefer large world events such as Navy coverup
and
Foreign secret agents. Airlines might think the finger of blame points to
them. FAA thinks blame falls on them for saying outward opening large
hole
in pressurized hull is dangerous. Previous investigators will look bad for
being wrong on previous accidents. And it all comes back to PA 103. If
TWA
800 is door then so is 103 and 182 and that's really bad news for a lot of
people. The same press people that have said bomb for 103 for eight year
are the same ones not talking about door for 800. I've been advised often
to leave PA 103 out of it but I can't, I did not make up the flight numbers
and pick and choose the cargo door planes. The four planes are included
in
cargo door because of the many accident similarities, starting with all had
sudden loud sound and abrupt power cut at initial event, the only four
747s
to ever had that happen. If you know any more, tell me and I'll include
them.
Third, missile gets equal play as cargo door? Please, missile has millions
spent on it by FBI and others seeking to rule in or rule out, missile still
gets fast attention from FBI. Cargo door has me and my dollar only.
Everybody talks missile, it's on TV and radio, I can't get phone calls
returned and everybody is out. FAA has been directed by my
congressman to
'investigate Mr. Smith's concerns" and refuses to talk to me, never mind
interview me.
Cargo door is rebuffed, from Mr. Cremades to Senator McCain. And it's
not
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because the facts aren't there, because they are and you can see and read
for yourself on corazon.com. Your opinion counts, not 'they', as to the
strength of cargo door explanation for TWA 800.
Fourth, sure it isn't the door? No, they are neutral one way or the other.
Why look for trouble? Door causes trouble up and down the line so better
it
be left alone, is the thinking. Not coverup, just ignorance is bliss.
Cargo door is a much more significant event in aviation safety than missi
ever could be. Missile is one accident, cargo door is four and counting.
And by the way, new boss same as the old boss, Comet in 1954 was
pressurized hull rupture, just like DC 10 and 747 from UAL 811 and 182
and
103 and now TWA 800.
I've been researching this for eight years. When the funeral for TWA 800
was held and I saw the people crying I knew why and I might have
stopped it
had I been more persuasive. And now I'm failing again for a year and a
half. Now you too can understand the sadness when the next door pops
and
the 747 crashes and the news reports will follow the sequence of 182 103
811 and 800, sudden loud sound on CVR, abrupt power cut, missing
bodies,
rupture on right side forward of wing, thought to be bomb, engine fod,
baggage found first and on and on...
Why go on and on in this forum? Because for me, the cargo door guy, it's
the only game in town.
Page: http://www.corazon.com/crashcontentspagelinks.html
http://www.corazon.com/811bigholephotobetter.html

Date:

Fri, 10 Oct 1997 18:50:29 -0700

Subject:
Thinking/waiting/writing
Mr. Anderson wrote:> JBS, where are you?
JBS>Thinking/waiting/writing
1. Leopards don't change their spots. Conspiracy/coverup/plot guys will
always explain mystery events with evil human motives. Hindenberg
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sabotage,
Normandie sabotage, Maine sabotage and UAL 811 sabotage. Airships,
planes,
and ships all crashed because of mechanical problems responding to
physical
laws of electricty, fire, dust combustion, and air compression release but
all thought to be plots by conspirators to destroy the vessel. And all
later confirmed to be mechanical/physical events. I will always believe in
machines having mechanical faults first through physical laws of nature
acting on the machine first and only later will consider evil human motive
to intentionally fail the machine. Conspiracy guys will always think
sabotage first and only later, if ever, change to mechanical. They are man
who still say the Hindenberg was bombed not hydrogen caught fire,
Normandie
was bombed by German saboteurs not welder's torch on life jackets
during
remodel, Maine bombed by Spanish saboteurs, not coal dust igniting in
boilers, and UAL 811 was bomb like the copilot pilot, and tower said it
was, not the cargo door popping in flight.
2. Real conspiracy believers act a certain way and the missile guys of
LSoft don't act that way. They talk a good game but they really don't
believe there is a conspiracy to fire missile at TWA 800, nor do they
really believe a US Navy ship/sub/plane shot TWA 800 down
accidentally and
now are covering it up with the complicity of the US Government all the
way
to the top. If LSoft missile guys really believed in the conspiracy/coverup
explanation of fatal events they would act a certain way and they aren't.
If they disbelieved the conspiracy/coverup explanation of fatal events the
would act a certain way and they are. Judge men by their deeds not their
words.
3. Real believers in conspiracy do not go shouting it out for all to hear,
especially the conspirators. Real believers of conspiracy who stumble to
the event keep very very quiet and hide and hope like heck they never are
found out. The whole idea of conspiracy/coverup is to suppress and that
includes all those who know who are not in on it. To really believe the U
government knows what happened to TWA 800 and is trying to suppress
those
who really do know is to remain very very quiet. To really believe in
conspiracy at high levels is to believe in hit teams and faked accidents
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and torture and death. Real believers do not go up to the conspirators and
say, hey you guys killed people and I know you did it. Ian Goddard, by
fading, may be the real believer. He is acting like a person who believes
there is a coverup.
4. Poseur believers in conspiracy/coverup go talking here and there, post
to newsgroups, join electronic forums, talk and talk and talk about how
hirelings do this and that, the press does this and that, and oh, nobody
believes me because of this and that, and oh, those evil government
officials, and explain confusing contradictions as plotters covering up, or
conspirators cutting loose ends, or whatever. Posers know deep down the
conspiracy explanation is nonsense because they talk about it. They have
no
fear that the truth will hurt them because they know it is not true. It is
false and a fun thing to play around with, like let's play make believe.
Poseur believers go up to the deep down known non coverup guys and
conspirators and say, you did it, you terrible person, you are hiding
something, you terrible person, you're gonna get caught, you terrible
person, you are bad bad bad. Yes, very brave against the unknown under
the
bed when the poseur knows that there is really nothing under the bed.
5. One guy believes it, Ian Goddard. One guy got bored with it, Michael
Rivero. Many guys are now lost, all the rest of the missile guys. So sad.
6. So sad for cargo door guys too when the center tank explanation
continues its torturous route to final report and archives. We can all
lament that hard evidence and logical determination of events is being
ignored when center tank explosion is offered as initial event for TWA
800.
It's as if truth is not important. It's to watch a bungled investigation
get worse. It's to watch terrible events happen knowing that it will happen
again, as it has again and again and again. And the people assigned to sto
the event, just can't act, but drift along in political moods. The NTSB is
so locked into center tank explosion they will never change, their pride is
on the line telling the airlines and the FAA to fix this non existent
problem of spontaneously igniting fuel tanks, that to now admit there was
no fuel tank problem would destroy their professional careers. They will
spend the rest of their lives believing in center tank explosion for TWA
800 just like the skipper of Hindenberg believed it was a bomb, not his
poor judgment to try and land just after an electrical storm. NTSB will
always believe center tank and that it was not cargo door for TWA 800.
They
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have committed to professional death to the tank. And they will probably
win and survive and thrive. Hall gets promoted, Loeb gets NTSB, the oth
guys get hired by lawyer crash investigators and everything goes on and
on.
Just as it has since 1985, June 23rd when the Indians led the way. Blame
others, Bhopal, chemical company fault for gas lead, midair over New
Delhi
of 747 and Russian plane, USA fault for not giving us free radar, AI 182
pops in mid air, must be Sikhs with bombs. The UK with plane pops in
mid
air and not our fault but Libyan terrorists with bomb, and now TWA 800,
must be bomb, oh not bomb, must be missile, oh not missile, must be god
with static electricity or unknown ignition source, but not our fault. And
cargo door pop is oh so very our fault. The horror, the guilt, the money,
yes the money. Let's see Chrysler was recently ordered to pay 262 million
for a faulty cargo door that opened when it shouldn't, minivan back door
latch. By my calculations 838 people have died by faulty cargo doors on
747s, so what's 262 million times 838? 210556 million dollars. Whoa, I
really can't count that high. Is that 210 billion?
7. So, reality...Bomb for 182, bomb for 103, door for 811, center tank for
800, different thing for next flight number, and different thing for next
flight number, and by then maybe 747s will be phased out/worn
out/grounded/shunned and the doors stop popping. Except all modern
airliners have large square holes cut into their pressurized hulls, and
they are non plug, and open outward, and they will. They will do what
doors
do, open and close when they shouldn't. DC 9 and DC 10 and 727 and
737 and
the rest have had their time. It took fifteen years for the door on a 747
to open, the time for 757 and 767 and 777 will come.
8. The big picture is a few hundred people die every few years and it's no
big deal compared to keeping millions fed and happy. Maybe politics is
just
getting every one together and finding out what we can live with. Truth is
only there as coincidence. And every one can live with center tank
explosion so far. Until it gets to the courts. Which shall be the fighting
ground after the NTSB final report in a year or so. And courts in three
years after that and by then Hall and Loeb and Freeh and the rest will be
long gone. The evil men do lives long after they are gone.
9. Cargo door as explanation for TWA 800 is failure as of today. I have
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failed. Fate will have to step in and see me through. To look at a
photograph of TWA 800 and see the rupture of the pressurized hull at the
forward cargo door and see the squence of destruction so clearly is to
shake one's head in disbelief as truth being ignored. Center tank is
unilateral and damage is on right side only, so not center tank is what I
want to shout. Hull burst at cargo door, check out cargo door, I want to
shout. Red paint on widow area is from cargo door, sudden loud sound is
explosive decompression, abrupt power cut is nose tearing off and on and
on. And on and on and on.
10. There was only one Hindenberg, one Titanic, one Normandie, one
Maine,
but lots and lots of AI 182, PA 103, UAL 811, and TWA 800 and PA
125 and
all those other door openings of past and those to come. And they are
building more every day.
11. I live on a hill under a very busy airway. I see about ten to twenty
747s a day from sunrise to after sunset, going north/south/ and
south/north, from 15000 to 35000 feet at cruising speeds. I can make out
the airline from paint schemes, condition of engines from abberations in
contrails, model of 747 from reflections off winglets and length of
fuselage. The contrail eventually extended from SF to LA, about 300
nautical miles. Other times the contrail fades in and out as plane flies
level through varying temperature zones. Then the long contrails drift off
to the east as the prevailing westerlies prevail. Some times there will be
up to fifteen contrails all lined up parallel, evenly spaced. The most
stimulating view is to wait for the right sun angle and watch as the bright
flare of reflection traverses the plane from nose to engines to aft
fuselage to vertical tail then fades. It is so bright and so short but
sparkling up high and worth the wait. The other night there were two
which
took off from San Francisco on the way to LA about four minutes apart. I
live a hundred miles south so when I first see the contrail it is short
just as the plane get into the freezing layer anywhere from 5000 to 20000
feet. I watched the approaching two 747s in the evening dusk. It takes
about 15 minutes to get to me. I watch the whole time. By the time they
got
overhead the sun had been down for half an hour and the contrails were
now
orange from their original white. I took several digital pictures on my
Kodak DC 120. They are just beautiful. I will put three pictures of the
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orange contrails on my web site. It's art, but who watches science?
http://www.corazon.com/747orangecontrail.html
12. So why write to LSoft? Only to write to myself. I must confront
alternate explanations to compare to cargo door. Meteor was well
presented,
missile was there in incredible detail, bomb is there, center tank is
there, and cargo door. Anything else? And cargo door is the least
examined,
the least money spent, the least thought about, the least evaluated, the
least considered, the least pondered, and the least tested. And that after
a year a half of concentrated effort for TWA 800 and eight years for PA
103. Amazing. "What can a poor boy do but sing for a rock and roll
band."
<Writer shakes his head left to right and right to left several times.>
Page: http://www.corazon.com/crashcontentspagelinks.html
http://www.corazon.com/811bigholephotobetter.html

Date:

Sat, 11 Oct 1997 20:58:20 -0700

Subject:
Re: Two Nice Girls We've been infiltrated
In-Reply-To: <992199982543.3842383768@usa.net>
We have been infiltrated by spam porn. Love the Mission Impossible
reference.
>Hi!
>
>We're two college co-eds, with a message for adults who
>want to receive it.
>
>If you're not interested, do nothing -- this is a one-time list, and it
>self destructs (like on "Mission Impossible" -- remember?).
>
>But if you'd like to meet me -- my name is Teri -- and my girlfriend
> is Holly -- you can find us at:
>
>http://207.155.112.179/twogirls.htm.
>
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>Lots of other good stuff as well.
>
>Bye!
>
>Terri & Holly.
Page: http://www.corazon.com/crashcontentspagelinks.html
http://www.corazon.com/811bigholephotobetter.html

Date:

Wed, 29 Oct 1997 10:00:25 -0800

Subject:
What I'm sending to press
Below links show in NTSB pictures and text show TWA 800 fuselage
blowout at
cargo door area. Other aircraft accidents are matched also. Your
experience
will enable you to identify the cargo door area. Note round rupture circle.
http://www.corazon.com/crashcontentspagelinks.html
Click on 'Newest page'. http://www.corazon.com/presskit.html
http://www.corazon.com/800foreafthorreconweb.html
http://www.corazon.com/doorpixweb.html
http://www.corazon.com/reasoning.html
Page: http://www.corazon.com/crashcontentspagelinks.html
http://www.corazon.com/811bigholephotobetter.html

Date:

Tue, 30 Sep 1997 22:45:36 -0700

Subject:
103 not a bomb
How Could Pan Am 103 Not Be a Bomb?
Pan Am Flight 103 not brought down by bomb explanation.
The official UK AAIB report never says the word 'bomb' in the entire
report; it calls the blast source an 'improvised explosive device'. The
English writing in English about an English accident would have said
'bomb'
if they wanted to mean bomb. They meant and said 'improvised explosive
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device'. They could have said 'plastic high explosive bomb' but they
didn't. They didn't because the evidence is not there. There is evidence of
an improvised explosive device, so they said it, leaving many choices but
still unnamed specifically.
There was a blast in the forward cargo hold of Pan Am 103. It was not a
bomb and the blast force was not enough to destroy the structural integrit
of the nose and the relatively mild blast happened after the forward cargo
door opened. It is also difficult to disprove a negative.
The conclusion
that an improvised explosive device detonated inside the forward cargo
hold
of Pan Am 103 is based on several facts in official report:
1. A shatter
zone was found on the port side just forward of the wing. This shatter zon
reveals a reported hole of 18 to 20 inches in size. This small sized hole
is too small to blow off the nose of a 747. Bombs have gone off in 747s
before making small holes which did not destroy the plane which turned
around and landed safely. The 747 was designed to withstand a small
sized
hole. All blast damage evidence is too weak for a bomb but normal for a
small device.
2. The destruction area is described as if a rather large shotgun had
gone off at close range. A rather large shotgun is not a bomb.
3. The
destruction area is described as directed, with a straight line of
destruction of 25 inches to 50 inches. A bomb blast is spherical. There is
no evidence of a spherical blast but evidence of a straight line blast.
4. There is no evidence of plastic explosive in the blast area or shatter
zone, only soot and explosive residue which might come from a shotgun.
5.
All evidence of high plastic explosive is stated as being on passenger
items which are never named, listed or described. Traces of explosive
residue on fragments mean very small invisible amounts of something are
found on something very small. There were millions of very small pieces
wreckage, including pieces of plastic in circuit boards in alarm
clocks.
6. Evidence of traces of high explosive on fragments of wreckage
is now shown to be benign and explained as normal heart medicine, or
residue from the uniforms of soldiers, or traces left over from a dog
sniffing exercise.
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7. No pieces of a bomb were found.
8. FBI investigator who made his career on "cracking the mystery of the
bombing Pan Am Flight 103 for Pan Am 103" in 1989 was removed and
transferred by the FBI on 29 Jan, 1997. Tom Thurman, unit chief of the
explosives division was transferred because of questions concerning
sloppiness and mismanagement. The Justice report, prepared with the hel
of
several world-renowned forensic experts, found that in some cases the
bureau laboratory exercised lax control over evidence and that
accountability over findings needed to be improved.
Conflicting evidence
that it was not a bomb was available for interpretation from official
report:
1. Sudden loud sound on CVR matches Air India 182 sudden loud
sound which matches explosive decompression on a cargo door caused
crash of
a DC-10. A bomb big enough to blow nose off of Boeing 747 would be
heard on
CVR. Sudden loud sound on Pan Am 103 does not match a bomb. The
sound has
been officially described as probably Pan Am 103 undergoing structural
breakup.
2. Reconstruction diagrams show more severe damage on right side of
fuselage, the cargo door side, while light damage is on left side, the
small shatter zone side.
3. Reconstruction diagrams match the destruction
pattern of a known cargo door failure in a Boeing 747, UAL 811, in
amount
of skin torn away, stringers exposed, bent floor beams, and cargo door
broken in half.
4. Engines number three and four suffered foreign object
damage, with engine number three on fire and landing separate from the
engines number 1, 2, and 4. Engine number three suffered most inflight
damage and it is on opposite side of small blast hold, but on cargo door
side.
5. Blast was directed not spherical. Yet official report has an
artist's interpretation of a large spherical blast, and the inaccurate
drawing is repeated a few pages later.
6. Door coming off picked up on
radar which would explain subsequent destruction.
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7. Type and sequence of destruction matches other 747 crashes, a known
cargo door caused crash, a tenuous bomb explanation crash, and an
unknown
crash.
8. "Relatively mild blast..."
9. Bomb theory as presented in AAIB report is contradictory, evasive,
inconsistent, and has several errors of fact. There is mistaken grammar in
verb tense and poor choice of verb 'exhibit.' These types of error are not
made by British authors writing in English for an official United Kingdom
report. This section was written by different person than rest of report.
Later the same writer states noise is no doubt bomb. Next page of report,
written by different person, refers to noise as most likely aircraft
structure break-up. Serious contradiction in same report one page apart.
The condition of the aft door, far from locus of damage in forward cargo
hold, is reported to be intact and latched. The condition of the forward
cargo door, near the scene of damage start of forward cargo hold, is
omitted, unreported, not stated, passed over, neglected. A glaring
oversight.
10. For the bombers the sound on CVR was of the bomb, (although
sound never
matches any bomb sound.) it was lucky to have been placed near air
conditioning ducts to direct to blast to other areas of the plane, (even
though bombs that caused the same size hole in other Boeing 747s turn
around and land safely.) the detonating altitude fuze did not go off on the
flight from Frankfurt to London but did go off by itself over Lockerbie,
but distresses the Libyan secret agents who put the suitcase bought in
Malta on the plane because now the evidence would show it was a bomb
and
the bombers are upset because they wanted the plane to explode over
water
so it would not be known it was a terrorist act? And the reason terrorists
do terrorists acts is to be noticed for their cause and to be noticed is
bad? Non sense, it makes no sense, it's entertaining nonsense.
What might explain the blast, if not a bomb? Diplomatic pouches were
carried in the forward cargo hold. Guns or booby traps might have been
inside them and went off when the huge explosive decompression
occurred
when the cargo door tore off at 31000 feet. Or a passenger had fireworks
or
other incendiary device inside his luggage, which was passed because
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cargo
was not checked or the device did not look suspicious. The fireworks or
blasting caps were not fuzed and would be safe as long as a explosive
force
was not present near it. But the explosive decompression might have set
them off, after the door went. There may be other devices normally carrie
inside the cargo compartment which detonate when exposed to large
explosive
decompression such as fire extinguishers or emergency power units. Ther
are many alternate explanations for the small blast hole and explosive
residue and soot other than a bomb.
Based on the new research discovery that traces of explosive residue on
aircraft fragments can be benign, the investigation into Pan Am 103 shou
be reopened on that information alone. If the traces are not from a bomb,
then no bomb evidence. A small piece of plastic may give timer evidence
but no bomb evidence.
There is no such thing as a stealth bomb which leaves no residue and
makes
no sound unless explosive decompression is accepted which makes a loud
sound, causes loose items to crash into each other, leaves no residue, and
is not a bomb.
After all is said and done, it could have been a small
blast which forced the door open, however, based on other accidents
where
the door opening led to destruction, the likely cause of the door opening
is not a small blast in the forward cargo compartment but an electrical
short which caused the door open motor to turn on, forcing the door to
open
past the cam locks, just like it did previously in three other instances of
inadvertent cargo door openings.
OK, what about the wonderful spy story with foreign governments, CIA,
coverups, bombs, timers, pants bought in Malta, etc, hey, great story, mak
a great movie, but not true; just entertaining fiction. That story has so
many holes in it that it is incoherent. The tellers disagree among
themselves every time they tell it. The exaggeration of the warning, the
non explosion on the way from Frankfurt to London, the bad luck of fligh
course deviation, the exaggeration of the too small blast into
reverberating around air conditioning ducts would all be funny, if not so
serious consequences occurred later on. Pan Am 103 looked like AI 182,
and
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so it should, the cause is the same. But the wrong conclusion of AI 182 le
to the wrong conclusion of PA 103 which almost led to the wrong
conclusion
of TWA 800 as all being bombs.
Comment: How can so many experts be wrong?
You'll have to ask the experts. There is no conspiracy, no coverup and no
plot. Administrative errors are made and administrative errors get
corrected. There was a small blast, but not a bomb. There was an
explosion,
explosive decompression, which makes a loud sound and mimics a bomb
in
consequences. Wishful thinking, blaming others, and avoiding
responsibility
leads to errors of fact. The explanation may end up with sequence in
dispute: door opened then small blast, or small blast then door opened. PA
103 door with cam lock evidence resides in hangar in UK. AI 182 door at
bottom of sea. TWA 800 door in hangar in USA. 27 Mar 97
Page: http://www.corazon.com/crashcontentspagelinks.html
http://www.corazon.com/811bigholephotobetter.html

Date:

Thu, 2 Oct 1997 08:56:25 -0700

Subject:
Re: 103 not a bomb
In-Reply-To: <3.0.1.32.19971001235201.00825420@ee.net>
>
>The British Explosives (Lady) Expert at the OK bombing trial refuted as
an
>example: (TV Commentary)The PA 103 explosion as being a military o
>industrial type. That the "soot" found in a pattern in the FCH was due to
>something else..Propane Powered Shaving Cream.?
>Obivously the Brits and the Scots have different theories on PamAm
103.
Like what? the expert at OKC said PA 103 explosion was what?
Cheers, Barry
Page: http://www.corazon.com/crashcontentspagelinks.html
http://www.corazon.com/811bigholephotobetter.html
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Date:

Sun, 26 Oct 1997 21:37:39 -0800

Subject:
Accuracy in lists
SF quotes:>SC> mechanical failure wins! Is that democracy, or what?
TWA
800 still
>SC> tops the list in news stories - by a wide margin. According to
msnbc,
>SC> 57% support mechanical (the latest official mechanical failure mod
>SC> whatever that is), 4% bomb, 23% missile and 16% don't knows and JBS for
>SC> cargo door (0.04%).
JBS: Ah, fellows, mechanical and cargo door are in the same category.
Point
of order...It's a small thing, a small true thing, a small true important
thing, we wouldn't want to let the small true important things go by, now
would we?
And reading the CIA , the FBI, the lawyers, and the politicians'
explanations of TWA 800 would be funny except their errors will kill
again.
Leaking fuel as streak, plane climbing after nose coming off, soundless
explosion, etc, very funny, very impossible.
Well, looking at reality, the reconstruction photo of TWA 800, the blowo
is plain to see on starboard side at cargo door. But reality was never too
important to the FBI, the CIA, lawyers, and politicians; only what works,
very pragmatic, very dangerous, very wrong.
We have still yet to hear from a real live aircraft accident investigator
like Dickinson, Schleede, or Benson of NTSB, and Hall and Loeb don't
count
because they are not aircraft accident investigators.
Kallstrom, McCain, Kriendler, unknown CIA analyst, Hall, and Loeb,
thank
goodness my life does not depend on their understanding of aviation
events...oh, it does.
And you missile guys, feel free, in this airplane TWA 800 discussion
forum,
to continue to talk about drugs, missiles, airport crime, satellites, and
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personalities; there may be a grain of truth in there someplace. But
speaking as an airplane part guy in this airplane forum, you other guys are
welcome to take up as much bandwidth as you need. It's all very
interesting.
But, when you make lists such as the one quoted above, please be
accurate,
I know I am.
Page: http://www.corazon.com/crashcontentspagelinks.html
http://www.corazon.com/811bigholephotobetter.html

Date:

Mon, 20 Oct 1997 10:17:15 -0700

Subject:
Ad hominem
IG>JBS, if you read this you asked me what conspiracy
>theory I was referring to. I cited it.
>Another example: those who want to believe that my sudden
> awakening of skeptical thinking is coerced suggest that my
> ignoring the absurd theory was evidence that the theory must
> be true -- the same silly "evidence out-of-thin-air" game.
> BTW, that theory is totally false.
JBS>I still don't see it. Just asking. Like what does 'ad hominem' mean? I
can't even undestand what 'ad hominem' is in context below.
> I'm not going
>to go dig up the post in which that someone raised
>it. But I suspect your bringing it up is just some
>round-about ad hominem, which is what your input to
>the list has become by 100%. Your last two posts are
>100% smear jobs on all participants... and for a guy
>who came in preaching against ad hominem. It seems
>this is all you think will work for the CD theory.
>Even when you write a list of reasons why the CD
>theory is preferable it's an ad hominem attack.
And what does 'smear' mean? You use it several times.
>I just find it fascinating how
>people believe what they believe and why, and most
>particularly when the physical evidence so clearly
>contradicts what they believe. The mind is amazing.
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Yes, it is. Determining truth from wishful thinking is a full time job.
But hey, don't worry about any damage to the Navy, they can take care of
themselves. And the truth shall emerge from a free exchange of ideas and
that includes speculation about conspiracies, coverups and plots.
JG earlier said>It had a smooth edged hole in it. Whatever had entered it
had entered
>from the painted side. That's why I'm on this list. I can't contribute
>any technical facts ...all I can do is tell you what I saw.
I read that to mean JG believed something had entered it and entered from
the painted side, so put her into external/missile category. Now JG
writes>
> Your categories may appeal to you but accuracy evidently doesn't.
> You'll have to create a new category. Let's call it the "I don't
> know what caused the crash but I know it wasn't the cargo door or
> the center fuel tank or anything that came from inside the plane."
> If it doesn't cause you too much trauma, leave me out of your
> compartmentalization. I'm very capable of deciding for myself what
> I do and do not believe.
So, it was interesting to see that when finally asked to commit how many
of
the previous missile persons ran for cover saying, not me, not me.
Of course not you. The only real missile persons were Mr. Goddard and
Mr.
Rivero and one is recuperating and the other missing in action.
But still fiesty.
So, look, forget the list of commitment. It's tough to commit. I do it.
Inadvertent opening of the forward cargo door in flight has caused the
accidents of four high time Boeing 747s, AI 182, PA 103, UAL 811, and
TWA
800.
Page: http://www.corazon.com/crashcontentspagelinks.html
http://www.corazon.com/811bigholephotobetter.html

Date:
Subject:

Fri, 24 Oct 1997 12:32:29 -0700
Close up pictures of TWA 800 and others
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http://www.corazon.com/crashcontentspagelinks.html
Click on 'newest page'.
http://www.corazon.com/presskit.html
This leads to close up of TWA 800 reconstruction pictures as well as othe
high time 747s with cargo door area pressurized fuselage
rupture/blowouts.
It also discounts center tank as initial event not by 'it shouldn't happen
because of temperatures' but why 'what did happen and shown on
reconstruction'. A center tank explosion means center not right side only
And right side only is what the picture shows.
Inadvertent opening of the forward cargo door in flight explains TWA 80
photo and matches pictures and text of other accidents.
Page: http://www.corazon.com/crashcontentspagelinks.html
http://www.corazon.com/811bigholephotobetter.html

Date:

Thu, 30 Oct 1997 23:22:54 -0800

Subject:
FAA contact
JBS>I have been asked how I got through to the FAA. Here's how:
I met with my Congressman with pictures and text of official accident
reports. He then did two things. He asked fellow representative Duncan to
investigate. Mr. Duncan has done nothing so far. My Congressman, Sam
Farr,
17th District, also asked FAA to investigate. The FAA somewhere
handed the
congressional request to Tom McSweeney of Aircraft Certification
Service in
Wash DC who handed it to his assistant, Douglas Kirkpatrick who passed
it
to Ron Wojnar, manager of Transport Airplane Directorate in Renton
Washington state who handed it to assistant manager Darrell Pederson
who
handed it to Bob Brenerman, an aerospace engineer who called me.
The letter from McSweeney to Wojnar was to 'investigate Mr. Smith's
concerns' and report back to him. Well they investigated my concerns
without talking to me until after the letter was signed off and I had no
input. I have not seen the letter yet, it's in the mail and they don't have
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email. Mr. Brenerman was knowledgable and said he was at the hangar
when
they brought in the first pieces of wreckage and they looked closely at the
cargo door area. After they saw the bottom latches were latched and the
door attached to sill they concluded door did not open in flight and ruled
out door as cause. He said he personally saw the latched latches. He
would
not discuss in detail any of my researched similarities to other accidents.
He would not discuss the paint smears which indicate an outward force,
not
inward as he stated caused the damage forward of the wing on the right
side. He is a center tank as intial event guy. Mr. Brenerman became
agitated when I brought up things such as sudden loud sound and other
evidence. He only wanted to give his version and was not interested in
mine. He never asked one question of me. He often said, "I can only tell
you this" and gave some tidbit. He was reticent and not forthcoming. But
at
least he talked to me. He became more open when I discussed his
interpretation.
The call was sudden and I was not prepared. It was hard to digest the
information on the fly and I did not ask the questions I now would like to
ask.
I am replying back to him for the record and to ask him to confirm the
outward or inward movement of the metal at door area. His position to
explain all that unilateral damage on right side which is contrary to
center tank explosion which would be bilateral is to say the nose landed i
the water on the right side and caused hydraulic damage which forced the
metal inwards. This is poppycock but can be determined one way or the
other. The paint smears show it's outward not inward.
He said the Admiral was wrong on door found closest.
He said nose came off at station 741 and I checked PA 103 report and
nose
came off at same place plus or minus a few inches.
He said AD 88 12-04 was implemented for TWA 800 which is the steel
locking
sectors for aluminum mandated after UAL 811.
My position is that latched door does not mean no fuselage rupture at
door area. And all the latches are not accounted for, especially the mid
span latches. The picture shows a big hole in the door.
Where the cargo door explanation is hurt is the model of UAL 811 is no
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followed because those latches were unlatched. AI 182 description of doo
area matches 800 picture and his description of sill attached. 103 still
matches 811 door area.
The point of dispute for 800 is now localized to inward action of metal
at door area or outward. If inward and all 10 latches accounted for and
latched then cargo door for TWA 800 is in serious doubt. If outward and
not
all latches accounted for and pieces of door still missing then cargo door
area rupture is still in play.
I look to the paint smears as proof that that door area opened outward
not inward. If outward then rupture, if rupture, door failure at midspan or
elsewhere.
By stating latches latches he is implying all latches accounted for and
latched. He is also implying FBI did not alter latch status while examinin
for explosive residue. He implies forward door was not confused with
identical aft door. He implies latches not confused with ten other doors
and latches.
He did confirm each piece of wreckage was tagged underwater and then
brought up and plotted so the door pieces should be able to be located to
determine if they were all close to the nose or further away, assuming the
wreckage plot is released. And of course, the Rear Admiral in the Coast
Guard had to be wrong when he pointed to a chart and said the forward
cargo
door was found closest to Kennedy.
Streak was never mentioned in our discussion, he only wanted to talk
about
latched latches.
So, the FAA position is door not cause because the latches were latched
and
door attached to sill.
My position is fuselage rupture still possible with latched latches and I
want to confirm all latches accounted for and latched.
The FAA is aware of the problem of unilateral damage on right side only
which is contrary to center tank explosion and have come up with this
hydraulic impact inward metal action to explain it. Personally I don't see
it. Especially since 50 percent of the nose was not reconstructed.
So, the mystery continues with a few steps forward or backward but at
least movement.
Page: http://www.corazon.com/crashcontentspagelinks.html
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http://www.corazon.com/811bigholephotobetter.html

Date:

Tue, 14 Oct 1997 16:03:40 -0700

Subject:
Re: Flight 800 Public Hearing For Mr. Cremades
In-Reply-To: <3443F3A6.FD7FBB4A@calva.net>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="iso-8859-1"
Dear Mr. Jose Cremades 14 Oct 97
Thank you for the below notification of the 8 December 97 hearing in
Baltimore. It is addressed to all parties interested but then you repeat
that you look forward to talk to and get help from "qualified and
concerned
individuals." That implies that some on this list are not qualified and
you will not meet with them. Am I one of the qualified or the unqualified
I am the cargo door guy.
This is important as it may mean a trip to the East Coast for me. Will I
get a chance to speak before the board? Will I get a chance to speak to
you
who will speak before the board?
Or is the idea of a cargo door popping and causing such serious tragedy
still to horrible to contemplate? Are you on the Dr. Jim Swire side of PA
103 who believes his child was murdered and will not consider a trivial
mechanical fault but cling to evil world wide conspiracies and coverups?
Well, the cargo door only has evidence for support and I remain available
to you, Mr. Cremades, to go through the evidence any time you wish. Or
review it yourself at www.corazon.com. You'll find no twisted motives
there, only twisted metal.
(Does being in a sudden, night, fiery, fatal, jet, airplane crash qualify
me' technically' to talk to you about a sudden, night, fiery, fatal, jet,
airplane, crash? Does seeing my pilot, who had just saved my life, lying
crumpled on the ground, dead, qualify me as 'concerned?)
>To all parties interested in the Flight 800 investigation
>-------------------------------------------------------->
>I look forward to meeting at the Hearing technically qualified persons
>willing to help the families of victims of Flight 800 and the
>investigators in their search for the true causes of the accident.
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>I and many other family members will certainly appreciate any help we
>can get from qualified and concerned individuals.
>
>JosÈ Cremades
>President
>Victims of Flight 800
>E-mail: flight800@calva.com
Page: http://www.corazon.com/crashcontentspagelinks.html
http://www.corazon.com/811bigholephotobetter.html

Date:

Tue, 21 Oct 1997 10:47:02 -0700

Subject:
List Version 4.1
TWA 800 Crash Cause guys. Could be wrong, could be right. Could
stay the
same or change. Could be guy or gal. Could be one or many.
External cause.
a. Missile guys.
1. UnFriendly Fire.
a. Now vacant
2. Friendly fire. Persons
a. Michael Rivero,
b. Michael Sweeney,
c. Philip Anderson,
d. William Serrahn,
e. Richard Hirsch,
f. Stan Clark, CEC IOC Test Failure proponent
g. (Changed category)
h. (Changed category)
i. Carl Binns,
j. Pepper Kay,
k. (Changed category)
l. Matthew Maxson
m. Tom Shoemaker ( application of high energy inputs into the
airframe from some uncommon exterior source.)
b. Meteor guy.
1. Person Michael Davias.
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c. Projectile guy. Unfriendly fire.
1. Person Michael Hull.
d. Methane gas burp guy.
1. Richard Spalding. respald@somnet.sandia.gov
e. Local Geophysical Resonance guy.
1. Professor Alexandre Siniakov.
f. UFO guy.
1. Gotta be, gotta be...somewhere out there, far away is.. a UFO guy.
g. Laser guy.
1. Jean Gully
Internal cause
a. Cargo door guys. Persons:
1. JB Smith, electrical short, maybe pneumatic. barry@corazon.com
2. Elmer Barr,
3. Chris Olsson, at least two, probably three, possibly four unknown
causal factors.
4. GE Smith, torsional twisting
5. Dan Savage
b. Bomb guy.
1. Mr. Sammy Finkelman, PETN had something to do with what
happened
to the plane, that it was a criminal act, and not an accident, and that the
scene of the crime was JFK Airport.
c. Center tank explosion as initial event guys.
1. United States of America National Transportation Safety Board
Aviation Division Aircraft Accident Investigation Branch TWA Flight 80
event. Mr. James Hall, Mr. Robert Francis, Dr. Bernard Loeb, Mr. Al
Dickinson, Mr. Ron Schleede.
a. Ignition source for cwt guys:
static electricity guy,
voltage jump guy,
right tank fire guy,
scavenge pump guy,
small bomb guy,
engine number three guy,
meteor guy,
fuel probe guy,
missile guy,
lightning guy.
d. Structural sabotage guy.
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1. Maybe Mr. Finkelman.
Other guys.
a. The Unstated: Persons
H. Michael Sweeney
David Nunnery,
Danny Cox
Marshall Houston
Walter Lee
Mr. Sivak.
Stan Martin
Ms. Gladkin
Stan Bernstein
John Fazli
Dieter Peer
Jose Cremades
b. The Uncommitted.
1. Dan Lester.
2. Ian Goddard
c. The Unheard.
1. Boeing,
2. TWA
d. The Unresponsive:
1. NTSB,
2. FBI,
3. FAA,
4. Politicians,
5. Civil servants.
e. The Uncomprehending.
1. Press,
2. TV,
3. Radio.
f. The Unknowing;
1. Public.
2. Passengers
g. The Uncaring.
1. Mr. D.
h. The Unforgiving.
1. The Dead.
Form to cut and paste for posts regarding this list>Dear JBS, you
shouldn't
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write this and you shouldn't write that; you shouldn't say this and you
shouldn't say that; you shouldn't think this and you shouldn't think that.
And you're an idiot if you do. Write, say, and think my way, and then
you'll be a nice guy.
DN writes>What I find
>interesting is how JB:
>
>1. Started the list by placing people where he deemed appropriate
without
>asking/checking.
Oh no, he wrote something he shouldn't!
>2. Then later stated that if people disagreed with his placement,
>encouraged them to change it.
Oh no, he wrote something he shouldn't!
>3. When some changed, then accused them of running for cover.
Oh no, he wrote something he shouldn't!
>
>My question is what kind of debating tactic is this approach called?
Ah, getting organized is what it's called. Organized thought requires lists
and categories and research.
Is it
>bait and switch,
No.
a come on,
No.
dishonest,
No.
fraudulent,
No
.
provocative,
Maybe.
thought
>provoking,
Yes.
Number two on the obnoxious list is death. Death is very
obnoxious. When I
saw my dead pilot, I realized a lot about death, and one of the things is
death doesn't care about human feelings, like 'obnoxious.' Death eats
'obnoxious' for breakfast.
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Page: http://www.corazon.com/crashcontentspagelinks.html
http://www.corazon.com/811bigholephotobetter.html

Date:

Thu, 30 Oct 1997 10:30:53 -0800

Subject:
Love dem emails.../FAA calls.
We all get emails. Some are pretty good. Here's two in the last couple of
days to me with analysis.
>From: GBTZ00B@prodigy.com (MR THOMAS J KELLY JR)
>Date: Thu, 30 Oct 1997 04:03:07, -0500
>To: barry@corazon.com
>Subject: TWA 800
>
>AFTER READING THIS MIS-INFORMATION I FIND IT VERY
HARD TO UNDERSTAND
>HOW ANYBODY CAN MAKE STATEMENTS LIKE YOU DID
WITH NO SOLID
>INFORMATION ONLY PURE SPECULATION. CARGO DOOR
????? GET REAL, READ
>THE FACTS AND CLEAN UP THIS PAGE.
Analysis:
1. Note all caps, typical shouting as if louder is truth.
2. Note misspelling of 'misinformation.'
3. Note cliches of 'pure speculation' and 'get real.'
4. Note censor attempt at 'clean up this page.'
5. Note absence of discussion facts such as sudden loud sound on CVR.
6. Note generalities in insults as 'read the facts.'
7. Note unsigned email. Name in address does not mean tha person wrote
the
text.
8. Note general tone of anger.
I had two emails from pilots, here's one with name altered.
>From: W...@aol.com
>Date: Tue, 28 Oct 1997 17:18:17 -0500 (EST)
>To: barry@corazon.com
>Subject: Your B747 pages
>
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>Hello Barry,
>I just want to say I was most impressed at the way you have put togethe
>these accounts of B747 accidents.
>I currently fly the B737-400 and have been in aviation ( MIL and CIV )
for 37
>years (25,000 hrs) so I know a little of the subject !
>I have not read all your accounts and references, but what I have read is
>creditable.
>Should you need a contact such as I, you need only email me.
>I shall watch out for more of your work - well done Sir.
>
>Best regards,
>
>Bryn ...
>Captain
>British Airways
Analysis:
1. Note upper and lower case.
2. Note absence of spelling errors.
3. Note absence of cliches.
4. Note listing of credentials.
5. Note general tone of polite encouragement.
6. Note reference to facts on web site.
7. Note signed and titled signature.
8. Note offer of assistance.
The cargo door supporters are usually polite, well mannered, articulate, to
the point, have aviation experience, and offer encouragement. The cargo
door scoffers are rude, incoherent, unfocussed, don't know dick about
airplanes, and attempt to censor.
And so it goes...
Let me focus on one piece of evidence, one real piece of something we al
know something about... paint smears.
UAL 811 had blue paint transfer from fuselage to cargo door when door
slammed upward when it popped. The schematic and location of the pain
smears in on web site under UAL 811 NTSB report AAR 92/02. This
principle
is used in Diana's death with the MBZ and Fiat colliding and transferring
paint. So, one color metal strikes another differerent color metal and
paint is transferred. Is that agreed? Is it agreed that happened in UAL
811?
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Now look closely at TWA 800 reconstruction photograph. There are red
paint
smears on the white paint between windows alongside the fuselage. Thes
red
paint smears are only above and slightly aft of the forward door. The carg
door normally has red paint on it. The space between the windows
normally
had white paint. Now the space is red paint. Red paint came from
somewhere.
I've just been on the phone with a FAA aerospace engineer who has
assured
me on TWA 800 that:
1. the bottom sill of the forward cargo door is intact and attached to
fuselage skin but in several pieces.
2. the bottom latches are latched around the locking pins.
3. AD 88 12 04 was implemented in TWA 800.
4. the nose hit the water on the right side and caused hydraulic impact
damage in door area. Metal went inward not outward in door area.
5. the door did not open in flight.
6. the door was found with nose and did not come off first.
7. Admiral who said door was found first was wrong because metal piece
was
misidentified underwater.
8. Nose came off at station 741.
9. He didn't look at the paint smears.
10. PA 103 and AI 182 were inflight breakups and would show similar
evidence but were proven to be bombs.
11. NTSB has tagged each piece of metal of wreckage and it's plotted.
12. He referred my photos to NTSB for reply.
13. A letter is coming to me from FAA explaining the above.
Now that is real refuting evidence. If the bottom eight latches are found
around the locking pins, bottom of door attached to bottom sill, and the
locking sectors are steel not aluminum, door not found closest to event
site, that indicates the door did not come open in flight but rode nose to
water still locked. All I need to do is see those latches, sill, skin, and
locking sectors and I would say door did not open in flight. It may have
burst open in mid span but it did not follow the 811 model of unlatched,
pop, tear, and gone.
My reservations are:
1. The damage in the cargo door area appears to be a blow out, not a blow
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in from water impact.
2. Can't see sill or latches in reconstruction photo, just large hole.
3. Other similar evidence not considered nor explained such as sudden
loud
sound and paint smears.
So, to wait for:
1. the wreckage plot to be revealed to compare where door and other
pieces
actually were.
2. pictures of the latches latched to lower sill,
3. documentation of AD 88 12 04 implemented.
4. engine breakdown report for FOD.
So, FAA has signed off, door did not open and cause TWA 800.
Well, real evidence is real evidence. Latched latches attached to sill and
skin below is real evidence. Let me see it and just not rely on telephone
conversation. I believe the FAA official believed what he told me. There
no fudging or altering the evidence. It may be misinterpreted but not
altered. And latches latched and attached to lower sill is real evidence
and confirmable.
For the first time in a year and a half, I am rebutted with real evidence.
I continue to look at the reconstruction photo and it still appears to be a
blowout and not blow in impact damage with water. The lower sill and
latches still appear to be missing. The paint smears are still there and
not explained by water impact. The port side is still smooth and starboard
shattered. So there is a discrepancy between what I heard on the phone
and
what I see in the photo.
So, the mystery continues until the latches are confirmed latched to lower
sill and skin by clear photographs and that is a doable thing.
Page: http://www.corazon.com/crashcontentspagelinks.html
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Date:

Mon, 10 Nov 1997 22:47:00 -0800

Subject:
Shill/B Day
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="iso-8859-1"
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>
>shill \"shil\ n : one who acts as a decoy (as for a pitchman) Û shill vb
>
I called Byron Acohido a shill to his face in direct email after his
fawning repeat of an interview he had with Loeb and the center tank
explanation. The story ran in the Seattle Times. Acohido got huffy and
puffy and hasn't corresponded with me since. NTSB talks to Aviation
Week
and big newspapers but refused internet newsmagazines.
Shills and censors, long honored professions in which the person denies
his
job.
The big boys are all shills for the government. The myth of investigative
reporter is alive but the reporter is dead. Only the internet survives in
the muckracking tradition of Sinclair Lewis writing about Chicago
Stockyards of the '20s.
And if we owned billion dollar networks broadcasting at the whim of an
appointed official at the FCC we would be kissing ass too. They have
billions at stake and thousands of livelihoods while we have an ISP
kicking
us out with many others to choose from. We have it easy and have
freedom
but no money. They have straitjackets but lots of money.
Big question I get all the time, have you told 60 Minutes about cargo
door?
Well, of course, so what? 60 Minutes is not going to stir up governments
but will go after fraud plastic surgeon filing phony medicare forms, big
deal. Only when legitimized by blessing of NTSB or FAA will 60
Minutes do
20 minutes of muckraking/investigative journalism they pat themselves o
the back for.
We are the new kids on the block even if we bicker. That's why I asked
Goddard to use us for defense, to refer the press to us. Let them take on
all of us, not just some confused emotionally weakened one. I have
emailed
several news sources protesting their coverage as Goddard as 'fraud' and a
'hoax'. We will continue to be attacked, even worse. I notice when TV or
papers do hit pieces on internet sites, they never give the URL.
Well, it's all the same as before. Movies refused to show a television in
the film for thirty years. One media is jealous of the other not realizing
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they are all in the same boat, just like all of us are in the same boat of
alternative explanation for TWA 800 boat. And everybody is rowing in al
directions.
Below was written August 2nd, 1997, over three months ago, thinking
ahead
as usual. And this was before reconstruction photo was available. And
before Rivero split. Before red paint smears and hinge check. And before
got disgusted, again, with the uncoordinated disorganized rowboat rowers
Anyway, it reads as true now as it was written months ago.
Back to unity. Ha, such as it is.
Dear fellow center tank explosion as not initial event persons:
Dec 8th Baltimore. Time and place for BDay assault. Let's plan. I'll be
Stalin, no, no, I'll be Eisenhower, or maybe Montgomery. And day after
Pearl Harbor too.
Anyway, NTSB will be organized with CFT. We must be organized
with CFT
too. But not as initial event. I offer missile opening cargo door leading
to CFT. All three are included.
And each want theirs to be the initial event. I say probably electrical
short to cargo door to CFT. NTSB says unknown ignition source (they'll
find
one) to CFT. Missile guys say stupid Navy or evil terrorist to missile to
CFT.
But we all say CFT. Let's be polite to NTSB and just dispute timing.
To be allies in the 8 Dec Baltimore assault we must be organized.
Organized attack demands organized defense. Ours must be non violent,
polite, articulate, patient, well reasoned, and supported by documents,
text, graphics, and pictures. We must always be non threatening. Any
display of anger or frustration will be played up and discredit us as
immature children unworthy of consideration.
Let me emphasize that. Polite, non threatening. We must not shoot
ourselves in the foot.
They will be ready with defense against missile explanation and I'm
hoping they try to ignore cargo door because they will be weak in that
area, then, through ignorance.
Missile guys, get united. There is dissent in your ranks. There is the
enemy terrorist missile explanation and the friendly fire missile guys. Get
together. Agree on something. Prepare for NTSB defense. What does
NTSB have
that hurts you. And don't go whining about suppressed evidence. They are
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the power, that's the rule of power, they get to do what they want.
Get with Meyer, he's on your side now. They must listen to some
member of
the public and why not him, he saw it happen. And any missile person
dissed
on TV, demand equal time, whatever that means but sounds fair to
Americans.
So get on 60 minutes and rebut airhead blonde TV reporter, (and I love
them
all).
We should be united as representing alternative to CFT as initial event.
We could all wear blue blazers or black leather jackets, or to be be really
cool we could all have light blue windbreakers with big letters on the bac
in yellow. The letters could say, AE for alternative explanation. If
queried, you get to give yours and I get to give mine and the terrorist
missile guys get to give theirs. Any bomb guys left? They should be there
too, CFT but after bomb goes off. Even the bomb guys would agree CFT
not
initial event.
We need handouts for the press laying it all out. We are educated
computer people with inkjets.
There is a time for political unity and that's when you fight in a
political arena. Baltimore on 8 Dec is a political arena. Political unity
means allies. We must become allies.
So our appearance must be similar, DDay aircraft had three white stripe
on green to identify friend from foe.
I suggest twenty dollar light jackets to go over our regular clothes. We
adapt mimic appearance of NTSB FBI DEA etc.
I suggest press kits with pictures and text and quotes supporting our
alternative explanation.
We could have press conference with beer, they would come.
I suggest a network of communication among us. We must be available fo
interviews and strategy sessions. We need to know where each other is at
most times.
I suggest internet access for fast research when queried by tough
questions. Of course email to get with long distance supporters.
We must have specific objectives and reach them in sequence. Such as
mike
time in front of Board. Contact with TV radio and print persons. Specific
requests that make sense and are doable for the NTSB to do must be
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determined and phrased politely and presented at right time.
We are not outsiders as they would have us. We are insiders and demand
the respect of players, not the audience.
We are behind now in our preparations. NTSB is way ahead of us with
their
CFT. They have a huge real reconstruction that omits the entire cargo doo
area and refuses entry to cameras and other persons to look for entry and
exit holes. Yet their reconstruction has a great big explosion in the CFT.
We must emphazie we do not dispute CFT. Only as initial event. We
praise
NTSB for the CFT determination. Good work, Boys! Now to get to what
happened before the CFT and even the NTSB admits they don't know.
That is
our opening. Let us suggest what we think happened before the CFT,
missile
guys do missile, cargo door guys do cargo door, fuel pump guys do fuel
pump, and bomb guys do bomb. We are all in the running.
Well, that's my unity thinking.
At this stage, let's all link to our carefully crafted web pages. I've
linked to Goddard, Rivero and webexpert and welcome others. We
should print
out our entire sites into hard copy too.
Plan on antipathy from traditional media once we mention internet. Pla
on last minute revelations by NTSB to confuse us with conflicting data.
What would you do if you were NTSB and these riff raff insist on
spoiling
your show? And you have lots of money, lots of powerful friends, billion
rest on the conclusions reached, and your job is on the line. Oh, also the
international aviation reputation of your country is being tested in world
wide media. Yeah, see the problem?
I do.
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Mon, 3 Nov 1997 10:43:27 -0800

Subject:
Simulation/Reality/Reconstruction background
The simulation 14 months ago is now shown to be correct in the
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reconstruction photo. Amazing, the hole is exactly where it was predicted
to be by computer a year earlier. Then of course the simulation and the
reality are ignored, that's amazing too.
Below is Friday August 30 1996 3:25 PM EDT
(Reuter)
>A computer simulation by investigators of the final moments before the
>crash placed the blast on the jet's right side, The New York Times
>reported on Friday.
>The NTSB would not comment on the Times report.
>
>The simulation showed almost everything in the first spray of metal,
>luggage and other material blown from the plane came from a confined
area
>above and
>ahead of the right wing, the newspaper said.
3 Sep 96 below, note reference to different building besides the main
hangar. The truth of TWA 800 is in that reconstruction and data banks,
now
to get impartial accident investigators to review it.
Al Baker and
Matthew Cox
contributed to
this story.
Probe's Plane-Makers
Calverton effort unprecedented in size, expense
By Sylvia Adcock
Staff Writer
IT'S AN unexpected sight: Amid the twisted wreckage of TWA
Flight 800, investigators are pedaling about on bicycles.
The National Transportation Safety Board has never had to
buy bicycles before. But then, this investigation is like no other in the
agency's
history, with a scale comparable to that of the Boeing 747
itself.
It's the most expensive ever, with the cost to the NTSB
alone close to $3 million so far and climbing rapidly. And it involves the
most
ambitious three-dimensional reconstruction of airplane
wreckage ever attempted by the agency, which continues to remain in
charge
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of the
probe until sabatoge can be proven.
The bicycles, as it turns out, are the most efficient way
for safety board investigators to get around the former Grumman plant at
Calverton, where the NTSB has set up its command center.
Once, F-14 fighter jets were built there, in cavernous hangar areas with
80-foot-high bays and 15-ton cranes. The last military plane
built on Long Island took off from Calverton last summer; now the
10,000-foot runway, able to handle the largest planes in the
world, is used to bring NTSB Vice Chairman Robert Francis direct from
Washington in a Federal Aviation Administration plane.
"It was an act of God" that the Grumman facility was sitting
unused, available and near the crash site, said a top NTSB investigator. "I
don't think there's any place else on the East Coast that
could handle it."
Inside, the wreckage ranges from small bits of metal identified with the help of an online computer hookup with Boeing's
Seattle
office - to
fuselage sections and 8-foot-high engines that dwarf the men
and women inside. In recent weeks, the Navy has flown some of the crew
from
the salvage operation to Calverton by helicopter just so
they can get a sense of the results of their efforts.
"It really brought home what we do out there," said Navy
Ensign Karen Anderson, who is assigned to the Oak Hill, a Navy support
ship
at the
crash site. "It was breathtaking."
In the early days after the crash, only Plant 6, the main
building on the compound, was needed to house the arriving wreckage.
But
not even
that 300,000-square-foot building, with a hangar area the
length of two football fields, was large enough to hold this investigation,
and
soon NTSB and FBI officials spread out into adjoining
buildings.
Now, with some 70 percent of the plane recovered, the debris
inside Plant 6 is taking on a recognizable shape in the form of a mockup o
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the
fuselage on specially built scaffolding. Nearly 80 feet
long, a third of the length of the 747, the mockup extends from just behin
the cockpit
to where the rear edge of the wings meet the fuselage, an
area that includes the entire front cargo hold. Decisions on how far to go
with the
mockup are continuing; just last week, investigators looking
at fire damage patterns decided to extend the front portion all the way up
to
the upper-deck, first-class seating and the roof that goes
over it. That section, which forms the distinctive hump of the 747, will
stand
close to 30 feet high.
Nearby is a mockup of the central fuel tank, which is
located between the wings underneath the plane. This part of the plane is
of particular
interest to investigators because the tank apparently
exploded - although no determination has been made as to whether a fuel
tank
explosion alone would be enough to rip apart the fuselage.
On the floor, the wing sections that have been recovered are laid out on a
grid.
In another area of Plant 6 is the "cockpit documentation."
Investigators are arranging the cockpit debris, including the pilot's
chair, the way
it would be in the plane. Technicians struggle to untangle
and identify a mass of wires. Floor panels from the cabin are laid out
nearby.
In a building next to Plant 6, the focus is on the interior
of the cabin and the damage it sustained. The seats are laid out on the
floor exactly
as they would be in the plane. Nearby, investigators input
data from passenger autopsies into a computer, sometimes looking at the
damage
to particular seats when they notice a pattern. Another
database contains information on the damage to each seat, and yet anothe
shows
where the various parts of the plane landed. The safety
board will use these three databases to create a "trajectory analysis" to
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help show
how the plane broke up, a standard practice in crash
investigations.
In another building are the four Pratt & Whitney engines,
disassembled. Work there is nearly complete, as investigators have said th
engines
were not a factor in the explosion. In another area,
investigators have laid out all the sections of carpeting from the cabin
according to their
position in the plane.
In the early days of the investigation, the smell of jet
fuel permeated the air in the hangar, a constant reminder of what had
happened. More
than six weeks later, the jet fuel smell has dissipated. But
every time new wreckage arrives from beneath the sea, sometimes with
crabs
and
other sea life still attached, the scent of salt water fills
the air.
The mood is somber and the work meticulous. And the sense of
frustration is everywhere, investigators say. "Everything is stalled," said
one
source. "Everyone wants to see one break one way or another."
Page: http://www.corazon.com/crashcontentspagelinks.html
http://www.corazon.com/811bigholephotobetter.html

Date:

Tue, 4 Nov 1997 19:53:14 -0800

Subject:
So Polite, treat me nice, "Elvis"
JBS>Once again, I grab keyboard in hand and peruse the daily email as i
ebbs and flows past my eyes. Let's see, the LSoft forum, a bunch of
educated and polite guys who reason calmly and discuss intelligently:
What
have we here?
PA>Just like a leaky faucet or bad urethra, the CWT/Mech failure/
>Cargo door theories keep on dripping.
JBS>Hmm...drippy urethra...hmmm....pus...disease...yuck...
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PA continues>1) Does *anyone* believe the mysterious black box
results.
Cargo door would have left a signature. Ditto CWT. Instead
we get an "abrupt silence".
JBS>Well, exactly, it would leave a signature and did. It's called the
sudden loud sound on the CVR and the abrupt power cut to the FDR. It's
on
all four high time Boeing 747 accidents including TWA 800. It's the
sound
of explosive decompression and matched to a DC 10 cargo door explosiv
decompression in the AI 182 report.
Ah, but you guys knew that all along.
What else is new?
More evil people out there discovered? The total must be up to about ten
thousand by now, and counting.
Ah, Mr. Finkeman's analysis:
SF>Station 741 is the location on the plane where the plane's two parts
split? How far back in the plane is that?
JBS> 741 inches from spot near nose.
SF>I would like to point out here that if the door opened, it would not
>be a rupture in the hull. A rupture means an opening somewhere else
>OTHER THAN the door itself. You are no longer saying that what
happened
>was the cargo door came off.
I would like to point out that an opening is an opening. Drill it open,
unlatch it, punch it open, blow it open. Rupture in door means opening in
door, opening in door means door opened.
I'm still saying parts of door came off.
>You are speaking of a rupture NEAR the door. Something like this migh
>very well be true.
I'm saying a rupture IN the door.
>The initial hole could NOT have been the cargo door itself coming off
>in one piece because. had that happened, the plane would have continue
>to fly, as did UAL Flight 811, and logic and Stan Martin also tells you
>that aircraft designers would try to account for the possibility of an
>open or missing cargo door.
Logic tells me if one plane has a huge hole in side and nose stayed on tha
the next plane won't be so lucky.
>The rupture cannot have an accidental cause. Metal fatigue is carefully
>monitored and we can assume that there is good experience as to what
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>way and how fast it develops. Metal fatigue was possibly the *intended*
>official cause when the crime was planned,
The rupture was an accidental cause. The crime was not planned. Oh
Sammy,
to live in your world of evil human motives must be hard to bear.
By the way, for Stan Martin, the two midspan latching cams do not have
locking sectors while the eight lower latching cams do. The AD that
strengthened the locking sectors did nothing to stop the mid span latches
from being back driven. What an oversight.
>Streak doesn't exists and is disinformation. Therefore it does not
>need to be explained in a technical way.
Hey, streak exists, don't take my valuable and trusted eyewitnesses away
such as Faret, Meyer and Bauer, they support door explanation.
>Well, if it is slamming upward, it is intact after the hole so the
>hole was not the cargo door coming off.
Huh?
>Is the door located in the nose section?
Good question, at first blush I would say yes but let me check on it. I've
only said door was in nose section about three trillion times in the last
few months but I could be wrong, and I'm never wrong.
>I need to take a look at these pictures.
Well, now you're getting away from political conjecture and into scientifi
inquiry, a dangerous path for a conspiracy guy. You never know where
you'll
end up by examining evidence.
>Why would a center fuel tank explosion always give damage on two
sides?
Key word, 'center.' Either nothing or something on both sides but not a lo
on right side and nothing on left which is what TWA 800 has.
>Well, I am glad that UAL 811 is off the list. Maybe we are getting
>somewhere.
It's off the list because I didn't discover it, someone else did. I
discovered the other three, AI 182, PA 103, and TWA 800.
>Unfortunately, now, you seem to be going back. You are saying the
>rupture was IN the cargo door, and that it is similiar to UAL 811,
>and that in both cases there was a rupture at the aft midspan latch.
>(the the middle latch toward the back of the plane)
Not the middle latch toward the back of the plane, the aft midspan latch o
the left side of the cargo door. The forward midspan latch in on the right
side of the door. The eight lower latches are on the bottom of the door.
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I got the two page FAA letter today and am replying to it. Will give more
info later.
WS>You profess to be a logical person but embrace the cargo door
theory out of
>loyalty for the guy that you came to the dance with.
Elmer, want to dance?
>I challenge you to share with us the highlights
>of your career accomplishments over the last 30 years or so.
Hey WS, delving into the private lives of forum members is sort of out of
line, yes? If we voluteer personal info, fine, but asking for it is not.
Tell us about all your criminal record and health records, any drug
overdoses, any misdemeanors, and court judgments? Ever get fired?
Hmmm...Saying because Elmer doesn't tell you his life story means he's
lying is a cheap shot and carries no weight. Elmer has shown his accuracy
by his reports on the eyewitnesses accounts. They all ring true and are
backed up with quotes. He is judged by his deeds and his deed was
eyewitness evaluations that make sense, not absurd exaggerations.
The truth of a message is independent of the messenger.
>creditability.
Huh? The ability to get your charge card amount increased?
For Johnny Asia, no one is eavedropping on your computer. At least,
that's
what they told me to say.
And all you guys swearing, I'm saving mine up. The time will come.
SC>Citizen fear of the feds may be so
>great that everyone is rightfully afraid to speak out, in which case
>we're all
>very smart.
Not everyone, I'm speaking out often and forcefully. Of course it got me
armed agents at my house unannounced and uninvited to interrogate me,
and
did, but that goes with the territory.
>I don't think any of us knows what happened to that plane, and all
> evidence is covered up by the feds.
I know what happened and the evidence is not covered up. Two wrongs
in one
sentence. But I could be wrong and that would give you two rights in one
sentence.
>The only failure mode that has been
> scientifically eliminated is CWT - the one crammed down our throats.
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And it hurts, as Mick sings in Midnight Rambler. CWT as initial
event...makes one lose faith in the human race.
Anybody reading Richard Hirsch's account of CWT rules it out as viable
explanation for crash. The only hope is that Boeing, TWA, most FAA, all
fuel experts on the planet, and total common sense agrees with Mr. Hirsch
The power of one guy with a title, Loeb, is astounding, to counter such
contrary evidence.
Thank god my life does not depend on guys like him...oh, it does.
>"increditable." <grin>
the inability to get the limit on your charge card increased.
>And all we do is bicker nonsensically.
But it's so much fun.
>If an answer is to be found that satisfies anybody, there must be a new
>but independent investigation based on good science.
We can do that. After 8 Dec we should have lots of data to interpret. Let's
all pool our research. I like the 'good science' part.
Page: http://www.corazon.com/crashcontentspagelinks.html
http://www.corazon.com/811bigholephotobetter.html

Date:

Sun, 2 Nov 1997 17:49:02 -0800

Subject:
Sta/FAA
DP asks>You mentioned "station 741", "station 800" and "1000" in your
recent
>posts.
>
>Could you please give a short explanation on those "stations"
They are inches from the nose datum. 741 inches from a specified point
near
the nose of the 747.
>
>I understand that you did send this letter (email) to the FAA. So I am
>sure I can conclude that you DID receive the FAA's letter before.
No, I was responding to a telephone call from the FAA who said a letter
was
in the mail. He was investigating my concerns after the FAA was finished
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investigating my concerns and the letter was written. Not a good way to
investigate, and then when he did call to tell me the contents of the
finished letter, he still never asked any questions. They know everything.
I still don't have their letter written to me in response to request from
my congressman.
>
>You state, that you "share this correspondence with the group because
>cargo door [...]" .
>
>This is in contradiction to your statement, because you did NOT share
>the FAA's letter with us, just the info on your phone chat.
Right, because I don't have the letter yet. It probably has to go through
channels and will be weeks before it gets here. And they don't have email
My response letter, which you have read, probably has not been read yet
by
the recipient Mr. Brenerman. This is what is happening in the twixt of
email and snail mail.
If this were not a matter of life and death, I would follow protocol and
wait. But the cargo door is not waiting to rupture so I can't either.
Page: http://www.corazon.com/crashcontentspagelinks.html
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Date:

Mon, 17 Nov 1997 11:43:44 -0800

Subject:
Stay away from me.
Dear Conspiracy Guys, and that includes missile us or missile them guys
and bomb, and drone, and laser, and sabotage guys and anyone else who
thinks some people know the real cause of TWA crash and are keeping it
secret while planting government agents in electronic mailing lists to
thwart your truth.
This government agent thing has gone far enough. To seriously consider
me,
personally, John Barry Smith, as a government agent doing whatever is
seriously crazy. As in nuts. As in detached from reality. So, while it was
fun for a while, so preposterous that it brought a smile, I played along
thinking it was joke. No more, now it is getting close to the public
hearing so here are some conclusions:
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When I think you conspiracy guys who think I am a government agent
are nuts
, and I do, that means I make certain decisions. If you think I am a
government agent, you make certain decisions. These can be dangerous
decisions.
When I see a really crazy person, I consider that person dangerous. Here's
why; any action that the crazy person does is justified by his excuse, I
thought this so I did that. Irrational actions can occur from crazy
people. Irrational acts are dangerous acts.
If you think I am a deceptive government agent attempting to thwart your
truth, and I think you do think that, then you may feel justified in doing
harmful action against me, all justified in your mind. That is dangerous to
me.
If I think you are crazy, and I do, then I may feel justified in doing
harmful action in misperceived defense. That is dangerous to you.
So, it is best we stay apart physically. Way far apart. So, I will not wave
to you, talk to you, shout at you, or in any way acknowledge your
presence
should we happen to cross paths. I'll just starting walking away. I ask
that you do the same for me. If I am pointed out, or if I introduce myself
to a group in which you are a part, don't wave, don't say anything, don't
acknowledge my presence, just ignore me. Just pretend I don't exist.
If we stay apart then, our mutal misperceptions will not have a chance to
cause harm by error. If you should introduce yourself or otherwise identif
yourself near me, I shall walk away if able. If you follow, I shall call
security as you have been asked to stay away from me.
That's what conspiracy does, it puts fear in everyone's minds. It is a sick
thing. It is to be avoided. You are to be avoided. Your sickness is
spreading with crazy thinking about terrorists with a missile to US Navy
ship and subs, to the FBI, to CIA, the President, to ATC, to newspapers, t
mechanics, to government officials, and now to citizens who even talk
about
a plane crash in a plane crash open forum.
You crossed over the line when you believed I am a government agent
secretly put here to thwart your important truth.
You are detached from reality and if you make actions based upon that
fantasy, you are dangerous. It's putting on a Superman Cape and jumping
off
the roof thinking you can fly.
Stay away from me.
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I know the real cause for TWA 800 and am telling as many people as I
can as
fast as I can, inadvertent rupture at aft midspan latch of the forward
cargo door inflight on high time Boeing 747s, including TWA 800. There
is
no conspiracy to conceal the aft midspan latch rupture problem in high
time
Boeing 747s. There is no conspiracy to cover up the door problem in PA
103.
There is no conspiracy to cover up the door problem in AI 182. There is
no
conspiracy to hide the door problem of TWA 800. There is no conspiracy
by
the Navy to conceal an accidental shootdown. There is no conspiracy to
sabotage airplanes at JFK. There is no conspiracy to place a bomb on
board
TWA 800. There is no conspiracy to push false center tank explosion as
initial event. There is no conspiracy to plant government agents on
electronic mailing services. There is no conspiracy of newspapers to mak
fun of conspiracy people and defame them. There is no conspiracy of
ATC or
the FBI to doctor radar tapes. There is no conspiracy of NYPD divers or
Navy personnel to wash off evidence from wreckage. There is no
conspiracy
of the White House to confiscate radar evidence and alter it. There is no
conspiracy to not investigate forward cargo door explanation as cause.
There is no conspiracy to make your life miserable.
Your internal map of reality territory is wrong, and instead of changing
the map, you attempt to change the territory. Wrong, stupid and crazy
thinking.
This is a real person who is telling you conspiracy guys who think I am a
government agent to keep the hell away from me in real life.
And I'll return the favor. 'nuff said.
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Sun, 16 Nov 1997 10:29:54 -0800
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Subject:
The Mob
Most conspiracies peoples act as if they are picked upon loners, fighting
against evil forces that continue to thwart them. HA!
Well, listen up! You conspiracy guys are the norm, you are the majority,
you are the mob.
Most people believe PA 103 was a bomb by conspirators.
Most people believe AI 182 was a bomb by conspirators.
Most people believe JFK death was a plot by conspirators.
Most people believe TWA 800 was a missile by conspirators.
Most people believe MLK jr. death was a plot by conspirators.
Most people think UFOs are flying saucers covered up by a plot by
conspirators.
Most people believe aliens from outer space are among us.
Most people believe financial markets are controlled secretly by a few
people behind the scenes.
Most people in this forum believe there are secret plants working for the
government sowing disbelief in the truth.
You are the majority. You are the poorly educated, the scared, the timid
searchers for understanding and reassurance, the confused, the unstable,
the mob. You look for and want answers that satisfy your fears.
You have substituted priests of the past with government officials of
today. The religion is America, the apostles are the Secretaries of the
Cabinet, the Pope is the President, the dogma is capitalism, the bible is
the Constitution, and yes, Elvis is Jesus, that poor boy dying young,
betrayed by drugs. Shrine is Graceland.
The priests were debunked as scientists when refuted by evidence such as
moons seen orbiting a far away planet. Today they are not respected for
real world decisions, only to give emotional solace. Priests were always i
the center of conspiracy theories when they held power.
So now when government officials representing the religion of governme
are refuted by evidence, they are suspected as plotters, when in fact, they
are just humans doing what humans, do, get it right once in a while and
get
it wrong most of the time. So now government officials are in the center o
conspiracy theories.
The mob, the sheep, the citizens, look for guidance, for help, for
protection, for reassurance, for happiness, for understanding. Who fills
that need? Government jumps in and says, give me money via taxes and I
will
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do all those things. And tries. And succeeds some of the time. And fails
most of the time. Just like humans. Not special people annointed by God
with the truth.
All you mobsters out there, cut Clinton and all the rest some slack. Hall
and Loeb and McCain and Duncan and Kallstrom and Condit and
Francis are
public officials who were handed a hot potato and tried to do something
with it and cool it. Most just dropped it. At least the names above talked
about it. They tried to resolve it. And it's ongoing, it's not over yet.
They are good men, not bad men. They may be wrong, they may be right
but
they are not evil conspirators.
So, when accusations fly around in print in this forum about me,
personally, by name, being part of a plot by committing deception by
appearing to be someone that I'm not, watch out. Be careful. Don't be
careful because I may be a government disinformationalist specialist with
immense unseen power, but just be careful because I am an American
citizen,
can read and write, and have been confronted with danger before and
overcome it. Being continually accused of a crime is not good. It is bad. I
don't like bad things against me. I like good things against me. Being
queried about my beliefs regarding TWA 800 is a good thing. Being
queried
about what I do in my private life is a bad thing. You can do it because
you have freedom of speech. Should you do it is up to you.
If you members of the unruly mob continue to say a lie over and over
again,
you may start believing it. And then go from talking to action. You have
freedom of speech, but not freedom of action. Are we clear on that, free
speech but not free action. Shouting loudly to make a point is free speech
and OK, poking a finger into a chest to make a point is action violence
and
not OK. The first gets a passive response, the second an active response.
Let us keep our discourse passive using speech, not active using force. Le
us me be mentally stimulating yet physically calm.
I am not a priest and I am not a government official. I am a free man with
a cause, stopping death by stopping airplane crashes by stopping inflight
fuselage rupture by stopping the aft midspan latch area of the forward
cargo door of high time Boeing 747s from opening.
Read all of the above very carefully, there is no threat of violence, no
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censorship, no name calling of specific people, no lies. It is a rejection
of violence. It is an appeal to reason and calm. It is just my opinions and
interpretations of history.
You give yours and I'll give mine. Free thought, free listening, free
viewing, free talking, free writing, free acting, but not free action.
"Touch me again for the words that you'll hear evermore...
Don't Tread on Me."
A Naval rendition of the American Colonial Flag in use at the beginning
of
the American Revolutionary
War. This is one of the first flags to show 13 stripes (one for each
American colony) along with the poisionous Sea Snake.
It features the sea snake above the warning, "DON'T TREAD ON ME".
The
rattle snake had become a traditional
symbol of the American Colonies and the Colonial Navy adopted the sea
going
version of this. The most obvious
reason for the snake to be the symbol of the American Colonies was that
the
rattlesnake was only found in the
American Colonies and nowhere else in the world. The origin of the
slogan
(Don't Tread On Me) pertains to the
snakes deadly strike and the idea that it is best generally when left alone.
Don't Tread On Me
Hetfield/Ulrich
Liberty or death, what we so proudly hail
once you provoke her, rattling of her tail
never begins it, never, but once engaged...
never surrenders, showing the fangs of rage
don't tread on me
so be it
threaten no more
to secure peace is to prepare for war
so be it
settle the score
touch me again for the words that you'll hear evermore...
don't tread on me
love it or live it, she with the deadly bite
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quick is the blue tongue, forked as lighting strike
shining with brightness, always on surveillance
the eyes, they never close, emblem of vigilance
don't tread on me
so be it
threaten no more
to secure peace is to prepare for war
so be it
settle the score
touch me again for the words that you'll hear evermore...
don't tread on me
so be it
threaten no more
to secure peace is to prepare for war
liberty or death, what we so proudly hail
once you provoke her, rattling on her tail
so be it
threaten no more
to secure peace is to prepare for war
so be it
settle the score
touch me again for the words that you'll hear evermore...
don't tread on me
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Sun, 16 Nov 1997 21:32:31 -0800

Subject:
Throttled back.
Ways to determine the type of guy Cdr Donaldson is:
He types in Capitals a lot.
He has lots of spelling errors.
He replies to questions of fact with answers of insults.
He sends rude letters to public officials.
He knows secret information he is not at liberty to divulge.
He knows the answer as well as others but they are hiding it.
He suffers "foul's poorly"
He's picked on by 'flies.'
He knows it's not one, but two missiles that shot down TWA 800.
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He firmly believes the interpretation of layman viewers seeing brief
unexpected vision miles away who say streak was missile and thinks
others
who don't believe interpretation are dumb, sneaky, or lying.
Well, for the list Version 4.03, methinks I shall put Commander Bob
Donaldson, USN (Ret), as full blown conspiracy guy, sub category missil
guy. Or is it missiles guy.
Why is it the fuel tank explosion debunkers can be so right about no
center
tank explosion as initial event and so wrong on the next conclusion?
Missile? They rely on facts to debunk explanation and then skip the facts
to present their own.
BD> Rest assured I've based my last letter on hours of eyewitness
>conversations, including one who watched a missile all the way to
Detonation.
This is the kicker, every time, and it's been about ten times so far, when
someone says, 'Be assured, rest assured, let me assure, let me reassure
you," don't be. It's the clue that the person does not have facts to
support conclusion but is now relying on personal reputation and strength
of title, in this case retired Navy officer, to persuade listener.
>one who watched a missile all the way to Detonation.
Well, bring him on over. Let's have Elmer Barr have a little question and
answer period with the lad/lassie.
> THIS IS MY FIRST AND LAST PERSONAL RESPONSE ON
THIS NET.
>MY LETTERS STAND FOR THEMSELVES. Have a great day!!
Hey, Bob, you have a great day too, too bad we are unworthy in this
forum
for your precious attention. But, ahem, you are a little late for the
party. By the way, here's a shipmate for you: Ian Goddard.
IAN:>and we've
> suffered greatly for our efforts.
Sitting in front of a computer drinking a hot cup of coffee in a warm room
listening to some soft music and expressing innermost thoughts to an
audience. Most people on this planet would call that heaven, but Goddard
calls it suffering greatly. Having your name on TV, your theory discussed
and then to hear you called a bad name is something many would pay
much
money for, but Goddard calls it 'vicious and wrongful counterblows.'
Poor baby.
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barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Sat, 8 Nov 1997 12:42:30 -0800

Subject:
Version 4.2
Ad hominem, (This ain't got nuthin to do with 'homo' does it? I doan
want
nuttin' to do wit 'homo's.)
God, I live this forum. Especially when persons use foreign tongues, like
"Plus ca change!" Add the money? Why would someone add the
money?
I'm still saving my swear word, although I'm tempted after reading the
poor
excuse for epithets I've been reading lately.
ep*i*thet \"e-pe-'thet, -thet\ n : a characterizing and often abusive word
or phrase
Hey, an online dictionary is great. Accurate spelling and meaning, two
very
important things for us accident investigators into TWA 800.
Well, enough about TWA 800, more fun to dish the dirt.
Let's leave accident investigation to the boys who know what they are
talking about, the NTSB. It reminds me of a title in a post to a newsgroup
months ago, "Fuel pump defective? Let's let the manufacturer inspect it!"
Non cargo door guys, here is a clue why the cargo door is the right
explanation. Cargo door has no pride. Cargo door has no shame. Cargo
door
will do what it needs to do to fix the door. And that includes allying
myself with explanations that are considered as bizarre as cargo door is
considered by them. I associate myself with 'kooks' and 'wackos." I suffer
verbal abuse as I weed through the chaff of personal slurs looking for the
wheat kernel of truth about the door. I offer reconciliation to those who
have declared themselves cargo door enemies.
And why? Because I have been to death at a sudden night fiery fatal jet
airplane crash. I know at a second before death, there is no pride, no
shame, no lookin' good, no anything but desire to stay alive. This TWA
800
crash is real. It's effects live forever. Mr. Cremades is not going to have
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a son that asks for the car keys tonight, or say he got a new job and hates
the boss already, or here's my girlfriend, Dad, what do you think?
I saw my dead pilot on the ground and the fiery smear of exploding jet
below as I floated down for my three seconds in the air wasn't exciting fu
anymore. And twenty five years later I met my pilot's two of five sons.
They had become Navy jet pilots. Their mother never got out of bed the
morning after the crash. She lay in bed in grief and I lay in bed in pain
from fractured back. She never remarried. Five young boys had no dad
forever.
And that's from mechanical cause leading to night sudden fiery fatal jet
airplane crash. TWA 800 is mechanical cause leading to a sudden night
fatal fiery jet airplane crash. No one is ever the same after and none for
the better.
Death is not fair. If death were fair, I would have died, a single young
inexperienced Navy navigator, and the experienced married father would
have
lived.
And you pissants go on and on about being misquoted and oh, your
feelings
are so hurt. ( "Pissant" is not in my dictionary, it must be Navy slang,
but you get my drift, you little pissants.)
We have lots of excuses for failure in this forum, shall we list them?
This is a new medium, electronic mailing lists, email, and the web, so we
are still learning.
Nobody listens.
Everybody is selfish
I'm not technically proficient.
They are out to get me.
I'm just a small guy.
I don't have enough money.
I don't have enough time.
Nobody likes me.
And on and on.
Where are the successes? How are minds changed? What is the value of
scientific truth? What works to find explanations for mysterious events?
Who is important? Who is in charge? What does the government want?
What
motivates investigators? Why do what we are doing?
"Roy Batty (Rutger Hauer) in Blade Runner, "Questions, yes, questions."
And lists. Version 4.2
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TWA 800 Crash Cause guys. Could be wrong, could be right. Could
stay the
same or change. Could be guy or gal. Could be one or many. If you don't
agree, send in change, don't send in change, or not.
External cause.
a. Missile guys.
1. UnFriendly Fire.
a. Now vacant but always looking for supporters
2. Friendly fire. Persons
a. Michael Rivero, (missing in action, status unknown)
b. Michael Sweeney,
c. Philip Anderson,
d. William Serrahn,
e. Richard Hirsch,
f. Stan Clark, CEC IOC Test Failure proponent
g. (Changed category)
h. (Changed category)
i. Carl Binns,
j. Pepper Kay,
k. (Changed category)
l. Matthew Maxson
m. Tom Shoemaker ( application of high energy inputs into the
airframe from some uncommon exterior source.)
b. Meteor guy.
1. Person Michael Davias.
c. Projectile guy. Unfriendly fire.
1. Person Michael Hull.
d. Methane gas burp guy.
1. Richard Spalding. respald@somnet.sandia.gov
e. Local Geophysical Resonance guy.
1. Professor Alexandre Siniakov.
f. UFO guy.
1. Gotta be, gotta be...somewhere out there, far away is.. a UFO guy.
g. Laser guy.
1. Jean Gully
Internal cause
a. Cargo door guys. Persons:
1. JB Smith, rupture at aft midspan latch of forward cargo door,
electrical or pneumatic.
2. Elmer Barr,
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3. Chris Olsson, at least two, probably three, possibly four unknown
causal factors.
4. GE Smith, torsional twisting
5. Dan Savage
b. Bomb guy.
1. Mr. Sammy Finkelman, PETN had something to do with what
happened
to the plane, that it was a criminal act, and not an accident, and that the
scene of the crime was JFK Airport.
c. Center tank explosion as initial event guys.
1. United States of America National Transportation Safety Board
Aviation Division Aircraft Accident Investigation Branch TWA Flight 80
event. Mr. James Hall, Mr. Robert Francis, Dr. Bernard Loeb, Mr. Al
Dickinson, Mr. Ron Schleede, FAA Northwest Region.
a. Ignition source for cwt guys:
static electricity guy,
voltage jump guy,
right tank fire guy,
scavenge pump guy,
small bomb guy,
engine number three guy,
meteor guy,
fuel probe guy,
missile guy,
lightning guy.
d. Structural sabotage guy.
1. Maybe Mr. Finkelman.
Other guys.
a. The Unstated: Persons
H. Michael Sweeney
David Nunnery,
Danny Cox
Marshall Houston
Walter Lee
Mr. Sivak.
Stan Martin
Ms. Gladkin
Stan Bernstein
John Fazli
Dieter Peer
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Jose Cremades
Dennis Hudecki
Oral Deckard
Cerrept
Tom Rouse
Brad Dolan
b. The Uncommitted.
1. Dan Lester.
2. Ian Goddard, the used to be committed, then uncommitted, and
now mabye back committed, it's hard to tell.
c. The Unheard.
1. Boeing,
2. TWA
d. The Unresponsive:
1. NTSB, (We will have public hearing where the public hears us.
We
don't hear the public.)
2. FBI, (We don't know what it was, but we know it's not a bomb or
missile.)
3. FAA, now partially listening, but still not talking.
4. Politicians, (everybody be calm, no need to panic.)
5. Civil servants. (Servant?)
e. The Uncomprehending.
1. Press,
2. TV,
3. Radio.
f. The Unknowing;
1. Public.
2. Passengers
g. The Uncaring.
1. Mr. D.
h. The Unforgiving.
1. The Dead.
CO>Ian's Paulian revelation
Is this some religious reference? Probably, and means it's a cause, needin
zeal, and facts come later if at all.
>There remain at least five viable theories: CWT; FCD; Friendly fire;
>Unfriendly fire; Bolide. All five suffer from evidential flaws.
Yeah, but not unconfirmable nor unprovable. The answer is there.
So, I'm still touting my cargo door explanation to Boeing lawyers,
officials, private investigators, and anybody else out there who professes
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to have a duty to find out about TWA 800. Overnight successes usually
take
a few years.
>The orgiastic condemnation of
>Ian by his erstwhile chums is a most ungratifying spectacle.
"Tied my baby to the railroad tracks, suicide down the line; all right,
officer, I confess, it was a heart attack," AC/DC singer explaining what
happened to his previously loved one.
That's probably too obscure for most, but then I can't quote in foreign
languages, just rock lyrics.
Say La V.
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Wed, 12 Nov 1997 21:56:32 -0800

Subject:
We have not yet begun to fight.
Cargo door guys have not yet begun to fight. You ain't seen nothing yet.
Our team has yet to get the ball, it's all been defense. We have not yet
attacked. Don't count us out when we have not yet had our turn at bat.
We are still in the preparation phase. Rehearsal has not been gone
through.
Our equipment has not yet been assembled and tested. We are getting our
ducks in a row. You want to see how professionals work? Standby.
We are in it for the long haul and the engines have yet to be turned on,
not even warmed up.
Turn the lights out, HA! I fart in thy general direction.
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Sun, 9 Nov 1997 09:10:58 -0800

Subject:
Why desperate about cargo door?
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="iso-8859-1"
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JG> Well JBS if you can get your foot out of your mouth ...
Nice opening, puts me in the mood.
>A U.S. Senate Hearing declared the JFK assassination was a
>conspiracy.
Well, uh, actually, no, it was a House hearing using recorded sounds from
motorcycle cop's radio left on during shooting. As an audiologist it was
funny to me to have the echoes of all those buildings reflecting the shots
and then being called many shooters by the conspiracy guys.
>Are you seriously trying to say that Clinton didnot sell out this
>country to Chinese agents.
Uh, yes, I am. Let me type that to see if I can stand behind it...President
Clinton did not sell out his country to Chinese agents. Yes, I think I can
be held accountable for that statement.
>Just when did you become IANs' apologist..
>protector..mouth piece or whatever you're supposed to be ?
When he quit. When he had opportunity to shed light on TWA crash
cause.
When he was called, then chosen. When he needed support from firefight
of
disgust from national media calling his research a 'hoax'.
>I suggest you go inspect some cargo doors before another tragedy
>occurs.
Good advice and I spend hours every day doing exactly that through
photos,
text, and email research. I'm already too late once with TWA 800.
>BTW why are you so desperate to have everyone accept your
>cargo door theory ?
And ah, the question that stunned me. A real question. Now for a real
answer.
First, I'm not "desperate to have everyone accept my cargo door theory"
Only a few and you are not included. The few are the investigating
officials, Boeing the manufacturer, and airline maintenance persons, and
last the passengers who pay the ultimate price for disregarding me at their
peril.
I thought the reason why I pursue cargo door was so obvious as to be not
worth stating the obvious. But now I see to conspiracy persons like
yourself, nothing is as it seems, there is always an evil agenda lurking
behind statements. And I should not play with your mental fears of
everyone
lying to you behind your back. I should not make fun or your perception
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of
the world of people meeting in rooms and planning to thwrart your
understanding of the 'real' truth. And I won't. At least, that's what they
told me to say.
The reason I wish to have the doors fixed is so that they do not rupture in
flight. And that is to prevent the plane from structural failure leading to
plane accident and human fatalities. I wish to prevent death, the only true
worthy adversary. It's like asking a doctor why do surgery or find causes
of illnesses.
(The following is a 'rant' subject to revision once rebutted.)
rant \"rant\ vb 1 : to talk loudly and wildly 2 : to scold violently Û
rant*er n Û rant*ing*ly adv
The question is so revealing. It shows a callousness and disregard for
fellow human life. You are normal, you are in the majority and that is one
of the major strange truths I have come across in this investigation. The
people sworn to protect, who are paid to protect, who are educated to
protect, don't give a damn about the people they are directed to protect.
They really don't care if you and I live or die in plane crashes. It just
doesn't enter their conscience. If you were to consider my motive of
human
goodness, you reject it without consideration and look for sinister motive
money, fame, getting even, revenge, or something. Anything but the
obvious,
cargo door fails, people die, bad; cargo door fixed, people live, good. I
still believe physicians are driven to prevent death also, not just in it
for the money. Mechanics don't sabotage airplanes, either.
I may appear to be naive but I have dismissed others who tell me money
runs
the country and all the FAA and Boeing care about is making a profit.
Over the past years, I now have come to believe that human life and the
extension of it is not high on priority for government and business.
Traffic accidents are a social crime the way they are tolerated and the
situation and conditions are left to kill more exactly the same way they
killed today. The Aviation industry is not obsessed with safety, they are
obsessed with profit. The actions tell what they want, not the words.
Airlines would not fly in bad weather if they cared about safety. Boeing
would not put huge square holes in pressurized hulls and use a non plug
door to fill it if they cared about safety. Government would not hold back
evidence. Got to sell those airplanes and get the money, got to fly those
airplanes and get the money. No fly, no money.
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And if a few humans have to die once in a while, then so be it, that's the
way it goes.
And let me tell you why I am the exception. C.T. Butler. He cared enough
about me, a rookie Ensign in the back seat of a two seat, two jet
reconnaissance carrier plane to take one second to consider me back there
to tell me to "Standby," during an emergency when one engine become
damaged
and on fire in a very critical flight phase of low, slow, and dirty, and
then to tell me two seconds later to 'Eject' which I did without question
instantly. He saved my life. If he had not thought about me and said those
words, I would be dead. It may be the single second he took for me that
may
have killed him. It's all on the Navy accident report on my web site. I
have examined that sequence very carefully too. My chute opened and I
landed. His canopy popped, his seat separated, but the chute did not
blossom before he was driven into the ground at 150 knots. All he needed
was that extra second for his chute to fill with air. I had that extra time
because he gave it to me. And the subsequent thirty years and four month
after.
Maybe no one ever cared for you to risk their life for you. Maybe all the
conspiracy people have reason to distrust fellow humans. Maybe all
conspiracy people have been cheated and betrayed and now expect that
from
others. Maybe conspiracy people are trying to make sense of a confusing
life in which most things don't add up. Others say God's plan to explain
contradictions with internal structure. Others say the Arabs, or the Jews,
or the CIA, or retired military officers at a keyboard are behind and
planning and causing all the evil in the world. Conspiracy people think it
is better to have a wrong explanation for events that could be right rather
than no explanation. The true explanation usually takes science and
research and learning and much easier to sit in a chair and muse about
emotional hurts and come up with some excuse for failure by blaming
others.
Why I do the cargo door thing, Mr. Butler showed me, to think of others t
prevent their death. And I've been pursuing this for eight years so for
TWA
800 I failed for 230 dead people. Jose Cremades' son is on my
conscience.
I know what killed him. Why not the other 747 crashes in the meantime
for
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cargo door? Because only TWA 800 fits the rigid inclusion criteria of a b
c. I won't say the a b c because cargo door is not for you. It's
mechanical, it's real. It's not coverup, conspiracy, or plot.
And the motives of industry and government are not conspiracy, they are
doing what they think is right. They do not think it is wrong and do it
anyway. They really think it is in the best interest for the USA to conduct
business the way they do with lawyers in the middle to smooth things ove
with money. The system may be corrupt but it is not a conspiracy. The
thought is let sleeping dogs lie, why rock the boat, things are fine now,
why stir things up. Ignorance is bliss and they have deniability. They
didn't know, is their backup excuse. Well the internet and email is
changing things. Now they can't deny not knowing. The paper trail is
very
clear. So of course they are defensive. They are threatened with the speed
and accuracy of responses from the public. If the internet had been around
in 1985 India never would have gotten away with calling AI 182 a Sikh
terrorist bombing. And later 1989, PA 103 would never have been Libyan
bombing. The evidence is not there when examined by reasonable people
just
as bomb and missile and center tank will not hold up for TWA 800.
Without
the internet, TWA 800 would have been bomb. TWA 800 has more
evidence for
bomb than AI 182, which is to say very little.
The moral problem is going to occur when one of these investigators take
the time to go to the web site, takes the time to do research of other
country's crashes of years ago, discovers the links and similarities
himself, and then has to do something or nothing. Then the option of
coverup and conspiracy will present itself. I still have faith, as an
American and human, that the official will do the right thing and pass on
his conclusions, not stifle them, as he could. The effort will be minimum,
just enough to keep his conscience quiet and his paycheck coming in but
that's all that's needed.
The proof of no coverup for PA 103 and AI 182 is that the evidence of
cargo
door is there in the report. If there were a coverup, that evidence would
have been suppressed. It was not suppressed because the authors of the
report really thought it was a bomb and not the cargo door.
In a year and three months on TWA 800 with correspondence among
lawyers,
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manufacturer, government, media, and airline, not one person has yet to
ask
a question about cargo door. A few have done the minimum and told me
the
official line, but never have they inquired into the merits of the case,
just telling me like it is. No one has discussed with me the four crashes
as one unit with one cause based on the many significant similarities.
There is no conspiracy among these people, they really don't believe the
cargo door did it and they don't care if it did do it. And don't want to
think about it. Even though they are paid to care, they don't.
The fact you believe in JFK et al conspiracies and you are in the majority
does not speak well for the future of USA. Countries in the 1920's
believed
they were betrayed by the military into losing WWI and felt justified in
secretly building up arms for revenge in WW II. Every time a cargo door
747
crashes some country gets attacked by the US a few months later. Many
countries are now going through conspiracy revivals, Japan with Jews,
Mideast with US, Former Soviet republics with Freemasons, US blacks
think
AIDS is government plot and CIA pushes drugs. One of these times
retalitation against imagined insult will start a chain of violence that
won't stop.
But then that's history, and who cares for history. 1985 is eons ago for
accident investigators. When I refer to Air India 182 they can't remember
back that far. And yet most died on that cargo door crash, 329. Most don'
remember the details of UAL 811, a very similar crash to TWA 800 from
just
the basics of CVR and FDR because the plane was repaired and still
flying.
No, my task is very difficult, much more than I ever imagined. I thought;
research, deduce, make conclusions, discover truth, reveal truth, confirm
truth, errors fixed, and on we go. Not so. The confirm truth stage requires
desire and I'm finding out the people who are paid to have desire, who
talk, who write, who swear they are to determine the truth of airplane
crashes have no desire. They have lots of desire to keep their jobs, their
families intact, their respect of title, and their future, and there
doesn't seem to be much room or desire for strangers called passengers in
there.
The conspiracy people have a mindset that was alien to me before I joined
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this forum. Now I understand so much. I understand why there is no easy
commerce on the web. The credit cards companies don't trust the
consumers
and the consumers don't trust anybody. Nobody trusts anybody,
everybody
lies, everybody cheats, everybody wants to hurt. I tell you, it's no way to
live. And yet, apparently, most people of the world live that way, in fear
and terror of unknown forces conspiring against them.
You don't trust me. You ask, why do I want everyone to accept my cargo
door
theory? To save their lives, that's why. And then the question is, why try
to save some stranger's life? For free? Without extorting money first?
Because I'm a fool? Could be. I don't rule that out.
(End rant. Statements said in high emotion, written on spur of moment,
and
guaranteed to come back and haunt me later. So be it.)
The thing is, the thing that stops me, is you did ask a real question, "Why
am I so desperate..." And maybe the desperation comes through. I didn't
think I was, but maybe I am. That's what impending death will do, make
one
desperate. Desperate men do desperate actions.
des*per*ate \"des-pe-ret, -pret\ adj 1 : being beyond or almost beyond
hope
: causing despair 2 : rash 3 : extremely intense
"I was gambling in Havana, I took a litle risk,
Send lawyers guns and money, yeah, get me out of this.
I was hiding in Honduras, I'm a desperate man,
Send lawyers guns and money,
The shit has hit the fan,"
Warren Zevon, Excitable Boy Album, 1977.
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Sat, 1 Nov 1997 10:58:02 -0800

Subject:
http://www.corazon.com/TWA800hullrupture.html
http://www.corazon.com/TWA800hullrupture.html
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Page: http://www.corazon.com/crashcontentspagelinks.html
http://www.corazon.com/811bigholephotobetter.html

Date:

Wed, 5 Nov 1997 19:57:20 -0800

Subject:
midspan latch/leopard
Ah, Ian Goddard, the leopard who changed his spots. He didn't say why,
did he?
What's this? Past history? Voice of Goddard from the past:
>Cargo Door Closed IV
>
>The cargo door theory and its proponents remind me
>of the movie,The Night of The Living Dead: no matter
>how many times you kill it with the sharp edge of
>factual and logical analysis, it's right back the
>next day as if nothing ever happened, seemingly
>immune from the realities of the real world.
"Immune from the realities of the real world." Oh Ian.
SM> Why don't you get the facts before you spread your false theories.
Do
some real research before you publish.
Ah, Stan Martin, your inspiration and encouragement keeps me going.
Now, as
I see it, internal pressure is equally applied at each spot on the door,
not just at the bottom. Eight latches are on the bottom for 100 inches, so
a latch cam around a latch pin every 12 inches or so. It's very important
that those latch cams don't turn around the latch pins to unlatch so a
locking sector is pressed against the cam to keep it from unlatching. Ther
are a total eight locking sectors, one for each latch cam, or one about
every 12 inches or so. The top of the door has a hinge all the way across
or contact every inch or so. Now about those sides of the door, fore and
aft, they are about 100 inches long also. And yet, only one latch cam for
each side. That's one latch for every 100 inches or so. And zero locking
sectors so zero locking sector for every 100 inches or so.
For sure then, ten latching cams and eight locking sectors. For sure equal
pressure against door at all spots. For sure only one latch and no locking
sector per side.
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Now the way it is supposed to work, and does 99.99999 percent of the
time,
is torque tubes and actuators and bellcranks and handles and cut out
switches and steel doublers all conspire to prevent the midspan latch from
unlatching should the door motor turn on inadvertently and turn latch
actuator to the unlatch position.
But then if one looks at the reconstruction photo of TWA 800 and sees
the
clean edge of the door frame that usually fits flush with the aft edge of
the door, but sees no door, no latch, then the evidence in front of one's
eyes, is, midspan latch unlatched.
If midspan latch were latched, as the bottom ones are reported to be, the
midspan would look like the bottom ones, latched and attached to frame.
But, it's not, it's someplace else, but for certain, the aft midspan latch
of the forward cargo door of TWA 800 is not where it is supposed to be,
latched around the midspan latch pin embedded in the door frame.
So, yeah, when things work right, that midspan latch can't open. The
picture speaks otherwise. It says big rupture hole at aft midspan latch and
the aft midspan latch is absent and whereabouts unknown.
It sort of makes one long for the old days of Goddard and Rivero with his
list of eyewitnesses. But now we have bible thumpers on a vengeful kick
full of betrayal outrage.
I think it was Elmer Barr with the eyewitness clarifications for Goddard
and the ascending streak for descending object for Rivero that knocked
them
off. Oh, well.
Oh, I guess I've got to revise the list. What category shall I put Goddard?
Seen the light?
Page: http://www.corazon.com/crashcontentspagelinks.html
http://www.corazon.com/811bigholephotobetter.html

Date:

Thu, 6 Nov 1997 10:21:08 -0800

Subject:
Ian, help us please
Ian, you are strong, you are powerful. You may not realize it, I do. The
period will be brief but now is the time. Some seize greatness and some
have greatness thrust upon them.
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Counter, turn the tables. Accomplish your goal, bring light to the dark.
Look, Kallstrom spent millions of dollars thousands of man hours saying
'it might be missile and then says, probably not.' He's a hero.
You spend thousands of dollars and thousands of man hours saying, 'it
might
be missile and then say, probably not.' You're a scapegoat.
Why is that? It's all point of view and yours and mine and others here are
different from the government. As long as you do not agree with center
tank
as initial event then stay with us. Help us, help yourself. If you agree
with center tank, then Ok, good bye. If in doubt or still think missile or
other explanation is viable, help us.
Take a break if you wish, fine, don't go away and don't desert the rest of
your supporters in the alternate explanation group. We have been togethe
for over a year. You emailed me on New Years this year several times an
we
worked together. We can do it again. (Emails below.)
Call Christine, tell her you have another statement. Tell her you used you
freedom of speech to do reseach and came to certain conclusions which
you
have modified and will continue to modify based upon new evidence.
That is
American and anyone who says otherwise is in the wrong and they can
review
the Bill of Rights.
Then refer her to others who have dedicated their time and money to
other
alternatives to the goverment explanation. Refer her and CNN to their ow
web site from which we have drawn our research, our pictures, our quote
Refer her to media savvy persons like Gordon E. Smith who has given
hundreds of TV interviews. Refer her to Richard Hirsch who has this
center
tank nonsense rebutted with facts. Refer her to me to give everbody a goo
laugh. Regardless, have her write down websites, starting with
corazon.com
and all the rest of us.
We are willing to take the heat, we are still certain and strong, we may
fall too, but so what, the fight goes on. Are we right? If so, then damn
the torpedoes, full speed ahead.
You've been misquoted and been called bad names. I've had armed agents
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in
my house interrogating me. Some have had records seized. It's all part of
the territory. They have not dragged us out of our houses at midnite and
put up against a wall and shot us. Not yet, and that's because we continue
to be open and publish on the web, and email such as this, on the record
and willing to be held accountable for what we say.
"Bombs bursting in air." A quote from the National Anthem, the Star
Spangled Banner, "bombs bursting in air, gave proof through the night
that
our flag was still there."
Sing that line in the the ticket line of an airport and go to jail. Let's
reverse this insanity of fear.
Bring light of media to us. Let us stand or fall on our own merits. Guide
them to us. They look to you for a statement.
Defend youself as an American doing what Americans do, question and
think
and talk and write. Refer them to your supporters in free speech principle
cargo door guy, and missile guys, and bomb buy, and meteor guy. Give
them
the archives of LSoft URL. Give her a list of URL of our websites, use th
strength of the internet.
Hand the baton to me, let me run with it.
>X-Sender: igoddard@pop.erols.com
>Mime-Version: 1.0
>Date: Wed, 01 Jan 1997 06:45:56 -0500
>To: barry@corazon.com
>From: Ian Goddard <igoddard@erols.com>
>Subject: nose picts
>
>Hi John,
>
>On your nose pictures page you have an image
>of TWA 800 at the bottom. The very forward nose
>area is sold black. Does that area define the
>area that is the area know to have been blown
>off first? I ws not under the impression it was
>such a small area, but that it went back to
>the end of the first class section.
>
>If the black area does represent that area
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>blown off first, can you verify that it was
>indeed that area.
>
>Thanks,
>
>Ian Goddard
X-Sender: igoddard@pop.erols.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Date: Wed, 01 Jan 1997 13:44:34 -0500
To: barry@corazon.com
From: Ian Goddard <igoddard@erols.com>
Subject: Re: just recovered wreckage
Thanks for your reply.
BTW, do you know where one can find
blueprints for the interior structure
of a 747. The top graphic on your page
was about the best example I could find
but I'm looking for total details.
X-Sender: igoddard@pop.erols.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Date: Wed, 01 Jan 1997 14:30:32 -0500
To: barry@corazon.com
From: Ian Goddard <igoddard@erols.com>
Subject: cargo door questions
At 11:00 AM 1/1/97 -0800, barry@corazon.com wrote:
>> do you know where one can find
>>blueprints for the interior structure
>>of a 747
>The section on web site about 747 construction history has some picture
>and the book and publisher is listed. John Barry Smith
I can't yet find that page, but two questions here:
Trans World Airlines Flight 800:
"Investigators have said the right side of the Boeing 747, near where the
wings meet the fuselage, suffered the most smoke and fire damage." "A
computer simulation of the final moments of Trans World Airlines Fligh
800 has placed the blast that downed the plane in a small site on the
jet's right side,..." "The simulation shows that almost everything in
the first spray of metal, luggage and other material blown from the
plane came from a confined area above and ahead of the right wing."
This is key information but can you source this information with date
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article heading and author, etc.? It's not that I don't trust you,
it's just for me it's routine protocol to source things exactly.
Also, how do you explain the fuel tanks being compromised in such a wa
by the door opening up front that they explode a few seconds after the
nose tears away?
X-Sender: igoddard@pop.erols.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Date: Wed, 01 Jan 1997 15:14:14 -0500
To: barry@corazon.com
From: Ian Goddard <igoddard@erols.com>
Subject: "fuel air" explosion ??
At 11:47 AM 1/1/97 -0800, barry@corazon.com wrote:
>>I can't yet find that page
>Whoa! Well, it pays to save everything, I just checked and found the
source!
Thanks !
>After the bomb thing fizzled they quit looking at baggage area.
>>Also, how do you explain the fuel tanks being compromised in such a
way
>>by the door opening up front that they explode a few seconds after the
>>nose tears away?
>Easy, nose goes, rest of fuselage, engines, and wings fall, disintegrating
>24 seconds later at 7500 feet engine 3 ignites vapor into fireball. Engine
>3 the only engine to show burn damage.
Yes, I think this seems logical. If the wings fall away this would
rupture the fuel tank system which which has the center fuel tank
connected to wing tanks. I think?? The sudden bending of metal could
also cause heating (just twist a coat-hanger till it breaks and feel
how hot it is) that might touch of an explosion. ?? One report
I read seemed to implied that simply the "spraying" the fuel out
over space could cause a "fuel air" explosion. Is this true? Seems
odd, but that could explain how ruptured tanks would ignite with
no explosives applied to them, ergo, the explosion of the fuel is
not a case against but for such nonexplosive forward damage.
I still don't have a clear picture of how the disintigration
would ignite the fuel. Hope you can help. I geuss the key is
"fuel air" explosion. If such is a real phenomena, do you have
any documantation on it or know where such can be had?
>>It's not that I don't trust you,
>>it's just for me it's routine protocol to source things exactly.
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>Why? John Barry Smith
I hate to ask people to take my word for it. I like to
cite source so people can see for themselves and that
way it takes heat off me, and, so I don't have to be
asked to cite them and dig around looking for them. ;^)
Thanks for your assistence. You've got one of the most
well constructed TWA 800 web sites and I'm surprised
we've not heard more about your theory.
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/
http://www.corazon.com/presskit.html
Date:

Thu, 6 Nov 1997 10:21:08 -0800

Subject:
Ian, help us please
Ian, you are strong, you are powerful. You may not realize it, I do. The
period will be brief but now is the time. Some seize greatness and some
have greatness thrust upon them.
Counter, turn the tables. Accomplish your goal, bring light to the dark.
Look, Kallstrom spent millions of dollars thousands of man hours saying
'it might be missile and then says, probably not.' He's a hero.
You spend thousands of dollars and thousands of man hours saying, 'it
might
be missile and then say, probably not.' You're a scapegoat.
Why is that? It's all point of view and yours and mine and others here are
different from the government. As long as you do not agree with center
tank
as initial event then stay with us. Help us, help yourself. If you agree
with center tank, then Ok, good bye. If in doubt or still think missile or
other explanation is viable, help us.
Take a break if you wish, fine, don't go away and don't desert the rest of
your supporters in the alternate explanation group. We have been togethe
for over a year. You emailed me on New Years this year several times an
we
worked together. We can do it again. (Emails below.)
Call Christine, tell her you have another statement. Tell her you used you
freedom of speech to do reseach and came to certain conclusions which
you
have modified and will continue to modify based upon new evidence.
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That is
American and anyone who says otherwise is in the wrong and they can
review
the Bill of Rights.
Then refer her to others who have dedicated their time and money to
other
alternatives to the goverment explanation. Refer her and CNN to their ow
web site from which we have drawn our research, our pictures, our quote
Refer her to media savvy persons like Gordon E. Smith who has given
hundreds of TV interviews. Refer her to Richard Hirsch who has this
center
tank nonsense rebutted with facts. Refer her to me to give everbody a goo
laugh. Regardless, have her write down websites, starting with
corazon.com
and all the rest of us.
We are willing to take the heat, we are still certain and strong, we may
fall too, but so what, the fight goes on. Are we right? If so, then damn
the torpedoes, full speed ahead.
You've been misquoted and been called bad names. I've had armed agents
in
my house interrogating me. Some have had records seized. It's all part of
the territory. They have not dragged us out of our houses at midnite and
put up against a wall and shot us. Not yet, and that's because we continue
to be open and publish on the web, and email such as this, on the record
and willing to be held accountable for what we say.
"Bombs bursting in air." A quote from the National Anthem, the Star
Spangled Banner, "bombs bursting in air, gave proof through the night
that
our flag was still there."
Sing that line in the the ticket line of an airport and go to jail. Let's
reverse this insanity of fear.
Bring light of media to us. Let us stand or fall on our own merits. Guide
them to us. They look to you for a statement.
Defend youself as an American doing what Americans do, question and
think
and talk and write. Refer them to your supporters in free speech principle
cargo door guy, and missile guys, and bomb buy, and meteor guy. Give
them
the archives of LSoft URL. Give her a list of URL of our websites, use th
strength of the internet.
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Hand the baton to me, let me run with it.
>X-Sender: igoddard@pop.erols.com
>Mime-Version: 1.0
>Date: Wed, 01 Jan 1997 06:45:56 -0500
>To: barry@corazon.com
>From: Ian Goddard <igoddard@erols.com>
>Subject: nose picts
>
>Hi John,
>
>On your nose pictures page you have an image
>of TWA 800 at the bottom. The very forward nose
>area is sold black. Does that area define the
>area that is the area know to have been blown
>off first? I ws not under the impression it was
>such a small area, but that it went back to
>the end of the first class section.
>
>If the black area does represent that area
>blown off first, can you verify that it was
>indeed that area.
>
>Thanks,
>
>Ian Goddard
X-Sender: igoddard@pop.erols.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Date: Wed, 01 Jan 1997 13:44:34 -0500
To: barry@corazon.com
From: Ian Goddard <igoddard@erols.com>
Subject: Re: just recovered wreckage
Thanks for your reply.
BTW, do you know where one can find
blueprints for the interior structure
of a 747. The top graphic on your page
was about the best example I could find
but I'm looking for total details.
X-Sender: igoddard@pop.erols.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Date: Wed, 01 Jan 1997 14:30:32 -0500
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To: barry@corazon.com
From: Ian Goddard <igoddard@erols.com>
Subject: cargo door questions
At 11:00 AM 1/1/97 -0800, barry@corazon.com wrote:
>> do you know where one can find
>>blueprints for the interior structure
>>of a 747
>The section on web site about 747 construction history has some picture
>and the book and publisher is listed. John Barry Smith
I can't yet find that page, but two questions here:
Trans World Airlines Flight 800:
"Investigators have said the right side of the Boeing 747, near where the
wings meet the fuselage, suffered the most smoke and fire damage." "A
computer simulation of the final moments of Trans World Airlines Fligh
800 has placed the blast that downed the plane in a small site on the
jet's right side,..." "The simulation shows that almost everything in
the first spray of metal, luggage and other material blown from the
plane came from a confined area above and ahead of the right wing."
This is key information but can you source this information with date
article heading and author, etc.? It's not that I don't trust you,
it's just for me it's routine protocol to source things exactly.
Also, how do you explain the fuel tanks being compromised in such a wa
by the door opening up front that they explode a few seconds after the
nose tears away?
X-Sender: igoddard@pop.erols.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Date: Wed, 01 Jan 1997 15:14:14 -0500
To: barry@corazon.com
From: Ian Goddard <igoddard@erols.com>
Subject: "fuel air" explosion ??
At 11:47 AM 1/1/97 -0800, barry@corazon.com wrote:
>>I can't yet find that page
>Whoa! Well, it pays to save everything, I just checked and found the
source!
Thanks !
>After the bomb thing fizzled they quit looking at baggage area.
>>Also, how do you explain the fuel tanks being compromised in such a
way
>>by the door opening up front that they explode a few seconds after the
>>nose tears away?
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>Easy, nose goes, rest of fuselage, engines, and wings fall, disintegrating
>24 seconds later at 7500 feet engine 3 ignites vapor into fireball. Engine
>3 the only engine to show burn damage.
Yes, I think this seems logical. If the wings fall away this would
rupture the fuel tank system which which has the center fuel tank
connected to wing tanks. I think?? The sudden bending of metal could
also cause heating (just twist a coat-hanger till it breaks and feel
how hot it is) that might touch of an explosion. ?? One report
I read seemed to implied that simply the "spraying" the fuel out
over space could cause a "fuel air" explosion. Is this true? Seems
odd, but that could explain how ruptured tanks would ignite with
no explosives applied to them, ergo, the explosion of the fuel is
not a case against but for such nonexplosive forward damage.
I still don't have a clear picture of how the disintigration
would ignite the fuel. Hope you can help. I geuss the key is
"fuel air" explosion. If such is a real phenomena, do you have
any documantation on it or know where such can be had?
>>It's not that I don't trust you,
>>it's just for me it's routine protocol to source things exactly.
>Why? John Barry Smith
I hate to ask people to take my word for it. I like to
cite source so people can see for themselves and that
way it takes heat off me, and, so I don't have to be
asked to cite them and dig around looking for them. ;^)
Thanks for your assistence. You've got one of the most
well constructed TWA 800 web sites and I'm surprised
we've not heard more about your theory.
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/
http://www.corazon.com/presskit.html

Date:

Fri, 7 Nov 1997 15:02:21 -0800

Subject:
Keep fighting back, Ian
Ian, you've fought back, keep fighting back. It's mental effort versus
mental effort.
And the way to do that is with facts. Reply back to CNN and others not
with
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whining, 'your misquoting me' complaints, (hey, who isn't?) but hit them
with facts. The facts are as you know them from this forum and your
research, and some support bomb, missile, and yes cargo door, and some
refute center tank. Refer CNN and LA Times et al to us for amplification
Don't take on the entire newspaper radio TV media against internet bias
yourself, use the net to protect the net. We are the net with electronic
forum, email, and web sites. Refer them to specific URLs, let them do wh
they are paid to do, research and do stories. Let Goeltz of NTSB
spokesman
start answering some fuel questions from Mr. Hirsch.
But you came back. Good. You are countering them. Great. Now for an
offensive with refined analysis of your previous work. Until a satisfactory
answer is officially explained, all explanations are still in play. It's
not over yet, it's not even half time.
And where is Mr. Rivero in all this?
Chris Olsson is back after six weeks of sea duty and shall be contributing
soon.
Cargo door is putting a lot of credibility on red: red paint on fuselage
and red painted hinges.
There is one specific piece of evidence that can tie 811 to 800 not yet
mentioned. The hinge of 800 exists because it can be seen in
reconstruction
photo. The hinge closeup of door is also in a photo for UAL 811 in NTSB
92/02, page 40. Let's match up those two hinges. Let me make a
prediction.
There will be overextension damage on 800 hinge that matches 811.
When the
door slams upward and transfers paint above, the hinge gets bent too far
and causes visible damage on the opposite hinge pieces. The closeup of
the
damage is in the photo of UAL 811 door, page 40, AAR 92/02 and on
my web
site www.corazon. The caption for 811 hinge reads, "Figure 14.--Close-u
view of cargo door hinge section. Arrows show impressions caused by
contact with opposite hinge section." The explaining text on page 35
reads,
"Several areas on the hinge sections, such as the fuselage hinge sections,
showed evidence of contact from the door during overtravel, (see Figure
14)."
So, an opportunity to match UAL 811 with TWA 800, and with the
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absence of
accused aft midspan latch area of door to examine and the previously
mentioned red paint smears, a prediction is made that the actual hinge of
800 will show impressions caused by contact with opposite hinge section
during overtravel when door slammed upward after door ruptured/opened
A center tank explosion as initial event would not cause door to fly open
and investigators are so adament door was latched and locked when it
impacted water.
Overtravel on hinges rules in door rupture/open. Overtravel on hinges
rules
against door latched and locked at impact with water. Overtravel on hinge
matches UAL 811, a cargo door rupture/open event. Overtravel on hinges
rules against center tank explosion as initial event.
The goal is to determine if the top piece of the forward cargo door of 800
went upward so much as to make contact with the opposite hinge, making
an
impression, gouge, or other marks. Normally, the top piece of the door
never touchs the opposite hinge in its usual extension of opening up; only
were it to slam all the way up enough to smear paint onto the upper
fuselage would the top of door make contact with opposite hinge leaving
impressions.
So, there you have it. Good science, good investigative techniques, good
examination of real evidence, and closely reasoned conclusions based on
results.
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/
http://www.corazon.com/presskit.html

Date:

Mon, 3 Nov 1997 10:23:22 -0800

Subject:
Leon
WS writes >JBS> . My Congressman, Sam Farr, 17th District,<
>
>Would that make your previous congressman Leon Panetta - currently
White House
>Chief of Staff? Have you ever met him?
No, yes, and yes.
No, not current Chief of Staff, he's governor in waiting. He lives two
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miles from where I live and I see him on occasion as he drives around
town.
Yes he was my congressman and I voted for him several times.
Yes, I have met him personally in his congressional office in Monterey on
on one for ten minutes years ago.
And no, he had not responded to any emails I sent to him regarding cargo
door.
The politicians point to FAA for technical stuff like fuselage rupture, FAA
points to NTSB, NTSB says center tank. End story.
Where does that leave the lowly citizen? Emailing on electronic forums.
And
trying to get a foot in the door. Looking for a cool head.
Hoping that somewhere along the line a real accident investigator gets a
chance to look at the evidence and start making some common sense
conclusions about TWA 800 and stop all this wishful thinking.
The FBI has turned over every stone...HA!
Page: http://www.corazon.com/crashcontentspagelinks.html
http://www.corazon.com/811bigholephotobetter.html

Date:

Sat, 15 Nov 1997 09:16:45 -0800

Subject:
Kooky tank debunker and the kooky alternate mechanical
guys
RH>What could be simpler?
JBS: Yes, Richard, to recreate the circumstances of a plane accident is
very important. Flying the same kind of airplane over the same radar at
same time is very good. Those two mystery blips should reappear.
My earlier suggestions to NTSB were to throw out pieces of shiny metal
13700 feet at 300 knots to recreate streak. Also shooting up some missile
below 800's flight track would be good.
So what does NTSB do? Flies a 747 instrumented with probes around the
center tank. Talk about a stacked deck, a fixed mind, a narrow focus, a on
track...you get my drift. NTSB is acting like prosecutor, not investigator.
The missing radar data is the two minutes after TWA 800 disappears. The
breakup pattern and where the pieces fall is critical and not on Paris
Match tapes or any other. It's there.
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Requesting real objects to do real things to simulate conditions at time of
accident is real investigator thinking.
The debunking center tank explanation is all in your hands. My only
contribution is to note the unilateral outward damage at cargo door area
and no damage on port side. FAA and NTSB want that unilateral damage
to be
water impact caused. It's not, it's outward by evidence of peeled back skin
and red paint smears. If outward, not water impact. If not water impact
then unilateral. If unilateral not center tank explosion caused as that
would be bilateral, equal damage on port and starboard side. Port side is
smooth, starboard is shattered so not bilateral, key word, 'center.' Not
center tank giving no damage on both sides with water impact giving
cargo
door damage or starboad side. Yes cargo door area is site of initial
damage.
Debunking of center tank as initial event is most critical. The fuel
industry and Boeing and pump manufacters will all be against the idea bu
very circumspect and polite. Time is on their side. They will not be
forceful. They will not bite the hand that feeds them.
It is up to you to be forceful by clear exposition of facts as you have
delivered in your web site. I suggest printing that out for handouts to
press.
You be the kooky center tank debunker, and I'll be the kooky alternate
mechanical guy. We do it with facts, truth is on our side.
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Sat, 1 Nov 1997 18:38:18 -0800

Subject:
Nice analysis Mr. Hirsch
JBS>Mr. Hirsch does a nice job on why 800 fell like a rock and not
climbed
like a bird when nose came off. He also explains why center tank was not
first event. Mr. Hirsch does well when debunking NTSB/FBI/CIA
explanations
of how pigs fly. He shall have his hands full in the coming months.
Then he explains the government bungling with the following:
RH>The problem with this latest attempt of the FBI/CIA to manufacture
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>scenario designed to confuse the public and discredit the eye witnesses
Sir, sir, sir, they are not trying to confuse the public. They are not
evil. They do not know the 'real' reason and trying to push 'their' reason.
The CIA/FBI/NTSB/FAA are made up of citizens doing the best they can
Really. And it's often wrong, mostly wrong, partly right, and rarely, all
right. Just like you and me with our explanations of door area and missile
or meteor, and bomb.
To explain the errors of government agencies, think ignorance, selfishnes
fear, laziness, and desire to please the boss.
The explanation of streak as leaking fuel and climbing after nose comes o
is so funny as to be satire. Just as damage to right side forward of the
wing was caused by water impact giving inward force. All three are
rebutted
by evidence, experience and the laws of physics like gravity.
But for the nonce, they are the offered up best explanation by those who
found themselves with a mystery on their hands. It's a hot potato and mos
run from it.
We here on the forum don't have our lives on the line, our careers, our
financial health, the welfare and respect of our families and friends in
jeopardy. They do and they are getting it wrong unintentionally.
They are not attempting to 'manufacture a scenario designed to confuse
the
public and discredit the eye witnesses'
I find myself defending the very people that have stonewalled, diverted,
misdirected me for these past 15 months. But it's all unintentional, not on
purpose.
Look at us through their eyes. We are wacky guys on the net. They mostl
don't have email. Those that do can't receive pictures. They can't do
research. They could not even enter a search engine. To run a web site is
to be subversive. High school seniors have better web sites than the entire
NTSB TWA 800 site. What site? Exactly. They are threatened. If we
come up
with the answer, why are they needed? Why pay them? Why are they
important?
So, when they talk to us, it is with arrogance based on fear. They never
ask questions of us who have up to date research because that would be
weakness. Their self interest is foremost then defend their organization;
finding out what really happened is low on their list of priorties,
especially if it conflicts with the wishes of their bosses.
You'll find few crusaders in government. They were weeded out long ago
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To
have a government agency solve a puzzle is funny too. To solve a puzzle
takes creative thought, trial and error, and ruffles feathers, three things
agencies don't do. Government agencies do what they are told from the
top
and the top is political and political is what everyone can live with, not
necessarily the truth. In fact, truth is often to be avoided as it causes
civil unrest, the bane of politicians. So we get smooth talk and avoidance
erroneously interpreted as 'manufacture a scenario designed to confuse th
public and discredit the eye witnesses'
The thing that sticks in my craw is streak as leaking fuel came from lawy
Kriendler then NTSB and that's backward. Kriendler played his hand too
soon.
Anyway, suffer fools gladly, they are not cunning cheaters but bungling
oafs. Let's keep plugging away with calmly well reasoned scientific
rebuttals such as Mr. Hirsch has done for nose off, plane climbs as well a
center tank explosion not.
Page: http://www.corazon.com/crashcontentspagelinks.html
http://www.corazon.com/811bigholephotobetter.html

Date:

Fri, 7 Nov 1997 23:42:01 -0800

Subject:
One last effort, Ian
> IAN: It was reported that the Navy did an
> inventory and all missiles were accounted
> for. Navy-missile theory case closed.
>
> Time to move on..
Ian, time to move on...but first tie up a few loose ends...like refer CNN
Christine to this forum URL, refer her to your fellow TWA 800 web site
makers.
If you wish to atone for any self felt guilt then spread the attention
around. You may not wish scrutiny but the others do. Center tank can be
debunked by Mr. Hirsch. Alternative mechanical can be offered by cargo
door. Terrorist missile is still on table, unless the terrorists did an
inventory and reported all accounted for, bomb is still hot with Sammy,
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and
meteor is still possible.
To walk out now is to have regrets later. You will have wasted hundreds
hours of diligent research from which others have built. Are you trying to
get even for all the flaming that's been done here? Hey, no one has been
harder hit in words on the forum or in reality by Federal agents
interrogations than me and I'm here still dishing it out. I can take it and
I can give it. So can you.
Now think, man. Under pressure. What to do? What do you want? To run
away
and hide and just hope the whole thing goes away?
Mr. Vegetarian Libertarian peace and fairness to all, when another Boeing
747 crashes and the cause is similar to TWA 800, you will have betrayed
yourself most of all. Then the dead passengers, then we fellow travelers
here on the forum.
Cargo door has more elements of showing up government for being
callous,
selfish, and opportunistic than any accidental shootdown and coverup of
one
plane. Cargo door is gross oversight of three crashes killing 829 with
several governments involved. I say it is not a coverup, just governments
doing what they do, represent the will of the people and the will of the
people is yelling, "
Say it's not our fault" and so the government does and says bomb, and
bomb,
and static electricity. If you want to tweak government, try cargo door for
facts to see if it fits, then go to it. I want to fix the doors, I don't
care about embarrassed faces.
Already the time is passing, maybe passed. You're old news. CNN will no
run a story of your recanting your recant. They'll look bad, it'll look
like they've been used.
You've had your chance for peace and fairness and justice and it looks lik
it's gone. If you can think of something to get the attention of the press
once again and bring their light to other explanations for TWA 800, you
will have redeemed yourself.
Remember my suggestions months ago to join forces as alternate
explanations
group and stick together until cargo door was determined to have opened
and
then split forces to pursue why it opened with you and Rivero going
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missile, Sammy going bomb, and me going with internal electrical or
pneumatic? Well, you could have used us when the press started calling
you
a 'Hoax', dangerous to people, damaging to families and other stuff. The
press would not have rolled over us so easily. We would have rallied othe
internet alternative groups to our cause of free thinking and free
expression on the net. Electronic Frontier Foundation would have been
there.
As it it, we are all tarred with the same brush of kook, wackos on the net,
hurting good god fearing folk by putting doubts about their protective
government and fair impartial and informative press in their cute little
heads. Now they can go back to serious stuff like, is Ellen really going to
kiss a woman on prime time TV? And senators can debate all day long
about
song lyrics that may or may not drive young men to suicide.
Put TWA 800 missile on net right up there with Heaven's Gate cult nuts,
and porn, and bomb making, and hate groups.
I even have self doubts now. Every time I put my web site URL in
correspondence to senators and manufacturers I think, did I just sabotage
my message. Is URL a code to trash the letter, it's unworthy of response,
just another wacky guy on the net.
IAN>> Time to move on..
Well, we shall soldier on, you just move on.
Some men seize greatness, some have greatness thrust upon them, and
some
men run for cover cowering when greatness is seen on the horizon far
away
as a little cloud.
One email on your part could turn this around. Think about yourself and
others, Mr. Libertarian. And that makes me ashamed to admit in the last
election I couldn't bring myself to vote for either Dole or Clinton so went
Libertarian. Well, Libertarians sound good, they read good, but they don't
do good. They do nothing.
It's never to late to try.
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Sat, 8 Nov 1997 08:48:28 -0800
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Subject:
Plane crash talk vs. conspiracy talk
MH>I again offer you the same advice as last time - you need to read
more and
>talk less.
Hey, Irish dude, are you from the land of Joyce, you know, the writer that
had his books banned, when people told him, James, you should talk
less?
Censor talk. Assailing a person for what he says.
WS> You claimed to be an expert but dodged a
least a dozen challenges to provide background for that claim.
None of your business Mr. Nosy, what forum member does or has done
in his
real life.
Censor talk, assailing a person for what he doesn't say.
JG>>IAN: It was reported that the Navy did an
>> inventory and all missiles were accounted
>> for. Navy-missile theory case closed.
>
>> Time to move on...>
>
>
> Jean: It was reported that Oswald was the lone
> assassin of JFK. Conspiracy theory case closed.
>
> Jean: It was reported that Vince Foster killed
> himself in Fort Marcy Park. Cover-up Case Closed.
>
> Jean: It was reported that Clinton was completely
> innocent of any wrong doing in the 'selling of
> America' to red Chinas' agents. Case Closed.
>
> Jean: It was reported that CNN told the truth about
> IANs' statements. Misquoted theory case closed.
Above sums it up nicely, not a word about other airplane crashes when
talking about TWA 800, an airplane crash. It's all conspiracy talk. Missile
guys always talk about politics and cargo door guys talk about airplanes,
(except when we take a break and join the ad hominem fray.)
BD>Somewhere in a dusty box, I've got tapes of two or three very
credible
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>witnesses describing the missile-like thing that they saw rise up just
>before TWA 800 went down. Taped off the tube in the first hours after
the
>event, before the spinmeisters waded in
Uh, Brad, a missile-like thing is not a missile. The map is often wrong.
Change spinmeister to calmly reasoned witness evaluation experts later in
time and you may have it.
But hey, put all your money on what layperson strangers say they think
they
saw after the event when idly looking off into the unfocused distance and
seeing a short lived few second streak and sort of guessed what it might
be. Put your whole assessment of the integrity of your country based on
the implications of those few random observers.
Or listen to pilots who were actively looking outside as if their lives
depend on visual scan, because it does, and then analyse their written
reports, like Meyer and Baur and Faret. It's clear what they saw, not clear
what it was. They are still changing their interpretation of what they saw
but not what they saw, streak going down, level, and up, and flying over
fireball smoke at 7500 feet. Pilots talking about an event in the air
carries weight, not bar patrons or weekend barbeque guests.
Anyway, TWA 800 is way past a few second visual event of 15 months
ago.
It's in the examination of the carcass of TWA 800 in a hangar. Detailed
examination results from close observation of that metal is what's needed
and hopefully forthcoming so the aviation people here, the cargo door
guys,
can talk science and not evil human motives. Not as stimulating but then
truth is hard to compete with fiction for excitement.
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Wed, 12 Nov 1997 09:45:28 -0800

Subject:
Poor Baby statement recant
JBS to IAN: Poor baby.
JBS: Well, it was mistake saying that. I thought it was true, and it was
for me. I'm sorry if I did any damage. I did it to give conspiracy guys a
black eye in any way I could and it was wrong. I was blinded by my own
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agenda. So I want to let the judgment of others be left up to the judgemen
of others and leave me out of it. It's time for me to turn to other things.
I didn't know what got into me. And please hold all your comments about
me
because the story is not me or me talking about me or you talking about
me
but about that poor confused soul called IAN who is intellectually
conflicted and emotionally upset. This is not about me and my writing a
satire of his postings, it's just not, so stop talking about me.
It was wrong. It violated the basic principle of free speech and 'don't
criticize a person for his style of writing.' I was brought down to the low
life level of all the name callers. I became a censor, a fate worse than
death for me.
And why? Do you want to know? Do you want me to tell you why I
descended
into the hell of censorhip? I will tell you then. And you know why I will
tell you? Because you asked me, that's why! HA! Gene Wilder in "Start
the
Revolution Without Me."
I was driven to the edge of, the brink of, the corner of principle
violation because of my military training and experience. I can't stand
whiners. I can't stand snivelers. I can't stand victims.
We now live in a society where it is an accepted goal to become a victim.
Oh, I'm so hurt, and you did it, now give me money, ah, now I feel better
To be a loser is celebrated. Ian belongs on Sally Jesse Raphael with
glistening eyes telling his cruel misquoted mistreatment story.
Genuine busy people and victims never tell you who they are. You know
why?
The real busy people are too busy and the real victims are screaming in
pain and you can't understand the words.
So, when I hear a person who I thought was trying to unravel the same
knot
of mystery that I have been working on devotedly for years start
complaining about a few misquotes and how he just wants to go away
and be
left alone while a thousand people have died agonizing deaths and tens of
thousands of relatives and friends are crying in agony, paralyzed in grief,
and incoherent in shock, I just have to say, grow up. Or walk down that
washout path. Ring the I want to go home to Mommy bell. Get out of
town and
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never call yourself a TWA 800 internet theorist again. Good that you took
down your web pages, you are unworthy.
So, driven to distraction, I released disgust by satire which was cruel and
unfair. I became just like everybody else. Ian is a real person who was
sincere in his thinking and later determined he might have been wrong an
modified his conclusions and received society and peer disapproval for
that
and was emotionally hurt by the disapproval. Like we all would be. Like
we
all are already. And will be in a month, too.
So, look, Ian, you were in over your head with CNN and LA Times and
PBS and
other media reflections of society at large. You did not turn to those who
could help you, we fellow internet web page guys. And you went down.
And
out.
I should not have sung the song to you.......but...... it was so much fun,
and so true. I've just got to do it again.
Rock a bye, baby, in the tree tops, when the bough breaks, the cradle will
fall, and down will come baby, cradle and all.
Now why did I print that the first time. The deep meaning must be TWA
800
and plane breaking and falling and killing people. Or is it the missile
theory breaking and bringing down internet web sites. Or is it intellectual
missile explanation in person's head breaking and the person falls and
breaks his physical reality too?
What does the nursery rhyme mean anyway? To read that to a young
child
about to go to sleep is a horror story, why does it put one to sleep, it
would wake me up and check the structure of my bed for cracks. It must
be
something soothing about falling, falling, falling, and yet not be the
primal horror of falling, one of the few reflexes we are born with, the
grasping reflex when an infant starts to fall.
Anyway, every journey has casualties and Goddard and Rivero are
missing in
action, took a hit, Medic!, shell shocked, out of contention. The Baltimore
Death March continues....
'We should all hang together or we shall surely all hang separately,' Ben
Franklin about the American rebels.
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barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Tue, 11 Nov 1997 23:15:12 -0800

Subject:
Poor baby
IAN>To those saying I owe an explanation. Look, I spent a full
>year researching this case. I collected and made available
>reams of evidentiary information and analysis. Yet I still
>owe more? What about what others own me, apart from all
>the hate I get by the truck load?
Poor baby. Yes, we all owe you and you don't owe a thing. You did good
work, such a good boy and what do you get? Thanks? No, just no thanks,
and
that's not fair, it's just not fair.
>Stop making ME
>the issue. I presented evidentiary information, and that
>information is the issue NOT ME... for crying out loud!
Oh, we're sorry to keep talking about YOU all the time, especially when
answering YOUR questions about TWA 800 in which YOU never talk
about YOU.
YOU keep a low profile in YOUR posts and keep YOUR personality in
the
background and hardly ever refer to YOU and if YOU do, it's a very
modest
one.
And yet, everybody just keeps on pickin' on you. Poor baby. Here,
snuggle
up, everything's going to be OK. Life is so cruel sometimes. And if you
have an opportunity to reach a stated goal of TWA 800 solution by
referring
media to other explanations when they come knocking on your door and
ringing your phone and emaling you, well, too bad, they called you name
and you'll show 'em, they can all go fish. Nah nah nah, boo boo.
>I'm sorry I defined my effort as a "mistake." But it's
>true... for me. I have to define the nature of my actions
>within the context of my life. I wish I had never gotten
>into this category of investigative inquiry. I'm sorry that
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>I no longer feel like being the battering ram, lighting rod,
>and whipping boy for Navy-missile theorists, but perhaps
>another will be bold, strong, and dumb enough to fill in.
Hmm.. eleven references to self in one paragraph of four sentences. Why
everybody talking about you? Why don't they leave you alone? You
refuse to
answer the phone, why do they keep on talking to you about you?
Oh, Ian, you are such a baby about the big things in life. Your maturity
was tested and found wanting. You are not the problem or the issue; life
and death is the issue. Death is 230 dead people and life is trying to stop
that from happening again, not stopping your hurt feelings. The cause of
TWA 800 is the issue and you had an opportunity to help find it but
passed.
Why? I think because the cause of TWA 800 was only important to you
when
connected to you. If cause disconnected from you, like bomb or meteor o
door or center tank, you have no interest and will not aid in ruling those
alternative to missile causes in or out. It's just not important to you for
TWA 800 cause if you are not involved. And you are not involved if
missile
not cause. So you said good bye. If it's not going to be your explanation,
then you don't care what the real explanation is.
Everything's going to be all right in the morning, just get a good night's
sleep and the boogieman will go away. Let others find him and fight.
IAN>NOT ME... for crying out loud!
OK, OK, rock a bye baby, on the tree top, when the bough breaks, baby
will
fall, cradle and all...
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Sun, 2 Nov 1997 18:21:41 -0800

Subject:
Red paint smears three feet horizontally
DP>Think of it.
JBS>Uh, Ok, thinking of it, now what?
Sequence:
1: Hull rupture for unknown reasons at cargo door, and yes could be
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bomb or
missile or meteor or stowaway pushing door open button or whatever but
hull
ruptured at 'x' on picture.
2. Door instantly slams upward and hits convex fuselage and transfers its
red paint to the white paint between windows and then tears away
spinning
to earth reflecting evening sunlight to observers on ground.
3. Very large hole now exists in nose with weakened floor beams and
structural members missing which 300 knots of wind crumples/tears off
nose
at station 741.
Red smears are above and slightly aft of cargo door as shown by hinge
line
and curve of top of door. Time from rupture to door slamming upward in
explosive decompression measured in milliseconds but enough for red
painted
door to shift aft about three feet as it goes up and aft. The explosive
force pushed door up fast and then the slipstream took it away fast, none
of this scraping along the side of the fuselage stuff leaving red marks
alongside horizontally. Actually it was horizontal scraping but only abou
three feet, if you want to look at it that way.
And again, my model is UAL 811 with its paint transfer when door hit
fuselage above. Paint mark schematic is on my web site under UAL 811.
The main thing about these red paints smears at this stage is it refutes
inward damage to right side due to impact damage with water. The
movement
of the metal was outward, not inward. And that means unilateral damage
flight, not bilateral as a center fuel tank would give. The red paint rules
against center tank. The right side damage only and smooth port side rule
in fuselage rupture forward of the wing on the right side at cargo door
area.
It really bugs me when people tell me to 'think about it'. I always respond
in my mind, 'No, you think about it for me, I'm going to have a beer.'
I don't tell people out loud what to think about, what to say, and what to
write, as well as I do not tell people what not to think, what not to say,
and what not to write.
I don't usually think, say, write what others tell me, and that's why I
have discovered the cause of three high time Boeing 747 accidents, AI
182,
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PA 103, and TWA 800, fuselage rupture at forward cargo door inflight.
Page: http://www.corazon.com/crashcontentspagelinks.html
http://www.corazon.com/811bigholephotobetter.html

Date:

Sun, 9 Nov 1997 09:40:02 -0800

Subject:
Redundant Redundant
Dictionary of American Slang, HarperCollins,
Pissant: 1. n. A despicable person, an insignificant wretch., 2. adj
insignificant, paltry,
I take back what I said about you missile guys being 'little pissants' in
earlier post. It's redundant and therefore poor writing. Delete 'little.'
And by the way. Until the TWA 800 crash cause is known, then it is not
true
to say what it isn't. Until a convincing explanation for TWA 800 is
presented, nothing can be ruled out, including missile, bomb or whatever
So, just because a b and c say it's not something, doesn't mean it's not
that something. They are whistling in the dark. Only when a complete an
satisfactory explanation is presented and confirmed, can alternatives be
ruled out. Until then, all explanations are in play. The missile
explanation has more legs than JFK.
WS>We were already on the ropes and now we are on the mat.
No way. Missile has ring of entertainment in it, it has myth, it has plot,
it's worth thinking about. Bomb's been done too many times. Cargo door
is
boring and too technical. Center tank is compromise.
If truth in democracy is whatever the majority want to believe, missile
will be TWA 800 forever. So House hearings on missile will continue
years
and years into the future.
Unless a reasonable alternative can shown by evidence to be the correct
explanation. And that will require a lot of time and money by dedicated
investigators. Personally, at this time, I just don't see it.
re*dun*dant \-dent\ adj : exceeding what is needed or normal :
superfluous;
esp : using more words than necessary re*dun*dant*ly adv
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I think we are all guilty in being redundant. We all say too much. We all
say things over and over again. Yes, we are redundant. Yup, that's me,
over and over again. Mr. Redundant. Did I tell you I repeat things a lot?
Rivero's witness list.
Sammy and the Arabs.
Smith and sudden loud sound
Barr and altitude challenge.
Serrahn and resume request.
Goddard being picked on.
"They're rioting in Africa,
They're starving in Spain,
And I don't like anybody very much."
Tom Leher, folk singer in 60's. Or was it the Kingston Trio?
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Tue, 4 Nov 1997 00:50:28 -0800

Subject:
Re: Article About FBI Crime Lab
In-Reply-To:
<FLIGHT-800%1997110400501550@HOME.EASE.LSOFT.COM>
>Should PA 103 and the FBI Crime Lab's report related to that disaster
be
>reexamined?
>
>
>http://www.europa.com/~johnlf/og/fbilab.htm
I agree, I went to site and saved it. You are doing some fine research. I
may send mail to Boeing lawyers, can't hurt.
Thanks, Barry
Page: http://www.corazon.com/crashcontentspagelinks.html
http://www.corazon.com/811bigholephotobetter.html

Date:

Mon, 10 Nov 1997 23:28:42 -0800
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Subject:
B Day, 9AM 8 Dec 97, Remember Baltimore
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: October 10, 1997 SB 97-23
NTSB INVESTIGATIVE HEARING ON TWA FLIGHT 800 TO
BEGIN IN BALTIMORE ON
DECEMBER 8
Washington, D.C. - The National Transportation Safety Board has
announced
that it will convene an investigative hearing into the crash of
TWA flight 800 on December 8 in Baltimore, Maryland.
The hearing will convene at 9 a.m. on Monday, December 8 in Exhibition
Hall
A of the Baltimore Convention Center, One West Pratt Street,
Baltimore, Maryland 21201. The public is invited to observe the hearing,
which is expected to last up to 5 days. The hearing will be chaired by
NTSB Chairman Jim Hall.
At the hearing, Safety Board investigators are expected to provide reports
on the progress of the investigation. In addition, a number of technical
witnesses are likely to provide testimony under oath on safety issues that
have arisen during the course of the Board's investigation. This will be a
fact-finding hearing. No determination of cause will be rendered.
On July 17, 1996, at approximately 8:30 p.m., TWA flight 800, a Boeing
747-100 that had taken off 14 minutes earlier from New York's John F.
Kennedy Airport on its way to Paris, exploded and crashed into the
Atlantic
Ocean, killing all 230 passengers and crew aboard.
Since that night, the Safety Board has led the largest transportation
accident investigation in the nation's history. More than 95 percent of the
aircraft was retrieved from the ocean floor and a 94-foot-long
reconstruction of a large portion of the fuselage was completed in
Calverton.
"The crash of flight 800 shocked the people of the United States, and,
indeed, of the world," Hall said. "This hearing will provide the public
with an
opportunity to hear first hand about the exhaustive scientific testing the
Safety Board and others have undertaken to find the cause of this
tragedy."
Note to media: The Board will announce at a later date procedures for
members of the news media to receive accreditation for
the hearing.
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Media contact: NTSB Public Affairs (202) 314-6100
NTSB Home Page | Press Releases
Public Hearings
As part of its investigation into certain accidents, the Safety Board may
hold a hearing to record evidence presented by persons involved in the
accident and by parties to the investigation. The public and the media are
welcome to attend the hearing and listen to the proceedings.
The Safety Board has voted to hold a public hearing in the following
accident:
Accident:
Trans World Airlines flight 800
Boeing 747-100
Atlantic Ocean
July 17, 1996
Hearing Date and Location:
December 8-12, 1997
Baltimore Convention Center
Exhibition Hall A
One West Pratt Street
Baltimore, Maryland 21201
Media Contact: Shelly Hazle, NTSB Public Affairs Office, (202)314-610
Press Release: SB97-23 (October 10, 1997)
NTSB Home Page | Upcoming Events
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Fri, 14 Nov 1997 18:05:35 -0800

Subject:
Bombs and bums
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="iso-8859-1"
SF writes>Again, a cargo door coming off is NOT a fuselage rupture.
1rup*ture \"rep-cher\ n : a breaking or tearing apart; also : hernia
Yes it is.
>JBS: I know the something.
>
>No, you don't.
Yes, I do.
>American Airlines Flight 96,
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>over Windsor Ontario, on June 12, 1972 (where the pilots managed to
>land safely) Turkish Airlines Flight 981, out of Paris on March 3, 1974,
>and United Airlines Flight 811 near Honolulu, Hawaii, on February 24,
>1989.
Door yes.
> Aloha Airlines fuselage rupture on
>April 28, 1988 (Flight 243)
Door no.
>I also think that most people don't have any good idea of HOW a
>relatively small bomb destroys a jumbo jet.
They don't. Real bombs go off on 747s and the plane turns around and
lands.
Happened twice.
>JBS: Residue on uniforms of PETN is very real.
>
>After several years?
After two hours from previous flight with ordance expert on board or
soldiers.
>JBS: They are designed with possibility of passenger window blowing
out,
>JBS: not ten foot by ten foot door.
>
>No, I think Stan Martin said that too is taken into account.
No, he didn't. He said a plane could fly with an open cargo door, not that
it was designed that way.
>Do you have a list?
I made one but it's distracting at this time for me to get into CV 880 and
Boeing 707s and DC 10 and others that disintegrate in air and the cause is
always bomb, usually overseas and no NTSB report available.
An example:
#7 21.02.70 Convair CV-990-30A-6
HB-ICD Swissair (Switzerland)
47(47) Z¸rich; nr. (Switzerland)
An explosion in the aft of the plane, about 9mins. after take-off. The
Convair crashed, while returning to the airport.
>Each one of them should be examined individually.
Be my guest.
>You say unexplained always goes into the category of bomb, but why
>should TWA remain unexplained? (I am speaking of genuine
explanations)
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You mean like real, not flaky weirdo explanation like door opening? Wel
for a real solid not nuts explanation, Sammy, I'd have to give up.
>Investigators get chewed out by a mechanical theory unless 100% what?
100% sure the item failed, like having fallen off engine sitting on your
front porch, then they can blame the pylon pins.
>Okay, so then why didn't say bomb?
They tried and tried and tried and tried and I would too with 1.1 billion
on the table. The day the residue was knocked out by dog sniffing test
revelation, many hearts were broken.
>They didn't say bomb because that is too close to the truth!! They
>could easily say bomb if they wanted to - you have to admit that.
I have to admit, Sammy, that following your line of thinking makes me
shake
my head in wonder. How can you do all the complicated computer stuff
to get
on line and then say things, like the above, too close to the truth. They
don't say bomb and collect 1.1 billion because it's true? Man o man.
>I don't think there ever was more than one cargo door crash.
You just listed three above in your post.
You can't
>say that every ambiguopus cause - and even some that people think are
>known - are really cargo-door-coming-off crashes.
I'm not. I'm only saying three, AI 182, PA 103, and TWA 800.
And you can take that to the bank.
Total:
07/17/1996 c 18:45
LOCATION: East Moriches, NY
CARRIER: Trans World Airlines FLIGHT: 800
AIRCRAFT: B-747-131 REGISTRY: N93119
ABOARD: 230 FATAL: 230 GROUND:
DETAILS: Exploded in-flight at FL 130.
10/04/1992
LOCATION: Amsterdam, Netherlands
CARRIER: El Al FLIGHT:
AIRCRAFT: B-747-258F REGISTRY: 4X-AXG
ABOARD: 5 FATAL: 5 GROUND: 47
DETAILS: Lost an engine while in flight caused by corroded pins.
12/29/1991
LOCATION: Wanli, Taiwan
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CARRIER: Air China FLIGHT:
AIRCRAFT: B747-2R7F REGISTRY: B-198
ABOARD: 5 FATAL: 5 GROUND:
DETAILS: Crashed on takeoff after losing engine due to corroded pins.
11/27/1989 c 07:20
LOCATION: Near Bogota, Columbia
CARRIER: AVIANCA FLIGHT: 203
AIRCRAFT: B-727-21 REGISTRY: HK-1803
ABOARD: 107 FATAL: 107 GROUND: 3
DETAILS: Detonation of an explosive device in the passenger
compartment
under a seat.
09/19/1989 c 14:00
LOCATION: Near Bilma Niger
CARRIER: Union de Transportes Aeriens (France) FLIGHT: 772
AIRCRAFT: DC-10-30 REGISTRY: N54629
ABOARD: 170 FATAL: 170 GROUND:
DETAILS: Detonation of an explosive device in the forward baggage
compartment.
02/24/1989
LOCATION: Honolulu, HA
CARRIER: United Airlines FLIGHT: 811
AIRCRAFT: B-747-122 REGISTRY: N4713U
ABOARD: 356 FATAL: 9 GROUND:
DETAILS: Improperly latched cargo door. Loss of door in-flight,
explosive
decompression.
Nine sucked out of plane.
12/21/1988 c 19:00
LOCATION: Lockerbie, Scotland
CARRIER: Pan American World Airways FLIGHT: 103
AIRCRAFT: B747-121 REGISTRY: N739PA
ABOARD: 259 FATAL: 259 GROUND: 11
DETAILS: Detonation of an explosive device in the forward cargo area.
04/28/1988
LOCATION: Maui, HI
CARRIER: Aloha Airlines FLIGHT: 243
AIRCRAFT: B-737-297 REGISTRY: N73711
ABOARD: 95 FATAL: 1 GROUND:
DETAILS: Separation of top of fuselage and explosive decompression.
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Metal
fatigue. One
passenger sucked out.
11/29/1987 c 11:30
LOCATION: Over Andaman Sea
CARRIER: Korean Air FLIGHT: 858
AIRCRAFT: B707-3B5C REGISTRY: HL-7406
ABOARD: 115 FATAL: 115 GROUND:
DETAILS: Detonation of an explosive device in the passenger
compartment.
11/28/1987 c 04:00
LOCATION: Over Indian Ocean
CARRIER: South African Airways FLIGHT: 295
AIRCRAFT: B-747-244B REGISTRY: ZS-SAS
ABOARD: 159 FATAL: 159 GROUND:
DETAILS: Fire in the main cargo area. Hazardous materials in the cargo
hold.
04/02/1986
LOCATION: Near Athens, Greece
CARRIER: Trans World Airlines FLIGHT:
AIRCRAFT: B-727 REGISTRY:
ABOARD: FATAL: 4 GROUND:
DETAILS: Detonation of a explosive device in the passenger
compartment
causing four
passengers to be sucked out.
06/23/1985 c 07:15
LOCATION: Atlantic Ocean, Near Ireland
CARRIER: Air India FLIGHT: 182
AIRCRAFT: B-747-237B REGISTRY: VT-EFO
ABOARD: 329 FATAL: 329 GROUND:
DETAILS: Detonation of an explosive device in the forward cargo hold.
Aircraft broke up in
flight.
09/23/1983 c 15;30
LOCATION: Near Mina Jebel Ali, UAE
CARRIER: Gulf Air FLIGHT: 717
AIRCRAFT: B-737-2P6 REGISTRY: A40-BK
ABOARD: 112 FATAL: 112 GROUND:
DETAILS: Detonation of an explosive device in baggage compartment.
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Crashed
during
emergency landing
08/11/1982
LOCATION: Pacific Ocean 40 from Honolulu
CARRIER: Pan American World Airways FLIGHT:
AIRCRAFT: B-747 REGISTRY:
ABOARD: FATAL: 1 GROUND:
DETAILS: Detonation of an explosive device in the passenger
compartment.
The aircraft
landed safely
06/27/1980 c 21:00
LOCATION: Tyrrhenian Sea, Ustica, Italy
CARRIER: Aero Transporti Italiani FLIGHT: 870
AIRCRAFT: DC-9-15 REGISTRY: I-TIGI
ABOARD: 81 FATAL: 81 GROUND:
DETAILS: Possibly struck by missile. Aircraft broke up and crashed.
01/01/1978 c 20:15
LOCATION: Off Bandra, Maharashtra, India
CARRIER: Air India FLIGHT: 855
AIRCRAFT: B-747-237B REGISTRY: VT-EBD
ABOARD: 213 FATAL: 213 GROUND:
DETAILS: Went into a steep dive and exploded on impact. Malfunction
of
altitude director
indicator.
11/03/1977
LOCATION: Belgrade, Yugoslavia
CARRIER: El Al FLIGHT:
AIRCRAFT: B-747 REGISTRY:
ABOARD: FATAL: 1 GROUND:
DETAILS: Explosive decompression
10/06/1976 c 13:30
LOCATION: Off Bridgetown, Barbados
CARRIER: Empresa Consolidada Cubana de Aviacion (Cuba)
FLIGHT: 455
AIRCRAFT: DC-8-43 REGISTRY: CU-T1201
ABOARD: 73 FATAL: 73 GROUND:
DETAILS: Crashed into Caribbean Sea. Detonation of an explosive
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device in
the aft of the
cabin.
01/01/1976 c 05:30
LOCATION: Northeastern Saudi Arabia
CARRIER: Middle East Airlines (Lebanon) FLIGHT: 438
AIRCRAFT: B-720B REGISTRY: OD-AFT
ABOARD: 81 FATAL: 81 GROUND:
DETAILS: Broke-up at FL 370. Detonation of an explosive device the
forward
cargo
compartment.
12/22/1974 c12:30
LOCATION: Maturin, Venezuela
CARRIER: Aerovias Venezolanas SA (Venezuela) FLIGHT: 358
AIRCRAFT: DC-9-14 REGISTRY: YV-CAVM
ABOARD: 77 FATAL: 77 GROUND:
DETAILS: Crashed 5 minutes after takeoff. Unknown cause.
09/15/1974 c 11:00
LOCATION: Phan Rang, Vietnam
CARRIER: Air Vietnam (South Vietnam) FLIGHT: 706
AIRCRAFT: B-727-121C REGISTRY: XV-NJC
ABOARD: 75 FATAL: 75 GROUND:
DETAILS: Hijacked. Detonation of two hand grenades in the passenger
compartment.
09/08/1974 c 09:40
LOCATION: Ionian Sea West of Athens, off Kefallinia, Greece
CARRIER: Trans World Airlines FLIGHT: 841
AIRCRAFT: B-707-331B REGISTRY: N8734
ABOARD: 88 FATAL: 88 GROUND:
DETAILS: Went into steep climb then nose-dived into ocean.
Detonation of
an explosive
device in the aft cargo hold
03/03/1974 c 12:40
LOCATION: Bois d' Ermenonville, France
CARRIER: THY (Turkish Air) FLIGHT: 981
AIRCRAFT: DC-10-10 REGISTRY: TC-JAV
ABOARD: 346 FATAL: 346 GROUND:
DETAILS: Crashed shortly after takeoff. Lost improperly latched cargo
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door.
Decompression, damage to controls.
11/03/1973
LOCATION: Over New Mexico
CARRIER: National Airlines FLIGHT:
AIRCRAFT: DC-10 REGISTRY:
ABOARD: 116 FATAL: 1 GROUND:
DETAILS: Overspeeding of starboardengine, engine disintegrated, pieces
struck fuselage,
broke window, passenger sucked out.
07/22/1973 22:06
LOCATION: Off Papeete, Tahiti
CARRIER: Pan Amercian World Airways FLIGHT: 816
AIRCRAFT: 707-321B REGISTRY: N417PA
ABOARD: 78 FATAL: 78 GROUND:
DETAILS: Crashed 30 seconds after takeoff into the ocean.
05/18/1973
LOCATION: Southern Siberia, USSR
CARRIER: Aeroflot FLIGHT:
AIRCRAFT: Tupolev Tu-104A REGISTRY:
ABOARD: 81 FATAL: 81 GROUND:
DETAILS: Broke up at FL 300. Detonation of a bomb in the cabin being
carried by a
passenger.
06/15/1972 c 14:00
LOCATION: Near Pleiku, Vietnam
CARRIER: Cathay Pacific Airways (Hong Kong) FLIGHT: 700Z
AIRCRAFT: Convair 880M REGISTRY: VR-HFZ
ABOARD: 81 FATAL: 81 GROUND:
DETAILS: Crashed while en route. Detonation of an explosive device in
the
passenger cabin.
01/26/1972
LOCATION: Near Hermsdorf, Czechoslovakia
CARRIER: JAT FLIGHT:
AIRCRAFT: DC-9-32 REGISTRY: YU-AHT
ABOARD: 28 FATAL: 27 GROUND:
DETAILS: Detonation of bomb in forward cargo hold. Crew member fel
15,000
feet in the
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tail section and survived.
02/21/1970
LOCATION: Germany
CARRIER: Swissair FLIGHT:
AIRCRAFT: Convair CV-990-30A-6 REGISTRY: HBICD
ABOARD: 47 FATAL: 47 GROUND:
DETAILS: Detonation of an explosive device in the rear of the plane
shortly
after takeoff.
10/12/1967 c 07:25
LOCATION: Off south-western Turkey
CARRIER: British Eurpoean Airways FLIGHT: 284
AIRCRAFT: de Havilland Comet 4B REGISTRY: G-ARCO
ABOARD: 66 FATAL: 66 GROUND:
DETAILS: Broke up at FL290. Detonation of an explosive device in the
passenger cabin.
12/08/1963 20:59
LOCATION: Elkton, MD
CARRIER: Pan American World Airways FLIGHT: 214
AIRCRAFT: B-707-121 REGISTRY: N709PA
ABOARD: 81 FATAL: 81 GROUND:
DETAILS: Exploded and crashed while in holding pattern. Lightening
induced
ignition of fuel
tank vapors.
07/28/1963 c 01:50
LOCATION: Off Bandra, Maharashtra, India
CARRIER: United Arab Airlines (Egypt) FLIGHT: 869
AIRCRAFT: de Havilland Comet 4C REGISTRY: SU-ALD
ABOARD: 63 FATAL: 63 GROUND:
DETAILS: Crashed while preparing to land.
05/22/1962 c 21:15
LOCATION: Near Unionville, MO
CARRIER: Contenential Airlines FLIGHT: 11
AIRCRAFT: B-707-124 REGISTRY: N70775
ABOARD: 45 FATAL: 45 GROUND:
DETAILS: Crashed while en route. Detonation of a dynamite bomb in
the
right rear lavatory.
barry@corazon.com
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http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Wed, 12 Nov 1997 21:57:24 -0800

Subject:
Comet/DC-10/UAL 811/TWA 800 Sequence
SF writes>If I had to reduce this to one sentence, I'd say:
"Smith and UAL 811"
JBS> Too bloody right, Sammy!
NTSB AAR 92/02 UAL 811 report is my bedrock of reference. It's the
hospital
report of the victim that came back from the dead. And it matches real
dead, 182, 103, and 800. Read it and weep.
Sammy, thank you for your lengthy detailed reply. Let me reply:
RE Air India 182, the bomb explanation for 183 makes sense to you
because
bomb guys wrote the report. This was before they knew about sudden lou
sounds on other disintegrating 747s. It was when the Indians really hated
the Sikhs for assassinating their Prime Minister. It's a case of we don't
know what 182 cause is but it could be an explosion of some kind,
explosive
decompression or bomb so let's call it what we want, and we want to call
a bomb, so it's a bomb. The Indian judge interviewing the sound experts
who
insist on saying the sound is not a bomb because the rise time is too slow
the frequency components omit the lower freqs found in bomb sounds,
and the
sound matches a DC 10 door decompression, and if bomb were big
enough to
blow plane out sky, it certainly would be heard before structure came
apart...the judge said, well, it could happen, so it did. Very funny to me
to read the mental gymnastics the judge went through.
>I think this evidence of Sikh involvement was designed to mislead.
>This must have been done by Pakistan's rogue intelligence agency.
>The World Trade Center bombing can also be linked to Pakistan.
Sammy, two and two is four of cargo door, not five of bombing by Sikhs
nor
six of bombing by Pakistanis.
>By the way, reading this book, gives me the idea that the bombers
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>must have had some help from people inside the air security system.
>This was not supposed to be able to happen.
You have bombers on the brain. You really should work for a security
agency, they are paid to be suspicious. Really, you are focused on bomb,
and if it ever is a bomb, I believe you would be the first to see it. I'm
like everyone else, I want bombers to be tied to a chair next to their bomb
and then asked politely, from behind a wall, how to de fuse it, but heck,
just be a few seconds too slow and boom.
>An explosion IN the cargo hold, not an explosion OF the cargo DOOR!
>Not the door coming off.
Right, not door coming off, just rupture of door at aft midspan latch and
pieces of door coming off.
>I think the problem there also is that that sound is NEITHER an
explosion,
>NOR an explosive decompression. It's the sound of the airplane coming
apart.
The sound of the plane coming apart would be preceded by the noise of
the
cause of the plane coming apart, bomb or explosive decompression.
>According to Turbulent Skies: The History of Commercial Aviation by
>T, A. Heppenheimer (John Wiley and Sons, 1995) it was caused by a
>crack, which came very early in service.
>
>< Other Farnborough tests, blasting such a crack in a pressurized
>model, were soon showing just what happened. In as little as one-thirtie
>of a second, seats had begun to break loose and fly toward the break
>in the roof. Then a pressue wave raced down the cabin, sucking seats
>and pasengers into empty space. In two seconds the cabin was empty,
>and the people were dying of injuries that an Italian pathologist had
>noted: burts hearts, ruptured lungs, and fractured skulls.
>
>Aerodynamic forces were also contributing to the breakup, for Yoke
>Peter had been flying at high speed. These forces ripped the tail and
>nose from the aircraft. Lacking stability, pancaking through the sky,
>it brought its wings broadside-on to the air. The wings broke apart,
>releasing floods of fuel that quickly ignited. Then the gutted
>fuse;age, with the remains of its wings, dived flaming into the sea. >
Well, Sammy, thanks for item. What is apparent here and I did not know,
is
that when fuselage ruptures in flight, as Comet did, The wings broke apar
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>releasing floods of fuel that quickly ignited. Then the gutted
>fuse;age, with the remains of its wings, dived flaming into the sea. >
>exactly as what happened to TWA 800. So if I say, as I do, that after doo
>ruptured on 800 and nose came off and rest of plane fell disintegrating
>into fuel vapor ignited by spinning on fire engine number three into
>fireball, there is historical precedent.
>This sounds very similiar to TWa Flight 800, except that in that case,
>the cracks could not have been an accident. Cracks might have caused,
>however, by a Kevorkian mechanic down on the ground at Kennedy
Airport
>who used small explosive charges containing PETN to blast cracks in
>the fuselage.
Come on, now, could not have been accident? Sure, could have been
accident.
>The problem is - what could cause such a hole to appear? The only
>good answers really are a malicious mechanic or imposter making crack
>and a bomb. A missile wouldn't do it.
Come on, now, are you deliberately being obtuse? What could cause a
hole?
Try inadvertent unlatching/aft midspan latch rupture at forward cargo doo
UAL 811 had hole and it wasn't malicious mechanic or imposter making
cracks
>and a bomb. A missile
>TWA 800 and seeing 182
>JBS: fit the pattern so neatly?
>
>What does it fit?
Sudden loud sound, abrupt power cut and all the rest of the similarities.
> As Goddard once told you,`
>oif it is a cargo door, it is a coverup
Man o man, I get this all the time, no, just because it was cargo door pop,
it was not a coverup. No conspiracy plot or coverup. Stay with machine
metal and evidence, forget evil human motives.
>Why don't you try talk radio?
Did that with WBAI New York for about four hour long interviews.
>When it is a real accident, you don't find PETN.
Yes you do. PETN is heart medicine, or planted for dog sniffing tests, or
carried on residue of military uniforms. PETN is a journey marker to
bomb,
not end conclusion. Red paints smears are journey markers to rupture at
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door, not end conclusion.
>JBS: I trust your faith in facts will let you change your mind
>JBS: to fit the facts. Red paint smears between windows. Fact. Red carg
door.
>JBS: Fact. They meet. Conclusion.
>
>I need to see the pictures.
Yeah, that's always a good idea, to look at the evidence when talking abo
evidence.
>President Clinton created the missile theory and caused the FBI to
>make the positive explosive residue (PETN) tests go away in order
>to protect The Outfit, called by some the Syndicate, the mobm the
>Mafia.
Come on, now Sammy, the above just doesn't make sense to rational
minds.
The President is not controlled by the Mafia.
>The loud noise is one of them, but the only thing I think the
>sounds of the 3 crashes and UAL 811 have in common is the WORD
>loud. UAL was not a crash and TWA 800 and the others are not
>merely very slight variations from what happened there. They are
>totally different.
Sudden and loud and a sound. UAL 811 and the others have many
significant
similarities. UAL was crash if you were one of the nine dead. They are
very
alike.
>"Smith and UAL 811"
True, and Sammy, until you have read the AAR 92/02 of UAL 811 and
looked at
the pictures of TWA 800, discussion and opinion about evidence is not
valid. You have to see the evidence before you can discount it.
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Thu, 6 Nov 1997 08:04:27 -0800

Subject:
Counterattack, Ian
Ian, sic the press on cargo door. If the press is looking for something to
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discredit the internet and alternatives to center tank, send them to me.
You've got my URL. If they persist in saying you are strange, then retort,
'hey you want something strange, look at this guy, cargo door is really
weird.'
Missile has more credibility than cargo door based on streak and the FBI
and CIA spending millions on it. If you really want the press off your
back, send CNN or whomever over to me.
If you want to continue missile with support, do what all censors do, talk
about it all the time, then add, 'and it's bad.'
The press will need a new weirdo idea once missile fades away, give them
cargo door.
Or bomb with Mr. Finkelman.
You are not alone in this alternative explanation attacked. I had an
inteview with Newsday and repeated no conspiracy, no coverup no plot
three
times to the woman reporter and it came out in paper, 'cargo door
conspiracy by Boeing,' thereby cutting me off with the authorities as a nu
Use this brief spotlight of attention to good use. Direct it to meteor, or
bomb, or cargo door and how about to Mr. Hirsch to debunk center tank.
Most
of us have web sites. Give them Hull and Shoemaker and me, and Hirsch
Let
us fight the good fight.
If you leave it as is, everybody is hurt, the internet looks bad, the
alternate explanations look bad, and you look bad. We all believe here at
LSoft, sorry, let me change that, I have always believed that you believed
what you said. No one here is lying. Maybe wrong and maybe right, but
not
intentionally. And we cared, we are not indifferent.
Use your temporary power to direct attention to those of us that are askin
for it, for better or worse.
The fight has not changed, just the battleground. Call up CNN,
counterattack. Use your reserve backup troops, Smith, Barr, Olsson, Hull
Shoemaker, Hirsch, Davias, GESmith, Savage, Finkelman, and others, all
of
whom know the ins and outs of TWA 800 and have web sites and email.
We are on the sidelines watching you take hits and saying, 'put me in
coach.' We have done more research than CBS, CNN, Discovery
Channel put
together. We deserve a chance a fight. You can give it to us. Take
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advantage. Now is the time. And it won't last long. Attention span of
public is short. 30 hours more at best. Counter now.
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/
http://www.corazon.com/presskit.html

Date:

Thu, 13 Nov 1997 11:17:55 -0800

Subject:
Cracks/door goes/nose goes
Sammy, I think we have enough to agree on where we can agree to
disagree.
SF writes:
>No, because the whole problem of fuselage cracks has been studied and
>they watch for small cracks.
Sammy just because they look does not mean they find. Cracks and
ruptures
and door malfunctions happen all the time, every day. I've posted them
here
previously.
It also could not because of the PETN,
>which does not normally occur on airplanes. The explanations about
>heart medicine, or soldiers or dog tests cannot be taken seriously.
Dog sniffing test with planted high explosives with PETN is very serious
Residue on uniforms of PETN is very real. Nitro in hear medicine is very
real.
>
>>The problem is - what could cause such a hole to appear? The only
>>good answers really are a malicious mechanic or imposter making
cracks
>>and a bomb. A missile wouldn't do it.
>
>JBS: Come on, now, are you deliberately being obtuse? What could
cause a hole?
>JBS: Try inadvertent unlatching/aft midspan latch rupture at forward
cargo
>JBS: door. UAL 811 had hole and it wasn't malicious mechanic or
imposter
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>JBS: making cracks >and a bomb. A missile
>
>Oh, yes an absent cargo door could cause a hole, but such a hole has
>never broken apart a plane,
Sammy, one person with a bullet in head and lives does not mean all
persons
with a bullet in head will live.
and planes are designed with that
>possibility in mind,
They are designed with possibility of passenger window blowing out, not
ten
foot by ten foot door.
and that's not where the hole was in TWA Flight
>800.
The hole was in the forward cargo door at the aftmidspan latch.
>So something else caused the hole.
I know the something.
So we disagree that 1. door can go and 2 door goes, nose goes,
Fine,
Thanks for Comet data. Three Comet inflight breakups fuselage ruptures,
DC
10 two inflight breakups fuselage ruptures, B 747 four inflight fuselage
ruptures. Old boss same as the new boss.
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Fri, 14 Nov 1997 17:39:10 -0800

Subject:
Gander
SF writes:>On April 27, 1992 there was an article in TIME Magazine
about
the crash
>in Gander Newfoundland in December 1985f the chartered Arrow Air
DC-8
>carrying American peace monitors back from the Sinai. This is the best
>precedent for TWA Flight 800, because it also likely was massive
coverup,
>A new book titled Improbable Cause, written by Les Filotas, one of
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>the dissenting air-safety board members, promises on its cover to
>expose the "deceit anddissent in the investigation." Filotas does
>that with a devastating accumulation of evidence spanning 553 pages.
>"Many of the experts involved in the investigation," says Filotas,
>"didn't realize they were partcipating in a cover-up." >
>
>- April 27, 1993 TIME Magazine article by Roy Rowan, page 33.
>
>Incidentally, this book apparently was only published in Canada. I
>think it would be a very good idea for anyone who wants to combat
>the NTSB to get ahold of that book if they can. I have not seen it.
>Can anyone get that?
Sammy, Mr. Filotas emailed me months ago below. His book can be
downloaded
for free from a source of his. Email Mr. Filotas and ask him for email
address.
>From: Pre-installed User <lesfilo@resudox.net>
>To: "'barry@corazon.com'" <barry@corazon.com>
>Subject: TWA 800 Cargo door therory
>Date: Tue, 22 Jul 1997 21:05:30 -0400
>MIME-Version: 1.0
>
>Barry,
>
>I'm a former member of the Canadian Aviation Safety Board. I spent
about 5
>years reflecting on the evidentiary distinctions between a mechanical
>failure and the in-flight explosion of a bomb (in connection with the
>Arrow Air DC-8 crash at Gander in Dec. 1985).
>
>My first impression of your material is that you may be onto something
>missed by all others
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:
Subject:

Sat, 15 Nov 1997 09:39:00 -0800
Goddard recant 2
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Ian, I take back what I said about asking you to refer the media to us
alternative guys for TWA 800. I was wrong. I thought I was doing the
right
thing but I wasn't. I'm sorry if I caused any damage. This is not a
confession, it was not a hoax, I did not do a fraud, so don't say I did,
and if you do say it, you only say it because you are trying to get to me
and drive me nuts. And now let me spend the next two weeks telling you
why
I asked you to refer the media to us.
It was wrong of me to ask you to connect cargo door with you. As shown
by
your continued whining and self serving posts, completely ignoring the
main
focus of TWA 800 cause, your death threat interpretations, your
OpIntelDisinfromGovMedia short hand, and full blown conspiracy
paranoia
centering around you, always you, you would be doing a great disservice
by
connecting yourself to cargo door. The guilt by association to door mean
it would never have the factual evaluation cargo door asks.
You may now spend the rest of your life complaining about the bad deal
you
got when you were misquoted in newspapers. Leave the important stuff
like
life and death in airplane accidents to those who can rise above petty
pride.
You have tarred the entire amateur sleuths on the internet group with you
brush of conspiracy and anarchy. You are weak and the press senses that.
You want to be name called? We who have read all your stuff can do it
best.
You want to play victim?
Well, not by me, you are unworthy. The real victims, such as Jose
Cremades,
deserve our attention and consideration.
Go on Oprah, Ian, practice crying in public, let it all hang out. Poor baby.
Date:
Subject:

Sat, 15 Nov 1997 19:17:11 -0800
I am not a condom
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WS writes>JBS has the Trojan Horse theory, that no one will ever take
seriously, but
>dilutes the missile talk which is the dangerous one.
JBS: I am not a condom.
WS again:>I personally think that the TWA lawsuit is good. I have
uncovered enough
>implication of gross negligence and management malfeasance at TWA,
to convince
>the jury in the OJ Simpson civil suit. It seems that the airline sold
>flights, for the summer of 1996, only on anticipation of having the aircra
>to fly them, and when they didn't get the aircraft, they then pushed their
25
>year old fleet to the limit to fly those flights. That's like keeping your 67
>Chevy on the road 18 hours a day - every day. Sooner or later
something is
>going to break.
Now let's see, WS says TWA 800 old airplane and it broke and JBS says
yes,
and broke at cargo door. WS says no no no, it was missile that could hit
any airplane old or new.
I ask myself, how can upside down thinking guys like SF and WS
function?
"The cops are criminals and all the sinners saints." Stones, "Sympathy for
the Devil." 1968
God, I love this forum, I'd probably do it for free,... oops.
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Mon, 3 Nov 1997 16:11:55 -0800

Subject:
I'm changing my name.
JBS>I changing my name to 'fuselage rupture in forward cargo door at af
midspan latch guy.'
That is because the reconstruction photo of 800 shows center of rupture a
aft mid span latch and it matches NTSB UAL 811 door aft mid span latch
photo and text.
If you go to
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http://www.corazon.com/811page35analydoor.html
http://www.corazon.com/811doorhalves.html
http://www.corazon.com/811doorhalvesphoto.html
You will see NTSB UAL 811 door picture and text analysis. It is amazing
The aft mid span latch was damaged while the forward mid span latch wa
not. The aft mid span latch area is peeled back on the outside and pushes
through from the inside, unlike the rest of the door. What we see is a door
just instants away from an aft mid span latch area rupture complete instea
of the small one shown. UAL 811 passengers have to be the luckiest
passengers ever.
So, in addition to the sudden loud sound, abrupt power cut to FDR,
missing
bodies and many others similarities there now is the match between the
locus of damage to a two inch square, the aft mid span latch of the forwar
cargo door of 811 and 800.
Now, why did aft mid span latch of forward cargo door rupture/fail/open?
It
could be unsequenced unlatching. 811 was very synchronized and all
opened
so door flew off in only two pieces. 800 and others were slightly slower
and rupture occurred before all other latches could unlatch so big hole
appeared and expelled baggage etc into number 3.
Or missile hit it, or meteor or bomb or whatever, but aft midspan latch is
culprit, it just may be the weakest area against the large internal air
pressure force. Fuselage flexing on old airplane and that was the weak
spot. Anyway, why it failed is open to conjecture, but that is now my
datum
of damage. And 811 and 125 and UAL preflight open doors were
electrical
from chafed wires to door motor and that is probably the same on 800 and
others.
The aft mid span latch rupture explains why the lower latches were
latched,
the rupture hole released the air pressure and blew the outer top of door
up against the upper fuselage and left red paint smears.
Well, it's a breakthrough.
Page: http://www.corazon.com/crashcontentspagelinks.html
http://www.corazon.com/811bigholephotobetter.html
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barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Fri, 30 Jan 1998 08:17:49 -0800

Subject:
NTSB Eyewitness Group Factual Report/FCD
For all those who respect science and disavow invisible demons of
paranoia:
NTSB Eyewitness Group Factual Report Exhibit 4A and FCD 15C are
at URL
http://www.corazon.com/TWA800essentials.html
LSoft archives are good too.
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

----------------------------------------------------Date:

Wed, 25 Feb 1998 07:53:52 +0100

Subject:
Spiel chucker
CO>Kontinuing zis proses yer after yer, ve vud eventuli hav a reli sensib
>riten styl. After tventi yers zer vud be no mor trubls, difikutis and evrivu
>vud find it ezi tu undersand esh ozer.
>
>Ze drems of ze werld guvermnt vud finali hav kum tru.
>
>Plez prosed ahed.
"Difikutis" is misspelt, substracked won mareit, or ad won dmareit. Shud
'Difikultis,' I tink. No matter how hard we, the committee staff, try to
administer the programme, there's always someone who can't figure it out
It's a good programmy, an olde programme yes, but still a good oldey
programmy. Wit difikulti take out the double letter 'f', change hard 'c' to
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'k' sound, 'y' to 'i' sound but remember to put in the 'l' sound. Pardon my
'oldey' style of writing but it appears you omitted a cruical sound, 'l'
and if you miss a crucial sound they you don't have anything. Eventually
certain sounds will disappear with the omission of irrelevant letters, and
that will make the governments' job easier if it does not have to deal with
the full 26 letters and only, say 15. I mean, who needs 'q' anyway? How
many words to you know that have a 'q' in them not followed by a 'u'?
And
Qantas does not count as it is a made up word like 'Kodak.' Get rid of the
two letters and turn it into one, 'k' is fine, I tink. 'nuff sed.
Please take note that this office is no longer responding to your emails
including the one above I just didn't read and this one which is not a
response.
Bournemouth, Silk Air, Colorado Springs, Pittsburgh, Valujet, 182, 103,
811, 800. All nine aircraft that did strange things, all planes that had
electrical anomalies recorded on data recorders, and all planes that have
controversy. One common reason explains them all enough to warrant
further
investigation into that cause, frayed, chafed, crimped, bare wiring which
turns things on and off when they shouldn't.
The list does not include the 767s which were just issued a warning about
bad wiring following fires.
737, 747, 767, DC-9, the list keeps on getting longer. And those are just
the models that have confirmed wiring caused accidents. I'm a little
embarrassed to add Cessna 650, the 'Near Jet' for fear of exaggerating the
risk.
As a family tolerates grand mal seizures so will the industry tolerate a
few electrical caused crashes now and then. As long as a real person,
somebody important, does not die, such as a grandson of a senator's best
friend wife, then something will be done, "I used to bounce that little
tyke on my knee, I want to know what happened!" But as long as it is just
'little people' that die, no problem. Little people means no heat;
celebrity means heat. It has always been thus.
The good thing about Titanic is that a major transportation vehicle crashe
and wasn't supposed to and it was not a bomb or sabotage but a
mechanical
problem of poor quality steel, plus human misjudgment of danger nearby
plus
arrogance of high speed at night in calm seas. So, mechanical and design
problems plus human error for a real crash everyone now knows about. It
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real and not some fiction about a plane shootdown by missile and then
coverup by a large military force. I mean, did anybody really take that
missile nonsense seriously? Did people really talk about that fantasy for
more then five minutes?
Maybe the little people, that's you and me, will now believe that simple
mechanical errors can cause catastrophic consequences on the sea and in
the
air.
Seven minutes of uncontrollably rolling in flight...calling Mayday. No
parachutes. No ejection seats. Bournemouth and UAL 811 both have
seven
minutes of horror of waiting to die and can't do a thing but watch.
I'll pass, thank you.
Titanic lesson, one passenger, one seat on a lifeboat. Bournemouth lesson
one passenger, one parachute. As a flight crewmember whose life has bee
saved by a parachute, I say every airline passenger gets one chute. Period
Subtract the weight and size from allowed luggage. These new chutes are
small and light. It's amazing what the body will do when threatened with
fire, like jump out of a building to certain death below. With a chute
available it will be used.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
NTSB warns of possible fire
hazard on 767sBoard recommends review of all aircraft wiring January 2
1998Web posted at: 5:36 p.m. EST (2236 GMT) NEW YORK (CNN) -Boeing
767s could be at risk of in-flight fires or loss of control because of
inadequate separation between aircraft wiring and adjacent components,
the National Transportation Safety Board said Tuesday. NTSB called on
the Federal Aviation Administration to review all aircraft wiring
designs in light of recent incidents on three different aircraft. The
board cited two incidents on 767s that occurred within days of each
other in 1996. In both cases, electricity jumped from the plane's wiring
to cables controlling the flight control surfaces on the wings. On one
flight -- a Delta Air Lines 767 departing from Kennedy Airport in New
York -- the pilots had to regain control of the plane and make an
emergency landing back in New York. In addition to the two 767
incidents, the transportation safety board cited an incident that caused
an in-flight fire on a Cessna 650. FAA recommendations for a certain
amount of clearance between wiring and nearby components are not
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always
being followed, the NTSB claims. The board is asking the FAA to review
the design, manufacture and inspection procedures of all aircraft to
ensure that there is enough distance between wiring and other component
to prevent the fire hazard.
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Tue, 24 Feb 1998 10:23:26 +0100

Subject:
The emperor has no clothes on.
In-Reply-To:
<FLIGHT-800%1998022412441112@HOME.EASE.LSOFT.COM>
>TT>Sorry, John. I did stritch my literary licessense a liddle bit, but mi
>email
>does knot do boldfase.
You certainly did. Permission granted to stretch literary license..as long
as you sign the license agreement only three pages long. We play with th
demeanor of the messengers, me and you, to kill the time between our
statements of fact.
By the way, FAA Airplane Transport Directorate is now saying NTSB is
right
and they don't want to talk to me anymore. We'll see.
>> What kind of binoculars do
>you use?
Good question, is remote viewing in 3D or what? Are both eyes used or
is it
all up to the one-eyed monster?
Bare wiring is the cause that gives the cause that gives the cause which
gives the cause which the officials agree on. I like uncontrolled impact
with surface, hard to deny that happened in most air disasters.
Wiring to yaw damper on, thrust reverser on, door unlatch motor on, or
overhead lights off, gear down light off, EPR gauge fluctuates.
The yaw damper affects rudder which affects flight. Thrust reverser on
affects flight. Door unlatch motor on affects flight.
The officials are reluctant to turn over stones when they don't know what
under them. Exactly opposite to what an investigation is supposed to do.
So we are left with partial explanations for crashes while the real
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causative culprit, bad wiring, waits around for the next set of
circumstances to occur. The symptoms of the crash cause are treated but
the
cause remains undetected...except by persons who can look at a picture,
read text, or listen to tape recorders and then say, wait a minute, that
could be bad wiring which caused this which caused that and ended in
that
over there. Let's check it out. And try to.
The officials say, wait a minute, that could cause trouble, let's not check
it out. And don't.
So it goes, it was ever thus.
All models of all airplanes, all airlines, all ages, all at risk to
unwanted electrical signals from faulty wiring, and supported by various
mystery crashes with controversial official causes which can all be traced
back to electrical.
TWA 800 was a subset of PA 103 for me. 800 and 103 were cargo door.
Cargo
door is subset of chafed wiring turning on door motors on four 747s. 747
electrical problems of bad wiring in cargo holds is a subset of DC-9 and
Boeing 737 electrical fires/shorts in wiring.
So all the cargo door examination and research leads to electrical wiring
in all models of aircraft. The problem is bigger than not bomb for 103 but
door opening, bigger than 182, 103 811 and 800 all cargo door problems.
Bigger than bad wiring turning on door motors in four 747s but causing
fires and rudder problems in 737s for two crashes into the ground. Bigger
than 737 and DC9 and 747 crashing from bad wiring to all planes at risk
to
unwanted signals, sort of like epilepsy. Plane has a seizure. Petite mal
and it gets to come back and tell the problem, like Bournemouth 737 and
UAL
811. Grand mal and it dies as Valujet, Colorado Springs, Pittsburgh, 182,
103, and TWA 800.
No mystery after all, all the clues, reports, reconstructions, text, data,
history, observations, deductions, and conclusions were right there to be
seen, confirmed, used, and made. Then to fix the problem. And that stops
them right there. It is an immense problem, well worthy for lesser men to
run away from. I understand the reticence of officials to implicate wiring
in any problem.
But somewhere, someplace is an aviation professional with persuasive
authority who will appear and take stand and say the obvious, wiring gets
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old, frayed, and shorts. Bad things happen. The emperor has no clothes on
The person will put principle of saving lives by preventing plane crashes
first, above all.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Back to the LISTSERV home page.
Date:

Sat, 7 Feb 1998 11:26:43 -0800

Subject:
The world is a big bad place.
BS>There is no documented evidence in the public domain, which I
know of, that
>American submarines have ever fired an anti-aircraft missile.
JBS>Don't let that stop ya!
GD>It is safe to assume that
>PA103 was the result of Roger's shooting down one of their Airbus's
No it ain't.
No conspiracy of Sikhs to bomb AI 182, no Libyan secret agents to
bomb PA
103, no coverup of Navy to shootdown TWA 800, but oh, heck, that's so
boring, just machines malfunctioning now and then like they always do,
can't go wreak mayhem on some non nuke country over that, now can
we? Got
to be bad guys somewhere we can get even with sometime someplace
somehow.
Kicking bad machines doesn't feel as good as kicking bad guys.
You conspiracy guys talk all day about a split second of one FDR while
clutching at straws and ignore four CVRs with sound which matches an
event
not of your liking but well documented. No wonder you are disrespected,
you
are not objective but biased into incomprehensibility.
>I sincerely hope that I have not killed meaningful intercourse amongst
the
>members of this forum.
What meaningful discourse? There's been meaningful discourse here? I
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must
have missed it. What was it about? Waco, Ruby Ridge, Vince Foster, Ron
Brown, Princess Di? Not too much meaningful discourse about TWA
800, the
name of this forum and a lot on evil governments, not the name of this
forum. But fun though. Making fun of government is like shooting fish in
barrel or taking candy from a baby or...ran out of cliches...
>Have I misjudged this group as being scientists out to show the
>government WHY its tack was 180 out of reality?
Uh, yes.
Uh no, wait, maybe..... well, I'm not sure. Not enough words in capitals
for me to be persuaded by the force of your argument.
>What is a forum without debate?
Man, I get all the tough questions...a hoedown? a meeting? an
assignation?
We give up.
>After all John Erlichman was prosecuted for the Ellsberg burglary.
Holy Cow, I left out Watergate, the granddaddy of all conspiracies.
>Irrespective of whether John Barry Smith's cargo door theory can be
>reconciled with eyewitness reports of something rising, I would be
>interested to know whether any proven cargo door event has led to the
>decapitation of an airplane in flight.
>
>If this should open the door to a 1200 line reply, I apologise in advance
>to other readers of this forum.
Well, a person who writes the correct 'irrespective' instead of
'irregardless' and apologise instead of apologize is a person worthy of
thoughtful reply.
But only 1200 lines to do it. Maybe I could refer you to my thousand pag
plus web site on this issue and direct you to the section on UAL 811 nose
stayed on and why, an extensive analysis and answer to your query
uploaded
about a year ago and even more valid today. But first, learn a little
physics about an object seen rising or falling can be either falling or
rising in reality depending on whether object is approaching or opening
the
viewer. Sort of basic when you connect saying they saw something going
down
and in fact, it could have been something going up and vice versa. But
then, that's physics. Basic once you learn and understand the principles
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and counter intuitive if you don't, sort of like saying a comet is close,
slow, and flies away from its tail, three wrong visually observed
conclusions but corrected once you know the rules the comet has to live
by.
But again, facts, borrrring, let's get back to fantasy of shootdown and
coverup described by people who have never been on military ships, in
subs,
on carriers or in Navy airplanes. I love the scene in the movie I'm sure to
come where the Captain gets word he just shot down a US Airliner.
Captain
goes, whoops, Call CNN and retrieve any video they have of the
shootdown.
EH>George, it is very difficult to piece together the exact sequence of
events
>because the FBI REFUSES to release pertinent information which
would assist in
>investigating the missile theory. I hope the lawyers for Boeing can
>persuade the
>circuit courts to release pertinent information
The NTSB has released 3000 pages of pertinent information about an
airplane
crash, very little about conspiracies. You missile guys don't want airplane
information, you want conspiracy information. TWA 800 is not a bank
robbery, it's an airplane crash. See the difference?
The above question is not a question but a statement in the guise of a
question and unworthy of mature discourse. I withdraw rude sarcastic
remark. And apologize to any members of the forum who were offended
at such
a crude breach of decorum. Oh, how can I ever make it up to you? Oh, no
another sarcasm, when will it ever end? Oh, no, another question that's no
a question. There's no end to the vulgarity which has no place in this
island of decorum called LSoft TWA 800 Discussion.
Back to logic or lack thereof demonstrated by the missile guys: The FBI
actually gets 1.1 billion dollars which were on the table if a bomb or
missile were proven for TWA 800. It's all for security and overseas posts
for FBI and bomb detecting machines. And you say the FBI is hiding
evidence
that would give them worldwide access, promotions, pay raises, more sta
fame, and more control over the citizenry? Because another agency,
Defense,
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asked them too? For the good of the country? FBI to commit a crime of
coverup is good for the country and the FBI willingly commits the crime?
The crime which puts them in jail, disgraced, and not promoted and sent t
cool places with staff?
Are you crazy? Answer: Yes.
The FBI tried harder to prove conspiracy on TWA 800 than they ever did
for
any clinic or church bombing or any other real terrorist act in America.
And failed.
And you conspiracy guys say they succeded but are hiding it. Ha!
Methinks FBI was even tempted to fabricate missile or bomb evidence to
get
the fame and glory, something like a tiny piece of plastic that could
through a large stretch be called a timer to be called part of a bomb...
But they didn't, they played it straight. But haven't given up, that's why
they hold the wreckage and prevent release of some documents. 1.1 billio
is a lot of money and worth every effort to get, and all they need to do is
prove bomb or missile for TWA 800.
Ever notice how NASA rejects conspiracy talk when tragedy occurs. Mir
and
Challenger could have been sabotage and blame placed elsewhere except
where
it belongs, on the actual crew and manufacturer of rockets. NASA has its
feet on the ground because they deal with science every day. They know
reality and respect it. They have little time for fantasizing about evil,
that's for fiction novels or movies, not about getting an object from 'a'
to 'b'.
What has happened is you conspiracy guys have been treated with
respect for
your flaky ideas for too long. You've always been rebutted with facts,
which don't work on you, but never dissassembled for your nonsense.
Except
for Elmer Barr, and that explains why you guys are so bugged by him. He
actively calls you irrational and he's right. FBI and NTSB and FAA call
you
good citizens with best interest at heart and thank you for your interest
in aviation safety but we looked and couldn't find any evidence of missile
or bomb. They will not say that you're nuts.
You missile guys go on and on proving it could happen. Yes, it could
happen. No, it didn't happen. Big difference, see it?
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Why don't you get KAL 007 missile shootdown report and compare
metal to
TWA 800? Or the Airbus? All of the two airliner missile shootdowns and
of
course reported within hours by people who could have covered up and
had a
lot more reason to than TWA 800 but didn't.
Like matching apples to apples. Not like Ruby Ridge to TWA 800,
snowballs
to bicycle seats.
Here's the caveat: If you need to believe the evil government is out to
trick you, and lie to you, and kill you, and you need to believe that
reality for your mental balance and psychological health, then keep on
keeping on. Disregard all my blather about facts. There is enough
incompetence, laziness, sloppiness, selfishness, fear, and lack of
communication among the federal government so that any string of
announcements or events can be strung into conspiracy. (Lewinsky was
planted!)
From Pearl Harbor to JFK, the obvious is not believed because it is too
horrible. Got to be big unstoppable force to commit such terror, impossib
to be sneak attack by a smart enemy or one crazy Marine sharpshooter
doing
what sharpshooter do, shoot people.
Impossible to be door popping open when it shouldn't, too trivial to cause
such horror, got to be bigger.
Well, it's not.
For want of a nail, a war was lost: for want of some wire that did not
chafe to bare wire under vibration, a door was lost, a plane was lost, 230
people were lost.
I'm sitting here in California cut off from civilization, all roads in and
out of my tiny village are closed by flooding. Mudslides are everywhere
and
I live on a hill, (mountain to those east of Denver), and it's not evil
people doing it.
Well, maybe it is, just who is this Mr. Nino, I keep on hearing about,
what's he up to?
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/
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Date:

Wed, 25 Feb 1998 23:37:39 +0100

Subject:
They're baaaaack!
Welcome back missile guys, it was lonely without you. A light went out
of
my life...a white exhaust that left no vapor trail, no sound, and unseen as
white. Hey, how come nobody heard this missile? They heard booms.
Well the
answer is to pick a missile small enough to bring down a sort of large
plane and yet quiet enough not to be heard, slow enough to not break the
sound barrier and give sonic boom, and big enough to have enough fuel
to go
up two miles and bright enough to see exhaust but dim enough to have
nobody
see the main body but only exhaust, and agile enough to twist and turn.
There's gotta be, gotta be, a missile that fits those requirements.
IG>JBS him> self, who seems to be under the impression that what
> his theory lacks in terms of evidence, or posseses in
> terms of outright contradictions with the evidence,
> can somehow be compensated for by quantity of posts.
Well, uh, it's worth a try. And are we not all limited by number of posts?
Is the quantity of posts a level playing field? What, the missile guys
object to a fair game?
IG>The ID units of each number are derived from the others, and
therefore
ID is holistic not atomistic. As the sum of all ID units unto infinity
equals 0, identity is conserved
IG makes Chairman Hall eloquent.
BD>Don't you guys have anything better to do than debate grammer?
Grammar yes, spelling, no. I swear, I am unable to satirize reality better
than the above.
Radar, ah, radar. Unknown radar surface targets underneath TWA 800 at
time
of event and did not assist is a good story. Normally I would accept that
at face value, except it comes from guys that are known to stretch some
distances and objects into something unrecognizable. So, I guess I should
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check it out. Naw, I remember that radar plot as about a thousand black
dots on a piece of paper from which any connect the dots picture would
work.
SC>"These potatoes taste just like sheep dung." Realizing what he had
done,
>he quickly added, "But well prepared though!"
A very funny story that still brings a chuckle to me after all these years.
I had heard it as Moon Turd Pie, Good though!
>Your article is just so much sheep dung,
Everybody's a critic, opinion noted.
> Supporting fed corruption, fraud and
>abuse as you have done sucks. You and your ilk posting on alt.disasters
>aviation supporting the coverup are more dangerous to all than the
"official"
>coveruppers. You people are the first line defense against Congress
being
>forced to conduct an investigation to uncover the evidence and find the
>truth.
Hey, listen, you people are like those people who classify people and call
them 'you people.' You people are all alike.
SM>The grounding was not due to a design flaw! It was an incorrect
procedure that stress cracked the pylons. The fractures were discovered i
about 6 planes and the fleet was grounded until the cause was determined
The fleet was not grounded because of its doors.
Yeah, the problem causing grounding was not a design flaw in the door,
(which killed a few hundred), the problem causing grounding was
maintenance
procedure that caused a wing engine on a DC 10 to fall off on takeoff,
oops! (which killed a few hundred) Well, that's a relief.
>You've been listening to JBS and his wild imagination. He doesn't even
>know how this door operates yet he waxes profoundly about its faults
and
>there are those that believe him!
Who? Who? Where are they? I'm a lonesome cowboy here. And the
door operates
when you push the 'open' button to open it, and you push the 'close'
button
to close it. How hard can it be? What else is there to know? Well, you
could remember to pull the door circuit breakers, like the UAL crews did
until they were told not to by FAA because the theory was, the safety
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features would be bypassed and actually cause a door to open. UAL
knows
about cargo doors. MacDac and UAL don't laugh at cargo door
problems.
>The facts are that Boeing and Airbus design and build very reliable, safe
>vehicles unparralled in human history. But
Yeah, there's always that 'but.' And the 'very' fresh memory of Guam,
Taipei, and 30000 feet over Indonesia to reflect about 'very' reliable,
safe vehicles.
It's all relative and relative to the RA 5C all airlines were safe. But
then when an RA 5C crashed, as half of the 300 produced did, the plane
was
changed or grounded and inspected, such as 742 frame that often cracked
after a hard ship landing.
What's the point? That they are safe? They are not safe; some are less
dangerous than others. And I'm not talking about women.
>yet there are those like JBS that feel they have the right to pass
judgment
That's what happens when you survive within two seconds of dying in a
sudden night fiery fatal jet airplane crash, it makes me an authority on
what it feels like up to the event, during the event, and after the event.
And I get to pass judgment. Actually so does everybody that flies. We all
face the same risks. And pay the same penalty if we lose.
>He simply does not want to be "confused by the facts" since they clearly
>prove him inept.
Opinion noted. Absence of said facts noted.
>the near_death experience of PA125
>SM: Near death?
Actually two near death experiences...in one flight! PA 125, what a story
On web site of course.
BS>The publisher told me not to worry about my punctuation as they
>had several people with masters degrees sitting around, making $10
bucks an
>hour, that would help me edit the book.
>I can't help but feel inferior in intellect and wit and grammatical ability
>to some of the LSOFT posters, such as JBS and Chris Olsson.
But richer. Is there such a thing as a Masters in Grammar? I need a raise.
TT>What strikes me is the similarities that
>exist between the "official" version of what happened to flight 800 and
the
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>various attempts to "clear" many of those involved in the sinking of the
>Titanic by and throughout both the American and British Boards of
Inquest.
>Clearly, as far as the investigation of Flight 800 is concerned, we are at
>an impasse. Must a century go by before we arrive at the truth?
Internet speeds everything up. Not a century.
>This means that, as far as aging aircraft are concerned, the
>agencies that control air transport today, while obviously sophisticated,
>are comparably back at a pre-Titanic era when it comes to passenger
safety
>regard.
It was ever thus.
>The issue is effectively settled for the foreseeable future, except for us
>few who hold an abnormal level of interest in the incident.
Not settled, very unsettled.
>This won't be solved on the Flight-800 forum.
It was settled. Water, chafed wire, short, motor on, rupture, open, explo
decom, nose off, fireball, water impact.
>John, you may win the LSOFT debate only because you are the last man
>standing, and not necessarily because there is any merit to your case.
Thanks, I think. Winners get to write the history books.
>It appears, Dr. Moriarty, that again you have the upper hand; would it be
a
>persuasive argument to indicate that I purposely spelled "paraphase"
wrong
>to attract, yet again, your diabolical grammerian intentions?
No, but you could try the misspelling of 'grammerian.'
TT>And so, we will meet again on this noble field of honor!
Quick Tolvo, the game's afoot!
CO>The last time (and it shall forever remain the LAST time) that the
FAA
>grounded a US built airliner fleet was when they finally admitted that
there
>was an inherent design flaw in the DC10.
Hey, CO did not say design flaw in door, he said design flaw only. Desig
flaw was to allow a forklift to remove engine incorrectly so that it fell
off later in flight. Man the Stan fooled me again.
>Predictable and predicted. Foreseeable and foreseen. Regrettable and
>regretted.
>
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>Avoidable and inevitable.
Fixable but left broken. Detectable but unseen. Figured outable, but
unsolved. Forewarned but unheeded.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Sat, 21 Feb 1998 10:25:41 +0100

Subject:
They're everywhere.
>>Pam Am 103 caused by cargo doors?
>>false.
>>Lt. Col. Lester Coleman (USA ret.) is completely correct.
>>See Operation Goldenrod/ capture of Fawaz Younes, US News-world
report
>>1988.
>>KGB-Syrian elements compromised goldenrod which was run by
Revell-FBI,
>>Hurley-DEA, Ames & Cannistraro-CIA . Same personnel involved in
pam am
>>103 investigation.
>>It was a bomb, sir.
>>NMCA/MC10/INSCOM
Love these anonymous opinions. No name, no facts, old rehash of old
news,
poor punctuation, and lots and lots of conspiracy. They are everywhere.
>It is extremely clear from reading the Aviation Week and
>Space Technology story that exactly 183 of the 400+ eyewitnesses
>interviewed saw a streak of light.
It is extremely clear that a month before the hearing on TWA 800, AV
Week
had a copy of Exhibit 4A. The AV Week article is a summary of 4A, even
the
categories are the same. It's probably why there is no problem of
publishing 4A on the web, AvWeek had it leaked to them before it was
pulled
from public distribution. If I had known about the Avweek article I would
have published 4A a month before I finally got permission to discuss
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"sensitive material." The AvWeek article of 4A also matches the fact that
Boeing was not interested in 4A either, the lawyer said they had it
already. This was right after the hearing. So, all the major players have
the exhibits that are interesting, it's only the citizens/passengers who
are left in the dark. That powerplant group report is an administrative
booby trap waiting to be set off. The serial numbers of the engines are
unknown and can't be determined. That powerplant report is not going to
go
away. It's someplace. P&W will be made a party to the investigation and
NTSB will have to cough up that info sooner or later. Stator blade is not
going to go away.
>The aircraft which perished as TWA800 was one of a pair sold to the
Shah of
>Iran's Air Force. The other one also exploded in mysterious
circumstances.
Well the pilot reported, on the CVR, if we fly into that weather the plane
will come apart. He did and it did. The left wing was found far away. Fue
tank exploded and had ignition source, lightning confirmed in area of
severe weather.
But the big issue here is, why compare sister Boeing 747s? Is it that to
match similar fatal events to each other is smart? Yes, it is. To look at a
forest of trees, one may make deductions about each while only examinin
closely two or more.
That's why UAL 811 stops everything when investigating TWA 800.
Hows the below for a match? Or should I say 26 matches from 811 to
800.
There are many more but these are the most significant. (Once the nose
comes off, the three nose off accidents have their own significant matche
such as engine number 3 always lands apart from other three, and debris
patterns of main wreckage are the same, (dense nose, spread out wings an
fuselage,) nose cut off station is the same, etc.)
UAL 811 was an (1) aged (2) high flight time (3) early model Boeing
747 (4)
which took off in low light (5) running late (6) and during climb (7)
experienced a sudden initial event near the leading edge of wing in
fuselage which left a (8) short (9) sudden (10) loud (11) sound on the
cockpit voice recorder, an (12) abrupt (13) power cut to the flight data
recorder, (14) foreign object damage to starboard engine #3, (15) more
severe inflight damage on starboard side, (16) at least nine never
recovered bodies, (17) port fuselage side forward of the wing relatively
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undamaged, (18) shattered, torn, and frayed skin in forward cargo door
area
on starboard side, (19) unusual paint smears in forward cargo door area,
(20) rupture appearance of skin at aft midspan latch of the forward cargo
door, (21) outward peeled skin on upper forward fuselage, (22) vertical
fuselage tear lines forward of the wing and aft of forward cargo door, (23
had hinge stay attached to detached top piece of forward cargo door, (24)
cargo door opened in flight, and (25) destruction initially thought to be
have been caused by a bomb but (26) later conclusively ruled out.
And (27) missile guys pretend mechanical problems never happen to
aging 747s.
That's why the missile guys should be talking about Vincennes/Airbus
and
not Ruby Ridge and Vince Foster.
Again, I have to thank the missile guys for pointing to strengths of
wiring/cargo door: UAL 811 exists. It's not going to go away.
Look, if you'll just send me 450 dollars plus 50 bucks for shipping and
handling, I can maybe contact a guy who has a girfriend who maybe
knows
someone in the Pentagon who maybe can get hold of a copy of the
videotape
of the shootdown of the Airbus. Come on, 450 bucks (plus 50 for S&H)
isn't
much! It's the same as a few tanks of gas (in France).
So long suckers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Mon, 23 Feb 1998 22:17:07 +0100

Subject:
To the Archives!
OS>I'm surprised no one on the list has commented on C. Tennyson
Crowe's
>obvious (to me, at least) involvement in the disaster. Especially after
>the whole animal pornography incident, and the Wayne Shorter
connection
>as outlined in Richard Sasuly's "IG Farben" (Chapter 8- "VOR: From
Coal
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>to Nerve Gas")
It you had read the archives, possible dimwit, you would have found an
extensive and detailed analysis of C(harles) Tennyson Crowe's
involvement
in the disaster by avowed truth seeking activist 'Ole Itch.' Search under
'Crowe.' The Black Crow, as he was known to intimates did, in fact, go
underground after the animal pornography incident but surfaced to fly
again
years later. He was only found out during a marathon run when Shorter
collapsed and Crowe's name was found in a microdot in his wallet,
(bought
by Richard Sasuly as gift to Shorter!) At least, that's what the official
version, if you want to believe that, said, "Involvement of Persons, TWA
800, Vol II, Sect. 43, Para 6, P. 2."
Lurker alert! And he's got a sense of Humor! Welcome Old Skratch.
TT>As a newcomer to this list, you must realize that you are up against
the
>UNHOLY 6 who prefer to argue amongst themselves in endless circles
while,
>at the same time, have the affrontery to correct grammer and spelling!
Please god let me be one of the unholy 6. It's statements like the above
that keep me going when times get tough.
ef*fron*tery \i-"fren-te-re\ n, pl -ter*ies : shameless boldness :
impudence syn temerity, audacity, brass, gall, nerve, chutzpah
The words loop around themselves in endless circles so much I get dizzy
have the shameless boldness to correct the spelling of a word that means
shameless boldness.
(Note, holy words may be capitalized but unholy? No, I don't think so,
what
are you, a devil worshipper or something? If a member of the unholy 6, I
prefer to be addressed as part of the VeryWholly Sick, and who are the
other five?)
>I would appreciate your response, since the major members of this
forum are
>too very busy arguing grammer, spelling, or terminology so
inconprehensible
>(and reviewed by the major agencies already) that it borders on
BOREDOM!
I want to talk about TWA 800 but how can I when the words I read in the
forum are incomprehensible because of misspellings? (Note: words that
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are
small, not good, or quiet such as 'unholy' or 'boredom' are best served as
lower case; strong words such as 'holy' or 'interesting' may be capitalized
to show enthusiasm.)
Remote sensing/viewing...I can't get past remote sensing in a beautiful
woman's bedroom just before she gets undressed and into her nightgown.
I
mean, why go anywhere else if you can remote view there? The inside of
fuel pump in a 747 is the last place I would ever remote view, if I had my
druthers, and if you get my drift.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Wed, 11 Feb 1998 22:26:09 -0700

Subject:
Too chicken.
BD>PS. Why are you wasting our time with Mercury and Apollo trivia?
Ah, ha, another question that's not a question, can the missile conspiracy
boys ever ask an honest question that they really want to know the answe
to? The missile guys can never come out and make a statement.
Or is it, the missile conspiracy boys never ask an honest question. Can the
missiles guys ever make a statement?
Two techniques, one chicken (The insult statement disguised as a
question)
and the brave, the insult statement as statement.
He will not say, "You are wasting our time with Mercury and Apollo."
Too
chicken.
I personally found it fascinating as the Apollo hatch/door was another
killer door, wouldn't open when it should. And of course factual events,
things the missile guys just hate to hear about. I was forty miles away
when it happened.
Believing witnesses about a streak being a missile is like saying Elvis is
alive because twenty middle aged women said they saw Elvis drive by in
truck. They may have seen a man with black hair and sunglasses and a
cape
drive by, but it wasn't Elvis. The witnessess saw a short duration streak
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of light of different colors moving in different directions. Period. What
it really was is open to conjecture, not definite conclusion based upon
eyewitness opinion only.
And yes, by the way, here is a real question, just what on the missile
created this streak that you pin your whole case on? Was it the blinking
ant-collision Grimes light on the tail?
>George,
>This kind of dialog is counterproductive to the aim of the TWA 800
Discussion
>Group.
>Bruno
Hey, Bruno, are you the forum leader? No, there is no forum leader. Ther
is no one to dictate what is productive and what is counterproductive. Jus
consider this, you aim to stifle a contributors' posts by denigrating them
as unproductive. You aim to reduce input to the forum. Reducing input,
attempting to control input, and chasitising members for input is hardly
productive, and most certainly counterproductive to discussing TWA 800
but
very productive in trying to intimidate the non conspiracy guys, few as
they are. I would like to say, but don't, Bruno, this kind of dialog, the
kind where you tell people their hard written posts are counterproductive
is counterproductive. I don't say that, Bruno, because whatever you want
to
say you get to say, how sweet it is to be an American on the internet. I
encourage posts, not discourage with criticism of style. I want more of
this missile malarky, it makes my day go smoother.
The missile guys can give out the flames but they sure can't take it.
The Elmer Barr problem the missile guys can't get away from is 13700
feet
as the initial event which everyone agrees on. The missile guys want
missile hit at 13700 and it just can't be demonstrated. At 7500 it could
be. Big problem for rational missile guys. No problem for irrational
missile guys, blame Elmer.
See, it is possible to be a missile guy and not be a coverup guy. There are
none which is interesting. A non conspiracy missile guy would have
missile
inadvertently fired and inadvertently hit TWA 800 and the firing unit nev
knows, never puts it together, never coversup. That type of investigator
would check out things like what on the missile could have caused the
streak. Like real explanations for real observations.
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But the coverup missile guys are more interested in the coverup than the
plane crash. After TWA 800 is resolved as mechanical the conspiracy
boys
will move on over to other unexpected death and explain it with plots. An
it doesn't matter if heart attack, or skiing accident, or car crash, the
coverup is the exciting thing, not the event.
I think that's my contempt, the missile guys really don't care about TWA
800, they are frauds using tragedy to get even with a government they
distrust. The pity is for the missile guys who live in a world where
baggage handlers are in on the Mafia, hit guys travel on US Air Force jets
and government spies infiltrate the internet. No way to live.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Thu, 19 Feb 1998 13:33:54 -0700

Subject:
Turn radius determining devices
EH>John, why do you play such a fool?
Not a stage 7 question. Answer, because I stopped beating my wife.
>The witnesses you reference were obviously not talking about the same
>streak of light.
>Furthermore, the 47 that saw "it" go up AND down were obviously
witnessing
>two separate incidents.
Rebuttal using CO's recent appraisal below:
>I am constantly astonished when theorists do not appear to have
bothered to
>read the available technical information before they try to fit that
>information into their theories.
It was never more than one streak. A two streak report would be very
important and trumpeted by the two-missile guys. Also note report never
said descending and then ascending, but only ascending and descending,
exactly what would be predicted by parabolic fall of shiny object up high
to down low. Red orange color is right too.
>I am extremely curious why you
>left out the fact that *96* of the witnesses ALL, without question, saw a
>single streak of light **eminate** from the ocean surface,
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>ASCEND all the way up, and then result in the large explosion that
downed
>TWA 800. Are you going to now claim that this streak of
>light was the cargo door from a submarine under the ocean which
exploded
>at the same precise time that TWA did?
Wait, let me count the all caps words because they are obviously more
important than the all lower case words. All and ascend, hmmmm... 'Big
problem' in all caps was funny, writing 'big' in all caps is a visual pun.
'Ascend' should start out small and get bigger, like this, 'ascEND'.
Although it reads assend, which is what you missile guys confuse with th
back end of a horse and a hole in the ground.
I left out the witnesses that said they saw something emanate from the
ocean and go up and hit 800 because there is none. None. Go make some
phone
calls, maybe you can find some.
> Are you going to now claim that this streak of
>>light was the cargo door from a submarine under the ocean which
exploded
>>at the same precise time that TWA did?
Not a stage 7 question. Answer, no.
>when it came to eyewitness
>testimony, the investigation was not conducted properly.
So foolish to rely on the testimony, yes? You throw out the eyewitnesses
and I will too. You need the eyewitnesses more than cargo door, be carefu
when you discredit your main and only strength, eyewitness reports of
streak of light. You have fatally contaminated all eyewitness reports
because now you say when it came to eyewitness
>testimony, the investigation was not conducted properly. Ha!
>If you do not think that CNN showed a missile video, then chip in $50 t
>the CNN video fund. We're
>going to order the video from July 17-18 later this week. You've had tw
>opportunities now to chip in, John, and I haven't heard
>back from you yet. Fess up.
I wouldn't give you guys money for a heart transplant for Hillary. What
logic is it that to refuse to buy a nonexistent item is guilty requiring a
confession? I call it prudent. To believe a video exists of 800 being shot
down by a missile is too much. That is detached from reality and into
wishful hoping of extreme measures. And then, to think oh, it exists and
we
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are going to get it by asking for it. Ha!
Hey, give me 50 bucks each for ...let me think...I'm thinking, these guys
are so gullible they'll buy anything...how about some debris a diver picke
up and is now willing to sell that has missile serial numbers on it? I like
it. You guys are suckers for a hoax waiting to happen, so sad.
If some said up and some said down, which they did, you get to say
which is
correct, and I get to say which is correct which means one of us could be
wrong and it could be you. And you'll never admit it. I could be wrong,
and
I just admitted it. See the difference between open and closed minds?
>
>I find it both irresponsible and cheap that more on the list have not
>pitched in to Eric's attempt to acquire CNN footage. 50 dollars is
>not a lot to risk. What's that, a month's worth of beer?..for some
>maybe a week's...50 Big Macs?....now we'd all be a little better off
>without our Big Macs. Come on everyone, step to the plate.
>Especially those who say it doesn't exist...now's your chance to PROVE
>it!!!
>
>Tom Stalcup
Come on you cheap tightwad missile guys, put up or shut up! Pay the
money
and add five bucks for shipping and handling. Can you see the value of
that
tape? Billions! And all you have to do is fork over 50 bucks and the guy
who got the fifty bucks will share the billions with you, honest. You're
closing in, you are getting warm, oh, to be this close to hard evidence of
missile and glory, don't give up now, just kick in the bucks, you won't
regret it, I promise. It's guaranteed.
When you missile guys realize the streak of red orange light going up and
down and all around could be lots of things and and maybe not missile,
you
will need grieving time. I suggest a trip to get away from cargo door
explanation so you won't think of it anymore and get 'high blood
pressure'.
You will need to give your brain time to heal the 'bad wiring'. Just forget
about cargo door. You can go someplace private to 'decompress'. Maybe
have
some private conversation where you can 'inadvertently open' your heart
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to
repair your 'shattered' psyche. Find a place that's peaceful and quiet so
you don't have 'sudden loud sounds'. Ensure electricity is available so no
'abrupt power cuts' occur and disturb the healing process. Don't eat too
much or you'll have a 'midspan bulge'.
IG>The answer is simple: directional
> propulsion caused by the rocket nozzle on
> a guided missile shifting its direction of
> thrust will cause the missile to make sudden
> and sharp turns as necessary in the pursuit
> of its target. That's what guided missiles
> are all about. Such guided missiles have
> been around now for several decades.
The answer is wrong. Written by somebody that does not understand turn
radius of high speed objects. I had two turn radius determining devices fo
my navigational duties of writing on charts the proposed track. I had the
480 knot turn radius device called a nickel, and 660 knot turn radius
device called a quarter. Standard rate turns. Missiles can't make sudden
and sharp turns at speed. It has to do with physics of mass and velocity.
It's the best defense planes have against missiles, turn inside them. That
interpretation of sharp turn of streaks meaning object actually did sharp
turn is again an impossible determination of actual movement of the light
source based upon visual image only. Impossible. An object reflecting
light
to stationary observer below as object descends in parabolic arc will
appear to change speed and direction sharply but it is only angle of
reflection changing. The brain wants to make sense of light streak and
fills in the blanks with guesses, that's why there is so much contradiction
about compass and relative direction and movement of streak among the
eyewitnesses, they are doing the best they can in an impossible situation.
> IAN: I and others believe that there is a
> cover-up, and therefore the claim that no
> missile debris were found does not carry
> any weight. I suspect that there were
> missile debris found
Satire as truth, earlier I wrote the serial number missile debris money
request as a play on the timer with serial numbers of PA 103, and then a
few minutes later a missile guy actually thinks that very item exists for
800! That's eerie.
Shrapnel, Schrapnel, Ha, a word that can't be Shm..erred.
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We need a center tank guy to mentally engage, any volunteers? I can start
off. Eyewitnesses saw fireball. Eyewitnesses heard boom. Weather satelli
and CIA satellite saw fireball. Wreckage debris is burnt around center
tank. Center tank exploded. Center tank blew up TWA 800. Everybody
who says
otherwise is an idiot. End story. My turn is up.
BD>Many witnesses saw two fireballs, one
>at 13,500 ft and the later MF.
Not true. Error noted.
Regarding dead pilot's flying skills. It's the same as retrieving bodies at
bottom of ocean. What has priority, the feelings of the victim's families
or loyalty to the still living and still flying passengers and other
pilots? My answer in an aircraft investigation is loyalty to the still
living and that means getting the evidence out first, then the bodies, and
analyzing flight path objectively without letting emotion of innocent, but
not precise, pilot death alter interpretation.
As a commercial pilot in a Mooney, Center would have told me about
altitude
deviations equal to TWA 800 but the big boys are left alone. The analysis
of the pilot's actions are very important. I thought long and hard about
pilot error before ruling it out. The problem is even if the pilot went
nuts in flight and tried to do the things that happened to TWA 800, he
couldn't. There is no way to open that cargo door in flight from crew
compartment. There is no way to jerk yoke around to tear nose off. No
pilot
error for 800, the first cause of plane crashes, the answer is mechanical,
the second cause of plane crashes, and not sabotage, enemy fire, friendly
fire, the last cause of plane crashes.
To assume the least cause of a plane crash and assign 500 agents and 17
months of control while playing down the second cause of crashes and
assigning 30 agents in a subordinate role speaks volumes about the
American
mind set in the middle nineties. It's them! It's not us! We didn't do it!
It's not our fault, please, you gotta believe me, I didn't do it, it was
those bad guys with missile or bomb, it was god with lightning or static
electricity or something I'll find out later, but not a thing that has
happened before and happened before and happened before...
A man, a plan, a canal, Panama.
>Cdr. Donaldson has had an impressive military career and has served ou
>country well. Most people rightly want to show him respect for that by
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>addressing him as Commander. Perhaps it's out of jealousy that you
have to
>make fun of it.
Perhaps it's not. After reading his rude letters to public officials I quit
using my rank in my letters to officials. And what do you know about my
military career? I don't want to talk about my war record...oh, all right,
which mission do you want to hear about?
>So you have been reduced to criticising spelling, grammer, and people's
>names. John, you have fell a long way. Sometime people don't even
realize
>a slow decline themselves, but have to be alerted to it by others.
I should quit criticizing, you're right, but "John, you have fell a long
way," keeps me going. Do you not want to be a better writer? Do you
want
to say ignorant on how to spell 'criticize' or 'grammar'? Or correct tense
of verb 'to fall'? Maybe, ignorance is bliss, the motto of the missile guys.
>Once we invest much
>of our time, energy and prestige into something we don't like to give up
Speak for yourself. Once I found out I'm wrong, I change, I give up the
false and seek the correct.
Air blowing into hole in nose and tearing nose off is wrong, it crumpled
into hole. Streak as door may be wrong, it may be pack, or bottle, or
container. VHF mike key did not trigger event, the event triggered the
VHF
mike key in two accidents. Strange radar blips for 800 and green diamond
for 103 are still mysteries but probably not door flying off.
>In your case, you have been shown that the cargo door was still in place
In my case the cargo door has been shown not to be in place. I quote the
FAA directorate involved with TWA 80 in response to my analysis to red
paint smears and outward opening skin:
"While no one scenario has been categorically proven to the the cause, it
is believed, based upon available data, that the center tank (CWT)
explosion preceded any separation of the forward cargo door. The paint
markings and structural deformation that you cite, do indicate an outward
explosion, generally accepted to be caused by the explosion of the CWT.
Furthermore, you mentioned that the forward cargo door was recovered a
considerable distance from the rest of the structure. This could be due to
its aerodynamic characteristics and prevailing winds at the time of the
accident, rather than attributing this as the primary cause of the
accident."
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>Stan Martin has spent a tremendous amount of time showing you point
for
>point where your theory doesn't apply to 800.
So what? CO has spent a tremendous amount of time showing you point
for
>point where your missile theory doesn't apply to 800. And his
conclusions
>reflect the facts.
>The NTSB even took special pains to show you that the latches were
latched.
And now tacitly admits not all were checked when it was pointed out the
door has ten and they checked eight only. Chairman Hall wrote me and
retreated from his previous letter of all doors all latched and all intact
at water impact to:
"However, to repeat, the investigation of the accident involving TWA flig
800 has revealed no evidence to suggest that a failure of a cargo door
precipitated the event."
Their position is now door failed and opened in flight leaving evidence bu
it was the center tank explosion that did it. I of course sent off
extensive refutation of tank first then door, presenting my door first then
tank sequence.
>I thought after that, when you didn't come back for a while, that perhaps
>you were just depressed about the futility of trying to show 800 to be a
>cargo door failure against the overwhelming physical evidence.
Naw, I was busy being productive writing to officials, changing their
minds
discussing physical evidence of paint markings and structural
deformations.
>The problem is really obsession, isn't it John? I know all about that, as I
>am obsessed with this incident also and it has cost me dearly. Give it up
>John. Find something nice to do in your retirement, like gardening. Yo
>only need three weeks to break a bad habit.
Obsession...the only worthwhile things I have ever accomplished in my li
have been as a result of obsession.
Boeing needs some obsession with safety and not sales.
Missile guys need some obsession with reality.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/
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Date:

Fri, 6 Feb 1998 18:32:19 -0800

Subject:
USS Barge
PA>I've tried to keep quiet with recent developments in the group
>(i.e., flaming, conjecture, arm waving and redundancy).
JBS>But failed!
BD>If this scenario is true, it means that it was not just a terrorist attack,
>but a "state-sponsored" terrorist attack, which is an act of war.
Ever been in a war, sonny? Some people like it, like your dad. Some
people
don't like it, like me. Thinking someone did you an act of war is dangerou
thinking. It leads to war. War is dangerous.
You are spring loaded to the let's go to war position. And TWA 800
pulled
the trigger. Just as it did after AI 182 for the Indians, and PA 103 for
the British and Americans, and almost somebody for UAL 811, except it
landed and they found out it was not the bomb the crew thought it was,
and
the tower thought it was after the crew told them it was, and the Navy
thought it was when the Tower told them it was. And TWA 800 is
dooming
another country to bombing because well, what the hell, maybe it was a
missile that took out 800, let's kill 'em and let God sort 'em out.
You Donaldsons are blood thirsty.
All you conspiracy guys are. You want revenge against some unknown
hatred.
You want to get even.
And it's a machine that did you wrong. An airplane, with old wiring, and
old doors, and old Section 41, and the vibration of flight wore the wiring
through to bare wire to metal fuselage to motor on and aft midspan latche
partially unlatched and .....
Ah, you've heard it all before, all factual and documented. Enough facts,
let's get back to Phoenix missile from a barge.
A new platform, Barge 11. USS Barge.
USS Barge.
Too funny.
John Barry Smith
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barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Thu, 26 Feb 1998 14:05:36 +0100

Subject:
Unless you are in an airplane.
Passenger gets prison for joking about bomb on cross-country flight
DAYTON, Ohio (AP) -- An airplane passenger received prison time for
forcing an emergency landing because he joked about carrying explosives
Richard Josephson, 38, of Elsmere, Delaware, pleaded guilty in Decembe
to endangering the safety of an aircraft. He was sentenced Wednesday to
six months in prison, as recommended by prosecutors in the plea bargain
U.S. District Judge Walter Rice said there was "nothing funny at all"
about causing a plane to make an emergency landing. Rice also ordered
Josephson to reimburse USAirways the $40,653 spent to land and
evacuate
the plane. According to court records, Josephson said, "Gee, be careful,
that's where I keep my pipe bombs," as a flight attendant placed his bag
in an overhead compartment during an October 1996 flight. Josephson
then
took several pills and fell asleep. When he could not be awakened, the
crew believed the bomb threat to be real. The plane, en route from
Philadelphia to Los Angeles, made an emergency landing at Dayton
International Airport. Eight of the plane's 109 passengers were injured
during evacuation. Copyright 1998 Associated Press. All rights reserved.
This material may not be published, broadcast, rewritten, or
redistributed.
AMARILLO, Texas (CNN) -- "Free speech not only lives, it rocks," a
beaming Oprah Winfrey said Thursday after jurors rejected a
multimillion-dollar defamation lawsuit by Texas cattlemen. The Amarillo
Texas, jury decided the television talk show host did not maliciously
harm the U.S. beef industry in a 1996 program on mad cow disease.
Plaintiffs who say the show caused a cattle market plunge that caused
them to lose $11 million said they planned to appeal, and were pleased
if the trial caused television talk shows to become more "responsible."
It was not immediately clear on what grounds an appeal would be filed by
the plaintiffs -- three cattle-feeding operations and four ranches.
Winfrey put her hands over her face and appeared to weep after the
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verdict was read in U.S. District Court. Then she hugged and shook hand
with her attorneys. "Oprah, Oprah," fans cheered as Winfrey left the
courthouse with both arms raised in triumph. Plaintiffs led by cattleman
Paul Engler sued Winfrey, her production company and Howard Lyman,
a
vegetarian activist guest who warned of a possible outbreak of mad cow
disease in the United States. On a show broadcast on April 16, 1996,
Winfrey told her studio audience and television viewers that Lyman's
comments "just stopped me cold from eating another burger." "I'm still
off hamburgers," she said Thursday after winning the case. Mad cow
disease has ravaged cattle in Britain in recent years. The contaminated
beef is suspected of causing at least 23 people to die in that country
from the human version of the brain-destroying disease, bovine
spongiform encephalopathy. But mad cow disease has never been found i
the United States. Juror Fred Dunaway told reporters that he and the
jurors "reflected on the First Amendment pretty heavily," a reference to
the freedom of speech guaranteed by the U.S. Constitution. Oprah reacts
to the verdict
"My reaction is...."
298K/25 sec. AIFF or WAV sound
"I never had any discussions.."
298K/25 sec. AIFF or WAV sound Here's a sampling of additional
comments
from Winfrey, Engler and others following the verdict: Oprah Winfrey"I
will continue to use my voice. I believed from the beginning that (the
lawsuit) was an attempt to muzzle my voice, and I come from a people
who
have struggled and died in order to have a voice in this country. And I
refused to be muzzled." "(The lawsuit) will not change the way I
operate. It has made me even more fervent in my desire and intention to
bring information and enlightenment and encourage people in ways that I
see fit." "From the beginning, we believed that we did nothing wrong
with this show and I stand by the show." "There were times in the
courtroom I that wanted to thank (Engler) because what he has done is
made me a stronger person."
Engler "What (Engler) says about me or about talk shows doesn't have
anything
to do with my life." Paul Engler"Obviously, we're disappointed. At the
same time, we do believe that we made one very strong point ... that
U.S. beef is safe." 170K/15 sec. AIFF or WAV sound "It's very difficult
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to fight a celebrity." The legal fight was still worthwhile, "if we can
instill additional responsibility, if there ever was any, on the part of
talk show hosts ... to carefully screen their guests to see whether they
are qualified in what they say." 255K/20 sec. AIFF or WAV sound Joe
Coyne, Engler's attorney"You'd have to be blind to think (jurors)
weren't influenced by one of the 25 most influential Americans. That's a
star quality that's really tough to get over." He was referring to a
1996 Time magazine article ranking Winfrey in the top 25. On whether h
thinks the lawsuit will cause Winfrey to do her show any differently:
"Yes. Before she puts people on the air, not knowing what they are going
to say ... they'll check and do their homework." "There was nothing
frivolous about this lawsuit. ... There were serious issues raised and
we're glad that the country now knows that American beef is safe."
Howard Lyman"Coming in the heart of cattle country and winning this
shows that the American way is alive and well." "(U.S. beef) is a lot
safer today than it was on the 16th of April (1996)." The former
rancher, now with the Humane Society of the United States, was referring
to a ban on feeding ground-up cattle parts to cattle, a practice banned
last summer. Scientists have said feeding contaminated animal parts to
cattle likely helped spread mad cow disease in Britain, where it forced
the slaughter of 1.5 million cattle. Eight questions, one answerThe
jury's verdict came on the second day of deliberations after five weeks
of testimony. There were eight questions to consider, but the outcome
actually hinged on only one: Did any of the defendants falsely defame
the cattlemen? Jurors decided the answer was no, making the other seven
questions moot. The end of the trial also means the end of the five-week
run of "The Oprah Winfrey Show" in Amarillo. Winfrey has taped her
program in the Texas panhandle city since January 22. Thursday night's
scheduled taping of two shows were to be the last.
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Sun, 15 Feb 1998 20:33:40 -0700

Subject:
Whoops, thought this was a public one!
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="iso-8859-1"
BS>Whoops, thought that was a private one!
No wonder you conspiracy guys believe in behind the scenes action, you
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do
it yourself. I guess all you conspiracy guys are all talking among
yourselves about how bad it is that all the government agents are all
talking among themselves.
What are you writing you can't say to all, especially when talking about
the people by name? That was not a private search for some information
that
is not worth bothering the other members. It was gossip.
No problem, I'm just terribly terribly hurt. You didn't say nice things
about me. Or, the post was a real post but pretended to be missent. Ah, I
can do the conspiracy plot thing too.
Well, I would love to comment on it, but it was states as private so no can
do. All I can do is repeat, never rebutted by facts, only opinion.
And I want you missile guys to promise me you won't do anything foolish
like hurt yourselves when you find out the cargo door cause is confirmed
by
chafed wiring. Of course you won't believe it when it happens, that's one
defense about being wrong, deny it. Denial, shifting responsibility,
conspiracy, refusal to accept responsibility, refusal to commit, all
conspiracy guy type actions and it appears, now a majority in the
government and the citizenship, from Clinton to smokers to TWA to
NTSB and
missile guys.
IG about JBS>Your last two posts are
>100% smear jobs on all participants... and for a guy
>who came in preaching against ad hominem. It seems
>this is all you think will work for the CD theory.
>Even when you write a list of reasons why the CD
>theory is preferable it's an ad hominem attack.
Yeah, I've changed. I was all let's work together for the hearing. I was
all for linking websites. I was all for sharing media attention. I was all
for writing a joint AAR, I was all for unity. Ha!
Missile explanation is wrong and dangerous. It must be rebutted
whenever it
rears its ugly head of conspiracy and distrust among the population.
Missile has never been rebutted by government, they want it more than
Boeing. Chairman Hall is actually doing a hard job of pushing CWT, he
actually has more to call it a bomb than AI 182.
So I rebut it with basic questions about reality and missile, like...you
know the questions, you've been asked often enough. Still no answers.
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>BD: You prefer to call it a streak because that is all that fits your theory
>It was called many things by many witnesses.
No, I call it a streak of light because the witnesses called it a streak of
light. Read Ex 4A. On website of course.
>They all pointed to
>a spot approximately 3 miles off shore.
That is so funny. Now not only direction is determined but distance, both
impossible from observing an object in space that does not increase in
brightness or size, like a comet. Ask the witnesses how far they think that
comet was from them.
Is there any missile guy who will say, wait a minute, there's no wasy to
determine how far a streak of light is from where the witness was standin
or from shore based on streak of light only? Is there one honest and smart
missile guy out there?
Note distance impossible to be determined by eyeball only, machines can
determine distance using red shift.
>Barry, nice try at obfuscating the issue, but the fact is the witnesses saw
>something that originated 7 miles closer to shore than TWA flight 800.
It is
>impossible for it to have been either a door or burning fuel decending
>from the
>aircraft.
Opinion at my motive noted. Impossible statement noted on distance.
Absence
of rebutting facts noted for conclusion of impossible to be cargo door. I
love the way you use 'fact' in front of an impossible statement. It
completely discredits you.
>BD: In Cmdr. Donaldson's triangulation, he asked each witness where
they
>first
>spotted the object (streak, trail, flare). Those that originated on the
>horizon
>were used in the Fix.
All 200 plus witnesses? No way man. Those that did not originate on the
horizon were ignored? Cancelled? Forgotten about? Discarded? Ruled
out?
Pretended not to exist. I think that's it. That's why Ex 4A is ignored by
the missile guys. It's objective and presents all the witnesses visions in
a orderly fashion...and shows that there was wide variablity in statements
The nonobjective pick and choose, like "Those that originated on the
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horizon were used in the Fix."
Forget about the pesky streaks of light that originated in mid air and
descended. Ha! Not only discredited by bogus distance geometry but by
biased analysis of omitting rebutting observations.
SM>The lock sectors, incidentally, now are a third line of redundancy
since power is removed from the door remotely after cams have cycled
shut.
Yeah, power is supposed to be removed from the door and if it had and
switch S2 had not malfunctioned, nine passengers would be alive today
instead of dead when power was not removed from the door.
>They press against their seals and if adjusted to tight it requires effort
>to close the master latch handle.
Great, now a master door handle that can appear closed in the cockpit but
be unlatched at the door and now it's hard to close if misadjusted. Which
happens quite often according to the SDRs. Door not latched completely
and
air bleeds out and little trouble, door almost latched completely but pops
up higher gives big trouble.
And I know it's not supposed to happen and usually doesn't.
>SM: A large door was not left unlatched Mr. Schmexpert. The pressure
>relief doors were. It would be akin to closing your front door and
>leaving the peephole cover open.
>>
>And leaving a peephole
>open can be catastrophic as found out by Titanic that had very small
leaks
>but a lot of pressure and the Cosmonauts that had spacecraft seal leak
and
>three died on reentry.
>
>SM: And the correlation and the reason for this statement is???
You imply a small hole in a pressurized hull is trivial. Wrong. Titanic and
Soviet spacecraft both killed from small holes under tremendous pressure
The aft midspan latch rupture at door is small too. Balloons pop from sma
holes.
Pressure relief doors are smart Boeing design, they are plug type. Whole
cargo door is stupid Boeing design, non plug type.
>So you see, not neccessarly bad operator or bad door.
So now, no fault. Plane took off, problem big enough to abort mission,
dump
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fuel/money, land and fix problem and it's not the operator or the door that
was wrong. Well, what was wrong? Taking off and come around and land
is not
normal. It's abnormal, what was abnormal?
It's scary to think what is considered normal operation with mechanical
devices on the airplane.
>SM: Well then, if it is on the website it must be true!
If it's on the website it there to look at and analyze, naw too much
trouble to look at the real evidence on the real TWA 800 reconstruction.
Too bad we can't send pictures in the list.
>SM: Wrong answer! Section 42 has a larger area that is pear shaped
than
>section 41 has!
I said 41 was pear shaped. You imply that's true but not as big as 42. So?
Still pear shaped and still has fatigue after so many pressurizations.
>The mod is not for strengthening, but rather for fatigue tolerance.
That's not strengthening?
> There is still
>a very significant difference between the two sections that I have not
>told you
>about yet and you havenít come close to guessing!
A game! Oh, I love games. I hope it's not important because I'd hate to
think we miss something important in a life and death matter about plane
crashes because I guessed wrong.
Guesses, hmm...Is it an animal? Five letters? Is it something you use ever
day?
Something different between 41 and 42 and relevant to a fuselage rupture
of
TWA 800 forward of the wing in Section 42, near 41....
I give up.
>SM: Then again it almost certainly did not. Why donít you provide
some proof
>or better yet quit guessing at everything!
Uh, oh, cancel my last guesses. I was teased into guessing and now told to
quit.
By the way, hoop stresses were found near cargo door according to NTSB
testimony. If door closed in flight then no hoop stresses, if door opened
in flight there would be hoop stresses and were.
But FAA now says door opened in flight but because of center tank
explosion. They are clutching at straws. But a big straw, there was a
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fireball and there was a center tank fire/explosion.
Contradicting nonsense is not smearing, it's correcting errors. I tried
being polite and stifled my responses when flamed. It didn't work. I don't
think you conspiracy guys respect calm reasoning but decide truth based
on
amount of fear you feel toward someone.
To review:
To maintain mental balance of missile hit:
Forget all streaks of light that don't fit missile explanation of
direction, duration, color or origin.
Forget streaks of light and call them exhaust trails
Forget figuring out triangulation methods that give accurate fixes.
Forget geometry that down streak could be object going up.
Forget history of door malfunctions.
Forget lack of light source for streak.
Missile guys need and don't have light source of streak.
CWT guys need and don't have ignition source for explosion.
Cargo door guy needs and doesn't have bare chafed wire to door motor.
Meteor guy needs and doesn't have any meteor fragments.
Bomb guy needs and doesn't have pieces of timer.
And so it goes,
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Sun, 8 Feb 1998 11:36:39 -0700

Subject:
Plain facts, I like 'em.
TS>However, this list is maintained by a general belief that aging
>wires had nothing to do with the crash of TWA 800.
Whoa, dude! Who elected you spokesperson? This list is maintained by a
neutral party, LSoft. Aging wire explanation for TWA 800 is supported
strongly by this person, me, who has been on this list longer than you, has
posted more than you, and has had wiring as potential source since eight
days after TWA 800 since it matched UAL 811 with bad wiring.
Another characteristic of conspiracy guys is they try to control the
content and style of discussion. Here is the attempt to say, Yes, Mr. King
wiring is a problem but go talk about it somewhere else, we all here
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believe conspiracy of bomb or missile, not your well documented wiring
problem explanation. You don't belong here, Mr. King, is what the above
statement about 'general belief that aging wires had nothing to do with
the carsh of TWA 800." And that conclusion was reached after twenty
minutes? Read one post on wiring, ruled it out, let's get back to missiles.
Ha!
Here's the funny part, Mr. King is one of you, the conspiracy guys too, in
that he believes there is a coverup of the wiring problem. Mr. King and hi
wiring expert friends believe there is a wiring problem, and I do too, but
I don't think the problem is covered up, just slow to be appreciated, as
any idea that would require a multi billion retrofit to airliners is slow
to be accepted.
Just because we are first to identify a problem does not mean others know
about it and are hiding the knowledge. When you are first, if there is any
covering up to do, it will be by that person. Wiring and cargo door guy ar
telling the world as loud and as fast as we can. We are not covering up ba
wiring or cargo door opening as a consequence of the bad wiring. NTSB
is
not either, NTSB AAR 92/02 goes into detail, NTSB hearing on
Thursday went
into detail. There's more of course. Wiring is an entire industry.
The difference between the missile guys and the wiring guys, is the wirin
guys have facts of actual events, not what could have happened.
And that's why the missile guys immediately want the wiring guys to go
away; they keep on bringing up those pesky facts, not fantasy wishful
thinking of what might have been, but wasn't.
TS>Hundreds of eyewitnesses saw an object(s) travel perpendicular to
flight
>800 and explode in or near the plane just before it went down.
No, they didn't. Such nonsense spoken as fact and unsubstantiated.
Hundreds
of people saw streak in sky, not the same thing as your conclusion. It's
your conclusion, your opinion, that streak going up means object going
up,
wrong conclusion but then to know that you have to know physics and
that's
always harder than wishful thinking.
> And since the other theories presented can not possibly
>describe this object, the eyewitnesses and most list subscribers reject
>them.
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Wha? How do you know? Where's your list? A leader exerts control by
assumption, nice try, I recognize you as leader. And like most leaders, no
too knowledgable about the facts, just the feelings.
> other theories presented can not possibly
>>describe this object
Nonsense.
>They are happy that people such as the
>subscribers of this list are privately investigating the tragedy.
Now you're speaking for the eyewitnesses! You were born to be a
spokesperson, no new ideas but very eager to speak for others about the
old
ones.
>I hope that some day the NTSB will find the cause of the
>center wing tank explosion, taking into account this fast moving object.
Me too, and the only actual, real, hold, smell, touch fast moving objects
around are pieces of TWA 800 that left first, cargo door and nearby
fuselage skin. Too bad no pieces of bomb or missile or casing or residue,
or pitting or something that you could point to other than wishful
thinking. But don't let that stop you.
To be pesky, just what exactly on this invisible missile caused the streak?
I hate to have to ask again, but it is sort of like, you know, important.
Streak as missile, what part of missile caused streak? Basic. How about a
missile with no departure point, no landing point, no launching persons, n
guidance, no entry point, no exit point, no noise, no residue, no pitting,
and now no source for the streak upon which your whole case rests. Truly
a
fantasy missile.
>We all have own pet HYPOTHESES about what happened to this tragic
flight.
>Until we have DEFINITIVE evidence, it's OK to feel justified about our
own
>ideas, as long as we realize that, as of this moment, that's all they are.
Not true, you only capitalized three words, it takes more than that for me
to be convinced of truth, like four or five maybe, then you're talking.
The date on the below email to NTSB is 7/25/96, 3:33PM Anybody have
anything earlier? And this was way before I had the UAL 811 final report
which showed the bad wiring and not the improper latching reason.
To: webmaster@ntsb.gov
From: barry@corazon.com
Subject: TWA crash cause explained
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Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments: :Master:31652:crash103drawdoorpictcrop.JPG:
:Master:31652:crash811doorpictcrop.JPG:
The theory is that inadvertent cargo door openings have caused the
crashes
of TWA Flight 800, Pan Am Flight 103, and United Flight 811. RE:
TWA
Flight 800, the visual streak reported is the cargo door spinning down
reflecting in the evening dusk sun. The radar anomaly is the cargo door a
it detached from the fulelage. The tapes of Flights 800, 103 and 811 will
all be similar at the time of door separation.
Attached as jpg files are two illustrations: one is a photo from the NTSB
accident report of United Flight 811 after landing with it's cargo door
torn off. The rectangle shows the area of tearing and loss. The other
illustration is a drawing from the UK accident report of Pan AM Flight
103
showing the sequence of destruction. This drawing shows the similarity o
disintergration. The shapes are the same, the doors were broken in half at
the same breakline, and the sizes are the same. There are other interesting
drawings in the UK report but at this time we are testing the concept of
scanning documents and attaching them as jpgs to send to you as email.
Please tell me your success at this mode and the quality of pictures.
Below are two reports from the NTSB archives just for reference. The
Flight 103 report is blank on the NTSB web page, probably because it is a
foreign report. (But I ordered it from a company who responded to my
request on your AVWEB page. He read your web page, saw my request
and
emailed me. I emailed back and ordered the two reports from the
company for
total 120 dollars. I had tried for months to do something that took one
day using AVWEB.)
More info: the sounds of the two flight recorders on 103 and 811 are
similar at time of door coming off. The 811 door was found unlatched at
the
bottom of Pacific; 103 door was found and latch condition omitted in
report
while the other two cargo doors were reported as latched. Radar blip
anomalies were detected on 103 and 800 just before disintergration. Door
spinning away would give such blips and also for 800 appear as visual
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streak as it reflected the evening sun.
The doors of 811 and 103 came off and 125 opened, no doubt. The
cause of
the 811 was improper latching and design. The stated cause of 103 was
bomb
in cargo hold.
All four aircraft were very eary 747-100 series with over 58000 flights
hours. Many early 747's, such as Pan Am 103, had their cargo doors and
cargo area reworked for military use thereby tampering with original
design.
False positive for explosives on TWA Flight 800 was reported today,
could
have happened on 103.
Yes, I am saying Pan Am 103 crash cause was an inadvertent opening
cargo
door and not a bomb. Yes, I am saying United 811 and Pan Am 125 were
a
cargo doors. Yes, I am saying TWA 800 crash cause was a cargo door.
I predict the door on 800 will be found broken in half and unlatched. I
predict the flight data recorders will have simliar sounds at time of
destruction to the 103 and 811 tapes. I predict the breakup sequence of th
airframe will be similar.
Here is the analogy: A balloon not inflated when pricked does nothing,
such as inadvertant door opening on runway (as 747 cargo doors have
done
several documented times). A balloon partially pricked does nothing, such
as a door opening but not coming off (Pan Am Flight 125). A balloon
pricked
when fully inflated pops, such as door opening at 31000 feet (Pan Am
103).
A balloon pricked when partially inflated hisses and deflates, such as doo
opening at 21000 feet (United Flight 811), or 13500 feet, (TWA Flight
800).
And then wind force takes over and tears the fuselage apart. (How lucky
were the passengers on Flight 125 and Flight 811!)
Background on me: I was an audiologist for ten years and can analyze
sounds such as the flight data recorder tapes. I was a radar operator for
nine years and can understand picking up large cargo doors as returns. I
was an air intelligence officer/reconnaissance attack navigator for eight
years and understand need for careful research, evaluation, and
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conclusions. I was involved in an ejection where the pilot died and I
suffered back injury. I know accident investigation is important.
1. This excerpt is from the United Flight
811 cargo door report used as background info.
1.17.1 Previous Cargo Door Incident
On March 10, 1987, a Pan American Airways B-747-122,
N740PA,
operating as flight 125 from London to New York, experienced an
incident involving the forward cargo door. According to Pan Am and
Boeing
officials who investigated this incident, the flightcrew experienced
pressurization problems as the airplane was climbing through about
20,000
feet. The crew began a descent and the pressurization problem ceased
about
15,000 feet. The crew began to climb again, but about 20,000 feet, the
cabin altitude began to rise rapidly again. The flight returned to London.
When the airplane was examined on the ground, the
forward cargo door was found open about 1 1/2 inches along the bottom
with
the latch cams unlatched and the master latch lock handle closed. The
cockpit cargo door warning light was off.
2. Scheduled 14 CFR 121 operation of TRANSWORLD AIRWAYS
(D.B.A. TWA)
Accident occurred JUL-17-96 at EAST
MORICHES, NY
Aircraft: Boeing 747, registration:
N93119
Injuries: 230 Fatal.
On July 17, 1996, about 8:45pm, TWA flight 800, N93119, a Boeing
747-100,
crashed into the Atlantic Ocean off the coast of Long Island shortly after
takeoff from Kennedy International Airport. The airplane was on a
regularly
scheduled flight to Paris, France. The initial reports are that witnesses
saw an
explosion and then debris descending to the ocean. There are no reports o
the flightcrew reporting a problem to air traffic control. The airplane was
manufactured in November 1971. It has accumulated about 93,303 flight
hours
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and 16,869 cycles. On board the airplane were 212 passengers and 18
crewmembers. The airplane was destroyed and there were no survivors.
3.
Scheduled 14 CFR 121 operation of UNITED
AIRLINES (D.B.A. UNITED AIRLINES,INC.)
Accident occurred FEB-24-89 at
HONOLULU, HI
Aircraft: BOEING 747-122,
registration: N4713U
Injuries: 9 Fatal, 5 Serious, 33 Minor,
309 Uninjured.
FTL #811 WAS A SCHEDULED PASSENGER FLIGHT FROM
LOS ANGELES TO SYDNEY,
AUSTRALIA, WITH STOPS IN HONOLULU (HNL), HI, AND
AUCKLAND, NEW ZEALAND. THE FLT WAS UNEVENTFUL
UNTIL AFTER DEPARTURE FROM
HNL. WHILE CLIMBING FROM FL220 TO FL230 THE CREW
HEARD A "THUMP" FOLLOWED BY AN EXPLOSION. AN
EXPLOSIVE DECOMPRESSION WAS
EXPERIENCED AND THE #3 AND #4 ENGS WERE SHUTDOWN
BECAUSE OF FOD. THE FLT RETURNED TO HNL AND
PASSENGERS WERE EVACUATED.
INSPECTION REVEALED THE FORWARD LOWER LOBE
CARGO
DOOR DEPARTED INFLT CAUSING EXTENSIVE DAMAGE TO
THE FUSELAGE AND CABIN
ADJACENT TO THE DOOR. NINE PASSENGERS WERE
EJECTED
AND LOST AT SEA. INVESTIGATION CENTERED AROUND
DESIGN AND CERTIFICATION OF
THE DOOR WHICH ALLOWED IT TO BE IMPROPERLY
LATCHED, AND THE OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE TO
ASSURE AIRWORTHINESS OF THE
DOOR AND LATCHING MECHANISM. (SEE
NTSB/AAR-90/01)
Probable Cause
THE SUDDEN OPENING OF THE IMPROPERLY LATCHED
FORWARD LOBE CARGO DOOR IN
FLIGHT AND THE SUBSEQUENT EXPLOSIVE
DECOMPRESSION. CONTRIBUTING TO THE ACCIDENT WAS
A DEFICIENCY IN THE DESIGN
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OF THE CARGO DOOR LOCKING MECHANISMS, WHICH
MADE
THEM SUSCEPTIBLE TO INSERVICE DAMAGE, AND WHICH
ALOWED THE DOOR TO BE
UNATCHED, YET TO SHOW A PROPERLY LATCHED AND
LOCKED
POSITION. ALSO CONTRIBUTING TO THE ACCIDENT WAS
THE LACK OF PROPER
MAINTENANCE AND INSPECTION OF THE CARGO DOOR BY
UNITED
AIRLINES, AND A LACK OF TIMELY CORRECTIVE ACTIONS
BY BOEING AND THE FAA
FOLLOWING A PREVIOUS DOOR OPENING INCIDENT.
Index for Feb 1989 | Index of Months
SF> But
>the plain fact is that no incident which everyone assumes is a cargo
>door resulted in a midair breakup of the plane.
So, I'm breaking new ground here? Cracking the case? I agree it is a
Nobel
Prize winning leap of intuitive genius to deduce that a twenty foot by
forty foot explosive decompression rectangle on the right side of the nose
forward of the wing of old 747s would allow the 300 knots of slipstream
tear nose off of severly compromised structure. And a smaller rectangle o
10 feet by twenty feet allows the nose to stay on.
There have been lots of incidents where the door opens, causes severe
damage but the plane either makes it back or crashes trying to to get back
They have wreckage and tapes to confirm those door openings. The victim
made it back. The victims that don't make it back, as in sudden
catastrophic event, don't get to come back and tell their story. That's
left up to people who really really don't want to hear about cargo doors.
And love hearing about bombs and missiles since that exonerates them of
most responsibility. The latest example is FAA ruling out FCD of TWA
800
because eight of ten latches were latched. Close enough! Not.
>From nothing to fatal:
Published on 09/30/97, Article 4 of 79 found.
A cargo door came open shortly after a Delta 727 took
off Monday morning, forcing the plane to shut off one
engine and return to Bradley International Airport.
There were no injuries.
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The door came open about 30 seconds after Flight 1937
to Cincinnati lifted off at 6:23 a.m., said John Spillane,
an airport operations specialist. The plane returned to
Bradley and taxied to a gate, where the 83 passengers
and six crew members got off.
25) 18.03.89 (02.15 CST) McDonnell Douglas DC- 9-33RC
N931F
(47192/287) Evergreen International Airlines
occupants : 2
crew + 0 passengers = 2.
fatalities: 2
crew + 0 passengers = 2.
location:
Saginaw; nr (USA)
nature: Freight
phase: Initial Climb/
flight 4U17 Fort
Worth-Carswell AFB, TX - Oklahoma City-Tinker AFB
Took off RWY 17 & tried to
ret. due cargo door prob's; but crd into the grd. CAUSE: Inflight opening
of improp. latched
cargo door; lost ctrl for
undetermined reasons.
Source: NTSB/AAR-90/02
>The famous big cargo door crash in Paris of a DC-10 on March 3, 1974
of
Turkish Airlines 981 was NOT a mid-air breakup.
Splitting hairs, Sammy, the six passengers who flew out the back end and
landed miles away from the main wreckage after the door opened might
disagree as well as the nine passengers who flew out of UAL 811 when
their
fuselage structure splintered, cracked, broke, bent, fractured, and tore
loose, but they are dead and don't talk much about cargo doors. Just like
the other 800 or so victims of fuselage rupture of the fuselage forward of
the wing, AI 182, PA 103, and TWA 800. They aren't talking too much
either,
only the people who want bomb, or missile, or center tank explosion.
Instead of looking at the reconstruction photograph of TWA 800 which
reveals most of the accident in plain sight, you conspiracy guys are going
through magazines looking for Ron Brown or Vince Foster connections
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to TWA
800.
PA 103 had plane crash to kill passenger too. Now TWA 800 has Ron
Brown's
mild acquaintance. Is that the best you can do out of a random 230
people?
How about the French citizen country singer that got award from
Nashville,
maybe jealous country singers did plane in to get even.
Patsy Cline and other country singers died in plane crashes, see, there is
a connection.
Conspiracy, I see the allure, humor. Lot more fun than boring reality of
bad wiring causing doors to open.
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Fri, 13 Feb 1998 10:28:44 -0700

Subject:
Real talk at last
>BD: Barry, are you an idiot, or what?
Better an idiot than a 'what'.
> Solid fuel rocket motors leave an exhaust trail.
>Period. There is your streak.
Ha! Trapped. Exhaust trail is never a streak. Exhaust hangs in air for a
few seconds at least and often much longer. It would blend in with evenin
dusk. Or maybe rooster tail as streak. The thing is anything that leaves a
flying object has to keep moving to be a streak such as metal coming off
plane and reflecting sunlight, and exhaust trail just hangs there, like a
contrail.
But thanks for committing, it's a start.
Missile guys have one word, 'streak.' That's it. And the streak can't be a
missile. Now there's tough logic to disbelieve, but they do.
Come on now, don't give up, don't run away, streak streak streak, oh, wha
could a missile have on it to produce a streak to viewers ten miles away?
It's a tough one.
BD>I don't know how you can be so long winded
>and say nothing.
Another mystery for you to solve and fail. Zero for two.
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A mystery for me is why the missile guys are so upset with Elmer Barr.
There is something in Elmer's writing that drives them up the wall and
over
the side. Elmer just talks about a few points, mainly time and witness
statements. It must be that by showing witnesses are often unreliable it
shows the missile guys are unreliable.
Another mystery is why Stan Martin is so upset at cargo door. Every
report
is laced with scorn. It may be because cargo door impugns mechanics.
Well, who knows what dwells in the hearts of men?
And Elmer is not the only one who knows how to interview witnesses.
The
tough part is interviewing the interviewer, or in my case with the Secret
Service, interrogating the interrogators. I got more information, sensitive
information, from them than they got from me. Mainly because I had non
and they had a lot. And I've been to a few schools on this very matter.
What's the difference between a middle aged woman who sees a streak in
the
sky for a few seconds and says it's a missile; and a middle aged woman
who
sees a man for a few seconds and says it's Elvis? She has more chance of
being right about Elvis because she's seen him in action but never a
missile. And both times the woman really, really, really believes in her
heart of hearts, that the streak was missile, and the man was Elvis.
By the way, the flight to avoid responsibility is very strong, Fayed wants
his son's death to be a plot of enemies and not his own hiring practices of
drunk drivers. Anything but blaming himself. He will forever believe his
son's death was a conspiracy and not his own fault. He really really
really believes there was plot against his son resulting in an
assassination. So sad.
Hindenburg Captain until his death thought it was a bomb and not his
error
of judgment to dock so soon after an electrical storm.
Smokers blame the cigarette companies..ha!
Boeing blames a missile, TWA blames a missile, not our fault, not our
fault. His fault, his fault. It sounds like a schoolyard argument with the
teacher about a broken window and who did it
Well, if I walked in their shoes I might do the same. But I'm not, so I do
not do the same. I have the luxury of being objective and not tied to
employment with airline, or loyalty to friends, or reputation on the line.
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And it all leads to ...stator blade, paint smears, shattered skin, and
matching accidents.
>TT> Your spell checker is good, John
Don't I wish. I use Eudora 3.0 with no spelling checker. I use Ready Set
Go
for desktop publishing which has a great spell checker. For my writings to
government officials and other educated people who respect the language
I
type it in RSG, spell check it, then transfer to email.
So my email to the forum or to other people who don't give a darn about
the
language enough to reread their own writings and corrrect the easy stuff i
done on the fly with no spell checking. And I appreciate any corrrection o
misspellings that are obviously not typos. I'd rather be a fool here than
in a letter to a Senator.
>In all of your posts you have a predilection for leaving out important
>articles
>(like "a")
Very true. I notice that myself as I type. It's faster to skip the
articles. I usually on proofread put in all the 'a' and 'the's.
And I did 'missle' for about a month myself many years ago. I caught it by
seeing it in print as 'missile.' 'Nickel' 'nickle' is another one.
...as far as run on sentences and sentences that start with periods, that's
style. As far as punctuation, well, that's real and I appreciate any
corrections on that.
> I believe
>missiles do not "do" streaks; but they can "make" streaks.
Well, they can pretend to 'produce' 'create' 'manufacture' a streak but
they still don't 'do' streaks.
>I will write it out
>TEN times as a punishment:
Well, now TT you're fibbing, I bet, you used copy and paste, not typing in
ten times. At least I would, I hate repeating and love copy and paste.
>TT>Of course the door opened in flight. I even agreed that it could have
>contributed to the sequence of events in an earlier post. Even the
>cargo door frame looks bent outward. The point to discuss is whether it
was
>the initiating event. Lots of items are missing from the reconstruction,
>including pieces of the cargo door. Until ALL of the data points to the
>cargo door as the culprit, then your hypothesis is as speculative as any o
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>the others you like to discredit.
Ho, ho, ho, after the obligatory joshing we come to the nut. Real talk at
last.
>Of course the door opened in flight.
Not of course, it took me 19 months to get FAA off the all shattered skin
in door area was a result of water impact and all doors all latched and all
intact at water impact. It's a big deal.
>The point to discuss is whether it was
>>the initiating event
Bang on, TT.
Here's my analysis on that very point:
A center tank explosion as initial event has lower credence because:
1. Above center tank is a long fuselage skin tear line one side of which
has soot markings and the other side, an inch away, is pure white,
untouched by flame.There was an explosion which sooted that white skin
above tank but it had to happen after the nose separated. An initial event
of CWT would have sooted the entire area, on both sides of tear line, not
just one side.
2. A CWT explosion strong enough to blow door open and nose off
would be
picked up by CVR and wasn't. Sudden loud sound on CVR does not
match fuel
explosion but does match previous cargo door explosive decompression
in a
DC-10 and UAL 811; and other high time Boeing 747 fatal accidents
which
were not center tank explosions, AI 182, PA 103, as shown by Chart 12 o
NTSB exhibit 12B which groups them all with CVR printout of the that
rare
event of sudden loud sound followed by abrupt power cut to FDR. None
was
CWT explosion.
3. A CWT explosion pressure wave is slower than a bomb and the power
cut to
the FDR would not be as sudden as it was. The abrupt power cut matches
abrupt power cut to UAL 811, a non CWT event.
4. A center tank explosion would give center damage, not unilateral. An
explosion would give more or less equal in flight damage to both fuselage
sides forward of the wing and yet the damage is unilateral with the port
side very smooth, and the right side shattered. Key word is 'center' and it
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wasn't.
5. A CWT explosion as initial event which was strong enough to blow
nose of
747 would burn those in the vicinity, that is, those passengers above and
forward of the center tank. They weren't. They were not burned because
they
were not there to be burned.
6. CWT explosion would fod engines more or less equally. The
unconfirmed
evidence shows only engine number three fodded, burnt, stator missing,
and
landing apart from other engines.
7. CWT explosion as initial event strong enough to blow nose off would
be
strong enough to blow up other fuel tanks, an event that took place 42
seconds later and thousands of feet lower at 7500 feet giving fireball
observed by eyewitnesses, but not initially.
8. Leaking fuel on fire from aircraft does not present as streak, it
presents as a fire close in to aircraft and white smoke, not a light steak
far away from plane. Photo of midair with Boeing 727 shows leaking fue
tank fire close in to craft, white smoke, and no streak. Fire was secondary
event, not initial.
9. CWT explosion can occur with midair. A structural breakup of a
Boeing
747 which is disintegrating in flight can catch fire into a fireball as
shown by the Saudi Arabian Airlines Boeing 747 involved in a midair
over
India. The initial event was not a center tank fire/explosion and yet there
was a fireball.
10. Eyewitness pilot saw the fireball of TWA 800 and stated altitude of
fireball was 7500 feet, yet the initial event for TWA 800 was at 13700
feet. No fireball at 13700 feet reported. A center tank explosion as
initial event strong enough to blow off nose of 747 would have had to be
silent, have no visible fire, weak enough to not blow up adjacent tanks,
and leave strange soot marks. Very unlikely with low credence.
11. Center tank fire as secondary event has high credence. It was seen by
observers, it was not heard on CVR because power had earlier been cut,
the
soot marks match the sooted skin above the tank but not above the earlier
detached nose, the tank was torn apart by destructive wind forces as it
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fell, ignition sources were nearby to ignite the fuel vapor cloud as it
dispersed from compromised wing, and the passengers were not burned
because
they were not there to be burned. They had earlier been thrown outside
into
the slipstream of the gaping hole where the nose had been while the
forward
passengers continued on with the nose to water impact, unburned.
An electrical short to door motor as initial event has higher credence
because:
1. Explosive decompression produces loud sound and mimics a bomb for
pressure damage on seats and baggage. The force of explosive
decompression
as a consequence of hull rupture at cargo door mimics the force of an
internal fuel explosion on force of floor beams and stringers and and
outward force on skin. It is not unusual for the explosive decompression
from an open door to be overlooked at first examination; the effects are
subtle, the cause is compressed air molecules which leave no trace, and it
is an unpopular interpretation.
2. NTSB computer simulation traced inflight breakup of TWA 800 to
above and
forward of the wing on the right side, exactly where the hole is formed
when the cargo door tears away with fuselage skin.
3. First objects to leave TWA 800 at event time came from the forward
cargo
hold, as described in Docket No. SA-516, Exhibit No. 22B, Trajectory
Study
Supporting Material, page 45 in faded numbers and page 30 in dark
numbers.
Among all the charts of pieces of the plane coming off and when, there is
one chart that shows the first to go, that is page 30 chart, Forward Cargo
Structure trajectories. The first item is "A489, fwd lower cargo bay
struct, FS 900." That item left even before the last ASR radar beacon to
Islip radar. The next item to go before anything else in the entire plane
is "A470, R fwd lower cargo bay struct, FS 820." There are five other
forward cargo bay structures which are plotted and leave soon thereafter.
The overall debris appraisal was made by Docket Number SA-516,
Exhibit No.
22A, Trajectory Study, page 3: "The wreckage distribution shows that
parts
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were initially shed from the area just forward of the wing." Please agree,
Mr. Schalekamp, cargo door is just forward of the wing and the center
tank
is not.
4. Cargo doors opening in flight are more common than inflight fuel tank
explosions and thus have more credence because more likely to reoccur.
A
cargo door accident exists, UAL 811, with much evidence which matches
TWA
800 and described in NTSB AAR 92/02. Two other Boeing 747 crashes
exist, AI
182 and PA 103, with much evidence which matches TWA 800 and
UAL 811, none
of which was caused by a center tank fire. A left fuel tank fire accident
of Iranian Boeing 747 exists which does not match TWA 800 in wreckag
pattern, left wing alone, or extreme weather and lightning. A new Boeing
737 tank fire on the ground does not match an old Boeing 747 in flight. A
KC-135 on the ground being serviced using JP fuel does not match a
flying
747 using Jet-A.
5. Poly X wiring is known to be easily chafed from vibration and in aging
aircraft cause fires and shorts as stated in NTSB public hearing on aging
aircraft on Thursday in Baltimore. TWA 800 has poly-x wiring and was
aged.
6. Section 41 is known to be a weak structural area on 747s and is
strengthened at 20000 cycles. Section 41 is near the forward cargo door
and
TWA 800 had not yet had the strengthening retrofit with 'only' 15000+
cycles and 93000+ flight hours.
7. Right side of TWA 800 had more severe inflight damage than left
indicating problem on right side, not center.
8. Stator blade in right horizontal stabilizer indicates engines not normal
and fell to water windmilling but right side of aircraft near engine was
spitting out fod. Engine number three is near forward cargo door on right
side near the engine.
9. CVR of a previous 747 cargo door accident and two non center tank
explosion 747 crashes match TWA 800 CVR.
10. FDR power cut of TWA 800 matches a 747 cargo door accident and
two non
747 center tank explosion FDRs.
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11. Sooting marks and abrupt stop of soot on fuselage above center tank
show nose severed first and fire/explosion later. Only a mechanical
problem
to cause huge explosive decompression could cause such a catastrophe as
the
nose of a 747 to be torn off within three to five seconds.
12. Streak could be explained by shiny metal object spinning erratically
away in evening red orange sunlight reflecting light to observers on
ground
who perceive surprised vision as streak. The time of day, the altitude of
TWA 800, the angle of sun, the position of sun, plane, and observers is
perfect for streak as shiny reflecting object.
13. Entire history of pressurized airliners rupturing in flight has been
full of window/hatch/door openings and rarely center tank explosions,
while
fuel tank explosions are common as secondary events when catastrophe
occurs
in flight. From the Comet to DC-10 to Boeing 747 UAL 811, hulls
rupture in
flight from inadvertent opening of the hull, not fuel tank explosions.
Inadvertent opening has more credence as initial event than fuel tank
explosion. Fuel tank explosion has high credence for secondary event.
14. Door opening in flight as result of fuel explosion is rare. If door
properly secured it suffers same damage as nearby doors, not distinctly
shattered. TWA 800 has shattered cargo door but nearby passenger door
is
intact.
15. Injuries of passengers is consistent with door open first then nose off
then later fire/explosion after passengers are away from explosion.
16 Electrical fires have occurred in forward cargo hold of 747s before:
Exhibit 9C, Attachments to the Systems Group Factual Report page 44,
45,
46:
A. Nov 1, 1996, burning smell in forward cargo compartment, found
damaged
wiring shorted to ground, charring found.
B. Oct 12, 1996, Wire bundle arcing and resultant fire at aft bulkhead of
forward lower lobe cargo hold on 747-200 freighter.
Sequence of Destruction for TWA Flight 800
Hot humid air in forward cargo compartment was subjected to cold
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conditioned air after takeoff on hot summer evening near New York on
July
17, 1996. Condensation was precipitated out and formed on cold metal
fuselage skin. Poly-X wire bundle which held cargo door motor on power
was
chafed by the friction of continuous vibration against clamp or many door
openings and closings on it. Sheath around bundle was worn through to
insulation and then worn through to bare wire. Condensed water met the
bare
wire and shorted against fuselage metal charring wires and powering on
door
motor which attempted to turn all ten cam sectors to unlocked position. A
13700 feet MSL and 300 KCAS, the eight lower cam sectors were
prevented
from unlocking because of strengthened locking sectors. However, the tw
midspan latches have no locking sectors. The slack in bellcranks, torque
tubes, and high time worn cam latches allowed the aft midspan latch to
rotate just past center allowing the 3.5 PSI internal pressure to rupture
outward the forward cargo door at the aft midspan latch.
The nine foot by eight foot squarish door burst open at midspan latch
sending the latch and door material spinning away in the setting sun whic
reflected upon the shiny metal as it spun away erratically and appeared as
red-orange streak to ground observers moving all which ways. The aft
door
frame was clean of attachment to door and bulged outward. Fuselage skin
was
torn vertically. The door fractured and shattered. The bottom eight latche
held tight to the bottom eight latch pins on bottom sill while bottom
external skin of door blew away. The top piece of red topped cargo door
opened out and up smashing into the white fuselage skin above it leaving
the red paint of the door on the white paint between passenger windows
above. The red paint of the trim was rubbed away showing the white pain
underneath The top piece of the door took the hinge with it and fuselage
skin as it is tore away. The loose red painted trim piece and top of door
flew directly aft and impacted the right horizontal stabilizer leaving a
red paint transfer mark on it. The hinge still appears to be working
normally likely having overtravel impression marks on the opposite hinge
when door overextended to slam on fuselage above. The top piece of the
door
shows inward damage when it hit fuselage above.
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The explosive decompression of the thirty eight thousand pounds of
internal
force on the door blew out a large hole about twenty feet wide and forty
feet high on the right side of the nose forward of the wing. Parts of the
cargo hold structure were the first parts to leave the aircraft. The now
uncompressed air molecules rushed out of the huge hole equalizing high
pressure inside to low pressure outside while making a very loud noise.
Fuselage skin was peeled outward at various places on the right side of th
nose. The sudden rushing air was recorded on the Cockpit Voice
Recorder as
a sudden loud sound. The explosive decompression of the forward cargo
hold
severely disrupted the nearby main equipment compartment which
housed power
cables and abruptly shut off power to the Flight Data Recorder.
At least nine passenger's bodies were never found, only bone fragments.
The number three engine also ingested metal in baggage and started on
fire
from inefficient burning of fuel. The number three engine with pylon
started to vibrate and a stator blade from the engine was spit out and
impacted directly behind it in the right horizontal stabilizer.
The floor beams above the cargo hold were bent downward, fractured and
broken from the sudden decompression. The main structural members of
door
and frame were gone and compromised. The flight attitude of the aircraft
was askew to the left from reaction of explosive decompression to the
right. Air rushed into the hole and weakened other skin and frame peeling
skin outward. The 300 knots of air pressed upon the weakened nose and
crumpled it into the large hole. The nose tore off and landed in a dense
debris heap apart from the rest of the plane.
The port side forward of the wing was smooth and unshattered while the
starboard side forward of the wing was shattered, torn, and frayed at
ruptured cargo door area and severely disturbed over twenty feet by forty
foot explosive decompression zone. Outward petal shaped fuselage skin
appeared at aft midspan latch from rupture. Aft midspan latch was blown
away. Outward peeled skin appeared from blowout. Fuselage skin
remained
smooth next to blown out skin.
The rest of the plane without the nose suddenly decelerated from 300
knots
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and caused whiplash injuries to passengers. Passengers inside fuselage
had
baro-trauma to eardrums which ruptured trying to equalize middle ear
pressure. The plane maneuvered with huge gaping wound in front
increasing
drag. The wind force disintegrated the fuselage and wings. Fuel poured ou
of ruptured tanks as wreckage fell. The broken fuselage, the ruptured
wings, the fuel cloud, the center tank, and the spinning, on fire engine
number three met at 7500 feet and exploded into a bright loud fireball
putting singe marks on the fuselage skin while leaving earlier departed
nose burn and singe mark free. The center tank exploded as well as other
nearby fuel tanks. Forward passengers were not burned because they
were in
the earlier separated nose.The debris fell and spread out from 7500 feet to
sea level in windblown southeast direction, leaving a wide debris field.
Ground observers heard the fireball explosion of the center tank and other
fuel and looked up. They saw fire and smoke and falling debris.
Explosive decompression at the forward cargo hold led to suspicion of
bomb
in cargo compartment but bomb later ruled out. Debris ejected to the righ
from explosive decompression led to suspicion of missile exploding on le
side of nose. Streak of shiny metal object spinning away reflecting evenin
sun to ground observers led to suspicion of missile exhaust but later ruled
out.
Fire/explosion of center tank into fireball led to suspicion of center tank
explosion as initial event. There were difficulties in determining ignition
source, fuel volatility, unheard fuel explosion sound on CVR, unilateral
fuselage damage, singe marks, and other evidence needed to corroborate
center tank explosion as initial explosion.
Fuselage rupture at aft midspan latch of forward cargo door inflight is
initially rejected because bottom eight latches are found latched around
locking pins while two midspan latches are unexamined and status
unreported.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
>>TT>Don't insult the eyewitnesses intelligence.
Shouldn't there be an possessive apostrophe in there to show whose
intelligence is not to be insulted; "...eyewitnesses' intelligence."?
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/
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Date:

Fri, 27 Feb 1998 08:23:05 +0100

Subject:
Remember TWA 800!
GD>A partial critique of your extensive post:
I believe you are trying to show evidence discovered would be consistent
with fuel explosion on port side aft.
>
>Within "Evidence discovered"
>
Items 2 and 3: Reference previous post about accordion pleating.
Bagpipes bleat and accordions pleat? The petal bulge is not a pleat which
would be an equal tear. The petal shaped bulge is centered from within
cargo hold. No pleat.
>
Item 4: Broke away before CWT event.
Yes.
>
Item 5: Nose peeling upward component caused floor to bend
downward
>while failing in tension.
Could be.
>
Item 6: Corollary of accordion pleating.
Could be.
>
Item 7: Folding nose allowed trailing debris.
But streak before fireball.
>
Item 8: Fodding broke up engine turbine blades.
Yes.
>
Item 9: Fuel burning rather than explosion possible. Only reason to
>conclude that explosion occurred would be if that were the IE. But it
wasn't.
9 is streak not explosion or fuel burning. Leaking fuel burning and
appearing as streak is no, just as climbing headless is no. Could be
imagined but not in real life.
>
Item 10: Concurrent with IE.
>
>Within "Basic conclusions"
>
Items 2 and 3 are not conclusive at this time.
Well, center tank exploded, or caught on fire or was caught in explosion o
other explosions. But, only after a lot of other things happened first. To
say CWT was initial event is to say water impact was initial event. There
was water impact and there was center tank fire/explosion but they were
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not
initial event, nor was cargo door rupture/opening. Short was the trigger.
>I now believe that the rudder anomaly came from, first: the blast, second
>the resistence to dynamic pressure caused reverse overshoot, and third:
>return to nominal. As a corollary to nose peel, the empenage probably
tore
>to the left and downward.
You are putting all your fuel eggs in one basket, the FDR. The missile
guys
on streak. Cargo door/wiring has one egg on CVR and many eggs
elsewhere.
The thing about that last split second of FDR is it could have been tape
moving across head when explo decom jerked everything around or it
could be
movement of nose. Need corroborative evidence. CVR split second
sudden loud
sound is corroborated by three other matches.
>This would add to the breakup in the soot stained
>portion due to compression. I still want to see the debris field with part
>IDs. Has anyone determined if the victims landed to the trailing right an
>leading left relative to each other within the debris field? This would
>match my theory
No wreckage plot released. Could you mount a letter campaign to NSTB
to
have it released. It's a legitimate release. Eyewitness report got to the
public through a fluke. Powerplant report can be released and so can
wreckage plot. Ask your congressman to ask NTSB why not. He will do
it.
It's a transfer action and all politicians will do that as long as they are
not committed. And NTSB hates saying no to congressman.
>Evidence discovered:
>1. Red paint smears on white paint above forward cargo door.
>2. Metal petal shape bulge at aft midspan latch of cargo door.
>3. Outward peeled skin in various places forward of the wing on the righ
>side.
>4. Unburnt center tank maintenance hatch.
>5. Downward bent floor beams in cargo hold area.
>6. Hoop stress forward of the wing on the right side.
>7. Red paint transfer on right horizontal stabilizer.
>8. Jet engine stator blade embedded in right horizontal stabilizer.
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>9. Red-orange streak reported by many eyewitnesses.
>10. First pieces of TWA 800 to leave after initial event came from
forward
>of the wing and from cargo hold.
>11. Missing midspan latches from TWA 800 reconstruction.
>12. Extensive significant matches with other 747 accidents.
>
>Basic conclusions:
>1. Fireball occurred between 5000 and 9000 feet.
>2. Center tank exploded.
>3. Outward explosion forward of the wing on the right side in flight
>caused paint markings and structural deformation.
MT>That a once proud list should have come to this...
>Quite the saddest posting I have ever read.
A man of few words. "A man that stays put. I like that." Rutger Hauer,
Blade Runner.
Once proud list....pride comes before a fall....from 13700 feet, from daily
TV reports, from 200 hits an hour on my cargo door site from people
looking
for the magic internet missile memo, from FBI handing out photos of
missile
launchers to fisherman and divers, oops, gotta go, gotta get ready for my
TV reporter interview. We'll see how interested he is when he realizes
cargo door/wiring means PA 103 was not a bomb. It's like doing a story
on
surprise wartime attacks and saying Pearl Harbor was not the Japanese,
excuse me, the Japs. Japanese now, Japs in 1941.
Pearl Harbor was the Mafia? Sammy, what's your take on Pearl Harbor?
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Sat, 21 Feb 1998 01:21:48 +0100

Subject:
Run away! Run away! Run away!
TS>It's sad to see that your theory has become so weak, you've resulted
>to name calling:
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The above is from a missile guy whose group calls others crackpots...doe
that mean the missile theory has become so weak, they have resorted to
name
calling? Oh, crackpot is not name calling, it's accurate appraisal. Ha!
>Just tell me what you think.
>If the perpetrators of a crime were also the investigators, what do
>you think they'd do with the "hard evidence?"
Hide it. And that's why there is no coverup, because the hard evidence of
the cause of TWA 800 is in plain sight, the wreckage reconstruction. The
paint smears and the stator blade would have been painted over and
discarded but weren't.
>Some on this list are sounding more and more like the FBI:
And the missile guys come closest with their suspicious, distrustful,
accusatory minds.
If you think I discredit the witnesses, it is all in your mind. I agree
with the witnesses. Can you agree with me that when the witnesses talk
about the streak of light and call it such, and then give duration,
direction, color, origin, and compass direction, and talk about explosions
and fireballs, that everything they say is true in their minds? Can we
agree? Duration, color, direction, origin, type, and explosions and
fireballs, the witnesses are absolutely accurate. All of them. Can we agree
on that? Can the missile guys agree the eyewitnesses are truthful? I do. I
agree.
When doubt is started in your mind, you started it. Doubt came in when
you
realized the witnesses gave contradictory, conflicting, and confusing
descriptions of the streak of light. To rule out one is to rule out them
all; to accept one is to accept them all. How can they all be correct?
Easy. Objects flying out of cargo hold falling to surface can be perceived
exactly as the witnesses described the streak in color, duration,
directions, and origins. And I'll even say it could be a missile. Or a
meteor. Not leaking fuel. Not bomb.
To only insist on the upward streak descriptions as valid and rule out the
eleven down only streaks is not good reasoning and you know it. So
doubt
sets in and you blame the messenger who pointed out the apparent
contradictions, me.
I discuss the witnesses from an open point of view, the contradictions
become apparent, missile explanation for streak fades, doubt sets in the
missile guys' minds, and they blame the person discussing the statements
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Ha!
>FACT: Witnesses saw what they thought was a firework or a flare rise
>from the surface, explode, then out of this and subsequent explosions
>came the large fireball which WAS TWA 800.
Well, is that right, want to bet the farm? Who? Which report and which
witnesses? Who interviewed them and when?
Another story about eyewitness observations: Fireworks look a certain
way.
Fireworks we have all seen. I saw fireworks that looked exactly like
fireworks and weren't. I was flying a night recon mission along the coast
of North Viet Nam from North to South. Inland about ten miles above the
land was a constant fireworks display exactly as Fourth of July. No
streaks, just shattering fireballs. Of course it was flak. Other bombers
were incountry doing their job and getting shot at. So for me to say I saw
shattering fireballs was true, to call them fireworks was wrong.
To call a streak a flare or firework is a conclusion and subject to
verification. They were guessing when interpreting streak. So again, strea
of color duration direction as described by eyewitness is correct,
interpretation is up to everyone and this LSoft knows more about streaks
and missiles than all the eyewitnesses put together.
To call a streak of light a missile or flare based upon the eyewitness
saying it was missile or flare is to say Elvis is alive because a woman
said she saw a dark haired man with sunglasses and it was Elvis. The
eyewitnesses believe it was a missile, she believes it was Elvis, both
could be right and both could be wrong. Most likely both wrong. Need
other
corroborative evidence.
What happened is I left the witnesses along because it was enough to
establish a streak existed. Period. When the missile guys will not get off
the witness reports and use it as mantra to support missile, it was time
for action.
The action was objective appraisal of reports and bang! Doubt sets in the
missile guys minds. Gee, those eyewitnesses said the color was from red
orange to white, the direction was up down and all around, origin was up
and down and in the middle, the compass directions were all over the sky
and the amount of explosions was different too. Eyewitness reports for
conclusive decision on what streak was is impossible. It's not like they
all said smoky exhaust trail of white hot fire went very fast and gave
streak which started from ocean and went up and up and ended in fireball
and the fiery pieces of something fell out of the sky to splash in the
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water. None said that; only if most said that would missile guys be able to
point to eyewitness reports for support of their explanation. As it is the
reports are so disconnected and contradictory that it is impossible to
determine anything for certain except to say there was a streak of light
before during or after the initial event which led to the destruction of
TWA 800.
Cargo door guy accepts all the eyewitness statements and stipulates they
are truthful and correct. Missile guys can't do that and they need the
reports as true desperately. Missile guys want to pick and choose but can'
say all correct because some refute them. Too bad. Why do the missile
guys
denigrate the eleven eyewitnesses who said they saw streak and it was
going
down? Don't the missile guys have respect for the witnesses? Hey, missile
guys, stop discrediting the eyewitnesses, specifically, the down eleven.
IG>When we add to that that witnesses
>saw what is best described as a missile, rise
>up and takedown TWA 800, and that the U.S. Navy
>is the primary possessor of missiles offshore,
>the evidence of Navy culpability in the down>ing of TWA 800 has truly reached a stage at
>which it can only be defined as "overwhelming."
The above conclusion of Navy culpability based upon faulty assumptions
can
only be defined as "Invalid."
>To think that the whole cover-up may have
>started at that moment, and its continuation
>from that moment onward may have simply been
>to cover-up a shameful retreat from responsi>bility; an act of hit-and-run mass homicide.
Did you get a shiver of outrage thinking that? Most daydream their anger
into imagined accusation and revenge, few start believing it. You believe
it.
> If the only criteria used to rule
>out the missile theory are that no missile has been found, then we can
>equally rule out the mechanical failure theory because no
>faulty machinery has been found. I state again: Mechanical Failure:
>There is zilch, zippo, nada (in Larry's words) physical evidence that a
>mechanical failure caused the aircraft
>to explode.
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Just a wreckage reconstruction that the metal pieces, the paint smears, the
CVR, the FDR and much much more match other similar fatal accidents.
Lots of faulty machinery has been found. Like the shattered forward carg
door which opened in flight for TWA 800. The cwt guys or the bomb
guys or
the missile guys, if they had any brains, could now say their weapon did
it, but the faulty machinery of door is there to see and confirmed by FAA
To read stator blade found in right horiz stab of TWA 800 and then say n
faulty machinery found is ...well, it gets to the point of talking to a
brick wall.
UAL 811 traps everyone, including cargo door. For the missile guys and
undecided to refuse to admit to high time Boeing 747 crash with 27
significant similarities is very revealing to me and to yourself. To admit
to UAL 811 as wiring/cargo door event is to soon change mind and you
will
not do it. So you are conflicted. You know to deny reality is wrong, but to
accept reality and then have to change mind based upon that reality is too
much to bear...so denial and wishful thinking.
If you missile guys had a brain in your head about video tapes you would
be
getting the Vincennes shootdown video, which does exist, and we have al
seen it, and compare the missile track to the streak of light descriptions.
You have a missile shootdown of airliner on videotape, do what I do and
match them up.
UAL 811 is in your face and will not go away.
GD>I, too, do not believe that a cargo door had anything
>to do with TWA800 but I also do not believe in wasting everyone's time
>debating his theory. If you don't agree, then just ignore it.
Ignore me, ignore TWA 800 and cargo door, but to ignore UAL 811 is
not
right and you know it. It is relevant in 27 significant ways to TWA 800.
UAL 811 is reality and clearly described in NTSB AAR 92/02, on
website of
course.
Do you realize no one has said yes to UAL 811 being a wiring/cargo door
problem? Wow, what fear to state the obvious. It's like an IRS audit and
the argument is about money and the IRS guys asks, "Do you agree that
two
and two is four?" and you know to agree is to bring certain changes down
the road. So refuse to answer.
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Heck, maybe the Vincennes shootdown was a fake, maybe the Iranians
blew
their plane to make the Navy look bad. (Only if the Navy had missed
would I
have been pissed.)
All this talk of hard evidence, UAL 811 is 700000 pounds of it.
All this talk of documents, UAL 811 has it in NTSB AAR 92/02 and the
first
one on UAL 811.
All this talk of confirmed conclusions, UAL 811 has it, chafed wiring to
door motor...
UAL 811 is the white rabbit of Holy Grail; the missile guys edge up to th
lair of the White Rabbit/UAL 811 and as it rears its head and shows itself
the missile guys all yell, "Run away! Run Away! Run Away!" And run
away. Ha!
UAL 811 was an (1) aged (2) high flight time (3) early model Boeing
747 (4)
which took off in low light (5) running late (6) and during climb (7)
experienced a sudden initial event near the leading edge of wing in
fuselage which left a (8) short (9) sudden (10) loud (11) sound on the
cockpit voice recorder, an (12) abrupt (13) power cut to the flight data
recorder, (14) foreign object damage to starboard engine #3, (15) more
severe inflight damage on starboard side, (16) at least nine never
recovered bodies, (17) port fuselage side forward of the wing relatively
undamaged, (18) shattered, torn, and frayed skin in forward cargo door
area
on starboard side, (19) unusual paint smears in forward cargo door area,
(20) rupture appearance of skin at aft midspan latch of the forward cargo
door, (21) outward peeled skin on upper forward fuselage, (22) vertical
fuselage tear lines forward of the wing and aft of forward cargo door, (23
had hinge stay attached to detached top piece of forward cargo door, (24)
cargo door opened in flight, and (25) destruction initially thought to be
have been caused by a bomb but (26) later conclusively ruled out.
Can't agree to that? Run away, run away, run away.
You talk about subs which are different than TWA 800 but not about
UAL 811,
a lot like TWA 800. You are running away.
UAL 811, it will always be there to refute you.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
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http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Sat, 14 Feb 1998 09:52:27 -0700

Subject:
Run of luck/Wiring/schmiring
TT>Barry, A missile exhaust is a much more plausible explanation of
the streak
>than your explanation in 12. above. Nice try.
Opinion noted, absent facts noted also. Missile exhaust...sounds plausible
until examined. A dot of white hot missile exhaust would still not be a red
orange streak of light observed at ten miles even if moving at a speed of
your choosing. An ablating meteoroid would because it leaves a trail of
hot
particles as it comes apart and it's going several thousand miles an hour.
Another problem with missile is the streak is called a streak of red orange
light most of the time, not a streak of smoke, according to Exhibit 4A.
Which is it? Do you say streak of exhaust gases hanging in the air, or
white dot of burning fuel moving fast?
It all comes back to 4A and explains why the missile guys avoid it. 4A is
analysis and rebuts streak of light as missile because missiles don't give
streak of light to observers ten miles away. The colors are described as
red and orange, the colors of reflected sunlight, not white hot dot of
exhaust.
You missile guys claim the NTSB is hiding stuff, then when you get it yo
ignore it because the facts rebut you. Ha!
The angle of the fantasy missile is important too, if going up fast the dot
of exhaust would be invisible because blocked by casing, if going
horizontal the dot of exhaust would be visible but not moving much as th
dot is moving away. Can't have it both ways.
For all the missile guys, if you can't parse out that the geometry of
actual movement of object in space is impossible to determine based upon
visual observation only (without change in size or brightness), then just
stop and go back to reading your National Enquirer stories of alien
abductions as you're talking on the Psychic Hotline.
It's counter intuitive, I know, streak of light going down means object
could be going up, and streak of light to the right could be object going
to the left, but that's space and underwater. A torpedo to a target may
appear to be rising but it may be descending, depends of the actual
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movement of the torpedo, either approaching or closing the target.
To say witnesses definitely saw something rising from the surface to TW
800 is wrong. To say witnesses saw streak of light rising is correct. Who,
what, where, and why streak of light existed is up to others and analysis
of streak of light by lay witnesses carries little weight. Unless you
really want to believe housewives at a barbeque are really adept
astronomers in disguise.
Analysis of visually seen objects in space is an entire field of study. The
only pilot witness says it was moving down in a shallow arc. A two
second
streak of light is hard to determine direction, even if viewer warned it is
about to happen. After the streak was seen on the retina, the brain made
an interpretation or direction. Which way do you want it to go? Depends
on
the best feel good answer and up is a good one. And it may actually have
been going up...or down, or sideways.
If you can't get past basic geometry then you will get nowhere dealing
with
airplanes and what happens to them in flight.
>What the FBI, CIA and NTSB have not addressed is the fact that 96
people
>saw something go from the horizon up to the explosion.
See? Not a fact. Opinion of persons not skilled in visual interpretation of
objects in space.
>Theories about leaking fuel, faulty cargo doors and even meteors do not
>address
>this very basic piece of the evidence: 96 eyewitnesses saw something go
up
>from
>the horizon to the explosion.
No. Not basic piece of evidence.
A woman seeing a man for a few seconds as he drives by and she says it's
Elvis is not a basic piece of evidence that Elvis is alive. A woman seeing
a streak of light for a few seconds and says it's an object going up is not
a basic piece of evidence the source object was a missile, or drone, or
even shiny piece of metal spinning away. Her opinion she saw a streak of
light going up carries weight, what it was and where it was going carries
little.
DN>Full disclosure of all the
>evidence might, though.
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You don't want full disclosure, you want support for your explanation.
When
you get full disclosure, such as 4A, and it rebuts, you ignore it.
IG>So clearly, we can
> rule out any possibility of any witness having
> seen a fragment of the blasted cargo door falling.
Clearly a fragment would not be seen..unless it were reflecting evening re
orange sunlight to viewers ten miles away, and then it would be seen
easily.
A small reflective object, like a handheld mirror, can be seen twenty mile
away when reflecting sunlight. It's why pilots all carry six inch mirrors
in their survival packs. Much larger pieces of metal reflecting sunlight
can be seen further. To say fast moving door pieces reflecting evening red
orange sunlight were seen as a streak ten miles way is very reasonable. To
say it might twinkle is true also, if falling slowly, but most likely it
was spinning rapidly giving a steady appearance, or a short visible
appearance to one person and then disappearing to reappear lower to a
different angled viewer. It's why viewers saw this streak after the boom o
fireball at 7500 feet or so, the reflective piece was still falling the
sixty seconds to water.
The big thing about streak and cargo door is explanation of streak is not
necessary. Cargo door is supported by stuff a person can hold and touch,
not flash surprise images in space. UAL 811, PA 103, and AI 182 all took
place at night and far away from human eyes. Only 800 was in sunlight
and
close to people.
Streak may not be cargo door, but it surely is not missile...exhaust or
whatever. Exhausts don't leave streaks, they leave trails. A trail is not a
streak. And the missile guys are afraid to commit to red orange reflection
of the sun off the shiny metal casing of the missile giving streak. Just
like afraid to say missile hit 800 at cargo door. Afraid to say streak
going down could be object going up.
SM>The last step of closing the door is pushing and latching the handle
for the blocker doors. If is is not latched the switch can indicate closed
in the cockpit but the doors can fall open prior to pressurization and the
fuselage will not pressurize. There is no safety concern involved, no doo
fault or design flaw involved at all. It is simply operator error for not
latching the handle.
No safety concern? One guy screwing up by not latching cargo door can
cause
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all that grief? And it's happened for real several times?
Uh, I don't want my life in the hands of a ground maintenance guy that
might be a little rushed now and then.
>Now go and do some real research.
You mean like find out all the dozens of cargo door openings in flight tha
have happened and continue to happen? Been there, done that.
But heck, no safety concern, only nine dead for sure with UAL 811. And
some
guy says another five hundred or so from other accidents but so what, the
planes did not return so who knows? Let's call them something that looks
like a door opening in flight, (an explosive decompression on the right
side forward of the wing,) but let's say bomb in the forward cargo hold
instead. Or fuel tank explosion. Or missile hit forward of the wing.
Anything but the common occurrence of no safety concern door not
properly
latched or latched and then came unlatched.
And about this ground guy that did not properly latch the door, was he
fired? Was he retrained? Was he like chewed out? Or is he still out there,
still improperly latching cargo doors for NWA?
>the cargo door has been rewired so that power is remotely cut off to the
>door upon closing so that in the even of a chafed wired, etc. there is and
>will be no effect by the DOOR.
Again, that's the way it's supposed to work and depends where the wire is
chafed and what the bare door motor wire is next to.
Stan, only five capitalized shouting words in a paragraph, your sincerity
is doubted. If my posts are ever capitalized it is because I cut and pasted
it that way. I'm saving up my swear word and capitalized shouting for
when
I really really need it.
The thing about wiring that is intriguing; is it explains a lot of strange
things that crashed airplanes have done. Things happen when they
shouldn't,
thrust reversers and cargo door, and don't happen when they should, gyro
giving correct info. It's the nerves in the body not firing when they
should and firing when they shouldn't. The body does strange things.
Multiple Sclerosis and why it is so hard to diagnose.
Wiring may be link to other poorly explained accidents of all types while
cargo door is a symptom for several 747 accidents. The cargo door is not
the main culprit, wiring may be. UAL 811 NTSB AAR 92/02 has
pictures of the
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chafed wire that caused the cargo door to open in flight. On website or
course.
But, I don't believe there is a coverup to hide the poor, aging, chafing,
stretching, arcing wiring in airplanes by the FAA.
There may be downplaying of the problem but that's what governments
do,
reassure, don't panic, keep the status quo, don't make waves, don't rock
the boat, go with the flow, don't cause a ruckus, don't alarm the people.
If government does that, scare the people, the government is soon replace
by those that continue to give soothing replies to the voters. To ask a
government agency to conduct an investigation which by its nature is
disruptive, disturbing, with unknown result, is funny to me. Disruption an
unknown results are the enemy of government. Only when it is
unavoidable
does the government respond. And not responding to wiring and cargo
door
problems by amateur citizen investigators is easy to do, it is avoidable,
so they avoid responding. The wiring guys and the cargo door guy are no
unavoidable, we are avoidable.
And wiring problems in planes are very difficult to detect and even harde
to prove it started the problem.
To say wiring problems exist in planes and have caused unknown
problems
previously undetected is reasonable. To say the FAA knows about it and
is
keeping quiet is not. Being ignored by government officials is not
evidence that they agree with you but they don't want it known, so cover
up. It's evidence they are slow, uncaring, selfish, ignorant, and scared.
The key word is uncaring, they really don't care if you are right or not,
they really do care about being promoted and retiring. Causing problems,
such as reporting billions of dollars and thousands of passengers are at
risk, does not get them promoted or retired. It gets them passed over or
reduced in force or laid off.
The hope is that somewhere, someplace, there is an official who puts
principle above self interest, that is, he does the job he was hired to do
and fulfills the public trust. I believe there is always one. Now to find
him/her.
>TT>No! REALLY! I typed each one out. But actually, I typed 11
"missiles"
>to see
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>if you would catch me! That's why I captialized "TEN". I guess you're
an
>unreliable eyewitness!! : )
If you say you typed each one out without copying and pasting, I will say
yeah, I counted the eleven, not ten, but didn't want to say anything
because I'm so polite, tasteful, and considerate. Naw, I should have
counted, you're right. Attention to detail.
>But, from looking at the reconstruction, I can't really say that it totally
>resembles UAL 811. Most of the fuselage above the CG on 800 appears
in
>relatively intact shape, in contrast to 811 where you have all of this
>fuselage
>ripped away above the CG. Still, 811 was able to land, albeit with loss o
>life.
Right, TWA 800 matches AI 182 in total accident and door area in
particular
the best. UAL 811 matches PA 103 the best in door area. The reason is
the
bottom latches, if they hold and door ruptures at midline, then it looks
like TWA 800 and AI 182. When the bottom latches go too, it looks like
UAL
811 and PA 103. But all four doors rupture at aft midspan latch as shown
by
text, drawings, and photograph in official reports.
>Is there some way to determine (from the flight data recorder, for
instance)
>or some other source, if the cargo door automatically opened as a result
of
>an electrical short?
Yes, depressurization would appear, but the power was cut to FDR before
it
could record the data. By the way the abrupt power cut to the FDR is wel
explained in the PA 103 report as severe disruption to the cargo door floo
though which the cables pass. It's tough to knock out four generators in an
instant.
When the P51s over Germany in WWII dropped their fuel tanks before
combat,
the appearance was described by a bomber pilot being escorted as,
'twinkling.' according to a documentary on TV. Those metal objects being
reflected by the sun were only going 200 knots, not 300, and the viewer
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was
moving too.
Exhibit 4A talks about streak of light, that's why I use it. All the smoke
observations can have come from after the fireball and falling, on fire
trailing smoke debris is everywhere. It's before the fireball that is of
interest. Streak of light.
1streak \"strek\ n 1 : a line or mark of a different color or texture from
its background 2 : a narrow band of light; also : a lightning bolt 3 : a
slight admixture : trace 4 : a brief run (as of luck); also : an unbroken
series
Note a run of luck is always brief, so sad.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Sun, 1 Feb 1998 09:35:11 -0800

Subject:
Science/cargo door/Exhibit 4A
In-Reply-To: <3.0.3.32.19980130183455.031de880@pop.erols.com>
>John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com> wrote:
>
>>For all those who respect science and disavow invisible demons of
paranoia:
>
>
> IAN: Oh, so to think the Govt lies
> is inherently to disrespect science.
> "Distrust of Govt is unscientific."
> Sounds like a real Orwellian axiom.
> Ipso facto, those who believe such
> disrespect both reason and facts.
>
JBS>What are you talking about? Your twisted thinking is too twisted
even
for this twisted mind to follow.
It's OK to be twisted except when it interferes with one's ability to
function. The fact that Mr. Goddard knows about Exhibit 4A by reading
the
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URL but disregarded it because of the source, me, is proof that his twisted
thinking is interfering with his ability to function in his twisted world
of conspiracy because Exhibit 4A helps missile guys more than any other
document on the planet. And it's from the NTSB and FBI. It's gold and it
was given to LSoft by me to repay previous debt. The debt was a free
exchange of ideas and information from all interested in TWA 800 in this
forum. The conspiracy guys may be off base on their conclusions but they
do
get raw data fast. I have supplied raw data to repay all the raw data I
have used from this forum.
The message is the important thing, not the messenger. The medium is
email,
web, newsgroups, and FTP. The messenger is me, clearly revealed in LSo
archives.
This message is NTSB Exhibit 4A and it conclusively proves there was a
streak. Colors, durations, and directions may differ but the main point is,
streak exists. Streak is real. Streak hurts the bomb guys and the center
tank guys and helps meteor, missile and cargo door guys.
Streak is real which means meteor or missile or cargo door could be real;
now to was it for real. For that, corroborative evidence is required on the
actual victim at the actual scene under identical circumstances.
Talking about subs and missiles and warning areas just says, it could be a
missile, fine. Talking about bolides in Australia just says it could be a
meteor. Talking about a 747 in Hawaii just says it could be a cargo door.
It is established that it could be several things. Now to what was it in
reality. The evidence is needed.
Well, the evidence is there for cargo door rupturing at the aft midspan
latch of the forward cargo door in flight, then door opens, then explosive
decompression causes huge hole in nose which comes off, rest of plane
falls
and center tank explodes into fireball when engine number three on fire
ignites vapor cloud. Aft midspan latch unlatched probably because door
motor turned on when condensed water in forward cargo hold met bare
chafed
poly-x wiring and shorted to ground. Bottom latches held because AD
881204
strengthened the bottom locking sectors. The aft midspan latches have no
locking sectors to strengthen.
The evidence is the photograph of TWA 800 showing petal shaped bulge
at aft
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midspan latch, missing latch, smooth door frame, outward peeled skin,
square explosive decompression rectangle, red paint smears, and exposed
white paint.
Other evidence is CVR sudden loud sound and abrupt power cut to FDR.
Chart
12 of Exhibit 12B matches the four cargo door accidents nicely.
Stator blade in right horizontal stabilizer and red paint smear there
matches nicely the number 3 engine being fodded and coming apart and
throwing stator blade out which impacts directly aft. The red topped door
flies outward, upward, and aft as it hits horizontal stabilizer directly
aft and leaves red paint smear. Real evidence on the real victim.
Science is documented evidence, not the evil motives of humans. They ar
both out there, I trust reality. Reality is a hard alloy of metal one can
hold and feel and look at, and it's embedded in the right horizontal
stabilizer of TWA 800. It completely supports cargo door/bad wiring
explanation because stator blade is engine evidence and cargo door is
linked to engine number three when baggage is ejected from open
baggage
hold and ingested which the foreign object damage causes fire which
could
be the mystery ignition source.
And on and on. But, reality is not fun because it is science which requires
study, learning, trial and error, and repeatable experiments. Much more fu
to conjure up plots with drama and moral good and evil. And like most
conjured up stories, if pesky facts get in the way, change the facts or
just go around them.
So, believe what you want, I know you will. Don't let your distaste for
reality get in the way of furthering your fantasy,
http://www.corazon.com/TWA800essentials.html
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Tue, 24 Feb 1998 12:33:36 +0100

Subject:
She and he agree with him and me.
In-Reply-To:
<FLIGHT-800%1998022414412075@HOME.EASE.LSOFT.COM>
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>>You certainly did. Permission granted to stretch literary license..as lon
>>as you sign the license agreement only three pages long. We play with
the
>>demeanor of the messengers, me and you, to kill the time between our
>>statements of fact.
>
TT>Just to set the record straight, it's "you and I", not "you and me". : )
Just to set the record straight (followed by smiling emoticon with wink,
raised upper eyebrow, and furrowed forehead), it's 'you and me' not 'you
and I.'
This 'you and I' business is used by people who also say 'irregardless'
'preventative' and 'utilize'. It's sounds intelligent but it ain't.
I refer to "The Elements of Grammar," by Margaret Shertzer in 'Pronouns
Section, page 15-16. 'Personal Pronouns agree with their antecedents in
gender and number, but their case depends upon their construction in the
clause in which they appear.'
Example 7: as the object of a preposition. Examples given "The outcome
depends on us." "No orders were received from them this week."
It is not "The outcome depends on we." Or "No orders were received from
they this week."
We play with the demeanor of the messengers, me and you, to kill the tim
between our
statements of fact.
Simplified to 'We play with messengers." Messengers has two pronouns.
Messengers is the object of the preposition 'with'. The pronouns agree
with
messengers in gender and number, the case depends on construction of
clause
which is preposition. The case is not 'you and I,' but 'you and 'me'
The sentence is not "We play with you and I," or "We play with I." It is
'We play with me."
So, 'We play with you and we play with me. We are messengers. We play
with
you and me. We play with the messengers, you and me.' Or, instead of
saying
'We', I could say "You and I play with you and me." But never, "You and
I
play with you and I." Never 'We play with the demeanor of the
messengers,
I and you, or you and I, to kill the time between our
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statements of fact.'
'We play with the demeanor of the messengers, me and you, to kill the
time
between our
statements of fact,' is the first way, the right way, and now the
documented correct way.
Why does everybody say 'no, you are wrong,' instead of ever asking,
'why do
you say that?" From cargo doors to grammar I am told I am wrong first
but
never asked why I said it. The curse of being first.
>
>What else can be done (legally, of course)to prod things along?
Well, I'm using facts to support reasonable explanations to government
officials. Sort of silly, I know, but it's the way a democracy works.
I assume everyone is honest and works hard and tries to find the truth.
Then I throw in human traits of selfishness, laziness, fear of the new and
unknown, loyalty, and timidity of senior authority.
Somewhere out there is an official who will say the obvious truth and let
the chips fall where they may, "The NTSB initial event of CWT tank is
wrong; the NTSB secondary event of CWT tank would be right."
http://www.corazon.com/
http://home.ease.lsoft.com/scripts/wa.exe?A2=ind9802&L=flight-800&T
0&O=A&P=51402
Date:

Sun, 22 Feb 1998 18:13:54 +0100

Subject:
Re: Significant accident similarities
In-Reply-To: <34F05E24.179F@worldnet.att.net>
>Barry,
>
>As a friend and fellow sufferer of the Cold War, I advise you to tie a
cargo
>door anomaly to all of the hard evidence. When you can do this, I will
>encourage your theory. But I have my doubts along with my doubts
about
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>other theories having that capacity. Almost anything thing can initiate a
>crash, even allowing the pilot's son to sit at the controls. What happens
>next is the crucial part of any theory. Does it stand up to what is required
>to give the hard evidence of what followed?
>
>Follow up with the meat of a theory. Not just the title page.
>
>BARF
Dear George, My meat below is so large it only allows me a bit of bread
here to say door is tied to hard evidence, the hardest alloy on earth, a
stator blade from a JTD-9 on TWA 800.
Cheers,
Barry
Sequence of Destruction for TWA Flight 800
Friction, not Fiction.
John Barry Smith
11 Jan 98
Hot humid air in forward cargo compartment was subjected to cold
conditioned air after takeoff on hot summer evening near New York on
July
17, 1996. Condensation was precipitated out and formed on cold metal
fuselage skin. Poly-X wire bundle which held cargo door motor on power
was
chafed by the friction of continuous vibration against clamp or many door
openings and closings on it. Sheath around bundle was worn through to
insulation and then worn through to bare wire. Condensed water met the
bare
wire and shorted against fuselage metal charring wires and powering on
door
motor which attempted to turn all ten cam sectors to unlocked position. A
13700 feet MSL and 300 KCAS, the eight lower cam sectors were
prevented
from unlocking because of strengthened locking sectors. However, the tw
midspan latches have no locking sectors. The slack in bellcranks, torque
tubes, and high time worn cam latches allowed the aft midspan latch to
rotate just past center allowing the 3.5 PSI internal pressure to rupture
outward the forward cargo door at the aft midspan latch.
The nine foot by eight foot squarish door burst open at midspan latch
sending the latch and door material spinning away in the setting sun whic
reflected upon the shiny metal as it spun away erratically and appeared as
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red-orange streak to ground observers moving all which ways. The aft
door
frame was clean of attachment to door and bulged outward. Fuselage skin
was
torn vertically. The door fractured and shattered. The bottom eight latche
held tight to the bottom eight latch pins on bottom sill while bottom
external skin of door blew away. The top piece of red topped cargo door
opened out and up smashing into the white fuselage skin above it leaving
the red paint of the door on the white paint between passenger windows
above. The red paint of the trim was rubbed away showing the white pain
underneath The top piece of the door took the hinge with it and fuselage
skin as it is tore away. The loose red painted trim piece and top of door
flew directly aft and impacted the right horizontal stabilizer leaving a
red paint transfer mark on it. The hinge still appears to be working
normally likely having overtravel impression marks on the opposite hinge
when door overextended to slam on fuselage above. The top piece of the
door
shows inward damage when it hit fuselage above.
The explosive decompression of the thirty eight thousand pounds of
internal
force on the door blew out a large hole about twenty feet wide and forty
feet high on the right side of the nose forward of the wing. Parts of the
cargo hold structure were the first parts to leave the aircraft. The now
uncompressed air molecules rushed out of the huge hole equalizing high
pressure inside to low pressure outside while making a very loud noise.
Fuselage skin was peeled outward at various places on the right side of th
nose. The sudden rushing air was recorded on the Cockpit Voice
Recorder as
a sudden loud sound. The explosive decompression of the forward cargo
hold
severely disrupted the nearby main equipment compartment which
housed power
cables and abruptly shut off power to the Flight Data Recorder.
At least nine passenger's bodies were never found, only bone fragments.
The number three engine also ingested metal in baggage and started on
fire
from inefficient burning of fuel. The number three engine with pylon
started to vibrate and a stator blade from the engine was spit out and
impacted directly behind it in the right horizontal stabilizer.
The floor beams above the cargo hold were bent downward, fractured and
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broken from the sudden decompression. The main structural members of
door
and frame were gone and compromised. The flight attitude of the aircraft
was askew to the left from reaction of explosive decompression to the
right. Air rushed into the hole and weakened other skin and frame peeling
skin outward. The 300 knots of air pressed upon the weakened nose and
crumpled it into the large hole. The nose tore off and landed in a dense
debris heap apart from the rest of the plane.
The port side forward of the wing was smooth and unshattered while the
starboard side forward of the wing was shattered, torn, and frayed at
ruptured cargo door area and severely disturbed over twenty feet by forty
foot explosive decompression zone. Outward petal shaped fuselage skin
appeared at aft midspan latch from rupture. Aft midspan latch was blown
away. Outward peeled skin appeared from blowout. Fuselage skin
remained
smooth next to blown out skin.
The rest of the plane without the nose suddenly decelerated from 300
knots
and caused whiplash injuries to passengers. Passengers inside fuselage
had
baro-trauma to eardrums which ruptured trying to equalize middle ear
pressure. The plane maneuvered with huge gaping wound in front
increasing
drag. The wind force disintegrated the fuselage and wings. Fuel poured ou
of ruptured tanks as wreckage fell. The broken fuselage, the ruptured
wings, the fuel cloud, the center tank, and the spinning, on fire engine
number three met at 7500 feet and exploded into a bright loud fireball
putting singe marks on the fuselage skin while leaving earlier departed
nose burn and singe mark free. The center tank exploded as well as other
nearby fuel tanks. Forward passengers were not burned because they
were in
the earlier separated nose.The debris fell and spread out from 7500 feet to
sea level in windblown southeast direction, leaving a wide debris field.
Ground observers heard the fireball explosion of the center tank and other
fuel and looked up. They saw fire and smoke and falling debris.
Explosive decompression at the forward cargo hold led to suspicion of
bomb
in cargo compartment but bomb later ruled out. Debris ejected to the righ
from explosive decompression led to suspicion of missile exploding on le
side of nose. Streak of shiny metal object spinning away reflecting evenin
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sun to ground observers led to suspicion of missile exhaust but later ruled
out.
Fire/explosion of center tank into fireball led to suspicion of center tank
explosion as initial event. There were difficulties in determining ignition
source, fuel volatility, unheard fuel explosion sound on CVR, unilateral
fuselage damage, singe marks, and other evidence needed to corroborate
center tank explosion as initial explosion.
Fuselage rupture at aft midspan latch of forward cargo door inflight is
initially rejected because bottom eight latches are found latched around
locking pins while two midspan latches are unexamined and status
unreported.
Questions about center tank explosion as initial event which evidence
raises.
1. Sudden loud sound on Cockpit Voice Recorder is described as start of
aircraft breakup but not sound of explosion. Sound on CVR does not
match
other staged Boeing 747 center tank explosion. How can an explosion in
the
center tank be powerful enough to start the aircraft breakup and blow off
nose of Boeing 747 and not be heard on CVR?
Sudden loud sound is sound of explosive decompression which gives a
sudden
loud sound when forward cargo door ruptures/opens in flight. The TWA
800
sudden loud sound was linked to PA 103 sudden loud sound on CVR
which was
linked to AI 182 sudden loud sound on CVR which was linked to DC-10
cargo
door explosive decompression on CVR. UAL 811 had a cargo door
rupture/open
in flight and recorded a sudden loud sound on the CVR. The sound is the
sudden rushing of air molecules which were compressed now moving fas
outward to equalize with the lower pressure outside air.
2. Center tank explosion would be spherical, not directed, and would
either
give no damage forward of the wing or about equal damage on both sides
of
the fuselage of TWA 800. The wreckage reconstruction shows smooth
skin with
little damage forward of the wing on the port/left side yet severe,
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shattered, torn, and frayed damage on the starboard/right side of the
fuselage in the cargo door area. How can a center tank explosion cause
unilateral damage only on starboard side?
Explosive decompression and rupture of forward cargo door area when af
midspan latch ruptures would give shattered, torn and frayed, damage to
cargo door area while leaving port/left/opposite side smooth and light
damage. Cargo door rupture would give the unilateral damage on
starboard
side as shown by TWA 800 wreckage.
3. TWA 800 wreckage reconstruction shows outward peeled skin, outwar
rupture hole, and paint transfers. Water impact damage would be inward,
not
outward. How could water impact damage produce outward peeled skin,
outward
rupture hole, and paint transfers?
Explosive decompression in nose of TWA 800 would give outward
peeled skin
in nose, outward rupture hole, and paint transfers as internal high
pressure rushes outward to equalize with the low outside pressure.
4. TWA 800 wreckage reconstruction shows red paints smears only
above the
forward cargo door area and nowhere else on both side of the Boeing 747
fuselage. This indicates that the red painted door below ruptured/opened
outward, slammed upward, and smashed into the white painted area abov
and
transferred red paint from door onto white paint between windows. How
did
red paint smears get where they are?
After the rupture at aft midspan latch the door fractured and upper piece
of the red painted door was pushed outward, rotated on its hinge, slamme
upward and smashed into the white painted fuselage skin above,
transferring
red paint to the white painted area between the passengers windows, as
shown by the TWA 800 reconstruction. UAL 811 also had paint transfer
from
door to fuselage when its door opened in flight.
5. A center tank explosion would be far enough away from power cables
to
allow the Flight Data Recorder to record longer than the abrupt power cut
it suffered. How can a center tank explosion which is not loud enough to
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be
heard on the CVR and some distance away be strong enough to abruptly
cease
power to the FDR?
The explosive decompression in the cargo compartment would severely
disrupt
the cargo hold floor and the adjacent main equipment compartment in
which
the FDR and power cables are located. The severe disruption would
abruptly
cease power to the FDR. UAL 811 also had abrupt power cut when its
cargo
door opened in flight.
6. How could forward cargo door rupture/open when bottom eight latches
are
latched and locked in TWA reconstruction?
The forward cargo door of Boeing 747s is about nine feet by eight feet
square. It has a hinge on the top and eight cam latches on the bottom. On
each nine foot side is one midspan latch. The bottom eight cam latches go
around eight latching pins. Over each cam latch is a locking sector. The
two midspan latches have no locking sectors. The forward cargo door
could
rupture at the midspan latch and the hinge and bottom eight latches could
still be attached to fuselage skin. The top of the door with hinge attached
would tear off with the fuselage skin and spin away. The bottom eight
latches could stay attached to bottom sill and continue down to the sea
with the nose. The middle of the large door can still be ruptured/opened
while the lower part stays attached to airframe. Doors can open/rupture
with most or all latches latched. TWA 800 reconstruction shows aft mid
span
latch missing which implies it became unlatched. The aft door frame sill i
smooth and not attached to door which implies door opened in that area.
7. How could forward cargo door rupture cause center tank explosion?
When cargo door ruptures in flight a huge hole is created in nose which
the
300 knot slipstream tears off. The falling, noseless, structurally
compromised aircraft disintegrated into wings of rupturing fuel tanks,
fuselage pieces including center tank, and spinning hot on fire jet engine.
When falling debris reached about 7500 feet, the fodded on fire engine
number three ignited the fuel cloud and center fuel tank into a fireball.
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Center tank fire/explosion occurred but later and lower than forward carg
door rupture initial event.
Event, consequence, significance, source for destruction sequence:
1. Hot humid air in forward cargo compartment was subjected to cold
conditioned air after takeoff on hot summer evening near New York on
July
17, 1996.
NTSB exhibits gave takeoff time and temperatures plus the airconditionin
system in Boeing 747s.
2. Condensation was precipitated out and formed on cold metal fuselage
skin.
Water was available to ground any bare wires to fuselage skin.
Observation
made of water cascading out of forward cargo hold of Boeing airliner by
John Barry Smith standing in concourse at San Francisco Airport on
December
6, 1997.
3. Poly-X wire bundle which held cargo door motor on power was chafed
by
the friction of continuous vibration against clamp or many door openings
and closings on it. Sheath around bundle was worn through to insulation
and
then worn through to bare wire.
Bare wires can be shorted to ground causing power to go to door motor.
NTSB
exhibits list two forward cargo hold charred wiring fires. NTSB hearing o
aging aircraft detailed problems with poly-x wiring chafing from vibratio
NTSB AAR 92/02 detailed problems with chafing wires causing door
motor to
turn on. TWA 800 had poly-x wiring.
4. Condensed water met the bare wire and shorted against fuselage metal
charring wires and powering on door motor which attempted to turn all te
cam sectors to unlocked position.
Event explains how door motor got power to turn on. NTSB exhibits list
two
previous cargo hold charred wire fires. NTSB AAR 92/02 lists two
uncommanded cargo door opening on Boeing 747s caused by electrical
problems, UAL preflight and UAL 811.
5. At 13700 feet MSL and 300 KCAS, the eight lower cam sectors were
prevented from unlocking because of strengthened locking sectors.
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However,
the two midspan latches have no locking sectors.
The eight bottom latches held tight to locking pins because of AD
88-12-04
which strengthened all the eight locking sectors. NTSB AAR 92/02
describes
the AD, door, and all latches.
6. The slack in bellcranks, torque tubes, and high time worn cam latches
allowed the aft midspan latch to rotate just past center allowing the 3.5
PSI internal pressure to rupture outward the forward cargo door at the aft
midspan latch.
UAL 811 had small rupture at aft midspan latch as shown in photograph
in
NTSB AAR 92/02. NTSB exhibit lists 3.5 PSI pressure differential. TWA
800
was extremely old aircraft with over 93000 flight hours.
7. The nine foot by eight foot squarish door burst open at midspan latch
sending the latch and door material spinning away in the setting sun whic
reflected upon the shiny metal as it spun away erratically and appeared as
red-orange streak to ground observers moving all which ways.
Press reports reveal eyewitnesses say different colored streaks going ever
which way from all directions. Time of 8:31 PM and angle of low sun to
aircraft in east and observers to the west had to be perfectly aligned for
spinning falling shiny piece of metal to reflect as streak to observers.
8. The aft door frame was clean of attachment to door and bulged
outward.
Aft midspan latch blown away at rupture time and caused outward bulge.
NTSB
reconstruction photograph shows bulge and missing latch.
9. Fuselage skin was torn vertically.
Explosive decompression bursts outward limited by stringers and
bulkheads
which are vertical and match the other cargo door accident, UAL 811.
NTSB
photograph shows the vertical tears of TWA 800.
10. The door fractured and shattered.
NTSB photograph shows the damage. 38000 pounds of force were
suddenly
released onto now weakened door and it burst apart. 99 inches times 110
inches times 3.5 PSI equals 38115 pounds of force on the ten latches and
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hinge.
11. The bottom eight latches held tight to the bottom eight latch pins on
bottom sill while bottom external skin of door blew away.
The bottom of large door held tight while middle of door ruptured in a
troublesome section of a high time Boeing 747, Section 41 and Section
42.
TWA 800 had not yet had the Section 41 retrofit. NTSB exhibit states
bottom
eight latches latched.
12. The top piece of red topped cargo door opened out and up smashing
into
the white fuselage skin above it leaving the red paint of the door on the
white paint between passenger windows above. The red paint of the trim
was
rubbed away showing the white paint underneath. The top piece of the
door
took the hinge with it and fuselage skin as it is tore away.
The loose red painted trim piece and top of door flew directly aft and
impacted the right horizontal stabilizer leaving a red paint transfer mark
on it.
The hinge still appears to be working normally likely having overtravel
impression marks on the opposite hinge when door overextended to slam
on
fuselage above.
The top piece of the door shows inward damage when it hit fuselage
above.
Sequence of door opening out and up and transferring paint above is
described in text and drawing in NTSB AAR 92/02. Inward movement of
top of
door is described in AAR 92/02. Normal working hinge attached to top o
door is described in AAR 92/02. Overtravel impression damage is
described
in text and picture in AAR 92/02.
13. The explosive decompression of the thirty eight thousand pounds of
internal force on the door blew out a large hole about twenty feet wide an
forty feet high on the right side of the nose forward of the wing.
NTSB photograph shows decompression rectangle zone on right side of
nose.
14. Parts of the cargo hold structure were the first parts to leave the
aircraft.
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The first parts of plane to depart indicate trouble started there. NTSB
exhibits show first parts to leave were from cargo structure.
15. The now uncompressed air molecules rushed out of the huge hole
equalizing high pressure inside to low pressure outside while making a
very
loud noise.
NTSB AAR 92/02 states crew of UAL 811 heard a 'tremendous
explosion,' when
door opened in flight.
16. Fuselage skin was peeled outward at various places on the right side o
the nose.
Outward peeling indicates force from within, not without. UAL 811 had
same
outward peeling of fuselage skin in cargo door area.
17. The sudden rushing air was recorded on the Cockpit Voice Recorder
as a
sudden loud sound.
Sound matches other Boeing 747 sudden loud sound of explosive
decompression
and a DC-10 cargo door decompression sound according to NTSB chart.
18. The explosive decompression of the forward cargo hold severely
disrupted the nearby main equipment compartment which housed power
cables
and abruptly shut off power to the Flight Data Recorder.
Cables for power and signal run through the forward cargo hold to the
adjacent MEC. The cargo floor is severely disrupted when explosive
decompression occurs in cargo hold according to AAIB 2/90 report and
will
cut off power abruptly.
19. At least nine passenger's bodies were never found, only bone
fragments.
Where did those bodies go? What happened to them to reduce them to
bone
fragments requiring DNA analysis to identify? At least nine bodies alway
disappear when explosive decompression occurs in high time Boeing 747
according to AAIB, NTSB, TSB and Indian reports.
20. The number three engine also ingested metal in baggage and started
on
fire from inefficient burning of fuel. The number three engine with pylon
started to vibrate and a stator blade from the engine was spit out and
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impacted directly behind it in the right horizontal stabilizer.
NTSB AAR 92/02 describes the sequence of FOD into number three and
also
number four and the subsequent vibration and fire.
21. The floor beams above the cargo hold were bent downward, fractured
and
broken from the sudden decompression. The main structural members of
door
and frame were gone and compromised.
AAR 92/02, AAIB 2/90, and NTSB TWA 800 exhibits describe the
downward
movement of the floor beams above cargo compartment.
22. The flight attitude of the aircraft was askew to the left from reaction
of explosive decompression to the right. Air rushed into the hole and
weakened other skin and frame peeling skin outward.
AAR 92/02 describes the actions of the aircraft after door opened in fligh
23. The 300 knots of air pressed upon the weakened nose and crumpled it
into the large hole.
AAIB and TSB/Indian reports describe how nose came off after
explosion in
forward cargo hold at 300 KCAS of two Boeing 747s.
24. The nose tore off and landed in a dense debris heap apart from the res
of the plane.
AAIB 2/90, TSB/Indian Court, and NTSB TWA 800 exhibits describe
the dense
nose debris field present when nose comes off in flight of three Boeing
747s.
25. The port side forward of the wing was smooth and unshattered while
the
starboard side forward of the wing was shattered, torn, and frayed at
ruptured cargo door area and severely disturbed over twenty feet by forty
foot explosive decompression zone. Outward petal shaped fuselage skin
appeared at aft midspan latch from rupture. Aft midspan latch was blown
away. Outward peeled skin appeared from blowout. Fuselage skin
remained
smooth next to blown out skin.
AAIB 2/90, TSB/Indian, and NTSB photographs describe the lesser
damage port
side nose compared to the more severely damaged starboard side as well
as
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the outward peeled skin on nose of three Boeing 747s.
27. The rest of the plane without the nose suddenly decelerated from 300
knots and caused whiplash injuries to passengers. Passengers inside
fuselage had baro-trauma to eardrums which ruptured trying to equalize
middle ear pressure.
Passenger injuries are described in NTSB exhibits, TSB/Indian report,
AAIB
2/90, and NTSB exhibits.
28. The plane maneuvered with huge gaping wound in front increasing
drag.
The wind force disintegrated the fuselage and wings. Fuel poured out of
ruptured tanks as wreckage fell. The broken fuselage, the ruptured wings
the fuel cloud, the center tank, and the spinning, on fire engine number
three met at 7500 feet and exploded into a bright loud fireball putting
singe marks on the fuselage skin while leaving earlier departed nose burn
and singe mark free. The center tank exploded as well as other nearby fue
tanks. Forward passengers were not burned because they were in the
earlier
separated nose. The debris fell and spread out from 7500 feet to sea level
in windblown southeast direction, leaving a wide debris field. Ground
observers heard the fireball explosion of the center tank and other fuel
and looked up. They saw fire and smoke and falling debris.
NTSB exhibits describe the breakup sequence and NTSB video shows
fireball
seconds later and thousands of feet lower than initial event. Engine numb
three was on fire for AAIB 2/90 and number four was on fire for NTSB
AAR
92/02 after cargo hold ruptures.
29. Explosive decompression at the forward cargo hold led to suspicion o
bomb in cargo compartment but bomb later ruled out.
Debris ejected to the right from explosive decompression led to suspicion
of missile exploding on left side of nose.
Streak of shiny metal object spinning away reflecting evening sun to
ground
observers led to suspicion of missile exhaust but later ruled out.
Fire/explosion of center tank into fireball led to suspicion of center tank
explosion as initial event.
Press reports, FBI reports, and NTSB reports describe the bomb, missile
and
center tank explanations.
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30. There were difficulties in determining ignition source, fuel
volatility, unheard fuel explosion sound on CVR, unilateral fuselage
damage, singe marks, and other evidence needed to corroborate center
tank
explosion as initial explosion.
NTSB public hearing reveals the gaps in the center tank as initial event
explanation.
31. Fuselage rupture at aft midspan latch of forward cargo door inflight is
initially rejected because bottom eight latches are found latched around
locking pins while two midspan latches are unexamined and status
unreported.
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Mon, 16 Feb 1998 09:54:03 -0700

Subject:
I'll try to be patient and polite...
but I can't.
>BD: Barry, your really are a novice with respect to navigation or else
you
>are purposely trying to confuse the other readers of the list who are.
Opinion of my stupidity and evil motives noted.
Disregard of my previous email listing experience as civilian and military
navigator noted.
>Cmdr. Donaldson went to each location with the witness, asked them to
point
>to the spot where they first observed the object at the horizon
By the way, referring to your Dad by military rank always surprises me. I
call my Dad, Dad, you may call him Mr. Smith.
Anyway, basic thing here, feel free to ignore it, as you do most basic
things, an object fast enough to create blur/streak on back of retina is
going to go from A to B in the sixty seconds of so in flight. A and B will
be far apart. The fantasy missile source for streak of five seconds or so
travels miles. A witness over there sees it at time X and witness over here
sees it at time Z and an accurate fix is not possible. And yes, crews have
died from that error.
The problem with fix on streak is it's moving fast. It's inherent in the
definition. Stationary objects or slow objects can get fix with known time
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hack and good bearing line.
The only way you can turn this streak of light into missile three miles
offshore going up to hit TWA 800 is to ignore:
1. No light source on missile. No streak source for missile.
2. Can't triangulate fast moving objects from spread apart witnesses
without extremely accurate time hacks. Fireball yes, streak no. No distanc
fix possible.
3. Streak of light going down may be object going up. Or not. No
direction
determination possible.
4. All the solid contraditory evidence from witnesses. Many said differen
colors, different duration, different direction.
No one, and I mean no one, saw anything hit TWA 800 at 13700 feet. No
one
and I mean no one saw TWA 800 at 13700 feet at :31:12 seconds past the
hour. Many will say they did, but they didn't because their opinion is not
corroborated. It makes a good party story. Only radar saw it and it shows
first items leaving craft came from just forward of the wing in the forward
cargo hold.
>When you plot the bearing lines on a chart of the area, they all intersect
>at a
>point three miles off shore.
When you plot all the lines that you want to plot from all the witnesses
you want to listen to the number comes out...what you want to see! Cool.
Your conclusions are worthless by your selective choice of the data. I
could triangulate the missile being launched out of your butt if I only
used the data I wanted.
>post some more confusing hogwash.
Two plus two equals four is confusing hogwash to you.
> Shouldn't I be conspiring with birds of my
>feather?
Like you haven't sent off list emails to the missile guys? Ha!
>The cargo door
>>has been disproven, although JBS has a lot of time and
>>prestige invested in it.
Big important point here: the messenger is independent of the truth of the
message. Very important and most can't believe it. It's why people wear
suits and jewelry and have military titles in front of their name. The
messenger and the details of his life may be interesting or amusing, but
totally and I mean totally, independent of whether the message he deliver
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is true or not.
Usually a tall guy in shorts with a basketball in his hand who says he's an
NBA team member is correct, and maybe not.
You conspiracy guys are so distrustful of other conflicting content in
messages and so trusting of appearance and style. Well, you are in the
majority. A cop, FBI guy, gives opinion about a radar image and is
believed
because he has the appearance of authority. A lawyer talks about leaking
fuel in a jet and is believed because he made a half a billion bucks from
airplanes. FAA engineer says a door is all latched when he only checked
80%
of them but is believed because he has title of FAA structural engineer.
NATOPS manual on RA-5C says the plane can fly level with one engine
out and
gear and flaps down and believed because it is the final authoritative word
from the manufacturer and Navy on flight characteristics of that model. It
can't fly level; it descends. One man died. They rewrote the book after
that.
The truth is my style or writing or demeanor, or amount of time or
reputation has nothing to do with whether the bare chafed wire shorted to
fuselage and turned door motor on which led to aft midspan latch rupture
of
forward cargo door in a high time 747, as it has before.
I may be a homeless man living under a bridge pushing a grocery cart
while
talking on a cellular phone with no battery and mumbling, "Come in hom
planet. It's bad wiring. It's door rupture. I told them about it. Can I
come home now?"
Once the idea is presented by whomever, the idea must be ruled in or
ruled
out but not ignored. It is being ignored. It was ignored in 1985 when
experts presented testimony in an Indian court about AI 182 which stated
it
could have been door opening producing the evidence under discussion.
That
refusal to further investigate has led to the deaths or PA 103, UAL 811,
and TWA 800, and the next one.
The messenger is unimportant. Who discovered oxygen? Who invented
Teflon?
Who makes artificial blood? Who cares? No one except for the message.
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That's why I don't care about the fame or money (Ha! I wish) but want the
message to acted upon. It's why the missile guys really don't care about
TWA 800 because one of the missile guys only thought of himself and hi
feelings, and his misrepresentation, and his reputation, and oh gosh, they
just weren't fair in describing him. Nothing about TWA 800.
>>The cargo door
>>>has been disproven
along with every other non missile explanation, according to the missile
guys from day one when it was first brought to the attention of this
illustrious forum.
And this is where the closed mind is evident. The missile had to hit
somewhere, why not the cargo door?
No light source for the streak as missile.
No location impact point for missile on TWA 800.
No height and time for impact for missile.
See, missile is a good party story, but missile is not to be used in real
life. TWA 800 is real life.
I should be writing a book, but this forum is much too much fun to stop.
Well, we are about to go to war with a country which will spread to a
region and then everyone takes sides. It looks like this conspiracy madnes
is worldwide and will culminate in the way insanity usually does,
violence.
Stock markets usually dive when war starts.
So long, suckers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Mon, 16 Feb 1998 14:27:50 -0700

Subject:
I'm flying the plane and I can't see through the fog...
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="iso-8859-1"
So what? The computer will get you down safely...probably.
>BD: This just proves that you don't read/or understand anything posted
here.
>Cmdr. Donaldson is my BROTHER not my father.
Attention cousins, brothers, and sons, calling your cousin or brother or
dad by title seems strange to me. I call my sister by her name, my cousin
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by her name and my dad, dad. You may call them Ms Smith, Ms. Smith,
or Mr.
Smith.
You use 'prove' so cavalier, you have little respect for the language. I
don't read/understand anything posted here? And you 'proved' it? The
word
'prove' must mean something different to you than it does me.
prove \"pruv\ vb proved; proved or prov*en \"pru-ven\; prov*ing 1 : to te
by experiment or by a standard 2 : to establish the truth of by argument or
evidence 3 : to show to be correct, valid, or genuine 4 : to turn out esp.
after trial or test <the car proved to be a good choice> Û prov*able
\"pru-ve-bel\ adj
> The point where it
>intersected the horizon was 3 miles off shore.
Like it caused a splash? Impossible to determine where it was based on
only
streak and no other information.
>All of the rest of the garbage
>in your post is irrelevant doublespeak.
Opinion noted. Geometry is doublespeak to the uneducated.
>If you can show that your door made
>it to 3 miles off shore, then I will buy your explanation of the streak.
I decline to call your bluff.
>the Debris Field shows
What debris field? The official debris has not been released. Do you mean
the debris field you made up or some other missile guy made up? Oh,
Sander's debris field. Next question.
>Barry, if you are not going to say anything useful in your posts, could
you
>just do it in fewer words.
Well, actually, Bob, I used just exactly the right amount of words to say
nothing useful, there's not an extra syllable or omitted conjunction.
Nothing useful to you, that is. Useful to any educated person who wants t
rule out or rule in streak of light as missile.
> I thought from an earlier post where you made a
>serious attempt to explain the event that you were a serious investigator
not
>just a crackpot. I guess I was wrong.
D'oh, I guess you was. I am not 'just' a crackpot, I am 'the' crackpot.
First on the scene with cargo door and still here. You missile guys and cw
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guys and meteor guy are johnny come lately semi-crackpots.
To repeat, crackpot or PhD, the messenger is independent from truth of
message.
I just got off the phone from an agent that wants me to put book on cargo
door together. She called me. I said I don't know. I'm going to give her an
overview and see if it publishable. I don't want it to be this scare thing
about airplanes and people are covering it up. I love airplanes, I respect
Boeing, I support my government. Just because I disagree with Boeing or
NTSB does not mean I am unpatriotic or anti government. It's called bein
part of the loyal opposition. I want people to continue to fly, except when
landing in fog, as American Airlines and Chine Airlines have found out in
the last few days.
Did I not say to fly in storms was very stupid, very unneccessary, and ver
profitable not four days ago as El Nino storm was pelting me as I typed
this in California?
Airbus was another Airbus computer crash is how I read the early reports
Pilot said go around, pushed the throttles forward and not much happened
because the programmer made computer think, planes don't wave off
often so
must be error, let me check, and while the computer is checking the
unusual
occurrence of go around by commercial jet close to the ground, the plane
crashed into ground and houses. But power coming on any time now, the
computer says after finding out, yes pilot firewalled the throttles because
he really did want all the power he could get right now.
Anyway, let's get off airplane crashes and back the good stuff, about wha
a crackpot I am. Where did that word come from?
crack*pot \"krak-'pat\ n : an eccentric person
Guilty as charged.
This is funny about names, I got Cremades wrong as daughter for son, so
for father wrong, and now brother for father wrong. Oh well, as long as I
get the planes right, I'm satisfied.
>Unfortunately, the Debris Field shows that the Cargo Door and other
parts
>of the
>cargo hold were blown 3,000 ft. to the right of the flight path. This
>includes
>parts from the left side of the aircraft. Explain that with your Cargo Doo
>theory!
As soon as you authenticate your debris field. I use the NTSB trajectory
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study for my analyis of objects leaving plane. Please don't let your debris
field be Sander's, a sort of biased person whose conjecture of what landed
where is suspect.
>The only way to continue with such theories
>is to say the witnesses didn't see what they thought they saw, or even
>where they saw it. This is why the FBI/CIA video was created, and wha
>the disinformationalists are doing on this lis
Here it is: The witnesses did not see what they thought they saw. The
witnesses did not see what they thought where they saw it. They believe
they are right. They are wrong. It happens all the time, every day, the
courts are full of conflicting eyewitness reports by well meaning people.
Innocent persons have been executed on wrong eyewitness opinions. No
intentional. To trust people who have never seen a missile launch but now
say they did based on surprised vision of a few seconds of a faraway strea
is bizarre. It's like buying stocks over the phone. So naive.
Naive is a good word to describe missile guys.
na*ive or na*ive \na-"ev\ adj na*iv*er; -est [F naive, fem. of naif, fr.
OF, inborn, natural, fr. L nativus native] 1 : marked by unaffected
simplicity : artless, ingenuous 2 : credulous syn natural, innocent,
simple, unaffected, unsophisticated, unstudied Û na*ive*ly adv Û
na*ive*ness n
>disinformationalists
I am not, I am a reinformationalist.
And a crackpot. Anything that gets this wiring fixed so door motors don't
turn on when chafed wire short to fuselage, as has happened before, AAR
92/02. On website of course.
Hey, I feel the need to read some repeated eyewitness reports, didn't Neal
take over Rivero's job of reposting endless eyewitness statements culled
from newspapers? I got a phone call from a man whose mother lives on
Long
Island and claims to have seen the whole thing. She said it was a black
trail of smoke that went right up and hit the plane and it exploded. Cool.
IG>I think that
> you should consider Marshall Houston's Bible quotations
> defining the sacred nature of witness accounts and
> stop your unethical effort to destroy them as a sub> set of an effort to allow mass murder (*) to prevail,
> making you an accessory to mass murder (*or homicide).
Accessory to mass murder. Is that like war criminal? Are the non missile
guys now elevated to Nazis?
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Ian, you are out of control, go take your medicine.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Sat, 14 Feb 1998 17:47:05 -0700

Subject:
I've found a way to explain...
to the missile blockheads about the up streak/down object.
But first, got to answer correspondence, "I've got mail"
>SM-yep, now doesn't this show how ignorant you are?
> Since your research is chock full of mstakes I do not think you are the
>person to pass judgment here.
>SM--quit guessing and do some research the proves the failure mode.
>Have you not wondered why you have so few adherents?
God, I love my fan mail. Mistake being spelled wrong is too much.
Stan, left brainers always look around them to see if they are in the herd
and feel safe if surrounded by like minds. Whether I have one or one
million adherents is independent of the truth of the message. History is
full of millions of people being wrong and one person being right. All new
things start out with one right person.
Experts/shmexperts, what do they know? What they've been taught is
what,
and that's always out of date. Go ask Edison how many adherents he had
when
he said he could convert electricity into light. One. Him.
>I do know that it was a simple mistake and did not desrve anything more
>than refresher training stressing the importance of caution.
Simple mistakes have severe consequences on the sea and in the air.
Caution
was not the problem, attention to detail was. It's astonishing that a plane
can take off with a large door unlatched. An open door in flight is termed
'unacceptable' by FAA and extensive safety measures are put in to preven
that very thing, all the things you keep on telling me, and yet, one guy
makes a 'simple' mistake and it happens.
You're telling me doors stay latched in flight and then you say well, they
are not latched in flight but it's no big deal.
Stan, it's not the door's fault, the door is doing what it was told to do,
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unlatch. The wiring is the problem, poly x wiring, known to stretch and
chafe under vibration.
The NTSB wreckage reconstruction picture shows the aft midspan latch
bulge.
That's the rupture. I did not put in that smooth frame with missing latch
or outward bulged skin or twenty foot by forty foot shattered explosive
decompression zone, reality did it. It's there. It's not supposed to be
there, but there it is.
It's not the mechs fault, it's not the designer's fault, it's not the
makers fault, it's the people who chose wiring to last twenty years and
sixty thousand hours, a tremendous feat. They didn't figure on 93000 plus
hour planes with weak structure at Secton 41 nor no locking sectors on
midspan latches.
>SM There you go criticizing writing style.
Naw, that was satire, you may certainly use as many caps as you like and
as
many swear words or anti semitic or pro semitic or anything else you wis
to write. You get to make fun of my style and I get to make fun of yours,
no problem. If I make fun of a person's writing style, that does not mean
stop. It means it's funny. My style is probably very funny too to some. I
encourage all writing on this subject with no limitations, none, none,
none. I wish the lurkers would write more, they are real fun to pick on. I
shouldn't, but then, that's my style. You do notice I get real serious when
presented with factual questions.
>Wiring is usually quite easy to detect as the problem.
Not when ten miles of it was at the bottom of the ocean and near an
explosion and the goal is to find one eighth of an inch of bare wire.
EH>Do us
>all a favor and look at the sun for 2 hours straight with your unaided
>eye and
>tell us if it "dances" around.
Danger alert! Never do that. Ever. Who knows who is reading this stuff, t
joke like that requires a caveat at the end to state remarks are not to be
taken seriously.
>You
>continue to try and compare two separate events with totally different
>circumstances.
The principle is the same. What a witness sees is one thing, what it
actually was is another. Two independent variables.
That leads into up streak/down object...
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Let's say a missile with a headlight on it is at 100000 feet and going very
very fast and you are on the ground fifty miles away at sea level. The
missile descends in reality. It really goes down, as in down. It goes down
at such an angle as to impact at your head. What would you see? A dot is
what you would see. No streak. A dot as the headlight comes right at you
as
the missile descends from 100000 feet to zero feet.
Let's say the missile has a steeper angle of descent to impact ten miles in
front of you. What would you see as the missile descends very fast to
impact in front of you? A down streak is what you may see, probably a
fast
moving dot moving down, but still light source moving down as missile
flies
down to land in front of you.
Let's say the missile has a shallow angle of descent to impact ten miles in
back of you. What would you see as the missile descends very fast to
impact
in back of you? An up streak is what you would see, probably a fast
moving
dot moving up, but still light source moving up as missile flies down to
land in back of you.
Get the geometry? Light right at you gives dot; down movement and
lands in
front of you; up movement and lands in back of you: And all the time the
actual missile is descending.
Well, if you can't see that up streak can be down object then forget it, I
give up with the missile blockheads, and if you are under ten or over
eighty, I apologize for calling you a blockhead.
And if you can't see that a witness sees a streak of light, it is a streak
of light. And anything the witness says about what the light source was is
independent to what it actually was.
So, a steak of light moving up and seen by eyewitness may be a fast
moving
object with light source going up...or not be. Need further corroboration.
And the missile guys don't have it.
Anyway, two principles, witness opinion is not fact; geometry of moving
space objects is fact.
>Somebody wake me up when he's finished.
>Mike, you better take some Ny-Quil.
Note above sarcasm is directed at writer's style, not content.
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Still haven't heard reasonable answer to missile guys' problems with time
and altitude and no light source for streak. Sort of basic things that
should have been demanded by officials over a year ago.
When did the fantasy missile hit 800?
How high was plane when hit?
What was light source on missile to give streak?
Where did missile hit 800?
What happened when missile hit 800?
The silence goes on and on.
Hillary knows when all is lost, blame a conspiracy.
I spend time with this missile nonsense because cargo door has to explain
it all and streak of light was there before fireball. I check out the
missile explanation and ask questions, something the officials have not
done to avoid getting into the conspiracy morass. They are afraid of the
conspiracy guys. Calling consequences of tragedies a conspiracy works,
it's
why it is used, from disruption at 1968 Chicago Convention and police
riot,
to Di crash, to Hindenburg, to naughty stuff in the Oral Office, it's a
plot!
Let me add non missile explanation for TWA 800 in electronic mailing
list....it's a plot!
Anyway, we should all be prepared for the next mystery 747 crash where
a
high time 747 has a hull rupture just forward of the wing leaving a sudden
loud sound on the CVR and an abrupt power cut the FDR, and the
reconstruction shows the cargo door opened in flight, just like AI 182, PA
103, UAL 811, and TWA 800, and then listen to the explanations as they
sequence through bomb, missile, and center tank explosion.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Sun, 22 Feb 1998 19:36:46 +0100

Subject:
It's all solved, Bare wiring, water, metal fuselage, short!
RH> I found I was starting to
>understand their arguments more clearly.
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It means you believe the tank exploded, not just caught on fire. But when
is still not first. And the explosion opening could have been the
maintenance hatch blown away early and unburnt. The later the fodded on
fire engine number three, disintegrating and throwing off stator blades,
fire exhausts into the open hatch of center tank and poof!
>The MSSG
>group does not state that their scenario is fact.
And even leave an out:
>Docket No. SA-516, Exhibit No. 18A, Sequencing Report, page 30,
you write:
>"It is therefore possible that new scenarios (sequences) may emerge as
new
>information is acquired whether it be from newly identified parts, or
>simply a new interpretation of current information." Author Jim Wildey
II
CO>So why did the pressure vessel come apart as a result of this
survivable
>pressure increase?
Because the survivable pressure increase of center tank exploding as
initial event did not happen. It's why the passengers weren't burnt too.
Not there to be burned.
CO>If the deflagrating CWT of TWA800 vented forward into the cargo
hold
then why
>does the cabin floor not show marked signs of an UPward blast?
Instead,
>according to the tortured English prose of Jim Wildey (I hate double
>negatives), the floor is "not inconsistent" with a DOWNward deflection
into
>the lower lobe - ie downwards into the hold rather than UPwards as
would be
>required of the CWT theory.
Exactly, floor beams down as explosive decompression same as UAL
811 with
down floor, and PA 103 with down floor over cargo door, and TWA 800
down
floor beams. AI 182 undetermined.
Point is, even if CWT had vented/expoded into fuselage, it could have
withstood the added internal pressure and not burst like it did.
Only latch rupture to door open to huge explosive decompression
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rectangle
seen in TWA 800 reconstuction photo of whole area will tear nose off.
Small
hole to larger to larger to huge to cut off.
EH>the others, say they are not interested in determining the "truth",
>implying fully that the truth has not yet come out. It is easy to now see
>their agenda. Their agenda was _never_ to find the truth,
>it was only to discredit the truth seekers.
Can't talk about facts all the time, love that paranoia talk once in a
while... their, their, they are everywhere.
Discredit truth seekers...hmmm...I love these deep philosophical moment
don't you?
Problem, do you mean discredit truth tellers or truth seekers? It is
deflect the truth seeker by discrediting the truth teller. Got that?
Get your fantasy deceptive world in order, please.
The accusation is that the cargo door guy interferes with the citizen
wanting to find out about the true cause of TWA 800 which was a missile
shootdown by poking holes in the truth tellers explanations by basic facts
and discussing real things like stator blades which discredit missile
explanation, the true but not confirmed cause. Not confirmed because
'they'
are deflecting the citizen away from the truth, which is missile shootdown
I certainly have your fantasy deceptive world clearly in my mind.
Well...how'm I doin'? How many truth seekers have I deflected today?
How
many truth tellers have I discredited this week? Am I on a quota system?
> I see no reason to change my 90% probability estimate that it was the
>scheduled CEC IOC test,
Whoa! A partial sort of committment by a missile guy as to launch
platform,
type missile, and motive? I like it. My question is, why the 10%,
whasssamatta? Not sure? What are the holes in missile? You ought to
know
best.
I'm sort of having a letdown. The mystery is just about all solved. It went
from fuselage rupture of 747, PA 103 being mechanical probably a cargo
door, to UAL 811 confirming it, to happened again with TWA 800, then
discovered earlier AI 182, then reconstruction photo which confirmed
shattered explosive decompression to broken door to aft midspan latch
rupture to no locking sectors at midspan latches to bad poly x wiring
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coupled with condensed water on bare wire to short door motor on, to
DC-9
wiring problem in Valujet forward cargo hold, to Boeing 737 wiring
problems
with fluid in wiring connector for Colorado Springs, Pittsburgh, Silk Air,
and Bournemouth, the plane that came back to tell about it, just like UAL
811 for the 747.
Wiring, water, metal fuselage, short! Then things in the plane turn on whe
they should be off, and things that are on turn off when they shouldn't.
Big big problems are the ones that are noted. For 747 a hundred overhead
lights were out on TWA 800, CO told me. But no problem. Thrust reverse
would not work, no problem. Door motor turned on, big problem. For 737
it
was the rudder starts doing this and that when the yaw damper does this
and
that when fluid gets into connector and the autopilot tries to compensate.
So up high the plane waggles along, the crew dies a thousand deaths and
yells Mayday, and crew may control it in time to land safely or not. Down
low the plane turns and dives into ground. In DC-9 the short starts fire
which ignites tire which ignites O2 cannisters which burn down
everything
including control cables.
So, it's all solved. Bare wiring, water, metal fuselage, short!
22 Feb 98
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
Lurker alert! New email just in.
>One hesitates, as an alien from the antipodes, in posting to such a list.
>However my offering is quite neutral.
Remote Viewing? Is that what we are down to? Psychic mind reading
visualizers? Where's the dowser stick?
>Regards to all
>
>Maurice
Maurice, thanks for coming in from the cold. It gets a little hot in here
but as Jack Nicholson says in "It's As Good As it Gets," "People who talk
in metaphors ought to shampoo my crotch." I talk in metaphor all the tim
My current one is a trek to truth for TWA 800 and includes base camp of
TWA
800 door opening inflight, crossing the chasm of disbelief that nose could
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come off UAL 811 with larger hole, wading through the swamp of AI
182 not
being a bomb, and climbing the mythic mountain of 103 not terrorism.
Speaking on behalf of the fellow contributors, we welcome your most
interesting post and pray that they will continue.
Is that going to happen? Let me get my remote viewing hat on. I'm in a
mind
body state of attention. My conscious
focus shifts between the tasks of directing the trained unconscious in a
systematic exploration of the assigned target, breaking out (decoding)
the target-associated gestalt patterns of information, then rendering
the data as detailed words and sketches, (or models, if necessary).
Meticulous attention to technical remote viewing structure is required
not only to correctly acquire the target and maintain lock-on but,
additionally, to disallow subconscious analysis and/or imagination from
interfering with the unconsciously acquired signal.
My unconsciously acquired signal tells me that Maurice, I think you have
found a home here.
My remote viewer is thinking about... about...Maurice, how do I get my
remote viewer to stop pointing at women and start pointing at airplanes?
>In the 1988 bombing of Pan American Flight 103,
>
over Lockerbie, Scotland, a classified Army
>
intelligence unit was instrumental in assisting the
>
FBI in establishing both cause of explosion and
>
location of the perpetrators.
Why oh why does PA 103 always enter into TWA 800 discussion?
Because they
are the same cause that's why.
A 'classified Army intelligence unit', hey, members of Army classified
intelligence units do not reveal they were in a 'classified Army
intelligence unit' in letters to the Chairman of the NTSB. They reveal the
information to no one. To say one is a member of a 'classified Army
intelligence unit' is to be ruled out as a member.
Maurice, it's not you I'm examining, it's the messenger of pump failure fo
CWT explosion. He fails, but then the message is the important thing.
There is no pesky evidence to support theory. The pump needs to be
present
and damaged. And it's not. The pump manufacturer was at the hearings
ready
to discuss pumps as ignition source. If pump were problem it would have
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been found, as it was suspect early on and probably popular when the
letters to NTSB were made.
And of course, there's all that pesky evidence of CWT not being initial
event anyway. If pump failed and blew center tank up enough to blow
nose
off, how did it not blow up adjacent full fuel tanks and give really big
fireball at initial altitude of 13700 feet and not lower down under nine
thousand feet at least?
But, remote viewing, man, I never would have thought of that as a way to
truth of TWA 800.
Well, George D had vision of fuel vapor explosion. What is it with fuel an
dreams?
No wonder Jim Hall ignores me when he gets letters like Dames and
Donaldson
to compare to.
I figured out what CDR stands for with CDR Donaldson: CoDgeR
Donaldson.
Donaldsons! Show your faces! Where's your CoDgeR? He sends the
young prince
son and the uncle brother to spread his media times and places plus some
unsubstantied information that wilts upon examination? Let the CoDgeR
engage in mental give and take about TWA 800 with me. I'm ready.
Email
exchange on LSoft, three emails a day max, and sometimes only two, no
pictures, limit of 27 k text only, and use caps if you want, swearing is
optional, and pesky facts will show their heads now and then. I give
permission to CoDgeR Donaldson to interrogate me if he will give me an
opportunity to interrogate him. Interrogate means one person states the
questions and one person answers as best he can, no stalling or running
away allowed.
Cheers again,
John Barry Smith
Below from web site suggested by Maurice:
PSI TECH, a New Mexico corporation, currently employs an expert
group of
professional remote viewers in its commercial operations, administered
from corporate headquarters in Beverly Hills, California. Technical
Remote Viewing instruction is also conducted in Beverly Hills, at PSI
TECH's training office. Our outside directors have included prominent
figures from science and industry. Additionally, the company has at its
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disposal an adjunct Technical Analysis Team, consisting of a
multidisciplinary group of distinguished scientists, engineers, and
medical doctors from national labs, major corporations, and
universities. These individuals provide analytical support to PSI TECH
technical intelligence collection projects, as required. PSI TECH
training and operations performance standards are exacting; we require
military precision on the part of our remote viewers. Each viewer works
independently and does not collaborate or compare data with other
viewers. The training program employed to install those unique skills
which enable the production of calibrated, consistent, and accurate
results is rigorous. While at work, a viewer's mind-body state could be
generally characterized as one of high attention. (To an unwitting
observer, a PSI TECH viewer could easily be mistaken for someone
engaged
in an attempt to solve a difficult math or science problem). Conscious
focus shifts between the tasks of directing the trained unconscious in a
systematic exploration of the assigned target, breaking out (decoding)
the target-associated gestalt patterns of information, then rendering
the data as detailed words and sketches, (or models, if necessary).
Meticulous attention to technical remote viewing structure is required
not only to correctly acquire the target and maintain lock-on but,
additionally, to disallow subconscious analysis and/or imagination from
interfering with the unconsciously acquired signal.
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Mon, 2 Feb 1998 10:16:20 -0800

Subject:
Keep it up! V.4.4.
>But now it seems that you're more interested at poking
>fun at other theories instead of supporting your own.
Censorship guy talking. No more poking fun!
> Instead of adding new
>information, you use the lowest form of wit to make a plausible theory
>sound improbable.
And that's not fair! Plausible theories can't stand low wit, they just come
apart with shame. No more using low wit!
>But most on the list are seriously trying to
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>find the truth, and are doing a fine job.
Especially young'un Tom who has asked the same questions that have
been
answered over and over again in the archives and now has fallen to callin
names instead of rebutting with facts. Pretty soon he threaten not to read
your posts and say it in capitals.
Oh, how the conspiracy guys hate to be made fun of.
Common sense...always lacking in conspiracy guys thinking.
It's time to bring back ....."The List."!
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
External cause.
a. Missile guys.
1. UnFriendly Fire.
a. Now vacant but always looking for supporters
2. Friendly fire. Persons
a. Michael Rivero, (missing in action, status unknown)
b. Michael Sweeney,
c. Philip Anderson,
d. William Serrahn,
e. Richard Hirsch,
f. Stan Clark, CEC IOC Test Failure proponent
g. (Changed category)
h. (Changed category)
i. Carl Binns,
j. Pepper Kay,
k. (Changed category)
l. Matthew Maxson
m. Tom Shoemaker ( application of high energy inputs into the
airframe from some uncommon exterior source.)
b. Meteor guy.
1. Person Michael Davias.
c. Projectile guy. Unfriendly fire.
1. Person Michael Hull.
d. Methane gas burp guy.
1. Richard Spalding. respald@somnet.sandia.gov
e. Local Geophysical Resonance guy.
1. Professor Alexandre Siniakov.
f. UFO guy.
1. Gotta be, gotta be...somewhere out there, far away is.. a UFO guy.
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g. Laser guy.
1. Jean Gully
Internal cause
a. Cargo door guys. Persons:
1. JB Smith, rupture at aft midspan latch of forward cargo door,
electrical ...all alone am I...
b. Bomb guy.
1. Mr. Sammy Finkelman, PETN had something to do with what
happened
to the plane, that it was a criminal act, and not an accident, and that the
scene of the crime was JFK Airport.
c. Center tank explosion as initial event guys.
1. United States of America National Transportation Safety Board
Aviation Division Aircraft Accident Investigation Branch TWA Flight 80
event. Mr. James Hall, Mr. Robert Francis, Dr. Bernard Loeb, Mr. Al
Dickinson, Mr. Ron Schleede, FAA Northwest Region.
a. Ignition source for cwt guys:
static electricity guy,
voltage jump guy,
right tank fire guy,
scavenge pump guy,
small bomb guy,
engine number three guy,
meteor guy,
fuel probe guy,
missile guy,
lightning guy.
d. Structural sabotage guy.
1. Maybe Mr. Finkelman.
Other guys.
a. The Unstated: Persons
H. Michael Sweeney
David Nunnery,
Danny Cox
Marshall Houston
Walter Lee
Mr. Sivak.
Stan Martin
Ms. Gladkin
Stan Bernstein
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John Fazli
Dieter Peer
Jose Cremades
Dennis Hudecki
Oral Deckard
Cerrept
Tom Rouse
Brad Dolan
Tom Stalcup
George Donaldson
Bob Donaldson
Bob's son.
b. The Uncommitted.
1. Dan Lester.
2. Ian Goddard, the used to be committed, then uncommitted, and
now maybe back committed, it's hard to tell.
c. The Unheard.
1. Boeing,
2. TWA
d. The Unresponsive:
1. NTSB, (We will have public hearing where the public hears us.
We
don't hear the public.)
2. FBI, (We don't know what it was, but we know it's not a bomb or
missile.)
3. FAA, now partially listening, but still not talking.
4. Politicians, (everybody be calm, no need to panic.)
5. Civil servants. (Servant?)
e. The Uncomprehending.
1. Press,
2. TV,
3. Radio.
f. The Unknowing;
1. Public.
2. Passengers
g. The Uncaring.
1. Mr. D.
h. The Unforgiving.
1. The Dead.
barry@corazon.com
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http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Fri, 20 Feb 1998 01:48:49 -0700

Subject:
Lies, shmies.
>BD: Barry, Barry, Barry....How can you lie about data you posted on
your own
>web site.
Uh, with difficulty? With remorse. With trepidation? With cunning. With
high expectation of not getting caught? With a sinister giggle at the evil
I have unleashed?
Lies, shmies.
>>BD>Many witnesses saw two fireballs, one
>>>at 13,500 ft and the later MF.
>>
>>JBS: Not true. Error noted.
Attempted correction noted. Still not true.
Big difference between explosion and fireball. (Yes, maybe I should have
capitalized 'Big') That's why the NTSB made two categories, explosion
and
fireball. The cwt guys have explosion but no fireball at 13700 feet and
fireball with explosion at about 5000-7000 feet.
And, as it turns out, unfortunately for those few missile guys who respec
precision, (there has to be at least one), nowhere in the eyewitness
reports are two fireballs reported.
But hey, missile guys will call that 'playing' with words. And it's like,
close enough. Like horseshoes.
>BD: JBS, you can twist and distort what is in this report all you want,
OK, thanks for the permission.
> but
>one thing is pretty clear, the majority of witnesses saw something ascend
from
>the surface in a streak of light and end in an explosion or fireball.
One thing is pretty clear, it was impossible to determine which direction a
thing went when only streak of light is given for a clue.
One thing is pretty clear, no witness reported seeing streak go from
surface, ascend, hit TWA 800, then fireball. Sorry, but even the most
imaginative eyewitness never put it together that much. Witness reports
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have links in your fantasy missile shootdown and you have strung the
segment reports you want into string which has no credibility as whole.
It's just so sad to read the eyewitness reports which gut the missile
explanation with facts, times, and directions because after all these
months of clinging to witness reports, those poor missile saps are betraye
by them.
For missile, the color is wrong; the directions are wrong as all over the
sky, there is no fire, only light, the origins are from every which way,
and the durations vary. In other words, contradictory enough reports to
conclude, if it were a missile big enough to go up two miles and blow a
747
out of the sky, the descriptions of the event as viewed from ten miles awa
would be markedly different from those reported.
For shiny object spinning away to sea, the color is right, red-orange; the
directions of streak are right, all over the sky; there is light of
reflection of sun but no fire, the origins are right, all over the place,
and if it had been shiny object, the angle of sun, the amount of sun, the
lack of obscuring clouds, the position of light source sun to object plane
to observer eyewitness had to be correct and were.
>to play word games with these descriptions is disingenuous
>at best
You be the man that calls explosions fireballs and short descriptions by
many as one long statement of one. Ha!
>Not one witness said they saw an explosion first and then a streak of
light!
So true and that is the main worth of 4A, streak first then fireball. The
metal reflective object left first and about 40-50 seconds later of
spinning to earth and being viewed as streak by many, the fireball
occurred.
Missile guys would have streak first then what? It hits TWA 800 at how
high? When? Where? Yeah, problems.
See, I have to use the same rules on me as I ask of the missile guys,
messenger unimportant, check out message. Just because the missile guys
are
partially illiterate, lack advanced education in science, lazy about
research, quick to temper and threats, unable to hold abstract thoughts,
and generally unable to assume any responsibility of commitment to a
factual sequence for their mental point of view, doesn't mean they are
wrong. They could be right, depends on the evidence about the message.
And it just ain't there. Missile explanation is VaporTheory. It sounds
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promising but under examination it fades away and never produces.
Regarding rank titles, this is a mailing list/discussion group, not no
steenking officer's mess or ready room. There is a time and place for
addressing each other by title, and this ain't it, unless he was born with
a first name or given a nickname of Commander, hey it could happen! It's
sort of like the PhD fellows always like Doctor, like Dr. Loeb. Medical
Doctors just put a discrete MD after their names, PhDs put it in front and
on the end: Dr. Joe Blow, PhD. Pretentious. Shows insecurity. Rank titles
are for war or preparing for war so everyone gets the hierarchy right and
the chain of command is strong. I don't think there is any hierarchy in
LSoft, no chain of command for sure, and this ain't wartime... yet, right,
Cowboy?
So, I have put a handkerchief over my nose and slogged through the
putrid
stink called missile explanation looking for something solid in the pulpy
posts to examine and contemplate. Still looking, still sifting, still
taking short shallow breaths through the cologne soaked cotton. But
nausea
is approaching, I'm starting to gag. I don't know how much longer I can
hold out.
>BD: Elmer & JBS, you are such asses.
Opinion noted. Elmer, did he say we have such fine asses? He's not no
funny
boy, now is he? Talking about our butts? I don't know.
Anyway the name calling stuff started with the missile guys, as usual,
calling JBS and EB names as being the same person and deceptively
posting
twice. Ha! MissleHeds can give it but they can't take it.
SM>too basic.
JBS>too profound. Stan, you can't even admit UAL 811 as a
wiring/cargo door
problem as a basis for discussion. It's too basic? Too basic? What does
that mean? Too basic. Well, refusal to agree noted. Talks break down.
>Objection: No true for all cases.
>Judge; Explain
>Defense: UAL did not have power cut
>Judge; Sustained
> (14) foreign object
>damage to starboard engine #3,
>
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>Objection: Hearsay, cause and effect not substantiated.
>Judge: Sustained.
Overturned on appeal, UAL 811 did have abrupt power cut and it shows
very
nicely on CVR printout, on website of course. Power was restored 24
seconds
after door opened. Also #3 and #4 of UAL 811 fodded and caused by
baggage
fod after door opened, as stated in report. Well, Stan, not too basic,
actually UAL 811 is too sophisticated, you might want to review the
basics,
NTSB AAR 92/02, UAL 811, on web site www.corazon.com of course.
That must be the fear, UAL 811 matches so closely with the other three,
the
conclusion will be inescapable, they are related and caused by the same
event, bomb, missile, cwt, or the one most conclusively proven, wiring
door
problem.
Well, lack of agreement by the other missile guys to UAL 811 noted. I
wonder if they know what 'UAL' stands for. Talk about sticking your
head in
the sand, refusal to stipulate to previous historical events because it
hurts your case. Ha!
Maybe with all this bacteriological warfare hysteria going on, the missile
guys will squirm over the that conspiracy ripe culture dish to ferment and
forment.
Hey, Marshall Houston, I do not have two retirements, only one for twent
four years of military service. I wish I had two. Or three. Or four. If you
are going to talk about me behind my back to strangers, get my history
right.
To be disparaged in alt.disasters.aviation newsgroup or AOL chat rooms
an honor I shall cherish and not readily relinquish.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Mon, 23 Feb 1998 09:18:44 +0100
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Subject:
NTSB adjusting/modifying evidence
It's worse than contradictions, it's out and out altering.
Mr. Wildey|>"This
was brought to our attention, and the reason that we
examined this was that three of the four nose landing
doors had a red tag and were recovered from the
earliest part of the debris field and, similarly,
around the nose landing gear area there were some
fuselage pieces that were recovered that had a red tag
on it and were supposedly recovered from the red -- the
red -- earliest debris field.
Of course it became a very distinct question,
well, what happened up there, how did these pieces, the
fuselage pieces in the doors get into the red zone?
Well, our group took this as a task to look at. We
made a report on it and we determined that, for
example, on the doors themselves that, yes, those doors
apparently did come off the airplane.
They had a lack of damage on them that was
consistent with early departure. We developed some
hypotheses and scenarios that could allow the doors to
depart from the airplane very early in the sequence,
and it is consistent with the factual observations we
have made.
so, for the doors we said, yes, it appears as
though we have a sequence that could account for the
doors to come off early, and we also examined the
fuselage pieces right around there that had red tags on
them, and we looked at all the features we could find,
and for the fuselage pieces around there we said we
find no physical evidence to suggest that those
particular pieces actually departed the airplane early
on in the sequence.
I think, if I remember our report, we said we
believed that those particular pieces should be treated
as yellow zone parts because we don't find any way that
they could possibly have come off the airplane early in
the sequence and actually have been found in the red
debris field.
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Just as a side note, I am aware that the tags
on those particular fuselage pieces from around the
nose area are the so-called 2,000 series tags, and that
is not my area of expertise, but these are the -- these
tags had some questions about their pedigree, if you
will.
But, that is really not our concern. We are
saying, and our group said that we don't believe those are red zone parts
and we would treat those as yellow
zone parts for the purposes of analyzing the break-up
sequence."
JBS>That's amazing testimony. That's changing the territory to fit the
map.
The pieces were in the red zone because they came off first not because
they were wrongly tagged. They came off first because the area around th
nose gear is near the forward cargo door and that went first during the
explosive decompression. The access door and the nose doors and the
fuselage pieces around the nose gear doors all left first because that is
consistent with explosive decompression when forward cargo door
ruptures.
It is not consistent with center tank as initial event. To change the
status of evidence, to disregard location of evidence to fit theory, is
wrong. To put yellow tags on pieces of fuselage that were originally red
zone is wrong. It is like filing the edges of a puzzle piece to get it to
fit.
What the transcript reveals is a prosecution of the center tank to the
extent of adjusting evidence by changing location status. Red zone piece
were considered yellow zone to fit the center tank explanation. Not good.
Mr. Wildey II> "I think, if I remember our report, we said we
believed that those particular pieces should be treated
as yellow zone parts because we don't find any way that
they could possibly have come off the airplane early in
the sequence and actually have been found in the red
debris field."
JBS>Well, there is a way; cargo door rupture to door open to explosive
decompression to nose off. If your facts don't fit the explanation, find
another explanation, don't change your facts. You have changed the facts
by
calling red zone pieces of fuselage skin near the forward cargo door
yellow
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zone pieces. And then to buttress the violation of investigative technique,
the capability and accuracy of the recovering forces is questioned, but not
your initial event explanation of center tank explosion. 'Blame the other
guy' is not right, especially since they were not there to defend
themselves of the accusation of sloppy work.
Ah, if only all jurors could change the evidence location to fit their
biased view of the defendant. They would be happy. It is sort of like
saying a bloody glove, although found over here, should really be over
there, so let's say it was and consider it as such. It leads to false
conclusions and injustice.
Did the center tank explode in flight or not? Did it only catch fire?
I've always assumed it did explode but as a weak secondary event leading
to
big secondary event of main fuel tanks exploding into big fireball.
First of all, the conclusions reached by the
Sequencing Group eliminated a large scale structural
problem away from the wing center section fuel tank.
Specific areas that were eliminated as factors include
the section 4142 fuselage joint in the forward cargo
door. A report on these subjects is contained in
Exhibit 15(c) .
The section 4142 fuselage joint is located in
station 520 at the forward end of the reconstructed
portion of the airplane, and you can see that right
here (demonstrating) .
Although there have been some manufacturing
alignment problems associated with this joint, the
accident airplane contained absolutely no evidence of
pre-existing weaknesses at this point, or that the
joint separated in any manner before the nose section
impacted the water relatively intact.
Similarly, the forward cargo door which is
just aft of station 520 on the lower side of the
airplane has had some latching problems in the past.
The examinations of the TWA airplane, however,
conclusively show that this door was latched and locked
along its bottom edge through the entire break-up
sequence.
The door was in this position and was part of
the nose section when it impacted the water.
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Basically, for these two items you can see they are
both part of the nose section and that there are no
separations or failures prior to water impact in this
25 area.
Yet directly contradicted by FAA directorate that first said all latched
and all locked at impact by letter to me excerpted below.
>FAA: "While no one scenario has been categorically proven to the the
>cause, it is believed, based upon available data, that the center tank
>(CWT) explosion preceded any separation of the forward cargo door.
The
>paint markings and structural deformation that you cite, do indicate an
>outward explosion, generally accepted to be caused by the explosion of
the
>CWT. Furthermore, you mentioned that the forward cargo door was
recovered
>a considerable distance from the rest of the structure. This could be due
>to its aerodynamic characteristics and prevailing winds at the time of the
>accident, rather than attributing this as the primary cause of the
>accident." Mr. Neil Shalekamp, Manager.
Below is talk of hoop tension found, normal if door open in flight and
abnormal if door intact. Mr. Streeter then asks the second most important
question.
MR. STREETER: Yes, Mr. Chairman. For Mr.
Wildey, a couple of items here for clarification.
Specifically out of the red area, were there any
fuselage skins in that area that showed any type of
hoop tension failure (inaudible) .
WITNESS WILDEY: Yes, we tried to document
that and it is contained within our report. One of the
figures that I used did show this hoop tension type of
fracture. That occurred at the initial point of the
fuselage fracture at stringer forty right.
There were also other areas where you could
not see any evidence of a running fracture that we
classified as -- basically, from pure hoop tension, but
on either side of these other areas the fracture was
running into it and then out of it in the other
direction.
so, the only real area that we saw was
associated with stringer forty -- excuse me -- yes,
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forty right where the fuselage cracking initiated as it
came down through the front spar.
MR. STREETER: The one other area that was
mentioned in your testimony regarding span-wise beam 3
failing in the forward direction, in Exhibit 18(a) you
discussed where a portion of span-wise beam 2 was found
in the red area.
Now, are there any inconsistencies of that,
or is that related to the fuselage opening up? My
concern is, would you have expected span-wise beam 2 to
end up elsewhere?
WITNESS WILDEY: Well, I don't know if we had
any expectations, or if you could really expect what
would happen, because we just don't really know. But,
there was a manufacturing access door from span-wise
beam 2 just behind span-wise beam 3, and this door was
found in the red zone and had no soot or fire damage on
it consistent with very early departure and with its
recovery position.
It clearly indicates that this door separated
as part of the initial event and was blown out as
part -- as was span-wise beam 3 and the front spar, and
came out through the same hole in the lower fuselage
that was created in the belly skin just in front of the
front spar.
CHAIRMAN HALL: What is a manufacturing
access door? Can you describe that for us?
WITNESS WILDEY: It is a door that is
provided in span-wise beam 2 for access during the
manufacturing process. It is then rivetted up and you
can't really get in there after that.
There are other doors that are maintenance
access doors that can be disassembled and reassembled.
This is a door that is rivetted back up during the
manufacturing process and is not really there.
CHAIRMAN HALL: The approximate size of this
piece?
WITNESS WILDEY: It is about two feet by
three feet. It is an oval-shaped door.
CHAIRMAN HALL: Thank you.
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WITNESS WILDEY: Did that answer your
question, Mr. Streeter?
MR. STREETER: I think so. The main thing I
am trying to get at is, again, with that piece in that
position, your group didn't see any reason for that to
cause any concern as far as your break-up sequence
design, is that correct?
WITNESS WILDEY? Well, our sequence does take
into account how this door -- we list several possible
ways for this door to have come off. I don't know that
we reached an absolute firm conclusion as to exactly
how that happened, but surely during the initial
explosion or shortly thereafter this door was broken
from its perimeter, and we see significant evidence
that the door was pushed in the forward direction after
part of it failed and, so, it came out while there was
still pressure behind it to push it out, so it is part
of the initial event.
We do not see any evidence of a bomb or any
kind of explosion features right on the door, itself.
so, it appears that part of the door perimeter was
ripped apart and then the pressure behind the door
pushed it in the forward direction. It hit the top of
the tank and then got blown out into the earliest
portion of the recovery field.
The manufacturing access door may have been streak source. Found in re
zone, shiny, two feet by three feet oval, not shattered, no burn or soot
marks, and it came from an expoloded fuel tank. Door permimeter ripped
apart by stress of nose coming off, not explosion.
Anyway, in addition to the big problem of trying to find out what
happened
to TWA 800 based upon the evidence, now we have to sort through the
evidence to find out what it really is, where it was really found, and what
really happened to it, and that is after we fight to get a look at it.
Is it too early to start the investigation of the investigation?
(Still no coverup, just unfair prosecution of one theory, theirs, to the
exclusion of others and the altering of evidence to fit theirs. Same as it
ever was.)
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
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barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Sun, 1 Feb 1998 11:03:48 -0800

Subject:
Old age/Science/cargo door
In-Reply-To:
<FLIGHT-800%1998020113192123@HOME.EASE.LSOFT.COM>
>John, you still don't understand how this door operates!
Stan, I know how the door is supposed to operate. You are very good at
telling me how the door is supposed to work. And it does most of the time
And it doesn't a small part of the time. You have not accounted for slack
in tubes and bellcranks, for wear and tear of twenty five years, 15000
cycles, and 93000 hours, 38000 pounds of internal force, out of rig door,
weak Section 41, and the latch does not have to open completely, just
partially. Not even partially, just one latch of ten goes past the midway
point just a little bit.
It's a combination of bad things that allow the rupture to occur at aft
midspan latch. It's only happened few times out of millions of times of
normal use.
A larger issue is not the door but the wiring that allowed door motor to
short on. Doors can be fixed or even sealed; wiring needs to be replaced
and that is prohibitive.
Wiring in TWA 800 was poly-x, section 41 had not had the retrofit, wirin
had been modified and old wiring left in place, and forward cargo hold
wiring fires in other 747s have occurred twice in recent times as shown b
NTSB exhibits. Door opening in flight has happened before several times
Wiring is the big problem, door rupture and center tank explosion are
symptoms.
We are on the same side in that there is a problem and we want it fixed.
The problem comes first, not the officials in charge who may or may not
be
diligent in the exercise of their sworn duties.
What is your opinion about wiring in the forward cargo hold of 747s?
Could
it chafe and short? Is there previous evidence of water in that hold? Is
the EPR wire in the same bundle as the door motor wire? Most of the fou
accident aircraft had strange EPR problems either just before or during th
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fatal flight.
Wiring is the true villain, door and center tank were innocent bystanders.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
BTW, the only thing missing from the RCMP disclosure of involvement
of a
Sikh terrorist in the AI 182 accident was pesky evidence. As usual.
Inadvertent Opening of Forward Cargo Door in Flight
Each aircraft had the forward cargo door rupture/open in flight; one cause
was called correctly (UAL 811), two were called bombs (AI 182 and PA
103)
and one is unknown (TWA 800) but may be called bomb or fuel
explosion near
cargo door as probable cause. The forward cargo door ruptured/opened in
flight on all of them. Why the door rupture/opened is a mystery.
United Airlines Flight 811:
Probable Cause: The NTSB determines that the probable cause of this
accident was the sudden opening of the forward lower lobe cargo door in
flight and the subsequent explosive decompression."
NTSB/AAR 92/02 Page 92
Air India Flight 182:
"There is considerable circumstantial and other evidence to indicate that
the initial event was an explosion occurring in the forward cargo
compartment."
Canadian Aviation Safety Board Air India 23 June 1985, page
58
Pan Am Flight 103:
"Cause:The in-flight disintegration of the aircraft was caused by the
detonation of an improvised explosive device located in a baggage
container
positioned on the left side of the forward cargo hold at aircraft station
700."
UK AAIB Report 2/90 Page 57
"The analysis of the flight recorders,
using currently accepted techniques, did not reveal positive evidence of a
explosive event."
UK AAIB Report 2/90 Page 56
Trans World Airlines Flight 800:
"Investigators also said that a cargo door, presumably the front one, had
been found significantly closer to Kennedy International Airport, where
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the
flight originated, than almost all of the other parts located so far."
News
Reports from Associated Press, Reuters, major newspapers, press releases
from NTSB, FBI
Investigators from NTSB believe the initial event was a
center fuel tank explosion.
The FBI continues to believe it was bomb or
missile.
Comment: Doors ruptured/opened leading to fatal accidents on four
aircraft. Why doors ruptured/opened is a mystery. The distinct crash
similarities of aircraft type, radar returns, wreckage plot, sudden short
loud sound, abrupt power cut, fodded engines, inflight damage, missing
bodies, torn off noses, and start place of damage qualify three aircraft
into one class from which the deduction may be made that one unifying
cause
had the same effects. Another accident with the same similarities except
for a torn off nose and less wreckage may also be included in that class.
The unifying cause for all four accidents is the inadvertent
rupture/opening of the forward cargo door inflight. 2 Nov 97
Sequence of Destruction for TWA Flight 800
Hot humid air in forward cargo compartment was subjected to cold
conditioned air after takeoff on hot summer evening near New York on
July
17, 1996. Condensation was precipitated out and formed on cold metal
fuselage skin. Poly-X wire bundle which held cargo door motor on power
was
chafed by the friction of continuous vibration against clamp or many door
openings and closings on it. Sheath around bundle was worn through to
insulation and then worn through to bare wire. Condensed water met the
bare
wire and shorted against fuselage metal charring wires and powering on
door
motor which attempted to turn all ten cam sectors to unlocked position. A
13700 feet MSL and 300 KCAS, the eight lower cam sectors were
prevented
from unlocking because of strengthened locking sectors. However, the tw
midspan latches have no locking sectors. The slack in bellcranks, torque
tubes, and high time worn cam latches allowed the aft midspan latch to
rotate just past center allowing the 3.5 PSI internal pressure to rupture
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outward the forward cargo door at the aft midspan latch.
The nine foot by eight foot squarish door burst open at midspan latch
sending the latch and door material spinning away in the setting sun whic
reflected upon the shiny metal as it spun away erratically and appeared as
red-orange streak to ground observers moving all which ways. The aft
door
frame was clean of attachment to door and bulged outward. Fuselage skin
was
torn vertically. The door fractured and shattered. The bottom eight latche
held tight to the bottom eight latch pins on bottom sill while bottom
external skin of door blew away. The top piece of red topped cargo door
opened out and up smashing into the white fuselage skin above it leaving
the red paint of the door on the white paint between passenger windows
above. The red paint of the trim was rubbed away showing the white pain
underneath The top piece of the door took the hinge with it and fuselage
skin as it is tore away. The loose red painted trim piece and top of door
flew directly aft and impacted the right horizontal stabilizer leaving a
red paint transfer mark on it. The hinge still appears to be working
normally likely having overtravel impression marks on the opposite hinge
when door overextended to slam on fuselage above. The top piece of the
door
shows inward damage when it hit fuselage above.
The explosive decompression of the thirty eight thousand pounds of
internal
force on the door blew out a large hole about twenty feet wide and forty
feet high on the right side of the nose forward of the wing. Parts of the
cargo hold structure were the first parts to leave the aircraft. The now
uncompressed air molecules rushed out of the huge hole equalizing high
pressure inside to low pressure outside while making a very loud noise.
Fuselage skin was peeled outward at various places on the right side of th
nose. The sudden rushing air was recorded on the Cockpit Voice
Recorder as
a sudden loud sound. The explosive decompression of the forward cargo
hold
severely disrupted the nearby main equipment compartment which
housed power
cables and abruptly shut off power to the Flight Data Recorder.
At least nine passenger's bodies were never found, only bone fragments.
The
number three engine also ingested metal in baggage and started on fire
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from
inefficient burning of fuel. The number three engine with pylon started to
vibrate and a stator blade from the engine was spit out and impacted
directly behind it in the right horizontal stabilizer.
The floor beams above the cargo hold were bent downward, fractured and
broken from the sudden decompression. The main structural members of
door
and frame were gone and compromised. The flight attitude of the aircraft
was askew to the left from reaction of explosive decompression to the
right. Air rushed into the hole and weakened other skin and frame peeling
skin outward. The 300 knots of air pressed upon the weakened nose and
crumpled it into the large hole. The nose tore off and landed in a dense
debris heap apart from the rest of the plane.
The port side forward of the wing was smooth and unshattered while the
starboard side forward of the wing was shattered, torn, and frayed at
ruptured cargo door area and severely disturbed over twenty feet by forty
foot explosive decompression zone. Outward petal shaped fuselage skin
appeared at aft midspan latch from rupture. Aft midspan latch was blown
away. Outward peeled skin appeared from blowout. Fuselage skin
remained
smooth next to blown out skin.
The rest of the plane without the nose suddenly decelerated from 300
knots
and caused whiplash injuries to passengers. Passengers inside fuselage
had
baro-trauma to eardrums which ruptured trying to equalize middle ear
pressure. The plane maneuvered with huge gaping wound in front
increasing
drag. The wind force disintegrated the fuselage and wings. Fuel poured ou
of ruptured tanks as wreckage fell. The broken fuselage, the ruptured
wings, the fuel cloud, the center tank, and the spinning, on fire engine
number three met at 7500 feet and exploded into a bright loud fireball
putting singe marks on the fuselage skin while leaving earlier departed
nose burn and singe mark free. The center tank exploded as well as other
nearby fuel tanks. Forward passengers were not burned because they
were in
the earlier separated nose.The debris fell and spread out from 7500 feet to
sea level in windblown southeast direction, leaving a wide debris field.
Ground observers heard the fireball explosion of the center tank and other
fuel and looked up. They saw fire and smoke and falling debris.
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Explosive decompression at the forward cargo hold led to suspicion of
bomb
in cargo compartment but bomb later ruled out. Debris ejected to the righ
from explosive decompression led to suspicion of missile exploding on le
side of nose. Streak of shiny metal object spinning away reflecting evenin
sun to ground observers led to suspicion of missile exhaust but later ruled
out.
Fire/explosion of center tank into fireball led to suspicion of center tank
explosion as initial event. There were difficulties in determining ignition
source, fuel volatility, unheard fuel explosion sound on CVR, unilateral
fuselage damage, singe marks, and other evidence needed to corroborate
center tank explosion as initial explosion.
Fuselage rupture at aft midspan latch of forward cargo door inflight is
initially rejected because bottom eight latches are found latched around
locking pins while two midspan latches are unexamined and status
unreported.
Event, consequence, significance, source for destruction sequence:
1. Hot humid air in forward cargo compartment was subjected to cold
conditioned air after takeoff on hot summer evening near New York on
July
17, 1996.
NTSB exhibits gave takeoff time and temperatures plus the airconditionin
system in Boeing 747s.
2. Condensation was precipitated out and formed on cold metal fuselage
skin.
Water was available to ground any bare wires to fuselage skin.
Observation
made of water cascading out of forward cargo hold of Boeing airliner by
John Barry Smith standing in concourse at San Francisco Airport on
December
6, 1997.
3. Poly-X wire bundle which held cargo door motor on power was chafed
by
the friction of continuous vibration against clamp or many door openings
and closings on it. Sheath around bundle was worn through to insulation
and
then worn through to bare wire.
Bare wires can be shorted to ground causing power to go to door motor.
NTSB
exhibits list two forward cargo hold charred wiring fires. NTSB hearing o
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aging aircraft detailed problems with poly-x wiring chafing from vibratio
NTSB AAR 92/02 detailed problems with chafing wires causing door
motor to
turn on. TWA 800 had poly-x wiring.
4. Condensed water met the bare wire and shorted against fuselage metal
charring wires and powering on door motor which attempted to turn all te
cam sectors to unlocked position.
Event explains how door motor got power to turn on. NTSB exhibits list
two
previous cargo hold charred wire fires. NTSB AAR 92/02 lists two
uncommanded cargo door opening on Boeing 747s caused by electrical
problems, UAL preflight and UAL 811.
5. At 13700 feet MSL and 300 KCAS, the eight lower cam sectors were
prevented from unlocking because of strengthened locking sectors.
However,
the two midspan latches have no locking sectors.
The eight bottom latches held tight to locking pins because of AD
88-12-04
which strengthened all the eight locking sectors. NTSB AAR 92/02
describes
the AD, door, and all latches.
6. The slack in bellcranks, torque tubes, and high time worn cam latches
allowed the aft midspan latch to rotate just past center allowing the 3.5
PSI internal pressure to rupture outward the forward cargo door at the aft
midspan latch.
UAL 811 had small rupture at aft midspan latch as shown in photograph
in
NTSB AAR 92/02. NTSB exhibit lists 3.5 PSI pressure differential. TWA
800
was extremely old aircraft with over 93000 flight hours.
7. The nine foot by eight foot squarish door burst open at midspan latch
sending the latch and door material spinning away in the setting sun whic
reflected upon the shiny metal as it spun away erratically and appeared as
red-orange streak to ground observers moving all which ways.
Press reports reveal eyewitnesses say different colored streaks going ever
which way from all directions. Time of 8:31 PM and angle of low sun to
aircraft in east and observers to the west had to be perfectly aligned for
spinning falling shiny piece of metal to reflect as streak to observers.
8. The aft door frame was clean of attachment to door and bulged outward
Aft midspan latch blown away at rupture time and caused outward bulge.
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NTSB
reconstruction photograph shows bulge and missing latch.
9. Fuselage skin was torn vertically.
Explosive decompression bursts outward limited by stringers and
bulkheads
which are vertical and match the other cargo door accident, UAL 811.
NTSB
photograph shows the vertical tears of TWA 800.
10. The door fractured and shattered.
NTSB photograph shows the damage. 38000 pounds of force were
suddenly
released onto now weakened door and it burst apart. 99 inches times 110
inches times 3.5 PSI equals 38115 pounds of force on the ten latches and
hinge.
11. The bottom eight latches held tight to the bottom eight latch pins on
bottom sill while bottom external skin of door blew away.
The bottom of large door held tight while middle of door ruptured in a
troublesome section of a high time Boeing 747, Section 41 and Section
42.
TWA 800 had not yet had the Section 41 retrofit. NTSB exhibit states
bottom
eight latches latched.
12. The top piece of red topped cargo door opened out and up smashing
into
the white fuselage skin above it leaving the red paint of the door on the
white paint between passenger windows above. The red paint of the trim
was
rubbed away showing the white paint underneath. The top piece of the
door
took the hinge with it and fuselage skin as it is tore away.
The loose red painted trim piece and top of door flew directly aft and
impacted the right horizontal stabilizer leaving a red paint transfer mark
on it.
The hinge still appears to be working normally likely having overtravel
impression marks on the opposite hinge when door overextended to slam
on
fuselage above.
The top piece of the door shows inward damage when it hit fuselage
above.
Sequence of door opening out and up and transferring paint above is
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described in text and drawing in NTSB AAR 92/02. Inward movement of
top of
door is described in AAR 92/02. Normal working hinge attached to top o
door is described in AAR 92/02. Overtravel impression damage is
described
in text and picture in AAR 92/02.
13. The explosive decompression of the thirty eight thousand pounds of
internal force on the door blew out a large hole about twenty feet wide an
forty feet high on the right side of the nose forward of the wing.
NTSB photograph shows decompression rectangle zone on right side of
nose.
14. Parts of the cargo hold structure were the first parts to leave the
aircraft.
The first parts of plane to depart indicate trouble started there. NTSB
exhibits show first parts to leave were from cargo structure.
15. The now uncompressed air molecules rushed out of the huge hole
equalizing high pressure inside to low pressure outside while making a
very
loud noise.
NTSB AAR 92/02 states crew of UAL 811 heard a 'tremendous
explosion,' when
door opened in flight.
16. Fuselage skin was peeled outward at various places on the right side o
the nose.
Outward peeling indicates force from within, not without. UAL 811 had
same
outward peeling of fuselage skin in cargo door area.
17. The sudden rushing air was recorded on the Cockpit Voice Recorder
as a
sudden loud sound.
Sound matches other Boeing 747 sudden loud sound of explosive
decompression
and a DC-10 cargo door decompression sound according to NTSB chart.
18. The explosive decompression of the forward cargo hold severely
disrupted the nearby main equipment compartment which housed power
cables
and abruptly shut off power to the Flight Data Recorder.
Cables for power and signal run through the forward cargo hold to the
adjacent MEC. The cargo floor is severely disrupted when explosive
decompression occurs in cargo hold according to AAIB 2/90 report and
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will
cut off power abruptly.
19. At least nine passenger's bodies were never found, only bone
fragments.
Where did those bodies go? What happened to them to reduce them to
bone
fragments requiring DNA analysis to identify? At least nine bodies alway
disappear when explosive decompression occurs in high time Boeing 747
according to AAIB, NTSB, TSB and Indian reports.
20. The number three engine also ingested metal in baggage and started
on
fire from inefficient burning of fuel. The number three engine with pylon
started to vibrate and a stator blade from the engine was spit out and
impacted directly behind it in the right horizontal stabilizer.
NTSB AAR 92/02 describes the sequence of FOD into number three and
also
number four and the subsequent vibration and fire.
21. The floor beams above the cargo hold were bent downward, fractured
and
broken from the sudden decompression. The main structural members of
door
and frame were gone and compromised.
AAR 92/02, AAIB 2/90, and NTSB TWA 800 exhibits describe the
downward
movement of the floor beams above cargo compartment.
22. The flight attitude of the aircraft was askew to the left from reaction
of explosive decompression to the right. Air rushed into the hole and
weakened other skin and frame peeling skin outward.
AAR 92/02 describes the actions of the aircraft after door opened in fligh
23. The 300 knots of air pressed upon the weakened nose and crumpled it
into the large hole.
AAIB and TSB/Indian reports describe how nose came off after
explosion in
forward cargo hold at 300 KCAS of two Boeing 747s.
24. The nose tore off and landed in a dense debris heap apart from the res
of the plane.
AAIB 2/90, TSB/Indian Court, and NTSB TWA 800 exhibits describe
the dense
nose debris field present when nose comes off in flight of three Boeing
747s.
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25. The port side forward of the wing was smooth and unshattered while
the
starboard side forward of the wing was shattered, torn, and frayed at
ruptured cargo door area and severely disturbed over twenty feet by forty
foot explosive decompression zone. Outward petal shaped fuselage skin
appeared at aft midspan latch from rupture. Aft midspan latch was blown
away. Outward peeled skin appeared from blowout. Fuselage skin
remained
smooth next to blown out skin.
AAIB 2/90, TSB/Indian, and NTSB photographs describe the lesser
damage port
side nose compared to the more severely damaged starboard side as well
as
the outward peeled skin on nose of three Boeing 747s.
27. The rest of the plane without the nose suddenly decelerated from 300
knots and caused whiplash injuries to passengers. Passengers inside
fuselage had baro-trauma to eardrums which ruptured trying to equalize
middle ear pressure.
Passenger injuries are described in NTSB exhibits, TSB/Indian report,
AAIB
2/90, and NTSB exhibits.
28. The plane maneuvered with huge gaping wound in front increasing
drag.
The wind force disintegrated the fuselage and wings. Fuel poured out of
ruptured tanks as wreckage fell. The broken fuselage, the ruptured wings
the fuel cloud, the center tank, and the spinning, on fire engine number
three met at 7500 feet and exploded into a bright loud fireball putting
singe marks on the fuselage skin while leaving earlier departed nose burn
and singe mark free. The center tank exploded as well as other nearby fue
tanks. Forward passengers were not burned because they were in the
earlier
separated nose. The debris fell and spread out from 7500 feet to sea level
in windblown southeast direction, leaving a wide debris field. Ground
observers heard the fireball explosion of the center tank and other fuel
and looked up. They saw fire and smoke and falling debris.
NTSB exhibits describe the breakup sequence and NTSB video shows
fireball
seconds later and thousands of feet lower than initial event. Engine numb
three was on fire for AAIB 2/90 and number four was on fire for NTSB
AAR
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92/02 after cargo hold ruptures.
29. Explosive decompression at the forward cargo hold led to suspicion o
bomb in cargo compartment but bomb later ruled out.
Debris ejected to the right from explosive decompression led to suspicion
of missile exploding on left side of nose.
Streak of shiny metal object spinning away reflecting evening sun to
ground
observers led to suspicion of missile exhaust but later ruled out.
Fire/explosion of center tank into fireball led to suspicion of center tank
explosion as initial event.
Press reports, FBI reports, and NTSB reports describe the bomb, missile
and
center tank explanations.
30. There were difficulties in determining ignition source, fuel
volatility, unheard fuel explosion sound on CVR, unilateral fuselage
damage, singe marks, and other evidence needed to corroborate center
tank
explosion as initial explosion.
NTSB public hearing reveals the gaps in the center tank as initial event
explanation.
31. Fuselage rupture at aft midspan latch of forward cargo door inflight is
initially rejected because bottom eight latches are found latched around
locking pins while two midspan latches are unexamined and status
unreported.
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Sun, 8 Feb 1998 11:36:39 -0700

Subject:
Plain facts, I like 'em.
TS>However, this list is maintained by a general belief that aging
>wires had nothing to do with the crash of TWA 800.
Whoa, dude! Who elected you spokesperson? This list is maintained by a
neutral party, LSoft. Aging wire explanation for TWA 800 is supported
strongly by this person, me, who has been on this list longer than you, has
posted more than you, and has had wiring as potential source since eight
days after TWA 800 since it matched UAL 811 with bad wiring.
Another characteristic of conspiracy guys is they try to control the
content and style of discussion. Here is the attempt to say, Yes, Mr. King
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wiring is a problem but go talk about it somewhere else, we all here
believe conspiracy of bomb or missile, not your well documented wiring
problem explanation. You don't belong here, Mr. King, is what the above
statement about 'general belief that aging wires had nothing to do with
the carsh of TWA 800." And that conclusion was reached after twenty
minutes? Read one post on wiring, ruled it out, let's get back to missiles.
Ha!
Here's the funny part, Mr. King is one of you, the conspiracy guys too, in
that he believes there is a coverup of the wiring problem. Mr. King and hi
wiring expert friends believe there is a wiring problem, and I do too, but
I don't think the problem is covered up, just slow to be appreciated, as
any idea that would require a multi billion retrofit to airliners is slow
to be accepted.
Just because we are first to identify a problem does not mean others know
about it and are hiding the knowledge. When you are first, if there is any
covering up to do, it will be by that person. Wiring and cargo door guy ar
telling the world as loud and as fast as we can. We are not covering up ba
wiring or cargo door opening as a consequence of the bad wiring. NTSB
is
not either, NTSB AAR 92/02 goes into detail, NTSB hearing on
Thursday went
into detail. There's more of course. Wiring is an entire industry.
The difference between the missile guys and the wiring guys, is the wirin
guys have facts of actual events, not what could have happened.
And that's why the missile guys immediately want the wiring guys to go
away; they keep on bringing up those pesky facts, not fantasy wishful
thinking of what might have been, but wasn't.
TS>Hundreds of eyewitnesses saw an object(s) travel perpendicular to
flight
>800 and explode in or near the plane just before it went down.
No, they didn't. Such nonsense spoken as fact and unsubstantiated.
Hundreds
of people saw streak in sky, not the same thing as your conclusion. It's
your conclusion, your opinion, that streak going up means object going
up,
wrong conclusion but then to know that you have to know physics and
that's
always harder than wishful thinking.
> And since the other theories presented can not possibly
>describe this object, the eyewitnesses and most list subscribers reject
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>them.
Wha? How do you know? Where's your list? A leader exerts control by
assumption, nice try, I recognize you as leader. And like most leaders, no
too knowledgable about the facts, just the feelings.
> other theories presented can not possibly
>>describe this object
Nonsense.
>They are happy that people such as the
>subscribers of this list are privately investigating the tragedy.
Now you're speaking for the eyewitnesses! You were born to be a
spokesperson, no new ideas but very eager to speak for others about the
old
ones.
>I hope that some day the NTSB will find the cause of the
>center wing tank explosion, taking into account this fast moving object.
Me too, and the only actual, real, hold, smell, touch fast moving objects
around are pieces of TWA 800 that left first, cargo door and nearby
fuselage skin. Too bad no pieces of bomb or missile or casing or residue,
or pitting or something that you could point to other than wishful
thinking. But don't let that stop you.
To be pesky, just what exactly on this invisible missile caused the streak?
I hate to have to ask again, but it is sort of like, you know, important.
Streak as missile, what part of missile caused streak? Basic. How about a
missile with no departure point, no landing point, no launching persons, n
guidance, no entry point, no exit point, no noise, no residue, no pitting,
and now no source for the streak upon which your whole case rests. Truly
a
fantasy missile.
>We all have own pet HYPOTHESES about what happened to this tragic
flight.
>Until we have DEFINITIVE evidence, it's OK to feel justified about our
own
>ideas, as long as we realize that, as of this moment, that's all they are.
Not true, you only capitalized three words, it takes more than that for me
to be convinced of truth, like four or five maybe, then you're talking.
The date on the below email to NTSB is 7/25/96, 3:33PM Anybody have
anything earlier? And this was way before I had the UAL 811 final report
which showed the bad wiring and not the improper latching reason.
To: webmaster@ntsb.gov
From: barry@corazon.com
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Subject: TWA crash cause explained
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments: :Master:31652:crash103drawdoorpictcrop.JPG:
:Master:31652:crash811doorpictcrop.JPG:
The theory is that inadvertent cargo door openings have caused the
crashes
of TWA Flight 800, Pan Am Flight 103, and United Flight 811. RE:
TWA
Flight 800, the visual streak reported is the cargo door spinning down
reflecting in the evening dusk sun. The radar anomaly is the cargo door a
it detached from the fulelage. The tapes of Flights 800, 103 and 811 will
all be similar at the time of door separation.
Attached as jpg files are two illustrations: one is a photo from the NTSB
accident report of United Flight 811 after landing with it's cargo door
torn off. The rectangle shows the area of tearing and loss. The other
illustration is a drawing from the UK accident report of Pan AM Flight
103
showing the sequence of destruction. This drawing shows the similarity o
disintergration. The shapes are the same, the doors were broken in half at
the same breakline, and the sizes are the same. There are other interesting
drawings in the UK report but at this time we are testing the concept of
scanning documents and attaching them as jpgs to send to you as email.
Please tell me your success at this mode and the quality of pictures.
Below are two reports from the NTSB archives just for reference. The
Flight 103 report is blank on the NTSB web page, probably because it is a
foreign report. (But I ordered it from a company who responded to my
request on your AVWEB page. He read your web page, saw my request
and
emailed me. I emailed back and ordered the two reports from the
company for
total 120 dollars. I had tried for months to do something that took one
day using AVWEB.)
More info: the sounds of the two flight recorders on 103 and 811 are
similar at time of door coming off. The 811 door was found unlatched at
the
bottom of Pacific; 103 door was found and latch condition omitted in
report
while the other two cargo doors were reported as latched. Radar blip
anomalies were detected on 103 and 800 just before disintergration. Door
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spinning away would give such blips and also for 800 appear as visual
streak as it reflected the evening sun.
The doors of 811 and 103 came off and 125 opened, no doubt. The
cause of
the 811 was improper latching and design. The stated cause of 103 was
bomb
in cargo hold.
All four aircraft were very eary 747-100 series with over 58000 flights
hours. Many early 747's, such as Pan Am 103, had their cargo doors and
cargo area reworked for military use thereby tampering with original
design.
False positive for explosives on TWA Flight 800 was reported today,
could
have happened on 103.
Yes, I am saying Pan Am 103 crash cause was an inadvertent opening
cargo
door and not a bomb. Yes, I am saying United 811 and Pan Am 125 were
a
cargo doors. Yes, I am saying TWA 800 crash cause was a cargo door.
I predict the door on 800 will be found broken in half and unlatched. I
predict the flight data recorders will have simliar sounds at time of
destruction to the 103 and 811 tapes. I predict the breakup sequence of th
airframe will be similar.
Here is the analogy: A balloon not inflated when pricked does nothing,
such as inadvertant door opening on runway (as 747 cargo doors have
done
several documented times). A balloon partially pricked does nothing, such
as a door opening but not coming off (Pan Am Flight 125). A balloon
pricked
when fully inflated pops, such as door opening at 31000 feet (Pan Am
103).
A balloon pricked when partially inflated hisses and deflates, such as doo
opening at 21000 feet (United Flight 811), or 13500 feet, (TWA Flight
800).
And then wind force takes over and tears the fuselage apart. (How lucky
were the passengers on Flight 125 and Flight 811!)
Background on me: I was an audiologist for ten years and can analyze
sounds such as the flight data recorder tapes. I was a radar operator for
nine years and can understand picking up large cargo doors as returns. I
was an air intelligence officer/reconnaissance attack navigator for eight
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years and understand need for careful research, evaluation, and
conclusions. I was involved in an ejection where the pilot died and I
suffered back injury. I know accident investigation is important.
1. This excerpt is from the United Flight
811 cargo door report used as background info.
1.17.1 Previous Cargo Door Incident
On March 10, 1987, a Pan American Airways B-747-122,
N740PA,
operating as flight 125 from London to New York, experienced an
incident involving the forward cargo door. According to Pan Am and
Boeing
officials who investigated this incident, the flightcrew experienced
pressurization problems as the airplane was climbing through about
20,000
feet. The crew began a descent and the pressurization problem ceased
about
15,000 feet. The crew began to climb again, but about 20,000 feet, the
cabin altitude began to rise rapidly again. The flight returned to London.
When the airplane was examined on the ground, the
forward cargo door was found open about 1 1/2 inches along the bottom
with
the latch cams unlatched and the master latch lock handle closed. The
cockpit cargo door warning light was off.
2. Scheduled 14 CFR 121 operation of TRANSWORLD AIRWAYS
(D.B.A. TWA)
Accident occurred JUL-17-96 at EAST
MORICHES, NY
Aircraft: Boeing 747, registration:
N93119
Injuries: 230 Fatal.
On July 17, 1996, about 8:45pm, TWA flight 800, N93119, a Boeing
747-100,
crashed into the Atlantic Ocean off the coast of Long Island shortly after
takeoff from Kennedy International Airport. The airplane was on a
regularly
scheduled flight to Paris, France. The initial reports are that witnesses
saw an
explosion and then debris descending to the ocean. There are no reports o
the flightcrew reporting a problem to air traffic control. The airplane was
manufactured in November 1971. It has accumulated about 93,303 flight
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hours
and 16,869 cycles. On board the airplane were 212 passengers and 18
crewmembers. The airplane was destroyed and there were no survivors.
3.
Scheduled 14 CFR 121 operation of UNITED
AIRLINES (D.B.A. UNITED AIRLINES,INC.)
Accident occurred FEB-24-89 at
HONOLULU, HI
Aircraft: BOEING 747-122,
registration: N4713U
Injuries: 9 Fatal, 5 Serious, 33 Minor,
309 Uninjured.
FTL #811 WAS A SCHEDULED PASSENGER FLIGHT FROM
LOS ANGELES TO SYDNEY,
AUSTRALIA, WITH STOPS IN HONOLULU (HNL), HI, AND
AUCKLAND, NEW ZEALAND. THE FLT WAS UNEVENTFUL
UNTIL AFTER DEPARTURE FROM
HNL. WHILE CLIMBING FROM FL220 TO FL230 THE CREW
HEARD A "THUMP" FOLLOWED BY AN EXPLOSION. AN
EXPLOSIVE DECOMPRESSION WAS
EXPERIENCED AND THE #3 AND #4 ENGS WERE SHUTDOWN
BECAUSE OF FOD. THE FLT RETURNED TO HNL AND
PASSENGERS WERE EVACUATED.
INSPECTION REVEALED THE FORWARD LOWER LOBE
CARGO
DOOR DEPARTED INFLT CAUSING EXTENSIVE DAMAGE TO
THE FUSELAGE AND CABIN
ADJACENT TO THE DOOR. NINE PASSENGERS WERE
EJECTED
AND LOST AT SEA. INVESTIGATION CENTERED AROUND
DESIGN AND CERTIFICATION OF
THE DOOR WHICH ALLOWED IT TO BE IMPROPERLY
LATCHED, AND THE OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE TO
ASSURE AIRWORTHINESS OF THE
DOOR AND LATCHING MECHANISM. (SEE
NTSB/AAR-90/01)
Probable Cause
THE SUDDEN OPENING OF THE IMPROPERLY LATCHED
FORWARD LOBE CARGO DOOR IN
FLIGHT AND THE SUBSEQUENT EXPLOSIVE
DECOMPRESSION. CONTRIBUTING TO THE ACCIDENT WAS
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A DEFICIENCY IN THE DESIGN
OF THE CARGO DOOR LOCKING MECHANISMS, WHICH
MADE
THEM SUSCEPTIBLE TO INSERVICE DAMAGE, AND WHICH
ALOWED THE DOOR TO BE
UNATCHED, YET TO SHOW A PROPERLY LATCHED AND
LOCKED
POSITION. ALSO CONTRIBUTING TO THE ACCIDENT WAS
THE LACK OF PROPER
MAINTENANCE AND INSPECTION OF THE CARGO DOOR BY
UNITED
AIRLINES, AND A LACK OF TIMELY CORRECTIVE ACTIONS
BY BOEING AND THE FAA
FOLLOWING A PREVIOUS DOOR OPENING INCIDENT.
Index for Feb 1989 | Index of Months
SF> But
>the plain fact is that no incident which everyone assumes is a cargo
>door resulted in a midair breakup of the plane.
So, I'm breaking new ground here? Cracking the case? I agree it is a
Nobel
Prize winning leap of intuitive genius to deduce that a twenty foot by
forty foot explosive decompression rectangle on the right side of the nose
forward of the wing of old 747s would allow the 300 knots of slipstream
tear nose off of severly compromised structure. And a smaller rectangle o
10 feet by twenty feet allows the nose to stay on.
There have been lots of incidents where the door opens, causes severe
damage but the plane either makes it back or crashes trying to to get back
They have wreckage and tapes to confirm those door openings. The victim
made it back. The victims that don't make it back, as in sudden
catastrophic event, don't get to come back and tell their story. That's
left up to people who really really don't want to hear about cargo doors.
And love hearing about bombs and missiles since that exonerates them of
most responsibility. The latest example is FAA ruling out FCD of TWA
800
because eight of ten latches were latched. Close enough! Not.
>From nothing to fatal:
Published on 09/30/97, Article 4 of 79 found.
A cargo door came open shortly after a Delta 727 took
off Monday morning, forcing the plane to shut off one
engine and return to Bradley International Airport.
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There were no injuries.
The door came open about 30 seconds after Flight 1937
to Cincinnati lifted off at 6:23 a.m., said John Spillane,
an airport operations specialist. The plane returned to
Bradley and taxied to a gate, where the 83 passengers
and six crew members got off.
25) 18.03.89 (02.15 CST) McDonnell Douglas DC- 9-33RC
N931F
(47192/287) Evergreen International Airlines
occupants : 2
crew + 0 passengers = 2.
fatalities: 2
crew + 0 passengers = 2.
location:
Saginaw; nr (USA)
nature: Freight
phase: Initial Climb/
flight 4U17 Fort
Worth-Carswell AFB, TX - Oklahoma City-Tinker AFB
Took off RWY 17 & tried to
ret. due cargo door prob's; but crd into the grd. CAUSE: Inflight opening
of improp. latched
cargo door; lost ctrl for
undetermined reasons.
Source: NTSB/AAR-90/02
>The famous big cargo door crash in Paris of a DC-10 on March 3, 1974
of
Turkish Airlines 981 was NOT a mid-air breakup.
Splitting hairs, Sammy, the six passengers who flew out the back end and
landed miles away from the main wreckage after the door opened might
disagree as well as the nine passengers who flew out of UAL 811 when
their
fuselage structure splintered, cracked, broke, bent, fractured, and tore
loose, but they are dead and don't talk much about cargo doors. Just like
the other 800 or so victims of fuselage rupture of the fuselage forward of
the wing, AI 182, PA 103, and TWA 800. They aren't talking too much
either,
only the people who want bomb, or missile, or center tank explosion.
Instead of looking at the reconstruction photograph of TWA 800 which
reveals most of the accident in plain sight, you conspiracy guys are going
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through magazines looking for Ron Brown or Vince Foster connections
to TWA
800.
PA 103 had plane crash to kill passenger too. Now TWA 800 has Ron
Brown's
mild acquaintance. Is that the best you can do out of a random 230
people?
How about the French citizen country singer that got award from
Nashville,
maybe jealous country singers did plane in to get even.
Patsy Cline and other country singers died in plane crashes, see, there is
a connection.
Conspiracy, I see the allure, humor. Lot more fun than boring reality of
bad wiring causing doors to open.
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Wed, 4 Feb 1998 08:01:52 -0800

Subject:
Emphatic punctuation
In-Reply-To:
<FLIGHT-800%1998020219231901@HOME.EASE.LSOFT.COM>
Stan Martin asks such nice questions: I especially like the mulitiple
punctuation marks to really get the point across. It clarifies things when
five questions marks is a real question while four question marks is just a
rhetorical question not asking for an answer. I'm still trying to figure
out what three questions marks means. All capitals means you are just no
kidding around here.
SM> Do you even know what makes section 41 different?
>What do you consider very close and where is the delineation point and
>why?????
>Here is where experience comes in to play-something you haver NONE
of!!!
> No indication of contact at the midspan latches because the door frames
>carry the load from the hinge to the lower latches!!!!
>Who said "just a seal holding it in"????
> TWA800 is simply shredded and has no correlation.
>They are effects and NOT causes.
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>How do you know???
>Didn't you say that only you and your daughter still believe in this
>theory of yours???
>The truth is--you don't even know what a "normal door" is, since you
have
>never rigged one, repaired one, or even operated one!!!!
> In fact you have had to rely on the info and pictures I sent you to
associate the terminology with the parts!
> That says it all.
Yes, yes, Stan, you said it all and worth repeating since it is the only
reference to the real world of TWA 800 door evidence and not the wishfu
thinking world of the way things are supposed to work: Let me quote
you:
> TWA800 is simply shredded
And red too, Simply Red are the paint smears above the simply shredded
door
that shows opening in flight, just like UAL 811, another Boeing 747 that
was not supposed to have its cargo door open in flight, but did, much to
the chagrin of the nine passengers who believed that cargo doors don't
open
in flight but found themselves at 20000 feet over the Pacific Ocean with n
parachutes and nothing between them and the deep blue sea but thirty
seconds of screaming.
Stan, your emphatic punctuation has made me melodramatic.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
PS: NTSB Exhibit 15C ties in Section 41/42, Sta 520, and Forward cargo
door, all in one three page document, available on the internet, of course,
at corazon.com.....and it's free, too!!!!!!!!!!
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Thu, 26 Feb 1998 13:14:13 +0100

Subject:
Eternity
SF>Titanic's sister ship, the Britannic which sank in the Aegean sea
during
>World War I. I found in the library catalogue that there's abook by a
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>survivor of BOTH the Titanic and the Britannic. This woman was on
both
>ships. She lived from 1887-1971 and they called it a newly discovered
>memoir.
Great story, Sammy, and I hope you're right because I'm going to tell that
story to my friends. What did that woman think as the Britannic went
down?
The problem is I thought the sister ship was the Olympic. I could be
wrong.
The streak is explained as a rigid head holding stationary eyeball and
light dot moves across retina. If person expecting fast moving object the
eye could have synchronized with object and no blur but moving white
dot.
The head was rigid because not expecting moving strange light. Just as
race
car going by fast appears as blur if head rigid and fast car is head
swivels, so it is with streak.
>I could not get
>back on because something was wromg with the library system and
today it
>wasn't working at all.
Sammy, your efforts are above and beyond the call of duty. Are there
people
in line waiting to use computer? Libraries are like newspapers, they see
net as competitor instead of ally.
>You also need ejection capability but now probably airplanes *could* b
>designed this way. It would probably help in some crashes, although not
>all. Then question is: when to bail out? Some inexperienced people
would
>fail to inflate their parachute, but we'd have at least some surbivors >even if the plane blew apart maybe if there was not too high an initial
>G-force.
Seats too heavy and too dangerous. Pilot calls the bailout if possible;
otherwise circumstances. Intense smoke in cabin that is getting worse and
hotter is a clue. Chute automatically deploys. Mine did, I never pulled the
ripcord. The point I make is passenger has choice of risky situations to
choose, instead of waiting to die. Airlines will not put chutes on board
for negative image it gives, it points out there is danger in flying and
passenger is not in living room watching tv, or in kitchen eating, or
theater watching movie, or office working, or bedroom sleeping. Denial o
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danger.
>That's true enough, but this controversy actually helps obscure the real
>thing that was done wrong or the real negligence.
Come on Sammy, I'm hooked, what was it? A bomb, sabotage from Irish
workers?
IG>The low part of Fazli's article is where he acts just like
>the major media by ignoring the vast body of physical evi>dence missile theorists present, and instead writes it all
>off as "no physical evidence whatsoever." That claim Fazli
>and the major media repeat like a mantra is just false.
Ignoring displacement of physical debris from the left side of
the craft to the right side of the debris track, indicating
external kinetic-energy inputs (as mapped by Bill Donaldson) is what?
Mantra?
The Donald's opinions about split second of FDR output and suspect
wreckage
plot are hardly physical evidence.
IG>Off the top of my head I can think of several items of
>physical evidence supporting the missile theory that we
>know of:
>I'm sure I could cite many other examples of physical evi>dence indicating of a missile impact if I took the time to
>do an inventory,
Well, Ian, should you find, take, and use the time to research other items
of physical evidence, let us know. Until then, just talk off the top of
your head, as you have been; no need to get technical or lay out the
evidence subject to criticism. Hey, it's not important laying out missile
physical evidence, don't bother, it's hard to make lists and do inventory
and really hard to present evidence and get it corrected.
Below opinions need documentation, facts, and evidence to support, until
then they are flimsy opinions based on faulty assumptions:
>(1) the massive projective-penetration to the
>physical airframe I show at my website,
Where and how and why?
(2) a photograph
>of a physical object in flight that appears to be a drone,
What photo and why is object drone?
>(3) displacement of physical debris from the left side of
>the craft to the right side of the debris track, indicating
>external kinetic-energy inputs (as mapped by Bill Donaldson),
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Ha!
>(4) the FDR readings of physical systems on the plane,
Isn't that like related to number 3 or is it only me that reads all the posts?
(5)
>the physical findings of PETN,
Later discounted by more sophisticated apparatus or has benign
explanation.
(6) the radar "anomaly,"
Which one, there are hundreds in radar plot.
(7)
>physical shrapnel distributed throughout the plane into vir>tually all passengers according to Dr. Wetli,
And it was WWII artillery too!
(8) physical
>"zipper edged" high-velocity holes found throughout the
>physical airframe, not consistent with a low-explosive fuel
>explosion,
Well, right, it was not a center tank explosion as initial event and zipper
helps meteor.
(9) physical military activity in the area as
>evidenced by Tom Shoemaker and as reported early on,
So what? Of course there were military training exercises in a military
training exercise area.
(10)
>expert analysis of the physical sound of the first blast
>that concluded it is not consistent with a CFT explosion,
Where is that? There was one report that said the sound had to have more
power than the center tank possessed. The sound was the fireball which
was
all tanks blowing up. The first sound blast was on the CVR and was
explosive decompression unheard and unseen from the ground.
>(11) invariably large physical ships in the area tracked by
>radar,
Sort of like (9) but padding never hurt flimsy proofs.
(12) physical china in the first-class passenger sec>tion blasted like bullets into the physical ceiling of the
>plane,
Huh?
(13) inward blast damage to the physical forward-land>ing gear doors and blast damage to that physical landing gear.
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Water impact.
>I'm sure I could cite many other examples of physical evi>dence indicating of a missile impact if I took the time to
>do an inventory,
Ah, don't bother, too much effort, and missile explanation is not that
important. If you don't take the time, how can you expect other missile
guys to? What lack of dedication that statement above shows.
>John, were you drunk when you wrote this post?
>Eric
Dear Irked, actually no, were you sodomizing your dog when you wrote
yours?
GD>This would be the ideal
>mission for an unmanned arsenal ship under satellite control. GPS
>technology takes the weakest link, man, out of the equation.
Assassination is a two way street. So quick to kill, so quick to be killed.
GD>Why does every poster but myself ignore the ground witness who
saw
>TWA800 leaking fuel as it climbed out?
Because we are part of a conspiracy to discredit you by giving
disinformation about it and keep attention away from the real cause of
TWA
800, that's why.
Give us more information about this ground witness, (more witnesses to
play
with!) and how they knew it was fuel and not water. What side of the
plane?
>All of these witnesses were attracted
>visually by something rising up from the ocean
Oh, careful with those 'alls', especially when eleven said down streak
only.
CO to SM>Your pissing contest with JBS is a matter for y'all, not me.
It's not me SM is irate at, it's the evidence of red paint smears for TWA
800 and the history of door for UAL 811. So horrible SM can not even
acknowledge its existence.
Stator blade and AAR NTSB 92/02 will outlive all of us. Details on
website
of course.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/
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Date:

Thu, 26 Feb 1998 23:14:05 +0100

Subject:
Expert Pumpkin
SM about JBS>Don't you wish. It's your ignorance that's intolerable.
The rest of your analysis is a joke.
>Your open letter to disbelievers is classic proof of your frustration with
>virtually everyone. It is not just me that ticks you off, it is everyone
>else also. I just happen to have been persistent in pointing out what you
>don't know.
Opinion noted, consistent absence of facts to support opinion noted.
Absence of acknowledgement of UAL 811 being wiring/cargo door
cause noted.
>JBS just doesn't fully understand what they are and yet he professes to
>the world he is the expert.
Opinion noted. Interpretation of 'statement of facts' as professing to the
world one is an expert noted. The only thing I profess to be an expert in
is Tetris.
Not joke observations follow:
UAL 811 was an (1) aged (2) high flight time (3) early model Boeing
747 (4)
which took off in low light (5) running late (6) and during climb (7)
experienced a sudden initial event near the leading edge of wing in
fuselage which left a (8) short (9) sudden (10) loud (11) sound on the
cockpit voice recorder, an (12) abrupt (13) power cut to the flight data
recorder, (14) foreign object damage to starboard engine #3, (15) more
severe inflight damage on starboard side, (16) at least nine never
recovered bodies, (17) port fuselage side forward of the wing relatively
undamaged, (18) shattered, torn, and frayed skin in forward cargo door
area
on starboard side, (19) unusual paint smears in forward cargo door area,
(20) rupture appearance of skin at aft midspan latch of the forward cargo
door, (21) outward peeled skin on upper forward fuselage, (22) vertical
fuselage tear lines forward of the wing and aft of forward cargo door, (23
had hinge stay attached to detached top piece of forward cargo door, (24)
cargo door opened in flight, and (25) destruction initially thought to be
have been caused by a bomb but (26) later conclusively ruled out.
And so was TWA 800.
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Not joke analysis follows:
Basic evidence is to be derived from:
1. NTSB picture of TWA 800 reconstruction,
2. Testimony at public hearing on TWA 800.
3. Text from NTSB Exhibits on TWA 800.
4. Charts from NTSB Exhibits on TWA 800.
5. NTSB Aircraft Accident Reports.
6. Correspondence from Mr. Wildey, Mr. Streeter, Mr. Schalekamp, and
Mr.
Breneman.
Evidence discovered:
1. Red paint smears on white paint above forward cargo door.
2. Metal petal shape bulge at aft midspan latch of cargo door.
3. Outward peeled skin in various places forward of the wing on the right
side.
4. Unburnt center tank maintenance hatch.
5. Downward bent floor beams in cargo hold area.
6. Hoop stress forward of the wing on the right side.
7. Red paint transfer on right horizontal stabilizer.
8. Jet engine stator blade embedded in right horizontal stabilizer.
9. Red-orange streak reported by many eyewitnesses.
10. First pieces of TWA 800 to leave after initial event came from forwar
of the wing and from cargo hold.
11. Missing midspan latches from TWA 800 reconstruction.
12. Extensive significant matches with other 747 accidents.
Basic conclusions:
1. Fireball occurred between 5000 and 9000 feet.
2. Center tank exploded.
3. Outward explosion forward of the wing on the right side in flight cause
paint markings and structural deformation.
Intermediate conclusions:
1. Door opened and slammed upwards and transferred red paint to white
paint.
2. Pressurized hull rupture at aft midspan latch of cargo door.
3. Maintenance hatch separated before center tank explosion.
4. Decompression in cargo hold bent floor beams downward.
5. Door opened in flight which resulted in hoop stress.
6. Red painted pieces of door flew directly aft and struck right horizontal
stabilizer.
7. Engine number three became damaged from debris ejected from cargo
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hold
and disintegrated the forward stator section allowing a stator blade to fly
directly aft and impale on the right horizontal stabilizer.
8. Maintenance hatch spin away fast from center tank and reflected
evening
red-orange sunlight and perceived as streak to observers far away.
9. Serious event occurred forward of the wing on the right side.
10. Midspan latches status undetermined, missing, destroyed, or not hung
Advanced conclusions:
1. Door opened in flight causing large explosive decompression rectangle
which allowed 300 knot slipstream to tear nose off.
2. Center tank exploded when fiery exhaust from damaged number three
engine
center tank through three foot empty maintenance hatch hole.
3. Door opened why door motor turned on and tried to unlatch the twelve
latches but the bottom eight held while midspan turned just enough to
allow
the 38115 pounds of internal pressure to rupture the latched area.
4. Door motor turned on when fluid, probably water, shorted bare chafed
poly-X wiring to metal fuselage.
5. Wiring became chafed from excessive vibration in high time, high cycl
Boeing 747s.
Basic Actions:
1. Fireball confirmed.
2. Center tank explosion confirmed.
3. Confirm outward explosion by confirming door opened in flight by
examining door hinge for overtravel impression damage, midspan latch
pins
for heat damage, red paint in unusual places matched to red paint in door
area, which can be matched to data in NTSB AAR 92/02.
Intermediate Action:
Confirm chafed wire by examining all wiring for chafing in forward carg
hold and adjacent main equipment bay of TWA 800.
Advanced Action:
Inspect all early model Boeing 747s for fluid and chafed wiring in
electronic bays and cargo holds.
>SM: The DC-10 door did contain some serious shortcommings, as wel
as
>the 747. It was not so much the design philosophy as it was unforseen
>failure modes. You are quoting comments from 25 years ago and not
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>acknowledging that much is learned from these failures. It is this
>learning that has allowed us to achieve the level of safety we now enjoy
Let's see, Guam a few hundred, Silk Air a few hundred, Taipei a few
hundred, and that's a safe level? Safe level for the guys on the ground;
not a safe level for the guys up in the air.
Mad cow disease is a safe problem for those who don't eat cows. I guess
feeding brains to cows created an unforeseen failure mode.
UFM, is that like putting all your aircraft carriers to action and have
some guy do a deal behind your back? Or is that like having some extra
sex
and expecting she won't tell her girlfriends? Or is that like defrauding a
bank and expecting nobody will come looking for the money? Lots of
UFMs
going around.
I would call them FFMs.
An outward opening door/hatch/window on a repeatedly pressurized hull
is a
foreseen failure mode.
>moisture in the bilge,
There's a bilge in the cargo compartment? There's moisture in the cargo
compartment that requires a bilge?
>SM: You just flunked cargo door operation 101.
The push button on and off procedure was supposed to be funny. Nothing
works by just pushing a button anymore, first you have to get past the
'safety' features. What is sad is that you believed I thought the door
operated by a button push after I have written much about the manual
locking handle being flush on the UAL 811 door and yet it still opened
and
the manual locking handle for TWA 800 has not been checked or even
retrieved, plus other extensive operation details about the door. And the
door is not the initial problem, it did what it was told to do, try to open.
>What I can't figure out is how you figure moisture in the bilge gets into
>the conduit where the cargo door wiring has been found to chafe!
Well, stage 7 question: The conduit/sheath gets chafed raw, the insulation
of each wire gets chafed to bare wire, the exposed bare wire gets the wate
vapor/droplets/moisture from off the metal bulkheads, flooring or metal
black boxes. It depends where the chafing is. It depends on the water
content of the air at take off. It depends on the cooling rate versus
evaporative rate of the forward cargo hold. It depends on the alignment
angle of the wires. It depends on how much current is flowing in wires. It
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depends on vibration of hold. Water/undertermined fluid in electronic bay
and cargo holds is another area of proven cause of danger and should be
investigated. There should be absolutely no water vapor allowed around
electronics.
>To follow your line of reasoning, all crashes are Thomas Edisons or Ben
>Franklins fault for discovering electricity.
Naw, that's blaming the messenger. I've always said we all have blood on
our teeth. Everybody is a little to blame and no one is totally to blame.
TS>My word to everyone who reads this report is to be very careful to
>delineate between given facts and interpretations of them.
Hear, hear! Of course he means careful about facts that conflict with
missile story and not eyewitness facts and their interpretations.
Trying to turn metal shards into shrapnel, glue into rocket fuel, streaks
into missiles, fishing boats into subs, and a fat orange vegetable into a
golden carriage. Well, the missile explanation turns into a pumpkin at
midnight too.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Wed, 11 Feb 1998 10:31:58 -0700

Subject:
God I love this forum!
TS>Also, try to be a little more cordial when responding to criticisms.
TS>George, You came onto this list with enthusiasm. You had a theory
and a lot
>of questions. But now it seems that you're more interested at poking
>fun at other theories instead of supporting your own.
JBS>Well, I guess that's about as cordial as can be when responding to
criticisms, trivialize a person's beliefs.
TS>I'm not going to give more details about his position relative to the
>crash for fear of giving away his identity.
Conspiracy guys love that kind of talk. They love it when you talk dirty
like that.
>
>This witness is valuable because he saw the launch from the ocean
>surface, and followed it until it struck flight 800.
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Wow! You've convinced me a missile did it when you say some person
ten
miles away who looks absently into sky and sees short duration light
stimulus and instinctively knows what it is, where it came from, what it
did, and you just figured out why, coverup. What more proof does anyone
need to believe it was a missile, an eyewitness saw the missile launch from
the ocean
surface, and followed it until it struck flight 800.
TS>If the coroner of a gunshot
>victim is trying to coverup the fact that a bullet was the cause of
>death, he would more than likely hide the bullet.
Coverup explanation works so well in explaining mystery. I love the 'God
works in mysterious ways,' explanation too.
TS>Most on this forum believe there is a coverup.
Tom, taken any polls lately, taken any surveys, done any, like, research,
to make a sweeping claim like that? Or just acting like most leaders, jump
in and take charge without knowing or caring about what has gone before
or
the consequences of your broad statements.
But, hey, don't give up, I'd hate to see the missile guys go away and get
their own LSoft discussion group and leave the TWA discussion group to
TWA
and airplanes and not dolphins, ship, missiles, subs, and guys in bars
looking out a window. It would take all the fun out of it if we had to talk
facts and references, oh, like, let's see, streak is missile. Well what
part of the missile produced the streak, the advertising on the side in
blinking lights?
I'm working on the Broadway musical version of TWA 800...the scene is
all
the passengers are on board and the plane is about to be pushed back and
they are all singing, "We're going to Paris, ha ha ha, and you're not!" and
then of course later, the anguish of the rescuers on their boats, all
pulling in wreckage and strong arms showing sweat and the harmonies ar
'Pull it in, let it out, pull it in, let it...' Culminating in the public
hearing where the Inquiry Board members climb up on the long table and
do a
choreographed number that knocks your socks off, all the while singing
'I've got the answer, I've got answer, and I'll tell it to you later..."
TS>Also, try to be a little more cordial when responding to criticisms.
>Let's try to be a bit more polite.
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Good idea, Tom, try to be a little more polite by not telling people how
and what to write in this forum. I'll be very cordial as I tell you that
criticism to your steenking censorship face.
And the missile guys give the best flames anyway, that's part of the
missile, (is that the streak?) Yeah, the missile guys are the best at
innuendo, sneaky insults, and just plain provocation. The conspiracy guys
are adept at underhanded, sly, sneaky statements that you can never pin
down, they've lived and seen the political lies and use the techniques. The
technique of frustrated fact guys, me, to deal with obtusiveness of
authority is satire, too subtle for most. Making fun is the time honored
way for peasants, me, to deal with authority. It's the one thing authority
can't stand, making fun of them. They love people getting mad at them, it
a sign of their power. Humor is a sign of their weakness.
NG>Don't condem or criticize the members of this and other forums for
doing the
>leg-work and investigating and interviewing that the government
investigators
>should have done!
>It's not like our members are profiting from this..
>Think about it..
Hey, Nancy, thanks (not really, sarcasm) for the advice to 'think about
it,' I have thought about it and I'm still of the opinion that people that
tell people to 'think about it' are the same people that tell people to
'get a life.'
People that tell people how to act, how to talk and what to think about are
people who rely on power of authority and not power of reason. They are
to
be distrusted. They use the authority of office, or gender, or money to
sway opinion, not the cold hard facts of reasoning based on evidence.
And didn't you ask a question of the men in this forum about if they had
the 'courage' to go to the public hearing? Another question as a statement
in the guise of question; you thought forum members would not go to
public
hearing. And most didn't. A few did. But you don't care to the answer of
your question, just the implication that the men are all talk and no action.
See, all the techniques of argument go on here, including riducule,
provocation, and lies. It's all part of the game.
So, look everybody, I will criticize as I like, be as cordial as I like,
and as polite as I like, and think what I like, and if I don't like what
others say to me, I can go away. And so can you. Or I can whine about
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people calling me names, and not being polite enough, or it's just not
fair...like you do.
Actually flaming is the really fun part, it feels so good. I hope no one
takes any of this grandstanding seriously, it's all political blather, like
duty, honor, and country in the mouths of those that have nothing to risk.
I really don't care if you continue the rest of your life to swear on a
stack of bibles that you know, just know, TWA 800 was shot down by a
missile and there is a coverup in place to hide that event. It may make
your life richer and more worthwhile to you. We are all struggling throug
this cruel life together so any levity I can find is used. And you dummies
with your missiles are always good for a laugh.
There's just so much available, I just sort of dip into the ole LSoft mail
bin now and then for a quick jolt of a smile. Here's one:
BD>Elmer,
>
>Who the hell are you to question Bill Donaldson's "Duty and Honor"?
Yeah, Elmer, who do you think you are? A United States Citizen who has
the
law to question anyone you want to question? Or part of a world in which
military thinkers can try to supress your right to question?
Hey, Bob Donaldson, who do you think you are to ask another citizen
who
does he think he is to question someone? A Gestapo?
The answer BD, to your question that is not a question but as statement in
the guise of question is, 'Elmer Barr, US citizen, any problems with that?
BD>Until then, quit wasting our time!
Elmer, you heard the man, quit writing, quit talking, quit thinking, quit
bugging this patriot with your 'questioning'. And that's an order soldier!
The world is divided into two camps, the smart ones and the dumb ones.
The
smart ones have computers and are on the web with email and web site.
Just
as it has always been, books or no books, phone or no phone, mail or no
mail. CDR D has no computer, no email and no web site. 'Nuff said.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/
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Date:

Sun, 1 Feb 1998 18:18:33 -0800

Subject:
FBI Letter
In-Reply-To: <34D5357E.2196@globalnet.co.uk>
>John Barry Smith: (Some handle) similar to Knott's Berry Farm.
How so?
CO> the NTSB who
>published an FBI letter dated the 3rd of December as an explanation for
the
>NTSB declaring "4A Witness Group Chairman's Factual Report (not
available)"
>at 10:17EST on the 28th of November.
JBS>What was in the "FBI letter dated the 3rd of December"? What did i
say? Do you have it? Put it on your web site and we'll link to it. I now
have wiring guys link on my site. That's how you can tell the good guys,
they willingly link.
FBI letter...from Jimmy the K? And agreed to by Tennessee Lawyer
Hall? And
published anyway by JBS with permission from Sam what am?
Hmmm....Exhibit 4A, what is in there that prompted Assistant Director of
the FBI, Mr. James Kallstrom to request of The Honorable Chairman of
the
NTSB Mr. James Hall, to suppress it? And The Chairman granted the
request
and did not talk about witnesses at all during the hearing. Why would
Chairman Hall agree to such a demand to gut his inquiry with not
permitted
discussion about his own hard work, Exhibit 4A?
It was released. It was issued by NTSB at the Convention Hall in
Baltimore
8 through 12 Dec during that cold, windy, blustery week of Chinese food
and
hot air.
I got it. And I don't know how. Was it planted on me? I love this
conspiracy bullpucky.
And Congressman Sam Farr had the bravery to authorize publication of
that
document on my web site. And if I can do it, so too can you do it. So, it's
public domain Public Docket information available to the public, that's
you
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and me, so why not download it and put it on your site or just link to it.
Well, there is that bit of nastiness on the bottom about visual perception
that you might want to omit.
Ah, the missile guys, and the center tank guys, and the meteor guy, and
anything else guys, I can stand and tell you I have never been more alone
and never more sure. My six year old daughter and I are the only ones on
the planet who believe a cargo door popped on AI 182, PA 103, UAL
811 and
TWA 800 and caused fatal accidents.
Why am I back? Because it's the only game in town. And fun too when I
don't
take things I read in here too seriously. I love the Titanic not being an
iceberg. Foster not suicide. Brown not plane crash. 800 not center tank o
cargo door or meteor or bomb. JFK more than one, (just guessing there),
and
Princess Diana as soon as the official report is published.
Here's proof to me the conspiracy guys are wrong, they never link, they d
not agree with an idea that supports them such as missile or bomb or
center
tank blew the door open, where's the problem?, they talk about Waco and
Ruby Ridge a lot and not much about DC-10s or Comets, they don't have
facts
or truth, so they pound the table a lot, (that called typing in CAPS), and
it's always somebody's fault.
FBI letter about Exhibit 4A, was 4A named? I think maybe the NTSB
wanted
that report released but could not do it officially so left it around for
someone to pick and discuss. Who knows?
Is it OK to put a letter from the FBI to NTSB on the web?
Once the craziness starts it hard to stop.
There is no conspiracy, no coverup, and no plot.....at least, that's what
they told me to say.
Anybody know how to get hold of TWA Senior Captain Stacey? He
would be
interested to see his name in print. It gives a motive for his action for
which the FBI investigated him. He heard all these eyewitnesses talking
about streak and believed it to be missile and since that explanation would
clear the company he loved, TWA, he 'assisted' the investigation by givin
somebody a piece of something to check out. And it doomed him.
I am so glad I waited and got Congressman Sam Farr's authorization and
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in
writing. Once you've been visited by armed agents for something you
send on
the web, you become very cautious about putting something on the web.
You conspiracy guys are so into it. My computer is infected, they've
infilrated my computer, oh, my god, I can't control my typing, a virus
injected by foreign agents through my telephone line is controlling my
fingers and typing these words.
Here's one way to overcome the fear. Accept that there is a higher
intelligence out there controlling this and that and you are the ones being
affected/controlled by the events of the day not of your making. Fine. No
get on with your life. So much time is spent documenting these large scal
events as conspiracy coverup plot, you don't have much time for other stu
that really makes a difference. So you do it for fun. It's like a hobby.
And the funny part is you talk about conspiracy on the internet where
everyone is watching and you are afraid and yet... you use the internet to
do it. You'd think you would be delivering hand written coded notes to be
destroyed upon reading if you think the enemy is listening.
Of course the enemy is listening. Now let's get on with it.
Where are your missile explanation facts?
You have one thing. Streak. Period. And that needs corroboration. It can
not stand alone as missile. Other things could be streak other than
missile, like a meteor.
Center tank has one thing. Blown up charred center tank. For initial event
they have nothing. Charred fuselage skin can not stand alone as initial
event, other things cause center tank explosion, such as midair with
another large jet.
Meteor, one thing, streak. Needs corroboration for meteor and none there
Streak can not stand alone as meteor, other things could be a streak, like
a missile.
Bomb, one thing, early PETN detection apparatus gave positive. PETN
can not
stand alone as bomb as could be other thing such as heart medicine, troop
uniform residue, or planted for dog sniffing test.
Cargo door. At least twenty five, starting with stator blade, red paint
smears, and bulge at aft midspan latch of forward cargo door. That's three
right off the bat, for starters, to get the ball rolling, to break the ice,
to get things moving...might as well add history of cargo door happening
to
same model and type aircraft as missile, bomb, and meteor all added
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together.
Yeah, having history on your side is good. And red paint smears above th
cargo door get there only one way, cargo door open out, up and into
fuselage above.
Well, FBI letter...It would certainly be interesting to read, that's for sure.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Tue, 24 Feb 1998 23:06:26 +0100

Subject:
Ground them
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="iso-8859-1"
CO>Barry, as the duty grammarian, could you please parse the following
gem of
>clarity which was uttered by the Chairman of the NTSB in Baltimore
>
>Speaking to an FAA official (Tom McSweeney):
>"let me say again, sometimes I donít think the public appreciates some
of the
>regulatory processes that are in place at the FAA that require y'all to ñ
and
>are there obviously to be sure hasty decisions and wrong decisions arení
>made which everybody, I think, acknowledges and appreciates."
Well, when it comes to the English language, I'm in the presence of a
master when talking with CO.
By the way, Master, McSweeny has no 'e'. Should but doesn't. I had to
pen
and ink change that 'e' in several letters. Wildey has an 'e' and McSweeny
doesn't. My Congressman also referred to him twice in a letter, once with
an 'e' and once without. McSweeny spells it without an 'e'.
Chairman Hall above means that the stupid public just don't know what's
goin' on at the FAA and that when hasty and wrong decisions are made,
well,
when you make an omelet, you have to break some eggs.
Where did everybody go? Don't tell me, they are all hiding. All that
backchannel correspondence going on, all the conspiracy boys doing a
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conspiracy.
Well, mano a mano intellectual battle with Mr. Rank isn't going to happen
I guess. The missile guys must be regrouping after a common sense assau
of streaks being just about anything including missiles instead of only
missile and nuttin' else.
I received a letter from FAA and an email from NTSB yesterday. Both
essentially say that nothing has changed since the end of the hearings.
FAA
guy is backtracking as fast as he can. I'm particularly fond of his last
sentence to me, "Please note that this office will no longer be responding
to your further inquires (sic) about these same concerns, including your
February 6 and February 9 letters that I just received."
Whoa, dude, this is from a guy who wrote me first out of the blue. To set
me straight. Then when stator blades and bulges and outward skin
appeared
he now backtracks and looks for an exit. The stages of this letter are
classic, no, you're wrong, go away, ignore. I just can't get to a stage 7
question from these guys, all of whom work for McSweeny. I like the par
about not responding to letters he has just received, not even reading
them, talk about head in the sand.
Another line from the letter, I just can't resist, "It appears you are
determined to impose your theory about the events that led to this
unfortunate accident upon the official investigators."
I'm flattered; would that I could. These guys are like the missile guys
calling me king of the hill. One middle aged guy and six year old daughte
alone on the planet thinking one way and it's imposing a theory on
investigators. Ha!
The evidence is what is doing it, not me.
The official investigation determined, yes, it hit the water, yes there was
a fireball, yes the center tank exploded. End. They will not commit to
outward explosion in right side forward of the wing and insist all that
outward peeled skin came from water impact. They have yet to get to doo
to latch, to door motor, to chafed wiring, to water as conductor. They will
never get to 737s having same problem.
Boeing is working very hard to prove it's not their fault, looking for
missile, bomb, and engine cowlings, but never chafed wiring opening
doors.
It's way past cargo door, it's way past aft latch rupture, it's way past
shorted wiring, it's way past water in hold next to wires, it's now into
different models. The airplanes are having epileptic fits, the petite mal
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ones come back and say what it is like, Bournemouth and UAL 811, the
grand
mal ones die, 182, 103, 800, Pittsburgh, Colorado Spring, Valujet, and Si
Air, all conjecture but no coincidence that the problem with 737s is in the
tail with the rudder, and the 747s are all in the forward cargo hold with
the door, both electrically actuated.
It's time to ground them. Seven minutes of hell must have seemed like
seven
years. Key word "uncontrollably."
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
09:01 AM ET 02/24/98Rudder system not cause of 737 accidents Boeing
By Suzanne McElligott SINGAPORE, Feb 24 (Reuters) - Boeing Co.
said
Tuesday that apart of its 737 aircraft's rudder systems recently called
intoquestion by British authorities could not have been involved inany
unexplained accidents. Britain called on Boeing last week to make
urgent
designmodifications after a leak near the rudder system was identifiedby
government investigation board as the cause of an incidentin 1995. In a
written statement given to Reuters in response to aquery at the Singapore
Aerospace show, the company said:``Boeing believes the incident was
isolated and that this issuecould not have been involved in any unsolved
airplaneaccidents.'' Britain's Air Accident Investigation Board (AAIB)
had saidthat in a test flight of a 17-year-old 737 in 1995 over
southernEngland, an unidentified liquid seeped into the plane'selectrical
and equipment bay, affecting the yaw damper, whichcontrols rudder
movements.
That caused the aircraft to roll uncontrollably from side to side for seven
minutes, according to the report. The pilot regained control only after
descending to 7,500feet (2,300 meters) from 20,000 feet (6,100 meters).
The AAIB report called on Boeing and the U.S. FederalAviation
Administration (FAA) to take quick steps to ensuresimilar incidents did
not
occur. The report said the location of the bay -- beneath the cabinfloor
in the area of aircraft doors, galleys and toilets --``made it vulnerable
to fluid ingress from a variety ofsources.'' The particular electrical
connection suspected in the 737incident had not been overhauled in the
17-year life of theBritish Airways Plc jet, and the AAIB said in its
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report``considerable buildup of products of corrosion andelectrolysis'' wa
found. The AAIB recommended the 737's instruction manual
bereviewed to
ensure it contained clear instructions for spottingevidence of fluid leaks
during routine maintenance. Boeing said as soon as it received the
report, it chartereda team comprising the FAA, AAIB, airlines and other
interestedparties to review the issue. ``The team has developed several
recommendations, and Boeinghas informed customers that it is working
on a
Service Bulletinto address the issue. The Service Bulletin should be
completedand released in mid-1998.'' The Boeing statement said the
1995
incident involvedyaw-damper oscillations, ``and a yaw-damper
malfunction
canproduce a rudder input of no more than four degrees.'' ``A
yaw-damper
malfunction will not affect safety-of-flightand easily is controllable by
the flight crew,'' it said. Uncontrolled rudder movement was suspected
to have played arole in the crashes of two 737s in the United States.
^REUTERS@
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Wed, 18 Feb 1998 15:15:27 -0700

Subject:
Holy Grail of TWA 800 cause.
BS>How many times does he have to prove that you are wrong?
Once.
>Your like one of
>those guys in a bad action film that just keep coming back one more tim
>even after the are mutilated and shot full of holes!
Mutilated and shot full of holes? Strange metaphor. Sort of like the
missile guys are like the victims of some demented serial...naw, too
gruesome to continue. And I run into the censor paradox again, how to
show
that writing to someone comparing them to someone that is mutilated and
shot full of holes is not good. Not good at all. You can write it, but it's
not good. To show you it is wrong by doing it to you is not good either.
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It's a problem. You may run away. Permission granted.
>TT> How about the black knight in "Monty Python and the Holy
Grail"? MAJOR BS
>(that was what "JBS" wanted to be called in his previous post, I believe)
is
>just about down to a hopping torso by now! : )
Soooo funny. And typical of closed left brains that believe by changing th
map, the territory changes, or if the messenger goes away the message
changes and disappears. The messenger is not the problem, UAL 811 is
the
problem. Stator blade is the problem. Red paint smears are the problem,
not
the guy who points them out to you.
However, and I want you to consider this, my words have powerful
impact, as
you can see by reading; you do not want me writing to you with the goal
of
scaring you. I write to enlighten myself. I write to irritate to provoke
different outlooks. I write to bring joy with humor. I write to effect
change to preserve life. I do not want to write to scare.
>mutilated and shot full of holes
Not funny. I can do better.
TT>Why are pieces of that
>cargo door still hanging on there in 800, and why are the windows
above it
>still
>intact?
Stage 7 question. Answer, because 800 is a reconstruction; 811 is not.
They put the pieces back in 800 after they had blown away and retrieved.
811 has the hole because the skin pieces were not put back into the hole.
800 pieces were put back into the hole. The shattered shape is the same,
rectangle of explosive decompression. Size is different, 811 small, 800
big. Just like rectangle of of drawing of 103 and described in 182.
>Fodded engine!Schmodded engine! That's not proof that the the cargo
door is
>responsible. Your correlation, John, is like saying that every ship that
sunk
>as a result of ruptured hull plates was hit by an iceberg.
Never said it was proof, just said fodded number three matches three othe
high time, etc etc 747s that also had fodded number three engine. Unless
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the 800 powerplant report describes the fod and it's baggage containers.
That would be like, a clue.
>A twisting and twirling cargo door is like a polished glass mirror, eh?
Look
>at the condition of what's left of the cargo door on the reconstruction and
>tell me it's going to reflect sunlight (the setting sun, that is, in a
>partially overcast sky with haze).
It's a problem. I adapt and reconsider alternatives. I've always said shiny
piece of metal spinning away. Maybe not unshiny door, maybe not shiny
metal
baggage containers, maybe not large shiny metal potable water tank (one
damaged, one not when recovered), maybe not shiny air conditioning
pack;
but all those objects came out of cargo hold and cargo hold stuff was first
to go according to trajectory study, so it could be one or more of those
items to produce streak before fireball.
There was even a maintenance door that spun away early that was sealed
onto
center tank. It was unburned but only two feet by two feet. Unburned doo
on a tank that explodes, uh, oh, let's ignore it. Ok.
Cargo door does not need streak conclusively explained to be valid. It's
enough to say it could be shiny object which left 800 before fireball.
Missile of course needs streak as confirmed. And can't do it. Only as a
maybe. You've got that maybe, now to corroborate it.
If you can't admit UAL 811 happened then I'll refuse to admit
Vincennes/Airbus happened. If you do admit UAL 811 was wiring/cargo
door
problem, then I'll say US warship shooting missile to destroy civilian
airliner happened. If you admit UAL 811 event cause could happen again
I'll admit Vincennes could happen again. It's a level playing field until
we get to the evidence.
>Let's see: spelling - OK; grammar - OK; hyphenation - OK;
ARTICLES - YES!
>Fodded engine!Schmodded engine!
Spacing, schmasing, need space between 'engine!' and 'Schmodded'.
As Helmeted John Cleese remarks to the assembled troops of the King of
the
Britains below who are preparing to attack him, "I fart in thy general
direction."
Cheers,
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John Barry Smith
http://www.corazon.com/
Date:

barry@corazon.com

Wed, 25 Feb 1998 12:55:34 +0100

Subject:
Hope Springs Eternal
TT>"We play
>with the demeanor of the messengers, me and you, and kill time between
our
>statements of fact" should really be written:
>"You and me play with the demeanor of the messengers and kill time
between
>our statements of fact".
No, I wrote it my way because it means my way. Your way written mean
your way.
The pronoun 'we' in the sentence refers to you and me.
The word 'messengers' refers to you and me.
The noun 'messengers' refers to two people who are identified by
pronouns,
'you' and 'me'.
The pronouns 'you' and 'me' do not refer to the first word, 'we', they
refer to the messengers. Just because they are in reality the same does not
make them the same for grammar purposes. 'We' is a subject and could be
changed to 'You and I'.
Messengers is object of preposition and must be 'you' and 'me' or 'them'
or
'us'. Never 'with I' or 'with they' or 'with we' or 'of I' or 'of they,'
or 'of we.' It's 'of me' or 'of them' or 'of us'.
You're calling the noun that the pronouns stand for as 'We'. It's not. The
pronouns stand for the noun, 'messengers,' which is an object of a
preposition.
I put the pronouns immediately after the noun for which they stand to
avoid
confusion. Ha!
If I had wanted it to read your way I would have written it that way, 'We,
you and I, play with the demeanor of the messengers, me and you, and ki
time...'
>Your original sentence is redundant and needs to be simplified.
I don't think so. I believe every letter, every comma is needed. No ideas
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are repeated. The first 'we' refers to two people only, the noun'
messengers' refer to two people plus any others who choose to be called
messengers.
You and I write posts to a list with picky people, you and me, in it.
>To paprphrase you:
>
>Cheers, and additional cheers,
>
>Tony Tolvo
Ah, so close and yet so far. Does no one proof read their posts? To
paraphrase Ronald Reagan, 'Measure twice, cut once.'
GD>I saw a RA-5C on the deck of an aircraft carrier which was on fire
during
>the Viet Nam war.
RVAH-11 on board Forrestal in '67. That's the fire that started when
missile cooked off and hit John McCain's belly fuel tank under his A4
Skyhawk. They pushed the Vigilante over the side. 13 million 1967
dollars,
the most expensive plane on the ship.
>NAA used wet wings in the design. Did you have
>any leaks?
Never. And they put three bomb bay fuel tanks in there instead of bombs
One plane catted off and fuel tanks stayed on flight deck. Ha!
Is it too early to declare victory over the forces of darkness?
1. Suspicion
2. Distrust
3. Secrets
4. Hate
5. Conspiracy
6. Plots
7. Coverups.
First Rivero bailed and never came back. Then Goddard who recanted
and then
rerecanted. Now The Donalds are missing in action. Everybody's missile
head
is down too, it appears. It's amazing, the power of truth.
Well, we'll miss their zany outlook on life. It's a pity, I surely would
like to see another iteration of the witness statement list as compiled by
newspaper reports.
I'm having missile withdrawal.
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There has to be some sailor somewhere who can be persuaded to say he
heard
someone say that someone saw something and told someone who told
them not
to report it and there you have it, proof of coverup. Ha!
I would surely hate to see the missile guys leave before I get to use the
swear word I've been saving for 8 months. To not use a word I've saved u
for capitals would also be very disappointing.
Well, hope springs eternal, the missile guys may come back, you never
know.
We'll put a light in the window. And a yellow ribbon round the old oak
tree. And keep our fingers crossed.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Fri, 13 Feb 1998 09:12:34 -0700

Subject:
I can't pass it up..
TT>Hey, guys! Can we get real?
Maybe yes, maybe no, but it's not up to you, now is it? And so funny to
hear about 'real' from a conspiracy guy.
>When I connect to this list, I certainly don't
>want to hear about points of grammar!
Then don't! No connect, no hearing, no problem.
>And the insults (Hi! JBS and Elmer)! >well, at times they are despicable.
Opinion noted. (Sylvester the Cat about Tweety, "Thass Dithpickable!")
>Tom, Mike Hull, Phil, Bob Donaldson, Eric,
>Ian, your posts have dwindled.
Yeah, because they realize their case is falling apart in front of their
streak filled teary eyes.
>Thanks,
>Bill Serrahn, for coming back, AND RESPONDING! Anyone else I
forgot (oh,
>Richard Hirsch), I have enjoyed reading your posts. Let's not stab each
other
>in the back for the truth! DISINFORMATIONALIST 762

SMISHINFORMATIONALIST!
Could you repeat please, not enough capitals so I don't know if you really
mean what you say or not.
>Present
>your views, but don't squabble!
What are you, a teacher? Mom? Oh, OK, sorry for squabbling, I'll be a
good
boy from now on, OK? Can I watch TV now?
>The only way to the truth is through slear, open, honest opinions.
As long as we:
1. Don't squabble,
2. Don't insult,
3. Get real,
4. No stabbing,
5. Not be despicable
6. Don't correct spelling errors.
Gee, TT, I don't know if I can get to the truth while keeping all your
rules in my head but I really want to give my 'slear' opinions.
Ha!
Conspiracy guys and censorship go together, it's a clue. They always
match.
Talk about this but don't talk about that; talk this way but don't talk
that way. Control the map and you control the territory is the false
thinking.
Well, is there time for a fact? In NTSB Exhibit 4A one eyewitness
reported
the streak as colored green. The inside of the cargo door is green. That is
more real evidence, and it ain't much, for cargo door than the missile guy
have in total.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Fri, 13 Feb 1998 08:10:10 -0700

Subject:
I really shouldn't, but...
TT>Don't insult the eyewitnesses intelligence.
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Ok, I'll insult yours. It's 'missile' not 'missle.' That's a clue to the
missile guys' intelligence, they always start off spelling the most
important word in their vocabulary wrong.
>You know very well that none of these
>witnesses say they saw a missle rise up to hit the plane (not even
Meyers, who
>was in the best position).
I know that the missile guys in this forum have been touting that very fac
over and over again for a year and a half. Talk to them.
>Ever see the space shuttle take off? When it's reached altitude it
>looks like a "streak" of light, doesn't it?
No, it looks like a big airplane with five exhausts descending as it goes
downrange even though it is climbing. It rises and then appears to descen
until out of sight although climbing the whole time. It's that 3D thing
again.
>I don't recall reading or hearing anywhere about witnesses saying they
say a
>streak go down...
Yeah, that pesky research again, there exists an NTSB exhibit called 4A
Witness Group Report which analyzes all the sideways, and up, and down
reported streaks. And the different colors and durations of streaks. Of
course, Meyer said 'down' streak after the accident but who cares what a
nearby pilot reported? 4A on website of course.
>The point is that people saw something in the
>sky, apart from the plane, that was relevant to its later explosion.
Exactly right, and before you jump to missile that can't do streak, and
coverup etc, think of something else that could do something in the sky,
apart from the plane, that was relevant to its later explosion. It exists
and it has to do with retention on the back of the eye of a pinpoint source
of light that moves in an erratic parabolic arc. What could provide the
pinpoint? I know the answer, the question was rhetorical. And meteor fits
too.
>Michael Rivero's website (and Ian Goddard's) both show a circular
breach
>in the fuselage, just aft of the cargo door, that might fit a missle hit
Well, it does bulge outward, not inward like a missile hit, but close
enough, in skin out skin, up streak down streak, white smoke, black
smoke,
close enough! I shouldn't quibble about accuracy in facts when talking
about missiles and TWA 800, they are just an abstraction of non reality to
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sustain hatred and distrust of authority called government.
>We were all
>introduced to SCUDs being launched and in flight during the Gulf War.
I
>can see
>what caused the streak, can't you?
No. Cruise missiles had no streak also. Sidewinders and Sparrows have n
streak either.
>Your angle of perspective argument can be debated
>fowards and backwards endlessly.
Only by those who can't think in 3D.
>There you go playing with words again!
What else is there with a keyboard? The mouse? Is playing with words,
like,
a sin? a crime? like, wrong?
As a matter of fact, I try to be very, very precise with words, the way
they are spelled, pronounced, sequenced, and the meaning they impart.
And
like, you know, proofread stuff so that, well, when people read it, they
don't like, you know, laugh when see words, easy words, misspelled,
which
tells me that the writer thought his stuff was so bad he couldn't even
stand to read it twice.
I say 8 latches latched is not 10 latches latched and I'm not playing with
numbers.
But anyway, the FAA has implicitly conceded forward cargo door
opened in
flight but says it was because of initial event of center tank explosion.
So whether door opened in flight is moot, now the issue is why.
>SM: My mission is not to discredit the missile huggers, it is to
>discredit the cargo door nonsense.
And not doing too good, Stan, see FAA paragraph above and SDR later
on in
this email.
SM>JBS declares the facts lies when he can no longer dream up even a
ludircous explanation such as the cargo door making a continuos upward
streak of light while it spins and flutters to the ocean surface.
Huh? facts lies? It's counterintuitive to understand up streak can be
object moving down, but that's the way it is in a 3D world. It's not
'ludircous' to a pilot whose life depends on being correct on whether a
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'continuos' sighting is a closing or opening bogie.
>He has declared the findings of AI182 to be false when I pointed out tha
>the latches were found still attached to the lower sill. It didn't fit so
>he denied the findings, like most of the findings of PA103.
What are you talking about? What findings? Where's my quote in an
email
because your quoting me is wrong. Let's see my declaration. Do you
mean
bomb findings for AI 182? If so, I do say no bomb for AI 182, as do other
experts in the Indian report who say hull rupture more likely from
structural failure than bomb based on evidence. One man, RA Davis even
suggest the forward cargo door opening would cause the effects found on
the
wreckage. Indian report on website of course.
Again, Stan you reveal so much...the latches of AI 182 were found still
attached to lower sill... exactly like TWA 800. The door of AI 182 was
described as having suffered an outward force with fraying... exactly like
TWA 800. AI 182 matches TWA 800 and you point out the match,
bottom eight
latches latched.
SM>Since when did I become a missile hugger?
Every since you thought the cargo door guy was a paid government
disinformationalist who is doing it to give the missile coverup persons a
false sense of complacency. Ha!
I left the forum before the Baltimore hearings not for fear of my life but
for fear of overreacting to an incorrect threat. See, missile guys, it is
very, very stupid to call a secret agent a secret agent on the off chance
you may be right. Do you know what secret agents do to people who call
them
secret agents?
So I thought you idiots who thought I was a 'spook' might actually treat
me
as such thereby requiring me to act as such leading to bad things. So,
better to avoid you.
But, reality stepped in as I had dinner with a few of the conspiracy guys
and found them to be just warm friendly interested guys trying to make
sense of this jumbled world we live in. So there was no physical problem
Now I'm back and realize you missile guys are not harmless, friendly foo
(as you consider me, too) but have distracted the issue of TWA 800 by
diverting efforts into an alternative explanation other than bomb or CWT
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the only two explanations seriously investigated, into missile. When the
media and NTSB thought what could it be if not bomb, as they did for 17
months, they thought center tank, and then when they really got wild, the
played with missile. When it got time to consider an explanation such as
cargo door, there was no more listening time, the patience of the
government had run out with three. Four explanations was above the
concentration level of the officials who have difficulty holding two ideas
in their head at the same time. The evil became apparent when the media
attention was focused on a missile guy for about 30 hours and he had the
opportunity to spread that light of attention to all alternative ideas, but
didn't, only giving self serving whining complaints about his personal
characterization and little about TWA 800, and even less about missile,
and
of course nothing about cargo door. Meteor? Forget it.
So, missile must be decisively ruled out. The feds won't do it, they have a
guilty conscience. Boeing wants missile as well as TWA to exonerate
themselves. So who's left? Me.
Basic questions should have been asked from day one: Missiles don't look
like streaks. Missile has no light source for streak. Up streak may mean
down object. Alternatives for streak exist other than missile.
But authorities didn't rule out missile head on, but with pique and
smearing, and I think it's because NTSB and FAA and most everyone else
hopefully believes it was missile. It is such a wonderful answer to some
serious problems. Wrong, but still wonderful. Human enemy answer is so
much
better then own design error, that's why the Indians, the Canadians, the
British, and now the Americans want so desparately to believe it is not
their fault it happened again and they could have stopped it if they had
done their job right years ago. Nobody wants cargo door regardless of
evidence, except the passengers who are going to die when it happens
again,
as it did with .....you know 'em all. There's so many I don't want to type
again.
I love the tiny bomb planted on the center tank to make it go boom
nonsense. That's FBI thinking and worthy of the best LSoft missile guy
thinking.
Hey, it coulda happened!
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
SM>discredit the cargo door nonsense
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Hey, Stan discredit this: What's all this about? This isn't related to
cargo door problem nonsense is it? And hey, 5000 pounds of fuel, a
couple
hours delay, and some scared passengers...not a big deal, hardly worth
mentioning in a forum about Boeing 747s with cargo door openings
inflight.
And why the extra 'A' after NWA? And how do you take off with an aft
cargo
door handle out of position enough to prevent hull pressurization? Don't
they have, like, warning lights, and manual locking handles, and viewing
ports so that it is 'impossible' for that cargo door to go wrong? I don't
know, man, you keep on telling me the cargo doors are fine and anyone
who
says otherwise is talking nonsense. And yet, I keep on reading these
reports about door openings in flight, and forward cargo hold fires...
Difficulty Date
: 10/31/97 0:00:00
Operator Type
: Air Carrier
ATA Code
: 5230
Part Name
: LATCH
Aircraft Manufacturer : BOEING
Aircraft Group
: 747
Aircraft Model
: 747251B
Part/Defect Location : CARGO DOOR
Part Condition
: OUT OF ADJUST
Submitter Code
: Carrier
Operator Desig.
: NWAA
Precautionary Procedure : UNSCHED LANDING
: DUMP FUEL
Nature
: WARNING INDICATION
Stage of Flight
: CLIMB
District Office Region : Great Lakes office #01
A/C N Number
: 613US
Part Total Time
:0
Part Time since Overhaul: 0
Aircraft Serial No. : 20358
Discrepancy/Corrective Action:
DURING CLIMB, THE AFT CARGO DOOR ILLUMINATED AND
AIRCRAFT FAILED TO
PRESSURIZE. FLIGHT RETURNED TO BKK AFTER
DUMPING 5000 LBS OF FUEL AND LANDED WITHOUT
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FURTHER INCIDENT. MAINTENANCE
FOUND THE AFT CARGO DOOR
HANDLE OUT OF POSITION. ADJUSTED LATCH AND LOCK.
OPERATIONAL CHECK OK.
Saudi plane makes emergency landing in Cairo
03:25
a.m. Jan 02, 1998 Eastern
CAIRO,
Jan 2 (Reuters) - A Saudi jumbo jet carrying 348 passengers on a flight
from Jeddah to London made an
emergency landing at Cairo airport on Friday after a fire on board, airport
sources said.
They
said there were no casualties aboard the Saudi Arabian Airlines Boeing
747,
whose mostly Saudi passengers
disembarked in Cairo. Some boarded an EgyptAir flight to London.
Another
plane was being sent from Saudi
Arabia
to pick up the rest.
The
sources said the pilot had used the plane's emergency systems to
extinguish
the fire, which broke out in the
cargo
section, and then asked Cairo airport controllers to let him make an
emergency landing at about 5 a.m.
(0300
GMT).
Airport
officials said the fire had been caused by an electrical fault, but gave no
details. The Saudi plane would
stay in
Cairo for repairs, they added.
1. Exhibit 9C, Attachments to the Systems Group Factual Report page
44 45 46:
A. Nov 1, 1996, burning smell in forward cargo compartment, found
damaged
wiring
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shorted to ground, charring found.
B. Oct 12, 1996, Wire bundle arcing and resultant fire at aft bulkhead of
forward lower lobe cargo hold on 747-200 freighter.
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Thu, 12 Feb 1998 12:43:57 -0700

Subject:
A teensy weensy problem..
I keep on coming back to the streak, oh, that streak. The streak, without
which the missile guys would be back where they belong, connecting
Vince
Foster to Ron Brown. But, the streak got them into the aircraft accident
business for TWA 800, and therefore in my face.
The teensy weensy problem about the streak as a missile is...a missile at
ten miles never, ever looks like a streak. A missile flying by your nose
may look like a streak, but a missile at Mach 2.5 or so at ten miles looks
like, and I quote people who have actually seen missiles flying at ten
miles at Mach 2.5, a 'flying telephone pole'.
I was supersonic several times, one time at 1.4 at 41000 off the coast of
Florida, and it is the most serene non thrill experience. The reason is
distance. The ground is far away and moves slowly in perception but real
whizzing by at a thousand knots or so.
Just so the distance of ten miles from eyewitnesses and TWA 800. Any
Mach
object at that distance looks like something going fast, but never a
streak. A car going by at Mach One, recently seen, looks like a car movin
fast, no streak. Missiles seen on gun cameras look like fast moving
objects, never streaks.
I've been close by as fighters go by at plus mach and the boom almost
knocks one down, but still, no streak, not even a blur.
Ten miles is the pesky fact of the distance between eywitnesses and TWA
800.
Yeah, I know it's another visual perception thing, physics and reality and
all that, I can't get away from it when trying to draw valid conclusions
based on reported visual perceptions of streak, it goes with the territory.
So, add the teensy weensy problem of nothing on the missile to give strea
if it passed by your nose, and then the teensy weensy problem of no way
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missile at ten miles whizzing along presents as streak, and gosh, missile
guys face the cold hard pit of disappointment of wrong thinking called
barking up the wrong tree.
By the way, all you coverup lovers, two hours after the A6 hit the cable it
was on the internet as US Jet severs cable car and twenty dead. Six hours
later it was reported it was a Marine A6 on low leve mission. Two days
later a Marine General was testifying about the A6 and the maneuver it
conducted as it passed by cable. Three days later the Italians were
complaining about not getting all the data.
To call that a coverup is funny.
To think that a sustained coverup of TWA 800 shootdown by missile
when
intense investigation for a year and a half from FBI CIA NTSB FAA,
Defense,
and private lawyers was and is successful is detached from reality
thinking. Coverups are only successful when nobody is looking.
Everybody is
looking at TWA 800.
I just wish another suspicious death in the US could come by and draw al
you missile conspiracy guys away, didn't Kennedy or Bono catch your
fancy?
Come on, skiing? Looks like a KGB hit job gone wrong, if you ask me.
Ah,
the good days of KGB.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Sun, 15 Feb 1998 12:25:54 -0700

Subject:
Angles correct for streak as door.
EH>we should be discussing the possible causes for TWA800's demise
>rather than blasting each other!
You can give it but you can't take it. It was fun for you to accuse posters
of criminal undercover spying and deception because they disagreed with
you, but you can't take analysis of your accusations. Now you want to get
back to TWA 800. Ha!
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As soon as the discussion does get back to TWA 800 with facts that refut
you, back to 'disinformationalists' and dolphins dying.
BD>OK, lets talk geometry. First of all, the witnesses were not all
standing
>in the same place, so their perspectives will all be different. They all saw
>something, streak, trail, flare, etc.
OK, let's talk geometry. They all saw something, wait, that's witnesses.
But true, they all saw something, I prefer to call it what most of them
called it in Exhibit 4A, a streak of light; duration, color and direction
were variable according to which witness one listens to.
>The easiest way to determine if what they saw was something going up
or
>something coming down is to determine where the streak, trail, flare wa
Well, we get back to the blockhead thing here. It is impossible to
determine the actual direction with only direction of streak and not
increasing or decreasing brightness or size. It doesn't matter where the
visual image was. With only streak and no size or brightness data, it is
impossible to determine actual movement of source of light. Sorry, but
that's geometry.
Since I'm saying this basic bit of visual perception infinity plus one
times, you can call me a 'reinformationalist."
>This is
>a commonly accepted method of determining position for navigation an
has been
>used for centuries.
It's called a fix, as I was taught in navigator training and I used in life
and death matters for me and my pilot while flying as a navigator from
Albany GA to Rota Spain in an RA5C nonstop while air refueling three
times.
Planning rendevous with a KC 130 literally in the middle of the Atlantic
required accurate fixes. It's tough when your datum moves.
You are trying to pin down a streak that went up, down, sideways,
parabolic, started from up down and all around, and ended up down and
all
around, according to witnesses. It is impossible to determine a fix on a
moving object without very very precise time and location data. There is
none for the streak. With a few valid fixes, which don't exist, then a
track can be determined.
>In both analyses, Ian Goddard and Bill Donaldson, the intersection of
these
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>bearing lines was approximately 3 miles off shore.
That's assuming the witnesses saw the streak source at the same instant. I
one witness reported a bearing line at time x and angle y, and then thirty
seconds elapsed and another witness reported a bearing line at time a and
bearing b, the fix is worthless, and many crews have died from that error.
Working around the carrier is tough because the ship moves all the time,
usually about 20 knots so fix error is small but real.
These witnesses were startled on an evening at dusk by strange sight, eve
if they immediately looked at their watches, which they didn't, the time
errors are too great to get a fix on a fast moving streak source. The
fireball, yes. It was basically stationary.
You are still trying to make an up streak into an up object. Impossible to
be certain, it could be and it could not be.
By most accounts the streak source did not go from a to be in a straight
line. The vision was in short segments of varying lengths, colors,
duration, and direction. Even if every single witness said they saw a
streak at time x and it was a certain color and they saw the streak for
duration y, and the streak only went up; the object could still have been
going down because the actual time the witnesses saw the object it could
have actually been coming toward them on a trajectory to impact behind
them
and thus perceived by all as climbing although descending.
The thing that gets me is the down and sideways reported streaks could
also
have been an object going up but the missile guys never address all the
down or sideways reported streaks which apparently rebut their missile
idea
but can be explained as down streak could be object going up. That is
very
strange. To ignore basic science which helps your cause is bizarre.
But then basic science is computers, email and web and one missile guy
doesn't even use those tools, so maybe it's normal for missile blockheads
to ignore basic science. Heck, it's mandatory.
MD>Right, John, at that distance it takes an object traveling at many
thousands
>of miles per hour to be perceived as a "streak".
And a bright light source too to be seen at several miles miles or so. The
problem is the head, if it doesn't move with the object streaks can appear
on the retina. Everyone was surprised so all the heads of the witnesses
probably did not move so speed of light source to cause streak is
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undetermined. Only meteor fits the observations best. Missile may have
been
going fast enough but no light source, cargo door had sun as light source
but not going very fast.
The explanation most helped by Exhibit 4A is the meteor explanation. It
really hurts the CWT guys. It confuses the missile guys. The cargo door
guy
says, there was a streak before fireball, now to get to the evidence on the
wreckage to determine if related.
The only way I can rebut meteor for 800 is to say AI 182, PA 103, UAL
811,
and TWA 800 were all meteors then. Cargo door/wiring has to be
consistent
for four accidents. To have four such similar and rare accidents to have so
many different explanations is illogical, it's one cause with one set of
consequences and it's happened four times.
It could have been meteor, missile, cwt or midair with stealth fighter.
Now, did it happen? It could have been a coverup, plot or conspiracy.
Now
did it happen? No and no is my answer.
It's already been shown they could have been, but not shown it was.
(Huh?)
My first thought of seeing Di's shattered MBZ in Paris tunnel was
assassination attempt. It could have been. It wasn't. My first guess was
wrong based on the evidence later revealed.
>SM: A large door was not left unlatched Mr. Schmexpert. The pressure
>relief doors were. It would be akin to closing your front door and
>leaving the peephole cover open.
>DURING CLIMB, THE AFT CARGO DOOR ILLUMINATED
AND AIRCRAFT FAILED TO
>PRESSURIZE. FLIGHT RETURNED TO BKK AFTER
>DUMPING 5000 LBS OF FUEL AND LANDED WITHOUT
FURTHER INCIDENT. MAINTENANCE
>FOUND THE AFT CARGO DOOR
>HANDLE OUT OF POSITION. ADJUSTED LATCH AND LOCK.
OPERATIONAL CHECK OK.
NTSB AAR 92/02 UAL 811, page 14, "The final securing operation is
the
movement of lock sectors across the latch cams. These are manually
moved in
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place across the open mouth of each of the eight lower cams through
mechanical linkages to the master latch lock handle."
Note ten latches and only eight locking sectors on bottom cams. Note one
handle on door, the master latch lock handle or aft cargo door handle.
Note
moving lock sectors across cams very important. Conclusion: Out of
position
door handle potentially very serious problem.
Why was latch and lock adjusted if it was operator error? See, big
contradiction. I mean, like, you know, normal door and bad operator, or
bad
door and normal operator? This report reads bad door and normal
operator
yet Stan says otherwise.
Thanks, Stan, but I'm not really an expert on sex. And leaving a peephole
open can be catastrophic as found out by Titanic that had very small leaks
but a lot of pressure and the Cosmonauts that had spacecraft seal leak and
three died on reentry.
>SM: Yeah right! The area is shredded and you conclude that the "aft
>mid-span latch is failing" That's a laugher.
The area is shredded, the aft midspan latch area is bulged outward, the
door frame where latch is supposed to be latched is bare, the latches are
not hung nor reported, and the outline of a twenty foot by forty foot
explosive decompression rectangle is clearly seen in TWA 800 NTSB
reconstruction photograph. On website of course. Ha ha ha, I'm laughing.
Not ha ha weird, not ha ha nuts, not ha ha crying, not ha ha coughing, not
ha ha high, but ha ha funny.
>How do you know if section 41 was weak?
Ooh, a stage 7 question slipped in. Because NTSB told me so. And
15000 to
16000 cycles was the magic number for three of the accidents, PA 103,
UAL
811, and TWA 800. Section 41 gets strengthened at 20000 cycles, they
should
have made it 14000. Section 41 suffers from design of pear shaped
fusleage
to accommodate crew cabin on top. A pressurized hull tries to become an
apple, that is, round. So, stress at Section 41. NTSB specifically
addressed the weakness of Section 41 in Exhibit 15C and reported no
unusual
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preexisting problems.
>Do you in fact know it TWA800 was out of compliance?
It was in compliance. Just like the door of Pan Am 125 was in complianc
before it opened in flight in March of 1987.
>there is no correlation between what failed and sections 41's weakness.
No direct connection. Indirectly it may have affected the nose coming off
and an out of rig door.
>SM: Yet they found the burned out filament in a gear indication light in
>the bottom of florida swap and were able to tell if it was lit or burnt
>out prior to the EAL L1011 pile driving into the earth.
So true, they were looking for it. I predict if they ever do look for a
bare chafed wire in a bundle housed in the forward cargo compartment
which
also includes EPR gauge data, they will find it.
And the 1011 did not 'pile drive into the earth', that's the tragedy, it
gently flew in to the ground when the plane's yoke, on autopilot, was
gently pushed forward by the pilot twisting backward to talk to a person
checking out why the landing gear down light was not lit.
>SM: How many "let's says" does it take to make all of the witnesses
from
>multiple of angles see a falling cargo door appear to be rising. This is
>a desperate attempt to "make it fit."
Naw, just basic geometry, see above.
During the several thousand hours of flying patrol in a P2V I spent much
time in the clear plexiglass bow. We reported everything to the pilot. We
never said what the object was doing unless we had size or brightness
information, then we said opening or closing, and even then we were ofte
wrong. Around the pattern, other aircraft often appear to be going away
when in fact they are approaching. Whenever we saw a light only, we
reported postion on a clock, such as 12 O'clock. We once chased a star fo
an hour because a dot appeared on the horizon which looked like a ship
but
in fact was slightly above the horizon but exceptional visibility allowed
the star to be seen.
The only reason I say streak was door going up, down and all around as it
departed plane in upward direction and then spun away sideways and
down
were the angles. It had to be perfect for angle of sun being low, the sun
in back of observers, the plane over the water up high in sunlight while
observers had dark adapted eyes, the relationship between sun to the west
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the shoreline putting observers to west of plane which was ten miles to th
east. If time had been different to any other 23.5 hours of the day, or
plane had been to west of observers, or plane lower so not in sunlight, or
door not roughly aerodynamic, if door not reflective metal, if streak not
reported before fireball, if streak not seen after fireball, then cargo
door would not make sense. But all those factors had to be in place for
spinning away fast pieces of metal to be seen as streak of different
colors, duration, and direction, and they were.
Recreation of streak as missile or door or meteor needs to be done for rea
or on computers. It is beyond our capabilities.
> Such a crude effort evidences a desperate attempt to
> destroy witness testimony by underhanded skullduggery
> and suggests the strategizing of an unethical legal team.
I just quoted that because it is such beautiful nonsense with innuendo of
evil all around, turning nouns into verbs, (evidences and strategizing,)
and cliches and redundancy (underhanded skullduggery) would make
government
officials proud as they prioritize their resources in sending a strong
message.
GD>But the ground grows cold and the past must be replaced by a new
dawn of
>enlightenment. Now is the time for the disillusioned to cut the cord and
to
>reach out for reason.
Whoa, cliche competition, I'd better get the lead out. I don't want to get
into a pissing contest with a racehorse.
Let's ride the gravy train, I mean this quite sincerely, by the way, which
one's Pink?
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Thu, 19 Feb 1998 01:23:43 -0700

Subject:
Alias
I've been thinking, maybe an alias is a good thing to have. If so, what
alias? I've got one. Donald Donaldson. I like it. I'll be, like, the long,
lost grandfather. There's a Dad, a son, a brother, a cousin, and now a
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grandfather. If CDR D were to ask me my name, I could answer, "Son,
Donald
Donaldson." A word pallindrome.
EB>Anyway, let's assume everybody everywhere agrees the witnesses
saw
something fiery
>ascending.
Let's not. Assume all the people who consider a streak of light as a streak
of fire. Count me out. In point of fact, the official witnesses in 4A never
say fiery, only light.
TT> You have 811, and then there are the reliable witnesses I believe in.
I'll take UAL 811 anyday, it's real and not human emotion trying to
interpret a few second or less surprise visual image on the retina. The
streak is by definition fast. A short duration image is very hard to
determine start and end direction.
>What went up is really going down What went what way is impossible to determine based on visual
stimulation only.
Oh, gosh, am I going to have to start quotiong witnesses too? I guess so,
here's mine: Exhibit 4A states of 183 witnesses that saw a streak of light
(note light, not fire) 11 said it was descending, 47 said it both ascended
and descended, 9 said it was level. That's sixty seven that said it did not
ascend only!
So, what should I do, just keep on repeating in posts about the sixty seven
witnesses screened by FBI and NTSB for reliabilty that reported a streak
of
light that was not ascending only but going some other direction? And
ascending and descending in same streak is exactly what would occur
when a
shiny piece of metal spun off into a parabolic curve to deck, at top of
curve it would appear to be ascending although descending, then at point
of
curve when trajectory is aimed right at viewer, the streak would be a dot
but appear to slow down, then as parabolic curve went further down and
trajectory was below viewer, the streak would appear to be down as objec
continued descent, exactly as described for direction and color of object
leaving forward cargo hold before fireball.
No wonder you missile guys ignore Exhibit 4A, the most official and
accurate description of the streak of light the missile explanation
requires. It completely destroys streak of light as missile going up. Also
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destroys center tank as initial event too. Only meteor stays in running for
streak source after reflected object.
I love the section in the Exhibit that has the direction on a compass the
witnesses gave for direction. The report authors are also ignorant of basic
fact of unable to detemine compass direction of streak based on visual
stimulus only. This impossibility is shown by the results of 7 for N, 2 for
NE, 12 for E, 12 for SE, 7 for S, 3 for SW, 18 for W, and 3 for NW. Ha!
Nowhere is there any witness that reported streak of fire, or fiery object
rising, or fiery anything related to streak, always it was streak of light,
mainly red-organge. The color of reflected sunlight and not white hot
missile exhaust.
Betrayed by your own witnesses! Let me memorize that number, 67.
Sixty
seven witnesses to streak of light said it did not go up. They said it did
other things. Or maybe the eleven that said down only.
So, let's see, to review streak, briefly:
1. Color is mostly red-orange, color of sunlight and not missile exhaust.
Cargo door wiring explanation would have red-orange and does, missile
needs
white and doesn't have it.
2. Compass direction is all over the chart showing random direction
because
unable to determine actual movement of object in space with visual
stimulus
of streak of light only, which is what they had.
3. Relative Direction has 67 witnesses who give account that strongly
supports cargo door wiring explanation of shiny object leaving early and
reflecting sun as it goes down to water.
4. Except for helo crew, no one saw streaks (page 10). That fits the sun
angle thing of shoreline persons were in right angle to see streak with sun
in back of them and plane in front. Airplanes had wrong angle to see
reflection.
5. Not fire but light. Reflection would give 'light'. Cargo door wiring
explanation give cargo hold opening up early and giving several objects t
give reflection to give light. Missile needs fire but doesn't have it.
Above analysis strongly supports shiny metal spinning away and refutes
white exhaust missile going up only. Loves dem witnesses!
Let's get back to reality, metal.
>My stage 7 question is valid - look at the windows above the cargo door
>and tell me that their condition indicates a cargo door smacking into or
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>ripping them at 340 knots!
OK, I will. The windows above the cargo door of 800 match UAL 811 in
important principle of paint transfer between door and fuselage, page 42,
AAR 92/02, on website of course. Also hinge of 800 and 811 match.
Also top
piece of door of 800 and top piece of 811 door match. Vertical tear lines
on 800 match 811. And all those matches within a few feet of the window
above cargo door you refer to.
>Unless
>>the 800 powerplant report describes the fod and it's baggage containers
>>That would be like, a clue.
>
>TT> Like....a clue to like.....what? The cargo door scenario? Possibly,
>but also a missle, a meteor, a bomb, a trained monkey unlatching the
cargo
>door from the inside?
A clue that a fodded engine with baggage containers means that baggage
containers went into the engine. Missiles don't carry baggage containers,
nor meteors, nor bombs, nor, very cute here, monkeys but, and check this
out if you wish, but the forward cargo hold does contain baggage
containers. And also stuff that could hit the intake and dislodge cowl
inlet material into it, just like PA 103. And start fires in starboard
engines, as did UAL 811. A fire in a starboard engine of 800 as headless
plane falls and disintegrates is logical candidate to ignite observed
fireball containing fuel tanks including the not initial event not yet
exploded center tank.
>TT> Uh, John, check you previous posts and your own web site. Once
upon a
>time it was the cargo door and and only the cargo door. Now it could be
>other "sparkly" things?
Uh, yeah, that's called flexibility when new data enters. A shiny metal
object is the hypothesis for streak of light. I'll call it cargo door or
any other piece of metal in the vicinity, like containers, packs, and
bottles. There is no shortage of shiny metal objects that left TWA 800
before anything else as candidate for light streak.
I need wreckage plot to plot damaged potable water tank. If far apart from
mate, it could be streak source.
>TT>10, 100, 1000 shiny things drifting away at 10 miles from an
observer
>in the cloud-obscured setting sun in a haze obscured southern sky (I was
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>on the beach, were you) do not a streak make.
Whoa, clouds, haze, dim light? Well someone saw streaks of light, none
reported multiple streaks. (I was not on the beach, were you.)
>
>TT> You corroborate your maybe, first. I have the eyewitnesses. You
need
>to corroborate 230 eyewitnesses?
You have the eyewitnesses that say they saw descending streak that you
want
to call a missile going up? Are they in the 230? Probably. Why not
include
all the people who saw missile on CNN go up an hit TWA 800? Then
you could
say 10 million witnesses, high numbers sound better, don't they.
>If you admit UAL 811 event cause could happen again,
>>I'll admit Vincennes could happen again.
>
>TT> Ah, we have reached the very heart of the matter. Good for you,
John!
>I wasn't sure you would be able to get that far...you know Stage 7 and
all.
Absence of agreement noted. Can't even agree on the basics. What are
you
afraid of? What is the loss you fear by saying UAL 811 happened and it
was
wiring cargo door, and it could happen again? It's so basic and no missile
guy will agree.
>I'm afraid that you are alone in your own cargo door pew, John! : )
That's the wrong fear, in fact, you do not fear me being alone with cargo
door, it's disdainful sarcasm. But fear of being alone is an interesting
revelation. I do not fear being alone, in fact, I seek it. It is a luxury
to follow a thought for an hour without interruption.
There is something in NTSB AAR 92/02 and NTSB Exhibit 4A that
scares the
missile guys away. The reports are so avoided and so relevant to TWA
800.
(Report on website of course.)
Must be all the facts and details, and photographs, and charts, and
drawings the reports, you know, like, real things, not telephone call
interviews a year and a half after an event that took place for a few
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seconds to a surprised viewer.
When the realization that missile is not real seeps in to your
consciousness, come down easy, don't take it so hard. Everyone makes
mistakes of judgment, it's all right. Maybe all the missile guys could form
a support group. Start your own newsgroup, alt.disappointedmissileguys.
Well, it's after midnight so I must be another year older. It's only
important in this context because it was a year ago today I typed in the
words below to a Senator that got the Secret Service armed agents to my
front door within 24 hours.
>Please avoid the option to do nothing. In some cases that is wise, in this
>one it is not. The door hazard exists and can happen again with varying
>catastrophic consequences. May I be melodramatic, Senator? Why not.
After
>the Tonkin Gulf incident in 1964, we attacked and bombed North
Vietnam.
>After Pan Am 103 in 1988, we attacked and bombed Libya. After TWA
800 in
>1996, we attacked and bombed Iraq; all for thought-to-be good
>reasons.Well, if Air Force One or any of the four E-4Bs (Airborne
Command
>Posts) (all modified Boeing 747s with outward opening cargo doors)
have
>that forward door open in flight tearing off fuselage skin allowing the
>300 knot CAS slipstream to enter nose and tear it off leading to the deat
>and destruction of all aboard including the President and other high
>officials, then we will attack and bomb somebody. And it would be
wrong.
>Just fix the door again and prevent the crash is the answer. (The door ha
>failed before.)
Freedom of speech, unless you say something somebody doesn't like, ask
me.
Freedom to remain silent, unless someone wants you to speak, ask
Lewinsky's
Mom.
Weapons of Mass Destruction...let's hope no one wants to destroy our
weapons of mass destruction because they are good weapons of mass
destruction and need to be kept, and his weapons of mass destruction are
bad weapons of mass destruction and need to be destroyed....by our
weapons
of mass destruction. That's why we have them! It all makes sense if you
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just think it through.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

barry@corazon.com

Mon, 9 Feb 1998 09:08:39 -0700

Subject:
Briar patch of cargo door evidence
TT> But to ascribe
>the downing of three 747's to the sole event of a cargo door malfunction
>without
>further direct evidence seems to be more speculation than hypothesis,
and
>definitely not a theory.
Without further evidence? You mean one picture and a paragraph is not
enough? Holy cow, you guys are tough to persuade.
TT>I am not saying that this idea should be discarded,
>only that I cannot see it as a primary factor without more evidence.
More evidence? More evidence! Bring on the evidence!
Well, there's a guy, I think it's a guy, who emailed me, oh, a few months
ago about, and he or she said, some friend, name withheld, told the email
correspondent that the friend had a dream. And in that dream was an
object
flying, flying, flying, oh, so smoothly through the sky. And then she/he
woke up.
Hey, how much more proof do you want?
OK, here's some. There is a Boeing Field Engineer at the public hearing a
Baltimore and listed in the exhibits as an author; "Barry Smith"!
Barry Smith! Get it?
What are the odds of having two Barry Smiths involved with TWA 800
hearing?
A billion to one. There is definitely something sneaky going on here.
Evidence/schemidence: Well there is a teensy weensy bit of evidence on
the
thousand page web site, actually about twelve hundred pages now dealing
with accident/incident reports of JAL 46E, El Al, Wanli, PA 125, PA 103
UAL 811, TWA 800, DC-10 over Ontario, DC-10 over Paris, RA-5C,
Comet Yoke
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Peter, AI 182, and each one of the aircraft events is linked directly to
TWA 800. Actual paragrapsh from the three thousand pages of TWA 800
hearing
docket are also extracted and analyzed, like stator blade embedded in righ
horizontal stabilizer of TWA 800, red paint transfer marks, trajectory
study which concludes the first objects to leave TWA 800 were just
forward
of the wing and cargo bay structures. One object from cargo bay even left
before last radar return to Islip radar.
There is one 'essentials' page for the 747 accidents for those who do not
wish to actually read the reports. The 'essentials' page takes all the
actual relevant text from the reports and strings it along in a sequence to
show cargo door opening consequences in that particular flight.
Enough about evidence, I want to get back to two missiles, not one. How
about a salvo? About three in a salvo; that poor plane never stood a
chance.
See, the problem with shallow, narrow, and small minds is they only see
the
tree in the forest blocking their way, TWA 800, and just can't do the deep
wide, and large mind thing to examine big picture of four high time
Boeing
747s that suffer a fuselage rupture just forward of the wing, kill
passengers, leave a sudden loud sound on the CVR and an abrupt power
cut to
the FDR and oh, about a trillion more similar evidence trails that link
them together in a deadly embrace and dance to death at water impact...oh
heck, I was exaggerating when I said a trillion. And melodramatic with th
dance of death, so, just forget the whole cargo door/wiring thing, it's
silly, look, the guy can't even get his numbers straight or tell a solid
story. If the messenger is silly, no I'm not, yes you are, no I'm not, then
the message is silly. Forget about it.
Let's get back to Commander, Commander, Commander Act of War.
He's a
Commander, so let's follow. I bet he doesn't exaggerate, he's not silly,
he's a good messenger so his message must be good. I mean, come on,
he's on
the radio, how much more solid can you get?
Stay away from Cargo door/wiring explanation, I've been there. It's a
strange world of intrigue, money, death, coverup, negligence, and wishfu
thinking that spans forty years of flying, many types of planes, many
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countries, and many aviation organizations. It's hard work. It's elemental
forces of nature, earth, wind, fire, and wind and each force acted on those
planes to kill them.
Better to read short paragraphs that give little bursts of outrage and
speculative insight, like, "Hey, a motive, someone who knew someone
who
almost died who knew Clinton was on that plane!" That explains it!
Don't go in the briar patch of cargo door, stay out of the briar patch,
yup, you don't want to go in that briar patch, it's not for you.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Thu, 12 Feb 1998 10:58:04 -0700

Subject:
Are the missile guys idiots?
Yes, and here's why:
1. They refuse to accept physical laws that help their cause: All the
witnesses who reported sideways and down moving streaks, and there are
many
according to Exhibit 4A, can be explained by actual object movement up
can
be perceived as down depending on viewers' perspective.
2. They refuse explanations that help their cause: Missile had to hit plane
someplace, why not the place the missile guys usually point to, just
forward of the wing on the right side, but called a funny name, cargo
door?
3. They refuse to answer basic question: Whole concept of missile is base
on one fact, streak seen before explosion. That fact is then massaged into
missile so then, what on the missile caused the streak?
4. They refuse to be committed. They are not solid. They never say
statements, only veiled insults in the guise of questions. I ask you, is
that chicken or what? See, I can do it too.
5. There's more, but you get my drift.
Feet on the ground, not, Bob D>Elmer must be a CIA plant.
Yes, but what kind of plant? I'm thinking venus fly trap.
No trivia: GD>YOU HAVE BEEN WARNED!
Well, Ok, since you capitalized it, I believe it. Let's have more on the
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relevant dolphins.
BD>George, I think it would be more productive to prove your own
theory than
to ridicule others.
Opinion noted!
BD>Now George, how exactly did your explosion outside the aircraft
produce
enough
>pressure to cause the "violent yaw" that caused the breakup?
Holy cow, a real question! Can't pass them up. Answer: when door
exploded
to the right, the reaction created yaw to left. It's called the recoil
explanation and was predicted by Dan Savage in LSoft many moons ago,
before
FDR data proved it.
EH>We would have never known about it, and the
>mechanical failure wackos would still by flying high with their claim th
>coverups cannot happen.
Oh, my gosh, another military friendly fire incident that happened and wa
covered up...for about a day, just like Vincennes... for about a day...KAL
007...for about a day. TWA 800 about a year and a half? Ha! Coverups
happen, could have happened with TWA 800, didn't happen. It's just
those
pesky facts again, like a videotape of the Vincennes firing missile at
Airbus, or A6 videotape of low flight, and CNN videotape of TWA 800
missile
shootdown, oops don't have that one. Oh well, just pretend it exists and
continue on coverup, don't let pesky facts get in your way.
I've done low level military flying in Italy. The purpose of going low is
to avoid radar and flak. These guys are practicing for Iraq, fly low in
practice and for real and live and fly the approved altitude in practice
and fly low in war and die. Plan the flight and fly the plan; train as you
will fight, and fight as you trained: We have not yet begun to fight.
Just as Captain Stacey has besmirched airline pilots forever with his
misguided attempts to assist his company, so has the jarhead LTC
smeared
Marine pilots everywhere. He thought he was doing the right thing. He
was
wrong, got caught right away, and will ruin his life forever; he probably
will be court martialed and then barely escape criminal trial in Italy.
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Truth hurts, negligence frustrates, lies kill.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Thu, 5 Feb 1998 08:45:22 -0800

Subject:
Cat of reality got their tongue
GD>Ian, Tom, William, Bob and Mike; where are you? Something else
suddenly
>come up?
Well, yes, actually, something did come up. I will take the question and
reply for the gentleman above, I know they'd want me to...What came up
was
truth. Truth in Exhibit 4A which whacks the missile guys over the head
with
reality. Exposure has a way of doing that to frauds.
One drinking guy at a bar can look out the window and see something ten
miles away, remark on it, and the missile guys spend weeks talking about
what or what not he saw. Regardless of the fact: what is seen can not be
connected to what it actually is based on visual observation only.
Several hundred witnesses can say what they saw to experienced
investigators which is then analyzed by experienced investigators and
reported in easy to read format as NTSB Ex 4A. And what it shows is
wildly
disagreeing and contradictory statements from witnesses, which is about
what a reasonable person would expect, but not the missile guys. They
want
an object going from the sea moving up to TWA 800 and fireball. EX 4A
has
too much evidence to refute that wishful thinking so it is ignored and a
woman who talks about a periscope, periscope!, is discussed.
Let's see, CNN has a videotape of the whole missile shootdown but is
hiding
it but the missile guys will ferret it out? CNN has video tape worth a
billion dollars but hides it on the request of the government? The
government wants to hide a missile shootdown? Because the government
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did it
and is covering it up? And CNN is part of the coverup?
Pretty soon you'll be saying I'm part of the coverup. Oh, already done
that. Or you'll be saying I'm really two people posting to the forum. Oh,
already done that. Or I'm part of an effort to discredit the missile guys
and diffuse/muddle/distract the efforts of the true believers the missile
persons/guys/huggers. Oh, already done that. This pesky messenger just
isn't going away when called bad names.
Speaking as someone who has literally spent several thousand hours
looking
for periscopes visually and on radar, the lady, she no see duh 'scope.
Speaking as someone who has literally watched thousands of hours of TV
CNN, she not have no steenking tape of a missile shootdown of TWA
800. And
if they did, Ted Turner could give another billion dollars away, to go with
the billion the lawyers would give him for it, and for the advertisers who
would pay to have their product shown next to the slot when millions
watch
a US Airliner get shot down by a missile, over and over again, more than
Rodney King video, more than OJ hearing he was a free man, more than
the
FBI and NTSB saying they have turned over every stone and taken every
step
to find out what happened to TWA 800.
Paris Match got and released radar tape from a secure area of a
government,
FAA. CNN is like a sieve and any tape of a shootdown from a citizen
would
not stay secret long, that's for sure.
To even think that a network would hide something like that and then to
spend hard time trying to track down a phantom tells more about the
thinking of the seeker than any words he or she might say.
What was shown was probably some stock footage of whatever was
coming over
the wire that night to represent the idea currently in fashion. Or some
missile shot from elsewhere around the world. Check to see if any
communication satellites where launched that day and CNN showed brief
clip.
The idea that a video could go from a person's hands who was just
looking
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into the dusk with camera on, saw whatever it saw, reviewed the tape,
decided to find/sell/give it to a CNN reporter, and then made it to CNN in
a few hours and then to air is preposterous, unlinked from reality. CNN
would have hyped that so much we'd still be seeing it a year later.
Missile guys go after the imaginary and ignore the reality. So sad.
Whenever reality rears its head, goodbye missile guys. Like, just what
exactly in, on, or by a missile caused the streak? Come on now, you say a
missile caused a streak...what part? Basic, man, basic.
The missile guys are like the persons in One Flew Over the Cuckoo's
Nest,
in which the inmates watch the World Series, and live the action, and
cheer
the winner, and jeer the loser, and moan over close plays...except the TV
is off and it's all wishful thinking. No harm done there.
There was no missile that night, you twits! Good story though. It's already
made into several Hollywood films lately. And not under documentary bu
fiction. Can you tell the difference? Can you tell fake black and white
shots in commercials to give illusion film was shot fifty years ago?
Commercials are fake and supposed to be. Maybe you've been lied to for
so
many years watching commericals on TV you no longer can tell the
difference
between harmless puffery of touting products to reality. Or you transfer
your TV reality of cheats to the outside world. Government agents are no
out there to keep the truth from you, even though TV may tell you
otherwise. TV is just a game, not meant to be taken seriously. CNN news
is
to sell ad time, not to inform.
Relying on CNN for reality is so pathetic. You distrust everyone except a
TV network that showed your truth and is now hiding it..ha!
And it's so sad to see you wasting your short wonderful lives away
chasing
shadows when you could be outside, playing baseball, getting some sun,
meeting some friends, staying healthy, having a good time. Now, go on
outside and play, that's a good boy and girl.
Ta,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/
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Date:

Tue, 10 Feb 1998 07:29:48 -0700

Subject:
Chattering on the sidelines
RH>Now don't get me wrong Elmer, I can't get mad at a confirmed
>disinformationalist. You are just doing your job.
>
>Then, so was Herr Goerbels.
Hamsters analyzed witness reports? I don't think little rodents know much
about plane crashes. So look here, take your Mr. Gerbils someplace else,
they have big teeth and bite when cornered.
Please refrain from all talk about cargo door opening in flight from chafed
wiring in forward cargo hold turning on door unlatch motor. You are
unworthy. You are unworthy because you are unable to understand a
primary
facet of visual perception upon which your whole case relies: up streak
means up object. It doesn't and you persist in believing it does, so that
makes you unworthy of even getting into the basics of cargo door. It's
counter intuitive, I agree, sort of like the earth going round the sun, or
a motorcyclist leans into the wind, or the fundamentals of gyroscopes.
You disbelieve physical law of visual perception to keep your fantasy of
missile alive so do wishful thinking. You do not defer to reality, it's too
harsh. Imaginary demons of plots are more pleasurable to contemplate.
I sure miss Michael Rivero repeating his missile witness quotes over and
over again. He was driven into reality of streak going up but could be
object going down by his astronomy background and inability to
reconcile
comet looking close, slow, and going away from tail, when he knows, fro
other education, comet is far, fast and going in different direction. So is
object which causes streak. Rivero bailed, never to return. Goddard bailed
but, as I predicted as soon as I heard, leopards don't change their spots
and he didn't.
But, streaks, too subtle, too amazing, too contrary to hope of missile to
be understood or believed by missile guys.
Too basic, like just what exactly on this missile was the source of the
streak? Hey, that can't be too hard to answer, well maybe it is.
Did you know the French and the Soviets colluded to cover up the crash
of
the TU-144 at the Paris Air Show of 1973? The French had launched a
Mirage
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to photograph the SST during flyby to photograph canards extended. The
pilot almost had midair with photo plane, pushed nose over, stalled all
engines and plane went down, then came apart in air into fireball. The
French and Soviets blamed the pilot, the victim, for pilot error as cause
of crash.
Just because TWA 800 could have been cover up, or missile or bomb or
whatever that requires conspiracy does not mean there was, only
justification for checking out the cause. And it was checked out, and ruled
out for lack of evidence.
Evidence, shemidence...
Let's get back to Ron Brown, dolphins, and periscopes.
Idle chatter is Ron Brown, pigheaded stupidity is believing up streak
means
only up object.
For six months I was serious and tried to politely explain a series of
events supported by documentation. What a waste; the real fun is poking
fun. So stay away from wiring and cargo door for TWA 800, I'd have to
get
serious, better to stay with American/Soviet sub with periscope up lookin
to shoot down TWA 800 with salvo of two.
Capitan, Capitan!
Shut up, I told you to speak English, now what do you want.
Captain, Captain we just inadvertently fired two missiles up. There's an
airliner in the way.
So?
Well the good news is one will miss. And the better news is both were
unarmed anyway.
What's the bad news?
Well, there's this forum on the internet that will find out is was us.
Zounds!
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:
Subject:

Fri, 6 Feb 1998 08:42:12 -0800
Correct punctuation/pesky facts
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In-Reply-To:
<FLIGHT-800%1998020522362093@HOME.EASE.LSOFT.COM>
>John, is this a new debate technique to ignore the questions and
>comments and attack the punctuation style!
JBS>Maybe! Stan, your sentence above starts with a verb, 'is', (after nou
object) and not the subject, 'technique' and inverted sentence is thus,
therefore, generally, considered to be a question, not a statement. A
statement can end with an exclamation mark or period or colon, but a
question ends with a question mark. It looks like this, '?'. There is some
ongoing debate as to whether the ending period of the preceding sentence
should be before the last single quote or after. I prefer after so
punctuation style reads, comma, single quote, question mark, single quote
period. The explanation above, she is clear, yes? Love those exceptions.
However, it was intentional on your part to put exclamation mark at end o
question instead of question mark. This was the technique Dr. Bernard
Loeb
used at the TWA public hearing. He never a asked a real question, he put
a
statement he wanted inserted into the public record by a witness to the
witness who said, "Uh, yeah," when asked if the statement Dr. Loeb aske
was true. Just as you did above. You did not want an answer to a question
you wanted to make an insult on the record but wanted the way out by
saying, "Hey, I was only asking a question."
So, Stan, is this your way of making friends and influencing people by
always adding what idiots they are when they disagree with you!
You know, it really does need a question mark.
So, Stan, is this your way of making friends and influencing people by
always adding what idiots they are when they disagree with you?
Much better.
Stan, your way of making friends and influencing people is by always
adding
what idiots they are when they disagree with you.
Best.
SM>Now that is a stooping to new low levels. How ridiculous can you
get.
A period after a question again, not a question mark. You can lead a horse
to water...Again, not a question but a sighing disappointment of contempt
in the guise of a question. You won't say, "You are ridiculous." You do sa
it under your breath with downturn of voice at end of sentence; that's wha
the period does. Mutter, mutter, mutter.
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>Stooping to new low levels. Stan, once I've hit the floor of low level of
>debating technique, as I'm sure I have done months ago, there is no new
>level, it's at maximum, no lower place to go. Change your metaphor.
"That
>is rising to new heights of..." Height is open ended and your statement
>then rings true, Ping!
>So just exactly how does this exhibit tie everything together.
Holy moley! A real question and still not a question mark!
>By mentioning them in the same report?
No.
>After reading it I fail to see why you even reference this exhibit it
>support of your theory!
Your obtusiveness does not constitute an emergency on my part requiring
assistance. (Nor lack of proofreading to miss 'it' for 'in'.)
>It is nothing more than a report on the damage condition of these
sections of the fuselage.
Well, it's a start, and it is all facts and it is all about TWA 800 and it
is all about the huge shattered area forward of the wing on the right side
which is where the first stuff came off at initial event as described in
another all facts about TWA 800 Exhibit 22B Trajectory Study.
Hey! Enough facts already, it's making my head spin; I want to get back t
periscopes seen by woman looking out her kitchen window, and
Americans
buying Russian diesel subs, and exhuming Sonny Bono's body for
evidence of
skullduggery, he and Frank Sinatra both lived in Palm Springs you know
And
we all know about Frank, right?
Much more fun to talk about the potential evil out there, maybe it will go
away.
BS>The Flight-800 list is one of the last places that the few of us that hav
>an abnormaly high level of interest in this incident meet, but it is not
>going to have much further effect on the evolution of the Flight-800 stor
>To put a lot of energy into useless debates, in which nobody will be
>influenced enough to change their mind, seems foolhardy.
Tell me about it. Foolhardy is the least of our sins.
>but it is not
>>going to have much further effect on the evolution of the Flight-800
story.
Not true. Every thought changes everything. I do this not to change your
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mind, but to change my mind. I want to know if I'm wrong. I ask
questions.
What is the condition of the door hinge? Does it show over travel
impression damage similar to UAL 811 NTSB AAR 92/02 page 40? Is
there bare
chafed wire in the forward cargo hold that matches UAL 811 NTSB
AAR 92/02
page 54 with enlagement on page 55?
Ugh! Pesky facts again. Let's get back to CNN having a video of missile
rising from ocean and hitting TWA 800 but, gosh, now they can't seem to
find it. And it's sort of like, you know, important.
Shrapnel in all the bodies! How can they keep that quiet? It's got to be
true, it was in the newspapers.
BS>It's tiring and non-productive.
>I would rather spend my energy on other things.
No problem! Request granted! Goodbye! May the wind be at your back.
God
speed, Bon Voyage, it's been vivid.
Cheers,
Noun Object Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Tue, 17 Feb 1998 10:09:04 -0700

Subject:
Crackpot...
And proud of it! And all you noncrackedpot people out there can kiss my
ass. I'm an eccentric and proud of it. I consider myself in the category of
"Perfect Eccentric" or otherwise known in the scientific community as a
"Concentric Eccentric."
I ask you this, "Oh, Great Intelligence in the Sky," do we agree on UAL
811
as a 'Cargo Door' sequence? Is that too much to ask, to agree on the
obvious?
Hey, Stan, come on over here, pal, do we agree on UAL 811? Will you
stand
by me and shout to the world, UAL 811 falls into the 'Cargo Door'
category?
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Define the category. Stan's call. What is a cargo door sequence, in your
mind? And let us both use NTSB AAR 92/02 UAL 811, on web site
www.corazon.com, of course, as a reference. Is that fair enough?
Come on, Sammy, your research is impeccable. Will you agree with me
that
UAL 811 was a real accident and not a plot or conspiracy?
Ian, yes, or no, the zen of it, the pure thin steel rapier of truth, could
you be wrong?
Elmer, Elmer, Elmer, check out 4A, it helps you.
Donaldson, Donaldson Donaldson, Donaldson, CDR, Bob, Mike,
George. Bob
brother, CDR father, Mike son, cousin not. I think.
The organization part of my brain takes over and I categorize things. I
just did it with Donaldsons and I have done it to planes. Categorized plan
crashes which fit a pattern. Non cargo door guys have one item to fit a
pattern. Can't do it. A pattern by definition has at least two singular
events. Cargo door guy has one certain, three probable and two more
possible singular events that match.
But, eccentric, crackpot, looney, delusion, nutty, crazy, and on and on.
Was your favorite in there? Mine wasn't.
Around the bend. One beer short of a sixpack. Three cards short of a
deck.
Donaldsons, go high tech, get your Dad on line. Let this old codger
engage
your old codger in an email exchange about TWA 800. You may fire
when
ready, Gridley. Captain Gridley, in fact, died three days later of cancer
after receiving that famous order. If CDR Donaldson is going to be
referred to as CDR, then I demand the honor of being addressed as MAJ.
Major John Barry Smith, United States Regular Army, Retired. Major is
fine,
all capitals drives me nuts, as you know. Major Smith, it has a nice ring
to it. JBS is a little familiar, don't you think? BS is fine but taken. JB
is my personal favorite. Smitty is funny if done right. And of course my
real name, which I don't reveal because that would violate our unspoken
rule that they are all around. They are everywhere. They are right here.
They are as close to you as they can get. They are inside you they are so
close. Naw, not that close.
I got off the phone with a book agent. She called me.
She wants me to do a section of a book on cargo door coming out on air
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safety and later a book. Yeah, well. Let's spread the wealth.
How about a book on the whole LSoft TWA 800 Discussion Group
thing?
Anybody not here does not get to share in the loot. Or more important the
input. The missile guys without Rivero, ooooo, tough life.
So, who's here. Lets have a roll call. We just type our name and hit send.
1. John Barry Smith
2.
3.
900,000.
900,001.
1,000,000.
All anybody needs to do is compile all the past posts into some sort of
story. But the ending has to be good and may the best theory win the
glory
but the money gets shared equally somehow. There ain't no love involved
Or
let winner take all.
We have something that somebody will pay money for. I have to admit th
missile guys here know more than any other missile guys. The missile
guys
here are phenomenal, well, the very best. Compared to the other missile
guys, the LSoft missile guys are best. Period. Well, maybe a few basic
questions to get out of the way, I can help you on that. But, types of
missiles from continuous rod to RAM to Aegis to barge to Soviet Kilo,
launch platforms are covered, and the major players in the conspiracy hav
been parsed out. Can't say everybody is in on it, but the missile guys have
names.
I believe there is an audience of missile people who will pay money for th
missile theory and don't give a darn 'bout no 'count cargo door
bullpucky.
As long as missile theory is good. As long as it keeps the dream alive.
Anyway, it's amazing what a muse being called a crackpot is.
Like a leaf got dry and split? Or ceramic cooking utensil about to break?
Yeah, on the serious side, being called crackpot is a serious thing, and
I'm just terribly, terribly, hurt as I type this through my tears that
spatter down upon the keyboard from which my heart is exposed...and
now
stomped on with an insensitive remark, cruelly delivered.
Well, humor works for me.
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If we were really hot, we'd get a web thing going. Make them pay to read
us. Maybe we have a million plus lurkers. Easy a million.
A million pennies equals what? I mean, we are worth a penny, yes?
A day. Every day. As long as we put out entertaining stuff which goes to
the very heart of our souls. I include you bums because I must. To be fair
the right is only judged against the wrong, and I need a wrong to
illuminate my right. Understand the concept?
I want all you non cargo door persons to take your upcoming loss with
calm.
Prepare for disappointment. Some counseling might help. Chin up, there's
always another plane crash to blame on mental evil of villains. It will be
a shock to realize you've been barking up the wrong tree for months. It
will be emotionally distressful to find yourself in a dead end with no plum
So, 999,998 persons of the List, (I love the name, it just fits,) disagree
with me. So be it. The line is drawn. Bare wire to short door motor on
condition which unlatched the bottom eight latch cams from around their
pins and past the locking sectors and allowed forward cargo door to be
explosively decompressed outward, tearing off in the slipstream and
blowing
away. Nine passengers were then blown out into space to die.
Do we agree it happened that way with UAL 811? Yes or no. Yes or No?
To
avoid answering a basic question is strange. It is not smart to avoid
answering basic questions if you are sincere. To avoid questions is
insincere.
If you can't say yes to that, your opinion about what happened to AI 182,
PA 103, and TWA 800 will carry little weight with me. The only person
who
can do that is a person who was there. Do we have or know any 811
survivors? Skip it. Forget it, sounds like work to me.
Anyway, change of tactic. A thought came into my head about a phone
call
this morning about books and money. She said the words, "Either way
money
would be coming to you."
So ethically and morally would I assist others who think differently than I
do?
Of course. To save my life would I help someone? Heck, yes.
To get some money would I help someone? Depends on how much
money.
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Why help anybody? It's not called help if you get some of the benefit of
the action. That's called sharing.
So with the non-cargo door persons, would I share with them? Of course.
Share what? Who knows?
Am I the only one who knows in his heart of hearts that he's right, all the
others are wrong, and that nobody believes him?
Note the absence of center tank guys in this forum.
There's not a non-conspiracy woman on the List. Somebody please be
Little
Miss Science.
(Change all above 'he's' to 'she's', and 'his' to 'hers' and 'him' to 'his'.)
We are not prepared for the next one, regardless of the apparent cause. It
will match somebody. There's even the Russian.
Cargo door/wiring
Center tank explosion
Bomb
Missile
Methane gas
Meteor
Air Resonance
Midair with drone/stealth
Leaking gas to explosion
Engine disintegration
Other
Guam and India were pilot and midair.
Category qualifications: Fuselage rupture in flight forward of the wing.
Cargo door opened in flight. Sudden loud sound on the CVR, abrupt
power cut
to the FDR, number three engine fodded and departed early to land apart
from other three. It just goes on and on.
So, the hard question: Will you agree that UAL 811 was 'cargo door'
category?
The easy question, why would someone stay on a list in which he is
called a
crackpot and others agree? Because he's a crackpot? Exactly right. Only a
crackpot would stay on a group that called him a crackpot. Ah yes, the
joys of eccentricity. The love of the contrary. The pleasure of weird.
So, fellow fools, we may be sitting on a pot of gold called TWA 800. And
complaining. Calling each other names.
Here's her address, the agent/editor of the book about airplane
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maintenance
coverups and problems who has my picture of cargo door on the cover.
PO Box
140633, Dallas, Texas, 75214. Phone 214 841 9597. Check with her to
see if
you can cut a deal.
Check with book author at www.angelfire.com/biz/airscare. See cargo
door
picture. Email him. Invite him to List. Don Willingham is his name.
A book is necessary because it carriers more weight by appearance. A
document has higher credibility based on time it took to prepare it.
Reference book, fiction book, magazine, newspaper, TV, Radio, and web
is
the sequence of perceived credibility. The web has lowest credibility
although in reality it may be the most correct, because it is so immediate.
Radio talk shows have low credibility because they are phone calls really
So book for TWA 800 cause carries weight even if it talks about midair
with
a UFO.
GD>But a yaw
>had to have occurred. That is the only one true occurrence.
Why did it have to have had occurred?
WL>The issue of witnesses will not go away!
Because it's the only thing the missile guys have! All their eggs are in
one basket, streak equals missile. And the egg got eaten upon
examination.
Ha!
WL> My problem comes when I try to turn it around. If the streak
>originated in the sky, how can that leave an impression that it
>originated on the surface.
Easy, but to understand that you need to understand 7th grade geometry,
which is not easy for some.
WL>With all this said, the one thing that a good investigator does not do
>is to ignore eyewitness reports.
The most discussed few seconds sighting of visual image in history and th
implication is that it is being ignored by investigators. FBI, NTSB,
newspapers, and this forum discuss 800 eyewitness reports every day for
year and a half, and because they don't conclude what you want, you
imply
it is 'ignored'. Ha!
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WL>I cannot accept a theory which does not
>account for eyewitness reports. They tell us something else was in the
>sky that evening.
Yes, and it was a shiny piece of metal spinning away in dusk reflecting
evening red orange sunlight observers at the correct reflective angle to
perceive it as streak.
IG>claim that a falling object could appear
> to rise if it's heading toward the observer, is
> not only would that be true only for observers
> at one point-of-view, but the cargo door fell
> AWAY from all observers, since it landed to the
> south of the plane.
Is that an admission that a falling object can appear as rising
streak...with a condition? Whoa, dude, now you're caught. The condition
you
say is voided because the door fell...which way, I can't see it, what did
you say for direction? Oh, it's in capitals so now I can see it, you say it
feel 'away' from all observers since it landed south.
Well, would that it were so. As it turns out, no one, even me, knows what
that door did when it was expelled at 300 knots over two miles up.
Everything landed south of event. Actual landing place for door is not
reported as debris field report has been supressed, so actual location is
unknown. So what door did after separation is conjecture and can't be
used
for solid conclusion.
Door not shiny as mirror. Door piece may not be streak source. May have
been shiny metal baggage container which got pushed out after door
opened.
Baggage containers reported among first items to leave plane in early
press
reports when bomb in forward baggage compartment was hot
explanation, heck,
it worked for AI 182, and PA 103 and everybody got a pat on a back,
raises,
promotions and now a movie with Sean Connery as detective in
Lockerbie who
fingers those evil bombers.
I've also received disturbing news about the four engines. To have
powerplant report suppressed is very bad. It turns out that the three
reports, that we know about, that were not released are the ones that
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counter center tank explanation as initial event although the reasons given
are flimsy. Eyewitness, powerplant, and debris field reports not available
from NTSB and they made them.
WL>We are left with a
>meteor, a missile, or a fuel leak
There's an open mind for you, not. Speak for yourself but not the List
when
you use 'we' Lee, see?
The thing about the leaking fuel explanation is I have purposely leaked
fuel out of jet aircraft in flight often. And several times ignited it on
purpose. There is no explosion. The fire does not travel forward to plane
and blow up. In flight when air refueling, loose fuel is everywhere upon
disengagement with the drogue. No fire. Doing airshows we dumped fuel
out
the tail on purpose. No fire. Only when we lit afterburners did we get the
flame about sixty feet aft for the air show. When burners were turned off
the fuel still flowed out but fire stopped. Instantly.
Leaking fuel outside wings or fuselage of plane in flight leaks, it usually
evaporates most of it, but may stream. Fireballs occur inside plane when
tanks get ignition source and catch fire/explode. Outside the plane the
fuel will stream all day until the tank is dry. Again, fuel physics. Again,
opinion from someone who has been there. Kreindler and Loeb and GD
start
with false premise of leaking fuel outside aircraft in flight leads to fire
and explosion. It doesn't, it leads to an empty fuel tank. Using real
facts to support it such as there was a fireball makes no difference when
false assumption is used at beginning. If I make false assumption 800 was
caused by pilot error and then use the real fact a plane crashed yesterday
because of pilot error, so what? Not connected.
GD needs a pesky ignition source too, just like NTSB, and it isn't there.
Too bad. It really puts a crimp in an explanation about a fire with no
firestarter, sort of basic. Cargo door needs a shattered cargo door and has
it. You can see it for yourself in the TWA reconstruction photo, on websi
www.corazon.com of course.
I think the below bears repeating:
SM>JBS continues his constant pronouncements that he is nothing more
than a
messenger and that his background or anyone else background that
adheres to
his theory doesn't matter. All that matters is the message.
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>
>BIG PROBLEM.
>
>He is actually a theorist and therefore his background does matter. If he
>were just the messenger and his message were true we would be wrong
to
>attack him. However, since he is the author of this theory and because h
>shows great lack of understanding of scientific principles his message
>lacks credibility. His continuous proclamations of the aft mid-span latch
>failing as the cause of numerous crashes are preposterous and rather
>humorous to those of us in the maintenance industry. It is ludicrous,
>because of the large amount of other failed structure and system
>components it would take to make the cargo door match his chain of
events.
>Then if the door were to open you would then have to believe another
whole
>set of preposterous claims as to how the nose would separate from the
>aircraft. And to top that, you have to believe a whole set of "lets says"
>that explain how this shredded door appeared as a rising streak to eye
>witnesses situated in a multitude of perspectives.
>
>JBS--sit back once and take an objective look at what you are trying to
>sell us.
>For your own health--listen to what people are telling you.
Love the all caps...I am actually a discoverer and messenger. Great
discoverer and poor messenger. A discoverer's background is
independent of
what he discovers also. Gold and diamonds are discovered often by peopl
not looking for them. They are found by searchers too. I wasn't looking fo
PA 103. Or UAL 811, or AI 182, but I was for TWA 800. And I'm
looking for
the next one. India and Guam were not cargo door. PA 103 was
presented to
me and so was UAL 811. I discovered TWA 800 immediately because I
was
looking for it, then, to my horror, I discovered AI 182. So, discoverer of
three, but only looked for two, TWA 800 and AI 182.
>His continuous proclamations of the aft mid-span latch failing as the
>cause of numerous crashes are preposterous and rather humorous to
those of
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>us in the maintenance industry.
Opinion noted. Absence of facts supporting opinion noted.
>It is ludicrous, because of the large amount of other failed structure and
>system components it would take to make the cargo door match his
chain of
>events.
Not ludicrous but tragic because it's true. They did for UAL 811 and they
did for TWA 800. Can you agree with UAL 811 for above statement of
yours?
>Then if the door were to open you would then have to believe another
whole
>set of preposterous claims as to how the nose would separate from the
>aircraft.
It took me some time for that answer. The wreckage reconstruction
answered
that. The explo decom hole of 811 is ten feet by thirty. The explo decom
hole for TWA 800 is twenty by forty feet as seen in NTSB reconstruction
photo, on website www.corazon.com of course. The hole for PA 103 is
also
twenty by forty feet and the text of AI 182 indicates hole could be that
large. That's four time as big as the huge hole of UAL 811. The nose
stayed
on for 811 because the hole was a certain size, once four times as large,
the nose tears off in three to five seconds. Why was hole in 811 smaller?
Because the door held for 1.5 seconds open slightly before blowing away
It's in the 811 report, on website of course.
And anyway, nose came of AI 182 as an official cause of a bomb which
made
the big hole. It doesn't matter what causes the twenty by forty foot hole
in the nose, it comes off when big hole appears suddenly. 103 drawing in
AAIB report has big hole too at initial event time, on website of course.
>And to top that, you have to believe a whole set of "lets says" that
>explain how this shredded door appeared as a rising streak to eye
>witnesses situated in a multitude of perspectives.
Let's say you have a brain in your head so that you can do a thought
experiment such as pretending an object exists and it does this and that in
space and then let's say you have a brain in your head and pretend what
would you see from the ground if the object did this and that in space.
It's tough. It's geometry, it's science. It's real and can be proved with
experiments over and over again. Rising streak can be falling object. I'll
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have to add a page on the website about that very issue. It's so counter
intuitive. Well, the birds know it. A lightning bug may be descending but
it may appear as rising to the bird depending on closing angle of bug to
bird. Ah, too complicated, I know. It's a baseball player at night with
bright ball falling to center field to be caught. The fielder sees ball but
where is it falling? Only by size getting bigger can he match direction of
white object in the lights to action direction of ball. He has
corroborative information to add to white object perceived direction. Eve
misjudge a fly ball? Know why?
I had hoped the dot and the plane with contrail approaching examples
would
make it clear.
>JBS--sit back once and take an objective look at what you are trying to
>sell us.
>For your own health--listen to what people are telling you.
Well, thank you, Stan, for your concern for my health. Be careful on that
snowmobile, too.
I am not trying to sell you anything. I want no money from you. I am
listening to you to retrieve information about TWA 800 in order to
determine if cargo door/wiring is true or not. And thank you for the time
to talk about it. And so far you have confirmed my every question that it
was indeed the door. I suffer through your insults because I trust your
information about Boeing 747s. It must have been a tiny bit embarrassing
to
read about that aft cargo door which occurred during the List discussion
going on about door opening in flight. We would have liked to hear about
that had you known about it at the time.
I do listen to what people are telling me. I listen to the facts and store
away the opinions. Cargo doors open in flight. Fact. Do we agree on PA
125
and UAL 811? Those are two facts I told you. Cargo door handles can be
left
partially unlatched if the door is rigged too tight. That's a fact from
you. Can you agree that forward cargo doors opened in flight for PA 125
and
UAL 811? Of course you can, add yeah, but they fixed that problem.
I believe we both want the same thing, safer airplanes. Every potential
cause of a crash must be erased.
And what the people are telling me in their opinions is not accurate
enough. It's good guessing but not good enough. I know their quality
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suffers because I've been there. From sudden night fatal fiery jet airplane
crash to avionics tech in a P3, to navigating across the pond using life
and death fixes, to fuel dumping in flight, to attending the NTSB hearing
My facts are impeccable. I always have a source. My opinions about carg
doors opening in flight are superior to most. My opinions may be wrong
but
they will be less wrong than others. My opinion is that four forward cargo
doors opened in flight leading to fatal accidents and the cause was the
same, electrical. No missile, no bomb, no center tank as initial event, no
meteor, no conspiracy, no plot, no coverup, no other.
Objectively: wiring/door did it. No coverup.
So, Stan-sit back once and take an objective look at what you are trying to
tell me. For your own health-listen to what I am telling you.
Naw, I'm satirizing with the above. Stan, you do anything you want to do
I
would not presume to tell you how to sit, what to look at, who to listen
to, or how to take care of your health.
Talk to you later.
I consider this List a testing ground, a practice area, an experimental
zone, and thankful for it. It's better to be wrong here among us in email
than wrong later in public in book.
There is enough in the archives of LSoft for a book on TWA 800, as is.
And
better yet, it's entertaining. It just needs an editor and a publisher. My
efforts are directed to government officials, rather than media. Command
Donaldson, USN (Ret) has the media angle well in hand. What is his
opinion?
So long, suckers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Sun, 8 Feb 1998 16:17:36 -0700

Subject:
Create it, build it, fly it, break it, fix it, and fly it again.
GD>If your theory of cargo door loss can cause an aircraft to crash, ever
>plane in commercial operation should be grounded and never allowed to
fly
>again.
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Exactly what my wife said a year ago. She also disbelieves the cargo
door/wiring explanation. No, not all grounded, just high time Boeing 747
over 20000 hours, 15000 cycles, and a non Section 41 retrofit, those you
ground, inspect and fix wiring.
Create it, build it, fly it, break it, fix it, and fly it again.
> I wouldn't want the blood of future victims on my hands if I were
>responsible the exposure of risk being out there and I did nothing to
>prevent it.
Yeah, exactly as I felt seeing the people crying over the dead TWA 800
passengers, I know why they were crying. I've been following this thing
for
nine years, TWA 800 was no surprise. That's why the FBI and NTSB got
the
whole cargo door explanation within days.
>You have some valid points to make and should be respected for that,
but
Love that 'but'. It's like the politicians, "I believe in free speech, but..."
>In your mind every plane with a cargo
>door is a bomb waiting to go off.
No, only high time Boeing 747s, over 20000 hours, 15000 cycles, and a
non
Section 41 retrofit and bare chafed wires in forward cargo hold, and all
other high time airliners with outward opening cargo doors.
>Thankfully, your opinion is not shared by those who control air
>transportation.
No, only by the nine dead 811 passengers and the 300 or so DC10
passengers,
and the DC-9 crew and on and on. Dead people don't complain much or
'share
opinions.'
George, I've got thousands of hours in the air from crewman to navigator
and pilot and I know what's important about flying. Not crashing is what'
important about flying except in wartime and then the mission is the most
important thing. During these California storms the planes are still
flying. Very stupid. Very unnecessary. Very profitable.
>We can all benefit by the shared knowledge of all. Each of us has skills
>which can be contributed to all. Not one single skill will solve this thing
>Let's work together rather than playing King of the Hill.
King of the Hill? Me? Cargo door guy that gets one sentence in 3000
pages
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of TWA 800 documents and no airplay at all? And I'm up against the
FBI CIA
NTSB FAA and missile conspiracy guys around the world. Big budgets,
high
tech, access to wreckage and you say, I'm King of the Hill? That's funny.
And it's already been solved from day one. By me. Except for why the
door
opened and the chafed wiring was always possible but not probable as it i
now.
No, I took this conspiracy stuff seriously for too long. It's a joke. It's
amusement on a rainy day.
>UAL811 was torn
>up by internal air pressure and the inertia of the door ripping the skin
>beyond the door frame.
You're telling me about UAL 811?
UAL 811 was torn up because a chafed wire shorted to metal and turned
door
motor to unlatch position. Vibration did the chafing.
>In a tornado or hurricane, the winds do not 'suck' a thing.
Sucking or blowing depends on which end of the pipe you're on. Ha ha
ha.
I'm not trying to persuade you to the wiring cargo door explanation. It is
too subtle for the thrill seeking conspiricists in this forum. In fact,
skip cargo door, let's get back to continuous rods. Can a continous rod be
sucked or blown?
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Wed, 18 Feb 1998 10:44:12 -0700

Subject:
Don't run away from basic truths...
SM>JBS--You talk too much and say so little. Now you want to start
from
the top. Forget it. You are a waste of time.
JBS>SM, sounds like a song title, You talk too much, you worry me to
death,
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you talk too much, you tawwwwwwlk too much. Yeah, it was a song but
before
your time probably, mid fifites.
Well, it's my birthday tomorrow and I'll also be in my mid fifites. Ha!
Say so little...You say so little, you worry me to death, you say so
little, you saaaaaaayy so little. Doesn't sound right, probably not a hit.
>Now you want to start from the top.
Well, yeah, or from the bottom or from someplace. It's always good to
start from a known datum, I offer UAL 811, NTSB AAR 92/02, on
website of
course.
>Forget it.
Don't run away! Come back! I know it's tough to review history of high
time
fatal 747s that suffer fuselage rupture forward of the wing after takeoff
and leave sudden loud sound on CVR and abrupt power cut to FDR, just
like...just like, well take your pick, PA 103, UAL 811, or TW 800, officia
accident reports and exhibits on web site of course. Start with one if
three is too much. I suggest UAL 811.
Was UAL 811 a 'cargo door/wiring' caused fatal accident?
Before we can do multiplication, we must do addition. Before addition is
concept of whole numbers. 811 is a whole number.
>You are a waste of time.
A waste of time...and time is all we have. I was given thirty years by a
person who died in a sudden night fiery fatal jet airplane crash.
Is there no one out there to agree with me on the circumstances on the
fatal accident of a
(1) aged (2) high flight time (3) early model Boeing 747 (4) which took
off in low light (5) running late (6) and during climb (7) experienced a
sudden initial event near the leading edge of wing in fuselage which left a
(8) short (9) sudden (10) loud (11) sound on the cockpit voice recorder, a
(12) abrupt (13) power cut to the flight data recorder, (14) foreign object
damage to starboard engine #3, (15) more severe inflight damage on
starboard side, (16) at least nine never recovered bodies, (17) port
fuselage side forward of the wing relatively undamaged, (18) shattered,
torn, and frayed skin in forward cargo door area on starboard side, (19)
unusual paint smears in forward cargo door area, (20) rupture appearance
of
skin at aft midspan latch of the forward cargo door, (21) outward peeled
skin on upper forward fuselage, (22) vertical fuselage tear lines forward
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of the wing and aft of forward cargo door, (23) had hinge stay attached to
detached top piece of forward cargo door, (24) cargo door opened in fligh
and (25) destruction initially thought to be have been caused by a bomb
but
(26) later conclusively ruled out?
And it's called NTSB AAR 92/02 UAL 811 which documents with
evidence you
can hold in your hand all the the above statements.
To refuse to agree to the obvious makes all of your other conclusions
suspect.
To ask you to agree if one and one is two is important but might be
perceived as insulting. To ask you to agree to technical aviation facts as
listed above is fair. Can you do it?
Can anyone do it? Can you agree on reality just once? UAL 811 killed
nine.
It's real.
Your problem which you see immediately and from which you can not
escape is
TWA 800 also matches the all of the above unusual events of UAL 811.
To agree two plus two is four is to also agree that one plus one plus one
plus one is four. You will do the first but not the second. The second
sequence leads to UAL 811 to PA 103, to AI 182, to TWA 800.
To go from one established known set of facts and make conclusions then
go
on to use other facts to make other conclusions is called learning.
To deny UAL 811 was wiring cargo door caused fatal accident is called
not
learning because thinking stopped at refusal to admit two plus two is four
This is the wall I'm up against: A person who works with Boeing 747s
everyday and spends his entire working life in aviaton will not agree that
an important aviation fatal event occurred. How can I possibly advance
intellectually with someone about probable or possible or unlikely events
when established real events can not be agreed upon? I can't.
That's the wall of denial. It works for love and money, but not for life
and death.
This TWA 800 event is life and death.
I was told yesterday that internally Boeing engineers are very familiar
with my name and my wiring cargo door cause and have investigated it
and
dismissed it. Again, rebutted by opinion but no facts. Denial is strong
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within Boeing too. If only that had said I was wrong because of A, B, and
C...Instead of just saying wrong with no facts. I've had so many experts
say I'm wrong and then, when questioned on details, admit I was right. It'
happened my whole life and it's happening here.
>Have you obtained the engine teardown report yet?
No. The powerplant info was not the powerplant report, which exists and
is
valuable, but email from correspondent of long standing who saw actual
engines. There appeared to be serious damage to one engine.
So, the exhibits not released all support other explanations but rebut
center tank. I think that it is not coverup but an intentional effort to
prosecute center tank as culprit to the exclusion of other alternatives.
It's not fair, but the who said inquiries are fair?
Well, it's fair to agree UAL 811 was wiring/cargo door fatal accident but
most exclude that from discussion about TWA 800. To be fair about
TWA 800
is to discuss all fuselage ruptures forward of the wing inflight on high
time Boeing 747s that leave sudden sound and power cut. To be fair abou
TWA 800 is to discuss eyewitness report, engine report, and debris
location.
Members here castigate the NTSB for being narrow minded about TWA
800 and
then do the same thing here in principle for three other accidents. Ha!
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Mon, 2 Feb 1998 08:22:22 -0800

SM>'What does section 41 have to do with this door--it is in the middle
of
section 42!
JBS>Section 41 is like Area 51, everybody reads into what they want. I
referred to Section 41 because an exhibit talked about it, Exhibit 15C, a
day was spent on aging aircraft, Thursday, and talked about Section 41.
And
the door is very very close to Station 520, which is the end of Section 41.
NTSB brought it up, not me.
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SM>With the safety margins and redundancies built into aircraft design I
can guarantee that the door's ultimate load strength is strong enough to
withstand the midspan latches not even being there!
JBS>Stan, I want to be able to quote you on that, "I can guarantee that the
door's ultimate load strength is strong enough to withstand the midspan
latches not even being there!" I love guarantees. You've put your entire
credibility on the line here.
Coincidently, I received this recent email excerpt:
> My common sense says
>that with a mid cam lock failure there is no way that door wouldn't fail
>under pressurization because of its immense size.
Common sense...eight feet of door frame with 38115 pounds of pressure
pushing from inside and no hinge, no latch, just a seal holding it in. I
don't think so. Especially since the door fractures at midspan for UAL
811,
TWA 800, and PA 103.
Stan you describe very well the way things are supposed to work. The
picture of TWA 800 shows otherwise. The bulge at latch should not be
there,
the aft midspan latch should be there but isn't, the door frame should not
be smooth, the red paint smears should not be above door or on horizonta
stabilizer, the majority of the door should be hung but is missing, and on
an on...reality, not wishful thinking rules in matters of life and death.
You're telling me the door on TWA 800 was normal when 80 per cent is
missing and the parts that are there are shattered. Only 80 percent of the
latches have been checked. The status of the manual locking handle is
unreported and handle missing. Two overpressure relief doors, missing.
Viewing ports, missing. Status of locking sectors, omitted.
Don't you think before you say a door was locked you should check the
lock?
Oh, it's missing.
I guarantee that door is and was not normal. But then, it's an innocent
bystander, the wiring is the true culprit.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
Americans buying Russian subs which then shoot down a US airliner and
then
cover it up while sneaking into sleuths' computers. I love it. Can it get
any better?
barry@corazon.com
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http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Thu, 12 Feb 1998 12:43:57 -0700

Subject:
A teensy weensy problem..
I keep on coming back to the streak, oh, that streak. The streak, without
which the missile guys would be back where they belong, connecting
Vince
Foster to Ron Brown. But, the streak got them into the aircraft accident
business for TWA 800, and therefore in my face.
The teensy weensy problem about the streak as a missile is...a missile at
ten miles never, ever looks like a streak. A missile flying by your nose
may look like a streak, but a missile at Mach 2.5 or so at ten miles looks
like, and I quote people who have actually seen missiles flying at ten
miles at Mach 2.5, a 'flying telephone pole'.
I was supersonic several times, one time at 1.4 at 41000 off the coast of
Florida, and it is the most serene non thrill experience. The reason is
distance. The ground is far away and moves slowly in perception but real
whizzing by at a thousand knots or so.
Just so the distance of ten miles from eyewitnesses and TWA 800. Any
Mach
object at that distance looks like something going fast, but never a
streak. A car going by at Mach One, recently seen, looks like a car movin
fast, no streak. Missiles seen on gun cameras look like fast moving
objects, never streaks.
I've been close by as fighters go by at plus mach and the boom almost
knocks one down, but still, no streak, not even a blur.
Ten miles is the pesky fact of the distance between eywitnesses and TWA
800.
Yeah, I know it's another visual perception thing, physics and reality and
all that, I can't get away from it when trying to draw valid conclusions
based on reported visual perceptions of streak, it goes with the territory.
So, add the teensy weensy problem of nothing on the missile to give strea
if it passed by your nose, and then the teensy weensy problem of no way
missile at ten miles whizzing along presents as streak, and gosh, missile
guys face the cold hard pit of disappointment of wrong thinking called
barking up the wrong tree.
By the way, all you coverup lovers, two hours after the A6 hit the cable it
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was on the internet as US Jet severs cable car and twenty dead. Six hours
later it was reported it was a Marine A6 on low leve mission. Two days
later a Marine General was testifying about the A6 and the maneuver it
conducted as it passed by cable. Three days later the Italians were
complaining about not getting all the data.
To call that a coverup is funny.
To think that a sustained coverup of TWA 800 shootdown by missile
when
intense investigation for a year and a half from FBI CIA NTSB FAA,
Defense,
and private lawyers was and is successful is detached from reality
thinking. Coverups are only successful when nobody is looking.
Everybody is
looking at TWA 800.
I just wish another suspicious death in the US could come by and draw al
you missile conspiracy guys away, didn't Kennedy or Bono catch your
fancy?
Come on, skiing? Looks like a KGB hit job gone wrong, if you ask me.
Ah,
the good days of KGB.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

--------------Date:

Mon, 16 Mar 1998 22:35:31 -0700

Subject:
Stand up and be counted, but first..
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="iso-8859-1"
IG asks CO>What
> evidence have you brought to the table?
JBS replies for CO>Evidence the missile guys are as secretive and
deceitful
as the designtated enemy they fight, the US
Government, in particular the US Navy.
NTSB put out most of their 800 info and withheld some; the missile guys
put
out plot and withheld the rest.
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Government spends little time with alternate to their own explanation,
center tank, missile guys do same with missile.
Government distorts, fudges, ignores statements of witnesses and physica
laws of sun reflection, so do missile guys.
Missile guys! You have become that which you despise, that which you
loathe, that which you abhor. You saw the evil mirror of secrecy, withhel
documents, back channel communications, ignoring natural laws and
remarked
on how evil it was...and then copied it!
TS to CO>Forget about the above; concentrate (and quote if you like) the
following:
>Again, a cordial and concise reply is prefered. (sic)
JBS replies for CO>I'll get back to you on that as soon as I get my
concentration back from it being deflected in annoyance from being told
how
to think, specifically, concentrate on something. Cordiality will take a
while too after my anger at being told how to behave, cordially. A concis
reply will take even more time because so much time is spent explaining
basic laws to you upon which are built more advance thinking
conclusions.
So, hold your breath, my explanation for TWA 800 is coming right up, al
concentrated on, politely presented, brief and to the point, coming right
up, it's here any minute, wait, still working on my cordiality. Got to
check with Ann Landers first.
Ann Landers is print etiquette, social graces, gossip columnist who loves
telling people how to live their lives, what to wear, what to say, and
unspoken, how to think.
And CO hates someone speaking for him. So TS IG and CO are all not
happy
campers. So be it. Satire lives! Parody will not be suppressed! Art
forever.
par*o*dy \"par-e-de\ n, pl -dies [L parodia, fr. Gk paroidia, fr. parabeside + aidein to sing] : a humorous or satirical imitation Û parody vb
sat*ire \"sa-'tr\ n : biting wit, irony, or sarcasm used to expose vice or
folly; also : a literary work having these qualities Û sa*tir*ic
\se-"tir-ik\ or sa*tir*i*cal \-i-kel\ adj Û sa*tir*i*cal*ly adv Û
sat*i*rist \"sa-te-rist\ n Û sat*i*rize \-te-'rz\ vb
satire/parody
guess/estimate
Cheers,
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John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/
Date:

Wed, 11 Mar 1998 23:42:30 -0800

Subject:
Steve Bell, Boeing Lawyer/PDF works fine
BS>This would normally be handled by Boeing's lawyers. The firm that
defends
>them in Aviation matters is usually Perkins Coie here in Seattle.
If you give me the names of the Attorney's named, I will check into it.
I talked with Steve Bell of Perkins Coie on December 24, 1997. He was
reticent. If you talk to him, say hello for me, tell him the cargo door
guy says hello and now says wiring short did it. Bell is the Boeing TWA
800
guy. I told him about stator blade and to bring in PW. He knew all about
cargo door explanation and said NTSB had some secret evidence it
wasn't the
door but he did not have the liberty to divulge. Ha! I called his bluff on
that one and he got all mad. Boeing wants missile or cowling or somethin
that is not their fault, they have no interest in anything that may cast
blame in their direction. Too bad.
MH>Note to JBS - I see that the cargo door data points were made
available for
>you earlier today. Looking forward to your analysis!
Well, here it is so far. Very very tentative.
Problem with plotting as longitude on post was 71 degrees West while gif
plot has 72 degrees West so I assumed it was supposed to be 72. No
problem.
Everywhere there is the word 'cargo door' the item is with the nose items
while adjacent skin and structure is all early on in the red zone. So the
cut line is pretty fine. On one side of a line, the pieces fall in the nose
section, on the other side of the line they land early on in the red zone.
Where is that line? The descriptions are misleading. For instance, 'fwd
portion lower right cargo door, FS 560-670' is clear and implies there is
an aft portion lower right cargo door, which interestingly is nowhere to be
found. While another description reads, "Right side cargo door, FS 640
760,
aft stringer, 285-43R" What does that mean? At first I thought it meant th
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entire door was found at that location, but upon further reading the item
only refers to the aft stringer. The fwd cargo door lift stayed with the
nose.
Fuselage Station 920 to 960 on the left side, the cut was in between them
forty inch zone.
Fuselage Station 640 to 800 on the right side, the cut was in between
them,
160 inch zone. That means that so far, very roughly, on the right side, up
to FS 640 stayed with the nose, and after 800 it was in the red zone.
Nothing much in between.
The cargo door area is on both sides.
So, the forward portion of the door stayed with the nose and the bottom
eight latches stayed with the nose. The aft portion of the forward cargo
door and the midspan latches are not reported and missing in
reconstruction photo. The aft part of the door is not reported which means
what? It's still out there? It's big.
What the plot so far shows is that the door was not intact at water impact.
It shows that the nose cut off point is somewhere in the explosive
decompression rectangle shown by shattered skin on reconstruction photo
The cargo door is in that fuselage station zone of twenty feet wide of
explosive decompression on right side. The door is nine feet wide by eigh
feet high. The aft portion implies at least fifty percent so four and a
half feet by four feet are missing. The missing portion in the
reconstruction photo is about 80%. So it appears that what they found on
the ocean bottom, they hung on the wreckage model and the forward
portion
of the door recovered could be as little as 20 % of the total door. A
portion means a portion, how much is that?
Here's the mysteries:
1. Why so much stuff with the identical lat/long positions?
2. Where is the rest of the door including master latch lock handle, (a big
mother about two feet long,) the rest of the latches, the viewing ports,
the skin, torque tubes, pull in hooks, and the over pressure relief doors?
3. Only door stuff reported in Exhibit 15 and trajectory study and now
database is: eight latches locked to bottom sill and stayed with nose, and
forward portion of door stayed with nose. That is less than skimpy,
especially a known killer of nine and the cut line goes right through that
door area.
4. The hinge of cargo door was recovered, we can see it, but where was it
found?
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5. It's as if the door is invisible. PA 103 never mentioned the forward
door at all. And for 800 now the trajectory study has no mention of door
the exhibit devoted to door area has one sentence and it only covers 80%
of
the latches. The database has only four references to it and those only
refer to about 'a portion' which is what? The lift is about 2% of door, the
portion is about 15%, and the stringer 34R and aft stringer 28R-43R are
another 3%, so about 80% of the door is missing in reconstruction photo
and
not reported in database, and the missing items are centered around the af
midspan latch area, which I contend is the locus of rupture point which is
the pinprick which pops the balloon and shatters skin all around it in huge
20 foot by forty foot explosive decompression.
It had to be the fwd portion found with the nose, it could have been the
aft, but no, it was the forward. Just like the right horizontal stab, not
the left. So, again the small details support aft latch rupture which
fodded number three which spit out stator blade behind it.
If aft section of door found near nose then there would be a problem or if
left stab had stator blade, both would contradict cargo door explanation.
But no, it's the fwd section and right stab.
I'm starting to think the aft latches and aft portion of door are still out
there, the very very first to go and landed far afield where they have not
looked. Where can they be? I need the entire database to match up
fuselage
station numbers to see if a piece of the door is called by the fuselage
number and not the title. But a manual master lock handle would be calle
that and not a number. Where is it?
So, tentative conclusion is that door was in several pieces at least at
water impact. Most of door is missing in database and photo. Missing
material is on aft part of door. Much structure very close to door landed
in red zone. Closest piece of skin to door which landed in red zone was F
800 right hand side and door ends at FS 760, about forty inches away. Cu
for nose off goes down the cargo door area.
The engines are interesting too. Number 4 was in parts which again
confirms
the engines were not normal until water impact. Four in parts would fit
UAL
811 which had fodded and on fire number 4. Number 4 in parts means it
may
have been on fire on the way down and could have ignited the center tank
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and all the tanks that blew up. Three apart and alone matches two other
patterns and indicates the fodded engine vibrated and fuse pins failed
before water impact and engine departed slightly earlier than other three
that landed in line.
But, engines not normal which requires PW be made a party to the
investigation and release of powerplant report. Cargo door not intact at
water impact but shredded in flight with most of it nowhere to be found.
Cut line for nose off is through door area and not just forward of center
tank.
The door ruptured in flight. What caused it to rupture is up for grabs.
Whether is was first second or later is up for grabs. But it's not normal.
BD>but hope to post a new version of the plot which
>outlines the above in a day or so, unless Barry beats me to it.
Looking foward to it. 'A certain consistency to red zone'...hmmm.
I just did the pdf file, I'm impressed. It downloaded fine and came up
quick. The zoom works fine and it's all legible. Thank you thank you
thank
you.
What is the consistency of red zone? Is it all bottom part of fuselage and
nothing from the top? Or is that there is a missing zone, FS 640 to 800?
160 inches of fuselage skin that is nowhere to be found?
What percent has been plotted on the pdf from the database? 130 pages o
50
items a page is about 6500 items, lots to go. I'm looking for an item about
six inches big, the aft midspan latch or the aft midspan latch pin.
I'd like to get some graph paper and lay out a grid about three feet by
three feet and plot it all.
Could the red residue be red paint from outside? What is the makeup of
red
paint trim on a TWA 747? Does it match the Sanders red residue?
If the NTSB is quick to blame divers for mislabeling found items and
NTSB
had to put the right color from red to yellow, then maybe we get to say
CW
504 was wrongly plotted too. All items were probably correct, it's not fair
to relabel the lat/long of found items to fit an explanation, but that's
what NTSB did. That spar is heavy and would not float. It's normal for it
to hit so soon compared to flat skin which landed later and further away
although left earlier.
The shattered skin on the right side forward of the wing tell a story, it's
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metal frozen in time. The petal metal shape, the bulge, the tears, the red
paint smears, the hinge, the inward billowing, all tell the story. Rupture
at aft latch.
Ah, the more we know, the more we know how much we don't know.
Well, to keep on slogging. Raw data is best for slogging, opinions get
bogged down. Thanks again for access to database, that treasure will be
mined for months to come. PA 103 has a debris field also but not as
detailed. It generally fits 800 of the big items. There exists a detailed
wreckage database for PA 103 in AAIB. To match the two would be
interesting
although they had different altitudes.
Now I've got to figure out how to print out the big pdf plot, I hope they
have tiling and I can make big plot with many sheets of paper.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Tue, 24 Mar 1998 20:17:10 -0700

Subject:
Re: THE TRUTH (can you HEAR it?)
In-Reply-To: <19980324.202857.9071.1.OldSkratch@juno.com>
>Re: THE TRUTH (can you HEAR it?)
Uh, no, not from you but all right! This sounds more like it! Real wacko
stuff!
>The president, shaking hands. MORE LIES! Or just RUMORS?
>Or CONTROL?
Uh, un moment, monsieur, love the capitals, hate the spelling, 'judgment'
has no 'e' in the middle.
But what the heck, who cares about details when you're raving?
'The president, shaking hands,' is a show stopper.
It's like South Park where the monster has a left leg made of Patrick
Duffy. I'm still thinking of that one.
I think the clue to satire is the "United Republic of American Soviet State
>(UR-ASS)". At least I hope it's supposed to be funny.
>What would you think of a wetted empennage, say along the bottom
surface
>and left hand side even with the window line and below all the way to th
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>tail cone? If a continuously fed vapor cloud lay adjacent to the left hand
>side at the time of the IE, could the resulting explosion cause a violent
yaw
>and pitch downward?
I think you need some evidence to back up hypothesis. As in 'If pigs coul
fly, they wouldn't bump their ass when they hop, or is frogs?"
MH>Apparently the version that I sent last night to the Flight 800
listserver was
>censored by the List Administrator. Apparently discussion of religious
>matters in relation to TWA 800 are censored.
Hey, don't go conspiracy on us now, there is no censorship here except fo
three times a day with max limit and no pictures. If you can confirm for m
that this list is censored, I am out of here.
>John Barry Smith, et al. Unlike yourself, I happen to take TWA 800
very
>seriously.
Whoa, I don't take you seriously, I take TWA 800 very seriously. Unlike
you, I don't see enemies under the bed or on hard drives. And what do
you
know about serious? Ha!
>If you want to joke around and call people names, you should go to one
of the
>hobby aviation newsgroups where the serious & grave matters of death
are not
>part of the discussion.
You love the censor stuff don't you, first you complain about censorship
about your content of writing and then launch into a censor attack on
people who don't write in the style you think is appropriate and try to
send them away. Hey, go fish. You probably don't see the irony in your
thinking. Do you? Do you see the nuttiness to say don't do something
because it's bad if done to you and then you turn around and do the same
thing to someone else and think it good?
> Because of the liberties you have taken toward TWA
>800, I wouldn't trust any of the information on your websites again.
Uh, that's OK. Permission granted not to trust websites. Where's yours?
>You tried to speak in sincere
>tones, but your uneasiness and body language gave you away.
Must have been that annoying habit I have of picking my nose in public
and
eating it. I knew that would get me in trouble some day.
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>When I have
>called you and spoke to you on the phone, you seem anxious,
impatient, even
>desperate, but not serious.
What an astute observer of human nature you are...not. Shall I describe
your demeanor? Naw. Need more phone calls. Not.
> When I met you in December at the Baltimore NTSB TWA 800
hearings, I was not
>convinced that you were serious about TWA 800.
That's funny too. When you met me in Baltimore, after I arranged for my
daughter to be cared for, after I borrowed money for the hotel, rental car,
and food and then spent 3 bucks a minute to log on, after I tortured mysel
sitting there listening to worse nonsense than high school, after I braved
the East Coast in winter cold rainy windy weather, after I bought a new
suit to fit in with all the lawyers, and after I carried back fifty pounds
of paper exhibits I had paid 185$ for, you were not convinced I was
serious
about TWA 800. I rest my case, fool.
>How did you come about TWA 800 as your cause? Was it through
your Cargo Door
>Theory? Why are you expending so much energy on TWA 800, why
not spend it on
>the flights that are more certain to be caused by your claims? It is my
>opinion that whatever the cause for your interest in TWA 800, your
behavior
>indicates that it was not a serious reason. Who put you up to this?
I'll tell you once, Marshall, you are truly nuts. As in 'who put you up to
this' type questions which reveal disconnection with normal reality. Let's
hope it's harmless. I am not important, my background is not important
and
my behavior is not important. Stator blade is important, red paint smears
are important, and sudden sounds on CVR before all those people died ar
important, but my motivation is not important. And I've said my
motivation
over and over again which is a lot more than anyone has done. C. T.
Butler
put me up to this, although he's dead. You ask questions and never believ
what you hear anyway; your questions are never questions seeking
answers
upon which to build a conclusion but statements.
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>In reality I actually feel sorry for you too, your life must be very, very
>empty.
See, sounds compassionate but it is an insult in poor disguise. And my
empty life is none of your business and let's keep it that way.
>I am really tired of your irreverent arrogant behavior on this matter.
Permission granted to go to sleep. Or to go away to avoid the pain of
feeling irreverence.
Religious fanatics and conspiracy nuts go hand in hand. See, the
'irreverence' quote, the bible quotes, the inability to see that doing a
thing that was done to you and called bad is still bad when you do it to
others, and of course the distrust of others who do not think, talk, and
'body' language like you, typical religious stuff.
Lunacy should not be tolerated as it is often perceived as truth if left
unrebuffed by those who just joined the discussion group.
It's thoughts like the above 'who put you up to this' that make me wonder
about the mental health of the missile guys when wiring/cargo door is
confirmed for TWA 800. I trust they will just find another strange death t
ruminate on and spin fantasies about.
Without the streak, TWA 800 would be another Silk Air 737, a mystery
plane
crash. And missiles don't look like streaks, that's the funny part. If they
did, all the missile guys web sites would have matching missile streaks to
actual missiles. But nary a one. I did see a recent Smithonian article on
MIRV reentry at Kwajelien. It was time lapse and the incoming lines wer
straight. I would guess a warhead reentry might give a streak at 17000
miles an hour. Maybe TWA 800 was hit by intercontinental missile test
gone
wrong, those incompetent Air Force guys! Whoops, good thing the dang
thing
ain't armed, right boys?
Don't you missile guys see a pattern of distrust among you? Don't you
ever
think the whole world can't be just thinking of you and trying to thwart
your every move? Do you see that withholding public information is
wrong if
done to you and still wrong if you do it to others? Do you see the error
when discussing science to constantly consider the motives and
personalities of the messengers and disregard the message they bring? Do
you see the technique of asking questions that are really statements in
disguise?
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Go check and see if Boorda had a big hole on the top of his head.
Anyway, a movie is coming for you all, The Truman Show, remember it
well,
you will never forget it. It is conspiracy writ large.
MH>This is not the model airplane club, where we can joke around
>about trivialities, such as proper paint schemes for authenticity or the
>truthfulness of flight stories.
By the way, I have been in model airplane clubs and proper paint scheme
and sea stories are taken very very seriously.
Wiring/cargo door rupture explanation...caught in the middle. The
government puts it in the conspiracy crazy category unworthy of
consideration and the conspiracy crazy guys put it into the government
coverup category. It really is very very funny.
All I can do is shake my head and sigh.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Mon, 16 Mar 1998 09:46:21 -0800

Subject:
Takes your nickel and you takes your choice
In-Reply-To:
<FLIGHT-800%1998031513180237@HOME.EASE.LSOFT.COM>
>Barry,
>
>I asked Bill about the cargo door theory. He says it is possible
>if the aircraft was at 30,000 ft. and at full speed, the explosive
>decompression and high speed slipstream could cause the plane to break
>up. He has only said it is doubtful at the lower altitude and slower
>speed that there would be such a catastrophic effect.
Bob, very important point coming up, very important point here: speed
the same.
First, the difference between 30000 and 137000 is substantial which is the
difference between 3.5 PSI and 8.9 PSI, but so what, all that is needed is
enough PSI to rupture aft midspan latch and that was sufficient at 13700
as shown by petal rupture at aft midspan latch and numbers of 38115
pounds
of pressure at aft latch at 13700 feet.
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Second, the force of the molecules on each inch of the entire surface of
TWA 800 at 13700 feet was the same as AI 182 and PA 103 at 31000
feet, they
were all going 300 knots indicated airspeed, (AI 182 actually 296 KIAS).
So, faster than the fastest winds on earth, a force 5 hurricane at winds of
300 MPH, struck weakened nose of TWA 800 at 330 MPH and 13700
feet.
Ask Bill again is a nose could come off a 747 at 300 knots IAS high
enough
to blow door open tearing skin with it and exposing 20 foot by 40 foot
hole, as seen in shattered skin rectangle on TWA 800 reconstruction.
By the way, Bill has agreed it is possible that PA 103 and AI 182 could
be
cargo door since they fit his conditions of 30000 at full speed. Since I
rely heavily on the four accidents, that may give him pause. UAL 811 wa
the standard 300 knots IAS and at 20000 feet. Please tell him he agrees
with an important facet of cargo door theory, " He says it is possible
>if the aircraft was at 30,000 ft. and at full speed, the explosive
>decompression and high speed slipstream could cause the plane to break
>up. "
Exactly right. Thank you, Bill, for common sense answer. It's what
happened
to PA 103 and AI 182.
>
>Bill has always contended the missile was from the left, not the right.
Only after he saw the debris plot and all that stuff to the right and made
theory up after to fit the facts. The wreckage plot does not confirm
missile on left because wreckage plot came after missile thought, not
before. I've always said cargo door popped before database showed all th
cargo bay stuff to the right.
>
>How do you explain the complete destruction of the Center wing
structues
>in the early debris field.
Stage 7 question. I don't know. And I don't know about 'complete' until
I've plotted everything using database.
The floor structures, etc. It looks like the
>complete underside of the aircraft blew out from the CWT to the nose,
>including the nose wheel doors, which are on the upslope of the nose.
Explo decom...there is that word 'explosive' in there for a reason.
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They don't say, 'hissing decompression.'
>If the Cargo door was the IE, how do you explain the structural parts
>of the CWT mixed in with the cargo bay structures?
Because the explo decom of door happened within a few feet of the cente
tank. That area, the cargo bay, under belly of plane, is the area of
explosion when door pops. Everything in that area is in red zone, seats,
stringers, packs, etc.
>
>Also, how do you explain the fact the the nose was blown to pieces?
I'd have to plot everything to say it was blown to pieces which is contrary
to reports that nose fell in dense heap. You have a big circle where all
the nose stuff is. The part blown to pieces is behind the cockpit and just
aft of the wing. The nose is called, 'intact' by most.
>
>I think we agree on a number of points, it could be either cargo door or
>missile, however, I believe that missile explains more of the data.
>
Well, OK, I will say it could be missile that caused rupture at latch but
rupture happened first, then to find out why. It's a backward sequence,
water impact, fireball, nose off, explo decom hole, door open, door
rupture, why? Why did door rupture? I have evidence it did in photograph
but no evidence except history and circumstance to say chafed wiring to
short door motor on. Until then, I have to say it could be missile.
>I believe that missile explains more of the data.
Data, schmata, like what? Tell me how missile explains sudden loud
sound on
CVR and abrupt power cut to FDR that explains more than door pop
giving
sound of explo decom and severe disruption of cabin floor where power
cables run. What other data? Streak? Smooth skin on port side?
The point is not to say yet what crashed TWA 800 but to determine
sequence.
We agree there was a fireball, we agree center tank had fire/explosion. Ca
you agree the aft latch and shattered door and destroyed right side of nose
indicate explosive decompression in that area? Why explo decom is for
later.
>>Another urgent plea to those that have the science of database and
>>powerplant report, give us the science of raw numbers so we can make
some
>>knowledge and solve the mystery and erase the superstition.
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>>
>BD: The database report belongs to a media organization. I don't have
it.
>We have asked the media organization to publish the data, since they
>alone, have
>1st Amendment protection from the Storm Troopers that are persecuting
>Saunders.
We are tested by life. You are being tested now, I was tested earlier. I
sent the eyewitness exhibit to my congressman and got permission to put
it
on web site. No problem. His letter is blanket approval by the agency,
Congress, that oversees NTSB, to publish NTSB documents on the web.
Period.
Wreckage and powerplant is OK to put on web, just as eyewitness was.
> The database report belongs to a media organization.
The database belongs to you and me, they have possession but taxpayers
own
it. That is an excuse to keep withheld.
>I don't have it.
So you had it and gave it back without making a copy. Hmmm....or you
made a
copy like all computer guys do of everything.
>>We have asked the media organization to publish the data, since they
>>alone, have
>>1st Amendment protection from the Storm Troopers that are
persecuting
>>Saunders.
Not true. And using fear as an excuse to do or not do something is not
right. You are being tested.
>I would like it published as soon as possible. It may also be necessary to
>do some editing before publication, there personal effects and body part
>described throughout and I don't believe we should put the victim's
families
>through that type of disclosure.
Good, I'll publish it this afternoon if I had it. Legs and and arms are as
important as pack and doors, no editing. Our responsibility is to the
living passengers. Victim's families have more grief to deal with than
anonymous descriptions of wreckage which include body parts and it has
been
a year and a half. Emotional sensitivity is another excuse to withhold
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information.
Bob, you missile guys are doing exactly what you say is bad, withholding
evidence. And you use the same nonsense reasons all censors do.
Missile guys were tested and they failed because they did what the bad
guys
do, got together and passed information around to each other, made
selective conclusions based on selected facts, and refused to provide
documentation for the facts stated.
Cargo door was tested and passed. Eyewitness report was totally scanned
in,
not a word missing, and available to everyone on the planet as soon as I
was able to publish. Open, fair, and fast.
Missile guys, you have shown colors and it's not pretty. You have had thi
database for months. You never told alternate investigators about it. You
selectively print plots. You deny requests for specific lat/long for
specific items. You give specious excuses for failing to give out public
information.
You have become the enemy you so roundly criticize, secretive
government
agencies.
I guess you do not understand the concept of ally after all.
The powerplant report is available, the wreckage plot is available, may I
have it? I had eyewitness, I gave it to you. Will you give me powerplant
report and wreckage plot?
See, life tests us in way we could not guess ahead of time.
I would call this a fork in the road for alternate TWA investigators.
Keep the public documents to yourself and the road goes one way.
Release the public documents to the web and the road goes another way.
Takes your nickel and you takes your choice.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Mon, 9 Mar 1998 08:28:10 -0800

Subject:
Thank you thank thank you
In-Reply-To:
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<FLIGHT-800%1998031107281559@HOME.EASE.LSOFT.COM>
>BD: Barry, sorry it took so long. There a lot of line items to go throug
>I was going to send you a private post with the data, but since you asked
>again, here's the data. After you have plotted them, why don't you post
>a copy of the debris field with the cargo parts overlaid on it.
BD, thank you thank you thank you. I understand the difficulty of typing
in
numbers, it's no fun. But so important. I look at these numbers and just am
very thankful. I will now get to plotting them. They look very very
precise. Just these numbers alone, unplotted are enough to rebut cargo
door
all latched and all locked and all intact until water impact, current NTSB
and FAA position to explain shattered skin in door area.
I will post a copy of my plot. I don't have entire debris field but will
overlay below items on smaller plot I do have from you.
This is great.
Also, Commander Donalson understands concept of ally. We can be
allies up
until our interests diverge. We both agree CWT was not initial event. To
rebut that takes more than one person's explanation. The missile had to hi
somewhere on the plane and entering or exiting the forward cargo door is
better than any other place. So to say that the door popped and the
documented sequence occurred fits the missile explanation up until the
cause of the door pop is discussed. And at the rate of NTSB investigation
that will be forever. NTSB will not say shattered area forward of the nose
on the right is outward, only inward. I can still tell the difference
between in and out even though I am an old codger.
This plot matches trajectory study of early pieces were from cargo area
and
it shows cargo area not intact until water impact. My one question is why
was database plot not released by NTSB? I know why eyewitness was
suppressed, but why database and powerplant? Each report rebuts center
tank
and helps alternative explanations. That could be the reason and if so,
that is obstruction of investigation. Changing red zone labels to yellow
zone labels, as stated by NTSB, is tampering with evidence. Telling
reporters known errors of facts, as NTSB has done is ....something.
Refusing by NTSB to discuss an explanation with a citizen is ...something
Having an FAA manager recant his evaluation of outward damage at
cargo door
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to inward from water impact is coercion of witness. Not answering
congressional inquiries as Congressman Sam Farr has asked of FAA
McSweeny
is..something.
The stink of fear is all over NTSB and FAA. That's not good. And it only
gets worse.
Regards,
John Barry Smith
>
>40 38 40.70 -71 38 55.00 Fwd lower cargo bay structure, FS 800 left
hand side
>40 38 29.20 -71 38 54.30 Fwd lower cargo bay structure, FS 1000 left
hand
>side, CW skin
>40 38 26.08 -71 38 48.49 Fwd lower cargo bay structure, FS 920 left
hand
>side, cargo floor beam, left hand structure 920
>40 38 31.09 -71 38 58.69 Fwd lower cargo bay structure, FS 860-880,
left
>hand cargo floor
>40 38 31.07 -71 38 56.26 Fwd lower cargo bay structure, FS 800 ritht
hand
>side
>40 38 25.50 -71 38 55.40 Fwd lower cargo bay structure, FS 960 left
hand side
>40 38 46.79 -71 39 25.61 Fwd lower cargo bay structure, FS 800-840
L/H CW
>w/motor and wheels (cargo floor 4'x3'x2', ac motor w/brake)
>40 38 43.19 -71 39 19.80 Fwd lower cargo bay structure, FS 900-960
L/H CW
>w/motor & wheels, pn 747-5100-5-0
>40 39 04.70 -71 38 26.80 FS 540-560, stringer 34R (cargo door skin,
RF fwd)
>40 39 04.70 -71 38 26.80 Cargo floor
>40 39 04.30 -71 38 27.20 Right side cargo door, FS 640-760, aft stringe
>28R-43R
>40 39 04.30 -71 38 27.20 Fwd cargo door lift
>40 39 04.30 -71 38 27.20 Cockpit debris
>40 39 04.30 -71 38 27.20 Avionics bay, seat 9-10
>40 39 04.30 -71 38 27.20 3'x41/2' cardo floor w/roller balls
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>40 39 04.30 -71 38 27.20 multiple cargo bins
>40 39 04.30 -71 38 27.20 fwd portion lower right cargo door, FS
560-670
>40 38 25.71 -71 39 06.68 Fwd lower cargo bay structure, FS 820, right
>hand side
>40 38 34.48 -71 39 00.37 Fwd lower cargo bay structure w/rollers
>attached, FS 800-1000, stringer 40L-40R
>40 38 43.63 -71 39 13.38 Fwd lower cargo bay structure, upper track
>roller structure
>40 38 35.80 -71 39 09.00 right belly and cargo track between FS
800-940,
>stringer 37R-44R
>
>Cmdr. Donaldson will be out of town for about a week, so won't have
access
>to data base info. In the meantime, we will pursue the PDF format.
>40 39 04.70 -71 38 26.80 FS 540-560, stringer 34R (cargo door skin,
RF fwd)
>40 39 04.30 -71 38 27.20 Right side cargo door, FS 640-760, aft stringe
>28R-43R
>40 39 04.30 -71 38 27.20 fwd portion lower right cargo door, FS
560-670
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Sat, 7 Mar 1998 16:14:16 -0500

Subject:
Urgent Plea for wreckage data base.
To whoever has access to the debris field data base: "The debris
field data base was leaked to the media and
Cmdr. Donaldson has painstakenly plotted
the major debris."
Please post or send wreckage plot data base. Very important. Equal in
importance as Eyewitness data and soon to hope to come the powerplant
report.
Send by email or post on web site is best for all. Much thanks in advance
barry@corazon.com
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http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Tue, 10 Mar 1998 20:58:59 -0800

Subject:
Vanity
I do have a vanity and it is being first. I wish to go on record as being
the first to link water and electrical wiring problems to Silk Air 737
accident. The below was written to this very forum on 2/22/98.
JBS>I'm sort of having a letdown. The mystery is just about all solved. It
went from fuselage rupture of 747, PA 103 being mechanical probably a
cargo
door, to UAL 811 confirming it, to happened again with TWA 800, then
discovered earlier AI 182, then reconstruction photo which confirmed
shattered explosive decompression to broken door to aft midspan latch
rupture to no locking sectors at midspan latches to bad poly x wiring
coupled with condensed water on bare wire to short door motor on, to
DC-9
wiring problem in Valujet forward cargo hold, to Boeing 737 wiring
problems
with fluid in wiring connector for Colorado Springs, Pittsburgh, Silk Air,
and Bournemouth, the plane that came back to tell about it, just like UAL
811 for the 747.
>Wiring, water, metal fuselage, short! Then things in the plane turn on
>when they should be off, and things that are on turn off when they
>shouldn't. Big big problems are the ones that are noted. For 747 a
>hundred overhead lights were out on TWA 800, CO told me. But no
problem.
>Thrust reverser would not work, no problem. Door motor turned on, big
>problem. For 737 it was the rudder starts doing this and that when the
yaw
>damper does this and that when fluid gets into connector and the
autopilot
>tries to compensate. So up high the plane waggles along, the crew dies a
>thousand deaths and yells Mayday, and crew may control it in time to
land
>safely or not. Down low the plane turns and dives into ground. In DC-9
the
>short starts fire which ignites tire which ignites O2 cannisters which
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>burn down everything including control cables
So it turns out that cargo door was a subset of electrical problems which
is widespread in all models.
The Silk Air sounds just like progressive electrical failure. First the
CVR, then the FDR, and then the chafed or shorted connector starts tellin
the flight controls what to do inappropriate for flight mode and aircraft
overstresses itself and comes apart.
The rudder yaw dampers apparently sit under a toilet and the
'undertermined
fluid' is probably urine, a corrosive conductor.
And if you think the pace of TWA 800 was slow...
Day four anxiously waiting for wreckage database...
>Thank you. Here's some more early pieces from trajectory study that
need
>coordinates:
>A470, FS820
>A489, FS 900
>A536 FS 940
>A541 FS 860
>A601, FS 800-840
>A614, FS 800
>A734, FS 960
>
>Is the phrase 'cargo door' used anywhere for any pieces in any zone?
>
Are there any coordinates for any cargo door pieces? To be omitted
would
be very strange. The pieces have to be somewhere.
>There were called the '2000' tagged pieces. Any coordinates for '2000'
tagged pieces?
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

--------------Date:
Subject:

Mon, 2 Mar 1998 13:00:55 -0500
Violent Yaw
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GD>My, but you have a rather bad case of digital diarrhea.
Hmmmm, style disapproval noted.
>That is why I tend to only read the first and last line of your posts.
I read all yours from start to finish. I did, anyway.
>Do you neglect the importance of the FDR trace because you can't
match the
>"fcd" to any of the anomalies?
I asked your for an interpretation of the FDR. I referred you to past
interpretations of aircraft behavior to see if they match yours. I stated
the importance of CVR and FDR data and offered CVR end as similiar to
FDR
and offered suggestion of cause of abrupt power cut as severe disruption o
cabin floor and gave reference in AAIB. Is that 'neglect the importance of
the FDR trace? And the FDR does match the cargo door anaomalies
which would
give yaw and does rule against center tank which would be symetrical and
not having yaw.
>Dear George, don't I wish. I really want to know why you say violent
yaw
>occured.
And now I'm sorry I asked. I shall not go to you for
information/interpretation about a vital piece of data again, excuse the
bother.
I asked a stage 7 question which is a question that the asker does not
know
the answer to, and you gave a stage 6 reply, attack.
GD>Why is it that the posters who can't tie their theories to the FDR
anomalies
>assume that they do not represent true readings?
JBS>But, an FDR trace with a reasonable explanation matching number
on FDR
translated to aircraft movement which shows movement which everybody
can
use would be very good.
I asked for a concise matching of FDR traces to your interpretation that
all theories could use. No one assumes 'they do not represent true
readings', at least not me.
But, after reading your first and last line and all those inbetween, I
still don't see the FDR trace and matching interpretation of aircraft
movement.
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GD>Thank you for the symptoms of your poor reading abilities.
My poor reading abilities? Why the insult? No, forget I asked. Cancel
request of information.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Fri, 20 Mar 1998 11:20:31 -0700

Subject:
http://www.corazon.com/Exhibit8ACover.html
18 hours from mailbox to web.
http://www.corazon.com/Exhibit8ACover.html
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Thu, 26 Mar 1998 16:17:29 -0700

Subject:
Leaks
BD>Yes, getting to the truth means everyone having access to the
database info.
>I want that as much a you do. The fact is, I don't want to be involved in
>the distribution of a possibly stolen document and end up like Sanders.
Possibly stolen? Hey, nobody told me nuttin' 'bout no 'stolen' documents.
They give hard time for stuff like that. Count me out. I want nuttin' to do
with that database, forget I ever mentioned it. Maybe I should call the FB
and inform on you since you think a crime may have been committed and
you
apparently ain't doin' much about it.
It's called a 'leak' and Washington lives on them. It's a public document
produced by a public agency, NTSB. My congressman has specifically
said it
was all right to publish those types of documents, his letter to me
authorizing it on website of course. Exhibit 4A was more sensitive than
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any
database and that was published with no repercussions. 4A was FBI type
suppression, database is neutral.
To say afraid of prosecution by releasing database to public is an excuse.
It's fear. It's wrong. We are all tested and you are being tested now.
>I have pressed your case forcefully with the people who have the data
and
>I expect it will be available soon.
I know you have and that's why I said you were caught in the middle. If I
may give you the kiss of death, you are the one missile guy who has his
head on straight. The evidence may sway you out of missile into cargo
door,
eventually.
>Calling people names, Barry, isn't going
>to get it released any faster, be patient.
Wanna bet? I'm pushing buttons here, that one may work. It's been four
months at least since he had the database; if it gets released tomorrow
it's still very late.
CO and BD, both of you are making sincere efforts to relay information,
don't see any sinister deception going on with you two, just good fun
tomfoolery. And sometimes, as it is with me, the indignation at a slur
spurs me on to open the exhibits again, just to prove the other idiot
wrong. Of course, if I'm wrong, and I'm never wrong, then I'd just as soon
forget it.
Innocent tomfoolery does not apply to all the other missile guys who
would
not understand the concept of fair, or open, or objective, or closely
reasoned deductions based on factual evidence if you had four apples and
somebody took away two and asked you how many you had left. You'd
suspect a
trick and would not answer the question. Ha!
Sources of TWA 800 info, and they are all different:
1. CD ROM
2. Press exhibits handed out at hearing.
3. Big white binders with exhibit on tables at hearing.
4. Kinko copy exhibits, 185$ for 2375 pages.
5. NTSB web site.
6. CNN web site.
7. Personally ordering specific exhibits from NTSB.
8. Leaks to friendly sources.
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Maybe if all of those are compared a halfway decent public docket may b
constructed. I'm still wondering about all those blank numbers in the
sequence, such as 2, 5, 14, 16, and 21.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
1A Order of Hearing
1B Designation of Hearing Officer
1C Notice of Hearing
1D Designation of Parties to the Hearing
1E Notice of Designation of Chairman Board of Inquiry
6A Airplane Interior Documentation Group's Factual Report
7A Structures Group Chairman's Factual Report
9A Systems Group Chairman's Factual Report
9B Contracted Laboratory Documentation (p. 1-91; 2.5M);
(p. 92-182; 2.6M); (p. 183-248; 2.1M)
9C Attachments to the Systems Group Chairman's Factual Report (p.
1-66; 3.4M);
(p. 67-134; 3.8M); (p. 135-201; 2.9M); (p. 202-271; 4.4M)
9D Accidents, Incidents, and Safety Recommendations (p.1-50; 3.3M)
(p. 51-161; 3.3M)
9F 747 Fuel Tank Certification Requirements
9G Part 25 - Airworthiness Standards: Transport Category Airplanes
10A Flight Data Recorder Group Chairman Factual Report
11A Maintenance Group Chairman's Factual Report
11P Airworthiness Directive List
11Q Airworthiness Directive (AD) 90-25-05
12A Cockpit Voice Recorder Group Chairman's Factual Report
12B Sound Spectrum Group Chairman's Factual Report
13A Aircraft Performance Group Chairman's Factual Report
13B Errata for Exhibit 13A
15B Metallurgist's Factual Report: Examination of Small Holes
15C Metallurgist's Factual Report: Section 41/42 Joint, Forward Cargo
Door
17A Reconstruction Group Chairman's Factual Report
18A Metallurgy/Structures Sequencing Group Chairman's Report
18B Supporting Documentation for Overall Breakup Sequence
(Drawings) (3.8M)
18C Nose Landing Gear Doors Sequence
19A Medical Forensic Group Chairman's Factual Report
20A Fire & Explosion Group Chairman's Factual Report
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20B Appendix II: Soot/Fracture Diagrams
20C Appendix III: Tests and Analysis (3.2M)
20D Jet A Explosion Experiments: Laboratory Testing
20E Jet A Explosions: Field Test Plan 1/4 Scale Experiments
20F Explosion of Aviation Kerosene (Jet A) Vapors
20G Jet A Flight Test Samples (3.6M)
20H Jet A Vapor Pressure
22A Trajectory Study
22B Trajectory Study Supporting Material
22C Main Wreckage Flight Path Study
23A Flight Test
23F Flight Test Results: TWA800 Emulation Flight
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Sun, 15 Mar 1998 08:15:44 -0800

Subject:
Mystery and superstition
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="iso-8859-1"
CO>Science is based upon evidence. Take Science away from the body
of human
>knowledge and you are left with little more than mystery and
superstition.
Another urgent plea to those that have the science of database and
powerplant report, give us the science of raw numbers so we can make
some
knowledge and solve the mystery and erase the superstition.
I gave my eyewitness exhibit freely and to all as soon as I was able.
Please do the same for database and engine report. Good guys share; bad
guys secret and selectively leak. Database and engine report are being
kept
from general knowledge. That is very bad no matter who is doing the
withholding.
se*cret \"se-kret\ adj 1 : hidden, concealed <a ~ staircase> 2 : covert,
stealthy; also : engaged in detecting or spying <a ~ agent> 3 : kept from
general knowledge Û se*cret*ly adv
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
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barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Sun, 15 Mar 1998 01:03:40 -0800

Subject:
New Debris Field
Thank you Bob for new debris field. It is also a pleasure to see the Navy
Wings of Gold in the upper right hand corner. I have Navy Wings of
Gold on
my wall behind me. They have the crossed anchors for Naval Flight
Officer
while pilots have the single anchor shown in your debris plot. I also have
Navy enlisted gold aircrew wings. I am very proud of both.
We agree on so much. Stuff was ejected from the plane to the right.
Explosive decompression from the right side cargo door area would eject
stuff to the right. Explosive decompression ejected the stuff to the right.
I assume you have seen the huge 10 by 30 foot hole on the side of the
nose
of UAL 811 when cargo door lets go. Well, TWA 800 has a larger
rectangle,
20 by 40 foot, of explo decom, it's clearly visible as smooth skin leading
to clean vertical line then shattered skin.
A 20 foot by 40 foot hole suddenly appearing on the side of the nose of a
747 would allow the 300 knot slipstream to tear nose off. And if you think
that not possible then all discussion stops. Ask your brother could it
happen using those numbers.
Here's the problem:
>It is also very doubtful that the cargo door coming off could have caused
>this much destruction
> I doubt
>the pressure differential would have been sufficient to have a significant
>decompression event.
You never asked why I said it did, you just said I was wrong. See, no
questions, mind made up.
First sentence, well, it did kill nine people already confirmed. Does that
count as 'much'? And it's not the door coming off that does the damage,
it's the consequences of the door rupture that leads to door fratured, to
explo decom allowing ultimate force, the 300 knots of slipstream on the
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weakened nose tearing it off.
Second sentence, well, it was 38115 pounds of internal pressure on one
partially opened midspan latch holding eight feet of door edge in. The
pressure was to rupture latch, that caused door split, then shatter and
then whole explo decom of 20 foot by forty foot appeared, just like a
balloon pop has big hole from tiny pinprick. (3.5 PSI on door 110 inches
by
99 inches.)
The ultimate force to tear nose off was not the explo decom but the 300
knots of slipstream on weakened nose.
>This debris field was most certainly not the result of a CWT explosion
only.
And you add not the result of door opening in flight either. (Not allowing
for explo decom of 20 by 40 foot hole to appear.)
And you imply that an explosive warhead of a missile could.
Well, again, it could, but did it?
You never even say, 20 foot by 40 foot hole in side of nose could allow
300
knots to tear nose off, but did it?
Because once you ask, did it, you find out the answer is yes.
I was saying cargo door opened one week after TWA 800 to NTSB FBI
and FAA.
That was a year and a half before the debris plot you have so graciously
plotted out showed all those cargo bay structures first to leave the plane
and all ejected to the right.
What was the intersting thing you noticed?
> Last month I was skiing in Colorado at 12,300 ft.
>The air wasn't that thin.
Gradual decompression. Take a plane from sea level pressurized to sea
level
and pop a window at 12300, you'll damage your tympanic membranes,
cause
ringing, and hurt the cabin, you are inside a balloon that just popped.
> There is no other reasonable explanation.
You have not yet asked reasonable questions about an explanation for
TWA
800 that is so reasonable it's already happened, UAL 811 wiring/cargo
door.
>This debris field was most certainly not the result of a CWT explosion
only.
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We agree. I say so because it would have been picked up by the CVR. It
would have been seen by ground observers at 13700 feet. The damage
around
cwt would have been symetrical, not starboard mainly.
Bob, you have dismissed wiring/cargo door too soon, without even
checking
out why it exists.
You know, it's another way cargo door has shown itself to be true because
of all the directions the debris could have been scattered, it had to be
out to the right from the cargo bay. Wind has a big effect too and was
blowing to the right of 800's track. The point is, if you are making a big
point of cargo bay material being ejected to the right of 800's track,
well, that fits right in with huge explo decom causing big hole in side of
nose centered at aft midspan latch of the forward cargo door. Then comes
the killer, the 300 knots to tear nose off.
I didn't pick cargo door opening to the right after I saw the wreckage plot
showing stuff ejected to the right. I said it way before it was confirmed
by wreckage plot.
The missile guys had missile entering on starboard side, now looking at
plot, the entry has changed to left. Well, I'm consistent, door
ruptured/opened and stuff ejected far to right, into starboard engines,
just like UAL 811.
Thanks again for wreckage plot, looking forward to raw database number
to
do own plotting of items remaining.
Got a letter from NTSB senior official today, he said Chairman Hall told
him to tell me the case is complete and they will not respond to any more
of my letters.
We'll see.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Fri, 13 Mar 1998 13:10:49 -0800

Subject:
Nitpickin' dem engines
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="iso-8859-1"
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CO>Pratt & Witney most certainly was a party to the investigation. I am
>informed by the NTSB that if JBS would like a copy of the Powerplant
Group
>Report (Exhibit 8)he should call them on 202 314 6551.
I just did and the nice lady said she would send it right out after taking
my name and address. You never know, the left hand does not know wha
the
right hand is doing.
That database is so important, like the eyewitness report now and the
powerplant report whenever it comes. I must see the database to confirm
there is no aft cargo door found, nor manual locking handle, nor viewing
ports, nor two overpressure relief doors in open or closed position, nor
torque tubes, nor midspan latches, nor latching pins, nor pull in hooks,
nor the rest of the skin...all gone, all lost, all nowhere to be found even
though that area is probably the most searched underwater area ever. And
of
course, the top hinge is seen, where was that found.
I want to plot every piece of fuselage structure within FS 500 to FS 1000
found on the ocean floor.
I need to find out if any '2000' series tagged pieces exist and where they
plot.
Hey, I'm the dictionary guy here. You guys moving in on me?
es*ti*mate \"es-te-'mat\ vb -mat*ed; -mat*ing 1 : to give or form an
approximation (as of value, size, or cost) 2 : judge, conclude syn
evaluate, value, rate, appraise, assay, assess Û es*ti*ma*tor \-'ma-ter\ n
guess \"ges\ vb 1 : to form an opinion from little or no evidence 2 :
believe, suppose 3 : to conjecture correctly about : discover Û guess n
>To me, an estimate and a guess are pretty much the same.
Well, it appears estimate has a higher degree of reliability.
This reminds me of a government/authority tactic. They withhold evidenc
such as engine report etc. Then when contrary opinion with estimates and
guesses comes along, the authority says, "Where's your evidence? You
have
no evidence, you are just guessing or estimating, come back when you
have
the evidence." When confronted they then say, "We are not at liberty to
divulge that evidence."
quib*ble \"kwi-bel\ n 1 : an evasion of or shifting from the point at issue
2 : a minor objection or criticism Û quibble vb Û quib*bler n
squab*ble \"skwa-bel\ n : a noisy altercation : wrangle syn quarrel, spat,
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row, tiff Û squabble vb
I think we have a squabble about quibbling. Or are we quibbling about a
squabble?
And I like that first definition of 'quibble'. Seems there's a lot of that
around here.
>Cmdr. Donaldson is simply trying to show that
>there is more than a reasonable doubt in the NTSB's CWT theory.
Absolutely and that's why we are all allies here against NTSB center tank
as initial event.
>BD: Chris, its very easy to sit back and nit-pick everyone's else's
>contribution. You could be a lot more useful to this group if you offered
>some original thought, rather than simply find fault with everyone else.
Permit me to nitpick BD who is nitpicking CO who is nitpicking Cdr D
who is
nitpicking NTSB who is nitpicking Boeing who is nitpicking JetA refiner
who
is nitpicking...
It's actually very hard to nitpick. You said it was easy and I say it's
hard, I'm nitpicking again.
nit \"nit\ n : the egg of a parasitic insect (as a louse); also : the young
insect
Those darn little white eggs are tough to see.
Original thought...hmmm...is missile original thought?
We might have some more original thought if we had the database upon
which
to create original thought. Are you at liberty to divulge that information?
This just in:
Bruno>JBS and other interested LIST Members:
>JBS, it's OK to say you are OK! Even your "And now for something
different,
>again," reads OK. A definite "improvement" over your previous
"something else"
>post. And a lot "cleaner" too.
Oh, goody, I'm so happy to put out 'cleaner' stuff. I wouldn't want to put
out 'dirty' stuff. Why no emphasis on 'clearer' stuff or 'truer' stuff?
>Exhibit 7A, Structures Group Report
>Page 33, para. 5.1..."a stator blade from turbine section..."
>Confusing terminology, to say the least. ...The NTSB terminology of
>"stator blades" is
>not used by "us powerplant types."
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Exactly, and should be. Get it changed. That error will live forever unless
corrected. They will listen to you. You know about HPT and LPT and I
don't.
>In my former life as a JT9D powerplant engineer,
Great!
>Based on Exhibit 8A's description,
Where did you get 8A? I've looked all over for it. I ordered it today but
have little hope of getting it. Send me a copy of yours and I'll put it on
the web at my site at www.corazon.com
>Engine No.3.
>Based on Exhibit 8A's description, the engine had an intact HPT case
(no
>mention of blades/NGVs condition). The LPT description is confusing
to me.
>Regardless, a number of 5th and 6th stage blades were fractured "at
various
>lenghts," suggesting that some of that high-energy material went aft, wit
at
>least one part getting to the right HS
Well, there it is right there, a part of 3 could have hit right HS, exactly
as predicted. It was not a normal engine.
>Engine No.2
>A statement regarding the engine's LPT condition struck me as
"interesting."
>>From page 10 of Exhibit 8A: "...the blades had been pushed out from
the
>rear..." (read: they went forward, looking at the engine from the rear).
What
>could have caused that? Perhaps overpressure at the engine's exhaust?
And
>where did that come from? Your guess is as good as mine... In any even
look
>at the EPR reading recorded at 20:31:12 on the FDR. You see 2.46, an
>"impossible" ratio.
Hmmm.....pushed from rear....water impact? Overpressure at exhaust? Ho
about fireball of fuel tanks exploding at 7500 feet put pressure wave into
nearby number two engine pushing blades forward? So 2.46 may be
possible...very interesting.
>P&W will not discuss the content of any report with anyone from the
"outside."
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>I tried...Their refusal was polite but very firm. Much too political an
issue!
This is criminal bullpucky attitude. This is life and death of innocents.
And Bruno, you are not on the outside, you are on the inside. Yes, you ar
Anyone who can talk about HPT and LPT and EPR and NGV and JTD
is on the
inside. There will be a fellow at PW who will agree. And PW has nothing
to
hide, nothing to fear. They were innocent bystanders also, just like the
center tank and door and now engines. The wiring is the culprit. Better fo
PW to come to the investigation party voluntarily and not dragged.
>How can we get them to share what they know? I don't know of any
quick way to
>do that at this late stage of the investigation.
Not late! Early. Late is Pan Am 103 and Air India 182, those are late.
TWA
800 has barely started. AI 182 is still an open investigation by the RCMP
with paid staff and that's been fourteen years. TWA 800 is not yet two.
There is much maneuvering room for PW.
>How can we get them to share what they know?
Go higher. Go to the top of PW. They are in the right, they have nothing t
hide. Have them overcome their fear of being involved by balancing the
need
for find out the cause. If 747s stop being made, they don't sell engines.
One more mystery decapitation of a 747 in flight occurs and you may as
well
close out the line. There will be somebody at PW who really cares about
his
product and wants to understand what happened to it. If PW were upfront
they would have brought this 'stator blade' to notice immediately.
Are you not an investigative reporter?
>"swim the English Channel with at least one hand tied behind your
back."
Yeah, but you can kick with your feet. You are on to something.
Questions: If a fireball explosion of several fuel tanks took place within
feet of the exhaust of a JTD-9 with enough force to bend forward the
blades, what EPR reading might result?
What was object found in right horizon stab of TWA 800?
What engine?
Where did it come from in the engine?
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Which engine most severely internally damaged?
What percent of each engine was recovered and in database?
How much of engines are missing from recovery?
Any foreign objects found inside, like human remains, belt buckles or inl
cowling?
These are basic questions all linked by public record of Exhibit 7A,
Structures Group Report
Page 33, para. 5.1..."a stator blade from turbine section..." and FDR data
which makes it public realm.
They can try to weasel out, but they can't. They may wish that piece of
engine had whistled by at 300 knots and not stuck in stab, but it did.
Reality. It unlocks everything.
>Richard Parker from P&W
>as a Group member (the only "real engine man" in the group).
There's a start. Richard Parker. Let's write to him. Send him this email.
We are not the bad guys here. We are the good guys. We are open and
share
information. This suppression of public information is something good
guys
don't do. He may be a good guy and share.
>If anybody knows which parts hit the tail, P&W does.
Exactly.
I'm guessing/estimating HPT stands for high pressure turbine, and LPT is
low pressure turbine.
I flew with GE 79-8 with no high bypass.
Bruno, it is such a pleasure to talk facts with you.
Three stage 7 questions from you below, and like all good stage 7
questions, very difficult to answer.
>So what was it that hit the right horizontal stabilizer (para. 5.1.1)?
>blades went forward, looking at the engine from the rear). What
>could have caused that?
>How can we get them to share what they know?
Well, I am satisified, again, when cargo door explanation comes through.
That number 3 engine could have been all intact with no missing parts to
the blades/vanes, but no, parts were missing internally.
Forward but not aft portion of door recovered; right but not left horiz
stabilizer had stator impact, and eng 3 not intact internally but could
have been. Three chances to rebut cargo door opening in flight and all no
taken. Three chances to confirm cargo door and all taken. And 3 and 4
could
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be the fodded on fire ignition source. What did they say about 1 and 4?
Could you contact NTSB and request clarification of the 'confusing
terminology' of 8A for your WAER readers? NTSB gives the press
attention.
Richard Parker may offer clarification, that would not be altering report
but clarifying it, fair enough.
clar*i*fy \"klar-e-'f\ vb -fied; -fy*ing : to make or become clear Û
clar*i*fi*ca*tion \'klar-e-fe-"ka-shen\ n
A request to one of the authors to 'make clear' their report or to discuss
it in order for it to 'become clear' is a reasonable request.
Thank you very much for the engine information, Bruno.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/
Date:

Thu, 26 Mar 1998 08:16:33 -0700

Subject:
Nitpicking
> It seems that in your nitpicking way, you have inadvertently helped
>us uncover a serious discrepancy in the NTSB weather data.
Hey, that's why I put up with the missile nonsense, in a nitpicking way,
serious information is discovered. When challenged it's amazing what dat
is unearthed. And that's one reason why NTSB avoids all discussion of
alternative explanations....data gets uncovered which hurts their cause. If
they were honest they would welcome surprise truths, but no, they prefer
to
keep the error intact and save face. We shall see. Also just like
Commander
D, avoiding discussion of alternate explanations.
Anyway, BD and CO, you two guys do not intentionally distort, mislead,
or
confuse, you do it unintentionally. Technically confusing, but morally
correct. As in, 'I didn't know it was loaded.'
>BD: I miscounted, its only 103 pages and I think you should say
>"pretty please".
103/130 pages, heck, close enough, 71 degrees, 72 degrees, close enough
plot scale changes, heck, close enough. Close enough for missile guys, bu
not close enough for scientists.
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BD, you should say 'sorry' a million times plus one for all the
unintentional false data you've been putting out. You have not checked
and
rechecked it, and now it appears to be incomplete as well. It shows
disrespect for the members of the forum who may rely on your data for
some
very important conclusions. You should say in asking forgiveness, 'pretty
please'. I will forgive the many errors but not the withholding of data,
that is a real sin. It shows that if the rebels, that's the missile guys,
ever were to get in power, the situation stays the same, new boss same as
the old boss, supressing evidence. All for good reasons, of course. Every
criminal has a good reason why he does the crime, usually starting with, '
had to do it...'
It's a wonder how anything ever gets done right.
So now there may have been no rain shower that night? Great.
>Whether it rained or not
>is irrelevant, its the temperature that counts.
Why is it irrelevant? Nothing is irrelevant during an ongoing
investigation...unless is refutes your hypothesis or supports another, I
guess.
Suspicious minds, why was the below sent to list?
>Member Name: Mike Albert
>Location:
WESTBORO MASS
>Coolest person:
NICOLE (subject to change)
>Birthdate:
Today !! WISH ME A HAPPY ONE !
>Sex: Male
>Marital Status: black belt
>Hobbies:
BEING COOL
>Best looking:
Mike Albert
>Computers:
TALK ABOUT A STUPID CATAGORY
>Occupation: BEING COOL
>Personal Quote: i would like to give a shout out to tim andy casey joe
phil
>chris kevin LINDSEY ani jenna sarah lynn leland anthony gabe mike
mike billy
>todd not rachel though rob josh alex mike jay julianna ME kate meg
leigh
>eileen nicole kristen kevin ryan john mark
Now that's irrelevent to a TWA 800 discussion, at least mine had a Boein
747 in it. The above is genuine. Note how all the names of persons are
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spelled correctly and even the nontraditional spelling still makes sense,
such as 'Ani.' The capitals are in the right place, even the boy and girl
names. Only thing interesting here is coolest person is ont capitalized at
last list but Lindsey is.
The below are some emails sent to me about my site. I get all kinds.
>From: Marcron@aol.com
>Date: Thu, 8 May 1997 22:16:13 -0400 (EDT)
>To: barry@corazon.com
>Subject: PAN AM 03
>
>SIR,
>I UNDERSTAND WHAT YOU ARE TRYING TO GET ACROSS
BUT THERE ARE
>A FEW THINGS THAT WILL BE MADE PUBLIC WHEN MY
BOOK IS RELEASED
>EARLY NEXT YEAR.THE ABOVE MENTIONED
FLIGHT,WHICH WAS BROUGHT DOWN BY A BOMB,
>ORCHESTRATED BY MONZER AL - KASSAR ,FROM SYRIA,
AND NOT AL MEGRAHI AND ABDEL
>BASSET ALI FROM LIBYA .THE BOMBING OF THIS PLANE
INVOLVED THE IRAN / CONTRA
>DEALS AND A HOSTAGE DRAMA NEVER RELEASED IN
THE USA.I FOUND ALL YOUR WORK
>INTERESTING AND VERY INFORMATIVE.WELL DONE
>
>MARK
>Date: Sat, 25 Jan 1997 05:40:31 +0100
>MIME-Version: 1.0
>To: barry@corazon.com
>CC: barry@corazon.com
>Subject: Pan Am 103 - Dec. 21. 1988
>X-Sender: 07131251685-0001@t-online.de (Torsten Ogertschnig)
>From: 07131251685-0001@t-online.de (Charly)
>
>We have the real proof of the bombing of Pan Am 103.
>We have kontaktet the US Inteligence Sevices above the real proofs >they whas not intrestet!
>We want to give you this informations. Please kontakt special Agent
>Charly under the IMail addres 07131251685-0001@t-online.de
>This Agent have investigatet over 8 jears only on this event - he have
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>the real proofs.
>a good friend
See the connection between PA 103 kooks and the TWA 800 kooks? I
do.
AI 182 has the Sikh terrorists named Singh who put a bomb on board a
747
that flew to Toronto, then flew to Montreal, then flew five more hours to
suffer a hull rupture forward of the wing on the right side that left a
sudden loud sound on the CVR and an abrupt power cut to the FDR and
a cargo
door area description that matches TWA 800 of outward force and frayed
skin
with door fractured one quarter of the way up from the bottom. Oh, plus
debris pattern match and fodded number three engine....
Anyway, three 747s that have the kooks (read well meaning citizens tryin
to identify and root out the evil in the world) all giving conspiracy
accounts of bombs and missile by bad guys. It's a matching pattern as tru
as the nose coming off all three and landing apart from rest of strewn out
fuselage and wings.
Matching patterns and making deductions and drawing conclusions is a
human
sign of intelligence. Why are not the missile guys matching 800 to
Vincennes Airbus or KAL in Russia, two real missile shootdowns of
airliners? Why do missile guys compare 800 to Foster, Brown, JFK, Ruby
Ridge, Waco, and well, you get the idea.
Before the initial event 800 was not political, all the others strange
events were. 800 was a plane crash, not vote getting event.
It's similar to a moon eclipse being an astronomical event until it happens
and then it's angry gods getting even for a bad harvest which is the
leader's fault and time for a new leader and sacrifice so it doesn't happen
again.
All the nitpicker, out there, a list of compiled discrepancies would be
valuable to submit to NTSB to resolve. The weather, the engine fod, FDR
last readings, and others would show with facts the 800 investigation was
incomplete and flawed.
It is such a thankless task to read and list errors in reports made by
people who are over their head with technical details, such as 'stator
blade' which doesn't exist.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
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http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Thu, 26 Mar 1998 08:16:33 -0700

Subject:
Nitpicking
> It seems that in your nitpicking way, you have inadvertently helped
>us uncover a serious discrepancy in the NTSB weather data.
Hey, that's why I put up with the missile nonsense, in a nitpicking way,
serious information is discovered. When challenged it's amazing what dat
is unearthed. And that's one reason why NTSB avoids all discussion of
alternative explanations....data gets uncovered which hurts their cause. If
they were honest they would welcome surprise truths, but no, they prefer
to
keep the error intact and save face. We shall see. Also just like
Commander
D, avoiding discussion of alternate explanations.
Anyway, BD and CO, you two guys do not intentionally distort, mislead,
or
confuse, you do it unintentionally. Technically confusing, but morally
correct. As in, 'I didn't know it was loaded.'
>BD: I miscounted, its only 103 pages and I think you should say
>"pretty please".
103/130 pages, heck, close enough, 71 degrees, 72 degrees, close enough
plot scale changes, heck, close enough. Close enough for missile guys, bu
not close enough for scientists.
BD, you should say 'sorry' a million times plus one for all the
unintentional false data you've been putting out. You have not checked
and
rechecked it, and now it appears to be incomplete as well. It shows
disrespect for the members of the forum who may rely on your data for
some
very important conclusions. You should say in asking forgiveness, 'pretty
please'. I will forgive the many errors but not the withholding of data,
that is a real sin. It shows that if the rebels, that's the missile guys,
ever were to get in power, the situation stays the same, new boss same as
the old boss, supressing evidence. All for good reasons, of course. Every
criminal has a good reason why he does the crime, usually starting with, '
had to do it...'
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It's a wonder how anything ever gets done right.
So now there may have been no rain shower that night? Great.
>Whether it rained or not
>is irrelevant, its the temperature that counts.
Why is it irrelevant? Nothing is irrelevant during an ongoing
investigation...unless is refutes your hypothesis or supports another, I
guess.
Suspicious minds, why was the below sent to list?
>Member Name: Mike Albert
>Location:
WESTBORO MASS
>Coolest person:
NICOLE (subject to change)
>Birthdate:
Today !! WISH ME A HAPPY ONE !
>Sex: Male
>Marital Status: black belt
>Hobbies:
BEING COOL
>Best looking:
Mike Albert
>Computers:
TALK ABOUT A STUPID CATAGORY
>Occupation: BEING COOL
>Personal Quote: i would like to give a shout out to tim andy casey joe
phil
>chris kevin LINDSEY ani jenna sarah lynn leland anthony gabe mike
mike billy
>todd not rachel though rob josh alex mike jay julianna ME kate meg
leigh
>eileen nicole kristen kevin ryan john mark
Now that's irrelevent to a TWA 800 discussion, at least mine had a Boein
747 in it. The above is genuine. Note how all the names of persons are
spelled correctly and even the nontraditional spelling still makes sense,
such as 'Ani.' The capitals are in the right place, even the boy and girl
names. Only thing interesting here is coolest person is ont capitalized at
last list but Lindsey is.
The below are some emails sent to me about my site. I get all kinds.
>From: Marcron@aol.com
>Date: Thu, 8 May 1997 22:16:13 -0400 (EDT)
>To: barry@corazon.com
>Subject: PAN AM 03
>
>SIR,
>I UNDERSTAND WHAT YOU ARE TRYING TO GET ACROSS
BUT THERE ARE
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>A FEW THINGS THAT WILL BE MADE PUBLIC WHEN MY
BOOK IS RELEASED
>EARLY NEXT YEAR.THE ABOVE MENTIONED
FLIGHT,WHICH WAS BROUGHT DOWN BY A BOMB,
>ORCHESTRATED BY MONZER AL - KASSAR ,FROM SYRIA,
AND NOT AL MEGRAHI AND ABDEL
>BASSET ALI FROM LIBYA .THE BOMBING OF THIS PLANE
INVOLVED THE IRAN / CONTRA
>DEALS AND A HOSTAGE DRAMA NEVER RELEASED IN
THE USA.I FOUND ALL YOUR WORK
>INTERESTING AND VERY INFORMATIVE.WELL DONE
>
>MARK
>Date: Sat, 25 Jan 1997 05:40:31 +0100
>MIME-Version: 1.0
>To: barry@corazon.com
>CC: barry@corazon.com
>Subject: Pan Am 103 - Dec. 21. 1988
>X-Sender: 07131251685-0001@t-online.de (Torsten Ogertschnig)
>From: 07131251685-0001@t-online.de (Charly)
>
>We have the real proof of the bombing of Pan Am 103.
>We have kontaktet the US Inteligence Sevices above the real proofs >they whas not intrestet!
>We want to give you this informations. Please kontakt special Agent
>Charly under the IMail addres 07131251685-0001@t-online.de
>This Agent have investigatet over 8 jears only on this event - he have
>the real proofs.
>a good friend
See the connection between PA 103 kooks and the TWA 800 kooks? I
do.
AI 182 has the Sikh terrorists named Singh who put a bomb on board a
747
that flew to Toronto, then flew to Montreal, then flew five more hours to
suffer a hull rupture forward of the wing on the right side that left a
sudden loud sound on the CVR and an abrupt power cut to the FDR and
a cargo
door area description that matches TWA 800 of outward force and frayed
skin
with door fractured one quarter of the way up from the bottom. Oh, plus
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debris pattern match and fodded number three engine....
Anyway, three 747s that have the kooks (read well meaning citizens tryin
to identify and root out the evil in the world) all giving conspiracy
accounts of bombs and missile by bad guys. It's a matching pattern as tru
as the nose coming off all three and landing apart from rest of strewn out
fuselage and wings.
Matching patterns and making deductions and drawing conclusions is a
human
sign of intelligence. Why are not the missile guys matching 800 to
Vincennes Airbus or KAL in Russia, two real missile shootdowns of
airliners? Why do missile guys compare 800 to Foster, Brown, JFK, Ruby
Ridge, Waco, and well, you get the idea.
Before the initial event 800 was not political, all the others strange
events were. 800 was a plane crash, not vote getting event.
It's similar to a moon eclipse being an astronomical event until it happens
and then it's angry gods getting even for a bad harvest which is the
leader's fault and time for a new leader and sacrifice so it doesn't happen
again.
All the nitpicker, out there, a list of compiled discrepancies would be
valuable to submit to NTSB to resolve. The weather, the engine fod, FDR
last readings, and others would show with facts the 800 investigation was
incomplete and flawed.
It is such a thankless task to read and list errors in reports made by
people who are over their head with technical details, such as 'stator
blade' which doesn't exist.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/
Date:

Fri, 20 Mar 1998 23:30:04 -0700

Subject:
Rain shower/database number
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="iso-8859-1"
>You avoid answering direct questions, and selectively reply to certain
>points, while avoiding others.
>
>Tom Stalcup
Are you describing missile guys? It sure sounds like it. Like what was
light source on missile to give streak? Every missile shoot I see on TV an
I see many watching War Channel (Discovery), has lots of smoke and
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white
exhaust, but is never a streak but a fast moving white dot, not exactly
what the eyewitnesses reported.
>Your credibility on this list is
>fast becoming null.
null \"nel\ adj 1 : having no legal or binding force : invalid, void 2 :
amounting to nothing 2 : insignificant Û nul*li*ty \"ne-le-te\ n
nil \"nil\ n : zero, nothing
That is like asking Mick Jagger after some court appearance for a
comment
and he replied, "I hope this hasn't sullied my reputation."
This cargo guy's credibility is nil. Have no faith in this cargo door guy.
Put all your faith and credibility into the evidence. The four soft body
impacts on internal engines blades is evidence to have faith on, not the
messenger writing these words. Making a fool of the messenger does not
affect the evidence.
BD> I should also
>note that there was a rain shower 15-20 minutes before takeoff
>which would have cooled the plane and the runway.
May I have your source, please? It is very important as wiring/cargo door
has important facet of water in cargo hold to short chafed wire. I surmised
condensed water on bare metal to form dew. A rain shower could allow
water
to leak into hold through poorly seated seals and then short chafed wires.
I would like to quote with authority, "there was a rain shower 15-20
minutes before takeoff
>which would have cooled the plane and the runway." Is it in exhibits?
BS>They don't seem to have thought it important to analyze the foreign
material
>that was found in the engines.
Good idea, what was the 'soft body' that caused 'impacts'? I hope it was
not a real soft body. The word 'almost' is in report also about impact
damages being explained as hitting shroud, that implies not all.
Overlooking the soot is very strange.
>Go out on the sreet and ask 10 people at random which direction an
>easterly wind blows, then get back to us with the results.
Just guessing, from the east.
SF>I contend that the eyewitness reports are mostly untrue,
>and the report opiutlines how they contradict each other.
They could all be right depending on time and location and act of object
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in
space. Contradictions are normal, if they all agreed, the data would be
suspect. The biggest thing 4A does is establish something was in sky that
was unusual. Period.
>Can you copy Exhibit 4A at your site over into ASCII text and post it
>here? Today I found that www/corazon.com/ seemed to be down. And
you
>cannot save it to disk, and printing is hard, even if you have
>a printer, because it seems to print extra pages.
No can do. It's a picture of dots that make text, not individuals words. If
in PDF I could. The answer is to get library to get a decent computer with
decent monitor and decent printer. Maybe order it from NTSB.
What is wreckage plot/database exhibit number, I'll call NTSB and see if
they will send it to me.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Sat, 21 Mar 1998 09:34:09 -0700

Subject:
Real missiles, real streaks, real smoke trails, real white dots.
JBS>> Like what was
>> light source on missile to give streak? Every missile shoot... has lots
>>of smoke and white
>> exhaust, but is never a streak but a fast moving white dot, not exactly
>> what the eyewitnesses reported.
>
EH>What?? TWA800 Eyewitnesses did not see a white dot, exhaust
trail?
Uhh, how about these:
How about those interpretations? From people who had much interaction
with
others about the streak after the event, from people who change their
story, like Meyer, from people who have never seen a missile in flight
ever, from people who were not expecting a vision but saw one for a few
seconds far away of something they have never seen before and have nev
seen since?
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Or how about the Exhibit 4A which categorizes all the colors, shapes,
directions, and durations and it comes out to be red orange streak moving
up for a few seconds with no trailing smoke or noise.
Where is the match of eyewitnesses to actual missile launch? There is film
of every missile launch ever made by type. Put them in a lineup to the
witnesses and have them say, there, that's the one, it did it. But,
noooooo. The eyewitnesses watch TV and would report any match to that
seen
on TV to what they saw that dusky fatal summer night that would change
their lives forever in ways they could not dream...
And the reason is that missiles are filmed all the time in flight, while
shiny metal objects spinning away from airliner in flight are never filmed
or shown and should be. There is the match to make. The closest is shiny
fuel drop tanks falling away from P51s over Germany and perceived as
'glitter.'
Old news. But nice to see the mantra of repeated witness statements with
the word, 'like' used often. Missile for streak is a good guess; shiny
metal object spinning away is good estimate.
>By forward velocity you mean horizontal velocity. Gravity is a force
>in a vertical direction, which does not affect horizontal velocity in
>flight.
Hence, parabolic arc with constantly changing velocity vectors, slowing
forward, speeding up vertically. Just like Maj Meyer's report after
accident but different than his story months later. It's amazing the allure
of media. Talk shows don't want to hear about shallow descending streak
to
water impact, as he learned, but do want to hear about ascending streak to
explosion, as he learned.
>Reed Irvine of Accuracy In Media,
just destroyed any respect I ever had for 'watchdog' agencies by refusing
to hand over public documents, thus becoming the evil they profess to
suppress. Ha! Zealots always destroy their cause.
Here's a clue to truth: You missiles guys are gloating and watching with
glee as this alternate TWA 800 explanation guy is groveling, begging, an
twisting in wind trying to get database report. Your revenge is sweet on
all those slurs directed your way. You tease with a dog biscuit as I jump
up and down to grab it. Your petty human emotions are larger than the
issue
of TWA 800 resolution.
A real investigator, which AIM and missile guys and mostly NTSB are
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not,
would run over, and say to all, hey, look at this. What do you think? And
give own analysis for consideration to all for possible errors. The
irritation at previous name calling would take back seat to the real thing,
raw data of numbers of actual pieces of the victim as it fell from which
much intelligence may be inferred.
I could have paraphrased from engine report lots of stuff, but you could
not use it because I am not a authoritative source even if I say I have the
report in my hand. The real thing is needed, and you have it. You have m
real two things, eyewitness and engine report, I don't have your real one
thing, database.
Missile guys love fuel data, engine report has pages and pages which I'm
sure will be used by missile guys to rebut center tank as initial event.
Fine. Use the data. It's in the open for all.
You database guys have a problem, same one I faced, you are failing the
test by keeping data, I passed by sharing it.
Bob and Mike, why does your brother/father duck me? He will get no
intelligent rebuttal on talk shows, just sympathetic nodding heads. He
seeks sycophants. Not a good way to determine truth.
I know intimately the ins an out of missile, meteor, bomb, and fuel
explosion explanations for initial event. Those persons espousing them
know
little of wiring/cargo door explanation, and don't want to know. There's
another clue as to the correct explanation.
CO> there was a rainshower 51-62 minutes before takeoff. 22 minutes
>after the shower ended, the temperature had fallen to 82F. The source is
the
>Surface Weather Observation report for JFK. Page 2 of Ex5a. It's on the
>website, of course.
Thanks, I should have known that. Well, shower...do you think that was
enough for water to get in hold through poor seals, although now that I
think of it, the cargo door was probably open during the shower so water
could have blown in through large door hole. It was open because door is
among the last to close after all baggage is loaded and an hour before
takeoff, passengers and baggage were still being loaded. It is reasonable
to say now that water entered the cargo hold. Not by condensation as
previously thought, but by nearby shower. And only one drop or two was
needed to short bare chafed known faulty poly x wiring to metal fuselage
Rain showers may be common link to four 747 accidents but weather at
takeoff at London, Honolulu, Montreal was not reported, only weather at
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crash site, far away. But checkable. Dec 21 88 London night , Feb 24 89
Honolulu night, 23 Jun 85 Montreal night.
(By the way, AI 182 reports states piece of turbine from engine 3 may
have
hit cowl on engine four according to floating wreckage. It had to be, that
pesky number three. Sounds just like 811 and now 800.) (Engine 3 of PA
103
had ingested baggage and fell just like 800 number three, alone and apart
from other three.)
CO>It is
>reasonable to assume that the cargo door was open throughout the
baggage
>handling work period including the rainshower, but I don't know which
hold
>was involved.
I wrote my reasonable appraisal before I read yours. We think alike and
you
thought first.
What about Noreaster? In New England, a NorthEaster is a heckuva
storm.
> "Holding
>Point Charlie".
That's funny. Poor guy, I commiserate as a pilot who has landed
downwind
unintentionally before and almost run off the end. It's terrifying.
Downwind and crosswind landings are very dangerous. I've flown
backwards
over land in a Piper Cub at 40 knots IAS in a 60 knot wind. And also
watched trucks on highway down below pass me by as I watched in my
Mooney
at 140 IAS knots up high with 100 knot headwind. Could have
descended but
then turbulence was too severe, so up high and smooth and slow or down
low
and bumpy and fast.
Well, new lines of investigation for me, weather at takeoff airports for
three more fatal flights, and engine damage matches to TWA 800 engines
Engine 3 of 811 had fod, of 800 had fod, of 182 likely had fod, and of 10
had fod. Hmmm....It had to be, that pesky number three.
AI 182 has wreckage plot but mainly unreadable from poor copying by
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Canadian authorities.
http://www.corazon.com/AI182pagecanappendixF6.html
On website of course.
ACCIDENT DIGEST 98-09 :
19.03.98 (ca 13.00) Boeing 727-228 [year built: 1981]
YA-FAZ (22288/1712) Ariana Afghan Airlines
occupants: crew + passengers = 45.
fatalities: crew + passengers = 45.
location: Charasyab; nr (Afghanistan)
nature: phase: Descent
flight Kandahar - Kabul-Khwaja Rawash
Flightnr.:
The Boeing was on a flight from Sharjah to Kabul via Kandahar. The
plane
was descending for Kabul when it struck the 3000ft Sharki Baratayi
mountain
300ft below the summit.
It was ever thus.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Thu, 19 Mar 1998 18:54:16 -0700

Subject:
Request denied
IG>If I'm wrong, then please correct me.
Yeah, maybe later.
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:
Subject:

Mon, 28 Dec 1998 08:31:12 -0700
Somebody else has database
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>There's about 40 more large pieces of the CWT debris listed in the
>debris database
>The Red zone part of the database is 33 pages in length with about 36
>entries per page. Some entry items contain more than one piece of
>debris. That's 1188 entry lines.
>
>The Green zone has 71 pages with the same number of data entries of 36
>lines per page. That's 2556 entry lines. Again many of the data enry
>lines contain more than one entry.
Cool, so you now have the database too. While you are looking at it just
think of all those points that could be plotted by someone, and aren't. All
that raw data just sitting there.
1188 entry lines of data, and no way to get to it.
Yeah, the missile guys have shown their true colors, and it ain't pretty.
But not unexpected. Well, when you think selfishness and secrecy
everywhere, you live selfishness and secrecy.
Evidence suppression, such as wreckage database, crosses over the line
from
earnest pursuit of truth to overzealous prejudice which may lead to more
death. But then the missile guys never cared about the passengers anyway
they are just pawns to cry fake tears over to get even with the governmen
33 and 71 is more than 103 and how many pages for yellow zone? So tha
doesn't add up. But then nothing about what the missile guys says ever
adds
up.
>>So, my question remains: How did the debris field become so widely
>>distributed?
>
>
> IAN: And my answer remains: By direct physical
> contact with the mass of the missile resulting
> in the direct transmission of kinetic energy.
Well, if you had comparative data with other debris fields of airliners hit
by missiles your words would carry weight instead of the fluffy puffiness
of philosophical musings on a cloudy day. To ignore comparative data is
strange, especially when it exists.
It must not agree with your musings, so is ignored. That's the missile guy
way.
Lets see, the wind would have blown pieces of debris in direction, 'x' and
did. A cargo door blowout would blow debris in direction 'y' and did. Bu
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nooooo, could not have been wind or door, it must be missile somehow?
Well
start musing, make the stretch, call it two missiles hitting a certain way
as to not leave a lot of evidence or noise but still big enough to blow
nose off and send stuff flying.
But skip the obvious, too contrary.
> Even more, why, of the two members, choose
> the one least likely and least capable of
> doing X to be the test for the whole set?
And you know you are thinking wrong with the above question, it is
exactly
what you are doing.
Well, the database is so important. Too bad it's still in the hands of
those who think they know the ultimate truth and the truth will only be
besmirched if it were handed to loonies such as the cargo door guy or
meteor guy or bomb guy.
Well, live by the sword (not sharing evidence) die by the sword, (evidenc
suppression.)
There are ethics involved with alternate explanations to TWA 800 by non
government investigators, that's us. One is sharing. Missile guys are
unethical, but then, I knew that. Why am I so confused, missile guys are a
bad as the bad guys they profess to be chasing.
It's amazing how cargo door caused plane crashes bring out the worst in
everybody, from Clinton calling it terrorism on TV, to Kallstrom
obstructing eyewitness data release, to Hall suppressing powerplant repor
missile guys withholding information vitally important. Well, we are all
tested, and the missile guys report card, printout, came out with a black
mark, 'F' for failed, 'U' for poor citizenship, '8' for eightball.
And even if it were released today it would be so suspect as to be
untrustworthy. The longitude was in error on one plot, the scale is wrong
stuff is omitted, the pages don't add up to a consistent number, and it
comes from people known to be biased. So, the data gets leaked from the
leakers who got it from a leaker, totally tainted. What a waste.
What a waste. What bungling. What a sad event.
And from a Navy officer too! As Captain Stacey forever dirtied the
integrity of airline pilots, a CIA analyst destroyed aviation accident
credibility, Commander Donaldson has forever sullied the service
reputation
for honor and fair play.
Judge those and and put your faith in the actions of those you question,
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not their words. To hear donaldson rail against Chairman Hall in his tirad
letters about not releasing information is funny when he does it himself
for real too. They are peas in a pod. Two sides of the same coin. I think
they recognize each other as brothers and that's why Hall responds. They
are singing off the same songsheet, which is the 'we know what's best for
you, so shut up and go away,' songsheet.
It's too bad.
John Barry Smith
Sincerely
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Tue, 24 Mar 1998 08:25:58 -0700

Subject:
Good story...Predictions...
>Navy contacts airline head
>to ask if airline would take part in a confidential missile test that should
>bring no harm to aircraft. Airline agrees. Test goes bad and 230 people
die.
>FBI and CIA brought in to investigate a non existing terrorist plot to
keep
>all news controlled by highest government offices.
Good story. And backed up by 'facts' in below paragraph. It can be called
"Based on a true story."
>You say that the glitter question was retired long ago. Who retired it.
>Where did the shipment originate? Is there a supporting purchase order
in
>existence? Was it reordered following the crash? How could something
so
>small as required for paint filler become such a large item in the crash
>debris? Why should something in abundance be ordered? Considering
that
>the IE ejected the victims so rapidly, how did something in the cargo
hold
>affect so many? Did the high pressure hosing occur because of the need
to
>get rid of evidence? Why would a career FBI man, Kallstrom, resign
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after
>this investigation unless he took part in a coverup? Why would a
>distinguished head of the NTSB take part in the production of a bogus
cause
>for the crash? Why was the White House involved in a run of the mill
>crash? Did the Navy send in divers in the beginning; to recover missile
>casing and motor? Why did the head of TWA, Erickson (Sp?) act like
such
>an idiot during his first meeting with the press? And get fired
>subsequently? Should TWA800 be added to Ruby Ridge and Waco as
>examples of when the government played loose and reckless with
innocent
>American lives? Was TWA800 an initial test for the arsenal ship
concept?
>And why the Boorda concept was cancelled? Why was Boeing so quiet
at the
>Ball'mer hearings? Will a federal judge dismiss the lawsuit against them
>before a trial even starts? Was TWA800 a **harmless** missile test tha
>went bad because a proximity fuze malfunctioned? Were the
>Navy/FBI/NTSB briefings a sham? And is this why the participants
looked
>so inhibited as if in a trance? Can we expect no reopening of the crash
>investigation as long as the current administration is in office?
See, I'm not the only one who can do satire. I would add that the Boorda
suicide is looking very, very suspicious. Is there a hole on top of his
head?
Page 15 of 8A was received and soon up on web. Thank you! A fellow
person
who wants the raw data out there. The original owner had highlighted
sections and when copied turned black, I've added the correct text under
the picture. Don't nobody go thinkin' it be censored.
Predictions....some are trivial, some are nonsense, and some are funny.
Some are real and based on experience and are used to corrorborate
thought
experiments.
For CO is was Guam exactly as he predicted soon after it happened, and
remember that, and believed it when I read it because it was based on
charts, experience, and common sense. For me it is fodded on fire numbe
three. For 20 months that has been my premise based upon PA 103, AI
182,
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and UAL 811 all of which had number three anomalies such as FOD and
fire.
And bingo, four days ago, as I was sitting at my table reading 8A for first
time with daughter watching Jonny Quest on TV, I had another of my
'cargo
door moments.' It's when everything just stops and the puzzle piece fits so
perfectly. You don't know if the puzzle piece fits until you put it in. I
just looked up at ceiling and smiled. The words, 'soot', 'soft body
impacts,' and 'almost all' are words what will stick in my mind forever.
Right there is the raw data confirmation of fire, fod, and missing blade to
fit the right horizontal stab raw data, and as usual, sad to say, the
higher political conclusion is in error when it contradicts the raw data.
That's why raw data is the best data. It's why the database numbers are
essential. It's why conclusions based on database by others will always be
suspect, even from me.
3 has soot, missing blades, and soft body impacts. And then to read the
conclusion of no fire, no uncontaiments, and no FOD is very distressing.
sort of makes one lose faith in the objectiveness of NTSB.
Only through independent analysis such as what we do can NTSB be
brought to
account. It's the democratic way. Sooner or later, persons in position of
power will tilt the balance toward preventing horrible airplane death
because it might them , when weighed against all the political flak of
going against their own authority. It's a scale right now tilted in
maintaining the status quo and hoping against hope the system of NTSB,
FAA
Boeing working honestly to find problem and fix it without outside help.
As
evident in this forum, it's not working. And Page 11 of 8A is enough righ
there to demand a new examination of the evidence which has not be
reexamined in 19 months, even though much new evidence has 'surfaced'
to
indicate engine involvement.
Sooner or later, the database numbers will come out by NTSB. And then
the
missile guys, even the ones without access to the original leaked numbers
will know in their hearts of hearts, they are the bad guys. They talk the
talk of do gooders, but they walk the walk of secretive, selfish, biased,
troublemakers. If there were any good guy missile guys, they would be
imploring fellow missile guy database holder to release numbers to public
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via website or this forum. They are just numbers about pieces of metal on
the bottom of the ocean. No hard feelings are involved with release. Hard
feelings are involved with suppression.
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Mon, 2 Mar 1998 00:27:16 -0500

Subject:
Got a stage 7 question for Mr. Violent Yaw
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="iso-8859-1"
Dear Mr. Violent Yaw, AKA George Donaldson, thank you for your
Theory of
Violent Yaw. We are always good extremely pleasured when we receive
post
to this forum on TWA 800 from a civilian/citizen. We note, with
reluctance,
that you use NTSB FDR data, rather difficult to ignore, to further your
nutty Theory of Violent Yaw. We've checked it out and I want to reassure
you, not to worry your pretty little head, that there ain't nuttin' to it.
Whatever numbers you got won't add up, ours didn't, that's why you don't
hear and talk of FDR. As you know and have been told over and over and
over
again, a center tank explosion with mystery ignition source would give
bilateral (both sides bilateral, unilateral one side, comprende?) signals
of up and down in pitch but no yaw and no roll.
But just as a sort of lark, doesn't really mean anything, kind of wispy
whimish thought, why don't you right here in your next post, list by
number
the hard evidence coupled with your interpretation. I think we can agree
on
the hard evidence, it's the interpretation that we may differ by just a
teensy weensy hair. Thank you again, ever so much, about your concerns
we
want you to be sure that we are fully in control and no need to panic.
Your Obedient Servant,
John Barry Smith
Director of Boeing 747 Platform Development Group.
Dear George,
don't I wish. I really want to know why you say violent yaw
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occured. Please match number on FDR to what plane does. I understand
about
roll, pitich, and yaw of an object in space. Also lift/thrust/drag. Also
tape running across a magnetic head that aligns in analog pieces of small
metallic flake. Tape can move suddenly itself and the FDR does not know
if
plane moved or tape moved, no way to tell. But even that is important,
because it establishes something happened, what is open for interpretation
Streak establishes something in air. CVR establishes something
happened. I
say sound is explosive decompression, missile guys say missile, and
violent
yaw guy says violent yaw to what direction?
There is a gap in my explanation and The Theory of Violent Yaw may fit
(Note to self, why type Freudian "fight" for 'fit'?) Anyway, violent yaw
after initial event has been mentioned before based on structural logic
after looking at large hole in UAL 811. The email is below. I had said the
nose crumpled into itself where the hole was. Dan Savage said...well, let's
let Dan explain it himself: (Full email text appended)
"The fcd theory holds that the sharp departure along the yaw and pitch
axis takes place because
of Newton's first law of motion. "For every action, there is an equal
and opposite reaction." When
a firearm is discharged, the equal and opposite reaction is felt as a
force commonly described as
recoil. Explosive decompression would behave no differently here. Since
the cabin air pressure is
directed to the right and down, the opposite would be a yaw to the left
and a rise in the airplane's
attiude.
As was described earlier, the FDR's in AI182, PA103 and UA811 all
recorded this departure in
yaw and pitch"
George, is your yaw left and pitch up too? And why? No debris plot
released
yet to match the bodies movement aspect which is good thinking.
What is your interpretation for pitch? In degrees for yaw and pitch. How
many fractions of a second are on FDR. CVR are all less than one second
The CVR traces all match in rise time and quiet before and only differ in
duration which is a variable independent to source of explo decom but of
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abrupt power cut when cables running alongside the fuselage walls are
broken by "the severe disruption of the cabin floor" as stated in UK AAIB
2/90, PA 103.
But, an FDR trace with a reasonable explanation matching number on
FDR
translated to aircraft movement which shows movement which everybody
can
use would be very good.
Spank you very much.
Barry
Date: Tue, 29 Jul 1997 23:57:41 -0700
From: Dan Savage <savage@sure.net>
Reply-To: savage@sure.net
Organization: Savage Design
MIME-Version: 1.0
To: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: ABC's Of Cargo Door Theory (What Happens Next)
As I promised, here it is:
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
In the previous article, We discussed the possible cause of a 747
forward cargo door (fcd)
departing the aircraft. In this one we'll explore what happens after fcd
latch failure.
The fcd theory says that there are a set of very distinctive and unique
characteristics when this
occurs. It goes on to say that this evidence has only been seen in four
747 incidents. These are:
Air India Flight 182
1985
Pan Am Flight 103
1988
United Airlines Flight 811 1989
TWA Flight 800
1996
UA811 was the only one of these four that didn't lose the nose section.
The theory is that this
airplane was a newer airplane, hence a stronger one, and that the
auto-pilot was disengaged, so
it didn't provide immediate corrective action.
When the fcd becomes un-latched in flight, aerodynamic forces violently
swing door upward past
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it's full-open position. In fact, it will continue to open until it is
strikes the fuselage side above it,
with what was described by the flight crew of UA811 as a "loud thump."
This does three things to the door.
1) Bends the door hinges "backwards."
2) Leaves distinctive "foreign" paint marks on the door that can be
matched to the fuselage above
it through detailed paint mark analysis.
3) Breaks the door into two pieces along it's longitudinal axis (front
to back).
The fcd will stay in this position for about 1.5 to 2 seconds. Because
the door is now open, and
the cargo hold is pressurized, the contents immediately behind the fcd
are ejected out into the
slipstream, and into the on-coming path of the right wing, #3 and #4
engines, and tail-plane.
Almost immediately, the fuselage side structure above the cargo door
hinges give way as the
floor beams that support the cabin floor buckle downward as the cabin
air pressure is drawn into
the relative vacuum created by the open fcd. When this happens, the 300
knot slipstream tears
the door and the fuselage side and a portion of the cabin floor
structure away from the airplane,
creating a large (10'x15') hole in the side of the airplane. The hole
stretches from the cargo hold
floor to the cabin upper deck side windows. This also creates a loud
sound that was described by
UA811 flight crew as a "tremendous explosion."
At this point, there are several things that happen either concurrently,
or in rapid succession.
1) Power to Flight Data Recorders (FDR) and Cockpit Voice Recorders
(CVR) is immediately
severed.
2) Passengers seated above fcd and loose cabin material are blown out
into the on-coming path
of the #3 engine and are ingested.
3) Oxygen lines from the on-board oxygen generators are "pinched-off"
preventing flight deck and
cabin crew/pasengers from receiving oxygen.
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4) Airplane experiences a sharp departure in the yaw and pitch axis.
Let's go back and examine in detail, each of the steps outlined above.
The power to FDR and CVR are lost because the power lines to thes units
run on either side of
the fuselage. The AAIB presents two scenarios which could cause the
complete power failure to
these two recorders. One of which is a complete disruption of the cabin
floor, which is consistant
with the fcd theory. This occurs very quickly, but not before the CVR
records a "sudden loud
sound," as was heard in AI182, PA103, UA811 and TW800. In UA811,
the FDR
recorded the
"sharp" yaw and pitch departure. The power returned to the FDR in
~2-1/2
seconds, and the CVR
resumed normal operation after about 21 seconds.
In AI182, this appeared in the form of a change in the rotational speed
of the FDR's wire spools.
The investigtors analyzed, and determined that this could be caused by
either a sharp departure
in yaw and pitch, or from a power surge that went through the electrical
system when the
event occurred.
In PA103, this was shown on a strip chart made from FDR data, but
wasn't
analyzed in the
report. This chart shows a sharp departure in yaw and a "roll" about the
longitudinal axis and a
rise in the pitch axis.
In all four of the fcd-theory incidents there are always a number of
passengers, whose remains
are never recovered, despite intensive search and recovery efforts.
These passengers are
always seated immediately above the fcd. In AI182, this number was 108
though with the lack of
a comprehensive recovery effort, this isn't really unusual. In PA103; 8,
UA811; 9 and TW800 this
number has been placed at 15. They are never recovered because they are
ejected directly into
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the path of the #3 engine and are ingested by it. In all of these
incidents, the #3 engine is heavily
damaged by foreign objects (fod). These "foreign objects" have been
described in the official
reports as body parts, loose cabin material, and cargo hold contents. #4
is receives moderate
damage. And fod is described in the reports as parts of engine #3
turbine blades, and some
cabin/cargo hold contents.
Engines #1 and #2 which are attached to the left wing, receive almost no
damage. PA103 was
the exception here, because there is evidence that some sort of
"explosion" took place on the left
side of the cargo hold, which blew fuselage and cargo bin fragments into
engine #2's path. The
damage received by this engine was described in the AAIB report as
being
moderate to light
damage, while #3 received heavy fod, and #4 received moderate to heavy
damage. Once again,
*when* the explosion took place isn't clear. We don't know which came
first: explosion, then fcd
or fcd, then explosion.
A detailed description of this damage to the #3 engine is in NTSB UA811
report. Among other
things, they describe almost complete destruction of the fan shroud, and
a "large outwardly
directed hole," in the fan shroud, which would be consistent with a jet
engine ingesting a large
number of solid objects.
The on-board oxygen generator lines run along the underside of the cabin
floor (overhead in the
cargo hold). When explosive decompression takes place, the floor beams
are buckled downward.
This distorts and "pinches-off" these lines preventing any oxygen from
passing through them.
While this is a feature of the fcd theory, it doesn't have any real
effect on the sequence of
destruction.
The fcd theory holds that the sharp departure along the yaw and pitch
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axis takes place because
of Newton's first law of motion. "For every action, there is an equal
and opposite reaction." When
a firearm is discharged, the equal and opposite reaction is felt as a
force commonly described as
recoil. Explosive decompression would behave no differently here. Since
the cabin air pressure is
directed to the right and down, the opposite would be a yaw to the left
and a rise in the airplane's
attiude.
As was described earlier, the FDR's in AI182, PA103 and UA811 all
recorded this departure in
yaw and pitch. The description in the three reports is slightly
different, but all describe this same
motion that took place at about the same time as the "sudden loud sound"
recorded on the CVR
Cockpit Area Microphone (CAM) channel before power was cut to the
FDR
and CVR's.
In PA103, a flight crew member was communicating with ATC in
Shannon,
Ireland when the
event occurred, and the ATC communication recorders also recorded this
"sudden loud sound."
This was later time-correlated, and found to have occurred at the same
time as the event. The
flight crew member inexplicably left the microphone button depressed
after event, and ATC
recorded additional sounds that are described in the report as the
break-up of the aircraft, which
immediately followed the "sudden loud sound."
In AI182 and PA103, the "sudden loud sound's" "voice-print" was
compared
to known recordings
of both explosive decompression (DC-10) and the sound of an on-board
explosive device. This
analysis pointed toward explosive decompression. There was some dissen
among the Indian
investigators of AI182 who said that the "rise" time of the noise would
be consistent with an
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explosive device placed further back in the cargo hold (about 50'), but
the physical evidence
found among the wreckage didn't support this. The AAIB report for
PA103
was inconclusive as to
the nature of the sound. On one page they conclude that the sound is
consistant with the
detonation of an explosive device, and on the next they say this sound
is consistant with
structural break-up.
Let's continue with our analysis of the physical evidence after fcd
departure.
When this fcd flys upward, and seperates from the aircraft, it is
recorded on ATC ground radars
as a "blip." This "blip" occurred in PA103, UA811 and TW800. AI182
didn't have this radar
anomaly, probably because it was too far away from Shannon ATC (abou
100 miles) for it's
radar to "see" it.
The radar "blip" is very distinctive, both in appearance on the radar
scopes, and the amount of
time it appears on the scope. In all three of the cases where a "blip"
was recorded, it only stayed
on the scope for one "paint." In PA103, the investigators were unable to
explain it.
In UA811, ATC radar recorded it, but the U.S. Navy radar had the ability
to track this blip all the
way down to it's ocean "splashdown." Later, the Navy aided the NTSB in
plotting the cargo door's
probable location, and in recovering the cargo door two years after the
event.
TW800 also had this radar anomaly, but has been commonly attributed to
a
launch of a U.S.
Navy missile, due to eyewitness reports of a "streak" in the sky. We'll
examine the
inconsistancies of the eyewitness reports in the next article of this
series.
In PA103, and TW800, the radar anomaly was immediately followed by a
radar "bloom," which is
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consistant with total in-flight desctruction of the airplane, causing
many radar "returns" to be seen
on the scope.
The previous article described the general sequence of destruction of an
fcd-related 747. Let's
examine it in more detail here and what trail of physical evidence it
leaves behind.
When the fcd blows out, it takes with it, a portion of the fuselage side
and cabin floor. Immediatly
after it's departure, cargo hold contents and loose cabin contents are
blown out of the airplane.
Since the fcd is located on the right side of the airplane, and it is
the first part to leave the
airplane, the fcd and the cargo hold contents fall first, and always to
the right of the airplanes'
ground track. This was true in AI182, PA103, UA811 and TW800. The
fcd is
always the part of
the airplane found closest to it's point of departure.
Let's review what the fcd theory says happens after explosive
decompression:
When the fcd departs aircraft, cabin air pressure blows down and to the
right causing yaw and
pitch departure recorded on FDR's. Due to inertia and the weakened
structure, the nose of the
airplane continues to "fly" straight ahead while rest of aircraft yaws
left and pitches up, further
buckling floor beams that were damaged during fcd departure and
subsequent explosive
decompression. The yaw dampers and 747's large vertical fin "force" the
aircraft back on track,
but now the nose section is "canted" to the right and down. 300 knot
slipstream pushes nose
section into hole caused by missing fcd and associated fuselage
structure, tearing it off, down
and to the right.
Because the nose section is torn off to the right and down, and because
it's still in relatively good
condition, it falls in one piece, forming a "tight debris field." This
is also to the right of the
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airplanes' ground track.
When the passengers and cabin/cargo hold contents blow out of the
fuselage and are ingested
into #3 engine, this causes this engine to seperate from it's pylon wing
mount, and would impact
between the nose section debris field and the main fuselage debris
field, as was seen in AI182,
PA103 and TW800. The other three engines (#1, #2 and #4) always stay
within the main
fuselage debris field.
Because the engines are still running, and the wings are still attached,
the rest of the airplane is
still flying at this point. But it is now aerodynamically unstable. The
nose section, which provides
nose weight and aerodynamic streamlining, is missing, the airplane is
now extremely tail-heavy,
and the airplane would pitch up sharply, exposing the airplanes' belly
to the relative wind. The
wing spars are over-stressed and begin to buckle. Since the cabin is now
open in the front to the
300 knot slipstream, it also begins to undergo aerodynamic destruction.
As this progresses, the remnants of the airframe begin to scatter, which
is what causes the radar
"blooms." It also leaves a scattered "main debris field" to left of the
airplanes ground track.
If these three debris fields were to be viewed from above, or plotted on
a map, they would appear
to be in the shape of a "Y" with the fcd and cargo hold/cabin material
at the bottom of the "Y," the
nose section in the middle, and the rest of the airframe off the left
"arm" of the "Y."
AI182, PA103 and TW800 all share this distinctive debris field pattern.
There hasn't been any
other recorded air disaster with this pattern. This would include KAL
Flight 007.
Upon recovery and examination of the wreckage, we would find that the
rear cargo door is still in
it's jamb, even though the fuselage has undergone complete aerodymanic
destruction. We would
find damage consistant with hard and soft objects striking the various
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components on the right
side of the fuselage before it underwent in-flight destruction. This
would include strikes to the
underside of the right wing fairing, the inboard flap "canoes," #3
engine and fan shroud and
pylon, and inboard "krueger" flaps and slats, and the right side
horizontal stabilizer and right side
of the vertical fin. The right-side elevator may even had been torn from
the airplane. The left side
of the airplane displays very little of this type of damage.
The in-flight destruction of the fuselage always follows the same
pattern. First to come off is the
fcd and associated fuselage structure, leaving a large hole. Next there
is a fracture of the
fuselage skin, bulkheads and stringers that runs from the upper-left
corner of the hole left when
fcd departed, all the way up the fuselage, over the top and down the
left side. This usually
fractures all the way around fuselage from front of 2L door jamb to the
2R door jamb. This occurs
when the nose is torn off. There is a distinctive seperation of the
scorched paint and metal that
follows this fracture. This shows that the cft/cwt exploded after the
nose section seperated from
the fuselage. There are longitudinal fractures along the top, bottom and
sides that would be
consistant with an airplane that's missing the nose section flying into
a 300 knot slipstream as it
blows in and tries to split the fuselage.
All of this is consistant with what has been reported by the NTSB in the
popular media for TWA
Flight 800. It is also consistant with what's been officially reported
for AI182, PA103 and portions
of UA811.
Next time, we'll look at the eyewitness reports, and what sights and
sounds are produced when
an fcd-related airplane undergoes complete in-flight destruction.
Questions? Comments?
Dan Savage
savage@sure.net
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~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
-Dan Savage
savage@sure.net
"The United States is a nation of laws. Most are poorly written and
randomly enforced." -- Frank Zappa
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Thu, 12 Mar 1998 22:20:43 -0800

Subject:
Group
>JBS,
>Thanks, but I could have done without the "And now for something
different..."
>finale. Are you OK???????????????
>Bruno
Well, uh, I think so...is it OK to say that?
>PS
>1. FDR data has EPR readings, thus non-Boeing but very much P&W
Good point. Big clue, all three fatal 747 crashes had EPR anomalies just
before or on crash flight. Unknown why. I contend the wire bundle which
housed door motor on power also had EPR power or data line too.
>2. I don't get your response to "Exhibit 8"
I didn't know the number of the PowerPlant Report before you told me.
Still
don't know number of wreckage plot of which the database is important
part.
There has been no repeat no official analysis of the wreckage plot, very
strange.
>3. I'll e-mail Glenn
Tell him I said Hi.
>Almost forgot: What's your reference re that "stator" blade in the tail?
Seems
>strange. Stators are vanes that don't turn; blades do. Perhaps it was a fan
>blade? Anything lighter than that would not have reached the back of
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the A/C.
Man o man, a very important part: The Stator blade unlocks the whole
case
if NTSB ever acknowledges its own research. Here is summary:
Docket No. SA-516, Exhibit No. 7A, Structures Group Report, page 33:
"5.1
Horizontal Stabilizer, "Some of the items found in the horizontal
stabilizer are sections of seat track, a stator blade from turbine
section, and glitter." On 5.1.1 Right Horizontal Stabilizer, page 34, "An
engine stator blade from turbine section penetrated the upper honeycomb
surface near the outboard trailing edge."
Engine number three is on the right side inboard and would be the engine
to
throw off a stator blade to penetrate the right horizontal stabilizer.
Engine number four is too far outboard of stabilizer. The left side
stabilizer had no such engine part penetration.
A stator blade was embedded in the right horizontal stabilizer right behin
engine number three. This indicates engine number three was fodded
early on
and threw off pieces which is consistent with cargo door explanation and
inconsistent with center tank explosion as initial event in which engines
windmill and fall intact to water.
The four engines hold vital accident clues. To ignore and omit that
information is wrong. They are four vacuum cleaners at the scene of the
crime. The door rupture or center tank explosion would send debris into
the
engines. How much debris, what kind it is, what did the engines do, and
what happened to them is vitally important. Blade tip rubs and inlet
cowling damage reports are extremely relevant. Pratt and Whitney was no
even a party to the investigation and no exhibit item was released of the
engine breakdown.
NTSB AAR 92/02, page 2, has engine number three fodded by baggage
debris
and throwing off fod into engine number four which caught fire. Both
engines had to be shut down. Early news reports had TWA 800 engine
number
three fodded with inlet cowl material and the only engine to show burn
damage. UAL 811 also had dents in right horizontal stabilizer and torn,
punctured, and dented inlet cowl material according to AAR 92/02, page
7.
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The engine breakdown report is vital and is connected to the TWA 800
investigation by the stator blade in right horizontal stabilizer. The
engines are involved; they are not innocent bystanders. Engine number
three
may be the center tank mysterious ignition source. P&W should be
invited to
the party.
So, Bruno, what does the 'E' stand for in WAER? You're the engine man,
man.
Can you sweet talk PW contacts into discussing the contents of that
report?
Can you ask questions like where did the stator blade come from that was
embedded in right horizontal stab? And why? and any fod, any fire
damage,
any other interesting things found in those four vacuum cleaners?
Just what exactly is a "stator blade from turbine section?" Is there no
such thing? It's either a stator vane or a rotor blade? Could the object be
a rotor blade instead of a stator vane? Does turbine section have both?
And now for something different, again.
Dear Group, if the definition of crazy is believing something different,
then we are all crazy. There are no center tank as initial event guys here,
the only 'sane' ones. We all believe different than the authority. So we
are all crazy. And this is the magic of group therapy in Room 4A of the
Galileo Outpatient Clinic of the Freud Psychiatric Facility in Bethesda,
MD, LSoft online division. Let us all hold hands in our cyberspace circle
and repeat, "Yes, we are crazy, but it's OK as long as we don't hurt
anyone. And calling someone crazy does not count as hurting."
Ah, I feel so much better. Have I told you lately how much I enjoyed the
viewing last group meeting of "One Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nest,"?
Let's all
remember that indeed, Jack Nicholson does get lobotomized by Nurse
Ratchett
in the end. Reality.
Some middle aged guy refused a random drug test in prison (Must have
known
how bad their security was) so they put him in solitary (refusing to pee on
command is indeed a violent act and prisoner must be separated from rest
of
inmates for their protection) and he died. Reality.
I mean, so he tests positive, what are they going to do, throw him in
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prison?
So Group, I know I'm a 'voluntary' so I can go home anytime, but I think
I'll stay. And that's how I know I'm crazy. Because I wish to keep on
thinking different. I will continue to believe the way I do because I
believe it to be more correct than authority's version. Even though I know
authority's version is different than mine I do not change. Authority hates
that. I trust in my version better because it is closer to reality than
authority's. My version depends on the rawest of data, the newest of
evidence, and the steadiest of facts. Precision is everything when
believing different.
Because we all could be wrong. It could be that center tank exploding
spontaneously with a mystery ignition source caused TWA 800 to
destruct. I
could be wrong when I say it was not. Every day I wake up saying I
could be
wrong about TWA 800 and go through the basics all over again to come
to my
different belief. It holds true.
So I see any squabbles in Group as tension reducing devices based upon
buildup of frustration at lack of success in persuading authority over to
our view, which is center tank event not initial. Squabble, squabble,
squabble, I think it's healthy. A squabbling mind is a busy mind and a
busy
mind is not an idle mind and an idle mind controls idle hands, and we
know
what that means.
Fellow whiners, if you think you've got it bad by being called names for
thinking differently about one 747 crash with one government involved,
think how hard I've got it with three 747 crashes and four governments.
It's really tough and I just wish you guys, just for one cotton-picking
minute, would stop and think about the other guys in here. And yes, a hug
would be good right now, thank you.
I just hope I haven't hurt my credibility.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/
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Date:

Thu, 12 Mar 1998 10:32:57 -0800

Subject:
Hearsay
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="iso-8859-1"
BS>I'm almost afraid to ask, but did he mention "cowling" or did you
just throw
>that in to add a little humor. The reason that I ask is that I have the
>recent maintenance history for the P-3 in question and it ties into one of
>the deferred maintenance items that they were flying with that evening.
I talked with Steve Bell, Boeing Seattle lawyer for TWA 800, he was
totally
unresponsive from any information from me. He knew it all.
The cowling remark came because a Seattle TV aviation reporter told me
Boeing was interested in cowlings. I assumed he meant TWA 800
cowling but
who knows, when someone wants to avoid the blame, no stretch is too far
GD>Killer cargo door and other garbage
GD>You must not absorb other posts when reading unless you have
selective
>memory.
I do have selective memory and it tells me to not devote time to someone
ideas that connect door and garbage, especially when the door has killed
nine people already confirmed for one model widebody and over two
hundred
for another. I absorb other posts about explanations and external fuel
vapor cloud igniting and blowing off nose of 747 is another of the well,
let's assume could be, now did it? And the evidence says no, no external
vapor fuel cloud igniting and blowing off nose. In fact, the evidence is
flimsy for an internal fuel vapor cloud igniting and blowing off nose.
There is of course, that pesky ignition source problem. But don't let that
stop you, it didn't stop the NTSB and FAA. Absense of FDR data
connecting
to yaw noted. If you can't make FDR show yaw, no one else can.
> IAN: Coming from someone who literally floods the
> list with long winded garbage that's really meaningful.
Garbage?
>gar*bage \"gar-bij\ n 1 : food waste 2 : unwanted or useless material Û
>gar*bage*man \-'man\ n
Well, you jokers may have finally used a word as metaphor in its intended
meaning, cargo door stuff as unwanted and useless material. From your
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points of view, I understand.
Three posts a day of 27k each is a drop, not a flood. There's no room for
even a picture all day, that's not a flood. And you have the same level
field as I do.
IAN> In fact, a review of my reports and case contributions
> finds no focus on me.
More reality distortion. But these insanities are valuable because they
show that all non linear thinking is permitted here, maybe out of the
mountain of 'garbage' some scraps of food can be found.
>I refuse to take responsibility
> for aggressors such as yourself, probably one of
> the leading ad hominem experts on the list.
Please, flattery will get you nowhere. "Leading', well, Stan Martin must b
in there someplace, plus Chris Olsson, Bill Serrahn and gone but not
forgotten Rivero are all candidates for 'leading ad hominem aggressor', th
list goes on and on. I defer to the real emotion needle pickers. The
exalted company of ad hominem aggressors named is too good for me.
But I
shall always cherish the compliment. I consider myself gentle, using no
capitals, no swear words, and always referring to the offending quote from
another before replying.
You, on the other hand, sir, display traits that are more welcome in a
group therapy session in the local outpatient mental health clinic. It's
classic; everyone is out to get you, there is a conspiracy against you,
persons who say otherwise are part of the plot and are aggressors, they
always start it, not you, and you are just trying to do an objective job
but people keep on making you talk about yourself.
You had your chance to show your colors, Ian, and it wasn't solving TWA
800; it was look at poor little ole me, everybody's pickin' on me, you
meanies.
Grow up or you will continued to be played with like the child you are.
Aubrac>Please beware of Christine Negroni of CNN. She is a real spook
and
will attempt to destroy any attack against the US Government. She gets a
her information from this list and monitors it everyday.
>
>She's out to get anybody who will be brave enough to take a stand
against
>the NTSB, FBI, USN,...
>The US Media is against us.
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>
>BEWARE...
Christine, Christine, baby, I love you. Let me make monitoring this list
everyday worth your while. What are you wearing? I'm claiming the
NTSB is
doing a flawed investigation, come and get me.
Zowie, another group therapy candidate. Anonymous of course using all
caps...it's a clue.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

----------------------------Date:

Wed, 25 Mar 1998 20:02:01 -0700

Subject:
Hey suspicious minds, look at this...
>From: Frogfly23 <Frogfly23@aol.com>
>Date: Wed, 25 Mar 1998 19:23:21 EST
>To: barry@corazon.com
>Mime-Version: 1.0
>Subject: hey can you help me
>
>I am a ninth grade student here in massachussetts and i have been asked
to due
>a project on terrorism and Libya.i saw your webpage and was
wondering if you
>could answer a couple questins:
> i was wondering if you could give me a breaf paragraph on what
happened with
>Pan-am flight 103 . I know that the Libans bombed our plane but i was
>wondering why they bombed our plane and what we did after . Also i
was
>wondering if the U.N. is doing anything about these conflicts . I would b
>very greatful if you could answer these questions
>
sincerly, frogfly23
Why do I think this is not a ninth grade student?
The spelling errors are not natural, they are faked. The underlying
language structure is too good for the bad spelling too. I've received
several of these poorly written emails expressing desire for my opinion
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about PA 103 and they are always anonymous too.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Very interesting

------------------------------------------Date:

Sun, 8 Mar 1998 08:58:01 -0800

Subject:
I'll pay of course
CO>There would, of course, be costs to be reimbursed, but JBS has
>purchased air accident Reports from as far afield as Great Britain,
Canada,
>India and the Netherlands so I guess he would be happy to reimburse
the out
>of pocket expenses involved in this simple transaction. Am I right, JBS
Hell, yes! Just tell me how much and I'll send a check or money
order..'database not available in stores and offer ends soon, so hurry!'
I'm hurrying! I'll then scan them and put on site, each page. Everyone can
link to me or just download of web and use yourself. I'm getting better in
making files small but still readable. I can get scanned image down from
3.5 meg to 200k to 80k, it's in black and white but still good.
Have the copy person do all the work by copying and collating it, I'll pay
the higher fee than a do it yourself. Tell them to use high grade paper,
detail is so important. Raw data is everything as shown by all accident
reports, the raw data is usually the most correct. And if not, the error
becomes apparent, unlike massaged and interpreted reports where the
nonsense is hard to track down. Everyone has an ax to grind, including
me,
when interpretating data, that's why the raw data needs to be available for
all to make own interpretations.
After reading about 4A in Aviation Week, and hearing about a huge
wreckage
plot in the office of the The New York Times, I am not reticent about
publishing anything about TWA 800 on the web, especially public paid
public
docket reports for the public. No problem putting raw plot data base on
web
site.
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The reports such as eyewitness and database and hoped for powerplant
report
will live on for other investigators to sort through. Regardless of our
opinions, making available that data for others is the best thing we have
done for aviation safety so far.
It's why the net is powerful.
Also, regarding engines, it's very important for me to plot the four
engines. Number three falls apart from the others on two other accidents,
did it fall apart for TWA 800? Or are all the engines grouped close to eac
other? Did pylon 3 land close to engine 3?
I have two other wreckage plots to match against, that's why finding a
forest is useful, the other trees can be matched to the unknown tree.
Already the basic form matches of: nose in dense pile far away and rest o
plane stretched out with first things off the first things to land,
generally speaking. I need to get very specific and need the exact
numbers.
This database is very exciting, it's the best thing to happen in a long time.
551 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
is my address. Phone is 408 659 3552
my email is...oh, it's around here somewhere.
It's very significant that the three exhibits withheld are all very
important and all so far rebut cwt as initial event.
I would like to try to stay on areas where we agree, although not as much
fun as disagreements, there is a time to be united and that time is when
the journey starts. We agree initial event was not spontaneous ignition by
mystery ignition source of center tank. That is a big agreement since it
also counters the specific error of NTSB, cwt as initial event.
I would also like us to agree that first TWA 800 structural event took
place in and around the forward cargo bay, based on your wreckage data
base
numbers. Why the forward cargo bay was first is open for discussion and
disagreement, but for the nonce, let us say the forward cargo bay is where
the initial internal action took place for whatever reason. To put it
another way, the missile had to hit the plane somewhere, yes? And port
side
high forward of the wing is as good a place as any.
We can also agree there was a fireball.
We can also agree there was a streak.
We can also agree the US Navy and others have shot down an airliner in
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flight before.
Can we agree a cargo door has popped in flight from faulty wiring
before?
UAL 811.
It seems the disagreements start before any foundation of agreement is
reached. I've tried before over the months to get basic agreements first
then fork off into disagreements. Can you find it in you to find some
agreement areas? I'm very liberal in agreeing to facts, such as lat/long
coordinates of items of wreckage found on the ocean floor by divers and
carefully logged as each piece was brought up. The wreckage pieces are
more
valuable than any golden treasure under the waves.
So everyone has need of that database. It is so important. It may be the
breakthrough that opens the doors in NTSB to alternative explanation
other
than CWT explosion. There are officials out there who would go public
with
alternative explanations if given some hard numbers to quote, those
numbers
are now available in the database.
There's a saying, "The right hand does not know what the left hand is
doing." So true with government. FAA official is on record as saying
outward explosion at forward cargo bay which fits center tank explosion,
or
missile on port side, and door pop..and yet Mr. Neil Schalekamp, manage
FAA Propulsion Branch, retracted the outward explosion statement he
made to
me based on 'paint markings and structural deformation' and went back to
nose intact at water impact based on opinion of NTSB. The left hand said
outward based on facts and the right hand said inward based on opinion.
Opinions change.
The situation can change any day. Bernard Loeb may see his center tank
corroding away and retire, like Kallstrom. Imagine how open it would be
with Bernard Loeb gone and that could happen overnight.
So, personalities change, the raw numbers in that database will remain
forever.
Hope to get a bill from you soon,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/
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Date:

Fri, 27 Mar 1998 23:02:10 -0700

Subject:
I'm gonna wash that residue right out of my hair
SF>As for the crash, remember we are dealing in the category of fuselag
>ruptures. That caused the plane to break up (but a cargo door blowing
>off is not a fuselage rupture)
JBS>Yes, it is. If the door is in the fuselage. And it was. Balloon popped
at the door. Door popped. Fuselage ruptured.
GD>Did I read correctly? Door pops off. Three seconds later, the nose
departs.
>The FDR record anomalies took one one hundredth of a second. If three
>seconds, all kinds of voices should have been heard: "What the f--k?"
and
>others. Your time scale is three hundred times as long as we have to wor
>with. That is an eternity.
A question: An answer: I got the 3 to five seconds figure from PA 103
report from initial event to nose off. Also TWA 800 estimates within
seconds of initial event nose off. AI 182 gives no exact numbers but had
hull rupture foward of the wing on the right side and nose came off. The
FDR power off was within a second of door pop and cargo door floor
severely
disrupted and power cables cut. The power cut to FDR explanation is also
from PA 103 explaining why that FDR quit within a second of the initial
event which was a hull rupture forward of the wing.
> a man wearing camouflage clothing and a yellow
>helmet turns on a water hose and fires away at the wreckage. For severa
>minutes, he directs a steady, forceful stream of water at one section.
Where is 'high pressure' in there? Nowhere. It could be a garden hose.
And
residue is not conclusive anyway, need pitting of the metal by blast which
is not washed off and was not present in cargo hold or cargo door which
they checked very carefully because the first few weeks it was bomb in
forward cargo hold, just like AI 182 and Pan Am 103. But alas, no pitting
or bomb pieces or timer pieces or blast looking hole, so bomb out and
they
threw door open out as well.
Cargo door opening in flight actually brings bomb back to the discussion
table. First door opened in flight and then why? And the bomb guy has
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official precedent on his side of AI 182. Cargo door has UAL 811. And
the
missile guys have Vincennes/Airbus.
Washing salt off is standard procedure. Camo is not confirmed and who
else
wore that? Many. But it's a good story, weaving fantasy with a few
sensationalistic reporter stories from long ago.
It breaks down upon reasonable analysis. If washing away residue, what
kind
of residue. Not bomb because FBI wanted bomb so bad they could taste i
they would not erase bomb evidence. So missile residue? Missile residue
What is missile residue? Warhead of missile residue? High explosives pit
but don't leave soot. To cover up missile the last thing to be done is wash
off missile warhead residue, first a whole crew of a nuclear sub or frigate
or destroyer or whatever need to be silenced. Because if a Navy ship shot
fired a missile, and everyone on the ship knows that, and later a plane
comes apart in the air and the talk is missile so much that the FBI is
giving fisherman sketches of shoulder launched missile launchers, then at
least one sailor, and I would say all, is going to report the event. If you
missile guys get to read into innocent events evil, then I get to read into
the future and see good people doing good things.
No missile, no coverup, no Navy shootdown, door popped. Happened
before.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Tue, 10 Mar 1998 16:36:42 -0800

Subject:
It's about that egotist again...
IG> I can already taste the delicious abuse of ME
> that WILL freely flow from this post. OH! The
> ecstasy of anticipation! More! More!! MORE!!!
Sorry, that's all I can give today. Come back tomorrow and I might have
some more.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
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http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Mon, 23 Mar 1998 11:11:56 -0700

Subject:
It's starting...
>A couple of weeks ago, I finalized my research on an important aspect
of the
>800 incident. I have info and interviews that have never been made
public.
>I had considered posting it to this list, but the way that the dialog was
>going here, decided that it wasn't worthwhile.
Holding back info.
Missile guys love it, first the database and now analysis.
>I'm not holding back the wreckage database, although I can't see why
the
>Donaldsons should go out of their way to help you.
Important point emotional conspiracy guys can't think through, I am
unimportant, the evidence is what is important. Helping me is helping
cause
of TWA 800, not my ego. I was faced with same problem of helping twit
missile guys with release of eyewitness report, which I think directly
resulted in FBI release of eyewitness data. I released even though it
'helped' specific twits.
>I don't appreciate being called a fool,
Read post again, the 'not a fool' referred to you.
Here's the fool.
>I think that the physical
> evidence clearly shows us that large project> iles passed through the airframe, exiting on
> the right side just forward of the right-wing.
Huh, where? And right side of the fuselage, just forward of the right wing
sounds like ouward explosion at the...at the..come one, you can say it,
outward exit of objects near the... the...naw, you can't, too hard.
I'll say it for you,
" exiting on
> the right side just forward of the right-wing" which is where the cargo
>door is. In the cargo door area.
That wasn't so hard.
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>BD: There you go again, Chris! The rain shower ended at 23:29Z and
the
>takeoff is listed as 00:02Z.
Taxi may have been at :02 but takeoff was later and then crash at :31, .
Let's get our numbers straight.
>BD: I have just posted the latest version of the Debris Field Plot.
>There was an error with the scale and therefore some of the
measurements.
>This has been corrected
Ah, an honest man. And shows why database raw numbers are essential.
An
honest mistake corrected by an honest man still would make this person
discredited if I used the original plots. Need database.
So, from no eyewitness exhibit, no powerplant report, and no wreckage
plot,
we have most. Very very good.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Sat, 7 Mar 1998 22:38:42 -0500

Subject:
Debris field
>BD: The data base is more than 130 pages.
Great. In the Trajectory Study several pieces are named as coming off
fairly early:
>FS 860 Left Side, Forward lower cargo bay and
>FS 880 Center line, Forward lower cargo bay
are named and I assume plotted. Whenever, five times now, I come up to
the
debris image web page, my computer freezes at the 872KB download
completed
point. I can't view nor download the debris image. I know about the
tedium
of scanning pages and converting them to jpg and making a html page for
each scanned page, it's a chore. It is very frustrating to have a glimpse
on a long awaited sight and then not be able to fully see it. But, it will
happen, I trust.
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>In the meantime, Barry, if there are any specific parts you are interested
in,
>Bill said he would be happy to look up the coordinates for you.
Thank you. Here's some more early pieces from trajectory study that need
coordinates:
A470, FS820
A489, FS 900
A536 FS 940
A541 FS 860
A601, FS 800-840
A614, FS 800
A734, FS 960
Is the phrase 'cargo door' used anywhere for any pieces in any zone?
> If explosive decompression
>was the cause, how did a section of the left fuselage get so far to the
right?
I don't know. I'd like to know.
I also would like to know how the NTSB states the nose came off and
landed
intact until water impact with nose gear doors gone already and
maintenance
hatch of CWT gone already and the only door staying on was the cargo
door
when lots of pieces around, under, forward, and behind the door all were
gone too before water impact. If they have small nose gear doors listed in
data base they must have huge cargo door listed. Are there any
coordinates
for any cargo door pieces? To be omitted would be very strange. The
pieces
have to be somewhere.
NTSB also already admits it changed red zone nose skin pieces from red
to
yellow zone to fit CWT theory. Using the data base I may be able to plot
which pieces they changed. I believe the data base has the raw numbers
before they were massaged by NTSB and then withheld. There were
called the
'2000' tagged pieces. Any coordinates for '2000' tagged pieces?
This data base is a very important document. I have room on my server to
post the 130 pages by scanning them in and uploading to web site if
necessary.
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The fact that our public money has produced these public documents and
are
now available to the public by the public is very important and very
democratic.
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Sun, 8 Mar 1998 04:33:19 -0500

Subject:
Re: Debris field
In-Reply-To:
<FLIGHT-800%1998030801005168@HOME.EASE.LSOFT.COM>
>BD: Barry, you need more memory.
I have a 160 meg RAM and browser has 30 meg allowed for it.
Uncompressed
the hi res version uses up 28.8 meg. There is something going on with
LZW
compression. When I tried to download the low res version I also got an
error message and could only see about 50% of low res. Thanks for effort
it does give the big picture. I could not read the individual items as you
said. I shall eagerly await the PDF version and coordinates for the 'A'
items.
> Just for you, I uploaded a smaller gif
>version that you should be able to download. Unfortunately, you won't
be
>able to read the debris labels, they are in 2pt type. The low resolution
>version
>is here:
>http://members.aol.com/RobertD202/LowRes.html
Thanks, it does the big picture, nose off along track further up and
blasted area drifting to right. Nose was definitely not intact at water
impact but that's what FAA and NTSB are adament about. All doors all
latched and all intact at water impact which gave shattered skin forward o
the wing on the right side, is what they say. Absurd of course but there it
is. Should be an easy wall to climb to get NTSB and FAA to agree to the
obvious, outward explosion, not inward water damage when looking
straight
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at outward peeled skin, red paint smears, and petal shaped outward bulge
at
aft midspan latch in NTSB photograph.
>
>>A470, FS820
>>A489, FS 900
>>A536 FS 940
>>A541 FS 860
>>A601, FS 800-840
>>A614, FS 800
>>A734, FS 960
>>
>>Is the phrase 'cargo door' used anywhere for any pieces in any zone?
>>
>BD: I'll get back to you on these parts.
Thank you. I got the numbers from trajectory study with no names and no
coordinates. I suspect that the cargo door is not named but given
anonymous
number. If cargo door not in database, where is it? Could it be not found
yet? Very unusual.
>BD: The nose did not come off intack. It was blown into a number of
pieces.
I agree and you agree yet FAA and NTSB disagree, very clearly too. I'm
making it a sticking point with them. Nose intact at water impact or not?
Outward or inward? Very simple, very important, very easy to see and on
FAA official already said outward and later recanted.
But, it's a chink in the armor. And now all those cargo bay structures
shown to be first off in trajectory study and first landed in debris field
has to say something, problem was first in forward cargo bay. Why there
was problem in the forward cargo bay is everyone's idea, missile
exploding
port side high and blowing forward cargo compartment to smithereens,
bomb
in cargo hold, door pop, meteor hit that area, and missile penetration in
that area. That forward cargo bay area is where all the action first is,
everyone could agree accept the CWT guys who say they had initial
event.
But, trajectory study coupled with debris field will give very interesting
matches.
>
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>BD: This database is from Nov/Dec 1996. I think it was before they
>started changing things.
I think so too and therefore doubly valuable.
>
>Lets see if we can get it into PDF format.
Great. Good luck.
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Sun, 8 Mar 1998 11:22:46 -0800

Subject:
Re: Debris field thanks
In-Reply-To:
<FLIGHT-800%1998030812451054@HOME.EASE.LSOFT.COM>
>However, to make your wait easier, I just uploaded blowups of smaller
>parts of the Debris Field. You should be able to download these smaller
>files and read the text.
Got it, thanks, they all downloaded correctly and I can read the text. I
note, as each of us will when we find support in the field, that engines 2
and 1 and 4 all landed in a nice straight line while pesky engine 3 lands
apart to the right which could mean it detached a little earlier than rest
so landed apart and further to right. That location plus stator blade
implicates number 3 in this nasty business. P&W must be involved in this
The engines were not normal. They are vacuum cleaners.
Well, this debris field is a treasure chest for all of us.
Thanks again. And PDF is fine, Acrobat Reader is a free download.
I think of the debris field as the chalk marks around the dead body at the
crime scene. The outline is so revealing. It's why they do it.
CW 504 must have a glide ratio of 1 to 1, when it came loose it went
straight down while fuselage skin floated at least a little bit.
Regards,
Barry
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/
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Date:

Thu, 26 Mar 1998 10:54:05 -0700

Subject:
Electrical problems/indifference
>JBS: this should make your whiskers stand on end, and may, in fact,
lend
>credence to your hypothesis. High Intensity Radiated Fields - HIRF's >generated
>by military planes and ships which themselves are shielded from these
>transmissions may interfere with the normal electrical operation of
>commercial airliners.
>
>Tony
Yes, the power surge idea was done a year or so ago.
>j. Electrical power surge from communication radio antenna or power
supply.
It would be more credible with precedent. It's the UAL 811 thing again,
that is my model and it had chafed wire shorting on door motor. I have to
go with the reality. The below hypotheses were written before I went to
Baltimore and heard about the bad poly-x wiring in 747s and other
models,
and two cargo hold electrical fires in early 747s, and seeing water pour
out of cargo hold of Boeing airliner, and Bournemouth 737 fluid into
electrical connector problem. I'm still a cargo door guy but the problem is
bigger, wiring.
HIRF is related to laptop scare of passengers altering nav equipment.
What
a joke. First of all, if a threat is thought to be from ten year old in
cabin playing video game, then fix equipment so it is not affected, then
there are backups of nav equipment to detect differences.
However, however, however, they could be right. I think of my flying day
when my helmet or headset would crackle at regular rate when we were
painted by nearby search radars. We always knew when to expect it and
what
it would sound like because we never liked strange sounds when flying.
I can hear transformers hum on telephone poles. Radios used to crackle b
spark plugs firing. It's everywhere. The brain is the best example; the
electric chair causes HIRF interference to it. Ha!
The book never says what the HIRF turned on or off but at least it talks
about electrical and TWA 800 in the same sentence.
It's the power line cancer thing. It's the cell phone, radar gun cancer
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thing. I will add the xray airport scanning device cancer thing to come in
a few years.
Fear makes people do strange things.
Thanks for info tip, Tony. How'd you know I had whiskers?
>P.S. Barry, Boorda's suicide could still be connected if this was his form
of
>objecting to a planned test. It did seem hokey that a cover story of
>something that did not actually occur caused his action. Was Newsweek
>conned into providing the Admiral's suicide cover story?
Hey, I have the small bronze 'V' on my Navy medal which means Valor i
combat which Boorda did not have and said he did, and I certainly would
commit suicide if it were shown I were faking it by having it stored
someplace in my shed somewhere out back. At least I'd blush.
Conspiracy, why did Panetta drop out of Calif Gov race when he was a
shoo-in? Cause he pimped Monica for his Boss? Cause he knew about
the soft
money campaign donors? Because he knew about Ron Brown's
corruption? It
never ends.
BD>This plot was not intended to show all the debris,
>there are thousands of items, many of which are light and would have
floated
>or blown far from the flight path.
Exactly why the database numbers should be released to us so we can do
the
tedious plotting. Let the plotters determine what is important and what
isn't.
Like, of the thousands of items, any about the aft portion of the forward
cargo door? If intact at water impact all the pieces should be nearby, not
missing.
So what does you brother say, exactly, when you ask him to release the
database?
>That's nice of you to put up with us John. I thought that your posts
>earlier in the week were quite helpful. For my 2 cents, I am glad that yo
>are on the list, although you don't expouse my theory of choice. I don't
>think that it would be the same without your energy, wit, and volume.
I like you too. Can we agree cargo door opened in flight and then get to
why?
>
>I went over to you site yesterday and read some of the powerplant
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exhibit.
> What's the story again with
>page 15?
A fellow LSoft poster sent me page 15 from his copy. He told me about
8A in
the first place. I scanned it and put it on site so now 8A and 4A are
complete. They are still not listed on NTSB website exhibits list. When I
got 8A from NTSB it had blank page 15, inadvertent I'm pretty sure. The
text was skewed too so showed hand copied by clerk not really interested
in
job.
Here's the point, the information exists. It's not like we are trying to
get NTSB to do a wreckage database exercise, they've already done the
hard
part.
I think 'traitor' is not too strong a word for a person who withholds
public information from a forum which has consistently shared informatio
with others despite strong catcalls and derision. Rivero gave Match radar
images. Each one of us has led others to further discoveries by
'nitpicking.' My most recent one was shiny object probably maintenance
hatch in center tank, which I considered when IG pointed out cargo door
was
shattered, and not very shiny. Door piece was jagged and would slow
soon
but intact and smooth maintence hatch would be going fast and slowing
down
slowly. By adjusting and correcting wreckage plot based upon informatio
derived from serious LSoft posters such as BS, this traitor has improved
his position at the expense of others. What is the problem of running off
copies and sending them out? 103 pages is trivial size. Some of us paid
good money for 2385 pages to be copied. That's two thousand three
hundred
eight five pages, mostly junk but the diamonds inside were worth it.
The traitor has tarnished the good name and reputation of the missile guy
who at least shared their discoveries and thoughts.
The enemy is indifference and the missile guys have never been indiffere
To not respond to pleas for information is indifference.
Har Har Tar Tar. My favorite missile was the Bomarc, which I always
called
Bomb Barc. There's one outside Eglin AFB in Florida.
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Cheers,
John Barry Smith
The Mystery:
Why does the forward lower lobe cargo door rupture/open in
flight?
There is a time for conjecture, speculation and just plain
guessing. Now is that time. The investigation is open and active into TWA
800. Based upon the available evidence, observed events, experience,
education, and some common sense, here are some possible explanations
for
why the forward cargo door of the Boeing 747 ruptures/opens in flight:
Principle: Balloon expands. Balloon pops. Why.
Fuselage undergoes
internal pressure. Door pops. Why.
Boundary layer will reduce the actual
speed of the air across the door to a very low amount. Further away from
the door the airspeed builds up. The sucking force of the jet engine is
negligible. The main force to open door comes from within. The internal
pressure against the large forward cargo door is very, very high. The door
will have to be open some distance before the slipstream can tear it open,
up, and away.
All that is needed for the door to be pulled out and torn up
and away is a lip of the door to protrude into airstream. A slight bulge on
a worn door will stick door edge out into 300 KCAS slipstream and allow
the
air to pull door out and tear it away. What can cause the door edge to
stick out? How much is needed? Assuming 300 KCAS of force over the
door,
high internal pressure to keep passengers comfortable, the edge of the doo
does not have to stick out very far before being pushed from within, and
blown from the front. Let us assume two inches sticking out from the
bottom
of the sill is the amount than once reached the forces of wind take over
and tear eight foot by nine foot door away. What would cause bottom of
door
to extend out two inches?
The midspan latches have no locking sectors at all so the modification
does
not apply to them at all. Is it not strange that the risk of latch cams
becoming unlatched, and they have several times, is so great as to warran
locking sectors yet the two side midspan latches have none? And each of
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them holds in more door sill than the lower latches. That is an astonishing
discovery: no locking sectors on all Boeing 747 forward cargo door
latches
which have rupture evidence at that midspan latch as shown on UAL 811
recovered door.
The absence of locking sectors for the midspan latches and the AD to
strengthen the eight locking sectors for the lower eight latch cams
explains much.
It probably solves how the forward cargo door of AI 182 and TWA 800
ruptured at aft midspan latch while the bottom latches remained latched in
place: that is the locking sectors did their job on those two doors and
prevented the eight lower latch cams from being driven into the unlatched
position when chafed wires shorted and turned door motor on.
Unfortunately
the midspan latches had no such protection and were driven into the
unlatched position enough for the internal pressure to rupture at that now
weakened area leaving similar shattered door pieces and bottom latches
still attached to lower sill for AI 182 and TWA 800.
For UAL 811 and Pan Am 103, the soft, pre-AD, locking sectors were
overridden by door motor and all ten latches were driven into the
unlatched
position allowing the door to open completely and slam upward, breaking
in
two and tearing away, leaving the identical pattern of torn away fuselage
skin and door broken in half longitudinally at midspan latches for each
door.
Four aircraft, four door motors to unlocked position, two locking sectors
held and two didn't; two partial openings/ruptures and two total openings
as reflected in the reconstructions and photographs of wreckage. AI 182
and
TWA 800 had locking sectors hold so ruptures. PA 103 and UAL 811
had
locking sectors overridden so entire door opened and came off.
1.
Pneumatic: If the air keeps on coming into the balloon and less air escape
the balloon expands until pressure inside balloon exceeds strength to
contain pressure. Balloon pops at weakest spot on surface.
a. If air keeps
coming into Boeing 747 fuselage with less air escaping, the fuselage will
pop at weakest spot, a large door. Or if there is a small opening in
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fuselage, air may escape or air may enter from 300 KCAS airstream until
door bulges out. If a hole appears in a seal of the cargo compartment, or a
hole appears from corrosion, the 300 KCAS airstream might enter
compartment
and highly pressurize to cause door to bulge out the necessary small
amount
to allow a larger hole to allow more airstream to enter and the cycle
continues rapidly until door is open enough for wind to tear it away. All
the steel latches in the world are not strong enough to withstand 300
KCAS
against a large surface door.
b. If the fuselage is balanced in pressure
and the aircraft starts to climb that balance is disrupted and the system
attempts to compensate. If the compensation is not smooth, or it is jerky,
a surge of high pressure air may momentarily bulge out the door the
required amount for it to be torn away. The puff off high pressure air may
only last for a seconds before the pressurization system corrects its
balance but that may be long enough to open a worn door with gouged
latch
cams and lock sectors. So, if there is a malfunction in pressure regulating
devices of 747 then too much air may enter and may bulge worn door out
enough to be torn away.
c. If older fuselage flexes enough the worn seal on
a worn door may leak allowing air to enter cargo compartment
pressurizing
it and pushing out on door which opens more allowing more air in to
pressurize compartment which pushes out on door...
d If pilot applies power
to all engines, increased air requirements result in increased sucking
power of jet intakes which may allow cargo door to bulge toward engine
number 3, just a few yards away. Very unlikely because of 300 knot
slipstream which negates any suction of the jet engine on the door.
e. The
midspan latches may be a weak area. One latch holds eight feet of vertica
side of door in tight. The door may fracture/rupture at midspan and open.
The bottom latches may remain latched. Fuselage distortion and twisting
may
put unusual stresses on door frame.
f. Engine cowling comes loose.
Possible sequence: EPR/EGT indication of surge as loose cowling on
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number
three comes off, shown as radar blip, bleed air from three affected, more
heat/air goes into forward cargo compartment, overpressure blows out
weakest area, around or through cargo door. Nose then comes off
sequence
follows as evidence shows. All suspect planes have JT9D. Cowlings have
come
off many times before. Cowling would explain radar blip too early in
sequence for door. Cowling reflects light. Engine bleed air comes from
three and others and goes into forward cargo compartment. Ducts fail.
Blow
out around/of door would explain latches being latched yet door goes.
2.
Electrical:
a. Door actuator motor gets signal to open and turns cams which
are normally stopped by lock sectors, but worn lock sectors allow cams to
turn just a few degrees which allow door to slightly open.
b. Frayed wires
in door motor bundle rub against metal fuselage and short connection and
turn motor on for a few seconds.
c. Motor gets signal to turn on from
adjacent powerful transmitters in main equipment compartment.
d. Exhaust
Pressure Ratio related problem:
800 had EPR changed before fatal flight
103
had EPR blip on #3 just before crash.
182 had EPR gripe not fixed for fatal
flight.
811 could have had EPR gripe but all non cargo door gripes omitted
from report.
3. Mechanical:
a. The cam sectors are not completely over center and
therefore can be forced open by internal force.
b. The manual locking
handle jams and looks locked but isn't.
c. The locking sectors get bent and
do not fully engage cam sectors.
d. Something unseen is jammed between door
and frame preventing full closure.
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e. Loader rams door sill and bends it
out of rig preventing flush closure.
4. Combination of factors:
a. Worn latches, not tight.
b. Worn lock
sectors, not tight.
c. Not closed fully, not tight.
d. Pressure regulating
system not smooth.
e. Door out of rig slightly, not tight.
f. Electrical
short in door open system.
g. Must be going 296 KCAS or higher.
e. Older
fuselage twisting and flexing.
f. Small hole from corrosion or worn seal
allowing high speed air in with no way out.
g. Door motor gets signal to
open.
Miscellaneous:
a. It is never closed fully and pops open when
pressure differential is high enough.
b. It was backdriven manually
damaging cams allowing door to spring open.
c. It was back driven
electrically damaging lock sectors.
d. Fuselage flexing normal or by
turbulence allowed door to spring open.
e. Electrical short within door
opening system turning on door actuator motor.
f. Loose heavy cargo shifts
into door.
g. Internal explosive force against door.
h. Locking pins
shearing and releasing door to open.
i. Intentionally/unintentionally
opened by crew inflight.
j. Electrical power surge from communication radio
antenna or power supply.
k. Frayed electrical wires to door control system
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shorting on fuselage.
l. Passenger using electronic device triggering door
open signal.
m. At certain airspeed the wind has enough force to pry open
poorly sealed door.
n. When door closed it squeezed against something that
prevented full closure allowing later opening.
o. A ship or aircraft was
pointing laser tracking device on aircraft and it penetrated door and
ignited something which blew out door.
p. Surface to air missile hits door
and opens it.
q More to come...open for suggestions, can't fix it without
knowing the problem, can't stop the effect of crashing without knowing th
cause of door rupture/opening.
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Thu, 12 Mar 1998 18:28:59 -0800

Subject:
Engines
WAER>I have suggested in my previous posts to this LIST that the FDR
is one
of the
>important keys to solving this mystery. If data frame 20:31:12 is "valid"
>and in my mind that's still a very big if - then it should be possible to
>formulate a "reasonable" theory that largely agrees with "observation."
I agree and also believe the last split second irregularities are 'real'
because the other similar accidents had the same split second jerk on their
FDRs. The problem is what really happened to give the real odd
numbers? 182
and 103 postulated it may have been the tape jerked across the recording
head and not real movement of the plane. It's the old problem, is the earth
going round a stationary sun or vice versa. It's reasonable to believe the
numbers are not anomalies because the plane did suffer a sudden gross
movement by all accounts so FDR would pick up something, just as
CVR picked
up something that was real. The numbers are real, the interpretation is
opinion. I have none but I'm listening to anyone who does and can match
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numbers on FDR tape to A/C movement. It's important.
>Thus far, P&W has refused to talk to me about this 20:31:12 FDR
readout.
Yes, but A/C movement and FDR would be Boeing's area, not PW and
what do PW
have to say about stator blade embedded in right horiz stab? They can't be
silent on that to you. It's real and it came from them and it wasn't
supposed to be there and it's the engine.
> There is NTSB Exhibit 8A, however, the powerplants group's
>Factual Report.
Ah ha, a number, 8A. A goal. Release 8A! Release the Suppressed
Three! (4A,
8A, and wreckage plot.)
>To my knowledge, there are no P&W Engine Teardown Reports
>available to the general public (us). Until we get a "professional" detaile
>"findings" report from P&W or an "independent" source, we are pretty
much in
>the dark as to what actually happened to the engines while still attached
to
>the wings and after being fished out of the water.
And that is totally unAmerican in peacetime with a civilian airliner in US
airspace. It's tragedy of secrecy.
>For my part, I am still looking for that elusive FDR expert [willing to
talk]
>before spending time analyzing data that may not be real.
schulze@arlut.utexas.edu is the email of Glenn Schulze who is a CVR
expert,
he may help or know who can.
And now for something different...
>"It's just your mother fuc***g, superior than thou, cocksuc***g attitude
>that bothers me."
Nomination number one for the 'leading' ad hominem category by BS.
(Note
first expletive is normally written as one word in polite discourse. Also
note both expletives reflect society taboos, incest and homosexuality. Als
note asterisks are inserted to disguise actual expletives to protect the
sensitivies of the young who won't be able to figure out the real word.)
Nomination number two for the 'leading' ad hominem category by JBS.
"You are just a silly goose."
Nomination number three for the 'leading' ad hominem category by IG.
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"I refuse to take responsibility
for aggressors such as yourself, probably one of
the leading ad hominem experts on the list."
Nomination number four for the 'leading' ad hominem category by EB.
"Missile Huggers, ZoomBoom Tribe, Missiles Guys"
More nominations needed, And the award goes to...will be announced on
Oscars Night.
My personal opinion...(which I hope is all right to post, I haven't checked
lately with my 'controller')... is...(and I hope this is all right to say
to the fellow posters),... that... (and I hope it's OK to say this with all
the lurkers)...there is not enough...(and I want to say this gently so as
not to infuriate anyone)...open minded...(and I carefully choose my words
here...)..intellectual and emotional give and take amongst us. There, I've
said it. I'm sorry if you are offended, I didn't mean to hurt your
feelings, can you ever forgive me if I did, it was unintentional. I can
take it back if you want. In fact, just cancel the whole statement, forget
I ever wrote it. It was a mistake. It was rude and inappropriate. It was
unnecessarily cruel and critical. Who am I to say there is not enough
emotional and intellectual discourse? What do I know? I'm probably not
qualified to issue my own opinion.
Oh, I tried so hard, no swearing, no ad hominem attacks, no slurs, no
misspellings, no guesses, no estimates, no abrasive statements, no jokes,
and no nicknames...but, it's still no good, I can sense I still offend with
my opinions. Oh, what can I do? I really do have opinions and I want to
stop. Can you help me?
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Tue, 10 Mar 1998 22:14:23 -0800

Subject:
Example of attempted censorship
Anon>Okay smart ass, I just ask you where you got the filename
ISP797.SGX. I
>don't need the rest of your lame bullshit.
> I know the fucking data is
>graphically represented on the pages of Exhibit 13A.
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>
He wants to label everyone loony toon
>that has the audacity to explore an issue that his superior fucking
>intelligence has already resolved.
>
>If you want something loony toon Chris, it's your absurd fucking belief
that
>PA 103's cargo door blew off causing the bomb to go off and that the
odds of
>this happening on any one flight were 1 in 640. I would think that you
were
>an intelligent guy right up to that point.
>
>Boy am I glad that I hadn't had a couple of beers before I came in
tonight.
Reply by Anon Censor>I know how frustrating it is to speak the truth and
have others twist
>and mock your words. Many on this list do just that. The truth will
>not remain hidden forever. It is seaping out constantly--more and more
>each day. Soon the flood walls that have been holding back the truth
>will break, and all the world will see it. Don't let others get the
>better of you. Just like we don't need Chris' pompous tone, we don't
>need any crude language either.
>
>Let's all try to be a little more considerate. I believe this list is a
>good one. Chris and Bill, why don't you try to make up with one
another
>through an exchange of private emails.
>
JBS>I'm still puking after reading that 'make up with one another'
comment.
I personally am saving my swear word and also my all caps word, they
may go
together for a really powerful impact as demonstrated by Anon's routine
way
of using the adjective version of the profane verb. And then of course, to
absolve guilt with excuse of drugs made him do it.
And then the reply " ...we don't need any crude language either." sets
alarm bells off. Censor alert! Attempt made to control content and style o
writing from posters. And the 'censor' paradox appears, how to show a
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censor he is wrong without censoring him? Censors want "Soon the
flood
walls that have been holding back the truth will break, and all the world
will see it." Well, ah, idiot censors, pay attention, sometimes truth comes
in swear words. If you focus on the content of the message and not the
style you might see the truth. Truth comes in all styles, even 'crude
language'. And more often than not, 'pompous tone'.
So, if you feel swear words or pompous tones or censorious attempts are
what you need to figure things out around here, then go to it. Freedom of
speech and writing means exactly that.
Of course, all censor attempts backfire and draw attention to the thing
they wish to supress. In this case, cargo door.
The only reason I'm involved with this funny language issue is 'cargo
door'
is mentioned, as in "... it's your absurd (adjective deleted because of
crude definition by censor who requested crude language be deleted;
satisfied, dickhead?) belief that PA 103's cargo door blew off causing the
bomb to go off"
Well, the cargo door did blow off PA 103, but what caused it? Just like
TWA
800. Just like AI 182. The Indians said a bomb blew it open. PA 103 is
strangely silent on the entire door and never mentions it but gives a
reconstruction drawing of first second of event and it matches picture of
UAL 811. TWA 800 is obvious to see the shattered explosive
decompression
zone around the door.
So, I will have to say for 103, could be bomb that blew out door; just as
TWA 800, could be missile or center tank explosion or meteor to cause
door
to open; just as 182 could have been bomb that blew out door, as the
Indians said.
To say bomb caused door to open for 103 is reasonable based on the
evidence
shallowly examined. On closer examination it is revealed that at the
location of the 'bomb' was found soot. Well, the problem there is semtex
high explosive bombs don't leave soot. Sorry, soot is real and that means
semtex bomb is not.
But hey, that's accident investigation talk and it's much more fun to talk
of personalities, is that TT leaving?
TT>I see the "list" has once again, after a brief flurry, degenerated into
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>name calling and inuendos. Too bad! The massive egos are destined to
bring
>down this list as surely as the massive structure of a 747, hit by a
>missile, plummets into the sea.
TT wants some name calling and innuendoes, I think, before kissing us al
goodbye.
in*nu*en*do \'in-ye-"wen-do\ n, pl -dos or -does [L, by hinting, fr.
innuere to hint, fr. nuere to nod] : hint, insinuation; esp : a veiled
reflection on character or reputation
Massive egos:
ego \"e-go\ n, pl egos [L, I] 1 : the self as distinguished from others 2 :
the one of the three divisions of the psyche in psychoanalytic theory that
is the organized conscious mediator between the person and reality
What are the other two?
>And you people enjoy yourselves, doing whatever it is you're doing!
Saving lives, too bad you can't help.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Sun, 22 Mar 1998 20:43:10 -0700

Subject:
Fool
>I think the evidence we have uncovered so far points to a missile being
>involved in the downing of Flight 800. That's as far as I can go until
>we get better evidence than we have now.
Fool. Check out PA 103 and AI 182 debris patterns, they match TWA
800 and
all three were not missiles. If you are going to use TWA 800 debris patter
as indication of initial event, you should be saying TWA 800 was a bomb
not missile, because that's what you conspiracy guys like to call 103 and
182, two 'bombs' to match the third 'bomb' on TWA 800.
An object in river of air going average of 30 knots will move that object
one half nautical mile or 3000 feet in the minute it takes the object to
water impact from 13700 feet. Add in explosive ejection force of the
fuselage rupture, the upward direction of the force and the objects will
travel further and stay in air longer so distance from initial event is
greater. Need to have raw lat/long numbers of actual object to compare
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with trajectory study for accurate analysis. Got the trajectory study.
>The evidence suggests that the missile body struck
> the plane and that this direct impact is what caused
> the degree debris displacement observed.
Another fool. No evidence suggesting missile body struck plane.
>Resulting fuselage rupture or aerodynamic forces would have much mor
>influence on the wreckage's final distribution.
Not a fool.
>There is no scenario in which there is enough explosive force in the
missile
>warhead or kinetic energy in the missile to significantly deflect much of
>the aircrafts mass from it's flight tragectory without massive telltale
>effects on the fuselage.
Still not a fool. And there were no massive telltale effects on the fuselage
>The type of missile your looking into sounds
> exactly like the culprit. It's clear that there
> was massive paint-on-paint contact and yet also
> an explosion outside. A weak explosion that left
> most of the missile body intact fits the bill.
Back to the fool.
You missile guys can't answer basic questions like what was missile
source
of streak and where's the evidence of impact, and you are going on about
paint-on-contact. "Clear an explosion outside?" Your idea of clear is
murky
too me. It's clear you are a fool.
It must be the withholding of raw database numbers that has irked me at
the
missile guys. Excuse the rancor, BS, RH, and IG, I must learn to suffer
fools gladly.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:
Subject:

Fri, 27 Mar 1998 09:42:21 -0700
Fools rush in...
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where angels fear to tread.
Just for fun, what exhibits are missing?
CO>Exhibit 3
>Exhibit 14
>Exhibit 16
>Exhibit 21
seems to be complete, yes? Anybody have those? Which number to you
think
the wreckage database is? I'm guessing/estimating 21 because it is near
trajectory study number.
This withholding of public evidence is serious stuff. An excellent
relationship was threatened by the delayed release of 4A while awaiting
permission to publish.
CO and BD remind me of characters in the current Shakespeare I am
reading,
Richard II. (Note this is where I got the traitor term in my thinking.) BD
and CO can take their choice of who they wish to be.
HENRY BOLINGBROKE
Now, Thomas Mowbray, do I turn to thee,And mark my greeting well; fo
what I speakMy body shall make good upon this earth,Or my divine soul
answer it in heaven.Thou art a traitor and a miscreant,Too good to be so
and too bad to live,Since the more fair and crystal is the sky,The
uglier seem the clouds that in it fly.Once more, the more to aggravate
the note,With a foul traitor's name stuff I thy throat;And wish, so
please my sovereign, ere I move,What my tongue speaks my right drawn
sword may prove.
THOMAS MOWBRAY
Let not my cold words here accuse my
zeal:'Tis not the trial of a woman's war,The bitter clamour of two eager
tongues,Can arbitrate this cause betwixt us twain;The blood is hot that
must be cool'd for this:Yet can I not of such tame patience boastAs to
be hush'd and nought at all to say:First, the fair reverence of your
highness curbs meFrom giving reins and spurs to my free speech;Which
else would post until it had return'dThese terms of treason doubled
down his throat.Setting aside his high blood's royalty,And let him be no
kinsman to my liege,I do defy him, and I spit at him;Call him a
slanderous coward and a villain:Which to maintain I would allow him
odds,And meet him, were I tied to run afootEven to the frozen ridges of
the Alps,Or any other ground inhabitable,Where ever Englishman durst
set
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his foot.Mean time let this defend my loyalty,By all my hopes, most
falsely doth he lie.
HENRY BOLINGBROKE
Pale trembling coward, there I
throw my gage,Disclaiming here the kindred of the king,And lay aside m
high blood's royalty,Which fear, not reverence, makes thee to except.If
guilty dread have left thee so much strengthAs to take up mine honour's
pawn, then stoop:By that and all the rites of knighthood else,Will I
make good against thee, arm to arm,What I have spoke, or thou canst
worse devise.
THOMAS MOWBRAY
I take it up; and by that sword I swearWhich
gently laid my knighthood on my shoulder,I'll answer thee in any fair
degree,Or chivalrous design of knightly trial:And when I mount, alive
may I not light,If I be traitor or unjustly fight!
Me> Pale trembling coward... now that's flaming! By an expert. 'Too
good to
be so and too bad to live'. Now what does that mean? Sound good
though.
>Chris, you could have approached the situation the same way, instead
you
>choose to acuse and ridicule, rather than seek to inform. You could be
>a lot more effective if you would reconsider your approach.
Hey, BD, this is not CO, this JBS and I say without consulting anyone,
that
the way CO approached the situation is entirely up to him. You are trying
to tell him how to act in order for him to persuade you to a scientific
point of view. Well, Chris knows a basic truth, the messenger is
independent of the truth of his message. If his numbers are wrong, they ar
wrong, and it doesn't matter how he 'approaches the situation". If I am
rude, or funny, or just plain fool, so what? What is the message?
Departure
from gate and start to taxi time is x. Clearance to take off is y. Wheels
up time. Flaps up time. Climb power set time. Level off time. Cruise time
The message is the thing and is it accurate or not? The way the number
00:02 Zulu is delivered, in whisper or shouting, is independent to the
validity of the number. This is so important. It's why con men steal
billions every year, they are persuasive, cool and smooth, 'approach the
situation" in the right way, and their numbers are all wrong.
Here's my message and numbers and specific items of reality. If any are
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wrong tell me, or better yet, ask me to supply documentation for saying
such a thing.
Wiring. Water. Bare wire. Short. Door motor turns on to unlatch position
Bottom eight latches try to unlatch but can't because of the AD 88-12-08
which strengthened the bottom eight locking sectors, put there to prevent
the unlatching of the latch cams from around their latch pins. But the two
midspan latches have no locking sectors. The aft midspan latch unlatches
just a little bit and the 38115 pounds of internal compressed air pressure
blows out the forward cargo door at the aft midspan latch as shown in
NTSB
Reconstruction Photograph of the starboard side forward of the wing of
TWA
800 which shows the outward curvature of the door frame opposite the af
midspan latch. The aft latch is missing. The aft pin is missing. The piece
of door which is supposed to be there is not hung on the reconstruction. It
is not listed in database reports. The aft midspan latch rupture, the same
size as that of UAL 811, another high time Boeing 747 that suffered a hul
rupture forward of the wing leaving a sudden loud sound on the CVR and
an
abrupt power cut to the FDR, is seen in a photograph of the recovered
door
pieces and is about twenty inches wide by ten inches high. Immediately
after the latch rupture the entire door of TWA 800 fractured into pieces,
one of which is the forward portion of forward cargo door as listed in the
database. After the nine foot by eight foot door departed in pieces, the
final explosive decompression occurred tearing out a rectangular piece of
fuselage skin twenty feet wide by forty feet high. The upper red part of
the door slammed upward and left red paint transfer marks on the white
paint between windows, as well as flying directly aft and leaving a red
paint transfer mark on the right horizontal stabilizer.
The three hundred knots of slipstream, higher than any wind on earth, tor
the weakened nose off in three to five seconds. The twisting action of the
nose pops a maintenance hatch from the center wing tank. The unburnt,
smooth, intact and shiny metal object spins away reflecting evening
red-orange sunlight to ground observers below who perceive the fast
moving
and spinning erratically object as a streak.
The pieces from the airplane which fit the explosive decompression zone
fell into an area called the 'red' zone. The detached nose fell into the
sea in an area called the 'green zone'. The rest of the aircraft including
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the wing, part fuselage, and tail fell into an area called the 'yellow
zone.' (NTSB has taken items found and labeled in the red zone by divers
were relabeled later to yellow zone to better fit the center tank as
initial event cause.) Engines received ejected debris from forward cargo
hold into engine 3 and four. Engine 3 has internal fire causing soot.
Ingested soft bodies impact fan blades and break them off. At least one
blade or vane is uncontained and is spit out, flies directly aft and is
imbedded into right horizontal stabilizer. As the headless plane falls, the
wings and fuselage disintegrate. The fuel cells in the wings break apart
allowing a fuel and air cloud to form which was ignited by onfire engine
number three into a fireball observed by ground witnesses.
Water impact.
Bob, why the reluctance of the missile guys to agree cargo door opened in
flight (the only thing I can 'prove') and that the missile hit caused it to
rupture outward? Then we argue about why door opened, short to motor
on or
missile or bomb or meteor or center tank exploding.
So, I'll ask you, did the forward cargo door of TWA 800 open in flight?
Yes
or no. Or maybe, or don't know, or don't care. Every question in the world
can be answered with one of those five answers.
TWA 800:
'Tis not the trial of a woman's war,
The bitter clamour of two eager tongues,
Can arbitrate this cause betwixt us twain;
The blood is hot that must be cool'd for this:
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Tue, 29 Dec 1998 12:57:25 -0700

Subject:
Goliath here, David there.
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="iso-8859-1"
MHouston complains about JBS>You complain too much. Really I am
(including many others) tired of your
>whining. You are quintessential Bandwidth. Bearing in mind that this
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rare
>posting from me here can be considered by you to be the same!
Yeah, I'm glad to see you recognize the irony, pot calling the kettle
black. You called me, remember? You called me out of the blue on the
phone
and I talked with you for half an hour. You were whining I was
discrediting
the witnesses and I told you I was quoting them and believing them when
they say what specifically they said they said, not the interpretation of
what they saw and any discrediting was in your head, not mine. So you
went
on an on about the witnesses. And then you made just a small comment
referring to a post you had sent to another TWA 800 forum in which you
said
specific personal bad things about me behind my back, without telling me
and I only knew about when a lurker sent me the incriminating post. I
replied to lurker thanks and everyone has freedom of speech and if he
wants
to say bad things about me, that's fine.
So you are the conspiracy guy doing things in secret. Not everyone is like
you, Marshall.
You are projecting your doubts to your mental judgment about TWA 800
and
fellow postes on the messenger. It's the evidence giving you doubts, not
me. Believe what you want and you can leave me out of it.
>First of all, there is hypocrisy, when YOU (John Barry Smith, et al) are
the
>one who held up the Witness Reports for weeks until you recieved
approval from
>the authorities. Why are you complaining when the opposition
withholds
>information from your Imperial self?
It's the difference between the right way and the wrong way. The right wa
is to work within the system. The wrong way is to work outside the
system.
The database secret guys are not waiting for permission to release, they
already have it from a congressman who says any NTSB documents are
free to
publish. And that means the missing numbered ones too.
>Life is too easy for you.
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You know little about my life and let's keep it that way. I certainly
request to know nothing about your life.
>You work for the authorities through the NIS and
>you expect everyone else to be forthcoming to you.
Crazy talk, Marshall, and I shall act accordingly if I ever see you again,
as in, Gee officer, I knew he thought me to be a NIS (whatever that is)
secret agent or something paranoid, so I had to do what I had to do. I
didn't know it was a pen he was pulling out of his jacket.
Focus your suspicion, hate, and anger on someone else, Marshall.
>You have billions of
>dollars worth of trained personnel and Internet Infowar gear on your sid
>while we are humbly working off of our own limited funds.
You are working off your own humble brain, like all of us.
>Why should anyone reveal their sources to YOU?
Good question. It's not to me, (and I was really tempted to use capitals
there but withheld the temptation.) The database guy should release the
database to you, Marshall, and to me, and to everyone else who cares
about
TWA 800. Forget the messeger, me, and focus on the content, the
numbers in
the database.
Your internal contradictions of logic show up your disconnected thinking
To say I'm a government agent in one breath and then say I should stop
complaing I don't have access to the government data is a contradiction.
Can't have it both way, like the conspiracy missile guys always want to d
Internally inconsistent.
You are the reason authorities don't want to get involved with private
citizens. Can't talk sense. And it always turns personal.
>Who do you think you are
>anyway?
"A shooting star'? "Instant Karma."
>Because of your apparent lack of honesty with the facts, you cannot be
trusted
>with the real gems.
Like the eyewitness report 4A? or 8A?
>What sane investigator would risk their hand to you?
Good question. I'm still looking.
>You would probably turn the lead over to the authorities and close that
leak
>within minutes of reciept!
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Turn lead over to authorities? I am supposed to be the authority by your
above paragraph, have you changed your mind already? Another internal
contradiction.
donaldson, lower case, not title, has been quoting from that database for
months with debris plot info, that could only come from the database, so
the authorities have known all along the database was leaked to him. But
again trying to use logic on a conspiracy person is useless.
>Even though your language is that of rebellion (The hype about the
Secret
>Service Agents visiting your home on an unrelated matter to TWA 800
), in
>actuality your many words betray you as an arch-conformist to the
existing
>Military/FBI/CIA coverup
Arch-conformist, add to disinformationalist as my job title. Do I get a
raise?
>Why don't you give up and watch.
Would that I could.
>The last posting that I sent you never did post on LSoft. You are aware
that
>I rarely post to LSoft. It seems that 10% of my posts never make it to
>LSoft, while your long winded, tangential, morally insensitive posts go
on
>all the time to the 3 limits per day!
Real, genuine, paranoid talk, Marshall. Nobody gives a damn about your
or
my postings to cancel them. We are just not that important. If your posts
don't get through it's because your mind is so disconnected it pushes
wrong
buttons on the mouse. Why don't you test the idea you are being
censored by
sending three short messages, then you can confirm at least that three do
get through. Then send a long religious tirade once and then identical two
other times and then can confirm identical message does get through. But
that is logical troubleshooting procedure and requires coherent thought fo
about ten minutes.
>long winded, tangential, morally insensitive posts
My genitals do not have a tan.
>As for the "personal funds" that you claimed to have spent to go to
Baltimore,
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>I would like to go on record to say that I still outspent you from my own
>personal funds.
How do you know how much I spent? Did you count the tall blonde
hookers my
roommate and I paid for every night for those wild parties we had in the
hotel? And the cocaine we bought by the jar for our guests, the secret
coverup guys in on the coverup? Hey, coverups get expensive. The
biggest
expense was bribing Chairman Hall to suppress the exhibits on
eyewitness,
powerplant and wreckage database. Marshall, the above is satire.
Understand? Not true. Said in jest. Don't believe it. It's supposed to be
funny when it is compared to reality of staying in overpriced hotel with
slow elevators, expensive telephone calls, and poor restaurant.
>All of this and more, came from my own savings with no chance
>for the reimbursement from the government as you recieve for your Op
>assignments. Because of the large personal and financial out of pocket
costs
>involved, I do not feel that I should undermine this effort by telling John
>Barry Smith et al, anything of value through the LSoft Listserver.
Then don't. Please. And anything you missile guys now say is tainted and
must be discounted. The withheld database numbers from one person hav
tarred all the missile guys with the same broad brush of worthless
credibility by bias, wrong numbers, distorted interpretation, and honest
mistakes of 71 for 72 degrees longitude.
You missile guys blew it. You had the chance to come out on the side of
openness and honesty, like I did, but chose to stay in the evil darkess of
selected leaks and selective use of numbers to support only one theory,
just like the enemy you say you are trying to overturn. You became the
enemy you were trying to subdue, and got subdued yourself.
Well, you can't cheat an honest man, but you can cheat a dishonest one.
All locations of any items of debris can now be refuted by authority by
saying where did you get those numbers? Which database, which plot,
which
numbers, do you mean the first, or the second, or the third, or the one six
months ago or the recent one or what? Database numbers are discredited.
Too
bad.
What did you think when you called me at home, Marshall, with a
number I
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gave you and have given this forum, plus my home address, and you were
talking at length to me and heard my daughter interrupting, as children do
why dad is on the phone? Did you think it was all a cover, perfectly in
place in case you called? You will love The Truman Show, with Jim
Carrey,
it is paranoia writ large.
Just because you are wrong about TWA 800 being a missile does not
mean that
others are keeping the truth from you, it means you are wrong. We've all
been there. Only some blame others, while most blame themselves. You
are
blaming others for your misjudgment of the cause of TWA 800.
>I don't think I am paranoid.
Thinking your posts are cut by invisible authority is nutty talk. Thinking
I'm a government agent is crazy talk. Thinking you paid more money
than me
in Baltimore is straight talk. I did not know you bought video camera.
I tried to buy CSPAN video coverage but could not through to talk to
CSPAN
people about it. Then gave up when transcripts became available on
NTSB web
site.
>I don't think I am paranoid. I
>have spoken in person to the person claiming to be the same John Barry
Smith
>in Baltimore and on the phone more recently.
Wha? Like two different people? That must be a sign of craziness, to
disbelieve reality of voice and person enough to split the reality into
two. Case rested.
Like on the phone I thanked you for your letting me pay 15 bucks for
your
copy of Boeing 747 history and who else knew that? My fellow partner
agents
who are desparately trying to keep this coverup going of Navy shootdown
of
TWA 800 and oh my god, that houston fellow is getting awfully warm,
fire up
the fake home with fake child and differerent 'person claiming to be the
same John Barry Smith'
As a person who has been called 'crazy' by authorities more times than
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you
have years, I am fascinated by the mental twisting that goes on in others
who have been called 'crazy'. Am I the crazy one here? Where are my
disconnections to reality? UAL 811? Did it really happen? Did wiring
really
chafe and turn door motor on and allowed explosive decompression on
high
time 747 leaving sudden loud sound on the CVR and an abrupt power cut
to
the FDR? Just like TWA 800?
Yeah, reality is hard to get a handle on sometimes. It's a hard road to
travel when the majority think one way and travel that way and when they
see others going the opposite way, they yell, 'crazy, turn around, go like
us, don't be a non conformist, be a arch conformist.'
Another way authority wins is because the opposition is so disorganized
with name calling and confusion among themselves. I've often tried to
unite
the missile guys, meteor guys, bomb guy, and cargo door guys into united
allied alternative to center tank as initial event group. No can do. And
wouldn't now, knowing how unscrupulous the missile guys are and
unworthy of
any trust.
>There is no way that a sane
>person can ignore the strong evidence that has been presented toward a
missile
>on the LSoft and other Internet locations, as you (John Barry Smith et,
al)
>have seen, read, recited, and often criticised, without either being
mentally
>unfit, or an Operative working on behalf of the government.
Mentally unfit? You calling me nuts? I ain't nuts, you are, yes you are,
no I'm not, yes you are , no I'm not, yes you are, no I'm not, yes you are,
no I'm not, yes you are. Why does this remind me of One Flew Over the
Cookoo's Nest?
>>There is no way that a sane
>>person can ignore
Sane people ignore truth all the time, ask the millions of smokers out
there, or the alcoholics. (Why capitalize Operative?)
>I have discovered that most (if not all)
>of the Anti-missile protagonists are also retired Military and particularly
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>Navy.
Like Commander Donaldson USN retired? Whoops, pesky contradictory
fact again.
>He is Goliath taunting David. John Barry Smith's efforts, whose
confidence
>is in his own self and his membership in apparatus, is opposed to the
>reckoning of God.
>
>What is man that he defies the will of the God of the universe? History
is
>my teacher.
Marshall, this 'reckoning of God of the universe talk' is what will get you
into trouble with me if I ever see you again or know about you in my
vicinity. You will have the reckoning of Barry to deal with on this planet
That was a threat. Very poor decision on your part. Threats are always
counter productive. Do you understand the position you have put yourself
in? You are now in the religious nut category. That means irrational,
nonresponsive to reason and only responsive to force. You will be thinkin
you are Jesus Christ sent to earth to right the wrongs of selected humans
soon, Marshall (of course the ones that disagree with you). Religion has
nothing to do with TWA 800. That's a clue for you to forget about the
personal and start thinking about facts, data, and evidence, like Bob
Donaldson and Richard Hirsch, two missile guys with their heads on
straight.
>From The Bible, Matthew 5:22 :
"But I say unto you, That whosoever is angry with his brother without
a cause shall be in danger of the judgment: and whosoever shall say
to his brother, Raca, shall be in danger of the council: but
whosoever shall say, Thou fool, shall be in danger of hell fire."
(King James Version)
What exactly are you talking about, Marshall Houston? Are you saying
that
because I called brother missile guy a fool without cause I am in danger o
judgment? and that judgement is 'hell fire'? What is hell fire Marshall? Be
very careful. I am prone to over reaction, it is a personality flaw. I hope
the council/jury understands.
So, in a nutshell, this is where the flaming leads to and why most
authorities decline to participate in open discussion. It gets personal and
crazy, usually by the wrong side.
Most run away from craziness. I don't. I defend myself when it comes to
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me
in the person of well meaning but misguided TWA 800 fellow enthusiast
but
do not hide and ignore and hope it goes away. I try to find the humor such
as 'He is Goliath taunting David.' as I sit here in my converted garage
with my keyboard, obsolete CPU, no heat, and monthly bill from ISP
higher
than most because of my 100 meg website I keep going despite not so
polite
request from spouse to give it all up and get a real job.
I reply, "Did you say j' j' j'j' aaahhhhhbb? I have a job, preventing death
by preventing plane crashes by preventing aft midspan latches from
rupturing when shorted chafed wire turns on door motor which causes.....
"I don't want to hear about that anymore" my wife says as she leaves the
room but then that ends talk about getting a j' j'j' ahhhhhhh B' doesn't
it?
Maybe all this TWA 800 stuff is just an excuse to keep from working.....
Well, it's been a pleasant morning. We must do this again sometime, not.
Cheers
John Barry Smith
PS While I was working on my ">long winded, tangential, morally
insensitive posts" some more posts came in that demand reply:
SF>∆ In fact, the physics of small high-energy explosions make finding
such
>evidence a considerable challenge. When Pan Am Flight 103 was blown
>apart over Lockerbie, Scotland, in 1988 by a hamburger-size bomb in a
>cargo container, investigators found only one small "shatter zone" that
>displayed the pitting and sooting associated with bomb damage.
>
>This piece of the plane's aluminum skin was just 15 inches by 20 inches
>across. And other metal fragments retrieved from just a few feet away
>were largely free of sooting and pitting.
Yes, Sammy, and a big clue that it was not bomb but 'rather like a large
shotgun' giving 'relatively mild blast' because Semtex bombs don't give
soot and a small shatter zone can be withstood by 747. Both quotes from
AAIB 90/02, on website of course.
>UAL 811 was acase where the airplane did NOT break up.
Because explosive decompression hole was 'only' nine feet by thirty foot
large while AI 182, Pa 103 and TWA 800 was thirty feet by forty feet as
seen in official drawings and photographs.
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> The 2 previous
>cases you have (Pan Am 103 and Air India 182) are not considered
cargo
>door by anybody else.
I know, so what? And tell that to the person who considers me a 'goliath'.
A goliath of two people for cargo door against the 'david' of millions who
think conspiracy of bomb or missile or coverup.
>CO> The Korean 707 shot down by the Russians near Murmansk in
1978;
>
SF>Forced down, not shot down. I knew about that and remembered that
in
>1983.
Oooh, a rare misstatement by CO! Or was that plane hit and then plane
ditched on ice?
And Itavia DC 9 is like a lot of unexplained catastrophic structural
failures of hull ruptures in flight. And most blamed on bombs or missiles
and UAL 811 started out that way with calls from the Tower to Coast
Guard
about 747 that just had bomb go off.
>CO> The Korean (again) 747 Flight 007 shot down by the Russians in
1983.
>
>A distinct difference is that the cockpit voice recorder continued to
>function for 1 minute and 44 seconds after the missile hit (article
>in the New Yorker by Murray Sayle, December 13, 1993, page 91. Also
>one missile missed.
Exactly, precedent has missiles shooting down civilian airliners but the
reality of the evidence (not instanteous) does not match TWA 800. And
that's why missile guys never refer to previous missile shootdowns, it jars
their reality.
>Kallstrom did talk about a bomb, but it was always in the sense of in
>just a little time, he's find enough evidence to declare it a crime.
>
>And what he was really pushing was missile:
Sammy, Kallstrom was pushing bad guy theory and he didn't care how
they did it.
>The missile theory is part of the coverup. I knew this from the
>beginning.
So, we have the cargo door theory is part of the coverup to coverup the
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missile theory which is part of the cover up to coverup the bomb theory.
Hmm......I like it. It works for me. Now to the coverup of the cargo door
theory which is working pretty good since only two people on the planet
believe it.
>Once you realize that the FBI was in fact promoting the missile
>theory without having to, and that there *was* a coverup (as proven
>by the PETN) then you have to ask yourself why. There is only one
>logical explanation: the missile theory is part of the coverup.
Here's my problem, what does a word mean when it is *bracketed* by
asterisks?
IG>I have just added a new subpage to the TWA800 Case Core
>showing the NTSB's own plot of the debris field. A major
>omission in it is cited at the page. The graphic was
>published in The New York Times (12/16/96, B4):
Note drawing from NTSB has small passenger door sketched in and
omission of
large cargo door. The plot numbers, as we know them, refute the drawing
because most of the red zone material came from forward cargo bay
which is
shown in drawing as part of the nose. And that was released over a year
ago.
Drawn by wishful thinking, refuted by reality. But better than talking
religion.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Sat, 28 Mar 1998 18:00:41 -0700

Subject:
AD/motivation to ignore cargo door cause
Page 17 of Exhibit 11P shows AD 90-09-06 compliance dates.
TWA 800 shows AD90-09-06 complied with four times, with three of
them
before the AD was issued! Impossible to complete an action before
anyone
tells you to do it. TWA 800 AD list and other logs are screwed up.
Below shows infighting between NTSB and FAA. NTSB says recheck
the wiring
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to doors and FAA says no. FAA really doesn't want TWA 800 to be
door open
by chafed wiring because they said it couldn't happen, and did. Ouch.
Full story of aft door opening is in NTSB AAR 92/02 on website of
course.
This door has caused problems for everyone from day one. And now
FAA is out
on the limb saying unchafed wire alone could not open forward cargo
door,
on the record. What happened was FAA did not account for water which
bypasses all those safety switches.
Door problem is well known by all the participants who say no it didn't
open in contradiction to the evidence. They have high motive for door no
to have opened in flight. Ah, that's why FAA Schalekamp backtracked
after
he said there was an outward explosion on right side forward of the wing
What this means that after the second AAR on UAL 811, no ADs were
recommended even though new cause was chafed wiring and not
improper
latching.
The sad part are the warning devices to warn of door open not thinking
that
when door open up high at 300 knots, the big hole in side of nose is
warning device enough.
'Captain, Captain, I have a 'door open' warning light!
Oh, that explains it. That must be why there is this loud noise, my head
hurts, the controls do not respond, and we are diving towards the surface.
Call Mayday.'
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
NTSB Safety Recommendation
Brief
Data_Source: U.S. NTSB Safety Recommendations
Rprt_Nbr: A-91-84
Last Updated: 03-13-95
[O] On June 13, 1991, United Airlines (UAL) maintenance personnel
were
unable to electrically open the aft cargo door on a Boeing 747-222B,
N152UA, at John F. Kennedy Airport (JFK), Jamaica, New York. The
airplane
was one of two used exclusively on nonstop flights between
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Narita, Japan, and JFK. This particular airplane had accumulated 19,053
hours and 1,547 cycles at the time of the occurrence.
Recommendations:
A-91-84. Evaluate the design, installation, and operation of the forward
cargo door flexible conduits on Boeing 747 airplanes so equipped and
issue, if warranted, an Airworthiness Directive for inspection and repair
of the flexible conduit and underlying wiring bundle, similar to the
provisions recommended in A-91-83.
Responses:
FAA LTR DTD: 11/01/91
The FAA agrees with the intent of these safety recommendations and is
considering the issuance of a notice of proposed rulemaking to
address these issues. I will provide the Board with a copy of any documen
that may be issued.
NTSB LTR DTD: 11/27/91
These recommendations were issued as a result of the Board's
investigation
of an incident in which the rear cargo door on a Boeing 747-222B
initially would not open electrically and then opened electrically without
activation of the door open switches. Your letter indicates that the
Federal Aviation Administration agrees with the intent of these
recommendations and is considering the issuance of a notice of proposed
rulemaking to address these issues. The Board urges the FAA to move
expeditiously on the recommendations. Pending receipt of additional
information concerning the action to be taken by the Federal Aviation
Administration, the Safety Board is classifying Safety
Recommendations A-91-83 and -84 as "Open--Acceptable Action."
FAA LTR DTD: 4/5/93
The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) agrees with the intent of thes
recommendations. On February 18, 1992, the FAA issued a notice of
proposed rulemaking (NPRM) applicable to certain Boeing Model 747
series
airplanes. This NPRM proposed to require inspection of the
flexible conduit, wiring, and support brackets between the fuselage and th
forward and aft cargo doors. Since the issuance of this NPRM, the
FAA has further reviewed the circumstances surrounding this door
opening
incident and has confirmed that an inadvertent in-flight opening
of the cargo door cannot be caused solely by wire chafing. The FAA has
determined that in addition to chafing at least four independent
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failures must also occur in order to drive the door latches to the open
position. In light of these findings, the FAA determined that the
requirements proposed by the NPRM were unnecessary. On December
21, 1992,
the FAA withdrew the NPRM. I have enclosed a copy of the
notice of withdrawal for the Board's information.
Airworthiness Directive (AD) 90-09-06 (Docket No. 89-NM-148-AD)
mandates
the installation of a door warning switch located on the lock
sector, as well as a reinforcement of the lock sector to ensure that the
latches remain locked against backdriving of the latches by the latch
power drive unit. Failure of lock sectors that are reinforced in accordance
with AD 90-09-06 has been shown to be unlikely and, even in the
event of such a failure, an indication by means of the door warning switch
will warn the flightcrew of the problem. The modifications, tests, and
inspections required in AD 90-09-06 provide an acceptable level of safety
to preclude inadvertent actuation of the cargo door power drive unit
and possible injury to maintenance or cargo handling personnel. I have
enclosed a copy of the AD for the Board's information. The FAA
believes that the current requirements of AD 90-09-06 address the full
intent of these safety recommendations to preclude an uncommanded
opening of the forward and aft cargo doors.
I consider the FAA's action to be completed, and I plan no further action
on Safety Recommendations A-91-83 and -84.
NTSB LTR DTD: 11/8/93
The National Transportation Safety Board has reviewed the Federal
Aviation
Administration (FAA) response of April 5, 1993, to Safety
Recommendations A-91-83 and -84. These recommendations asked that
the FAA
issue an airworthiness directive applicable to all Boeing 747
airplanes with a flexible conduit protecting the wiring bundle
between-the-fuselage and aft cargo door to require an expedited inspectio
of:
(1) the wiring bundle in the area normally covered by the conduit for the
presence of damaged insulation (using either an electrical test
method or visual examination); (2) the conduit support bracket and
attached
standoff pin-on the upper arm of the forward lift actuator
mechanism; (3) the flexible conduit for the presence of cracking in the
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convoluted innercore.
The Board further recommended that wires with damaged insulation be
repaired before further service. Damage to the flexible conduit,
conduit support bracket, and standoff pin should result in an immediate
replacement of the conduit as well as. the damaged parts. The
inspection should be repeated at an appropriate cyclic interval.
The Safety Board then asked, in Safety Recommendation A-91-84, that
the FAA
evaluate the design, installation, and operation of the forward
cargo door flexible conduits on Boeing 747 airplanes so equipped and
issue,
if warranted, an airworthiness directive for inspection and repair
of the flexible conduit and underlying wiring bundle, similar to the
provisions recommended in Safety Recommendation A-91-83.
The FAA's April 5, 1993, response listed a number of findings of an FAA
review of the circumstances surrounding the subject door opening.
Among the findings, the FAA confirmed that an inadvertent inflight
opening
of the cargo door cannot be caused solely by wire chafing.
Further, the FAA determined that at least four independent failures must
occur to drive the door latches to the open position. The FAA also
stated that failure of lock sectors that are reinforced in accordance with
AD 90-09-06 has been shown to be unlikely and, even in the event of
such a failure, the door warning switch would warn the flightcrew, of the
problem.
Based on these findings, the FAA has decided that the requirements of
AD
90-09-06 address the full intent of these recommendations-to
preclude an uncommanded opening of the forward and aft cargo doors.
FAA staff has also expressed concern that the recommended inspections
could
result in damage to the wire bundle insulation during the
intrusive inspection. Therefore, based on the level of redundancy that now
exists to prevent inadvertent door opening in flight, the Safety
Board has classified Safety Recommendations A-91-83 and -84 as
"Closed-Reconsidered. The Board will closely monitor incidents related t
the uncommanded opening of cargo doors on 747 airplanes to further
document
this position.
<WEBMASTER>
NTSB Safety Recommendation Brief
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Data_Source: U.S. NTSB Safety Recommendations
Rprt_Nbr: A-91-83
Last Updated: 03-13-95
[O] On June 13, 1991, United Airlines (UAL) maintenance personnel
were
unable to electrically open the aft cargo door on a Boeing 747-222B,
N152UA, at John F. Kennedy Airport (JFK), Jamaica, New York. The
airplane
was one of two used exclusively on nonstop flights between
Narita, Japan, and JFK. This particular airplane had accumulated 19,053
hours and 1,547 cycles at the time of the occurrence.
Recommendations:
A-91-83. Issue an Airworthiness Directive applicable to all Boeing 747
airplanes with a flexible conduit protecting the wiring bundle between
the fuselage and aft cargo door to require an expedited inspection of:
(1) the wiring bundle in the area normally covered by the conduit for the
presence of damaged insulation (using either an electrical test
method or visual examination);
(2) the conduit support bracket and attached standoff pin on
the upper arm of the forward lift actuator mechanism;
(3) the flexible conduit for the presence of cracking in the
convoluted innercore.
Wires with damaged insulation should be repaired before further service.
Damage to the flexible conduit, conduit support bracket and
standoff pin should result in an immediate replacement of the conduit as
well as the damaged parts. The inspection should be repeated at an
appropriate cyclic interval.
Responses:
FAA LTR DTD: 11/1/91
The FAA agrees with the intent of these safety recommendations and is
considering the issuance of a notice of proposed rulemaking to
address these issues. I will provide the Board with a copy of any documen
that may be issued.
NTSB LTR DTD: 11/27/91
These recommendations were issued as a result of the Board's
investigation
of an incident in which the rear cargo door on a Boeing 747-222B
initially would not open electrically and then opened electrically without
activation of the door open switches. Your letter indicates that the
Federal Aviation Administration agrees with the intent of these
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recommendations and is considering the issuance of a notice of proposed
rulemaking to address these issues. The Board urges the FAA to move
expeditiously on the recommendations. Pending receipt of additional
information concerning the action to be taken by the Federal Aviation
Administration, the Safety Board is classifying Safety
Recommendations A-91-83 and -84 as "Open--Acceptable Action."
FAA LTR DTD: 4/5/93
The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) agrees with the intent of thes
recommendations. On February 18, 1992, the FAA issued a notice of
proposed rulemaking (NPRM) applicable to certain Boeing Model 747
series
airplanes. This NPRM proposed to require inspection of the
flexible conduit, wiring, and support brackets between the fuselage and th
forward and aft cargo doors. Since the issuance of this NPRM, the
FAA has further reviewed the circumstances surrounding this door
opening
incident and has confirmed that an inadvertent in-flight opening
of the cargo door cannot be caused solely by wire chafing. The FAA has
determined that in addition to chafing at least four independent
failures must also occur in order to drive the door latches to the open
position. In light of these findings, the FAA determined that the
requirements proposed by the NPRM were unnecessary. On December
21, 1992,
the FAA withdrew the NPRM. I have enclosed a copy of the
notice of withdrawal for the Board's information.
Airworthiness Directive (AD) 90-09-06 (Docket No. 89-NM-148-AD)
mandates
the installation of a door warning switch located on the lock
sector, as well as a reinforcement of the lock sector to ensure that the
latches remain locked against backdriving of the latches by the latch
power drive unit. Failure of lock sectors that are reinforced in accordance
with AD 90-09-06 has been shown to be unlikely and, even in the
event of such a failure, an indication by means of the door warning switch
will warn the flightcrew of the problem. The modifications, tests, and
inspections required in AD 90-09-06 provide an acceptable level of safety
to preclude inadvertent actuation of the cargo door power drive unit
and possible injury to maintenance or cargo handling personnel. I have
enclosed a copy of the AD for the Board's information. The FAA
believes that the current requirements of AD 90-09-06 address the full
intent of these safety recommendations to preclude an uncommanded
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opening of the forward and aft cargo doors.
I consider the FAA's action to be completed, and I plan no further action
on Safety Recommendations A-91-83 and -84.
NTSB LTR DTD: 11/8/93
The National Transportation Safety Board has reviewed the Federal
Aviation
Administration (FAA) response of April 5, 1993, to Safety
Recommendations A-91-83 and -84. These recommendations asked that
the FAA
issue an airworthiness directive applicable to all Boeing 747
airplanes with a flexible conduit protecting the wiring bundle
between-the-fuselage and aft cargo door to require an expedited inspectio
of:
(1) the wiring bundle in the area normally covered by the conduit for the
presence of damaged insulation (using either an electrical test
method or visual examination); (2) the conduit support bracket and
attached
standoff pin-on the upper arm of the forward lift actuator
mechanism; (3) the flexible conduit for the presence of cracking in the
convoluted innercore.
The Board further recommended that wires with damaged insulation be
repaired before further service. Damage to the flexible conduit,
conduit support bracket, and standoff pin should result in an immediate
replacement of the conduit as well as. the damaged parts. The
inspection should be repeated at an appropriate cyclic interval.
The Safety Board then asked, in Safety Recommendation A-91-84, that
the FAA
evaluate the design, installation, and operation of the forward
cargo door flexible conduits on Boeing 747 airplanes so equipped and
issue,
if warranted, an airworthiness directive for inspection and repair
of the flexible conduit and underlying wiring bundle, similar to the
provisions recommended in Safety Recommendation A-91-83.
The FAA's April 5, 1993, response listed a number of findings of an FAA
review of the circumstances surrounding the subject door opening.
Among the findings, the FAA confirmed that an inadvertent inflight
opening
of the cargo door cannot be caused solely by wire chafing.
Further, the FAA determined that at least four independent failures must
occur to drive the door latches to the open position. The FAA also
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stated that failure of lock sectors that are reinforced in accordance with
AD 90-09-06 has been shown to be unlikely and, even in the event of
such a failure, the door warning switch would warn the flightcrew, of the
problem.
Based on these findings, the FAA has decided that the requirements of
AD
90-09-06 address the full intent of these recommendations-to
preclude an uncommanded opening of the forward and aft cargo doors.
FAA staff has also expressed concern that the recommended inspections
could
result in damage to the wire bundle insulation during the
intrusive inspection. Therefore, based on the level of redundancy that now
exists to prevent inadvertent door opening in flight, the Safety
Board has classified Safety Recommendations A-91-83 and -84 as
"Closed-Reconsidered. The Board will closely monitor incidents related t
the uncommanded opening of cargo doors on 747 airplanes to further
document
this position.
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Thu, 19 Mar 1998 17:47:23 -0700

Subject:
At long last, a fuel tank guy emerges...
and it's Chris Olsson. And he matches Iranian 747 to TWA 800 as fuel
tank
as initial event.
Well, Iranian crash, I wish I had the NTSB report. I saw it once and
scanned it enough to rule it out as a cargo door crash but not enough to
match it or match it not to TWA 800 as a fuel tank explosion. Maybe CO
would put in on his web site.
But let's assume that Iranian 747 was a spontaneous fuel tank explosion.
Let's call it a sister ship to TWA 800. Let's assume TWA 800 could have
been a center tank initial event. Now, was it. I say no, by the evidence of
center tank happened after nose separated, not before.
Fireball happened at about 7000 feet plus or minus two thousand feet.
That's when the tank blew up, not 13700 feet. Invisible and silent fuel
tank explosions that are strong enough to tear nose off 747 are impossible
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Let's assume all this fuel volatility stuff is in the ballpark for it to
happen. Let's assume mysterious ignition source could be there. Now, wa
it. I say no. Unburnt passengers, singe line on fuselage, CVR data, unburn
center tank maintenance hatch, eyewitnesses, all support center tank and
all fuel tanks exploded after nose separated. After, not before.
As an Englishman, we subdued the Welsh, then subjugated the Scots, the
occupied Ireland, it's no wonder they call it England, rarely Britain or
Great Britain, or United Kingdom, just England. It's like calling USA
America. Who cares about Mexico and Canada? Who they?
Yeah, this nationalistic fervor stuff is what starts wars. Let us assume
that no matter where we are from, a fall from 13700 feet is going to hurt.
Except for an Englishman..he'd probably just get up, dust off his bowler,
pop his umbrella, and saunter off. What is the slang for umbrella? Bumby
Brelly?
If TWA 800 matched Iranian enough to call it a match, NTSB would
have had
big pictures at the hearing matching it. They didn't.
I believe that TWA 800 and Iranian don't match. I believe Iranian 747 wa
lightning into leaking fuel tank. The cause was fuel leaked into wing
cavity and lightning ignited that, I believe, not the fuel in tank itself.
Well, the report would be good on someone's web site. I had JAL 46E on
site
which was an engine falling off, somehow related to TWA 800 but mainl
not
interesting and it costs money to rent space on server. My 100 megs of
cargo door already costs too much.
Someday all these reports will be digital.
For now I had to order Powerplant report 8A from NTSB at CO's
suggestion..and it came today!
Yes, it is 22 pages of gold. And it's all mine.
The part about the Aegis Missile impacting the number one engine and
leaving the serial number of the missile embedded in the cowling was
good,
but who cares.
It's a good read considering explosions were taking place within a few
yards of those four vacuum cleaners.
So, eyewitness report published and now powerplant officially released,
wreckage plot database to go...if only we knew someone who had it, we
could
ask them to share.
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The powerplant report should be on corazon.com within 48 hours, all 22
pages scanned in and pasted into web pages and all linked. The download
time should be less than the others. I'm learning how to turn .jpg into
smaller files.
I've been told by engine authority the only place to conduct an ATI
analytical teardown inspection is at MRO such as Conneticut the home of
PW.
>Also, try to find out early-on if P&W did an "analytical
>teardown inspection," (that's engineman-talk) on these powerplants. If s
>where was it done, by whom, and what reports were generated, and who
got
>copies. FYI, this can only be accomplished at a fully equipped engine
MRO
>facility and not in some conveniently located hangar near the crash-site.
Answer: Engines recovered, moved to Calverton, disassembled, and
inspected
within four days, completed a month after crash. Talk about hasty job don
at improvised place and now location of engines is unknown. It stinks.
Cargo door and engines were hasty incomplete inspections at Calverton.
They
were way over their heads.
And now I notice page 15 of 8A is blank! It's a page about engine 4. It
never ends
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Tue, 17 Mar 1998 22:33:59 -0700

Subject:
Amazing, I'll say
IG>It's perfect!! I mean, there it is!!
>We have everything but the confession.
>When do the Congressional hearings start!
As soon as you figure out two and two is four.
And as soon as we know you mean it because you used two exclamation
marks
for 'perfect' and 'is' but only one for 'start', so we know you're just
fooling around. Too bad, Ian, so close yet so far, one exclamation mark, s
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little, why did you not use it at the end for emphasis? Run out of steam
triangulating imaginary numbers? Going cross eyed from matching up
lines
that don't match up? Getting dizzy from trying to think time and distance
and rate for two objects in space both moving?
Yeah, it's tough. Radar blips are like tea leaves and you've got a lot of
tea leaves to read with those radar tracks. How could those inept officials
miss >two radar-tracked debris
>streams that shoot to the right of the flight
>path at the moment of crash.
How could I miss it? Two tracks, too, not just one, like one missile, or is
it two now too?
I just love the way you take a straight line and then alter it to the left
and then say, look, a straight line. Love the little sub under the
'triangulation'. Plus the 'missile' taking off from sub and landing on left
wing. Typical missile guy unbiased science report.
It's a good thing you did not include the actual radar blips or your house
of cards case falls apart.
Well, this type of analysis is why NTSB is reluctant to release raw data,
it's so easily twisted with wrong numbers and bad geometry coupled with
a
few facts that the ignorant will believe the nonsense and be drowned out
by
the math people saying, o, wait a minute, it doesn't add up. The phrase
'indicated missile track' is good too, a play on 'indicated air speed',
just enough technical jargon to fool the gullible.
The debris stream went the way it did because of the wind, just like PA
103, not because a missile hit it from the left and blew it right.
Lots more radar connect the dots games to play, it's possible to make a
flotilla of subs out there. You are crying 'wolf' again, as you always do.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:
Subject:

Sat, 28 Mar 1998 10:01:06 -0700
Back to reality
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CO>>And the missile guys have Vincennes/Airbus.<
>
>Not only that one, Barry.
>
>There are also:
>
>The Cunni Lingus Viscount that was clobbered by a Jindivik - or
somesuch
>drone - over the Irish Sea in 1968;
>
>The Libyan 727 shot down by the Israelis over Egypt in 1973;
>
>The Viscounts /748s shot down over Rhodesia by Mr Mugabe's boys;
>
>The Korean 707 shot down by the Russians near Murmansk in 1978;
>
>The Itavia DC-9 shot down by the ?????? North of Palermo in 1980;
>
>The Korean (again) 747 Flight 007 shot down by the Russians in 1983.
Well, let's just use the official ones as I can really only point to UAL
811 and PA 125, the only official cargo doors opening in flight.
Vincennes, KAL 007, the Libyan 727. I did not know about the KAL
707 in
1978. And of course there have been many helicopters shot down with
missiles and hundreds of enemy planes in war. So it is well established
that a missile can shoot down military and civilian airplanes. Now did it
with TWA 800?
Why are not the missile guys comparing TWA 800 to the above missile
shootdowns as I compare TWA 800 to UAL 811 and AI 182, and PA
103?
If the missile guys would show me comparative evidence between any of
those
airliners that got shot down from surface to air missiles and TWA 800, I
would be paying very close attention instead of snorting out loud and
getting milk through my nose when Ron Brown or Vince Foster names
comes up
for proof of missile.
Conspiracy Missile guys are quick to rebut official versions of plane
crashes that have mechanical causes but not missile/bomb conspiracy
causes.
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Missile guys never rebut official versions of conspiracy bomb for
controversial crashes such as PA 103 and AI 182. The conspiracy guys
love
to second guess the government, unless it agrees with them (and it does
often) and then any contradictory evidence is ignored. The conspiracy
guys
hate the government when it says no conspiracy and love the government
when
it says conspiracy (as it does often). The actual facts, data, and evidence
are ignored if contrary to the wishes of the conspiracy guys even if the
evidence comes from the very same guys they distrust when presenting
facts
data and evidence to support conspirace (as it does often).
Missile guys want it both ways all the time. Government good if findings
are conspiracy; government bad if findings are mechanical.
Missile is small to produce small hole. Missile is big to blast nose of and
debris far and wide. Missile is smokey, not smokey, missile is fast,
missile is slow. Whatever is needed to fit one small piece of the theory
puzzle, never mind if it directly conflicts with something said a day ago.
The big picture of cargo door confirmed is peace comes to the world in a
tiny bit. They are still trying to kill us out there with bombs but not as
much as we thought. The conspiracy guys hate peace. They want war and
are
spring loaded to it. It's a bomb! Let's go kill somebody to get even, they
cry. It's a missile! Let's get the baddies, and right now. With cargo door,
the public may get back in touch with reality of things break and need to
be fixed and it was probably our fault in the first place and let's quit
blaming others.
Or the conspiracy guys win and war does break out again, as it has with
imagined insults over the years, such as Battleship Maine in Havana in
1989, not a Spanish saboteur. Tonkin Gulf, not PT boats. Reichstag, not
communists, and on and on, opportunistic politicians exploiting the fears
of the people to impose their will on strangers. It was ever thus. It
almost happened a month ago with bombs and missiles on Bagdad for no
good
reason other than conspiracy fear of they are plotting to kill us with
'weapons of mass destruction."
And up stepped one guy who actually believes peace is good, UN head
Annan.
Amazing. He won't be around long if the US has anything to say about it.
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And of course, the US disagreed with the choice of Annan in the
beginning
and now we know why, the fool actually believes his job title, and it aint'
making war against third world countries by big industrial power.
No one is more vindictive than I am, I just need a good reason to start
killing enemy strangers in war. And I really like a declaration of war by
our elected representatives first. If no declaration, then no war, that's a
good rule.
So, no bomb for AI 182 affects India and Canada who have used that
crash to
oppress Sikhs. No bomb for PA 103 affects US and Great Britain who
use the
crash to oppress Arabs/Libyans. No missile for TWA 800 affects anti
government persons who use it to harass FAA, NTSB, FBI, CIA, and
Navy, and
on and on.
Wiring/cargo door for those two 'bomb' crashes will reduce the hatred and
fear of foreigners while shifting the worry back to the airplane, the
pilot, the crew, the airline, the manufacturer, and the oversight of
government, back where it belongs. Back where most of the crashes
originate. Back to reality.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Thu, 19 Mar 1998 08:07:40 -0700

Subject:
Brit
MH to BS about CO>Now, now, Bill. I'm a "Brit" too!
>
>Cordially,
>Mike Hull
JBS to MH and CO>Hey, me too! I had a princess. And she died?
So, another thing about the missile guys, why connect missile to
conspiracy? Which has priority to the missile guys? It's not missile; it's
conspiracy. The proof is there is no discussion about a non
conspiracy/coverup missile that hits TWA 800. I can suspend my disbelie
for a few seconds and say, OK missile hit plane. Period. The first defense
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of the guys that did it will be, "We didn't know we did it." That explains
why they did not report it. And, there are more plausible explanations for
an errant object in the sky that nobody knows about that hits airliner than
missile from Navy enemy and coverup/conspiracy. Such as, and I don't
believe this for a minute, a ferrying fighter with missiles on board flies
from a to b and lands and one missile is missing. Must have fallen off the
say and that's that. Unlikely but possible. But possibility the missile
guys never consider of missile launch unknown event to crew who report
nothing about it. Got to be bad guys!
So, missile guys are more interested in plots by humans than twisted meta
Bob D is probably the most open minded of the missile guys and there is
probably dissension in the Donaldson camp about releasing the crown
jewels,
the database. I wonder how the argument goes about supressing the
database,
"Screw 'em, it was leaked to us, not them. They'll just distort it and use
it against us. We'll get arrested." Hey, pretty good arguments...if you are
a bad guy. A good guy would argue, "It was leaked to the public and that
means everyone. If they distort it, they are the ones that look bad, not
us. It's a public document and a congressman has written that NTSB
public
documents are OK to publish, so no problem with the law."
Britspeak...if you guys whining about a poster's style of English would
stop feeling so inferior, you might make some sense. And write back in
your
own style, if you kin dig it. That thar Limey is jus' blowing smoke, he's
just another critter to be roped and tied. This here cowpoke takes all that
blather, or is it twaddle, in stride, and keeps my eyes on the target.
Funny thing omitted from the Limey's Spain 747 crash, the crew
discussed
the weather up ahead and said words to the effect, "If we fly through that
the plane might come apart." And it did. The left wing was found far afiel
of main wreckage. The wreckage pattern, weather conditions, and locus o
damage do not match TWA 800.
If TWA 800 had had a cloud anywhere within twenty miles, lightning
would
have been the mystery ignition source. They tried static electricity and
everyone laughed, NTSB doesn't talk much about that anymore.
A more interesting match is Pan Am 125 to Pan Am 103, both early
model 747s
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that took off out of London Heathrow and suffered decompression within
an
hour of takeoff and evidence shows center of decompression forward of t
wing in forward cargo hold.
So, look, you missile guys, better keep that database under lock and key i
a safe place only a few know about and refer to it by a coded name, like
Cookbook, because you never know, the black bag spooks may be flying
around. Better yet, shred it, therefore it poses no threat to you. You've
got what you want from it, so get rid of it and to the other people that
can use the data, too bad, that's they way goes, and those guys are
probably government agents, read bad guys, anyway.
And will someone tell Ian that a guided missile launching ship is usually
travelling away or parallel to target. To go to enemy you have just shot at
with missile that can do a 360 is not smart, it's best to be parallel and
reassess action after seeing if missile hit or missed.
To draw a line of dots and intersect TWA 800 and call it a missile
launching sub is funny, again. Good thinking in the days of bows and
arrows
but not good in the days of GPS and computers. Missiles have fins? Do
you
really think all those tomahawk launching subs were really pointed at Iraq
when launching? The Cruisers were perpendicular at launch, a position I
would choose too.
Well, I've had my morning cup of LSoft, time to get back to work, such a
it is.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Wed, 25 Mar 1998 11:13:33 -0700

Subject:
Caught in the middle.
Somebody>>A bigger problem is the debris field distribution does not
support any
>of the destruction theories.
A bigger problem is you do not know any other destruction theory other
than
missile and center tank. Debris pattern fits cargo door explanation very
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well because it fits AI 182 and PA 103 debris patterns. Always has even
before debris plot was made. Another cargo door prediction come true
before
the event, not after.
MH was not Mike Hull in previous Post but was Marshall Houston, God
bless
his soul.
BS is not Barry Smith but Bill Serrahn.
New conspiracy theory: a guy gets some leaked information that helps the
other side. So he purposefully puts flawed data into an interpretation and
calls it a debris plot hoping the other side will use it and then look bad
and destroy credibility when data exposed as error. Then to coverup the
deception, the plot is called in error and corrected, then called again in
error and corrected, supposedly, but there are still some embedded errors
used as traps. Of course the data transposed for his side is perfect. Yeah,
that would explain so much. Total nonsense of course, but it would still
explain the reticence to release public data.
Poor Bob, caught in the middle.
What is this no wind fall line stuff? There is an average wind fall line
which takes into account the different wind speeds from 13700 feet to sea
level. Stuff drifts fast when up high and slows closer to deck, so average
is used. See, there was wind, it did affect everything, the plane, the
debris, the fireball, and the floating stuff. Can not ignore wind. PA 103
and AI 182 and TWA 800 all have wreckage spread out following wind
direction with the nose in a denser pile far away.
Glitter is from cargo hold which had explosive decompression to blow
apart
container and spread it out far and wide which covered the falling
passengers. Glitter discounts center tank as initial event because if
center tank explosion strong enough to tear nose off, blow up containers i
cargo hold, then it would be strong enough to shatter skin on right side
forward of the wing called the cargo door area for the missile guys who
can't stand to type in the words cargo door in support of their theory. And
the shattered skin on the right side forward of the wing is said to be all
caused by water impact according to FAA and NTSB.
Soon the one missile which went to two missiles will go to three. Ha!
Salvo!
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
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Date:

Fri, 20 Mar 1998 08:47:46 -0700

Subject:
Checklist
Checklist:
1. Knock IG for some new idea.
2. Make fun of country of origin of MH, BS, and CO.
3. Slander person of different skin tone.
4. Whine about government not agreeing with me.
5. Make innuendo about poster of opposite gender.
6. Thank everyone for their interest in aviation safety.
7. Present new data about TWA 800.
8. Make unfulfilled promises to share data.
1. IG>It seems to me to be silly to say X travels from
>300 degree, since the implication is that you along
>and thus "toward" a given degree. Rather than saying
>"from 90" it would seem more logical to point in the
>opposite direction and say "traveling 270 degrees true."
>If not, then why not say that North is "from 180 degrees."
Wind to 100 degrees sounds like 2100 degrees, wrong.
Wind from 280 degrees sounds like 280 degrees, correct.
And that's the way navigators have been describing wind for 100000
years.
Where it comes from is more important than where it goes to. Dig it. It's
like port and starboard, they avoid confusion with right and wrong, left
and right.
2. Fi fie fo fum, I smell the blood of an Englishman.
3. White people can't jump.
4. I think we should be out of Bosnia, but who listens to me?
5. Where are all the broads in this forum? We need some chicks. And it
turns out, legally, one grope doesn't count.
6. Thank you for your interest in aviation safety.
7. NTSB Docket SA 516, Exhibit 8A, Powerplants Group Chairman's
Factual
Report,
Page 2, paragraph 2, "After the engines were recovered, they were
transported to the former Grumman facility at Calverton, New York, for
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disassembly. The disassembly of the engines commenced on August 12,
1996,
in the presence of the Powerplants Group. The disassembly was
completed on
August 16, 1996."
Analysis by John Barry Smith>1. Wrong to send to empty hangar, right to
send to engine teardown facility. Wrong thing done in haste to examine
engines at Calverton. 2. Five days for four engines? One day and a bit per
engine is incredbly fast to disassemble one of the most complex and
precise
machines on the planet. It's not a bicycle. Haste is evident.
Page 2, paragraph 3, "The disassembly of the engines consisted of
removing
the cowling, external components, fan, and low pressure compresssor
(LPC)
to expose the high pressure compressor (HPC), diffuser, combustor, high
pressure turbine (HPT), low pressure turbine (LPT), and turbine exhaust
cases. Engine No. 3 was disassembled further to remove and partially
disassemble the HPC. The disassembly of the engines did not show any
indications that any of the engines had sustained any uncontainments, cas
ruptures, fires, or penetrations."
Analysis by John Barry Smith>Why was only engine 3 disassembled
further?
What evidence was seen in No. 3 to warrant further investigation? Why
were
not the other three engines disassembled further? The four most importan
jet engines in an airplane crash in history were not given comprehensive
teardowns. The conclusion statement of no uncontainments is
contradicted by
other exhibit which states 'stator blade' was found in right horizontal
stabilizer. The conclusion statement of no fires in any engines is
contradicted later in same report with raw data indicating sooting in
engine number 3. The conclusion statement of no penetrations of any
engine
is contradicted by raw data in same report indicating soft body impacts on
blades. The conclusion statement of everything normal in the engines is
contradicted by photograph of TWA 800 engine retrieval showing forwar
stator stage missing, and irregular FDR EPR readings.
Pages 16 through 22 discuss fuel samples, mainly irrelevant in discussion
about engines and teardown results. 33% of engine report is not about
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engines.
Page 11, paragraph 3, discussing results of engine 3 disassembly, "Of the
46 fan blades in the fan rotor, 21 blades with complete or partial airfoils
and 6 root sections were recovered. All of the fan blades had sooting on
the convex airfoil surfaces. Most of the full length airfoils were bent
rearward and the tips outboard of the outer midspan shroud were bent
forward slightly. About half of the fan blades had impact damage to the
leading and trailing edges. Almost all of the impact damage to the airfoils
could be matched to contact with the midspan shroud on an adjacent
blade.
One full length blade had four soft body impacts along the leading edge
and
a partial airfoil had a soft body impact, which had some streaking
extending rearward. "
Analysis by John Barry Smith>Less than half of complete fan blades in
the
fan rotor were recovered, not the 95% recovered figure given by Chairma
Hall about TWA 800 recovered wreckage. Only 58% of the fan blades
were
recovered so it is very possible 'stator blade' found in right horizontal
stabilizer was from engine number three. All had soot. Soot means fire.
Only engine number three had any sooting inside engine. One full blade
and
one partial blade had 'soft body impacts'. There is nothing normally soft
inside a jet engine. Soft body impact means foreign object damage. FOD
means fire. Fire means soot. Missing blades in engine and one found
directly aft in right horizontal stabilizer means uncontainment.
Uncontainment means engine not intact at water impact but inflight.
Analysis above on raw data gives conclusions engine number three alone
had
foreign object damage in flight, had internal fire, and had partial
disintegration. Engine 3 was the only engine to give such evidence.
Engine
number three is next to forward cargo hold, an area known to give FOD t
engine 3 when cargo door inadvertently opens in flight.
So, fellow esteemed members of LSoft, that is my raw data and analysis.
beg your criticism. I ask for no mercy and expect none. Give me your bes
shot. And of course, the exhibit will be on my web site for you to confirm
quoted material and offer your own data and conclusions, real soon now,
just a little while longer, as soon as I can get to it, promise...
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barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Mon, 9 Mar 1998 12:52:55 -0800

Subject:
Clown
IG> Anyone can see that all my reports
> and case contributions are relevant
> to the case.
Ah, no, I can't see it. Relevant means TWA 800 and all your reports are
not
relevant. I think it's OK to talk about irrelevant things but not OK
morally to say you are when you aren't. And you are irrelevant about
50% of
time, no problem until you say you relevant all the time. So that shows
reality distortion in your mind, Ian.
Bruno>Do you people actually think this type of dialog will help solve th
TWA 800
>case?
>Bruno
Bruno, do you think questioning whether 'types of dialog' about TWA
800
will help solve TWA 800? Content is more important, not style. You are
the
engine guy, where are your inputs about PWJTD-9? What about FOD
and stator
blades? The engines in TWA 800 are a big empty hole. No info at all.
> IAN: Then simply ask people to stop attacking me.
You ask me to become a censor by telling to stop writing stuff. Request
denied. You ask them. In fact, now that I think it about it, you really are
a dolt. But don't go cutting of your hand with a circular saw because you
want to send a message. I really don't care about your tender emotions,
poor boy, they are trivial to the lives of hundreds and hundreds of lost
lives and potential lost lives.
But you are a welcome respite from the tedium of describing the horror o
plane crash sequences. You are comedy relief. Like a hired clown.
Your masochistic tortured soul must love that.
Cheers,
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John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Wed, 18 Mar 1998 09:47:05 -0700

Subject:
Copying you
MH>What is with you that a person
>can't present an idea without a personal attack?
Just copying you. Censors can't see the humor. What is it with you that a
person can't write a post without a personal attack such as asking, "What
is it with you?"
What is with me is I write to clarify my thinking, and my thinking runs to
satire sometimes. I'm not writing for you. You did not get a personal
attack. I wrote to IG, a person who needs a daily dose of martyrdom. He
needs the flaying of his emotions often or he gets stale and dries up.
>So if and when you get the raw data on the debris field what will you be
doing
>with it?
Well, to copy the missile guys, I keep it secret for months, until I can
connect the dots into a cool picture, publish the picture, refuse to
release entire numbers, and then say I can't because... I'm afraid...of
something....
The good intentions of Bob to laboriously plot the numbers to dots on
graph
are good but I can't use them. If I use them and say piece 'x' fell here at
point 'y' and then means conclusion 'z', anyone can say, prove it, where's
your data, and worse, it's wrong, and sure enough, Bob made an
unintentional error like 71 for 72 and I take the heat and am discredited.
Can't use plot for official statement. I can use database numbers.
Good guys act a certain way, open and sharing. Bad guys don't. Both talk
the same way.
I knew eyewitness report would help meteor most, then missile, then door
then lastly center tank, So, I released at same time to all, the same
afternoon permission was granted. Open and sharing action.
By concealing database all these months, missile guys have impeded
TWA 800
investigation, just like NTSB and FBI. The missile guys have met the
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enemy
and ...shook hands.
And this is a democracy in peacetime investigating a US civilian airliner
crash in US airspace. Ha! The citizens are just as sneaky,secretive,
sloppy, shallow and slanting as the officials.
Again, true intentions of missile guys are not to solve mystery crash,
regardless of cause, it's to make government look bad, regardless of cause
And making government look bad is the easiest thing in the world.
Making
government look good is the tough one.
>Lighten up please, we are all doing our best.
Hey, I'm funnier that you are. Oh yeah? Who says so? Your mother wears
combat boots. You lighten up. Or not, your call.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

---Date:

Tue, 21 Apr 1998 08:25:40 -0700

Subject:
Stunts/ VP
In-Reply-To: <353C9FCA.7AE5@worldnet.att.net>
>The distribution of your message dated Mon, 20 Apr 1998 14:35:15
-0700
>with
>subject "Re: Events prior and subsequent to IE" has been rejected
>because you
>have exceeded the daily per-user message limit for the FLIGHT-800
list.
>Other
>than the list owner, no one is allowed to post more than 3 messages pe
>day.
>Please resend your message at a later time if you still want it to be
>posted to
>the list.
The above is normal and I've gotten it several times when only sending
two
and the third rejected, so I send again the next day. No conspiracy or
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plot to censor me.
>Barry,
>
>When performing stunts at air shows or just showing off, didn't you only
>stop ignition and relight the engines?
No, very good question, a stage 7 question. We never turned of either of
our GE J79-8s in our RA 5C on purpose. My pilot did turn one off
accidentally and we did get good relight but that was the only time.
You had a continuous column of air
>moving through the J79 engine final stages at all times didn't you?
Yes, and then ignited in combustion chambers and maybe later in
afterburner.
The air
>flow was accelerated beyond ambient boundary layer air velocity wasn't
>it?
I don't know.
> Haven't there been cases where fuel leaking off wing into engine
>exhaust has ignited?
Yes, such as midair into fireball.
>If there was an adjacent volume of fuel vapor, could
>you have explosive ignition at velocities exceeding 260 Knots?
I doubt it and only have first hand knowledge it doesn't.
>When you
>relit the engine in your stunts,
Not stunts, but taxpayer funded practice for our President, called, 'Air
Shows'. Included, for the RA5C one plane supersonic at flight deck level
passing another at 150 knots exactly at Nixon's seat on deck. Very hard to
time two jets incoming and one is going 800 knots and the other 150. I
was
in the supersonic one.
The other 'stunt' was flying by at 300 knots and keeping engines going,
dump fuel from tube between two running engines. When fuel stream is
norma
and can be seen as white vapor cloud in straight line we hit burner and
poof! Nice long straight flame. No flame backing up to dump valve and
blowing up, no downward flame front, no streak, no singing, sooting, or
scorching, no fireball, and when he stopped dumping the flame went out
immediately.
When mid air refueling the nose and fuselage of the plane sometimes gets
engulfed by fuel when plug complete and planes separate. No fire or
explosion.
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These internal or external spontaenous fuel explosions need ignition
source
and neither has it. Cargo door has fodded on fire uncontained engine
number
3 for ignition source.
didn't the vapor ignition appear
>instantaneous, similar to an explosion rather than a fuse?
When burner lit, instantaneous flame.
>My theory is
>only a theory, but much of it can be tied to the hard evidence once one
gets
>past the IE.
Yeah, once past the IE.
>
>How do you explain the FDR anomalies?
Yours are fine. Explosive decompression, nose comes off and DFR goes
wild.
Fine.
>I can understand how a cargo door
>departure can fod an engine, but little more.
Yeah, that's a problem for someone calling the theory nonsense.
>Didn't UAL811 return to
>Honolulu?
Yes, on website of course.
I just saw a show on TWA 841, where the crew was blamed by NTSB for
messing
in the cockpit and sending 727 into roll.
Then there's the new Silk 737 crash where NTSB suggests pilot is
supposed
to have committed suicide.
Then there's UAL 811 were NTSB blamed a ground handler for improper
latching of the cargo door that came off in flight.
Then there's the French and Soviet NTSBs blaming a TU 144 pilot for
grandstanding at the Paris Air show and crashing.
Now there's wackos saying US Navy shot down TWA 800.
Those damn Humans! They keep hurting the wonderful innocent
machines!
841 could not have been cracked actuator.
Silk could not have been urine in electical connector turning yaw damper
on.
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811 could not have been chafed wiring turning on door motor to unlatch.
TU 144 could not have been when he just violently missed a Mirage
recon jet
trying to secretly photograph him.
800 could not have been water on bare chafed wire turning on door motor
to
unlatch position.
IG converts to free speech!>I'm sure Bill has no intention of keeping the
information
>he's accessing filled away forever, but releasing it sooner
>is better than hoarding it and releasing it later.
>
>There are many problems and risks with "secretive" research,
>not the least of which is the risk of the lose of the info
>and/or of the researcher. Release of the info to the public
>does not necessarily constitute promotion of a theory. Public
>release increases the number of researchers and knowledgeable
>individuals who are able to work with the data, anyone of
>whom may discover something new or make a key connection.
>
>In light of that fact, the person in possession of the in>formation is not fully capable (by themselves) of exacting
>from that info all that can be extracted, and thus is not
>in a position to come to conclusions about it, as Bill has
>with respect to the activities of the P-3 on the scene.
>
>It's my feeling that keeping evidence under covers maximizes
>risks while releasing it to the public right away maximizes
>benefits. I have a video-capture device that could take
>the P-3 FLIR images and put them on the web right away.
>
>Where else but in the public domain should they be?
It gladdens this old heart to read about P3, VP 26, VP 8, Brunswick, and
looking for subs. I lived that life from 1961 to 1965 in VP10 out of
Brunswick flying in P2 and P3 and did exercises, we called them
"ASWEX" for
antisubmarine exercise, in that very area, dropping sonobuoys, and having
transponders go out and needing special clearance through airways. We
shot
5 inch HVARs at smokes we dropped. My big thing was first crew on site
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of
the Thresher crash and as as radar operator I directed the circling the
datum and dropping sonobouys, with different frequencies, so we could
listen for survivors. I was on CAC 4. CAC stands for 'Combat Air Crew'
and
provides gold wings for the enlisted air crew. It was a real thrill to do
torpedo run or rocket run with two churnin' and two burnin' as we went in
low level on radar run and dropped/fired our weapons, all at the vibration
inducing speed of 240 Knots in the P2.
Ah, the circle comes around.
Love that statement about firing rockets, high velocity aircraft rockets,
HVAR, at smokes in water....I just know where the conspiracy guys
would go
with that. Ha!
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Tue, 28 Apr 1998 20:31:47 -0700

Subject:
Suborn
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="iso-8859-1"
S>So what's the difference between an agenda, and a conspiracy?
Good question.
con*spire \ken-"spr\ vb conspired; con*spir*ing [ME, fr. MF conspirer, fr
L conspirare to be in harmony, conspire, fr. com- with + spirare to
breathe] : to plan secretly an unlawful act : plot
agen*da \e-"jen-de\ n : a list of things to be done : program
Note adjective 'unlawful'. Pearl Harbor was a conspiracy, DDay was not.
Pearl Harbor was before war was declared, DDay was after.
Sports teams 'conspire' to win in a sense but since it is legal, it is not
a conspiracy.
Shooting down an airliner in peacetime would be a conspiracy.
>Why is the word "agenda" considered politically correct, while the word
>"conspiracy" is considered politically incorrect? Perhaps things like
>political correct(ness), and emotional empowerment also have somethin
to do
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>with psychological conditioning.
Why do words like 'empowerment' make me puke?
RJ>I love irony. I merely thought it was ironic that on a conspiracy theory
board, a conspiracy basher would have the name John Smith. (I am used
to
most people not seeing funny what I funny--sorry).
Sorry, you were funny, I took you seriously. My fault. It's amazing how
satire does not travel well in email.
Hey, everybody, I appreciate the lesson I'm getting in statistics. It's
look like I'm wrong about something.
The time of let's say noon on May 15th is no higher probability that May
14th. And another door opening could have occurred before three months
and
after five years. It's just in the past the numbers said thus. History
repeats. So the window of events is from three months to five years. The
deaths are zero to 329. The cause is bomb to center tank to wiring to
whatever, oh, missile too.
It is not like seven coming up more likely than 12 in craps. It's a window
and the middle of the window is May 15th and 140 dead is the middle of
the
deaths, 838 by 6.
There are not 1000 doomed planes. Only about 600 high time early
model bad
wiring 747s flying. I did not pick the numbers from the air, I picked them
from the accident reports.
Tubulence is a possibility for TWA 800 and needs to be ruled out.
Turbulence to tear nose off instantly is very unlikely but it should have
been considered by NTSB, just like unlikely pilot error. Of course, if it
were possible to tear nose of 747 inflight by control inputs, the crew
would have been blamed.
>>If only the person who sent me the database would identify himself so
>>could publicly thank him and we could have some good honest
discussion
>>about it. It's a clue about good guys and bad guys, good guys are open,
>>identify themselves, follow the rules, and learn something. Bad guys sa
>>hidden, break the rules, and doan learn nuttin'.
>
>BD: How can you be so disingenuous and then turn around and bite
the hand
>that fed you? You know very well who sent you the database and you
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know
>it came from a "missile guy"!
Oh yeah? Prove it. And there were two, who was the other person? Or
was it
a group. Or a trap. Or a trick. Anonymous leaked information, I have to
admit, I love all the skullduggery as much as the next person. Notice I
labeled it on the web site as anonymous. When I send stuff to people, I pu
return address and note inside with my signature. I never send stuff
anonymous, not even posts, well maybe, just once, in an AOL chatroom I
was
in pleasant conversation with 'hippiemom' and....
And that's joking, that's satire, it's not really true, well, not totally
true...
> And since you received two copies, it must
>have come from two missile guys since only the missile guys were
withholding
>it in the first place.
You missile guys are so naive. The above is an admission. Never make
admissions. Anonymity protects you. Don't blow it.
The proof of the ill intentions of your sending the info, if you sent it,
is the upset over the cropping of non essential information and the
reluctance to post it yourself. If genuine you would not care what
happened
to it, posted or not posted or cropped or not. If false you tried to
dupe/use the recipient to do do some dirty work you were not brave
enough
to do. The sender tried to manipulate me into something but you can't
cheat
an honest man.
By the way, the score on posted documents is me a whole lot and you
nothing.
>Now why don't you go ahead and thank us?
For what? Doing something you should have done six months ago. And
then
reluctantly. Don't do me any more favors.
Why did the sender send the database? From the goodness of his heart?
Ha!
>The objective of the anti-missile
>camp is to fill up all of the available band-width on this forum so that
>no serious investigators would waste their time here.
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Hey, what do you know of the objective of the antimissile camp? Are you
in
it? If not, then your opinion about it carries little weight. Like most of
the things you know not much about. Like the impossiblity of covering
up a
firing of a missile by the US Navy and subsequent coverup after killing
230
people. Impossible. But that's just opinion and I could be wrong. I just
don't think you could get two hundred evil shipmates on one ship
together.
Maybe one or two, but not a crew.
The conspiracy guys are in the majority actually in many things. The USS
Maine was conspiracy nonsense from 1898 to 1975 until Admiral
Rickover did
the coal dust explanation. Tonkin Gulf was conspiracy nonsense from
1965 to
1990. JFK am MLK still goes on, TWA 800 will go on forever until
streak is
explained and demonstrated as shiny metal object spining away in
evening
red orange sun. PA 103 is conspiracy myth until mild sooting directed
blast
is explained in forward cargo hold.
IG> I did a little research on post volume, and
> here are the results (my volume is properly
> reduced by 1/2 since I usually use 1/2 or
> less the line-length of any other poster):
I love statistics, the above is like deleting files to make your laptop
lighter.
> JSB:
49
6483
> Sammy: 30
4642
> George: 54
1806
> Goddard: 45
3528 - 1/2 line = 1764
> B.Donld: 30
1232
> Houston: 10
954
> T.Shoe: 5
232
I'm honored, even though you got the name wrong.
(Bye the way, three high resolution monitors on a fast computer is heaven
It's like a cramped workbench suddenly got larger. Doing website pages
and
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cross referencing files and pictures is easier when not under windows.
Window 98 has support for multiple monitors and will be discovered.)
Is zero a number? Answer, no.
>BD: And prey tell, what original information have you shared with this
>forum Chris? You do nothing but trash everone else. Its about time you
>put up or shut up!
>
What BD means, Chris, is stop creating original information which refute
missile suppositions. You are so pesky; go away and the refuting data goe
away, not.
Put up or shut up. Fish or cut bait. Crap or get off the pot. I jes loves
dem cliches.
CO>Barry, your arithmetic may be right, but I think there is a problem
with
your
>mathematics there.
It wouldn't suprise me. Is this some original information, Chris? I think
so. BD refuted.
Randomness. I use the slot machine analogy. Many variables have to be i
place for nose to come off 747 from water in hold, chafed wire to get the
water, door motor on for long enough for sloppy worn door midspan latch
to
unlatch just a bit, and out of rig high time non reinforced Section 41 to
allow rupture and then for pull in hooks or other latches to hold for
entire flight or hold for 1.5 second or not hold at all to determine the
size of explosive decompression rectangle. It's difficult to get all the
variables to happen at once and that's why it happens so rarely. No water,
no short, no short, no door motor on, no door motor on, no unlatch, no
unlatch, no rupture, no rupture, no spit out passengers or nose off, no
nose off, no dead everybody.
Slot machine can hit consecutive jackpots or go dry for a long time. The
actual event is unknown. But to measure jackpot on one type of machine
with
same settings and note it hits six times in eleven years, or every 667 days
is to think on the 667 day with no jackpot that time is growing short for
an event that has happened before to happen again, even though the
jackpot
may not occur for a million years to come.
Flip a coin and after it comes up heads 100 times in a row, the odds are
the same the next flip that it will come up heads or tails. I bet on tails.
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It's why I don't gamble anymore. After putting money on red after ten
blacks at roulette, and losing, forget it.
What were the odds on two meteorites landing on houses in the same
town in
Pennsylvania a year or so apart? A billion to one? And it happened. Go
figure.
One consistent characteristic about conspiracy guys, they think the world
revolves around them. As if the posts are to personally bedevil them, as if
the disputing data is to personally make them look silly, as if the
government would actually pay people to read their nonsense, as if
officials really care about their ideas so much as to alter reports and
suborn witnesses. Ha!
sub*orn \se-"born\ vb 1 : to induce secretly to do an unlawful thing 2 : to
induce to commit perjury Û sub*or*na*tion \'se-'bor-"na-shen\ n
Well, got to catch up with GD in number of posts, I've fallen behind.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Mon, 13 Apr 1998 21:51:13 -0700

Subject:
Time
Time
Time is 7:46PM by my monitor clock in upper right hand corner of the
right
hand monitor.
Time of sunset for person on boat underneath TWA 800 at 80:31:12PM
17 July
1996 equals 20:19 plus up to four minutes for refraction.
Time of sunset for person in TWA 800 at 13700 feet at 20:31:12PM 17
July
1996 equals 20:19 plus up to four minutes for refraction and plus up to
unknown more minutes. Barry time would be 20:43 PM by adding 20:19
to four
for refraction to get 20:23 and add fifteen minutes for 20:38 when sun
blinks out for passenger looking out of TWA 800 window at sunset.
Which he
or she never got to see because five minutes and 48 seconds earlier, at
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time 20:32:12, while the 747 was in full dusk red orange sunlight and
reflecting a large flare reflection of the shiny fuselage skin to observers
on shore ten miles away, for some reason, the forward cargo door popped
open started a process of aircraft disintegration during which a shiny
metal part of the skin of TWA 800 tore loose and spun away erratically o
the way to the surface of the ocean below, to reach it at time 20:32:12,
one minute later.
The time to go from two miles up at event time and one mile across to lan
in debris field is three total miles at average speed of 180 knots, gives
three miles in one minute.
The time of Streak: So streak ended at time 20:32:12 and started at initial
event time for some guy and a many secons seconds earlier for others.
The time from surface of ocean to TWA 800 at 13700 feet: ? Mach 2.5
Machbuster Pro missile gets there in X seconds, so subtract that x from
20:31:12 for maximum streak start time. Missile guys have streak before
initial event and cargo door guy has streak after, big difference. Call x
ten seconds.
So far streak has been seen five or less seconds before big fireball. So
missile could have been seen as streak, go further, and in five seconds a
missile goes a long way, it hits the plane and it immediately explodes into
big fireball.
Anyway, earliest start time for streak is let's say ten seconds before
initial event or 20:31:02, until another explanation has it ended at
initial event time plus sixty seconds or 20:32:12. So, to satisfy both
camps the limits can be agreed upon at 20:31:02 to 20:32:12 or a one
minute
and ten second window of visible streak to be related to TWA 800. There
was
a lot of visual stimulus during that minute and a ten seconds.
Time of water impact of debris?
Time of CVR cutoff equals less than a second.
Time of FDR shutoff equals less than a second.
Time of nose separation is three to five seconds based on historical
precedent.
Time of fireball equals 20:31:12 plus forty seconds plus or minus five
seconds or 20:31:52.
Time of initial event equals 20:31:12
Time of engine #3 fodded and on fire equals initial event plus one second
or 20:31:13.
Time of wire short to door on motor is initial minus one second or
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20:31:11.
Time of aft midspan latch rupture is initial minus one half second or
20:31:11.50
Time of explosive decompression is event time plus or minus zero or
20:31:12.
>This is the part I hate. It's when you make a dumb mistake and have to
>own up to it.
>
>Yesterday I posted a sunset time for Gabreski airport for the date of
>July 17, 1996. The mistake was I used east longitude for the
>computation.
>
>Chris Olsson abruptly brought my mistake to my attention. I thought his
>humor was funny, but to say that my mistake was a falsehood is way off
>the mark. Stick to the humor Chris, but get your self a dictionary and
>look up the difference between mistake and falsehood.
This is the part I love, watching someone eat crow.
Now, mistake and falsehood. This is what you conspiracy guys don't
understand, Chris is one of you. He says it was a bomb for a high time 74
that had full rupture foward of the wing at early part of flight that left
a sudden loud sound on the CVR and an abrupt power cut to the FDR.
So, he
is a conspiracy guy who believes in a Syrian conspiracy to pay the
Iranians
to bomb 747. Which is different than the other conspiracy guys who say i
was the Libyan secret agents. Anyway, full blown conspiracy guy, Chris.
So
it was natural, as conspiracy guys always do, to see honest error as
deliberate deception.
Of course it was an honest mistake. Number wrong, welcome to the club.
Is the cargo door guy the only one to understand human nature here?
RH made an honest error in longitude; BD honest error in longitude, CO
honest error on longitude, NTSB makes honest errors, you make honest
errors
and if I'm not wrong, and I'm never wrong, I make honest errors, too. And
definitely about longitude as I have had to enter latitude and longitude
into my intertial nav bombing computer while upside down getting shot a
and only a few seconds to roll out on target the coordinates of which I wa
trying to enter into a computer with a joystick that was very sensitive.
Yeah, I know about longitude errors. All honest. All dumb.
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>Stick to the humor Chris, but get your self a dictionary
Before we get all kissy-face, the above sentence requires me to urge the
writer to get himself a grammar book and note that 'yourself' is one word
And speaking to a Brit, it should be 'humour.'
It's better to be wrong and have tried to find sunset, than never to have
tried at all, like most of us.
> could have loosened the
>bolts on the cargo door.
Hm....I know it was said jokingly but that raises issue, how else can door
come off? I've always assumed it was like UAL 811, unlatched latches or
blown out pneumatically. But loosened bolts? Like sabotage. Again it's a
conspiracy. Or how about bolts that worked loose by time and wear?
Maybe
aft midspan did not unlatch when door shorted on but latch pin worked
loose
and out and pop, door rupture at weak area of door, one latch pin for nine
feet of door.
>How is that for deduction or probability anyway?
Good question.
Is there nothing we can toast to? Is there nothing about which we can put
our arms around each other, call ourselves brothers and raise our glasses
high to agree? Spontaneous explosion of center wind/wink/wing tank at
time
20:31:12 did not occur? And anybody saying so is an idiot or a goldang
liar. Glasses up!
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Wed, 15 Apr 1998 16:47:05 -0700

Subject:
To err is human.
In-Reply-To: <3535893D.5F9D@globalnet.co.uk>
>
>>What do you think caused TWA 800 to go down?
>
>Gravity.
>
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Oooo, that's heavy.
>Falsehood, like its handmaiden Error, is the antithesis of Truth. It does
>not necessarily have a rational motive.
Love, like its handmaiden Lust, is the antithesis of Hate. It does not
necessarly have a rational motive. And if it does, beware!
And why have not you missile guys given the same intense degree of
examination of your star eyewitness as the science guy, Chris Olsson has
Afraid of what you would find out with all the inconsistencies? Or just
kept them to yourself and hope nobody else would notice them? Ha!
Everybody loves a piece of ass; nobody likes a wise ass. Ha!
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Wed, 1 Apr 1998 23:26:57 -0800

Subject:
What's a few typos among friends?
For the missile freaks:
http://www.umcc.umich.edu/~schnars/texte/us-missl.htm
BD about CO>The only explanation for your behavior is that you are an
FBI
or NTSB
>plant with the sole purpose of distracting the debate.
And doing a darn good job too!
What is it about missile guys that makes them see secret agents under the
beds, like old maids at night doing wishful thinking?
BD about CO continued>You are excellent at finding
>insignificant errors and making a lot of noise about it, but your
continuous
>criticism of everyone on this forum has not led to a single piece of new
>information or enlightenment.
Not true! CO's continuous criticism of everyone, (yours truly included,)
has led to at least one single piece of new information or
enlightenment.....he has shown BD to be another paranoid fool. That's
good
to know.
BD about his error>Its kind of like making a typo of 71 vs 72 degrees.
Now
back to serious stuff.
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Yeah, what the heck is 45 miles, it's a big ocean. Good thing I did not use
your numbers as written; I would have appeared to be a fool and nobody
would have believed me when I said it wasn't my fault, I got it off the
'net. 45 miles made a lot of difference to the living soon to be frozen
dead people in the water from Titanic when ship less than 45 miles away
couldn't get there in time.
I mean, you wrote '71' twenty one times, so it's not one typo, but twenty
one. See, even when you say you made a typo, you made a typo.
BD continuing to be 'distracted' by CO>You have done
>a good job of sidetracking things so far, but in the end, I think
>everyone can see through it.
Not true! I can't see through it. It's sort of opaque or maybe
translucent...shimmering I think.
BD getting 'sidetracked' by secret agent CO again>You get to make a foo
out of yourself without any help from anyone else.
Tell me again, BD, about NTSB secret agents sent to one of 77000 lists
and
one of about twenty forums about TWA 800 just to 'distract' the debate
about missiles...I want to follow up about a free press allowing persons to
make fools out of themselves.
Oh, and by the way, this is a TWA 800 discussion group, not a missile
discussion group. But that's OK, really, it's OK to go off topic all the
time, as you do when criticized about a silly 'typo' that was actually
twenty one 'typos'.
And is that the best you can do with 103 or 104 or 130 pages of lat/long
numbers of wreckage that you've had for four months? Something blew
out
from the right side forward of the wing on the right side? That was known
on day 7. Well, keep it secret for a while longer, massaging numbers can
magically change over time.
Press reports from Accuracy in Media...now that's funny in itself. It's
like a recursive pun.
SF>Comment: Well, I see somebody is writing a book, buyt it is the
wrong
>book or has the wrong conclusion. JBS's book dealing with everybody
would
>be better.
Yeah, but I turned it down, too sensationalistic.
SF about KAL Flight 902>One missile hit the aircraft, ripping holes in th
side of the fuselage,
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>depressurizing the plane, killing two passengers, and forcing Flight 902
>to make an emergency descent due to the ddepressurization.
Yeah, funny thing about missiles hitting planes, most of the time the plan
does not disintegrate within three to five seconds. And it usually takes
more than one to bring a plane down. Just like real bombs in 747s, the
fuselage is ruptured and depressurized and plane lands. It's only when
a...a...what was I going to say, a something opens up, oh what was it,
something opens up and explosive decompression causes a huge hole on
side
of nose, what was that darn thing? Oh well, the name of the something wi
come back to me, I hope.
I know it's forward of the wing on the right side where all the initial
action took place, oh what was it called?
I hate it when the name is just on the tip of the tongue...lore, spoor? A
boor from Fargo? Oh, dear.
Electromagnetic interference....hmmm, the mysterious ignition source
found!
Better then static electricity, doesn't require clouds or magic.
The comedy continues...
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Sun, 5 Apr 1998 20:01:38 -0700

Subject:
Wreckage database
http://www.corazon.com/crashcontentspagelinks.html
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="iso-8859-1"
An unofficial, unauthenticated, incomplete, possibly erroneous document
which appears to be a computer printout of the TWA 800 wreckage
location
database complied from unknown sources and annotated by an unknown
person
is at http://www.corazon.com/crashcontentspagelinks.html .
NTSB Public Docket Exhibits such as 7A, 15B, 15C, 17A, 18A, 18C,
19A, 20A,
20C, 22A, and 22C, would have used such a database as supporting
documentation. Use data with caution. Any conclusions based on data
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would
be tentative at best.
For best reading, download .jpg then view it and enlarge it. All .jpgs
under 100k. Second set of pages is for green zone. This is not copyrighted
and feel free to send to interested persons as well as URL.
Everything we say about NTSB being biased, secretive, and incompetent
has
been said by others, and they are infinitely more powerful than we are. If
they can't influence NTSB to do their job right, it is very discouraging to
think that we can. But, with facts, data, and evidence coupled with valid
analyis, maybe we can.
John Barry Smith
HoustonChronicle.com Section: National HoustonChronicle.com's
National
News forum
8:45 PM 4/3/1998 FAA considers challenging safety
board
finding on '94
crashBy DON PHILLIPS Washington Post WASHINGTON -- In the
30 years since
the National Transportation Safety Board was created, no government
agency has formally petitioned the board to reconsider one of its
reports on any air, rail, water, highway or pipeline disaster. That may
be changing. For more than a year, the Federal Aviation Administration
has debated internally whether to challenge the board's conclusion that
American Eagle Flight 4184 crashed because the FAA, the French
government and the French manufacturer of the plane failed to take
actions that could have prevented the deaths of 68 people in a soggy
bean field near Roselawn, Ind., on Oct. 31, 1994. FAA Administrator Jan
Garvey, who took over the agency in July 1997, is considering her
staff's strong recommendation that the FAA push a reconsideration
petition, following months of meetings with the safety board staff that
failed to reach a compromise. This petition is more than a bureaucratic
stink bomb. Officials on both sides fear a public airing could poison
already strained relations between the FAA and the NTSB. Part of the
strain is institutional: The FAA has regulatory responsibility for
aviation safety, while the safety board investigates accidents and
recommends safety-related actions to the FAA. The FAA is not required
to
accept the recommendations. But in recent years, new strains have
appeared. Some are based on personality conflicts, and some are deeper.
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For instance, the safety board has increasingly added "cultural" issues
to its technical findings of the "probable cause" of accidents. Quite
often it has listed the FAA's action, or inaction, as a probable cause.
The reconsideration petition in effect questions the board's technical
competence. The FAA is reluctant to take on the safety board in such a
drastic way, partly because the board is popular with Congress. And with
Vice President Al Gore adopting aviation safety as one of his pet
causes, the Clinton administration cringes whenever its FAA disagrees
with the board, according to industry insiders. Unlike other interagency
spats, the White House can't forcibly mediate -- the safety board is an
independent agency, and usually acts the part. The simmering dispute
also could affect U.S.-French relations in the aviation field, something
all sides have worked hard to prevent. The Direction Generale de
l'Aviation Civile, the French equivalent of the FAA, presented its
petition for reconsideration to the safety board in November 1996. The
French have never publicized the petition and decline to comment. In a
court deposition, FAA official John Dow said, without identifying them
or their nationality, that two companies told him the board's report had
convinced them "the openness and candor which normally must be a part
of
a proper investigation was simply abused by the board, twisted by the
board, and ultimately resulted in a situation that was not going to be
conducive to openness in accident investigations." Bernard Loeb, the
safety board's director of aviation safety, said any French concerns are
unfounded. "They do feel we treat a French-built airplane differently
than a U.S.-built airplane," he said. "That is incorrect." The plane
involved was the ATR-72, manufactured by the French company Avions
de
Transport Regional. The FAA agrees with the safety board that the
buildup of an ice ridge on the ATR-72 twin-turboprop's wings caused a
sudden movement of the ailerons, the flat surface that controls an
aircraft's rolls to the left or right. That caused a sudden roll that
automatically cut off the autopilot, surprising the crew and sending the
plane into a dive. After that basic conclusion, the two agencies agree
on very little. NTSB's lengthy report said the FAA, the DGAC and the
aircraft manufacturer could have prevented the crash by a more careful
analysis of five previous incidents involving ATR aircraft. The report
said the manufacturer withheld information from the DGAC, the DGAC
withheld information from the FAA, and the FAA essentially failed in its
oversight responsibilities. The objections of the FAA and the DGAC are
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similar, ranging from the question of bureaucratic responsibilities
within international treaties to the explosive issue of whether the dead
ATR flight crew should carry some responsibility. Several documents,
including a Nov. 17, 1997, letter from FAA Associate Administrator Guy
Gardner to NTSB's Loeb, detail the FAA's objections: ∑ The FAA
contends
Roselawn was the first icing accident of its type and could not have
been predicted from other incidents that were "entirely different
aerodynamically." ∑ The report demonstrated "a lack of understanding" o
the FAA's aircraft certification process and the role of formal
agreements with other countries on aircraft airworthiness. ∑ The safety
board failed to take into account "human factors," including the role of
the crew. Loeb, in a Feb. 13 letter, acknowledged the report misstates
the requirements of the U.S.-French airworthiness agreement and "will
correct this error." But the letter disagrees with the remaining FAA
points. Even though some of the incidents were not exactly the same
aerodynamically, Loeb wrote, if the data had been examined by
experienced aeronautical engineers, "action could have been taken that
may have prevented the crash at Roselawn." Beyond the technical points
lies the most sensitive question -- the role of the crew. The safety
board said the crew had no major role in the crash. The board withheld a
major portion of the cockpit voice recorder as "nonpertinent." Sources
have said the deleted conversations could be extremely embarrassing to
the family of at least one of the dead pilots. The DGAC said the deleted
conversations could help demonstrate the crew's mind was not on flying,
and that was part of the pilots' failure to notice an ice buildup as the
flight circled, waiting for clearance to land at Chicago's O'Hare
Airport. The DGAC petition points out that the captain left the cockpit
for more than five minutes during the holding pattern and chatted with
flight attendants. It is unclear when the FAA will decide on the
petition. A negative decision could offend Garvey's senior staff. A
positive one could offend the safety board, and possibly shave support
she needs in Congress and the White House.
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Sat, 25 Apr 1998 06:30:50 -0700
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Subject:
You can't cheat an honest man.
MH> Whose lot does the reader wish to join, those that taunt, mock and
torment,
>or those that labor and suffer?
Sign me up for the one that taunts, mocks, and torments the dangerous
fools, they need it and love it.
>There are heroes on this list, men and women of valor and bravery, wh
give
>of their lives for the sake of others, unselfishly, while others tear them
>down with long winded negative and profane posts. They shall have
their
>reward.
More veiled threats from MH, while bringing in religious overtones of
'profane' and martydom and totally avoiding his topic title of P3 Infrared
video.
>It is important for the reader to
>realize that there is effort and work being expended to acquire the
>information that is published. People aren't just sitting around in a
room
>dreaming all of this up. The reader should take this into consideration
when
>making a determination about the rationality and logic that is published
here.
This reader certainly does. And I have taken into consideration all the
missile nonsense and determined the missile guys are irrational and
illogical and spend a lot of time dreaming things up like barges and FLIR
of underwater missile launches.
It's because the craziness of conspiracy thinking is not rebutted that it
has spread throughout the country and we find ourselves in the incredible
nuttiness of cancer patients suing the cigarette makers because it's not
the smoker's fault, it's somebody elses fault, and yes, the defendant does
have a lot of money.
RH>A suggestion. Why don't you publish all of the first page of the red
>zone and all of the first page of the green zone. Then let the other
>investigators look at what you have held back and see if they would like
>to have the complete database.
>
>It seems to me that before you got the database you promised to publish
>the complete database if you could get a copy.
A suggestion, you thought of it, you do it.
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It seemed to me that the missile guys would not try to entrap a person wit
something potentially illegal. I was wrong. You can't entrap an honest
man.
You are very quick to suggest to another to do something potentially
illegal while refusing to follow your own suggestion. No wonder cooler
heads shy away from conspiracy guys, they are devious.
>held back
Held back? You missile guys who had that database for six months,
secretly
using the data to support your nuttiness and you say I held back after
putting the 104 pages on the web with 24 hours of receipt? Ha! More
nuttiness from you guys. Can you ever think straight? Are you ever
connected to rational thought?
By the way, the promise to put it on the web was fulfilled. To put it all
on the web was said sight unseen, only after receipt did I see the booby
trap and realized why the missile guys would not do the job of web releas
themselves and tried to find a dupe.
I thought the missile guys really did want the information out in the
public domain but in fact it was a trick to waylay opposition. And it
backfired so sweet with the discovery of the cargo door sill mixup. Ha!
DN>You Jest don't get it.
And never will I trust and hope as I try to avoid your nuttiness. It's
contagious. It's like fear in combat. You can smell it. It is to be avoided
so you don't get it, too. And I haven't got it yet.
>>By the way, if you continue to use the dictionary, check navel and
Naval.
>>Two spelling errors in one sentence is a bit too much for someone that
>>quotes dictionary authority.
>
>
>I have an on line automatic spell checker. They were both intentional.
You
>Jest don't get it.
Intentional? Ha!
>I do agree when it concerns the airplane; however, I disagree when it
>concerns people.
> (I think that there is a very good chance that I have seen more death an
>held more death in my hands and arms than you have Mr. Smith. If you
wish,
>I will pass some of those stories along to you.)
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Bring anything you have to the forum, no private emails.
And the point here is we are talking about airplane crash where style in
not important. You missile guys do talk about people all the time and styl
is important with the gullible.
This is not evil person discussion group, it is airplane crash discussion
group. If you dodo heads ever get that straight, you might understand wha
happened to TWA 800. You are like the NTSB and FBI, all politicians
who
avoid responsibility and live conspiracy, but its called planning and
strategy. Science comes later if at all to the politicians. For the NTSB,
if not an evil person, blame God with static electricity, anything but the
failure of government to oversee safety of commercial airliners by
approving an outward opening cargo door with one latch per eight feet of
slice into pressurized hull.
President Clinton days after TWA and Olympic bombing said in public,
"These
terrorist acts will not go unpunished." Here you have the top pandering
politician saying the missile guy line and the missile guys feel they are
ignored. Ha! By the way, Clinton was wrong on both counts.
A bully picks on the weak, the missile guys had support for a year and a
half from the highest levels of President and FBI and police forces, and
the wiring/cargo door explanation has zero. And I'm the bully? More
nutty
twisted thinking from the missile guys.
If Kallstrom or Hall had any guts they would take the missile explantion
head on, but instead they called the missile guys names and ran away. I
call the missile guys names and stand right here talking streak and timing
and distances.
If the con guys in this country were rebutted, there would be much less
fraud, but then again, you can't cheat an honest man.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:
Subject:

Fri, 10 Apr 1998 17:12:40 -0700
You thought of it, you do it.
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Elmer, why did you not ask me the question?
>How could witness Meyer have seen a "flak" shootdown of Flight 800
>at 13,700 feet only 3-4 seconds before he saw the Massive Fireball erup
>at 7500 feet?
Because I have the right answer?
He didn't.
He didn't see a flak shootdown of TWA 800 ever. He saw a streak 3-4
seconds
before massive fireball at 7500 feet. The two are compatible statements.
RH>I'm talking about the column with the dates the parts were recovered
>Isn't that information important to the investigation?
I see no column with the dates the parts were recovered. Is there a column
title that says that? Are you making things up?
>The minute you get the database you start removing important
>information. Those part recovery dates mean something.
I removed nothing. I cropped out irrelevent information. What and where
is
relevant. It's there.
>Now finish your job.
Ah, my job. My job is putting up with your rudeness.
What is your problem? You have data you want on the net? Easy
solution, put
it there, have one of your buddies put it there, find Rivero and have him
put it there, have Goddard put it there, have Hull put it there, what is
your problem. You thought of it, you do it.
What is your problem you won't put some info on the net? Do it. Why
are you
asking me to put info on the net that which you won't put on the net? I
put relevant info about TWA 800 debris on the net, what it was, ID tag,
and
where it was found. When it was found is good info too. Do you have tha
info? Then put it on the net.
As I read the tone of your post, I read into it a certain disappointment. I
wonder why. I thought the goal was to put out a debris database that has
item and where it was found. That was done, just what exactly is your
problem? Spit it out. Be clear.
>It's not the other investigators fault that you decided to censor the
>debris database.
What does that mean, censor? Other investigators fault? What are you
talking about?
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You conspiracy guys are quick to urge others to do that which you will no
do yourself. It's a clue to your character.
Consider my job finished. You publish what you want to publish and I'll
publish what I want to publish. I encourage you to publish the wreckage
database, as I have urged the missile guys to do so for a month, oh excuse
me, not urged but whined, sceamed, and cried...
SF>Will JBS abandon his
>cargo door theory?
Yes, as soon as someone shows me ten latches locked from the forward
cargo
door, not the aft, as some would have me think. See, facts will refute me,
or support me. I'm looking.
Ah, conspiracy guys, always good for a chuckle, now it's Starr involved.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Tue, 28 Apr 1998 07:52:43 -0700

Subject:
missile guys omit a TBP, then do a DBR, then do a WGO.
>Have none of the missile guys been watching any international aviation
news?
Probably not.
>Why have the missile guys not mentioned the Formosa Airlines Saab
340 which
>crashed off the coast last month?
Because they have no grudge against next door neighbor, only
mom/dad/own
government.
>Don't they know about the shootdown theory?
Probably do.
>How sad for the missile guys that they push
>drivel about Saudi terrorists and Wacko and Murrah and Clinton rather
than
>aviation stuff. How sad for the missile conspiracy guys that they pay
>so little attention to the cause of the crash which killed Ron Brown and
the
>rest.
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If the artillery had been Americans, then they would have charged full
ahead. Formosa/Taiwan is full of conspiracy/tales of intrigue. But no, if
it can't hurt the mom/dad/US, then forget it. Plane crash cause is side
issue to the conspiracy guys, could be a train.
And again, artillery would require some computational skills, plus new
science knowledge of explosives and trajectories, and conspiracy guys
have
always been a little slow about science, but very fast on evil humans.
And the idea of artillery for the Saab is so funny without any backing up
data. Do you know how hard it is to shoot down a plane with artillery?
Next
to impossible even with hundreds of batteries all firing at once in broad
daylight.
The 727 that took off and flew into a mountain near Bogata? Must have
been
sabotage.
In the statistical list of causes of plane crashes, artillery and sabotage
are so small as to not warrant .01 of an investigators time, unless the
officials are desperately seeking absolution from responsibility. As most
do.
First the missile guys omit a TBP, then do a DBR, then do a WGO.
(Think before posting, delete before reading, what's going on.)
It's a small chuckle, but enough to get my morning going.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Fri, 3 Apr 1998 14:52:24 -0800

Subject:
Plants, plots, and pleas.
IG quoted JBS and replies>JBS wrote:
>
>>What is the main goal? To make each other look bad or to reconstruct
the
>>last minutes of TWA 800 based on trajectory study (which has a lot of
>>info), wreckage database, radar plot, FDR, CVR, and aviation
experience?
>
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> IAN: Give me a break! You've got to be the list
> leader in ad hominem personal attacks; yet now
> that Bob has Chris on the ropes, suddenly it
> seems it's time for people to get real nice.
Moment! Moment! Read question again. It gives no answer. You are
reading
into it an answer, as usual. I will answer it now. The main goal for me is
to make you look bad. Sort of like taking candy from a baby, too easy, I
know. Request for break denied. You will never get a break when you ha
the
attention of the world focused on you for one brief second about your
alternative explanation for TWA 800 and all you could do is talk about
your
poor pitiful self and how the press had maligned you and they were so
mean
to you. You squandered what Donaldsons, meteor and cargo door are
trying
hard to atttain, the light of media attention. At least BD and CO argue
about facts, numbers, and science, not about evil people's motives. And w
are learning something about maps, charts, and plotting. It's tough. Also,
note the irony of you calling me the leader in personal attacks, as you
attack CO and me. CO is not on the ropes, he's gently sparring.
This animosity must be resolved. But how to resolve differences with a
group that distrusts the other so much they think it is a plant, a spy, two
people for one, and crazy?
The one saving grace of all of us is that we are not indifferent. We are
two sides of the same coin. For NTSB to refuse to meet us to discuss thes
issues means indifference or fear and what do they have to fear from
wacky
guys on the net?
Chuck>I am curious to know the locations of each of the 4 aircraft engine
within
>the debris field, and their conditions, when found.
Exhibit 8A, on website of course.
(Know the difference between a map and a chart?)
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/
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Date:

Sun, 26 Apr 1998 20:25:09 -0700

Subject:
Question Authority
>It is my opinion that this list has paid disinformationalists writing
>long winded posts. Perhaps they are getting paid by the word?..I
>don't know. But I take these people seriously. One could brush them
>off, or continue to delete their emails without reading them, but I
>propose to expose them for who they are.
>
>If I am correct and end up exposing them, the list will be a better,
>more productive place. If I am wrong, and all on the list happen to
>be individuals, acting on their own accord, we will at least know that
>money is not being spent on such activities.
>
>The third possiblity is that I am right and cannot seem to expose
>them. Well, I'll be frustrated, but can at least say that I tried.
>
>Any comments?
>
>Tom Stalcup
I agree wholeheartedly and look forward to your exposing them for who
they
are, lonely scared foolish people. I assume you are talking about the
missile guys, your post upon rereading makes it quite clear you are
referring to them because you never mention cargo door. If you had been
talking about cargo door I think you would have said cargo door. And if
not, then you must be talking about missile guys being paid
disinformationalists writing long winded posts and paid by the word, wor
word, word.
You will never know if money is not being spent on such activities. You
used the word, 'know'.
If you are correct, I'll kiss your butt in downtown Las Vegas at midnight
and give you fifteen minutes to draw a crowd. Assuming you are referring
to
cargo door guy, me, as the paid disinformationalist being paid by the wor
word word.
Referring to your idiot missile guy comrades as paid disinformationalists
rule out because they are too stupid.
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But let's have fun. A foreign country would benefit by the loss of support
and increase of distrust of the poplulation towards its Navy. That weaken
a country's defense. A group espousing crime of coverup by military who
kills civilains would hurt the US and help foreign enemy. It's why the fou
are on trial, they tried to cover it up. Thus forever damning the integrity
of the US Marine Corp.
How about Monica Lewinski as Mossad mole? Come on, it works.
Chubby spy.
Hanging around the oval office, amazing what you pick up. What you see
What you hear. And what you read. It's his weakness and it was exploited
by
the secret service of of, now who has Mossad?
So, if anyone is being paid to lie it's the conspiracy guys because that
tears a country apart. So I believe the missile guys are not lying and
believe every single piece of nonsense they spout, just like I would expec
everyone reading my nonsense to believe I believe it and am not lying.
I'm
not lying when I label you missile guys detetached from reality but with a
great imagination.
I don't like being accused of lying. It hurts my feelings. I'm so terribly
terribly hurt.
My vote for buttkissing post of the month:
IAN: I think that statement is stroke of genius!
I enjoyed Marshall's post and feel his frustration
pertaining to the vicious thugs who abuse our forum
and those in it with the moral integrity and courage
to question authority.
Vicious thugs? Abuse 'our' forum?
Moral integrity? Courage?
Question authority?
Well, big words. Abstractions.
IG connecting with MH as IG 'feels' MHs 'frustration.'
'our' forum? Then put the word 'missile' somewhere in 'your' forum's
title.
Flight 800 story about the 800th firing of the missile 'x' which shot down
an airliner.
Until then, include everyone, including the vicious thugs. Oooo, bad thug
bad thugs.
Moral integrity? Where's yours, Mr. Selfish, let's talk about me, when the
press came to you?
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Courage? Well, yeah, courage.
Question authority? Yes, heck yes. Always.
Genuine authority does not mind questions. Only the fake.
True power is neutral. Fake is biased.
Truth can stand on its own. Fake needs help.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Mon, 13 Apr 1998 16:33:16 -0700

Subject:
Questions gotta be answered; orders gotta be followed.
CO asks> Remember OJ?
Yes.
>Who checked what data?
Not me.
>Who promoted the Meyer disinformation?
He did.
>Who brought misleading USNO data to the forum, dressed up in the
guise of
>information?
He did.
>Who disinformed the forum?
He did.
>Who the hell checked what USNO actually says about the sunset time at
>Gabreski?
You did.
>Who published the Gabreski sunset time?
You did.
>Who published the Uzbek sunset time?
He did.
>Who is the disinformationalist?
He is.
>Who is the informationalist?
You are.
>Check facts,
Yes, sir!
>Be scientific.
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Yes, sir!
>Displace error with data.
Yes, sir!
>Examine that data.
Yes, sir!
>Discuss the data.
Yes, sir!
>Debate the data,
Yes, sir!
>check the data.
Yes, sir!
>Displace error with fact.
Yes, sir!
>Displace disinformation with information.
Yes, sir!
>Displace falsehood with truth.
Yes, sir!
>Displace anti-science with Science.
Yes, sir!
Questions gotta be answered; orders gotta be followed.
By the way, what time is it?
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Sat, 11 Apr 1998 11:13:42 -0700

Subject:
Relevancy
MH reports>I have corresponded with many of you privately
Conspiracy guys love that behind the back stuff. Using your secret
decoder
rings too?
> I would suggest that we
>try to do the following - those of us who wish to discuss the "missile"
thread
>do just that - use this list to respond to each other on this theme and this
>theme only.
Oh, no, incoming pesky fact, heads down! Title of this discussion group i
TWA 800, understand concept of airplane is airplane and missile is
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missile?
Cargo door is part of airplane and part of TWA 800. Missile is not an
airplane and not part of TWA 800. You missile freaks are the tolerated
oddballs in this airplane discussion list. Feel free to stay, and also free
to start your own "Missile Discussion" list. I wonder how you would
tolerate speakers talking about airplanes all the time in your 'missile'
discussion. I can guess.
>I will state for the list that I will no longer respond to any of the above
>named individuals and I invite the ones I have mentioned above to do
exactly
>the same with my posts and the posts of my colleagues who share a
basically
>similar view. I will only be commenting on relevant missile-related
questions,
>so those of you who deride this narrowing of my focus may
automatically delete
>my posts when you see them.
Let me hold you to your word, worthless as it is. The above paragraph wi
have to be dusted off and thrown at you the next time you violate your
statement. Which might be in about twenty minutes.
I think the Ireland peace accord has you upset and you take out your
distaste for peace here on this list.
But, hey, no responses, that's what you said. I get that a lot, no more
responses to my comments. Then, soon of course, responses.
>I will only be commenting on relevant missile-related questions,
Whoa, would that you could. Is that a promise?
>Discuss among yourselves cargo doors, meteorites,
>fuel tank leaks, fraud, sunsets, etc - we of the missile persuasion may re
>your writings but we will refrain from commenting on them.
Ha!
BS> "Abdul in a Dingy"
Genuine Ha! That's funny.
>Anyone that didn't start viewing the accident 20
>seconds or more before the large fireball event at 7,500-8,500 feet,
>probably didn't see the initial event.
And that's everybody, as it turns out.
>I predict that JBS will win the debate on the LSOFT forum, simply by
being
>the last man standing.
No way, the door could confess live on CNN and the missile guys would
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say
Airbus put the door up to it. If anybody wins, it will be because the
explanation withstands scrutiny and observance of laws of nature and
consistent with facts, data, and evidence. And there's a lot of that to
crosscheck. We will know the answer when we see it. Until I see bare
chafed
wire from bundle that turns on door motor, there will always be doubt as
cause of forward cargo door opening in flight for TWA 800 and two
others.
WL signs off in post titled "Good bye!">The problem is that since its you
theory, you Show Us the
>physical evidence on which the theory is based from Flight 800!
Yeah, well, it's on website of course. Ha! Good bye!
You don't know enough about the cargo door explanation to even give an
opinion or guess or estimate, just a gut reaction against an explanation
that has no bad guys in it. Good bye!
> I will share a
>couple of final thoughts as I depart.
Not necessary. Good bye!.
>I doubt I will be back on a regular basis.
Is that a promise? Good bye!
> What I do know is that the egotistical posts and the bashing of others
>on this list has gotten on my nerves.
Good, separate the wheat from the chaff and you are the chaff. If you can
stand the heat, get out of the kitchen. Good bye!
>In the end, I don't have a
>theory.
Exactly, an easy to defend position. Good bye!
One last note for the missile guys, JFK, Vince Foster, Ron Brown Boorda
neo Nazis et al, and etc., etc., and the rest of them, are so far off the
'missile' discussion that is already off the 'airplane' discussion that is
to be funny when complaining about cargo door discussion in a TWA 800
discussion group.
Disinformation to a conspiracy guy is rain falling. Must be a plot.
Conspiracy guys, always good for a chuckle.
I'm off to see 'Species II". Anybody see "US Marshals"? It has a great
explosive decompression scene of a Boeing commercial airliner where th
fuselage gets opened up, huge noise ensues, a person flies out and dies,
and starboard engine gets fodded and catches fire and plane crashes. Just
like TWA 800 more or less.
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Good bye!
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Wed, 29 Apr 1998 13:15:32 -0700

Subject:
Sign me up
IG>(1) liars
>
>(2) crackpots
Sign me up for crackpot.
crack*pot \"krak-'pat\ n : an eccentric person
li*ar \"l-er\ n : a person who lies
false*hood \"fols-'hud\ n 1 : lie 2 : absence of truth or accuracy 3 : the
practice of lying
truth \"truth\ n, pl truths \"truthz, "truths\ 1 : truthfulness, honesty 2
: the real state of things : fact 3 : the body of real events or facts :
actuality 4 : a true or accepted statement or proposition <the ~s of
science> 5 : agreement with fact or reality : correctness syn veracity,
verity
RS>I know this is wasting the readers time
How do you know what is wasteful to the reader?
Telling me what is wasteful or not is wasting my time since only I know
what is wasteful of my time or not. And wrong guess, it was not wasteful
note that without liars and crackpots the world would be a very freaking
fray.
>I know this is wasting the readers time
Meyer is a laywer? Oh, excuse me very much, so much is explained. A
light
goes on. See, to a lawyer words are tools, they are not truth, they are
tools to 'justice' and justice is paycheck from client. Paycheck from
client comes when client wins. Period. They are the only group in society
other than spouses, who are exempted from moral obligation to tell truth.
They are specifically exempted from truth to give fair side to the guilty.
So, not to get mad when lawyers spout nonsense, they have no concept of
nonsense.
Evidence missing from the database? Well, bless my soul.
Cheers,
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John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Thu, 30 Apr 1998 20:15:42 -0700

Subject:
Similarities
Note following similarities between looney spam I just got and missile
guys' posts:
><HTML><PRE><BODY BGCOLOR="#000000"><FONT
COLOR="#00FFFF" SIZE=3>
Technically illiterate, can't even do email right, copied from web site.
>Yes, the government is misleading you! Or, perhaps, the government ha
>been misled.
Yeah, yeah, the government is evil.
>"Why is it that Eskimos can eat twice the amount of fat and ingest large
>quantities of animal by-products with high cholesterol levels, and have a
>much lower overall cholesterol reading than your average American?
One of six questions that aren't but are statements in guise of question.
>We know the answer! We are right. THE GOVERNMENT IS
WRONG AND HAS BEEN
>WRONG FOR QUITE SOME TIME! Of course, the media makes
this worse by
>spouting out any information that feeds on an unquestioned position.
Yeah, yeah, you're right, they're wrong. Use of caps. Blame media.
>Of course they do, but for some reason, the government is taking a very
>soft stance on a very common additive in our food that completely throw
>our bio-chemical levels completely out of whack!
Yeah, yeah. Government screwing up bodily functions with drugs.
>IF YOU CAN PROVE THAT OUR SYSTEM CANNOT BRING
ABOUT INCREASED FITNESS AND
>WELL-BEING, WE WILL PAY YOU DOUBLE YOUR MONEY
BACK!
>
>METABOLIC SYNERGY is normally sold for $300.00 but is being
offered
>through this special advertisement for $100 dollars, plus shipping and
>handling ($100 + $5 S&H, CA Residents add 8.25%)
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Yeah, yeah, all caps, con job of money back, and cheap lie of saving
money,
and outrageous charge of 100 dollars for some pills.
>TESTAMONIALS
Can't even spell it right, and here come the eyewitness reports:
> Now I have more energy than I know what to do with. I never really
was
>much of an athlete, but now I'm considering being one. METABOLIC
SYNERGY
>works." Steve C. San Diego, CA
Anonymous of course.
Every technique of con job is also what the missile guys try to use.
Yeah, yeah, the government is evil.
Questions that aren't but are statements in guise of question.
Yeah, yeah, you're right, they're wrong. Use of caps. Blame media.
Government screwing up bodily functions with drugs.
Can't even spell it right, and here come the eyewitness reports
Anonymous of course.
And like most con jobs, sad to say, will fleece many with smooth talk and
no results.
Love the double money back guarantee. They are going to give you 200
dollars? Ha!
Con jobs, always good for a chuckle. Can't cheat an honest man.
The Pentagon was set Thursday to announce the winner in a
multibillion dollar competition between Boeing Co. and a team headed
by Lockheed Martin Corp. to design a system to defend the United
States against ballistic missile attack. The Defense Department
scheduled a 5 p.m. ET, news conference to announce the initial
contract of up to $2 billion or more to design and integrate a
controversial "National Missile Defense" system over the next three
years. The winner would take the lead in a plan that could mean $10
billion to defense firms in the next decade, including a separate
competition to build a rocket-fired weapon to destroy approaching
warheads.
Ha! More con jobs but on a bigger scale. Let's see, incoming 17500 mph
and
it's small, low radar reflective and no thrust so no hot exhaust, lots of
'em, unknown launch points..I have it! Nuke armed warhead on Patriot
missile, heck you only need to get close and boom, my warhead detonate
his
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warhead then they detonate the other incoming warheads. No more nuke
bombs.
No more threat. Simple, you've just got to think it out. Conflagration at
30000 feet, cool fireballs I bet.
It's the principle of there is nerve/biological weapons in that building
over there and it's bad to have nerve gas around, it might get out into the
air and kill people...I have it! Let's bomb the building with cruise
missiles, stealth fighters dropping bombs and blow up the nerve gas in the
building into someplace. No more nerve gas. No more threat. Simple if
you
just think it out.
You know, so many problems would just go away if you bomb the hell
out of
them. It worked in WWII didn't it?
13 billion dollars. Just numbers. 13, 000, 000, 000.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Fri, 24 Apr 1998 20:47:07 -0700

Subject:
Spelling counts
DN>However, Mr. John Barry Smith, former Navel Aviator, retired
Major
regular Army, your "style" still boils down to being a
Dictitorial,
Jest Bully Satire. You are so wrong when you say that the
messenger
does not count. Your cause would be much better augmented if
you
would but only "get it". Get it?
I get your definitions, it sort of means, like, you respect, you know what
I mean, the English language. Putting a word, its dictionary spelling, then
the meaning is so precise. So it must mean you are being funny when you
purposely, I assume, misspell, "dictatorial.'
>dic*ta*to*ri*al \'dik-te-"tor-e-el\ adj : of, relating to, or
>characteristic of a dictator or a dictatorship.
I just get obscene images of a dick talking to a clitoris when I read your
post. Couldn't be that, so what was it? Why did you purposely, I assume,
misspell a not too complimentary appellation, 'dictitorial' (sic)?
It's so funny, a dictator with no followers. Like a bully in an empty
playground. Pretty soon you'll be calling me 'boss.' Or 'master.'
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Why rebut missile nonsense? Because the missile guys are naive, gullible
johnny come latelys and are on my turf. I've been investigating hull
ruptures forward of the wing on high time early model Boeing 747s for
nine
years. For silly boys to come along and spout nonsense about life and
death
matters and possibly, heck, already have, deflected the real confirmation
of a reasonable mechanical cause is dangerous. Now the officials get to
dismiss all contrary opinion as 'those wacky guys on the net,' unworthy of
consideration or response. The missile nonsense kept the FBI interfering
for 17 months. The missile nonsense has resulted in contamination of the
evidence such as wreckage being moved here and there before proper
aircraft
investigators looked at it. The missile nonsense has impugned the
integrity of the US Navy so that now four marines are on charges of
murder
in a court-martial while under orders, defined flight path, and preparing
for real war by flying low. Public distrust has everyone on edge,
suspicious, fearful, and withdrawn.
By the way, if you continue to use the dictionary, check navel and Naval.
Two spelling errors in one sentence is a bit too much for someone that
quotes dictionary authority.
Have you been in a life and death airplane crash? I think not. If you had
been, you would realize the messenger is unimportant in life and death
event with a sick airplane. Only content and substance count. Style and
form are inconsequential.
You are impressed by style and omit content. Even in language and
spelling
you can't get it right with a dictionary in front of you. Your style is
flawed and you have no content. No wonder you feel bullied or dictated t
Permission granted to walk away, delete before reading, or go to sleep
when
you feel enslaved when reading my posts.
And you know nothing about my style when I converse with intelligent,
knowledgeable, interested aviation oriented persons. Of which there are
few
in this forum. If I ever get dissent from polite, factual persons that can
spell, I'll reply in kind. It hasn't happened yet while those that agree
with me are polite, factual, don't use caps, and can spell.
MH>I'm waiting to see unsold book discount sales on John Barry
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Smith's "Cargo
>Door" theory. Should be a real publisher's money loser. They might
have to
>bring in the Metro paper recycling trucks for that one! It is unfortunate
>that the only forum where he can promote his theory on TWA 800 is
through the
>Internet, where irrational and unwanted material can be pushed on othe
>people repeatedly, using listservers and newsgroups.
>promote his theory on TWA 800 is through the
>>Internet, where irrational and unwanted material can be pushed on
other
>>people repeatedly, using listservers and newsgroups.
Since I haven't posted to a newsgroup in over a year and only post on one
listserver, you must be talking about those that do, like yourself. Ha!
Missile guys, always good for a chuckle.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Mon, 6 Apr 1998 11:29:07 -0700

Subject:
Streak after IE
CO>Whatever the
>streak was, it was seen by Meyer some time and distance AFTER the
initial
>event, at least according to the geometry of his own testimony.
Of course, the object spinning away then about 40 seconds later, fireball.
I thought Elmer harping on missile guys thinking initial event was firebal
at 13700 feet was silly, how could the missile guys be so stupid? Everyon
looking at the evidence agrees IE at 13700 feet and fireball thousands of
feet lower but I guess the missile guys need the streak before fireball and
fireball as IE at 13700 feet, two wrong things to base a conclusion of
missile.
So, streak was after IE and fireball after IE, and streak before fireball.
Sequence, IE at 13700 unobserved by all, then streak level and
descending,
then fireball at 7500 feet.
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I thought that was clear to all. But apparently the missile guys are denser
than I thought, they insist on streak going up, then IE and fireball at
13700 feet. Too bad it didn't happen that way according to the evidence,
then the missile guys would have a believable sequence instead of wishfu
thinking.
IG talking about his thinking but not realizing it> The case against his
case is that simple. It's
> a waste of time to allow an implicitly invalid
> line of argumentation to consume limited time.
> If it satisfies him to keep pounding us over
> the head with it, then that's his pleasure.
Elmer knew the missile guys were dense, I'm just discovering it. To add t
other character traits I've discovered about guys that live in conspiracy
darkness.
'Mercury Rising' is another recent nonsense conspiracy movie, full of
secret government agencies tapping phones and killing people. Missile
guys
should love it, it's about cryptography and teaches nothing about codes.
Typical Hollywood.
By the way, Boeing 747s have more than one tire, yes? Could one tire be
blown and another intact?
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Sun, 12 Apr 1998 21:24:55 -0700

Subject:
Streakers
Cargo door has streak visible window at initial event start time of 31:12
through initial event plus sixty seconds or 32:12. That's from start of
shiny metal object coming loose and spinning away to float to sea from
13700 feet to sea level.
Cargo door has fireball at 7500 feet at time initial event plus 42 seconds
or time 31:54. That's the time for headless 747 to fall from 13700 feet
disintegrating to be ignited by fodded and on fire engine number 3.
Most witnesses have streak occurring within that time frame of 31:12
through 32:12.
Meyer did not see initial event, nobody did, but it happened at 13700 feet
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at time 31:12 and then seconds ticked off. At time 31:50 he saw a streak,
then four seconds later at 31:54, the fireball. That is compatible with
cargo door explanation of shiny object spinning away, time passing, then
streak seen by Meyer, then the fuselage and wings which had been falling
and disintegrating unseen, suddenly erupted into fireball four seconds
later at time 31:54 at 7500 feet. The streak time is within frame of 31:12
through 32:12.
Meyer confused cause and effect. He thought streak was cause of the effe
of fireball, a logical error to make.
All streaks seen were within 42 seconds before fireball and 18 seconds
after, the cargo door explanation time frame of 31:12 through 32:12.
Those facts rule against fireworks or flare or other coincident event
giving a streak that was unrelated to TWA 800.
Main point, streak was real and it is related to TWA 800. Of course
witnesses saw streak then fireball, but the two are not directly related,
only indirectly. Both events started from common point in sky and time,
then did their thing.
And not bright sun for TWA 800 at 13700 feet at time 31:12, call it
red-orange reflecting dusky sunset seen through horizon haze. Still bright
enough to create red-orange reflection perceived as red-orange streak.
>Those numbers are important, Barry.
Don't I know it. And the Korean navigator who substituted for the numbe
'4' because it rhymes with 'death' in Korean learned it the hard way when
his erroneous data entry into his inertial navigation computer led him ove
the Soviet Union and bang, he hit a cloud of methane gas, naw, just
joking,
his center tank blew up, naw, the mechanic bomb went off, naw, a cargo
door
blew off, naw, his 747 got shot down by missiles!
Bill and Bob Talking about Chris>>Chris, you have just demonstrated
what an
angry, mean spirited person that
>>you are in attempting to trash an honorable man with an exemplary
career in
>>rescuing people.
>>
>Bill, You hit the nail on the head! That's all he's here for.
>Trash any non NTSB theory, discredit everyone, drive out debate.
JBS jumping in to discuss Chris's role in LSoft> Hey, guys, he's here for
other reasons. Reasons beyond your intellectual capabilities in the space
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time continuum you find yourselves. It's not your fault you can't figure it
out. You're in the wrong space time continuum and you had no choice
about
it. It's really not your fault. That's why you criticize his style when his
content annoys you. If he were spouting missile confirming nonsense
you'd
love him and praise his quaint English. But no, his facts conflict with
your fantasy so you call him names. To humiliate Chris, check his
numbers
and conclusions and prove they don't add up. Can't do it except for trivial
stuff we all do and acceptable, like one degree off in longitude, forty
five miles. As in, these vitally important pieces of wreckage are right
here..no, wait a minute, they are over there, forty five miles away. Ha!
BD confessing>Having been out of town for a few days, I returned to find
>that I was 65 messages behind. "Delete before read" was very
>helpful in catching up, and I don't think I missed anything
>useful. Elmer Barr is still nuts and Chris Olsson is still
>nitpicking.
>
>Bob
Well, how about me? Not DBR me? I'm insulted. I wish you had, you
would
have missed the cargo door mixup discovery.
Permit me to repeat a very important excerpt from above BD post: >I
don't think
And he wants to keep it that way. It's the ignorant leading the ignorant
with their DBRs. Fantasy world walking hand in hand with fantasy world
RH give numbers>The lat and lon are for Gabreski airport, Long Island.
>
>>From the US Naval Observatory:
>
> Longitude 72.6 Latitude 40.9 Date 1996/ 7/17
>
> SUN:
>
> Time of solar meridian passage
1216
> Altitude at meridian passage:
70 deg.
>
> Sunrise
0452
> Sunset
1938 <add one hour for dst > 20:38
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Cool, so that means at 20:31 event time at 13700 feet, TWA 800 was in
full
sun evening light, with seven minutes of sun on the ground left.
20:38 sunset time at Long Island is an important time. It changes
everything. The previous sunset time was 20:17.
What sayest thou, Chris?
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Wed, 8 Apr 1998 10:14:52 -0700

Subject:
Lapdogs and chickens
Woof, woof, cluck cluck.
I loves them metaphors.
>My theory of the initial event is there was a missile which had a
>fragmenting warhead which detonated about 50 or 60 feet from Flight
800
>(at 13,700 feet). That was the ordnance explosion that Major Meyer saw
>The large fireball was a cloud of fuel from the ruptured wing tanks that
>combusted at a lower altitude. While the large fireball was spectacular,
>it didn't do much more damage to the aircraft (what more needed to be
>done?).
>
>There was no large fireball at 13,700 feet. I strongly doubt that the
>CWT exploded, but guess that it probably burned along with the rest of
>the wreckage as it fell to the ocean.
Well, all right, gristle for the mill. Commitment. Hmm...
>>The large fireball was a cloud of fuel from the ruptured wing tanks tha
>>combusted at a lower altitude.
So large fireball was at 7500 feet plus or minus two thousand feet? We
agree.
>While the large fireball was spectacular,
>>it didn't do much more damage to the aircraft (what more needed to be
>>done?).
Well, it tore apart rest of disintegrating fuselage and wings but yes,
plane was doomed and coming apart anyway as it fell.
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>>My theory of the initial event is there was a missile which had a
>>fragmenting warhead which detonated about 50 or 60 feet from Flight
800
>>(at 13,700 feet). That was the ordnance explosion that Major Meyer
saw.
Ah, the point of disagreement.
Did Meyer see fireball of warhead at 13700 feet or fireball of fuel vapor
cloud seconds later and thousands of feet lower? I say lower fireball base
on evidence.
If Meyer saw upper fireball he was the only one to do so because all the
ground people saw lower and later fireball.
Let's leave streak and boom out of it, what do you have for evidence
Meyer
saw warhead fireball at 13700 feet? What evidence is there of warhead
exploding near 800 at 13700 feet at initial event time?
Are you saying warhead blew 800 nose off but did not explode center
tank?
This big or small explosion at 13700 feet for center tank and missile guys
is a strange explosion. It is not heard on CVR, it does not soot forward
detached nose. It does not blow up other nearby penetrated fuel tanks. It
does not make big boom to be heard ten miles away. It is not seen by
ground
observers. It does not burn passengers.
The lower fireball does leave soot on fuseage, is seen by many, is heard b
many, and tears apart wings.
But thanks for coming out with statement, it can be modified at least.
Bruno>Does anyone have a copy of Jim Hall's 10-page "wiring" letter to
the FAA?
Good question, guess it will have to be 'leaked.'
The TWA 800 wreckage database reveals aft cargo door bottom sill,
latches
and locked were checked but not forward door! Bob Breneman, the FAA
structural engineer who made the examination and concluded forward
door all
latched and locked, could not have examined the forward door latches and
locks because they were not recovered. They are not in the database and
they are not in the wreckage reconstruction in the hangar. The forward
door
is only 20% recovered and sill and latches are missing.
But in the terminal field (that includes the wings and rest of headless 747
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fuselage and aft door) was found on page 14 of 71 of wreckage database,
"C122, RF45A 40 39 47.00 latitude, 72 37 27. 90 longitude, aft cargo
doorlower sill latches & locks."
So in the hangar jumbled with wreckage days after crash, as wreckage wa
brought in, Bob Brenerman of FAA looked at bottom latches of a cargo
door
and saw them locked and hastily said forward door all latched and locked
He got the two identical doors mixed up. He never corrected his error.
The forward door reconstruction shows all the pieces of those items found
in database. Most of the forward door is missing in wreckage
reconstruction
and most of forward door is missing in database. The sill and latches and
locks are missing in database and reconstruction. 80% of forward door is
still out there someplace.
Aft door was not reconstructed in hangar as too far away from center tank
The aft door bottom sill, latches and locks were recovered. The two doors
are identical in shape, function, and size. It was an honest error.
If I had had the database four months ago I could have used the wrong
door
information in my correspondence to officials. Four months was lost and
may
never be regained. That's the evil of suppressed evidence. Suppressed from
Dec 96 to Dec 97 and then suppressed from Dec 97 to Apr 98 by two
different
parties, both 'knowing' the answer and refusing to share. Zealots always
destroy their cause.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Mon, 27 Apr 1998 14:22:11 -0700

Subject:
Limit posts
Dear List server,
Please limit all posts from those requesting to only be allowed to post one
post, to one post. And let me have the other two!
Missile guy posters are too funny requesting only one post a day. It's like
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smokers begging the companies to only put one cigarette in the packs. It's
like fat people asking Macdonalds to only sell them one cheeseburger. It's
admission of total lack of personal responsibility and control over one's
actions. It's asking for help from outsiders to control their internal
emotions.
Grow up missile people! Permission granted to not read something, to no
smoke something, to not eat something. You really do have control over
your
eyes, your hands, and your lungs. Stop asking from Mom and Dad to help
you
out with outside influence.
You really can move your finger to the trash button, your hand to refuse
the cheeseburger, and the lungs to stop inhaling. You don't need help from
list server or private business to control the stimulus which gives you
pain.
Let's see, who wants only one post a day,
Hermanson, Stalcup, Serrahn, Houston, Goddard, Calico, who else?
You guys will be the first to post multiple posts.
And anyway, I write not for you guys but for me, to clarify my thinking. I
takes effort to put thought into words. This is good practice.
That's why it is so funny to hear threats to stop reading my stuff. Like
fine, permission granted.
By the way, what seems to you to be obsessive and fanatical effort and
probably would be for you lunkheads to write multiple posts, is just a few
fun filled minutes for some of us. Three full max lines posts a day may
take a chuckle filled hour, a pleasant respite between family chores and
obligations.
And CO does stand for Commanding Officer, a term used by US Navy
personnel,
as in, 'Give it to the CO." Coincidence?
One more chuckle inspired by the missile guys.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith.
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Sat, 25 Apr 1998 13:51:09 -0700
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Subject:
Long winded post broken in half, hot air1
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="iso-8859-1"
Date:
Sat, 25 Apr 1998 16:25:48 -0400
From: "L-Soft list server at HOME.EASE.LSOFT.COM (1.8c)"
<LISTSERV@HOME.EASE.LSOFT.COM>
Subject:
Rejected posting to
FLIGHT-800@HOME.EASE.LSOFT.COM
To: John Barry Smith <barry@CORAZON.COM>
Your message cannot be distributed to the FLIGHT-800 list because it
exceeds
the maximum message size of 500 lines. This limit has been set by the
list
owner and does not necessarily apply to the other lists hosted at
HOME.EASE.LSOFT.COM. If you have any question, please contact the
list owner,
who can be reached at
FLIGHT-800-request@HOME.EASE.LSOFT.COM.
------------------------ Rejected message (522 lines) ------------------------Received: from mail.redshift.com by home.ease.lsoft.com (LSMTP for
Windows
NT v1.1a) with SMTP id <11.CDE95D00@home.ease.lsoft.com>; Sat, 2
Apr 1998
16:25:48 -0400
Received: from [207.204.196.133] (pm8-133.mry.redshift.com
[207.204.196.133]) by mail.redshift.com (8.8.8/8.8.8) with ESMTP id
NAA22496 for <FLIGHT-800@HOME.EASE.LSOFT.COM>; Sat, 25
Apr 1998 13:25:39
-0700
Date: Sat, 25 Apr 1998 13:25:39 -0700
Message-Id: <l03020900b1677bf67f14@[207.204.196.111]>
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="iso-8859-1"
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8bit
To: FLIGHT-800@HOME.EASE.LSOFT.COM
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: What are you talking about?
RH> He sees where you are standing as a dangerous position and
>advises you to change it.
What are you talking about? You are so vague, just like the paranoids wit
'they' are everywhere. What dangerous position?
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>Marshall Houston sees the falling piano while you may not and is
>performing a service when he warns you of the danger to yourself.
What danger to myself? What are you talking about? And if you can't put
it
into words, that's a clue it's nonsense.
>Marshall Houston is not the only member of the LIST who is aware of
the
>devious tactics of the bulk posters.
What bulk posters? I know of no bulk posters, except missile guys. I post
to one and only one forum and this is it. No newsgroups, no letters to the
editors, no AOL board or any other boards that get mentioned here. I did
few to the phony NY state board when it was mentioned here a few times
What a waste of time that was. More nuts.
>Their posts are
>lengthy tirades on anything which points in the direction of the truth.
Ooooo, Freudian slip there. Depends on what you mean by 'truth' and
'anything', as usual. Missile guys are the bulk posters since they admit to
posting to other forums and boards and give emotional personal tirades
against anything describing facts which contradicts them.
Or run away.
S>In a message dated 98-04-25 11:57:07 EDT, Marshall Houston is
calling the
>shots very clearly - I suggest all readers of the list consider his comment
>SERIOUSLY.
And this guy means it because he put the word 'serious' in caps so we
know
he's serious, not just fooling around which putting the word in lower case
would mean.
MH leaping to quick conclusion and sticking with it in the face of
contractory facts.> All along, I
>believed that something external caused the crash.
>One of my friends later confronted me, who was an MIT
>alumni and a respected engineer for a defense contractor. Clutching
Richard
>RussellÃs posting, he told me, point blank, to believe it. He said that
he
>had MIT friends, that he had trusted and known for years, working at
another
>defense contractor, who he said convinced him to believe it. I had
trouble
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>believing him.
Religious metaphor, holding bible in hand converting the nonbeliever. No
discussion of facts, just personalities, Russell MIT etc.
> Unlike John Barry Smith, I believe that the messenger can be as
important as
>the message.
Right, because you are naive and gullible and suceptible to being
connned.
OK for buying an excercise machine, not OK for safety of airplane. Jesus
loves me because the bible tells me so. Airplanes safe because Boeing
tells me so. Missile hit TWA 800 because MIT buddy tells me so.
> He was hungry for
>attention in our group.
Well, hungry for dinner that we all ate. And you talked more than anyone
Ha!
> I remember pointing out to both of them that I felt John Barry Smith
was
>immoral, because he told TWA 800 family survivor and LSoft list
subscriber,
>Jose Cremades, on this listserver on Thursday, 17 Jul 1997,... "Mr.
>Cremades, I can look you straight in the eye, sir, and tell you I know
how and
>why your daughter died. And I'm dead serious. I am available anytime t
>discuss this tragedy. barry@corazon.com"..... that he (John Barry Smith
could
>look him (Jose Cremades) straight in the eye and tell him how they
died!
More religious talk of 'immoral' and I can tell Jose Cremades then and I
can tell him now how his son died happened. Even more so now with the
bad
wiring evidence in the last few months.
And to think the missile guys have the vote. It puts my faith in democracy
in doubt. But it does explain how a lot of these smooth talking, looking
good, everything promising politicians get elected. The missile guys vote
them in because they are good messengers.
>I was upset that John Barry Smith lacked any empathy and decency in
his
>soul with respect for the grieving families, including the deceased, to
>make such a preposterous and absolute claim based upon such minute
evidence!
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>John Barry Smith is past middle aged and should know better. I told
him to
>his face in front of Chris Olsson in Baltimore.
Oooo, you are so brave. And you know nothing about my internal
emotions.
And if you want to say bad things about my feelings towards others, stick
to my feelings about you, a religious nut needing a sign with 'The End is
Near, Repent.'
>At the time both of them were having drinks at the bar and discussing
>personal matters, indicating that they had been corresponding intimately
for
>months.
Paranoia. Seeing evil everywhere in normal things.
>Furthermore, his sometimes obscene name calling on this listserver is
very
>unprofessional and a disgrace to the character and image of United State
>Navy. The local Navy League should remain informed of this.
Get it all out Marshall, let your nuttiness speak for itself. The one
person who has never sworn or used caps on this list is accused of
obscenities. Unless you consider the word 'clitoris' obscene, and you
may.
> He has already stated, on this listserver, that he admires Leon Panetta
>(Former Clinton Administration Member), whom his Congressional
Representative
>and NTSB Witness Exhibit censor Sam Farr replaced. Therefore there
is a
>weak connection between John Barry Smith and the current Clinton
>administration, with it's corrupt un-American methods of operation,
(a.k.a.
>James Carville and the counsels of media cover-up Spin Doctors).
More, Sammy is eating this up.
> It is apparent, in hindsight, that John Barry Smith's website on "Cargo
>Doors" is a "front" and a cover. It is obvious that tremendous quantitie
of
>research went into the production of his website. Whether the site is fro
>his own labors or the work of a "Team" is yet to be determined. I once
went
>to his website for information back in Feb. 1997. Certainly many of the
>commercial airliners crashes documented there did have a "Cargo
Door" problem
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>that must be addressed regarding airline safety. However, I sat throug
>the whole week of NTSB hearings, the "Cargo Door" theory has a very
very low
>probability as cause for TWA 800.
Cargo door explanation is wrong; NTSB tells me so. So gullible. Even
when
shown evidence, missile guy supplied evidence, that cargo door denial wa
based on door sill mix up.
> I now no longer wish to go to John Barry Smith's website, his
mishandling of
>TWA 800 causes me to question everything else on his website.
I've put a Java aplet on the site to filter out all the missile guys so
they can't access the site when they log on. Just joking.
>Why doesnÃt he go and spend
>more time on those if he is really concerned about airliner safety and the
>possibility of repeat deaths?
You do not know how I spend my time. And what looks to you as an all
day
job may take me twenty minutes. You assume so much about other
people and
it's usually wrong, but that's what paranoids do.
>On behalf of John Barry Smith to the readers of this list; do not let him
>con you into forwarding valuable hard earned information about TWA
800.
Huh? You are speaking on my behalf? No way. Never. It brings home the
worry
of forgery in emails. I conned missile guys into forwarding valuable
information? Ha!
>The information that you put on this list costs
>John Barry Smith, et al, nearly nothing. All of those phone calls, plan
>trips, time for letters and FOIA's, Navy contacts, interviews, library
>researches are in vain when you give him EASY information. Let
"him"
>interview the witnesses himself! Why should we do "his" work for
him?
You know nothing of what it costs me and you can continue to speak for
me,
my thoughts, my body language, and my emotions, Marshall, but one
person
knows better about me, and that's me, and I say you are nuts.
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>Don't bring him witnesses or pending documentation.
Quite forgetting I put the eyewitness exhibit on the web before anyone
else
on the planet. But then selfishness is another characteristic of the
paranoid.
But always remember, just because you are nuts doesn't mean you can't
be
right. Lots of nuts are right about a lot of things. Usually not about the
cause of airplane crashes.
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Sat, 25 Apr 1998 13:51:24 -0700

Subject:
Long winded post broken in half, hot air2
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="iso-8859-1"
I'm reading a good story on the Battleship Maine, the destruction of whic
started a war. It was said to be mined by Spainish saboteurs, complete wi
diagrams etc. But then, in 1975 Admiral Rickover had an investigation
which
showed it was coal dust igniting in boilers. America has a long history of
turning natural accidents into enemy provocation and then into war and
then
gaining territory.
I would be a lot more tolerate towards the wacky nuts if I had any
dialogue
with responsible officials but they put me in the same camp as the wacky
nuts. Caught in the middle, it's funny, both sides think I'm nuts. Flames
from both sides. Here's one from NTSB.
>>Your proposed article is incorrect. First of all, Senator McCain did
>>not request that the NTSB meet with Mr. Smith. The Senator asked
that
>>the Board respond to Mr. Smith's concerns, which we have done
numerous
>>times and in great detail.
>>
>>Secondly, Mr. Smith is simply wrong. There is absolutely no physical
>>evidence to support his personal theory that the forward cargo door
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came
>>unlatched. In fact, there is considerable evidence to the contrary. As
>>stated in the Metallurgist's Factual Report, Exhibit 15C (which, of
>>course, is a public document and available at our web site
>>www.ntsb.gov):
>>
>>
Examination of the lower lobe forward cargo door showed
>>that all eight of the door latching cams remain attached (along with
>>pieces of the door itself) to the pins along the lower door sill.
>>
>>
Overall examination of the forward portion of the
>>airplane showed that sections 41 and 42 contained uniform crushing
>>damage that extended from S-39L across the bottom of the fuselage
and up
>>above the right side main cabin window belt to S-14R. This crushing
>>damage is consistent with the intact forward portion of the airplane
>>(including section 41 and 42) impacting the water with a right wing low
>>attitude. The lower lobe forward cargo door was in the crush area.
>>
>>Although Mr. Smith does display some knowledge of the Boeing 747,
he has
>>a basic misunderstanding of the facts. For example, Mr. Smith claims
>>that there are 10 latches on the cargo door and that the Board only
>>discusses eight in the above mentioned report. While a superficial
>>description of the door might imply that there are 10 latches, Mr. Smith
>>is, in fact, incorrect in implying that they all hold the door onto the
>>fuselage. The eight at the bottom of the door, which were discussed in
>>the report actually hold the door closed - the other two, one on each
>>side of the door are merely "alignment latches" and do not hold the
door
>>closed.
>>
>>We receive numerous inquiries from the public, many with their own
>>extensively developed theories, and we try to be responsive to all. You
>>are free to request copies of the correspondence between Mr. Smith an
>>the Safety Board, a prudent step, I believe, before publishing such an
>>article.
>>
>>If you have further questions or concerns, please feel free to contact
>>us.
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>>
>>Sincerely,
>>
>>Shelly Hazle
Ha! This was written before I notified them of the cargo door sill mixup.
And one latch per eight feet of slice into a pressurized hull and it's
'alignment'? Detached from reality of molecules doing what they do.
But as you see, personal insults from missile guys and center tank guys
and
when facts are presented, they are nonsense.
> What authority does he
>have that he can demand anything from any of us?
None, and never have. Never bullied, never dictated, never bossed. It's all
in your head.
>What kind of cold,
>insensitive person jests and mocks regarding an investigation into the
>untimely deaths of 230 people?
What kind of person writes questions as statements? Here's one, me. Cold
insensitive, immoral etc me.
This is good practice for me though, this is the type of personal insults
that can't be rebutted such as When did you stop beating our wife
questions.
>pervicacious
Oooo, did I learn a new word today, let me check. Well, it's not in my
online dictionary but it looks like a good word, got lots of syllables.
Maybe you meant the below, pretty close.
per*ni*cious \per-"ni-shes\ adj [ME, fr. MF pernicieus, fr. L perniciosus,
fr. pernicies destruction, fr. per- through + nec-, nex violent death] :
very destructive or injurious € per*ni*cious*ly adv
I'm listening to Bo Diddely Greatest Hits right now and the song is "You
can't judge a book by the cover." So true.
>There is but one uniform purpose in their
>actions, to encourage everyone to accept the verdict of the government
and for
>apathy and inaction.
Huh? The named Chris Olsson, John Barry Smith, Elmer Barr, and
Sammy Finkleman want the center tank as initial event? We, who are
unified
it was not. See, Marshall spiked on your own twisted thinking.
>To the new person on this list, mark these individuals, observe their
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>conduct, the name calling, the insults, the crude language, the false
>accusations, the fascination with minutiae, tangents and irrelevant facts
>Their words are the fruit of their lives. They lack heroism and valor,
none
>of them exhibit the characteristics in their writings of brave men, they w
>go down in history as faceless masses, the teeming tides, followers, "yes
men"
>and sheep.
On the pulpit, preacher talk, railing against the devil. Go to church to do
the moral sermonizing if you want an audience that cares.
>They are emptiness, nothing...., only words. In the end they will face
>certain judgment for their deeds, something that none of us will escape.
And like all good sermons, ends with vague threats of retribution for the
evil ways.
>Why would any sane person place themselves under such loneliness
>and misery without a visible reward?
Good question, and one I ask myself every day. I connect it to 11:30 PM
June 14th at Sanford Florida when a man I hardly knew took the time,
only a
second, to think about me and save my life, and may have died himself as
a
result of that second. He didn't have to tell me to eject and if he hadn't
I would have died, just like him, but he did, and I lived.
So, I've been saved. Not by religion or god or whatever, but by a real
human and science. Mr. Butler talked to me during duress of starboard
engine fodded at low level at night with gear and flaps down and the
science of ejection seat got me out of the danger.
I always go back to science and human judgment. UAL 811 is both.
Science of
matching evidence and human judgment to go back and retrieve forward
door a
year and a half later.
By the way, statistics is a true god, the law of averages is a real
immutable law and the law says another door has uncommanded opening
in a
high time 747 every 22 months and it has been 21 since TWA 800.
Repent, the end is near! Just joking. I should wear a billboard around my
neck and parade in front of NTSB HQ.
>There must be another motivation, one that is hidden.
Ah, more nutty talk. Things are always not what they seem, not just once
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in
a while.
>Under the tenets of Military Law, I hereby accuse John Barry Smith,
Chris
>Olsson, Sammy Finkleman, and Elmer Barr of working for hire
(directly or
>indirectly) for various nefarious non-Democratic government (foreign
and
>domestic) front companies and/or agencies. Guilty until proven innocen
>Perhaps all of them work as stringers for the government? Chris Olsson
works
>for MI-6? Sammy the CIA or Mossad, John Barry Smith and Elmer
Barr for NIS?
Let me be the mole for MI6 or is it MI 5, don't tell me, I always get them
mixed up.
Nefarious?
ne*far*i*ous \ni-"far-e-es\ adj [L nefarius, fr. nefas crime, fr. ne- not +
fas right, divine law] : very wicked : evil syn bad, immoral, iniquitous,
sinful, vicious € ne*far*i*ous*ly adv
Ah, sinful, the religious nut connection again, it figures.
Notice I do not deny the accusation that I work for the NIS, and just what
is NIS anyway? Is that more spooky than CIA, Mossad or MI 6? I hope
so, I
don't want to be insulted as well as falsely accused of deception.
Poor Marshall, trying to make monsters out of dustballs under his bed.
> Perhaps we could implore the Listowner to cut the allowable postings
per
>person down to one per day.
Proof of non linear thought. Freedom of speech and press is important so
let's reduce it. Ha!
Well, I have to say I enjoy the post, Marshall, it shows me what to expect
from the ignorant, scared, and religious when confronted with different
thinking. To be forewarned is forearmed. You have helped me with your
posts
about not giving out information to me by giving out information to me.
>Barry,
>
>Tell me why it is illegal for you to publish the entire page of the
>debris database.
>
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>Then tell me why it is legal for you to publish almost all of the page.
>
>Richard Hirsch
>04/25/98
I never said it was illegal. I said it was potentially illegal to put a
certain part. And it is legal to publish most of the page because
Congressman Farr said it was all right to publish NTSB public documents
so
I put the NTSB stuff on the web site and omitted non NTSB stuff. The
name,
tag, lat/long and description of the wreckage piece is there, what more do
you need?
You thought of it, you do it. Why are you not doing it now, why did you
not
do it seven months ago? This cargo door sill mixup could have been
detected
before the Baltimore hearings where it would have impact, now it is
diluted. I blame the missile guys as well as NTSB for concealing relevant
public document, TWA 800 wreckage database, to further their own
explanation at the expense of others. If another door pops and kills more
people, as it did for UAL 811, there will be questions of why this vital
door sill information was withheld. That's why I put it on the website so
quickly, even before digesting it and noticing the door sill mixup, the
front spar falling close in and unsooted, the absence of forward door sill
latches and locks, and most of cargo bay structure the first to leave plane.
By the way, the database came to me twice, from two sources, both
anonymous, why do you know so much about it? How do you know
what the
intent of the sender was? The original is still in the hands of the
senders, they were not destroyed. What's the problem? Go tell Village
Voice
to publish everything. Go tell AIM to publish everything.
Anyway, LSoft is a good practice ground for thinking about TWA 800.
By
working against something, one becomes stronger. The missile guys
would be
bored if no one said they were nuts. They need it, they crave the
martydom,
even though they are millions strong. It must be hard to be the underdog
when you outnumber the opposition.
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Soon another public tragedy may occur and the conspiracists about TWA
800
will move on to greener pastures. It is always thus. Thank goodness.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
PS, this just came in:
From:
To: <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: 747 cargo door
Date: Sat, 25 Apr 1998 13:45:08 -0500
MIME-Version: 1.0
X-Priority: 3
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.2106.4
Barry, I have been studying your webpage for some time now, and am
convinced beyond doubt that your assessment of the problem with the
747 is
correct. It is also true that those in positions of authority in the FAA,
NTSB, FBI and others, are lacking the expertise and knowledge to reach
anything but a "politically correct" conclusion, and the truth be damned.
I have forwarded my conclusions to those currently working in the field
with several major carriers operating the 747, along with the URL for
your
website, and we shall see what comes of it. Hopefully someone with som
intelligence and not wearing the politically correct blinders will be able
to see the truth, and at least take a serious look at that cargo door. But
as you are no doubt aware, governments and their agencies are never
inclined to acknowledge their mistakes, and will cling to the most
outrageous lies in order to prevent that occurrence. We shall see. I just
wanted you to know that as a retired 747 pilot I am doing my part to see
that those in positions to act become aware of your research.
JBS> Note lack of caps, note lack of swearing, note lack of spelling
errors, note calm presentation of opinion, note qualifications as retired
pilot, note agreement.
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/
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Date:

Mon, 6 Apr 1998 19:07:32 -0700

Subject:
Missile explanation in detail...not yet but still waiting.
In-Reply-To: <f6f0a85.352972d1@aol.com>
Bardonia confesses:
>Please accept the fact that I am "stupid", "dense", suffer "wishful
thinking"
>and I love "Hollywood". In my post to Sammy Finkelman I have also
confessed
>to "talking to the moon". Recently I was observed "talking to myself"
while in
>a crowded room.
No problem, handicaps of yours accepted.
>
>Now that my strengths are on the table let's go on to yours. You whined
about
>the database.
Hey, I'm not whining, why do you always pick on me, it's not my fault.
That's whining. Asking over and over again for a citizen to do the right
thing is not whining but encouraging.
>The missile guys "put up" but apparently you
>won't "shut up".
Apparently.
> I'm waiting for you to stop the wailing and give me the
>final proof of how the cargo door is where it is and not where it should
be.
Well, here's the problem, Mr. 'Dense', the cargo door is not a 'door', just
as as TWA 800 is not a 'plane' anymore. The door is in pieces and
scattered
all over, just as TWA 800 is. To talk about pieces of door all over as a
'door' is to not understand the fundamentals of explosive decompression,
wreckage database locations, photo of wreckage reconstruction, and the
dynamics of explosion ripping apart objects, something you would think
missile guys and their warhead talk would understand.
By the way, just a picky point, but would one of you missile guys, like,
lay down a sequence for us non missile guys? Like what altitude did the
initial event occur? What altitude the massive fireball? When did the
streak happen? What light source made the streak? When did the missile
hit
TWA 800, where did it hit, who high did it hit? What on TWA 800 looks
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like
a missile hit it?
And then of course to support all the wishful thinking movie type
daydreaming, what is your evidence for any answers to the above?
You've had 20 months, you should have a somewhat reasonable
explanation
supported with comparison documentation to support your missile
explanation.
I've given complete to the minute detail the wiring/cargo door explanation
with documentation, now it's your turn to 'put up.' And you can use the
raw
data of the database available to missile guys for at least four months
exclusively.
Meteor guy asks>"IF all these
>meteors typically described as 'missiles' or 'UFOs', just what would be
>reported
>if one did blast through an airliner?
A missile. It always could have been a meteor for TWA 800, now, was it
Need evidence. And a meteor that blasted through a early 747 that left
exact same evidence on CVR and FDR that match a cargo door pop is
too much
of a coincidence. Either UAL 811 was a meteor too or both cargo doors.
And of course, the cargo door explanation is way past door popping open
when it shouldn't and now into bigger problem of early 747 wiring.
Here's some raw data of strange things that happened to 747s that could
be
traced to wiring shorts giving fire, motors on, doors opening, and
instruments failing.
#15, PA103 is 44 Wire(Raychem Corp), Construction number 19646, 25
Jan 70,
forward door
#16 PA 125 is 44 Wire(Raychem Corp), Construction number 19647,
121, pa,
n740pa, 31 jan 70, forward door.
#40 19779 747 151 24 Apr 70 fire aft cargo bay NWA
#72 19896 747 132 9 sep 70
#73 19677 747 131 n53111 15 sep 70 Iran lightning
#87 20108, 747-123 AA registration number 9669, 28 Oct 70 cargo
door.
#89, UAL811-Poly-x(Raychem), Construction number 19875, 20 Oct
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70, forward
door
#101 19878 747 122 ual n4717u 7 dec 70
#115 20323 747 123 aa n9671 10 feb 71
#124 19959 747 237b vt ebd 8 mar 71 ai roll after to into sea, faulty
instrument
#139, Poly-x, Construction number 19879, 122, ual, n4718u, 16 may 71,
Aft door
#141 203 58 747 251b nwa n613us 22 jun 71
#153, TWA 800, is polyX Construction number 20083, 18 Aug 71,
#217 20535 747 238b 13 jul 73
#242 20826 747 245f 12 jul 74
#330, AI82 Poly-x, Construction number 21473 19 Jun 78, forward
door.
70 and 71 year made 747s have had twice more problems with short fires
and
door faults than all the rest of the years combined. Hmmm.....And those
year 747s have the same wiring that is on the several hundred grounded
for
wiring F14s.
When they built the Titanic the steel met standards, only later was it
found to have too much sulphur and was brittle. The poly x wiring met
standards when put into early 747s, only later was it found to easily chafe
under vibration and be susceptible to fluids.
Live and learn
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Wed, 8 Apr 1998 19:39:21 -0700

Subject:
No pre initial event streak viewers.
>>People heard boom and looked up and saw streak. They were ten
miles away
>>from boom source.
>
>No, pre-IE "streak" viewers noted the booms after the streak ended. It is
>true that many ground observers were alerted by the booms, but the
aircraft's
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>fuel-fed fires were generating significant visual sightings by then.
There were no pre-IE streak viewers. There were prefireball streak viewe
Big difference. Missile guys and meteor guy and center tank guys all wan
fireball as initial event. Wrong. You want to have fireball as initial
event because it fits your theory but the evidence contradicts fireball as
initial event. You want fireball as initial event because then you can have
pre fireball viewers that see streak can be called missile/meteor hitting
serene plane flying along at 13700 feet. Wrong.
Streak as shiny metal object reflecting evening sunlight starts at initial
event and lasts until object hits ocean about 60 seconds later. That
explains how people hear boom and look up and see streak during its last
ten seconds until water impact. It explains witnesses who saw streak and
then saw fireball. Fireball happened about 40 seconds after intial event so
streak was visible before fireball, during fireball and after fireball. But
not before initial event which was not fireball, or meteor impact or
warhead impact or center tank spontaneously exploding at 13700 feet.
Missile, meteor and center tank guys need intital event and fireball at
13700 feet at time 31:12. Didn't happen.
Nose coming off and rest of plane falling then fireball explains why the
front spar of the center tank, the piece that landed closest to event time,
the piece of tank which just was supposed to have this huge warhead
explosion, fuel explosion, meteor impact fireball which engulfed tank,
made
boom, and severed nose of 747 had no, repeat, no soot on it. As in
unburnt.
As in untouched by flame, meteor, warhead, or fuel explosion. Why?
Because
it was not there to be burned, scorched, sooted. It was part of explosive
decompression zone rectangle in reconstruction photo in which metal was
shattered, torn, and sheared, but not burnt. All the pieces of the center
tank that were not sheared off to fall early with the red zone, stayed with
wing and fuselage and engines and at 7500 feet, boom, fireball, center tan
fire, soot on rest of center tank skin and pieces. The center tank pieces
that fell in red zone from database were matched with fire and sooting
exhibit. The pieces of tank that fell early were not burnt, the pieces that
stayed with rest of wing were burnt.
It's that pesky evidence that keeps on showing up and 'blowing apart'
meteor and missile guys theories, while staying consistent with cargo doo
pop, forward door, not aft door as some have confused the two.
>Neither is quite compatible with the normally
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>accepted rules of the space-time continuum upon which science is
based.
Tell me about the space-time continuum for Pan Am 103 and a silent
bomb
that acts like a shotgun which 'relatively mild blast' grows in power as it
dissipates throughout a baggage hold, air conditioning ducts, and baggage
to sever nose of early model 747 leaving sudden loud sound on the ....oh,
you've heard it all before.
I jus' loves space-time continua.
>No Lsofters guffawed aloud at the classic piece of Meyer crap when he
>postulated that maybe there was an Arab terrorist at the end of JFK
Rwy22R
>who trusts airline timetables and who saw that TWA800 was the same
colour as
>an ElAl plane.
I'm scoffing now, he really said that? That's as good as neo-Nazis.
But back to initial event, we have the time, speed, and altitude, and lat
long. It's on the CVR. It's on the FDR, it's on radar. The consequences are
on the metal, on the pattern on ocean bottom as retrieved, it's visions are
in the memories of humans, and they all point to event, nose off, rest of
plane falls and has fireball many seconds later and thousands of feet
lower.
Still waiting for detailed breakup sequence report from missile guys. Be
sure to include the streak.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Fri, 24 Apr 1998 09:17:27 -0700

Subject:
Oink
Showing with facts, data, and evidence that the missile guys are detached
from reality is putting perils before the whining.
Oink, Oink,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/
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Date:

Thu, 16 Apr 1998 22:38:46 -0700

Subject:
Old posts are the best posts
>
>Well, now we are making progress. After 22 months we have finally
>solved a mystery. At this rate we should know the cause of the
>crash in about 25 years.
Naw, you knew the cause of the crash on 7/14/97 when I posted the
below. I
actually knew the cause within 24 hours because it fit the pattern of two
other 747s. But the LSoft knew it on July 14, 1997.
You many not believe it, but you knew it then.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
To: FLIGHT-800@HOME.EASE.LSOFT.COM
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Hello
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:
This is John Barry Smith, hereinafter known as 'Cargo door guy'. Hello t
all who have emailed me before and to all I have emailed. This is my first
time for an electronic mailing list.
I thank again the 'Missile guys' for their pursuit of truth and the
results they got such as photos and radar plots. Keep up the pressure.
It appears the Flight 800 list serve is essentially a nest of vipers,
missile vipers waiting for an unsuspecting prey to come along, such as a
mechanical, no conspiracy guy to come along. Just whistling, doo dah,
doo
dah. Then, whap, flames. Well, don't attack me, I'm unworthy, attack the
cargo door explanation.
So, bomb, missile, center tank, cargo door, other. We each have our
favorite.
The most exciting is missile. Most interesting is bomb. Most intriguing
is center tank. Most boring is cargo door. Sorry, I didn't invent it, just
discovered it.
The irony here for the missile guys is that the enormity of their
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proposition of missile by enemy or friendly is small compared to cargo
door
causing three other crashes, which it has, with world wide repercussions,
not just US and the US Navy. Cargo door is billions of dollars and seven
countries. Cargo door has much larger implications than an accidental
shootdown.
So, do the subscribers to the list serve want the true explanation of the
crash of TWA 800 or just the most exciting?
If there are any willing to go for the truth and let the chips fall where
they may, I suggest sticking to facts agreed upon by all and then see if
they fit. If they don't fit, change the explanation, not the facts.
Let's take the 50 second delay from ear/eyewitness hearing boom,
looking
up, seeing streak. Is that an agreed upon fact? I say that since it was
'many' persons and 'independent' that it is indeed true, hear boom, look
up, see streak.
Well, if it's center tank explosion as initiating event or missile or
bomb, the ear/eyewitness would not hear, boom, look up, see streak. The
sound takes to long to get to witness for witness to see the initiating
event.
However, and this is another case of data leaking out and fitting cargo
door explanation, the airfoil shaped door pops and is launched at 300
knots
at 13700 feet to spin away in evening sunlight and be detected as streak
and radar blip. During the glide to earth of door, the nose comes off after
nine foot by 15 foot hole appears after door and skin go, and rest of
fuselage falls disintegrating into fuel vapor and detached spinning spewin
flame engines which ignite fireball and giving loud boom. The boom
travels
for fifty seconds and is picked up by ground observers who looks up and
see
the door still speeding along at terminal velocity giving streak in evening
sunlight.
So, a realistic, common sense explanation of boom, look up, see streak i
offered, cargo door. For missile to explain there has to be other made up
facts such as hearing launch or fuel leaking out or just dismissing the
ear/eyewitnesses entirely, as the NTSB has done.
Before bomb, before missile, before center tank, there was cargo door
explanation. The cargo door explanaton was presented to the FBI and
NTSB
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within forty eight hours of TWA 800. I have been following this cargo
door
cause for eight years. It was no surprise to me and no mystery to me why
TWA 800 crashed and it still isn't.
What is a mystery is how facts can be ignored to fulfill wishful thinking.
And that applies to government agencies as well as us wacky guys on the
internet, what will we think of next?
A bad event happens and first reaction is, "It's not my fault, it's their
fault." So the terrorists are blamed with their bombs. And then it's a
covered up accident by those guys the Navy. And then it's God with static
electricity. But last if ever, is 'it's our fault' by demanding low fares
and large cargo with large doors and complicated locking mechanisms
and
using them way past their design life.
So the FBI says it their fault with a bomb, the missile guys say it's our
fault but accidentally, the NTSB guys say its God's fault with unknown
ignition source, and I say, the unpleasant truth, the want to be ignored
reality, it's our fault, cargo door opened when it shouldn't.
Well, all the supporting documentation, facts, etc are on web site
www.corazon.com. There are four scanned in accident reports and many
mechanical diagrams of Boeing 747s that you may use to support your
favorite explanation. Feel free to use any of it.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Tue, 7 Apr 1998 23:21:08 -0700

Subject:
People heard boom and looked up and saw streak.
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="iso-8859-1"
People heard boom and looked up and saw streak. They were ten miles
away
from boom source.
Streak existed at least fifty seconds after boom source. Now it could have
existed before, during, and after, but definitely it was after the initial
event.
Fireball was definitely after initial event, many seconds later and
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thousands of feet lower. Radar and CVR time hacks show Initial event at
time 'x' and later at time 'y' after the nose comes off and separates and
rest falls does the fireball occur, usually attributed to the left wing
tank exploding.
Fireball called 42 seconds later at 7500 feet after initial event within
days of event based on radar and debris pattern.
Initial event unobserved by everyone except radar and unheard by all
except
the CVR. CVR heard initial event as louds sound but that was not the lou
boom heard by people on ground, they heard the fireball boom.
If initial event fireball and boom then the nose would not be so pristine
clear from soot and fire. The forward passengers would have been burnt
but
weren't. The debris pattern would be that of huge explosion in center of
wing and all fall, not nose off and flies for a while and rest of plane
falls and blows up and debris falls in that field. The wing and fuselage
debris pattern are such that fall from 7500 feet, not the wider pattern at
13700.
The problem with the center tank as initial event is the same problem the
missile guys have, the evidence does not support center tank explosion
from mystery spark nor center tank explosion from missile warhead. To b
against center tank as initial event, as Richard Hirsch is, is also to be
against missile warhead hitting plane as initial event and causing center
tank to blow up giving fireball and boom at 13700 feet.
Initial event occurred at 13700 feet at time 31:12. Any warhead
explosions,
fireball, wing tank explosions and boom source heard by ground people
all
happened many seconds later and thousands of feet lower. Confirmed by
air
and ground eye and ear witnesses, radar, debris pattern, and soot patterns
To believe the newpaper pictures of huge yellow explosion as TWA is
flying
along serenely at 13700 and then nose comes off is not correct. That is th
NTSB explanation and wrong. To agree with fireball at 13700 at initial
event time is to agree with NTSB.
That's why bomb as initial event, meteor as initial event and missile hit
with warhead or inert igniting center tank, and center tank with mystery
spark explanations all fail, initial event was not fiery loud explosion
heard and seen on the ground at event time. Initial event put a sudden lou
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sound on the CVR, cut power, caused severed nose and rest of plane fell i
to vapor cloud and explosion.
The evidence would look different in soot pattern on wreckage, radar
breakup images, eye witnesses would have seen the fireball higher than
they
saw for ten miles out, and ear witnesses would all have missed fireball
because by the time boom got to them the action was all over.
Well, again, as soon as the missile guys get specific, the explanation
falls apart, that's probably why the missile guys rarely get specific.
Still waiting for breakup sequence for missile explanation. NTSB
sequence
on their website. Wiring/cargo door on website of course.
Did I just say wiring? I said wiring on early model 747 is causing
problems? And I've said that for two months? Where have I heard about
wiring in early model 747s causing problems? It seems to me I heard that
recently....on CNN? On CBS? On Excite? On Yahoo? Yeah, I think so.
Today on
CNN, for two months ago and yesterday, look no further than LSoft to
connect bad wiring and TWA 800. They're getting warm.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
Feb 6th 1998
To: LSoft
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: USS Barge
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:
PA>I've tried to keep quiet with recent developments in the group
>(i.e., flaming, conjecture, arm waving and redundancy).
JBS>But failed!
BD>If this scenario is true, it means that it was not just a terrorist attack,
>but a "state-sponsored" terrorist attack, which is an act of war.
Ever been in a war, sonny? Some people like it, like your dad. Some
people
don't like it, like me. Thinking someone did you an act of war is dangerou
thinking. It leads to war. War is dangerous.
You are spring loaded to the let's go to war position. And TWA 800
pulled
the trigger. Just as it did after AI 182 for the Indians, and PA 103 for
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the British and Americans, and almost somebody for UAL 811, except it
landed and they found out it was not the bomb the crew thought it was,
and
the tower thought it was after the crew told them it was, and the Navy
thought it was when the Tower told them it was. And TWA 800 is
dooming
another country to bombing because well, what the hell, maybe it was a
missile that took out 800, let's kill 'em and let God sort 'em out.
You Donaldsons are blood thirsty.
All you conspiracy guys are. You want revenge against some unknown
hatred.
You want to get even.
And it's a machine that did you wrong. An airplane, with old wiring, and
old doors, and old Section 41, and the vibration of flight wore the wiring
through to bare wire to metal fuselage to motor on and aft midspan latche
partially unlatched and .....
Ah, you've heard it all before, all factual and documented. Enough facts,
let's get back to Phoenix missile from a barge.
A new platform, Barge 11. USS Barge.
USS Barge.
Too funny.
John Barry Smith
6 Apr 98, yesterday:
Here's some raw data of strange things that happened to 747s that could
be
traced to wiring shorts giving fire, motors on, doors opening, and
instruments failing.
#15, PA103 is 44 Wire(Raychem Corp), Construction number 19646, 25
Jan 70,
forward door
#16 PA 125 is 44 Wire(Raychem Corp), Construction number 19647,
121, pa,
n740pa, 31 jan 70, forward door.
#40 19779 747 151 24 Apr 70 fire aft cargo bay NWA
#72 19896 747 132 9 sep 70
#73 19677 747 131 n53111 15 sep 70 Iran lightning
#87 20108, 747-123 AA registration number 9669, 28 Oct 70 cargo
door.
#89, UAL811-Poly-x(Raychem), Construction number 19875, 20 Oct
70, forward
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door
#101 19878 747 122 ual n4717u 7 dec 70
#115 20323 747 123 aa n9671 10 feb 71
#124 19959 747 237b vt ebd 8 mar 71 ai roll after to into sea, faulty
instrument
#139, Poly-x, Construction number 19879, 122, ual, n4718u, 16 may 71,
Aft door
#141 203 58 747 251b nwa n613us 22 jun 71
#153, TWA 800, is polyX Construction number 20083, 18 Aug 71,
#217 20535 747 238b 13 jul 73
#242 20826 747 245f 12 jul 74
#330, AI82 Poly-x, Construction number 21473 19 Jun 78, forward
door.
70 and 71 year made 747s have had twice more problems with short fires
and
door faults than all the rest of the years combined. Hmmm.....And those
year 747s have the same wiring that is on the several hundred grounded
for
wiring F14s.
When they built the Titanic the steel met standards, only later was it
found to have too much sulphur and was brittle. The poly x wiring met
standards when put into early 747s, only later was it found to easily chafe
under vibration and be susceptible to fluids.
Top Stories Updated 8:11 PM ET April 7, 1998 NTSB Seeks
Mandatory 747
Wiring Checks
By Tim DobbynWASHINGTON (Reuters) - The top U.S. safety
investigator
called Tuesday for mandatory checks of wiring in most Boeing 747 fuel
tanks in response to faults found in the wreckage of the TWA flight 800
and on other aircraft.National Transportation Safety Board Chairman Jim
Hall said the probe into the precise cause of the TWA 800 crash
continued but the damage to the fuel quantity indicator system found in
several planes demanded action.TWA 800 plunged into the sea off New
York
in July 1996, killing all 230 people on board, when an explosion of fuel
and air fumes in its center fuel tank ripped the plane apart.Safety
investigators have been trying for months to pinpoint an electrical
ignition source.In a 10-page letter to Federal Aviation Administration
chief Jane Garvey, Hall made an extensive listing of the wiring faults
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and suggested actions.Most of the problems have already been examined
at
a December hearing in Baltimore and are being addressed by the FAA
and
Boeing but Hall's letter seemed designed to spur greater action by both
Boeing and FAA.For example, Hall acknowledged that a more complete
inspection of fuel quantity indication systems (FQIS) wiring was to be
addressed in upcoming Boeing service bulletins but he noted such
bulletins were not mandatory."The safety board believes that the FAA
should issue, as soon as possible, an airworthiness directive to require
a detailed inspection of FQIS wiring in B-747-100, -200 and -300 series
airplane fuel tanks," Hall wrote.FAA said it agreed with the intent of
the NTSB's recommendations but in a statement it pointedly reminded the
board that it had kept it informed of action already underway."The FAA's
actions are based on joint NTSB, FAA and Boeing efforts as part of the
ongoing accident investigation and the December public hearing," FAA
said.In a short statement, Boeing said it was working on a series of
fuel system service bulletins that it believed would address the NTSB's
recommendations.Among the problems noted by the NTSB on either the
accident plane or other aircraft inspected after the crash was
insulation damage where wires connected to the rough edges of terminal
blocks on older model fuel probes.Also mentioned were inappropriate
repairs on the accident plane to probe wires and the buildup of mineral
deposits on wiring connections that could support electrical arcing.NTSB
also noted that although the fuel measuring system uses low electrical
power, its wires are bundled with others that carry up to 350 volts.This
creates the potential for either a short circuit or the inducement of a
voltage spike in the FQIS wires from a nearby high power cable.This last
problem led the NTSB to asked the FAA to require electrical surge
protection in all transport aircraft -- not just Boeing 747s -- to
prevent the inducement of high energy current into measurement systems
inside fuel tanks.Related StoriesNTSB Calls for 747 Wiring Checks (Apr
7
6:20 pm ET)White House, GOP Trade Insults (Next story) More Top
Stories
NTSB Seeks 747 Wiring Checks
S P E C I A L TWA Flight 800: The Crash and Investigation'Unsafe
conditions' possible
in some 747sNTSB urges inspections of fuel system wiringApril 7,
1998Web
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posted at: 4:50 p.m. EDT (2050 GMT) WASHINGTON (AP) -- A
government
safety agency said Tuesday that damaged wiring in the fuel monitoring
systems of TWA Flight 800 and three retired Boeing 747s "illustrate
unsafe conditions that may exist in other B-747s," and called for
inspections as soon as possible. The National Transportation Safety
Board recommended that the Federal Aviation Administration order
inspections for the oldest Boeing 747s, the 747-100 series, as well as
some newer models, the 747-200 and 747-300 series. The agency also
recommended that the FAA require the replacement of Honeywell
terminal
blocks used on 747 fuel probes that "may damage fuel quantity indication
system wiring." In addition, the NTSB recommended surge protection
systems to prevent electrical power surges from entering fuel tanks
through those indication systems. The agency stressed that it has not
concluded what caused the TWA Flight 800 crash, in which a Boeing 747
blew up off Long Island, killing 230 people. The July 1996 crash of the
Paris-bound jumbo jet occurred soon after it took off from Kennedy
International Airport. The chief suspect in that disaster is a
combination of events involving damaged wires and corrosion on a fuel
measuring rod that could have introduced a spark or flame into the
center fuel tank. The tank was virtually empty and the vapors in it
heated up as the plane sat on the runway on a hot day waiting to take
off. At NTSB hearings last year, experts from Boeing, which manufacture
the 747, testified that since December 1997, the company has been
testing different ways to protect the center fuel tank from exploding -including using different types of fuels. Copyright 1998 The Associated
Press. All rights reserved. This material may not be published,
broadcast, rewritten, or redistributed. Related stories:Critics: Too
much emphasis on terrorism in air safety push - February 14, 1998
Airlines move to improve crash avoidance systems - December 16, 1997
Related sites:Note: Pages will open in a new browser window NTSB Home
Page Welcome to The Boeing Company 747 Family Background Air
Transport
Association U.S. Department of Transportation External sites are not
endorsed by CNN Interactive. Sound off on ourmessage boards & chat
©
1998 Cable News Network, Inc.A Time Warner CompanyAll Rights
Reserved.
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Terms under which this service is provided to you.Read our privacy
guidelines.
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Sat, 11 Apr 1998 07:35:01 -0700

Subject:
Fan mail
After posting the debris database strange things started happening to my
ISP and my web site..oh my god, I'm being hacked! You Bastards!
Those evil dark shadows out there are out to get me. Probably FBI, naw,
CIA, naw, SS, naw, White House, naw, neo nazis, naw, Ken Starr, naw
missile
guys, naw, meteor guy, naw, NTSB, naw, FAA, naw, Boeing, naw,
lawyers, naw,
KGB, oops, no more KGB.
Maybe it's 'Neal'
And I'm keeping this to myself and a few close friends on LSoft.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
From: "Neal Goldner" <neal2800@prodigy.net>
To: <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: The 747
Date: Thu, 9 Apr 1998 22:51:56 -0400
MIME-Version: 1.0
X-Priority: 3
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.2106.4
Flying on a 747 is safer than taking the garbage to the curb.
Boeing is the top exporter in America and the best company in the world
The 747 is a design miracle and has saved many thousands perhaps
millions
of lives. There is no problem with the forward cargo door on this
plane. The only problem is the false hypotheses and fact twisting used
to support your opinion. Speaking about garbage, your page is full of it.
>Date: Fri, 10 Apr 1998 11:38:39 -0700 (PDT)
>From: <tony@RedShift.com>
>To: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
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>cc: karl@RedShift.com
>Subject: Re: site access delay (fwd)
>MIME-Version: 1.0
>
>
>John,
>
> We are working around the clock to determine what is going wrong.
>It seems that our webservers are under attack, but not from any
>one source. We are working hard to determine the problem. Please keep
>this to yourself.
>
>--tony
>
>> Date: Fri, 10 Apr 1998 10:24:03 -0700
>> From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
>> To: support@redshift.com
>> Subject: site access delay
>>
>> Dear Redshift, it's 10:20 AM Friday and my site is having problems
again.
>> Last night there was no access and now there is slow access. All other
web
>> pages and email are normal but every page at corazon.com takes 25
seconds
>> of stall while 'sending request' for URL before it finally connects and
>> starts the normal download. The 25 second delay is for every page, an
>> that's before the page starts to come across.
>>
>> Not good.
>>
>> Sincerely,
>>
>> John Barry Smith
>>
>>
>> barry@corazon.com
>> http://www.corazon.com/
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/
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Date:

Thu, 23 Apr 1998 11:14:33 -0700

Subject:
Flames and hot winds
The real kind.
SF>F5 (Incredible tornado)
261-318 mph
> Strong frame houses lifted off foundations and carried
> considerable distances to disintegrate; automobile sized missiles
> fly through the air in excess of 100 meters; trees debarked;
> steel reinforced concrete structures badly damaged.
>
> F6 (Inconceivable tornado) 319-379 mph
TWA 800, AI 182, PA 103 and UAL 811 all had F6 hit the weakened
nose. The
ten by thirty foot hole was not big enough for 811, but the thirty foot by
forty foot hole for the others was enough to allow F6 to tear nose off.
>But if a cargo door came off, there would be no nozzle
>effect. That is tested for in wind tunnels.
Sammy the engineer.
>JBS: Not stunts, but taxpayer funded practice for our President, called,
>JBS: 'Air Shows'.
This was said funny. Literally millions gallons of jet fuel was used to put
on a practice and then 'air show' for President Nixon on board USS
Saratoga
in spring of 1969.
>JBS: Very hard to time two jets incoming and one is going 800 knots
and
>JBS: the other 150. I was in the supersonic one.
>
>Whose idea was this?
Good question. I just did it.
>JBS: Included, for the RA5C one plane supersonic at flight deck level
>JBS: passing another at 150 knots exactly at Nixon's seat on deck.
>
>What? Nixon was there? In that case, you can say for the President. I
>would tend to think however the Secret Service would insist that he be
>on the ground. Was this just his plane, or another like it?
Yeah, Nixon was there, and the funny part I remember before the show
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was
four star admiral Moorer moving a chair around to put under Nixon's butt
every time The President got up and moved and then stopped. There was
Admiral Moorer, Chief of Naval Operations with a chair to put under the
butt.
Nixon was on the flight deck.
>JBS: The other 'stunt' was flying by at 300 knots and keeping engines
>JBS: going, dump fuel from tube between two running engines. When
fuel
>JBS: stream is normal and can be seen as white vapor cloud in straight
>JBS: line we hit burner and poof! Nice long straight flame. No flame
>JBS: backing up to dump valve and blowing up, no downward flame
front,
>
>Well, I don't think anything like that happened, because there was
>no streak
Sammy, I was the eyewitness on the ground for my buddies doing the
dump
fuel, ignite burner, flame thing, and I did it. It gives a long yellowish
flame behind the Vigilante. We left it on for about twenty seconds. In
daylight. 1500 feet above carrier.
It was not a streak. TWA 800 did not have leaking fuel streak. Lawyers
and
Loeb think so, but they are wrong.
>JBS: When mid air refueling the nose and fuselage of the plane
sometimes
>JBS: gets engulfed by fuel when plug complete and planes separate. No
>JBS: fire or explosion.
>
>But how much fuel? Not much. You don't usually have the fuselage
coated
>under thw wing with jet fuel.
You do if the separation is not perfect as the drogue pulls away from the
plug there is a second or so before valve shuts and the full pressure fuel
spews out. Not good but it happens and slipstream blows fuel away in a
second.
Sammy, ever try to light a match in the wind? Try lighting a match in a
force 5 tornado. Understand principle?
>Once the plane began to come apart, of course there were more ignition
>sources. That is what caused the massive fireball. But the massive
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>fireball began only AFTER the plane had already come apart.
Exactly. Door pop, explo decom, nose off, falling disintegrating plane,
then poof, fireball when engine 3 ignites fuel tanks tearing apart.
>GD> didn't the vapor ignition appear instantaneous, similar to an
>GD> explosion rather than a fuse?
>
>JBS: When burner lit, instantaneous flame.
>
>What are we talking about here?
Talking about a bunch of fuel in air and ignited by flamethrower
afterburner and does it happen fast like explosion or slow like fuse.
Answer: Fast.
>The big question is, what was the initial event.
Big answer is shorted from water on bare chafed wire to unlatch door
motor.
>And, most important, the plane did not break up in midair.
Very important, it's the victim that came back not dead to tell what
happened. Hole was smaller. A lot smaller.
It is the
>contention of Stan Martin (and others) that a cargo door coming off
>cannot start a midair break-up.
So? It is my contention it can and did. Does Force 5 tornado mean
anything
to you?
It is my contention that other small
>holes can.
Small holes from bombs on 747s have occurred before, both times the
plane
turns around and lands.
And the difference is that the areodynamics o
what happens
>if the cargo door is missing are planned for and tested in wind tunnels.
Oh yeah? Sammy the aviation engineer. And it's not just the eight foot by
nine foot door, it's the skin it takes with it to equal thirty for forty
foot hole, look at TWA 800 reconstruction photo or PA 103
reconstruction
drawing.
>JBS: I just saw a show on TWA 841, where the crew was blamed by
NTSB for
>JBS: messing in the cockpit and sending 727 into roll.
>
>When did this crash happen?
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1979.
Was used in plot for Airframe by Michael Chrichton.
>JBS: Then there's UAL 811 were NTSB blamed a ground handler for
improper
>JBS: latching of the cargo door that came off in flight.
>
>That was the original report right, subsequently revoked when the cargo
>door was recovered? Who salvaged the cargo door, and why?
Real questions, so rare.
Navy recovered it a year and a half after accident. The New Zealand fathe
of teenager who died petitioned documentary film crew to show it might
be
backdriven latches and not improper latching. And it was.
From: Chris Hinch <chris@dcc.govt.nz>
To: "'barry@corazon.com'" <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Cargo Doors & UAL 811
Date: Thu, 22 Aug 96 22:29:00 NZT
Encoding: 90 TEXT
Status:
Barry
Hang in there.
I was on a computer graphics team that developed computer animation
sequences for a documentary about UAL811. The animation sequences
showed
how the door latching mechanisms work for the cargo door in question.
At that time, the official story was that a ground handler had damaged the
latching mechanism and/or not closed the door properly. The father of a
New Zealand teenager killed on the flight argued against this, and as a
result, the TVNZ documentary was commisioned, presenting his theory
that an
electrical failure initiated the door opening sequence with the 'L' shape
of the locking latches making them susceptable to deformation.
In order to create the animation sequences, we had to study and
understand
the issues involved. We then predicted that if the door was found, what
the relative positions of the cams and interlocks would be, and that the L
locking bars would be deformed by the backdriven cams.
The documentary was rebuffed by United, who said that that they were
aware,
prior to the accident, that the L locks could be deformed by initiating the
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door open sequence while locked, and that a modification had been
issued to
strengthen them. As that modification had *apparently* been fitted to 811
we were "therefore" wrong. In addition, local airlines said that a
special 'strengthening' modification had been fitted to their fleet of
B747's, "therefore" it was okay to keep flying.
But when the door was retrieved, the locks were deformed as predicted,
and
the cams were in the positions we predicted. Obviously, if fitted, the
modification was not strong enough. This meant that it could happen
again,
and I was approached by TVNZ to say so on camera. I did so but did no
realise the personal and professional cost that would occur as a result.
I was not aware that the NTSB had changed their position, and I cannot
tell
you the personal feeling of relief, vindication and resolution that I felt
reading their revised executive summary at your web site. Thank you
very,
very much.
But now, the horrifying feeling that our words will continue to go
unheeded, and that more people will die - especially when we hear airline
continuing to say that they are "okay" because they have fitted the
"special" strengthening mod.
Can you confirm if 811 had the rivetted L plates modification added? Di
800? 103? Can you confirm or determine if any one has actually initiated
the opening sequence on the ground, with the door fully closed, with the L
plates modification fitted? Can Boeing/NTSB categorically demonstrate
that
the mod fitted will prevent deformation when the cams are backdriven?
I wish you the very very best of luck. Remain focused, persistent and
rational in your arguments, and they cannot argue.
By the way - check 811's pilot statement (on record I believe) that the
only reason the aircraft didn't come apart underneath him was that he had
just taken it off AP and let go of the controls at the point of event - he
felt that fighting the aircraft (or trying to keep it straight, as the AP
would have done) would have resulted in catastrophic failure.
In the other accidents, were they on AP?
Cheers
Chris Hinch
chris@dcc.govt.nz
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Date: Sat, 17 Aug 1996 12:52:15 -0700
From: wmor@ix.netcom.com (William M. O'Rourke)
Subject: UAL811
To: barry@corazon.com
Status:
JBS:
I'll try to answer your questions here re. UAL811 but the
answers may not be the ones you're looking for.
1. Ron Schleede was the Chief of the Accident Investigation
Division at the time of the accident and oversaw much
of the on-scene investigation. He is highly expereinced
and a reliable investigator. He started his career with
the NTSB at the Denver Field Office after flying F-100's
with the USAF.
2. I never saw the actual door but was informed that it was
in two pieces versus the single (entire) door we based
our calculations on. I learned that the USN utilized our
estimate of impact point & time and applied their detailed
knowledge of under water current data. The result was that
they drew a 5 NM box around a point they calculated would
have been the resting place of the door. Thier ship then
entered at the NW corner of the box steaming on a track
towards the SE corner. At about the half-way point, on the
first run, they located the debris field on the ocean floor
in approximately 14,000 feet of water.
3. I DID NOT SEE ANY BLIPS! What I did see was a computer
printout of FAA and USN FACSFAC ground based radars which
listed all primary & secondary (transponder) returns covering
the area we specified in our data reduction request.
Since the Navy's FACSFAC processor (computer) was more
state-of-the-art
than the FAA system, plus it had more feeds, we
utilized the USN data for the most accurate data presentation.
From the data in the printout, we could not tell which target
was the door or which was debris. Further, we had no way of
telling which was which. What the printout did tell us was
whether it was a long-run length or short-run length target.
Generally, you could say that a long-run target is a strong
target while the short-run length was a weak target. However,
the difference twixt the two is actually more of radar cross
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section of a target. As an example, picture a billboard of
15 feet high, 30 feet wide and 6 inches thick. If you look at
the billboard staright on, you see its full 15x30 foot area
or an object with a surface area of 450 sq. feet. However, when
you view the same billboard from end-on, you see an object with
a total area of 7.5 square feet. Hence, an excellent example of
the primary difference between a long & short run length target.
With respect to the UAL811 incident, we were very lucky in that
while the flight was climbing out of HNL, a WX ballon was also
on its way up. This gave use very accurate winds which enabled
us to validate winds aloft info recorded on the DFDR. The largest
problem I had was to coorelate the various timing involved from
all of the data sets. Since the most accurate timing source was
the FAA's ARTCC tapes, we had to adjust FAA & USN radar data,
CVR,
DFDR, NWS, and FAA tower tapes to one single time base.
The above are the same techniques we used in reconstruction of flight
tracks of accident incident aircraft as well as the Shuttle Challenger
accident.
Although my primary job was as an ATC investigator at the NTSB, I got
stuck
with doing radar data since I had a radar background going back to 1957
as
a GCI controller, a brief stint on RC-121D's, TDY to a DDR and DER as
well
as TDY to VP-26 while at NQX (ASP-20).
If you give me your snail-mail address, I send you a copy of the
Factual Report - Radar Reconstruction, that I completed on this case. I
think I still have a copy of it around here somewhere.
I retired from NTSB in May 1991 after 34-years and do not even have a
copy
of the amended UAL811 report. I do know that they had to amend the
report
based on the information the recovered door revealed.
Mike O'Rourke
wmor@ix.netcom.com
>JBS: Then there's the French and Soviet NTSBs blaming a TU 144 pilot
for
>JBS: grandstanding at the Paris Air show and crashing.
>
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>What is the actual story?
French launched photo Mirage jet to take pictures of canards of new TU
144
in flight during demo at Paris Air show. Mirage almost ran into TU 144
and
pilot violently maneuvered away and stall engines, plane then decended
and
crashed. Only after breakup of Soviet Union was it revealed by both sides
that cause was not pilot error as French and Soviets agreed upon but
Mirage
almost midair.
>It was designed to cover up the reason for the cover up and to
>protect the truth.
Love it, cover up the cover up.
>JBS: Silk could not have been urine in electical connector turning yaw
>JBS: damper on.
>
>If it was not suicide, then we have a dishonest investigation because
>we've got several minutes of tape missing from both of the black boxes.
>If you want to say this is an accident, you are going to have to explain
>also how the black boxes were render3ed nonfinctional in mid-flight.
I did, electrical. Electrical problems turns things off and on when they
shouldn't. Like recorders and yaw dampers.
>JBS: 811 could not have been chafed wiring turning on door motor to
>JBS: unlatch.
>
>Is this the current official explanation?
Yeah, on web site of course.
>JBS: TU 144 could not have been when he just violently missed a
Mirage
>JBS: recon jet trying to secretly photograph him.
>
>Is/was this an official theory?
On discovery Channel with interviews with soviet and french officials
involved and total photos of crash.
>JBS: 800 could not have been water on bare chafed wire turning on doo
>JBS: motor to unlatch position.
>
>No, it could not have been. Becaue even if the door unlatched, you
>would not have gotten the results that happened.
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Sammy the aviation engineer. But a curious one.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Fri, 3 Apr 1998 00:28:01 -0800

Subject:
Fox 1, Fox 2
SkyNet - Special Report Date: September 1st, 1985Type: 747-230B
Registration: HL-7442 Operator: Korean Air Lines - KALWhere:
Okhotsk Sea
Report No.: Not AvailableReport Date: -Pages: -This is not an accident
investigation report.The Boeing arrived at Anchorage at 03.30 local time
after a 3h10min flight from New York. At 05.00h the aircraft took off
again from Runway 32, bound for Seoul. The flight was cleared directly
to the Bethel VOR beacon and then on to the Romeo 20 route. However,
the
aircraft started diverging from it's intended course and passed 12mls
North of the Bethel beacon. While approaching the Kamchatka peninsula
6
MiG-23 fighters were scrambled. Because a US Boeing RC-135
intelligence
plane was flying in the area East off Kamchatka, the Soviet defence
forces probably thought the B747 radar echo to be the RC-135. KAL 007
left Russian airspace over the Okhostk Sea and the fighters returned to
their base. Passing abeam the Nippi beacon (4hrs after take-off), the
aircraft was 185mls off course and headed for Sakhalin. Two Soviet
Sukhoi Su-15 fighters were scrambled from the Dolinsk-Sokol airbase at
17.42h UTC and 17.54 respectively. At 18.16h UTC flight 007 re-entered
Soviet airspace. At 18.22h the Soviet command ordered destruction of the
target (for the 2nd time). Two air-to-air missiles were lauched by one
of the fighters and struck the Boeing at 18.26h. Cabin pressure was lost
and the aircraft suffered control problems, causing the Boeing to spiral
down and crash into the sea. Korean Air Lines CVR ReadoutCOCKPIT
VOICE
RECORDERCAM = Cockpit Area MicrophoneCAPT = CaptainCI312
= China
Airlines flight 312PA = Public AdressRDO = Radio Transmission from
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KAL007Tokyo = Tokyo ATCTime: Source: Contents:
18.19:26
CAM *
18.19:40
CAM *
18.20:02
Tokyo [ Selcal ]
18.20:09
RDO Korean Air zero zero seven Selcal.
18.20:11
Tokyo Korean Air zero zero seven clearance Tokyo ATC
clears Korean Air zero
zero seven climb and maintain flight level three five zero.
18.20:21
RDO Ah roger Korean Air zero zero seven climb and
maintain at three five
zero leaving three three zero at this time.
18.20:28
Tokyo Tokyo roger.
18.21:48
[ Sound: altitude alert ]
18.22:55
CAPT [ Keyed microphone ]
18.22:56
RDO Tokyo radio Korean Air zero zero seven reaching
level three five zero.
18.23:00
Tokyo Korean Air zero zero seven Tokyo roger.
18.25:55
CI312 Tokyo radio, Dynasty three one two on five six.
18.26:00
Tokyo Dynasty three one two Tokyo.
18.26:02
[ Sound of eplosion ]
18.26:03
CI312 Dynasty three one two position Payon one eight
two
five level three
three zero estimate Shemya one nine three five remainder ... remaining
one two six decimal zero minus five zero ... one zero diagonal four zero
go ahead.
18.26:06
CAM What's happened?
18.26:08
CAM What?
18.26:10
CAM Retard throttles.
18.26:11
CAM Engines normal.
18.26:14
CAM Landing gear.
18.26:15
CAM [ Sound: cabin altitude warning ]
18.26:17
CAM Landing gear [ Noise of possible selection ]
18.26:18
CAM [ Sound: altitude deviation warning ]
18.26:21
CAM [ Sound: autopilot disconnect warning ]
18.26:22
CAM Altitude is going up.
18.26:23
CAM [ Sound: cabin call ]
18.26:24
CAM Altitude is going up.
18.26:25
CAM Speed brake is coming out.
18.26:26
CAM What? What?
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18.26:27
CAPT *
18.26:29
CAM Check it out.
18.26:30
PA
[ Sound: PA chime for automatic cabin
announcment ]
18.26:30
Tokyo Dynasty three one two ... contact Anchorage.
18.26:33
PA
[ Sound: cacin call ]
18.26:33
CAM I am not able to drop altitude now unable.
18.26:34
PA
Attention emergency descent.
18.26:35
CI312 Thank you out.
18.26:38
PA
Attention emergency descent.
18.26:38
CAM Altitude is going up.
18.26:40
CAM This is not working. This is not working.
18.26:41
CAM Manually.
18.26:42
CAM Cannot do manually.
18.26:42
PA
Attention emergency descent. {in Japanese}
18.26:43
CAM [ Sound: Autopilot disconnect warning ] Not
working
manually also.
18.26:45
CAM Engines are normal Sir.
18.26:46
PA
Put out your cigarette. This is an emergency descent
18.26:48
CAM *
18.26:49
PA
Put out your cigarette. This is an emergency descent
18.26:50
CAM Is it power compression?
18.26:51
CAM-3 Is that right?
18.26:52
PA
Put out your cigarette. This is an emergency
descent. {in Japanese}
18.26:52
CAM-3 ... all of both ... *
18.26:54
CAPT Is that right?
18.26:55
PA
Put the mask over your nose and mouth and adjust
the headband.
18.26:57
RDO Tokyo radio Korean Air zero zero seven.
18.27:01
PA
Put the mask over your nose and mouth and adjust
the headband.
18.27:02
Tokyo Korean Air zero zero seven Tokyo.
18.27:04
RDO Roger Korean Air zero zero seven... * ah we are
experiencing ...
18.27:08
PA
Put the mask over your nose and mouth and adjust
the headband. {in
Japanese}
18.27:09
CAPT All compression.
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18.27:10
RDO Rapid decompression descend to one zero
thousand.
18.27:15
PA
Attention emergency descend.
18.27:19
PA
Attention emergency descend.
18.27:20
CAM-3 Now ... * ... we have to set this.
18.27:21
Tokyo Korean Air zero zero seven * * radio check on one
zero zero four eight.
18.27:23
PA
Attention emergency descent {in Japanese}.
18.27:23
CAM-3 Speed.
18.27:26
CAM-3 Stand by Stand by Stand by Stand by set.
18.27:27
PA
Put out your cigarette. This is an emergency descent
18.27:30
PA
Put out your cigarette. This is an emergency descent
18.27:33
PA
Put out your cigarette. This is an emergency
descent. {in Japanese}
18.27:38
PA
Put the mask over your nose and mouth and adjust
the headband.
18.27:43
PA
Put the mask over your nose and mouth and adjust ..
18.27:46
END OF RECORDING Report complied by David
Lisk
Return to Airline
Disasters 1920 - 1997 Database Disclaimer: While every effort is made to
ensure accuracy, no representation is made as to the accuracy of, and no
acceptance or any legal responsibility is taken for any errors,
ommissions, mis-statements or mistakes within the pages of this web site
or on other web sites which may be linked to this site from time to
time.
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Mon, 13 Apr 1998 11:44:36 -0700

Subject:
Great forum
Great forum, we don't even know what time the sun sets. Do we know
enough
to come out of the rain?
Where is Stonehenge when you need it?
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
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barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Mon, 27 Apr 1998 12:07:36 -0700

Subject:
I love Boeing 747s
>>Hey, me too. I suspect it was Benson. What is your name of your guy?
>>
>
BS waffles>I'll give you a hint. This person was responsible for forcing
"the
>discovery" one year after they had been recovered, that the nose gear
doors
>had been blown inward. It forced a meeting of the investigators in
>September to reconsider the meaning of this newly discovered
phenomenon.
>Coupled with the fact that the gear doors were some of the first items of
>the aircraft, It didn't support the CWT as initiating event. The whole
>thing basically went nowhere, and this person never rocked the boat
again.
Note non conspiracy guy uses names and conspiracy guy gives hints and
teases, therefore totally unreliable and further impedes any progress into
investigation. Even when help is on the inside the conspiracy guys run
away. Thanks for nothing, twerp.
>I haven't changed my mind. It won't do much for my carpal tunnel
syndrome,
>but I will type it if I have to. Hopefully, I can get it scanned on a
>character reader.
Yeah, but the letters are too small and my OCR program is too cheap.
Rote
typing drives me bananas in about twenty minutes. To type that into a
relational datbase and make it available to the public would be a true
sacrifice of time and effort. What's your address, I'll send it to you. Or
you can beg and whine to your missile buddies, like I did.
>Wake up and smell the coffee - pretty much everything is a conspiracy.
That explains it all. For me pretty much everything is not a conspiracy.
>I just drove by the 747 factory in Everett, WA, for the hell of it, on my
>way back from my Sunday hike. They are still pumping them out like
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Fords up
>there. Perhaps you should fly up here and picket the plant. Maybe a
grim
>reaper costume would be appropriate - hood and sicle.
I've devoted most of my life, since age 11 staring at Piper Tri-Pacers
through an airport fence to supersonic, to aviation. I love Boeing 747s and
dream of making it into a multi purpose platform to include satellite
launches. You have no idea, and I mean that literally, how hard it is to
build an airplane, any airplane, and have it fly without crashing. The
NTSB
explanation will kill the 747 line and it's happening before my very eyes.
A 747 that is fixed will continue to be bought and flown. A 747 that
mysteriously blows up in the air and the nose comes off and everyone die
every few years will not be bought and flown.
Aviation people know how flimsy bomb explanation was for AI 182, PA
103 and
TWA 800. Too much coincidence. Too unlikely. Too strange. So better
to fly
something else. So they do.
>>"Repent, the end is near, the sky is falling." Funny to you, not funny to
>>eleven people in Lockerbie Scotland.
>>
>
>
>Did god come in a UFO to visit those people in Texas. Did he appear
on
>Channel 18?
Uh, no, I don't think god came in a UFO to visit those people in Texas.
Did
I miss something? Was he on Channel 18? I can't get Channel 18
here...what
were the ratings?
Chicken Little never said when the sky would hit the ground, if it happen
before, or if it would happen again. And do you know the ending to the
Chicken Little story? I read it to my daughter all the time, she loves it.
It has a very disturbing ending.
The moral of that story is not pleasant for the likes of us in this forum
who in fact say the sky is falling but for different reasons.
For missile guys to make fun of Chicken Little, and Turkey Lurkey, and
Ducky Lucky, is funny since missile guys imply it can happen again too.
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No split apart family reads Chicken Little to their surviving children in
Lockerbie.
C or N>Are you trying to tell me something?
Yes.
Was this whole posting directed to me as
>the 'subject' implies?
Yes.
>And by the way, I do have a name, John. Do you have manners?
Uh, yes, wait, no, wait, maybe, well, sometimes, oh heck, I don't know, c
you tell me? Can you help me have manners? I really want to have
manners,
can you give me some?
> Or do you simply
>treat all women with disrespect?
Whoa! Calling you a woman was treating you with disrespect? A woman
is a
very fine title, equal to title of 'man' which is not granted easily but
must be earned. Male is given, 'man' is earned.
How about 'conspiracy female', better?
> >And, save the admonishments, George.
Let's talk manners. Do you see, ill mannered wench, the irony of
admonishing someone to stop admonishing someone? Probably not. It's
rude to
tell people to change their style, their writing, their speech, their
thinking, as you did to George.
My complaint is not personal, you probably are a fine person, mother,
daughter, wife, and friend. My complaint is when ignorance, fear, and
suspicion intrude on my world of aviation safety. Imploring a free
discussion list moderator to cut down the allowable posts to one a day is
very rude and censor like. You did that. It's rude to ask another to
suppress the speech of another.
By the way, 'wench' was used in the Shakespearean sense as in The
Tempest,
Prospero speaks lovingly to his daughter and says, "Well spoken, wench.
It does not mean wench in the slovenly low class beer smelling cigarette
stained fingers bar maid sort of wench with the coughing laugh as she put
another quarter in the juke box.
>Have I done something to offend you
>personally?
No. How could you? We don't even know each other. And let's keep it
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that way.
The thing here is the TWA 800 argument is an abstraction of events that
took place over a year ago. Of course there is dissent and disagreement,
that's what happens with difficult abstractions about time and space. It
has nothing to do with you and the way you live or run your life. I know
nothing about that and don't want to know.
Your abstraction which demands rebuttal response is attempt to stifle
amount of posts allowed to each of us, and the distracting irrelevant
nonsense of MLK and Vince Foster involved with TWA 800.
Continue to post, no problem, use all three up, all 500 lines, no problem,
talk about conspiracies, no problem, but expect rebuttal. And of course
you
can go all girlish and pout and stamp your feet and imply your feelings
were hurt in a 'personal' affront.
Crying works. I call myself worse as boring cargo door guy spouting
nonsense which is much worse flaming than any label of Conspiracy
Woman.
What is the problem, are you a woman? Do you believe in conspiracy for
TWA
800? If not, then rebut.
By the way, you quoted an entire post which took up 10K and then
added six
sentences of about .01K. That's callled bad netiquette of wasting
bandwidth. But no problem with me, it's not my netiquette rule. My rule i
post whatever you want, as often as you want, then prepare for criticism.
But if you talk manners, then you have bad net manners.
Conspiracy people always take criticism personally, as if the world
revolved around them. And the agents are doing it, you know, the secret
agents the government has infiltrating internet discussion groups, spying,
reporting, make log entires, turning tape recorders on and off, they're
everywhere!
MH judges behavior>His conduct on this list is unbefitting that of a Nava
Officer. Any
>potential High School recruit browsing the Internet and reading this
message
>board will be immediately offended by John Barry Smith's profane and
immature
>conduct and therefore question any inclination to join the Navy.
Rather, we
>should have admirable behavior and conduct from John Barry Smith,
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so as to
>draw more recruits.
Marshall, why are you talking to invisible people like 'high school
students' or 'readers'? It reads so weird. And I respect high school
students to let them make up their own mind about their lives and any
conversation on the internet by a former Naval officer will have little
impact.
We should have admirable behavior from me? Ooo, I really want to do
admirable behavior, can you help me? Can you give me some admirable
behavior?
Conspiracy guys, consistent if anything, style over content, form over
substance, so easily conned by smooth talkers, so easily defrauded by
cheaters. So gullible, so naive, and striving to remain so.
RS joins the fray>Per John Smith (or is it really Jane Doe)
It's really I'm trusting and you're not. I believe people's names when they
say they are their names.
>I have no idea about what your theory is
Hey, that never stopped a conspiracy guy before. And hasn't now.
> Maybe the
>doors fail in relation to use. If so, do the failures correlate to some time
>factor ?
Holy Tamoley! As my daughter says. A real question!
>You have assumed that all model 747 "cargo door's" are alike.
Alike enough, shape, size, function, identical. A thousand 747s and that's
two thousand starboard cargo doors.
>Each flawed door will last longer than the last flawed door.
Wrong. They were progressively made and fail about the same time.
16000
cycles plus or minus a thousand cycles. It's a function of time, cycles,
environment, type of wire, quality of maintenance, and style of operation
They are old planes with know bad wiring that have high cycles, high
flight
time and have not had the Section 41 retrofit.
>It would be more logical to assume that the cargo doors
>that are flawed would fail in a cluster on a time line, not in equal
>increments.
Planes have different flight hours. A car with a headlight that burns out
after a hundred hours of use may burn out on that car today and the other
car next year, depends on who drives at night the most.
The cargo door is not the main culprit, it is an innocent bystander. It is
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bad wiring shorting on door motor to unlatch position. If wire never
shorted, door never opens in flight. Wiring is larger issue showing itself
in strange ways, such as yaw dampers flapping, fires in cargo bays, and
door motors unlatching cargo doors.
Here's the numbers: I love data. I invite checking my numbers. From
tomorrow as zero, April 28th.
June 23, 1985, AI 182, nose off at forward cargo bay, 329 dead. No
forward
sill recovered.
March 10, 1987, PA 125, forward cargo door open in flight, 0 dead.
Latches
unlatched on forward sill.
December 21, 1988, PA 103, nose off at forward cargo bay, 270 dead. No
forward sill status reported.
February 24, 1989, UAL 811, forward cargo door open in flight, 9 dead.
Latches unlatched on forward sill.
June 13, 1991, UAL preflight, uncommanded aft cargo door open on
ground. 0
dead. Latches unlatched on aft sill.
July 17, 1996, TWA 800, nose off at forward cargo bay, 270 dead. No
forward
sill recovered.
AI 182 to TWA 800 is approx 3993 days.
Approx 666 days between events.
Approx 649 days since TWA 800.
Approx 17 days to go. From April 29 to May 15.
65 days minimum, four years and eleven months for maximum between
events.
0 deaths to 329 deaths as consequence.
So, law of averages says an uncommanded starboard side cargo door will
open
on an early model Boeing 747 with varying consequences from trivial to
severe within three months of July 17th, 1996 to June 23, 2001 with the
mean occurring on May 15th, 1998. The airline with the most 747s, 41,
and
the oldest average at 19.9 years, is Northwest Airlines.
So, a NWA 747 has uncommanded cargo door opening in May 1998 if
the law of
averages is enforced. I'm working on stopping that from happening.
GD>Has anyone noted that I don't particularly bad mouth anyone when
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>presenting my theory? Is that why I don't get the expected response? I
>guess that I have to get mean spirited to get someone to pay attention.
George, you are bad mouthing others in your statement above. Can you
not
see the irony, bad mouthing others for bad mouthing. I guess you do have
to
get mean spirited to get someone to pay attention. It's like admonishing
for admonishing.
> IAN: Yes, the statement you cited by JBS is logically
> flawed, just as his entire "cargo door theory" is one
> giant logical flaw. His theory is not even an option.
> Every facet of it has been utterly demolished months
> ago. It is a abuse to all on the list to even have
> just the theory redumped on us daily, but JBS pushes
> it even further by redumping ad hominem attacks on
> list members day after day. If you want to see just
> some of the deconstruction of the cargo-door con job,
> visit:
http://www.accessone.com/~rivero/CRASH/TWA/DOOR/door.html
I love this and it just points to a personality flaw I have. Anyway, note
Rivero in reference above. Rivero lives! O, why did Rivero leave. Where
he? Missing in action, buried at sea. I so miss the redundant posted over
and over again eyewitness reports. They were so reassuring.
Giant logical flaw? Like Godzilla?
Redumping? Look out, here it comes, uhhhhh, plop! Plop! Plop!
Note lack of facts in opinion above. I encourage all readers, all high
school students, govmint secret agents, list monitors, lurkers, spammers,
and of course, the 101 official users of the list to visit the site
referenced above. There may be some facts there.
> I can't agree more with the idea of a reduction of
>clutter in my mail box. It seemed that I was receiving nearly 30
>posts per day, which caused me to overlook some very good ones. One
>being Shoemakers request, and another being Marshall Houston's
>description of alleged disinformationalists active on this board.
How do you know you overlooked it if you know what it is?
> As
>I said in one of my other posts, I plan to expose the
>disinformationalists for who they are, or at least attempt to.
>
>I will be sending private questionaires to various list members.
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Conspiracy guys love doing conspiracy type things like secret
communications to selected in group members.
> If
>you receive a questionaire, please respond clearly and cordially.
>Also, please avoid long responses.
Because if you are not clear, or rude, or too long, then ...then..what? Put
in the bad guy pile?
>For those who do not receive a
>questionaire, results of the survey will be made known in a timely
>fashion in the form of a post to the entire list.
How will I know I have not received a questionaire if I delete before
reading your posts?
So look, if I don't reply to your questionaire about secret agents, don't
think it's because I'm a secret agent and won't tell you I'm a secret agent
and therefore will not reply, but think that I may have overlooked a very
good post by deleting before reading. It's like the missile guys, speak
before thinking.
>Thank you in advance for your cooperation.
No, no, no, let me thank you in advance for your cooperation.
>
>This is my one post for the day. I hope that all members can restrain
>from posting more than one per day.
>
>Tom Stalcup
Hope dashed!
Missile guys post the most. They'll never cut down.
A big poster asking others to cut down their posting.
Always good for chuckle.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Fri, 17 Apr 1998 10:40:58 -0700

Subject:
I talk airplanes, you talk religion
BS quoting JBS>>Naw, you knew the cause of the crash on 7/14/97
when I
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posted the below. I
>>actually knew the cause within 24 hours because it fit the pattern of tw
>>other 747s. But the LSoft knew it on July 14, 1997.
>>
>Of course most institutions have at least a couple guys who think that
they
>are Jesus.
I talk airplanes in an airplane forum, you talk religion, who's the nut?
Let me help you, the person who talks about two Boeing crashed 747s in
a
forum about one crashed 747 is not the nut.
TS>A disinformationalist in action:
>
>> Great Tom,
>> >What do you think caused TWA 800 to go down?
>> Gravity.
>> Cheers,
Chris Olsson
>He has successfully avoided answering the above question directly and
>honestly for over a month.
>
>Tom Stalcup
Missile guys don't believe truth when it falls on their head...from gravity.
They would rather talk about a guy that rejects gravity and walks on
water. Ha!
The fact TWA 800 was not on the moon and the fact it was not a balloon
may
sound funny to you conspiracy guys but not funny to a pilot because if
TWA
800 had been a balloon and not going 300 knots the nose would have
stayed
on after huge hole appeared in nose from explosive decompression, but th
300 knots, faster than force 5 tornado, tore off nose. If TWA 800 on Moo
when nose came off the whole thing would have landed on surface with
much
less crushing, even making the crash survivable with the lower gravity
giving slower terminal velocity.
Don't you missile guys see a clue to your cluelessness when you reject
gravity reality and bring Jesus Christ into discussion? The one person
conspiracy guys identify with because he was the victim of a conspiracy
and
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a martyr, traits which the missile guys try to believe is happening to
them. IG acting like he did when news reported his recant is classic marty
behavior. MH quoting the bible is the same mold. Missile guys like to
think
of themselves as martyr being bullied.
1mar*tyr \"mar-ter\ n [ME, fr. OE, fr. LL, fr. Gk martyr-, martys, lit.,
witness] 1 : a person who dies rather than renounce a religion; also : a
person who makes a great sacrifice for the sake of principle 2 : a great or
constant sufferer
As long as the missile guys are choked, deaf, and blind to reality of
science/gravity/slipstream and remain stuffed with emotion of
fear/hate/anger/martydom, they will never come up with a satisfactory
answer to the crash of a machine which disregards all those human
emotions.
Conspiracy guys love The Last Supper, I bet they have a velvet painting o
it on their wall. Ooooo, that Judas, it send shivers just looking at him
raise his glass knowing what he done did.
GD>Please tie your 'cargo door cause' to the FDR anomalies.
Why? Plane jerked around when nose came off. Or abrupt power cut
gave funny
reasons. It's like the streak, CVR sudden loud sound and FDR cutoff, it's
enough to makes basic conclusions, and that's it. To read into streak,
sound, and squiggly numbers without matching data is not conclusive
enough
to make statement. Sudden loud sound on CVR for four 747 accidents ha
matching rise times and frequency distribution, the streak and cutoff have
no matches, so it's all guessing. Streak was object moving fast around tim
of TWA 800 initial event. Sound was sudden and matches explosive
decomression. Cut off means catastrophic event occurred to abruptly cut
off
four generators.
>All of them.
You thought of it, you do it.
>Please
>list in separate statements.
You thought of it, you do it.
>Plus the soot staining on the fuselage exterior.
You thought of it, you do it.
>Plus the decapitations.
You thought of it, you do it.
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>Plus the lack of burns on the victims.
You thought of it, you do it.
>Plus the
>charring on the forward fuselage aft of the breakaway nose section.
You thought of it, you do it.
>Plus
>the accelerated cutoff of the CVR and FDR
You thought of it, you do it.
That stuff, and much much more, has all been thought out and explained
and
on my web site of course. The explanation goes far beyond the two
paragraphs that the missile guys allow themselves to read and 24K LSoft
permits to be posted before rejecting as exceeding lines.
You want it spoon fed by one person who is very polite to you. Well, no
go.
You want to know, then dig it out like the rest of us. The goldmine is
located at www.corazon.com
>You and I are about the only deviant theory boys amongst the missile
>huggers who can't tie a missile to the subsequent events.
Pilot error and mechanical causes are the normal causes of plane crashes.
Sabotage, bomb, missile and other conspiracy causes are so few as to be
included in a folder called 'other' which is opened and has five
categories, one of which is 'other' which opened has human intentional
cause, which opened has missile along with bombs, suicide etc.
To think missile is to think deviant. To think mechanical is mainstream.
Wiring/cargo door is mechanical. Wiring/cargo door is mainstream.
Missile
is deviant.
Here's the proof that conspiracy guys put satisfactory answer for TWA
800
second to their first choice of missile or nothing:
The only evidence which refutes wiring/cargo door explanation is Exhibi
15C which has been quoted here by the missile guys. It says lower sill of
forward cargo door was all eight latches and locked and intact at water
impact.
When shown with evidence, that the missile guys had first, that the forwa
door sill has not been recovered to be examined but the aft door sill was,
so an obvious mixup was made, the missile guys do not say, oh, we were
wrong about it not being a cargo door because it was supposed to be
latched
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and locked and now it may not be, in fact, the forward door sill and locks
are still out there and may be unlocked. Let's go check it out.
A reasonable seeker of the truth would now go down that previously
blocked
first choice of explanation for TWA 800, hull rupture in flight from
forward door pop, as it has before. A blind, choking, deaf investigator
gets caught up in trivial distractions such as call number of a helo, Ha!
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Tue, 7 Apr 1998 09:29:01 -0700

Subject:
I vastly overestimated the..
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="iso-8859-1"
knowledge and intelligence of the missile guys because it has become
apparent they are not aware of the identical sized, shaped, and functional
aft cargo door. The piece of cargo door which the missile guys shouted
'here it is, you are wrong, now go away,' is next to the aft cargo door
pieces in the fireball/terminal/wing/aft fuselage field. Thank goodness for
raw data, it clears out the nonsense interpretation from biased ignorant
theorists.
Also in trouble are FAA and NSTB who reported in 15C on the lower
sill of
the forward door being all latched and locked based upon viewing the
wreckage. But the database, god bless it, shows it is the aft cargo door
lower sill, latches and locked which they may have examined because
there
is no lower sill, latches and locks found for the forward cargo door, only
the aft. The FAA and NTSB may have looked at the wrong door, a
possibility
I raised immediately when NTSB emailed me and said the forward door
was all
latched and locked.
So, two identical doors which confuse those who can't count above one.
It's
a problem.
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Also, most of the center wing tank fell with the rest of the fuselage and
wing, not the red zone, opposite of what NTSB says. Also, most of cargo
bay
fell with red zone, not what NTSB says. Also, the center wing debris
which
was needed to support the center tank as initial event fell with the
terminal field, impossible if tank blew first, so NTSB changed the numbe
the 2000 series tags from terminal field to red zone to make their theory
fit. And I have to say, that enters into criminal conduct, right there. And
it's in the testimony from James Wildey at the hearing, no wonder Loeb
got
upset when he heard that about the switched tags.
Center tank theorists cheat because they can, and missile theorists stay
ignorant because they can.
Wiring/cargo door was tested again with database in hand and itching to
analyze data to find out such info as above, but no, more important to get
it out and have everyone have a fair crack at it, so 105 pages of scanning,
rotating, cropping, converting and saving and 10 megs of FTP of pages
with
text and .jpg and links done first, it's on the website and only then did I
permit myself the pleasure of seeing all the pieces of the puzzle fit so
nicely when starting from the correct premise of door pop at 13700 feet,
pieces spinning away reflecting as streak, wing and tanks falling and bein
ignited by on fire number 3 engine many seconds later and thousands of
feet
lower. Good guys are always boring because they always do the good
thing.
The bad guys are more interesting because they do bad, which is exciting
and they can also do the unexpected good thing, like release the database
Probably only released when the large piece of aft door was found, and th
missile guys thought, ha, let's show him the database because it can only
hurt the cargo door explanation, not help it. Ha!
Also apparent at first scan of database, engine parts, tiny parts like
blades, are found all over, not just around engine so engines did not hit
water intact.
Also seats found in red zone are mostly from right side above and slightly
aft of cargo door, just like UAL 811.
If you missile guys are going to knock other explanations, learn what they
are, such as how many cargo doors there are and how many nose tires. It'
basic.
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Then to write your own sequence and subject it to inquiry just as NTSB,
meteor, and wiring cargo door have done. It's basic.
Trying to pin your hopes on a helo pilot flying low at night, getting
excited by seeing fireball in sky, flaming explosions, and then having to
remember the sequence of chaos afterward correctly is sad, he did the bes
he could and under the circumstances not to have crashed into the sea wa
about all that could be expected.
Raw data is best. That is shown over and over again in the reports of AI
182, PA 103, UAL 811, and now TWA 800. Conclusions which do not
refer to
source or data are suspect.
In any investigation about 20% of the data is suspect even though well
intentioned, just sloppy human error. I found out in a Boeing 747
authoritative text about history, construction and all the line numbers,
registration, and year built, an error of one letter that changed
everything. It was supposed to be ZS-SAT but was printed ZS-SAB. One
plane
crashed and the other was never built. One letter made all the difference
and only detected when cross referenced to registration number. And that
took an hour to track down.
To go around looking for errors and finding them, fine, but to jump to
conclusion of evil is wrong. That's why the deliberate tampering of
wreckage debris tags and changing them from one location to another
may not
be evil, it may be just overzealous interpretation of center tank
explanation, an explanation they desperately want because it clears FAA
and
NTSB of responsibility of screwing up badly when it happened before an
they said they fixed it and it couldn't happen again. If it did, and it
did, they are essentially negligent killers.
A label to be avoided and if changing some color on some tags does that,
then they do it.
It's one thing to blame another country's airplanes as faulty and to
suppress evidence to protect Amercian crews, as NTSB has done with an
ATR
72 crash, but it's another to refuse to do work recommended by a safety
board, and board acquiesces and then have a plane crash because of that
error and 230 people die. One is show and the other is reality. Being
chewed out by FAA and France for doing a biased AAR is nothing
compared to
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allowing 230 people to die.
ac*qui*esce \'a-kwe-"es\ vb -esced; -esc*ing : to accept, comply, or subm
without open opposition syn consent, agree, assent, accede Û
ac*qui*es*cence \-"es-ens\ n Û ac*qui*es*cent \-ent\ adj Û
ac*qui*es*cent*ly adv
One point the database showed is the the forward cargo door may not
have
those bottom latches latched and locked. It is not seen in the photo and
I've assumed FAA and NTSB were not that stupid to confuse the doors,
but,
if missile guys can, then equally as biased and ignorant may also.
Still waiting for missile caused breakup sequence report for TWA 800.
Wiring/cargo door sequence is on website of course.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Thu, 9 Apr 1998 22:54:18 -0700

Subject:
I'm making a list and checking it twice...
BS giving character reference about CO>Chris, you have just
demonstrated
what an angry, mean spirited person thatyou are in attempting to trash an
honorable man with an exemplary career in rescuing people.
OK, let's add 'angry', 'mean spirited' to 'horrible.' And just for Chris
adding two and two and getting four. I don't see anybody refuting his
numbers, just his style. Conspiracy guys hate numbers and facts, it
confuses them into petulant slur throwing children, yes you are, no I'm
not. By the way, honorable men with exemplary careers can kill you just
as
fast with sloppy airmanship as an idiot. Don't judge books by their covers
in aviation.
You guys and your eyewitnesss, it's funny really. Humans are not cockpit
voice recorders or flight data recorders, they are humans with more self
bias and twisted thinking than any other organism. To put your life in the
hands of strangers who are startled at night to see a few second strange
sight and think it to be...fireworks, flares, gun, rockets, missiles,
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meteors, is very stupid. Get the basics and move on. Basic, Meyer was in
helo, he saw a streak, he saw fireball, move on, that's about all he can
be relied on, even though he really believes all the numbers and times and
places he throws about.
The problem for the missile guys is that the science guys put more effort
into the missile theory than the missile guys, from a factual point of
view. That's hard for the missile guys to accept because it's hard to do
science, numbers, and aviation related data, easier to connect the
conspiracy dots between neo Nazis and suicides of public officials.
Where's Stan Martin with all this talk about bad wiring in B early 747s
and
NWA having 41 of the beasts?
By the way, of the seats that were blown out early in the sequence and fel
in the red zone, over half were over the cargo door explo decom area, the
others were in front of the area or aft.
The NTSB examining the wrong cargo door is quite significant. That
alone
made the acquisition of the database worth the effort of cajoling and
reasoning and taking the whining slurs in stride.
I can imagine the consternation among high FAA and NTSB officials
when they
realize their whole house of cards in rejecting cargo explanation rested on
the bottom eight latches of a cargo door latched and it was, but the aft
door, not the forward. The implications of that sloppy investigative work
done by two men, one FAA and the other NTSB, will have reverberations
for
years to come.
We shall see how they handle it, they shall be judged by their actions, not
their words.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Sat, 4 Apr 1998 22:57:09 -0800

Subject:
It failed to tell pilots to fly the airplane right.
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="iso-8859-1"
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Colo. mapmaker sued over crash that killed BrownBy Howard
PankratzDenver
Post Legal Affairs Writer April 3 - The families of some of those killed
when U.S. Commerce Secretary Ron Brown's plane crashed near
Dubrovnik,
Croatia, sued Colorado-based mapmaker Jeppesen Sanderson on
Thursday
claiming the Jeppesen map used by pilots put Brown's plane on a
""collision course'' with a Croatian mountain.The crash, and subsequent
deaths, were caused by the ""defective, unreasonably dangerous and
unsafe condition'' of the Jeppesen chart, claimed the lawsuit.""The
Jeppesen chart listed a minimum descent altitude for the approach which
was too low and put .«.«. the aircraft on a collision course with the
mountain,'' said Denver lawyer John Kobayashi in the suit filed in U.S.
District Court in Denver.Among those suing are the families of Niksa
Antonini, a photojournalist for Slobona Dalmacija, a Croatian newspaper
Dragica Lendic-Bebek, an interpreter; Barry L. Conrad, president and
CEO
of the Barrington Group; Adam Noel Darling, special assistant to Brown;
Claudio Elia, president and CEO of ANJOU International; and Lee
Jackson,
director of the European Bank for Reconstruction and
Development.Brown
and 34 others died when the plane crashed on a flight from Tuzla,
Bosnia, to the Cilipi Airport near Dubrovnik. A total of eight families
filed suit Thursday.The lawsuit says the U.S. Air Force pilots flying
the military version of a Boeing 737-200 aircraft were using the
Jeppesen chart to make their landing approach to the airport.Because of
the erroneous chart, the lawsuit says, the plane crashed into a mountain
1.8 miles northeast of the airport.The lawsuit claims the chart was
defective in several ways:It failed to inform the pilots that only
aircraft equipped with two NDB radio receivers could safely make the
approach. (An NDB is a nondirectional beacon used for navigating.)It
failed to properly list the NDB stations that the crew was required to
use to make the approach.It failed to warn the pilots of the dangers and
risks of the approach procedure.It violated established aviation
standards for landing-approach charts.""In producing the .«.«. approach
chart, (Jeppesen) substantially changed the procedures promulgated by
the Republic of Croatia for the NDB Runway 12 approach to Cilipi
Airport,'' said the suit.Families of the victims seek damages ranging
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from $10,000 to $30,000.Also filing suit were the families of Carol L.
Hamilton, deputy director of public affairs for the Department of
Commerce; and Paul Cushman, chief executive officer of Riggs
International Banking Corp.Return to TopReturn to Today's NewsReturn
to
Post Home
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Thu, 9 Apr 1998 10:37:39 -0700

Subject:
Chuckles
IG opining about CO opining about TWA 800 pilot's flying abilities> I
remember the way you dragged the dead
> "ham-fisted pilot" of the plane through
> the mud, stomping and spitting on his
> grave. You are a horrible person.
Now just a minute, hold it right there, young man, "a horrible person"?
Isn't that just getting a bit too rough for even this bawdy forum? I mean,
'horrible', is there an epithet more severe than that? "horrible,' ooh, the
words sends shivers of revulsion pulsing through me.
IG posts are always good for a morning chuckle, keep it up.
>The latest from Olsson has got to win an award
>for more pure B.S. than any other of his posts
Well, I don't know about that. Is this a contest? I love contests. The
funny thing about the conspiracy guys, they always call BS the posts with
all facts. They always agree with fantasy wanderings of faked suicides an
hate group infiltrations.
Conspiracy guys, always good for a morning chuckle.
Who is 'SIBA'? Reads like Sammy.
Elmer and his 'caps'. I'm saving my caps and swear word for when I really
mean it, not just now when I use upper and lower case and no swearing.
This
is just fooling around, you'll know when I'm serious when I use all caps
for sentence after sentence and interject many expletives.
People who have law on their side argue the law, people who have truth
argue the truth, people who have neither, pound the table. All caps and
swearing is pounding on the table.
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All you guys interviewing witnesses, it's only been about two years, you
should get some pretty strange memories, good luck.
And I got another copy of the wreckage database in the mail,
anonymously.
And it's different from the first! But only on annotations, not the
lat/long. But thanks, any more NTSB public documents out there that I
can
put on my web site, that NTSB has sort of, like, never gotten around to
yet, but will, real soon, not yet released? There are blank exhibit numbers
in the sequence, let's see them.
Exhibit 3
Exhibit 14
Exhibit 16
Exhibit 21
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Fri, 3 Apr 1998 11:27:46 -0800

Subject:
Computing distance
http://www.indo.com/distance/
this service uses data from the US Census and a supplementary list of
cities around the world to find the latitude and longitude of two
places, and then calculates the distance between them (as the crow
flies). It also provides a map showing the two places, using the Xerox
PARC Map Server. Various query formats are allowed; for
example:Chicago,
ILJakarta40:26:26N 79:59:46WAthens, Greece
Regarding discourse between CO and BD, it reminds me of Bo Diddley
doing
the first rap song in 1958 called, "Bo Diddley" where he assumes several
voices arguing back and forth such as "You so ugly the tears run down th
back of your head to keep from coming near your face." At the end of the
song, he sums up the discourse as, "I got news for both of you, Ain't
neither one of you'all good lookin'!"
But interesting though.
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What is the main goal? To make each other look bad or to reconstruct the
last minutes of TWA 800 based on trajectory study (which has a lot of
info), wreckage database, radar plot, FDR, CVR, and aviation experience
Good point of no radar debris to left of plane and center tank initial
event should be bilateral, not unilateral to starboard.
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Thu, 2 Apr 1998 09:56:42 -0800

Subject:
Come on Bob, you can do it, multiply.
BD>40 39 42.66 North, 72 37 10.07 West - Cargo door, 7'x3'x1'
Cool, Bob, let's see, that's a month after urgent request for any item with
'cargo door' in it, so that's suspect, a sudden appearing door out of
nowhere, the missile freaks taught me that. And the numbers may or may
not
be accurate, missile freaks taught me to pay attention to detail of
numbers. And the door is 8 feet by 9 feet or 72 square feet and your 'carg
door' is 21 square feet. My dad taught me how to multiply, add, and
substract. 30% does not equal 100%.
So, before I come over to your side, let me consider. 1. You've held back
vital info or 2. You deny urgent requests for info or 3. You make up vital
info or 4. You got the numbers wrong... again, or 5. You think 21 is equa
to 72. Hmmm. Think I'll pass on 'coming over.' But thanks anyway.
If the data is true, which I can never quote until I have the database,
then that brings cargo door back into streak source since a piece of metal
7 feet by 3 feet would be a large shiny object spinning away in evening
sunlight reflecting red orange dusk sun back to observers below who
perceive the surprise sight as a streak, no smoke, no flames, just a
streak, as Maj Meyer describes it. You imply 7 foot by 3 foot piece is far
away and that's why you couldn't find it until now. That implies it left
while still high up enough to glide far, had force to spit it away and went
far away, exactly as predicted with door rupture. However, if it is in
terminal field that makes it unlikely to be streak source.
And of course the door was supposed to be all intact at water impact so
are
the two pieces of door close together or far apart? How big was 'forward
portion' of door to add to 7 by 3 foot piece?
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And door fractures usually at midline so two pieces would be about 9 by
feet each. The 7 by 3 piece could be the bottom which stayed with nose
and
bottom eight latches which stayed latched after AD strengthened locking
sectors.
The aft midspan latch rupture hole is about two feet by two feet, so those
are the pieces which left first, are in red zone, small and hard to find.
Why was not large piece of door hung on wreckage reconstruction?
There is
no 7 foot by 3 foot piece of door on wreckage photo. There is hole in doo
reconstruction about 40 to 60 % of total door size. Strange, hey?
Too bad I did not have the database I could have found that piece much
earlier and it would have helped the investigation but it was impeded by
withheld info.
Bob, you are zealot for the missile. Zealots always destroy their cause.
Zealots always think it's all right to break the law to further their cause
because they are answering to a higher god, the missile. Well, wrong. Yo
have done wrong, are doing wrong, and will do wrong, until you release
public info in your possession.
>BD: Barry, I guess you have never used the copy command.
I used it right there. And I have made the same mistake of copying a
wrong
something and repeating it over and over again. But I don't trivialize the
error when finally detected. I don't avoid responsibility by blaming it on
the computer keyboard. Sue Bill Gates for programming a 'copy' feature
into
your Window machine. How do I know it's a Windows and not a Mac?
Easy. Mac
guys assume responsibility and don't require endless error messages
asking,
are you sure you want to delete, are you sure you want to shut down, are
you sure you want to close file, etc...The Mac does what it is told and if
the user loses info, then the user learns real quick not to delete or close
or shut down unless the user is sure. It's called learning.
The sad part for me is you have helped the TWA 800 investigation more
than
any other missile guy, Bob. Really, you are upset at the evidence, not me
You have loyalty to your family and take this criticism personally. So,
thanks for the lat/longs and searching through the extensive database and
posting results here. It's better than nothing which is what the missile
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freaks usually give.
I understand your conflicts, Boeing and NTSB and FAA are going
through the
same thing. You and they desperately want one anser and one answer
only and
refuse to investigate other alternatives. That's another reason I know I'm
right. I do investigate them all, from missile, bomb, meteor,
electromag..., door, center tank, wiring, resonance, midair with stealth
fighter, external fuel vapor cloud, pilot error, and any others that come
along.
I match data from TWA 800 to other aircraft accidents, not suicides.
The fact that your father or brother, see, I don't keep track of the
personalities, only the data, will not discuss with me the wiring/cargo
door explanation should tell you something, just as NTSB and FAA
refuse to
discuss it with me, closed mind. Zealots have closed minds.
In nine years I have gone from fuselage rupture from internal source, to
cargo door opening, to bare wiring, to water in hold. I've been flexible
all the way.
And then to find out FAA and NTSB have known about this danger all
along is
very disturbing. I wonder what they think if they ever read their own
reports which state, Docket Number SA-516, Exhibit No. 22A, Trajectory
Study, page 3: "The wreckage distribution shows that parts were initially
shed from the area just forward of the wing." They know the door is
forward
of the wing and the center tank is not. They know about UAL 811 which
had
"parts initially shed from the area just forward of the wing".
Rprt_Nbr: A-91-84 states: "Since the issuance of this NPRM, the FAA
has
further reviewed the circumstances surrounding this door opening inciden
and has confirmed that an inadvertent in-flight opening of the cargo door
cannot be caused solely by wire chafing. The FAA has determined that in
addition to chafing at least four independent failures must also occur in
order to drive the door latches to the open position. In light of these
findings, the FAA determined that the requirements proposed by the
NPRM
were unnecessary."
Imagine putting this in writing years ago and then some guy comes along
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and
said it did happen. >inadvertent in-flight opening of the cargo door canno
be caused solely by wire chafing.
Strong motive to not check the door, I'd say. They never figured water
would get in hold and bypass all those four safety cutout switches.
And the data I can use to support claim is held by you, Bob, and dribbled
out. You do not recognize the significance of what you have. That's why
you
should release it to those who do.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Tue, 14 Apr 1998 10:06:42 -0700

Subject:
Content versus style
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="iso-8859-1"
GH>John Barry Boy:
>
>Wha yu drinkin er smokin? I'd sta 'way frum dat n futur.
>
>BARPH
Is that a comment on style or content?
If it's style then you can go jump over the moon.
If it's content, then let me see your numbers and where they conflict with
mine.
Time, distance, and speed, the three big considerations for any object
moving in space.
Times for TWA 800 are very important and they have never been listed o
agreed upon. The rain start and stop time and sun down times revealed
that.
Only by arguing were these discrepancies discovered and hopefully
resolved.
I listed streak start and stop times and other times. If not disputed, then
they rule. I even put in missile guy time of streak before event, but even
missile guys have to agree, the streak could not have been seen for very
long before the initial event at time 31:12. How long from sub to TWA
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800?
Ten seconds was generous, most likely under five.
Anyway, time, speed, and distance, the three biggies and that's really wha
all the evidence should be used for, to clearly state every event in
relation to time speed and distance, then the accurate picture emerges.
13700 feet is distance. Time is 31:12. Speed is 370 knots. Numbers like
that.
Then we figure out gravity...ha!
Consider my times under beta and LSoft at the testing ground, it's good
analogy used recently. Better to be wrong here, and have a red face, and
eat some crow, than in public on the record in front of press. If Meyer and
Donaldson were here they would not be making the fools of themselves
they
often do by speaking without criticism.
BD>Much ado about nothing!
>
>Once again, Chris Olsson has succeeded in sucking us into his
>classic disinformation tactics. He has picked an insignificant point,
>drawn attention to it, and distracted debate from the relevant message.
Now there's a good example of how not to find truth. Open post with a
quote
from Shakespeare used as an insult. Then do the real insult. Then use
strange logic to make conclusion. 'Distract debate'? How can talking
numbers in regard to TWA 800 be a 'distraction'? Talking about neo
nazis,
now that's a distraction. But OK if the missile guys bring it up. Bringing
up numbers used by eyewitnesses is certainly not a distraction, unless you
are a missile guy and your house of cards starts to quiver with every
breath of accurate mathamatics that blows arcross your flimsy dream
home.
You conspiracy guys have got to start thinking like humans, humans mak
innocent honest human like errors. Few humans lie all the time, it's not in
their best interests. To see a number wrong is human but to then say it
was 'disinformation' is nutty. Especially from someone who had made
honest
number errors recently.
>This would put
>the sunset for Meyer at 20:25, 6 minutes before the explosion.
>There, even I have sucked you into reading minutia which means
>nothing to the debate and distracts from the real issues.
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It's not trivial, it's vitally important.
Time for sunset for Meyer=
Time for person on boat underneath TWA 800=
Time for person in TWA 800=
Time for person at JFK loading baggage into open cargo hold after
rainstorm
in wet, windy, cold, dusky invironment=
Time for person in JFK tower doing take off clearances=
And they are all different.
BD>Now, who is telling "Truth" and who is telling "Falsehood"?
>When Richard Hirsch makes an error with East vs West longitude
>it is "Falsehood". When Chris Olsson makes the same error it
>is a "silly typo".
When BD makes an error of forty five miles in plotting, it's a 'trivial
error'. Ha! You pots calling the kettles black are funny.
>Is this truth? I believe we can determine
>that by looking at motive. What is the intention of the teller,
>to distract or illuminate? To add to the discussion or confuse?
The intention of the teller? Hmm.....to transcribe some numbers wrong an
to add up numbers wrong means, means, ...world wide conspiracy to
disinform
the true believers?
Apes with car keys, that's what we are, to get a few numbers wrong
means we
are impatient, won't check the numbers because we want our banana
reward.
It's human ape nature.
Conspiracy guys yelling at each other they are both trying to 'disinform'
and spread falsehoods... ha! conspiracy guys, always good for a morning
chuckle.
>He did not see Flight 800 until
>the streak intersected with the aircraft and he saw an explosion.
Say wha? Wishful thinking. Cause and effect wrong. To see streak and
then
see explosion does not mean streak caused explosion, although that is
fairly subtle to understand. But then Meyer first said streak was 'slightly
descending in a parbolic arc'. Anyway, timing of two events does not
mean
one caused the other. That's primitive thinking of what happened before a
eclipse, it made the gods angry, let's not do it again. It brings on
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superstition. There was a guest schooteacher on a space shuttle that then
crashed, let's never have guest teacher on board a shuttle again. And they
won't. That's called superstition. Always driven by fear and ignorance.
>However,
>the majority of Chrisí posts are nasty attacks on the credibility
>anyone who has the audacity to question the official theory.
Chris' posts are nasty attacks on the credibility anyone who has the
audacity to add two and two and get five and state that as fact.
>This leads me to believe that Chris is either a bitter old man
>who can only find satisfaction in finding fault with others,
>or he is a paid disinformationalist who is doing a very good job.
>Either way, I find it hard to believe that his motive is a
>search for "Truth".
>
>This sunset issue is a good case study in distraction and I
>think we should all think twice before leaping at his bait again.
>
>Bob
I'm thinking twice and I'm still leaping at TWA 800 numbers/time/ bait
again. I love to eat numbers that make sense.
Chris is not a bitter old man, he may be a bitter young man. I'm a bitter
old man.
>>or he is a paid disinformationalist who is doing a very good job.
A compliment! 'doing a very good job'! I wish someone would say that
about
me. Now I'm jealous.
Anybody who uses the word 'disinformationalist' without a smile is a
conspiracy guy. If you don't smile when you type that in, you know which
category you fit into. Disinformationalistically speaking, you
disinformationalists talking about the weather are spewing out
disinformation in the classic disinformationally correct manner, yelling
and calling each other bad names...like bitter old man.
How low can you go?
Maybe it takes one to know one.
By the way, what time is it?
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/
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Date:

Tue, 28 Apr 1998 10:00:55 -0700

Subject:
DBR this!
BD inquires>Where is all the detailed analysis of the Debris Field
database
>you promised us when you were begging for the data?
In my head, on my hard drive, and in letters to officials who make a
difference and it's very very interesting. Thanks again for telling me that
seven foot piece of cargo door was the forward cargo door found and
therefore disproving wiring/cargo door explanation. Thank goodness
somebody
sent me the database so I could determine it was found next to other aft
cargo door material in the aft aircraft debris field and therefore was part
of the aft door and not the forward door.
If only the person who sent me the database would identify himself so I
could publicly thank him and we could have some good honest discussion
about it. It's a clue about good guys and bad guys, good guys are open,
identify themselves, follow the rules, and learn something. Bad guys say
hidden, break the rules, and doan learn nuttin'.
>I assumed you would have it all analyzed and your
>theory proven by now. What's the matter, can't find anything
>to support your case?
My case? What case? I have no case, if you listen to the missile guys, and
I think you do.
>Instead of doing anything useful, you spend your time trashing
>the "missile guys" and writing long winded, meaningless posts!
How do you know what I do? You know nothing of me and what I do. I'll
tell
you one thing. Fedex just drove up and delivered my new 8 meg video
card
for my new Sony monitor. That gives me three monitors, all 17 inch and
all
very high resolution. That goes with my 285MHZ G3 chip. So, as I really
want to put in the new video card, I should leave but conversing with you
is too much fun.
And I don't trash the missile guys, just their thoughts. Don't take it so
personal. I have weird ideas on how interplanetary exploration should be
carried out contrary to NASA and if someone disagrees I don't take it
personal.
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> By my estimate, you spend 90% of your time
>trashing the missile theory and only 10% trying to prove the
>cargo door theory.
Good guess, poor estimate. Ha!
>I guess you have gotten to the point the rest of us have >the Cargo Door theory is so weak its laughable.
If I brought a little joy into your dark world of suspicion and mistrust,
then my day will have been fruitful. You're welcome.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/
Date:

Fri, 24 Apr 1998 15:49:51 -0700

Subject:
Correction
Correction to earlier post, after thinking it over.
>On Fri, 24 Apr 1998 09:17:27 -0700, John Barry Smith
<barry@CORAZON.COM>
>wrote:
>
>>Showing with facts, data, and evidence that the missile guys are
detached
>>from reality is putting perils before the whining.
>>
>>Oink, Oink,
>>John Barry Smith
>
>BD: Speaking of whining, what happened to your buddy Chris Olsson?
>Did his contract with the NTSB/FBI run out????
>
>Regards,
>
>Bob
Talking facts with missile guys is casting bread upon water? What does
that
mean, anyway, bread upon water? Like for the ducks?
I jus loves dem metaphors, or is it similes, I always get them mixed up.
My 'buddy' CO will have to speak for himself about his private contracts
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as
part of Soldier of Fortune Inc. I doan know nuttin' about nuttin' when it
comes to his secret comings and going all over the world.
Ah, you guys probably believe all that, you are so gullible. The part abou
the believing only truth coming out in the first few hours says it all.
Forget reasoned analysis, just go on your gut, high emotion, quick
interpretation results in the heat of the moment for the 'truth'. Ha! Just
like children, gullible, easily impressed with style, and unwilling to take
the time to learn about a subject before spouting off 'explaining'
everything. My six year old does that with such seriousness, as she
explains why it rains. She will grow up and not take the first hearsay
discussion that comes across as conjecture and gossip but will learn to
research and weigh the evidence before 'explaining' events. Then again,
billions of dollars are spent on psychic hotlines and get rich quick
schemes that sound so good but wither when questioned with any sort of
adult reasoning.
Missile guys, believe the first things you read and hear, and then stick
your head in the sand when more reasoned evidence comes across later,
DBR
it! DBR it!
Why are you not comparing TWA 800 to KAL 007 or Vincennes Airbus
shootdown?
Missile hits on airliner with lots of good evidence such as CVR and FDR
printouts available with FOIA requests. May have residue. May have
correlations. May be in touch with reality. Instead it's with Clinton and
other guys who don't know a lift from a drag.
The true color of missile guys is evident when supporting documentation
for
the cause of TWA 800 is discovered, cargo door sill mixup; the missile
guys
are upset instead of happy with a new lead. They don't want the true caus
any cause such as meteor or whatever, just their cause, missile. And if it
can't be missile they aren't interested. Not a real investigator's goal.
If the wreckage database had printed things like 'casing' or 'fins' or
other missile related evidence, I would be happy and pursue the new
evidence, not pretending it doesn't exist.
P3 FLIR of undersea missile launch!
Missile guys always good for a chuckle.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
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You will know the first domino fell for the wiring/cargo door explanation
the minute you read that NTSB is going back to the wreckage site to
dredge
for more evidence. Like the forward cargo door sill they said they had bu
don't and need.
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Wed, 15 Apr 1998 09:22:41 -0700

Subject:
DBRist
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="iso-8859-1"
Missile guys, I insist I be included on the DBR list that includes Elmer,
'broken record Barr', Chris, 'the mean spirited' Olsson, and who else?
To be DBR'd by missile guys is an honor I do not wish to be excluded
from,
if you get my drift. DBRing is an ancient tradition among primitive tribes
and is quite a quaint custom that is well worth the admission fee to
observe the fearful natives prancing around the fire doing it. 'DBR' 'DBR'
'DBR', they chant holding up masks in front of their faces with no eye
holes and little things sticking out to plug in their ears. Of course they
bounce around and into each during the ceremony but that just adds
poignancy to the age old ritual.
The custom has been handed down for centuries and is seen by old maids
looking under the bed at night, Vchips in TV, rating systems on movies,
black rectangles over parts of human bodies in pictures, and of course, the
modern version in computers, the DBR button,
DBRistically speaking, it's such a simple thing to do and reveals so much
To not be DBRd, means that the bogey man has no teeth. It's an insult fo
the cargo door guy not to be DBRd. I insist!
>He never seems to hear it and prefers
>to continue to repeat the same ridiculous charge over and over again in
an
>attempt to get people like you to think there is some merit to it. For that
>reason, Elmer is now on my Delete Before Read list.
How to get DBRd? Just by repeating something over and over again, a
tactic
pioneered by Rivero, may he enjoy hiding out where ever he is. He DBRd
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himself to this forum. Anyway, Rivero repeating eyewitness reports was
great and surely taxed this reader who always opened up his posts,
scrolled
down his wonderful quotes from barmaids and others as he repeated his
mantra, They saw it, they saw it they saw it.
Well, I could repeat stuff about CVR and FDR and engine blades, and red
paint smears, and outward peeled skin, and fodded and on fire and
uncontained engines, and floor beams, and unsooted spars and on and on,
but
then, that's passive facts, nothing to be afraid of there and can be easily
ignored by the DBR susceptible. It's those pesky posts which use the own
weapons of the fearful, that is, eyewitness reports, oh, to even examine
closely and therefore raise doubt is to 'discredit' the eyewitness, shake
the house of cards, send shivers of self timidness through the natives and
they go running off into DBR land, yelling, watch out, "A
DBRformationist
is loose! Don't believe him, run away, run away, hide your eyes, stuff you
ears, bite your tongue, everything will be all right, this missile theory
is unsinkable, a small vibration of doubt will not sway this mighty theory
and there's lots of extra evidence such as shrapnel and men in strange
uniforms we can use in an emergency if the eyewitnesses go under. We
can
always wear the evil conspiracy by elected politicians overcoat to ward o
the chill of truth should the occasion arise, and of course, we have
rescuers out there like a book author, a Navy commander, and radio talk
show hosts, they won't let us down, let's have another pint of ale,
bartender."
I insist on being DBRd by the missile guys. They will be protected from
my
cargo door harm when they do. Their minds will be calm and they will
have
solace when considering a very perplexing and difficult to understand
aviation event.
poi*gnant \"poi-nyent\ adj 1 : painfully affecting the feelings <~ grief> 2
: deeply moving <~ scene> Û poi*gnan*cy \-nyen-se\ n
>Last Contact 8:31PM 13,700 Feet
>
>Pilot Acknowledges clearance to ascend to 15,000 feet. A sound is
heard on
>the cockpit and flight data recorders, which stop abruptly.
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>
>1. First Explosion 13,700 Feet
Explosive decompression, the use of the word explosive means explosive
>Vapors in the center fuel tank ignite, causing an explosion that pushes a
>structural beam, called the front spar, forward.
Note front spar unsooted as shown in sooting exhibit but first to land near
event time. All other parts of cwt that stayed with nose are sooted. No
explosion in cwt but tearing apart when nose starts to twist off after
thirty foot by forty foot hole appears in nose after door ruptures and
tears away taking skin with it, just like UAL 811 but more skin.
A fuel explosion that is big enough to tear nose off a 747, yet not burn
the spar, to not be heard on CVR, and to not ignite the adjoining fuel
tanks is an explosion that did not occur.
>
>2. Forward Fuselage Tears Away
>
>A few seconds later, the blast twists the front spar downward, causing a
>fracture in the plane's belly that races up both sides of the fuselage to
>the windows. Forward fuselage breaks and falls off.
>
>3. Fireball at 8,500 feet.
>
>Within 30 seconds wing fuel tanks open releasing tens of thousands of
>gallons of fuel that ignites into a fireball.
Ignites into fireball when on fire and fodded engine number three fiery
exhaust meets vapor cloud.
Ah, facts above, they always make me think. If I had DBRd the post I
would
not have had to think and reply. DBRing is such a pleasant activity, it
makes everything all right, go to sleep, go to sleep, everything is gonna
be alright, go to sleep go to sleep, DBR will protect you, will protect
you, go to sleep...
Shhhh...don't disturb the missile guys, they are at peace...
Barry
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Sun, 26 Apr 1998 11:26:09 -0700
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Subject:
Dear Conspiracy Woman
C>Interesting segment on 'Unsolved Mysteries' earlier tonight (04/25/98
>regarding the inadequately explained death of Vincent Foster..
Handwriting
>analysis experts showed the viewers the difference between a
painstakingly
>forged suicide note and the real McCoy handwriting.. Interesting..
Funny
>that officials never found that suicide note in Fosters briefcase the first
>time they searched through it.. And, how in the world did he get his car
to
>the park without car keys?
Oooo, this is really cool, this is really good food for thought in an
airplane crash investigation called TWA 800 in which 230 people died
and
died and died and died. Let me find the connection because Conspiracy
Woman
does like "Good, thoughtful,
constructive postings are easily accomplished with a minimum of BS if
one
truely puts their mind to it, or actually believes in what they are writing"
Hmmm....handwriting, any handwriting from the crew before fatal plunge
Hmmm....car keys, any passengers die without car keys and how did they
get
to the airport?
Hmmm...suicide note, any suicide prone passengers?
Yes, I think I see the good, thoughtful, constructive posting Conspiracy
Woman made about Vince Foster's death and TWA 800 passenger's
deaths.
It's...it's...hold on, it's here someplace.
><< Also, attenuate the bleeding heart routine. We all know the price of
this
> accident and can be certain that you did not hold each of the dying in
your
> arms as they passed. >>
>
>And, save the admonishments, George.
Save the admonishments to George, Conspiracy Woman. I just used mine
up.
And feel free to bring in Ron Brown, JFK, Boorda and McDougal deaths
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as
relevant to an airplane crash fatalities, it's always good for a chuckle.
James Earl Ray will be brought into TWA 800 somehow anytime soon
now by
Conspiracy Persons, I 'spect.
Now the 329 dead in AI 182, the 270 dead in PA 103, the nine dead in
UAL
811, are relevant since dead in plane crashes, are connected by CVR
sudden
loud sound, and are documented with raw data in air accident reports. I
don't chuckle about those deaths, just suicides that are twisted somehow
into murders, conspiracies, and plots and coverups.
><< Perhaps we could implore the Listowner to cut the allowable
postings per
> person down to one per day.
Truth through ignorance. First DBR, now only one message, soon one
paragraph, then one word, then one letter, then poof, no input at all and
blissful ignorance will totally descend on the missile guys. Posters crying
out for suppression, it's enough to make this first amendment supporter
puke. It's prisoners insisting on tighter handcuffs, plus leg irons, we
might escape, we might escape, help us stop!
If the list server guy had not told us the benign reason why some posts
were not posted, I was outta here because it was possible these posts were
screened and some deleted. And of course, it was our fault for some reaso
why the computer could not post the posts we've been posting for over a
year. Anyway, we were not censored for content but rejected for style, big
difference.
Regarding leadership:
You missile guys reject leadership. I know leadership, I've been a leader.
I've had followers. And one thing I've learned by being a good follower
for
years behind very capable leaders, is leaders are not leaders because they
say they are. In fact, any person who says I am your leader, just lost one
follower, me.
Leaders know what they are doing, it shows. The results are clear to see
and correlate with what was said by the leader earlier. A leader to me doe
not shy away from controversy or criticism. A leader does the best with
what he has at all times and does not give excuses for failure. A leader
does not blame others for failure.
The proof the missile guys are bad followers and unworthy of a quality
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leader is that the missile guys will not ally themselves with a group that
helps their cause. That group is cargo door open in flight. The cause of
the door opening can be a missile, or meteor, or bomb, or center tank, or
wiring, or external fuel explosion or a new thing. The evidence which you
can see and hold in your hand shows forward cargo door opened in flight
on
TWA 800. The missile guys can use that to support sequence of
destruction
but refuse because of personality conflicts, or pride, or not invented here
syndrome, or whatever, but still refuse to ally themselves with those that
can help them to a certain point.
Conspiracy guys are on the fringe of cooperative society already and wish
to remain that way. To work together with someone they despise
overcomes
the more important issue of solving the mystery. True followers know
whether they like the leader or not is irrelevant, only results count. Does
the leader produce, if not, goodbye and hello to the next one.
Political leaders are nice guys, they have to be to get the vote. TWA 800
investigation leaders are not political leaders, they should not be liked,
that's the problem, everyone at NTSB is trying to a politician nice guy.
Get the bodies first and damage the evidence if you have to is nice guy
stuff. Getting the evidence first and bodies last is investigative stuff,
the loyalty is to the living, not the dead.
Real investigators dig up dirt, of course they are not liked. Unpleasant
truths are always greeted with horror and rejection.
Give us pleasant lies, the people demand, and the politicians do.
Give it to me straight, doc, is what the people should demand in life and
death matters, but don't, too horrible to contemplate, say it ain't so,
Joe, and so he does.
Unpleasant truths:
Boeing designed an unsafe plane by having two outward opening cargo
doors
in a pressurized hull.
Government approved/certified as safe the faulty designed doors.
Airline operators damage complex door mechanisms over time and use.
Mainstream media will not offer alternate mechanical explanation to publ
because it directly conflicts with official mechanical explanation.
Lawyers and victims families want money more than answers and go to
the
richest person for compensation.
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FAA refuses to order/implement safety changes that accidents show are
needed.
Large truth:
The airplane manufacturer, the operator, the passengers, the media, and th
lawyers do not have the safety of other current airplane passengers as
first priority. Safety is not first. They really do not care about you.
Aviation persons who put safety as number one priority do not fly in bad
weather, do not fly broken airplanes, seek out safety problems and fix
them, and train, train, train, except in war and the rules change. We are
now in peacetime.
Aviation persons who want money and fame first fly in bad weather, fly
planes with problems, ignore safety warnings and worry about things like
weight limits and facial hair.
So it is natural to meet resistance with people who do not want to face
safety problems, who think it will cost them money and make them look
bad.
It's a problem.
It's a problem I have not yet overcome, therefore I reject myself as the
leader of the wiring/cargo door explanation group which has one follower
and no leader. I'm the follower. You'd think a group of one person would
have no problem choosing a leader from within, but, no go.
I let the evidence be the leader. I did not make up the evidence which
leads to wiring/cargo door explanation. I use UAL 811 NTSB AAR
92/02 as
guide. Wiring/cargo door explanation is a wimpy explanation anyway, if
were to make one up I would of course use unknown to operator upgrade
laser tracking beam which instead of tracking, penetrated hull, and....muc
more exciting but total nonsense, just like missile explanation.
TS>simply resolve to read
>only one post per poster per day, and junk all the rest. I have been doing
>this for months, including a special category of individuals for whom I
read
>no posts per day whatsoever.
I rest my case that missile guys are ignorant fools and strive to remain so
RH>I'm going to save this answer because it is a good example of
>double-speak.
Hey, you are the guy that knows the answer to your question and yet still
asks it. Who is double speaking? Collection dates? How do you know
that?
Where does it say that? I don't see that explanation.
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You know more about the database than I do and yet you ask me
questions? Ha!
Too funny, I cajole for release of database from a guy who has it who now
cajoles me to release more than the essential info of what it is and were
it was found. You've got it; you do it.
BS volunteers>If someone would be kind enough to send me a copy, I
will put
it in a
>relational database so that it can be analysed in multiple ways.
Great! Fantastic! What's your address? Is that for the web? Or just for
analysis by missile guys privately? If so, get your copy from one of them
If for all, then you'll get it from me.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Fri, 10 Apr 1998 09:08:23 -0700

Subject:
Debris database is a debris database
Debris database is a debris database which means it lists debris and wher
it fell in lat/lon. Comments by mysterious annotators and redundant ID
tags
numbers are irrelevant and were cropped out for speed of download. If yo
are interested in redundant ID numbers or scribbled margin notes, then go
to your missile guy buddy and ask him for it. All the lat/long numbers are
there and legible and all linked to an ID number and title of object and
name of tag used in hanging on wreckage reconstruction. That's what is
important, what it is and where was it found and the ID numbers (two in
many cases). If you want more, you know where to get it, your fellow
missile guys that held that database for months while very, very, importan
information was listed in the object title section, 'aft cargo door sill,
latches and locks,' and ignored by the center tank guys and the missile
guys.
You seem to imply something important is on the database and not
posted...what is it? If you have a complaint, say it, spell it out.
Conspiracy guys are all alike, suspicion everywhere and evasive all the
while. You tell me a reason to include redundant ID numbers and
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handwritten
annotations that would help a person plot an object and a lat/long, and
I'll consider it. By cropping out irrelevent information the two anonymou
sources who sent me the brown paper wrapped pages are protected as
only the
factual data is published. See, I'm interested in facts such as actual
location of objects on ocean and you are more interested in evil intentions
of humans. Well, go to the evil intentioned human posters for that
information, the missile guys.
Or you missile guys post the handwritten stuff and the extra ID numbers,
no
problem.
>I believe you are the guy that screamed and cried
Let's see, 'screamed', 'cried', and 'whined', the list gets bigger. You
missile guys are not to be trusted an inch. The only reason I interact with
you guys at all is I have to because the issue of aviation safety is bigger
than any friction between fact based investigation and fantasy based. You
guys are truly the darkness of myth and superstition. You would fit in wit
the Inquisition and Witch trials, caring nothing for facts but only emotion
of imaginary evil in the minds of 'nonbelievers'.
If you think it so important to put all the extra information on the
database on the web, then you do it. You thought of it; you do it.
Now you've got me thinking evil thoughts...I thought you released the
database to have it published so investigators could find out what landed
where. Now I think you laid a trap that I avoided, ha! So, I now erase any
warm feelings I had in my heart for the missile guys that I thought
overcame their nuttiness to get to the fair truth, but no, it now appears
there was something on that database that had nothing to do with debris
and
where it was found but something sinister that you wanted to entrap the
unwary. So gave it to dupe to publish.
Missile guys, even when appearing to do good, they do bad.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Thu, 30 Apr 1998 14:53:20 -0700
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Subject:
Disinformationalistarianismistically speaking,
Disinformationalistarianismistically speaking, these are the good old
days.
Note how the moral high ground groups, and they will tell you who they
are
if you don't know, like the Moslems and other devout religious groups,
require equally as low evil entity to define themselves. So Iran has
America, even called the devil to help those who aren't sure. Koresh had
the government, Kaszinski had the computer nerds, and of course, our
conspiracy guys, the true believers who really are good decent clean livin
people, have the nonmissile guys as enemy. Problem, no person to identif
with, like Clinton for the Iranians. And if they don't have a
person/voodoo doll to stick pins into, they need to invent one, like me. Or
CO, or SF or EB and call us the devil.
That's why the missile guys are heavy into moral judgments about
machine
actions and the people who report accurately what machines do under
certain
circumstances. Machines don't cover up or lie so it is hard to do
conspiracy explaining machine actions, it always goes back to the human
operating the machines. The gunners on a ship, the skipper or a sub, the
agents in charge of investigation, the politicians trying to placate the
electorate, the physics explaining cargo door guy, all villains, all part
of the evil conspiracy keeping the true good people from exposing the
truth. That's why the missile guys get so upset at refuting data, it's as
if the devil wins one and diminishes their legal tender into heaven some
day.
It's why the missile guys take it so personally if a non missile guy
debunks their eyewitness support. It can't be true, it must be the evil
devil spouting lies again. Ha!
T>Since this list has again degenerated to ego-inflating (and deflating)
>rhetoric,
Such as the above for a good example of an ego deflating effort against
posters.
Boeing is not shy about saying money comes first. The below quotes
Condit
as upfront about it. He did not say our first challenge is to keep our
planes from disintegrating in the air. Making more money is first and they
admit it.
>> 1. Balloons pop and have sudden loud sound.
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> > 2. TWA 800 has sudden loud sound on CVR and so did Air India
182, Pan Am
> > 103, and UAL 811, all have sudden loud sound on CVR.
>
> So did the Iranian jetliner that that was shot down by the USS
>Vincennes.
How do you know? A guess?
>
> So did the Itavia DC-9 that was shot down by a missile.
How do you know? A guess?
>
> So did KAL 007 when it was shot down by a missile.
>
> And while it may noit have had a recorder on board, it's reasonable to
> assume that the Aer Lingus flight shot down by a missile also
experienced
> a sudden
> loud sound.
How do you know? A guess?
>
> Ordnance type explosions make sudden loud sounds. That's wjhy
they make
> such great weapons.
Yeah, and they make clear frequency spectrum footprints easily identified
by analysis and matching to huge library of sounds. All of the four sudden
loud sounds on the four 747s are specifically ruled out as bombs. As in,
too fast rise time and no low frequencies.
Where's the matches to missile hits? None.
Where's the match of TWA 800 to UAL 811? On NTSB chart 12 of
exhibit of
sound spectrum study.
>
>
> > 3. UAL 811 had cargo door open inflight and cause sudden loud
sound of
> > explosive decompression.
>
> The wreckage of flight 800 was recovered with the cargo door still
> attached to it's hinge and the lower door edge still latched to the frame
> proving
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> that it did not open.
Well, heck, pesky facts easily refute that. I won't say you're lying
because you are not, you are just ignorant of the wreckage database, the
wreckage reconstruction, Exhibit 15C, and the trajectory study before
making your unsubstantiated conclusion.
("It's" is possessive contraction for 'it is';'its hinge' requires no
apostrophe. Just helping.)
And of course, a hinge and sill intact does not mean the middle of the
door, the part were the midspan latches reside, the part that is missing
from recontruction and database, the part I say rutured and blew away, di
not rupture and blow away.
The top five percent and the bottom five percent of the door still attached
to fuselage means that 10 percent of the door did not get blown away in
the
explosive decompression when the 90 percent did blow out.
I guess you could say the cargo door did not 'totally' open in flight.
And before proving cargo door did not open in flight, it would be good to
locate, retrieve, examine and discuss the status of the manual locking
handle, key word, locking. It's about two feet long and is the final action
to ensure cargo door locked, key word locked.
As long as the eyewitnesses make conclusion and interpretations that you
agree with, you love 'em. It's like the UFO people, a person sees a light
and interprets is as flying saucer and the UFO guys start reprinting all
the eyewitness conclusions.
Do you know the cliche that all black people look alike to white people?
It's why eyewitness identifications of blacks during accidents or crimes
are unreliable if witnessed by whites. Eyewitnesses are good for raw data
and that's it. Interpretations may range from nonsense to right on.
But, like the UFO guys, the missile guys only have eyewitness
interpretations to go, so off course they repeat the reassuring nonsense of
"The Plane Commander, a Major, said, in my presence, that he saw what
he
believed was
a missile, coming from sea level go up and explode."
He believed it. He's wrong.
Missile guys believe it, they are wrong.
But earnest.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
1ear*nest \"er-nest\ n : an intensely serious state of mind <spoke in ~>
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Planemaker Faces Obstacles Squarely Boeing CEO Calls for Change
Chief Issues ChallengeIts been a tough first year.
Boeing lost $178 million in 1997, its first annual loss in half a
century. And though the Seattle-based company turned a $50 million
profit in the first quarter of 1998, that was 91 percent lower than the
$540 million it earned-premerger-in the first quarter of 1997.
"Clearly our first challenge is to improve the financial performance
of the company and to increase shareholder value," Boeing chairman Phil
Condit said. "Our financial results in 1997 were extremely
disappointing, and they were not much better in the first quarter of
this year." Condit and Boeing president Harry Stonecipher, who
formerly headed McDonnell Douglas, said the merger had little to do with
the financial woes. "I still like it (the merger)," Stonecipher said.
"In fact, I like it even better." Condit said Boeing must overcome
two obstacles to reignite profits: production woes with commercial
jetliners, particularly the new models of 737s; and increasing pressure
to keep prices down. Although commercial aircraft deliveries and
sales were higher last year, profit margin was down because of
production-line problems.
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Mon, 20 Apr 1998 11:51:16 -0700

Subject:
Re: Events prior and subsequent to IE
In-Reply-To: <353A8C78.757@worldnet.att.net>
Ah, meat! Finally!
>
>SUBJECT: TWA800 Crash Theory - George A. "BARF" Donaldson Revised
>3/14/98
>
>
1) Smell of fuel, remedial action, unknown to writer, taken.
Smell of fuel around aircraft on ramp being refueled normal.
>
2) Theory: Aircraft left JFK while trailing fuel
No evidence. Would have been seen by other taxiing aircraft and reported
to
ground control.
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>
3) Witness reported large aircraft on Southeasterly heading
>which was
>trailing 'smoke' and a shimmer was noted. Theory: Both observations
were
>fuel vapor in air.
What aircaft? Eyewitnesses? Who, how far? Smoke and shimmer on 747
far away
in dusk? Ha!
>
4) Pilot reported aircraft responsive to climb, need to trim and
>erratic
>fuel flow. Theory: Loss of fuel lightened aircraft, unbalanced lateral roll
>axis, disturbed fuel line at feed end.
Loss of fuel enough to alter trim instantly detected by crew who monitor
fuel quantity closely. Pilot's comment about climb ability related to his
deviant flying from assigned flight path and altitude.
>
5) Rising flame observed which converged on TWA800 and IE
occurred.
>Theory: IE consisted of fuel and fuel vapor explosion, adjacent and
below
>rear fuselage which caused FDR anomalies, ejected victims and seats,
shed
>nose, caused decapitation trauma to victims, shielded victims from burn
>broke up airframe.
Wrong conclusion rising flame to aircraft, unless you are Lee Kreindler, a
lawyer. Big problem here, fuel around plane does not create streak, fuel
required to stay lit in 300 knots is enormous fuel dumping, and if fuel is
dumped and catches fire, it just burns, it does not back up to plane and
blow it up. Reality is fuel leak outside 747 does not make rising flame,
nor streak, nor fireball explosion. It burns until it goes out. And it's
never happened before.
>
6) Secondary explosion occurred. Theory: CWT ignited, seats
charred,
>outside of exposed fuselage nose charred.
OK.
>
7) Tertiary explosion occurred. Theory: Massive flaming of wing
tank
>fuel
OK.
>
8) Flaming wreckage, victims and detached parts impact waters
>off Long
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>Island
OK.
>
>IE effects on airframe:
>
9) Theory: Explosion caused violent yaw to left together with pitc
>down, which caused nose to tear to right and above, tail to lift to the righ
>outer wing panels and engine pylons to tear off. LH side and bottom of
>fuselage nose tore in tension and top and RH side was crushed in
>compression. CWT was fractured and allowed flameup following IE.
>Empennage tore to left and down.
Could have happened with any explosion, fuel, door pop, missile, or bom
>
>FDR anomalies: (Data dismissed by NTSB, claiming from prior flight)
Why
>have FDR?
>
10) Indicated altitude dropped from 13,772 feet to 10,127 feet.
>Theory: Nose yaw to left pushed altitude sensing pressure transducer int
>adjoining air and increase in ambient pressure indicated an altitude of
>10,127 feet.
Could have happened with any explosion, fuel, door pop, missile, or bom
for all the below.
>
11) Indicated airspeed dropped from approximately 260 knots to
100
>knots. Theory: Nose rotation caused airflow over airspeed probe
transducer
>to be disturbed and showed result of 100 knots.
>
12) Pitch angle increased from 3.6 degrees to 8.3 degrees and then
>dropped to 2.2 degrees. Theory: When nose dropped, inertia caused
gyro to
>indicate pitch up.
>
13) Elevator position increased from 0.3 degrees to 11.2 degrees
and
>dropped to -0.2 degrees. Theory: Blast from below empennage caused
>upward travel and with removal of force, elevator returned with half
>degree overshoot.
>
14) Magnetic heading changed from 82 degrees off North to 276
>degrees.
>Theory: Violent yaw tore outer wing panel which contained compass
>transducer from inner wing, causing a reverse to yaw rotation of detache
>wing panel.
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>
15) Roll angle changed from 0 degrees to 144 degrees and
>returned to 0
>deg. Theory: Sudden yaw upset gyro.
>
16) Upper rudder position changed from 0.72 degree to 77.76
degrees
>and reduced with overshoot to -36.54 degrees and returned to 0.72
degree.
>Theory: Blast effects from rear and left of rear fuselage caused deflectio
>movement into airstream allowed dynamic pressure to cause reverse
>overshoot; removal of force allowed return.
>
17) Angle of attack from 3 degrees to 100 degrees and returned to
3
>degrees. Theory: Downward pitch caused airflow to momentarily chang
>direction of dynamic pressure. Nose rotation allowed return to near
>normal due to reversal of airflow.
>
18) EPR variations Theory: Counterclockwise yaw induced
increase on
>right side and decrease on left side. This was coupled with slight
>longitudinal acceleration and this explains increase in No. 2 engine
EPR. An
>analogy would be a beam-column in both bending about yaw axis and
>compression.
>
>Aerodynamic theory for vapor creation:
>Normal airflow along the bottom of the wing to fuselage junction merge
>with fuel leak and mixture rose at trailing edge of wing due to breakup o
>laminar flow on the trailing portion of the wing's top surface and
resulting
>void. The flow accelerated similar to a boat's rooster tail. A corollary to
>increased velocity is a reduced pressure, due to the Bernoulli Effect, and
>this caused a continuously fed vapor cloud to form in addition to the
>spreading of raw fuel on both the LH side and bottom surface of the
>empennage. Both the raw fuel and vapor streamed off the fuselage tail
cone.
>
>Hocus-Pocus side of theory:
>Trail of raw fuel and vapor was suspended along flight path of aircraft
>from time of takeoff, much like a cable being laid out from a boat, and
this
>vapor trail drifted within an offshore breeze until approximately normal
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>to the TWA800 at which time the base of the trail ignited due to some
sea
>level source. The flame, supported by continuously vaporizing raw fuel
and
>existing fuel vapor, rose to meet the aircraft line of flight. Because of
>forward travel, the fuel/fuel vapor trail, immediately behind the aircraft
>would not have time to drift and therefore the flame took a sudden hard
left
>turn along the flight path until convergence with the vapor cloud along
>rear fuselage and the resulting explosion was the Initiating Event (IE).
>
>Initiating Event effects on TWA800: (Addendum)
>The IE imparted a violent oblique yaw with the nose pitching downward
and
>to the left, due to wetted skin on both the bottom and LH side of rear
>fuselage. A corollary to the violent yaw was a sudden centrifugal force
>which ejected the victims, some seats and all free floating debris from
>passenger cabin in both a forward and a rearward direction. The sudden
>yaw caused shearing of seat tiedowns and the many decapitations. The
>external IE shielded the victims from serious burns and the ejection
>prevented addition exposure to burns from the CWT event of either
flaming
>up or explosion. The flaming up mode of the CWT event could be
explained
>by the IE fracturing the forward wall of the tank and flame migration
from
>the IE coupled with vapors escaping from the tank. The same rationale'
>could be applied to the wing tanks and this led to the Massive Fireball
>(MF). The portions of the aircraft contiguous with fuel storage flamed
>until impact with the ocean below. The victims dropped away from the
>flaming debris and were spared from serious burns.
>
>Debris field:
>Location of engines which is generally 90 degrees out of operating
>alignment indicates that a yaw took place. CW504 location may also
have
>been result of yaw throwing item toward rear of flight path. Peel of nose
>section to the right and above moved left hand items into right debris
field.
>
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>Currently unseen evidence supporting theory:
>Expect to find soot staining on empennage all the way to the tail cone.
Check the sooting diagrams in the exhibits. There may well be sooting on
aft empenage, it was in fact in the middle of a fireball.
All you need is for physical laws to say that streaming fuel off wing
creates long streaming fire which goes up to wing and blows it up. At the
current time that is physically not true based on experience and physics
and not supported by evidence of fuel external explosion.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Sat, 11 Apr 1998 07:28:08 -0700

Subject:
1 Step Closer To Wishful thinking
In-Reply-To:
<FLIGHT-800%1998041110104310@HOME.EASE.LSOFT.COM>
>The Naval Observatory offers very nice "astrogeodetic" timings,
>and they do show a sunset time in the low 8:20s for this area.
>However, it is appropriate to note that the sun "sets" several
>minute after the true celestial setting due to atmospheric ray-bending.
800 was in bright sunlight at time of initial event of 31:12 at 13700 feet.
>Meyer is our most accessible and sincere and trained witness. It is a
>sham to expect him to remember every last detail in each conversation,
>or for each correspondent to remember each phrase correctly.
I don't, ever fly a helo? I have and it's tough just staying upright. He
did fine just staying aloft. His voice recordings to tower are time stamped
and would end that discussion about where he was and and what time.
>I take it a face value that his "streak" originated in the sky
>prior to the 48-58 second descent sequence.
Prepare to lose some face. Streak not before initial event. Tough for the
missile guys and meteor guy and leaking fuel guys.
>Meyer has always maintained he saw the initial event,
Exactly wrong, as there is no way an observer sees something and can
discern whether it was first, second, third or last in sequence. Again, an
eyewitness sees something...fine. He then makes deduction...not fine. His
opinion about what was first is fine but not necessarily true. What he saw
is true. He saw streak and boom. Fine. What caused it can not be
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determined
by looking at it.
ATR 72 hit ground and blew up and seen by observers. What was initial
event? Well it was ice that nobody saw.
Initial event for TWA 800 was years of vibration on wire known to chafe
Before that was arrogance of humans to cut big hole in pressurized hull,
pasting an outward opening door and thinking it would never open in
flight,
even though it has happened again and again and again and again...
> "What can be done with fewer
>>
...is done in vain with more."
- Ockham
Yeah, one guy at scene looking at correct door sill would have deduced
problem with TWA 800 within days, yet 500 FBI agents and 30 NTSB
guys
screwed it up. Too many cooks spoil the broth.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
which gives him
>adequate time to react and reach the shoreline as the main fuselage
>hit the ocean.
>
>Michael E. Davias
mike@cintos.com
>-----------------------------> "What can be done with fewer
>
...is done in vain with more."
- Ockham
>- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Sun, 12 Apr 1998 09:18:25 -0700

Subject:
'Deleting in the beginning makes things easier in the long
run.'
You think, say, write, act, publish what you want, and I'll do the same.
How about I publish the brown wrapper anonymous envelope with
stamps and
hand written data on it? That was part of the database, in fact, enclosed
it intimately. Let's see if anyone recognizes the handwriting and return
city address and the stamps of this somewhat sensitive document. Then I
would be putting everything about the database on the net. It is irrelevant
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to TWA 800 but it is everything. I prefer not to put non relevant TWA 80
stuff on the net. The cropped part of the database excludes handwritten
annotations and another redundant log entry.
And there's two anonymous packages with slightly different annotations
and
different handwriting on the front of the brown wrapper holding the
databases. I could put the redundant database package on the net also.
Two databases in two covers with different contents. 210 pages plus
covers.
That would make it complete. I prefer to be incomplete when the objectiv
has been reached. What and where from database is quoted exactly. That'
enough.
When you have equal to me published database on the web, come back
and
we'll talk about 'complete.' You have 104 pages to go.
I stand by all the below: database is raw unaldulterated data, unmassaged
and uninterpreted; the raw plot data is on web site, my ax to grind is raw
data about debris. I said that and I did it. I published what I want and
what I said I would do. You can to. Is there a problem? Censor guys love
telling others what not to say, and now the censor guys are telling others
what to say. Ha!
DN quotes JBS>This data base is a very important document. I have
room on
my server to
>
>post the 130 pages by scanning them in and uploading to web
>
>
>I'll then scan them and put on site, each page.
>
>
>unlike massaged and interpreted reports
>
>
>Everyone has an ax to grind, including me,
>
>
>data needs to be available for all to make own interpretations.
>
>
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>No problem putting raw plot data base on web site.
>
>
>Regardless of our
>
>opinions, making available that data for others is the best thing we have
>
>done for aviation safety so far.
>
>
>This database is very exciting, it's the best thing to happen in a long
>time.
>
>
>Eyewitness report was totally scanned in, not a word missing,
>
>
>Real investigators want raw data and let the chips fall where they may.
>
>
>
>(Here is what Mr. Smith had to say after he got the debris data base.)
>
>
>
>You publish what you want to publish and I'll publish what I want to
>publish.
>jest (jest) a mocking or bantering remark; jibe; taunt 3 a joke;
>witticism . 1 to jeer; mock 2 to be playful in speech and actions; joke
>bul-ly1 a person who hurts, frightens, or tyrannizes over those who are
>smaller or weaker ly-ing to hurt, frighten, or tyrannize over, as a
>bully does; browbeat
>sat-ire a literary work in which vices, follies, stupidities, abuses,
>etc. are held up to ridicule and contempt the use of ridicule, sarcasm,
>irony, etc. to expose, attack, or deride vices, follies,
JBS, yeah I get it. Guilty as charged for jest and satire and bully I love.
Two people on the planet believe cargo door opened on four 747s in fligh
several million think it was a missile, and I'm bullying the missile guys.
I take that as a compliment. Outnumbered five million to one and I've got
the opposition in flight, whining, and running away, run away, run away,
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good bye good bye.
RH makes rash statements>On July 17, 1996 Flight 800 was blasted from
the
air by some type of
>military ordnance.
Wrong.
>Hundreds of eye witnesses on and around Long Island saw the events
>leading up to the disaster.
Wrong.
>Almost all of the eye witnesses are still
>sure of what they saw that evening to this day.
Wrong.
>I have been encouraged by some posters on LSOFT to disbelieve the
>testimony of the eye witnesses.
Wrong.
>I wonder why the posters are trying to
>convince me that the eye witnesses are mistaken about what they saw.
Wrong.
>So I don't know what the eye witnesses saw. The eye
>witnesses do of course.
Wrong.
>So how is it that they
>are so sure about what the eye witnesses saw?
Wrong.
>One thing is for sure, no solution for the cause of the downing of
>Flight 800 can be made without considering the eye witness testimony.
Right.
>One thing I don't understand is why some of the posters in this forum
>are so willing to turn against their own country.
Huh? Foolish words.
Listen close, poopie brain, the eyewitness saw raw data such as streak,
color, duration, and direction. The massaged interpretation is anybody's
evaluation. When the eyewitness say that saw the raw data, they are
correct, when they interpret they may be correct or they may be wrong. If
you had an eyewitness who has observed dozens of surface to air missile
launchs, and is waiting out there with glasses and a countdown, and he
reports a streak of certain color, duration and direction and describes
things like third stage separation, main fuel shutoff, correction angle in
flight, and gives several models and types as candidates for his evaluation
of his raw data, then I'm listening to an eyewitness intrerpration of his
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raw data of streak, color, duration and direction. When bar patrons and ba
be que guests start giving interpretations about missiles from a scant
three second surprise vision, I pass on their opinion but listen closely to
the raw data.
Meyer is experienced. His raw data is good. He saw a streak that was leve
and slightly descending and a few seconds later he saw fireball. His mind
tries to make sense of that and streak of missile hitting and blowing up
plane works for him. He does not know the facts and evidence that
contradict him and he doesn't want to know; like most missile guys, facts
only confuse them.
The big hurdle for missile guys to make, and just because it's easy for me
I should not think it easy for them, is a person can see something in the
air and describe it accurately using descriptors such as color, size,
duration, and direction and be perfectly accurate. And then give
interpretation and everyone bursts out laughing. It happens all the time.
So if anyone thinks the witnesses are discredited by the close examination
of their statements, it is in the mind of the missile guys who now see the
unreconcilable internal contradictions which gives doubt in their minds.
Rather than change their minds to resolve the internal conflict, they blame
the messengers who pointed out the impossible sequence and events of
their
massaged and interpreted opinion of their raw data.
What's this turning against own country comment? I'll remember you said
that. As someone who has risked his life often for his country that is a
very disturbing thing to hear. What do you mean? Exactly.
Stoy explains why the missile guys are always out of it: Truth through
ignorance:>Excellent thoughts - I know what you mean about wasting
time on
spurious,
>rude, and emotion triggering postings. I went into DELETE Before
Reading Mode
>a while ago on the list. It became obvious to me that there were either
>flamers or disinformation types, or disinformation types encouraging
flamers >or perhaps all of the above playing their games here. So I kicked into
DBR
>mode, and I don't seem to have lost anything crucial by it - to date. I
>figured I have to delete postings from time to time in my personal file
>anyway, so deleting in the beginning makes things easier in the long
run.
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>So I kicked into DBR
>>mode, and I don't seem to have lost anything crucial by it - to date.
This is so funny. How would you know, twit?
>I
>>figured I have to delete postings from time to time in my personal file
>>anyway, so deleting in the beginning makes things easier in the long
run.
I have to repeat, this is so funny. 'Deleting in the beginning makes things
easier in the long run.' It's satire of ignorance seeking ignorance that I
could never do better. It's so anti science, so anti intellectual, so anti
reason, so anti human as to be pitied. It's sounds like airhead blonde on a
sitcom. Cue laugh track.
You have your head in the sand and squirming to get it deeper. All the
while telling others, here, do this, do this, ignore what's going on up
there, here is where it's at, where the sun don't shine. Deep in ignorance,
fear, superstition and myth. 'We missile guys don't need no stupid
emotional posts to read, it's hurts our 'feelings.' Our emotions are
'triggered.' Bad posts, bad posts.
>The SERIOUS subscribers who have opinions, or theories they want to
>debug (so to speak) could use the list as a beta test site for their ideas.
Love the caps. Like who? Where's yours? Oh, you are one of the
non-serious
ones who don't beta test your ideas. You have none, and now we know
why,
you deleted them in the beginning; it's so much easier in the long run,
yes?
EH>
>But the main problem is that the mechanical failure theory, the theory
>being expounded by the NTSB and the FBI, has absolutely,
>positively no evidenciary support.
Wrong.
>
>1. No faulty hardware has ever been found (that includes fuel pumps,
>wires, etc).
Right, but it's out there since it is not in database or on reconstruction
and TWA 800 surely had the door intact when it took off.
>
>2. Different simultations by different groups of people show different
>results as to the probability of a CFT spark-induced
>expolosion. And Boeing said over a year ago that even if the CFT
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exploded
>spontaneously, it would have only 1/3 the destructive
>power that was registered in the actual disaster.
Right.
>
>3. The mechanical failure theory is totally discredited by eyewitness
>accounts. And even though some of those accounts discredit
>each other, a general conclusion can be drawn that a projectile was
>involved in pre-explosion events.
Wrong. And wrong.
>
>4. Neither the FBI nor the NTSB has released a report which
>satisfactorily rules out the missile theory. Furthermore, they refuse
>to release pertinent information that would help bring this mystery to an
end:
Right. And wrong for missile guys.
>
>1. Ship logs of all Navy planes and vessels for the month of July, 1996.
>2. List of terrorist threats against the United States during July, 1996.
>3. Technical analysis reports on the "loud boom" heard at the end of the
>cockpit-voice recording.
>4. Autopsy reports.
>5. Allowing independent inspection of the wreckage at the Calverton
hanger.
>6. Analysis reports of the "pitted" shrapnel found in the bodies of many
>of the victims.
>7. Eyewitness names and full transcripts of the interviews.
Yeah, full discolosure is best...not for the missile guys but for the
science guys. The missile guys will counter this way:
>1. Ship logs faked by coverup Navy officers.
>2. List of terrorist threats destroyed by coverup officials.
>3. Technical analysis reports on the "loud boom" altered in the lab by
>coverup lab techs.
>4. Autopsy reports faked by coverup doctors.
>5. Allowing independent inspection of the wreckage at the Calverton
>hanger who get bought off to report no missile or bomb by coverup
people.
>6. Analysis reports of the "pitted" shrapnel faked by coverup doctors.
>7. Eyewitness names and full transcripts of the interviews faked by
>coverup FBI.
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Paranoia strikes deep, into your life it will creep. There is no end once
started. Soon your food will be poisoned by imaginary cooks in
restaurants,
your phone will be tapped, they are everywhere! You think the world
revolves around you and that you are so important as to have many man
hours
and much expense just to find out what you are thinking. Ha! You are
insignificant to the officials. NTSB FBI and CIA shrug of Boeing, they
shrug off senators, they shrug off congressman, they sure as heck don't
give a heck about some part time guys typing away on a discussion list.
>'Deleting in the beginning makes things easier in the long run.'
Conspiracy guys, always good for a chuckle.
MH recanting his statement made about twenty minutes ago in new long
post
titled 'Saudis cover up Khobar Towers Bombing'>I will only be
commenting
on relevant missile-related questions,
>>so those of you who deride this narrowing of my focus may
automatically
>>delete
>>my posts when you see them.
>
JBS observing>Let me hold you to your word, worthless as it is. The
above
paragraph will have to be dusted off and thrown at you the next time you
violate your statement. Which might be in about twenty minutes.
Yeah, your word about your own actions is as worthless as your opinion
about other's actions. Bombs/missiles, what's the difference? Not much to
a
conspiracy guy.
MH faces the censor dilemma from the censor point of view, how do you
know
what is bad and should not be looked at, without looking at it? Answer,
you
don't avoid it, you do look at it, and look at it, and look at it, all the
while saying, ooooo, this is so bad, and that disapproval makes it all
right, because to a censor, it's all right to do bad, as long as you are
doing good fighting bad. It's the same rationalization for all do gooders,
from the FBI to NTSB to porn fighters, "I have to suppress this for others
I have to look at this myself, I have to go undercover and do bad things,
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but it's OK, because I'm good and I'm fighting bad. To sum up the
attitude,
'If I do it, it's good; if you do it, it's bad."
>'Deleting in the beginning makes things easier in the long run.'
This revealing statement is past funny and into pathos, it's suicidal, it's
giving up, it's fear of the unknown, it's acknowledging uncontrollability
of own thoughts and emotions when confronted with unpleasant reading
so
reading material must be removed, not emotions matured.
Why go on an on about conspiracy guy's emotional retardation? Because
they
love it and it gives me a welcome morning chuckle. Conspiracy guys love
being talked about, they think the whole world revolves around them and
their unique correct view which is so dramatic much money and expense
must
be used to counter it. So, to have one guy like me far away type a few
words about them confirms their wishful thinking, "Ah, I am important, h
is trying to dissuade me from missile with facts that aren't because he
covered them up and therefore he is a government agent..ah ha, I was righ
the government agents are out there watching me!" Self fulfilling prophec
using nonsense to make sense of nonsense.
The only problem is when that self centered view is held by millions as it
is in other countries, always with a ready villain. We think it's nuts to
hear the Iranians chant "Death to America Satan Devils," while it's OK fo
us to bomb the Arab/Iraq devil. Both views are paranoid nutty. Do you
think
most Americans care about Iran? Most don't know where it is. But the
Iranians think the Americans are sitting around tables constantly plotting
to hurt them. Ha!
Bombs, missiles, nerve gas, bio weapons, they are everywhere! Let's go
kill
somebody, that will fix the problem and decrease the violence. Yeah, mor
violence equals less violence in the long run, have I heard that
paraphrased recently? >'Deleting in the beginning makes things easier in
the long run.'
Why it is important to debunk imaginary enemies under the bed: Because
in
the old days, 100 years ago and less, wars started on imaginary affronts b
innocent governments such as Battleship Maine in Havana Harbor by
Spanish
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or Tonkin Gulf PT boat attack by Vietnam or Disco bombing by Libya
only
killed a few thousand or less. Today it will be millions. Let us hope
cooler heads prevail when the next shocking natural event occurs and
everyone wants to go out and kill somebody to get even. If earthquakes
were
controllable every earthquake in Iran would be America's fault. If viruses
could be made in the lab, every HIV would be sabotaged into paranoid
civilians, oh that's been thought of already.
So in a sense, cargo door explanation, a reasonable, precedent based
mechanical cause for TWA 800, is a peace bringing explanation. It's an
expensive one, yes, but not a killing one. Missile is hate based and a
killer.
Missile guys want that hate and violence, it's why they go on about
bombings and assasinations and faked suicides and coverups linked to
anything they can link it to, and that's a lot. Including TWA 800, a
straight forward plane crash similar to others that has one thing
different, a streak before fireball. And that's why the missile guys go on
about the witnesses, believing the most improbable opinions they give on
their raw data they saw, as long as it agrees with missile and ignoring the
raw data that conflicts like direction of streak level or down.
So just because it is futile to argue with missile guys to have them live
in a fact based reality world, I still do it because I feel I am doing my
part to light the darkness of myth, superstition, fear, and emotional
instability. It's an obligation of educated sane persons to the not so sane
ignorant ones.
>'Deleting in the beginning makes things easier in the long run.'
See, if you had deleted this post in the beginning your thing would have
been easier. What things, not learning, that's for sure. Truth through
ignorance, it's the jury principle. Delete anyone who knows anything
about
anything, only include the ignorant and truth shall emerge..ha!
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
pa*thos \"pa-'thas, -'thos\ n : an element in experience or artistic
representation evoking pity or compassion
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/
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Date:

Wed, 1 Apr 1998 08:06:13 -0800

Subject:
>BD: The underlying data will be available soon enough.
>BD: The underlying data will be available soon enough.
Ha!
Four months ago was on time. Yesterday was too late. Tomorrow is an
eternity. False promises from missile guys...no surprise there.
The apparent fact that no other missile guys are imploring the missile guy
with the database to release it is very revealing. It shows the missile
guys are willing to accept flawed interpretations and honest errors of
numbers as long as it comes from their guy and not some government guy
like
NTSB. Again the missile guys are not after accuracy such as raw data, bu
after vindictive emotion such as we caught the bad guys and here's the plo
to prove it...oh, here's the new plot, but the bad guys still did it.
Real investigators want raw data and let the chips fall where they may.
This database my hurt the cargo door cause, so what, get it out into the
public domain so others can examine it and come to some conclusions.
All the bickering about distances is moot when the real numbers come ou
If a real surveyor were to get hold of those numbers a real accurate plot
would be made that would withstand scutiny, not some half assed well
intentioned plot full of errors by an earnest amateur. (Understand concept
of 'slant range'?)
>>BD: The underlying data will be available soon enough.
Counting....
And asking for data to support another's claim when you have the data is
what government does. They withhold evidence and when contrary
opinion
comes along they say, "Where's your evidence, you have no evidence,
come
back when you have the evidence."
>Until then, the
>only hogwash is your continued attempts to distract everyone from
serious
>analysis by nitpicking insignificant details to confuse everyone by
keeping
>people busy analyzing minute details that don't change anything.
So wrong. In aviation insignificant details are sometimes the most
important, to ignore them is to die. That's why living pilots never relax
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and keep their scan up. A twitch of a needle on a generator is enough
warning to live. To ignore it and hope it goes away and it's just trivial
is to die later on.
An error of one degree of longitude, 71 for 72, is not insignificant, it's
about fifty miles. A half inch of bare wire in a chafed conduit is not
insignificant, ask the nine dead passengers of UAL 811 who died by that
half inch. In aviation no one laughs at April Fool jokes either. Death has
no sense of humor.
Bob, you know we are right. We are Americans, we respect open debate
and
free exchange of ideas. This withholding is wrong and you know it.
Change
it. Make it right. Better late than never.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Sun, 26 Apr 1998 21:33:34 -0700

Content-Type: text/plain; charset="iso-8859-1"
BS grades JBS>My guess is from reading your work over the last 9
months or
so that you
>have never made much of a leader either. I doubt seriously that you hav
>ever been much in the inspirational department. I also doubt that you
>subordinates ever had that warm fuzzy feeling about you that would
motivate
>them to follow you into the breach.
Reads like one of my evaluation reports.
>Are you related to that Capt. Smith on the Titanic?
Be proud to be. But no. Don't think so, why?
>What group, Barry? Face it you're a moody loner (not to say that there i
>anything wrong with that or that it is not a valid lifestyle choice). You
>would give anyone a poisonous bite who took you in and warmed you
by the
>fire. It's your nature. Look at how you whined, begged and bullied for
the
>debri database and then how you treated those who were kind enough to
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send
>it to you.
The group of science. With a moody loner in it. All alone. He's happy.
Baring his fangs at those who want to come in and are shy to say it. Like
lots of talk about bully, dictator, leader, and saying you want to include
missile with cargo door but afraid of bite I will give. Well, if you can't
stand the heat, get out of the exhaust of the JTD-9-7As.
And I treated the missile guys just like I always do, skewering nonsense.
The two databases came anonymously. Understand concept of
anonmously? As
in no one knows where they came from. They just showed up in my
mailbox
with no return address and no names, just the database. Who sent them?
Why?
Why two? Why one from Burlingame CA and one from LA? Why was
one stamp
unfranked. One was for 3.20 postage and the other was 3.00. Different
handwriting for my address. So, two different people I have no idea who
they are. I don't even know where they got it. And I don't know where it
came from from the guy who requested the computer printout and where
the
computer is that spit it out.
The way people treat each other in a plane crash investigation is not
relevant to the cause of the crash, Mr. Compassionate for the guys that
sent it to me. Like you? Did you send it? There will be a time when you
may
claim credit for that database and I always will have to say, 'anonymous
means anonymous'.
anon*y*mous \e-"na-ne-mes\ adj : of unknown or undeclared origin or
authorship Û an*o*nym*i*ty \'a-ne-"ni-me-te\ n Û anon*y*mous*ly adv
> It's
>true that I never felt the outcome of anything in life important enough to
>cooperate with people that I didn't like or respect - but that's just me.
Exactly and explains how you've never had the bond of leader and
follower
in wartime on an aircraft carrier in combat. I learned it doesn't make a
difference of sex, or color, or intelligence, each of us had to do our job
exactly as trained and we all lived, and if one of us failed, we all could
die, as shown by Forrestal fire in which John McCain had a friendly Zuni
missile cook off and hit his A4 and catch it on fire. He jumped out.
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Centerline drop tank exploded. All the bombs on deck started to explode.
It
blew out aft end of carrier to six decks below flight deck, it almost sank.
All from friendly missile fire. All from one shipmate who directed an F4
wing with Zuni mounted but unarmed over a hot turbine airstart exhaust.
When my leader gave me a life or death order, I obeyed instantly and it
saved my life. Had I said, 'what?" or 'Huh', or 'are you sure?' when he
told me to eject with only two seconds of warning, I would be dead. Had
he
been wrong and I obeyed I would have died. He was right, I obeyed, I
lived.
Discipline, another word you know not the commitment.
One shock of power and trust was when I planned and flew a mission of
two
RA 5C and one A3 from Albany GA to Rota Spain in about nine hours
with
three air refuelings. It took months of coordination with Marine tanker
pilots to get it right about rendevous and time and lat/long and altitudes
and speeds. On the morning of the flight, I walked up with copies of my
original of the flight plan with all headings and altitudes. The crews took
the logs, climbed aboard and we took off. I am still amazed to this day
that not one of the crews asked to go over my numbers I had worked
alone on
for so long. They were life and death numbers.
And the Marines were exactly where I told them to be in the KC 130 at
22000
feet and 220 knots for those three plugs across the pond. We descended
from 37000 to 22000, plugged, tanked, climbed, cruised and did it two
more
times. At 220 knots the RA 5C is about to fall out of the air so we put 10
degree droops down for slow speed lift. The Hercules was full throttle in
gentle dive to keep up the 220.
Tailhook to Cable Car Cut, Navy and Marine pilots under fire. From
civilian, not enemy, that can be handled.
>Were there any "Real investigator" in the official NSTB and FBI
>investigations? I heard from one person who was very upset about what
was
>going on, but only made one effort to get some of the controversial
evidence
>re-examined. After that I never heard from or of that person again. I
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>don't mean to say that any physical violence befell that person, only that
>they never spoke out again. I guess that it would have taken an
>extraordinary person within those investigations to buck the leadership
>publicly.
Hey, me too. I suspect it was Benson. What is your name of your guy?
>You are the guy with all of the censor talk. Why don't you just put the
>un-redacted verson on your web site?
Weaseling out! Bluff called! Why don't you do what you said you were
going
to do, 'I will
put
>it in a relational database' are the exact words as I read them.
But once you get it you can change your mind as you already did when
you
realized the time it would take to put the several thousand items into a
relational database.
>Barry, I hope that I wasn't too hard on you. As you know, Ian and I
have
>had some brutal exchanges and we are working somewhat the same side
of the
>equation. The main thing is to enjoy what you are involved in. And
without
>you, it just wouldn't be the same.
Hard? I'm unscathed. Still breathing easy. How you doin'? Sorry to call
your bluff, it's always a bit embarrassing for the bluffer.
> There is just too much official investment in them for
>that to be allowed to happen.
Never give up! I haven't. I have not yet begun to fight. This is not the
first round over yet. I still have the gloves on. Ha!
> When
>that Martin Luther King assassination gets an honest look, I might be
more
>hopeful.
I knew it. Another conspiracy with the guys fingerprints in the room, on
the gun, and a guilty plea. How about George Wallace and John Lennon?
Got
to be connected to TWA 800. Somehow, someway.
Leadership. If you missile guys are tempted to say maybe the missile
caused
the cargo door to open and start the sequence shown by evidence, you are
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on
a straight path to damnation. Only the strong can survive the heat of math
physics, and laws of nature such as gravity and air compression. Air is
invisible, yes! But it is real. It can kill if not enough and if too much.
330 miles per hour is too much.
You really want to know the answer and are afraid I might have it and yo
might have the wrong answer. Well, you are partially right, the center tan
did not spontaneously explode from a mystery ignition source.
Lincoln assassination was a conspiracy. They exist. The World Series in
1919 was fixed in a conspiracy of six ballplayers and a few gamblers. US
Navy has shot down, on purpose, a plane that turned out to be a civilian
airliner, never an accident. Marines tried to cover up accidental killing
of civilians.
It couldda happened. It didn't.
It happened in the past, it will happen in the future, it didn't happen at
20:31:12 at 13700 feet off Long Island on July 17th 1996.
And 17 days to go to meet law of averages of 667 days between
uncommanded
cargo door opening for early model 747s by my count.
May 15th, 1998 is the time for an opening occur at the top of the bell
curve. The minimun was three months between PA 103 and UAL 811
and maximum
five years between UAL preflight in 1991 to TWA 800 in 1996.
"Repent, the end is near, the sky is falling." Funny to you, not funny to
eleven people in Lockerbie Scotland.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Wed, 29 Apr 1998 17:16:03 -0700

Subject:
AA vs 105MM
>All our aircrew were shot down by
>artillery or light calibre fire from enemy aircraft
Big difference between AAA, anti aircraft artillery, and 105 Howitzer,
ground artillery. The Taiwan 'shootdown' was by ground artillery, a darn
near impossibility. AAA if intentional is still a small chance unless
radar guided.
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The lack of interest in Village Voice story is FBI looked intently at piece
of evidence and now it can't be found in database? So? The forward cargo
door sill latches and locks can't be found in the database either and the
forward cargo door has killed nine already at least and the leading edge o
a wing who knows.
Mountain out of molehill, but when all you have is a molehill, then make
the best of it.
The point is, do the investigation right the second time around because th
first time was sure screwed up from minute one.
UK just turned down idea of trial in neutral country of Libyan suspects.
Hmmm...why run away from a trial?
Why run away from meetings? Why is everyone running away?
I know why. The answer is horror to the people running away.
No problem when running away unless you are paid not to run away and
stand
and answer questions, provide data, and do they job right.
Oh well, I'm so glad my life does not depend on the cowards in power to
protect me from sudden death in plane crashes,.... oh, it does.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Thu, 30 Apr 1998 08:57:41 -0700

Subject:
Anybody out there? Just us spooks.
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="iso-8859-1"
BS>The problem is that, by your tactics, we see you for what you are. I
don't
>want to call you and outright liar, but think people should draw their ow
>conclusions as to your integrity and motives from the previous post and
your
>other recent posts.
Attention 'people'! BS above speaks for you and tells you to do
something.
Conspiracy guys love talking to thin air to non specific persons and
telling them what to do in a vague generality, it's one way to avoid being
rebutted with pesky facts by a real person.
"People should', yeah, people should. It's like CIA, NTSB, FBI, political
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entities treated as a person. They aren't. This list has persons in it with
names. Even nicknames but still not 'people'. Conspiracy guys love giving
advice to phantoms in the ether. Conspiracy guys werer named in specific
lists earlier. Specific list members identified with each TWA 800
explanation. And as the conspiracy guys talk to imaginary demons they
also
will not commit to actual sequence of missile strike.
Regarding geopolitical nonsense: It's hard to talk world politics with
someone, GD, who really doesn't get past the parochial USA version,
either
for or against something.
MH>One of the problems that I must admit, is that I have full-time-plus
>employment. Therefore my time on the Internet is limited in
comparison to
>the retirees and paid full time operatives on this listserver. The
>excessive bandwidth of the disinformation artists, ie John Barry Smith,
Elmer
>Barr, Sammy Finkelman, and Chris Olsson can be tiring at times. It i
>better to hit the delete button on them.
"Paid full time operatives' .....imagined spinning demons of imagined
enemies. You are encouraged to DBR all my posts. Can't you like do it in
software? Just being helpful.
>That is the problem that I have with the large postings of John Barry
Smith,
>Elmer Barr, Sammy Finkelman, and Chris Olsson, they all focus on
small
>portions of the evidence to derive their conclusions.
To a small mind, everything is small. Discussing wiring/cargo door
explanation in the context of all commercial airliners is not a small
portion of the evidence. Discussing a streak forever is focused on small
portion.
> none of them have
>denied being hired operatives.
"None' is singular, so proper verb tense is 'has', not 'have.' Just being
helpful.
>We aren't going away!
You mean your full time job does not interfere? And it's costing you so
much money? And you are not tired of being shown to be factually
mixed up?
What a guy! Where do we find such men?
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Indefatigable MH! Keep it up!
in*de*fat*i*ga*ble \'in-di-"fa-ti-ge-bel\ adj : untiring Û
in*de*fat*i*ga*bly \-ble\ adv
>JBS: Evidence missing from the database? Well, bless my soul.
>
SF>What is misisng, anyway?
Total forward cargo door references in the wreckage database:
B250 RF3A Stringer with attached cargo door.
B008 RF3B Stringer with floor beam.
B250 RF3C Stringers with rear top portion of forward cargo door.
B189 RF3D Stringers with top right corner of forward cargo door.
B221 RF3E Small section upper forward cargo door.
B001 RF3F Stringer.
B007 RF3G Cargo door hinge, 2 rollers.
B2017 RF3H Forward portion lower right forward cargo door.
Missing items: Lower cargo door sill, eight bottom latches, eight bottom
pins, eight locking sectors, two midspan latches, two midspan pins, eight
viewing ports, two overpressure relieve doors, manual locking handle,
torque tubes, and approximately seventy percent of door skin.
Total aft cargo door references in the wreckage database:
C122 RF45A Aft cargo door lower sill latches and locks.
C1080 RF45E Aft cargo door surround.
C644 RF45F Piece of cargo door.
C2133 RF45G Aft cargo door fragment.
C111................ Aft cargo door cutout
............RF54E Forward lower corner of aft cargo door cutout.
C2155 RF98 Outer frame aft cargo door panel (aft upper main cargo
door
sill)
C2162..............Aft cargo door doorstep.
C2252 RF30A Stringer aft cargo door hinge.
TG1..................Cargo door 7'x3'x1'.
Missing items: midspan latches, manual locking handle, torque tubes,
viewing ports, two overpressure relieve doors, approximately twenty
percent
of door skin.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/
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Date:

Sun, 19 Apr 1998 15:04:24 -0700

Subject:
Behave Yourself!
>There is an unfortunate tendency of some on this forum to brand anothe
>point of view as "disinformation", ascribing sinister agendas where none
>exists. I would welcome more rational discussion absent hostility and
>incivility, more independent research and less self-indulgent and
>adversarial pontificating.
John, this is John. I agree with the above request for more rational
discussion but disagree with criticism of some who constantly yell,
'Disinformation' whenever a contrary facts enters their internal radar
screen. They must be allowed to gather the rope to hang themselves with,
figuratively speaking. It is only by free speech are the loonies finally
revealed after they let their hair down, so to speak. Posters asking others
to adopt a certain style always bugs me. Shall I ask that all posters
please refrain from telling others who to talk? Then I would be violating
my own rule, freedom of speech. Truth through thinking, not ignorance.
Who are you? Are you a missile guy? A conspiracy guy? A polite missile
conspiracy guy?
Well, I'm a rude mechanical guy, center tank later on, cargo door pop afte
initial event of humans wanting to fly. Then much later came chafed bare
wire shorted by water to fuselage to turn door latching motor on to the
unlatch position to allow rupture at aft midspan latch to cause large
explosive decompression hole in side of nose which the above force 5
tornado winds of 330 MPH tears nose off.
There are a lot of nouns in there and facts and some numbers, I welcome
>rational discussion absent hostility and
>incivility, more independent research and less self-indulgent and
>adversarial pontificating.
from you, Mr. John Fazli.
Or I can talk about the missile explanation. Which one do you welcome'
rational discussion absent hostility and
>incivility,' about?
For missile I claim no initial event of missile hitting TWA 800 at 13700
feet at time 31:12. No fireball then, no visible explosion then, no audible
noise then for outside observers. No fins or casing found in wreckage
database. Streak can be something other than missile white exhaust
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moving
fast. No corroboration found of missile possibility.
For cargo door open in flight, I refer you to the photograph of the TWA
800
reconstruction. Note outward peeled skin, red paint smears above cargo
door, aft midspan latch petal bulge outward, and large rectangular
explosive decompression shattered skin zone. Other corrorborating
evidence
of open cargo door is the CVR recording and FDR tape which match
another
cargo door open in flight fatal early model 747 accident, UAL 811, as
described in detail in NTSB AAR 92/02, on website of course.
The evidence does speak rationally 'absent hosility and incivility,' it's
twisted metal, sounds on tape, and paint smears. It's not whispers in your
ears about evil humans manipulating events for evil reasons using
'disinformation.'
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Tue, 14 Apr 1998 17:59:43 -0700

Subject:
Bob, the agenda is on Bob?
>It is becoming perfectly clear what Chris Olsson's agenda is.
>
>Bob
Bob? Bob is on the agenda of Chris? What is going on?
All I can give you is my recollection, and Bob was on the agenda.
Maybe at the start of the meeting I saw Bob, and then later I talked about
Bob, but that's just my recollection.
Bob comes and goes, you know what I mean?
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/
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Date:

Mon, 11 May 1998 18:07:19 -0700

Subject:
Running away, cut loose, gone.
>Dana replies:
>You can flap your arms around until you are airborne
>and your assumptions will still be assumptions.
Flap, flap, flap.
>Dana replies:
>Looking at a picture is not an examination of
>the surface structure.
Flap, flap, flap. Only if you are blind, and you may be.
>I
>thought it was amazing that 100 people were
>discussing some aspect of this air crash.
Flap, flap, flap. Thank you, thank you.
> Having
>been subscribed for a few days it is not difficult
>to understand why that is not the case.
Flap, flap, flap. Quick to judgment, 'few days.'
>By far
>the most humorous aspect of this list is how
>everyone and anyone that is not in total agreement
>with any particular theory is instantly a deep
>cover agent sent by {them}.
Wrongo again, Miss Factual, you are not an agent to me, you are just a
lonely surfer looking for nonsense you can bebuff. When you found the
missile nonsense you loved it. You were so cute. Then you found real
photograph of real airplane of real death . Closeup photograph. Color.
High
resolution. Known subject. And asked a sensical question, inward or
outward
for shatter zone? It was not nonsense. You were not interested.
You found excuses for failure to commit: I can't get close enough, I don't
have my tools, I have to touch it, I have to see all of it.
And so running away with an insult:
>And yet you all wonder
>why no one takes you seriously and never will.
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I do wonder why no one takes me seriously, you specifically Ms. Dana
Scully
mental entity, who refuses to look, to think, to commit one way or the
other and runs away. I do not wonder that I ever will be taken seriously
because it does not matter. The wiring/cargo door explanation is out in th
mental consciousness of the planet and if true, and it is, then it will be
taken seriously sooner or later.
If it's false, then it shall fade away as a ground artillery shell
accidentally shooting down a Saab airliner near Taiwan.
Ha! That was so funny. Anyway, Dana, Dana baby, listen to me, loved
your
testosterone comment as you entered the list discussion.
Another woman poster referred to mens' 'balls,' as in 'balls.' She used it
as a metaphor for courage. Yours was metaphor for not being able to thin
clearly. And I can not agree with you more. Actually, think very very
clearly about one thing and one thing only. Think fuzzy about other thing
but, the ole testosterone keeps the ole brain focused clearly on the one
thing.
That was then, this is now: it's TWA 800, Boeing 747-131, line number
153,
Construction number 20083, 18 Aug 71, Poly X wiring.
Women always bring up the chemical thing, the imbalance, and when it i
not
there to use, as in a discussion group about an airplane crash, the woman
is at a loss. No weapon. She has to rely on her brain.
And this one uses it to think, decide, commit, and runs.
O'She was like a bright candle in the sky,
Swept across in an ascending streak,
Only to come apart in fireball,
And fall to the sea.
And Fall to the Sea.
So, Dana, the least you would have left for me from your short but
poignant
visit is I'll have to watch at least one episode all the way through of X
Files. And I think the woman is a redhead and I don't get along with
redheads at all. Are you a redhead as well as being blind?
"I can't make up my mind, I need to get closer, I don't know if it's in or
out." Oh, you tease.
Yeah, well, I've mind up my mind and it's outward. Out, up, and away as
described in NTSB exhibit about peeled skin above cargo door.
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What's Hotmail all about anyway. Hotmail. Testosterone. You brought
along a
lot of baggage for just a few days visit.
And what's flapping my arms all around mean? Flap, flap, flap, nothing
happened. Was something supposed to happen? Let me do it again, flap,
flap,
flap...reminds of the time I landed no flaps, downwind on a short runway
Almost ran off the end. Dumb. And the sun was setting in my eyes so I
could
hardly see any other traffic. And I had my sunglasses on. Dumb all the
way.
And walked away from it, with a grin and a shrug.
I laid out the bait of reality sense, you took it, you wiggled, you want
off, OK, I cut you loose. You are not the one that got away, you are the
one that got cut loose.
And take your THAAD with you!
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Fri, 8 May 1998 08:45:43 -0700

Subject:
Secret Aaaaaaaaagent Man!
JG>Then JBS wrote & wrote & wrote:
>
>>The above is an example of the inability of a person to understand any
>>opinion that is contrary to his/her own. >>
>
>To which Jean (me) replies:
>
> You seem to accuse others of what you are guilty of .
> You have been throwing tantrums at everyone who don't
> agree with your cargo door theory .
> BTW why does it take so much space for you to say nothing ?
And it's worth repeating!
The above is an example of the inability of a person to understand any
opinion that is contrary to his/her own.
1. Many judgments are passed on visual evidence based only on text
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description. In fact, most visual evidence is nonsense unless explained an
interpreted by others in text or speech.
2. The original poster DS, never agreed with the NTSB/FBI video, yet the
poster above makes that agreement in order to make later wrong
deduction.
3. Two choices and only two and one is an insult, naive, and the other is
conspiracy, ulterior motive.
4. Wrong deduction that there are two groups in this forum, for or against
NTSB version, and this forum is only for those who disagree with NTSB
JG, do you really think NBC or CNN have a videotape of the actual
explosion
of the biggest aviation accident in American history, and gave it up
without a fight? Then you also believe the UFO pictures, and the bigfoot
pictures, and the alien autopsy pictures.
BS Missile guy>I just don't care for a guy that doesn't have enough
commitment to what he
>says to put his real name on it. It just leaves a big question mark.
Hey, so true! Just like the two anonymous packages I got in the mail with
the wreckage database. If only the dudes had puts names on the return
address so I could thank them. Oh, well. It just leaves a big question
mark. And now the missile guys claim they did it, but heck, how can I
tell?
Anonymous means anonymous.
I also note when you were asked for your address so I could send you a
wreckage database, with my return address on it, of course, as previously
posted on this forum, to help you fulfull your promise of putting it into a
relational database, you declined. So you remain semi-anonymous.
GD asks>Barry,
>
>Can you give us the rationale' behind the production of the cartoon?
Love to George, but I've got to clear it with my superiors, whoops, I mean
my boss, whoops, my director, whoops, my senior agent, whoops, my
Lockheart
contacts. Ha!
>Don't you have to agree that something resembling a fraud is in the
wind?
>
>If so, why? Tell us
Love to, George, but then they'd have to vaporize me, or terminate with
prejudice, or eliminate, or transfer, promote, and retire me, the usual
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procedure for federal secret agents who talk too much, who get too cozy
with the enemy and who just can't be trusted to keep the whole game
secret.
I love the part where the conspiracy guys say that I must be a secret agent
because I've never denied it. In my secret agent school, the first thing
they told us was, if you are ever asked if you are a secret agent, say no.
The idiots will believe you. Ha!
Oh, this forum is a guilty pleasure for me.
By the way, sunset at 15000 feet at TWA 800 location was 20:31, the
exact
time to the minute of the initial event. Does sunset start at the time the
bottom of the sun hits the horizon or when it disappears completely. Ther
is a two minute or so gap there. How long does it take the sun to hit
horizon until all gone? I conject that the sun was half up and half down
relative to the horizon at 13700 feet at event time of 20:31:12.
There was a trawler picking up orange zone pieces and tagging them at
9000
series, yet no 9000 series items in database.
More raw data to refute conclusion: Exhibit conclusion says red zone
consisted of pieces from FS 840 to FS 1000 yet the raw data reveals R1
and
L1 in yellow zone, and R2 and L2 in red zone, both forward of FS 840.
Maybe all accident investigations are as botched as TWA 800, but this on
certainly stinks. Not intentional though, just normal government
sloppiness. At least, that's what they told me to say.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Thu, 14 May 1998 15:26:09 -0700

Subject:
Show Biz
In-Reply-To: <9676e5db.355b6b97@aol.com>
>In a message dated 98-05-14 01:21:34 EDT,
barry@CORAZON.COM writes:
>
><< PS A TV crew is scheduled to arrive at noon tomorrow for interview
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with me
> for wiring/cargo door story. We'll see how it goes. I hope I don't repeat
> myself, stop, stare, and then run away.
> >>
>
>We are on pins and needles, John.. Do tell, what TV station will be
doing this
>interview? I, for one, would like to tune in!
>By the way, don't worry about looking like a jerk on camera.. A good
>interviewer will always pick out the bits that are usable and junk the res
>that would make you look bad, unless, of course, it's their intention of
>making you look just that! .. I, myself, have been on-camera a number o
>times, most reciently, Chicago's channel 5 in March, and never was
>dissatisfied with the outcome..
>Good luck,
>Nancy
So kind of you to ask, Nancy. Well, the interviewer and the camera/sound
person just left. They spent about two hours talking with me with camera
rolling and bright lights dazzling.
It was Josh Kerns of KOMO TV Channel 4 ABC Seattle. It was in
conjunction
with Boeing 737s have wiring problems, maybe 747s do too.
I have to disassociate the message from the messenger. How I looked or
presented myself was unimportant as long as the message is presented
accurately. I think it will be. The reporter was interested in the details
of wiring/cargo door explanation. Fortunately I had my three monitors up
and running with my G3 Mac so we were able to show the evidence of
wreckage
reconstruction. I hammered away at the red paint smears, the petal bulge,
and the outward peeled skin as proof door opened in flight and then
showed
that none of the forward cargo door pieces were sooted so it was not cente
tank explosion that blew it open.
Well, we'll see what happens. My goal was to get NTSB and FAA in
Seattle to
pay attention and answer questions that KOMO asks of them based upon
my
evidence. All I want is an investigation of wiring/cargo door equal to
missile, bomb, or center tank and to have a meeting with them to present
my
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case.
Maybe it will happen.
Now to delete Aviation Week article from my web site. I fight my
freedom of
speech battles selectively and this is not one of them....yet.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
To: monica_warnock@mcgraw-hill.com
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Re: Request permission to present article on website.
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:
> Dear Mr. Barry,
>
> I am an editorial assistant in the Washington Bureau of Aviation
Week
> & Space Technology. I work for Mary Francis Koerner. She is the
> Manager of Bureaus and she is the official contact for Reprints &
> Permission. We will periodically search the web for Aviation Week
on
> outside websites and that is what brought me to your site.
Dear Ms. Monica,
Thank you for your prompt reply. I am saddened by the denial to present
the
AWST article on my web site. I shall search through it and delete it. Do I
need permission to post your email in its place to explain why the article
was deleted? I should explain why the article was removed to squelch any
conspiracy coverup nonsense that pervades this TWA 800 investigation.
> Unfortunately, at present, Aviation Week & Space Technology does
not
> allow its material to be reprinted on any websites other than our own
So sad.
> We appreciate your interest in Aviation Week & Space Technology;
> however, we must ask that you remove the article from your website
as
> you have indicated you are willing to do.
As soon as I am finished with this upcoming TV interview about
wiring/cargo
door explanation, I will. The TV station is KOMO-TV, Channel 4, ABC,
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in
Seattle Washington and the arrive within the hour. I'm preparing for it so
am unable now to find page, delete, change links, upload it to server right
now. But how long to I have? Is 48 hours OK?
>
> My interest in this regard is not related to TWA800 but protecting th
> magazine in general. Many people are not aware of the rules
regarding
> copyright on the internet. You may reference the section "Photocopy
> and Rights & Permission" on the Contact Us page of Aviation Week
if
> you have any future requests for permission.
Protecting the magazine? Well, OK, if you say so. I feel that quoting
AWST
in a non profit website about aviation safety helps AWST, but what do I
know.
>
> James McKenna would be the best editor to send your
correspondence to
> regarding TWA 800. He is located in the Washington bureau: 1200
G
> Street, NW Suite 922, Washington, DC 20005. (202) 383-2332.
Thank you very much, ma'm, and I shall. I shall say you referred me, is
that OK?
>
> I will mail you a hard copy of this letter on Aviation Week & Space
> Technology letterhead to satisfy any concerns you might have about
my
> identity. Thank you for your understanding.
Fine, can I put that on my website?
Let me get back to you on this. I will delete offending article and then
send you URL of the new page so you can confirm I have cleansed the
dirty
deed.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
>
> Monica Warnock
> Editorial Assistant, Washington Bureau
> Aviation Week & Space Technology
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From: monica_warnock@mcgraw-hill.com
Date: Thu, 14 May 98 14:47:54 -0500
To: <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Re[2]: Request permission to present article on website.
Mime-Version: 1.0
Mr. Smith,
I will mail your letter today. When it arrives, you are welcome to
place it on your website. We understand that you are busy right nowas long you are able to delete the pages by next Friday, that's fine
with us. The complete URL is
<http://www.corazon.com/800avweekintrigue.html>
If you do contact Mr. McKenna, you may tell him I referred you.
Again,
thank you for your interest in Aviation Week.
Monica Warnock
Editorial Assistant, Washington Bureau
Aviation Week & Space Technology
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Tue, 19 May 1998 13:19:51 -0700

Subject:
Streak as ....
Let's put it this way:
The difficult angles to obtain of sun in relation to TWA 800 in relation to
ground observers for streak to be door were in place. Very hard to do to
get all three participants in their proper places, sun to the west, plane
to the east and observers in the middle. But reality, they were.
The difficult timing of event happening at time of sunlight of too dark,
nothing, too bright, wrong angle, was done at about the only twenty
minutes
in the whole day for streak to be door, and reality, it was at 2031.
The difficult correct color to be streak as door was red orange, but could
have been white, brown, gray, yellow etc, but reality, most said red or red
orange or orange, the color of evening sunlight and the color of the streak
The difficult objects in sky at time fors streak as door was made. There
had to be metal objects in sky at the the right time and the right place,
and reality, there were and confirmed. Acutally, lots of metal objects,
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hundreds, even thousands.
The difficult speed for streak to be door was met with 300 knots to zero in
horizontal plane and zero to terminal in vertical direction was met. It
could have been any speed but to be streak had to be changing velocity
fast
and reality, it was.
So, the thin window of time was met, the thin window of angles and
locations of three principals was met, the thin window of color was met,
the thin window of speed was met, the thin window of stuff in sky was
met.
Therefore, therefore ....naw, couldn't be. It couldn't me a piece of metal
spinning away fast at time 2031 at 13700 feet and reflecting red orange
sunlight to observers down below.
It's just so...just so, weird, and shucks, that means it wasn't a missile,
so...so...the messenger must be a spy! That explains 2031, red orange,
13700, 300, 0, and thousands, all those pesky numbers, all confirmed and
all real.
CO speaks for all>I do not believe that the eyewitnesses are
>describing solar reflection from the cargo door of TWA800,
TT>Twilight at Long Beach is officially
>recorded as lasting until 2054, and at Southampton until 2051 - so there
>was plenty of light for the eyewitnesses to see what was going on
>in the sky at 2031. Whether the amount and intensity of refracted
>sunlight is sufficient to account for a sparkling effect as the cargo
>left the plane - I'll leave to JBS to consider.
I've considered it. See above for numbers and time and geometry and
science.
Streak is sun reflecting off spinning metal objects at time 2031 at 13700
feet to observers.
> CONSPIRACY,
> ULTRA RIGHT-WING,
> RACIST,
> RACISM,
> Mc CARTHYISM,
> ANTI-SEMETIC,
> EXTREMIST,
> PATRIOTIC,
> FASCIST
>What emotions are triggered by reading or hearing these words, and
WHY? - And
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>what is the TV anchors' BODY LANGUAGE when they use such
TRIGGER WORDS?
>
>There was also talk in Psych class about how EMOTIONS will most of
the time,
>derail logical thinking. THAT'S ONE BIG REASON WHY
DISINFORMATIONALISTS USE
>EMOTIONAL TRIGGER WORDS.
>
>Does good old Psych 100 - Pavlov's dogs and all have anything to do
with this?
>What about PSYCHOLOGICAL CONDITIONING of the public,
using things like
>EMOTIONAL TRIGGER WORDS - does the media have anything to
do with it? If
>advertisers are smart enough to use the media to benefit their employers
WHY
>WOULDN'T POLITICIANS BE USING THE SAME METHODS
TO SELL THEIR AGENDA?
Love the allcaps, they are emotional trigger words to me that fire off the
'you are reading nonsense,' emotion in me.
Conspiracy guys love shouting, it makes them believe they are telling the
truth.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Wed, 20 May 1998 10:24:39 -0700

Subject:
Streak as many things.
S blows off one of the three posts allowed a day.>From: Stoychuck
<Stoychuck@AOL.COM>
>Subject:
Re: was ... Agenda & EMOTIONAL TRIGGER WORDS
>To: FLIGHT-800@HOME.EASE.LSOFT.COM
>
>Pepper,
>
>BINGO!
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>
>Chuck
Chuck,
what a waste, but love the caps.
JBS
EB the incomplete investigator:
>There is no need to explain a streak that obviously was not and could no
>have been the cause
>of the disaster.
There is a need to explain every detail before, during, and after the cause
of the disaster. Fool.
If you can't, or don't, or won't, then up pops the devil, that little
trivial anomaly that poof, shows that the entire thought sequence was
wrong
wrong wrong. It's like starting out with the number 10 in your memory
when
you start to do calculations. Every thing checks out except that one small
item, When it should have said zero it was 10, but all the other
calculations, 99.9999 percent were perfect. Still wrong.
And if you were running along a cliff and you had to cross and you
looked
down into the deep river below and you had to cross and that was the only
way, then you have to jump. But, if a reasonable alternative exists, then
you may not have to jump. You may jump but not because you had to.
So, there was a streak, and it could be a missile something, casing,
exhaust, strobe light, who knows, but could be missile. And if no other
reasonable alternative exists, the streak can't be wished away, it has to
be missile.
Same as bomb. If no reasonable alternative exists to 747 rupturing in
flight at forward cargo hold, 103 and 182, then it's a bomb.
Same for 800, but there was a reasonable alternative to bomb, after 17
months of trying, a center tank explosion. Now if no other reasonable
alternative to center tank, it will be center tank.
So it's OK to be missile or center tank or bomb, but not because it has to
be but because it should be.
With reasonable alternative of wiring door pop in flight, then 182, 103 an
800 all need to be reinvestigated to rule in or rule out that reasonable
mechanical alternative explanation that has happened before.
With reasonable alternative to streak as missile, and I don't count leaking
fuel as a reasonable alternative, some may, then missile as streak does no
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have to be because it is the only one there and you have to pick one.
A believer in the streak can choose shiny metal object, lawyers can choos
leaking fuel, and the missile guys can choose missile. But all the choosers
can not say to the other choosers, I'm right because I'm the only
reasonable one. There are several reasonable explanation for the streak.
That's why reasonable alternative is important. And it's important to know
what happened before, during and after event. That's why the FDR is so
worthless, when you really need it, after the event, it quit.
Understanding after or before the initial event streak, fireball, noise etc
is very important.
>EB: Sorry. There were no witnesses to anything - ANYTHING (he
hates
>caps) - at 13,700
>feet. He has to explain witnesses seeing door as streak below 7500 feet
>Probably hundreds of
>feet below. Maybe thousands of feet below
Hello, no way to tell if any witnesses saw anything at 13700 feet. And
there probably were people looking at TWA 800 at the instant of initial
event time. And ten miles away in dusk and haze, perceived no change.
When
Meyer saw his streak, unknown to him a few miles away was the falling
wing
and tail and tanks and engines but dark and not yet on fire. Three to five
seconds later he did TWA 800 and it was all on fire.
Door fell, spun, flew, and shiny metal objects ejected within instants of
initial event descended and flitted up and down and were seen as streak b
many high low, left right and all around, some above 7500 feet, and some
below. All altitudes. All speeds. All directions.
Understand. Streak as metal object works in time and altitude and speed
and
angles. All the numbers make sense. Just because the emotion gets in the
way of the correct answer is your problem, not mine.
MH gets it wrong again>Make no mistake, John Barry Smith's interview
by the
Secret Police, from his
>own telling in the past, was NOT directly related to TWA 800. As I
>understand it, he was interviewed because he discussed the Cargo Door
on Air
>Force One, another 747.
Make no mistake, it was Secret Service, no Secret Police. And it was
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directly related to TWA 800. Here's the paragraph to Senator McCain tha
triggered it off.
JBS> Please avoid the option to do nothing. In some cases that is wise, in
this one it is not. The door hazard exists and can happen again with
varying catastrophic consequences. May I be melodramatic, Senator?
Why not.
After the Tonkin Gulf incident in 1964, we attacked and bombed North
Vietnam. After Pan Am 103 in 1988, we attacked and bombed Libya.
After TWA
800 in 1996, we attacked and bombed Iraq; all for thought-to-be good
reasons.Well, if Air Force One or any of the four E-4Bs (Airborne
Command
Posts) (all modified Boeing 747s with outward opening cargo doors) have
that forward door open in flight tearing off fuselage skin allowing the 300
knot CAS slipstream to enter nose and tear it off leading to the death and
destruction of all aboard including the President and other high officials,
then we will attack and bomb somebody. And it would be wrong. Just fix
the
door again and prevent the crash is the answer. (The door has failed
before.)
MH>I was present through most of all the Baltimore NTSB TWA 800
sessions last
>December. I did not see John Barry Smith present at all of the sessions
Well, that's because...because, oh, you caught me there, I was upstairs
meeting with Kallstrom and Hall figuring out what to do about the missile
guy downstairs. Ha!
>For me, the Cargo Door Theory does not explain the large body of
evidence
>surrounding the crash. To accept the Cargo Door theory as the cause
for TWA
>800, we would need to dismiss hundreds of witnesses wholesale.
For me, it does explain, and I wish you would quit hammering the
witnesses, the witnesses support cargo door explanation, they saw red
orange, they saw up and down and level streaks, they heard boom of
fireball, they saw streak in time window of shiny metal objects leaving 80
at event and flying/drifting/spinning down to ocean, they saw fireball at
right height, and they are good honest citizens doing the best they could
do under a sudden visual stimulus of short duration. You missile guys nee
to get off the witnesses backs.
>We are merely trading the witch for the devil.
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Hey, let me be the devil and DS the witch. I want to hear more about the
big head and the little head. Don't tell me which is which, I always get
them mixed up.
>Nearly all of us rail against the Center Fuel Tank wiring as the cause,
why
>would we wish to trade this for the Cargo Door with the same results?
Whoa! Doubt! Doubt? Missile guys considering trading cargo door for
cwt? No
way! Get outta town!
There was a center tank fire but later and lower. There was a cargo door
opening. But why? Missile, tank blow up, wiring short, bomb, meteor
strike?
Need confirmation of the correct one.
>Only those who are new to the TWA 800 investigation could buy into
the Cargo
>Door theory
OK OK, that's fine, new guys, are you 'buying into' it? And add new
guys to
the imaginary mental entities in the ether of LSoft that MH refers to.
> for this, John Barry Smith is very alone.
"All alone am I, ever since your goodbye."
>Anyone who has
>studied the NTSB Docket materials would soon dismiss the Cargo Door
theory.
Opinion noted. Absence of facts noted to support opinion noted. As usual
>What gives John Barry Smith the currency to dare attack us with such a
weak
>and feable case?
Because you have a weak and feeble case for missile. And I'm not
attacking
you, MH, you are a fine person, I'm attacking your intelligent conclusion
about an airplane crash as wrong. As you can attack my mental
conclusion
about the causes of the US Civil War, as I'm sure we disagree on that
mental conclusion even though we have never discussed it.
> Is it sanity calling us?
Hellooooooo, MH, hellooooooo MH,
>Or is it alterior motive?
Possibly an 'alterior' motive, but not an ulterior motive other than
preventing death in airplane crashes by hull rupture in flight in high time
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747 cargo door at aft midspan latch.
>How they can sleep at night making such deceitful and illogical
statements, I
>have no idea, maybe it's alcohol?
Ah, maybe. Maybe not. Sleeping at night....why is that funny to me? I
don't
know, it just is, how can I sleep at night. I love good questions.
>Unlike other hobbyist listservers and bulletin boards, this listserver is
>about the cause for the deaths of 230 people. The subject matter is
serious.
Whoops, sorry. How can I sleep at night...still funny. How can I stay
awake
in the afternoon is a better question. I don't, I take a nap.
>There is a day of reckoning coming for all of us and these individuals w
>not escape their due reward. They may mock and laugh today but in
that day
>no man will stand alone against judgement.
Please, mr. judgment caller, spell it right. If you take judgment
seriously, you'll spell it right. And I laughed yesterday, today, and
tomorrow. And MH, I laughed at your three big posts of 5/20/98, it's a
good
thing three are allowed or I would have missed a laugh.
RH>Let's talk about the Initial Event.
Well, all right, if you're going to talk facts, I'm listening.
>So you would conclude that the nose portion of the aircraft had
>separated from the rear portion of the aircraft before there was any
>fire to singe the paint of the nose portion.
Yes.
>The victims who were sitting in the area over the center wing tank (area
>in line with the diagonal boundary being discussed) showed no blast or
>burn injuries. It would be difficult for a center wing tank explosion
>powerful enough to decapitate an aircraft, whose fuselage is 20 feet in
>diameter, to explode without causing massive burns to the passengers. In
>fact, Dr. Wetli, who examined the victims said there was almost no burn
>damage to any the victims of Flight 800.
Yes.
>The evidence from the beginning of the debris field, evidence of the
>condition of the victims, evidence from the fuselage reconstruction, and
>the evidence from the eye witnesses who saw the event leading up to the
>downing of Flight 800 must lead to a logical conclusion of an aerial
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>collision between Flight 800 and another airborne object.
OK, mid air could happen. Now did it? Are there other 'logical
conclusions". Yes, Meteor. OK could happen. Did it? Could be bomb bu
was
it?
Any other logical conclusions about the cause of a high 747 that took off
(1) aged (2) high flight time (3) early model Boeing 747 (4) which took o
in dusk or darkness (5) running late (6) and during climb (7) experienced
a
sudden initial event near the leading edge of wing in fuselage which left a
(8) short (9) sudden (10) loud (11) sound on the cockpit voice recorder, a
(12) abrupt (13) power cut to the flight data recorder, (14) foreign object
damage to starboard engine #3, (15) more severe inflight damage on
starboard side, (16) nine never recovered bodies, (17) port fuselage side
forward of the wing relatively undamaged, (18) shattered, torn, and fraye
skin in forward cargo door area on starboard side, (19) unusual paint
smears in forward cargo door area, (20) rupture appearance of skin at aft
midspan latch of the forward cargo door, (21) outward peeled skin on
upper
forward fuselage, (22) vertical fuselage tear lines forward of the wing and
aft of forward cargo door, (23) had hinge stay attached to detached top
piece of forward cargo door, (24) and destruction initially thought to be
have been caused by a bomb but (25) later conclusively ruled out.
Oh, the above is about a confirmed and logical and understood cause of a
plane crash, UAL 811, not TWA 800. I should put TWA 800 here below,
any
logical conclusions for TWA 800 crash cause that fits this evidence?
(1) aged (2) high flight time (3) early model Boeing 747 (4) which took o
in dusk or darkness (5) running late (6) and during climb (7) experienced
a
sudden initial event near the leading edge of wing in fuselage which left a
(8) short (9) sudden (10) loud (11) sound on the cockpit voice recorder, a
(12) abrupt (13) power cut to the flight data recorder, (14) foreign object
damage to starboard engine #3, (15) more severe inflight damage on
starboard side, (16) nine never recovered bodies, (17) port fuselage side
forward of the wing relatively undamaged, (18) shattered, torn, and fraye
skin in forward cargo door area on starboard side, (19) unusual paint
smears in forward cargo door area, (20) rupture appearance of skin at aft
midspan latch of the forward cargo door, (21) outward peeled skin on
upper
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forward fuselage, (22) vertical fuselage tear lines forward of the wing and
aft of forward cargo door, (23) had hinge stay attached to detached top
piece of forward cargo door, (24) and destruction initially thought to be
have been caused by a bomb but (25) later conclusively ruled out.
Let me think...is there a match someplace?
BS>Being agnostic / atheistic I don't care much for religion on the list.
And then goes on to give several quotes from the Bible! Love the missile
guys' logic, always good for a chuckle.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Fri, 8 May 1998 11:17:18 -0700

Subject:
Videotape Confiscation Unit.
JG>Did you pull the conclusion that I am claiming 'that NBC or CNN
has/had
>a videotape of the actual explosion' out of your magic hat ?
No, pulled it out of the LSoft archives and grouped you with the
FBI/NTSB
videotape confiscation unit conspiracy believing nonsense missile guys.
Those pesky disappearing video tapes.
>But I will believe
>in bigfoot , UFO pictures and alien autopsy pictures before I'll believe
>a cargo door caused the TWA 800 crash .
Hmmm....now there's a closed mind. Bigfoot, UFOs and aliens have not
killed
nine passengers in a high time 747 that left a sudden loud sound on the
CVR
and an abrupt power cut to the FDR, while a cargo door has. I'm still
looking at all the UFO pictures, all the bigfoot pictures, all the alien
pictures, all the Elvis sighted pictures, all the men on Mars pictures, and
yes, all the fuzzy distance photos of cargo door of TWA 800 on the NTSB
CDROM although many high resolution pictures were taken in May
1997 of the
forward cargo door in the wreckage reconstruction by Mr. Jan Staller for
the New York Times. All photographs were kept by NTSB, the New Yor
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Times
magazine has none. There is none of those high resolution photographs of
the cargo door area in the NTSB CD-ROM which has many pictures of
the TWA
800 reconstruction.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
EH 2/11/98>I have done a great deal of research to track down a source
from
which
>we can obtain non-stop/broadcast coverage as it aired on CNN during
July
>17 and July 18, 1996. Many people have claimed that CNN showed an
>actual video clip of the missile rising from the sea and ending in an
>explosion of TWA 800. Ever since I heard about this, I have been
>interested in obtaining the coverage. I have finally found a commercial
>source that guarantees they can send me a copy of the
non-stop/broadcast
>CNN coverage.
>
>While we cannot know whether a missile video does exist until we view
>the tapes ourselves, I am convinced that obtaining 24-48 hours of taped
>coverage will, at the very *least*, allow us to understand how events
>unfolded during that crucial timeframe
JG5/7/98>It's so simple....get a copy of the tape that was shown
>on NBC the day after the crash between 7 & 7:30 P.M. EST .
>When you SEE the 5 ft. piece of wreckage being loaded onto
>the boat , you will immediately rule out CFT , cargo door,
>bomb , UFO or everything else , but a missile .
>
>I have read that this footage has been confiscated by the
>FBI but I don't know if that's true .
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Tue, 12 May 1998 09:15:48 -0700

Subject:
What is this crap?
>From: Thomas Stalcup <stalcup@Magnet.FSU.EDU>
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>Subject: private email
>To: barry@CORAZON.COM
>Date: Mon, 11 May 1998 17:48:49 -0400 (EDT)
>Cc: stalcup@Magnet.FSU.EDU (Thomas Stalcup)
>
>Forwarded message:
>>From stalcup Tue Apr 28 12:13:41 1998
>From: Thomas Stalcup <stalcup@Magnet.FSU.EDU>
>Message-Id: <199804281613.MAA02822@magnet.fsu.edu>
>Subject: questionaire
>To: stalcup@Magnet.FSU.EDU (Thomas Stalcup)
>Date: Tue, 28 Apr 1998 12:13:40 -0400 (EDT)
>X-Mailer: ELM [version 2.4 PL20]
>Content-Type: text
>Content-Length: 469
>
>This is a private email. Your reply and any personal information will
>remain confidential.
>
>1) Please state your full name:
>
>2) Do you have any aliases?
>
>3) Please state your place of employment and date of hire:
>
>4) Please give your home phone number and work phone number:
>
>5) Please list all citizenships:
>
>6) Date of Birth:
>
>7) Address:
>
>8) Please give a good time for you to be reached at your home:
>
>
>If you have any questions, feel free to ask.
>
>Tom Stalcup
Dear budding fascist Gestapo interrogation agent:
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I have a question and thank you for giving me permission to ask:
Can I have a cigarette? Can you turn down the bright lights in my face?
Who
are those guys over there? Does it have to be so hot in here? Can I make a
phone call? Where am I? Who are you?
Look, I'll tell you everything you want to know? What is it? Just let me
go, OK, just don't hurt me. I have not done anything to you. Please, don't
hurt me. What do you want to know? I've got some good stuff, you'll like
it. Can I have a cup of coffee?
Ah, thanks, that's better, a ciggie butt and a cup of java and I feel
almost human, ha, ha.
OK, look, I know who and where all the missile guys are. I know their
names, their addresses,their email addresses, their personal religious
beliefs, where they hang out, who their friends are, where they worked
before, and who their contacts are in the government who leaked all the
missile information to them. Let's make a deal. I give you something and
you give me something. Fair enough?
I thought so. Where shall we start? Is the tape rolling? Am I on? Ok, here
we go...
MH>The problem Mr. Smith, is that I do not and cannot believe that the
"Cargo
>Door" was the cause for TWA 800.
No problem. I believe it. You don't believe I believe it. Like I believe
for nine years three other 747s suffered hull ruptures forward of the wing
had a sudden loud sound on the CVR and abrupt power cut to the FDR
and many
other similarities, but since TWA 800 matches those other three closely,
I'm just faking it with TWA 800? See, you are so distrustful and
disbelieving of common sense things, that you now believe nothing excep
your own internal emotions which are suspicious of everything. How
about
the guy taking your money in a gas station, is he in on it? You will love
The Truman Show.
>If you continue to insist that TWA 800 was caused by a
>failed "Cargo Door", which I believe (after much study) is a deliberate
>contrivance,
Like I'm pretending that TWA 800 and the other three have a sudden loud
sound, power cut, fire in engine 3, paint smears, and on and on? I
contrived to make cargo door area of TWA 800 shattered with outward
peeled
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skin? You are truly out of it when you think cargo door for TWA 800 is
contrived, it is based on NTSB UAL 811 AAR 92/02 written six years
ago.
>If it is obvious that TWA 800 was NOT caused by the "Cargo Door",
then what
>is John Barry Smith's agenda for his airliner "Cargo Door" research
since
>1990?
>
>Is John Barry Smith's research deliberately in place as a pre-made "pop
out"
>propaganda piece for any future Military caused Airliner crash?
>Naval Information Warfare
>Consultant, John Barry Smith
Dear interrogation agent, is the above enough for you?
Can I go home now? You want me to wear a wire? Oh, what happens if
they
find out? OK, look, I'll save all their writings in something called an
archive and you can go there any time. I'll send you the code to access it.
It's called LSoft.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Sat, 9 May 1998 00:10:50 -0700

Subject:
XFiles
MH asks>Chris why are you,..... a citizen of the U.K., and a foreigner, s
>emotionally concerned about the internal politics of the United States
>relating to a single commercial jetliner crash?
It could be the same reason that I, a citizen of US, is so emotionally
concerned about the internal politics of UK relating to a single commerci
airliner crash, PA 103. We care about people dying in plane crashes.....or
maybe we are spies sent out to wreck Marshall Houston's little world of
jumbled world of fantasy, intrigue, conspiracy, and failed missile tests.
>I know that there are knowledgable people lurking on the listserver.
There
>are also people who know secrets about TWA 800 who post here
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regularly.
Add knowledgeable people to the lurkers, the secret holders, the
listserver, the spies, the newcomers, and other imaginary people Marshall
talks to...out there....
S>You are right Tom, DBR saves me considerable time each day - and as
you say ,
>you don't really miss much, except crude language, and juvenile
expressions.
Sticking your head in the sand is much cheaper and saves time too. And I
thought it was missile guy BS that won the prize for best swearing
recently. I'm saving my swear word...and my word in caps, for when I
really
need it.
BD wishes>Looks like the non-missile crowd is getting pretty nervous!
I just checked in to see what condition my condition was in. Nervous
Norvous sings after a car wreck song, 1958.
>Logical Fallacies count for today. So far we have seen the following:
>
>1. Prejudicial Language
>2. Changing the subject
>3. Attach the person
>4. Attack the credibility
>5. Style vs. Substance
>6. False Analogy
>7. False Association
>8. Ridicule
>9. Nitpick the details
>10. Divert attention from the Big Picture.
Absence of specific facts to support general allegations above noted. For
instance, how did the non missile crowd attach a person, like a zamora to
shark, or a moray eel to a grouper.
BS insults>Danna Writes:
>>
>>What these poor boys have not discovered is that it
>>is possible for me to disagree with you without
>>shouting at you or taking it personally if you
>>disagree with me.
>>
>
>
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>You seem like a logical person and your debunking doesn't tend to get
into
>the area of personal flame, but you are the only one posting with an
obvious
>alias. I don't know that we have any rules of etiquette for this list, but
>everyone posts under their own name as far as we know.
>
>Try Alt.Disasters.Aviation, if you are interested in a forum where aliase
>are the norm.
Note above ten items on list started by missile guy BS who admits
newcomer
Dana, note one 'n', did not start flaming, then launches with insult of
misspelled name, 'obvious alias' when it could be his real name as John
Smith is a real name, and then assumes to tell others the rules of the
list, then directs newcomer to even wackier forum of alt.disasters as way
of telling him to go away. All in one paragraph and unprovoked.
And the missile guys feel put upon, seems like a martyr complex to me,
closely related to religious fervor and zealousness.
>Please explain
>how the nose gear doors, nose gear tire and other nose gear
>parts got into the earliest part of the debris field from
>a center tank explosion?
I can do that. But you've got to ask me, not Chris.
My face is blushing. I just asked my wife if Dana Scully was the name of
character in XFiles and she said yes. I never watch that nonsense, I DBR
it, but then, just goes to show you, I missed out on something. Dana Scull
is more inventive than 'G', another long ago long time poster that used an
alias and nobody protested. What is it about Dana? Those pesky rebutting
facts he keeps on bringing up? I think so.
CO quotes JBS who quotes CO>>I love the part where the conspiracy
guys say
that I must be a secret agent
>>because I've never denied it.
>
>Barry, you also have not denied that you were the rifleman on the grassy
>knoll.
I have always never denied I have never denied I was a secret agent in the
pay of Hill and Knowlton on loan from the CIA sent to make life
miserable
for the missile guys by wearing gray suits and attending Monday morning
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meetings, topic this week, find out where agent X Scully is from.
But I will say I deny, and always have denied, I was the rifleman on the
grassy knoll. At least, that's what they that told me to say.
>Gear up
>to write but hold for the moment - there are things in motion and this
>suggestion may complicate matters if implemented now. This is all the
>comment I will make on this matter.
And that was too much, put yourself on report soldier, loose lips sink
ships.
>upper limb of the sun.
Well hate to interrupt the volleys but that means that the sun itself was
out of sight to TWA 800 at 13700 feet at time 20:31:12 because the upper
limb of the sun disappeared to a craft at 15000 feet at time 20:31:00 and
anything lower would have sunset a bit earlier. Sea level sunset was at
20:19. Hmmm....A shiny piece of metal needs a light source to cause a
reflection. What's this about below the horizon sun viewing? If the
newspaper says sunset at 20:00, does that mean that at sea level, looking
at horizon, the sun twinkles out at exactly 20:00? And touched the ocean
horizon at about 19:58? I must check this out. I still don't know what time
the sun sets.
>Meyer
>seems to be very decisive and very flexible
My particular favorite flight of fancy for lawyer Meyer was bodies falling
all around him strapped into their seats as he flew his helo at night. Good
show! Total nonsense of course, but makes a good visual for the movie he
fancies himself in some day.
>What about the Loch Ness Monster
Well, that one is real, not like Elvis or UFO or bigfoot. I have it on good
authority, and I can't tell you her name, because if I did, they'd
confiscate her, that Loch Ness monster is real. She saw a shape moving o
the surface at dusk. She said it was the monster. And she wouldn't lie so
don't attack her for what she saw and she saw the Loch Ness monster.
She is
a credible witness so there you have it. It's real. And if you don't think
so, who are you really? A tourism provocateur sent from Disney World to
wreck the tourism of Scotland? What's your real agenda?
Cool thing about forward cargo door pieces, none of them had any
sooting.
Or the front half of the cwt, no sooting. And half of the keel beam, no
sooting. For a fire explosion that blew nose off, it's a miracle nuttin'
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got burned. No passengers in the red zone, no seats in the red zone, no
pieces of tank or door or skin in the red zone, no nuttin' in the red zone
got burned. And then the rest of the cwt, and keel beam, and the wings th
all landed in the green zone had heavy sooting. The plane had a sharp line
of sooted metal to unsooted metal all within inches. As if the nose had
come off from some source other than a fuel explosion or missile
explosion
or bomb explosion and then rest of plane fell and had major fire explosion
lower and later. But what kind of explosion exists that can tear nose off
and leave no soot? Hmmm....Explosive decompression, as if you didn't
know.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Mon, 25 May 1998 20:59:53 -0700

Subject:
www.corazon.com pesky facts
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="iso-8859-1"
JG>And if you're an egotistical wind bag, believe in the cargo door
fantasy .
Well, well, well, guilty as charged.
Egotistical:
ego*tism \"e-ge-'ti-zem\ n 1 : the practice of talking about oneself too
much 2 : an exaggerated sense of self-importance : conceit Û ego*tist
\-tist\ n Û ego*tis*tic \'e-ge-"tis-tik\ or ego*tis*ti*cal \-ti-kel\ adj Û
ego*tis*ti*cal*ly adv
Count 1, guilty, Count 2, guilty. Guilty on all counts. Guilty, guilty,
guilty. I'm guilty of talking about my guilty self too much.
Wind bag (Note to author, 'windbag' commonly one word.)
wind*bag \"wind-'bag\ n : an overly talkative person
(So, email should be linebag).
But, anyway. Yes, you nailed me.
The Point? The point is so what. Completely irrelevant.
You imply that if I were a modest quiet person, you would believe in the
cargo door fantasy.
You confuse style with content.' Egotistical wind bag' is style. Content is
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'cargo door fantasy'.
That is typical missile guy thinking. It leads to being conned all the time
by smooth talking persuasive hustlers whose content is crap but the style
is oh so smooth. So you find out later you've been conned and cheated
and
now you are suspicious of all, as conned victims are. It why missile guys
are like cult followers, looking for a charismatic leader who spouts any
nonsense, just stay charismatic.
The point is, what does egotisical windbag have to do with a pressurized
hull rupture forward of the wing on the right side of an aircraft at 13700
feet at 20:31:12 on the evening of 17 July 1996 ten miles off Long Island
NY USA?
And the answer is, nothing. The style of the messenger is completely
independent to the truth of his message.
And I know that and you don't. And that makes me smarter than you, it
gives
me a sense of self-importance, I feel conceit.
And now I will tell you for over a thousand linebag pages, in text,
photographs, documents, emails, and notes, why moisture met chafed to
bare
Poly X wire and shorted on the forward cargo door motor to the unlatch
position which caused a rupture at the aft midspan latch which allowed a
3.5 PRI pressured differential to blow out an explosive decompression
shatter zone forward of the wing on the right side which allowed the 300
knots of slipstream to push, bend, and tear off all of the fuselage forward
of the wing of TWA 800, a Boeing 747-131, and others.
Here it is:
www.corazon.com
B>Location of the two missiles!
>The Senior FBI agent who saw it all!
>The Dog that was better than the FBI lab!
>The Linda Kuntz story!
Two? I thought it was three! Oh, no, back to 'two' everybody.
Kallstrom's secret vision. Gabriel as in Trumpet.
Rin Tin Tin.
Please, I know you made up that woman's name, and it's in bad taste.
>There is no mention by Donaldson of any third missile. The witness in
question
>saw the second one that was launched several miles off shore. I have pu
an
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>excerpt on this in the Jarmus article at my site.
>http://members.aol.com/bardonia
>
>Donaldson, Meyer, and me believe two missiles were fired. This was a
>deliberate "hit"
Well, boys, make up your mind, one or two? I can't wait all day, you
know.
A deliberate 'hit'? Like a salvo of two fired at wrong target becomes on
purpose but only one in salvo is an accident? Missile guy logic salivating
at mass murder scandal uncovered.
IG> but I suspect that three missiles is possible.
Missile alert! Number is now definitely 'maybe' three or two.
SM asks a question>SM: Barry, why doesn't the middle of the door
bulge
and rupture on the frames that have no midspan latches??? How do you
account for the fact that midspan latches often show no evidence of even
contacting their latch pins
Ah, two questions.
1. What frames? All Boeing side cargo doors have two midspan latches,
some
doors have eight on the bottom and some have ten. What frames have no
midspan latches? What are you talking about?
2. No problem when everything works as advertised. When water shorts
on
door unlatch motor, things are not as advertised. All latches try to
unlatch but AD keeps bottom ones from unlatching but slack and
sloppiness
in the torque tubes allow midspan, which have no locking sectors, to just
go a bit past center and pop, rupture hole, then rest of door goes, then
huge explo decom zone of thirty to forty feet rectangle occurs, If
everything fine, as it usually is, then no wear or tear on the two midspan
latches. UAL 811 had heat damage on aft midspan latch pin. You
remember UAL
811 don't you.
>SM: So what. I am sure the door did blow when the fuselage broke
apart.
>It would be expected.
So what, Dude? Well, door opened in flight to smash upward to put red
paint
on white paint. If water impact no red paint smears, it would be inward
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crushing, not blowing out and up. Basic. Door opened in flight. And you
say
so what? Well, why did it open in flight? Center tank? No soot on any of
the 20 percent of recovered cargo door pieces. What else? Well, it did
happen before and it was wiring and yes, wiring is a problem.
>SM: Your logic is really convulted here. The fuselage NOT breaking u
>would be according to design and proven by UAL. Breaking apart as
you
>describe is nothing BUT wishful thinking. It is this wishful thinking
>that your whole theory relies upon, and is factualy disproved by this ver
>event.
Not breaking up when explo decom zone is ten by thirty feet on 811 but
not
when hole is thirty by forty feet as shown by 800 reconstruction.
(It's a fact, 'factually' has two 'l's)
>SM: The door diagrams are not your knowlege but someone elses. You
>understanding of them is what is flawed and is errant knowledge.
Opinion noted. Absence of facts to support opinion noted. As usual.
>SM: If you wonder why you have no credibility, it is because of your
>continuous gross errors that make you look foolish. An innocent error
>here and there is excusable, but your errors are from gross contortions o
>the facts to make them fit your hypothesis. You wish to compare yourse
>to Galileo, yet Galileo's theory was accepted when his peers were able to
>cross verify his data. Your theory, by now and because of the modern
age
>of communications, has come under much more scrutiny than his and
your
>peers have all rejected it. It's time to get the hint.
I don't wonder why the missile guys don't believe me. I wonder why
Chairman Hall declines to meet with me at the suggestion of Senator
McCain.
My theory has never had the scrutiny equal fo the ocean farting called
methane gas which was given a whole day by for engineers at Sandia
Labs.
Cargo door has one sentence in Exhibit 15C.
> continuous gross errors that make you look foolish.
Name a few. Just asking.
>Your theory, by now and because of the modern age of communications
has
>come under much more scrutiny than his and your peers have all
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rejected
>it. It's time to get the hint.
You know nothing of the opinions of my peers, There are none in this
forum.
How many survivors of a sudden night fiery fatal jet airplane crash are
there? Come on out.
>SM: You don't even know where the chafed wires were that caused
UAL811.
Wrongo, jocko.
Cargo door wiring as described in NTSB AAR 92/02 UAL 811 cargo
door accident:
Plug P3 and Plug P4 at a distance between three to four inches from plug
pin tips. The P4 damage location may correspond to wire bundle clamp
positions. These areas are where the chafed bare wires shorted on the doo
latch actuator motor to the unlatch position.
And for TWA 800: Examine for wiring cracks five feet of the aft end of t
W480 bundle from station 570-900 as described in TWA 800 Public
Docket
Exhibit 9A, page 116.
And for aft cargo door after UAL preflight electrical uncommanded
opening;
B. Check the cargo door wiring as described in NTSB Safety
Recommendations
Rprt_Nbr: A-91-83 and -84
(1) the wiring bundle in the area normally covered by the conduit for the
presence of damaged insulation (using either an electrical test method or
visual examination);
(2) the conduit support bracket and attached standoff pin on the upper arm
of the forward lift actuator mechanism;
(3) the flexible conduit for the presence of cracking in the
convoluted innercore.
>They were in the conduit where the wires supplying power to the door
>flexed every time the door is cycled. The AD notes remotely removed
power
>through this flex conduit bundle once the door was shut so that UAL811
>would never occur again. Some how you think that condensation
caused all
>this.
A removed power safety feature that was bypassed by the short of water
amongst chafed to bare wires. Maybe for many feet.
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And the wires behind inner lining have to go past ribs eventually, probabl
right where they chafe. Ha!
Galileo had no peer review, he died under house arrest and his
conclusions
were not accepted for many years, if at all in many societies. He thought
the orbits were circular, it took Johan Kepler to figure out they were
eliptical.
>SM: Not until you start getting your facts right. Your record is
atrocious.
Name some errors, just asking.
>>And I do not wax vainly how smart I am, just because I was in college
at
>>age 15 and a half is no reason for me to bring it up in a discussion
about
>>an airplane crash. So I won't.
>
>SM: Need I say more?
That was satire, and you need say no more because my superior intellect
figures out you didn't get the self deprecating humor.
>Incidentally, do you know what the cargo door FS zone is?
Well, actually, Stan the Man, I do. FS 650 to 760. That's 110 inches and
equals the top and bottom length. PA 103 AAIB report has a great
diagram of
747 with fuselage numbers for whole plane. I use that to plot the red zone
and other pieces. The explo decom zone is from about 850 forward to
about
600. Section 41/42 joint is near there. Chafed to bare wire was found on
TWA 800 in there. The seats in that zone came out first and are in red
zone. The floor beams went down in there. There is no soot forward of FS
800.
Stringers I'd like to know. What numbers of stringers correspond to what
clock position looking at nose with top on top? Like 24 R stringer is
where?
But, good to chat again, Stan, we are not indifferent.
Does anybody have a format for FOIA request to NTSB? What's it look
like?
Let me copy the style and put in my own content. Do they actually
respond
to it?
Cheers,
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John Barry Smith
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Thu, 21 May 1998 10:37:27 -0700

Subject:
No one is making mistakes on purpose
CO asks>PS Talking of clumsy bumblers, has anyone read Jimbo Hall's
response to the
>last laughable Donaldson letter which contained so many bloopers?
Why didn't
>the Barstewardonia site publish the Hall response?
Where is it?
CO quotes EB>> this was part of a deliberate effort by Richard Hirsch to
distort and
>>obscure the truth
>
>Elmer, I disagree with you on that.
Me too. Does that mean that EB is deliberately wrong when he says RH
was
wrong? No!
Nobody is making mistakes on purpose. When errors are corrected, let's
assume it was an honest error.
I thought only conspiracy guys believed ill intent for every error but
apparently not.
We type, we copy numbers, we think and type at the same time, we hold
complex events in our heads, we work from incomplete data, we are
learning,
we are not evil.
We see events as we want to see them and describe them as such.
True power always wants to know immediately if it is wrong, because
wrong
is error and error is weak and power is not weak so will instantly check
out any possible error to fix it and get back to true power again.
That's why NTSB and Boeing are not true power, they do not check out
any
claim they are in error. They are fake power and weak.
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Power is neutral by the way. For instance, the internet is true power, it
does not care what goes on in it, from porn to dissidents to deals or
whatever. Fake power will try to control the content and style. Fake powe
is biased one way or the other.
I can indentify true power right away, it starts asking questions. Good
questions that demand good answers.
I can identify fake power too, it starts with, you are wrong, you are
crazy, go away, ignore, attack.
We are a bunch of fake power guys.
I try to be real power by examining very closely any criticism to
wiring/cargo door explanation, and follow closely any reasonable
alternative to wiring/cargo door such as missile, meteor, bomb, gas,
leaking fuel explanation.
It is very hard to be unbiased, neutral, ask questions, and admit error and
correct it. Emotion always gets in the way.
True power has no emotion.
True power is patient and never panics.
True power listens to everything.
I continue to believe no conspiracy, no coverup, no plot with AI 182, PA
103, UAL 811, TWA 800 and posters to LSoft. There are no evil people
in
this forum, just stupid, ugly, emotional, error prone humans, or apes with
car keys.
But, while my emotional self is here:
I'm using a G3 card in my Mac clone tweaked to 285 MZ, 242 meb
RAM, three
monitors and three video cards, two cards are maxed at 4 meg, and one is
maxed at 8 meg. The two smaller cards drive 17 inch .25 mm dot pitch
monitors set at 1280 by 1024 ppi, pixels per inch. The main monitor is a
19
inch .26 mm dot pitch set at 1600 by 1200 resolution, all with millions of
colors at 75HZ refresh, no flicker. Using a Ramdisk and sending all cache
files to it using Explorer 4.0.1 for the Mac has sped up web a lot. Using
the back button is almost instantaneous. My 56K modem, ramdisk, fast
version of Explorer has decreased wait for web about 50%. The three
monitors increase my 'workbench', my 'desk' space by a lot, the total
'bench' work area is now equal to a 30.6 monitor with resolution above
1280
by 1024.
It's worth the expense and effort. I work with web pages, email quotes,
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search engines on web, desktop publishing, photoshop to crop pictures,
digital camera downloads, dictionary, calculator, hard disk files, and they
are working and laid out to see with only a few on top of each other
obscuring.
In fact the browser can open multiple windows so a reseached article can
be
read while the search engine downloads another article.
But still too small, and still too low resolution. When the resolution
equals a mirror then, OK. Fiber optics, billions, cut off smooth would giv
high res, in color and fast refresh rate.
Computers, never enough memory, never fast enough, and always too
expensive.
Loved the three posts of old news eyewitness reports, I mean, is it
possible to get too much of old news? But the content is not important to
the missile guys, just the mantra, it's a missile, it's a missile, it's a
missile, I saw a missile, why don't you believe me?
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
Reality below:
>
>Sam Farr
>Member of Congress
>17th District, California
>House of Representatives
>Congress of the United States
>1117 Longworth Bldg
>Washington, DC 20515-2861
>
>John McCain III
>Member of Congress
>Chairman, Committee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation
>United States Senate
>241 Russell Senate Office Bldg
>Washington, DC 20510-0303
>
>James Hall
>Chairman,
>National Transportation Safety Board
>490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
>Washington, DC 20594
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>
>Robert Francis II
>Vice Chairman
>National Transportation Safety Board
>490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
>Washington, DC 20594
>
>Bernard Loeb,
>Director of Aviation Safety
>National Transportation Safety Board
>490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
>Washington, DC 20594
>
>Thomas E. Haueter
>Chief, Major Investigations Division
>National Transportation Safety Board
>490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
>Washington, DC 20594
>
>John B. Drake
>Division Chief
>Aviation Engineering Division
>National Transportation Safety Board
>490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
>Washington, DC 20594
>
>Al Dickinson,
>Lead Investigator, TWA 800
>National Transportation Safety Board
>490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
>Washington, DC 20594
>
>Ron Schleede,
>Investigator, TWA 800
>National Transportation Safety Board
>490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
>Washington, DC 20594
>
>James F. Wildey II
>National Resource Specialist
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>National Transportation Safety Board
>490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
>Washington, DC 20594
>
>David Mayer
>NTSB Wreckage Database Manager
>National Transportation Safety Board
>490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
>Washington, DC 20594
>
>Thomas McSweeny
>Director, Aircraft Certification Service
>FAA National Headquarters
>800 Independence Avenue, S.W
>Washington D.C 20591
>
>Lyle Streeter
>FAA AAI
>Aircraft Accident Investigator
>FAA National Headquarters
>800 Independence Avenue, S.W
>Building FOB 10A, Room 838,
>Washington D.C 20591
>
>Ron Wojnar,
>Manager
>Federal Aviation Administration
>Transport Airplane Directorate
>1601 Lind Ave. S.W.
>Renton, WA 98055-4056
>
>Neil Schalekamp
>Manager, Propulsion & Mechanical Systems and Cabin Safety Branch
>Transport Standards Staff
>Transport Airplane Directorate, ANM-100
>1601 Lind Ave. S.W.
>Renton, WA 98055-4056
>
>Bob Breneman,
>Aerospace Engineer,
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>Federal Aviation Administration
>Transport Airplane Directorate, ANM-100
>1601 Lind Ave. S.W.
>Renton, WA 98055-4056
>
>Dear Officials,
21
>May 1998
>
>The missing eighty percent of the forward cargo door of TWA 800 may
be in
>the Orange debris field. The retrieved items have tag numbers 9000 to
9999:
>
>Public Docket SA-516, Exhibit No. 7A, Structures Group Chairman's
Factual
>Report of Investigation, page 5, "In addition, an area 2.7. nautical miles
>in radius, centered at 40 degrees 38 minutes 54 seconds North, 072
degrees
>40 minutes 23 seconds West, was defined. The portions of this area that
>did not already lie in either the Red, Yellow or Green zone were
>designated the Orange Zone. The center of this zone corresponds to the
>last secondary radar return from the aircraft."
>
>"The database created to track recovered parts is known as the TAGS
>database. A series of metal tags were issued to be attached to the
>recovered parts as durable identification tags. The metal tags were
>colored one of six possible colors."
>
>"Orange Recovered from areas other than Areas 1, 2 or 3 during the
>trawling operation."
>
>"9000-9999 Issued by the trawlers working the western half of the
Orange
>zone."
>
>Gentlemen, please note there are no Orange Zone pieces in the TAGS
>database. There is no mention anywhere of the pieces which were found
in
>the Orange zone by trawlers and issued 9000 series metal identification
>tags. Eighty percent of the forward cargo door is missing. The NTSB
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>Trajectory Study Exhibit, page 50, shows pieces from the forward cargo
bay
>were the first to leave TWA 800 and left at the same time as the last
>secondary radar beacon was returned. It is very likely that the missing
>pieces of the forward cargo door are in the Orange zone and may have
>already been retrieved and tagged with 9000 series tags.
>
>Where are the Orange zone pieces recovered from TWA 800? What
pieces were
>they? Where did they come from on the aircraft? Where are the missing
>eighty per cent of the forward cargo door?
>
>I direct the questions for answers to Mr. David Mayer, the person in
>charge of the wreckage database.
>
>The larger point is this, chafed wiring to the core is reported on TWA
800
>in NTSB Public Docket Exhibit 9A page 116:
>
>"Some wires found in the section of W480 from forward of station 570
and
>identified as BMS13-42A had numerous cracks in the insulation. Most
of the
>cracks in this bundle were found to expose the core conductor when
>examined by microscope. Only within five feet of the aft end of the W4
>bundle from station 570-900 were insulation cracks found."
>
>Please note that BMS13-42A is known faulty Poly-X wiring. Cargo doo
>location is FS 560-670 and cracked wires are within that zone. Frayed
>wires in that area have shorted before and caused the forward cargo doo
>to open in flight, NTSB AAR 92/02 UAL 811.
>
>Fuel tank wiring is shown to be chafed to bare wire. The TWA 800
NTSB
>document shows cargo door area wiring is chafed to bare wire also.
FAA and
>NTSB officials are taking efforts to inspect fuel tank wiring. Cargo door
>wiring should also be inspected, especially since cargo door wiring is a
>known killer of nine in UAL 811 accident.
>
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>There's more reason to inspect cargo door wiring in 747s as stated in
NTSB
>Exhibits:
>
>"A. 1996, burning smell in forward cargo compartment, found damaged
wiring
>shorted to ground, charring found.
>B. Oct 12, 1996, Wire bundle arcing and resultant fire at aft bulkhead of
>forward lower lobe cargo hold on 747-200 freighter.
>Source: NTSB Exhibit 9C, Attachments to the Systems Group Factual
Report
>page 44, 45, 46."
>
>These are real reports of real events showing real danger. They are
>reported to you, Mr. McSweeny.
>
>To be blind to the red paint smears above the cargo door of TWA 800 is
not
>right; your rods and cones respond to color the same as mine. Those red
>paint smears indicate door opened in flight, just like paint smears
>indicated door opened in flight for UAL 811. Are they not there? Are
>there not many? Are they not red?
>
>I see them and Mr. Schalekamp of FAA saw them, so I know they exist
as
>well as being in pictures on the NTSB CD-ROM of TWA 800. They are
not
>going to fade away with time.
>
>The forward cargo door opened in flight for TWA 800. To disregard
paint
>smears, outward peeled skin on the side and bottom of fuselage, and the
>petal shaped outward bulge at the aft midspan latch of the forward cargo
>door is very strange, it's not right. It's not worthy of NTSB.
>
>It's one thing to be forceful in prosecuting the center tank as the
>initial villain, but it's another thing to ignore a previous killer of
>nine that left very similar evidence to this crime as in another crime.
>
>To check the cargo door wiring as well as the fuel tank wiring is wise
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and
>prudent. To not do so is reckless in the face of compelling evidence. I
>direct that opinion to Dr. Loeb.
>
>A citizen has done much research into high time Boeing 747 accidents
>involving hull ruptures in flight. I ask that I be allowed a meeting
>during which I may present evidence for consideration and discussion to
>government aviation safety officials.
>
>I pose that request to Congressman Farr and Senator McCain. It is
apparent
>the aviation officials themselves will not comply without orders from
>above. I need help.
>
>To me, the following is reasonable and prudent:
>
>1. Check known faulty Poly X wiring in cargo door areas of early 747s
for
>chafed to bare wires.
>
>2. Offer explanation of red paint smears, outward peeled skin, and petal
>bulge at aft midspan latch of forward cargo door of TWA 800.
>
>3. Locate missing eighty percent of forward cargo door by either finding
>it in Orange Zone, Calverton hangar, or locating it on the bottom of the
>ocean.
>
>4. Meet with citizen, as the suggestion of a Senator, to discuss and
>consider real evidence as discovered in research of NTSB and FAA
documents
>regarding wiring/cargo door explanation for TWA 800.
>
>Will you please be reasonable and prudent?
>
>I ask that question of all.
>
>Respectfully,
>John Barry Smith
>551 Country Club Drive,
>Carmel Valley, CA 93924
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>408 659 3552
>barry@corazon.com
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Fri, 15 May 1998 12:06:32 -0700

Subject:
My agent.
Titty the linguistics expert>When we say "Look, a streak!", it can
>have a variety of meanings: from a smoke trail to a lengthy flash of
>light (as in a streak of lightning). When our kids see a high altitude
>jet, we might tell them, "Yes, and look at the streak of smoke it leaves
>behind", not "Yes dear, and observe the exquisite parallel contrails".
>When we are watching a Grucci fireworks display and see a rocket go
up,
>we don't say "Oh, observe the rocket spew", or "I believe the white
smoke
>trail I see indicates the next rocket is going up", but we might say
>"Hey, there goes the next rocket streak".
Streak is also a verb. Stock cars streak. Fireworks streak. Jets streak.
Streak is also a noun. Lightning looks like a streak. Shooting stars looks
like a streak.
Stock cars streak but they don't look like streaks. Fireworks streak but
they don't look like streaks.
Shooting stars look like they streak but they are not, they are pieces of
metal. Lightning looks like a streak but it is not, it is electrons
discharging energy as heat and light.
Verb and noun, very important linguistically speaking.
Now, back to you missile guys...Two things about you: 1. You guys have
imagination and I respect imagination. In fact, imagination defines
humanness in my mind. The more imagination, the more human. Missile
guys
have great imaginations and that's very important. I listen to the missile
guys for that imagination. It makes me think. And snort, and chortle, but
still think. And thinking is very important, that also defines humanness.
2. Fast data acquisition. Missile guys are very good on getting raw data. I
respect that. I read the raw data the missile guys obtain first.
A vivid imagination coupled with fast raw data acquisition makes for som
potent ideas. I respect that. I listen and think about all the missile
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guys' ideas. I am not indifferent to the missile guys. Indifference is the
enemy. We are not ememies. We should be allies, but cooperative reality
not included in minds that have high imaginations fueled by fast raw data
So be it. I'm doing the best with what I have. And it's not closeups of
cargo door area. It's not field notes on the retrieved objects from the
sea. It's not hands on examination of cargo doors of four high time 747s.
It's not discussions with aviation safety experts in the government. So be
it.
I'm not the enemy, nor Kallstrom, nor Hall, nor Meyer, nor Barr, nor
Russell, nor Clinton. The enemy is immutable physical laws of gravity,
force, fire, electricity, and water; or earth, water, wind, and fire, the
basics.
And if you want to correspond with me further, get in touch with my
agent. Ha!
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Tue, 26 May 1998 21:33:54 -0700

Subject:
Now I give myself pleasure...
>The radar uses variable
>PRF to measure the angular error of the projectile
>stream.
PRF is pulse repetition frequency. Variable PRF would be interesting.
Tracking bullets is even more interesting.
TS the missile guy gets it wrong as usual:>JBS wrote:
>>
>> I'd much rather bash the missile guys logic....
>
>So would all the other disinformationalists. Instead of bringing new
>information to the list, you (plural) bash others' logic.
Note after that sentence in my previous post of wishful desire for
momentary pleasure, I then discussed with Sammy in a polite factual
manner
several items of fact he introduced. I did not "bash others' logic," as you
say I did above. I disavailed my self of the joy of bashing missile guy's
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logic. You said I did it, and I didn't. See the difference?
Now I will accept the pleasure of delving into the mind of a missile guy:
>PS: Are eyewitness testimonies defined as logic. How about debris
>field data?...logic? It's funny that the person who posts with the
>highest percentage of fluff, completely lacking in logic spends his
>time bashing others'.
Logically, a 'PS' follows the goodbye salutation and name as in 'oh, I
forgot something and here is a postscript to the script'. You have two
postscripts, a 'PS' and a "PPS", both before, not after the goodbye
salutation as 'post' implies, two errors of logic in two paragraphs. Before
is not after. See the difference?
Why is it funny that "the person who posts with the highest percentage of
fluff, completely lacking in logic spends his time bashing others'."
My fluff is full of logic. It's the most logical fluff out there.
>PPS: Correct me if I'm wrong, but didn't JBS once say that the cargo
>door reflected sunlight as it fell, fooling witnesses to think they
>saw a flare-like object rising?
Ah, the old chesnut to munch on. Ascending streak as falling object, so
easy to understand if one believes in three dimensions, impossible for a
two dimensional mind to conceive. Will some missile guy politely explai
about that? And stop bashing those eyewitnesses, nine said down streak
and
many said level and down. But hey, can you believe that there are visual
phenomena out there that can 'fool' witnesses into thinking they saw
something that wasn't? Like what? Like I took off out of Norfolk Virginia
in January 1965 in a P2V at night. As we turned left and climbed to our
assigned altitude about five miles from Norfolk Naval Air Station, I was i
the left afterstation window as an observer. I saw, coming towards us, an
aircraft that had a left wing light and a right wing light, and it was
coming right towards us in a collision course. I reached for the mike to
tell the pilot and time slowed way down, I realized it was a jet that had
taken off behind us and was catching us and did not see us and was just
climbing out too, right behind and towards us. I realized there was no tim
for any evasive action. Mid-air was imminent. My body froze except for
my
right hand to finger to push mike button to tell pilot of "bogey, seven
oclock low, closing." And then the two lights split up and separated and I
realized it was two planes, way far back and no threat ever. The angles
were all there for one plane closing.Ha!
>Now that the sun has been determined to have been set, and the cargo
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>door in pieces, has he changed his story?
Hey, you guys need the streak for missile, I don't need streak for
wiring/cargo door. See the difference? Put the sun anywhere you need it.
Except where the sun don't shine. Because wiring/cargo door needs light
and
although it was close, plus or minus thirty seconds of sunset plus many
minutes in civil twilight qualifies for light on shiny metal object, take
your pick, especially when the streak color is red-orange and that's the
color of the sun in summer evening.
And of course cargo door in pieces, if intact I would be hard pressed to
say this door ruptured in flight which set off an explosive decompression
and shattered door in to many pieces. You help wiring/cargo door
explanation by confirming forward cargo door in many pieces, Thank you
very
much.
Now that you know that a 'cargo door in pieces' supports wiring/cargo
door
explanation, have you changed your story?
>It seems clear to me that
>JBS is not searching for the truth, but rather clinging to a cargo
>door....well actually, just bashing others' logic.
It is clear, logically speaking, that I am not searching for the truth? Is
that your idea of clear? I would say everyone on the planet is searching
for the truth, logically speaking. Truth is life, error is death.
And a round of applause for Chris Olsson! The Chicken crossing the road
was
a masterpiece. No matter what side of the road you are on, Chris Olsson
distinguished himself with a well thought out ....something. The
philosophers were great. OK, I did mine, for the wiring/cargo door officia
version, different from Chris Olsson's, and others have done theirs. I wan
to do Chris Olsson's version as I see it.
Not CO but pretending to be>The chicken crossed the road at the
beginning
in either total light or total darkness. The chicken was on the equator
facing West. He slowly started across the very wide road. Half way acros
the road the sun changed so half the chicken was in darkness and half wa
in daylight. Then the chicken went slowly further west across the wide
road
on the equator and the sun got either brighter or darker on the chicken.
Which was it? By the time the chicken got to the other side, if it ever
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did, the chicken would have been either all light, or all dark in shadow.
So, chicken went from one color to another color. What was it? Black to
white or white to black?
Of course, we will never know because before the chicken got to the all
light or all dark other side of the wide road on the equator, something
happened. The first observed from the outside of the chicken was a streak
then a fireball, then road impact. But inside observed data of the chicken
revealed time further backed up from streak, or fireball, or road impact,
back to 20:31:12. Poor chicken never stood a chance.
So the chicken crossed the road because the shortest distance between tw
points is a straight line and the chickens' line went across the road. And
the reason as to why the chicken never made it across is still trying to be
figured out by examining the inside observations of the chicken's carcass
But it ain't stomach gas, it ain't bomb, it ain't farmer with shotgun, it
ain't meteorite, and it ain't the chicken had an aneurism in his heart and
the rupture burst out though his chest and he stumbled and fell and truck
ran over him. Just like what happened to another chicken a few years bac
but that chicken made it back to the other side before the truck ran over
him.
>SM: See, your ignorance is showing The cargo door has frames runnin
>circumferentially just as the fuselage does. The frames in between the
>fwd and the aft one span the area from the hinge line to the lower
>latches. It is because of this that the midspan latches do not usually
>contact the pins. This is also why your theory is nonsense when you
claim
>the aft midspan latch is at fault.
>Moisture on unpowered wires cause them to light up and turn motors.
On
>UAL811 it is very probable that the midpsan latches carried some of the
>load, or scored heavily during manual operations in which the door was
not
>functioning properly. If I remember correctly they had developed riggin
>problems with the door and that it was initially thought that the door
>wasn't closed completely during manual operations. Your "proof" mean
>little.
>SM: Door opened because of fuselage structural overload caused by
>explosion, missile strike or whatever. It doesn't matter. If the
>structure is compromised so that the lower sill fails the door will slam
>open. >>>Incidentally, do you know what the cargo door FS zone is?
>>
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>>Well, actually, Stan the Man, I do. FS 650 to 760. That's 110 inches
and
>>equals the top and bottom length.
>
>SM: Wrong. Try again. Those are the station locations but NOT the
zone!!
Well, there is much here to digest. Thank you Stan fory our earnest
remarks, and I will do my best to address them in the respect they deserve
Frames? What is a frame? A bulkhead is like big door to a person moving
from aft to forward. It's like thin slice of salimi to outsider looking at
fuselage. A stringer is what joins the bulkheads together, like a
horizontal line on the fuselage when seen from the side. Is a frame a very
thin bulkhead?
It makes no sense to me: 'The frames in between the fwd and the aft one
span the area from the hinge line to the lower latches.'
fwd what? and aft what? Fuselages? Doors? What does the pronoun
'one' refer
to? Now, hinge to lower latches is about eight feet. Do the frames fit like
a 'c' into a 'c'?
>It is because of this that the midspan latches do not usually contact the
>pins.
Understand key word, 'usually'. Note word not 'never.'
Look, basics, there were four vertical slices, eight feet long, on the side
of TWA 800. Let's talk about one, the eight foot slice nine feet aft of the
first eight foot slice. The number two eight foot slice has one 'latch' in
the middle of the eight feet. The 'latch' goes around a 'latching' cam and
therefore completes a 'latching' action. The molecules inside are
compressed relative to the outside molecules at 13700 feet and the
pressure
equaled 38115 pounds on that total eight foot by nine foot door. And the
molecules pressed everywhere on that door, at the hinge line, all held
tight the entire length, and at the bottom nine foot with eight 'latches'
around 'latching' cams doing a 'latching' action and also eight 'locking'
sectors which 'locked' the 'latching' cams in place, and last but not
least, the air molecules pressed against two identical shaped, size, and
function midspan latches. If either one of those midspan latches were to
unlatch just a teensy weensy bit, then pop, 38115 pounds of air molecules
have found a way home to mama.
Key word, 'usually'. Usually, the midspan latches to not unlatch a teensy
weensy bit. And sometimes they do.
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>If I remember correctly they had developed rigging problems with the
door
You do remember correctly, door did not do something it usually did.
Precedent has been set.
> Door opened because of fuselage structural overload caused by
explosion,
>missile strike or whatever. It doesn't matter. If the structure is
>compromised so that the lower sill fails the door will slam open.
Are you talking about 800? Fine, door opened for reasons 'whatever'. So
we
agree, if structure compromised such that lower sill fails the door will
slam open. Yes. And you imply that if middle of door fail, not the bottom
and not the top, then the door will not slam open? Maybe not. I don't say
it did. I said the latch ruptured, probably the size of UAL 811 rupture but
slightly bigger as shown by photo of petal bulge at aft midspan latch, and
then got bigger, taking out entire middle of door, which is to say all the
pieces missing in database and missing in photo.
Tell me if those midspan latches unlatch, that door won't blow. Let me
hear
you. Eight foot slice and now nothing 'latching' it closed and the air
molecules just mill around smartly, ignoring eight foot slice of weakness
in a pressurized hull. Ha!
Let me hear you say, yes, if midspan latches fail at altitude, there is a
chance the door could rupture at the midline latch while top hinge and
bottom sill stays attached to door frame.
>FS 650 to 760. That's 110 inches and
>>>equals the top and bottom length.
>>
>>SM: Wrong. Try again. Those are the station locations but NOT the
zone!!
Heavens, "do you know what the cargo door FS zone is" is the question
and I
replied it's the FS 650 to FS 760 zone. Not good enough?
Let me guess, the pink zone, the Bulls zone, the erotic zone, the end zone
the danger zone, the interzone, ok, ok, I get the idea.
How about this for a guess/estimate, the cargo door FS zone is called the
'Cargo door FS zone."
If not that, please tell, I'm always eager to know more about forward carg
doors on 747s, and that's the truth.
http://www.corazon.com/correspondence.html
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is the new 35 page addition to web site www.corazon.com, it has all my
correspondence received from US government officials. Read 'em and
weep. Or
laugh, your call.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Sun, 24 May 1998 13:36:53 -0700

Subject:
Pesky facts again, sorry
CO>If you think that war stories are in any way relevant to civil airliner
>accidents then I would have to tell you my stories about the Iran/Iraq wa
>and the Israeli invasion of Lebanon and my time in Biafra and my weird
>experience in Laos etc.
I'm listening. Did the Clavell book Whirlwind read interesting?
SF>-> 10. cvr sudden loud sound matches NTSB Chart 12 UAL 811
>-> 11. fdr abrupt power cut matches UAL 811
>
>I can't speak about many of these things but I can about this.
>
>In the case of UAL 811, the power to the flight data recoder went back
>on, and the cockpit voice recorder never went out. That does NOT
>resemble TWA 800. If you want to say they are both cargo door
incidents
>and the cargo door coming off made the power go out, then the power
>should have stayed off.
Oh, Sammy, a rare research error on your part, the power on UAL 811
for FDR
was out for 2.5 seconds and resumed faulty in pitch and roll. The CVR
went
out the same time for 21.4 seconds. You could look it up, page 25 UAL
811
NTSB AAR 92/02, on website of course.
Power would have stayed off if the nose of UAL 811 had come off. It
stayed
on and backups took over and gave back power.
SF asks>By the way, what *is* the orange zone? Are the red, green and
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yellow
>zones included in the orange zone (with the orange zone being what's
>left over?)
Public Docket SA-516, Exhibit No. 7A, Structures Group Chairman's
Factual
Report of Investigation, page 5, "In addition, an area 2.7. nautical miles
in radius, centered at 40 degrees 38 minutes 54 seconds North, 072
degrees
40 minutes 23 seconds West, was defined. The portions of this area that
did
not already lie in either the Red, Yellow or Green zone were designated
the
Orange Zone. The center of this zone corresponds to the last secondary
radar return from the aircraft."
"The database created to track recovered parts is known as the TAGS
database. A series of metal tags were issued to be attached to the
recovered parts as durable identification tags. The metal tags were colore
one of six possible colors."
"Orange Recovered from areas other than Areas 1, 2 or 3 during the
trawling operation."
"9000-9999 Issued by the trawlers working the western half of the
Orange
zone."
Please note there are no Orange Zone pieces in the TAGS database.
There is
no mention anywhere of the pieces which were found in the Orange zone
by
trawlers and issued 9000 series metal identification tags. Eighty percent
of the forward cargo door is missing. The NTSB Trajectory Study Exhibi
page 50, shows pieces from the forward cargo bay were the first to leave
TWA 800 and left at the same time as the last secondary radar beacon wa
returned. It is very likely that the missing pieces of the forward cargo
door are in the Orange zone and may have already been retrieved and
tagged
with 9000 series tags.
Where are the Orange zone pieces recovered from TWA 800? What
pieces were
they? Where did they come from on the aircraft? Where are the missing
eighty per cent of the forward cargo door?
>Again, one thing to remember: It is not enough for you for the cargo
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>door to have come off early. It must be the very first part to come off
>for you to be correct. But Stan Martin has argued there are very good
>reasons for believing that a cargo door coming off should not START a
>mid-air break-up
Sammy, the aft midspan latch ruptured in door, most of door blew away
and
still missing in database and reconstruction, The hinge and lower sill
stayed attached possibly. The explosive shattter zone of explosive
decompression can be seen in photo of reconstruction.
Red paint smears prove door opened in flight and smashed upward into
white
paint above.
Stan Martin may argue. fine, and he may have argued a cargo door
coming
off should not start a mid air break up. Shouldn't is wishful thinking.
Door rupture in flight is red paint smears talking, reality.
BD whines>PS Why is it that Scully, Olsson, Barr, etc.
>never post any original information to the debate,
>they only try to discredit everyone else's theory
>while never offering a theory of their own?
Because it is their wont as free citizens. And you are a copycat yourself.
And the message is important not the messenger, even a messenger that
has
no thoughts of his own to explain something but can tell someone else
where
they are wrong. I invite criticism from all.
SM opinine about JBS:SM: I may have left then, but not because of that!
You are delusional! You profess to be the "science guy" with all the
answer but in actuallity you have none of the knowledge.
None? Not even a teensy weensy bit? Like the door diagrams that are
factual
and non biased and presented as is?
>SM: If you had any knowlege you would realize how foolish you are
looking
>right now. The wiring that deals with the cargo door is routed no where
>near the bilges! We refer to the belly of the cargo bays as the bilges.
>It is where all moisture from condensation and spills collects and drains
>out.
No problem looking foolish, Stan, this is life and death. Of course I look
foolish, it goes with the territory of presenting contrary opinion to
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established authority.
I understand, chafed wire exists in TWA 800 in cargo door FS zone, and
water exists in cargo hold from condensation. I put them together.
The larger point is this, chafed wiring to the core is reported on TWA 800
in NTSB Public Docket Exhibit 9A page 116:
"Some wires found in the section of W480 from forward of station 570 an
identified as BMS13-42A had numerous cracks in the insulation. Most of
the
cracks in this bundle were found to expose the core conductor when
examined
by microscope. Only within five feet of the aft end of the W480 bundle
from
station 570-900 were insulation cracks found."
Please note that BMS13-42A is known faulty Poly-X wiring. Cargo door
location is FS 560-670 and cracked wires are within that zone. Frayed
wires
in that area have shorted before and caused the forward cargo door to ope
in flight, NTSB AAR 92/02 UAL 811.
Fuel tank wiring is shown to be chafed to bare wire. The TWA 800 NTSB
document shows cargo door area wiring is chafed to bare wire also. FAA
and
NTSB officials are taking efforts to inspect fuel tank wiring. Cargo door
wiring should also be inspected, especially since cargo door wiring is a
known killer of nine in UAL 811 accident.
Red paint smears. Should I do a Elmer Barr and repeat obvious question
for
a month to get an answer? Explain red paint smears above cargo door as
not
door opening in flight, if you can. If you can't then door opened in
flight. To ignore seven large visible items of interest is wrong and closed
minded, something the missile guys are expert at.
"A. 1996, burning smell in forward cargo compartment, found damaged
wiring
shorted to ground, charring found.
B. Oct 12, 1996, Wire bundle arcing and resultant fire at aft bulkhead of
forward lower lobe cargo hold on 747-200 freighter.
Source: NTSB Exhibit 9C, Attachments to the Systems Group Factual
Report
page 44, 45, 46."
>SM: It is because of you. You wish my expertise but accept none of it!
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>You draw wild unsubstantiated conclusions off of new terms you hear, i
>order to wax vainly at how smart you are.
I do accept your expertise Stan, just not your opinions. You can do the
same to me. My facts are there. Red paint smears. You interpret them.
And I do not wax vainly how smart I am, just because I was in college at
age 15 and a half is no reason for me to bring it up in a discussion about
an airplane crash. So I won't.
JBS>> It may be because NWA early 747s average 27.7 years
>old and they have a lot of them.
SM: Don't you wish this were true. It would give you credibllity in the
eyes of your "peers." If this comment were true I would have left long
before I did.
27.7 years old average for NWA early model 747s. I stand by that based
on
recent research of ages of all airlines and 747s. I should have saved it.
With all 747s for NWA, the average drops to 20 years.
>
More
than 150 747-100 passenger models, the oldest series, are in
>service today. Thirty-eight have been retired and 12 have been removed
>because of accidents.
>
The first Boeing 747 took flight Feb. 9, 1969.
>
To date, 1,131 jets have been built.
>
Eighty have been retired from service (by attrition or by plane
>accidents).
>
As of October 1997, 1,051 jets were in active service.
>
747s have flown 20 billion miles.
>
747s have carried 2.2 billion people.
>
The average age of the current fleet of 1,051 747s is 13.5 years.
>
Six different series of 747 jets have rolled out in the last 29 years:
>1968: 747-1001969: 747-2001973: 747 Short Range1975: 747 Special
>Performance1983: 747-3001989: 747-400
Some U.S.
carriers use the 747. However, there appears to be a move away from the
planes. United Airlines has 47 of the jumbo jets, Northwest operates 41,
Continental has just 3 and American Airlines, Delta and U.S. Airways
don't have a single 747 among their fleets. TWA says that it retired all
of its 747s last year. WHO'S FLYING THE 747?
AIRLINE
# OF 747s
American
47
Northwest
41
Continental 3
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American/Delta/US Air/TWA
0 "The 747 has been the workhorse
and a
real favorite of business
travelers" due to its spaciousness, says McGinnis.
>Why is it that you have to keep reminding everyone that you are the
>"science guy". Let your actions speak for you and have the others
declare
>your expertise. Oh, I forgot, there is no one doing this so you have to.
I'm like Galileo asking the skeptics to look throught the telescope at the
moons of Juptiter, they beg off, not necessary, the sun goes round the
earth and that's it. And on one agrees with me. Ha!
Red paint smears. Science guy here says you can see them, you can count
them, you can feel them, you can taste them, you can match them to other
events. They are real and they aren't going away.
But, welcome back Stan, a lot's going on. What's your take on all this
wiring talk about 747s? Yes, I know I said wiring was a problem back las
year when bomb and missile were hot, but just because I said cargo door
opening by wiring short early on does not mean FAA and NTSB and
Boeing are
wrong when they now say wiring shorts are problems in 747s. What's
your
opinion? Wiring a problem?
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Tue, 26 May 1998 16:36:19 -0700

Subject:
OK, OK, part of door came off first.
I'd much rather bash the missile guys logic but Sammy brings up pesky
facts:
>But was the VERY first thing to happen, a door rupture? In fact, if the
>door ruptured - well, then that's an argument that it not just OPEN.
First water, then short, then door motor whirr, then aft midspan latch just
gets past center, then pop! Balloon pops in slow motion with first metal to
go at the aft midspan latch, including the aft midspan latch, the rest of
door blows with 20 % staying with nose and rest long gone. Then total
explo
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decom of thirty by forty feet rectangle.
>JBS: Red paint smears prove door opened in flight and smashed upward
into
>JBS: white paint above.
>
>No, it didn't open. A PART of it, maybe most of it, was BLOWN OFF.
OK, OK, a part of it opened/ruptured/blew off.
>JBS: Shouldn't is wishful thinking.
>JBS: Door rupture in flight is red paint smears talking, reality.
>
>Yes, a rupture, not a door opening, therefore not the initial event.
OK, OK, could have been a bomb that caused door rupture, did that
already
with AI 182, or bomb blowing out cargo bay, done that already with PA
103,
or bomb with UAL 811, done that for an hour until it landed, or bomb
blew
out cargo bay on right side forward of the wing, done that with 800
already
for 17 months.
>JBS: the power on UAL 811 for FDR was out for 2.5 seconds and
resumed
>JBS: faulty in pitch and roll. The CVR went out the same time for 21.4
>JBS: seconds. You could look it up, page 25 UAL 811 NTSB AAR
92/02, on
>JBS: website of course.
>
>Okay, but somewhere here I think it was mentioned that only the FDR
>went out.
Okay? What do you mean OK? That UAL 811 and TWA 800 match in
two extremely
aspects, CVR and FDR? And therefore likely to have same initial event?
Chafed wiring to short to door rupture....
And yes, UAL 811 has aft midspan latch rupture too. Pictures of rupture
on
website of course.
>But this of course makes things very different from TWA 800 and Pan
Am
>103. Lots of things can interrupt the power.
Few things can knock of four multi KW generators off line in an instant.
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>But this of course makes things very different from TWA 800 and Pan
Am
>103. Lots of things can interrupt the power. Here, obviously, not enough
>of the plane was destroyed so that that should happen. It doesn't mean
>that the process of destruction in all 3 cases was the same. You could
>only say that if you would say that the only conceiveable way for a
>plane to be damaged is for a cargi door to come off. And that's
>obviously absurd, unless you can say something about planes that
>would make it so. Or you would have to sa at least that the cargo door
>is the weakest point, and that it is ten times, twenty times, whatever
>more likely to be the cayuse of troubkle than anythuing else. But I
>don't see your reason to say that - still less to rule out any kind
>of sabotage or incompetent or criminal work by mechanics. If you want
>to argue that the only kind of plauasible mechanical failure if everyone
>did his job right is a cargo door coming, okay maybe, but you would not
>say that yourself because accidents have been caused by things other
>than cargo doors. There was the Aloha Airlines incident, after all.
Wandering, Sammy, rambling, got you confused? I think so. Think it
through.
If everything works right, no problem, no bare wire, no water in hold, no
short, no rupture, no explo decom, not nose off, no fod on 3, no fireball,
no water impact, no death.
A few rare times things do not go right, and those few times are what I
devote myself to explaining.
Oh, heck, I can't resist, you missile guys straighten out yet how many
missiles hit TWA 800 and blew it out of the sky? Take your choice, one,
two, three, four. Multiple choice and if you pick one, don't go back and
change it, first impulses are usually right and only old fogeys ever take
time to reconsider, evaluate answer based on new knowledge gained in
answering the other questions on test, and then admit initial error and
make correction. And you missile guys are not old fogeys, you shoot from
the hip and ask questions later.
So, stick with one missile, that was your first choice for a year or so.
Why erase it? You aren't having second thoughts are you?
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/
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Date:

Mon, 25 May 1998 22:40:34 -0700

Subject:
Re: Pesky facts again, sorry
In-Reply-To: <356A4523.6C90@worldnet.att.net>
GD>Barry,
>
>How do you know that chafed wires caused UAL811.
I made it up. Just for the heck of it.
> What if door was not
>fully locked and differential air pressure opened door.
Yeah, that was first NTSB AAR probable cause for UAL 811, before they
retrieved the door and found out they were wrong and wrote new AAR,
92/92
with the correct probable cause, chafed wires.
>The effect on peeled
>skin indicated more than only wiring unlocking door? It was as if
internal
>pressure released door and inertia carried upward and took skin with it.
>don't believe that you can prove it one way or the other. I think that you
>are only guessing one way because that way supports your theory.
Your faith in my research skills and conclusions does not surprise me.
> Why couldn't UAL811 have been due to the same conditions?
Could have but wasn't. Like missile, could have been but wasn't.
>Your apparent obsession with missile huggers gives the impression that
>you, like the FBI and Dana, are trying to move somethings out of
>consideration; or involved in a coverup. This type of activity is what
>caused me to drop the IE part of my theory and go to a missile cause.
Huh? You interpret rebuttal to nonsense as attempt to coverup and that
leads you into conspiracy camp of missile guys? It's the old answer to
pesky rebutting facts with reply, "You are one of them, too."
Look, the cause of the accidents of 747s due to wiring/cargo door
openings
is my area. TWA 800 is in my area. I was here long before the missile
guys
could spell missile. When I see trash in my area, I clean it up. Missile
guy nonsense is trash. I clean it up.
If you want to believe something about FLIR tape means this or that and
that means coverup, you are full of nonsense too. A personal fine fellow,
but about 747 accidents you talk trash.
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No problem for me when you talk trash, but apparently a problem for you
when I clean it up.
>There
>must be something to it if you and other Clinton worshipers are so much
>against it.
I'm not a Clinton worshipper, (love the religious reference) and that logic
is straight conspiracy type thinking, style over content. I'm against
missile explanation because it is nonsense. And in this small area of the
world I am in, nonsense in aviation is deadly and must be cleared up.
And Happy Memorial Day to all! It is a pleasure to see civilians so
thankful to the men and women who fought and died so that posters to
LSoft
could ask that posts be restricted in number and content.
>Barry, I hope that you find your true purpose in life. This must not be it.
Your opinion about my true purpose in life is noted. I love unsolicited
opinions about my true purpose in life, it gives me an exaggerated sense o
self importance....I feel conceit.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Tue, 19 May 1998 09:38:55 -0700

Subject:
Poo Poo Heads
>BD: The leaked database copy you published was from November
1996, long
>before the dredging operation was concluded. It has no Orange Zone
data.
>If you can get the NTSB to release the full database, we would all be
very
>grateful, but don't count on it to be an accurate reflection of where the
>parts were actually found. The NTSB has already been caught changing
tags
>to fit their theory. If the NTSB and FBI will not enen allow eyewitness
>reports as evidence, what makes you think they would allow any missile
>fragments to get into the database?
Well, let's assume there is one human on the planet not in on the
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coverup/conspiracy you believe, he may be the person who puts raw data
in
notebooks which are now public record. Over and over again, the raw dat
refutes the wishful thinking NTSB higher ups. Ex 8A is a perfect example
with conclusion of no fire yet sooted blades were reported.
July 17 to November 1996 is a long time. Most of everything was already
picked up and certainly they would have looked at the most logical place
first, underneath where the airplane came apart. I think they did, I think
they tagged the pieces with orange tags. I think the numbers on the orang
tags have numbers 9000 to 9999.
And why no discussion about the orange zone, ever. They talk about red
yellow and green all the time. And if nothing found in orange that is
important too, just like if nothing found in engines, that is important too
because in both those instances, something was supposed to be found,
and if
not, important clues.
The pieces came up off the ocean from all zones and were logged right
there, only later were the tags and locations fudged. Zealots always
destroy their cause and the center tank zealots are destroying their cause,
but very smart with this wiring fuel tank thing with 737s. They are expert
politicians at FAA and NTSB, the problem is they are paid to be aircraft
crash investigators, not politicians.
MH figures out the conspirators, not.> John Barry Smith has already
stated,
on this listserver, that he admires Leon
>Panetta (Former Clinton Administration Member), whom his
Congressional
>Representative and NTSB Witness Exhibit censor Sam Farr replaced.
>Therefore there is a weak connection between John Barry Smith and
the current
>Clinton administration.
For the record, Leon Panetta was my congressman for 16 years. I met him
once. And I do admire him as I would anyone that has handled his
responsibilty as congressman, budget director, and Chief of Staff for a
president ably.
If you would connect evidence in a machine crash the way you try to
connect
evil human motives, you might find out it is more rewarding with facts to
confirm your hypothesis instead of shadowy fears or paranoia blowing yo
this way and that.
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>It is my contention that the work of John Barry Smith, Sammy
Finkelman,
>Chris Olsson and Elmer Barr is designed to delay, undermine, weaken
any
>opposition to the current administration's methods and policies.
>This is an outrage.
And as one of the four named, I can say for sure, you are off into fantasy
paranoia land. To believe that I am on the NTSB side when I have butted
my
head against the wall with those guys for 22 months is funny if not that
this is a life and death matter, so it's sad.
I'm the one who opposes the NTSB's explanation, I'm the one that had
Secret
Service interview, I'm the one that gets letters saying they will not
respond. So, to believe I am a bad guy, which you apparently need to
believe because I refute your missile explanation, is to believe that is
all fake. The letters from NTSB to me are fake, the Secret Service had fak
guns, the cargo door explanation that I have been researching for nine
years is fake. The red paints smears are fake. The phone call to my house
to chat with me about witnesses was a fake house. Conspiracy guys can
only
make sense of the world if everything is fake except the fantasy in their
head.
It's not funny to be accused in print of being a criminal. I don't like it.
You can do it with no legal repercussions because I believe in freedom to
write what you want.
Love the 'outrage' part.
>>Barry, the Wishful
>>
>>If hogwash were an entity, you'd be drowning in your own fluids.
>>
>Reminds me of taking my dog to the vet on Saturday for her annual.
One of
>the rituals is the cleaning of the anal glands. Whew!
Opinion noted. Absence of facts to reach opinion noted. (As usual.)
Poo Poo heads.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/
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Date:

Sat, 2 May 1998 00:15:38 -0700

Subject:
Promises.
TS promises survey.
BS promises to put database in relational database.
Ah, promises, promises.
If three posts a day is too many, how about one post a month? Maybe one
a
year. On Sunday, right after church.
Rivero went to alt.disaster.aviation from Lsoft...there was an improvemen
in the intelligence of two forums at one time.
>Actually, he left because he was moving from Seattle (to Hawaii I
>believe) But he left up his web page.
And Hawaii has no internet access to Lsoft? Pesky cyberspace.
>By the way, it is spelled Finkelman - I just mention this in case anyone
>searches for this.
Got it, sorry, Mr. Finkelman, and what does Finkel mean? Smith means
maker,
I think, like silversmith or blacksmith.
>Quaddafi was probably paid to fake evidence against his country.
Like what evidence? His two year old adopted daughter's dead body?
Bombed
by the good guys, us?
By the way, atonement is an explanation for Cdr Donaldson's belief Navy
killed innocent people. He killed people, he now believes to be innocent,
Vietnamese civilians and wishes to atone so projects his guilt onto
unknown
Navy officers who killed civilians in TWA 800. It's psychobabble, but
makes
sense to me. I atoned for my reconnaissance missions over NVietNam by
getting out of the Navy and becoming a medical service corps officer in
the
Army helping hearing impaired soldiers for ten years. It was a way of
going
from warrior to health servant. By accusing the Navy of murder he
accuses
himself and cleanses his guilt, all nice and safe. And penitents do not
want to be swerved from their penance so he does not want to hear
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refuting
evidence it was not the Navy so avoids all discussion with those that
contradict him, except the government itself, the villain that made him
drop the bombs or fire the guns and is now keeping him from satisfying
atonement.
Another thread of thought is mood altering drugs. This country and this
forum are awash in drugs that affect the brain's thinking. It's either
anti depressants, life extending new age herbs, or cancer therapy, blood
pressure, or now anti impotent drugs. I do my share of caffeine and
alcohol. The brain knows something is going on it has no control over so
projects it into suspicion that others are doing it. Paranoia. The cocaine
freaks and meth heads and other potent drug users all have paranoia side
effects.
Long term use of those prescribed drugs leads to severe mental problems
The heart medicine patients usually have some sort of side effect.. and
then take another drug to counter that drug and on it goes.
And then stopping the Prozac or whatever leads to severe emotional
problems. The brain never gets equilibrium. Librium, valium, prozac, all
millions and millions of pills a day used by ordinary people, and so it
would be normal for a society to start thinking paranoia and always blame
others for their own misdeeds. Heck, add nicotine, a very powerful mood
altering drug and that explains why these smokers really believe they wer
tricked into buying the cigarettes.
And it's going to get worse.
>I was trying to intimidate you as you have tried to do to us.
How have I tried to intimidate anybody? I never have intimidated anyone
My
presented facts refute closely held nonsense beliefs so the person may
feel threatened that their internal structure of reality may change, and I
say, when it refers to 747 airplane crashes, too bad. Change.
>It is clear that no mass-conspiracy exists between
>the FBI, NTSB, FAA, and New York City Police Deparment to coverup
the
>cause of the TWA accident.
Clear? I think you would get argument on that by the conspiracy boys.
They're everywhere!
I saw a good show on TV about how Science Fiction reflects the mood of
the
times. The Invasion of the Body Snatchers reflected the wide spread fear
communism in the fifties. Heck, I thought it was just a good scary SF
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movie
when I saw it at age 12 or so.
Today, many films are paranoia oriented. Mercury Rising is one I walked
out
of recently. A code movie and doesn't talk about codes.
Copland is conspiracy among NY cops to protect a cop who goes nuts
when
drunk and kills innocents. LA Confidential is conspiracy among LA cops
Absolute Power is conspiracy among Secret Service agents. Conspiracy
Theory
is conspiracy among ex CIA agents.
Monica Lewinsky is conspiracy among right wing somethings against
Hillary
and her husband. Posters in this forum are a conspiracy against the missil
guys. The nonsense never stops.
Titanic may stem the tide, so to speak, in human evil explanations of
disaster and bring it back to where it belongs, design and operator error,
human and understandable as humans doing the best they can but being
flawed.
TWA investigation from FBI to FAA to NTSB is shoddy, incomplete,
flawed,
nonsense, slow, wrong, dumb, and biased. But no conspiracy, no plot, an
no coverup.
But I could be wrong.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Wed, 27 May 1998 10:31:28 -0700

Subject:
Real cargo door questions.
>LSoft 800:
>
>I apologize for acknowledging a post by JBS. I don't know what I was
>thinking.
>
>Tom Stalcup
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Maybe you were thinking a missile shot up and hit TWA 800...no, wait
minute, you were thinking two missiles shot up and hit TWA 800, no,
wait a
minute, you were thinking three missiles shot up and hit TWA 800. You
call
that thinking? I call it rambling. No wonder you apologized being so
confused and posting.
Get that DBR button fixed!
DS asks a real question, time to get to work>If the door shattered into
many pieces, how did the red paint smears end up
>between the windows? On UA811, the paint smears got on the fuselage
because
>the door, still in one piece, slammed upward, contacting the fuselage.
Right, shattered into many pieces for TWA 800, some big, some small,
and
some jusssssssst right. The big piece, the top hinge with red paint on it
tore up with red skin on top of hinge and transferred red paint to white
paint. The best way to see it is to see it in the photograph. Red paint
smears from where? Well, right below is red paint, and even white paint
where there is supposed to be red paint.
>
>The portion of the door that would have struck TW800 was in this
mid-span
>area that you say shattered into many pieces.
Not so, the portion was the top 15 % of door which includes RF 3G, RF
3C,
and RF 3E, three of the five largest pieces recovered. All had red paint on
them at takeoff and all were unsooted after landing.
>Did you calculate your pressure differential based upon sea level
pressures or
>the 8,000' altitude that the cabin and cargo bay is usually pressurized to
>when in flight
I calculated it to the 3.5 psi number given in Exhibit for TWA 800 at
13700. It may have been more. I've seen Boeing manual info from Stan
Martin
that gives 4.9 for psi differential at 15000 feet. But 3.5 is conservative
and gives 38115 pounds. AI 182 and PA 103 and UAL 811 had more.
811 was at
22000 feet but had 1.5 seconds of pull in hooks holding door closed so
partial depressurization occured so explo decom was slightly less, and les
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skin was torn off above door.
And plane does not get to 8000 cabin altitude until plane above 25000
feet,
it's gradual up to that.
>Hmmm... Did TW800 have the same door rigging problems as UA811?
Good question, sure would like to see the maintenance logs for TWA
800.
>In the three months preceeding the disaster, how many times did TW800
go back
>to the shop because the door wouldn't close when the airplane was fully
>loaded?
Good question.
And if TWA 800 did go back, then you would ask, yes, but was it on
Wednesday? Everytime TWA 800 matches UAL 811 in the big picture,
someone
says it's not perfect in the small picture, so there is no match. Ha!
>What about the AP photo I sent you that shows the inward pillowing of
the FCD
>skin and surrounding fuselage skin? UA811's FCD wasn't like this. It
wasn't
>shattered into as many pieces either. The FCDs from AI125, PA103 and
UA811
>were all broken into just two pieces weren't they? Didn't these others
have a
>single longitudinal fracture?
Inward pillowing is water impact and looks like it should. The shattered
outward metal skin is explosive force, not water impact. The pillowing of
water impact is seen in aft fuselage area too, and the match was made in
exhibit.
811 did have inward metal actually, the top of the door was pressed inwar
as it rotated and struck fuselage above. Data on door of 811 on website of
course, all the paint markings, all the inward metal, all the rupture at
aft latch, all the heat damage on aft midspan latch, it's all there.
Now, the door longitudinal fracture, 103 yes, exactly like 811, 811 yes,
exactly like 103. AI 182 was a rupture and outward frayed force on door
exactly like 800. I conject the bottom latches unlatched along with
midspan
on 103 and 811 giving whole door gone broken in middle, but the bottom
eight locking sectors held for 182 and 800 so midspan with no locking
sectors unlatched a bit an pop, rupture in the middle but bottom and top
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held, the AD worked when strengthed locking sectors.
That argument of 811 door does not look like 800 door so not the same
was
used by Jim Wildey of NTSB who emailed me. My response is below
attached
sent 29 Dec 97. Note wiring identified as culprit with water.
>Didn't this photo also show that the lower front edge of the FCD still fit
>into
>it's sill? If the door fell seperately from the fuselage, wouldn't the sill be
>deformed so much that this section of the door would no longer fit?
Well, it turns out the aft door sill latches and locks were recovered but
nary a word about the forward sill latches and locks. And the photo is
ambiguous. Stan Martin said the latches and locks were not visible in
photo. I agree but they still could be there, but maybe the wrong sill. And
if rupture and blow out of middle of door, the top hinge and bottom sill
could stay attached to frame. It's the middle 80% that's gone someplace.
If sill and hinge stayed with frame and nose, then relatively undeformed,
as the photo shows.
>I believe this photo also showed that there are red paint smears between
the
>windows ahead of the FCD sill, didn't it?
My picture of the forward part is blurry, but it could be but only about
one or two windows width, and the red paint smears came from red skin
below
being jaggedly torn out and up, giving paint smears aft of door a few
windows, and forward a few windows. And that's it, no where else on the
fuselage are red paint smears evident.
>How many mid-span latch failure-related pressurization problems have
you
>found in your search of the NTSB accident report databases?
Two, UAL 811 and PA 125, by their count, four and maybe seven by my
count,
125, 182, 103, 811, and 800 plus two possibles.
And that's just on 747s, all other models all have cargo door blow out
problems.
Many more are listed at end, here's a cool one latch hero below:
The FAA has recently received a report that the
flightcrew on a Boeing Model 747-100 series airplane noted
an abnormal cabin altitude rate of climb. Although the
pressurization vent door light was not illuminated (which
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signified to the flightcrew that the door was closed and
locked), the flightcrew was unable to pressurize the
airplane. The flightcrew also noted that the main deck side
cargo door "DOOR UNLOCKED" light illuminated shortly after
takeoff. Investigation revealed that 11 of the 12 latches
on the main deck side cargo door were unlatched and
unlocked. However, the pressurization vent door was closed
and locked; this would signify that a malfunction of the
safety interlock system had occurred.
A properly functioning safety interlock system electromechanically prevents the pressurization vent door from
closing until all of the latches are in the fully latched
and locked position. If the pressurization vent door is not
closed, the airplane cannot be pressurized.
Although the original cause of the failure to properly
latch the door may be attributable to human error, the
purpose of the interlock system is to ensure that such
errors are detected so that the airplane cannot be
pressurized unless the main deck side cargo door is properly
latched and locked. Malfunction of the safety interlock
system of the main deck side cargo door, if not corrected,
could result in an in-flight opening of the main deck side
cargo door, and subsequent rapid decompression of the
airplane.
>At altitude? Just when did those door latch motors start to turn?
Good question, NTSB for 811 says motor turned on and unlatched door
on the
ground, after ground power removed and before takeoff. Then at altitude
door popped when differential was strong enough to overcome door
friction.
That was written just looking at PA 125 and UAL 811 which both
happened
about 20000 to 22000 feet. With 103 182 and 800 thrown into the mix, it
becomes apparent, door pops as soon as door unlatches, not twenty
minutes
earlier. And one earwitnesses on board UAL 811 said he heard the whine
of a
door motor just before door opened in flight but that is unconfirmed.
But, good question, when did water short chafed to bare wire to door
motor
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on position? I say at event time, not twenty to 60 minutes earlier. With
38115 pounds of internal pressure up to 90000 pounds of internal
pressure,
the door ruptures/opens immediately when it has weakness, and one latch
slightly unlatched is weakness, especially in a 93000 hour 16000 cycle
airframe.
Good questions,
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
>From Wildey to me with response from me:
The midspan latches on the cargo door are for alignment purposes
>and carry only minor loads.
Right, under normal circumstances and latched properly.
>There would be only minimal tendency for
>cracking to initiate in this area.
Right, no cracking.
>If the door did split longitudinally
>in half as a primary event, I would expect each half to separate and be
>recovered with minimal damage, not completely shattered as we found.
Right, did not split longitudinally in half, but completely shattered as
you found.
>(The United
>811 cargo door was broken in two, but contained very little overall
>damage.)
Right, UAL broken in two in half and little overall damage.
> The fact that the door pieces have so much damage is totally
>consistent with water impact, and totally inconsistent with early
>separation.
Right, small pieces totally inconsistent with early separation of whole
door.
Mr. Wildey, let me attempt to incorporate your misgivings.
The cargo door explanation: TWA 800 aft midspan latch did not crack.
The
hypothesis is that possibly water condensed on chafed bare wires of polyand turned on door motor to unlatch position. The AD which
strengthened the
eight bottom lock sectors worked and the bottom eight cam sectors did no
unlatch but stayed in position, however the two midspan latches have no
locking sectors to be fixed by the AD, so aging worn torque tubes and
slack
in the linkage allowed the aft midspan latch to go from mostly latched to
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slightly unlatched, an arc of few degrees, and high internal pressure blew
out/ruptured door at aft midspan latch. No cracking, just partial
unlatching and then poof, rupture.
800 door did not split as UAL 811 did. UAL 811 had small rupture from
inside to outside at aft midspan latch as evident in photo on page 36,
figure 9 and 10 of AAR 92/02 but locking sectors were overridden and
whole
door opened, broke in half, and was torn off. UAL 811 door description
matches PA 103 which shows in AAIB 2/90 figure B-11 the split in half
longitudinally exact shape door which happened every early in destructio
sequence as shown by the reconstruction drawings and sequence report.
The
shape of the tearing of large fuselage skin above the 103 door is markedly
similar to UAL 811 profile view also. I have included this comparison
sheet
in my package mailed this morning to you as Misc Enclosure G.
So, UAL 811 and PA 103 had door open entirely, split in two
longitudinally
in half and land relatively unscathed.
TWA 800 matches the door rupture of AI 182 as stated in Canadian and
Indian
Aviation Occurrence, page 49 and 50 of the Canadian report which states
"The forward cargo door which had some fuselage and cargo floor
attached
was located on the sea bed. The door was broken horizontally about one
quarter of the distance above the lower frame. The damage to the door an
the fuselage skin near the door appeared to have been caused by an
outward
force and the fracture surfaces of the door appeared to be badly
frayed."... "The door failing as an initial event would cause an explosive
decompression leading to a downward force on the cabin floor as a result
of
the difference in pressure between the upper and lower portions of the
aircraft."
Mr. Wildey, that reads like your report. The Canadian 182 door area
description matches the door area appearance of the NTSB 800
reconstruction
photograph. AI 182 can be discussed because NTSB says it is similar and
has
chart of sudden loud sound on the CVR of TWA 800 and AI 182 in
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Exhibit
12-B.
What has happened is that AI 182 and TWA 800 bottom locking sectors
did
their job and kept bottom eight latches from unlatching but still allowed
the aft midspan latch to go from mostly latched to just a bit unlatched and
poof, rupture leading to outward force, badly frayed skin, broken
horizontally one quarter of the way up, shattered cargo door area skin, an
bottom latches attached to cargo floor. The AI 182 report has many many
similarities to TWA 800 exhibits and I recommend the report to you to be
amazed by them. I shall research the similarites from the right horizontal
stab receiving inflight damage like TWA to similar CVR and FDR data
and
report back to you on that.
So, UAL 811 matches PA 103 in pictures and reconstruction drawing of
door
area. Totally unlatched and broken in half.
TWA 800 and AI 182 match in text and reconstruction of door area. Aft
midspan latch rupture and bottom attached to cargo floor and ouward
force
giving frayed skin.
UAL 811 as usual is the linchpin having both small complete rupture at a
midspan latch and complete unlatching too.
Yes, TWA 800 door area does not look like UAL 811, but still door
problem
for TWA 800 as shown by unlatched and not hung aft midspan latch and
smooth
door frame midspan latch area.
End email to Wildey,
Door data below.
Cargo Door The 747 Special Freighter side cargo door, located forward o
door 5 on the left side of the airplane, can be opened from either
inside or outside the airplane. The normal cargo-loading envelope is 130
in. (330.2 cm.) wide by 118 in. (300 cm.) high. This provides a 2-in.
clearance forward, aft and above the cargo load. The door opens outward
and upward until its outer edge is 12 in. (30.5 cm.) above the top of
the door opening, providing clearance for loading equipment. The side
cargo door accepts cargo units as high as 10 ft., such as
high-bypass-ration turbofan engines, and containers or pallets as long
as 20 ft. 747 Freighter Main Deck Side Cargo Door (Door opening 130
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in.
side by 120 in. high) Side Cargo Door Mechanism The door is controlled
by either inside or outside switches installed on separate panels in a
housing just aft of the door at window level.The door is normally
operated through four mechanisms: Master latch lock, latch, hook and
lift. All components of the master latch lock, latch and hook mechanisms
are installed on the door, as are all sequence switches except the door
up and down switches. The master latch lock mechanism is manually
operated from either inside or outside of the airplane. The latch, lock,
and lift mechanisms are electrically powered by 115-volt AC actuators.
The hook mechanism contains two electric actuators; the latch and lift,
only one. Each mechanism is mechanically independent but electrically
sequenced with the other mechanisms to operate at the correct time in
the opening and closing cycles.
Part Name
: LATCH
Aircraft Manufacturer : BOEING
Aircraft Group
: 747
Aircraft Model
: 747251B
Part/Defect Location : CARGO DOOR
Operator Desig.
: NWAA
Precautionary Procedure : UNSCHED LANDING
: DUMP FUEL
Nature
: WARNING INDICATION
Stage of Flight
: CLIMB
DURING CLIMB, THE AFT CARGO DOOR ILLUMINATED AND
AIRCRAFT FAILED TO
PRESSURIZE. FLIGHT RETURNED TO BKK AFTER
DUMPING 5000 LBS OF FUEL AND LANDED WITHOUT
FURTHER INCIDENT. MAINTENANCE
FOUND THE AFT CARGO DOOR
HANDLE OUT OF POSITION. ADJUSTED LATCH AND LOCK.
OPERATIONAL CHECK OK.
Difficulty Date
Precautionary Procedure : Unsched. Landing
Nature
: Other
Stage of Flight
: Climb
Discrepancy/Corrective Action:
THE SIDE CARGO LIGHT ILLUMINATED SHORTLY AFTER
DEPARTURE FROM ONT. THE
AIRCRAFT COULD NOT BE PRESSURIZED.
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THE CREW DUMPED FUEL DOWN TO MAX LANDING
WEIGHT AND RETURNED TO ONT.
MAINTENANCE FOUND THE MAIN
CARGO DOOR SHEAR PIN SHEARED AND REPLACED PIN.
OPS CHECK WAS NORMAL.
Difficulty Date
: 10 November 1993
Precautionary Procedure : Unsched. Landing
Nature
: Other
Stage of Flight
: Climb
EWR - FLT 0028 - AIRCRAFT CABIN PRESSURE COULD NOT
BE MAINTAINED ABOVE
17,000 FEET. ALL PACKS AND DUCT PRESSURE
WERE NORMAL AND THERE WERE NO SYSTEM FAIL LIGHTS
OR DOOR WARNING LIGHTS.
THE AIRCRAFT WAS RETURNED TO
EWR. MAINTENANCE FOUND THE AFT CARGO DOOR
FORWARD PRESSURE RELIEF DOOR
SHROUD CRACKED AND THE DOOR
SEAL WAS MISSING. THE DOOR SHROUD AND SEAL WERE
REPLACED. THE AIRCRAFT WAS
PRESSURIZED AND NO LEAKS WERE
NOTED. (W)
Part Name
: SHROUD
Part Condition
: CRACKED
Part/Defect Loc.
: AFT CARGO DOOR
Difficulty Date
: 06 September 1994
Precautionary Procedure : Unsched. Landing
: Dump Fuel
Nature
: Warning Indication
Stage of Flight
: Climb
JFK - ON TAKEOFF AFT CARGO DOOR LT ILLUMINATED.
UNABLE TO PRESSURIZE,
DUMPED 50,000 POUNDS, LANDED JFK. UPON
ARRIVING AT JFK , FOUND AFT CARGO VENT DOORS
OPENED AND DOOR HANDLE
UNLOCKED. CHECKED OPERATION OF DOOR
AND HANDLE PER MM 52-34-12 AND MM 52-34-00. OPS
CHECKED OK. ADJUST LATCH
PIN PER MM 52-34-12 PAGE 234 AND
PRESSURIZED OK. PER MM 21-31-00. OPS CHECKED OK AND
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INDICATION OK. (W)
Part Name
: DOOR
Part Condition
: NOT LATCHED
Part/Defect Loc.
: CARGO COMPT
Difficulty Date
: 20 October 1994
Precautionary Procedure : Unsched. Landing
: Dump Fuel
Nature
: Warning Indication
Stage of Flight
: Take Off
AFTER TAKEOFF, AFT CARGO
DOOR LIGHT ILLUMINATED. CREW FOLLOWED COCKPIT
OPERATING PROCEDURE, DUMPED 75,000
LBS OF FUEL, AND RETURNED TO HKG. FOUND HOOK
ACTUATOR DEACTIVATED.
Part Condition
: FAILED
Part/Defect Loc.
: AFT CARGO
Name
: NORTHWEST AIRLINES INC
Precautionary Procedure : Unsched. Landing
Nature
: Warning Indication
Stage of Flight
: Take Off
ON ROTATION, AFT CARGO DOOR OPENED. REPLACED
SPRING ON LOCK PIN AND ADJ PER
MM 52-34-12.
Part Condition
: FAILED
Part/Defect Loc.
: AFT CARGO DOOR
Aircraft Manufacturer : BOEING
Difficulty Date
: 24 October 1994
Precautionary Procedure : Emer. Descent
Nature
: Warning Indication
Stage of Flight
: Cruise
AT 37000 FEET UNABLE TO MAINTAIN CABIN PRESSURE.
MADE EMERGENCY DESCENT.
REPLACED MISSING SEAL ON AFT CARGO
DOOR.
Part Condition
: MISSING
Part/Defect Loc.
: CARGO DOOR
A/C N Number
: 481EV
Precautionary Procedure : Unsched. Landing
Nature
: Warning Indication
Stage of Flight
: Climb
JFK - LOG PAGE A3752 - AFT CARGO LIGHT ILLUMINATED
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ON TAKEOFF ROLL ALONG
WITH CARGO DOOR ANNUNCIATOR LIGHT
ON PILOTS CLEAR SHIELDS. ABNORMAL CHECKLIST
COMPLETED AND LANDING WAS
UNEVENTUAL. FOUND LOWER AFT CARGO
DOOR VENT DOOR RELEASE HANDLE OPEN. RESECURED
HANDLE AND OPERATED HANDLE
NUMEROUS TIMES. LIGHT OPERATED
NORMALLY IAW MM 52-34-0. OPERATION OF AFT CARGO
DOOR VENT DOOR HANDLE AND
TRIGGER ASSY AND INDICATION
SYSTEM ALL CHECKED OK. (X)
Part Name
: VENT DOOR HANDLE
Difficulty Date
: 03 March 1996
Operator Desig.
: NWAA
DURING CRUISE, PRESSURIZATION AUTO FAIL LIGHT
ILLUMINATED ACCOMPANIED BY A
LOSS OF PRESSURIZATION. AIRCRAFT
DIVERTED TO MNL AND LANDED WITHOUT INCIDENT.
REPLACED AIR/GROUND RELAY
R229, RIGHT OUTFLOW VALVE
ACTUATOR AND AUTO PRESSURE CONTROLLER. REPAIRED
DENT IN FORWARD CARGO DOOR
DEPRESSOR SEAL AND
OPERATIONAL CHECK GOOD.
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Fri, 29 May 1998 00:17:16 -0700

Subject:
Red paint smears/missing red paint
BS>So what's the deal with KOMO? Did they ever air your piece?
Below from KOMO:
>Thanks Barry-The wheels of change move slowly, but they are moving.
I'll be
>in touch soon.
>Josh
SM>>Eight foot slice in pressurized hull and only latch is along for the
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ride.
>>Ha! Why have so many on the bottom?
>
>SM: Because that is where the loads are transferred. DUH!
Loads transferred...until normal circumstances, like all ten latch cams
around all ten latch pins and all eight locking sectors against latch cams.
We are not talking normal here, this is not school where they state what is
supposed to happen. This is real life where something did not happen as i
was supposed to do. And loads transferred very quickly from bottom eigh
to
middle two when the aft unltatched a bit then pop! petal shaped bulge at
aft midspan latch of fcd or TWA 800, as shown in photo.
>The hinge line and the lower sill are similar in analogy to the ends of a
>bridge deck resting on their columns. The midspan latches are like
>placing pogo sticks to the two outside I beams but not the middle ones.
>The pogo sticks might add some stability but are not really neccessary
for
>load carry ability.
>>>SM: This concept, apparently, is way to deep for you to understand.
But, oh, dear god, I'm trying.
You're an air molecule driving along the bridge heading for the bottom
eight latches after you have started from the hinge. Everything is fine and
the road ahead is straight and halfway across the bridge there is still
only one way to go, straight ahead. Fine. Next time you take that trip as
you get to the middle of the bridge, there opens up another path, another
way to go, a tiny hole on the right or left and you drive right on through
it because it is easier than going all the way to the end, and everybody
behind you follows too and the tiny hole gets bigger and bigger and
bigger
until the bridge is weakened and breaks at the midspan. I think I now
understand the concept, thank you, it explains how and why a midspan
latch
unlatching can cause the havoc it did.
>>You told me, as usual, how latches are not supposed to operate
>>independently. And usually don't. And once in a while may have slack
in
>>torque tubes under wear and tear and just turn a little bit from mostly
>>latched to barely unlatched. Pop!
>
>SM: Note to author. This is opinion not substantiated by anything
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>factual, and certainly not by hands on experience.
Note to noter, this opinion is substantiated by experience of working on
and around airplanes and torque tubes for 40 years. Slack happens.
>SM: To say that moisture is going to carry sustained current is wishful
>thinking
To say moisture is a contributing factor is quoting authorities, to say
pints of water are in forward cargo holds is said by me personally as
eyewitness, to conclude that pints of water and identified cracked wire to
bare core can carry sustained current is reasonable.
Quote from TWA 800 Public Docket 516A, Exhibit 9A Systems Group
Chairman's
Factual report of Investigation, Page 47, "A Boeing telefax of June 25,
1997, stated that: The Poly-X wire was used as general purpose wire on
the
RA164 (TWA 800) aircraft. Wire insulation known as Poly-X had three
in-service problems:
-Abrasion of the insulation in bundles installed in high vibration areas.
(This problem was corrected by Boeing Service Bulletin No.
747-71-7105,
Dated July 19, 1974)
-Random flaking of the topcoat.
-Insulation radial cracks in tight bend radii.
Radial cracking phenomenon of the Poly-X wire was mainly associated
with
mechanical stress. Bend radius is the largest contributor to mechanical
stress in installed wire or cable. Presence of moisture in conjunction with
mechanical stress is also a contributor."
The Systems Exhibit 9A page 116 about TWA 800:
"Some wires found in the section of W480 from forward of station 570 an
identified as BMS13-42A had numerous cracks in the insulation. Most of
the
cracks in this bundle were found to expose the core conductor when
examined
by microscope. Only within five feet of the aft end of the W480 bundle
from
station 570-900 were insulation cracks found.
>Why doesn't it pop where it spans 12 feet where the middles frames are.
I don't visualize your 12 feet. The weakness is at the cut lines, nine feet
of cut on top and bottom and eight feet of cuts up and down. The top has
hinge across top, the bottom has eight latches for nine feet, and the up
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and down cuts have one latch for eight feet, so there is usually never mor
than four feet of cut without at latch. There is no cut near the middle
frames, that's why door does not pop there.
>Unsubstantiated opinion based on limited understanding!
Blow balloon up a little, no pop, blow a balloon up a lot, pop. I
understand that rocket science.
>The pictures text and
>>drawings show aft midspan latch fracture/rupture at those four planes.
>
>SM: No they don't.
Yes, they do. Midspan latch fracture/rupture at forward cargo door on
those
four planes, AI 182, PA 103, UAL 811, and TWA 80. That's my
statement,
refute that and you refute cargo door.
>>>The raw data is there.
>
>SM: No it isn't!
Yes, it is, want the page numbers of photo, text, pictures, and drawings of
the aft midspan fracture of four forward cargo doors? They are on website
of course.
>SM: No, you just can't understand the language, it is not your area of
>expertise. Their nomenclature is very clear to me.
A new code for mechanics? Latch is not latch. Latch does not latch. Latch
does not do latching action. A latch when latched is not latched, it is
aligned.
To say a midspan latch does not latch, is not a latch, and never was a
latch is way far out there denial of reality in order to defend biased
position. What shall you call red paint smears next? Or sudden loud soun
on the CVR. It would be wonderful in life if we could just change the
meanings of words, as in, hey dude, that twenty dollar bill with the numb
20 on it is really a fifty dollar bill, so give me change for a fifty. Ha!
What do the two pull-in hooks do on that FCD? Vibrate? No way that
hooks
hook according to expert mechanic nomenclature. The pull-in hooks don'
hook, never hooked, and aren't hooking when they reach out a few inches
from closure of door and slowly guide/align the door to be fully closed.
Latch not a latch, too funny. It's hard to discuss functions of machines
with someone who changes things as basic as machine verbs during the
discussion.
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>>>>Let me hear you say, yes, if midspan latches fail at altitude, there is
>>>>chance the door could rupture at the midline latch while top hinge
and
>>>>bottom sill stays attached to door frame.
>>>>
>>>SM: NO chance
Rupture happened already, check photo of aft midspan rupture of FCD or
UAL
811, nice rupture hole picture. In that case the top hinge and bottom sill
blew off too.
>SM: So paint smears. BIG HAIRY DEAL. Incidentally all fuselage
doors
>are part of zone 800.
It is a big hairy deal, it proves 800 FCD opened in flight.
And according to your statement, aft and forward and side and nose cargo
door and R1-5 and L1-5 passenger doors are all part of zone 800.
Red paint smears on white paint and missing red paint nearby, it's a clue
Why did door open in flight and leave red paint smears? Of course all
recovered parts of forward door are unsooted so that rules out a lot.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Tue, 12 May 1998 16:26:06 -0700

Subject:
Request denied
>From: Thomas Stalcup <stalcup@Magnet.FSU.EDU>
>Subject: private email
>To: barry@CORAZON.COM
>Date: Tue, 12 May 1998 17:45:38 -0400 (EDT)
>
>
>> JBS,
>>
>> I respectfully request that you do not post this or any other emails
>> that I send directly to you.
>>
>> I understand that the email asked some questions that aren't normally
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>> answered to strangers. So, please respond to the questions with which
>> you feel comfortable.
>>
>> Tom Stalcup
Request denied. Secrecy sucks.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Thu, 7 May 1998 22:18:15 -0700

Subject:
It's always a crime to do a crime/orange zone
It's a crime to do a crime
It's not a crime to pretend to to do a crime-acting.
It's not a crime to write a crime-novel.
It's not a crime to talk a crime-hypothetical ideas.
It's not a crime to see a crime-security camera video.
It's not a crime to think a crime-daydreaming.
Whoa! Many in America and the world, and especially this forum, can no
separate the form from the substance, the style from the content, or the
mental image from the object.
It's a crime to do a crime.
It's a crime to pretend to do a crime-movie about Tienamen Square.
It's a crime to write a crime-book about Moslems, Satanic Verses.
It's a crime to talk a crime-wiretaps.
It's a crime to see a crime-porno.
It's a crime to think a crime-polygraph.
Yeah, which group are you in?
We have freedom to be silent when we want: Amendment 5.
We have freedom to speak or write when and what we want: Amendmen
1.
Whoa! Except when somebody powerful wants you to talk: Monica
Lewinsky's
mother or Susan McDougal who don't want to talk, but must or go or stay
in
jail.
Except when somebody powerful doesn't want you to talk such as hate
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email,
or threatening email, or insulting email, or secret emails or spam emails.
Which group are you in? And for 'powerful' read 'men with guns'.
JG> To which Jean replies:
> aren't you a bit smug passing judgement on a video tape
> you haven't even seen ? If you've seen the 'cartoon' put
> out by the NTSB/FBI and you agree with its' conclusions ,
> you have no credibility . You're either very naive or
> you have an ulterior motive . If you believe the NTSBs'
> version , why are you in this group ?
The above is an example of the inability of a person to understand any
opinion that is contrary to his/her own.
1. Many judgments are passed on visual evidence based only on text
description. In fact, most visual evidence is nonsense unless explained an
interpreted by others in text or speech.
2. The original poster DS, never agreed with the NTSB/FBI video, yet the
poster above makes that agreement in order to make later wrong
deduction.
3. Two choices and only two and one is an insult, naive, and the other is
conspiracy, ulterior motive.
4. Wrong deduction that there are two groups in this forum, for or against
NTSB version, and this forum is only for those who disagree with NTSB
This outward creation by outsiders of inner created emotions is common
among conspiracy/coverup persons. It is shown by blaming the Mafia for
taking illegal bets, the citizen bettor is not to blame, it's the Mafia. It
is shown by the prostitutes or pimps are to blame, it is not the person
doing the hiring, it's the pimps. It is shown by blaming the cigarette
manufacturers for the diseases the smokers get, it's not the smoker who
gets up at night to go down to store to buy a new pack of smokes, it's the
maker. It is shown by the zonked out dope smoker blaming Columbia or
Mexico
or Thailand, it's not the doper who pawns his last item for a hit, it's the
drug dealers. It is shown by blaming the pictures of violence or sex for
crimes, it's not the people who do the crimes, it's the pictures or the
crimes. It is shown by blaming the maker of a cup of hot coffee when it
spills and burns a person, it's not the person putting hot coffee in lap
while driving car from drive in window of fast food restaurant, it's the
maker who made the coffee too hot. It is shown by blaming the person
who
rebuts with evidence incorrect conclusions, it's not the person who makes
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the error based on ignorance or false logic, but the person who proves
them
wrong, who must be evil, so make the messenger a government secret
agent
out to destroy the true believer with the true truth.
It's always somebody else's fault. It's always somebody planning to do ev
and succeeding that makes a person fail, never the deficiencies of
themsleves. It's always plots by different color people, or different sex,
or intelligence, or money, or looks, that causes failure, never the loser's
fault.
The Indians said it was a bomb planted by evil Sikhs that blew up their
747. It wasn't. It was something that should have been fixed but wasn't. S
it happened again to a 747 in 1987. That was supposed to have been fixed
but wasn't so it happened again in 1988. The British and US said it was a
bomb planted by evil Libyans that blew apart their 747. It wasn't. It was
the same thing that should have been fixed but wasn't so it happened agai
in to a 747 in 1989. That was supposed to have been fixed but it wasn't so
it happened again to a 747 in 1991. That was supposed to have been fixed
but wasn't so it happened again to a 747 in 1996. The US tried for 17
months to say it was evil humans planting a bomb or shooting a missile
but
fell just short after dog sniffing test ruled out the main evidence of
explosive residue. So now, the blame is put on god with static electricity
or unknown mystery ignition source for a spontaneous fuel tank
explosion.
But still, not their fault.
From the USS Maine, to Titanic, to Lusitania, to Normandie, to
Hindenberg,
it's always somebody else's fault when people die, never the persons with
authority or responsibility.
It's called immaturity and it's a worldwide phenomenon. He did it,
Mommy,
not me.
The consequence of failure to accept responsibilty and fix problem is that
the problem gets repeated. And repeated. I'm trying to break that string of
disasters.
Well, it's been vivid, but back to the exhibits and the search for the
orange zone items, centered at 40 38 54 N and 72 40 23 W. This is the
absolute first zone of debris that matches the area of last secondary radar
returns. The tag numbers are 9000 to 9999. This is where the rest of the
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forward cargo door will be found, the other 80 percent to include the
missing following items: two midspan latches, sill, eight latches, and
eight locks, two overpressure relief doors, manual locking handle, viewin
ports, torque tubes, most door skin, and two pull in hooks.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Fri, 22 May 1998 23:46:13 -0700

Subject:
It's the evidence/AvWeek Battle Part I
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="iso-8859-1"
BS defends Fritz Meyer as witness>There is
>absolutely no reason to slander this guy who is a war hero and honorabl
>man.
Well, twit, you found reason to slander this guy who is a war hero and
honorable man. Who says war hero and honorable man? Well, in
symbols the
United States Navy and in writing the United States Army. The symbol is
the
bronze "V" for valor in combat on my Naval Commendation Medal. The
writing
is the Honorable Discharge on my Army Retirement Orders.
That's the bronze 'V' that Admiral Boorda killed himself over because he
wore it and had not earned it officially. That's the Honorable Discharge
that is not so easy to get over 24 years of cold war warmth.
And here's the point, twit, the truth of the message is independent of the
demeanor of the messenger. A homeless man under a bridge with his
supermarket cart filled with plastic bags of debris may mumble at you as
you go by, "Moisture is meeting chafed to bare wire and shorting on
forward
cargo door unlatch motor leading to rupture at aft midspan latch leading t
large explosive decompression shatter zone leading to nose being torn off
by 300 knot slipstream leading to fireball when on fire engine number
three
ignites disintegrating fuel tanks, including center wing tank."
It may or may not be true but totally independent of the length of dirty
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beard and scraggly hair of the messenger or the number of his fancy
schmancy medals. That is such a basic truth that to deny it, as the missile
guys do, is to ignore human mental thought processes of observation and
deduction. When your life is on the line, you go with reality, every time,
if you have the choice between the reality or another person's opinon who
interprets it for you.
It's not Meyer, it's not Donaldsons, it's not Hall, or Kallstrom, or me,
it's the evidence that can be touched and felt, and smelt, and heard, and
seen that will determine the most accurate explanation of TWA 800
events.
You can add your own and interpret, explain, understand the significance
of all.
1. horizontal stab has red paint smear
2. stator blade in right horizontal stab behind engine number 3
3. inward movement top of cargo door matches UAL 811
4. top of door attached to hinge matches UAL 811
5. petal shape of rupture area around aft midspan latch
6. missing pieces of locking handle, latching pins, overpressure relief
doors, midspan latches
7. rectangle of explosive decompression zone of outward peeled skin on
right side forward of the wing on right side
8. downward movement of floor beams near cargo door
9. hoop stresses found
10. cvr sudden loud sound matches NTSB Chart 12 UAL 811
11. fdr abrupt power cut matches UAL 811
12. TWA 800 matches UAL811 in twenty five similarities
13. TWA 800 matches PA 103 in many similarities
14. TWA 800 matches AI 182 in many similarities
15. red paint smears above cargo door on white paint
16. fire/soot in engine 3 for ignition source for fireball/center tank
explosion on TWA 800
17. starboard side more damaged than port side.
18. inflight objects hit same things such as right wing fillet in other
other accidents
19. poly x is known to be susceptible to chafing and TWA 800 had poly x
20. section 41 is known to be weak and TWA 800 did not have the retrofi
21. history of cargo door openings in past in various airliners including
model and type of TWA 800.
22. EPR problems on aircraft before or during fatal flight.
23. fires in forward cargo hold in the past on Boeing 747s.
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24. vertical tears in fuselage skin forward of the wing on the right side
match UAL 811
25. singe marks on right side of fuselage show burnt skin, then abruptly a
tear line there are no singe marks.
26. red paint rubbed off revealing white paint underneath above cargo
door area
27. first pieces off came from forward cargo hold just forward of the wing
28. at least nine missing never recovered bodies, just fragments.
29. initially thought to be a bomb, just like AI 182, PA 103, and UAL
811
30. wreckage debris shows cargo door in pieces at water impact.
31. aft portion of door which includes aft midspan latch and locking
handle
missing from recovery effort
I think I can add some more:
32. no soot on maintenance hatch.
33. no soot on front spar of center wing tank.
34. no burned bodies forward of the wing and very few burned at all.
35. aft cargo door sill, latches, and locks recovered.
36. forward cargo door sill, latches, and locks not recorded in data base.
37. no orange zone pieces recorded in database.
38. no orange zone discussion in public record other than identification.
39. chafed to bare wire found in cargo door area.
40. wiring defects found on Boeing airliners.
41. NTSB recommended to FAA and FAA declined to inspect wiring on
cargo
doors for chafing.
42. no soot on keel beam forward of the wing.
43. compression fractures right side forward of the wing.
44. tension fractures left side forward of the wing.
45. seats in the rows in the explosive shatter zone above cargo door are in
red zone and not sooted.
46. aft cargo door sill is sooted.
47. many witnesses said they saw down streak that was red-orange.
48. initial event time was 20:31:12 at 13700 to 13800 feet on 17 July
1996.
A battle brought to me and now joined below part I:
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
To: monica_warnock@mcgraw-hill.com
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From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Copyright website www.corazon.com dispute
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments: :Master:6740:800ntsbintrigueavwk130mar.JPG:
:Master:6740:800ntsbintrigueavwk230mar.JPG:
:Master:6740:800ntsbintrigueavwk30mar.JPG:
Monica Warnock
Washington Bureau
Aviation Week & Space Technology
Dear Ms. Monica Warnock,
21 May 1998
You wrote to me:> You must remove these
> articles and any other Aviation Week copyrighted material from your
> website immediately, or we will consider legal action.
I replied>Consider it done. And not because you threatened me, but
because
you may be right."
Ms. Warnock, I now believe you to be wrong.
I'm putting the 10 March 97 Aviation Week and Space Technology
article in
dispute back up on my web site at www.corazon.com at one minute after
midnight on 1 June 1998.
Here's why: The content is everything and the content of the article is
very, very important. I agree with the content. AvWeek agrees with
content.
The public officials quoted in your article agree with the content. The
content quotes a public NTSB official who says that the cause of TWA
800
may have been forward door popping open. It also said the streak seen
before TWA 800 crash may have been reflection off the skin of aircraft. I
agree with that. It is very important. Let us call it the door pop streak
article.
Ms. Warnock, you have done your job well by searching the web for
Avweek
articles. You found one. You then followed orders and directed it be
removed. It was removed. The problem is now above your level of
authority.
So I direct my comments to your boss: Mary Francis Koerner, the
Manager of
Bureaus.
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Will you please see that this letter goes to her?
Dear Ms. Koerner, I am told several things:
1. Get the door pop streak article off my web site.
2. I should ask permission to put AvWeek articles on web site.
3. Permission will be denied.
I asked permission. It was denied. You were right.
You have done all you can do. The problem is now above your level of
authority. I assume you would refer me to 'The Lawyers.' I direct my
statements to the lawyers.
Will you please see that this letter goes to them?
Dear AvWeek lawyers:
Ah, copyright, don't you love it?
My name is John Barry Smith. I have a 1200 page, 100 meg website at
www.corazon.com mainly devoted to high time Boeing 747 accidents in
which
the hull ruptures in flight forward of the wing. It contains mostly
government scanned in aviation accident reports, AARs, and occasionally
copyrighted material from media, such as yours.
Please note, let us stipulate:
1. My site is non profit. I have not made a penny on anything related to
that website. In fact, much of my money has gone out, nothing has come
in,
a problem as my wife will attest.
2. It is research oriented with airplane crash related comments,
investigations, reports, pictures, and text.
3. I give full and clear credit to the sources I quote. AvWeek was clearly
stated as the author of the door pop streak 10 Mar 97 article in question.
In fact, that is very important, that's why I quote clearly and give credit
to Aviation Week by scanning in the entire article instead of paraphrasing
which would be quicker to download but not have the authority of the bes
aviation magazine on the planet, Aviation Week and Space Technology.
And I
omitted the advertising on the pages, too.
Now for argument:
1. I stole nothing from you.
2. It's fair use.
3. I can publish that article without your permission if certain conditions
are met, and are: Non profit, small parts used, and credit given.
"Fair use and implied licenses.
Fair use is a legal license to use others' work, whether they approve or
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not. It constitutes one of the most important, and least clear cut, limits
to copyright. The basic problem is that words like "fair" or "reasonable"
cannot be defined with the precision non-lawyers (or many law students)
would like. Until 20 years ago, fair use did not appear in U.S.
legislation, but it now occupies about half of the copyright statute. In
the U.S., partial or limited reproduction of another's work may be
permitted under this doctrine.
On the one hand, fair use offers an especially liberal defense to uses that
advance public interests such as education or scholarship. On the other
hand, it is unlikely to be available if one fails to credit the original
artist or author. It is not apt to be available to those who profit or
interfere with original artists' or authors' ability to derive income from
their works."
"© 1998 Franklin Pierce Law Center. All rights reserved."
(I hope I have fair use to quote the above.)
I believe I advance the public interest in aviation safety, I credit the
original speaker, the reporter, and the magazine, and I do not profit from
it. I have fair use.
Conclusion: It will take a Judge to order me to remove the 10 March 97
AvWeek article from my website after it is put back up on 1 June 1998 or
to
permit me to continue to post it.
So, Lawyers, the problem is above your level of authority. I turn my
attention to the Managing Editor:
Will you please see that this letter goes to him?
Dear Managing Editor,
What's the beef? You and your reporter, David Fulghum, have done a fine
piece of work. You have pinpointed the cause of a mystery crash now
under
current investigation, TWA 800. It was the door popping open in flight.
The
NTSB official you quoted was correct. The streak was the skin spinning
away
reflecting evening red orange sunlight to observers below. The official wa
correct and he was quoted correctly by your aviation reporter. The
implications of the truth you printed are profound. The cause now leads to
chafed wiring shorting on cargo door unlatch motor and allowing rupture
at
aft midspan latch of forward cargo door which opened in flight. Exactly a
has happened before with UAL 811 as described in NTSB AAR 92/02.
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The 300
knot slipstream tore the nose off TWA 800 because the explosive
decompression shatter zone was much bigger on TWA 800 than on UAL
811, as
shown by NTSB reconstruction photo of TWA 800 wreckage.
I encourage you to do a followup story on the wiring/cargo door
explanation
as described on the website in question, www.corazon.com. Mr. Fulghum
and
Mr. McKenna are familiar with the details of TWA 800 and wiring cargo
door
explanation. I welcome phone interview with them.
Attached:
1. Correspondence between AvWeek Ms. Warnock and me.
2. Three .jpgs of the images published on website of 10 March door pop
streak article.
3. Recent email to Government officials regarding this matter. Please note
accurate numbers and sources given.
So, I must publish your copyrighted material, the 10 March 97 article on
my
website at URL http://www.corazon.com/800avweekintrigue.html on Jun
1,
1998.
I'm at email barry@corazon.com or 408 659 3552 or 551 Country Club
Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924.
I encourage discussion regarding this matter. It's a hot story even though
almost two years old. Wiring is the main culprit, not the door, not the
center tank. NSTB is in the right church but the wrong pew. Wiring is th
problem and it's in places other than the fuel tank tubes. It's in the
cargo door unlatching motor circuits.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
From: monica_warnock@mcgraw-hill.com
Date: Thu, 14 May 98 10:24:37 -0500
To: <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Aviation Week
Mime-Version: 1.0
To: barry@corazon.com
Dear Sir,
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Your website "http://www.corazon.com/800avweekintrigue.html"
contains
several scanned-in pictures of the Aviation Week & Space Technology
article "ANG Pilot: TWA Hit By Object," March 10, 1997. Our
records
do not show that you requested permission to use these articles on
your website.
Aviation Week & Space Technology is covered by copyright law
which
states that permission must be granted before our material is used.
Your website is in violation of this law. You must remove these
articles and any other Aviation Week copyrighted material from your
website immediately, or we will consider legal action.
Sincerely,
Monica Warnock
Washington Bureau
Aviation Week & Space Technology
monica_warnock@mcgraw-hill.com
(202)383-2314
To: monica_warnock@mcgraw-hill.com
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Request permission to present article on website.
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:
> To: barry@corazon.com
>
> Dear Sir,
>
> Your website "http://www.corazon.com/800avweekintrigue.html"
contains
> several scanned-in pictures of the Aviation Week & Space
Technology
> article "ANG Pilot: TWA Hit By Object," March 10, 1997. Our
records
> do not show that you requested permission to use these articles on
> your website.
Dear Madam, 14 May 1998
A thousand pardons. I immediately request permission to reprint Aviatio
Week & Space Technology article "ANG Pilot: TWA Hit By Object,"
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March 10,
1997 on my website, www.corazon.com. (Corazon is my wife's name.)
The reason I scanned in exact image instead of paraphrasing text was to b
precise and show source, very important for a research paper.
Should my request be denied, I shall of course, immediately comply with
your request and remove the article from my web site.
AWST is a fine magazine and one which I have read diligently for over
thirty years. I have watched AWST's web site mature as time goes on.
http://awgnet.com/awgnews.htm is on my bookmarks list and I check it
first
thing every morning. I'm in your database of subscribers. Keep up the
good
work!
Regarding this life and death matter of a sudden night fiery fatal jet
plane crash about which I have published a 1200 page website presenting
my
shorted wiring opening forward cargo door in flight explanation to the
general public in a non profit effort:
1. You surely understand I can not alter my website just on an unsolicited
email out of the blue from:
> Monica Warnock
> Washington Bureau
> Aviation Week & Space Technology
> monica_warnock@mcgraw-hill.com
> (202)383-2314
The absence of title indicates your request may be personal in nature and
not official. Please confirm your official title which corresponds to your
request that I delete an article from AWST from my site. You may be
spoofing me and my asking for credentials is prudent and an established
protocol.
2. Your response indicates an interest in the subject of TWA 800. Could
you
refer a reporter to me so I can present my wiring/cargo door explanation t
him/her? I would appreciate the opinion of an aviation professional
regarding my nine years of amateur research into hull ruptures of hour
high
time Boeing 747s. Your reporter, David Fuhlgum, in the referenced articl
was able to elicit important material from NTSB officials regarding TWA
800; the forward door may have popped open in flight, and the streak may
have been pieces of the aircraft reflecting evening sun. I am able to
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amplify those observations by an anonymous NTSB 'second official'
using
NTSB documents and photographs. It's a good story and one worthy of
AWST's
interest. FAA, NSTB, and Boeing are all saying wiring in older Boeing
airliners is fraying and shorting causing problems, and so am I, long
before the officials came to the realization.
3. >or we will consider legal action.
Why, O why did you threaten me? Your first contact, out of the blue, and
contains a threat of 'legal action'. What does that mean? I don't think it
means a good thing. It just sets a wrong tone. Is politeness gone from eve
presentations about a plane crash?
4. >Your website is in violation of this law.
Whoa! You are calling me a criminal? Just like that? I'm breaking the
law?
I'm a lawbreaker? This is very disturbing. Maybe that's the way AWST
works
with the big boys who only respond to threats, not to polite requests with
explanation attached. I'm not a big boy. I'm a retired military officer
working out of a converted garage in California. I don't like anybody
telling me I'm breaking the law unless it's a policeman, judge, or jury.
And I still don't like it, but I obey. I really can't tell my friends that
I changed my cherished web site because of a strange unauthenticated
email
from some babe named Monica at McGraw-Hill, now can I? I mean, am I
a man
or a mouse?
See, a threat always turns a pleasant conversation into stressful one.
Squeek, squeek.
To review:
1. I respectfully request permission to display scanned in images of
Aviation Week & Space Technology article "ANG Pilot: TWA Hit By
Object,"
March 10, 1997 on my personal website, www.corazon.com.
2. Please to show credentials, madam.
4. Refer reporter to me regarding a subject that you feel strongly enough
to want to affect with correspondence, TWA 800.
5. Keep up the good work covering aviation subjects around the world.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
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551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
408 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
www.corazon.com
From: monica_warnock@mcgraw-hill.com
Date: Thu, 14 May 98 13:48:41 -0500
To: <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Re: Request permission to present article on website.
Mime-Version: 1.0
Dear Mr. Barry,
I am an editorial assistant in the Washington Bureau of Aviation Week
& Space Technology. I work for Mary Francis Koerner. She is the
Manager of Bureaus and she is the official contact for Reprints &
Permission. We will periodically search the web for Aviation Week o
outside websites and that is what brought me to your site.
Unfortunately, at present, Aviation Week & Space Technology does
not
allow its material to be reprinted on any websites other than our own.
We appreciate your interest in Aviation Week & Space Technology;
however, we must ask that you remove the article from your website, a
you have indicated you are willing to do.
My interest in this regard is not related to TWA800 but protecting the
magazine in general. Many people are not aware of the rules regardin
copyright on the internet. You may reference the section "Photocopy
and Rights & Permission" on the Contact Us page of Aviation Week if
you have any future requests for permission.
James McKenna would be the best editor to send your
correspondence to
regarding TWA 800. He is located in the Washington bureau: 1200 G
Street, NW Suite 922, Washington, DC 20005. (202) 383-2332.
I will mail you a hard copy of this letter on Aviation Week & Space
Technology letterhead to satisfy any concerns you might have about
my
identity. Thank you for your understanding.
Monica Warnock
Editorial Assistant, Washington Bureau
Aviation Week & Space Technology
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/
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Date:

Sun, 24 May 1998 22:16:01 -0700

Subject:
Jackpot!
JBS>The chicken crossed the road because it has done so before. And
made it
across most every time, many times. Oh, one time it almost made it acros
safely, but then went backwards, and then went forward again, and then
went
backwards, and then went forward but quit and went all the way back to
the
start so never made it across but didn't lose any feathers. And then one
time, just after it stated across the road to get to the other side, it got
hit and lost nine feathers and returned to beginnning. And then three othe
times, it never made it. It got smacked and squished, 829 feathers lost.
But most of the time time the chicken crossed the road OK . Why even
try to
cross road, you'll have to ask the chicken. Why failed to cross road, ask
me.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Thu, 7 May 1998 17:04:21 -0700

Subject:
Kiss of death
Dana Scully, fact guy. A common sense person joins the fray?
Hmmm...must be
operative disinformationalist. Or is is disinformationalist operative.
Come, on missile guys, start figuring out which anti missile guy Dana
really is. Ha!
>Atlanta police used a grenade to end a seven-hour standoff Thursday
>with a man apparently obsessed with right-wing conspiracies he
>learned about on the Internet. Police Major John Woodard said Charles
>Morgan, 49, of Kingston, Ga., parked his pickup truck outside an
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>Atlanta synagogue late Wednesday, taped the barrel of a 12-gauge
>shotgun to his chest with the barrel pointing at his chin and began
>yelling about conspiracies. Police were alerted to the standoff when
>a fire alarm went off at The Temple synagogue in midtown Atlanta.
>Police later subdued Morgan by firing a concussion grenade.
Don't none a you bozos go be doin' sumptin stupid like that now, you
heah?
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Sat, 9 May 1998 08:02:34 -0700

Subject:
Knickers
>"he has his knickers in a twist"
'You've been a naughty girl, you let your knickers down', Beatles, 'Get
Back'. 1968
Knickers? I knew was Snickers were. A candy bar and what people do
when you
tell them a cargo door blew open on PA 103 and there was no 'bomb'.
I know what kickers are, on a football team and an ace to back up a pair
of kings.
Now, knickers in a twist....hmmm. I know what the twist is, a dance.
So, underwear dancing? I don't get it.
>lame attempt at a disquise?
More conspiracy talking. It takes one to know one so I'm thinking that the
conspiracy guys know all about disguises, aliases, and plots because they
live that life and do it every day. It's normal for them to think cheating
because they do it all the time.
When it comes to 747 crashes, which is my area, I rebut nonsense. If the
conspiracy guys want to talk JFK or Vince Foster or Waco or other
favorites, fine, little rebuttal except for scorn. But 747 crashes, ha! The
conspiracy guys deflect rational thought about a rational event and that's
wrong. Planes don't do plots or conspiracy or disguises, they do what the
laws of rational physical nature direct, pressure equalizes, electricity
flows, slipstream exerts force, and impact crushes and it doesn't matter if
you are a secret agent, a nice guy, or an orphan, the body in the plane
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does what the plane has to do, in TWA 800's case, come apart, tear apart,
blow apart, burn, and sink.
And that's why the 'bible' found in the wreckage database had absolutely
no
effect on the owner's life or death when he/she needed help the most. Nor
the 'credit card' nor the 'panties'. It all ended up in pieces of 'spine',
'foot' and 'remains'.
By the way, on the right side of TWA 800 forward of the wing there were
compression fractures and tears, and on the port side tension tears which
indicates the nose yawed to the right into the fuselage and then tore off.
The entire plane may have moved to the left, but the nose to the right,
then off in 3.9 to 7.5 seconds.
Current drift after pieces struck water was negligible at one half knot
from 090. For 120 foot depth the max drift distance was 60 feet from
surface landing and wreckage database error zone was 100 meters or 300
feet
or one football field.
Lots of cracked wiring found in forward cargo hold down to bare wire in
some cases. Moisture was present in some residue. Moisure is listed as
contributing factor in failure of Poly X wiring which has three defects,
abrasion from vibration, random flaking, and insulation radial cracking at
tight bends. More cracked wiring to bare wire was found in forward carg
hold on TWA 800 than was ever found in 737 fuel quantity tubes.
To review eyewitness reports, and I wish you missile guys would stop
attacking the eyewitnesses, they are good people and should be trusted, 1
said streak down, 47 said up and down, 9 said level, 2 said up and level.
44 said red, 33 said red/orange, 23 said orange/red,and 287 said streak
sharply ended in the air.
And this is the good part, NTSB assigned four guys for nine hours to talk
about the methane gas bubble explanation, 36 man hours to talk about
something that has never killed a 747 passenger and zero to talk about an
explanation that has killed nine for sure. But the methane gas experts did
say that the ear witness explosion heard by ground observers could not
have
been the sound of the CWT exploding.
>BD replies:
>Dana, you need to read more carefully. I never
>accused you of trying to change the facts, just the
>sugject. Please read the above quote again.
Noted are the missile guys imploring others to 'read' more carefully.
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I implore the missile guys to 'spell' more carefully. And of course that
implies 'reading' so maybe by 'reading' more carefully, the missile guys
will stop embarassing themselves with common misspellings which really
does
denote basic ignorance and lack of attention to detail, poor traits for an
aircraft investigation but great for conspiracy plot thinking.
GD>Where
>was his valuable advice when the meteor and methane gas burp were
being
>discussed?
Love the innuendo questions that are really statements. It's like, "Were
the markings on the Peruvian hillside really landing zones for Alien
Spacecraft that deposited a race of people into South American thousands
of
years ago and thus began the human race?"
Uh, no.
And Secret Agent Disinformationalist Spy in disguise Danno Book'em
Skull 'n
Crossbones Scully was probably on the toilet when methane gas burp
was
discussed.
Now to the Pope's Guards' killing, were they really all spies for Stasi?
Must be, the Vatican denied it and you know what that means, coverup!
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Wed, 20 May 1998 12:29:04 -0700

Subject:
Love those real questions.
BD>Tom Shoemaker found the Horizontal Stabilizer Fairing was located
>in the early red zone. This section of the tail should not have
>come off early if the IE was from the CWT or Cargo Door. Of course,
>it could have been knocked off the tail by other debris from the nose.
Cool, raw data. Now let me parse this out. Most of the forward cargo doo
is missing and if it opened in flight flew directly aft wherein sits the
right horizontal stabilizer fairing. But the skin from the cargo door could
not have knocked off the fairing but the skin from a foot way could? Wha
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is the difference between 'other debris from the nose' and cargo door
debris from the nose? One can knock off a fairing and the other can't?
Missile guy thinking.
GD talking to RH>I beg to disagree with your 2 to 8 second interval. The
CVR and FDR cutout
>almost immediately, indicating a massive breakup during the IE itself. In
>fact, I believe that the nose, empennage, outer wing panels were all gone
by
>that time. How else did the victims leave before the CWT flared up?
2 to eight seconds is the interval given by various accident boards about
various 747 nose off events. The estimates are from 3 to 7 seconds from
initial event to nose off.
>The FDR anomalies lasted only one or two hundreths of
>a second. Nothing of importance was still connected after that.
Get real. The FDR quit not because the event was over. The FDR quit
because
very important events were unfolding, or infolding, but because the powe
from four high power generators from four engines quit abruptly. Lots an
lots of things happened after the FDR quit, like 230 people dying.
>Doesn't this tell you who the real idiots are?
Uh, yes. It's those who think a 747 comes apart in less than a second. And
ignores three other independent analyses of nose off 747 events that take
about two to about 8 seconds maximum for nose to come off leading to
disintegration.
You missile guys want big boom and it all comes apart like in the movies
You can't take evidence which is event, then about 5 seconds later nose
off, then about 40 seconds later fireball, then about ten seconds later
water impact.
RS talks some sense.>Ray S. responds to Houston:
>
>Consider that teachers use various methods to teach. Some even adopt
>untenable positions to lead the student to discovery. Some do this
knowingly
>and some don't but either way the good student learns from them.
>--------------------->
>Ray asks all some definitions of terms of Elmer or others, as newcomer:
>
>1. What is massive fireball ?
>
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>2. Is it assumed the massive fireball is the CWT ? If so, why ?
>
>3. How is it figured the massive fireball explosion occurred at 7,500 fee
>I know about the smoke but is there other evidence ?
MF is massive fireball which was heard on land and seen in the air and on
the land. It is presumed to have occurred about 40 seconds after nose cam
off and occurred at about 7500 feet. Much evidence supports this but it is
contrary to some explanations such as missile hitting 747 and blowing it
out of the sky.
Even NTSB says no, they call it major explosion and say it occurred at
about 7500 feet and many seconds after initial event...which was small cw
explosion, not heard on cvr or land persons, left no soot on things it was
supposed to blow up, and did not blow up adjacent tanks but did blow off
nose of 747. Ha!
7500 feet because of debris pattern, radar blips coming apart after initial
event much further down track, eyewitness pilot who flew over it minutes
later, and triangulation data from eyewitnesses on ground who saw big
fireball explosion.
Love those real questions.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Sat, 23 May 1998 23:25:53 -0700

Subject:
More airplane conspiracy talk...from Russians.
BS replies to JBS>You're not the only Vietnam Veteran.
Nor 'war hero and honorable man.' as BS describes Fritz. That's the point
It doesn't make any difference to the truth of the message on the style of
the messenger. That's why I ignore many paranoid ramblings of missile
guys
and pay attention when they talk of evidence, and some guys saying he
saw a
missile then miles away is not evidence, it's opinion. Radar blips are
evidence.
And cancel/retract that 'hero' statement. I was riled at missile guys
continuing to confuse content with style. I am not a hero and never was.
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Heroes and cool guys never say believe they are. I do believe after much
thought that I earned the 'V' but not for the mission they gave it to me
for, for another mission, a mission of terror...The real hero to me is the
pilot who thought of me in stress and told me to eject putting his own
life at risk. I dedicate wiring/cargo door explanation to LCDR C. T.
Butler.
>I don't automatically believe that Boorda killed himself. The guy seeme
>fairly upbeat when he was touring the Russian Navy two weeks before
that. I
>doubt that the guy was that thin skinned that he would kill himself over
the
>"v" medal. I think that the Navy mafia got him.
You da man that threw symbol medal against barbed wire, it meant
something
to you and the 'v' meant something to him. Winston Churchill said it's
amazing what young men will go through for a colored piece of cloth.
And he
was so right, key word, 'young.'
>Perhaps some of our more religous members could pray for you to be
>delivered from the cargo door obsession.
Oh, holy rollers, start by making the red paint smears disappear over the
cargo door. Make them green, or invisible, or something. Just don't leave
them there, big, and many, and red, and so matching UAL 811 paint
transfers.
> It's only
>been trying to reinforce your fixation on cargo doors all of these months
>Stan Martin tryed to help you, but finally gave up in frustration. Perhap
>an exorcist would be in order at this point.
A missile guy is giving me mental health advice. Ha! Obesssionist withou
foundation, heal thyself.
Stan Martin left when I brought up the idea of water in hold meets chafed
to bare wire and he talked about bilges and I said, oh, cool, bilges in the
forward cargo hold, they expect water? He may have realized he was
helping
with wiring/cargo door explanation every time he brought up facts. Note
his
absence right now when wiring mechanical evidence is hot right now. If
we
ever needed a mechanic to talk about wiring it is now, and he's gone, and
it's not because of me. It may be because NWA early 747s average 27.7
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years
old and they have a lot of them.
>I think that the cargo door is your monkey face, John.
Opinion noted. Absence of facts to support opinion noted. As usual.
Gee, there were 48 facts to examine. And you went for the covered up
murder
'suicide'. Explains your interest and it's not TWA 800.
And yes, I said mechanical from day one, and seventeen months later, it's
mechanical. Yes I said wiring a year ago, and now it's wiring. See, the
evidence does speak, but slowly.
Love the part where IG takes the Monkey Face seriously enough to
research
it. Maybe that's where the secret missile launchers are hidden to shoot
down unsuspecting airliners once in a while, as sort of an alien joke,
funny to watch humans running around with their heads up their butt.
GD>Barry,
>
>I ran out of Wow's. Whew. When do you start to gurgle? Your fluids
must
>be runeth over. Man the bilge pumps!
>
>Seriously, no one in either their right or wrong mind could expect the
>directed parties to read all this crap. It's overwhelming. Reminds me of
the
>'free China' mail that I get. I can only email back a 'good luck' and
>'don't be
>so reserved in your mail'. No one has time to read it. Or, does that give a
>method to your madness? You can't expect any one to agree with you if
no
>one is able to humanly read your digital diarrhea.
>
>The games that people play,
>
>BARF
Permission granted to you to not read my posts, to go to sleep, to watch
TV. I do not 'expect any one to agree' with me that can't understand math
and facts but only shadowy evil entities out there.
It's crap to you because it's full of quotes and facts and that is
overwhelming to many that want emotional diatribes against imagined
evils.
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>No one has time to read it.
Want to bet? AvWeek lawyers are reading it, over and over again. You
underestimate the power of written communication when it is supported b
documentation.
>crap
>digital diarrhea
A little anal, yes? And referring to someone's days of work as 'crap' is
not a good way to 'expect any one to agree with you'.
But you don't want me to agree with you or you would read the facts and
comment on them instead of describing style of post, which is long, inste
of the content, which is organized very clearly and very purposeful, from
low ranking editorial assistant to boss, to lawyers, to managing editors
with no swearing, no caps, no wild claims, and very polite, even funny at
times. Maybe the omission of hateful slurs bores you and you put it aside
with a complaint of too long. No problem, permission granted to not read
it.
GD, just because you can't swim a hundred yards, does not mean that
someone
that swims ten miles a day is nuts, understand?
Long to you is short to others. And it hurts for you to read with your
cataracts, so don't.
Listen to music. Think pleasant thoughts. Telling posters their researched
efforts in a possible severe legal battle with heavyweights is crap is not
a pleasant thought.
The reason the missile guys will never believe wiring/cargo door
explanation is that all the conclusive evidence in the world may appear bu
it will be 'planted.' It is impossible to persuade conspiracy people there
is no conspiracy/coverup, they just go into the 'you are part of it' mode.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
1. horizontal stab has red paint smear
2. stator blade in right horizontal stab behind engine number 3
3. inward movement top of cargo door matches UAL 811
4. top of door attached to hinge matches UAL 811
5. petal shape of rupture area around aft midspan latch
6. missing pieces of locking handle, latching pins, overpressure relief
doors, midspan latches of forward cargo door
7. rectangle of explosive decompression zone of outward peeled skin on
right side forward of the wing on right side
8. downward movement of floor beams near cargo door
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9. hoop stresses found
10. cvr sudden loud sound matches NTSB Chart 12 UAL 811
11. fdr abrupt power cut matches UAL 811
12. TWA 800 matches UAL811 in twenty five similarities
13. TWA 800 matches PA 103 in many similarities
14. TWA 800 matches AI 182 in many similarities
15. red paint smears above cargo door on white paint
16. fire/soot in engine 3 for ignition source for fireball/center tank
explosion on TWA 800
17. starboard side more damaged than port side.
18. inflight objects hit same things such as right wing fillet in other
other accidents
19. poly x is known to be susceptible to chafing and TWA 800 had poly x
20. section 41 is known to be weak and TWA 800 did not have the retrofi
21. history of cargo door openings in past in various airliners including
model and type of TWA 800.
22. EPR problems on aircraft before or during fatal flight.
23. fires in forward cargo hold in the past on Boeing 747s.
24. vertical tears in fuselage skin forward of the wing on the right side
match UAL 811
25. singe marks on right side of fuselage show burnt skin, then abruptly a
tear line there are no singe marks.
26. red paint rubbed off revealing white paint underneath above cargo
door area
27. first pieces off came from forward cargo hold just forward of the wing
28. at least nine missing never recovered bodies, just fragments.
29. initially thought to be a bomb, just like AI 182, PA 103, and UAL
811
30. wreckage debris shows cargo door in pieces at water impact.
31. aft portion of door which includes aft midspan latch and locking
handle
missing from recovery effort
32. no soot on maintenance hatch.
33. no soot on front spar of center wing tank.
34. no burned bodies forward of the wing and very few burned at all.
35. aft cargo door sill, latches, and locks recovered.
36. forward cargo door sill, latches, and locks not recorded in data base.
37. no orange zone pieces recorded in database.
38. no orange zone discussion in public record other than identification.
39. chafed to bare wire found in cargo door area.
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40. wiring defects found on Boeing airliners.
41. NTSB recommended to FAA and FAA declined to inspect wiring on
cargo
doors for chafing.
42. no soot on keel beam forward of the wing.
43. compression fractures right side forward of the wing.
44. tension fractures left side forward of the wing.
45. seats in the rows in the explosive shatter zone above cargo door are in
red zone and not sooted.
46. aft cargo door sill is sooted.
47. many witnesses said they saw down streak that was red-orange.
48. initial event time was 20:31:12 at 13700 to 13800 feet on 17 July
1996.
TRC INQUIRY INTO SAMORA MACHEL ACCIDENT
Issued by: Truth and Reconciliation Commission
STATEMENT BY DUMISA NTSEBEZA, INVESTIGATIVE HEAD
OF THE TRUTH AND
RECONCILIATION COMMISSION
The cause of the death of Mozambican President Samora Machel and 33
others
in October 1986 will be the subject of a closed investigative inquiry by
the TRC's investigative unit on June 4.
The Tupolev plane in which Machel was travelling from Malawi to
Mozambique
crashed on South African territory during the night. A board of inquiry
under Judge Cecil Margo concluded in 1987 that the plane crash was an
accident due to pilot error.
However, a delegation of Russian experts, who helped with the
investigation, concluded that the plane crashed into the mountains near
Mbuzini on the border with Mozambique due to a decoy signal stronger
than
that at Maputo airport. They were allowed to be part of the investigation
in terms of international aviation legislation, as the state of manufacture
of the plane was the former Soviet Union.
The TRC has been presented with new evidence linking the crash with
activities of the former South African Defence Force (SADF).
Those invited to give evidence and/or answer questions relating to the
crash, include a former SADF Military Intelligence Operative and two
other
former SADF members. Their names, as well as that of a former
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Mozambican
official invited to give evidence, are withheld due to current fears for
their safety.
The in camera inquiry will be held at the TRC's head office in Cape Town
Media inquiries: Christelle Terreblanche - 0824588461.
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Sat, 2 May 1998 21:11:52 -0700

Subject:
Mr. Popular
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="iso-8859-1"
BS>I don't think that the Donaldson's have blamed the Navy. Cdr.
Donaldsons
>started out thinking that the Iranians had put a launch rail on a boat or
>ship and launched one or two of their old Phoenix's from it.
Ah, a missile from nowhere shoots down an airliner, there are dozens of
US
Navy ships and sub and aircraft, many with real missiles on board and all
capable of carrying and firing missiles, and...and...it was Abdul in a
Dinghy? Ha! Launch rail on boat, barge, dinghy, sub, etc...one missile, oh
two missiles...conspiracy guys explanations all differ in so many
significant ways, you'd think they could agree on some basic details.
> In trying to
>explain what you see as the lack of critical thinking on the part of people
>here on the Flight-800 list you have come to the conclusion that they
must
>be affected by drugs.
You conclusion, not mine. Don't assume you know my thinking and my
conclusions.
>If I put on my critical thinking cap for a moment, I would say that your
>logic has a circular error. By making such a charge, without any
evidence
>whatsoever, you are showing that you have fallen susceptible to the very
>paranoia that you accuse others of.
Your charge, not mine. I never said LSoft members are affected by drugs
was explaining known by me to be paranoid reasoning by missile guys
when
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they say I'm a government secret agent sent to spy on them. And could b
mood altering drugs from caffeine to chocolate.
You see, I know the paranoid thought that I am a secret spying agent is
wrong, that helps me try to find cause of the paranoia. Could be benign
drugs such as blood pressure medicine or other. Lead in the paint and
exhaust in the air will cause health and mental problems and were
unknown
and done to innocents. Or it's a gene. Or it was learned. Abused children
will grow up distrustful of authority and hatred of contrary opinion.
>If your standard for judging people's state of mind and what chemical
>substances might be altering their thinking processes, is the evidentiary
>basis for their beliefs, you are in deeper trouble than many on the list.
Hey, big point follows: Human opinion is just that and carries little
weight, raw data is best and then the evidence. Which cargo door has a lo
of and missile has a spurious streak of light in the evening sky. The
thinking process of the missile guys or the cargo door guy is irrelevant,
that's the style, what is the evidence?
>Face it John, your critical thinking processes have been totally corrupted
>by your obsession with the cargo door theory.
Obsession as dirty word, noted word as now vernacular slur in previous
post. Obsession. Obsessed with life and want to keep on doing it.
>You have made some reckless charges about regular LSoft posters in
general.
>I don't want to be so unkind to speculate about your situation, but I
would
>suggest some serious introspection
No reckless charge at all, note absence of charge in your accusation.
Conspiracy guys are great for unsubstaniated claims.
I do serious introspection all the time. My conclusion reached after
serious introspection is you missile/conspiracy guys live in a fantasy
world of suspicion and fear and that's fine until you come into aviation
safety world. There is no place for fear, suspicion, and distrust in
flying. It kills. It's why the suspicion of bomb for 182 led to bomb for PA
103 which led to bomb/missile for TWA 800 for seventeen months. It wa
always the other guys fault. That evil scary shadowy unknown with a
bomb
who hates you and wants to kill you by blowing up your plane. And that
nutty belief overcame the rational science view of pressure, wear, short,
force, and vibration.
>Perhaps you will have to change your life patterns.
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Why, to quit bugging you with aviation facts which rebut your nuttiness?
>I recently went out and got a job after 10 years of having my own
business.
>It took some financial distress to finally get me to admit to myself that I
>needed a job and to seriously look for one. I have just finished two
weeks
>on the job and it's great to be productive again.
Welcome back to slave world, got a nice boss? Does she let you pee
when you
want? I was never more productive in my entire life until I retired. To
follow one's interests is truly a luxury and worth fighting for.
> denial is not a river in Egypt!
Good, from an AA meeting?
>Unlike the nature or form that God might take, I
>think that the facts of this case can be known with a reasonable certainty
Huh? Conspiracy guys and god, can't separate the two.
By the way, I introduced the atonement rationale for Donaldson as
'psychobabble' thus putting it into the category of possibly worthless
nonsense.Take it for what it's worth, if the shoe fits, takes one to know
one, etc...
And I have one beer a week, if at all, usually on a Saturday afternoon on
my deck watching the sun go down. Mostly a pot of Lemon Lift tea for m
evening outside watching dusk fall, the 747s overhead from SF to LA, the
glint of reflection off their fuselages, engines, and tail, the contrails
turning to red orange, and then the darkness and satellites crossing
overhead.
Ever wonder why no sonic boom?
>You assume that Kallstrom was blundering.
Put BS down for FBI Kallstrom as in in the missile coverup conspiracy.
>The first reason against a coverup which is always given is that you
>couldn't keep those thousands of people quiet that would have to be
>participating in any coverup. That's not the way it works. You isolate
>people from coming in contact with information or evidence in which
they
>would have no choice but to see the true cause. You compartmentalize
>everyone, so only a few people have the big picture. Nothing reached
that
>floor in Calverton before an FBI team checked it for "criminal
evidence".
Mr. Expert in Coverups tells us how it's done. How'd you know all that?
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>BD: The reason is that I and others have answered Emmer's questions
many times
>and he ignors the answers. I think he has asked the same question 500
times
>and probably gotten 50 answers. More is pointless. Elmer is a broken
record.
>
And keeps asking the same impossible answer question for the missile
guys,
time doesn't fit.
>BD: Barry, you really are sick, and also ignorant.
Opinion noted. How many combat missions have you flown?
>Cmdr. Donaldson has never suggested the Navy was involved. He has
suggested
>it is more likely that it was terrorists, but is not committed to either
>hypothesis until there is evidence to support one or the other. He is
>convinced that the crash was caused by a missile, source unknown.
Yeah, right. See above. All those Navy missiles around but who knows
who
shot the for sure missile? Abdul in a Dinghy? or Bub in a Sub?
>Cmdr. Donaldson does not respond to anyone on this list because he is
not
>on the internet and wouldn't bother reading this drivel if he had access.
>He is working full time to evaluate and explain the evidence we already
have.
Yeah, yeah, drivel on the forum, you describe your many posts as drivel?
Where is your self esteem, your many posts are something but they are no
drivel and I wish you would not refer to them as such as the above
paragraph "...wouldn't bother reading this drivel..." You do not write
drivel! Straighten up, lad.
>1driv*el \"dri-vel\ vb -eled or -elled; -el*ing or -el*ling 1 : drool,
>slaver 2 : to talk or utter stupidly, carelessly, or in an infantile way Û
>driv*el*er n
>Barry, projecting your own psychotic problems on to others will not free
you
>from your demons. You should get professional help.
Suggesting atonement for somebody's motive is psychotic? Whoa.
Suggesting
benign health saving drugs may have powerful side effects and affect
thinking is psychotic?
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If the shoe fits, wear it.
BD>Elmer, If you are the professional that you claim to be, you would
know
>that the first thing taught in Crash Investigation school is that witnesses
>estimates of time are the most unreliable part of their memory. Some
>people experience time speeded up and others experience it slowed
down.
>This is due to the effects of adrenaline and/or shock at what they just
saw.
It is a pleasure to comment on the third post of the day of a missile guy,
BD. BD, stop trashing the witnesses if you please. They know time and
they
know place. You weren't there. If they say 3 seconds it was three seconds
why attack the witnesses? Are you trying to discredit them and the streak
and the missile explanation? What a traitor to your explanation, knocking
the witnesses sense of time, as if they are children.
And using adrenaline drug excuse for misperception of time, no fair!
Reckless accusation of drug use by the witnesses. Boy, would they be
mad if
they knew.
BD, projecting your own psychotic problems on to the witnesses will not
free you
from your demons.
Professional help...euphemism for what? Spit it out. Like a rodent pest
remover? Like a plumber? Spit it out.
I love seeing my name in print, don't you? Following excerpt from two
close
together posts from Mr. Let's only do one post a day missile guy:
MH> John Barry Smith, Chris
>Olsson, Elmer Barr and Sammy Finkelman,
> John Barry Smith and Chris Olsson
>Why are you attacking the witnesses?
Hey, that's my question.
>Elmer Barr, John Barry Smith,
>Chris Olsson and Sammy Finkelman
>Elmer Barr, John Barry Smith, Chris Olsson and
>Sammy Finkelman
>You will stand before God for this.
Ah, judgment day. And god will say, hey, dummy, you should not have
trashed
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those missile guys' conspiracy fantasies. Two demerits. And then straight
to hell where you will read Rivero's eyewitness quotes forever.
MH begs>[ Once again, please forgive me for the harsh language of my
reply.
This is
>not meant for newcomers
Ah, add newcomers to anonymous mysterious readers of posts, more
imaginary
mental images to talk to, and they don't talk back.
And not forgiven for 'harsh' language. I can not forgive you so don't ask,
it's a waste of time. Oh, all right, you're forgiven.
> John Barry Smith, Chris Olsson, Elmer Barr
>and Sammy Finkelman.
>fellow TWA 800 disinformationalist John Barry
>Smith
>Chris you and John Barry Smith, Elmer Barr and
>Sammy Finkelman,
> John Barry Smith, Chris Olsson, Elmer Barr and Sammy Finkelman
The four horsemen of the apocalypse for the missile theory. Love the
regligious references.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
apoc*a*lypse \e-"pa-ke-'lips\ n 1 : a writing prophesying a cataclysm in
which evil forces are destroyed 2 cap Û see bible table Û apoc*a*lyp*tic
\-'pa-ke-"lip-tik\ also apoc*a*lyp*ti*cal \-ti-kel\ adj
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Thu, 28 May 1998 00:52:35 -0700

Subject:
Mute the cute coot.
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="iso-8859-1"
>It is far from certain that an immediate stall
>would occur when the airplane is already moving
>at close to 400mph.
It is close to certain you know about missiles but not much about
airplanes.
Read PA 103 AAIB report which details a nose off event of a 747. Or
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read
the Indian and Canadian reports on AI 182 which detail a nose off event o
a 747. Yes, both ruptures in the forward cargo bay. Good research in TW
800, another nose off event of 747.
Neither one of those babies gained an inch.
And both wings stalled. Now, immediate stall? Maybe not, the wing may
have
been flying even as it disintegrated. But for TWA 800, stalled for sure
after fireball at 7500 feet and about 30 seconds after initial event.
46.5 seconds plus or minus 2 seconds was the time from initial event at
31000 for PA 103 initial event and to wing impact on ground. Page 43 of
AAIB report. And marked nose down and left roll within 5 seconds, page
40.
Nose off within 2 to 3 seconds of initial event, page 41.
For 747 up to nose off, read UAL 811, for after nose off read PA 103.
The distance I'd like to know is from initial event to splashdown of wing.
Anybody know? Lat/long of IE and lat/long of wing in wreckage databas
should do it. Anybody know?
Anyway, the answer to the question of light change for chicken crossing
the
road is the same answer as to what direction was the source of the streak
really going. The answer is, can't determine without more information
regardless of how earnest the questioner is. For streak need outside
corroboration of true directions and for chicken it's to know the time on
24 hour clock to determine sunset or sunrise. So many easy questions turn
out to be impossible to answer for sure but easy to guess at.
Missile guys can not use streak direction to support claim of missile,
that's the bottom line. And cargo door guy can not use streak direction to
support cargo door, that's true too, the nine down streak eyewitnesses may
be wrong and object can be going up.
My worry is that NTSB publishes final report, AAR so and so which says
probable cause was the initial event of center tank explosion by unknown
ignition source. When compared to 737s and other airliners which
revealed
wiring problems in fuel tanks, it is likely that TWA 800 suffered the same
fate. The End.
That's what I would do when feeling the heat. The pressure is on to end
this thing.
And then we, that's you and me and all the alternative TWA 800
explanation
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people will really be out in the cold.
It will never go away, but it will never be satisfactorily explained. Even
when another nose off 747 event occurs.
It's very discouraging and why haste is important.
Sam Farr is my congressman, I've told you what he told me in my
correspondence page. What does your congressman say? Not the press,
not
your buddies, not your wife, what does your congressman say about
TWA 800?
And Senator John McCain is chairman of the Senate Committee on
Commerce,
Science and Transportation , so he an elected official for all of us even
though from Arizona.
What does he say about TWA 800? I have told you what he told me.
Until you bump heads with the politicians you can't say they are in some
conspiracy coverup and you've tried all your best to resolve this matter.
Love the missile guy telling a Brit he is an idiot because he is a Brit,
that must make fellow Brits who are missile guys question the rational
thinking process of the xenophobic missile guy.
xe*no*pho*bia \'ze-ne-"fo-be-e, 'ze-\ n : fear and hatred of strangers or
foreigners or of what is strange or foreign Û xe*no*phobe \"ze-ne-'fob,
"ze-\ n Û xe*no*pho*bic \'ze-ne-"fo-bik, 'ze-\ adj
I'm both, it turns out, UK and USA. So I see many sides of an issue. The
Brit talks and talks about it, the American does something about it.
Dual citizenship, I'd like to think of myself as a mole for the MI 5, or is
MI 6, don't tell me, I always get them mixed up. The question is, did UK
government go first with domestic concerns for foreign? If domestic then
MI
5 is internal like FBI, and MI 6 is external like CIA.
FBI came before OSS/CIA. Domestic always comes first, I would
imagine.
As a wiring/cargo door I would agree to support a congressional hearing
about TWA 800. The meteor guy would agree, yes? The missile guys for
sure.
So, which congressman holds the hearings? How about Sam Farr? Ask
him. I'll
ask your congressman.
True power joins with true power. Fake power refuses to share.
Are you saying congressman don't like media circus? I don't think so.
And
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holding a hearing is neutral, it's not signing on with any explanation, so
a congressman can stay on both sides of the fence, which is what all good
politicians do. Let the evidence speak. You bring your shrapnel and I'll
bring my seven red paint smears, no eight counting one on right horizonta
stabilizer.
TT the critic>Dreading the 454 line post from JBS which is sitting on top
of this one
>on the list,
Three posts a day, 500 lines each, seven days a week, four weeks a month
12 months a year, twenty years for retirement...ooops.
Now, sun center of solar system including earth in orbit a way out with
moon in orbit around earth. Earth orbits sun in a time frame called year.
Moon orbits earch in time frame called a month.
And, cool, the sun is in orbit around something called the center of the
galaxy. The sun is a fair way out from center and has planets orbiting with
moons orbiting.The sun completes orbit of center of galaxy, cengal, in 20
million years. So earth has been in this spot relative to cengal 100 times
assuming the earth is 20 billion years old and galaxy does five orbits
every billion years.
So in a way the earth is 100 years old in sun orbit years.
So, what is in the center of the galaxy? There has to be something and it
has to be hard. Moon orbits earth which is hard, The earth orbits sun
which
is hard. The sun orbits cengal which is? Soft and mushy? I don't think so,
Must be neutron/phasar/black hole etc type of entity. I go with neutron
star.
And what does the cengal revolve around? Our galaxy must be in orbit
around
something called the center of X and the center of the universe is not the
right answer. I believe cengal is in orbit around something else called
center of X which is in orbit around center of Y, and then maybe Y is in
orbit around center of universe. But you get my drift. Identical form
except in scale and that works from the atom to the universe.
When wiring/cargo door is confirmed for TWA 800, I don't want all you
cult
missile guys looking for a messiah to choose me and start throwing roses
kisses, your wives, and spare change at me in adulation. Let's keep our
distance, friendly as always, but really, like cats and dogs.
I'm a dog person with a Mac, you missile guys are cat people with
Windows.
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I just know it.
I love it when you try to tell a Windows computer to shut down and it
won't. A machine that refuses to turn off, I love it, really. Oh, the
reasons are always the human's fault, didn't close file, disconnect from
modem or printer, or whatever, but flat refuse to turn off.
Windows is for sheep.
Is there a Mac guy in the crowd? If you are, then you can understand
wiring/cargo door.
Goddard brings a threat to the group, thanks Ian. A problem. It's a
problem
because a threat to Ian is a threat to all of us. All of us that publish
contrary opinion and give our names and addresses and phone numbers. I
there a way to coax that weasel out of his hole and nail him? Or best to
ignore?
There's a thin line between friendly flaming and calling each other idiots
and the evil threat of hate. Threatening retribution is a common theme
amongst the anonymous threat makers.
The missile guys use it a lot, and it is irony as usual that one gets the
threat.
The wording is insidious because it works on IG mindset. It fulfills all
his paranoid fears of a watchful government trying to suppress him with
violence. It is an evil email.
He xtu shows up again with anybody let us know. We can figure this
snake
out. Hotmail, haven't I seen that before? How about the hotmail person te
us how it works and who it might be. There's a mystery to solve.
I definitely believe it is not from some secret government agency. Not an
adolescent by language. The XTU is too cute for real.
There's a grammar error of 'of' for 'on' in the second sentence as if the
writer were thinking and writing and changed his mind mid sentence and
did
not proof read. And he uses a cliche of ATT slogan of 'reach out...'
I would say USA , educated early 30's, full of hate, and writes lots of
these to lots of people.
He opened with 'You've made..." not 'You made..." so he is educated.
He's a censor trying to stop message by trying to stop messenger. He is
using same tactics as missile guys do with me, trying to stop posts, trying
to limit length, trying to shame into silence with insult of lacking facts,
trying to humiliate with insult of length of posts.
The principle is the same, stop messenger, stop message. NTSB does it
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with
me by ignoring or insulting me behind my back to reporters as shown by
Shelly Hazle email to J Wills of the Shetland News. Missile guys do it to
wiring/cargo door. And now wacko on net tries it with the missile guy IG
Am I the only one that encourages free discussion on all issues relating to
TWA 800?
And lots of it.
It means we should all be identified to each other as reachable by return
email. No unreachable anonymous posters. Reachable anonymous is fine
Well, you can't call it a fan mail from a flounder, as Bullwinkle would say
Well, let's see, 10k so far, only 13 more K to go...got to hit that reject
level of 23K.
Moot, mute.
The Merriam-Webster Dictionary
1mute \"myut\ adj mut*er; mut*est 1 : unable to speak : dumb 2 : silent Û
mute*ly adv Û mute*ness n
moot \"mut\ vb : to bring up for discussion; also : debate
moot adj 1 : open to question; also : disputed 2 : having no practical
significance
Whoa! moot to bring up for discussion? Open to question, disputed?
Sounds
like our little world.
TWA 800 guys live in moot world. Cute moot world in a suit but not
mute.
>The plane was traveling at 633 ft/sec and.... the loss of the nose
>would expose the severed, open fuselage to a 633 knot
>slipstream
633 ft sec is not 633 knots. TWA 800 going 300 knots.
> Just slicing the front off a hobby
>store glider does not make it a model of a 747.
I learn something new every day.
> I have been doing analysis work for some people for about two
>years now, dealing with many threats from many types of people and th
>is one of the more direct ones I have ever seen.
"some people', the conspiracy guys are attacking the conspiracy people.
Too
ironic.
EH>This appears to be a dialup acount with a company called
uudial.com, and it
>appears that the dialup account is located in the UK. The query indicate
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>that
>the IP address maps to dialup terminal # 'usero831'. You should contact
>uudial.com and ask them who was logged into 'usero831' at 12:28:57
PDT on May
>27, and you'll find out exactly who made that threat against you.
Whoever is
>making these threats against you should be facing federal charges of
sending
>death threats across a wire. I would forward this information to the law
>enforcement agency of your choice, if I were you.
Well done, EH, great detective work. Change my USA citizen guess of
emailer
to Brit, so sad.
That was really good sleuthing on that emailer hater.
>SM: Wow, you are ignorant of fuselage structure and terminology.
How can
>you profess so profoundly your knowledge of how and why the airplane
comes
>apart when the most basic of terms you do not understand. It is like
>asking a doctor what a blood vessel is and does and then telling him how
>to fix them. You funny again. Frames are circumferential rings that hol
>the airplanes shape and withstand the pressurization loads. Stringers are
>longtidunal channels or angles that carry primarily bending loads, but
>also transfer pressurizations loads to the frames. Bulkheads are like
>filled in frames much like your salami comparison.
So I got it right. "Is a frame a very thin bulkhead?" Answer is yes. And
poster who said it is like a door frame was wrong. A frame is a hollow
bulkhead.
The point is, what does a frame not rupturing have to do with midspan
latches on a cargo door?
>SM: The one (obviously) refers to the forward and aft frame of the
>fuselage door. The only frames on the door that have midspan latches.
I understand concept and there is a perfect picture of aft door frame all
blown outward and broken in half in the NTSB CDROM .jpgs.
>SM: However, usually is "proof" that the midspan latches are redundan
>and are basically along for the ride.
Eight foot slice in pressurized hull and only latch is along for the ride.
Ha! Why have so many on the bottom? The molecules are heavy and
only press
against the bottom of door? And door curved outward at door midspan.
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Imagine Hoover dam reversed, with water pressure pushing out the now
concave dam. Bad engineering and not done, so curve is into the water, so
water pressure forces against arch, and arch can withstand pressure, smar
engineering.
>SM: This concept, apparently, is way to deep for you to understand.
(Note to author: 'too' is used as adverb, 'to' is preposition,)
SM>I explained it months ago and you have yet to catch on. It is
therefore
ludicrous for you to suggest that the aft midspan latch failed and the
airplane disintigrated. I also explained how that latch could NOT operate
independently.
You told me, as usual, how latches are not supposed to operate
independently. And usually don't. And once in a while may have slack in
torque tubes under wear and tear and just turn a little bit from mostly
latched to barely unlatched. Pop!
SM>One other thing you do not understand is that it is extremely
improbably for moisture to carry enough current to sustain operation of th
door motors, secondly your moisture scenario would have to affect both
the
circuit that removes power from the motors as well as then provide the
ground circuit for the door latch motor to work. Not only is this a double
failure, but it is a failure type that does not provide the sustained
current flow to cause what you suggest. You are REALLY grasping here
and
don't even know it.
Water is known to be in forward cargo holds, I saw two pints pour out of
one onto baggage handlers head. Chafed to bare wires is known to be in
forward cargo bay, two caused fires, and one opened a cargo door. Join th
two together and lots of things can happen, like EPR gauges that twitch
and
get griped after each flight and they can't figure out what's wrong, or
thrust reverser number three fails and they can't figure out what's wrong.
Water is known, bare wire is known. To say they meet is reasonable. To
say
they do not is wishful thinking.
>Why doesn't the door pop in the middle of the door between the midspan
>latches, after all, those nearly identical frames as the forward and aft
>frame have no latches to support them there.
You ask why does not door pop in between the midspan latch and the top
hinge on the four foot of frame? Because four feet is not eight feet. And
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there probably is tremendous pressure on that four foot segment from
midspan latch to top and four foot from latch to bottom. Why does bottom
have eight?
>SM: If the door severed in the middle and blew outwards like AI 182
then
>the top half would swing up and the bottome half would tear the lower
>sill off.
The top half did swing up, but the bottom sill stayed with bottom of door
frame, just like 800 is supposed to be. Hinge and bottom sill present and
attached to fuselage skin but middle blown outward by explosive force is
the same for 182 and 800. Same downward bent floor beams in cargo
bay. Same
frayed skin. 103 and 811 doors match and 800 and 182 doors match. All
four
have fracture/rupture at aft midspan latch, all four as shown by photo,
text, and drawings in official reports. Pictures, text, and drawings of
fracture/rupture at all four planes' aft midspan latch on website of course.
>SM: If you were to remove the midspan latches, the door would NOT
blow.
>You would not, however, be able to open them independently!
Not blow? Maybe up to a thousand feet, but after that, pop!
Stan, I'm looking at what is, not what should be. The pictures text and
drawings show aft midspan latch fracture/rupture at those four planes. Th
raw data is there. The wishful thinking is alignment only, no problem,
ignoring the alignment devices called pull in hooks which exist for that
purpose. Midspan latches latch. How can it be that denial of an event eve
leads to changing the meaning of a clear word to something else?
Latch is calle latch for a reason.
1latch \"lach\ vb : to catch or get hold
2latch n : a catch that holds a door or gate closed
I can dig it, a catch that holds a door closed, a midspan latch is a catch
that holds the cargo door closed.
I can read.
align also aline \e-"ln\ vb 1 : to bring into line 2 : to array on the side
of or against a cause Û align*er n Û align*ment also aline*ment n
It is not called the aft alignment hook. Or what, Boeing is so stupid about
mechanical things they can't name things right?
>>Let me hear you say, yes, if midspan latches fail at altitude, there is a
>>chance the door could rupture at the midline latch while top hinge and
>>bottom sill stays attached to door frame.
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>>
>SM: NO chance.
I was unsure of your resolve until I saw the caps, so now I know you real
mean it.
>SM: Your not eager to know the truth, you are just eager for more
>terminology to make your case sound legit. You can answer questions
with
>words and quotes from other documents, but it is quite apparent, and the
>above is proof, that you simply do not have the expertise or the
>experience to know where, what, and how the different components do
their
>thing.
>
>The wife is getting testy about the time I spend answering your
>foolishness. I think it is time to either start charging tuition or drop
>you like a rock again. You just don't get it.
>
>This may be my last post.
I may or may not be eager for the truth, but you are not going to supply
it, noted is absence of answer to the question you posed to me and which
answered with several answers.
You admit door opened in flight? And don't care what made it do so?
Time to run away again, Stan, and blaming the wife, whoa......
I'm a 'last word freak' as Jack Nicholson says in "As Good As It Gets,',
and here it is: Red paint smears.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Fri, 22 May 1998 23:39:28 -0700

Subject:
Godzilla sucks.
RH>I'm beginning to wonder if Sven/Svein knows how to spell his own
name.
>I'm worried because this may lead to a rash of 500 extended line posts
>by persons trying to seem important.
I'm not clear on that, a person who writes a 500 line post is a person who
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is trying to seem important? I don't get it.
People who go on TV and radio and do not make themselves available fo
criticism are those that try to seem important.
Conspiracies exist, one good one below attached after signoff: The funny
part is the 40 million paid for Van Gogh Sunflowers was for a fake.
CO>Sven's evidence looks very strong because much of what he says is
easily
>corroborable with extrinsic data. Meyer's evidence may be slightly
tainted
>by the fact that he is peddling his wares so enthusistically and is claimin
>to be impartial, but his raw testimony should not be ignored or dismisse
>Each witness statement should be evaluated and retained as elements of
the
>mosaic which represents the blurred picture of the events of that evening
>Those elements vary in validity and are sometimes at variance with the
>overall picture, but they are nevertheless as much a part of the wider
>tapestry as is graffiti on a NYC subway.
Right, and I wish you missile guys would lay off the witnesses testimony
Their raw data is fine when taken soon after event. They did the best they
could.
>Those pesky Scandiwegian names are a source of much evil.
I going to report you the the Norvnavian defamation league. It's in a
serious vein that Seven reports his data. Bjork!
And Godzilla sucks.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
Wrongdoing, coverups brought down Yamaichi securities
Former workers point their fingers at ex-chief Tsugio Yukihira over alleg
dubious stock trades.
By KAZUHARU OGI
AERA
The demise of scandal-plagued Yamaichi Securities Co. at the end of
March
left a cloud of doubt over a suspected slush fund of more than 5 billion
yen.
Former Yamaichi employees and their associates say former Chairman
Tsugio
Yukihira and his closest advisers made the money through dubious
securities
trading beginning in the 1980s.
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An in-house investigation report released in April made no mention of the
alleged transactions.
The deals were discovered by a few Yamaichi employees around 1990
when they
found something unusual in a contract between Yamaichi and the financia
subsidiary of a major company listed on the Tokyo Stock Exchange.
Under the contract, Yamaichi managed at its own discretion 20 billion ye
in principal entrusted by the subsidiary. But the collapse of the
asset-inflated economy in 1990 caused a trading loss of about 10 billion
yen.
Some of the deals conducted around 1988 involved a series of mysterious
transactions in which dollar-denominated warrant securities were bought
and
sold repeatedly with the selling price falling below the buying price each
time.
It is not clear whether the entire loss was due to these deals, which were
said to have been conducted in ways that made them look like normal
trading.
"Normally, you make losses because of price changes. In this case,
however,
Yamaichi made losses on purpose. That is a crime," said a former financi
manager with the finance subsidiary.
The market for dollar-denominated warrants--rights that enable the holde
to buy stock at a given price in the future--was underdeveloped at the
time, so most deals were made one-on-one. This was said to make it easy
to
manipulate prices.
Insiders say a Yamaichi manager at the head office placed orders with his
colleagues at overseas branches and that those colleagues then executed
deals through accounts of several Yamaichi employees and their relatives
back home.
Most of the deals were allegedly made in ways that would bring profits to
those employees and relatives at the expense of the finance subsidiary.
Former Yamaichi executives say those accounts were actually managed
by then
chairman Yukihira and his lieutenants. Yukihira at the time was said to be
the most influential of Yamaichi executives.
Most deals, insiders say, in fact brought handsome profits. In the case of
a relative of a branch manager, a Yukihira crony, the chances of success
were said to be 97 to 100 percent.
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Part of the money deposited by the client, they say, was effectively
transferred to the accounts in question through dubious trading in dollar
warrants.
Refund in the billions
The loss incurred by the finance subsidiary--about 10 billion yen--was
partly refunded in 1991 by Yamaichi. The refund, it was revealed,
amounted
to several billions of yen.
Sources close to Yamaichi say the company mismanaged funds entrusted
by
many corporate clients, not just the finance subsidiary, over an extended
period from the mid-1980s to the early 1990s.
"They made at least 5 billion yen in profits. The actual amount could be
much larger," said a former Yamaichi executive.
At the time, however, the deals involved were never openly questioned,
though there were rumors of backroom dealings among some suspecting
employees. The manager in charge retired gracefully in 1991.
Several years ago, employees requested an internal probe of the manager'
dealings. But the then president, Atsuo Miki, stepped in to prevent such a
investigation.
"He ordered a halt all of a sudden. I thought it strange," said a former
aide to the president. "Apparently he acted on instructions from Chairman
Yukihira."
The former aide said Miki, a Yukihira protege, was afraid that an in-hous
probe would unearth the wrongdoings of Yukihira and his confidants.
It remains unclear how the unaccounted-for profits were used. Insiders sa
however, some of the money was retained in the form of a slush fund and
some was embezzled by members of the Yukihira group. The amount
stolen, it
is said, was several hundred million yen for each person.
"It is very likely some of the money was used as a slush fund for people i
and outside the company," said a former executive.
The available information indicates that the secret fund was created in
part to cope with a backlash from a securities scandal involving
convertible bonds issued by Mitsubishi Heavy Industries.
The bonds, which attracted investor attention even before sale, were
underwritten by Yamaichi, which was the lead manager for MHI bonds.
MHI is
said to have instructed Yamaichi to sell some of the bonds to sokaiya
racketeers.
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Someone leaked the list of selected subscribers, and Yukihira, who was
then
the senior managing director in charge of corporate dealings, resigned to
take responsibility.
After that he was shunted to an overseas post as chairman of Yamaichi
International in London. That was a major setback to Yukihira, who had
been
regarded as the most likely candidate for Yamaichi president.
"However, members of the Yukihira faction apparently used part of the
slush
fund to wine and dine higher-ups so he could return to the mainstream," a
former employee said.
That seems to have worked. A year later, Yukihira made a comeback as
vice
president and, after eight years, he got the coveted post of president.
In the 1980s many corporations put huge amounts of money in
discretionary
investment accounts managed by brokerages. Yamaichi was said to have
trillion yen or more in such accounts, known as eigyo tokkin, in the late
1980s when these money trusts reached a peak.
But these accounts produced big losses as a result of the "Black Monday"
stock market crash of October 1987 and the slump in the securities marke
following the collapse of the speculative boom in 1990.
Frequent bribes
According to a former Yamaichi manager for corporate operations, the
brokerage had a lot of trouble with clients in the process of compensating
them for investment losses and often bribed or entertained their treasurers
to cover up the difficulties.
The manager said part of the suspected slush fund, estimated at 5 billion
yen or more, may have been used for these corrupt purposes.
Such coverups, he added, were made with impunity because divisions
dealing
with corporate clients were considered sanctuaries that were off-limits
even to company auditors.
According to the in-house investigation report, Yamaichi took disciplinar
action in 1,275 cases of "securities wrongdoing" in the 10 years from 198
to 1998. But only 10 cases involved corporate deals. Not one case
involved
discretionary accounts for corporate clients.
The internal report tries to shed light on how Yamaichi Securities
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accumulated huge off-the-book debts that would force it to close its doors
for good.
Insiders say "wrongdoing" in the corporate divisions escaped scrutiny
because of coverups by Yukihira and his associates.
With Yamaichi gone, allegations about the slush fund are likely to fade
out, too, though investigative authorities apparently have some
information.
One thing is clear: Corruption among the top echelon of one of the
nation's
largest brokerages drove the company into bankruptcy and threw its 7,500
employees out of work.
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Sun, 10 May 1998 17:03:01 -0700

Subject:
Ha, got you.
Dana takes the bait:>Dana replies:
>It simply is not possible to make a determination
>of the answer to this question from this photograph.
>An answer of any accuracy at all would require an
>examination of the surface structure around the
>connections on the skin and support members.
Ha, got you. It is possible to make a determination of the answer to the
question of inward or outward from this photograph.
http://www.corazon.com/TWA800hullrupture.html I will make any
assumptions
about the photograph you wish. Outward peeled skin is real and can be
seen.
Petal shaped bulge outward is seen at aft midspan latch, red paints smears
above the cargo show paint transfers to the observer with an open mind.
Let's talk reality.
Outward or inward caused the shatter zone of thirty by forty foot rectangl
on the right side, forward of the wing, of a high time Boeing 747 at 13700
feet at 20:31:12 17 July 1996?
Accuracy. Yes, accuracy. We have examination of the surface structure
around the connections on the skin and support members. It is called a
photograph, a high color, high defininition visual represtation of a thirty
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foot by forty foot surface structure around the connnections on the skin
and support members, http://www.corazon.com/TWA800hullrupture.htm
And a great big hole where the surface structure around the connections
on
the skin and support members exists for the aft midspan latch of the
forward cargo door. As in gone. Missing. Not reported in wreckage
database.
http://www.corazon.com/dbcontents.html
Are we clear on the meaning of inward and outward?
in*ward \"in-werd\ adj 1 : situated on the inside 2 : mental; also :
spiritual 3 : directed toward the interior
out*ward \"aut-werd\ adj 1 : moving or directed toward the outside 2 :
showing outwardly
So, is metal twisted towards the interior, or directed toward the outside?
Observe, match word and state.
I'm firmly in the ...in the ....well, I shouldn't influence you in your
decision by telling you what I humbly believe, but I really really believe
in one of the words above based upon a lot more evidence than the
outward
peeled skin twenty feet above the forward cargo door, a petal shaped
outward bulge in forward cargo door at aft midspan latch, and seven red
paints smears just above the forward cargo door which show paint
transfers
to the observer with an open mind
So, fish or cut bait. Make nonsense of me, if you can.
Inward or outward.
Bye,
John Barry Smith
>
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Sun, 10 May 1998 09:39:53 -0700

Subject:
Godzilla!
>-> Flight 800 crash theories running wild on Internet
>-> By Jessica Kowal
>I see John Barry Smith did get some attention.
Yeah, back in my naive days. This story was in Sep of 96. She called me
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up
and we did an interview over the phone. I soon realized that she knew
nothing about planes and kept asking personal questions, not cargo door
questions. She wanted wacky guys on net, but truth in her Newspaper. So
I
repeated three times for her, no conspiracy, no coverup, no plot. So the
story comes out I say there is a coverup. Ha!
>Hi.
>My name is Jessica Kowal and I'm a reporter at Newsday, a daily
newspaper
>on Long Island. I'm doing a story about different theories on what cause
>TWA flight 800 to explode, and I've spent some time online looking at
>your websight.
>I would very much like to interview you about your expertise, your
>theories, and what you think of what officials have been saying about th
>TWA explosion versus what else might have caused it.
>I would like to interview you by phone, so I'm asking if you could pleas
>call me at:
>1-800-newsday (1-800-639-7329) x2927.
>I need to speak to you by the end of the day, late Thursday, Sept 12 for
>my Friday deadline. If you get my voice mail, please leave me a phone
>number where I can reach you. Thanks.
>X-Sender:
mbusch@avweb.com
>Mime-Version: 1.0
>Date: Sat, 24 Aug 1996 05:16:29 -0700
>To: "Barry Smith" <barry@corazon.com>
>From: "Michael D. Busch" <mbusch@avweb.com>
>Subject: Ron Schleede responds (?)
>Status:
>
>Barry, FYI, I wrote Ron Schleede at NTSB per your suggestion. I wrote
him on
>August 12th, and he responded with a non-response more than a week
later.
>
>Best...Mike
>
>>From: Schleede Ron <SCHLEDR@ntsb.gov>
>>To: "Michael D. Busch" <mbusch@avweb.com>
>>Cc: BENSONM@ntsb.gov, carisep@ntsb.gov, LEET@ntsb.gov,
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POLLOCA@ntsb.gov
>>Subject: RE: TWA 800: Terrorism or mechanical?
>>Date: Tue, 20 Aug 1996 23:10:00 -0400
>>Encoding: 55 TEXT
>>
>>
>>
>>It would be inappropriate for me to comment on the findings and
course of
>>twa800 investigation, especially the comments made by Mr. Smith.
You should
>>contact our public affairs office at 202-382-9660 for NTSB official
>>releases.
> ________________________________
> Michael D. Busch
> Editor-in-Chief
> AVweb, the Web Site for Aviators
> WWW: http://www.avweb.com
> email: mbusch@avweb.com
> email: 76702.476@compuserve.com
> Fax: 1-805-481-3058
So, mentioned by name a month after crash as someone unworthy of
response
by Ron Schleede, NTSB investigator on scene.
It's not like they've never heard of cargo door explanation. They just have
never discussed it other than robot rejection based on examination of eigh
of ten laches of a sill that may have been mixed up with its twin. A
confirmed killer of nine.
MH figures it all out...again.>Once again you gentlemen, John Barry
Smith,
Chris Olsson, Elmer Barr and
>Sammy Finkelman are showing collaboration.
Hey, isn't collaboration what the French did with the Nazis during WWII
What a despicable thing to do.
> John Barry, the question was
>addressed to Chris Olsson through the LSoft Flight 800 listserver. The
>question was NOT addressed to you. Let Chris Olsson answer this
question.
>Why can't you people answer your own questions? Chris Olsson was
in turn
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>earlier answering a question that was intented for Elmer Barr. Once
again,
>why can't you people answer your own questions?
Important point, Marshall, we each, and that means you too, get to write,
respond, answer, whatever we want when we want. So the answer to your
question is, because I want to, that's why.
>Are you cowards?
Uh, no. At least not in this forum, maybe writing to the White House
Website I would be since it's monitored by the Secret Service and they ar
a touchy bunch.
>For the new List reader, John Barry Smith, Chris Olsson, Elmer Barr
and Sammy
>Finkelman do not believe in a missile causation for TWA 800.
Add new 'list reade'r to invisible entities addressed by missile guy.
>It merely shows that you people are working together. You rarely
seriously
>attack one another, but you will write thousands of words against
anyone who
>believes, or provides evidence that TWA 800 was struck by missiles.
What
>gives?
OK, you talked me into it, Elmer, you are a twit, Chris, you are a twit,
Sammy, you are a twit. I am not a twit. Now that must count as an attack
on
the others.
Houston, it's not you that is 'attacked', it is the nonsense about TWA 800
that is 'attacked,' see the difference? Don't take it personal.
Separate your personality from your intellectual conclusions that by
definition can change to and fro as evidence comes in.
>You are living in denial.
Ain't we all?
>John Barry Smith has demonstrated that he has very little caring and
>compassion in his discourses, for me he is immoral, because he told
TWA 800
>family survivor and LSoft list subscriber, Jose Cremades, on this listserv
>on Thu, 17 Jul 1997,... "Mr. Cremades, I can look you straight in the ey
>sir, and tell you I know how and why your daughter died. And I'm dead
serious.
>I am available anytime to discuss this tragedy. barry@corazon.com".....
that
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>he (John Barry Smith) could look him (Jose Cremades) straight in the
eye and
>tell him how they died.
>
>Once again, I consider such a statement by John Barry Smith, as cold
hearted
>and insensitive considering that he has nearly no evidence to prove his
case.
Missile guy again says something is wrong, then does it. My note was to
Jose Cremades, not you. Jose Cremades son was in a sudden night fiery
fatal
jet airplane crash, and so have I. I can still look 'Dad' in the eye and
tell him, even more so today, how his son died. If that's what he wants to
know, and I don't think he does. It's too horrible. You are not the father
of a dead son, Marshall, so your empathy with him, or me as a crash
survivor, is misplaced.
And your opinion about my morality, the temperature of my heart, and
sensitivity of my soul is noted.
>Such a statement from John Barry Smith further indicates his lack of
caring
>and that his sympathies are toward the REPUTATION of the affected
Marines
>rather than the deaths of the 20 civilian skiers who were killed. The
>incident occurred during peace time. Apparently reputation is more
important
>than human life. The military is supposed to protect civilians, not kill
>them.
You should be a priest, really, you are so concerned with sympathy, and
caring, and sensitivity, etc. Planes are unaware of those emotions and
pilots have to learn very quickly planes do not respond to negotiation or
polite persuasion.
Italy authorized, even chose, the route over that cable. The difference
between safe authrorized 1000 feet and cutting 300 feet at 420 knots is a
slight twitch of the stick. If the plane had had its tail sheared off and
the cable uncut, there would be no crying for crew who flew in a narrow
corridor of authorized route under orders and war imminent.
Anyway, it's the disdain the civilains have for the military in peacetime,
when war comes, the mood shifts, protect us protect us.
And again, Marshall, I've been low level over Italy in a Navy jet, I've
been in a jet crash, I'm talking about low levels over Italy and jet
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crashes. You do not respect experience with airplanes but listen to your
inner 'emotions' for truth about machines. It doesn't work that way.
>The NTSB doesn't believe you and the public doesn't
>believe you.
So what? Is that supposed to make me change my mind? Herd instinct
talking
there. You are a follower and look for the movement of the herd. The
missile herd is huge. The cargo door herd is about two big, and each of us
is trying to squirm towards the middle. Ha!
>John, I thought "we" (the missile
>people) were supposed to be the "conspiracy" people!
You are, isn't Dana Scully character in X files the non conspiracy nut?
>Was Dana Scully trying to trap us? Did he chose his name deliberately,
so
>that he could pounce on the first conspiracy theorist that connected his
name
>to the "X-Files"? So that he could label all TWA 800 investigators
connecting
>a missile causation as wacko paranoid conspiracy nuts?
Love those questions as statements, could it be that the conspiracy nuts
are afraid to make statements as statements and ask convoluted statments
like this one in the guise of a questions so as to appear inquisitive and
intelligent when in fact the missile guys are closed minded fanatics? Uh,
maybe.
And missile guys don't have to be conspiracy nuts. It's possible a missile
was fired and unknowing shot down a plane. The assumption can not be
made
that a missile shootdown of TWA 800 was known by shooter and thus
covered
up. 'Bombs' can be on planes unknowing and go off. Incendiary devices
may
be benign but go off and be called 'bomb'. Unlikely but possible. The
jump
to conspiracy/coverup was too fast and revealed the bias of the missile
guys, first intrigue and evil, then find the justification for the
emotional belief.
GD>When you asked for my theory, I didn't really expect you to agree.
Thank
>you. Imitation is the best complement. When you are not exhibiting
digital
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>diarrhea, you are able to absorb other rationales. Stay with it.
You too, you are doing such a good job, keep it up, don't give up, good
boy, etc etc...and other patronizing crud.
Compliment and complement do not complement each other, and no
compliments
needed for correction, everybody likes to be corrected when they are
wrong,
right?
BD addresses CO without crude language or ridicule or distortion or
insult>Your crude language, attempts at ridicule and outright
>distortions will not divert attention from the search
>for a cause to the crash. Since I have been on this forum
>I have not seen you post anything constructive, only try to
>belittle and ridicule otheres.
>
>Have a nice day,
Hey, you have a nice day too, or was that sarcastic?
Sarcasm is crude ridicule, didn't I just read that someplace that that is
bad because it diverts attention from the search for a cause to the crash?
I think so, let me get my find file search going, it's got to be in here
someplace.
Missile guys: Criticize something as bad in style, then go and do it!
Always good for a chuckle.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
BD: Be careful thinking about doors and why they are where they are,
because after nose gear doors who have never killed anyone, comes the
cargo
door, killer of nine, which is not where it is supposed to be either. And
once you start thinking about cargo door, it will all fit together as
opening in flight and explosive decompression. And for real evidence, the
door explanation has a big picture of the shattered outward opening skin
and missing latches and red paint smears to be explained. And nose gears
and gear doors are covered extensively in NTSB exhibits. And the tires.
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Fri, 1 May 1998 08:59:10 -0700
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Subject:
Holy Cow! Prescient v.4.5
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="iso-8859-1"
pre*science \"pre-shens, "pre-\ n : foreknowledge of events; also :
foresight Û pre*scient \-shent, -she-ent\ adj
Below posted 2/2/98, almost three months ago, long before DBR entered
the
vocabulary of the missile guys.
Feel free to correct or update, or delete, or modify, or add.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
>Especially young'un Tom who has asked the same questions that have
been
>answered over and over again in the archives and now has fallen to
calling
>names instead of rebutting with facts. Pretty soon he threaten not to read
>your posts and say it in capitals.
>
>Oh, how the conspiracy guys hate to be made fun of.
>
>Common sense...always lacking in conspiracy guys thinking.
>
>It's time to bring back ....."The List."!
>
>Cheers,
>John Barry Smith
>
> External cause.
>
> a. Missile guys.
> 1. UnFriendly Fire.
>
a. Now vacant but always looking for supporters
>
2. Friendly fire. Persons
>
a. Michael Rivero, (missing in action, status unknown)
>
b. Michael Sweeney,
>
c. Philip Anderson,
>
d. William Serrahn,
>
e. Richard Hirsch,
>
f. Stan Clark, CEC IOC Test Failure proponent
>
g. (Changed category)
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>
h. (Changed category)
>
i. Carl Binns,
>
j. Pepper Kay,
>
k. (Changed category)
>
l. Matthew Maxson
>
m. Tom Shoemaker ( application of high energy inputs into the
>airframe from some uncommon exterior source.)
> b. Meteor guy.
>
1. Person Michael Davias.
> c. Projectile guy. Unfriendly fire.
>
1. Person Michael Hull.
> d. Methane gas burp guy.
>
1. Richard Spalding. respald@somnet.sandia.gov
> e. Local Geophysical Resonance guy.
>
1. Professor Alexandre Siniakov.
> f. UFO guy.
>
1. Gotta be, gotta be...somewhere out there, far away is.. a UFO guy
> g. Laser guy.
>
1. Jean Gully
>
> Internal cause
> a. Cargo door guys. Persons:
>
1. JB Smith, rupture at aft midspan latch of forward cargo door,
>electrical ...all alone am I...
>
> b. Bomb guy.
>
1. Mr. Sammy Finkelman, PETN had something to do with what
happened
>to the plane, that it was a criminal act, and not an accident, and that the
>scene of the crime was JFK Airport.
> c. Center tank explosion as initial event guys.
>
1. United States of America National Transportation Safety Board
>Aviation Division Aircraft Accident Investigation Branch TWA Flight
800
>event. Mr. James Hall, Mr. Robert Francis, Dr. Bernard Loeb, Mr. Al
>Dickinson, Mr. Ron Schleede, FAA Northwest Region.
>
a. Ignition source for cwt guys:
>static electricity guy,
>voltage jump guy,
>right tank fire guy,
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>scavenge pump guy,
>small bomb guy,
>engine number three guy,
>meteor guy,
>fuel probe guy,
>missile guy,
>lightning guy.
> d. Structural sabotage guy.
>
1. Maybe Mr. Finkelman.
>
> Other guys.
> a. The Unstated: Persons
>H. Michael Sweeney
>David Nunnery,
>Danny Cox
>Marshall Houston
>Walter Lee
>Mr. Sivak.
>Stan Martin
>Ms. Gladkin
>Stan Bernstein
>John Fazli
>Dieter Peer
>Jose Cremades
>Dennis Hudecki
>Oral Deckard
>Cerrept
>Tom Rouse
>Brad Dolan
>Tom Stalcup
>George Donaldson
>Bob Donaldson
>Bob's son.
>
>
> b. The Uncommitted.
>
1. Dan Lester.
>
2. Ian Goddard, the used to be committed, then uncommitted, and
>now maybe back committed, it's hard to tell.
> c. The Unheard.
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>
1. Boeing,
>
2. TWA
> d. The Unresponsive:
>
1. NTSB, (We will have public hearing where the public hears us.
We
>don't hear the public.)
>
2. FBI, (We don't know what it was, but we know it's not a bomb o
>missile.)
>
3. FAA, now partially listening, but still not talking.
>
4. Politicians, (everybody be calm, no need to panic.)
>
5. Civil servants. (Servant?)
> e. The Uncomprehending.
>
1. Press,
>
2. TV,
>
3. Radio.
> f. The Unknowing;
>
1. Public.
>
2. Passengers
> g. The Uncaring.
>
1. Mr. D.
> h. The Unforgiving.
>
1. The Dead.
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Tue, 26 May 1998 22:57:36 -0700

Subject:
Hey, a tornado is windy!
>These are in the hole report (Exhibity 15B). It's a pitiful and sparse
>piece of work and shows the fact that Kallstrom was personally
controlling
>the hole study.
And Queen Elizabeth had the sequence report.
Moment! How many missiles? I say only one door ruptured/opened, not
the aft
and the forward or two. Not the foward, the aft, and the bulk cargo door,
that would be three, not the aft, the bulk, and the forward and the left
rear side, that would be four, not the aft, the forward, the bulk, the left
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rear side and the left main cargo door, that would be five, and I
definitely say it was not the forward, the aft, the bulk, the left side,
the main side, or the nose cargo door, that would be six. Yes, just one for
me, the foward and in particular the aft midspan latch of that door.
How many missiles? More than one? Then why not two concurrent
streaks? Then
why not one more of your mystery radar blips? Then why not any
evidence of
missiles on bottom of ocean when now you've got twice as much missile
debris to find. Or three times, depending on your mood of the moment.
Kallstrom personally controlling the hole study, I love it. That man was
everywhere.
>Of course, JBS has indicated that maybe there is a problem here with a
>fire burning steadily in a 300 M.P.H. wind, but it is not something that
>I feel there can be no answer to and is the sort of thing there might
>very well be an answer to
Yeah, and the answer is flame from fuel leak goes out, as in extinguished
at 300 knots. As in force 5 tornado is less wind that what hit TWA 800.
Force 5 tornadoes are the highest winds on earth and yes, blow out fires.
Usually by vaporizing the fuel into an air fuel mixture that is mostly air
and little fuel so that combustion not possible, as in evaporate.
>My own hunch is that a SMALL hole
>(not a tiny hole, but relatively small) is required to do this, and that
>a large hole, such as one produced by a missile, will not - and neither
>will a cargo door coming off, because the effects of that sort of hole,
>- that particular hole - are carefully studied in wind tunnels when the
>plane is designed.
Wrong hunch. The hole is not the eight by nine foot hole but the explo
decom hole of thirty by forty feet. When they study that big a hole, they
would say, nose comes off when hit by 300 knot wind.
And a 747 pilot has concluded that first a yaw to left after door were to
pop, then yaw to right and then nose crumple into hole and be torn off.
First a left yaw and left roll, followed by right yaw and right roll.
Red paint smears....they haven't gone away, still there, still not faded.
Still door opened in flight.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/
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Date:

Sat, 16 May 1998 17:14:40 -0700

Subject:
Innie or outie Part I
RH>Could it be that the NTSB asked the FBI to make that request?
Could it be that pigs fly out your butt every time you ask a question that
is really a disguised statement?
I know, I know, don't believe the long letter that Kallstrom wrote to Hall
and Hall's long reply to Kallstrom, both in the archives of this forum
thanks to Houston and Olsson.
> a corrupt system uses on it's
>population before they slam the gates shut on freedom.
Yes, but how many latches on that freedom shutting gate? Ten but only
eight
actually latch?
>EB: Good trial lawyers never ask a question in court that they don't
>already know the answer to
>and they never underestimate the opposition. That's what trial
>preparation is all about.
>Investigators interview. Then the lawyers send out Interrogatories, a
>sometimes voluminous list
>of precise questions, to the opposing lawyers for their clients to answer
>under oath. Questions
>that are not clearly and directly answered are asked again. If necessary,
>a motion is made to
>compel clear and direct answers. Supplemental Interrogatories are often
>sent out as additional
>specifics become known. During or after this, investigators often
>re-interview. Then depositions
>are taken under oath of the parties and witnesses. Lawyers might object
>to some questions and
>refuse to permit their clients to answer and in those cases a judge
>decides whether or not to
>compel the answers. When that extensive fact finding process is
>completed, the matter is set for
>trial. The extensive preparation is not only to determine the facts but
>also to thereby avoid being
>surprised during trial. One surprise can implode your entire case.
Yeah, and that's why the interviewee avoids all questions if he can. That's
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why NTSB and FAA have not ever held discussions with me, even at the
written suggestion of Senator McCain to Chairman Hall. In this case, ther
is no judge to compel answers. Ah, the arrogance of power of
'independent'
agencies.
But we do have each other: RS>Ray responds:
>
>I find your logic is found wanting again. The flaw in your logic is
assuming
>that an external force cannot cause outward blown damage. I am not as
>trained as you are in accident reconstruction. Not only do you have an
>inability to apply logic to your problem solving, you have an inability to
>apply other observations.
Opinon about my abilities noted. Also noted are absence of discussion of
actual facts like metal, latches, doors, ports, tubes, hinges, and skin to
base opinion.
>I have some difficulty reconciling your expert status with your lack of
>logic and observation skills. If you could make a living with the skills
you
>have, I think with a little training and a few connections I could move
next
>door to Bill Gates.
>
>There is question once asked. How can you remove sawdust from
another's eye
>when you have a log in your own?
Your difficulty is noted for your inability to reconcile and taken into
consideration when responding to your questions. And I'm not an expert,
just very familiar with the items and issues under discussion. Sarcasm doe
not become you also, Mr. Bill Gates neighbor.
To answer your vision statement in the guise of a question: Easy.
For those readers of this list, for the newcomers, for the lurkers, for the
government agent disinformationalists, for any other imaginary mental
entity that is referred to by posters, the following is provided:
In or out Part I
In or out Part II
In or out Part III supporting documentation
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
James F. Wildey II
National Resource Specialist
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National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594
Lyle Streeter
FAA AAI
Aircraft Accident Investigator
FAA National Headquarters
800 Independence Avenue, S.W
Building FOB 10A, Room 838,
Washington D.C 20591
Neil Schalekamp
Manager, Propulsion & Mechanical Systems and Cabin Safety Branch
Transport Standards Staff
Transport Airplane Directorate, ANM-100
1601 Lind Ave. S.W.
Renton, WA 98055-4056
Bob Breneman,
Aerospace Engineer,
Federal Aviation Administration
Transport Airplane Directorate, ANM-100
1601 Lind Ave. S.W.
Renton, WA 98055-4056
Dear Mr. Wildey,
Dear Mr. Streeter,
Dear Mr. Schalekamp, and
Dear Mr. Breneman, 27 Feb 98
Thank you for each of your personal letters and emails to me. Your
opinions
are respected by me and therefore I carefully read your words, try to
understand the thought, and analyze the conclusions.
The most recent letter is from Mr. Neil Schalekamp, 19 February, 1998.
Since we are all involved with safety and in particular TWA 800, I though
that I would include all of us in a presentation of some very basic
evidence leading to conclusions.
I consider myself the open person and willingly share my letters with you
and would expect the same from you. This is a professional aviation safet
matter and precision, documentation, and frank discussion are required.
The primary question to be answered from this presentation is whether th
significant damage in a crucial area of TWA 800 was an outward
explosion
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or was the shattered skin inward and caused by water impact.
Basic evidence is to be derived from:
1. NTSB picture of TWA 800 reconstruction,
2. Testimony at public hearing on TWA 800.
3. Text from NTSB Exhibits on TWA 800.
4. Charts from NTSB Exhibits on TWA 800.
5. NTSB Aircraft Accident Reports.
6. Correspondence from Mr. Wildey, Mr. Streeter, Mr. Schalekamp, and
Mr.
Breneman.
Evidence discovered:
1. Red paint smears on white paint above forward cargo door.
2. Metal petal shape bulge at aft midspan latch of cargo door.
3. Outward peeled skin in various places forward of the wing on the right
side.
4. Unburnt center tank maintenance hatch.
5. Downward bent floor beams in cargo hold area.
6. Hoop stress forward of the wing on the right side.
7. Red paint transfer on right horizontal stabilizer.
8. Jet engine stator blade embedded in right horizontal stabilizer.
9. Red-orange streak reported by many eyewitnesses.
10. First pieces of TWA 800 to leave after initial event came from forwar
of the wing and from cargo hold.
11. Missing midspan latches from TWA 800 reconstruction.
12. Extensive significant matches with other 747 accidents.
Basic conclusions:
1. Fireball occurred between 5000 and 9000 feet.
2. Center tank exploded.
Basic conclusion to be determined:
Outward explosion forward of the wing on the right side in flight caused
paint markings and structural deformation or nose all intact and damage
caused by water impact.
Intermediate conclusions if outward explosion:
1. Door opened and slammed upwards and transferred red paint to white
paint.
2. Pressurized hull rupture at aft midspan latch of cargo door.
3. Maintenance hatch separated before center tank explosion.
4. Decompression in cargo hold bent floor beams downward.
5. Door opened in flight which resulted in hoop stress.
6. Red painted pieces of door flew directly aft and struck right horizontal
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stabilizer.
7. Engine number three became damaged from debris ejected from cargo
hold
and disintegrated the forward stator section allowing a stator blade to fly
directly aft and impale on the right horizontal stabilizer.
8. Maintenance hatch spin away fast from center tank and reflected
evening
red-orange sunlight and perceived as streak to observers far away.
9. Serious event occurred forward of the wing on the right side.
10. Midspan latches status undetermined, missing, destroyed, or not hung
Advanced conclusions if outward explosion:
1. Door opened in flight causing large explosive decompression rectangle
which allowed 300 knot slipstream to tear nose off.
2. Center tank exploded when fiery exhaust from damaged number three
engine
center tank through three foot empty maintenance hatch hole.
3. Door opened why door motor turned on and tried to unlatch the twelve
latches but the bottom eight held while midspan turned just enough to
allow
the 38115 pounds of internal pressure to rupture the latched area.
4. Door motor turned on when fluid, probably water, shorted bare chafed
poly-X wiring to metal fuselage.
5. Wiring became chafed from excessive vibration in high time, high cycl
Boeing 747s.
Basic Actions:
1. Fireball confirmed.
2. Center tank explosion confirmed.
3. Confirm outward explosion by confirming door opened in flight by
examining door hinge for overtravel impression damage, midspan latch
pins
for heat damage, red paint in unusual places matched to red paint in door
area, which can be matched to data in NTSB AAR 92/02.
Intermediate Action:
Confirm chafed wire by examining all wiring for chafing in forward carg
hold and adjacent main equipment bay of TWA 800.
Advanced Action:
Inspect all early model Boeing 747s for fluid and chafed wiring in
electronic bays and cargo holds.
Now, to the 19 Feb 98 letter from Mr. Schalekamp.
Mr. Schalekamp, thank you for your thoughts on TWA 800. Let's go line
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by line:
NS>"It appears that you are determined to impose your theory about the
events that led to this unfortunate accident upon the official
investigators."
Well, sir, I'm flattered, would that I could.
It not me that is imposing anything; it is the evidence. The evidence is
causing the sleepless nights, not me. The evidence apparently contradicts
NTSB and FAA Northwest Region's opinion that center tank was initial
event.
1. Red paint smears on white paint above forward cargo door.
2. Metal petal shape bulge at aft midspan latch of cargo door.
3. Outward peeled skin in various places forward of the wing on the right
side.
4. Unburnt center tank maintenance hatch.
5. Downward bent floor beams in cargo hold area.
6. Hoop stress forward of the wing on the right side.
7. Red paint transfer on right horizontal stabilizer.
8. Jet engine stator blade embedded in right horizontal stabilizer.
9. Red-orange streak reported by many eyewitnesses.
10. First pieces of TWA 800 to leave after initial event came from forwar
of the wing and from cargo hold.
11. Missing midspan latches from TWA 800 reconstruction.
12. Extensive significant matches with other 747 accidents.
I'm not making any of the evidence up. NTSB and FAA provided the
evidence
and it's real. It can be touched, heard, and seen.
You state Transport Airplane Directorate has responded four times to me
and thank you very much. A few more times and you will be tied with
Senator
McCain for personal responses to me regarding this most important safety
matter. My Congressman has written ten personal letters to me, including
the one on which was attached to a 26 September 1997 letter from Mr.
McSweeny to my Congressman stating that he would get back to the
Congressman within thirty days with a final reply, and that was five
months
ago. So, in a sense, Airplane Transport Directorate of Aircraft
Certification Service owes one to the cargo door explanation.
NS> "Please take note that this office will no longer be responding to you
further inquires (sic) about these same concerns, including your February
6
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and February 9 letters that I just received."
Well, you're the manager, so 'office' means you. To say you received
letters enough to read the dates and told me about them means you have
already responded to them. To refuse to read or pass on extensive,
detailed, supported by NTSB documents letters which come from a pilot
and
crash survivor which present an immediate safety threat to airplanes unde
your responsibility is an amazing attitude and contradicts your earlier
statement, "Please be reassured that each of us within the FAA feels a
deep
responsibility to aviation safety and will take actions to correct an
identified unsafe conditions." Refusing to read letters containing an
identified unsafe condition (water meets chafed wires) is an action but it
does not correct the unsafe condition, it runs away and tries to ignore it.
Fear is why you are annoyed and worry is why you want the messenger
to go
away. And it's not me that brought the fear, it's the evidence. Mentally
making me go away does not make the evidence go away. There will
always be
those many red paint smears above the cargo door that indicate outward
explosion, then door opening and slamming upward leaving paint
transfers,
exactly like UAL 811 as stated in NTSB AAR 92/02. I have not made a
weird
explanation for some flimsy evidence. I have made a solid explanation
with
documentation based upon solid evidence. The paint smears are real. The
stator blade will outlive us. The outward peeled skin will always be there
matching photographs of UAL 811 of same area and indicating outward
explosion, just like UAL 811.
Hard, solid evidence:
1. Red paint smears
2. Bulge at latch
3. Outward peeled skin
4. Unburnt center tank hatch.
5. Downward floor beams
6. Hoop stress
7. Paint transfer on stabilizer.
8. Stator blade embedded in stabilizer.
9. Red-orange streak.
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10. First pieces to leave came from cargo hold.
11. Missing midspan latches
NS>"The theory of an explosive decompression, due to a sudden opening
of
the forward cargo door was one theory that was examined. However, it ha
been determined that this did not occur."
Well, Mr. Schalekamp, questions:
1. Who examined the theory? I have evidence the door was only partially
examined, that is, only eight latches checked and none of the other door
mechanisms to include the manual locking handle, for heaven's sakes.
2. Who determined the explosive decompression did not occur? Bernard
Loeb?
It did occur, it's obvious by looking at the damage forward of the wing,
and anyway, the center tank explanation requires explosive
decompression of
fuselage forward of the wing, and structure report Exhibit suggests
explosive decompression bending floor beams downward. No one has
ever
determined explosive decompression did not occur forward of the wing
on the
right side. Who determined the door did not open in flight? Bernard
Loeb?
Who determined there was no outward explosion forward of the wing on
the
right side? Bernard Loeb? I know it wasn't you because you determined
there
was an outward explosion there. I hope the FAA does not get like the
FBI or
CIA with no accountability from anonymous public officials who give
opinions about noseless 747s that can climb 3000 feet in 20 seconds. The
Chief Theoretician for TWA 800 is missing in action; who is it? Bernard
Loeb? What is his opinion about twisted metal and red paint and stator
blade and hoop stress which offer clues to inward or outward force?
NS>"Based upon the existing evidence, the NTSB...believes that the
probable
cause of the accident was a CWT explosion, due to an internal fuel tank
ignition source."
Well fine, but the issue here is not probable cause but outward explosion
or inward damage from water impact on that crucial area of TWA 800. I
don't
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understand the reluctance to say outward explosion even though it agrees
with center tank outward explosion nearby. I don't understand the
reluctance to agree with me when I agree with you. You said outward
explosion and I agree. It makes sense. It looks like it in the picture. The
damage matches another outward explosion in a high time Boeing 747.
The
paint markings and structural deformation that I cite do indicate an
outward explosion.
NS>"You apparently believe that the ...door precipitated the accident
scenario by initially separating from the airplane."
Well, actually, I did think door started accident for eight years for high
time 747 accidents that yielded a sudden loud sound on the CVR and an
abrupt power cut to the FDR. Now I believe the door opening is preceded
by
latch rupture preceded by door motor on preceded by electrical short
preceded by water onto bare chafed wire preceded by long term vibration
and
other stresses on the wires.
NS>"The evidence from the reconstructed 747 airplane reveals that the
forward cargo door was attached to the forward section of the airplane an
was latched in the closed position when this section of the airplane
impacted the ocean."
Whoa! Not true! What evidence? There is no evidence showing door all
latched and locked and all intact at water impact. There is great evidence
showing outward explosion causing shattered skin which occurred before
water impact. The door is not in one piece but many. Yes, the bottom 10%
and the top 10% stayed with the nose. 20% is not the whole door. What
evidence says it exploded outward? Your evidence, Mr. Schalekamp. You
statement, "The paint markings and structural deformation that you cite, d
indicate an outward explosion, generally accepted to be caused by the
explosion of the CWT." What happened? Why the switch from outward
explosion to inward damage from water impact? Why now say door all
intact
until water impact? The evidence is still there, it hasn't changed. The
evidence from the reconstructed 747 airplane reveals that the forward
cargo
door is shattered from the outward explosion which left paint marks and
structural deformation.
Mr. Schalekamp, Mr. Wildey, Mr. Streeter, and Mr. Breneman, let us loo
at
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the picture of the right side of TWA 800 reconstruction. Let us give an
opinion based on the evidence. Is the shattered rectangle of about twenty
feet wide and forty feet high forward of the wing an outward explosion or
inward from water impact. It's a basic question. It's easy to answer with
ample evidence one way and little the other. It is an important question
which must be conclusively determined one way or the other. The
implications are profound with far ranging consequences for safety.
NS>"You may not agree with the reasoning of the official accident
investigators, but I want you to understand the evidence to date indicates
that the CWT explosion preceded any fuselage breakup, including
damage to
the forward cargo door."
Well, sir, I want you to understand that right now I'm trying to sort out
whether the shattered, outward peeled skin, red paint transfer marks,
outward bulged metal at aft midspan latch, and missing 80 percent of
cargo
door area was caused by an outward explosion as you stated, or inward
damage from water impact as you stated.
You can help me by telling me what evidence made you change your
mind. I
hope it was not an opinion from a senior who does not know what an
outward
explosion looks like on a 747 but does know what the accepted
explanation
is and is not going to be swayed by new evidence or new interpretations o
evidence. This is life and death, not annual performance review.
There's no going back. Outward explosion is on the record. And it's true.
It is a very sad situation when truth is feared and falsehoods embraced.
Outward is true, inward is false. How do I know? Because you told me,
Mr.
Schalekamp, that's how. Have you changed your mind? Let me see the
words,
"Paint markings and structural deformation do indicate inward damage
from
water impact," instead of, "The paint markings and structural deformation
that you cite, do indicate an outward explosion, generally accepted to be
caused by the explosion of the CWT"
That would be a correction to your earlier conclusion of outward
explosion
and would be considered a correction, the right way to do things in an
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investigation. Not correcting previous conclusion now said to be wrong is
the wrong way.
You may think you are helping your boss by backing him up but you do a
serious disservice to him and your outfit by continuing to permit him to
think it was water impact inward damage which it wasn't and not outward
explosion damage which it was.
Where do bosses get their conclusions from? From you, that's where.
Chairman Hall thinks all the doors were all latched and intact until water
impact because Bob Breneman told Al Dickinson, who told Jim Wildey,
who
told Bernard Loeb, who told Jim Hall. Bob Breneman made the best
conclusion
possible under the cramped rushed circumstances. Upon new evidence,
the
completed reconstruction, it is time to modify initial conclusion. To not
modify conclusion because it is contrary to the boss's opinion is not
right. His opinion was formed by Transport Airplane Directorate and it
can
be changed by Transport Airplane Directorate. If it's true. Is it true? Was
it outward explosion or inward water damage? One or other; in or out.
Can't
have it both ways. Either inward was right early on and still right. Or
inward was right early on and now outward is more right based on
hindsight
and new evidence.
This cargo door/wiring problem in 747s is taking a toll of innocent
bystanders, let's not join the crowd:
1. UAL 811 was said to be improper latching and blame fell on ground
handler.
2. New AAR for UAL 811 after new evidence recovered, the door, may
have
embarrassed the original authors.
3. Captain Stacey of TWA thought he was doing the best thing to
exonerate
his company by giving a piece of wreckage for outside confirmation of
missile. He has disgraced his airline and airline participation in future
accident investigations will be distrusted.
4. Mr. Kallstrom wasted a year and a half and millions on a wild goose
chase for bad guys. There was none. He retired.
5. Pump manufacturers and fuel probe manufacturers are suspected of
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starting an explosion that killed many. They didn't.
6. CIA analyst shows to the world a headless 747 climbing 3000 feet in
twenty seconds, a climb rate of 6000 feet per minute. CIA opinion about
aviation is now jeered.
7. Victim's families are filled with hate at imaginary terrorists or
covering up US Navy instead of getting over their grief at satisfactory
explanation of mechanical cause.
8. And now an FAA official looks at evidence and reaches reasonable
conclusion and states it. But it is contrary to official policy so conflict
arises. Loyalties and principles are tested.
Mr. Schalekamp, you had a choice when the conflict appeared. You could
have
said, it was outward explosion because of evidence of paint markings and
structural deformation and the outward explosion means there was an
outward
explosion. Period.
But instead you said FAA agrees with NTSB about initial event and "The
evidence from the reconstructed 747 airplane reveals that the forward
cargo
door was attached to the forward section of the airplane and was latched i
the closed position when this section of the airplane impacted the ocean."
You wrote a true thing from your heart and a later a false thing from your
head. I explain the exasperated tone of voice in your 19 Feb letter as
result of worry. You want to retract the previous statement and make thin
just the way they were because senior officials are displeased at your
conclusion of outward because they say inward. You don't want senior
officials displeased with you.
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Sat, 16 May 1998 17:14:50 -0700

Subject:
Innie or outie Part II
There is a fear of contradicting the boss in all of us. Then how does any
boss become right once they were wrong? Or does the boss just stay
wrong?
He's corrected by supportive subordinates who point out to him on the
photograph of reconstruction, Exhibit texts, and hearing testimony the
following facts:
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1. Paint smears
2. Bulge at latch
3. Outward skin peel
4. Unburnt hatch
5. Downward beams
6. Hoop stresses
7. Paint on stabilizer
8. Stator in stabilizer
9. Red-orange streak
10. Pieces from cargo hold in red zone.
11. Missing latches
The evidence is the problem with center tank as initial event, not me. The
evidence is the problem with inward water caused damage explanation,
not me.
If these new interpretations of evidence are not presented to senior
officials, who will? Me? They give little weight to a citizen's
conclusions. It has to be officials in the chain of command who have the
ability to check out the new interpretations. The door hinge can be
examined, the latch pins can be examined, the peeled skin can be
examined.
The evidence can be examined again to conclude whether it was outward
or
inward. It's a fork in the road of the TWA 800 investigation; which way t
go? Inward goes to center tank as initial event, I know. It just ignores
the huge shattered area forward on the right side. Outward goes to
whatever. Outward acknowledges the area and the details inside it such a
paint markings and structural deformation.
Inward or outward? It's a real conflict for Mr. Schalekamp and one which
Mr. Breneman faced, Mr. Wildey faced, and Mr. Streeter is facing.
Outward
conclusion was given reasons and yet inward never has any. Inward neve
gives evidence or reasoning, just blind recitation of the official line:
"The evidence from the reconstructed 747 airplane reveals that the forwar
cargo door was attached to the forward section of the airplane and was
latched in the closed position when this section of the airplane impacted
the ocean." A line based solely on the incomplete examination when only
eight of the ten latches were checked and found latched.
So, life. We are tested in ways we never expected. To say two and two is
four and then find out the boss says it's five and then to quickly change
answer to five from four is a wrong answer. Opinions change. Sticking
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with
the facts that stay the same is the right answer.
Here's some right answers that were said:
Mr. Streeter, "Wiring problems are still a potential area of concern."
Mr. Wildey, "The floor beams adjacent to and inboard of the cargo door
area
had been fractured and buckled downward." The initial opening of the
fuselage lower lobe (e.g. LF6A) would have the expected result of rapid
depressurization accompanied by collapse of the main deck floor for som
distance forward of STA 1000. The red area recovery of interior
components
as far forward as STA 600 would not be inconsistent with this floor
collapse and associated structural breakup." "It is therefore possible
that new scenarios (sequences) may emerge as new information is
acquired
whether it be from newly identified parts, or simply a new interpretation
of current information."
Mr. Breneman, "A further examination of the recovered wreckage showe
that
the upper door hinge was still attached to both the fuselage and the door.
In addition, the door latches at the bottom of the door were still attached
to the fuselage lower sill structure."
Mr. Schalekamp, "The paint markings and structural deformation that you
cite, do indicate an outward explosion, generally accepted to be caused by
the explosion of the CWT"
The evidence is real: paint, bulge, skin, hatch, beams, stress, stator,
streak, and latches.
The people are real, Neil Schalekamp, Bob Breneman, Jim Wildey, and
Lyle
Streeter and John Barry Smith, 408 659 3552, 551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel
Valley, California, 93924, barry@corazon.com. Call me on the phone,
write
me a letter, send me an email, or come and visit. Anytime. I'm serious. I
have the motivation to confirm the cause of a sudden night fiery fatal jet
airplane crash because I narrowly survived one and I don't want it to
happen again to anyone.
I'm not connected to any manufacturer, airline, government, or media. I'm
a
retired military officer. I have no power except to point out facts and
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suggest conclusions. I'm a free man with a just cause. I have no boss to
answer to nor public to serve. I understand the reticence of those who do.
Mr. Schalekamp, you are the manager of a propulsion branch. Does not
the
discovery of a stator blade in the right horizontal stabilizer intrigue
you? That discovery is very significant and justifies the exercise in
wreckage reconstruction. The implications of that stator blade are
profound. As FAA branch manager can you not read the NTSB
Powerplant report
to confirm it came from front stator stage of a P&W JTD-9, engine numb
three of TWA 800? If it did, then it disintegrated in flight and confirms
your previous observation of outward explosion of fuselage skin which
might
have shoved the FOD into number three. Would you not want P&W as a
party to
the TWA 800 investigation in order to provide engine information as to
what
those four vacuum cleaners scooped up at time of initial event? Do you
want
to know what happened to TWA 800? To be so firm on water impact
damage
after center tank explosion when the powerplant report and the wreckage
plot reports have not been released to the public is not right. There are
still many areas to be evaluated.
I know Northwest Region is on the record as favoring initial event as
center tank explosion and has it's own pet theory for mystery ignition
source. Now that you know about the stator blade, can you alter your
explanation based on new evidence?
Mr. Breneman, as a structural engineer, what is your opinion about the
outward or inward direction of the force that caused the shattered fuselag
skin forward of the wing on the right side?
Mr. Wildey, you are a metal expert, what is your opinion of the direction
of the force based on the metal evidence? Does the evidence of the red
paint, bulge, outward skin, maintenance hatch, down beams, hoop stress,
stator, streak, and missing latches indicate to you inward or outward?
Mr. Streeter, you are the safety expert, what is your opinion of the
direction of the force which shattered, twisted, and tore that twenty foot
wide and forty foot high section of fuselage skin of TWA 800?
Based upon the new faulty wiring revelations about 767s and 737s is it no
reasonable for me to say it's a problem with 747s also? Especially when I
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point to NTSB AAR 92/02 for UAL 811 which had the exact faulty
wiring
problem I suggest started TWA 800.
Byron Acohido of Seattle Times told me after an interview he had with D
Loeb a year ago: (and nobody is lying)
"I, in fact, did grill several sources very hard about the forward cargo
door evidence, including Bernie Loeb. Unless everyone involved is
lying, (an assumption you'll no doubt make) there is nothing on the
cargo door that indicates it came loose and was the initiating event.
All locks and latches were found in proper positions.
According to Bernie Loeb, early information that the door was found in
the red zone was incorrect. It was found in the yellow zone, along with
all major parts of the forward fuselage section."
Well, you see, that's not true now. All locks and all latches were not
found in the proper position. I know that for sure; only eight of ten were
checked according to Mr. Breneman and Mr. Wildey. Pieces of the door
and
local area were found in the red zone and changed in status
administratively after the fact. Mr. Wildey explained why that happened.
I use our words to try to find out what is going on; they may or may not b
flattering but it's the only clue I have to the official thinking on the
subject. I am open and expect my words to be discussed with others. I am
quite prepared to support each statement with documentation and source.
Good guys are open; bad guys are secretive; especially on a civilian
airliner accident in peacetime in US waters. This bomb/missile FBI
craziness has hurt the TWA 800 investigation with meddling and
suppression
of evidence. It's not right. It's intimidation.
UAL 811 was an (1) aged (2) high flight time (3) early model Boeing
747 (4)
which took off in low light (5) running late (6) and during climb (7)
experienced a sudden initial event near the leading edge of wing in
fuselage which left a (8) short (9) sudden (10) loud (11) sound on the
cockpit voice recorder, an (12) abrupt (13) power cut to the flight data
recorder, (14) foreign object damage to starboard engine #3, (15) more
severe inflight damage on starboard side, (16) at least nine never
recovered bodies, (17) port fuselage side forward of the wing relatively
undamaged, (18) shattered, torn, and frayed skin in forward cargo door
area
on starboard side, (19) unusual paint smears in forward cargo door area,
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(20) rupture appearance of skin at aft midspan latch of the forward cargo
door, (21) outward peeled skin on upper forward fuselage, (22) vertical
fuselage tear lines forward of the wing and aft of forward cargo door, (23
had hinge stay attached to detached top piece of forward cargo door, (24)
cargo door opened in flight, and (25) destruction initially thought to be
have been caused by a bomb but (26) later conclusively ruled out.
And so was TWA 800.
These significant evidence matches must not be ignored but integrated int
the TWA 800 probable cause for it to be conclusive.
The direction of force which shattered the right side of TWA 800 must be
conclusively determined. Which way was it, inward or outward?
Sincerely,
John Barry Smith
551 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
408 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Sun, 17 May 1998 01:29:19 -0700

Subject:
Innie or outie Part III
This is the sort of documentation that is provided for wiring/cargo door
explanation. You missile guys may say it's too much. Fine, I say yours is
too little.
GD gets upset at length about TWA 800, " I swear that you have gone
from
simple digital diarrhea to a ruptured colon." Ha, Ha. GD would prefer tha
others talk like him at length...about...corrupted city council members by
trash haulers. GD and other conspiracy guys don't like lengthy talk about
facts about TWA 800 in a TWA 800 discussion group, they would prefer
to
talk about JFK or Vince Foster or fired cops looking into corruption in a
city council by trash haulers.
>All that I can write is: Wow. I am still trying to figure:
>what is your point?
I have told you the point, I have showed you the point, I have repeated th
point. And still you say, what is the point. If you don't know by now, you
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will never know the point.
I'm not going to repeat the point, you might say it is too lengthy. Before
this, the missile guys, the calling everyone liar missile guys, said they
would DBR non missile guy posts, they lied, they read them. Now a
missile
guy is saying he read the innie or outie two parts post but it's too
lengthy. Another lie, missile guys do not read the facts about wiring/cargo
door explanation, they say they do, but they don't. They lie both ways.
Missile guys wouldn't know truth if it bumped into them. Missile guys
opinions and truth only meet my random chance and then they repel each
other by natural forces.
Also note insult against style of messenger using anal analogy, always
rebutted with emotion, never with facts.
Altimeter settings over water are always 29.92 and everyone, big and
little, helo or plane, were required to have altimeter set at 29.92 to keep
errors consistent and margins of safety the same.
>George Donaldson says: "Gloryoski Zero".
>
>
>EB: It was "Gloryoski Sandy". Geeze! Missile Huggers!
What's all the 'Gloryoski" stuff?
>I believe that the log's are doctored.
Of course, another pesky contradictory fact ignored with coverup excuse.
Well, the below and the previous two parts show the degree of research
and
analysis required to present some sort of reasonable support for a
conclusion to be seriously considered by aviation safety professionals.
Missile guys look into crystal balls and make predictions. Wiring/cargo
door explanation hits the books.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
3. Docket No. SA-516, Exhibit No. 18A, Sequencing Study, page 20,
"Downward
separation directions were noted at STA 900, 880, 840, 820, 800, and
780..." and ""The initial opening of the fuselage lower lobe (e.g. LF6A)
would have the expected result of rapid depressurization accompanied by
collapse of the main deck floor for some distance forward of STA 1000.
The
red area recovery of interior components as far forward as STA 600 woul
not be inconsistent with this floor collapse and associated structural
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breakup." This observation matches downward buckling as was reported
in AAR
92/02, page 4, "The floor beams adjacent to and inboard of the cargo doo
area had been fractured and buckled downward."
4. Evidence on TWA 800 of direct circumferential tension or hoop stress
tension found on lower right side skin in the red zone only, as stated in
Docket No. SA-516, Exhibit No. 7A, Structures Group Chairman's
Factual
Report of Investigation, page 11. This observation coincides with AAR
92/02 which states on page 11, "The cargo door and its associated
hardware
are designed to carry circumferential (hoop) load arising from
pressurization of the airplane."
5. Docket No. SA-516, Exhibit No. 18A, Sequencing Report, page 30,
"It is
therefore possible that new scenarios (sequences) may emerge as new
information is acquired whether it be from newly identified parts, or
simply a new interpretation of current information."
6. Docket No. SA-516, Exhibit No. 12-B, Sound Spectrum Study, page
21,
Chart 12. The sudden loud sound on the CVR which is followed by an
abrupt
power cut which occurred on four high time Boeing 747s is displayed for
comparison. TWA 800, Pan Am 103, Air India 182, and United Airlines
811 are
plotted together in that sequence by the NTSB.
7. Testimony at TWA public hearing, Mr. Wildey, "Similarly, the forward
cargo door which is just aft of station 520 on the lower side of the
airplane has had some latching problems in the past. The examinations of
the TWA airplane, however, conclusively show that this door was latched
and
locked
along its bottom edge through the entire break-up sequence. The door
was in
this position and was part of the nose section when it impacted the water.
Basically, for these two items you can see they are both part of the nose
section and that there are no separations or failures prior to water impact
in this 25 area."
8. Mr. Neil Schalekamp of FAA, "While no one scenario has been
categorically proven to the the cause, it is believed, based upon available
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data, that the center tank (CWT) explosion preceded any separation of the
forward cargo door. The paint markings and structural deformation that
you
cite, do indicate an outward explosion, generally accepted to be caused by
the explosion of the CWT. Furthermore, you mentioned that the forward
cargo
door was recovered a considerable distance from the rest of the structure.
This could be due to its aerodynamic characteristics and prevailing winds
at the time of the accident, rather than attributing this as the primary
cause of the accident."
9. Chairman Jim Hall of NTSB, "However, to repeat, the investigation of
the
accident involving TWA flight 800 has revealed no evidence to suggest
that
a failure of a cargo door precipitated the event."
10. (Deleted to pique missile guys interest.)
11. Docket No. SA-516, Exhibit 15C, Section 41/42, Forward Cargo
Door,
dated 22 April 1997, with Mr. Al Dickinson, AS-10, listed as investigator
and Mr. Wildey as author, states, "Examination of the lower lobe forward
cargo door showed that all eight of the door latching cams remain attache
(along with pieces of the door itself) to the pins along the lower door
sill."
12. Docket No. SA-516, Exhibit No. 22B, Trajectory Study Supporting
Material, page 45 in faded numbers and page 30 in dark numbers.
Among all
the charts of pieces of the plane coming off and when, there is one chart
that shows the first to go, that is page 30 chart, Forward cargo door
trajectories. The first item is A489, fwd lower cargo bay struct, FS 900.
That item left even before the last ASR radar beacon to Islip radar. The
next item to go before anything else in the entire plane is A470, R fwd
lower cargo bay struct, FS 820. There are five other forward cargo bay
structures which are plotted and leave soon thereafter. On dark page
number
29 lower frame stringer 40L-42R is shown to leave very early.
13. Docket Number SA-516, Exhibit No. 22A, Trajectory Study, page 3:
"The
wreckage distribution shows that parts were initially shed from the area
just forward of the wing."
14. Docket No. SA-516, Exhibit No. 7A, Structures Group Report, page
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33:
"5.1 Horizontal Stabilizer, "Some of the items found in the horizontal
stabilizer are sections of seat track, a stator blade from turbine
section, and glitter." On 5.1.1 Right Horizontal Stabilizer, page 34, "An
engine stator blade from turbine section penetrated the upper honeycomb
surface near the outboard trailing edge.
15. Mr. Breneman, FAA, "The nose section of the airplane impacted the
water
on the right side, causing severe hydraulic damage with the result that the
door structure did not remain completely intact. However, wreckage for
the
entire door was recovered at the same location as the nose section and had
the same impact damage as the surrounding fuselage structure on the righ
side. This is additional verification that the forward cargo door had not
opened in flight or separated from the airplane."
16. Chairman Hall of NTSB, "We are by no means finished. Our work
will
continue and we will spare no effort to determine the cause of the crash o
TWA 800."
17. Chairman Hall of NTSB, "We're going to look for the needle in the
haystack and go back over the 150 miles of wire that are there in the
Calverton hangar, and see if that shows any evidence of arcing or other
information that will lead us in the direction" of a probable cause."
18. (Deleted to pique missile guy's interst.)
19. Mr. Wildey's testimony at public hearing: "This
was brought to our attention, and the reason that we
examined this was that three of the four nose landing
doors had a red tag and were recovered from the
earliest part of the debris field and, similarly,
around the nose landing gear area there were some
fuselage pieces that were recovered that had a red tag
on it and were supposedly recovered from the red -- the
red -- earliest debris field.
Of course it became a very distinct question,
well, what happened up there, how did these pieces, the
fuselage pieces in the doors get into the red zone?
Well, our group took this as a task to look at. We
made a report on it and we determined that, for
example, on the doors themselves that, yes, those doors
apparently did come off the airplane.
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They had a lack of damage on them that was
consistent with early departure. We developed some
hypotheses and scenarios that could allow the doors to
depart from the airplane very early in the sequence,
and it is consistent with the factual observations we
have made.
so, for the doors we said, yes, it appears as
though we have a sequence that could account for the
doors to come off early, and we also examined the
fuselage pieces right around there that had red tags on
them, and we looked at all the features we could find,
and for the fuselage pieces around there we said we
find no physical evidence to suggest that those
particular pieces actually departed the airplane early
on in the sequence.
I think, if I remember our report, we said we
believed that those particular pieces should be treated
as yellow zone parts because we don't find any way that
they could possibly have come off the airplane early in
the sequence and actually have been found in the red
debris field.
Just as a side note, I am aware that the tags
on those particular fuselage pieces from around the
nose area are the so-called 2,000 series tags, and that
is not my area of expertise, but these are the -- these
tags had some questions about their pedigree, if you
will.
But, that is really not our concern. We are
saying, and our group said that we don't believe those are red zone parts
and we would treat those as yellow
zone parts for the purposes of analyzing the break-up
sequence."
20. Testimony of Mr. Wildey at public hearing, "First of all, the
conclusions reached by the Sequencing Group eliminated a large scale
structural problem away from the wing center section fuel tank. Specific
areas that were eliminated as factors include the section 4142 fuselage
joint in the forward cargo
door. A report on these subjects is contained in Exhibit 15(c) .
The section 4142 fuselage joint is located in station 520 at the forward
end of the reconstructed portion of the airplane, and you can see that
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right here (demonstrating) .
Although there have been some manufacturing
alignment problems associated with this joint, the
accident airplane contained absolutely no evidence of
pre-existing weaknesses at this point, or that the
joint separated in any manner before the nose section
impacted the water relatively intact.
Similarly, the forward cargo door which is
just aft of station 520 on the lower side of the
airplane has had some latching problems in the past.
The examinations of the TWA airplane, however,
conclusively show that this door was latched and locked
along its bottom edge through the entire break-up
sequence.
The door was in this position and was part of
the nose section when it impacted the water.
Basically, for these two items you can see they are
both part of the nose section and that there are no
separations or failures prior to water impact in this
25 area."
21. MR. STREETER: Yes, Mr. Chairman. For Mr.
Wildey, a couple of items here for clarification.
Specifically out of the red area, were there any
fuselage skins in that area that showed any type of
hoop tension failure (inaudible) .
WITNESS WILDEY: Yes, we tried to document
that and it is contained within our report. One of the
figures that I used did show this hoop tension type of
fracture. That occurred at the initial point of the
fuselage fracture at stringer forty right.
There were also other areas where you could
not see any evidence of a running fracture that we
classified as -- basically, from pure hoop tension, but
on either side of these other areas the fracture was
running into it and then out of it in the other
direction.
so, the only real area that we saw was
associated with stringer forty -- excuse me -- yes,
forty right where the fuselage cracking initiated as it
came down through the front spar.
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MR. STREETER: The one other area that was
mentioned in your testimony regarding span-wise beam 3
failing in the forward direction, in Exhibit 18(a) you
discussed where a portion of span-wise beam 2 was found
in the red area.
Now, are there any inconsistencies of that,
or is that related to the fuselage opening up? My
concern is, would you have expected span-wise beam 2 to
end up elsewhere?
CHAIRMAN HALL: What is a manufacturing
access door? Can you describe that for us?
WITNESS WILDEY: It is a door that is
provided in span-wise beam 2 for access during the
manufacturing process. It is then rivetted up and you
can't really get in there after that.
There are other doors that are maintenance
access doors that can be disassembled and reassembled.
This is a door that is rivetted back up during the
manufacturing process and is not really there.
CHAIRMAN HALL: The approximate size of this
piece?
WITNESS WILDEY: It is about two feet by
three feet. It is an oval-shaped door.
CHAIRMAN HALL: Thank you.
WITNESS WILDEY: Did that answer your
question, Mr. Streeter?
MR. STREETER: I think so. The main thing I
am trying to get at is, again, with that piece in that
position, your group didn't see any reason for that to
cause any concern as far as your break-up sequence
design, is that correct?
WITNESS WILDEY? Well, our sequence does take
into account how this door -- we list several possible
ways for this door to have come off. I don't know that
we reached an absolute firm conclusion as to exactly
how that happened, but surely during the initial
explosion or shortly thereafter this door was broken
from its perimeter, and we see significant evidence
that the door was pushed in the forward direction after
part of it failed and, so, it came out while there was
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still pressure behind it to push it out, so it is part
of the initial event.
We do not see any evidence of a bomb or any
kind of explosion features right on the door, itself.
so, it appears that part of the door perimeter was
ripped apart and then the pressure behind the door
pushed it in the forward direction. It hit the top of
the tank and then got blown out into the earliest
portion of the recovery field.
22. Summary of Docket evidence:
1. Docket No. SA-516, Exhibit No. 18A, Sequencing Study, page 20,
"Downward
separation directions were noted at STA 900, 880, 840, 820, 800, and
780..." and ""The initial opening of the fuselage lower lobe (e.g. LF6A)
would have the expected result of rapid depressurization accompanied by
collapse of the main deck floor for some distance forward of STA 1000.
The
red area recovery of interior components as far forward as STA 600 woul
not be inconsistent with this floor collapse and associated structural
breakup."
2. Docket No. SA-516, Exhibit No. 7A, Structures Group Chairman's
Factual
Report of Investigation, page 11 which discusses direct circumferential
tension or hoop stress tension found on lower right side skin in the red
zone only.
3. Docket Number SA-516, Exhibit No. 15C, Report Number 97-82,
Section
41/42 Joint, Forward Cargo Door, "Examination of the lower lobe forwar
cargo door showed that all eight of the door latching cams remain attache
(along with pieces of the door itself) to the pins along the lower door
sill."
4. Docket No. SA-516, Exhibit No. 18A, Sequencing Report, page 30: "It
is
therefore possible that new scenarios (sequences) may emerge as new
information is acquired whether it be from newly identified parts, or
simply a new interpretation of current information."
5. Docket No. SA-516, Exhibit No. 12-B, Sound Spectrum Study, page
21,
Chart 12. The sudden loud sound on the CVR which is followed by an
abrupt
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power cut which occurred on four high time Boeing 747s is displayed for
comparison. TWA 800, Pan Am 103, Air India 182, and United Airlines
811 are
plotted together in that sequence.
6. Docket No. SA-516, Exhibit No. 22B, Trajectory Study Supporting
Material, page 45 in faded numbers and page 30 in dark numbers. One
chart
that shows the first items to go, that is page 30 chart, Forward cargo door
trajectories. The first item is A489, fwd lower cargo bay struct, FS 900.
The next item to go before anything else in the entire plane is A470, R fw
lower cargo bay struct, FS 820. There are five other forward cargo bay
structures which are plotted and leave soon thereafter. On dark page
number
29 lower frame stringer 40L-40R is shown to leave very early.
7. Docket Number SA-516, Exhibit No. 22A, Trajectory Study, page 3:
"The
wreckage distribution shows that parts were initially shed from the area
just forward of the wing."
8. Docket No. SA-516, Exhibit No. 7A, Structures Group Report, page
33:
"5.1 Horizontal Stabilizer, "Some of the items found in the horizontal
stabilizer are sections of seat track, a stator blade from turbine
section, and glitter." On 5.1.1 Right Horizontal Stabilizer, page 34, "An
engine stator blade from turbine section penetrated the upper honeycomb
surface near the outboard trailing edge.
23. (Deleted to pique missile guy's interest.)
24. Specific suggestions:
1. Examine aft midspan latch pin for damage as was observed on UAL
811,
NTSB AAR 92/02 page 33, "The forward midspan latch pin was
relatively
undamaged. The aft midspan latch pin had definite areas of damage. Both
pins had wear areas where the cams would contact the pins during
latching.
2. Examine the TWA 800 door hinge for damage as was observed in
AAR 92/02,
page 35, "Several areas on the hinge sections, such as the fuselage hinge
sections, showed evidence of contact from the door during overtravel (Se
figure 14.) In addition the fuselage forward hinge sections were slightly
bent." Figure 14 is on page 40 and shows photograph of the hinge
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overtravel damage.
3. Examine two midspan latches from forward cargo door for damage. Th
criterion for determining if latches latched was to check to see if still
locked and attached to adjacent fuselage sill or frame. The bottom eight
latches of TWA 800 door were attached to sill so conclusion latched. The
two midspan latches are unattached to frame so conclusion unlatched. Th
door frame is smooth where the aft midspan latch is supposed to be
attached
but isn't.
4. Examine forward and aft pull-in hooks of TWA 800 for compression
and
smearing damage as was observed in AAR 92/02, page 45.
5. Examine door and fuselage for paint transfer from one to the other as
was observed in AAR 92/02, page 41. Red paint smears on TWA 800 on
white
paint between passenger windows above cargo door may have come from
red
paint on top of cargo door. The red paint smears are large and frequent
only along the top of the cargo door area and not found on the other 460
feet of fuselage trim. This indicates door below opened outward and
slammed
upward into fuselage, giving overtravel over 143 degrees on the hinge and
transferring red paint from door onto white paint between passenger
windows. The opening door with hinge attached took red trim fuselage
skin
with it and that may have slammed upward also onto white painted skin.
Red
paint smears are not scraped away white paint revealing red underneath
but
red paint on top of white paint. White paint scraped away reveals green
primer.
6. Examine outer skin contour of the upper door piece for inward crushin
as was observed in AAR 92/02, page 41. Door blows outward and top of
door
smashes into fuselage above giving inward crushing not by water impact.
Photo of TWA 800 top door piece shows such damage.
7. Examine master latch lock handle housing and trigger for position.
AAR
92/02, page 41, found it relatively flush with door outer skin.
8. Examine floor beams again of TWA 800 to confirm statement in
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Docket No.
SA-516, Exhibit No. 18A, Sequencing Study, page 20, "Downward
separation
directions were noted at STA 900, 880, 840, 820, 800, and 780..." and
""The
initial opening of the fuselage lower lobe (e.g. LF6A) would have the
expected result of rapid depressurization accompanied by collapse of the
main deck floor for some distance forward of STA 1000. The red area
recovery of interior components as far forward as STA 600 would not be
inconsistent with this floor collapse and associated structural breakup."
This observation matches downward buckling as was reported in AAR
92/02,
page 4, "The floor beams adjacent to and inboard of the cargo door area
had
been fractured and buckled downward."
9. Confirm evidence on TWA 800 of direct circumferential tension or
hoop
stress tension found on lower right side skin in the red zone only, as
stated in Docket No. SA-516, Exhibit No. 7A, Structures Group
Chairman's
Factual Report of Investigation, page 11. This observation coincides with
AAR 92/02 which states on page 11, "The cargo door and its associated
hardware are designed to carry circumferential (hoop) load arising from
pressurization of the airplane." If cargo door was fully latched and
intact until water impact then there should be no hoop tension fractures.
If the door was missing in flight, hoop tension fractures could be expected
to be found and they were on TWA 800 leading to conclusion door was
missing
in flight.
10. Confirm door frame of TWA 800 which abuts aft edge of door is
curved
outward in petal shaped bulge indicating outward force rupture. Aft
midspan
latch is unattached to aft midspan latch pin halfway up the door frame.
Edge of door frame is smooth indicating door not missing by force but by
unlatching of aft midspan latch.
11. Establish large round rupture hole in TWA 800 photo centered at aft
midspan latch is in fact a hole or something otherwise.
12. Confirm outward peeled skin on TWA 800 upper skin as shown in
photograph which indicates outward force which matches AAR 92/02,
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page 6
photograph of peeled upper skin in same location.
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Wed, 20 May 1998 20:29:39 -0700

Subject:
Ironic chuckle
>>3. How is it figured the massive fireball explosion occurred at 7,500
feet.
>>I know about the smoke but is there other evidence ?
>
>MF is massive fireball which was heard on land and seen in the air and
on
>the land. It is presumed to have occurred about 40 seconds after nose
came
>off and occurred at about 7500 feet. Much evidence supports this but it i
>contrary to some explanations such as missile hitting 747 and blowing it
>out of the sky.
>
>Even NTSB says no, they call it major explosion and say it occurred at
>about 7500 feet and many seconds after initial event...which was small
cwt
>explosion, not heard on cvr or land persons, left no soot on things it was
>supposed to blow up, and did not blow up adjacent tanks but did blow
off
>nose of 747. Ha!
>
>7500 feet because of debris pattern, radar blips coming apart after
>initial event much further down track, eyewitness pilot who flew over it
>minutes later, and triangulation data from eyewitnesses on ground who
saw
>big fireball explosion.
>
>Love those real questions.
>
>Cheers,
>John Barry Smith
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Note name for love those real questions is not Elmer Barr. RS asked EB
and
'other's for answers. I am an 'other' who answered his real questions. Did
not the 'Ha!' give the author away? Ha!
BD>1. Those witnesses that seem to have seen the entire event first saw
>a streak of light from the surface. A number of them heard one or more
>sonic booms shortly thereafter while the streak was arcing upward.
Note, sound travels slower than light. To hear boom means an event
happened
fifty seconds earlier for ten miles away.
BD explains motives of secret agencies.>This is the event
>that the FBI, CIA and NTSB want everyone to believe that all the
witnesses
>saw. Therefore they created the CIA cartoon to prove the eyewitnesses
>did not see what they thought they saw.
>Those who saw the streak from the surface, actually heard "launch
sounds"
>or sonic booms as the missile arced upward.
I love this crap, in total ignorance of laws of physics. Even funnier that
CIA cartoon.
>>"7500 feet because of debris pattern, radar blips coming apart after
initial
>>event much further down track, eyewitness pilot who flew over it
minutes
>>later, and triangulation data from eyewitnesses on ground who saw big
>>fireball explosion"
>>
>BD: Elmer is way off base with that quote.
I'll say, he didn't even write it. I did.
Note that the NTSB radar plot is not in time for includes about ten minute
of radar blips all in one page. The PA 103 AAIB report had many plots by
time. The debris pattern shows sequence: red zone spread apart but not
that
much stuff, then yellow zone of nose, then green zone of rest of plane.
Initial event of missile hitting TWA 800 and giving big fireball would giv
different debris pattern.
Eyewitness pilot flew over fireball smoke at 7500 feet. Eyewitness
triangulation of fireballs, with reference to the tops of houses and other
land fixes put fireball at 7500 feet and about ten seconds prior to water
impact.
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> NTSB radar plots a lot of
>targets which were falling debris, unfortunately none of the pieces of
>wreckage had a working transponder and therefore they have no altitude
data.
Hey, this guy is funny.
> I don't bother to read Elmers' posts any more
>because he is a broken record.
Excuse me, you spend a post quoting EB and then say you don't read
him? Ha!
And you didn't!
Missile guys, always good for an ironic chuckle.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Fri, 1 May 1998 15:01:00 -0700

Subject:
Crazy, nuts, paranoid, fruitcake, zany, ...
GD gives new age type opinion>Did I loosen up some inner conflicts?
No. Well, maybe, one conflict is this phony new age touchy feely
nonsense
type talk of 'inner conflicts'.
>Sorry.
Yeah, right, sorry. Ha!
>My wife and I provide a home
>for an adult who has been mentally ill for the past fourteen years and he
>evaluations of the world are similar to yours:
Ah, George, now you are using intelligence. You are matching similar
events
to form a pattern. Now use that to connect TWA 800 and its similarities t
other crashes, as I have done. There are only four. AI 182, PA 103, UAL
811, and TWA 800. There are others that appear to match but are ruled
out
after investigation, the South African Airways and the Air India (not 182
crashes.
> At times,
>she appears to be about to say something profound, but it was previously
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>contiguous with the wall as were all of her prior words of wisdom.
Contiguous with the wall? Hmmm....Maybe she could explain what that
means,
it seems a little off the wall.
> her
>>evaluations of the world are similar to yours:
She thinks a bare chafed wire shorted a door motor on to the unlatch
position on four high time Boeing 747s? Wow.
>Is is sad
>because she is expected to spend the balance of her life this way. You
may
>be able to stop the process and come back reborn and rational again.
I wouldn't have it any other way, and the 'reborn' buzz word gets right
into the religious nut category.
I hope no one took my "Repent' statement seriously. It is the satire of a
religious nut with a sign around his neck and used in The New Yorker
often
in its cartoons.
My personal opinion is you can do whatever you want with your moral
life
any way you want, that's why telling someone to 'repent' or be 'reborn' is
funny to me. It's only when you talk nonsense about facts in Boeing 747
crashes that gets me interested because the nonsense may be accepted and
lead to further crashes and death, as it has in the past with bomb and
missiles.
If only someone would agree with your nonsense outside leaking fuel
exploding blowing apart TWA 800 explanation, your humor would
improve, I'm
sure. I guess those pictures I sent you of the TWA 800 reconstruction of
the port side aft of the wing showing unsooted fuselage sent you into a
snit because they refuted by facts that there was no leaking fuel explosion
on port side aft of the wing.
It's what always happens to error prone explanations when given refuting
evidence:
1. No.
2. You're wrong.
3. You're crazy.
4. Ignore.
5. Go away.
6. Attack.
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7. Ask question.
Stage 3 response, you're crazy.
I'm the one who says no coverup, no conspiracy, no plot with anything to
do
with TWA 800, and that means Navy, FBI, NTSB FAA NY cops, divers
press etc.
I say it's all mechanical and can be explained through science using laws
of physics. The conspiracy guys and the coverup guys, that's you, believe
the opposite and add in spies monitoring their activities. And I'm the one
showing paranoia? Ha!
Really, it just goes to show that opinions are to be taken at face value
and the facts must be confirmed.
Pictures of unsooted port side fuselage and event time of 20:31:12 and no
fireball are real.
Medical opinions from an engineer are not.
The opinions about other posters are probably put in the lists to keep
interest in a dry subject in between actual newsworthy events. If anything
hot were going on right now with TWA 800 we would be too busy to
comment on
each other's mental state.
But in the meantime...
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Mon, 11 May 1998 11:46:39 -0700

Subject:
Cult
Sammy the engineer: The
>noise on the CVR is neither an explosion nor a decompression but
>simply the plane coming apart. That is what happened in the case of
>Air India 182 and Pan Am 103, too.
At 31000 feet, as 182 and 103 were, when a 747 comes apart, as you say
happened, the hull ruptures first and explosive decompression occurs. Th
happens in a mid air collision at altitude, or bomb, or door opening or
missile hit or whatever causes plane to come apart. Plane comes apart and
explosive decompression occur at same time if event is loud enough to be
heard on cockpit voice recorder. Balloon comes apart? Has to have
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explosive
decompression and loud noise when fully inflated.
Sammy the investigator confirming sources:> A logical thing maybe to
expect
some people to try, but
>very important and interesting news. Where did you hear this? Are you
>sure it is true?
MH the health care giver:>I am glad that you admitted that you may be
almost the only person left who
>believes that the "cargo door" caused TWA 800. I don't think that you
can
>convince anyone. If you can't, then I think you may need to seriously
>consider a visit to a therapist. You need help big time! Is that how you
>got out of the Navy?
Your concern for my health is touching except it is as false as you are.
And I don't the herd telling me which way is the right way to go. I decide
and I base it on evidence that can be touched and seen and heard, not
whispers in the dark. And by the way, members of this forum are not 'the
only person left', I'm in contact with many non forum aviation
professionals who believe the door is involved. This small world of LSoft
is very small. But fun though.
Love the implied insult of dismissal from service for mental instability,
you religious nuts are never to the point but circle around thowing barbs
in question guise.
>See John Barry, your conduct on this list, as a former Naval Officer,
>indicates that you WOULD coverup a Navy disaster.
Opinion of my morals noted, and not surprisingly, they are not good.
See, Marshall the proof of your nuttiness is cargo door explanation is
documented by me in 1990, 1992, and 1995, long before TWA 800 and
you
coming on the scene with missile nonsense. To say I am an agent who
conjured up cargo door just to disturb your missile junk is nutty because
cargo door was an explanation for a hull rupture in flight on a high time
747 long before you could spell Aegis. You may think that I did cargo
door
explanation in 1990 just to prepare me for TWA 800 being accidentally
shot
down by the Navy and covered up in 1996. Ha! Missile guys, always
good for
a chuckle.
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Religious nut and missile nut in one package. Marshall, you belong in a
cult. Start your own religion, you know all the right words. Really, get a
black robe, hold on to your bible, and start talking. People will follow
you. You have the fervor, the attitude, the zealousness, the cluelessness.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Mon, 11 May 1998 00:48:34 -0700

Subject:
Dana, don't run away
>John Barry Smith wrote:
>It is possible to make a determination of the
>answer to the question of inward or outward
>from this photograph ... I will make any
>assumptions about the photograph you wish.
>
>Dana replies:
>And therein is the problem. You make assumptions
>which support your claim but are not borne out by
>the evidence that you provide.
Wrongo! I make statements of fact, not assumption, which are borne out
by
the evidence I provide. Seven red paint smears above cargo door are not
assumptions. They are real, they are large, and they are many. They have
precedent of occurring on another high time Boeing 747 that suffered
similar real evidence you can touch and listen to in NTSB AAR 92/02,
UAL
811. Petal bulge is real aluminum twisted outward at aft midspan latch
zone
on forward cargo door frame of TWA 800. Real fuselage skin is peeled
outward, up, and aft in shatter zone and the skin is large and you can see
it. These observations of fact do not require 300X microscope to see. The
require your two eyeballs and an open mind.
You are running away, Dana. I said I would use your assumptions. Are
you
assuming the red paint smears are an optical illusion? Are you assuming
the
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peeled outward skin is like, not? Let's talk reality.
>Dana replies:
>What do you mean "We" paleface. :) We have
>not examined the surface structure, and you
>have not done so either. The photograph does
>not convey the information that is required.
I mean 'we', as in you and me. We have examined the surface structure, if
you looked at the picture, and I assume you have.
http://www.corazon.com/TWA800hullrupture.html
I was a photo interpreter in an earlier life. Much can be determined from
just one of the five senses, vision, and a photo can provide satisfactory
means to 'examine the surface structure' if the photo is confirmed as TWA
800, is in color, is high resolution, and there is corroborative evidece
available, such a wreckage database.
Note how R2 door is intact and cargo door is shattered yet both near
alleged center tank explosion. R2 door fell in red zone. Observe how
much
of cargo door is missing even though extensive search was conducted
picking
up objects the size of a quarter from ocean floor.
To say it is impossible to determine if shatter zone is outward or inward
based on this photograph only is running away. To say hands on
examination
of surface skin is the only way to determine outward or inward is looking
for an excuse to avoid commitment.
>To determine the things that you are claiming
>it would be necessary to conduct a detailed
>analysis of the physical items including an
>x-ray of all the connectors between the skin
>and the structure.
Not true. I am claiming large scale events visible by large scale evidence.
The outward peeled skin is twenty feet by three feet. The missing cargo
door material is ten feet by four feet. The aft midspan latch petal outward
bulge is three feet by five feet. The shatter zone is thirty feet by forty
feet. The red paints smears cover ten feet by two feet.
An Xray and hands on and microscope examination would of course by
helpful
and would be readily accepted if available but they are not and to avoid a
decision of outward or inward based on that non-availability is to find an
excuse, even a poor one, to not make an conclusion which has profound
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implications.
Do the best you can, Dana, under the circumstances. Inward or outward?
A real point on a real airplane, aft midspan latch of forward cargo door,
is the area twisted and blown outward in the photo
http://www.corazon.com/TWA800hullrupture.html or is it blown inward
It
certainly is not normal, such as nearby R2 door.
Trying to wiggle away after taking the bait. It won't work. You're hooked
Inward or outward?
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Sun, 10 May 1998 07:58:08 -0700

Subject:
Decision time
Is my face red. I was talking tonight about the Dana Scully name and
how I
believed that was the real name of someone. X files was on the TV. I aske
someone what was the other name and she told me, Fox Mulder. I though
cool name for the woman agent because I thought Dana was a man's
name, like
Dana Andrews. But no. Fox is the guy and Dana the gal. So, Dana Scully
is
this objective woman agent who does not believe in paranormal nonsense
So,
maybe our Dana is the same mentality but not the same form in this space
time continuum, if you get my drift. And I hardly do myself. Anyway, it
matters not whether Dana Scully is woman or man or real or alias, what i
the message? The truth of the message is independent on the demeanor of
the
messenger.
So, I ask you Dana Scully,
http://www.corazon.com/TWA800hullrupture.html
if it pleases you, check out above web site page of picture of flying
object called TWA 800 and the right side forward of the wing blowup of
NTSB
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photograph of the wreckage recostruction, and please to give opinion, is
the damage of the shattered thirty by forty foot area caused by inward
pressure such as water impact or the opposite, outward pressure such as
explosive decompression.
Please observe the red paint smears between passenger windows, peeled
skin
between top row and bottom row of passenger windows, petal shaped
bulge at
aft midspan latch, and fairly sharply delineated lines of shatter.
Inward or outward. Fairly basic, clearly understood, and hard evidence to
discuss, twisted metal and paint.
If inward then please explain why. I like to know.
If outward, then, the thought process continues, did the cargo door in the
center of the shattered area open in flight. Can you make out the cargo
door outline by observing the 80 percent of the top hinge. The other 20
percent has unfortunately been cropped out of picture. The door is nine
feet wide and eight fee tall.
Big question, did door rupture/open in flight of was it intact until water
impact.
If yes, opened in flight, then why.
One of two words, inward or outward. A fork in the road.
And it leads right to PA 103, without erring.
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Fri, 1 May 1998 00:31:10 -0700

Subject:
Diagnosis
GD> You appear to be
>repeating yourself and that is a reasonable harbinger of depression
George the Doctor joins Sammy the Engineer. Does everybody think
they are
experts in fields they are not trained in?
>Do I detect a request for sympathy?
No.
>Your tone reflects paranoia.
Your tone reflects you just hacked up your wife and tossed her into a
wood
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chipper. Actually I just watched Forensic Detectives on The Learning
Channel and this guy whacked his wife dead, froze her, cut her up with a
chain saw, then tossed her through a wood chipper into a river. Whirr,
whirr, whirr. He was an Eastern pilot and part time cop. Richard Craft in
1986. So they found the blood and the hairs and the teeth and convicted
him
and he got 50 years in prison.
Your opinion and concern about my mental health are appreciated, and if
you
wait ten minutes, the Chaplain will be by and you can tell someone who
gives a flying...
I am not repeating myself, did you hear me? I am not repeating myself, di
you hear me?
>Kick back and do some
>writing. That can release inner emotions. You may discover a hidden
talent
George the psychotherapist.
When anybody disagrees with another in this forum, the cry goes up,
you're
nuts! And if you don't agree with that, you're nuts!
This reminds me of the newsgroup sci.aeronautics. After I said calmly tha
open cargo doors have caused the crash of four high time 747s including
TWA
800, a poster, an Air Force MD, abruptly diagnosed me as delusional.
After
one post and three sentences. Thereafter the moderator rejected all my
posts. Amazing. I mean, really, Air Force?
Here's the sequence I feel obligated, nay compelled to repeat: Must be a
compulsion, as in obsessive/compulsion disorder. (Ever notice how the
noun
'obsession' has become an insult?)
1. No.
2. You're wrong.
3. You're crazy.
4. Ignore.
5. Go away.
6. Attack.
7. Ask question.
I've worked through NTSB to stage six with the Hazle email to a reporter
about me not having a basic understanding of the way cargo doors work.
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They went through the sequence including stage four when they said they
would not respond to further inquiries. Sort of like DBR.
Well, the point is, it's not me they and the missile guys are upset with,
it's the evidence. The red paint smears won't go away. They can't conjure
up midspan latches out of the air, although they are trying to with a cargo
door sill.
So, I don't take it personal when it comes to cargo doors and plane
crashes. I understand the horror these officials have as the possibility
just enters their consciousness. Like on trial for criminal negligence for
starters. After UAL 811 and UAL preflight, cargo doors were never again
to
open in flight by chafed wires alone, that is in writing by FAA
certification branch, the same branch that examined a cargo door sill with
eight latches and promptly concluded it was the forward sill and the entire
ten latches were latched. Whew! That was a close one they thought. And
now
here is this guy, this cargo door guy, that just won't go away. And he
keeps on bringing up new facts, like aft cargo door sill recovered and in
database but not the forward. And most of both doors still missing and
therefore not examined. And that directly contradicts Chairman Hall's
letters to a senator and congressman flat out stating all the cargo doors
were all latched and all locked and all intact at water impact.
Soon, a stage 7 question from someone in NTSB and I'll know their mind
opened up just a wee bit. And if it's Loeb I'll be the most surprised
person on earth.
>Disinformationalistarianismistically speaking,
A clue, the above was humor. In the title that means the content is
probably satire.
<< Conspiracy guys love talking to thin air to non specific persons and
telling them what to do in a vague generality >>
Um, JBS (specifically), does this vague generalization of yours include
conspiracy girls too?
just curious..
nancy
'Guys' is used as meaning men and women, 'gals' is too cute. "Come on
guys," is now used to mean men and women. And I don't know, do you
address
'readers' and 'people' and 'monitors' and 'disinformationalists' when
posting?
And it was not a vague generalization, it was conspiracy guys, on a list
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with specific names coupled with specific crash theories. Should I go get
it? I'd be repeating myself. It's up to version 5.0 I think.
Left brain and right brain come into this too. Left brainers always are
aware of how they look and act as if they were about six feet away lookin
at themselves. Right brainers are within themselves and may or may not b
aware of how they are perceived by others, and if they are aware, they are
probably wrong. It's like these posts, totally right brain for me. And
really don't care how they are received by others because I know the
opinions of others are internally generated and independent of my writing
There is nothing I can do to affect the thinking of others in a known
predictable manner, so why try? The missile guys left brainers do try with
their patting themselves on the back all the time, Nice post! Hit the nail
on the head! Really a good zinger that time! Ha!
But since everyone here is an expert, more or less, on mental health,
because we are all charged with being wackos on the net with strange
counter government theories, why do you spell your name with lower
case 'n'
sometimes and sometimes with an upper case 'N'? Hmmmm....Maybe
George the
Doctor can help. He knows about paranoia and depression and other
things
mental.
The only thing I'm depressed about is my new monitor put interference
patterns onto my other two monitors so I had to send it back and now am
awaiting a new 19' Iiyama invar mask monitor. We'll see.
T>>Disinformationalistarianismistically speaking, these are the good old
days.
>
>First of all, it's disinformationalarianistically, NOT disinformational>istarianISMistically, but, what the hey!
I don't think so.
T>In this current era of disinformationalistarianism,
Yes, you were right the first time, the 'ism' is there. And you would not
have put the 'ism' there if it were not needed. I you needed it, I needed
it. If you leave the 'ism' off then you have
counterdisinformationalistarianismistically affected the entire meaning.
>Who the hell cares! I'm talking about the loss
>of 200+ innocent lives and the "heavies" on this list are busy trying
>to make
>themselves feel emotionally confident! I don't care who met who in
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>Baltimore! Oooooh! Big thrill for some! I don't care what ancient
>words by
>a bunch of dead Scots mean - "Oooooh! I made myself feel gramatically
>good!" to some.
Yes, yes, Tony, you understand! Because now you feel so much more
emotionally confident after that little tirade. And it's OK not to care and
it's OK to tell others you don't care. Because we don't care about you
either. So there.
>But, I guess for you and
>your disinformationalistically inclined cronies, missile guy statements
>carry more moral judgement than your own.
Huh? Too complicated for me.
>If there
>are any other Long Islanders reading this list, you'd better stand up
>for your rights! What these guys are saying about you is disgusting!!!!!
See, humor! Add 'Long Islanders' to 'people' 'readers', 'monitors,' and
other unseen, unknown, but out there mental entities reading your words
addressed to them. God next or the President. Clinton, you hear what I'm
sayin'?
Uh, oh, the President's name probably triggered off a hundred speech
monitoring computers in the CIA. Whirr, Whirr, Whirr.
>Please, John, don't force me to quote your previous posts regarding the
>attitudes of others on this list. In fact,you can just read your reply
>above to see more of the same type of rhetoric from you. At this
>late date, don't pretend to be an angel!
Don't force you? I could not influence you one atom of movement one
way or
the other. Don't pretend to be an angel? What does that mean? Does it
mean
my condescending holier than thou attitude? I'm not pretending on that
one.
It's genuine.
>In this week's Aviation weekly, read Boeing's woes re: the new 737 and
>beyond.
That's where I got the quote you said, 'uh, excuse me' to.
>Mike Rivero wrote that. I did not. But I believe his credibility.
He left, I believe, because the astronomer in him made him realize up
streaks could be down objects. He realized that eyewitness reports of
comets being close, moving slow, and tail opposite movement were all
wrong,
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as most eyewitness interpretations are. He lost his own credibility to
himself, what a bummer.
>>Where's the matches to missile hits? None.
>
>John, there are very few of these around.
More than my cargo door matches of UAL 811 and DC 10 Paris crash.
You missile guys want it all ways. A missile big enough to blow nose of
747
quick enough to give abrupt power cut to FDR and sudden loud sound
on CVR
is going to have to be a big warhead and a big explosion and a big firebal
and is going to happen at 13700 feet at time 20:31:12. No fireball at 1370
feet at time 20:31:12 and that's your problem, facts rebut.
>>Where's the match of TWA 800 to UAL 811? On NTSB chart 12 of
exhibit
> of sound spectrum study.
>
>It's amazing that you are willing to accept the NTSB's interpretation
>because it suits your purpose; and yet they deny your hypothesis!
It's amazing you assume I'm wrong without asking any questions. The
interpretations of sudden loud sounds being not bombs are based on Air
India and Canadian and UK and US experts all looking at the sounds and
stating so in the Indian, Canadian, UK, and US accident reports.
I just brought in six years of university and 12 years experience as an
audiologist to the table. Wiggly lines on charts don't put me off.
That sudden loud sound on the CVR is the sound of the start of explosive
decompression and was the last thing 838 people heard before they
suffered
'baro trauma' as the reports state. What that means is that the body starts
to explode. The internal pressure inside the body tries to equalize with
the new low pressure outside. It's not that intense that the body
physically comes apart but two parts do, the middle ear cavities. The slow
way to equalize pressure is through the eustacian tube from the back of th
throat to the middle ear. But in the case of the open cargo door and sudde
depressurization, the tympanic membrane ruptures/tear/rips open. Voila!
Pressure equalized, nature satisified. Of course, the most sensitive pieces
of skin on the body are the eardrums and moving them a teensy weensy
bit is
loud noise and painful, to move an eighth of inch until they rip must be
the most painful thing to endure in human existence. And twice, one for
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each ear. Hmmm.....not a good way to go. Then add a few seconds later o
being ingested into engine number three, and whirr whirr whirr..sort of
like a wood chipper, now that I think of it.
It is absolutely understandable that all the aviation officials that said
such horror could not reoccur, as it happened before and stated in UAL
811
NTSB AAR 92/02, would go into permanent denial that their
incompetence did
indeed allow it to happen again. As it did.
3.5 pounds per square inch was suddenly released against the eardrum,
take
the size of the eardrum, divide and you have that many ounces of weight
pushing outwards. At 31000 feet the number is 8.9 PSI.
>Again, we come back to the same problem: the initiating event. I
>have no problem with the cargo door exploding as a secondary event.
> I am not
>a missile fanatic. Unless you can admit the possiblity of other IE's
>to your hypothesis, such as Scarry's EM interference, I find no reason
>why flight 800's cargo door should spontaneously open when so many
>other planes of the same vintage are still flying, in spite of the NTSB's
>watery mandate last year to inspect wiring.
Well, I guess it's good practice to repeat myself. The initial event was
probably water on chafed wire to short door motor on to unlatch position
For sure the door opened in flight. The reason why is anybody's
explanation
pending finding the chafed wire. And that includes missile, meteor, cente
tank, mid air with stealth fighter, etc.
>Unless you can admit the possiblity of other IE's
>to your hypothesis,
I always have. I've always asked the missile guys to join together to
debunk center tank explosion as initial event and say door opened and
then
they get to say missile hit it to open it. But they won't.
>the part I say
>rutured and blew away......
>
>That's "ruptured", John
>
>.....did not rupture and blow away.
Obviously a typo when spelled correctly six words later. Cheap shot, but
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when you have no shots, you take them any way you can. I stick to
grammar
and spelled wrong but typed right words to correct, and then only when it
might prevent the reoccurrence. If I had known you were quoting Rivero,
would have passed on the whole nonsense. Tricked again.
>Are you saying that a major portion of it was blasted from its hinges
>by some other initiating event? Nah, couldn'y be!
You researched the entire sequence on my web site that explains in detail
the explanation? Nah, couldn'y be.
http://www.corazon.com/destructionsequence.html
>No, John, I just believe that not all people are as stupid as you think
>they are.
Not all people, just those that think they know how I think.
>It's so raw that people saw an object rise
>up from the ocean to meet flight 800. And nobody saw a single cargo
>door fly off this plane. (Yes, yes, I know 811....811....811.........)
Talk to 'crony' Rivero about 'object' rising from ocean to 800 when they
saw an ascending streak. He will explain the geometry to you of down
objects can be perceived as up streaks. No one saw an object rising. They
saw a streak of light going up or down or level. Big difference. But too
subtle for the missile heads.
Well, that certainly felt good, I think we had a 'moment' there, some
empowerment.
MD>First of all Cdr. Donaldson doesn't and will not respond to anybody
on
this list.
Never meet the opposition, you never lose. Have him stay in friendly
waters
of talk show hosts giving nice easy questions.
>By the way, how many Combat Missions have you flown?
What's that got to do with it?
How many fish has Donaldson caught?
>What are your credentials?
EB credentials are he asks factual questions missile guys can't answer.
And
they hate him for that, not the questions.
EB did not say he saw streak and four seconds later an ordnance
explosion.
He just asked about it.
Missile guys enjoy getting mad and can't get mad at fireball at 7500 feet
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instead of 13700 feet so have to pick on someone who points it out.
Maybe
without EB around the fireball will magically climb up to 13700 feet and
the missile guys can say a missile hit TWA 800 and blew up and blew the
nose off and everybody saw the explosion and fireball, and might now be
believed.
Reminds me of a Dilbert cartoon where he writes some number guys
actually
believe they can change reality with their numbers.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Sun, 31 May 1998 13:39:43 -0700

Subject:
Disconnected thread to confuse thread seekers.
http://www.corazon.com/DC-10page148.html why outward opening
stupid idea
cargo doors exist is explained.
http://www.corazon.com/DC-10page149.html Heard all this before,
couldn't
have happened, but o, it did, but we fixed it.
http://www.corazon.com/DC-10page31.html mentions TWA Flight 800,
ha!
http://www.corazon.com/DC-10crashcontents.html
pages 40 to 45 will tell the most amazing commerical airliner story that
didn't crash you will ever read about, even more hairy than UAL 811.
The three door openings on DC 10s are so similar to the door openings on
747s, didn't happen, can't happen, oops, did happen but it won't happen
again, whooops, but this time we really fixed it.
And of course, the Windsor DC 10 survivors all said they thought a bomb
had
gone off as they waited to die, but didn't because the pilot saved all
their asses. Not the government, not the manufacturs, not the politicians,
not the lawyers, the pilot.
JBS><< And I love the witness statements, they corroborate wiring/cargo
door all
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> the way. Leave the witnesses alone! They saw a down red orange streak
and
> that's it.
> >>
><snip
>
>Marshall Houston replies:
>
>John Barry Smith is not telling the truth with this particular statement in
>two areas.
For MH> "Leave the nine witnesses alone! They saw a down streak and
that's
it. Leave most of the witnesses who saw a red-orange streak alone. They
saw
a red-orange streak and that's it."
>Kinda like a used car salesmen and the current
>President.
I am not a used car salesman.
> Second, John Barry
>Smith says he loves witness statements, he doesn't actually love them
when he
>deliberately tries to exclude most of them as evidence.
Yes, I do, but I could be wrong, I mean, someone tells me I'm wrong abou
who I love or don't love, he might be right. Now do I really love Jim
Carrey in Cable Guy? I thought I did but I could be wrong.
But I'm pretty sure I love those witness statements. All of them. I have
to, they are always good for a chuckle and I love humor.
(Well, humour, or colour, why the extra 'u'?)
OK, enough of the fun stuff, time to get to work:
DS>If this area shattered, then what caused the streak you've claimed was
the cargo
>door spinning away from the airplane?
Good question, I opine the largest piece of door which is missing could b
it at 7 feet by three feet. Or more likely, a manufacturing maintenance
hatch which is two by three feet shiny, flat and flies good. Or any other
shiny spinning piece of metal among all those pieces of metal that spit ou
early in the red zone.
Or metal baggage containers from forward cargo hold, also first to go. Or
cowling from engine three after it became fodded at intial event. There
were lots of shiny pieces of big metal spinning away at 13700 feet at 300
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knots at eyewitness streak observation time. Pick a good one. And many
would explain all the different directions.
But could have been meteor, could have been missile, could have been
laser
beam. Always could have.
By the way, the 3.5 PSI figure for 13700 feet for 800 as given in exhibits
may be low, I hope not on purpose to downplay explo decom. Boeing
manuals
and DC 10 info indicates that a more accurate figure for widebody airline
at 13700 feet is 4.5 PSI for 49005 pounds on door, not 38115, a significan
difference. I would appreciate any authority on that figure. Internal PS I
for 747 at 13700 feet is what?
>So, trailing edge of door popped out a few inches, the slipstream gets
>under the
>trailing edge of door and rips the still-latched bottom and leading edge
>latches
>loose. Can you see any problems with your logic here?
I can see problems with your logic as stated.
I see no problem with my logic of explo decom at aft midspan latch
blowing
hole in side of nose of 747 and door then spits out and up and then
slipstream tears door and skin away and then 300 knots crumples nose
into
big hole and tears nose/head off.
>How can the slipstream "catch" the trailing edge? If you'd said
slipstream
>caught
>the bottom or the leading edge, then you might have had something.
Why
>wouldn't
>slipstream simply pass harmlessly over trailing edge?
Probably would and does when trailing edge protrudes without explo
decom
happening. And the leading edge of 800 cargo door at midspan latch may
be
protruded when latch motor turns on and midspan latches partially
unlatch.
The forward midspan latch area of TWA 800 is also all blown apart and
shattered, just like explo decom and just unlike crushing pillowing. And
there is unconfirmed email, the type missile guys love and spout as gospe
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but the wiring/cargo door guy takes with skepticism until confirmed by
authority, that the forward midspan was found recovered and examined
and
discovered to be unlocked. But, just an unconfirmed email from
anonymous
source that is worth nothing until corroborated by authority.
>And where is LF6A located? Near the cargo door zone? Nope. It's the
belly
>of the
>airplane directly ahead of and below the Front Spar. Not exactly the
same
>thing as the lower lobe cargo door area, now is it?
Not exactly. Just very close to a huge explosive decompression shatter
zone
of thirty by forty feet. But hey, two inches on 811 door from site of
rupture and a few feet in belly from explo decom and you guys want to
say
no match. Ha!
>I have a preconceived notion about people who accept this type of
"evidence"
>uncritically, without determining authenticity by verifying internal
>consistency
>then parrot it to the world as evidence that they're right and everyone
>else is wrong.
>then parrot it to the world as evidence that they're right and everyone
>else is wrong.
Squawk!
>then parrot it to the world as evidence that they're right and everyone
>else is wrong.
Squawk!
>then parrot it to the world as evidence that they're right and everyone
>else is wrong.
Squawk!
>To you and everyone else who would say these are authentic, I would
ask
>that the
>following questions be answered:
>
>1) Who were the experts that Russell and Paris-Match used to
authenticate
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>this radar video?
>2) Were any of these experts video and/or image specialists?
>3) Precisely, what tests did they perform to authenticate this radar video
>4) Where may we view the results of their analysis?
What are you talking about?
Paris Match radar is old, incomplete and irrelevant after the radar
summaries provided by NTSB at hearing. They are infinitely more
complete
than copied images of a ATC tape. To go off on foreign magazine story o
pictures of radar tapes was a wild goose chase.
Finding errors in investigations and jumping to evil conspiracy on purpos
mistakes is typical conspiracy thinking.
>1) The name of the original photographer.
>2) The location, date and time that the original video was created.
>3) Any eyewitness accounts of this event.
>
>Legally speaking, without providing these things, this tape is little more
>than
>a cartoon.
What are you talking about, what tape? Get to the evidence of the
wreckage
or the CVR and FDR data.
>How do you account for the fact that this so-called blip in the Russell
>tape first
>occurred at 00 h 30 min 35 seconds and TW800 disappeared from the
scope after
>00 h 31 min 16 seconds.
I don't. And don't have to. You have to for you missile explanation.
A time difference of almost 45 seconds? Did the cargo door
>depart at least forty-five seconds before the initiating event?
No.
>
>How did TW800 still manage to return secondary radar information up
to 45
>seconds
>after the abrupt power cut that you've claimed to have occurred when th
>cargo door
>departed, causing this so-called blip?
It didn't. I never said door caused blip since many months ago when the
radar tape was released and timing said blip was too soon for door, but no
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too soon for some other object to come off, like engine cowl, that would
not be detected by crew or instruments but may have caused to door to
rupture later by internal overpressure caused by bleed air failure. But
that was ruled out when wiring evidence became overwhelming.
Blip and streak may be door related or not. Missile guys need the blip and
streak to be missile, wiring/cargo door does not.
Blip and streak are clues, not answers.
>If this happened in five seconds, how did the transponder keep
>transmitting for
>at least forty-five seconds?
It didn't, if it did it would be earth shaking news. Give documentation,
please.
>You're pushing pixels around (manipulating the image) and calling this
image
>analysis? Crash analysis? I don't think so.
I think so.
>Why is there only red paint smears over the cargo door?
Because that's the only part of the plane underneath the red trim that
ruptured/opened from below and slammed upward transferring paint.
>Maybe because when the
>nose landed in a slight right hand bank,
By the way Wildy also gave water impact crushing damage on left side o
nose to explain strange damage. He does that a lot.
> the door tore up through the fuselage
>causing large-scale accordian-like crushing. In so doing, it folded the
>mid-span
>latch area outward, causing what you euphimistically call the "outward
>opening petal"
>and the cargo door hinge area inward causing what you term the "red
paint
>smear
Well, maybe. Maybe not. Your explanation is a stretch for an intact door
with all latches latched and locked suddenly failing at water impact and
just doing all sorts of strange things, maybe even causing a fire to
produce the singe marks, why not? Maybe a missile hit the left side of
nose
and burst out at aft midspan latch producing the petal and allowing door t
slam upwards into white paint above. Always could have.
>You said that this fuselage skin between the main deck overhead
>and the upper deck window belt had peeled away during the disaster and
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>that the
>NTSB had reassembled it during the reconstruction. I pointed out a
photograph
>showing that the skin was intact during recovery and asked about this
>discrepency.
What discrepancy? Skin peels away in big chunks and gets put back
together
in big chunks. No discrepancy.
> Did the divers
>>>re-attach
>>>the skin while underwater?
That was sarcasm, I hope, if not you are way into conspiracy mentality.
>Then you pull a "Don't get sarcastic with me, young man or I'll have to
>spank you" routine.
I did not pull a "Don't get sarcastic with me, young man or I'll have to
spank you" routine. I never said the words, "Spank the Monkey, or choke
the
chicken."
>Are you're good enough to give, but not good enough to get?
Ah, let me think......I think I'm good enough to give and good enough to
get.
But you had better check with MH and yourself, since you both know
what I'm
thinking more than I do.
>>>Do you have proof that this paint transference
>>occurred in the air?
>>
>>"Yeah, the door confessed."
>
>And...
>
>>>Have you had more intimate contact with the wreckage than he?
>>
>>"Yeah, I sleep with it every night." ...
Funny, funny, author, author! Oh, it's me.
>I notice that you didn't answer the question, though. So I guess our
>discussion
>really is over. Very well, good day
The question of, did they reattach the skin of the nose underwater to the
skin of the nose?
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Well, maybe. Maybe not. Always could have.
I mean, I see black suited scuba guys from the CIA welding or glueing
800
wreckage back together under the water under gaze of hundreds while
secretly working out of tiny submarines on orders direct from the White
House basement. Always could have. Always didn't
45 seconds of transponder action after nose came off, and underwater
reattachment of fuselage skin, whoa, I always said the missile guys have a
good imagination.
>Oops! It should have read:
>
>"In so doing, it folded the mid-span latch area outward, causing what yo
>euphimistically
>call the "outward opening petal" and the fuselage section between the
>cargo door hinge
>area and main deck window belt inward causing what you term the "red
paint
>smears."
Oh man, well, corrections are always good. Let me see what you have.
Well, again, maybe, always could have.
>SM: The sequence is very clear and besides, those push pull rods for th
>locking sectors and are not the same ones for the midpsan latch torque
>tubes. Get to know the door, you simply do not understand it and it
shows.
Oh dear.
>SM: The round hole is where the bearing goes for the mid span latch
cam.
>The nomenclature below the door clearly states that the cargo door
>mechanisms are removed. If you knew what you were talking about you
would
>know what the components were.
>SM: WRONG! If it was from the inside out, the door skin would have
>severed in tension and would not have peeled. You would also find that
>the innder chord angles of the door frames would be buckled from
>compression. This is not evident
Well, compression fractures were noted in exhibits describing right side
forward of the nose of 800 and tension fractures on the left side forward
of the nose. That indicates to me the nose crumpled from the right into
explo decom hole. And hoop stresses were found in cargo door area,
indicating to me door opened in flight.
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And 811 door had latch area peeled and it was rupture explo decom. And
most
of 800 door is missing so conclusions about inner chord angles is
difficult. Get total door pieces and then jig saw puzzle may be solved. I
have implored NTSB to retrieve all door pieces as the recovery of
additional door pieces may change the probable cause, just as it did with
811 after door was retrieved from ocean floor.
>SM: How can you say this for 800. IT is a shredded mess! The break
line
>for 811 is right at the fulcrum point where door struck fuselage. This is
>not consistent with "could happen anywhere." The door would strike th
>same place everytime.
But not rupture the same place if whole door always struck fuselage
above.
800 matches 182, 103 matches 811 for door piece match. Rupture match
location is same for all. 811 door and 800 door can not be matched for tw
pieces versus a hundred pieces because doors had different latches unlatc
but in general, all four had forward cargo hold rupture in flight forward
of the wing leaving sudden loud sound and abruput power cut. All four of
the planes show initial event to come more severe from right side forward
of the wing centered at fcd.
And there may be a few inches in door difference, or few feet in belly, or
few feet on side where skin comes apart among the various aged airliners
at
different altitudes.
>SM: I am saying I do not see any smears. I see jagged metal and square
>post it notes.
You still do not say you see the red smears, you say you see something
else? Are the smears blue?
No red paint smears, 45 seconds of transponder, underwater mating of
wreckage skin, and now, scheme to hide threads. Conspiracy thinking all
the
way.
>
>
>SM: On a different note. Why do you keep moving your replies to
>different postings. Are you trying to hide the thread?
Trying to hide the thread...oh, boy.
>So Barry, where are your supporters, and how many of them continue to
back
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>you? With 1200 pages and all of that corresponsdence and media
coverage
>you should be getting a following. Where are they? Oh, I forgot, your
>"pesky evidence" keeps getting refuted. Sorry. Have a nice day
>
>Stan
The obligatory rude sign off....above and below.
Well, my six year old is still with me. And she's got more sense than
someone who refuses to see seven red paint smears in a picture.
EH>And after seeing all of the trash that has
>been exchanged by members of this list (some of them fictional
characters), I
>have been seriously considering setting up a new TWA 800 list - one
that will
>get down to constructive exchange of information. I believe the new lis
>should
>contain the following criteria:
>4. The list will probably be called Missile-800, or something similar.
Bravo! Goodbye to the missile guys, it's been vivid. Watch out for those
pesky government disinformationalists.
One last word, 'missle' is wrong, 'missile' is right, it's the little
things that mean so much.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Sun, 3 May 1998 20:16:20 -0700

Subject:
Emotion first, nilly willy.
BS>I just don't feel that it's
>productive to release the type of info that I am getting willy-nilly. I
>really don't want to see people on the missile side make more out of this
>than it is and surely don't want to hear all of the crap from the other
>side.
Right, finding the cause of TWA 800 is way down on the list of reasons
for
obtaining evidence. First comes the missile people, then avoiding criticism
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from the non missile people, what's third, demanding a pat on the back?
Then, maybe, the facts.
>I tried to engage in a normal discusssion on all of the info around this
>P-3, but we were so into nailing each other, that it really seemed futile.
>In this environment it is futile to put up new information and expect a
>responsible discussion on it or any value to be added to it.
Oh, poor boy, they just won't pay attention, will they? Well, you'll show
'em, you'll keep it secret by not showing it.
>This tape was sent unsolicited by the Navy
>with other FOIA info that I had requested. I have had good cooperation
from
>the Navy in responding to requests and answering correspondence.
Even an
>Admiral that is probably on the fast track to being a future CNO has
taken
>the time to help me with some of the CEC stuff. I don't want to see
images
>from this tape posted on the web and have people using it for propagand
>that it's a missile contrail.
Oh oh, conspiracy problem here, let's figure it out, how can the Navy be
forthcoming and yet be in on 'it'? And so nice of a missile guy to
'protect' the Navy by not putting it on web site but keeping it nice and
warm in a living room some place. Censors love controlling the news and
get
very upset when others do it to them but it's quite all right, necessary
really, to control the news themselves, can't let a cool future CNO buddy
get hurt now, can you.
>It has been sent to a couple of friends. I hope that they honor my reques
>to keep it off the web. I don't think that they Navy deserves to have thei
>cooperation rewarded in this way.
The Navy is not part of your back channel conspiracy mentality. If it's
public, and it is, then it's public. This strange consideration for Navy
officials rings false, hoarding information to give special warm feeling of
superiority rings true. Fortunately, the information you have is after the
event by minutes and therefore just about worthless as for determing caus
of the crash since you say the quality is so bad and no lat/long given so
withholding information and snickering about it with your friends will do
no lasting harm.
By the way, dropping a smoke marker is the first thing an ASW plane
would
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do to mark a datum. P3 have lots of smokes. It helps the pilot return
visually to a snorkel and also to determine wind direction for corrections
when dropping sonobouys in a pattern.
Let's see, database as relational database, not forthcoming; give address
so database can be sent to you, not forthcoming, name of NTSB
investigator
who thinks non center tank, not forthcoming, FLIR info from P3, not
forthcoming, yeah, you missile guys are really interested in total
disclosure to learn the truth of an issue. At this rate the NTSB and FBI
will seem like open books. At this rate of Exhibit 4A, 15C, 8A, and
database on website of course, missile guy information may catch up in th
year 2050, about the time a TV special will air on Paranormal Weekly,
TWA
800.
The importance of the FLIR is to determine which pieces or debris field
area were on fire which may give soot to pieces in it. For instance, all of
the pieces of the plane that came off first and fell in the red zone,
mostly forward cargo bay structure and seats above the cargo door, are
unsooted. Very strange for items supposed to be blown apart by a soot
type
explosion. Crucial items such as center tank front spar and center tank
maintenance hatch are unsooted. How can a fire type explosion blow
open a
sealed container and not soot the first pieces to go and yet soot the rest?
It can't.
I am now in the Richard Hirsch camp of no large explosion at all. There
was
a fire/small local explosion later on in the center tank, but no explosion
ever large enough to blow tank apart and certainly not strong enough to
blow nose off.
I hope the latest criticism about NTSB being slow does not make them
rush
to close TWA 800 by giving probable cause as center tank explosion,
ignition source unknown. Once the final report is signed, the job of
overcoming center tank as initial event becomes almost impossible.
Boeing won't fight it because no judge will permit a jury to rule on a fire
that could not be started. So a black eye for Boeing but no money out.
The Maine, Titanic and Lusitania disasters all had whitewash for public
inquiries. They were exactly like TWA 800, a preordained exercise in
public
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reassurance with no 'inquiry' at all. The difference is the internet.
Instead of 90 to 80 years before open discussion emerges from historians
who see the larger picture, now it is weeks. The discrepancy in aft cargo
door sill found in database but no mention of any forward cargo door sill,
latches or locks is now official and known by NTSB. The absence of the
two
midspan latches is acknowledged by NTSB. All the emails about TWA
800 by
the public which refute center tank are part of the public record.
Another field has been created by the internet for many, active historians
working in almost real time.
And the forward door of PA 103 sits in a hangar, patiently
waiting...waiting for hands to delicately examine its inner
workings...gently opening up the latches and checking its
functions...hmmm....what's this?
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Tue, 19 May 1998 02:14:06 -0700

Subject:
Evidence/Schmevidence
SF>Someone says that he has compiled a list of all accidnt reports
>available on the Internet. This would seem to sound better than anything
>John Barry Smith has done and perhaps people mighht want to consult
it:
Sammy refers to Harro Ranter's site, a marvel. I just downloaded the UTA
DC10 crash report. It reads like PA 103 except it's a DC10.
http://www.pongnet.nl/avnsafety/reports/ had the reports. I'm proud to see
Ranter links to my AI 182 report on website of course.
So, Sammy, Ranter's site is good, better than I have done for general
commercial aviation, and good because he compilied accidents reports on
the
internet, mine included. It's good to help create something good that
viewers quote in lists and recommend it to others.
>JBS says he didn't think of the Massive Fireball as the Initiating Event.
>Sure he did - triggered
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>by the Cargo Door opening.
Sure he didn't. And he's right here to say so. Hi, I'm JBS and I never
thought the massive fireball, the one heard, the one seen, was not the
initial event but always believed from minute one it was the falling
decapitated 747 disintegrating and being ignited at 7500 feet by fodded
engine number 3.
>I've mentioned here before that JBS's contentions about the door as the
>streak seemed less than
>readily palatable. Frankly, I never could figure out why he even felt it
>necessary to make that
>argument.
You could always ask.
It has no readily apparent direct bearing on the viability of the Cargo
Door Theory
>itself.
You the cargo door man! You know what is important and what is not.
Ha!
It might have seemed so if he believed at the time, as just about
everybody else did, that
>the Massive Fireball was the Initiating Event (triggered by the Cargo
>Door opening, or 2
>ordnance explosions moments before, a bomb, a meteor, etc., of course)
Never was the fireball the initiating event, always secondary.
Below sent on August 3. 96
>To: SCHLEDR@ntsb.gov
>From: barry@corazon.com
>Subject: TWA cargo door crash cause
>Cc:
>Bcc:
>X-Attachments: :Master:31652:crash811doorpictcrop.JPG copy:
>
>>Be assured that we are checking that. I was the investigator in charge
of
>>the UAL flight 811 case and fully knowledgeable in its causes and
factors.
>Have you informed Mr Francis of the similarities between 811 and 800?
It
>appears the independent NTSB has rebuffed the politically driven FBI
from
>declaring bomb and directing the investigation; for the first time I have
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>read about aging aircraft and mechanical malfunction. They are looking
>into a Section 41 overhaul. Fine. Why is there no mention of the obviou
>possible mechanical malufunction of an opening cargo door which tears
a
>gash in the side of plane; then air wind force blows off nose? Show them
>the pictures of 811 on the ground with hugh hole in side by cargo door.
>Play tape of 811 playing thump. Door was seen as streak on 800 and wa
>picked up on radar as anomaly blip. Check the 800 door for latch
>condition, open or closed. It's all there. It's all there and just needs
>to be put together. My web site on the cargo door causes of several 747'
>is at http://www.corazon.com/barryhome.html It is getting increased hit
>every day and is generating email from Europe. It was mentioned on
radio
>show in New York. The cat is out of the bag.
Below sent September
12, 96
>To: DICKINA@ntsb.gov
>From: barry@corazon.com
>Subject: Prime suspect
>Cc:
>Bcc:
>X-Attachments:
>
>Please rule out cargo door as the cause of TWA Flight 800. It is a matter
>of life and death. It is a prime suspect with two ADs against it and it
>was at the scene of destruction, on the right side foward of the wing. It
>has already killed nine passengers in UAL Flight 811.
> To come upon a crime scene with 230 dead people stabbed to death
and a
>bloody knife is in plain sight and to not pursue that bloody knife as the
>killer weapon is not good. To continue to look for a bomb that stabbed
all
>the victims to death is not good.
> Investigation on a mechanical object that may have failed and led to th
>killing of the people is good. Especially if the object has documented
>failures three times before, two Airworthiness Directives to try to stop
>failure, and the mechanical object is located extremely near the scene of
>the start of the destruction of the aircraft, forward right side, and the
>death of all aboard. The mechanical object is the forward cargo door. It
>is the prime suspect and it is guilty.
> It is an extremely important discovery.
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> If true. Is it true? Did the outward opening cargo doors inadvertently
>open on early model Boeing 747s which were torn off in the 333 mile
per
>hour slipstream pulling fuselage skin with it a exposing large nine foot
>by fifteen foot gash in right side of nose just forward of the wing
>allowing wind forces to tear whole plane's nose off, thereby leaving
>short, loud sound on the cockpit voice recorder, cutting off power
>abruptly, throwing debris into the number three engine, forcing
>decapitated nose to crash to the surface, allowing the rest of the
>aircraft to disintegrate to the surface, resulting in the aircraft
>destroyed and all crew and passengers dead?
> Did it that happen that way for Air India Flight 182 in 1985, Pan Am
>103 in 1988, and TWA 800 in 1996? And almost happen for UAL 811
in 1989,
>nine dead, where the only difference from the others is the nose did not
>come all the way off and only nine passengers were swept out of their
>seats to their deaths?
> I say yes, yes, yes, yes and can document every step of the way. No
>exaggerations, no slanting; only facts and conservative logic. It is on my
>website. http://www.corazon.om You must review/scan/browse the
pages for
>the explanation. It is all there.
> I say this with a smile on my face to hide my fear, but this is a
>matter of life or death. Hundreds of these 747s are flying right now with
>the potential of the door to tear off and cause another large gaping hole
>in the side of the nose which may or may not lead to the destruction of
>the aircraft and the death of all aboard. Sincerely, John Barry Smith call
>4086593552
TT quotes:
>>On Mon, 18 May 1998 23:01:11 -0400, Bob Donaldson
>><BobDonaldson@YAHOO.COM> wrote:
>>
>>>On Mon, 18 May 1998 18:25:35 -0700, Richard Hirsch
>>><neteagle@EARTHLINK.NET> wrote:
>>>
>>
>>>>At 8:31:16 (at 13,700 feet) there was no direct sunlight available to
>>>>reflect off of a falling cargo door. The spotlight was below the
>>>>horizon. All that was left was civil twilight.
>>
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>>Ah, those meteorological facts; your so good at them, your
>>Unreachableness! I was at a Nassau County beach, and I can tell you
that
>>I turned around and watched the sun set at 8:30 PM.
>>But of course, I'm just an "eyewitness" to the setting sun. By the way,
>>did his Highness ever hear of diffractional light scattering in the
>>upper atmosphere at sunset?
>>>>
>>>>Where did JBS's cargo door get the sunlight to create the amazing
light
>>>>show that confused people into thinking that down was up?
>>
>>While I don't believe that the Cargo Door was an initaiting event, I
>>find it plausible that it contributed to the downfall of the airliner.
>>The sunlight in the upper atmosphere was there, refracted or direct
>BD: Good point Richard! Barry, how do you explain the above?
What time is it? What time does the sun set around here?
Sun was supposed to set for TT on beach at 2019 and he says he saw it se
at 2030. Hmmmm. those pesky eyewitnesses.
Sun was supposed to set at 15000 feet at 2031. Which means for TWA
800 at
13700 feet the sunset time was a minute earlier and in technical twilight.
Official times in the exhibits give sea level sunset times and various
altitudes. The higher the altitude, the later the sunset. Is that principle
understood, it's hard for land lubbers to understand sun sets at different
time even though at same spot on earth, just higher. Sun was not down at
15000 feet at 2026 as RH says, but at 2031 according to the official
report. Event was at 2031.
Refraction....well, the streak was red orange, the sun down low on horizo
was red orange. Metal reflecting red orange light would look red orange.
And one minute plus or minus? I think there was enough red orange light
in
the air to bounce off shiny metal at the correct angle to look like fast
moving dot of light. There are 24 hours in every day and the only time
frame for streak to work as shiny metal object reflecting light is right
around sunset for TWA 800 which means around 2031 plus or minus a
few
minutes. And it was.
Not leaking fuel, not missile exhaust, could be reflection off missile
casing, not falling debris on fire, could be metal hatch or door reflecting.
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Main thing about streak for cargo door explanation is it gives reasonable
alternative to missile as streak.
And if you missile guys still don't understand up streak as down object
then you will never understand 3 D in space, very important if you ever tr
to become a pilot. Or down streak as up object, it's the same principle. It
works both ways. It's basic geometry. But counter intuitive for land
lubbers like the missile guys or the blinded conspiracy guys who can't
admit basic science if it hurts their cause.
But the main thing here, in the wee wee hours, is what is RH and BD and
TT
talking about cargo door for? They are not authorized. Permission to
speak
about cargo door is revoked, denied, and rescinded. I mean, if a few
missile guys start asking questions about cargo door, who knows where it
will end? It should be squelched right now. Let's repeat the eyewitness
reports again. Oh, can't do that, the nine down streaks viewers and Meyer
will be brought into it, sort of embarrassments right now for the missile
guys.
>>Maybe it was a burning cargo door? But to be burning, it had to
>>have an initiating event other than explosive decompression.
>>Couldn't have been the CWT because there was no sooting. Of course
>>the explosive decompression could have been caused by a warhead
>>detonation on the left side that blew off the cargo door, along with
>>the rest of the cargo hold and most of the lower cargo bay structures.
>>But that's not possible, it fits too much of the evidence!
The above is real thinking. It's the realization that the missile had to
hit someplace if the fanatasy is to live and why not someplace that causes
the cargo door to pop open in flight.
And until the chafed wiring is found, I can't say for sure it was chafed
wiring that did it so therefore it could have been a missile.
By the way, why are you missile guys not pursuing the orange zone
mystery.
The below is to be sent to NTSB shortly. If the orange zone pieces of 900
series tags have missile casings, or fins, or some other real missile
evidence, then the missile guys have some real meat to chew on. Even
though
that ocean floor is littered with missile debris, it would be fun to sort
out that mess.
Public Docket SA-516, Exhibit no. 7a, Structures Goup Chairman's
Factual
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Report of Investigation, page 5, "In addition, an area 2.7. nautical miles
in radius, centered at 40 degrees 38 minutes 54 seconds North, 072
degrees
40 minutes 23 seconds West, was defined. The portions of this area that
did
not already lie in either the Red, Yellow or Green zone were designated
the
Orange Zone. The center of this zone corresponds to the last secondary
radar return from the aircraft."
"The database created to track recovered parts is known as the TAGS
database. A series of metal tags were issued to be attached to the
recovered parts as durable identification tags. The metal tags were colore
one of six possible colors."
"Orange Recovered from areas other than Areas 1, 2 or 3 during the
trawling operation."
"9000-9999 Issued by the trawlers working the western half of the
Orange
zone."
Please note there are no orange zone pieces in the TAGS database. There
is
no mention anywhere of the pieces which were found in the Orange zone
by
trawlers and issued 9000 series metal identification tags. Eighty percent
of the forward cargo door is missing. The NTSB Trajectory study, page
50,
shows pieces from the forward cargo bay were the first to leave TWA 800
and
left at the same time as the last secondary radar beacon was returned. It
is very likely that the missing pieces of the forward cargo door are in the
Orange zone and may have already been retrieved and tagged with 9000
series
tags.
Where are the Orange zone pieces recovered from TWA 800? What
pieces were
they? Where did they come from on the aircraft?
BD> Better
>to support a theory for which there is virtually no forensic evidence.
No evidence? You wouldn't know evidence if it dropped on your head
and said
'red paint smears' several times in your ear. Or a thousand pounds of
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wreckage with shattered forward cargo door pieces all hanging by string
came by on a float during a parade.
Missile guys don't want evidence of metal, they want signed confessions
by
the bad guys.
Evidence, schmevidence!
Cheers
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Thu, 14 May 1998 08:19:04 -0700

Subject:
Fan Mail
TT>Why didn't you check his spelling, Smith? Or his grammar?
Sherlock Holmes
>would turn over in his grave watching you perform such a meaningless
>exercise as measuring time intervals between e-mails and drawing
>psychological conclusions about "criminal" Meyer from them. Did a
cargo
>door fall on your head?
I did and I did, Tolvo. And I never made a 'psychological conclusions
about
'criminal.' Meyer from them'. Meyer is the one who called non missile
guys
in government traitors
>Meyer the conspiracy lawyer. The government as traitors. "This is
>Treason." Note the capital 'T' for treason. As if the word is not
>>powerful enough as it is. Conspiracy nut, they are everywhere.
Meyer said, 'This is Treason." He is the one making conclusions that
accuse
government officials of crime, not me. I just accuse Meyer or being a
lawyer. Yes, I know that's worse.
You missile guys are so revealing. It's not important about Meyer and his
sputtering. Only the content and his content is now impeached. Don't get
so
personal. Meyer has found his golden goose. So has Donaldson.
Got another fan letter this morning too:
From: monica_warnock@mcgraw-hill.com
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>Date: Thu, 14 May 98 10:24:37 -0500
>To: <barry@corazon.com>
>Subject: Aviation Week
>Mime-Version: 1.0
>
>
> To: barry@corazon.com
>
> Dear Sir,
>
> Your website "http://www.corazon.com/800avweekintrigue.html"
contains
> several scanned-in pictures of the Aviation Week & Space
Technology
> article "ANG Pilot: TWA Hit By Object," March 10, 1997. Our
records
> do not show that you requested permission to use these articles on
> your website.
>
> Aviation Week & Space Technology is covered by copyright law
which
> states that permission must be granted before our material is used.
> Your website is in violation of this law. You must remove these
> articles and any other Aviation Week copyrighted material from your
> website immediately, or we will consider legal action.
>
> Sincerely,
> Monica Warnock
> Washington Bureau
> Aviation Week & Space Technology
> monica_warnock@mcgraw-hill.com
> (202)383-2314
And more:
Date: Tue, 05 May 1998 07:56:37 +0100
From: Star <C.baird@gcal.ac.uk>
Reply-To: C.baird@gcal.ac.uk
MIME-Version: 1.0
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: plane bombings
i think your web-site is the rudiest, most selfish, mindless pice of
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trash i have ever visited. who do you think you are printing that
opening paragraph on your site. how could you do that to the people
that lost someone in the crash. i hope you may think twice about your
future sites. i am outraged by your actions
if you want to reply feel free my email is:
S.C.S.Brown@gcal.ac.uk
Life is just a bowl of cherries.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Thu, 14 May 1998 11:01:29 -0700

Subject:
Re: Fan Mail
In-Reply-To:
<FLIGHT-800%1998051413311245@HOME.EASE.LSOFT.COM>
>TT>Oops! Did I hit a sore spot, calling you by your last name?
Naw, as a John Smith, I learned early on that names are not the object
they represent.
>No psychological conclusions about Meyer? Did you read your post?
You
>couldn't wait to delve into his psychological reasoning.
Yes, Titty, I did make psychological conclusions about Meyer's strange
emails, but I did not call him a criminal. He called other criminals, I
did not. Big difference considering a person's motives and then making
conclusion he is a lawbreaker.
>
>TT>Presumption of latent schizophrenia in attackee
Titty the medical doctor.
>>
>TT>Double attack in one paragraph. Are you sure you don't feel
>threatened, or depressed? Perhaps a little fresh air and sunshine
>might help. You know, people who stay inside all day writing
long-winded
>posts do develop depressive disorders from lack of sunlight.
Titty the medical doctor giving medical advice to unsuspecting patient.
>
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>Best wishes and think healthy!
Sarcasm does not become you. We are talking science here about
airplanes,
not motivation for actors in play.
I do admit to chortling at the missile guys talking about database which
helps cargo door explanation, and then urging EB to interrogate star
witness that hurts missile explanation. Hey, you missile guys, any more
suggestions?
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
To: monica_warnock@mcgraw-hill.com
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Request permission to present article on website.
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:
> To: barry@corazon.com
>
> Dear Sir,
>
> Your website "http://www.corazon.com/800avweekintrigue.html"
contains
> several scanned-in pictures of the Aviation Week & Space
Technology
> article "ANG Pilot: TWA Hit By Object," March 10, 1997. Our
records
> do not show that you requested permission to use these articles on
> your website.
Dear Madam, 14 May 1998
A thousand pardons. I immediately request permission to reprint Aviatio
Week & Space Technology article "ANG Pilot: TWA Hit By Object,"
March 10,
1997 on my website, www.corazon.com. (Corazon is my wife's name.)
The reason I scanned in exact image instead of paraphrasing text was to b
precise and show source, very important for a research paper.
Should my request be denied, I shall of course, immediately comply with
your request and remove the article from my web site.
AWST is a fine magazine and one which I have read diligently for over
thirty years. I have watched AWST's web site mature as time goes on.
http://awgnet.com/awgnews.htm is on my bookmarks list and I check it
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first
thing every morning. I'm in your database of subscribers. Keep up the
good
work!
Regarding this life and death matter of a sudden night fiery fatal jet
plane crash about which I have published a 1200 page website presenting
my
shorted wiring opening forward cargo door in flight explanation to the
general public in a non profit effort:
1. You surely understand I can not alter my website just on an unsolicited
email out of the blue from:
> Monica Warnock
> Washington Bureau
> Aviation Week & Space Technology
> monica_warnock@mcgraw-hill.com
> (202)383-2314
The absence of title indicates your request may be personal in nature and
not official. Please confirm your official title which corresponds to your
request that I delete an article from AWST from my site. You may be
spoofing me and my asking for credentials is prudent and an established
protocol.
2. Your response indicates an interest in the subject of TWA 800. Could
you
refer a reporter to me so I can present my wiring/cargo door explanation t
him/her? I would appreciate the opinion of an aviation professional
regarding my nine years of amateur research into hull ruptures of hour
high
time Boeing 747s. Your reporter, David Fuhlgum, in the referenced articl
was able to elicit important material from NTSB officials regarding TWA
800; the forward door may have popped open in flight, and the streak may
have been pieces of the aircraft reflecting evening sun. I am able to
amplify those observations by an anonymous NTSB 'second official'
using
NTSB documents and photographs. It's a good story and one worthy of
AWST's
interest. FAA, NSTB, and Boeing are all saying wiring in older Boeing
airliners is fraying and shorting causing problems, and so am I, long
before the officials came to the realization.
3. >or we will consider legal action.
Why, O why did you threaten me? Your first contact, out of the blue, and
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contains a threat of 'legal action'. What does that mean? I don't think it
means a good thing. It just sets a wrong tone. Is politeness gone from eve
presentations about a plane crash?
4. >Your website is in violation of this law.
Whoa! You are calling me a criminal? Just like that? I'm breaking the
law?
I'm a lawbreaker? This is very disturbing. Maybe that's the way AWST
works
with the big boys who only respond to threats, not to polite requests with
explanation attached. I'm not a big boy. I'm a retired military officer
working out of a converted garage in California. I don't like anybody
telling me I'm breaking the law unless it's a policeman, judge, or jury.
And I still don't like it, but I obey. I really can't tell my friends that
I changed my cherished web site because of a strange unauthenticated
email
from some babe named Monica at McGraw-Hill, now can I? I mean, am I
a man
or a mouse?
See, a threat always turns a pleasant conversation into stressful one.
Squeek, squeek.
To review:
1. I respectfully request permission to display scanned in images of
Aviation Week & Space Technology article "ANG Pilot: TWA Hit By
Object,"
March 10, 1997 on my personal website, www.corazon.com.
2. Please to show credentials, madam.
4. Refer reporter to me regarding a subject that you feel strongly enough
to want to affect with correspondence, TWA 800.
5. Keep up the good work covering aviation subjects around the world.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
408 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
www.corazon.com
>
> Aviation Week & Space Technology is covered by copyright law
which
> states that permission must be granted before our material is used.
> Your website is in violation of this law. You must remove these
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> articles and any other Aviation Week copyrighted material from your
> website immediately, or we will consider legal action.
>
> Sincerely,
> Monica Warnock
> Washington Bureau
> Aviation Week & Space Technology
> monica_warnock@mcgraw-hill.com
> (202)383-2314
>From: monica_warnock@mcgraw-hill.com
>Date: Thu, 14 May 98 13:48:41 -0500
>To: <barry@corazon.com>
>Subject: Re: Request permission to present article on website.
>Mime-Version: 1.0
>
>
> Dear Mr. Barry,
>
> I am an editorial assistant in the Washington Bureau of Aviation
Week
> & Space Technology. I work for Mary Francis Koerner. She is the
> Manager of Bureaus and she is the official contact for Reprints &
> Permission. We will periodically search the web for Aviation Week
on
> outside websites and that is what brought me to your site.
>
> Unfortunately, at present, Aviation Week & Space Technology does
not
> allow its material to be reprinted on any websites other than our own
> We appreciate your interest in Aviation Week & Space Technology;
> however, we must ask that you remove the article from your website
as
> you have indicated you are willing to do.
>
> My interest in this regard is not related to TWA800 but protecting th
> magazine in general. Many people are not aware of the rules
regarding
> copyright on the internet. You may reference the section "Photocopy
> and Rights & Permission" on the Contact Us page of Aviation Week
if
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> you have any future requests for permission.
>
> James McKenna would be the best editor to send your
correspondence to
> regarding TWA 800. He is located in the Washington bureau: 1200
G
> Street, NW Suite 922, Washington, DC 20005. (202) 383-2332.
>
> I will mail you a hard copy of this letter on Aviation Week & Space
> Technology letterhead to satisfy any concerns you might have about
my
> identity. Thank you for your understanding.
>
> Monica Warnock
> Editorial Assistant, Washington Bureau
> Aviation Week & Space Technology
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Mon, 18 May 1998 13:37:55 -0700

Subject:
Fireball never initial event
EB makes a mistake> Kallstrom and Meyer
>both made the same mistake. Everybody did. Everybody thought that
the
>Massive Fireball was
the explosion that downed the 747.
Not me. I never said or believed in the fireball being initial event. Ever.
The initial event for me was cargo door pop, only later did wiring short
become initial event, and now it's moisture first, then wiring short, then
door pop, then streak, then nose off, then fireball.
Below email was sent 7.26.96, nine days after event.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
To: schledr@ntsb.gov
From: barry@corazon.com
Subject: TWA crash cause explained
Cc:
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Bcc:
X-Attachments: :Master:31652:crash103drawdoorpictcrop.JPG:
:Master:31652:crash811doorpictcrop.JPG:
I have a reasonable explanation for the cause of crash of TWA flight 800
May I speak with someone involved with aircraft accident investi.gations
I
have extensive aircraft experience and am a retired military officer. It's
worth listening to.
The theory is that inadvertent cargo door openings have caused the
crashes
of TWA Flight 800, Pan Am Flight 103, and United Flight 811. RE:
TWA
Flight 800, the visual streak reported is the cargo door spinning down
reflecting in the evening dusk sun. The radar anomaly is the cargo door a
it detached from the fulelage. The tapes of Flights 800, 103 and 811 will
all be similar at the time of door separation.
Attached as jpg files are two illustrations: one is a photo from the NTSB
accident report of United Flight 811 after landing with it's cargo door
torn off. The rectangle shows the area of tearing and loss. The other
illustration is a drawing from the UK accident report of Pan AM Flight
103
showing the sequence of destruction. This drawing shows the similarity o
disintergration. The shapes are the same, the doors were broken in half at
the same breakline, and the sizes are the same.
More info: the sounds of the two flight recorders on 103 and 811 are
similar at time of door coming off. The 811 door was found unlatched at
the
bottom of Pacific; 103 door was found and latch condition omitted in
report
while the other two cargo doors were reported as latched. Radar blip
anomalies were detected on 103 and 800 just before disintergration. Door
spinning away would give such blips and also for 800 appear as visual
streak as it reflected the evening sun.
The doors of 811 and 103 came off and 125 opened, no doubt. The
cause of
the 811 was improper latching and design. The stated cause of 103 was
bomb
in cargo hold.
All four aircraft were very eary 747-100 series with over 58000 flights
hours. Many early 747's, such as Pan Am 103, had their cargo doors and
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cargo area reworked for military use thereby tampering with original
design.
False positive for explosives on TWA Flight 800 was reported today,
could
have happened on 103.
Yes, I am saying Pan Am 103 crash cause was an inadvertent opening
cargo
door and not a bomb. Yes, I am saying United 811 and Pan Am 125 were
cargo
doors. Yes, I am saying TWA 800 crash cause was a cargo door.
I predict the door on 800 will be found broken in half and unlatched. I
predict the flight data recorders will have simliar sounds at time of
destruction to the 103 and 811 tapes. I predict the breakup sequence of th
airframe will be similar.
Here is the analogy: A balloon not inflated when pricked does nothing,
such as inadvertant door opening on runway (as 747 cargo doors have
done
several documented times). A balloon partially pricked does nothing, such
as a door opening but not coming off (Pan Am Flight 125). A balloon
pricked
when fully inflated pops, such as door opening at 31000 feet (Pan Am
103).
A balloon pricked when partially inflated hisses and deflates, such as doo
opening at 21000 feet (United Flight 811), or 13500 feet, (TWA Flight
800).
And then wind force takes over and tears the fuselage apart. (How lucky
were the passengers on Flight 125 and Flight 811!)
Background on me: I was an audiologist for ten years and can analyze
sounds such as the flight data recorder tapes. I was a radar operator for
nine years and can understand picking up large cargo doors as returns. I
was an air intelligence officer/reconnaissance attack navigator for eight
years and understand need for careful research, evaluation, and
conclusions. I was involved in an ejection where the pilot died and I
suffered back injury. I know accident investigation is important.
1. This excerpt is from the United Flight
811 cargo door report used as background info.
1.17.1 Previous Cargo Door Incident
On March 10, 1987, a Pan American Airways B-747-122,
N740PA,
operating as flight 125 from London to New York, experienced an
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incident involving the forward cargo door. According to Pan Am and
Boeing
officials who investigated this incident, the flightcrew experienced
pressurization problems as the airplane was climbing through about
20,000
feet. The crew began a descent and the pressurization problem ceased
about
15,000 feet. The crew began to climb again, but about 20,000 feet, the
cabin altitude began to rise rapidly again. The flight returned to London.
When the airplane was examined on the ground, the
forward cargo door was found open about 1 1/2 inches along the bottom
with
the latch cams unlatched and the master latch lock handle closed. The
cockpit cargo door warning light was off.
2. Scheduled 14 CFR 121 operation of TRANSWORLD AIRWAYS
(D.B.A. TWA)
Accident occurred JUL-17-96 at EAST
MORICHES, NY
Aircraft: Boeing 747, registration:
N93119
Injuries: 230 Fatal.
On July 17, 1996, about 8:45pm, TWA flight 800, N93119, a Boeing
747-100,
crashed into the Atlantic Ocean off the coast of Long Island shortly after
takeoff from Kennedy International Airport. The airplane was on a
regularly
scheduled flight to Paris, France. The initial reports are that witnesses
saw an
explosion and then debris descending to the ocean. There are no reports o
the flightcrew reporting a problem to air traffic control. The airplane was
manufactured in November 1971. It has accumulated about 93,303 flight
hours
and 16,869 cycles. On board the airplane were 212 passengers and 18
crewmembers. The airplane was destroyed and there were no survivors.
3.
Scheduled 14 CFR 121 operation of UNITED
AIRLINES (D.B.A. UNITED AIRLINES,INC.)
Accident occurred FEB-24-89 at
HONOLULU, HI
Aircraft: BOEING 747-122,
registration: N4713U
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Injuries: 9 Fatal, 5 Serious, 33 Minor,
309 Uninjured.
FTL #811 WAS A SCHEDULED PASSENGER FLIGHT FROM
LOS ANGELES TO SYDNEY,
AUSTRALIA, WITH STOPS IN HONOLULU (HNL), HI, AND
AUCKLAND, NEW ZEALAND. THE FLT WAS UNEVENTFUL
UNTIL AFTER DEPARTURE FROM
HNL. WHILE CLIMBING FROM FL220 TO FL230 THE CREW
HEARD A "THUMP" FOLLOWED BY AN EXPLOSION. AN
EXPLOSIVE DECOMPRESSION WAS
EXPERIENCED AND THE #3 AND #4 ENGS WERE SHUTDOWN
BECAUSE OF FOD. THE FLT RETURNED TO HNL AND
PASSENGERS WERE EVACUATED.
INSPECTION REVEALED THE FORWARD LOWER LOBE
CARGO
DOOR DEPARTED INFLT CAUSING EXTENSIVE DAMAGE TO
THE FUSELAGE AND CABIN
ADJACENT TO THE DOOR. NINE PASSENGERS WERE
EJECTED
AND LOST AT SEA. INVESTIGATION CENTERED AROUND
DESIGN AND CERTIFICATION OF
THE DOOR WHICH ALLOWED IT TO BE IMPROPERLY
LATCHED, AND THE OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE TO
ASSURE AIRWORTHINESS OF THE
DOOR AND LATCHING MECHANISM. (SEE
NTSB/AAR-90/01)
Probable Cause
THE SUDDEN OPENING OF THE IMPROPERLY LATCHED
FORWARD LOBE CARGO DOOR IN
FLIGHT AND THE SUBSEQUENT EXPLOSIVE
DECOMPRESSION. CONTRIBUTING TO THE ACCIDENT WAS
A DEFICIENCY IN THE DESIGN
OF THE CARGO DOOR LOCKING MECHANISMS, WHICH
MADE
THEM SUSCEPTIBLE TO INSERVICE DAMAGE, AND WHICH
ALOWED THE DOOR TO BE
UNATCHED, YET TO SHOW A PROPERLY LATCHED AND
LOCKED
POSITION. ALSO CONTRIBUTING TO THE ACCIDENT WAS
THE LACK OF PROPER
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MAINTENANCE AND INSPECTION OF THE CARGO DOOR BY
UNITED
AIRLINES, AND A LACK OF TIMELY CORRECTIVE ACTIONS
BY BOEING AND THE FAA
FOLLOWING A PREVIOUS DOOR OPENING INCIDENT.
Index for Feb 1989 | Index of Months
The streak seen was the cargo doors spinning and reflecting in the
evening
dusk sun. The radar blip before destruction was the cargo door coming of
The culprit was seen visually and on radar.
Real bombs have gone off on 747s before; they don't cause catastrophic
destruction; they blow holes in skin or floor and planes lands safely.
#47 10.12.94 Boeing 747-283B
EI-BWF Philippine Air Lines (Philippines)
1(293) Minami Diato Isl.; nr. (Japan)
On a flight from Manila to Tokyo via Cebu, a bomb exploded in the
passenger
cabin beneath seat 26K. A succesfull emergency landing at Okinawa was
made at
12.45h.
The muslim group Abu Sayyaf claimed responsibility
.#34 18.01.84 Boeing 747
Air France
0(261) Karachi, 70mls (Pakistan)
An in-flight explosion after leaving Karachi blew a hole in the right rear
cargo hold and caused a loss of cabin pressure. An emergency descent to
5000ft was made and the aircraft returned to Karachi.
#31 11.08.82 Boeing 747-121
N754PA Pan American World Airways (USA)
1() Hawaii; 140mls (USA)
On a flight from Tokyo one passenger was killed when a bomb, located
under
the seat cushion, exploded. The explosion also resulted in a hole in the
floor and damage to the ceiling and overhead racks. A safe landing was
made
at Honolulu.
Based upon a reasonable explanation of observed events does not my
theory/hypothesis merit more attention? Does any of your staff live near
the San Francisco bay area; I could go there and show them the extensive
documentation such as the similarities between the three flights, 103, 800
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and 811. (Similar early 747s, similar sounds on tape, similar time after
takeoff, similar radar blip before destruction, and soon similar broken
cargo door and breakup pattern.)
Only a hole the size of the forward cargo door opening up will quickly
destroy a 747. It was the opening and tearing off of the cargo door that
caused Flight 800 to disintergrate. It happened before, it happened now,
and it will happen again.
The small picture is that a mechanical problem crashed an airplane;
happens all the time. The big picture is that there is a pattern of crashes
which are caused by the same mechanical problem which remains unfixed
killing hundreds of passengers. And the cause is going unexplained
because
it is in the perceived best interests of the government, the manufacturer
and the airline to blame act of god terrorists rather than a real life
screwup in design, maintenance, and oversight. It's human nature to avoid
responsibility and blame others. But when dealing with aircraft accident
investigations the truth must be discovered and let the chips fall where
they may because we may be the next victims when we fly.
email me or call 408 6593552 John Barry Smith
TS shows his ignorance>What about Scully and Barry?
>
>They seem to have no problem trashing others, but either hide from or
>dance around questions related to themselves with a barage of insults,
>sarcasm, and tangents
I have told you my phone, my address, my military history, my accident,
and
my research. If you don't believe it, that's fine, you are hiding, not me.
And it's not easy trashing others, do you think I enjoy this? Well, maybe
just a little.
>
>I challenge Barr, Scully, Barry and Olsson to give this list similar
>means of verification for themselves.
>
>Tom Stalcup
I challenge TS to give verification that he is not another conspiracy nut
who distrusts everything said by those that contradict him with facts.
Actually, I don't care a whit about TS or who he is. Cancel that challenge
It's only the message that's imporant and if TS ever says something
relevant and factual about TWA 800, I'll pay attention, but as long as he
personalizes everything about a machine, then he's just another conspirac
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nut seeing shadows under their beds and in their closets.
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Fri, 29 May 1998 23:36:54 -0700

Subject:
Adm Moorer surfaces,
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="iso-8859-1"
...and it's not a pretty sight.
How I got this email I'll never know, but up it popped. Note absence of
capitals replaced by bold type, I guess the caps got to boring.
newtotalitarians, I love it.
Me getting Slater's email makes me wonder how much of my emails go to
strangers. I am a tailhooker though.
Date: Fri, 29 May 1998 11:25:08 -0700
X-Sender: beak1@pop.webcom.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
To: Wayne Slater <skip128@aol.com>
From: "Gerald L. Atkinson" <atkinson@newtotalitarians.com>
Subject: 'From Trust to Terror: Radical Feminism is Destroying the U.S.
Navy'
Tailhookers,
A new book with subject title is of direct and immediate interest to
all naval aviators. It is described in detail on my Web Site at:
http://www.newtotalitarians.com
ADM Thomas H. Moorer, USN (Ret.) and RADM C.A. 'Mark' Hill, Jr.,
USN (Ret.)
have praised this book (see Web Site). Naval aviators by the hundreds ar
ordering this book beacuse it tells a true story of the final act of
degradation resulting from the current 'feminization' of the U.S. Navy.
This book reveals the lengths to which a mid-level 'commissariat' of
affirmative action officers have gone to carry out the radical feminist
agenda of the politically correct politicians -- inside and outside the
Navy of the '90s. That is, the attempt to simply 'give' the coveted Navy
wings of gold to an incompetent female aviation candidate in spite of
repeated downs, PRBs, and 'excused' downs. And the ultimate insult was
the convening of an OIG investigation (after repeated threats to convene
other such investigations) against young flight instructors who were 'just
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doing their job.' All of this led to a campaign of terror against the
flight instructors which resulted in a complete breakdown of trust.
These young heroes were finally forced to search for outside legal counse
to protect themselves from their superior officers,the flawed Student Pilot
and outside lawyers for the radical feminist agenda.
The resulting breakdown of trust is a major component of the reason for
the exodus of our young 'warriors' from naval aviation. You should read
this book to find a concrete reason for this tragic loss.
Best Regards,
Beak
JG> Yes Scherwin..it's as safe as taking a bath, providing
> your bathroom door doesn't fly off .
>
> Jean
TT turning two lines into four
>>I'm still contemplating Jean Gully's discussion of air
>>>safety and possible bathroom decompression resulting from spurious
>>>opening of bathroom door latches and the fly-away bathroom door
>>>scenario!
>TT>I really don't know. But I do know you just expended 6 lines of hot
>air on nothingness. Can you say the above in a single breath?
Can you say arm ripped out of socket in 300 knot slipstream and eardrum
explode in sudden explosive decompression, and that's nothingness to
you?
>>Can do the same for a submarine, ship, or a dingy in reverse.
>
>TT> "Dingy" means dirty or discolored. I presume you mean "dinghy" >a small boat? And you call me a landlubber!
Touche! Touche, Tony T.
din*ghy \"dig-e\ n, pl dinghies 1 : a small boat 2 : life raft
din*gy \"din-je\ adj din*gi*er; -est : dirty, discolored; also : shabby ß
din*gi*ness n
>>Small scale event, you live; medium scale event you may live or you
may
>>die; large scale event you die.
>
>TT>As usual, you beat the obvious to death.
Obvious to some at 40000 feet at 700 knots, not obvious to landlubbers at
60 miles per hour.
RH pays attention when missile guy says old news>Pretty strong
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testimony
about the NTSB swapping debris field locations
>of the passenger seat positions.
Below was posted Feb 23 98:
To: LSoft
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: NTSB adjusting/modifying evidence
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:
It's worse than contradictions, it's out and out altering.
Mr. Wildey|>"This
was brought to our attention, and the reason that we
examined this was that three of the four nose landing
doors had a red tag and were recovered from the
earliest part of the debris field and, similarly,
around the nose landing gear area there were some
fuselage pieces that were recovered that had a red tag
on it and were supposedly recovered from the red -- the
red -- earliest debris field.
Of course it became a very distinct question,
well, what happened up there, how did these pieces, the
fuselage pieces in the doors get into the red zone?
Well, our group took this as a task to look at. We
made a report on it and we determined that, for
example, on the doors themselves that, yes, those doors
apparently did come off the airplane.
They had a lack of damage on them that was
consistent with early departure. We developed some
hypotheses and scenarios that could allow the doors to
depart from the airplane very early in the sequence,
and it is consistent with the factual observations we
have made.
so, for the doors we said, yes, it appears as
though we have a sequence that could account for the
doors to come off early, and we also examined the
fuselage pieces right around there that had red tags on
them, and we looked at all the features we could find,
and for the fuselage pieces around there we said we
find no physical evidence to suggest that those
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particular pieces actually departed the airplane early
on in the sequence.
I think, if I remember our report, we said we
believed that those particular pieces should be treated
as yellow zone parts because we don't find any way that
they could possibly have come off the airplane early in
the sequence and actually have been found in the red
debris field.
Just as a side note, I am aware that the tags
on those particular fuselage pieces from around the
nose area are the so-called 2,000 series tags, and that
is not my area of expertise, but these are the -- these
tags had some questions about their pedigree, if you
will.
But, that is really not our concern. We are
saying, and our group said that we don't believe those are red zone parts
and we would treat those as yellow
zone parts for the purposes of analyzing the break-up
sequence."
JBS>That's amazing testimony. That's changing the territory to fit the
map.
The pieces were in the red zone because they came off first not because
they were wrongly tagged. They came off first because the area around th
nose gear is near the forward cargo door and that went first during the
explosive decompression. The access door and the nose doors and the
fuselage pieces around the nose gear doors all left first because that is
consistent with explosive decompression when forward cargo door
ruptures.
It is not consistent with center tank as initial event. To change the
status of evidence, to disregard location of evidence to fit theory, is
wrong. To put yellow tags on pieces of fuselage that were originally red
zone is wrong. It is like filing the edges of a puzzle piece to get it to
fit.
What the transcript reveals is a prosecution of the center tank to the
extent of adjusting evidence by changing location status. Red zone piece
were considered yellow zone to fit the center tank explanation. Not good.
Mr. Wildey II> "I think, if I remember our report, we said we
believed that those particular pieces should be treated
as yellow zone parts because we don't find any way that
they could possibly have come off the airplane early in
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the sequence and actually have been found in the red
debris field."
JBS>Well, there is a way; cargo door rupture to door open to explosive
decompression to nose off. If your facts don't fit the explanation, find
another explanation, don't change your facts. You have changed the facts
by
calling red zone pieces of fuselage skin near the forward cargo door
yellow
zone pieces. And then to buttress the violation of investigative technique,
the capability and accuracy of the recovering forces is questioned, but not
your initial event explanation of center tank explosion. 'Blame the other
guy' is not right, especially since they were not there to defend
themselves of the accusation of sloppy work.
Ah, if only all jurors could change the evidence location to fit their
biased view of the defendant. They would be happy. It is sort of like
saying a bloody glove, although found over here, should really be over
there, so let's say it was and consider it as such. It leads to false
conclusions and injustice.
Did the center tank explode in flight or not? Did it only catch fire?
I've always assumed it did explode but as a weak secondary event leading
to
big secondary event of main fuel tanks exploding into big fireball.
>FAA: "While no one scenario has been categorically proven to the the
>cause, it is believed, based upon available data, that the center tank
>(CWT) explosion preceded any separation of the forward cargo door.
The
>paint markings and structural deformation that you cite, do indicate an
>outward explosion, generally accepted to be caused by the explosion of
the
>CWT. Furthermore, you mentioned that the forward cargo door was
recovered
>a considerable distance from the rest of the structure. This could be due
>to its aerodynamic characteristics and prevailing winds at the time of the
>accident, rather than attributing this as the primary cause of the
>accident." Mr. Neil Shalekamp, Manager.
Below is talk of hoop tension found, normal if door open in flight and
abnormal if door intact. Mr. Streeter then asks the second most important
question.
MR. STREETER: Yes, Mr. Chairman. For Mr.
Wildey, a couple of items here for clarification.
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Specifically out of the red area, were there any
fuselage skins in that area that showed any type of
hoop tension failure (inaudible) .
WITNESS WILDEY: Yes, we tried to document
that and it is contained within our report. One of the
figures that I used did show this hoop tension type of
fracture. That occurred at the initial point of the
fuselage fracture at stringer forty right.
There were also other areas where you could
not see any evidence of a running fracture that we
classified as -- basically, from pure hoop tension, but
on either side of these other areas the fracture was
running into it and then out of it in the other
direction.
so, the only real area that we saw was
associated with stringer forty -- excuse me -- yes,
forty right where the fuselage cracking initiated as it
came down through the front spar.
MR. STREETER: The one other area that was
mentioned in your testimony regarding span-wise beam 3
failing in the forward direction, in Exhibit 18(a) you
discussed where a portion of span-wise beam 2 was found
in the red area.
Now, are there any inconsistencies of that,
or is that related to the fuselage opening up? My
concern is, would you have expected span-wise beam 2 to
end up elsewhere?
Anyway, in addition to the big problem of trying to find out what
happened
to TWA 800 based upon the evidence, now we have to sort through the
evidence to find out what it really is, where it was really found, and what
really happened to it, and that is after we fight to get a look at it.
Is it too early to start the investigation of the investigation?
(Still no coverup, just unfair prosecution of one theory, theirs, to the
exclusion of others and the altering of evidence to fit theirs. Same as it
ever was.)
End above, whatever it was.
The little head perks up:
DS>Dana replies:
>To borrow a paraphrase from Barry Smith
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>your complete lack of supporting evidence
>to support your statement is noted.
Did someone mention my name? Barry Smith? Moi?
Who?
Who are you?
1. Who do you really work for?
2. What time does the sun set?
3. What is up and what is down?
4. Can you say missile, bomb, center tank, cargo door, meteor, gas?
5. What is the difference between reality and a model of it?
6. Why are you here?
7. What do you want?
8. How did you get here?
9. Where are you going?
10. What are you talking about?
11. How much time do you need to answer the questions?
Forever and a day, I know. Need more data, I know. Excuses, excuses.
OK, how about gay guy pretending to be woman Brit? The Turing Test
for
humans is there is no way to know in cyberspace: gender,age, or ethnic
origin. Only intelligence.
It matters not to me the hunkiness of a poster or the curvaceous...the
curvaceous...something. The truth, the value of the message is in the
message not the messenger.
Let me add wealth to above things impossible to determine in cyber
space.
If we were rich would be do something about TWA 800 that we are not
doing
already?
I don't think so. Take ads out in newspapers? Ha!
Bribe somebody? The missile guys would all be for that. Let's bribe x to
get to him to do y. Insanity. Wrong Wrong Wrong.
Conspiracy guys, you drive me nuts. It will always be could have been
missile in air at 20:31:12 a hundred yards away aft of flightpath of TWA
800 and missile exploded. Period, that's all. Always could have been, and
always wasn't. You spend all your time proving it could have been, when
is agreed it could have been missile in that spot. Now what? Now we get
to
what did happen.
And if you missile guys had any morals at all, you would admit that
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something that happened before and also left a sudden loud sound on the
CVR
and an abrupt power cut to the FDR should automatically be included in
any
discussion about whether it 'could have happened'. It could again because
it happened before. And that works for you too. To exclude wiring/cargo
door from possibilities, as I read you do, is morally wrong because it's a
lie. You know it could be wiring cargo door short. Then you get to say,
'wasn't.'
Morals and conspiracy guys, what a combo.
Anyway, did someone say my name? I'm listening on the CD of Roger
McGuin,
'Back From Rio', track 7, about a man who laments a woman who he was
in
love with and who committed suicide. He sings to her ghost "I can't
believe
you are gone...without your love, my love is gone. I wish I could love,
babe."
Well, I knew a woman that did just that and I still can't accept it, and
it's been over two years.
Strong stimulus, internet for video and CD for audio.
Well, I'm celebrating, I just sent off my fifteenth email to government
officials, I hope you guys are doing the same. Keep the home fires
burning.
Keep the heat on. Keep the pot smoldering.
The email is boring as heck and I would hate to append it as it would
certainly be interpreted as windy, long, beating it to death, .... Those
pesky boring facts. It does end with the words "Democracy and the
internet
in action." I should append it, I really should.
>Not so long ago on a planet not unlike our
>own there lived a great many people who knew
>that decaying meat spontaneously generated life
>in the form of maggots. They knew it was
>true because they could see it. People who
>thought themselves very clever 'scientists'
>demonstrated it to them very easily. It
>did not require that the viewer understand
>anything about those mind numbing subjects
>like math, biology, chemistry, or physics.
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>All the people needed to do was watch
More! Bravo!
notDS>>Not so long ago on a planet not unlike our
>>own there lived a great many people who knew
>>that the sun went around the earth.
notDS>>Not so long ago on a planet not unlike our
>>own there lived a great many people who knew
>>that the center of intelligence in the body was the stomach.
Hey, he could be right!
> math, biology, chemistry, or physics.
and aerodynamics, if you please.
and of course the school of hard knots. Knocks. Common sense.
Of course, of course.
Models and 'real' airplanes:
Gross intelligence can be determined from models, speaking as a modeler
for
four years as an adolescent and did control line scale, carrier deck. For
instance, stick thumb into propeller, get cut up, as I learned the school
of hard knocks way at age 14.
Nose comes off airplane in climbing flight, airplane does not continue to
fly. A gross truth, but still a truth.
I've had an offer of two fellows to build 747 models and have the door
come
off in flight. I declined because the gross truth of door comes open in
flight, people die proved with UAL 811. The fine truth can not be
determined by models. Too bad. I have several models of 747s laying
around.
They are very helpful. When stator blade of number 3 flies off, what is
directly behind? Answer, right horizontal stabiler, the last 10 % outboard
It's amazing that engine blade got stuck there. The odds are very high it
would have been spit out like all the others, lost forever. That 3 engine
has many blade and if half were missing, as it says, then they went
someplace. One hit the stab and stuck and was examined and reported in
NTSB
exhibit so and so and repeated here as evidence of uncontainment of 3
after
foddedby ejected baggage containers from hold when door rupture.
So, quit knocking the modelers.
Fly your model and shoot rubber bands at it, hit it and see what happens.
I'm serious. But really, first put little hats on and be US Navy gunners
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aiming at innocent airliner but thinking it's drone for practice. Zip! Ah,
missed. Reload, have friend throw model on certain course and height and
zing! Ah, missed again. Don't quit, practice, practice, practice, you know
what they say, come on, I know you do, practice makes perfect.
>Suffice it so say that attempting to
>ignore the basic laws of the universe does not
>make you smarter than the average man.
Well said!
But maybe smarter than the average woman? Hey, did I really say that?
No,
ignoring the basic laws of the universe does not make you smarter than th
average woman. An above average woman may have discovered the first
visible
planet. Susan. Name the planet Susan.
>It just
>means that all the bridges, buildings, or airplanes
>that you choose to construct thusly will come
>crashing back to earth with startling regularity.
I love to watch the Pope climb in and out of heliocopters. Praying doesn't
help when rotor blade fies off in flight because four bolts missing when
not replaced after overhaul.
>If you choose not to understand the math please be
>prepared to just nod your head at the correct
>times and make a good show of looking as intelligent
>as you can. Prior to the crash that is. Then
>you can spend some time wiping the PI off your
>face. :)
Boys, we be gettin' our comeuppance at the hands of this most intelligent
most eloquent, most accurate, most very mean person to show us up for
how
stupid we be. Do smart people tell stupid people they be stupid? I doan
think so.
But now, maybe there are a few masochists in the group that love getting
flayed for low intelligence. By the sadists who love it, too.
So, I be nodding my head right now, is this the correct time to be
nodding?
Up, down, Up, down, Up, down. Up....Ended on up. Just tell me when the
correct time to go up down is, and I'll start going down up, down up, dow
up. Understand the principle?
PI, oh dear, what does that mean? Pie? Is PI something you eat, like a pie
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With a circumference? with a radius? Yes, I think so.
Intellectual superiority, ha! The smart people never admit or let the other
know how smart the smart person is. But vanity and pride get in way and
less smart ensues.
I know I am very very smart, relative to other humans, in a few things, an
very very dumb in most. Like real dumb. Like how dumb? I was so dumb
that
I.....
"Understand the math" What does that mean?
Too hard for us, for who?
I understand the math. Who doesn't?
How many missiles in a salvo?
Good question, missile guy, give the math.
How many square inches in a cargo door? Well, 110 by 99 equals 10890
so
10890 square inches in the cargo door.
How many 'A's in THAAD? Oooo, tough one, hold on, it's right here,
don't
tell, let me get back to you on that.
The little head went back to sleep when Thad comes around.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
Mr. Internet
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Wed, 13 May 1998 22:21:26 -0700

Subject:
Re: 4 Additional Emails From Witness Meyer
In-Reply-To:
<FLIGHT-800%1998051323165078@HOME.EASE.LSOFT.COM>
>From: FMeyer8775 <FMeyer8775@aol.com>
>Date: Wed, 13 May 1998 22:04:20 EDT
>To: eb4@ix.netcom.com
>Subject: Re: TWA Flight 800
>
>In a message dated 98-05-13 15:02:38 EDT, you write:
>
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><< Granda Forum. Even cutting officialdom's elapsed time of 42
seconds from
>IE to MF in half would
He stops at 22:04:20, thinks, can't figure it out.
> >>
>
>
>From: FMeyer8775 <FMeyer8775@aol.com>
>Date: Wed, 13 May 1998 22:05:06 EDT
>To: eb4@ix.netcom.com
>Subject: Re: TWA Flight 800
>
>In a message dated 98-05-13 15:02:38 EDT, you write:
>
><< Granda Forum. Even cutting officialdom's elapsed time of 42
seconds from
>IE to MF in half would
Writes again but stops 78 seconds later, he realized the impossibility of
what he has been saying in public for months.
>
>
>From: FMeyer8775 <FMeyer8775@aol.com>
>Date: Wed, 13 May 1998 22:05:08 EDT
>To: eb4@ix.netcom.com
>Subject: Re: TWA Flight 800
>
>In a message dated 98-05-13 15:02:38 EDT, you write:
>
><< Granda Forum. Even cutting officialdom's elapsed time of 42
seconds from
>IE to MF in half would
Starts again trying to makes sense of his nonsense. Stops again and
resends
previous email, now thoroughly confused.
>
>
>From: FMeyer8775 <FMeyer8775@aol.com>
>Date: Wed, 13 May 1998 22:08:04 EDT
>To: eb4@ix.netcom.com
>Subject: Re: TWA Flight 800
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>
>Ahah - another Sherlock Holmes genius on the internet. I know what I
saw
>and I have reported it as accurately as I can. Believe what you will.
Ah, ha, three minutes go by and he realizes that Elmer Barr knows what
he
is talking about and deduced the impossibility of timing that Meyer had
been spouting. So, he runs, hurls sarcastic insult over his shoulder,
hunkers down with apology, then gives up, doesn't care, and walks away.
So sad. A person who really cares about TWA 800 would inquire further
and
start asking questions. A person who is in it for the glory and attention,
quits and runs away when that glory is threatened.
Meyer the conspiracy lawyer. The government as traitors. "This is
Treason."
Note the capital 'T' for treason. As if the word is not powerful enough as
it is. Conspiracy nut, they are everywhere.
Another missile guy bites the dust after doing his dirty work for many
months.
No wonder Commander Donaldson will not join the forum and avail
himself of
criticism of his two missile nonsense.
Missile guys have been urging Elmer Barr to personally interview
witnesses
to improve his credibility. So he does. The start witness, Meyer. And
disintegrates him. Vaporizes him. In about three days and five emails. Ha
Boy, that was quick. Imagine what Elmer would do with the barmaids and
the
outdoor barbeque people.
Missile guy lawyer, always good for a chuckle.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
PS A TV crew is scheduled to arrive at noon tomorrow for interview with
me
for wiring/cargo door story. We'll see how it goes. I hope I don't repeat
myself, stop, stare, and then run away.
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/
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Date:

Sun, 3 May 1998 16:19:19 -0700

Subject:
Arrogant atheists
JG>Doesn't everyone on the list think there is a conspiracy ?
Not I.
NTSB wrong? Yes, conspiracy, no.
TS>It's ridiculous really. Until the alleged disinformationalists come
>clean, I suggest that everyone disregard their posts. The delete key
>is especially effective.
>
You're ridiculous really.
BS quotes RK> "Can't we all just get along."
Answer: No, because you are an idiot and I'm not.
The dieticians should be rebutting all this health food/herb nonsense goin
on but they don't so if proliferates. Aviation safety investigators should
be rebutting conspiracy nonsense about airplane crashes, but they don't.
They run away, or too bored, or not paid enough. I do rebut airplane crash
conspiracy nonsense. If it had been done in 1985, then this mechanical
wiring/cargo door event would have been fixed so that PA 125, PA 103,
UAL
811, and TWA 800 would not have happened. But the Indians went with
the
bomb/conspiracy nonsense theory and the consequences of that stupidity
are
still killing.
Dickinson and Schleede were involved with UAL 811 and the 737
rudder
crashes, two guys that got it wrong, took forever, and they promote them
the biggest crash TWA 800, and they wonder why it is a bungled
investigation? Ha!
>My
>first observation is that John Barry Smith doesn't use or understand logic
>
>Elmer Barr discloses he is racist and a special class of arrogant atheists.
Hey, I'm an arrogant atheist too, when it comes to airplane machines
doing
what they have to do. Machines don't know moral right from wrong. No
fuel;
engine quits, even if orphans are aboard. Christian orphans of course.
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By the way, I came back from Europe in 1970 with long hair, long beard,
and
just a sleeping bag from my hitchhiking around hostels in Europe and
Africa. I arrive in JFK and go through customs. The area has a raised
viewing platform of people watching to see their friends arrive. The
customs guy looks at me, this is just after Kent State, and makes me unro
my sleeping bag, he makes me open my pockets, he feels every inch of th
sleeping bag. He finally say go ahead. The people above erupt in applause
I take the three minutes to fold this sleeping bag from its open laid out
position into the tight roll to get back into tight bag. I move on. I'm
also a person of color...pink.
>Arrogant atheists blame all the worlds ills on those who believe in God.
How do you know how arrogant atheists think? You are one? Oh, OK.
Also, close parallel between religious fanatics, which is to say explain
everything as conspiracy, usually in terms of good versus evil, (and they
are the good,) and cults. The same we versus they thinking as shown here
by
the missile guys is the same thinking that permeates cults. How do I know
the TV tells me so. Good show on the Heaven's Gate cult.
And please, I'm begging, stop attacking the witnesses, you missile guys,
they know what they saw. Eleven saw a streak going down, according to
Exhibit 4A, and many saw it level, and some said 3-5 seconds between
streak
and fireball. Why do you not believe them? If they say streak went down
and
3 seconds was time interval stop giving excuses like drug adrenaline
affecting time perception or nonsense about an up missile can look like a
down streak.
>Perhaps Chris's attack of the
>missile theory is a pathetic defense of a fellow Commonwealth member
>in a vain attempt to protect his dreams of Empire past.
Knowing Chris as I do, I'm laughing as hard at the above as Chris was
laughing at Khaddafi faking evidence against his country.
>Bob writes:
>
>"Right on, Jean! Notice how Chris, Barry and
>Elmer all defend each other, "
>
RS>Why do you assume these are different writers ?
>There are numerous similarities in writing style.
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>I am not yet be ready to assume these are
>separate authors.
Ah, RS, you've repeated insanity already shown to be so. Several posters
as
one. What is it with conspiracy guys, so predictable. Elmer Barr and Barr
Smith were one person for months by the missile guys.
Now it's three posters as one! Great, escalation. How about Sammy, let's
make it four.
Birds of a feather flock together.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Fri, 15 May 1998 09:55:11 -0700

Subject:
Age old conflicts
>>It was Josh Kerns of KOMO TV Channel 4 ABC Seattle. It was in
conjunction
>>with Boeing 737s have wiring problems, maybe 747s do too.
>>
>
>
>When will it run? I'll look for it. If they aren't going to send you a
>clip, I could record it. Hopefully it didn't run tonight, as I missed the
>news.
http://www.corazon.com/komo.html
I don't know. The power is not in the showing of the clip about
wiring/cargo door explanation for TWA 800, but in the followup
questions I
trust Josh Kerns will ask the officials to resolve the discrepancies he has
seen first hand in the evidence I displayed to him. He wanted the names
and
correspondence from the officials to me so he can have some background
If
FAA and NTSB and Boeing will not talk to me, they may talk to a ABC
station
in large metro area that does include Boeing home office.
Regarding eyewitnesses, and I wish you missile guys would trust them
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and
stop attacking them, listen to their words of what actually was seen in
basic terms of color shape, direction. Of course a biased witness is
tainted. Is Meyer tainted? Does he have, like, a made up mind of what the
visual image was? If so, then his conclusions are suspect. But his raw dat
is probably accurate. It was four seconds between streak and fireball. Tha
fits with initial event, then later streak, then later fireball, both about
four seconds apart. Meye supports wiring/cargo door explanation very
well
thank you, as long as he stays with raw data.
By the way, when stressed on adrenaline, time slows down, not speeds up
So
four seconds subjectively may be less in reality, not more. Four seconds
can not be stretched to a more realistic 30 seconds between streak to hit
plane and fireball when plane falls to 7500 feet and blows up. If he had
said a minute then we might be able to say it was really 30 seconds but
time was distorted because of the adrenaline. So he even has his drug
effects mixed up. Lawyer.
Bauer is the non conspiracy guy, just says what he saw and moved on.
Lawyer
Meyer saw a gravy train and jumped on.
And you missile guys go on and on proving a US Navy or terrorist could
shoot down TWA 800. Fine. They could. That's not disputed. They could
cover
it up. They could do it again. But they didn't. Big difference between wha
could happen and what did happen.
Every time your missile explanation runs into the brick wall of
contradictory real evidence, you guys climb over it by saying the evidenc
is not real, it's doctored, it's been removed, it's been switched, or in
other words, the brick wall is not there and you pretend it doesn't exist
and continue on your fantasy way. Your main premise which is in error, i
streak is a missile.
Big problem, missiles don't leave streaks for observers ten miles away.
Just not true. They leave other evidence, which was not apparent, but they
mainly don't leave streaks.
Once the wrong assumption is made, then everything else deduced from
that
is false. It's like starting out with two and two is five and then doing
complicated math and getting wrong answers but the appear true if two
and
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two were five. Which it ain't, I hasten to add for you missile guys.
Wiring cargo door has addressed all your residue, shrapnel, streak, orange
debris, etc, evidence and they fade away unless the
coverup/conspiracy/plot
excuse is used.
Missile guys never address the red paint smears, the outward peeled skin,
the petal bulge at aft midspan latch, the non sooted forward cargo door
parts, the shape of the explosive decompression in TWA 800 photograph
It's
like the real evidence does not exist, only shadowy coverup persons in ke
positions of police, government, manufacturer, and presss.
To missile guys, anyone who contradicts their internal mental structure of
reality is immediately called crazy or lying. The missile guys have one
internal structure and will not tolerate another possible reality. It's
called narrow minded. It's what the religious have, intolerance and non
understanding for any other religion. And like the devoutly religious, they
continually seek reassurance to quell their doubt and thus trek to see
images of icons in trees and reflections in windows and revere artifacts
such a broken tooth.
There is much similarity in the thinking of the missile guys and the
religious. It is not unusual that religiouos metaphors are used often to
explain TWA 800 missile explanation. It's the us against them mentality.
It's the plotting against us mentality. It's secrecy and codes and fear.
It's the self centeredness that the world revolves around them, the true
believers. The government really cares about them personally, just like
their god, except their god loves them and the government hates them. It's
the good versus evil mentality. Everything is explained by morality, good
or evil, not science of numbers and physical laws.
That explains why the missile guys always react with fear and hate when
their internal structure of reality is threatened by evidence that can be
seeen, held, touched, smelt, and tasted, such as red paint smeare, petal
bulge, outward peeled skin, sudden loud soun, abrupt power cut, stator
blade in horizontal stab, red paint on horizontatl stab, and on and on....
But, good for a chuckle and they do acquire raw data fast. And that's why
the missile guys want to continue to withhold raw data from their
enemy/devil/evil person spy/government agent non missile guys. Their
own
data is used to betray them by weakening their internal structure of
missile, they think, not thinking that their raw data helps the
investigation which has low priority after keeping internal mental
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structure intatct.
So the persons who think they have high morals and are good people
actually
become evil by suppressing evidence and impeding the LSoft independen
investigation into the correct cause, any cause, missile, bomb, meteor,
center tank or wiring/cargo door. Zealots always destroy their cause. They
are so righteous as they kill and maim and throw bombs and set fires, all
in the name of goodness and truth. I understand that fervor and it's why I
react immediately to it by defense, actually overreact and that's a
problem. But better I sit in a chair explaining why I over reacted than
sitting on a hospital bed explaining why I did not react.
Missile versus wiring/cargo door is religion versus science. What could b
and what is. Age old conflicts.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Fri, 22 May 1998 23:47:09 -0700

Subject:
AvWeek Battle joined part II
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="iso-8859-1"
To: monica_warnock@mcgraw-hill.com
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Re: Request permission to present article on website.
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:
> Dear Mr. Barry,
>
> I am an editorial assistant in the Washington Bureau of Aviation
Week
> & Space Technology. I work for Mary Francis Koerner. She is the
> Manager of Bureaus and she is the official contact for Reprints &
> Permission. We will periodically search the web for Aviation Week
on
> outside websites and that is what brought me to your site.
Dear Ms. Monica,
Thank you for your prompt reply. I am saddened by the denial to present
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the
AWST article on my web site. I shall search through it and delete it. Do I
need permission to post your email in its place to explain why the article
was deleted? I should explain why the article was removed to squelch any
conspiracy coverup nonsense that pervades this TWA 800 investigation.
> Unfortunately, at present, Aviation Week & Space Technology does
not
> allow its material to be reprinted on any websites other than our own
So sad.
> We appreciate your interest in Aviation Week & Space Technology;
> however, we must ask that you remove the article from your website
as
> you have indicated you are willing to do.
As soon as I am finished with this upcoming TV interview about
wiring/cargo
door explanation, I will. The TV station is KOMO-TV, Channel 4, ABC,
in
Seattle Washington and the arrive within the hour. I'm preparing for it so
am unable now to find page, delete, change links, upload it to server right
now. But how long to I have? Is 48 hours OK?
>
> My interest in this regard is not related to TWA800 but protecting th
> magazine in general. Many people are not aware of the rules
regarding
> copyright on the internet. You may reference the section "Photocopy
> and Rights & Permission" on the Contact Us page of Aviation Week
if
> you have any future requests for permission.
Protecting the magazine? Well, OK, if you say so. I feel that quoting
AWST
in a non profit website about aviation safety helps AWST, but what do I
know.
>
> James McKenna would be the best editor to send your
correspondence to
> regarding TWA 800. He is located in the Washington bureau: 1200
G
> Street, NW Suite 922, Washington, DC 20005. (202) 383-2332.
Thank you very much, ma'm, and I shall. I shall say you referred me, is
that OK?
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>
> I will mail you a hard copy of this letter on Aviation Week & Space
> Technology letterhead to satisfy any concerns you might have about
my
> identity. Thank you for your understanding.
Fine, can I put that on my website?
Let me get back to you on this. I will delete offending article and then
send you URL of the new page so you can confirm I have cleansed the
dirty
deed.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
>
> Monica Warnock
> Editorial Assistant, Washington Bureau
> Aviation Week & Space Technology
From: monica_warnock@mcgraw-hill.com
Date: Thu, 14 May 98 14:47:54 -0500
To: <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Re[2]: Request permission to present article on website.
Mime-Version: 1.0
Mr. Smith,
I will mail your letter today. When it arrives, you are welcome to
place it on your website. We understand that you are busy right nowas long you are able to delete the pages by next Friday, that's fine
with us. The complete URL is
<http://www.corazon.com/800avweekintrigue.html>
If you do contact Mr. McKenna, you may tell him I referred you.
Again,
thank you for your interest in Aviation Week.
Monica Warnock
Editorial Assistant, Washington Bureau
Aviation Week & Space Technology
To: monica_warnock@mcgraw-hill.com
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Done
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:
Dear Ms. Warnock,
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> You must remove these
> articles and any other Aviation Week copyrighted material from your
> website immediately, or we will consider legal action.
Consider it done. And not because you threatened me, but because you
may be
right.
http://www.corazon.com/800avweekintrigue.html
is the URL which now has deleted article. Completed 6:57PM 14 May
97, nine
hours after your request. The TV interview went swimmingly. In fact, the
interviewer from KOMO TV ABC Seattle, asked that I send him an emai
of the
article in question. He was interested to hear about your request.
I just want you to know that you have made an old man very very sad. I
shall have to research the web, as is my wont, to find out for sure if the
copyright laws exist to keep non profit websites from fairly using one
article of a magazine to support an aviation safety hypothesis. I make no
money from this site, on the contrary, it costs me money to keep it up. Th
site is 1200 pages deep with on one page assigned to article. The goal of
the website is aviation safety, a common goal with Aviation Week. The
officials quoted on the article are public officials whose comments are
public.
It seems to me that permission should not be necessary for me to put your
article on my website as long as I give credit to the author and make no
money from it.
It seems to me that when permission was requested to put the article on
my
website, permission should have been granted.
You said 'protect your magazine,' as motive for requesting I delete the
article. Protection from whom? Me? Aviation Week needs protection
from me?
I am a retired guy working out of a converted garage with a computer and
a
modem. You have nothing to fear from me, we are on the same side,
aviation
safety.
Regardless, the excellent article by David Fulghum in the March 10, 1997
issue has been deleted at your request. Should it become apparent that I d
have the fair right to use your article under conditions which I fulfill,
then, pop! up it goes again. I shall let you know in advance so you may
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attempt to dissuade me if you wish. It just seems that a guy ought to be
able to pull out old magazine articles to quote from when he's trying to
persuade visitors of an aviation safety point. In case I'm wrong, and I'm
never wrong, I have erred on the side of safety and complied with your
request.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
> Mr. Smith,
>
> I will mail your letter today. When it arrives, you are welcome to
> place it on your website. We understand that you are busy right now
> as long you are able to delete the pages by next Friday, that's fine
> with us. The complete URL is
> <http://www.corazon.com/800avweekintrigue.html>
> If you do contact Mr. McKenna, you may tell him I referred you.
Again,
> thank you for your interest in Aviation Week.
>
> Monica Warnock
> Editorial Assistant, Washington Bureau
> Aviation Week & Space Technology
Copyright on the Internet
Thomas G. Field, Jr.
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Introduction
This discussion focuses on copyright issues of most concern to those who
post to or own email lists or have put up web pages -- as well as to those
who might want to use another's email posting or to copy material from
another web page.
As pointed out in a couple of other discussions at this site, for example,
Copyright in Computer Software, copyright encourages the creative effor
of authors, artists and others. It does so by giving such people the right
to exclude others from using their works in certain ways.
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Copyright arises automatically as soon as some aspect of a protectable
work
has been fixed in a tangible medium (such as an internet server). Notice i
not required; registration is required only if legal action is warranted
and the work originates in the U.S. (Apologies to those abroad, but this is
hereafter presumed.) However, giving notice (such as at the bottom of thi
page) and promptly registering works provide legal advantages. Those
advantages are explained below, along with basic limits to copyright
protection.
Several matters such as the fundamental distinction between works that a
and are not "for hire," deposit details and issues to consider in
transferring copyright interests are not particularly relevant to that
focus and are not revisited here. However, anyone in the business of
putting web pages up for others definitely needs to address such matters.
Again, see Copyright in Computer Software or the more general
discussion,
Copyright Basics, at the Copyright Office.
Limits to Copyright
Copyright is the right to exclude, not to publish.
Copyright does not give its owners the right to sell or distribute works.
Consider, for example, a libelous email message or web page. While both
would be protected by copyright, this is of little importance if their
posting would incur liability. Also, of course, rights to post information
can be affected by laws governing, e.g., obscenity, or rights of privacy or
publicity.
Basic limits to copyright protection.
There are several fundamental limits to copyright protection. For example
expression, not facts or ideas, is protected. Also, a second work that
merely happens to be very similar (or even identical) to an earlier work
does not infringe, if it is, in fact, independently created. However,
because these topics are treated elsewhere, they are not pursued here.
Fair use and implied licenses.
Fair use is a legal license to use others' work, whether they approve or
not. It constitutes one of the most important, and least clear cut, limits
to copyright. The basic problem is that words like "fair" or "reasonable"
cannot be defined with the precision non-lawyers (or many law students)
would like. Until 20 years ago, fair use did not appear in U.S.
legislation, but it now occupies about half of the copyright statute. In
the U.S., partial or limited reproduction of another's work may be
permitted under this doctrine.
On the one hand, fair use offers an especially liberal defense to uses that
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advance public interests such as education or scholarship. On the other
hand, it is unlikely to be available if one fails to credit the original
artist or author. It is not apt to be available to those who profit or
interfere with original artists' or authors' ability to derive income from
their works.
Commercial uses of another's work are particularly frowned upon. But
what
does this mean? On one end of the scale, for example, anyone who posts
an
email message in such a way as to suggest that its author endorses some
commercial product, without explicit permission, is asking for serious
trouble! On the other, lunch is rarely free. Most magazines, newspapers
and
even many professional journals are operated by for-profit entities. That
the latter kind of commercialism does not negate fair use defenses has
been
made clear by the U.S. Supreme Court.
Licenses may also be implied in fact (as when someone posts a message
to a
public email list). Both forwarding and archiving email messages seem to
be
impliedly allowed -- possibly subject to an author's right to revoke
implied permission when reasonable. People (including myself) regularly
post messages that they wish they had not sent. Is it reasonable to ask
someone who automatically archives list content to find and delete
messages
sent inadvertently? In my opinion, it would often not be. Authors should
be
careful in what they send; under the best of circumstances, it will be
difficult to eradicate inadvertent postings.
Few who post to email lists would object if their messages are forwarded
to
others who might be interested. However, in doing so, or in using part of
prior message in responding to an earlier message, one should be careful
not to change the original author's meaning. No one impliedly authorizes
another to attribute to them an embarrassing (or worse) message they did
not write!
Likewise, few would object to having their messages archived, perhaps o
a
web page. Archiving clearly serves the interests of list members who may
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occasionally want to revisit topics addressed earlier. Indeed, most would
prefer having archives to seeing old topics rehashed again and again -- the
reason one often sees lists of frequently asked questions (FAQs).
Expressed Licenses -- Put it on the table!
Many email copyright problems could be avoided if list owners would
broadcast, at least on initial subscription, a notice such as the one
below. [List owners who care to use it are hereby granted permission but
should not regard it as legal advice. I certainly do not suggest it as a
fool-proof way to avoid copyright (much less any other) problems.]
Those who post to this list retain their copyright. However, subscribers
grant a non-exclusive license to the list owner, directly or indirectly, to
archive, and to other subscribers to forward, any message posted here.
**All archiving of messages posted to this list is forbidden without
express permission of their authors or the list owner!** No site that
conditions access on payment of a fee will be approved by the list owner
as
an archive.
No subscriber, by merely posting to this list, grants implied permission to
associate his or her message directly with any commercial product or
service. Nevertheless, subscribers should bear in mind that virtually
anyone will have access to their messages. If there is *anyone* you woul
not want to see some message, do not post it here!
I recently encountered a site that confidently asserts that list owners
have the right to approve the forwarding of email from one list to another
Barring such a provision in a welcome message (note that none appears in
the example set out above), I am unaware of any legal basis for it. Perhap
it is a netiquette rule I have not previously enountered, but those are not
ordinarily enforced in the courts.
To avoid some copyright questions, one web author posts this amusing
noice:
WARNING: I reserve the right to use any email you send to me as either
a
testimonial of how great this page is, or as an (rare) example of the
stupid things people send to me via email. If you do not want your email
be used in such a manner, mark it confidential....
Special situations.
Email lists are exceedingly diverse. For an extreme example, consider a
prostate cancer listserv. Here are excerpts from the welcome message:
Now that you have subscribed, you are encouraged to send a note
introducing
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yourself.... If your concern is about a prostate cancer diagnosis, also
include your PSA blood test result, Gleason score, and cancer stage.
...
All messages to the list are archived. If you have deleted or missed
messages these can be found by accessing the archives with this
message....
[It goes on to list several archives.]
Each subscriber to that list (as well as to a host of similar ones) should
weigh his individual risks as well as the substantial benefits to himself
and others of having personal medical information made public and
archived.
Authors who post to such lists should consider the ramifications of doing
so. Copyright provides limited abilility to control the access of others to
what one has published. Thus, for example, employees' adverse medical
information could possibly end up in the hands of employers who would
find
an incentive to discharge them for spurious reasons. When potential
misuse
of information poses a serious threat, email users should keep messages
private. Licenses to foward or archive private messages will rarely be
implied.
Private lists. The possibility of "private" lists also exists -- in the
sense that all who sign up expressedly agree, e.g., not to forward list
messages or to delete the identity of authors before doing so. Also, if
list messages are archived at all, access could be limited, e.g., by use of
passwords -- or they could be archived anonymously. Such an approach
should
be able to avoid even "fair use" of messages.
Avoiding Suit
Subject to limitations briefly discussed above, copyright gives its owners
the exclusive right to reproduce and otherwise reap, e.g., the goodwill or
economic benefits of their work. Sometimes a question arises as to wheth
a second, similar work was copied or was independently created. If the
person creating the second work had access to the original, and the works
are very similar, copying is likely to be presumed.
Unless liability is exempted by fair use or an express or implied license,
copyright arms its owner with remedies going well beyond those normall
afforded to an injured party. Further, while finding infringement of
graphics works can be difficult, those who copy text may be easily found
with any of several powerful net search engines.
Web artists have asked if it is OK to base a graphic on another's work. Th
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safe answer is "No!" The real question is not whether one is liable but
whether one is likely to be sued. Those who use a relatively small amoun
of another's work -- if it is not copied in detail or is altered to the
point that it cannot be recognized -- are not apt to be. Yet, this is a
litigious society, and it is much smarter to work from scratch (or, for
example, to use clip art sold for that purpose)! Even things posted on web
sites as being in the public domain may not be. Commercial products, in
contrast, should be accompanied by a warranty.
In no event, echoing what has already been cautioned, should anyone use
another's text or graphics for commercial purposes without express
permission! Any use that generates income directly or interferes with a
copyright holder's potential income dramatically increases the chance of
suit. Such use is also more apt to be regarded as willful -- again,
increasing potential statutory damages from $200 to as much as $100,000
As some web authors have failed to appreciate (as one can see from all th
pages that say "X used to be here, but..."), using another's copyrighted
graphics (particularly commercial cartoons) are almost sure to generate
nasty threats -- regardless of how it's done. (See the discussion of links
and frames below.)
Links and Frames
Links and frames present problems that may be unique to the internet, and
copyright is not the sole basis for suit. Linking to others' web sites is
unlikely to cause copyright problems under present law, but see the
interesting discussion of image links at the Oppedahl & Larson page. It
discusses, for example, the catch-22 of being liable for copying on one
hand and being criticized for linking on the other. The tension can be
reduced if those who object to links say so on their page. Some of those
may also say that they prefer that their graphics be copied to other
servers for various reasons. Yet, again, consider the risk that people with
such pages do not own copyright in graphics (or whatever) they urge you
to
copy.
In any case, links to unaffiliated sites should clearly avoid any
misrepresentation of authorship or endorsement. Further, commercial site
may well object to their content being framed at another site -particularly if their content is surrounded by another's paid advertising.
At least one such case has already arisen, but it was settled without a
decision that could be used as precedent.
Finally, linking or framing aside, one must exercise great caution in
referring to others (or their products or services) in a derogatory way.
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The Bottom Line
Litigation is expensive; experienced lawyers often say that there are "no
winners". That aside, whether particular activities might ultimately be
found legal is wholly irrelevant if they don't generate enough income or
are not otherwise worth the cost of defending a suit. No one should get so
entangled (as lawyers sometimes do) in legal details that they fail to
consider this key point.
For more information, see Web Law FAQ, at the Oppedahl & Larson site
See
also, William S. Strong, Copyright in the New World of Electronic
Publishing. The last goes far toward repudiating conventional "wisdom"
that
the Internet requires fundamentally reworking copyright law.
Modified 3/29/98
URL: HTTP://WWW.FPLC.EDU/TFIELD/COPYNET.HTM
© 1998 Franklin Pierce Law Center. All rights reserved.
This page has been visited 4175 times since 2/25/98.
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Thu, 28 May 1998 22:34:12 -0700

Subject:
Bad rep/imaginary conversations
BS guessing about DS> I hate to see what might happen if they find out
your a guy!
Typical missile guy talk, as if the gender of poster determines the truth
of his/her/its post.
Why we have a bad rep:
The below was on CNET.com and used as an example of why not to trust
the
net. Any guesses as to the author? Love the caps.
On September 4, 1996, the following email message came into TV.COM
According to reports, the introduction varies.
Subject: Friendly Fire?......
Date: Wednesday, September 04, 1996 10:16AM
I just received the following account of the downing of TWA flight 800
and
thought I would share it with you. I cannot vouch for the validity of the
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information, but will admit that it is interesting.
The message came to me from a man who was Safety Chairman for the
Airline
Pilots Association for many years and he is considered an expert on safety
He would not ever spread idle rumor. In short, he is usually quite certain
before saying anything!
--------------------------The following information about TWA Flight 800 was received this
afternoon:
(08-22-96)
TWA flight 800 was shot down by a U.S. Navy guided missile ship which
was
in area W-105. W-105 is a Warning Area off the SouthEast coast of Long
Island and is used by the military for missile firing and other military
operations.
Guided missile ships travel all over the world defending the US and they
were conducting practice firings up over the top of a Navy P-3 radar plan
who was on a Southwest heading about over the top of TWA 800.
Evidently the
missile is supposed to go over the top of the P-3 and the accuracy of the
missile is being measured by instrumentation in the P-3.
There was a USAir flight coming from the Southeast descending towards
Providence, RI that had been cleared to 21,000 feet and the TWA 800
aircraft was restricted to 13,000 feet. The air traffic controller
requested the US Air flight to turn on his landing lights with the idea
that TWA might see his lights and identify him. At that point, he would
clear the TWA flight to continue his climb.
The P-3 was a non-beacon target (transponder OFF) flying southwest in
the
controlled airspace almost over TWA 800 and made NO calls to ATC.
After the
explosion, he continued his flight to the west and then called ATC and
asked if they would like him to turn around and assist with the "accident!
You will remember that the first announcement about this accident came
from
the Pentagon. The spokesman mentioned that they were sending the Navy
to
the crash site. They immediately sent a Navy Captain who was replaced
the
next day by an Admiral. That Admiral is still on the scene.
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The FBI has conducted at least 3,000 eyewitness interviews and the
NTSB has
not been able to be a part of these interviews not have any access to the
contents of them. Some of those eyewitnesses reported seeing lights. Tho
were probably the landing lights of the USAir plane.
It has been a cover-up from the word go. The NTSB is there in name
ONLY.
All announcements made by Mr. Bob Francis say absolutely nothing and
notice
that the FBI is always standing beside or behind Mr. Francis and it would
appear that his job is to make sure that nothing is said that would give
away "THE BIG SECRET!"
It is time to end this farce and tell the public the real truth as to what
happened to TWA 800.
My source shall remain my own but the above information is true and I
believe it will all become known soon. Now that all of you know the real
truth.
On September 4, an email message that had been circulating around the
Internet arrived in the in-boxes of several TV.COM staffers. This messag
supposedly sent on August 22 by a former safety chairman for the Airline
Pilots Association, claims that TWA Flight 800 was accidentally shot
down
by the U.S. Navy during a training exercise.
The note certainly seems plausible at first--the author uses lots of
technical terminology and seems to know how air traffic control systems
work. Plus, residue typical of explosive devices was found among the
wreckage, and the official investigation seems to be stalled. Not to
mention that the notion of an official cover-up appeals to two generations
raised on government scandals, and satisfies the public's need for a
definite answer.
anonymous email
The note spread across the Net in a matter of days--and was even
duplicated
on several personal Web pages. Eventually, it made its way to major
newspapers, including the New York Times and the San Francisco
Chronicle.
One newspaper received four different versions of the letter, all with a
different introduction about the message's source. This highlights an
important point for Net users: always treat anonymous email and postings
with skepticism. After all, why wouldn't the author want to identify
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himself or herself by name?
holes in the case
According to mainstream news reports, the story is full of holes: the
nearest cruiser capable of firing surface-to-air missiles was more than 185
miles away; no notice was given by the Navy that live firing was going to
take place in that area; and sounds on the downed jet's black box are
inconsistent with the type of noise made in a surface-to-air missile
shooting.
competing theories abound
Is the letter a hoax, or is the press helping the cover-up? You may never
know for sure, but be aware that there are dozens of other competing
theories about TWA Flight 800 on the Web, including ones that focus on
Syrian-trained terrorists, a defective cargo door--some (jokingly) even
call the crash an elaborate publicity stunt by the makers of Independence
Day.
End
JBS>Love the one about the defective cargo door, what a nut.
Imaginary conversation in a meeting with me and ordinary citizen:
What does NTSB and FAA say when you tell them about wiring/cargo
door
explanation for TWA 800?
They write that that the door was all latched, all locked, and all intact
at water impact, they have told me that over and over again and they will
not respond to any further inquiries from me.
What do they say about the red paint smears?
They pretend they don't exist.
What do they say about the outward peeled skin?
They say it was caused by inward water impact.
What do they say about the petal outward bulge at aft midspan latch of
forward cargo door?
They pretend it does not exist.
What do they say about the missing manual locking handle, the two
overpressure relief doors, the viewing ports, the torque tubes, the two
pull-in hooks, the midspan latches, and the other eighty percent of forwar
cargo door skin?
They say it's unimportant.
What do they say about the Orange Zone pieces, the possible mixup in
cargo
door sills, the unsooted pieces of center fuel tank, the thirty by forty
foot shattered skin zone forward of the wing on the right side, the chafed
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to bare wire discovery in cargo door area, and the many significant
matches
to UAL 811?
Nothing. They say nothing. Well, actually they told me to go away, and
stay
away.
Have you gone to your congressman?
Yes, Sam Farr, and he has asked many time to NTSB and FAA for
information.
What happened?
They wrote to him that the door was all latched, all locked, all intact at
water impact, they have told me that many times, and thanked him for his
interest in aviation safety.
Did you contact any other elected politician?
Yes, Senator John McCain, jet plane crash survivor and Chairman of the
Committed that oversees NTSB.
What happened?
He reviewed my data and submitted it to his committee for review. He
asked
me to wait until the hearings. He asked the NTSB to meet with me to
related
my concerns about the forward cargo door of TWA 800.
What happened?
The Committee on Commerce, Science and Transportation still has the
matter
under review, I waited until the hearings, I went to the hearings. The
suggested meeting by Senator McCain between NTSB officials and me
was
refused by Chairman NTSB saying there was sufficient evidence to rule
out
the cargo door opening in flight, he has told me that many times in great
detail and a meeting was not necessary.
Have you tried the press?
Yes, I've had several radio and TV interviews. Some get airplay and some
don't.
Have you tried Boeing?
Yes, Boeing and McDonnell Douglas before the merger. The two safety
officers were polite and referred me to NTSB. Boeing engineers referred
me
to the Public Relations office. The Boeing Public Relations office referred
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me to the NTSB.
Have you tried the internet?
Yes, I have a 1200 page, 100 meg website which has been online since
July,
1996 and visited about 70000 times, according to page counters.
What are you doing now?
I'm continuing to write to appropriate officials presenting the evidence
and trusting it will speak for itself.
Have you tried calling them?
No, my wife and daughter were approached in my home by two armed
federal
agents within twenty four hours of posting a hypothetical email to a
senator about Air Force One crashing. I am intimidated. Calling out of the
blue is too agressive. Prior to the Secret Service interrogation, phone
calls usually ended up with the official hanging up. So now I continue to
write non threatening, polite, full of facts letters.
Are you saying public safety aviation officials refuse in writing to
adequately respond to your request for meeting to discuss facts, evidence
documents, photos, which clearly indicate a forward cargo door opening i
flight on TWA 800?
Yes.
Who are you? A wacky guy on the 'net?
Yes, of course, and also a survivor of a sudden night fiery fatal jet
airplane crash, a commercial licensed pilot, instrument rated, FAA Part
135 certificate holder, light aircraft owner, jet carrier navigator,
avionics technician including radar operator, and a retired military
officer in a converted garage with a computer and a phone line.
And you've tried for almost two years to meet face to face with the public
officials involved with TWA 800?
Yes.
What happened?
Nothing. But still trying.
Imaginary meeting of me and NTSB
officials.
JBS>Hello, NTSB, I'm answering your plea for public assistance
regarding
the cause of TWA 800.
NTSB> What do you want?
I believe the initial event is moisture meeting chafed to bare wire and
shorting on cargo door motor to unlatch position causing rupture at aft
midspan latch of forward cargo door in flight leading to thirty by forty
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foot hole of explosive decompression which allows 300 knot slipstream to
tear nose off whch leads to disintegrating aft fuselage, wings, and tail
which ignite into fireball when fiery fodded engine number three meets
vaporizing fuel.
No.
There are many similarities to an event that happened before, UAL 811,
and
TWA 800.
You're crazy. Who are you?
Commercial licensed pilot, instrument rated, 1000 PIC hours, Navy jet
navigator, aircraft owner, FAA Part 135 certificate holder, avionics
technician, and survivor of sudden night fiery fatal jet airplane crash
talking about a sudden night fiery fatal jet airplane crash.
Go away.
The evidence of red paint smears, outward peeled skin, and petal bulge at
aft midspan latch support conclusion forward cargo door opened in flight
just like UAL 811.
I'm ignoring you and will not respond to further comments.
You are safety aviation officials who say you turn over every stone, who
check out every explanation, who really want to know what happened to
TWA
800, regardless of cause.
You are a wacky guy on the internet, you are bothering the real
investigators and getting in the way, you have been told over and over
again in great detail that you are wrong and we are right, you don't have
your basic facts straight about the door, you should check with us before
you say your nonsense to others, you are a flake.
Maybe so, but so what? The messenger's style is independent of the truth
of
his content. Moisture and shorted wiring caused the crash of TWA 800.
Why
do you not ask questions to me, as real investigators do, as I ask you?
All right then, here's a question for you......
Questionaire for LSoft posters:
1. Who do you really work for?
2. What time does the sun set?
3. What is up and what is down?
4. Can you say missile, bomb, center tank, cargo door, meteor, gas?
5. What is the difference between reality and a model of it?
6. Why are you here?
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7. What do you want?
8. How did you get here?
9. Where are you going?
10. What are you talking about?
11. How much time do you need to answer the questions?
Whoops, time's up, too late, forget it. Goodbye.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Thu, 28 May 1998 00:52:47 -0700

Subject:
Boot the moot suit
The below was for KOMO news editor.
Am I a traitor? Does my belief of a wiring cargo door fault for TWA 800
and
other early 747s hurt my country? Specifically, the Northwest Quadrant
which has an economy derived from the design, manufacture, and selling
of
747s.
Here's my answer to myself on that one. No, I am not a traitor, I am a
patriot. Here's why.
Seattle is successful and must remain so. Seattle is successful because
nearby is built successful airplanes. Successful airplanes are the best
selling ones. The best selling ones are the most made ones. The most mad
ones are the ones that make the most money. The ones that make the mos
money are the ones that fly the most. The ones that fly the most are the
safest ones. The safest airplane is the most successful airplane. Period.
So, to present an explanation for an unsafe event, the crash of TWA 800,
an
early Boeing 747, is a good thing to do, even if wrong. There will be man
wrong explanations offered and it is hoped, the right one. It is the duty
to search for the safest airplane that should allow KOMO to show
alternative mechanical explanation that incorporates NTSB explanation
too,
the wiring/cargo door explanation.
Safe airplane flies the most and makes the most money for airline who
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orders more from Boeing who makes more and pays the money to
employees who
watch KOMO TV and buy the products seen offered there. We
understand the
economic principle and the moral principle, now to do it.
DS asks more real cargo door questions>Is a departing cargo door the
only
way that paint may be transferred to this
area or are there any other ways?
I would say other ways too. I can't think of any.
>Do you have proof that this paint transference
occurred in the air?
Yeah, the door confessed.
>As a part of the primary event?
The primary event was water on chafed wire. The initial fuselage rupture
took place at aft midspan latch. Proof? All circumstantial until chafed
wire found in door motor bundle.
Non of the evidence alone is proof, it's just the tons and tons of it.
Paint transfer in air, where else? When hit water, under water? Water
would
press in not out. And of course it's happened before.
>>Not so, the portion was the top 15 % of door which includes RF 3G,
RF 3C,
>>and RF 3E, three of the five largest pieces recovered. All had red paint
on
>>them at takeoff and all were unsooted after landing.
>
>Hmmm... And which zone were they recovered from?
Yellow zone, the nose zone. None of the rest of 80% of door has been
recovered. I say it is in the orange zone or still out there.
>Isn't the 38,115lbs. figure for the the entire door? (10,368 sq. in.) Surely
>you aren't saying that the entire 38'000+ lbs. of pressure was being
exerted
>on the mid-span latch area, are you?
No, just the weight of forty cars sitting stacked on a nine foot by eight
foot concave door with top hinge, eight bottom latches and two midspan
latches holding it in. Would you like to have your guts held in by eight
stitches over here but only two over there? Naw, equal stitches all around
thank you.
>Looking at the photographs of the these two aircraft, I see that UA811
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had
>more
>skin torn off above the door. Look at the area between the main cabin
overhead
>and the upper deck windows. On UA811, we can see bare fuselage
frames and
>stringers. On TW800, the skin is intact
The pieces were torn off on 800 and put back together in the
reconstruction. And the skin above the door of 811 was not recovered, it
would probably look just like 800.
>How can you say that this airplane had door rigging problems without
having
>seen the logs?
I never said that. If true, I'd like to say that to support it. Is it true?
>To use an analogy, you're saying that if I match the description for a
>fugitive, down to the color of my eyes, hair, height, weight, race, etc., th
>we shouldn't check to see if my fingerprints match?
>
>Shouldn't all areas match and not just the big ones?
Of course if identical circumstances but not, the altitudes are mostly
different giving different initial explo decom results. But the principles
must all stay the same, and do. I would love to get a look at the PA 103
door, the 182 door, 811 door and 800 door. The big match is overtravel
impression damage on the 800 red hinge when it bent back and his skin
above
it. That would match the overtravel impression damage on UAL 811 top
door
hinge, photo of hinge damage in NTSB AAR 92/02 on website of course.
And when matching door to planes, match 103 to 811 and 800 to l82,
only
difference is bottom eight latches held probably for 182 and 800 but all
failed for 103 and 811.
>The so-called explosive-force-caused damage looks like crush damage
to me.
Crush is pillow in, explo force is shattered out. Shattered out is on
bottom of 800 and on right side forward of the wing. Pillowing is on
bottom
of nose and bottom of aft fuselage, as described in exhibits.
>What condition were the window frames directly above the door? Were
they bent
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>inward or outward like TW800?
They're long gone and not recovered. No way to know.
>How did the mid-span latches un-rotate? Aren't they mechanically
linked to the
>eight bottom latches?
Right, no locking sectors but long torque tubes and angles, that just need
to be a a little sloppy after 93000 hours to go from mostly latched to just
barely unlatched, pop!
>Have you had more intimate contact with the wreckage than he?
Yeah, I sleep with it every night. And Wildey is the same author of Exh
8A
that says no fire on engine 3 yet breakdown reports soot, missing blades
and soft body impacts.
And Wildey does say things which indicate cargo door pop would cause
evidence shown, page 20 exhibit No 18A. He calls it 'initial opening of th
fuselage.'
>The AP photo I sent you was completely un-ambiguous. Have you
posted it on
>your
>web site so everyone may see and judge for themselves? If not, I'd be
happy
>to post on mine.
By all means post it. Unambigous for what? That door is highly shattered
and most missing from reconstruction?
>>My picture of the forward part is blurry, but it could be but only about
>>one or two windows width, and the red paint smears came from red
skin below
>>being jaggedly torn out and up, giving paint smears aft of door a few
>>windows, and forward a few windows. And that's it, no where else on
the
>>fuselage are red paint smears evident.
>
>The one I sent you wasn't blurry. It showed this area quite clearly.
Oh, AP photo printed in newspaper, scanned and sent email was not
blurry,
you caught me, I was lying about blurry photo to avoid incriminating
refuting evidence to wiring/cargo door explanation. Oh well. By the way,
how's that computer simulation of the forward cargo door opening in fligh
coming? Stan Martin now says door opened in flight, just like Neil
Schalekamp of FAA before he recanted, Expect the same from Stan.
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Door has
to stay intact until water impact for the missile guys and the center tank
guys.
>Do you have the 100% complete database?
Who knows?
Have you been able to confirm that
>yours is authentic?
Nope. But all the cargo door pieces in database match the numbers and
location of pieces on the reconstruction.
>If so, how did you confirm both of these points?
What points?
>How would the door fly forward to put paint smears between windows
that
>are ahead of the FCD sill? Wouldn't the 400-knot slipstream push the
door aft?
Door did not fly forward, top hinge tore skin and large, wider area than
door, spun upwards and struck fuselage. Door width of nine feet plus two
feet on either side gives the red paint smear width on the fuselage. The
red paint comes from the red skin immediately above the cargo door
going up
and hitting white paint.
>>>How many mid-span latch failure-related pressurization problems
have you
>>>found in your search of the NTSB accident report databases?
>>
>>Two, UAL 811 and PA 125, by their count, four and maybe seven by
my count,
>>125, 182, 103, 811, and 800 plus two possibles.
>
>Right. Any besides these?
Nope, but if you have any more high time 747s that have nose off event
and
leave sudden loud sound on the CVR and abrupt power cut to the FDR
plus
other less traumatic similarities to UAL 811, I'll include them.
The evidence chooses the flight numbers, not me.
>>Many more are listed at end, here's a cool one latch hero below:
>
>Nice story, but as the news boys say; who, what, where, when, why and
how?
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Yeah, and that's why the SDR were quoted.
>Isn't all power removed from the door circuit prior to take-off and durin
>flight?
Right, and ships have observers that warn of icebergs ahead.
>How does this short-circuit occur in flight? Where does the power come
from?
I have to look to AAR 92/02 for all the details since I have no access to
the TWA 800 wreckage.
And yes, I know it's not supposed to happen, and every time the door
opens
in flight, they say it's not supposed to happen and fix it and wait for the
next time.
TWA 800 NTSB Public Docket Exhibit 9A page 116:
"Some wires found in the section of W480 from forward of station 570 an
identified as BMS13-42A had numerous cracks in the insulation. Most of
the
cracks in this bundle were found to expose the core conductor when
examined
by microscope. Only within five feet of the aft end of the W480 bundle
from
station 570-900 were insulation cracks found." Please note that
BMS13-42A
is known faulty Poly-X wiring. Cargo door location is FS 560-670 and
cracked wires are within that zone.
When three high time Boeing 747s have confirmed cargo door wiring
problems,
and a current accident plane, TWA 800, is found to have cracked to bare
wire in same general area, it is prudent to inspect all high time 747s for
cracked to bare wire cargo door places.
After UAL preflight uncommanded opening of cargo door the following
recommendations were made to FAA:
NTSB Safety Recommendations Rprt_Nbr: A-91-83 and -84
(1) the wiring bundle in the area normally covered by the conduit for the
presence of damaged insulation (using either an electrical test method or
visual examination);
(2) the conduit support bracket and attached standoff pin on the upper arm
of the forward lift actuator mechanism;
(3) the flexible conduit for the presence of cracking in the
convoluted innercore.
After UAL 811: NTSB AAR 92/02 UAL 811 cargo door accident:
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Plug P3 and Plug P4 at a distance between three to four inches from plug
pin tips. The P4 damage location may correspond to wire bundle clamp
positions. These areas are where the chafed bare wires shorted on the doo
latch actuator motor to the unlatch position.
Other wiring events in 747 forward cargo holds:
A. 1996, burning smell in forward cargo compartment, found damaged
wiring
shorted to ground, charring found.
B. Oct 12, 1996, Wire bundle arcing and resultant fire at aft bulkhead of
forward lower lobe cargo hold on 747-200 freighter.
Source: NTSB Exhibit 9C, Attachments to the Systems Group Factual
Report
page 44, 45, 46:
>Water shorted chaffed wire? Which one?
The cargo door actuator unlatch motor. The same wire for UAL 811.
>Can you show that it wasn't latched properly?
Yeah, the large round hole with petal shaped bulge around the missing no
latched aft midspan latch. I show the photograph of TWA 800.
>Possibly water condensed?
As in hot humid air in cargo hold meets cold conditioned air suddenly
after
take off and fog and dew on side of skin.
>It took over 60 degress of rotation of all eight of the lower latches for
>UA811's door to depart. How did TW800 happen with only a few
degrees of
>rotation
>of the mid-span latch?
Who said only a few degrees of rotation? Not me, I said from mostly
latched
to barely unlatched, and use as many degrees as needed.
>You say that aging torque tubes and slack in the linkage caused this.
How
>would
>this happen?
Me. 93000 hours of use is how. And maybe not slack torque tubes,
maybe back
driven cams against locking sectors still give enough turns for midspan,
with no locking sectors to barely unlatch.
>The bottom eight latches stayed latched and the mid-span latches
>un-latched, huh?
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Maybe only one latch, the one that has the rupture around it, the aft one.
The one that's missing. The petal shaped bulge choose the midspan latch
not
me. If the petal shape were around the forward midspan of TWA 800, and
UAL
811 had forward midspan rupture hole instead of the aft, then I would be
saying forward, but that pesky evidence says aft, so I say aft.
>Since the mid-span latches are connected via torque tubes and
mechanical
>linkage
>to the eight electrically-powered bottom latches, I fail to see how this
>happened.
Because you believe in the ways things are supposed to work do work tha
way, and usually do. So just ignore all the doors that open when they
shouldn't, like UAL 811 and others. Go tell the nine dead that it wasn't
supposed to happen, the 'mid-span latches are connected via torque tubes
and mechanical linkage
>to the eight electrically-powered bottom latches' so the rupture at the
>aft midspan latch as shown in photograph of UAL 811 door is just an
>imagination hole, the hole is not really there, the metal has been filled
>in.
>Perhaps you could explain it to me.
Naw, I'll pass.
>This is an aft door. How does this relate to TW800?
I love this one, Aft door opened in flight for one plane, what's that got
to do with forward door opening in flight for TWA 800?
I give up.
- AFT CARGO LIGHT ILLUMINATED ON TAKEOFF ROLL
ALONG
>>WITH CARGO DOOR ANNUNCIATOR LIGHT
>>ON PILOTS CLEAR SHIELDS.
>
>This was a blown seal on the aft door. How does this relate to TW800?
>These guys were at 37,000' when this occurred.
>
>If this was a mid-span latch problem, why didn't this door blow off?
Didn't it
>have at least 38,115 lbs. of pressure behind it, just like TW800?
Takeoff roll was at 37000 feet?
>Are these the mid-span latch problem-related cases you wrote about
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earlier in
>this missive? There isn't a single one that looks like a mid-span
>latch-related problem to me.
No, they are cargo door opening problems of doors that are not supposed
to
open in flight.
>Got any more?
You would not be persuaded with ten thousand.
No problem. I can detect open minded questions, Yours were not. Every
plane
crash for mechanical reasons is because some part did not do what it was
supposed to do. The say a part did not do something because it is not
supposed to do it is faulty logic. The evidence says what happened, red
paint smears.
The blurry photograph or not statement is a good example of an
accusatory
type statement. Especially since 'blurry' is a subjective term. I'm a
former photo intelligence officer who has viewed and evaluated satellite,
SR 71 and my own RA5C images, and those were not blurry. A scanned
halftone
from newspaper is blurry to me.
To accuse me of lying about a picture for blurriness reveals your bias and
it's not open minded.
Too bad.
>>This may be my last post.
>
BS>Your wife is wise. JBS is like the Energizer bunny. But we have
come to
>endure him, if not even enjoy him when he is in one of his rare
lightheated
>moods.
Ha! Red paint smears.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Sat, 16 May 1998 10:23:24 -0700
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Subject:
Bandwidth
RH mimics MR>I suggest a regular reading of eye witness statements
after the
>continual trashing of the eye witness statements by the self appointed
>experts who themselves saw nothing.
>
It was certainly refreshing to see the long recitation of eyewitness
statements, all good and true citizens doing their duty.
I just wish the missile guys would stop trashing them. Compiled reports o
eyewitnesses reveal: nine said down streak, most said red orange, one sai
four seconds twixt streak and fireball, some said streak ended and started
in mid air, most gave direction of streak all over the sky, I mean, what is
the problem? Why continually trash these good citizens visions? They
saw
what they saw, believe it.
Maybe repeating all the opinions of the witnesses will soothe you, like a
chanting mantra...they saw a missile, they saw a missile, they saw a
missile, why don't you believe them, why don't you belive them, they saw
a
missile, they saw a missile, they saw a missile...
My favorite is still Fred or is it Fritz Meyer in Jolly 11 or was it Jolly
14 flying before dark, or was it after dark, wearing night goggles, or not
wearing night goggles, who saw up streak or was it level, slightly
descending streak in a parabolic arc and then flew through bodies
strapped
in seats whizzing by his cockpit..wheeeee! Incoming!
>(JBS, Perhaps
>we will have another opinion to add to your ongoing member list)
>
>Thank you,
>Nancy Gladkin
Great! I'll update the list as soon new opinion arrives. I must hasten to
add it is not necessary to have the truth in order to debunk the false. For
all those who attempt to debunk wiring/cargo door, it is not necessary to
have the correct alternative explanation in order for your debunking to be
correct.
I'm not really sure if the crop circles in England were caused by alien
spaceships on a earth female capture raid or if they were done by the two
guys that said they did it, but I do know the eight foot crop circle I saw
yesterday on my daily walk in the California foothills was not done by a
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spaceship, it was done by high grass grown from El Nino rainstorms
coupled
with high afternoon winds blowing down the grass into a flat circle. Or it
could have been a cow lying down, just before it was mutiliated and taken
away by a spaceship that hoverded just overhead, a cow they misidentifie
as a human female capture specimen for their home planet. Boy, will ther
be some red faces back on Planet Zork when that cow is unloaded.
Gee, I 'm really tempted to repeat the list, V4.6, as was done by the
missile guys eyewitness repeating. It's so reassuring to see flimsy things
repeated, it gives them strength. But, until I get new data, the list shall
reside in the archives, available for all and not taking up new bandwidth,
a commodity the missile guys don't mind wasting with old stuff, but reall
hate filling up with new stuff. Ha!
Missile guys, morning chuckle.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Fri, 29 May 1998 10:28:39 -0700

Subject:
Bunk/researched facts
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="iso-8859-1"
bunk n : bunkum, nonsense
non*sense \"nan-'sens, -sens\ n 1 : foolish or meaningless words or action
2 : things of no importance or value Û non*sen*si*cal \nan-"sen-si-kel\ a
Û non*sen*si*cal*ly \-k(e-)le\ adv
TT discusses private missile person email in LSoft, or did I miss this?>
I'm still contemplating Jean Gully's discussion of air
>safety and possible bathroom decompression resulting from spurious
>opening of bathroom door latches and the fly-away bathroom door
>scenario!
Very funny to landlubber who thinks, door opened inadvertently, well, pu
over to the side of the road and close it, next time make sure the gas flap
is closed, or get up and close that screen door to keep it from banging.
And stick your hand out the window at 60 mph, wheeeee! Roll your
window in
your car up or down and feel that air pressure change on your eardrums,
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mildly annoying, what's the big deal?
Well, landlubber, it's a question of scale. Small scale is mildly annoying,
car at 60 with window suddenly opened or trunk pops open. Medium
scale is
300 knots when a nine foot by eight foot stress bearing structural member
opens up at 330 mph. Large scale event is tiny leak in hatch seal of
returning from space Soviet spacecraft.
Small scale event, you live; medium scale event you may live or you may
die; large scale event you die.
Can do the same for a submarine, ship, or a dingy in reverse.
And getting hit in the head with 'blue ice' from toilet above you will kill
just as being hit from falling cargo door from above. Not funny to those i
Lockerbie.
DS>You were no more disappointed that I when I went to Richard's web
site
and found
>only opinions, not hard data. I was even more disappointed to find that
most
>people were voicing opinions about what a 747 would do without even
reading
>what Boeing and the NTSB had to say about the matter in Exhibit 18B.
What? Do research first, then give opinion? Now that's revolutionary idea
for this forum. Doesn't sound like fun to me.
>Since you've claimed to be an aerodynamic engineer, I'd love to hear
what you
>have to say about Exhibit 18B. If you think Boeing is wrong about how
the 747
>would have behaved, let's hear why.
A challenge. And it's not as if a high time Boeing 747 has never had a
nose/head off event which went uninvestigated and evaluated. AI 182 and
PA
103 split at same spot at TWA 800 for nose/head off event and they were
analysed very closely, on website of course for any researchers out there
who read first, speak later.
Can you imagine how hard it is to rip head off 747 in about five seconds?
The pilot could not do it. On the ground all the cranes and metal saws
could not do it.
The effort into finding out what happened to 800 after nose/head off is to
determine times from IE to MF to WI, water impact, The missile guys ne
those times to fit their explanation of streak then IE, then MF and then
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WI. And they don't fit so far.
I still wonder why the missile guys do not say, the missile had to hit TWA
800 someplace, why not the center of a thirty foot by forty foot fuselage
skin shatter zone as seen in NTSB photograph?
DS>Wouldn't it be worth investigating?
Of course, I have. You can too.
>Sure. Why not upon water impact?
Well, water impact pushes in, pressing in on metal does not cause door to
open out and up, it causes door to press in giving no external paint
discrepancy, just like the other 400 feet of clean red trim around TWA
800.
If one looks at full area picture of TWA 800 reconstruction, then imagine
one big hand graspin the fuselage above the wing, and another large hand
around the nose/head, then one hand twists the nose/head off, then the
hand
around the fuselage above the wing moves jagged wing, tail and rest of
plane down and down and then wing catches fire, the picture of singe
marks
and skin tears becomes very understandable. The clean marks between
singe
and unsinged is exactly where the nose/head of TWA 800 tore off.
>Since these were recovered from the yellow zone, the nose zone, does it
really
>take that great a leap of logic to say that the door may have gone down
with
>the nose?
20 percent of the door did go down with the nose, the top part and
possibly
the bottom part. The juicy parts, the middle part is missing and a leap of
logic would say that is not in the nose zone since they scoured that area
and picked up items the size of quarters.
>Then 38,115lbs. isn't really being applied to the mid-span latches. Only
>portion of that figure is, right?
Like a balloon that has equal pressure exerted on rubber, until a tiny hole
is punched, then pop. And the door just needs to be pop a few inches, the
slipstream takes care of the rest of ripping door out and up and away and
then tearing nose/head off of weakened forward fuselage. Sometimes the
door
does not rip out and up and away, it stays open a few inches and plane
lands, PA 125, and sometimes it take a small chunk out, UAL 811, and
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sometimes it takes a big chunk out, 182, 103 and 800.
>You did say that UA811 had set a precedent, didn't you?
Yes.
>Do you have a close-up of the TW800 hinges that shows as much detail
as
>the one
>you've noted here for UA811? If not, then you're jumping to
conclusions.
No and no.
>Who says they were sloppy? They might have been sloppy or may have
been just
>replaced. Without seeing the maintenance logs, how can you say withou
>guessing?
OK, may have been sloppy. May have had slack. Locking sectors may
have
stopped latching cams from being backdriven all the way, but allowed for
a
small amount of back driving, movement of latching cam six feet away
from
turning force may have occurred when torque tubes turned when door
motor
shorted on.
Wildey>The initial
>opening of the fuselage lower lobe (e.g. LF6A) would have the expected
>result of rapid cabin
>depressurization accompanied by collapse of the main deck floor for
some
>distance forward of
>STA 1000. The red area recovery of interior components as far forward
as
>STA 600 would not
>be inconsistent with this floor collapse and associated structural
breakup."
He calls it inital opening of fuselage lower lobe, I call it initial
opening of the fuselage lower lobe cargo door. Cargo door FS is 650 to
760,
1000 to 600 fits inside there.
SM>As I recall, you responded that I was in cahoots with the gov't
because
I didn't
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>march in lock-step to what you had to say on the matter. Talk about
>smearing the
>messenger because you don't like the message. Sheesh!
You've got your conspiracy nuts mixed up. I say no one is in cahoots with
the government except the government officials. And not anybody in this
forum.
>Unlike you, I have no pre-conceived
>notions about the cause of this disaster.
Except you know what it isn't. I have a pre-conceived notion that posters
who discuss facts in an adversary manner are usually conspiracy guys wh
think radar images published in a magazine are doctored by 'them'.
>Don't forget that you've got to produce a faulty S2 master latch lock
safety
>switch too. Otherwise, your short-circuit stops right there.
And trying very hard by requesting info in database, orange zone, and
anywhere else wreckage may be found. And need chafed to bare wire
bundle
with door motor wire inside, chafed to bare wire. Not an easy thing to do
>Yes, and this aircraft had a faulty S2 master latch lock safety switch that
>allowed the current to pass, and it didn't have the strengthers retrofitted
>the lock sectors that prevented the latches from being back-driven.
Prevented the bottom eight latches from being back-driven. Absence of
relevant fact noted that latches under discussion, the midspan, have no
locking sectors to be strenghtened to prevent back driving. And water
shorts can bypass all the safety cutout switchs such as S2.
>>Yeah, the large round hole with petal shaped bulge around the missing
not
>>latched aft midspan latch. I show the photograph of TWA 800.
>
>Still looks like crush damage to me.
Crush is in, photo is out. The petal can be electronically put back with
Photoshop, which I did. The pieces fit perfectly. It's an outward opening
petal, not inward, based on a photo on NTSB CDRom of the door frame
which
show missing aft midspan lach and the curve is outward.
Inward, outward, latch, alignment, words, what do they mean? Just chang
the meaning if the word conflicts.
There is outward explosive shattered metal all over the forward part of
TWA
800 forward of the wing, it's on the bottom of the fuselage, it high up on
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the side, and its all over the cargo door area. There is gentle pillowing
also, just like the aft fusalage. Crushing does not cause outward explosive
shattering of aluminum skin as is seen. Crushing gives pillowing as is
seen. Both are present but only the outward shatter petal bulge is present
in the forward cargo door area.
>>As in hot humid air in cargo hold meets cold conditioned air suddenly
after
>>take off and fog and dew on side of skin.
>
>A common malady, I'm sure. Probably happens all the time.
Happens all the time around known faulty wiring in general and known
faulty
wire in particular:
The Systems Exhibit 9A continues on same page 47, "Evidence of arcing
or
short circuiting was found in the fuselage of N93119, (TWA 800) in
addition
to what was found in the wiring from the raceway below the left cabin
floor
and near the forward wing spar.
The Systems Exhibit 9A continues, page 116:
"Some wires found in the section of W480 from forward of station 570 an
identified as BMS13-42A had numerous cracks in the insulation. Most of
the
cracks in this bundle were found to expose the core conductor when
examined
by microscope. Only within five feet of the aft end of the W480 bundle
from
station 570-900 were insulation cracks found."
(Please note that BMS13-42A is Poly-X wiring. Cargo door location is FS
560-670 and cracked wires discovered are within that zone. Frayed wires
in
that area have shorted before and caused the forward cargo door to open i
flight, NTSB AAR 92/02 UAL 811. Water has been seen pouring out of a
forward cargo bay of a Boeing airliner. Water and leaking electricity mak
a powerful conductor. Both are known to exist in Boeing airliners.)
NTSB Exhibit 9C, Attachments to the Systems Group Factual Report,
page 44:
"Response: There was one reported wire insulation abrasion on the 747 in
1996. There operator reported that a burning smell was noted during carg
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loading in the forward cargo compartment. Cargo loading system wiring
was
found damaged and shorted to ground below the cargo floor at station 650
below the aft right corner of a large ball mat. A wiring loom "p" clip was
found broken enabling the wire to chafe against structure. A hole was
found
burned through the bottom angle of the cargo floor cross member, where
the
wiring clip attached, and charring was evident in the surrounding
insulation blanket. Repairs were made."
Page 44: "Response: There were seven reported wiring fires on the 747 in
1996."
Page 45: "f. 747-200 reported on October 12, 1996
Wire bundle arcing and resultant fire at aft bulkhead of forward lower lob
cargo hold on a747-200 freighter. This occurred with the airplane on the
ground, during post C-check functional test.
Note: Portions of the damaged wire bundles were forwarded to Boeing fo
evaluation in determining the cause of the damage. The results of the
analysis indicated the primary conductor(s) sustained mechanical or
thermal
damage prior to the application of electrical power."
Page 46, "g. 747-400 reported on November 1, 1997, (see response to
question 1)
There was one reported wire insulation abrasion on the 747 in 1996. Ther
operator reported that a burning smell was noted during cargo loading in
the forward cargo compartment. Cargo loading system wiring was found
damaged and shorted to ground below the cargo floor at station 650,
below
the aft right corner of a large ball mat. A wiring loom "p" clip was found
broken enabling the wire to chafe against structure. A hole was found
burned through the bottom angle of the cargo floor cross member, where
the
wiring clip attached, and charring was evident in the surrounding
insulation blanket. Repairs were made."
Page 57, Letter from Commander Naval Air Systems Command to
National
Electrical Manufacturers Association, 1 Oct 82, "As you know, the
problems
with poly-x wire are well known to headquarters and its use had been
curtailed."
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>But if the electrically-driven bottom latches are restrained, and the
linkage
>is sloppy, how would the mid-span latches turn more than the bottom
ones?
Good question. If a latch cam is connected by a torque tube two feet long
then bends ninety degrees and goes four feet more, then meets locking
sectors torque tube, and the torque tubes are told to turn by the door
unlatch motor, but the locking sector torque tube is mostly restrained, not
all restrained, then the midspan latches will turn. I understand how it is
supposed to work; it's indirect protection against midspan latch unlatching
when told to do so. And of course, the picture shows it did happen, how
needs hands on investigation of torque tubes for bending, just like UAL
811
bent torque tubes.
>Where did you see this "petal-shaped bulge?" From a blurry photo
scanned,
>jpeg'ed
>and posted on a web site somewhere?
Naw, on a high res NTSB photo of 90 percent of reconstruction of
starboard
side of TWA 800. On web site of course. Under hullrupture.html
>I'm still less than convinced that TW800 is like UA811 and you still
haven't
>shown that UA811 was caused by the mid-span latches. I've read your
opinions
>on the matter and I've read the UA811 report. I've yet to see your proof
that
>UA811 was caused by the failure of the mid-span latch and not the
bottom eight
>latches.
800 matches 182 for door damage, 103 matches 811. 811 has midspan
latch
rupture as seen in photo of recovered door. 811 door was failure of shorte
wire, cargo door and its latches were innocent bystanders. All the latches
opened, all 'caused' the event. Aft midspan latch pin had heat damage,
while forward midspan latch pin was undamaged.
>>No, they are cargo door opening problems of doors that are not
supposed to
>>open in flight.
>
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>And these occurred for a variety of reasons, not the mid-span latch.
As far as is known when midspan latch opening has never been
considered as
cause it's not looked for. Sort of like 811 when it was obviously improper
latching that caused door to open...until they looked at door and found ou
it was chafed bare wired shorting on door unlatch motor,...which overrod
the supposed to work but didn't locking sectors...which are now fixed and
that will never happen again....ha!
> The evidence says what happened, red
>>paint smears.
>
>Still looks like crush damage to me.
Then why only red paint smears above cargo door and not where the
other 450
feet of clean red trim met water impact and had crushing damage?
Because
red paint smears and missing red paint nearby show outward and meeting
and
giving paint transfer, like hit and run drivers get caught when one paint
from one car goes to another. It happened aft of door when red paint
pieces
met right horizontal stabilizer.
Crush is in, explosion is out. The frozen metal skins shows out.
>Are you really all that unbiased and open-minded?
Yeah, I have to be, that's why I follow missile, bomb, center tank, and
meteor much more closely than they follow wiring/cargo door. The biase
and
close minded appear on weirdo talk radio shows with their missile
spouting
buddies and never encounter reasoned criticism.
>>Ha! Red paint smears.
>
>Still looks like crush damage to me.
Well, Stan Martin thinks it shows door opened in flight. Fred Schalekamp
of
FAA thinks it shows outward explosion, but they could be wrong. I think
red
paint smears show door opened up out and slammed into white paint
above and
between the passenger windows, and I could be right.
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>It's too bad you haven't taken a closer look at your own photo.
>Really?! Put back together in the reconstruction? What about the photo
that
>shows the fuselage crown being recovered from the ocean? Did the
divers
>re-attach
>the skin while underwater?
Nice talking with you Dan, good day. Sarcasm is fine for talking about
Clinton, Brown, JFK, Waco, Ruby Ridge, and China, but inappropriate fo
facts. It urges me to return in kind and that demeans both of us.
>Did the divers re-attach
>>the skin while underwater?
Well, the secret divers from the CIA who shooed away the civilian diver
who shooed away the Navy divers who shooed away the NY police diver
may
have. Ha!
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Sat, 30 May 1998 23:18:06 -0700

Subject:
Cargo door URLs
GD the reviewer>Dana is a black hat guy. Barry and
>Chris may be checkerboard hat guys, so far not defineably good or bad.
But
>Chris is definitely bright, funny and worth reading even if you do
disagree
>with him. Barry is definitely not funny, and no one is humanly capable o
>reading his posts. Sammy is good reading considering the effort that he
puts
>into his posts. Agree or disagree is your privilege. Elmer has tunnel
vision
>perhaps, but has some truth on his side as well.
MH the lie detector>Dana, I have an advantage in viewpoint over yourse
regarding John Barry
>Smith and Chris Olsson. I have met each of these people personally and
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>discussed TWA 800 matters with them face to face. I determined after
long
>discussions with John Barry Smith that he isn't telling the truth. When
one
>can gaze into the eyes of an opponent, look at their body language, the
>vocal inflections, their nervous twitches, things that one cannot
determine
>on this very one-dimensional internet, one can more readily determine
the
>truth.
I am not ly...ly...ly...fibbing. I do not tw...twi...twitch. And I am not
raising my voice, now am I? Am I? Am I?
GD>no one is humanly capable of
>>reading his posts.
Hey, I'm a human and I read them. Naw, human is just my cover story for
who
I really am. Agent Zork from Planet X, or is it the other way around, I
always get it mixed up.
MH>If
>someone, who was thousands of miles away from the scene, can walk up
to you
>and tell you that hundreds of eye witnesses did not see a missile, when
the
>objects the eyewitnesses viewed exhibited missile-like charactoristics,
then
>a red flag goes up, and I have determined that there is deceit.
MH>Dana, am I being irrational on my explanation?
MH, irrational is just the minor error of reasoning you follow. Note your
post is full of emotion and none of the physical facts when discussing
machines. The only fact you brought is missile like characteristics
unnamed
and you spelled it wrong.
Emotion works with suicides and political campaigns, it has little place in
a plane crash in which the crew played no part.
Stop looking at twitches and start looking at red paint smears. Ha!
> The same
>occurrence was mentioned recently by interviewers, when the deaf
witness,
>using sign language, was once again interviewed on evening TV, and
was
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>presented as the last surviving eye witness to the JFK murder.
Stop it! Deaf! Too much! Better than blind.
Why do missile guys and JFK go together?
Why do wiring/cargo door and UAL 811 go together?
PA condescends to talk to the scum>I've held off posting to this list
recently as it has been flooded
>by the CWT apologists and frankly arguing with folks that have such
>a limited academic/physical science background is a waste of time.
>Clearly a
>significant segment of posters on this list have a military
>and/or arms manufacturing background and thus are not objective.
as the religious zealots are known to be.
>It kills me to see honest researchers who spend their own time/money
>to get results, and then get flamed by folks who appear to be
>there to support a pre-concieved adgenda
Oooo,. you are so sensitive. If only emotion had anything to do with TWA
800, you would be right on, instead of way off.
>So what have we learned?
Not much it appears.
>11. The FBI knows exactly what really happened, and their public
>position "is blatantly false."
>5. The allegation by the NTSB that there is no evidence of missile
>damage to TWA Flight 800 "is patently false."
Your knowledge is 'flatuently false,' but your cliches are 'certainly true.'
But don't give up. Like some other missile guy wants to do. Drop his rock
Help him carry his rock. Help him climb his rock. Help him down from
his
rock.
DS to MH about JBS>It all comes down to you just not liking what some
>subscribers to lsoft believe. If you do not like it
>just stop reading it. You have complete control
>over that aspect of your life. You do not have any
>control over what other people choose to believe or say.
>It is a free country and you will just have to get
>over it.
Yeah, he knows all that. But I find conspiracy guys do not feel they have
control over their life. Their life is controlled for good and bad by
external forces which force them to believe certain ways. And the forces
are always, 'them' and apparently MH thinks I am one of 'them.'
>When one
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>>can gaze into the eyes of an opponent, look at their body language,
their
>>vocal inflections, their nervous twitches,
Key word, 'gaze'. 'Stare' or 'look' or 'glare' but not 'gaze.' Gaze as in
hynotized.
Strange description of me, but hey, my turn?
Let me see, who shall I describe first, Chris Olsson or Marshall Houston o
Jose Cremades or Dave Hendrix, or Jim Wildey, or who else did I see
there?
Greg Feith? Greg Fieth is an NSTB aircraft investigator and a TV star.
He's
handsome, good dresser, flashy smile, ready handshake and oh so smooth
But, let me think, did I see him twitch?
>Dana replies:
>There exists only one "class" of lsoft poster. That
>class being individuals who choose to post. There is
>no "special class" of lsoft poster. Your attempts to
>create such a class is nothing short of an attempt
>at censorship on your part.
Yeah, he knows all that.
What is the 'class' of LSoft? Low? High? Dunce? 'Disenfranchised' "S"?
Yes, I think we are 'S' class. No, not 'LX' class. 'S' class.
>As for the airplane climbing 3,000', it would be
>difficult with 3 of 4 engines flamed out. The
>electrically driven fuel flow gauges were found at
>0,0,0,900 lb/hr respectively. These gauges stop at
>their last position, its not like you car, they
>don't return to zero by themselves.
>
>With no power in the engines, lift, drag and models
>are rather academic. This aircraft did not fly a foot
>higher than its previous momentum and gravity would allow,
>and that's not very high.
>
>Regards,
>
>Bob
All right, real research. Who had the 900 pounds, not pesky number 3?
SM quotes JBS>>I like it, both push pull rods sever and bend severely.
The
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torque tubes
>>did just that in UAL 811, bend.
>
>SM: True, but only after the door had struck the fuselage and broke in
two!
Maybe, maybe not. The sequence of that one second event is unclear.
And the
811 locking sectors that did exist, although not strong enough to stop the
cams from unlatching, had some resistance, probably enough to bend
tubes.
Note 103 door and 811 doors are identical in time of leaving plane,
earliest, and damage, two halves split exactly longitudinally at midspan
latches. Perfect match.
>SM: Whoey do I have some bad news for you. I looked at the pictures
on
>your website and look what I saw. UAL 811's door did not break at
the
>mid span latch, it broke 2 to 3 inches below it. Now if the midspan latch
>had failed and the door broke apart as you say, it would break at the
>weakest point, and that being where the fuselage frame has the smallest
>cross section. And the smallest cross sectional area happens to be where
>the cutout is for the midspan latch bearing.
>http://www.corazon.com/aftmidspanlatch.html.
Two inches? Let me check...
Well, I can't see in the black and white photo. It's blurry. But, let's say
two inches below.
No latch failed. No door failed. The door did what it was told to do. How
do you explain the clean through to clear air rupture at aft midspan (two
inches below latch) of fcd? the rupture hole is about two feet wide and a
foot vertical.
Why would the 811 door split in half two inches lower than the aft
midspan
latch? Where exactly is the aft midspan latch position on the photo of 811
on page 36 of NTSB AAR 92/02? Two inches higher than the split?
There're a
round hole near there, what is that? There is a square tag near there, what
is that?
I don't know, 99 inches vertical and the midspan is at 49.5 inches from to
or bottom and the split in the picture looks exactly halfway from top. I
can't see the midspan latch or the place where it is supposed to be.
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I have to disagree, I've matched up drawings of door to picture of 811 doo
and the split is exactly, perfectly at midspan latch. The metal lines of
the inside of door in photo match the drawing of those lines.
I've just looked at several drawings of normal doors and the aft midspan
latch of those matches perfectly with the aft midspan latch rupture of 811
to the inch.It looks as if it has been ripped out right at the split point
between the two halves.
>Notice also that the lower half of the door has the peeled metal on it.
>This was the section of the door that broke away first and peeled when i
>struck the fuselage. The upper half has a clean break as it should. That
>half took with it the fuselage skin and that skin peeled where it tore
>away also which is just below the upper deck windows.
>http:/www.corazon.com/Skiescargodoor0pict.html
Yes, peeled outward. Well, peeled outward would come from inside
pushing
out, not being flat and hitting something above upside down.
We agree on the upper half, that's the one that got the paint transfer
marks. You say bottom half broke away first? Well, that is a short second
for both to depart, which went first? I say both at the same time, but
maybe bottom first.
See the coincidence that 811 door shows rupture within a few inches or
exactly at the aft midspan latch but not caused by explosive
decompression
but by striking fuselage above is too much. That door striking fuselage
above and causing rupture could happen anywhere along the nine feet, bu
no, rupture has to happen right at the aft midspan latch, the same center
of outward peeled skin of 800 and the same spot as drawing of 103 has
fracture.
It's like the forward cargo hold rupture in flight for four 747s are all
caused by different things, bomb on left, bomb on right, bomb in middle,
bomb, missile, center tank explosion... And rupture at aft midline on four
747s are caused by different things, rupture in flight, rupture when hits
fuselage above...
It's one event for all, aft midspan latch rupture at event time from explo
decom.
>Notice also that the cargo door opening is still intact at the mid span
>latch pin area on ual811 but is the multiple pieces for TWA800.
>http://www.corazon.com/TWA800hullrupture.html.
Right, bottom eight latches for 800 may have held, 811 bottom latches
opened. So 811 and 103 are the same and 182 and 800 match with
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rupture at
aft midspan latche but hinge and bottom sill intact. Doors can rupture in
the middle while the door knob and the hinges stay intact. It comes back
to
one latch for eight feet of slice into pressurized hull, the molecules
don't know they are only supposed to press on the bottom latches and
leave
the midspan alone.
>As for the red paint smears JBS continually refers to, the only thing I
>can see in the picture is jet metal painted red loosely attached to the
>reconstructre fuselage. Some of the jagged metal is above the painted
>stipe. I say so what. There is torn metall all over the place and the
>picture's resolution isn't the greatest. This "evidence" means nothing!
This evidence means everything. There are seven large red painted areas
on
top of the white paint between the passenger windows above the forward
cargo door area only.
> the only thing I can see in the picture is jet metal painted red loosely
>attached to the reconstructre fuselage. Some of the jagged metal is abov
>the painted stipe. I say so what.
What are you saying? No red paint smears? You made them disappear?
Amazing,
first latch is not a latch and now seven large red paint smears are not.
That URL shows clearly red paint smears where they are not supposed to
be
and it clearly shows red paint missing where it is supposed to be. To not
see that door opening up and slamming upwards and transferring paint is
on
choice selective blindness.
>SM: Again, this door did not have 93000 hrs without maintenance.
How
>then do you know that the mechanisms are all worn out and loose?
How do
>you know, other than foolish conjecture, that this door wasn't
overhauled
>to new tolerances. You speak of a lot of "what if's" and back them with
>"evidence" you have contrived from reading descriptions you do not
fully
>understand and from pictures you can't clearly make out.
>
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>Sorry to spoil your day, but somebody has to expose you.
>
>Stan
Somebody has to try, that's a duty. I appreciate your attempts.
Red paint smears. They aren't going away. Crushing gives pillowing.
Explo
Decom gives shattered outward peeled skin. All three are there, they aren
going away. Outward peeled petal bulge at aft midspan latch of FCD. Tha
door frame at aft latch will always be peeled outward. The end of the 'C'
of door frame is exactly where the aft midspan latch is supposed to be but
missing, just like 811. The cut spot is the same. The 'C' of door frame of
800 moves up closing the petal to fit perfectly like a jigsaw puzzle.
>http://www.corazon.com/TWA800hullrupture.html Will always show th
red
>smears on white, the missing red paint, the petal bulge, the frame bent,
>the cut at the latch position, and the outward peeled skin high up.
Now about the lower sill laches and locks which NTSB says is present on
800
reconstruction. Can you see them in photo? I can't. They could be there, I
guess, but 80% of that door is missing. Missing.
My day is not spoiled.
>this door did not have 93000 hrs without maintenance. How then do yo
>know that the mechanisms are all worn out and loose? How do you
know,
>other than foolish conjecture, that this door wasn't overhauled to new
>tolerances.
Well, TWA did remove the good engines from TWA 800 and replace
them with
cheap oldies, the plane was a flying wreck with safety wired thrust
reverser closed, no Section 41 retrofit, and it was 25 years old and 93000
hours of anything is going to get worn. So, it could have been like a new
747-400, or it could have been a 93000 hour old dog of transferred plane
from one company to another over the years which didn't pay much
attention
to a few worn parts that may have given only occassional trouble.
I do not know the mechanisms were loose, just like you don't know they
were
tight. I do know there is a very serious visual anomaly at the aft midspan
latch of TWA 800 FCD that could be explained by latches unlatching in
flight.
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Until the red paint smears and the streak are adequately explained, the
wiring cargo door explanation and the missile explanation will never die.
Center tank as initial event can not adequately explain both, and the
missile can't explain the red paint. Only the wiring/cargo door explanation
explains both, streak and smears.
Thanks for checking out the door pictures, it's good to talk evidence and
research.
MH>We on the internet do not even have he advantage of reading a
>person's handwriting!
Or knowing their horoscope. I'm a Aquarius, or is it Pisces? I'm on the
cusp and astrology can't even decide on dates. My handwriting...hmm,
even I
can't read it.
>I don't care if you or anyone else has actually met John Barry Smith. I
>believe that John Barry Smith is not telling any of us the truth.
I love to see my name in print, and that's the truth. It's as if I'm
suddenly a real person where before I was just a blob of loosely connecte
molecules floating around. Like being on the radio or on TV, ha, a real
person, I saw you on TV.
And I love the witness statements, they corroborate wiring/cargo door all
the way. Leave the witnesses alone! They saw a down red orange streak
and
that's it.
>If you don't like it then DBR my posts from now on! I will continue to
>express my opinions about John Barry Smith, Chris Olsson, Elmer Barr
and
>Sammy Finkelman any time I wish. You don't have to read it.
More opinions about JBS, I love seeing my name in print.
The four horsemen of the apocalyspe for the missile guys.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Mon, 25 May 1998 12:53:55 -0700

Subject:
Compensation
IG> * Bill Donaldson is in contact with a witness who
> was 25 miles out at sea, who seems to have seen
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> what would have to be a THIRD missile, this one
> approaching from the south. This would be con> sistent with Barbara Pacholk's account in which
> see says she saw three missiles.
I love it. 3!
> (she has been ridiculed but as far as I can see, all
> that she has reported keeps matching the evidence, I
> suspect the sub she saw was an unmanned recon sub).
I love it even more, it can't get better. Add unmanned recon sub to barge,
dinghy, and cruiser.
>There are two sharp transistions in the P-3 tape. I initially didn't think
>anything of it, but an expert from the company that makes the FLIR
>equipment, tells me that the tape has been edited. He says the recording
>equipment can't make transistions like that.
It does get better, the x minute gap! Just like Watergate. Stop it! I'm
rolling on the floor.
BS>To me it shows the lack of investigative initiative, that the news med
>never got anyone from this crew on camera and that the crew names
never
>became publicly known.
Said by a guy who won't give his address to a select few so that a
wreckage
database can be sent to him but want sailor's names made public to world
Ha!
Is there any legal recourse by those slandered by the missile guys to
recover compensation when the missile explanation is fully refuted?
Probably not. That's the evil of unsubstantiated charges. And to show the
missile guys the errors of their ways of wild accusations would be to do it
to them and thus become evil too.
Well, have faith in the evidence. And the shrapnel, the residue, the
eyewitnesses, the editied IR tape, the confisicated TV tape, the missing
pieces of wreckage, the suspicious departing ships in the area, and oh, so
much more, is good evidence....if you are a fairy.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Fri, 29 May 1998 23:35:14 -0700
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Subject:
,...and climbs
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="iso-8859-1"
>The
>passengers evacuated included passengers who had been on a Írippled
>Concorde which had had to turn back to London when a littkle piece of
>skin on the airplane's wing was discovered missing.
Yeah, smart, little piece of missing skin at mach 2. Like real important
problem, smart to turn back. That's pilot thinking. Now put big piece of
skin missing, like starting with an inch, then four inches then nine feet
by eight feet then thirty feet by forty feet. Big big problem.
>SM: Whooey! You funny again. The only time the midspan latches
would
>carry anything other than minor loads would be if the lower latches let g
>underpressure and the midpsan latches somehow did not open when the
lower
>cams turned. The only way for that to happen is to have both push pull
>rods severe or bend severely, and I seriously doubt even you could
dream
>up a failure mode in which that would happen. Oh, I forgot, you don't
>know how this door works. You will dream up some foolishness.
I like it, both push pull rods sever and bend severely. The torque tubes
did just that in UAL 811, bend.
>SM: "Aging worn torque tubes" HA HA HA. Get a grip! Just exactly
what
>on the torque tube do you think is wearing? And with this wear, how do
>you think it could be sufficient to prevent the mid span cam from
>rotating. If you are referring to the rods ends of the push pull rods I
>believe the balls could be completely gone and the rods would still
>function with the bolt from the yoke passing through the rod end. Even
>with all four rod ends worn this bad the the mid span latches cams
would
>rotate sufficiently to close. They are both tied together by the torque
>tube and so they cannot operate independently either. There is simply
too
>much redundancy for any of your hairbrained scenarios to even be
>considered. You do need to see a shrink. Get some hands on time on
this
>door and you will find out how foolish you theories are.
OK,would love to physically inspect the door. I've scoured the net for
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months for pictures of 747 cargo doors, I've got about a hundred plus
books, but still, no hands on. Would love it, how would I go about it?
Big point is petal shaped rupture at aft midspan location on forward cargo
door. It ruptured at that spot by evidence, why it did is conjecture. Too
much of a coincidence that that spot has opened in flight before with UAL
811 yet this same spot rupture for some other reason such as bomb or
missile or fuel tank explosion. I had twenty reasons why door ruptured at
that spot other than aft unlatch from pneumatic, to cargo shift to bomb an
others. But after bad wiring knowledge I shifted to UAL 811, the boring
old
chafed wiring explanation for midspan latch rupture as shown in photo of
recovered door.
So, two real evidences, the door of 800 and the door of 811 and both have
petal shaped rupture at aft midspan latch for real as shown by photos.
Let me have a 747 for a week on jacks and I'll so some many variations o
water, vibration and regular openings and closing that door will squeak
open. Or put some video cameras in the hold watching the latches in fligh
After 93000 hours, a non strenghtened Section 41 nearby, and 15000
cycles,
the whole complex door mechanical line of action from door motor
unlatching
to torque tubes, to bellcranks, to gearing, the whatever, it ain't tight,
it's loose. And a little bit looser and pop! That door will expand and
close with the internal pressure. The 747 hull gets bigger under pressure,
like the balloon it is. Put the stretching addition to leaky seals, and out
of rig possible, to weak Section 41, and 30000 openings and closings of
that door over 25 years, and easy slack to allow leaking air to rush out of
aft midspan latch and then it's rivets popping time.
Thanks for induced advice, to review, get hands on with the door, put
video
camera in cargo hold to watch door, see doctor and discuss why I continu
to correspond with you. It must be a sign of craziness.
Mr. Internet.
I think I'd like to be addressed as Mr. Internet from now on. No reason, it
just has a nice ring to it. Mr. Internet, John Barry Smith.
>The moral of the story is that people have a difficult time letting go of a
>wrong course of action because of investment. In the Cascades alone it
>kills several people early each summer.
Yeah, as a pilot I know someone of the errors of human nature that can
kill.
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>Barry, Stan has taken the time to prove on several occasions just how
wrong
>your theory is and why.
So, red paint smears are from crushing water impact too? You deal in
shadows, I deal in realities.
I know that you have a tremendous amount of your
>prestige and identity tied up in Corazon.com, but perhaps it is time to pu
>it behind you and move on with your life.
I recognize that, it's called the time to move on advice. I've gotten it
from many. So what? If I led my life based on other people's opinions, I'd
still be alive. Oh, I am alive. I did lead my life on the opinion of one
man, he told me to eject and I believed his opinion the plane was about to
crash and the best action was to eject. Now, to lead my life on your
opinion that I leave something and do some thing else? I don't think so,
but don't take it personally. I just believe that your attempt to get me to
drop wiring/cargo door is an admission that you are throughly confused a
to the missile explanation and look for an out by eliminating conflicting
reasonable data. Red paint smears is reasonable data. Soon you will be
saying it's time for you to move on, oh, I did read that already in your
email.
Don't move on. Stay, keep on contributing. Keep the back and front
burners
burning. Don't quit now. You did get to the top of the mountain, right.
>
>There are so many wonderful things that you could be doing, rather than
>throwing away your prime years beating a dead horse. Wouldn't it feel
great
>to just drop that rock and get productive again.
One man's rock is another man's feather. Better, helium filled balloon.
Drop your rock, you brought it up.
>
>I got a dog and a job. I've got a great manager. He goes to all of the
>meetings and writes all of the e-mail memos and handles all of the
bullshit,
>and I get to do interesting things and paychecks just keep showing up in
my
>mailbox! Employment - what a terrific concept!
What a sad drag of a former free man re- enslaved and saying he loves it.
Hey, Boss, can I take a leak? Well, son, just wait about ten minutes until
Susan gets back. OK, boss!
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>
>I want to check out a few more military options around Flight 800, but
when
>I am satisfied with that, if there is nothing there, I am going to drop it
>like a rock, and get a new interest. I hope that there is life for you
>beyond TWA 800 also.
Wow, I wrote the part about dropping the rock before reading the above.
See, you have been talking to yourself. You have a rock and want to drop
it
and move on so you tell me to. I'm fine. You're not. It's because of red
paint smears. It's because of all the facts that just keep on adding up and
up and the missile facts keep on evaporating.
By the way, there is more evidence of a conspiracy/coverup in NTSB
FAA to
supress any anti center tank as initial event than ever any evidence of
conspiracy/coverup among Navy or terrorist missile shooters. There is stu
that makes the hair stand up on the back of your neck.
I still say no conspiracy, no coverup, no plot to suppress wiring/cargo
door explanation, I can't speak for the missile and meteor and bomb
explanations.
Note title of your post, Real Cargo door questions. You gave no question
you asked no questions, you gave emotional opinion about your life. Call
it
that. Don't call a good rock climbing story a 'real cargo door question' Be
precise when talking about cargo doors.
>I hope that there is life for you
>>beyond TWA 800 also.
I hope there is life for you beyond TWA 800 also....quitter.
Yeah, near the top, got worried, unsafe, quit. No problem. Discretion is
the better part of valor.
Missile guys, add quitters to description.
And trying to get others to quit. Sound like treason?
Try it with your missile buddies, you may be successful.
And you know nothing of my life except a small mental part that exclude
all physical reality and 90% of my other mental efforts of family and
home.
I became a free man at age 40, 14 years ago, when I retired. I have allowe
myself the luxury of following my interests. It is the highest human
attainment. It was airplanes so I bought a Mooney and refurbished it and
flew all over the US. Then it was motorcycles and rode all over western
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and
southwestern US. Computers are good since Apple II in 1980. Then
along came
PA 103. Then UAL 811. Then TWA 800. Then AI 182, in that mental
order which
is out of sequence of reality of 182, 103, 811, and 800.
It certainly gives me an excuse to explore the net, allow me to interact at
high political levels, meet interesting people, hone my reasoning and
objective skills, do fascinating research, travel to dirty urban rundown
American city, and create publish a thousand page masterpiece called
www.corazon.com all the while repaying a moral debt to the man that
saved
my life in a sudden night fiery fatal jet airplane crash.
And as until seven red paint smears are adequately explained as not being
red painted door, hinge, and attached skin opening out and up in flight an
slamming into the white paint above between the passenger windows,
then I'm
right here. Still wedging myself into cracks in the rock, edging my way up
taking advantage of every opportunity to get higher, to get to the top. And
figure a way down when I get there. Let the chips fall where they may.
Mr. Internet.
I see a cartoon character of a big letter 'I' with eyes and little feet.
> The elevators, on the other hand are fast acting and could have reacted
>violently while the cables were being severed. They should have
returned
>to neutral when the cables went slack. If during the severing process
>one or both of the systems had one side of the cable system move and
then
>jamm, anything could happen including the stab trib going the opposite
>direction of the elevators. Does anyone know what positions the stab
>jackscrew and elevators actuators were found in?
Good question. I don't know. I think PA 103 has the best explanation of
aircraft maneuevers after nose/head off, down left and nose down. It mus
have dropped like a rock and took about 5 seconds for nose/head to come
off, about fifteen more seconds to fall to 7500 feet and blow up/catch on
fire, and another ten seconds to hit the deck for a total of 30 seconds
from initial event to water impact.
>Marshall Houston wrote:
>Well we shall see. I have a strong suspicion that
>if the Clinton Regime becomes fallen that John Barry
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>Smith's sources of funding, as payment for his
>Internet TWA 800 spin activities will vanish. To
>accept the "Cargo Door" explanation endorsed by John
>Barry Smith for TWA 800, is to surrender to the
>desires of the present administration. Which is to
>continue to cover up the true cause of the TWA 800
>tragedy where 230 people were killed.
>
>Dana replies:
>Ah, the ever present voice of paranoia shouts from
>the intellectual wastelands once again. It just
>is not possible that anyone could have an opinion
>which differs from your own of their own accord.
>Learn to live with it.
Did someone mention my name again?
Let me get this straight for the record. I say NTSB is wrong when they sa
center tank as initial event. And yet that contrary opinion is 'surrending
to the desires of the present administration'? The administration wants
opposition? The government pays money to a person to post emails about
how
the NTSB is in error in its investigation? That has to be so twisted
thinking even I can't do it and I've had months practicing listening to
missile cover up guys.
Cheers,
Mr. Internet,
John Barry Smith
The title makes me smile.
>
>Cheers,
>
>Bill Serrahn
Dear elected, appointed, and employed US government officials involved
with
TWA 800 investigation, 29 May 1998
Gentleman, I respectfully address all as if this were a cyberspace meeting
and it is my turn to speak. Most of us have exchanged letters, emails,
conversations in person or telephone calls in the past. The case for
wiring/cargo door opening in flight as an explanation for the TWA
accident
grows stronger every day with evidence such as this:
Quote from TWA 800 Public Docket 516A, Exhibit 9A Systems Group
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Chairman's
Factual report of Investigation, Page 47, "A Boeing telefax of June 25,
1997, stated that: The Poly-X wire was used as general purpose wire on
the
RA164 (TWA 800) aircraft. Wire insulation known as Poly-X had three
in-service problems:
-Abrasion of the insulation in bundles installed in high vibration areas.
(This problem was corrected by Boeing Service Bulletin No.
747-71-7105,
Dated July 19, 1974)
-Random flaking of the topcoat.
-Insulation radial cracks in tight bend radii.
Radial cracking phenomenon of the Poly-X wire was mainly associated
with
mechanical stress. Bend radius is the largest contributor to mechanical
stress in installed wire or cable. Presence of moisture in conjunction with
mechanical stress is also a contributor."
The Systems Exhibit 9A continues on same page 47, "Evidence of arcing
or
short circuiting was found in the fuselage of N93119, (TWA 800) in
addition
to what was found in the wiring from the raceway below the left cabin
floor
and near the forward wing spar.
The Systems Exhibit 9A continues, page 116:
"Some wires found in the section of W480 from forward of station 570 an
identified as BMS13-42A had numerous cracks in the insulation. Most of
the
cracks in this bundle were found to expose the core conductor when
examined
by microscope. Only within five feet of the aft end of the W480 bundle
from
station 570-900 were insulation cracks found."
(Please note that BMS13-42A is Poly-X wiring. Cargo door location is FS
560-670 and cracked wires discovered are within that zone. Frayed wires
in
that area have shorted before and caused the forward cargo door to open i
flight, NTSB AAR 92/02 UAL 811. Water has been seen pouring out of a
forward cargo bay of a Boeing airliner. Water and leaking electricity mak
a powerful conductor. Both are known to exist in Boeing airliners.)
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NTSB Exhibit 9C, Attachments to the Systems Group Factual Report,
page 44:
"Response: There was one reported wire insulation abrasion on the 747 in
1996. There operator reported that a burning smell was noted during carg
loading in the forward cargo compartment. Cargo loading system wiring
was
found damaged and shorted to ground below the cargo floor at station 650
below the aft right corner of a large ball mat. A wiring loom "p" clip was
found broken enabling the wire to chafe against structure. A hole was
found
burned through the bottom angle of the cargo floor cross member, where
the
wiring clip attached, and charring was evident in the surrounding
insulation blanket. Repairs were made."
Page 44: "Response: There were seven reported wiring fires on the 747 in
1996."
Page 45: "f. 747-200 reported on October 12, 1996
Wire bundle arcing and resultant fire at aft bulkhead of forward lower lob
cargo hold on a747-200 freighter. This occurred with the airplane on the
ground, during post C-check functional test.
Note: Portions of the damaged wire bundles were forwarded to Boeing fo
evaluation in determining the cause of the damage. The results of the
analysis indicated the primary conductor(s) sustained mechanical or
thermal
damage prior to the application of electrical power."
Page 46, "g. 747-400 reported on November 1, 1997, (see response to
question 1)
There was one reported wire insulation abrasion on the 747 in 1996. Ther
operator reported that a burning smell was noted during cargo loading in
the forward cargo compartment. Cargo loading system wiring was found
damaged and shorted to ground below the cargo floor at station 650,
below
the aft right corner of a large ball mat. A wiring loom "p" clip was found
broken enabling the wire to chafe against structure. A hole was found
burned through the bottom angle of the cargo floor cross member, where
the
wiring clip attached, and charring was evident in the surrounding
insulation blanket. Repairs were made."
Page 57, Letter from Commander Naval Air Systems Command to
National
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Electrical Manufacturers Association, 1 Oct 82, "As you know, the
problems
with poly-x wire are well known to headquarters and its use had been
curtailed."
FAA Aircraft Certification Service Mission Statement:
http://www.faa.gov/avr/air/hq/mission.htm
"Aviation Safety Begins With Safe Aircraft
The Aircraft Certification Service is responsible for the safety of civil
aircraft. The inherent safety of an aircraft is a function of its design
integrity and its manufacturing quality. It is the mission of the Aircraft
Certification Service to promote safety by:
Prescribing safety standards governing the design, production quality, an
airworthiness of civil aeronautical products;
Administering design, production quality, and finished product
certification programs in compliance with the prescribed safety standards
Monitoring safety performance, and acting to provide continued
operational
safety of aircraft;
Working in partnership with aviation safety authorities of other countries
to continuously improve the safety of the international air transportation
system and achieve international harmonization of aircraft certification
standards and practices.
Our program priorities are:
FIRST: Continued operational safety including surveillance.
SECOND: Safety standards, policies, and procedures.
THIRD: Type, production, and airworthiness certification."
Text of 1 May 98 letter from Congressman Farr:
"Dear Mr. Smith:
Thank you for contacting me recently regarding your ongoing interest in
the
forward cargo door of TWA flight 800. I appreciated hearing from you.
I am, of course, glad to help, and am therefore in touch with the
appropriate government agency on your behalf. I will write to you again a
soon as a response is available, but please let me know if there is
anything further that I can do for you in the interim.
Sincerely,
Sam Farr
Member of Congress
Text of 12/19/86 email Senator McCain:
Dear Mr. Smith,
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Thank you again for contacting me with your concerns regarding the
potential hazards involving Boeing 747s.
As you know, I have passed the information you sent to Chris Paul and
he has informed me of your findings. I have since forwarded the material
you sent to the Commerce, Science and Transportation Committee for
their
review.
Again, thank you for contacting me. I am always glad to have the
opportunity to be of assistance.
Sincerely,
John McCain
U.S. Senator
JM/jes
Excerpt of 4 Mar 98 letter from Senator John McCain to me: "I have
received
your letter regarding the forward cargo door of TWA Flight 800, and you
interest in meeting with someone at the National Transportation Safety
Board (NTSB) relating your concerns.
I have contacted the NTSB on your behalf, about your concerns. I have
asked
for a prompt response to be sent directly to you."
FAA and NTSB and manufacturers are taking efforts to inspect fuel tank
wiring on all airliners. Cargo door wiring on Boeing 747s should also be
inspected. A wiring caused inadvertent opening of the forward cargo door
of
TWA 800 in flight should also be investigated.
It's prudent.
1. Check known faulty Poly X wiring in cargo door areas of early 747s fo
chafed to bare wires.
2. Figure out explanation of red paint smears, outward peeled skin, and
petal bulge at aft midspan latch of forward cargo door of TWA 800.
3. Attempt to locate missing eighty percent of forward cargo door by eith
finding it in Orange Zone, Calverton hangar, or from the bottom of the
ocean.
4. Meet face to face with a citizen, as the suggestion of Senator McCain,
to discuss and consider real evidence as discovered in research of NTSB
and
FAA documents regarding wiring/cargo door explanation for TWA 800.
Following the example of Congressman Farr of open discussion of TWA
800 and
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the inclusion of relevant correspondence in letters, I have put all your
correspondence to me on my web site www.corazon.com. All emails and
scanned
letters are seen at
<http://www.corazon.com/correspondence.html>
Democracy and the internet in action.
Regards,
John Barry Smith
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
408 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Wed, 13 May 1998 22:21:26 -0700

Subject:
Re: 4 Additional Emails From Witness Meyer
In-Reply-To:
<FLIGHT-800%1998051323165078@HOME.EASE.LSOFT.COM>
>From: FMeyer8775 <FMeyer8775@aol.com>
>Date: Wed, 13 May 1998 22:04:20 EDT
>To: eb4@ix.netcom.com
>Subject: Re: TWA Flight 800
>
>In a message dated 98-05-13 15:02:38 EDT, you write:
>
><< Granda Forum. Even cutting officialdom's elapsed time of 42
seconds from
>IE to MF in half would
He stops at 22:04:20, thinks, can't figure it out.
> >>
>
>
>From: FMeyer8775 <FMeyer8775@aol.com>
>Date: Wed, 13 May 1998 22:05:06 EDT
>To: eb4@ix.netcom.com
>Subject: Re: TWA Flight 800
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>
>In a message dated 98-05-13 15:02:38 EDT, you write:
>
><< Granda Forum. Even cutting officialdom's elapsed time of 42
seconds from
>IE to MF in half would
Writes again but stops 78 seconds later, he realized the impossibility of
what he has been saying in public for months.
>
>
>From: FMeyer8775 <FMeyer8775@aol.com>
>Date: Wed, 13 May 1998 22:05:08 EDT
>To: eb4@ix.netcom.com
>Subject: Re: TWA Flight 800
>
>In a message dated 98-05-13 15:02:38 EDT, you write:
>
><< Granda Forum. Even cutting officialdom's elapsed time of 42
seconds from
>IE to MF in half would
Starts again trying to makes sense of his nonsense. Stops again and
resends
previous email, now thoroughly confused.
>
>
>From: FMeyer8775 <FMeyer8775@aol.com>
>Date: Wed, 13 May 1998 22:08:04 EDT
>To: eb4@ix.netcom.com
>Subject: Re: TWA Flight 800
>
>Ahah - another Sherlock Holmes genius on the internet. I know what I
saw
>and I have reported it as accurately as I can. Believe what you will.
Ah, ha, three minutes go by and he realizes that Elmer Barr knows what
he
is talking about and deduced the impossibility of timing that Meyer had
been spouting. So, he runs, hurls sarcastic insult over his shoulder,
hunkers down with apology, then gives up, doesn't care, and walks away.
So sad. A person who really cares about TWA 800 would inquire further
and
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start asking questions. A person who is in it for the glory and attention,
quits and runs away when that glory is threatened.
Meyer the conspiracy lawyer. The government as traitors. "This is
Treason."
Note the capital 'T' for treason. As if the word is not powerful enough as
it is. Conspiracy nut, they are everywhere.
Another missile guy bites the dust after doing his dirty work for many
months.
No wonder Commander Donaldson will not join the forum and avail
himself of
criticism of his two missile nonsense.
Missile guys have been urging Elmer Barr to personally interview
witnesses
to improve his credibility. So he does. The start witness, Meyer. And
disintegrates him. Vaporizes him. In about three days and five emails. Ha
Boy, that was quick. Imagine what Elmer would do with the barmaids and
the
outdoor barbeque people.
Missile guy lawyer, always good for a chuckle.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
PS A TV crew is scheduled to arrive at noon tomorrow for interview with
me
for wiring/cargo door story. We'll see how it goes. I hope I don't repeat
myself, stop, stare, and then run away.
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Thu, 11 Jun 1998 23:25:24 -0700

Subject:
Think clearly
MR tried to think straight and fails>Look, this discussion of the ccargo
door coming open are moot.
Llllook, MR, I be tryin' to think straight but your verb tense be confusin'
me.
>Which means (try to think clearly for just this one time) that the cargo
>door did not open in flight.
Hey, dude, if you say so, are you sure? I don't be seein' no capitals in
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there so how do I really know you really mean it?
I like your reasoning, let me try and follow it:
1. 80% of door missing, including things like manual locking handle and
two
midspan latches and pull in hooks and overpressure relief doors etc.
2. 10% of door, the top, is attached to twisted, torn fuselage.
3. 10% of door, the bottom, is attached to twisted and torn fuselage. (And
maybe not according to database which has no record of this bottom of th
forward door recovered. No metal connection between top of door and
bottom,
just gaping hole.)
4. Eight of ten latches latched, two others missing and unexamined.
5. "The physical door tore apart."
6. Wiring/cargo door guy says cargo door ruptured at aft midspan latch
and
then blew open 80% of the door in the middle, all the stuff that's missing,
about 6 feet by 7 feet of material.
7. Petal shaped outward bulge at aft midspan latch.
8. Red paint smears that are not supposed to be there.
9. Missing red paint that is supposed to be there.
10. Intact, smooth recognizable R2 door nearby shattered 'remnants' of
forward door.
11. Outward peeled skin up high, in door area, and in belly.
12. >The cargo door did not come open in flight, then latch itself shut
>again, okay? OK. Door did not latch itself shut in flight, I got that. Our
>thinking is advanced.
Conclusion: MR says door did not open in flight.
Well, eight out of ten latches is good enough for NTSB and it's good
enough for the missile guys.
20% of 100% is good enough for the the NTSB and it's good enough for
the
missile guys.
Outward could be inward, red could be white, eight could be 10, 20%
could
be 100 %, and pigs could fly if they had wings.
>The cargo door remnants
>are still securely latched into the frame.
>The edges of the cargo door are still latched in place in the
>aircraft.
I think it comes down to this for MR: If a door hinge,(the edge of the
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door) and the door lock is attached to a frame, (the remnants), and the
middle 80% of the door is missing, as in a big hole, and his house has
been
burglarized, MR says, hmm....wonder how they got in, this door didn't
open,
must have been through a window. Ha!
A man holds a 100 page book, the first ten pages are there, the last ten
pages are there, the middle 80 are missing and MR says, cool book, all
complete.
A man goes to buy a car, the wheels are there, the roof is there, and MR
says, I'll buy it, all complete.
A man posts a message to a forum with a 500 line limit. His post has the
fifty beginning lines and the last 50 lines but the middle 400 lines are
missing. MR says great post, all complete. (And the first fifty lines and
the last fifty are all garbled too.)
What gets me is for a person to look at the shattered, and I mean shattered
as in explosion, cargo door area with small pieces and large missing areas
and then say with a straight face, hey, nuttin' wrong wit dat door. It
functioned normally. No prob with that door, it held together jes fine.
And then another person says, well maybe it did open in flight, but so
what?
And then another person says, yes there was cracked wires to bare
conductor
in the cargo door area, but so what?
If I were talking about that R2 door rupturing and opening in flight and R
sits there virgin and unmarked, then MR might have a legitimate rebuttal
R2 door, about ten feet away from cargo door, is intact and did not
rupture/open in flight. If the cargo door looked like the R2 door or looked
like the exact opposite port side of TWA 800, smooth as a baby's arse,
then
I could not say cargo door ruptured/opening in flight.
But it does not look smooth or intact, it looks shattered, a petal bulge,
red paint smears, and outward peeled skin. It is the victim saying look at
me, I exploded, right there at the aft midspan latch. Just like I did
before in 1989 and left paint smears, outward peeled skin, aft midspan
latch rupture, sudden loud sound on the cvr and power cut to the fdr and
on
and on.
History repeats...and repeats...and repeats..and repeats, 182, 103, 811,
and 800.
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MR sums it all up> Which means (try to think clearly for just this one
time) that the cargo
>door did not open in flight.
Try to think clearly, comets act different from what they look like to
laypersons on the ground and a shattered torn ripped door with most of it
missing does not look like a normal door to a layperson or an expert.
MR did not post the unending repetition of his eyewitnesses as he usually
does...hmmm....got a fever? Something wrong? Defenses breached?
But maybe substituting the mantra, "the cargo door did not open in flight'
for your eyewitnesses reports may work. If you say it often enough
someone
will believe it. Certainly not me.
A missile guy telling me to 'think clearly,' now that's funny. Tell me some
more about flying through falling bodies still strapped in their seats.
Anybody that believes that claptrap does not think clearly but wishfully.
KD>Also, I am a retired teacher (math and science) and I really love kids
>My main claim to fame as a teacher is that all my students learned
>to love learning.
>I have many interests---UFO's, Government cover-ups, what my gov't
officials
>are
>up to.
This is a tough arena, KD, en garde. Especially a person who knows
science.
Here's a few URL to assess the wiring/cargo door explanation, not as
exciting as the missile guys, but you know science, full of facts, data,
evidence, and precedent.
http://www.corazon.com/crashcontentspagelinks.html
http://www.corazon.com/TBA.html
http://www.corazon.com/correspondence.html
http://www.corazon.com/dbcontents.html
http://www.corazon.com/Page2.html
http://www.corazon.com/TWA800hullrupture.html
http://www.corazon.com/aftmidspanlatch.html
http://www.corazon.com/800foreafthorreconweb.html
http://www.corazon.com/doorpixweb.html
http://www.corazon.com/811bigholephotobetter.html
http://www.corazon.com/twa800cargodoorsillmixup.html
http://www.corazon.com/Exhibit8ACover.html
http://www.corazon.com/cargodoorasstreak.html
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http://www.corazon.com/destructionsequence.html
http://www.corazon.com/811page42paintondoor.html
http://www.corazon.com/811reportcontentpage.html
http://www.corazon.com/paintpeeledpetal.html
http://www.corazon.com/outwardpeeledskin.html
http://www.corazon.com/petalbulge.html
http://www.corazon.com/redpaintsmearssoloprint.html
http://www.corazon.com/twapaintpixweb.html
http://www.corazon.com/doorpixweb.html
BS first words to new poster: censor>Don't mention UFO's on this list,
however.
KD, my opinion is that you get to talk about anything you want, including
using obscenities and words in capitals, just be prepared for some free
speech rebuttal. And I'm one of the 'government ops' to the missile guys,
who are always good for a chuckle. If you love children, you will love the
missile guys.
BS>There is a coverup of at least some of the facts as to why and how
Flight
>800 met it's end. The scope and reasons for the coverup are as yet
>undetermined and unproven.
The thing about conspiracy guys, they can never spell..."its" is not short
for 'it is'. And they really don't like being told about it, just like
children that don't want to learn. What to do?
SM>>The cargo door did not cause the accident. The water meeting the
cracked to
>>bare conductor shorting door motor on caused the accident. UAL 811
cargo
>>door did not cause the accident. Center tank and cargo door are
innocent
>>bystanders.
>
>SM: Get real. Was it the chicken or the egg?
Why did the egg cross the road. In this case, the water caused the wire to
short, then door. It's a one way sequence, not a loop.
>Can't you keep a thread together instead of bouncing around?.
You object to my writing/posting style? Wait ten minutes, the Chaplain
will
be by and you can tell someone who gives a poop.
>>You the man that has red paint underneath white on TWA 800, not me
>
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>SM: Yep, and you can't prove otherwise.
Well, apart from looking at picture and seeing red rubbed away exposing
white which means red on top of white, and looking at picture and seeing
white rubbed away exposing green, not red, and looking at picture and
seeing red where it is not supposed to be very close to missing red paint,
and then understanding basic painting principle for houses, boats, cars,
and snow mobiles, metal, primer, base coat, then trim, then decals, I think
it's pretty well proven that red is on top of white between the passenger
windows. If only I knew someone that has access to a 747 and could
check
out the paint layers in five minutes.
BS quotes SM
>> Can't you keep a thread together instead of bouncing around?.
>>
>
>What keeps the guy going? Is he just that dishonest that he will promote
>that idea forever, no matter how much you show him where he is
wrong?
Dishonest? Absence of facts noted to support opinion, as usual.
> Is he
>just so invested in this that he can't let go no matter what? Is JBS's
>whole persona just wrapped up in the Cargo Door theory? I think its a
>little of all of those things.
Personality appraisal from a conspiracy guy, it doesn't get any better
than this.
>
>What a legacy to leave -- "Oh yeah, my daddy was the crazy cargo door
guy!
>He sat around day after day writing these long e-mails as to how every
747
>that crashed did so because of a defective cargo door. I guess that one o
>them actually did come off one time."
Not every 747 that crashed, just the ones with a sudden loud sound on the
cvr and power cut to the fdr at event time, just four so far, you know any
more? We'll add them to the wiring/cargo door explanation for hull
ruptures
in flight of high time 747s. Good guess! It did!
>"Good people kept trying to persuade him of the folly of his obsession,
but
>he just kept getting worse and worse.
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Sloppy use of the word 'good.'
>Finally there was nothing that we
>could do except have him committed. It was horrible. I remember them
>locking him in this little room with bars on the window and he was
>screaming, "Why doesn't anyone believe me -- it could happen again."
It was
>all so very sad."
Conspiracy guy above knowing deep down he is the one that may be
locked
away for irrational thinking processes.
And somebody does believe me. And she calls me 'Daddy', with a tear
falling
down her six year old face as she asks me to read her a bedtime story but
Daddy says, 'not now, sweetie, I have to reply to this computer mailing
list first' So she goes to bed and waits with the book, unread by Daddy,
next to her pretty little sleeping head. Stop it, you're breaking my heart.
Conspiracy guys love personal attacks, it's so reassuring to blame the
messenger who has the refuting missile guy facts. As if the wiring/cargo
door guy goes away and then falling bodies strapped in seats will
suddenly
make sense. Ha!
Imagine a new poster comes to the list and reads about another poster
recommending an insane asylum for another poster. Whoa, this is where
the
action is all right.
Hey, you missile guys, better recommend to KD that missile list you guys
paid for, if she loves coverups, she'll love your forum. Just helping.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Tue, 9 Jun 1998 08:17:33 -0700

Subject:
Timing sunset, impact
RH quoting EX 5A>Altitude 10,000 feet . . Time 2031 EDT
>Altitude of Sun -1.2 degrees
>True Bearing to Sun 301.0 degrees
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>Altitude of Moon 8.8 degrees
>True Bearing to Moon 277.6 degrees
>Percent illumination of Moon 5 %
>Sunset 2028 EDT
>End Civil Twilight 2101 EDT
>
>
>Altitude 15,000 feet . . Time 2031 EDT
>Altitude of Sun -0.9 degrees
>True Bearing to Sun 301.0 degrees
>Altitude of Moon 9.1 degrees
>True Bearing to Moon 277.6 degrees
>Percent illumination of Moon 5 %
>Sunset 2031 EDT
>End Civil Twilight 2103 EDT
Let's extrapolate! Or is it interpolate? Don't tell me, I always get them
mixed up. If inside the numbers, it interpolate, so let's interpolate!
Three minutes gives five thousand feet.
28 feet per second or 180 seconds gives five thousand feet.
1300 feet below 15000 feet gives sunset of 47 seconds less than 2031 or
20:30:13.
12500 feet gives 90 seconds less than 2031 or 20:29: 30, or 90 seconds
more
than 10000 feet or 20:29:30, the same.
Of course everything is rounded up or down so 20:30:13 could be plus or
minus a minute.
My rough estimate is sunset for TWA 800 at 20:30:13 plus or minus a
minute.
Event time was 20;31:12, so that means the sun had set for one second
when
event occurred.
Oh, shucks, there goes the shiny metal object spinning way in evening
sunset theory, flying out the window. Yup, so close yet so far. That pesky
second. Well, one day you're on top of the world, and then, one lousy
second later, on the skids.
Oh, well, I guess it was a missile after all.
My kingdom for a second!
Of course, the plane may have been a hundred feet higher which gives
another three seconds of light, and the shiny metal object would have spu
upwards by the explo decom so that might have given another two
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hundred
feet for another seven seconds of light.
So, the seconds are there! Success, the source of the streak of light as
shiny metal object spinning away in red orange sunset theory lives!
Nine seconds of real sunlight on shiny metal objects spinning erratically
away might be perceived as streaks miles away. The piece of shny metal
any shiny metal object found in the red zone. And there are lots to choose
from.
>I've looked through the archives for an estimate of the total time it
>took for Flight 800 to hit the ocean. I'm using 00:31:16 as the starting
>time.
>
>What are your best estimates for the time when ALL of the major
portions
>of the aircraft were in the ocean? Please give me your reasons for your
>estimate.
Good question: I tried April 13, 1998 below:
But looking that over the numbers are not that accurate. If PA 103 took
46.2 seconds to go from 31000 to ground, the TWA 800 took much less
to go
from 13700 to surface.
Let's interpolate! Or is it extrapolate? Don't tell me.
670 feet per second for PA 103 from event to ground. Or twenty seconds
for
TWA 800 from nose off time to water impact for first objects. Or
20:31:37.
So, sunset for TWA 800 was 20:30:13 plus or minus a minute and time
to hit
water was event time plus twenty seconds or 20:31:37 plus or minus five
seconds.
Bottom line, streak was seen in a window of time that a shiny metal objec
could have caused it. And that there possibly was enough real sunlight to
reflect off of shiny metal objects. And there were many large shiny objec
in the air during the window of streak and sun time. And the angles were
right for sunlight, reflective source, and observers. The color was right,
red-orange. The directions of streak are right, all over the place
including up down level and all around. Duration of streak is right, a few
seconds.
My imprecise numbers are precise enough for me to say streak could hav
been shiny metal object reflecting red orange sunlight to observers below
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as it spun erratically away at 300 knots.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
Time of sunset for person on boat underneath
TWA 800 at 80:31:12PM 17 July
1996 equals 20:19 plus up to four minutes for refraction.
Time of sunset for person in TWA 800 at 13700 feet at 20:31:12PM 17
July
1996 equals 20:19 plus up to four minutes for refraction and plus up to
unknown more minutes. Barry time would be 20:43 PM by adding 20:19
to four
for refraction to get 20:23 and add fifteen minutes for 20:38 when sun
blinks out for passenger looking out of TWA 800 window at sunset.
Which he
or she never got to see because five minutes and 48 seconds earlier, at
time 20:32:12, while the 747 was in full dusk red orange sunlight and
reflecting a large flare reflection of the shiny fuselage skin to observers
on shore ten miles away, for some reason, the forward cargo door popped
open started a process of aircraft disintegration during which a shiny
metal part of the skin of TWA 800 tore loose and spun away erratically o
the way to the surface of the ocean below, to reach it at time 20:32:12,
one minute later.
The time to go from two miles up at event time and one mile across to lan
in debris field is three total miles at average speed of 180 knots, gives
three miles in one minute.
The time of Streak: So streak ended at time 20:32:12 and started at initial
event time for some guy and a many secons seconds earlier for others.
The time from surface of ocean to TWA 800 at 13700 feet: ? Mach 2.5
Machbuster Pro missile gets there in X seconds, so subtract that x from
20:31:12 for maximum streak start time. Missile guys have streak before
initial event and cargo door guy has streak after, big difference. Call x
ten seconds.
So far streak has been seen five or less seconds before big fireball. So
missile could have been seen as streak, go further, and in five seconds a
missile goes a long way, it hits the plane and it immediately explodes into
big fireball.
Anyway, earliest start time for streak is let's say ten seconds before
initial event or 20:31:02, until another explanation has it ended at
initial event time plus sixty seconds or 20:32:12. So, to satisfy both
camps the limits can be agreed upon at 20:31:02 to 20:32:12 or a one
minute
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and ten second window of visible streak to be related to TWA 800. There
was
a lot of visual stimulus during that minute and a ten seconds.
Time of water impact of debris?
Time of CVR cutoff equals less than a second.
Time of FDR shutoff equals less than a second.
Time of nose separation is three to five seconds based on historical
precedent.
Time of fireball equals 20:31:12 plus forty seconds plus or minus five
seconds or 20:31:52.
Time of initial event equals 20:31:12
Time of engine #3 fodded and on fire equals initial event plus one second
or 20:31:13.
Time of wire short to door on motor is initial minus one second or
20:31:11.
Time of aft midspan latch rupture is initial minus one half second or
20:31:11.50
Time of explosive decompression is event time plus or minus zero or
20:31:12.
>0031:04 BBE507 all right
>0031:04 ZNY
hampton camm? thirty nine line
>0031:17 R32
piedmont thirty one twelve new york approach on one
>
three two point two five
>0031:21 PDT3112 one three two two five thirty three thirty one twelve
>0031:32 R32
jet ex sixteen descend and maintain one five thousand
>
the ah providence altimeter three zero zero four
>0031:38 JEX18 ah i think that was one five thousand for jet express
>
eighteen is that correct
>0031:41 R32
that's correct thank you
New plane:
>0031:50 BBE507 we just saw an explosion out here stinger bee five oh
>
seven
>0031:57 R32
stinger bee five oh seven i'm sorry i missed it ah
>
you're out of eighteen did you say something else
>0032:01 BBE507 ah we just saw an explosion up ahead of us here
>
*(somewhere's about) about sixteen thousand feet or
>
something like that it just went down - in the water
Based on the above times, if accurate, something may be deduced.
1. No explosion visible before 31:41.
2. An explosion seen just before 31:50.
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3. Explosions possible after 31:50.
4. A visible explosion to aircrew near TWA 800 between 31:41 and 31:50
5. No one mentions streaks.
5. IE at 31:12 so no visible explosion at IE.
6. Visible explosion just before 31:50, as crew states, would put visible
explosion at time 31:48 to time 31:50, call it 31:49, one second before
being reported.
7. Visible explosion occurred at time 31:49 or 37 seconds after initial
event. If explosion occurred just after :42 unseen by first pilot and other
pilot saw explosion and waited nine seconds before reporting it, then
minimum time from initial event to visible explosion is 29 seconds.
8. 29 to 37 seconds from initial event to massive fireball correlates with
other data such as radar and debris field.
9. 37 seconds falls between 24 seconds and 42 seconds of time between
initial event and massive fireball.
10. Streak was not missile which hit TWA 800 at time 31:12 and caused
massive fireball, or visible explosion based on FDR and CVR time of
initial
event and airborne eyewitnesses with accurate time hacks.
Goodbye missile as streak and hitting TWA 800 at 13700 and blowing up
warhead into fireball visible explosion, or missile hitting center tank
causing fireball visible explosion; goodby to bomb blowing up TWA 800
at
13700 feet at time 31:12 and causing visible fireball explosion, or small
bomb blowing up center tank into visible explosion; goodbye to mystery
spark igniting center tank into visible fireball explosion at 13700 feet at
time 31:12.
Hello, to non visible explosion such as explosive decompression that
leaves
no soot but does leave sudden loud sound on CVR, which opens huge
gash in
side of nose which tears off and rest of fuselage falls for many seconds
and disintegrates into vapor cloud of fuel from ruptured streaming tanks
and when ignited by on fire number 3 engine which has been fodded by
debris
from explosive decompression of nearby cargo bay a visible massive
fireball
occurs, seen by airborne crew and ground observers, at time 31:49, 37
seconds after initial event.
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/
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Date:

Tue, 9 Jun 1998 12:56:43 -0700

Subject:
Timing wing impact 103/twilight/paint peel, and bulge
RH> I was interested in your statement of the time it took for PA 103 to
>fall to ground level. Where does that estimate come from? If you made a
>simple comparison to Flight 800, then Flight 800 would fall to the water
>in 20.4 seconds.
http://www.corazon.com/103page43wreckanaly3.html
46.5 seconds plus or minus 2 seconds from explosion to wing impact for
103.
103 has deep analysis of events after explosion. It's another explosion in
forward cargo hold to nose off to engine 3 on fire to disintegration and
same basic debris pattern of intact dense nose area and strewn rest of
plane.
First water impact of any object from TWA 800 should be between 25
seconds
after initial event at 20:31:12 to a max of forty seconds, plus or minus
ten seconds.
A lot happened in that 30 seconds or so.
Red zone hit first, then I believe nose but others say aft fuselage wings
and tail hit, then later the nose. Another dispute, which landed first, the
nose or the rest of the plane minus red zone stuff? NTSB and CIA say
nose
landed last. I say disintegrating on fire, floating high drag jagged pieces
of plane landed last and aerodynamically smooth but no thrust nose
landed
before that and even possibly before red zone stuff. But most likely for m
is red zone explo decom stuff, then nose, then flaming debris from rest of
plane.
TT>any possible ray of sunlight
>to catch that all important relection to produce a streak?
>
>Z-z-z-z-z-z-z-z-z-z-z-z-z-z-z-z-z-z!
Wake up landlubber! What's the furtherest away you have seen a
reflection
off a car window? Miles. How about the Injuns seeing the reflection off th
cowboy's carbine? Miles away. How about the flare/glare off an overflyin
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747? Miles away. It's why military emblems are non glare and black for
combat and not shiny and silver and gold for on post, stop the reflection
is the goal.
> I also recall that, while twilight was still bright at
>8:31 PM, hazy conditions had developed over the ocean.
The haze made it red orange. Twilight was much brighter at 13700 feet
too.
Ah, you disbelievers stretch so far to keep the obvious at bay. Time,
color, angles, metal in air, directions, duration, speeds, all come up with
liklihood of streak being shiny object reflecting light.
I know it blows missile out off the water, that's why the missile guys
haven't talked about it much except to deride it. Red paint smears shows
door opened inflight and that's why NTSB will not even acknowledge
they
exist. Non sooted front spar and the non sooted recovered door pieces sto
center tank as initial event so NTSB will not even discuss that.
But, some good advice, if your life depends on an event happening within
a
few seconds one way or the other, make sure you're on the right side as fa
as you can get. And to rule out streak as metal object reflecting light
based on a few seconds or not of sunlight is not a good bet. Especially
when twenty minutes of bright twilight existed. Minutes, not seconds.
And how about the streak being the reflection off the missile casing, a
shiny metal object? That makes more sense than exhaust or fire or
whatever
the mysterious light source was on the missile. See, the basic problem wit
missile is that it does not look like a streak to those ten miles away. If
slow so no exhaust trail like cruise missile, then no streak at all, if
fast to try to give streak then white thick and long exhaust trail of
rocket fuel.
Missile doesn't work for reality, only as a working hypothesis soon
rejected by actual events and evidence.
Below are new pages of photos of paint, peel, and bulge.
http://www.corazon.com/paintpeeledpetal.html
http://www.corazon.com/redpaintsmearssoloprint.html
http://www.corazon.com/petalbulge.html
http://www.corazon.com/outwardpeeledskin.html
TT> Mathematically, I guess one could obtain information
>on the weight of the largest pieces of the recovered wreckage, then
>work out a theoretical deceleration problem using a constant frictional
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>coefficient for each of them to derive approximate splashdown times,
>but I don't think you could go much further than this without
>rigorous computational analysis. Any other ideas?
Yeah, read the trajectory analysis in Exhibits 22 A and 22 B. It's a
hundred pages or so of exactly the above as you suggest. First stuff to
leave was forward of the wing.
A mystery to me is the line of red paint where it shouldn't be with a
pattern of marks that matches the hinge just below it. I don't see how the
hinge could hit the area where the pattern is. The pattern is right about
the 'RF3C' tag.
Note: Just because the top 5% of the door stayed with the nose, does not
mean entire 100% of door stayed with nose. Especially since the other
80%
of the door is still missing. If it had stayed with the nose then it would
have been found with the 20% of the door recovered. Missing door
material
is a clue. Note intact R2 door nearby, that's what a door looks like when
it is intact at water impact.
Look at forward cargo door area and note shattered skin, missing middle
and
smeared paint, that's what a door looks like that has undergone explosive
decompression in flight.
For me to read that since the hinge is there the entire door was there,
even though most still missing, is as funny as saying since UAL 811 nose
stayed on with huge hole in side then all 747s with huge hole in side have
nose stay on.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Thu, 18 Jun 1998 12:49:05 -0700

Subject:
Voodoo Hoodoo
>SM: Only now we have it right from a TWA painter that a red broad
band
>was sprayed first. The portion that would get fainter would be farther
>up. This is clearly overspray.
>SM: Notice the comment is "wide band around belt line" and also
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notice it
>is without masking. It is just as I told you! The windows themselves
>would never be sprayed, however their foil covers would get a full coat
>paint. When the covers are removed the lip of the window forging
remains
>bare and exposed. It is all there to see on the picture.
>SM: Not so. The top coat is exposed to the elements and deteriorates
the
>most. I was unable to find any peeled paint that exposed the primer. Th
>primer always came up with its adjacent coat. I was also able to find top
>coats peeling over overspray and old coats of paint in numerous places.
>This is direct, recent and up close investigation.
From another consultant:
On our aircraft it is strip, prime, apply main color, mask and apply trim
and then mask and apply lettering.
So, SM, dueling painters. I've got two painters that say trim on top of
base coat, you have one that says trim first, then base coat around it. I
wish I could read some painting manuals for TWA.
BD about CO>BD: You just can't resist any opportunity to take a cheap
shot. This "maggot"
>has shared far more information with this group than the namecaller has
I
>call your attention to the Debris Field Plot and the debris field database.
>What have you shared but verbal abuse?
I call your attention to me, the guy who received two anonymous, as in
anonymous, packages in the mail of the wreckage database and who
scanned in
104 pages, linked them up and put them on web site for the world to see
and
share, all within two days of receipt.
I call your attention to you, the guy who had the database for at least six
months in secret sharing bits and pieces of selected excerpts and only
released parts when convinced they helped your cause or hurt others. And
then only released entire database, if you did release it, because of a
trap that was detected and not sprung.
CO has shared more information that is information and not opinion than
any
of the missile guys. The missile guys give three words of fact for every
three words of opinion. I try to keep the ratio of three words of facts and
three pages of opinion. I leave the reverse ratio for my web site.
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Critics are not expected to make the movie, they just see what's wrong.
TWA
800 theory critics are not expected to have their own theory. In fact,
being neutral makes the critics worth more, they can be objective while
theory holders aren't.
To say CO and EB don't have explanations and therefore negate their
criticism is wrong. The content of what they say determines if they are
wrong or right.
SM may be right or wrong about red paint marks but because he has no
explanation himself for TWA 800 is irrelevant to the truth of red paint
under or over.
And as far as verbal abuse...verbal abuse...oh, oh oh, stop it you're
hurting me with your verbal abuse. Verbal abuse. Grow up, these are
words,
abstractions, not real things. Real things are pieces of jagged metal
flying through the air and into passengers sitting in seats thinking about
Paree.
BD shares his opinion about CO> You haven't shared
>anything but some 103 trivia. Why don't you get off your ass and do
some
>real work instead of just taking cheap shots at everyone else.
103 trivia? Trivia? Foreign plane falls on local citizens and burns them to
death and details like impact points are trivia? Well, of course, 103 was
not shot down by a missile. If shot down by a missile, the missile guys
would be talking about the girlfriend of a local bar owner who had a
dream
a week before about something shooting up into the sky. Ha!
Cheap shots? Well those too. Expensive shots only come along once in a
while.
BS>The Japanese accidently shot down one of our intruders that was
towing such
>a target earlier in 1996.
Still proving it could have been a missile for TWA 800. Always could
have
been; always wasn't.
RH shows limited imagination>It's the IE that is the main focus of the
investigation. It's what
>happened at 13,700 feet that counts. We know there was no bomb
hidden in
>the aircraft. We know the IE wasn't an exploding CWT. The only thing
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we
>have left is a missile/missiles as the IE.
Hey, how about meteor? Only thing left is missile...ha!
>a missile as the IE is certainly possible.
Certainly possible; certainly wasn't.
GD>I would suggest that those with close contacts with members of
Congress
>ask for impoundments of all evidence so that it can't mysteriously
>disappear.
>The lack of towed target data may very well have been covered up along
>with most evidence concerning a friendly fire shoot down of TWA800.
Conspiracy talk and X Files opens tomorrow, all you conspiracy guys can
sit
in the dark and say to yourselves, I knew it, I knew it, I knew it.
If they use the word 'disinformation' in X Files I'm going to laugh out
loud and applaud. I love this conspiracy crap...in art but not in real life.
You conspiracy guys of today are the vooddo witch hunters of years ago,
still looking for ghosts to explain science of disease or machine accidents
SF ties it all together>And I haven't forgotten that "accident" that
>occurred on the day that President Clinton gave his health care speech.
The year 2000 is clearly an administrative time hack and disconnected
from
any reality but the conspiracy guys love it and put all sorts of nonsense
into it. Come on, Sammy, tie 2000 into TWA 800. There's got to be a
connection.
>http://www.brooklynpubliclibrary.org
>
>I finally actually managed to see the article in the July 1992 Flying
>that mentioned John Barry Smith .
Sammy, Sammy, thanks! I've been trying for a year to get a copy. I'll
check
it out. You've made my day and I must add you to CO as the two best
researchers in this forum. You guys set the standard.
>Can I obtain magazine articles online?
>Yes, but these resources are only available from within the Brooklyn
>Public Library at this time.You can search the New York Times and the
>EBSCO database via our Web site at
http://www.brooklynpubliclibrary.org
>(click on Periodical Indexes) while you are in the library. If you have a
>Brooklyn Public Library card, you will soon be able to access these
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>resources from wherever you access the Internet. Please visit our Web
site
>for upcoming developments.
Sammy, I tried to get into the article using your URL but need password,
can you post the July 92 article by the Flying editor in LSoft so I can
copy it and use as reference?
TT critiques my last post>Gasp! Huff! Puff! Wheez! Cutting out most of
that
300 liner was
>exasperating! Didn't they teach you to condense your thoughts in
>school?!
Uh, no.
>And I
>would rather hypothesize how divergent compass directions could
>represent relatively the same point than call anyone a phony
>or a liar.
Exactly as I did. I never called anyone a liar. Just stupid or ignorant.
>That's
>insulting to anyone's intelligence on this planet but your own, I guess.
Planet Zorg! Agent X from Planet Zorg. Or is it Agent Zorg from Planet
X?
I always get that mixed up.
>JBS>TWA 800
>The above aircraft was an: (1) aged
>(2) high flight time (3) early model Boeing 747 (4) which took off in
>darkness (5)........
>
>TT>Whoa! What's that? Took off in darkness? Took off in darkness!
>Well, there goes the glint of sunlight/cargo door reflection scenario.
>Do you have your facts askew? I ask you!? Twilight is now darkness?
>Maybe you're thinking about sunset at the equator. No twilight there!
Well, take off was what? Sunset was what? But 'darkness' does not start
until when? You want to say that one second after sunset for TWA 800 at
13700 feet was dark and no light could reflect off of shiny metal
pieces...then you want to say that one second after sunset for TWA 800 at
sea level was light, and not dark. You can't have it both ways. Probably
twilight fits for both, neither light nor dark.
Hello landlubber. It is possible to take off in darkness, climb for a while
and break into full sunlight. I do it all the time with my car here in the
valley. The sun sets behind the mountains and the valley gets real dark. I
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drive with headlights on. I then drive/climb up to my house on the hill an
break in to sunlight. I then have pot of tea and watch sunset.
To twilight at equator? What is all that about?
>Perhaps you need to be more discreet in your use of terminology. You
>know, like in calling a "dinghy" a "dingy"! And that does always count.
Dinghy was used correctly many days before typo of 'dingy'. Does not
count
as misuse.
Not understanding taking off in darkness and climbing into sunlight
always
counts as not understanding flight environment.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Tue, 2 Jun 1998 15:13:27 -0700

Subject:
What time is it? It's Howdy Doody Time!
RH>I also checked with our local observatory about how much time to
add to
>the sunset time to account for the refraction of the atmosphere. He said
>to add from 2 to 4 minutes to the listed sunset times to allow for that.
>So the actual sunset time could vary between 20:21 and 20:23. Civil
>twilight lasted until 20:51.
Oh, cool, that means that TWA 800 at 13700 feet had another two
minutes of
sunlight, enough for shiny metal objects to be seen as streak.
The thing is, that conflicts with another poster who said:
>RH>No matter what the size of the piece of front cargo hold door falling
>>and spinning from 13,700 feet there is a basic problem. The USNO sai
>>there was no sunlight.
>>
>>I've made a chart for you.
>>
>>13,700 feet ------> no sun
>>12,700 feet ------> no sun
>>11,700 feet ------> no sun
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>>10,700 feet ------> no sun
>> 9,700 feet ------> no sun
>> 8,700 feet ------> no sun
>> 7,700 feet ------> no sun
>> 6,700 feet ------> no sun
>> 5,700 feet ------> no sun
>> 4,700 feet ------> no sun
>> 3,700 feet ------> no sun
>> 2,700 feet ------> no sun
>> 1,700 feet ------> no sun
Hmmm...I wish the first RH would get together with the second RH and
agree
what time it was and whether TWA 800 at 13700 feet at 20:30:12 was in
direct sunlight or not.
>A half truth is an attempt to mislead.
Right on, RH, please inform RH of that opinion.
Some nut>The flight they had originally PLANNED on taking, however,
>was blown out of the sky. The Managua International Airport,
>itself, was then blown up. Hart was told this was done by
>CIA Costa Rica Station Chief, Joe Hernandez, under the
>direct orders of George Bush. Hernandez, as you know,
>testified at the Iran-Contra hearings in Congress.
This guy that wrote to Sammy sounds just like the missile guys! Same
shadowy evil connnections, same lone guy against the system, same
'disinformation', (What is it about that word that the conspiracy guys love
it so much?) and yes, I had to look for it, but it was there, caps!
All you missile guys, look in the mirror at the SF post. You are no
different than that conspiracy loner.
>The news groups that you quote from are four-years-old old.
>You can't retrieve material that old you. You have to have
>it. So, either you, or someone else saved it. That means
>a significant storage system with a data base that let's
>you access it easily and that means a BIG hard drive. I
>have an appreciable hard drive, and I wouldn't consider
>doing that. So, it means a SUN station, a gigantic hard
>drive, or something like that. And that means you are no
>amateur, playing around on the Net for fun. You're
>getting paid to do it.
This refers to Sammy, a guy working out of a public library, ha!
You know, thinking it over, maybe it is better if you missile guys move o
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Or is that just another broken promise...
I may have just a few seconds to get it in before you close the door, but
here it is....goodbye....again.
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Thu, 11 Jun 1998 12:49:11 -0700

Subject:
Wiring/cargo door puts in on the line
TT the scientist>Why don't you do us all a favor and stop this F-----dribble about
>atmospherics, refraction and the setting sun, and get on to other things?
>As a scientist,None of us can understand what the F--- you are
>talking about, anyway.
>type of bullshit) anyway??!!
(Love the correct number of dashes)
BD appraising eloquent scientist TT>BD: Tony, two in a row! I agree
completely. Unfortunately, Chris
is incapable of discussing anything that is on the subject,
IG>A lie praised a million times remains a lie.
Why BD's opinion about posters' is worthless: See above logic of a
'scientist' urging silence about atmospherics in a plane crash is
considered wise yet the professional person who devotes many hours to
explaining his aviation related subject it is a "government apologist".
BD clinches the case>By the way, not reading posts over 150 lines has
really saved me a
>lot of time. I highly recommend it.
Truth through ignorance. Or' just give me the shallow quick emotional
satifying answer and I'm happy.' "And use small words with few
syllables."
'And don't go into depth you'll bore me' 'And of course don't talk about
things I know nothing about, I might have to learn something and that ju
won't do." Or 'forget classic long novels, give the the comic book version
where's my Readers' Digest?" Or 'if you can't express a complex physical
interaction of air, wind, water, and fire, in one sentence, one verb, one
subject, and no clauses, then I don't want to hear about it because it
ain't important." 'TV and missile guys never talk in complex sentences so
that proves long discourse is unworthy of appraisal."
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Why 150 lines? Probably because that's the maximum of BD's posts,
which is
of course, are not too short, not too long, but juuuuuust right. Why can't
everybody be like BD?
IG> Let's take a look at the facts.
>
> Over 100 people saw something rise up from the ocean and streak
towards
>TWA 800 just before it exploded and fell out of the sky.
Whoa! Stop right there, Mr. Let's look at the facts. Oh, you mean missile
guy facts, which are different from real facts.
Missile guy facts are comets are close, slow and fly in the direction
opposite their tales because that's what comets look like to layperson
ground observers. Real facts are they are fast, far away and fly in a a
direction independent to their tail.
>Something that rose, not fell.
Trashing those nine eyewitnesses again who said descending streak, and I
wish the missile guy, the one who lives and dies by eyewitnesses, the one
who posts and posts (but not wasting bandwidth) same eyewitness reports
would stop trashing the eyewitnesses. Nine said down and that's more
than
Polchak or Meyer or whoever.
> The claims that it was a cargo door are destroyed by simple
>examination of the Calveerton reconstruction which shows the cargo
>door remnants still firmly latched to the frames.
Remnants! Advance is acknowledging reality! Like hold on to the thing
that
goes around your finger on a coffee cup and say, hey this coffee cup is
fine, even though the cup part is gone and all you have is your finger
through a C shaped hook. 'Cargo door destroyed' Freudian slip, there. It
was destroyed, in flight. Having only a hinge and bottom sill intact still
means it was destroyed.
>The prior incidents
>with cargo doors resulted in a retrofit of better latching system, the TWA
>800 included.
Oh, you mean they fixed it when it opened before. Was that the first fix,
or the second fix, or third fix, or the fourth fix, or the fifth fix? There
are five ADS on that door to 'fix' it.
>IIt need hardly be added thhat a ccargo door (or engine
>cowl) would fall downward and away from the 747, not up towards it.
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It needs to be added that the cargo door that opened in flight before went
out up and away taking skin with it, not down.
Rivero's hangup is up streak means up object when it doesn't and he
trashes
the many eyewitnesses that said streak was down, level, and down and
level.
>3. The claim that the eyewitnesses all erred in judging the altitude
>violates probability
Whose claim? And it is impossible to visually determine altitude of objec
in space far away with no size cues. More basic visual science. Is there an
astronomer in the group who can explain that to Mr. Rivero?
>is a swath of explosive
>residue ten rows long and three seats wide,
Are we on the same planet? Ten rows long? Why not 50?
>Speaking of lies, the Navy initially denied there were military
>exercises that night.
And there goes any semblance of talking about evidence of TWA 800.
It's off
into the 'it could have happened' mode.
Yes, it could have happened...but didn't.
> Somebody gave that order to lie to us all. Someone who could order
>the Navy, the FBI, the NTSB, and even the CIA to go along.
>
> Now I wonder who that could have been?
Somebody that has to fit into your world of stark paranoia. He's probably
giving orders to the Navy, FBI, NTSB and the CIA through radio beams
into
their tooth fillings. Encrypted of course.
Instead of losing the missile guys, we gained one back! Amazing but
consistent with the upside down world of conspiracy guys.
Back to work:
For those red paint smear doubters: Let's put it all on the line. If the
red paint you see at
http://www.corazon.com/paintpeeledpetal.html
http://www.corazon.com/outwardpeeledskin.html
http://www.corazon.com/petalbulge.html
http://www.corazon.com/redpaintsmearssoloprint.html
http://www.corazon.com/twapaintpixweb.html
http://www.corazon.com/doorpixweb.html
is where the white paint was scraped/abraded/washed away to reveal the
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red
underneath, then I'm outta here, tail between legs, apologies all around,
and backing up bowing out the door.
If the red paint smears you see in between the passenger windows above
the
cargo door are red paint transferred on top of the white paint, they you
guys start paying very close attention to cargo door opened inflight, a
center tank explosion did not do it, and the door opened by a wiring short
It's on on the line. It's based on something that can be seen, tasted,
felt, and measured and duplicated. It's something that can be confirmed b
outside independent objective experts.
Red on top of white, or red underneath white, Very simple, As simple as
inward metal damage or outward metal damage. Simple as eight latches
checked is not ten latches checked. Simple as non sooted pieces mean no
fire.
It's on the line. Wiring/cargo door puts red on top of white as all all on
the line. Now roll the dice.
Cheers
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Sun, 14 Jun 1998 14:43:47 -0700

Subject:
cowling idea last year
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="iso-8859-1"
Sep 22, 1997 the below was sent to LSoft
As far as I know I was the first to consider cowling based on possible
cause of mysterious radar blip. We went through this in the forum last
year.
To: Flight 800 discussion list
<FLIGHT-800@HOME.EASE.LSOFT.COM>
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Re: Water tanks (bottles)
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:
Mr. Binns, thank you for idea. This is the science suggestion and offers an
explanation of why door opened: it was blown open by extremely high
pressure of exploding potable water tank. Let's check it out as much as we
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can. I reviewed SDRs for TWA 800 and found the one below. Very
interesting.
TWA 800 had problems before with those tanks. And eruption penetrated
cabin
floor, a serious thing. Or tank exploded and did other things, but why and
when did one of the tanks get destroyed and other only modestly
damaged?
>< One of the two portable water tanks directly in front of the
>center wing tank was destroyed, the second only modestly damaged.
>Air conditioners and other portions of the 747 in the area at
>the point of impact began to peel away in the 400-mph wind >
>I'd like to know more about the tanks (bottles). Are they a
>pressure vessel? . . or an open tank? . . how accessable are
>they to ground crew? Was the damage to the one that was destroyed
>indicitive of an over pressure, or impact damage? Wasn't the
>bulkhead immediately behind(?) these tanks the first piece to go?
24 May 1994:
JFK - DURING MODIFICATIONS TO THE CABIN
WHILE IN HANGAR, THE
LT POTABLE WATER TANK UPPER
POLAR CAP ERUPTED UPWARD, PENETRATING THE
CABIN FLOOR AND PSU
AREA ON CEILING AT STA 980 TO
984. REPAIRS TO DAMAGED AREA WERE MADE AND
THE AIRCRAFT WAS
RETURNED TO SERVICE.
INVESTIGATION INDICATES THE MOST PROBABLE
CAUSE WAS THE TANK
BECAME OVERPRESSURIZED DUE
TO A MALFUNCTION IN THE AIR COMPRESSOR
SWITCH, MFG PN 1G216,
AND THE RELIEF VALVE, MFG PN
524-6D-45, SETTING WAS ABOVE THE 50 PSIG
MAXIMUM BECAUSE OF A
LOOSE ADJUSTMENT LOCKING NUT. A
FLEET CAMPAIGN HAS BEEN INITIATED FOR RELIEF
VALVE PRESSURE
CHECKS AND REPLACEMENTS WILL BE
OF A NEW VALVE DESIGN, MFG PN RV05-361. TOTAL
CYCLES 15,653.
JBS>Another suggestion to explain radar blips is
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departing cowlings of
number three engine which affect ducting which overpressuries forward
cargo
hold and blows out door. Unlikely but it's on the table.
EPR/EGT indication of surge as loose cowling on number three comes of
shown as radar blip, bleed air from three affected, more heat/air goes into
forward cargo compartment, overpressure blows out weakest area, around
or
through cargo door. Nose comes off sequence follows as evidence shows
All suspect planes have JT9D. Cowlings have come off many times befor
Cowling would explain radar blip too early in sequence for door. Cowling
reflects light. Overpressure would explain 182 blowing out around door.
Engine bleed air comes from three and others and goes into forward cargo
compartment. Ducts fail.
It's a worthy line of investigation.
811 is given JT9D
182 is JT9D-7x
103 is JT9D-7A
El Al is JT9D-7J
800 is JT9D-xx
AAIB Bulletin No: 12/96 Ref: EW/C96/8/3 Category: 1.1
Aircraft Type and Registration:
Boeing 747-283B, G-VOYG
No & Type of Engines:
4 Pratt & Whitney JT9D-7J turbofan
engines
Year of Manufacture:
1971
Date & Time (UTC):
6 August 1996 at approximately 1146
hrs
Location:
On departure from London Gatwick
Airport
Type of Flight:
Public Transport
Persons on Board:
442
Injuries:
Nil
Nature of Damage:
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Damage to No 3 engine and cowling
Commander's Licence:
Airline Transport Pilot's Licence
Commander's Age:
36 years
Commander's Flying
Experience:
6,500 hours (of which 1,800 were on
type)
Last 90 days - 130 hours
Last 28 days - 50 hours
Information Source:
AAIB Field Investigation
The aircraft departed London Gatwick from Runway 26L on a
Lambourne 3M
Standard Instrument Departure (SID) bound for Orlando,
Florida. The weather at the time, broadcast on the 1145 hrs ATIS, was:
surface wind 220∞/14 kt (maximum 26 kt; minimum 5 kt); visibility 30
km
with nil weather; cloud broken at 2,300 feet; temperature 19∞C; dew poin
11∞C and QNH 1007 mbs.
Shortly after take off the crew heard a muffled thud which was followed b
the failure of No 3 engine EGT gauge. There were no indications on
the flight deck of any other malfunctions. Discovering, after consultation
with their operations, that there were no replacement gauges at
Orlando and that an EGT gauge is an MEL (minimum equipment list)
item, the
crew were advised to return to Gatwick for replacement of the
faulty instrument. The aircraft landed without incident at 1304 hrs.
After shutdown it was discovered that a significant section of the No 3
engine cowling was missing. Several large sections of cowling were foun
on farmland within a mile of the western end of Runway 26L.
The JT9D engine hinged side cowlings provide access to the engine
compressor case, combustion chamber and turbine areas, various engine
accessories and power plant equipment. The 15th stage bleed ports are
incorporated on the right side cowling panel for discharging bleed air
overboard.
The cowlings are located and supported on their top edge by six hinge
hooks
containing recesses which engage a series of rollers carried by the
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support structure on the top of the engine nacelle. The lower edges of the
left and right hinged cowlings are joined together by six adjustable
latches which engage in 'U' bolts on the bottom of the right hand cowling
Examination of the cowlings revealed that the left cowling had detached
first, and had then caused the rear of the right hand cowling to detach.
All of the left hand cowling was recovered in one piece except for one
hook
hinge which was not found. Of the other five hook hinges, three had
recesses in which the original paint had not been marked by the rollers.
This indicated that the rollers had not engaged the recesses, either on
G-VOYG, or on any other aircraft to which the cowling had been fitted
with
those hinge hooks.
The front of the right hand cowling, containing four hook latches and fou
'U' bolts had remained attached to the engine, whilst the rear section
had fragmented and detached. Although none of the 'U' bolts or latches
had
been significantly damaged, there was severe distortion around
one of the latches and its associated locating spigot on the rear section
of the right hand cowling.
The possibility was considered that the cowling had been distorted
because
of the lack of proper roller engagement. If this had been the case
an engine surge may have caused an overpressure within the cowling,
leading
to its release. Although the FDR did not show evidence of a
surge it was decided to carry out a test bed run to determine the
susceptibility of the engine to a surge. The engine had sustained some
external damage during the incident and therefore minor repairs were
necessary to permit a diagnostic test bed run in the 'as received'
condition. The engine was handled in such a way as to provoke a surge on
the test bed but did not show any tendency to surge.
On 26th September 1996 Boeing issued a telex to all 747 customers
which
reviewed the causes of side cowling losses. In summary, excluding
this incident, 39 side panel losses had been reported since 1969, of these:
14 were attributed to improperly latched, or unlatched, forward latches,
18 (+ 1 suspected) losses were attributed to specific engine incidents, not
applicable in this incident,
6 had no cause attributed.
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The operator's procedures require that the opening and closing of the side
cowlings should be documented, there were no such entries
relating to the previous flight. As a result of this incident the operator
initiated a programme to check all the hinge hooks on his aircraft for
engagement.
The failure of the No 3 EGT gauge was caused by secondary damage to
the No
3 engine as a result of the cowling separation.
September 8, 1997 Aviation Week & Space Technology
examining portions of the wreckage that some investigators say could rai
new questions about why and how the aircraft broke up ...... "We're going
back to Calverton to attempt to understand more fully the damage to
certain
pieces of wreckage", said Bernard S. Loeb .... "these items do not questio
in any significant way the Board's analysis of the sequence of Flight 800's
breakup ....Some investigators, primarily those outside the NTSB, are
intrigued by specific debris whose damage has not yet been explained
fully.
These investigators said that pieces of debris, like the doors for Flight
800's nose-gear wheel well, could raise questions not about the sequence
of
the breakup, but its cause.
"Piece of debris, like the nose doors," Like what else, the cargo door?
They are so close.
RH asks>If I'm reading the Pan Am 103 dedis plot correctly I see the
range of
>the debris in the "line of flight" or aircraft track to be contained
>within 2.4 miles.
>
>So Pan Am 103 falls from 31,000 feet in approximately 46 seconds with
>the debris advancing 2.4 miles along the line of flight. Speed at IE was
>about 434 knts
>
>Flight 800 falls 13,700 in 30 to 45 seconds with its debris advancing
>3.4 miles along the line of flight. Speed at IE was 380 knts
>
>Both aircraft were decapitated shortly after their IE.
>
>Why did Flight 800 travel so much further along the line of flight as
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>compared to PA 103?
If true, a very good question. Winds stronger lower? I don't think so.
Debris fields sizes not accurate?
O wait a minute, I misinterpreted the data. Flight along intendend path
until impact after initial event? Ah, 800 should be shorter because lower.
I earlier said debris field size should be smaller for 800 because lower.
And you say 800 flew further after initial event than 103. You say 800 fle
less time so should also fly less distance.
It doesn't make sense. 800 distance to impact should be less than 103.
The problem is 2.4 and 3.4 mile numbers. Where determined? Debris
location
to determine a 'field' is arbitrary.
Good question though.
103 and 800 need to match and compenstate for half hour later and 17000
feet higher for 103. But everything else the same from sound to power cu
RS>It would seem that several time problems are the termination of the
FDR and
>CVR does not mark the IE but precedes it. According to the ballistic
study,
>It would help the ballistic studies make sense, it would help the radar
>timing and it would better coincide with Meyer's observations.
>
>Does anything else indicate that the IE might have occurred after the
power
>stopped ?
Nothing indicates the IE was after the power stopped.
>
>Does anything besides FDR and CVR indicate the time of IE ?
Yes, radio transmissions between 103 and ground. Very precise IE and
ground
impact.
>
>Could a power failure occur to the plane's recorders and still continue
>flying for awhile ?
Of course, happens all the time.
>
>Could lightening cause a power failure to the FDR and CVR ?
Yes, lightning could cause anything.
Add lighening to ordinance, missle, chaffed.
>SM: The same masking (foil oval cover) stays on through the entire
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>process and would still be in place while overspraying the red trim. Tha
>is why the red and white boundaries coincide. By looking at this pictur
>further, I quite firmly believe that this was an old paint job underneath
>since the red does not thin out as you go up. That would be a tell tale
>sign of overspray.
Ah, never thought of that, good thinking. Not overspray because color did
not fade as it went away from main paint trim job.
So now, old paint job. That happened to be in TWA 800 red trim color?
Oh, old TWA plane red trim in wrong place? Even if old paint, why
there?
If TWA then still white paint between passenger windows. If other airlin
then different shade of red or some other color. Too much coincidence th
other airline, Iranian air would have red right there to be painted over.
And if TWA then no red there either because that trim scheme is the one
they aways had.
No, forgings, windows or whatever that red between passenger windows
had to
come from someplace. It was not hiding under the white waiting to be
rubbed
off by unknown thing. It was red from door and skin below that hit above
and removed the red from below and put it on the white between pass
windows
Two hard questions for you: What hit the white to remove the red? And
it's
OK to say cargo door.
Why was the red there to be seen when exposed? Overspray, no.
Overpaint, no.
>Notice the broken forging under the D of smeared. Why isn't there pain
>transfer or abrasion at this impact point? Hmm. Must have been water
>impact that caused that!
Broken forging? Where?
Ah, good question. Broken forging but no red and you ask why.
Curve of the fuselage and curve of the door meet only from the lower thir
of pass windows down.Top half of window in which the broken forging
resides
is unhit, so no impact.
Note curve of pass window which stayed in place I bet that the windows o
800 above the door have red paint smears on lower third.
Note area around word 'cut' in hullrupture.html. The red is worn away and
shows white. Note area above door hinge and below windows, there is
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missing
red paint there too exposing white underneath. Red paint went someplace
And lo and behold nearby is the same exact shade of red paint on some
white
paint and the best way for that to get there is the same way it happened
before with wiring/cargo door UAL 811.
History repeats.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Mon, 1 Jun 1998 09:22:04 -0700

Subject:
http://www.corazon.com/800avweekintrigue.html
http://www.corazon.com/800avweekintrigue.html
Hey, quitters, wimps, and losers, the above is what fighters do.
And it mentions Missile Theory! And Meyer!
Am I going to have to do the fighting for the missile guys now that they
are wimping out?
PA>In your case, the fact that you ignore statistics
>and then waste our time with your waffle is not only
>counterproductive, but an insult to the memories of the
>200+ individuals who lost their lives.
John Barry Smith, the 1200 page guy of scanned in government
documents
loaded with statistics replies with rare display of irritation>Kiss my ass.
>This is *not* funny, and to make it so is an insult.
>Sarcasm and ridicule is a classic disinformation
>tool, and reflect very poorly on the individual.
To quote SM>You so funny.
And by the way, you missile guys still here? How long can it take to start
up a new list? How long does it take to quit posting to this one? About
two
nanoseconds for the former and one nanosecond for the latter.
I hate long goodbyes. So, missile guys, goodbye... again.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
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http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Wed, 10 Jun 1998 21:02:08 -0700

Subject:
paint/splashdown/sun/climb
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="iso-8859-1"
BD>PS Elmer, crawl back in your hole.
BD>it means the FBI is covering up
It means Elmer must be saying some more pesky refuting truths to the
missile guys.
>BD: Tony, good post and a valuable addition to the debate.
It means Tony must have said something that agrees with the missile
guys.
>Did Chris ever tell you what he thought caused TWA800 to go down?
Well, of course, and I agree with him....at least that's what our bosses
told us to say.
Like, uh, what difference does it make what he thinks? Are his facts
accurate? Same as me, who cares what I think, are my facts accurate?
Were
there four sudden loud sounds on the CVRs? Are the red paint smears
red on
top of white? Did the sun reflect off of parts of TWA 800 just after event
time? My opinions are not important, just the selection, presentation, and
reasonable analysis of facts, data and evidence. Do you remember the
personality of the guy who figured out the Rosetta Stone? Heck no, no
one
does and no one cares, just the fact that he did it after ten years of the
best minds in the world trying to decipher it is important.
Same as the missile guys, who cares what they think? Are their facts
accurate. There is nothing personal about my distaste for the missile guys
it's only their insult to adult human thought processes that I despise.
They are wonderful fine people in real life, no problem. Just keep their
dangerous nonsense out of my back yard, hull ruptures inflight on high
time
747s. Let them go on an on about Vince Foster or Monica or Bruce
Lindsey or
Boorda or whoever, just talk straight about Boeing 747s or get outta
town.
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If it was a missile, the evidence will say so. And so far, it says no, it
wasn't while always saying it could have been.
TT>>I've flown on ice patrols near Greenland where we could see
icebergs over
>>two hundred miles, confirmed by radar.
>
>TT>You are in a plane, at what altitude? Not on a Long Island beach at
>twilight looking out over a hazy ocean.
10000 feet. Right, no icebergs off Long Island in July.
>TT>Not in twilight they don't.
Who says, you've never seen the flare of reflective light from sun on any
747.
And the sun on or off TWA 800 at event time is in dispute. If it were afte
twilight or an hour before sunset, or the angles wrong, or no metal in air
at time, or TWA 800 in the soup, then streak as shiny metal would be
ruled
out. But since all the components are in place and time is plus or minus a
minute or two with many variables, the streak as shiny object is in play.
And calling it twilight doesn't make it so, although it is wishful thinking
on your part to believe that at one second a mirror reflects light and one
second later it doesn't. Sun does not blink off, that's why they call it
twilight and it lasts about twenty minutes, starting out bright and getting
dimmer.
Streak as metal object is viable explanation up until darkness, which was
twenty minutes after event time.
>TT>Did you say "reflect sunlight"? How about trying it with reflected
>twilight?
How about you try it, you thought of it. And try it with full moonlight
too. You'll be surprised at how bright full moonlight is on the ground. It
leaves shadows.
>TT>Check the eyewitness reports. Some describe an event lasting many
>seconds.
You check 'em, you thought of it. And streak as metal object in theory
could last from start to water impact, about 30 seconds or more, dependin
on other soft number, time to splashdown.
>TT>No, John. It indicates that different eyewitnesses saw different parts
>of a single event seconds apart. You can't see a shiny object reflect
>sunlight that is not there.
Is that right? You know so much about reflections and sun energy to say
that so positively? And the different eyewitnesses giving different
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directions and durations is consistent with different angles of sun
reflection of spinning metal object and inconsistent with steady missile to
target. Eyewitnesses have always refuted missile by the raw data.
>>And the plane was above the haze, not in it. Stop fudging.
>
>TT>The plane was above the haze, but a person on the beach would
have to
>look through a hazy sky to see the plane. You stop fudging.
The plane is the mirror and had the clear air, the viewer air is
independent of reflection, only distance the reflection could be seen. Stop
fudging.
>TT>A survival mirror is not a crumpled piece(s) of wreckage tumbling
>through the atmosphere in twilight. You're fudging again!
A survival mirror is six inches long. The shiny crown of TWA 800 was
fifty
feet. Most of the shiny metal in the air at event time was bigger than the
survival mirror. You're stretching.
>TT>I apologize. It Major John Barry Smith, US Army Retired.
Skip it, my rank or whatever is independent to the truth of what I say.
. In fact, your site
>was one of the first ones I looked at a year and a half ago, even before
>I knew of the existence of this list. I even sent you e-mail
>complimenting you about it, which you never answered.
Date: Thu, 05 Dec 1996 15:02:22 -0500
From: Tony Tolvo <tony@popcbr.rockefeller.edu>
Organization: The Population Council
Mime-Version: 1.0
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Makes sense...
X-Url: http://www.corazon.com/Shortloudsound.html
In the light of what has been forthcoming, or should I say not
forthcoming, from the FBI and NTSB, the scenario you present seems
quite
plausible. I was at a Long Island beach the day of the crash (although
quite a distance west of the scene) watching the planes take off from
Kennedy over the water. Considering the time I was there, I'm sure that
one of the planes I saw must have been flight 800. This, and the fact
that no concrete explanation has been forthcoming, has disturbed me quit
a bit over the past months. I can only imagine what the families must be
going through if I feel this way and am so much more detached.
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So I thank you once again for offering a logical explanation in the
absence of anything more substantial from other quarters.
JBS>There was no question asked above. I've answered all questions
from the
thousand or so emails from different people. The above is a standard
declarative statement.
What happened to the plausibility?
By the way, 'plausible' and 'compelling' are the two words that the open
minded use for wiring/cargo door explanation.
>My rhetoric
>here may at times be inflammatory, and if that offends you, I apologize.
No way, man, this is give and take. I think the agression is the drive to
work to get the answers. If we were all polite, nothing would get done.
This badgering is necessary. Don't be offended by my rude comments, it's
part of the game. Now for correspondence with government officials, that
different. I wish I could recall my many words of haste and anger and
frustration to NTSB officials early on.
>But just because you have the experience, I don't necessarily have to
>accept everything you say as gospel truth
So true, and don't, I insist.
> because if you can make me believe your
>hypothesis, you can make most interested people believe it, too.
I can never make you believe anything. Belief comes from within. The
way to
do it is to figure out something that would have happened if door had
opened in flight, then go check the data and see if it matches.
What happens when a cargo door opens in flight? Well we have UAL
811. Any
matches to TWA 800? Lots and right now it's the paint transfers of UAL
811
cargo door and fuselage above. Or the downward floor beams. Or the
outward
peeled skin on right side of nose and smooth skin on port side. But you
have to find your own to have belief.
I check missile explanation same way, what would happen if missile hit
TWA
800 and try to find it in the evidence. Can't so far but still looking.
I've watched every missile launch of TV for two years now. The closest t
streak is a viewer within a mile who witnesses the short range battery of
missiles, the ground to ground type that fire about fifty at at time. The
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flame burns for a few seconds that could be a streak to those close up, but
then the white exhaust trail appears and is clear to see and lingers,
unmistakable as missile.
>SM: But have you ever masked off a 747??? It takes a lot of paper and
>time, to prevent overspray. How many 747's has your captain friend
>painted or witnessed??? I avoid painting 747's but have witnessed it
>many times and have worked on stripping and prepping a number of
times.
No, never have masked off 747 and neither have you. So what? I bet it's
hard to keep from overspray, but necessary and that's why there was no
overspray.
>Docket No. SA-516, Exhibit No. 7A, Structures Group Report, page 34,
>A section of the structure outboard of H7 exhibited evidence of red pain
>transfer
>marks on the upper skin (H8); only the remnants of the shattered logo
>light window remain
>in the window f r ame .
If red trim were painted first, then white around it, then if white gets
scraped, as in right horizontal stab, green would appear under the white,
never red which did appear. Overspray didn't go from fuselage to right
horizontal stab, about fifty feet. No red trim on horizontal stab.
And elsewhere the white is scraped, red never appears underneath, alway
green primer. When red is scraped elsewhere, green never appears, alway
white.
It is clear the sequence is metal, primer, all white, red trim over white,
decals.
If red painted first, then scrape red, get green.
If red painted over white, scrape red, get white.
The evidence shows scrape red, get white.
White painted over primer, scrape white, always get green, never red.
Evidence shows on fuselage, scrape white, get green.
If object hit right horizontal stab and scraped white, should be green but
wasn't.
If red object hit right horizontal stab, red transers to white and did happen
And red cargo door area material is directly in front of right horizontal
stab.
>SM: Struck a nerve did I! Why so upset?
Because I have fallen into the trap of personal flaming.
>SM: In actuallity there is less weight it oversprayed boundaries than
>painting the entire red stripe over white!!! It is not an insult to the
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>painter if he does it intentionally for effeciency and cost.
Yeah, but overspray between the passenger windows? Can't overspray the
windows.
>SM: That area does not have the appearance of peeled paint but rather o
>eroded paint from an abrasive encounter.
It looks that way, abrasive encounter for sure when whacked from below
with
painted metal.
>SM: I happen to have a very experienced painter on my crew. Decals
are
>put on last, because they have no overspray and don't need masking.
And I welcome your painter's opinion of the paint sequence of TWA 800
cargo
door area. I eagerly await his appraisal, does he have a reference source
of Boeing manual?
>SM: Yeah, but now you are getting angry that a logical more likely
>scenario is presented.
Naw, just that the obvious denied is always frustrating. Scrape white, get
green, never red. Scrape red, get white, never green. And the evidence
confirms that. It's right there in the photo:
http://www.corazon.com/paintpeeledpetal.html
http://www.corazon.com/outwardpeeledskin.html
http://www.corazon.com/petalbulge.html
http://www.corazon.com/redpaintsmearssoloprint.html
http://www.corazon.com/twapaintpixweb.html
http://www.corazon.com/doorpixweb.html
>Ray responds:
>
>So far, the physical and witness evidence does not support a massive
>fireball at 7500 feet. It is more likely to have occurred much farther up.
>
>For example,
>
>1.There is no ignition source at 7500 feet except possibly air friction.
Not true. Engine number three fodded and on fire was right there in the
middle of that disintegrating mass of fuel tanks at 7500 feet.
>Exhibit 8A, Page 11, paragraph 3, discussing results of engine 3
>disassembly, "Of the 46 fan blades in the fan rotor, 21 blades with
>complete or partial airfoils and 6 root sections were recovered. All of
>the fan blades had sooting on the convex airfoil surfaces. Most of the
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>full length airfoils were bent rearward and the tips outboard of the outer
>midspan shroud were bent forward slightly. About half of the fan blades
>had impact damage to the leading and trailing edges. Almost all of the
>impact damage to the airfoils could be matched to contact with the
midspan
>shroud on an adjacent blade. One full length blade had four soft body
>impacts along the leading edge and a partial airfoil had a soft body
>impact, which had some streaking extending rearward."
>These are just some of the problems in having a theory that puts MF at
7500
>feet. I haven't really looked at this yet because I haven't given up
>thinking that Meyer's sunset is not only possible but expected.
It's more than a theory, it's a corroborated hypothesis from eyewitnesses
on the ground and in the air, and radar data. If fireball at 13700 feet the
debris patterns would be different. If fireball at 7500 feet the debris
pattern looks like it does.
>The radius of the Earth at the equator is 20,939,386 feet
>The radius of the Earth at 40∞ 38' N is 20,915,049 feet
>The radius of the Earth at the poles is 20,869,180 feet
This is really cool info. I mean, how do they know to a foot? Must be lase
beams from the moon.
I personally would appreciate some hard numbers of splashdown time
from
event to water better than my 30 second estimate and sunset time for TW
800 at event time and altitude other than my estimate of probably some
real
sun and lots of twilight. And sequence of paint from metal to trim.
This is all stuff that NTSB should have done if they had conducted a real
investigation instead of a prosecution of innocent bystander center fuel
tank. But then again, maybe they couldn't even if they tried.
RH>Be sure and look at
http://www.monmouth.com/~jsd/how/htm/energy.html and
>read the section 1.2 which gives you the rule for how much an aircraft
>can climb from a level attitude as function of its kinetic energy only.
>This would be engine off.
>It is useful to know the exact rule that governs the conversion of
>potential energy to kinetic energy:
>Conversion factor = 9 feet per knot, per hundred knots
>The same rule applies to airplanes. The altitude gain is proportional to
>(a) the amount of airspeed loss times (b) the initial airspeed. Let's
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>apply this to a couple of examples: if you are cruising straight and level
>at 201 knots, and you pull back on the yoke, when you reach 200 knots
you
>will have zoomed up 18 feet. If you started at 101 knots and pulled back
>to 100 knots (once again a loss of one knot) you would only gain 9 feet.
>This rule applies to aircraft, roller coasters, and indeed all objects in
>the world - in situations where friction can be neglected. The conversion
>factor, 9 feet per knot per hundred knots, is just the reciprocal of the
>acceleration of gravity 3 expressed in aviation units.
>The two forms of energy - altitude and airspeed squared - are deeply
>related, even though they are measured in different units. It's like the
>relationship between feet and meters. We need a conversion factor - 9
feet
>per knot per hundred knots - so we can convert from one set of units to
>the other.
I'm confused. TWA 800 had huge increase in drag when nose came off
and
changes all the above. But let's say TWA 800 had nose intact and pilot
pulled power off and nose up so speed went from 300 to zero. How high
did
he get?
>Conversion factor = 9 feet per knot, per hundred knots
27 feet times 300? 8100 feet?
My vote is TWA 800 never climbed an inch, the splashdown time was
thirty
seconds, there was some sun on TWA 800 at event time, and red trim on
top
of white and white is never on top of red.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Mon, 8 Jun 1998 12:43:04 -0700

Subject:
witnesses/moorer
>BD Replies: Chris, you only wish we would fade into obscurity. It
must
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>gall you to know that there is another missile forum that is
>productive because we don't have to listen to your crap.
Truth through ignorance.
To the missile guys, refuting facts are 'crap'. Fluffy nonsense of 30 knots
running away launch platform robot subs is gospel truth.
You guys are in a self cycle of nonsense; you reinforce your dreams as
reality by uncritical repetition, and sooner or later, you'll start
believing it when you hear it enough.
>Cmdr. Donaldson met with Barbara Pacholk and did not
>think her story believable.
I just wish, I pray to god, that you missile guys would stop trashing the
eyewitnesses. Here is another example of not believing a good citizen wh
is just doing her civic duty and you missile guys won't believe her. Were
you there? No you were not. How do you know what is believable or not.
Missile guys, make up your minds. Whatever you have left of them.
Picking and choosing among hundreds of witnesses, picking and choosing
between hundreds of photographs, and believing the fuzzy ones and the
loony
ones, as long as they agree with you, typical missile guy thinking, such as
it is.
Not very scientific, but then the missile never did ascribe much to
science, more to telekinesis.
EH>So much
>for the complete idiots who say coverups can't happen!! No need to
name
>names.
>You know who you are!
Let's assume you are talking to me who says that the US Navy and its
sailor
and officers would not cover up any shootdown of a civilian airliner off
Long Island. That would not happen.
As far as secret nerve gas attacks on defectors in Laos...hmmmm....good
story. I guess we will have to wait for Moorer to be debunked...again. I
will always remember Moorer, four stars on active duty, moving Nixon's
chair around for Nixon to sit on as Nixon wandered around the flight deck
of USS Saratoga in spring of 1969. How old is Moorer anyway, must be
close
to 80.
The part of the story I don't believe right away is the number of American
defectors in Laos. Excuse me, real live soldiers and sailors kiessed off
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the US to go live in fourth world Laos under no rice, no shelter, and no
booze? Ha! Hey, boys, I'm against the vietnam policy of our government,
let's go catch malaria!
Every defector was known. There were about five and well known. They
went
to Japan.
Of course, the nuts will believe forever that hundreds of Americans
defected and were wiped out by nerve gas by secret CIA guys in black
masks
and night vision goggles. Fine for movies.
And the defectors all hung around each other. This is too funny. As funny
as CIA selling cheap dope to blacks to enslave them, or letting AIDS viru
loose, or whatever, on and on it goes.
Conspiracy, distrust of authority, plots, myth, superstition, paranormal,
psychic nonsense is rampant in this country. And we think we are rationa
animals, we are a primitive as neanderthals. No, I insulted the
neanderthals, sorry. We are pre-neanderthals.
>Montagnard fighters reported to their U.S. superiors that there were
>bodies of people who "look like Americans" dead in the village's huts.
Van
>Buskirk and other SOG commandos say no bodies were identified and
no
>bodies were brought out.
Oh, shucks, no evidence. Darn it. I mean, no dog tags? No nuttin? No
film,
no clothing, no ID cards, not nuttin'?
>
>According to military officials, during the evening, American planes
>gassed the camp with deadly sarin, using a special weapon, CBU-15, a
>cluster bomb unit designed to drop the nerve gas.
Great, nerve gas from planes with nearby friendlies. Too funny.
>From the time the SOG commandos were put on the ground, they were
in
>constant firefights. By the third day, more than half the commandos wer
>wounded and getting low on ammunition.
And getting a little tired of the commando game playing that was
supposed
to be cool.
>The commandos, firing automatic weapons and tossing grenades, wiped
out
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>the camp in approximately 10 minutes.
No Americans, but so what? Wipe out a village, so what? Got to find an
excuse, how about they were defectors? Sure, why not, if anybody asks.
>
>He confirmed that nerve gas was used, and acknowledged in an
off-camera
>interview that the mission's target was indeed American defectors.
Off course off camera.
>
>"We weren't looking for any village," he said. "We stumbled upon it by
>accident."
Is anybody believing this nonsense?
CNN blamed the internet for Bob Hope's wrong death announcement
even though
it AP that made the error. CNN then lets loose this nonsense. Amazing.
Sorting through the wheat from the chaff and usually it's all chaff.
No bodies, of course no bodies.
This whole thing is a fabricated story by commandos that killed innocent
civilains and needed a cover story.
>If sophisticated computer image analysis can resolve a dot on a film,
>how can you expect and eyewitness to visualize a descending cargo doo
>10-12 miles away with a sliver, if any at all, of sun? You've put
>yourself between a rock and a hard place.
Nope, reflection of sun off small object can be seen for many miles, as in
a six inch mirror for survival can be seen by rescuers for many miles.
Pieces of airplane not reflecting sunlight can not be seen for many miles.
Kabot photo is garbage in, garbage out. The lens and film were physically
impossible to receive the non reflective light of cowls ten miles away and
turn the silver halides to exposed.
And remember, wiring/cargo door does not need streak as shiny object,
streak could have been perceived as falling flaming debris from 7500 feet
to surface.
And my vote for streak is maintenance hatch or large crown of shiny
fuselage skin on top of TWA 800 that came off near first and went in red
zone. There were lots of large pieces of shiny metal spinning away at eve
time, the red zone has lots of big pieces of shiny metal.
And door and other shiny metal objects spun out and up at explo decom
time
to put upward velocity on metal for possibly a few hundred feet as metal
departed up and then assisted in trajectory by 300 knot slipstream. That
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gets the shiny metal object above 14000 feet.
And into the sun for sure, and moving up.
>I see nothing wrong about withholding facts until one draws them into
>some type of cohesive hypothesis. Scientists have to do that in an
>ongoing manner if they don't want to be ridiculed for presenting
>half truths (or half lies).
Yeah, wait until somebody withholds life and death information from you
and
causes death, you won't be so understanding then.
The government uses that argument to withhold as in, "We didn't want to
panic you."
>Oops! The cargo door just bliked out again! No sun, remember? Only
>Superman could see a non-reflecting cargo door at a distance of 10
miles.
Oops, sun was there, remember? And twilight is still bright. But hey,
maybe not. Streak not as shiny metal object spinning away in evening
sun/twilight. Forget about the hundreds of shiny metal objects in sky, the
correct angles of west and east, the dark adapted viewers, the flare glare
on 747s at altitude I have viewed many times and have pictures on my
web
site of course.
It's like the time for Oswald to fire the Mannlicher. He was an expert
Marine sharpshooter, the rifle could shoot the three bullets in the time
allowed but, but, there's about a half second that maybe he didn't! The
time was too short! It was 6.9 seconds and he only had 6.3 seconds! That
proves there was conspiracy. Ha!
Stretching to rule out the obvious, streak as fast moving, erratic, shiny
object reflecting sun to observers far away.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Sat, 13 Jun 1998 00:10:16 -0700

Subject:
Red still on top of white.
I'm in a good mood, tell me again how they paint the right horiziontal
stabilizer red and then paint the white over it so that when something hits
it the red appears, ha!
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Docket No. SA-516, Exhibit No. 7A, Structures Group Report, page 33:
"5.1
Horizontal Stabilizer, "Some of the items found in the horizontal
stabilizer are sections of seat track, a stator blade from turbine
section, and glitter." On 5.1.1 Right Horizontal Stabilizer, page 34, "An
engine stator blade from turbine section penetrated the upper honeycomb
surface near the outboard trailing edge.
A section of the structure outboard of H7 exhibited evidence of red paint
transfer
marks on the upper skin (H8); only the remnants of the shattered logo ligh
window remain
in the window f r ame
page 34. 7A
Painting trim first, then painting the rest of the plane around the trim,
that's a good one. It's one of those stories that gets better with time.
>SM: You don't know much about painting airplanes do you! The
windows
>all get a peel apart oval foil cover that is pressure adhered to the
>window. This foil stays on through the stripping and painting process.
>When all is done the foil covers are pulled off and voila--nice clean
>clear windows. Notice how your paint smears are filled in evenly up to
>and around the radius of the window forging.. That is where the foil
>covers go. They go to the edges of the forging so that stripper does not
>damage the rubber window seals. How could paint "smears" fill in so
>nicely up to the edge of the window forging without transferring paint
>onto the forging. Look at the picture closely and pay particular
>attention to the window opening that is under and to the left of the word
>"on" in the phrase "red paint smeared on white paint". Here you will see
>that the red paint "smear" is evenly filled in and has a clear evenly
>radiused demarcation that is parallel to the window forging opening.
>There is no way a door strike could possible deposit paint and not leave
>evidence on the forging lip. There is also no way for the door strike to
>stop depositing red paint in such a clear defined way that coincides
>exactly with the masked off area of the foil cover used to protect the
>window during stripping and painting. This is proof there was red paint
>under the white. It is that simple.
What are you talking about?
>There is no way a door strike could possible deposit paint and not leave
>evidence on the forging lip. There is also no way for the door strike to
>stop depositing red paint in such a clear defined way that coincides
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>exactly with the masked off area of the foil cover used to protect the
>window during stripping and painting
The above makes no sense.
It is clear that in parts of the red trim lower and the to left, the red
trim is worn away revealing white underneath, Using your way, the
fuselage
would have white, then red then white. And later the white gets worn awa
revealing the red, not feasible to have white red white. It is obvious that
the red trim below hit the white above. If the red hit the white and wore
it away revealing the red below there would be white on the red trim.
You've got it backwards, as usual.
But at least you see them, you call them red, and you admit they are
between the windows. It's a start. Too bad the plexiglass windows are
missing, the red trim paint would be red on the plexiglass and you would
not have fantasy of worn away plastic to reveal red underneath.
http://www.corazon.com/redpaintsmearssoloprint.html
Of course, the question is raised, whether red or white, why and how did
the metal meet the metal to transfer or rub away.
Well, I've put it all on the line. The red paint smears are not rubaways
but transfers from the red below. You'll need better than 'forgings' that
can't be seen that don't have red on them to prove anything.
> My degree is in astronomy and I was an astronomer for NASA prior to
my
>film career. And if 100+ witnesses see an object streaking towards TWA
>800 then that's the point of reference. TOWARDS the 747, not away
>from it.
Mantra Time: Eyewitnesses saw an object rising up towards the 747, not
falling away from it. The damned door did not open in flight.Eyewitnesse
saw an object rising up towards the 747, not falling away from it. The
damned door did not open in flight.Eyewitnesses saw an object rising up
towards the 747, not falling away from it. The damned door did not open
in
flight.Eyewitnesses saw an object rising up towards the 747, not falling
away from it. The damned door did not open in flight.Eyewitnesses saw a
object rising up towards the 747, not falling away from it. The damned
door
did not open in flight.
Oooooooohmmmmmsssssss Law.
If a 100+ witnesses see a comet moving slowly towards the sun, then that
the point of reference. How dare anyone say otherwise.
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But I'm glad you capitalized 'towards', I might have missed it.
And stop insulting the nine that said they saw a streak down. Trashing
eyewitnesses, how low can you go.
> It doesn't
>explain the red residue across three rows of seats and the blatent
>lie put forward by the government regarding that residue's source.
Conspiracy crap.
> The cargo door theory sure as hell doesn't explain the Navy's lies abou
>the submarines in the area,
Conspiracy crap
the ejection of the NYPDD divers from the
>area,
Conspiracy crap
why the Navy divers didn't dive on the crash for three days while
>local commercial divers worked their regular schedules,
Conspiracy crap
or why the pingers
>quit working but when checked by the manufacturers were found to be i
>perfect working order.
Conspiracy crap
>
> The cargo door theory doesn't explain why the eyewitnesses are so
>loathed by the investigators in this case.
Conspiracy crap
>
> The cargo door theory DOES underscore the fact that somebody is
>desperate as hell to keep this issue as confused as possible for as
>long as possible.
Conspiracy crap.
You don't need outsiders to make you confused.
BS>The one theory has been that Abdul had a spotter down at JFK and
that he
>really had meant to shoot down the EL Al flight
Conspiracy crap.
The one thing I don't want is to have missile guys convert to wiring/cargo
door. That's all I need is to have wackos on my side. I can see it now,
"Those loonies that said it was a missile now say it was a cargo door." En
rational thoughts, as few as they are, about wiring/ cargo door.
I need the missile guys to bounce my ideas off of, and if the missile guys
go to cargo door side, then there is no more bouncing, no more practice,
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no
more critique, such as it is.
So, I'm begging, you missile guys, whatever you do, don't come over to
wiring/cargo door explanation. Should you see the light, remain silent and
out of sight.
Having missile guys espouse wiring/cargo door would be to tar it with the
brush of lunacy. The baby cargo door would be thrown out with the
bathwater of conspiracy.
So, no way am I going to try to persuade you missile/conspiracy guys tha
the cause of TWA 800 was a mechanical event that has happened before
on a
high time 747. My worst nightmare would be to have missile guys say
they
now believe the evidence and have converted to wiring/cargo door. I get a
tremor of fear every time one of the missile guys starts talking sense,
which happens rarely, but enough times to give worry.
So, conspiracy guys, keep up the harangues and I'll keep up the snide
comments. Then everybody's happy.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Sat, 13 Jun 1998 12:38:07 -0700

Subject:
Rocket Man
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="iso-8859-1"
GD> B747. After riding near the tail and
>watching the nose twist, I feel that much of its structural integrity lies in
>its internal pressure.
I saw a good hour show on rockets the other night. It was about the Atlas
A remarkable feat. Anyway, the skin is very thin but highly pressurized.
Von Braun disagreed with strength from internal pressure so he had his
man
wail away with sledge hammer on Atlas. It just bounced off. So the idea o
strength from internal pressure is valid. But once punctured, strength
disappears.
>How do you explain the apparent chaff on the victims, if a fragmenting
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>warhead was involved?
Not chaff, but stage glitter. And when nose came off baggage bin broke
and
showered everything with the stuff on the way down.
>I have been accused of using reverse engineering but that does lead me
to
>conclude that a violent yaw had to be involved in order to eject the
victims,
>sever the nose and empennage, break off the wing tips and provide the
FDR
>anomalies. The final resting places of the engines implies a yaw as well
No problem with yaw. Agreement with yaw. Yaw to left, then right. Yes
yaw. Yaw yes.
103 had yaw after event. 800 had yaw.
From survivor of 811 to me in email:
>I really don't know how we all survived that event. With so many strikes
>against us that night (huge hole in fuselage, only 2 engines available,
>heavy plane) - I sometimes wonder how the hell we came back alive. It
>doesn't make sense. So much so that sometimes I think that we all did
>die out there that night and this is just a dream. Weird eh? As the
>20/20 special showed, Capt. Cronin mentioned that the engineers ran it
>through their simulation computers and could not explain why the plane
>made it back.
>Once that is compromised and any yaw is imposed, q,
>dynamic pressure should pretty much seal its fate.
Yes.
Below is response from aviation correspondent I have consulted:
BArry, here is my response to "SM"'s argument:
IN response to "SM" with his "proof" that the white paint was peeled off
exposing red paint underneath: The only proof you have offered is proof
that
those who are charged with investigating this disaster are near totally
incompetent. Any competent investigator would be seriously looking at
the
red paint over the forward cargo door. The color of the paint is
unimportant; but the fact that something made contact with the upper
fuselage in the area directly above the cargo door should be an obvious
clue. The paint sequence is of no consequence: whatever struck that area
either smeared its red paint onto the white , or (if it was red underneath
the white) scraped off the white to expose the red. NowÖtrained and
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experienced investigators should be able to figure this out. One
explanation
would be that the red paint was smeared from the cargo door striking the
fuselage. Another exlanation would be that the cargo door scraped off the
white paint exposing the red underneath. A totally nonsensical explanatio
would be that the white paint was scraped off upon impact with the water
That being the case, then there should be other parts of the fuselage that
evidence similar paint removal resulting from water impact. Lacking such
evidence, the fact that something impacted the fuselage directly above the
cargo door should be analogous to the waving the red flag in front of the
proverbial bull.
It appears from the picture that the "forgings" departed with the windows
in the area above the forward cargo door. So any claim (until those
forgings
are located) that they contain no red paint is pure speculation. Without a
close pyhsical examination of the fuselage in that area, my explanation fo
the uniform white ring around the windows is just as valid as "SM"'s. My
suspicion is that what appears to be a uniform white outline around the
window opening is a slight recess that the outer lip of the "forging" fits
into, but without close examination, it also is speculation. But it would
explain the lack of red paint, since whatever caused the red paint never
contacted the recessed surface. Make any sense? But it is fairly obvious
that the forgings and therefore the plexiglas (if that is what it is) are
missing. So how can he say there is no red paint on the forgings?
And another consultation:
The man brings up some valid points on his comments.. My only questio
is from looking at the picture.. there is a white border about 1 inch
wide,around the window before the red paint begins.. If what he is
saying they had to mask this window twice.. Once to make a bigger
masked
area for the red paint and then a smaller masked area for the white
paint.. This is not impossible but I would think very unlikely.. Maybe
the white border isn't white paint but it sure looks like it. Lets
assume they mask the window.. The painter has enough control over his
overspray to maintain a inch around the window but the same painter can
maintain the overspray without going several inches above the horizontal
red line.. does this make any sense????..
Back to LSoft:
>SM: And the evidence gets better with time also! The white was clearly
>painted over the red. The red may be from an old paint job or trim
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>overspray, that part I cannot prove but doesn't matter. The red was
>exposed at this location when the white peeled off. No question about it
>SM: So how do you transfer dried paint in even sheets with clear
>boundaries exposing the window forging lip in a nice even parrallel line
>at mask off point for the window forging. Hooee you funny. Ever see a
>car accident that exchanged layers of paint. It is always rubbed off
>paint that transferrs colors. All "sheets" or sections that peel off fall
>off and do not stick. Ha ha you funny again.
>SM: Strong evidence that this had a previous paint scheme underneath.
>SM: Look carefully and you will see a bare metal "ring" around the
window
>openings. This is the forging lip that is covered with the foil cover
>used for masking during stripping and painting.
>
>Barry, your credibility is on the line here. Denial here is futile, you
>will be assimilated. The evidence is unquestionably white over red at
>this location
Let me assimilate the above:
Paint is weight so to save weight they paint trim first and then paint
white base/overcoat around it.
And then overspray to put unneeded weight on.
And then leave old paint on which is unneeded weight.
And then paint horiz stabilizer (larger then 727 wing) red first which is
unneeded weight and then put white over it.
Window forgings may be recessed and missing, so impact from metal
below
does not go deep enough and leaves white ring around window. Missing
forgings, if not recessed and protected, and windows may show red also.
If white abraded to red, what caused abrasion? What caused the red to be
deposited or what removed the white is the big question.
Hard impact, more than car, will transfer paint and it sticks. And it's
happened before with UAL 811 and paint stuck.
No way would old paint be left on, the possible corrosion must be
removed.
No way would they paint overspray on purpose, too much unknown
variable of
weight. No way would they paint trim first and then paint around it, the
joint is not precise and allows moisture to enter. No way would they pain
stab red first and white over it, too much weight in senstitive part of
plane, the tail at end of long CG arm.
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Right way is to paint 747 is the way they have painted thousands and
thousands of planes, mask windows, clean metal, prime, overcoat, trim,
decals, remove masking.
Red paint seen between passenger windows only above cargo door area
is red
paint from metal below smashing into it. Missing red paint below was
transferred onto top of white paint above. Red transfer marks on right
horiz stab are from red trim pieces from shattered door area flying
directly aft and impacting stab.
Mantra time:
Ohhhhhmmmmmmmss Law: The red was exposed at this location when
the white
peeled off. The evidence is unquestionably white over red at this location
The red was exposed at this location when the white peeled off. The
evidence is unquestionably white over red at this location. The red was
exposed at this location when the white peeled off. The evidence is
unquestionably white over red at this location. The red was exposed at thi
location when the white peeled off. The evidence is unquestionably white
over red at this location.
Oh, heck, let's be fair:
Ohhhhhhhmmmms:
Mantra Time: Eyewitnesses saw an object rising up towards the 747, not
falling away from it. The damned door did not open in flight.Eyewitnesse
saw an object rising up towards the 747, not falling away from it. The
damned door did not open in flight.Eyewitnesses saw an object rising up
towards the 747, not falling away from it. The damned door did not open
in
flight.Eyewitnesses saw an object rising up towards the 747, not falling
away from it. The damned door did not open in flight.Eyewitnesses saw a
object rising up towards the 747, not falling away from it. The damned
door
did not open in flight.
My turn:
Ohhhhmmmmss:
Water to bare wire shorts on door motor to unlatch position to rupture at
aft midspan latch of forward cargo door to explosive decompression to
nose
off to falling disintegration to fireball to water impact. Water to bare
wire shorts on door motor to unlatch position to rupture at aft midspan
latch of forward cargo door to explosive decompression to nose off to
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falling disintegration to fireball to water impact.
Others:
Ohhhhhhhmmmms:
Bomb. Bomb. Bomb. Bomb. Bomb. Bomb. Bomb. Bomb. Bomb. Bomb.
Bomb. Bomb.
Bomb. Bomb. Bomb. Bomb. Bomb. Bomb. Bomb. Bomb. Bomb. Bomb.
Bomb. Bomb.
Bomb. Bomb. Bomb. Bomb. Bomb. Bomb. Bomb. Bomb. Bomb. Bomb.
Bomb. Bomb.
Bomb. Bomb.
Ohhhhhmss:
Deep Impact...right through the fuselage of TWA 800. Deep Impact...righ
through the fuselage of TWA 800. Deep Impact...right through the
fuselage
of TWA 800. Deep Impact...right through the fuselage of TWA 800. Dee
Impact...right through the fuselage of TWA 800.
Ohhhhmmms:
Fire in the Hold! The fuel tank hold.Fire in the Hold! The fuel tank
hold.Fire in the Hold! The fuel tank hold.Fire in the Hold! The fuel tank
hold.Fire in the Hold! The fuel tank hold.Fire in the Hold! The fuel tank
hold.Fire in the Hold! The fuel tank hold.
RH>Barry has a tremendous amount of information on 747's stored at his
>site. I don't agree with Barry's cargo door scenario, but I can't fault
>him on the archiving of much useful information on 747's.
Important, archiving. For others to follow up in the future. If we lose the
center tank not initial event battle, the war still goes on, with us or
without us. We leave a trail for others to follow.
>
RH>If you've taken the time to look at the drawing I referred to, you will
>get a good idea of what I'm talking about. The whole sequence of the
>nose breakup happened in a few seconds once the fuselage stress skin
was
>damaged.
Right. 300 knots is a powerful force, very powerful, as in more powerful
than any wind on earth including fastest tornado. The 300 knots is the
killer. If 800 a balloon, the nose would probably stay on after explo decom
puts big hole in side.
For 103 note that starboard, cargo door, side damage is more severe and
sooner than port side, the bomb side. And shape of explo decom on
starboard
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side is same at UAL 811 but larger.
For 103, regardless of cause of nose off, the analysis of what happened at
nose off time is very carefully documented with seismic data and engine
breakdown analysis much more comprehensive than TWA 800. The rada
data for
breakup for 103 is much better because the time is sliced, not the twenty
minute one shot of 800.
Clinton, Panetta, and Farr were within a few feet of each other yesterday
for the Ocean Conference on Monterey. And I was several hundred yards
away
riding my bicycle with my daughter riding hers. That must be grist for the
mill of conspiracy fanatics. I mean, really, four of the major players of
800 meet to discuss the coverup with an Ocean conference as excuse to
meet.
Sure, Bill, and Leon, and Sam and I had a good chat. Ha!
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Sun, 14 Jun 1998 14:43:41 -0700

Subject:
Scientific Reductionism:
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="iso-8859-1"
Scientific Reductionism: That's me.
Quantum Physics #2 is my backup.
RH>A 747 is a very flexible aircraft!
And all that bending causes wear and tear and loose joints and sloppy
connections.
> It was the oscillations that tore the front
>potion of the aircraft apart
It was the tornado of 300 knots hitting weakened nose.
>Am I correct in understanding that the total
>time of fall for PA 103 was about 46 seconds for the major parts of the
>aircraft? How was that fall time determined?
Yes, seismic data.
>Starting from the beginning of the debris field what are the distances
>to the major portions of the wreckage? I noticed that the report had
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>drawings with color coding. Can you relate the areas of impact by color
>coding that matches the drawing?
>
>I need to have a better understanding of the PA 103 crash before I ask
>my next questions.
Good question about distances. I don't know. 103 was higher so would
assume
debris field length is longer than lower 800.
CO may know, he knows 103 inside and out.
Would love to have the wreckage database for 103. For the four accidents
182, 103, 811, and 800, I don't have all the pieces, just some for some. No
FDR for 811. No radar time slices and starboard pictures for 103. No doo
pictures for 182.
All four hull rupture forward of the wing. Bringing in 103 for discussion
is a good sign of looking at other trees in the forest that includes 800.
For the missile guys, there is more evidence of missile for 103 than 800.
103 has entry/exit hole on port side, it has explosive residue, it has
mysterious radar blip near event time, it has conspiracy scenario already
in place for bomb.
>But please tell us, Mr. Smith, which
>passenger was flying to France with a suitcase full of glitter?
Mr. Smith? Mr. Smith! I don't think so. I prefer wiring/cargo door wacko
thank you very much.
Anyway, it was theatrical glitter in cargo bin.
Reminds me of my first combat hop over the 'Nam. I left the chaff
dispenser
on the whole flight. Used up all the packets and also gave a clearly
defined flight path for any radar AAA gunners below. I assumed later the
figured on Navy jet would not be so stupid as to lay out clean path of
chaff pops to lock onto so did not fire. Ha!
>The internal pressure off a passenger jet is NOT sufficient to help
>support the structure, or the jet would collapse when flying below 8000
>feet where internal and external pressures are the same.
Wellllllllll, I don't know. 747s expand with pressurization and a filled
balloon with air is sturdier than a limp balloon. Hmm... pressurized vesse
harder than limp vessel, where have I heard that before?
BS about CO>I guess, that when it comes to PA 103 at least, we would
have
to consider
>you one of the conspiracy loonies, as you don't believe that the Libyan
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>suspects identified by the United States and UK governments are guilty
Touche!
And CO has a better conspiracy story about PA 103 than the missile guys
have for TWA 800.
Ba,kaa' Valley, or is it Ba'kaa' Valey or is and bunch of Kaka?
And yes, the mysterious mild blast sooted, directed, 20 inch long narrow
path which hits 103 747 fuselage on port side of forward cargo hold,
directly opposite the forward cargo door, and opens up 20 inch hole, the
source has finally been possibly identified by the flare gun which went of
in baggage container on the ground in Miami instead of in the air at 3100
thousand feet and experienced sudden severe explosive decompression
because
water hits wiring to oops, Mantra Time:
Ohhhhmmmmss:
Water to bare wire shorts on door motor to unlatch position to rupture at
aft midspan latch of forward cargo door to explosive decompression to
nose
off to falling disintegration to fireball to water impact. Water to bare
wire shorts on door motor to unlatch position to rupture at aft midspan
latch of forward cargo door to explosive decompression to nose off to
falling disintegration to fireball to water impact.
just like it did with UAL 811. Yes, 800 and 811 and 103 the same.
Not Bakaaa Valley. Not Libyan Secret agents buying pants in Malta
putting
suitcase with counting bomb that does not go off when 727 out of
Frankfurt
flies and flies..and lands at Heathrow, change planes, change crew, chang
passengers, change baggage, and bomb then takes off on PA 103 and flie
and
flies....and suffers an explosive decompression forward of the wing leavin
a sudden loud sound on the cvr and an abrupt power cut to the fdr, just
like 811 and just like 800. Yes, just like 800.
A plane crash you do know something about.
Sudden loud sound on the CVR? Abrupt power cut to the FDR? For
800. Yes or no?
On the line: yes on both of the above for 800?
So what you say? Ha, answer the question first and then we discuss the
significance of it.
Sudden loud sound on the CVR? Abrupt power cut to the FDR? Yes or
no?
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Check it out, on website of course which links to NTSB to view PDF at
chart
12 of Exhibit 12B for visual representation of the text below.
Sudden Loud Sound
Each aircraft had a sudden loud sound on the cockpit voice recorder at the
confirmed time of the event. The sudden loud sound matched the
decompression sound of a confirmed cargo door crash. The sudden loud
sound
never matches a bomb sound. Explosive decompression is an aviation ter
used to mean a sudden and rapid loss of cabin pressurization. A loud nois
is associated with this event but not necessarily an explosion. The sudden
loud sound is short only because power is cut to the cockpit voice
recorder.
United Airlines Flight 811:
"The CVR revealed normal communication before the decompression. At
0209:09:2 HST, a loud bang could be heard on the CVR. The loud bang
was
about 1.5 seconds after a "thump" was heard on the CVR for which one
of the
flightcrew made a comment. The electrical power to the CVR was lost fo
approximately 21.4 seconds following the loud bang. The CVR returned
to
normal operation at 0209:29 HST, and cockpit conversation continued to
be
recorded in a normal manner.
NTSB Accident Report 92-02 Page 25
Air India Flight 182:
"From the CVR and DFDR, AI 182 was proceeding normally en route
from
Montreal to London at an altitude of 31,000 feet and an indicated airspeed
of 296 knots when the cockpit area microphone detected a sudden loud
sound.
The sound continued for about 0.6 seconds, and then almost immediately
the
line from the cockpit area microphone to the cockpit voice recorder at the
rear of the pressure cabin was most probably broken. This was followed
by a
loss of electrical power to the recorder."
Canadian Aviation Safety Board
Air India 23 June 1985, page 21
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Pan Am Flight 103:
"The CVR tape was listened to for its full duration and there was no
indication of anything abnormal with the aircraft, or unusual crew
behaviour. The tape record ended, at 19:02:50 hrs +- second, with a
sudden
loud sound on the CAM channel followed almost immediately by the
cessation
of recording whilst the crew were copying their transatlantic clearance
from Shanwick ATC."
UK AAIB Report 2/90 Page 15
"It is not clear if the
sound at the end of the recording is the result of the explosion or is from
the break-up of the aircraft structure. The short period between the
beginning of the event and the loss of electrical power suggests that the
latter is more likely to be the case."
UK AAIB Report 2/90 Page 38
Trans World Airlines Flight 800:
"So far, investigators have been frustrated in trying to decipher the only
audible evidence of the blast, a sound heard for 130 milliseconds, or just
over one-tenth of a second, before the recording abruptly ended. "
News
Reports from Associated Press, Reuters, major newspapers, press releases
from NTSB, FBI
Comment: The distinct crash similarities of aircraft type,
radar returns, wreckage plot, sudden short loud sound, abrupt power cut,
fodded engines, inflight damage, missing bodies, torn off noses, and start
place of damage qualify three aircraft into one class from which the
deduction may be made that one unifying cause had the same effects.
Another
accident with the same similarities except for a torn off nose and less
wreckage may also be included in that class. The unifying cause for all
four accidents is the inadvertent opening of the forward cargo door
inflight. 27 Mar 97
EX 12 B of page 4 of 41:
'The recording was examined to document any unusual
or abnormal occurrences. During the development of the
transcript of the recording, the CVR group identified
two segments of the recording that needed further
examination. Both of these segments were contained in
the last several seconds of the recording. One of
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these segments was approximately 0.73 seconds from the
end of the recording. An abnormality was identified as
a change in the background 400 Hz. aircraft's
electrical system hum as recorded by the CVR. The
second segment that was identified was the last few
tenths of a second of the recording. The recording
appeared to terminate very abruptly with a very loud
sound. This termination did not appear to be preceded
by any event or events on the recording. Both of these
areas were the subject of further examination.'
'The recording
appeared to terminate very abruptly with a very loud
sound.'
Oh, where have I heard that before?
Raw data is best.
So.......103 what a story. It's a mythical airplane. To say not bomb for
103 is to say not iceberg for Titanic, not Japanese at Pearl Harbor, not
improper latching for door of UAL 811. Oh, it was said improper latching
for UAL 811 in AAR 90/01. And was wrong so did AAR 92/02 which
was
wiring/cargo door. So to say not bomb for 103 is possible to be true.
Official government aircraft investigation boards have been wrong in the
past.
Tell me about it. We are watching 800 come apart at the seams for center
tank as initial event and yet it still flies. Not repudiated. Not rebutted.
Not rejected. Not scorned. Not derided. Not scoffed. Not complimented o
getting the fireball and the center tank fire connected. That happened.
There was a center tank fire and there was a fireball, yes or no?
Has to be two yes or there is a problem. Just two events, connection
unsaid.
It's another yes or no question for two events.
BS sermonizes>Cdr. Donaldson and Meyer give a convincing
presentation. As
I have said
>before, if they decided to do so, they could convince the citizenry of the
>United States that this aircraft was shot down -- whether it was or wasn'
>Although the official verdicts seem secure, if there is any threat to them
>on the horizon, it would have to be that Donaldson and Meyer may get
very
>active. I would expect them to be target #1, hence your name calling is
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not
>surprising
They are wimpy idiots. Cowards. Traitors. Wimps. They do not come her
They avoid the hot cauldron of LSoft TWA 800 discussion group. Truth
does
not avoid competitors. Truth takes on all comers.
That's why I have the truth with wiring/cargo door. I consider all. Missile
guys don't consider all. Not truth. Center tank NTSB does not consider
all, not truth. Meteor guy, bomb guy, not consider all, not truth. And
Sammy is the exception, he considers all, bomb may be truth for 800.
But not missile and not center tank because they avoid LSoft.
So, for you to say Donaldson and Meyer are convincing is to say a
magician
is convincing, yes on their own show. They never go on another show.
Ask me on the Peter Pan Show or whatever it is called, the Bob Grant
Show?
Granada?
Let them taste the cold steel of facts, data, and evidence.
The reason the missile guy stuff is wrong is because it is not right. The
wrong explanation for TWA 800 means that the right explanation can
happen
again. Missile wrong, wiring/cargo door right, can happen again. Right
explanation gets problem fixed so does not happen again.
If the missile guys were peddling herbs to lose fat, then fine, no problem.
But this is a life and death error they are making by misdiagnosing the
cause of the patient's death.
And like most arrogant fat heads, they will not discuss contrary opinion.
That's the clue they are wrong.
And it's a father brother son relationship here. Can not the son and
brother persuade the dad to enter in to email conversation about a subject
close to their hearts, TWA 800?
If not, that's a clue to them and everyone, they are wrong.
I love the part about not owning a computer and has no intention of
getting
one. There's a clue.
BS states his belief that CO is a paid government spy>I can see that each
one of your posts contains name calling/labeling of the
>principle missile theorists and witnesses, especially the Donaldsons and
>Meyer. These are the tactics of a propagandist / disinformationalist to
>neutralize the messenger.
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Wimps, cowards, traitors. That's my name calling if you want to start nam
calling with propagandist / disinformationalist name calling.
And by the way, propagandist is a long honorable profession, like shill
and
censor, two other professions that the people who do it, live it, love it,
always deny they do it.
I believe in free speech, but....
Hey, this place is really great!
Wiring/ cargo door was mechanical cause of TWA 800. See, the last does
not
ring false like the first two.
GD> An
undamaged aircraft fuselage spine is quite strong. Any damage which
creates a stress riser in the spine can be catastrophic in my mind.
>creates a stress riser in the spine can be catastrophic in my mind.
For 800 the keel beam broke at about FS 900 plus minus 100. I think nose
bent to right into hole broke keel beam. Keel piece found in red zone not
sooted. Keel piece found with rest of wing sooted.
Abrupt Power Cut
Each aircraft had an abrupt power cut less than a second after the loud
sound on the cockpit voice recorder. The nose has come off after it was
crumpled into the cargo door hole by the 300 knot CAS wind force.
United Airlines Flight 811:
"However, the decompression event caused a data loss of approximately 2
1/2 seconds. When the data resumed being recorded, all values appeared
valid with the exception of the pitch and roll parameters. Lateral
acceleration showed a sharp increase immediately following the
decompression. Vertical acceleration showed a sharp, rapid change just
after the decompression and a slight increase as the airplane began its
descent."
NTSB AAR 92/02. page 25
Air India Flight 182:
"From the CVR and DFDR, AI 182 was proceeding normally en route
from
Montreal to London at an altitude of 31,000 feet and an indicated airspeed
of 296 knots when the cockpit area microphone detected a sudden loud
sound.
The sound continued for about 0.6 seconds, and then almost immediately
the
line from the cockpit area microphone to the cockpit voice recorder at the
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rear of the pressure cabin was most probably broken. This was followed
by a
loss of electrical power to the recorder."
Canadian Aviation Safety Board
Air India 23 June 1985, page 21
"When synchronized with other recordings it
was determined, within the accuracy that the procedure permitted, that the
DFDR stopped recording simultaneously with the CVR." "Irregular
signals
were observed over the last 0.27 inches of the DFDR tape. Laboratory
tests
indicated that the irregular signals most likely occurred as a result of
the recorder being subjected to sharp angular accelerations about the
lateral axis of the recorder, causing rapid changes in tape speed over the
record head."
Canadian Aviation Safety Board Air India 23 June 1985, page
22
Pan Am Flight 103:
"The analysis of the recording from the DFDR fitted to N739PA, which i
detailed in Appendix C, showed that the recorded data simply stopped.
Following careful examination and correlation of the various sources of
recorded information, it was concluded that this occurred because the
electrical power supply to the recorder had been interrupted at 19:02:50 +
second."
UK AAIB Report 2/90 Page 37
"The analysis of the cockpit voice
recording, which is detailed in Appendix C, concluded that there were
valid
signals available to the DVR when it stopped at 19:02.50 +- second
because
the power supply to the recorder was interrupted. It is not clear if the
sound at the end of the recording is the result of the explosion or is from
the break-up of the aircraft structure."
UK AAIB Report 2/90 Page 38
Trans World Airlines Flight 800:
"The wire that carried electrical power from the cockpit to the tape
recorder mounted in the rear of TWA Flight 800 ran down the right side o
he airplane. The wire that carried power to the flight data recorder ran
down the left side. Yet the two were severed within an instant, without an
warning."
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News Reports from Associated Press, Reuters, major newspapers,
press releases from NTSB, FBI
Comment: The distinct crash similarities of
aircraft type, radar returns, wreckage plot, sudden short loud sound,
abrupt power cut, fodded engines, inflight damage, missing bodies, torn o
noses, and start place of damage qualify three aircraft into one class from
which the deduction may be made that one unifying cause had the same
effects. Another accident with the same similarities except for a torn off
nose and less wreckage may also be included in that class. The unifying
cause for all four accidents is the inadvertent opening of the forward
cargo door inflight. 27 Mar 97
SF is so excited he can hardly
type>(Could there be a connection between
the êrash of TWA Flight 800 and
>the delay of TWA 800 somehow with a passenger being recorded not on
>board the plane when he really was? WWas one or more opf thee
wopmen
>kept busy on July 17, 1996?
800 will never die! Now it's sexually harassed TWA employees on
ground
contributing...I was joking before but Sammy takes it seriously.
Maybe, somehow, TWA 800 and those ground employees are involved
with
wiring/cargo door. The atmosphere around that cargo doo that night was
not
good. Rain, eyes in bucket, luggage scare, delay, hot, crowded airport and
airspace...and now sexual assaults by staff to staff.
And we're going to Paris! Where's the champagne? Off to France where
the
women wear no pants.
>You know, as usual, JBS manages somehow to garbke the facts up.
I'm in the presence of a master: '...garbke' the facts up. I'm unable to
surpass the high standard set by Sammy for reflexive sentences.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Fri, 5 Jun 1998 08:24:59 -0700
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Subject:
Secret shutdown sources
BS>That source is completely shut down now.
Let's see, can't reveal a source because that might shut him down, and
now
can't reveal source because he's shut down. Those secret sources stay
secret, don't they. Conspiracy guys love secret sources. And you wonder
why the investigation gets stymied. Whenever contrary evidence is
provided
from 'secrect sources' the authorities just have to roll their eyes and
walk away smiling.
>The same
>person forced the examination of the inward blowing front gear doors.
Wow, what a source. Too bad only the conspiracy guys knew about him
and
could suggest other doors that did strange things if they wanted to, but of
course, that would conflict with the missile explanation so better keep
quiet about that. In the interests of 'truth' of course.
Nose gets torn off and nose gear doors come off, center tank gets torn
apart, and other strange things explained.
What is stranger still is human nature.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Wed, 24 Jun 1998 14:11:34 -0700

Subject:
Simple concepts.
SF Quotes NYT> Mr. Francis also said that an object found in engine
No.
3, the one
>closest to the fuselage on the right wing, was not something sucked in
>from the outside but was part of the engine itself. Earlier, officials had
>said that the engine showed 'foreign object damage,' most likely from
>something blown off the airplane.
>Exhibit 8A, Page 11, paragraph 3, discussing results of engine 3
>disassembly, "Of the 46 fan blades in the fan rotor, 21 blades with
>complete or partial airfoils and 6 root sections were recovered. All of
>the fan blades had sooting on the convex airfoil surfaces. Most of the
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>full length airfoils were bent rearward and the tips outboard of the outer
>midspan shroud were bent forward slightly. About half of the fan blades
>had impact damage to the leading and trailing edges. Almost all of the
>impact damage to the airfoils could be matched to contact with the
midspan
>shroud on an adjacent blade. One full length blade had four soft body
>impacts along the leading edge and a partial airfoil had a soft body
>impact, which had some streaking extending rearward.
JBS: 2. stator blade in right horizontal stab behind engine number 3
JBS: 12. missing turbine blades in engine number 3.
JBS: 13. soft body impacts on blades in engine number 3.
SM>> >In fact the engineers designed the fuselage to take all
>>>of the flying loads exclusive of the cargo door.
>>
>>Absolutely incorrect. Absolutely wrong. The phrase is, 'structural
member.'
>>The door is a structural member.
>
>SM: Barry, you just don't get it. The door is a structural member
>because it is designed to hold back cabin pressure, but it is not required
>to be there to prevent crumpling of the fuselage or bending of the
>fuselage. This is a simple concept to understand and yet it is apparently
>above you or you are unwilling to accept it.
A simple concept is when door goes it breaks floor beams, tears skin and
stringers off and leaves big hole against which a big wind blows. As in
real big hole, real weak nose and real big wind.
> There is more evidence to prove by far that the door is in pieces from
>other events.
Like what?
>The fact that the eight were still attach is PROOF that the cargo door did
>NOT open in flight by any form of unlatching.
Big point, remember this for the rest of your life. Eight is not ten.
Simple concept.
The mechanic who did not tighten the titanium bolt on my J-79-8A clamp
probably thought the same way you do, eight turns is close enough instea
of ten. But eight is not ten and the bolt came loose, fodded number two
engine on my RA 5C, caught fire, lost thrust, and pilot and I ejected. He
lived and I died. That bolt was not supposed to come loose. Cargo doors
on
747s are not supposed to open in flight. Bolt came loose and door opened
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and ten people died. That's the difference in the way things are supposed
to work and the way they do work. Eight is not ten and never will be.
When you get ten latches that are latched then come back, until then think
eight is not ten. Simple concept.
One more simple concept: the latch is called a latch because the latching
cam goes around a latching pin and completes a latching action. All ten to
that. All eight of TWA 800 did. Two latches are missing and unexamined
Eight is not ten, simple concept.
>SM: Your trouble Barry, is that you rely on photographs as definitive
>evidence. If and when you could get your hands on the real thing and
see
>that your red paint is not smears, it changes everything. Even with just
>looking as the pictures for evidence, there is a lot more that can be
>deciphered from the pictures that prove you wrong than right by far.
>Most of what you declare, under scrutiny, does not add up.
Your trouble Stan is you never ask questions, you always say how things
are
supposed to be and assume they are. Even with the evidence in front of
you
that things did not work as they are supposed to work.
By the way, when you get the cause of your 'peeled back white paint' tell
me. It's like the ignition source for the center tank explosion, missing.
The ignition source is needed for center tank, peeling source is needed for
red underneath, and all ten latches are needed to refute cargo door. Go
find ignition sources, find peeling sources, and find two midspan latches
and then cargo door may be refuted with facts and center tank
strengthened.
Until then wiring/cargo door rules by facts.
>there is a lot more that can be deciphered from the pictures that prove
>you wrong than right by far
Again, absence of facts to support your opinion noted, as usual.
RH>I think the FDR data is one of the strongest pieces of evidence we
have
>of a missile take down of Flight 800.
The FDR data is a strong indication that an explosion occurred in TWA
800
which moved the plane violently in many directions, just as an explosive
decompression would, key word, explosive. Explosive/explosion, simple
concept.
Simple concepts, eight is not ten, explosive decompression has explosion
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door is structural member, and chewed up engine is not normal.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Thu, 4 Jun 1998 10:35:43 -0700

Subject:
Spelling
>5. You can debunk the missile theory, but it would take one
>look at materials that were removed/displaced from the
>Calvert reconstruction to change that. I for one would like
>to see the wings, tail, and cockpit. I believe they are being
>excluded because they have evidence of an ordinance strike.
or*di*nance \"ord-en-ens\ n : an authoritative decree or law; esp : a
municipal regulation
ord*nance \"ord-nens\ n 1 : military supplies 2 : cannon, artillery
Geez, can't you conspiracy guys even spell the most important words in
your
story?
Or maybe TWA 800 got hit by a big book of laws. Ha!
Well, it sure is lonely here since most of the missile guys left. If there
are any lurker missile guys, you are all forgiven, you are welcome back, o
course you will have to undergo a security check before allowed back in,
who knows how you have been tainted, but you guys love that sort of
thing,
you know, credentials, beliefs, arrest records, that sort of thing.
Oh, and pass a sixth grade spelling test, too, that shouldn't be so hard,
words such as 'missile' and 'ordinance' which are used over and over
again
should be done right, I mean if a physician spells, 'back sergery scheduled
tomorrow' on your medical record, that would lead you to believe he
knows
nothing of which he speaks.
Regarding pieces of wreckage not found: There will always be pieces of
the
wreckage not found and you missile guys can keep on trying for smaller
and
smaller pieces, just like the FBI and Justice, particularly Ms. Gorelick,
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who said as the bomb/missile investigation was desperate, 'We are lookin
for a baseball sized hole with soot." And never found it.
>>Of course, I am the leading missile theory debunker, having supplied
more
>>hard facts to debunk aspects of the missile theory than anyone,
including
>>JBS, so I don't take those "Missile Guys" statements to heart.
BS has debunked missile explanation by saying it couldn't happen under
the
circumstances as they occurred. I debunk the missile explanation by
saying
it could have happened under the circumstances, but didn't.
Still, missile debunked, center tank as initial event debunked, all by
evidence. Wiring/cargo door debunked by saying, well door came off 811
so
that proves all 747s that have door come off in flight will keep nose on.
Ha! Wishful thinking.
Rattlesnakes bite some people and they die, and some don't.
I rely on red paint smears and outward peeled skin for my reality.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Tue, 16 Jun 1998 11:06:53 -0700

Subject:
Swamp gas
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="iso-8859-1"
Missile guys star witness Meyer:
>You are ,in the end , stuck with the decision to believe the contrived
>stories of the government agents, or the honest recollections of private
>citizens with no agenda but the truth
contrived, agents, truth....buzz words for conspiracy nuts.
>Please do not clutter my e-mail with your trash
>any more".
Censor talk, hand in hand with conspiracy.
(Somebody tell Meyer about 'DBR' he'll love it.)
>From: FMeyer8775 <FMeyer8775@aol.com>
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>Date: Wed, 13 May 1998 09:27:07 EDT
>To: eb4@ix.netcom.com
>Subject: Re: TWA Flight 800
>
>Whoever you are ; since you do not extend to me the courtesy of
>identifying yourself:
Note correct email address as identification.
>Over 500 witnesses saw the missile go up and explode.
Whoa, dude, you are not talking to children or radio fans here.
>What we know as certainty at this point is as follows:
>
>
>1. Two missiles were launched from two separate positions south of the
>barrier island in the ocean
If you 'know' that you are past any thinking about TWA 800.
>EB: To the Missile Huggers, that's damning confirmation of everything
>they have always known - from a missile shootdown of the airliner, the
>hundreds of missile witnesses, to contrived stories of government agents
>in this forum, etc. To objective observers, it's damning confirmation
>that Meyer has no credibility as a witness to the disaster.
And Baur, a non missile guy, keeps quiet. When the good keep quiet, the
bad
run amok.
EB>In summary, it isn't just that he now has no credibity because he has
>changed his story on key points, it's that he has shot off his mouth
>with flat footed allegations of fact about things he obviously doesn't
>know and could not know, and has done it so recklessly and wildly that
>novice cross-examiner would make mince meat out of him. And he has
>demonstrated such incredible bias and prejudice. And it's all
>documented.
Good bye Meyer. A guy that saw an explosion ten miles away and has
made a
career out of it. He's on the gravy train.
I will always love the imaginative image of bodies falling from the sky an
he's dodging them in his helo, and this is minutes after every heavy thing
hitting the water. It means art images have power over reason.
EB>That's not the description of a disinterested, objective, credible
>witness. It's the description of a Missile Hugger. Lot's of readily
>adjustable jibberjabber factual allegations, lots of blustery
>accusations about "government agents", hundreds of credible witnesses
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>except for a few hundred that don't agree with him who by coincidence
>are all funny farm candidates or need a seeing eye dog or etc.
Right, from a guy who has seen credible and who has seen non credible.
Meyer is good for the facts, not good or the interpretation.
GD talks to KD about JBS>Most forums induce the risk of hoof-in-mouth
disease. Look how far Barry
>has gotten on a half baked theory.
Correction: Full baked.
BS>The Navy at first lied about their activities in the area, and to this day
>have not been fully forthcoming.
Moment, moment! The Navy not telling civilians where and when and
what the
subs, frigate, cruisers were doing is not lying, it's security. The Navy
giving incomplete or incorrect data from different branches is not lying,
it's confusion. The Navy is not some husband whose wife has disclosure
on
him to find financial status, it is a defense/offensive force engaged in
maneuvers near a crime scene.
The Navy, center tank, and cargo door are all innocent bystanders to a
wiring short caused fatal accident.
BS> If you want
>Meyer to seriously debate you, I would suggest dropping all of the
rhetoric;
>however.
Missile guys love telling others what to say and how to say it. And hate it
were someone suggests to them to drop all the rhetoric.
rhet*o*ric \"re-te-rik\ n [ME rethorik, fr. MF rethorique, fr. L rhetorica,
fr. Gk rhetorike, lit., art of oratory, fr. rhetor public speaker, fr.
eirein to speak] : the art of speaking or writing effectively Û
rhe*tor*i*cal \ri-"tor-i-kel\ adj Û rhet*o*ri*cian \'re-te-"ri-shen\ n
cli*che \kli-"sha\ n [F] : a trite phrase or expression Û cli*ched \-"shad\
adj
I think what you mean is drop the cliches. 'agenda' 'agents' etc.
RH>If you take the transmission time of 00:31:50 of the Eastwind pilot a
>being the time (less 5 seconds for reaction) of the large air/fuel
>explosion and consider the altitude for the large fireball to be 7500
>feet then the time from the IE (at 00:31:12) to the Large fireball would
>be 33 seconds. I would add another 15 seconds for the aircraft to fall
>to the ocean from that altitude (about 500 feet/second). My guess is 48
>seconds for the total fall time for Flight 800 to hit the ocean from
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>13,700 feet
Makes sense to me. That means streak as shiny metal piece has to occur
from
31:12 to 32:00. Meyer's report of streak is within that time frame. No
report is outside it.
>SM: Come on Barry, this area is petaled outward indicating it was not
>struck on the outside. It is clearly peeled white exposing the red
>underneath.
It is exploded outward and top ridge is in direct line of red door pieces
flying out up and way and striking those sticking out fuselage pieces.
More
transfer marks.
>SM: Who says that is the only area. It just happens to be the area we
>are scrutinizing and the proof is positive that white peeled off of red.
>Live with it. Top coats peel away frequently. Get up close to most any
>airliner that has a paint job that is a few years old and you will see
>area of peeling all over the place.
I've scrutinized the entire airframe and reports, it's called research. The
only two areas of red paint transfer marks are right horiz stab and above
forward cargo door.
Maybe NWA peels, they are the oldest in the fleet, and maybe TWA
peels, 800
was 930000 hours, but to have us believe a previous airline unstated had
red paint between the passenger windows, the exact shade as TWA, and
then
TWA left it there and painted white over it. Later that white got peeled
away from force unknown and revealed the red. Ha!
>SM: I have not looked at these areas and do not have the URL. It is not
>and has not been the area of scrutiny and is immaterial at this point. It
>may indeed have paint smears from something hitting it, but I bet they
>appear like they have been streaked and not colored in like your
"smears"
We are talking about red paint transfer marks and red paint transer marks
on the horiz stab are 'immaterial'? I don't think so.
And forging or rim around window probably was hit and turned red, but
then
blew away just like plexiglass, leaving recessed and protected white oval
around empty hole.
>SM: I walked around the scaffolding today and looked at all of the
peeled
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>paint areas up close. Not one had green primer showing. They all had
>bare metal and the bare metal was dulled and oxidized so much so that i
>the areas of white paint the bare spots were hard to distinguish except
>for up close. Yes the bare metal does indeed look very white. No stretc
>of denial here, this is first hand up close evidence. Oh I forgot, you
>never get to see the real airplane up close and so you wouldn't know.
>Here is a URL of how up close I get everyday.
>http://members.aol.com/Randy44975/Index.html
Well, first the 'index' has to be removed for URL to work right and then
the pictures don't show door or wiring or windows. My book does and I
should put the pictures on the web. They show the primer, the
rims/forgings, of windows above cargo door during construction of 747.
>Have a nice day. Aren't you getting a little tired of having all of your
>major evidence refuted???
Sarcasm and conspiracy technique of statements as question. I have never
been refuted and if I am then I will see how 'tired' I am.
Whoa, let me think that over. The 'nose crumpling into hole' idea was afte
the 'slipstream blowing in hole and causing nose off' idea was made after
comments by you. So that was one idea refuted. Door as streak source is
now
maybe not because it is not shiny but other pieces nearby are from IG.
Radar blip as door is now not because they all happened too soon or too
late to be door pop from CO.
And electrical signal for turn door motor on was not pilot keying mike as
had thought but refuted when I obtained the AI 182 record that showed
pilot's mike keyed exactly after initial event, not before. And not
cowling, and not cargo shift, and not stowaway, and not bomb, and not
missile.
And you're trying for red paint under white, not red put on top of white.
Not yet.
I think again you are talking to yourself, you are tired of having non
cargo door involvement refuted.
As in, cargo door area of TWA 800 not normal as shown by paint
evidence.
And certainly not caused by inward water impact. And certainly same
principle has happened before in same area on same type and model of
747,
UAL 811.
RH>I am willing to share the source of that information with other Citize
>Investigators who wish to make their own chart. I can tell you that it
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>is an eye opener. However, I will not share any of the information with
>lurkers or non persons who hide their identity from the forum.
Huh? If you care about TWA 800 you don't care about lurkers. You care
about
the facts. Get your priorities straight.
What are you guys talking about with all this Meyer stuff? What is the
goal? To show he could not see what he said he saw? Already done.
What is
the 'eye opener'?
FM>I knew it! It was swamp gas all along!
Swamp gas. Methane gas. NTSB had four scientists at Sandia labs spend
whole day considering ocean farted and suffocated 800 as it was climbing
out. They said it didn't.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Sun, 21 Jun 1998 11:43:15 -0700

Subject:
Stop trashing eyewitnesses!
MH denies reality...again.>Marshall Houston replies:
>
>Fact: None of the "missile guys" (in this forum) trash the witnesses.
Yes, they do, The periscope lady. Meyer seeing sun when down low ten
minutes after ground sun set, and on an on, the drone guy, the stunt plane
person, and on an on. Pick and choose.
I just wish to all get out that you missile guys would respect these
people. If she said it was a periscope, it was a persicope. Don't knock
her interpretation, don't rule her out, study it, dissect it.
If you discredit one eyewitness you discredit them all. Stop discrediting
the eyewitnesses, you callous missile guys.
>Now here's a guy, John Barry Smith, whose position on the real cause
of TWA
>800 is held by maybe a tiny handfull of people on the whole of the
planet.
Is there such thing as a 'big handful'?
>His position; that TWA 800 was caused by the failure of the Cargo Doo
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and
>that no missile was involved.
Close and you get a banana. It's the wiring short that causes door to fail.
No wiring short then door goes on its happy way, as it has for 30 years
except for a few times out of millions.
>No missile was involved.
Yes, exactly right, another banana.
>Here's a guy, John Barry Smith, who is in his 50's, a person that I have
met
>personnally in Baltimore at the December 1997 TWA 800 NTSB public
hearings,
>and who really knows better. He has seen the broader evidence coverin
>thousands of pages of NTSB docket materials on TWA 800. He is
therefore
>taking this position very deliberately. When I met him and conversed
with
>him, I found no reason to believe him, his body language betrayed him
Drat! Betrayed by my own body, bad body, bad body.
What part of my body? I'll spank it. Spanking the monkey.
>Take my word for it, he cannot be
>trusted
Trust you but not me? I'm not asking for trust, you are. Trust to you from
me denied by me. I specifically ask for distrust. I am unimportant, the
evidence is. I say trust the evidence as seen by your own eyes, not seen
and interpreted by me. Take my interpretation, my opinion. and combine
with others and then use own experience to come to own conclusion.
Only con
guys ask for trust in them.
Evidence:
The goal is to present credible and understandable evidence that the door
opened in flight. That's it. Opened in flight and not on water impact.
There are three things I used for that for laypersons like LSoft forum
members: red paint marks, outward petal bulge at aft latch, and outward
peeled skin.
All three can be seen and are real, and understandable that an intact door
would not leave red paint marks outward peeled skin or outward petal
bulge
at aft latch while a door opening in flight does.
But to me, all three of those things in their faces that they can see while
holding one photograph in his hands says, door open in flight, not door
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intact at water impact. Maybe one thing might be explained but not all
three as water impact.
It is easy for NTSB to confirm, no money, just a little checking on a
stepladder and a boy scout knife to check paint on top white and hinge fo
overtravel impression damage.
Bang, one two three observations, and two things to do about it.
Did door open in flight or not? You say yes, here's why and here's how to
confirm
Is it important if door opened in flight or not. Why is it important? What
difference does it make.
I say it's important because then the true cause of TWA 800 is not yet
known and door can open again, so must rule out or rule in and that can
be
done in twenty minutes by anybody.
I like the focus, the evidence as shown in the photo, hinge red marks, lots
of red marks where they are not supposed to be, lots of missing red paint,
petal bulge at latch, missing pieces that should have been recovered but
are not in database or hung on reconstruction, outward peeled skin on
belly
and sides, and only way red marks to get there is by something below
swinging up and hitting it. The only way to overcome the slipstream and
go
up instead of aft is with powerful force and it's there with explo decom.
>Take my word for it, he cannot be
>trusted. John Barry Smith claims to have been a former Naval Officer.
If
>this is true (which is doubtful based upon his conduct on this forum,
conduct
>unbefitting that of an officer)
At least you spelled, 'Naval' correctly, I expected 'Navel.'
And it's 'unbecoming', not 'unbefitting". "Unbefitting"? Does that make
me
an unbefittin' disinformationalist Nazi?
>John Barry Smith's position as seen on this Internet over the past year is
>even LESS believable than the missile theory for TWA 800! He has
less
>evidence for the Cargo Door than those who know about the evidence
toward a
>missile causation. This is the REAL reason that he is not taken
seriously by
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>the authorities or the media.
You can trust MH because he used capitals above to really make sure you
know the important words and he feels very strongly and therefore shouts
out the 'truth.'
>No experienced person closely associated with the design, engineering,
>maintenance and operation of airliners can take John Barry Smith
seriously
>about his Cargo Door theory, as it relates to the evidence for TWA 800!
>Period.
You should tell that to all the airline pilots that email me with
encouragement. And also to the NTSB and FAA investigators who
zeroed in on
that forward door as prime suspect for TWA 800. Especially as long as th
bomb idea lasted and that was for several weeks.
>Here in this prior posting he is trying to mock those who believe that a
>missile caused TWA 800!
Mock! Me mock!
1mock \"mak, "mok\ vb 1 : to treat with contempt or ridicule 2 : delude 3
defy 4 : to mimic in sport or derision
Well, uh, yeah, mock. Nailed it. I do mock those who believe a missile
caused TWA 800. Guilty as charged.
>Yet John Barry Smith, when accused of mocking the hundreds of people
who saw a
>missile-like object sharing the same airspace and time frame as TWA
flight
>800, he turns it around and mockingly says that he "loves" missile
witnesses!
>Based upon his conduct over the past year on this Listserver, nothing
could
>be further from the truth.
I love Meyer, I love slivery 'glint' guy. I'm fighting to keep Meyer
interview with AWST on my web site. I loves dem guys....You missile
guys....I don't love. I mock.
>Obviously John Barry Smith doesn't love any of the witnesses, his love
is a
>mockery. He loves witnesses so he can mock them as a form of sport.
To
>him they are enjoyable as food, as a hunter kills his prey. He loves them
>for consumption, rather than for truth or validity.
Obviously.
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>Can someone who makes light and mocks the cause of death of 230
people killed
>while flying on an airliner to Paris on July 17, 1996 be taken seriously?
Confusing messenger and message, again...as usual...same ole same ole. I
am
unimportant and so is my style.
>in a prior era would be rejected wholesale for the lies and fake
>theories they continue to press upon us. It is the Internet that has
allowed
>them an inexpensive forum taking advantage of the freedoms afforded to
all of
>us. Freedoms that even anti-democratic forces can avail themselves at
will.
>I suppose two decades ago they would have had a Pirate Radio station
to do the
>same thing: Propaganda.
Well, that reads like the missile guys are talking to themselves again, but
to answer the questions with the solemnity they deserve:
>>What kind of person behaves in such a mocking manner regarding
truth?
A low class, yellow bellied, scurvy dog unworthy of even a second glance
Maybe purple bellied.
>Are
>>they mentally balanced?
Now that's a good question, define 'balance.'
>Are they people we would ever want to know?
I hope not so that you will stay far away from me, don't call, don't write,
don't read my posts, and it's OK if you quit writing what a terrible person
I am. In other words, quit thinking about me, start thinking about TWA
800,
or don't. But don't 'know' me.
But thanks for the ink, MH, I jes loves seein' my name in print.
MR> The eyewitnessees saw something APPROACH the 747.
Is there an astronomer around that can explain how eyewitnesses, over 4
billion, can see a comet moving slow and say it's moving slow, and all be
wrong? Is there an Elvis fan around to explain to women the man with
black
hair sunglasses, and drawl they saw is not Elvis?
Is there any adult with high school education who can explain to
eyewitnesses that a streak of light moving in any direction in space with
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no size cues may in reality be a light source moving in any direction?
> The "redidue" seen on the CNN graphic broadcast before the
government
>told them to shut the fuck up about explosives residue.
Ohh, that darn coverup again. Truman Show and X files will be number
one
and two at the box office, Paranoia is rampant in this country as we speak
you 'government shut up' guys are the majority in this society. And there
is the danger, from Moslems who blame "devil America' for all their woe
to Hillary blaming right wing conspiracy for hubbies dalliances, to missil
guys blaming a guy who quotes eyewitness statements being part of
"NIS'.
Detached from reality thinking is always dangerous, for the people nearby
as well as the 'thinker'.
Every failure in your life I'm sure is explained as, 'they' did it. My
failures including the wiring cargo door confirmation for TWA 800 are m
own fault.
> The government lied. It's been proven. That damns thheir concclusions
>(and the spooks who promote them)).
Let me edit that for clarity, at least I read it twice: That damns their
conclusions (and the spooks who promote them).
Governments lie. Oooooo, that's a revelation. And you don't?
Missile, always could have been, always wasn't.
SC>Since CBS' "60 Minutes" betrayed the truth about TWA 800 on the
residue
given
>them to test by Sanders, and they gave it to Kallstrom to coverup the
>evidence, and since Kallstrom betrayed an honest investigation every
time
>he opened his mouth, it stands to reason that CBS and Kallstrom deserv
>each other - and we deserve neither. Hopefully, CBS will hire Sam
>Donaldson next. Then we can boycott him too by ignoring CBS. What
>a junkfood network! StanC
Betray, coverup, betrayed...conspiracy talk, coverup trash. Absence of
facts noted to support paranoid explanations of events...as usual.
RH>This is an excerpt from the NTSB exhibit 15C concerning the
forward
>cargo door:
>
>-------------------------Exhibit 15C excerpt
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>
>Examination of the lower lobe forward cargo door showed all eight of th
>door latching cams remain attached (along with pieces of the door
>itself) to the pins along the lower door sill.
>
>--------------------------End of excerpt
>
>The operative phrase is ALL EIGHT.
>
>Barry, I'm going to have to find you in contempt of logic.
So now I'm a Nazi? A crazy Nazi? A crazy blue bellied Nazi?
Well, enough of the fun, back to facts..what is the explanation for:
>The operative phrase is ALL EIGHT.
>
>Barry, I'm going to have to find you in contempt of logic.
What logic? All eight is right. They did check all eight of a cargo door
sill and declared all eight of the latches latched and locked.
The logic comes in when it turns out that the aft sill was recovered and
logged into the database while the forward sill was not recovered and
logged in.
And there are ten identical latches including latch pins and latching cams
for each cargo door. Ten, not eight. To check all eight is fine if you are
not a pilot.
In aviation, nine is not enough, never mind only 8. Nine point nine is not
good enough. Ten of ten is good enough and then recheck all ten. That's
safe flying.
Check your numbers RH before telling me about logic.
Your Nazi allusion shall not go unremembered.
Note more missile guy attacks on the messenger while giving garbled few
facts. It's a pattern.
Turning their star eyewitnesses against the missile guys must have really
hurt them, as in "... said they were a pain in the ass."
NTSB attacked the messenger too, the below from Shelly Hazle of NTSB
to
reporter doing story about forward cargo door, it worked he did not
followup.
>Dear Dr. Wills,
>
>Your proposed article is incorrect. First of all, Senator McCain did
>not request that the NTSB meet with Mr. Smith. The Senator asked that
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>the Board respond to Mr. Smith's concerns, which we have done
numerous
>times and in great detail.
>
>Secondly, Mr. Smith is simply wrong. There is absolutely no physical
>evidence to support his personal theory that the forward cargo door cam
>unlatched. In fact, there is considerable evidence to the contrary. As
>stated in the Metallurgist's Factual Report, Exhibit 15C (which, of
>course, is a public document and available at our web site
>www.ntsb.gov):
>
>
Examination of the lower lobe forward cargo door showed
>that all eight of the door latching cams remain attached (along with
>pieces of the door itself) to the pins along the lower door sill.
>
>
Overall examination of the forward portion of the
>airplane showed that sections 41 and 42 contained uniform crushing
>damage that extended from S-39L across the bottom of the fuselage and
up
>above the right side main cabin window belt to S-14R. This crushing
>damage is consistent with the intact forward portion of the airplane
>(including section 41 and 42) impacting the water with a right wing low
>attitude. The lower lobe forward cargo door was in the crush area.
>
>Although Mr. Smith does display some knowledge of the Boeing 747,
he has
>a basic misunderstanding of the facts. For example, Mr. Smith claims
>that there are 10 latches on the cargo door and that the Board only
>discusses eight in the above mentioned report. While a superficial
>description of the door might imply that there are 10 latches, Mr. Smith
>is, in fact, incorrect in implying that they all hold the door onto the
>fuselage. The eight at the bottom of the door, which were discussed in
>the report actually hold the door closed - the other two, one on each
>side of the door are merely "alignment latches" and do not hold the door
>closed.
>
>We receive numerous inquiries from the public, many with their own
>extensively developed theories, and we try to be responsive to all. You
>are free to request copies of the correspondence between Mr. Smith and
>the Safety Board, a prudent step, I believe, before publishing such an
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>article.
>
>If you have further questions or concerns, please feel free to contact
>us.
>
>Sincerely,
>
>Shelly Hazle
I've taken crap from experts, you missile guys are rookies.
But good for a chuckle...Nazis...Ha! I was born in England in WWII, I wa
bombed by the Nazis. Nazis don't scare me.
Missile guys shouting insults don't scare me.
What scares me is water to bare wire shorts on door motor to unlatch
position to rupture at aft midspan latch of forward cargo door to explosive
decompression to nose off to falling disintegration to fireball to water
impact. Water to bare wire shorts on door motor to unlatch position to
rupture at aft midspan latch of forward cargo door to explosive
decompression to nose off to falling disintegration to fireball to water
impact.
I've been in a sudden night fiery fatal jet crash, and it still scares me.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Mon, 8 Jun 1998 10:46:04 -0700

Subject:
Sun on, sun off/Kabot
Let's assume at a certain instant of time, the sun had blinked off or had
not blinked off for the pilot of TWA 800 at 20:31:12 at 13700 feet ten
miles off Long Island on 17 July 1996.
Specific point on the earth, specific altitude, specific time. And it's
been that way for millions of years.
So either the pilot could see a sliver of sunlight or he could not see the
sliver. At most the variance at sun blinkoff time is plus or minus two
seconds and at least a quarter of a second. If two people watch a sun blink
off sunset and each say mark then sun blinks off, the time may be plus or
minus less than a second, and probably the identical time.
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This should be resolvable.
Never mind how much sun is needed to reflect off shiny object. Just was
sliver there for the pilot of TWA 800 to see if he had looked west at sun
setting at 20:31:12? Or not?
And let's agree we are all trying to figure it out honestly and if we get
it wrong it's not because we are fooling somebody, we are not biased
against a certain explanation, we are not stupid, and we are not cruel
persons making fun of other's feeble attempts.
I'm so out of it, I can't even make a feeble attempt. I respect those who
even try to figure out refractive angles, sun oblate spheroid variances,
wobble of earth, and arcminutes whatever the heck they are.
So, thank you for the effort to find sunset time for TWA 800 at event time
It is very important in my corner of the world for wiring/cargo door.
Right now, I 'm saying for sure that TWA 800 was in as least the
beginning
of twilight and at least at the end of sunlight, plus or minus two minutes.
I'd love to be able to say a sliver of sunlight was striking TWA 800 but
it's not essential.
Sliver or not? And how bright is twilight as a ratio of just before sunset?
80%? 50%? With haze does the reflective light appear brighter and longe
than clear air where light blinks off as soon as sun sets?
RH>You will notice in exhibit 5A that a time of 20:31 is given for sunset
>at an altitude of 15,000 feet. It must be obvious to you that the time
>of sunset at 13,700 feet must be earlier than the time of sunset at
>15,000 feet.
Yeah, love those NTSB exhibits, they are so accurate all the time...not.
They are accurate when confirmed as accurate, and 20:31 at 15000 feet
has
not been confirmed.
RS>. An internet program I ran listed the
>sunset time for same coordinates as 8:19:56. If you print out one of the
>annual reports you can see that its obvious the answers are truncate
Ha, another 56 seconds added for sun!
TT>3. Somehting is obviously happening in the sky well before the Fligh
800
>IE from this photo. But where is it happening and what does it mean?
>According to G's analysis, the thing even has a cargo door, Barry!
As a former photo interpreter, as a former recon navigator who has risked
his life to obtain photographs, as a photographer with film and now digita
cameras, I discount blurry, taken from from wrong angle, wrong time, an
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vague shapes in background as objects. Only the UFO conspiracy guys
can
make faces on Mars from rocks be real aliens.
And even if that blurry photo is interpreted by others as cargo door or
whatever, I dismiss the interpretation as nonsense.
G is a conspiracy, secret, guy all the way. He's emailed me and asked for
opinion but I had to remain secret. I said no, everything is on the record
and if he has new knowledge regarding TWA 800 he should immediately
bring
it to the attention of all. This was months ago. Blurry photos can be made
to look like anything with Photoshop including Godzilla.
And he may be exactly right! Just needs corroboration, and it's not there.
A hand held camera at a party takes a picture of sky ten miles away and
it's a plane with a cowl or door coming off! Impossible.
It's like ATC radars picking up missiles, cool if possible, and would save
billions by not needing special radars that actually can pick up missiles.
For picking up small objects ten miles away like a cowl or door, the
expensive cameras that actually do that would not be needed.
ATC radar and hand held cameras can't pick up missiles or doors or
cowling
ten miles away. Would that they could, live would be a lot cheaper in
interesting.
I don't even like to be associated with this picture interpretation, it
taints wiring/cargo door explanation.
Every conspiracy charade needs a fuzzy photo to interpret. Love the time
differerence ignored, as if, so what?
G?>
>by Gary Bowen
>A Digital Enhancement Study of the Kabot Photo
>
>Set your video display to 800x600 at thousands or millions of colors.
>
>Images and text are registered with the Copyright Office in Washington
DC,
>and protected under the International Copyright Agreements. Violation
of
>international copyright law will result in legal action. The images
>presented here have been modestly compressed to conserve space and
>digitally watermarked for copyright identification. They do not represen
>the highest quality images obtainable.
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>COPYRIGHT OWNER provides the information on this server to
anyone, but
>retains copyright on all text and graphic images. This means that you
may
>NOT: distribute the text or graphics to others without the expressed
>written permission of COPYRIGHT OWNER; "mirror" or include this
>information on your own server or documents without my permission;
modify
>or re-use the text or graphics on this system; reference hypertext
>documents on this server from your own documents.
The above is not by someone who wants to find out what happened to
TWA 800
and seeks to prevent a reoccurrence. It's someone who is afraid he will no
get money he feels is due him. It's a greedy person who thinks he's found
a
pot of gold and is worried someone will steal it.
Saving lives is a lower priority for him. A person who cares would
encourage the free dissemination of important life saving info, not
restrict it.
A photo enhancement of an image taken off a TV? Incredible. The blind
leading the blind.
And Kabot snapped the photo at instant of event? Incredible.
I truly admire the imagination of the human mind. For movies. For my lif
in airplanes, I rely on science and not wishful thinking.
To say small white fuzzy blob on a TV screen which is of a fuzzy white
blob
on a hand held consumer camera produced photograph is a picture taken
at
the wrong time looking the wrong way at the exact instant of explosion
and
shows what happened to TWA 800 is good for movies, wrong for real life
Does ten miles mean anything? Take a picture of a 747 ten miles away
with
your normal focal length consumer camera and look at picture. You will
not
see a 747, and you certainly will not see pieces of that 747 were it in
pieces.
Pseudo science, quackery...it goes on and on.
Love the filtering, sampling, color changes, the man in the moon is there
if you want to believe it, no, change that to cheese.
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Park your car. Walk ten miles away. Take picture of car. Try to find car in
photo. That's the size of objects which are claimed to be seen in Kabot
photo.
Does reality have any impact at all?
TT>Yes. I think Gary provides excellent proof through exhaustive
>analytical techniques that the Kabot photo shows the explosion of
>Flight 800.
Apparently not to TT.
It's nonsense like Kabot photo that makes me despair of any sort of
rational explanation being confirmed for TWA 800. Can you see a
congressional hearing and the Kabot photo is brought up for discussion?
Smirks all around. And then some 'eyewitnesses' in black hoods because
they
don't want their identity revealed. Then some 'confiscated' tapes, etc....
Not so funny anymore, just a very sad commentary of the relationship of
citizens to the government of USA 1998. And vice versa.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Thu, 11 Jun 1998 19:31:36 -0700

Subject:
The door could have transferred paint.
SM gets posters mixed up>On Thu, 11 Jun 1998 12:49:11 -0700, John
Barry
Smith wrote:
>
>
>>>The prior incidents
>>>with cargo doors resulted in a retrofit of better latching system, the
TWA
>>>800 included.
>
>SM: What retrofit??? It received strengthening doublers to the sectors
>and some new wiring. Same latches, cams, motors, etc.
>>
SF wrote about the retrofit on 11 Jun, not me.
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>SM: So you want your proof done by opinion voting of pictures.
No, looking for some official source of paint sequence.
> Get real. Why don't you find a way to either have someone who has
>physically examined the paint or get access yourself and get the REAL
>facts.
I'm trying, do you know any 747 mechanic who can direct me to a manua
about painting 747s? There must be one around somewhere. A mechanic
could
go out to a 747 and find out in five minutes.
> Whatever, the case, I said earlier the door could have transferred
paint smears and that in NO ways means the cargo door caused this
accident.
What did I just hear? The door could have transferred paint? Well, it coul
have and did according to the evidence.
The cargo door did not cause the accident. The water meeting the cracked
to
bare conductor shorting door motor on caused the accident. UAL 811
cargo
door did not cause the accident. Center tank and cargo door are innocent
bystanders.
No water and no short and no aft latch rupture and no door shatter. Can't
blame the door too much for doing what it was told to do, unlatch.
> It is obvious that whatever shredded the door could have caused it too
>open under pressure. SO WHAT!!
Well, one 747 has door open in flight, UAL 811, and now TWA 800 has
evidence its door opened in flight. There's a match and a clue to what
happened. That's so what.
>Your research and facts are dubious at best.
You the man that has red paint underneath white on TWA 800, not me.
>Just pointing out your fallacies.
Just pointing out your reverse thinking.
It's still on the line, one way or the other, red on top of white or red
underneath white. It's sort of a black and white question.
>http://www.corazon.com/paintpeeledpetal.html
>http://www.corazon.com/outwardpeeledskin.html
>http://www.corazon.com/petalbulge.html
>http://www.corazon.com/redpaintsmearssoloprint.html
>http://www.corazon.com/twapaintpixweb.html
>http://www.corazon.com/doorpixweb.html
Cheers,
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John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Thu, 11 Jun 1998 00:30:13 -0700

Subject:
Only 120 million for a night wand?
TT makes me laugh>As a scientist,
>Why don't you do us all a favor and stop this F------ dribble about
>atmospherics, refraction and the setting sun, and get on to other things?
>As a scientist, I'm flaming sick and tired of all this nonsensical
>mathematical rhetoric. None of us can understand what the F--- you are
>talking about, anyway. And what is the relevance: to support/refute
>Meyer's observation, which he retracted (probably under fear of this
>type of bullshit) anyway??!
Hey, TT, why don't you do us all a favor and stop telling people what to
say or what not to say? They aren't writing to you or for you.
Understand, it's not for you. It is not written so you can understand
it.Like most conspiracy guys you think the world revolves around you.
If you are flaming sick and tired, then go lie down. Stop reading.
Permission granted to you to read what you want to read.
The purpose of sunset time is not to refute Meyer but to analzye possible
alternate explanation for streak as missile.
>Planet Hirsch, indeed! Time to grow up - the sun was down and twilight
>reigned at any altitude of importance. Show me proof positive that
>this was not the case at 13,700ft and I'll believe you. Send me the
>calculations and I'll have it analyzed at one of the most prestigious
>universties in the US (where I work, by the way).
>And you better have it correct!
We are not your students. You are the student and not doing too good, I
see.
>It's time to move onto other things. Monica is going to tell all. And
>Slick is covering every track. Arguing about refractive indices just
>to make oneself feel proud of one's prowess in geometric/algegraic
>mathematics is just plain ridiculous.
It may be time for you to move on to other things, like politics of the
President and stay away from difficult things like earth sciences.
>Speak English for us non-refractometric experts, and end it, OK??!!
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I sort of guess forum members get to speak in any language they wish, yo
speak in obscenities.
And censor talk of talk like this and don't talk like that. Let's see,
don't talk of atmospherics but do talk English. And this to a Scot who ha
a better command of the language then most on the planet.
Censors and conspiracy go together.
Like love and marriage.
TWA sued for harassment of safety workersCurrent quotes (delayed 20
mins.)
TWA 10 1/4 -3/8 (-3.53%) NEW YORK (Reuters) - TWA was sued
Wednesday by the U.S. Equal Employment Opportunity Commission
and three
female employees responsible for ground safety at New York's Kennedy
International Airport who alleged they were groped and forced to see a
manager's penis while on the job.
The two suits, filed in Brooklyn federal court, alleges that the Trans
World Airlines' employees were subjected to constant harassment by
Trans
World Airlines managers that included unwanted fondling, sexual
propositions, exposure of genitals and abusive language.
The suit filed by the individual women seeks $120 million in damages
from
Trans World Airlines Inc.
The women alleged that the highest level manager on duty in TWA's
Operational Control Tower who had overall responsibility for ground
safety
and security at Kennedy Airport had frequently displayed his erect penis
and groped them while they were performing safety and security-related
duties.
"One of our clients was afraid a manager was going to bite off her nipple
Another had her breast burned by hot paper towels. This is not a
complaint
to read after lunch," said Robert Lipman, one of the plaintiffs' lawyers.
The suits allege that after the women complained about discrimination,
TWA
took no remedial action and instead retaliated against them.
That explains it, the ground crew woman was checking to see if the
forward
cargo door was locked but the supervisor was waving his night wand
around
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and distracted her.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Sun, 21 Jun 1998 20:41:28 -0700

Subject:
Peers
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="iso-8859-1"
>JBS: Ok, request granted. Let's see, saw glint quick and sharp,
>
>That wasn't just a glint. It was a light like a camera flash that
>lit up the sky.
>
SF>That witness wrecks the cargo door theory just as well the missile
>theory, since when does a cargo door give off a flash of light, like
>a camera flash, when it goes off the plane?
Ah, good question. Although it is a statement in the guise of a question.
Yes, when does a cargo door give off a flash of light when it goes off a
plane? Asked as if it never happens. Asked as if there were no reasonable
explanation for a cargo door giving off a flash of light when it goes off
a plane.
A flash of light is like a twinkle. A camera flash is the HBomb at
Eniwetok. A missile, or center tank or cargo door would still be closer to
a twinkle than anything else.
What could cause a twinkle? How could a cargo door cause a twinkle?
Missile might be warhead detonation or engine exhaust shutting off. But
isn't.
Cargo door could be that flash of glare that reflects off all airliners at
a certain sun angle. And was.
Erratic to catch the eye.
But hey, to have any sort of mental exchange on opinion of whether cargo
door coming off airplane could apear as a flash of light, you must do the
experiment of actually looking at airliners as they pass by overhead and
wait for right angle to see short duration two seconds flare of sun of
fuselage and wings. If object leaves plane then it will appear as a flash
of light. But actually have to move dem bones outside and look at a real
airliner. A Boeing 747 is best but it works for all. Two seconds of bright
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glare. And if you don't see it you will never realize why the witness is
right when he said bright flash like a camers.
>JBS: Sounds like shiny piece of metal glinting in sun up high,
>
SF>A "light,...as abrupt as a camera flash but not as bright?"
Yes, exactly. Love dem witnesses.
RH>Barry,
>
>I wasn't saying that you are a Nazi. I was making a comparison between
>you and people who are patently wrong and seem to thrive on
>intellectually being beat up by their peers. Why?
>
>Richard Hirsch
>06/21/98
Peers? Where? Peers?
Peers, RH? You are peer of me? First the saliva gets caught in the back of
my throat as I snort with derision, then I unfortunately quickly inhale and
draw in some fluid to my lungs which sets of a coughing spree with water
coming out of my eyes and mucous out of my nose.
After regaining my composure enough to type, I again consider 'peer' in
this discussion group in relation to me. Well, I guess it needs to be
considered. Truth takes on all imposters.
1peer \"pir\ n 1 : one of equal standing with another : equal 2 : noble €
peer*age \-ij\ n
Anybody here been in a sudden night fiery jet airplane crash? Oh, no
peers.
(Lots of pee-ers, ones who pee all over the rules of reality)
Anybody here worked in a P3?
Anyone here drop things out of a P3?
Anybody here worked in a plane that fired rockets?
Anybody here worked in photo interpretation school?
Anybody here worked in an aircraft accident report?
Do I have any peers yet?
Anybody here worked in an Integrated Operational and Intelligence
Center on
a nuclear attack aircraft carrier in combat during wartime?
Anybody here been responsible for the operation and maintenance of
several
jet airplanes?
Anybody here been writing about hull ruptures in high time Boeing 747s
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shortly after takeoff leaving sudden loud sound and abrupt power cut
before
1992?
Peers, line up over here. Short line. Real short.
Anybody here have a web site over 1200 printed pages?
Anybody here with over 4000 flight hours including 2.2 supersonic?
What is this peer thing? Is it like I have persons of equal standing in a
discussion group about TWA 800, a sudden night fiery fatal jet airplane
crash?
I admit I have peer in discussion about JFK, Vince Foster, Boorda and
President Clinton. I even defer to others about those persons and their
lives and why they lived them.
But about TWA 800, certainly no peer to him who brought it up.
RH worth repeating>>I wasn't saying that you are a Nazi. I was making a
comparison between
>>you and people who are patently wrong and seem to thrive on
>>intellectually being beat up by their peers. Why?
You were saying I was a Nazi in some aspects. It's good thing we have
freedom of speech in this country. "Patently wrong"?
What does that mean?
1pa*tent \1 & 4 are "pat-ent, Brit also "pat-, 2 & 3 are "pat-ent, "pat-\
adj 1 : open to public inspection € used chiefly in the phrase letters
patent 2 : free from obstruction 3 : evident, obvious 4 : protected by a
patent syn manifest, distinct, apparent, palpable, plain, clear €
pat*ent*ly adv
Well, your opinion is noted. So what? Where's the facts, the raw data to
support opinion? You rely on other's opinion and that's still not raw data.
>intellectually being beat up
What does that mean? I'm one guy here with one explanation against
dozens
of entrenched missile guys who said they were running away and hiding
in an
new, 'safe' LSoft discussion group, and you say I'm beat up? I'm the
beater, the missile guys are the beatees.
I throw my pearls before swine.
Whoops, spoke too soon, a person asks for some pearls and he's not a
swine
below.
RS>I am sure you have considered various scenarios that may have been
>responsible for the cause of the cargo door releasing in mid-air. I am als
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>sure you probably have narrowed your original brainstorming down to
one or a
>few scenarios. Could you share the various scenarios you had even
considered
>in passing ?
>
>Thanks,
>
>Ray
>From website of course, mysterywhy.html
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
The Mystery:
Why does the forward lower lobe cargo door rupture/open in
flight?
There is a time for conjecture, speculation and just plain
guessing. Now is that time. The investigation is open and active into TWA
800. Based upon the available evidence, observed events, experience,
education, and some common sense, here are some possible explanations
for
why the forward cargo door of the Boeing 747 ruptures/opens in flight:
Principle: Balloon expands. Balloon pops. Why.
Fuselage undergoes
internal pressure. Door pops. Why.
Boundary layer will reduce the actual
speed of the air across the door to a very low amount. Further away from
the door the airspeed builds up. The sucking force of the jet engine is
negligible. The main force to open door comes from within. The internal
pressure against the large forward cargo door is very, very high. The door
will have to be open some distance before the slipstream can tear it open,
up, and away.
All that is needed for the door to be pulled out and torn up
and away is a lip of the door to protrude into airstream. A slight bulge on
a worn door will stick door edge out into 300 KCAS slipstream and allow
the
air to pull door out and tear it away. What can cause the door edge to
stick out? How much is needed? Assuming 300 KCAS of force over the
door,
high internal pressure to keep passengers comfortable, the edge of the doo
does not have to stick out very far before being pushed from within, and
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blown from the front. Let us assume two inches sticking out from the
bottom
of the sill is the amount than once reached the forces of wind take over
and tear eight foot by nine foot door away. What would cause bottom of
door
to extend out two inches?
The midspan latches have no locking sectors at all so the modification
does
not apply to them at all. Is it not strange that the risk of latch cams
becoming unlatched, and they have several times, is so great as to warran
locking sectors yet the two side midspan latches have none? And each of
them holds in more door sill than the lower latches. That is an astonishing
discovery: no locking sectors on all Boeing 747 forward cargo door
latches
which have rupture evidence at that midspan latch as shown on UAL 811
recovered door.
The absence of locking sectors for the midspan latches and the AD to
strengthen the eight locking sectors for the lower eight latch cams
explains much.
It probably solves how the forward cargo door of AI 182 and TWA 800
ruptured at aft midspan latch while the bottom latches remained latched in
place: that is the locking sectors did their job on those two doors and
prevented the eight lower latch cams from being driven into the unlatched
position when chafed wires shorted and turned door motor on.
Unfortunately
the midspan latches had no such protection and were driven into the
unlatched position enough for the internal pressure to rupture at that now
weakened area leaving similar shattered door pieces and bottom latches
still attached to lower sill for AI 182 and TWA 800.
For UAL 811 and Pan Am 103, the soft, pre-AD, locking sectors were
overridden by door motor and all ten latches were driven into the
unlatched
position allowing the door to open completely and slam upward, breaking
in
two and tearing away, leaving the identical pattern of torn away fuselage
skin and door broken in half longitudinally at midspan latches for each
door.
Four aircraft, four door motors to unlocked position, two locking sectors
held and two didn't; two partial openings/ruptures and two total openings
as reflected in the reconstructions and photographs of wreckage. AI 182
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and
TWA 800 had locking sectors hold so ruptures. PA 103 and UAL 811
had
locking sectors overridden so entire door opened and came off.
1.
Pneumatic: If the air keeps on coming into the balloon and less air escape
the balloon expands until pressure inside balloon exceeds strength to
contain pressure. Balloon pops at weakest spot on surface.
a. If air keeps
coming into Boeing 747 fuselage with less air escaping, the fuselage will
pop at weakest spot, a large door. Or if there is a small opening in
fuselage, air may escape or air may enter from 300 KCAS airstream until
door bulges out. If a hole appears in a seal of the cargo compartment, or a
hole appears from corrosion, the 300 KCAS airstream might enter
compartment
and highly pressurize to cause door to bulge out the necessary small
amount
to allow a larger hole to allow more airstream to enter and the cycle
continues rapidly until door is open enough for wind to tear it away. All
the steel latches in the world are not strong enough to withstand 300
KCAS
against a large surface door.
b. If the fuselage is balanced in pressure
and the aircraft starts to climb that balance is disrupted and the system
attempts to compensate. If the compensation is not smooth, or it is jerky,
a surge of high pressure air may momentarily bulge out the door the
required amount for it to be torn away. The puff off high pressure air may
only last for a seconds before the pressurization system corrects its
balance but that may be long enough to open a worn door with gouged
latch
cams and lock sectors. So, if there is a malfunction in pressure regulating
devices of 747 then too much air may enter and may bulge worn door out
enough to be torn away.
c. If older fuselage flexes enough the worn seal on
a worn door may leak allowing air to enter cargo compartment
pressurizing
it and pushing out on door which opens more allowing more air in to
pressurize compartment which pushes out on door...
d If pilot applies power
to all engines, increased air requirements result in increased sucking
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power of jet intakes which may allow cargo door to bulge toward engine
number 3, just a few yards away. Very unlikely because of 300 knot
slipstream which negates any suction of the jet engine on the door.
e. The
midspan latches may be a weak area. One latch holds eight feet of vertica
side of door in tight. The door may fracture/rupture at midspan and open.
The bottom latches may remain latched. Fuselage distortion and twisting
may
put unusual stresses on door frame.
f. Engine cowling comes loose.
Possible sequence: EPR/EGT indication of surge as loose cowling on
number
three comes off, shown as radar blip, bleed air from three affected, more
heat/air goes into forward cargo compartment, overpressure blows out
weakest area, around or through cargo door. Nose then comes off
sequence
follows as evidence shows. All suspect planes have JT9D. Cowlings have
come
off many times before. Cowling would explain radar blip too early in
sequence for door. Cowling reflects light. Engine bleed air comes from
three and others and goes into forward cargo compartment. Ducts fail.
Blow
out around/of door would explain latches being latched yet door goes.
2.
Electrical:
a. Door actuator motor gets signal to open and turns cams which
are normally stopped by lock sectors, but worn lock sectors allow cams to
turn just a few degrees which allow door to slightly open.
b. Frayed wires
in door motor bundle rub against metal fuselage and short connection and
turn motor on for a few seconds.
c. Motor gets signal to turn on from
adjacent powerful transmitters in main equipment compartment.
d. Exhaust
Pressure Ratio related problem:
800 had EPR changed before fatal flight
103
had EPR blip on #3 just before crash.
182 had EPR gripe not fixed for fatal
flight.
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811 could have had EPR gripe but all non cargo door gripes omitted
from report.
3. Mechanical:
a. The cam sectors are not completely over center and
therefore can be forced open by internal force.
b. The manual locking
handle jams and looks locked but isn't.
c. The locking sectors get bent and
do not fully engage cam sectors.
d. Something unseen is jammed between door
and frame preventing full closure.
e. Loader rams door sill and bends it
out of rig preventing flush closure.
4. Combination of factors:
a. Worn latches, not tight.
b. Worn lock
sectors, not tight.
c. Not closed fully, not tight.
d. Pressure regulating
system not smooth.
e. Door out of rig slightly, not tight.
f. Electrical
short in door open system.
g. Must be going 296 KCAS or higher.
e. Older
fuselage twisting and flexing.
f. Small hole from corrosion or worn seal
allowing high speed air in with no way out.
g. Door motor gets signal to
open.
Miscellaneous:
a. It is never closed fully and pops open when
pressure differential is high enough.
b. It was backdriven manually
damaging cams allowing door to spring open.
c. It was back driven
electrically damaging lock sectors.
d. Fuselage flexing normal or by
turbulence allowed door to spring open.
e. Electrical short within door
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opening system turning on door actuator motor.
f. Loose heavy cargo shifts
into door.
g. Internal explosive force against door.
h. Locking pins
shearing and releasing door to open.
i. Intentionally/unintentionally
opened by crew inflight.
j. Electrical power surge from communication radio
antenna or power supply.
k. Frayed electrical wires to door control system
shorting on fuselage.
l. Passenger using electronic device triggering door
open signal.
m. At certain airspeed the wind has enough force to pry open
poorly sealed door.
n. When door closed it squeezed against something that
prevented full closure allowing later opening.
o. A ship or aircraft was
pointing laser tracking device on aircraft and it penetrated door and
ignited something which blew out door.
p. Surface to air missile hits door
and opens it.
q More to come...open for suggestions, can't fix it without
knowing the problem, can't stop the effect of crashing without knowing th
cause of door rupture/opening.
United Airlines Flight 811:
Contributing Factors:
First AAR had wrong cause for door opening, improper latching. Once
door
was found, a switch was found to be defective changing probable cause to
electrical short.
Frayed wires in door motor control bundle.
Air India Flight 182:
Contributing Factors:
Airspeed crept up to above recommended speed, 296 knots instead of 290
knots because of fifth engine in pod.
Pan Am Flight 103:
Contributing Factors:
Older airplane, night door closing
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Trans World Airlines Flight 800:
Contributing Factors:
Extremely old airplane, night door closing, running late.
Design
considerations for a forward cargo door on a Boeing 747
The first rule in designing and building a pressurized hull is: Don't cut
holes in it. If one must cut holes in the hull for essential reasons make
sure the holes are small well sealed. And then if the hole fails to seal,
make sure the hull does not come apart.
Those principles were violated in
aircraft and submarines to the dismay of the families of the victims of
inadvertent door openings in pressurized hulls.
The nuclear submarine
Thresher was sunk because a small hole in the hull had a valve installed
backwards so the water kept on coming in and sunk the boat and killed
everyone on board.
UAL Flight 811 had a cargo door open inflight and nine
passengers were sucked out to their deaths from their seats above the
cargo
door.
The design errors on doors for Boeing 747 are as follows.
1. The
hole is too large. It is large to accommodate passengers' spare clothes and
other non-essential items. A small hole will depressurize slowly and not
allow huge amounts of fast moving air into the hull.
2. The hole has a
complicated door system for locking and unlocking which is prone to
misuse.
In fact two Airworthiness Directives have been issued against that specifi
door, the forward lower lobe cargo door.
3. a. The door is hinged on top
and opens upwards. The tradition of passengers entering by a front hinged
door and baggage loaded into a top hinged door goes back to
stagecoaches,
buggies, cars, trains, and buses. And when those cargo doors opened the
penalty was bashed baggage and damaged doors. At speeds above 200
knots
such an error has catastrophic results. The door opens and the airstream
pushes the door up and tears it off it upper hinges taking away as large
part of fuselage skin, exposing the nose of the aircraft to huge amounts of
powerful fast moving air. Top hinged doors on fast moving pressurized
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hulls
is a fatal design error. They also exist to ease the loading of the
non-essential items by the baggage handlers.
b. Doors hinged on the front
are slightly better but the door will still flap around and eventually
break off leaving a large hole. The air pressure will attempt to keep the
door closed. A front hinged door, when it opens in flight, will at least
give the crew time to slow the airplane down to reduce flutter and possibl
allow safe return to land.
Cargo doors, and passenger doors, and engine
doors, and access doors will all be left open or open by themselves soone
or later. The effect should be mild and easily corrected. The consequence
for that small oversight should not be total destruction and death.
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Tue, 16 Jun 1998 13:13:01 -0700

Subject:
Pictures of windows 747
http://www.corazon.com/747windowswiring.html
http://www.corazon.com/747windowsmore.html
http://www.corazon.com/747windows.html
Closeups of windows of 747 during manufacture
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Mon, 1 Jun 1998 21:49:48 -0700

Subject:
Pep Talk
EH>The list
>has several rules which must be obeyed in order to keep the discussion
concise
>and to the point:
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Don't disobey!
> Members must use their real names and real email
>addresses in order to join the list.
Don't lie!
> No fictional aliases will be allowed to
>join the list.
Don't lie!
(I guess that leaves this John Smith out.)
> Members are also encouraged to post an email to the list
>explaining their background, interests, and reasons for their interest in th
>missile theory.
Don't lie!
> only members may post to the list,
Don't cheat!
>and only members
>may access the archives of the list.
Don't cheat!
>NO profanity or personal attacks will be tolerated.
No swearing!
>The discussion will be strictly limited to the events, ideas, and evidence
>surrounding the TWA 800 missile theory.
Don't digress!
>List members who abuse any of these rules will be promply removed
from the
>list.
Or you will die.
Well, let me think this over. Do I want to apply for membership in a grou
that....has a lot of rules. A group that assume its members are lying
cheating thieves? Like the Ten Commandmants.
Hmmm....only seven in the new group, the "The TWA Flight 800 Missile
Discussion List"
Hmmm...."TWA Flight 800" comes before "Missile" so the airplane is sti
the first priority. Missile is still number two. The missile guys ain't
gonna like that.
Time for a pep talk, missile guys. Gather round the old campfire and let m
tell you about life.
You have barely begun to fight. As long as the streak is not adequately
explained it will always be possible that a missile shot down TWA 800.
The
possibility of that being true is enough to sustain you for the rest of
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your life. The NTSB has yet to issue its final report, a final report than
can be modified with another final report if new evidence surfaces, pun
intended. The trials have not yet begun that will releases floods of
information. Missile guys will be Boeing. Missile guys will be TWA 800
Missile guys will be Pratt and Whitney. The party has not yet begun.
Not one penny has changed hands from insurance company to
beneficiaries.
Public and private pressure will demand some sort of resolution. My fear
no trial, all settled out of court. No argument, no raw data, no nuttin'.
Anyway, all this talk of leaving will be so demoralizing you will hate
yourself for at least a week. You were here first at this LSoft group. You
are the senior members, I believe. Who was first here? A bomb guy?
Missile
guy? It wasn't wiring/cargo door guy. He was a year late.
As long as you are against the center tank as initial event you are my
ally. You don't want to believe it but as long as I am against the center
tank as initial event I am your ally.
We are allies. It's OK for allies to detest one another, it part of the
rules. Another rule is the backstabbing double crossing part does not start
until the common objective is reached, center tank is not initial event.
So, the point? No retreat. No retreat. No retreat.
Make your stand here at LSoft, in this discussion group. Overlook, don't
read, avoid, bypass, filter, the trash from the truth. You can do it. It's
hard but that why you get the big respect.
Or quit. Defeat. Retreat. Dishonor. Betrayal. Waste.
Or go on. Glory, satisfaction, fame, vindication, trust, love.
Your call.
The below is supposed to be Dana Scully in disguise. But DS from his/he
posts would not write drivel as below. Too bragging. Too mixed up tense
Too many cliches. DS would never say "I has more..."
Provide corroboration of DS being LA, it does't ring true.
Les' Resume
I has more than 14 years of experience in diversified telecommunications
and information assurance. He has extensive experience
*
I provide financial and budgetary analysis to ITT Systems'
information services projects. He ensures
*
I coordinate the identification of information assurance anomalies
with various local, state, and federal law enforcement agencies. He also
coordinates
Above LA does not sound like DS. No match.
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>SM: Did I deny no paint smears. Read that above sentence again. It sa
>i SEE no paint smears. The picture is simply not very clear.
>>
Ha! The website URL picture you gave is extremely clear.
>http://www.corazon.com/TWA800hullrupture.html
This is the autopsy of the victim and shows exit wound.
You say 'I see no paint smears.' Until you agree you see at least seven
very large very red paint smears in between the passenger windows above
the
cargo door area, our discussion is finished. Just like it was until you
agreed to acknowledge the reality of UAL 811.
>>>Gota love them armchair quarterbacks that are so smart they just
know how
>>>to build a better airplane.
>>
>>True.
>
>SM: You are arrogant!
Teflon the entire skin, actually Teflon is like sandpaper to a new carbon
based polymer that is ten thousands time smoother then Teflon. Talk abou
reducing drag....
>I take all serious suggestions.
and close your eyes to seven large red paint smears.
Come back when you open your eyes, you aren't color blind are you? If
so,
the paint smears will appear gray. But still smears, they will not go away.
RS>It perplexes me that my questions about Meyer's observations as they
compare
>to the record has caused some to think I am a government sponsored
spammer.
Only to the missile guys, not me. They are conspiracy nuts, and if you are
against them, you must be part of the plot.
>As far as the questions Smith raises. Why avoid his innie,outie question
>If he can prove that the holes were not caused by hitting the water, he
>gives you the ability to prove that it might be caused by external blast.
Right.
They avoid inward/outward question for fear of thinking going into the
unknown.
Missile guys seek to contrain their thinking in areas not thoroughly
plotted out as safe and satisfying. Like a special list that they are quite
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sure will not provide painful startling new thoughts.
Oh, missile guys, please don't go, it just won't be the same around here
without you.
But hey, if you do go, and let me be the first to wish you smooth sailing
and may the wind be always at your back, be sure to say Hi to Rivero out
there in the cold. Invite him your new list, "The little missile that
could."
Ha!
Ciao!
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Fri, 12 Jun 1998 10:12:14 -0700

Subject:
Put up or shut up.
MR> John, get a life. The damned door did not open in flight. Both the
>bottom and sides of the recovered door are still latched in place.
Eyewitnesses saw an object rising up towards the 747, not falling away
>from it.
Michael, I do have a life, it is debunking pseudo science quacks like you.
Pseudo science because you make incorrect statements so easily rebutted
Side of doors still latched. Well, not. Photo shows clearly aft door frame
with nothing latched to it. The forward side is too shreded to even clearly
see the frame so not sides still latched. Two midspan latches missing.
Basic astronomy tells students right away than a streak in space, with no
size cues, is impossible to determine direction relative to ground observer
>I know you guys are desperate to keep the lid on this cover up,
Conspiracy nonsense thus fries your brain. They have a whole LSoft list
for
you guys, the missile TWA 800 guys paid for and everything. And
newsgroups
too.
> If the cargo door theory was at all plausible with regard to the
>recovered wreckage, don't you think the NTSB would prefer that over
the
>frayed wire theory?
A real question and you'll have to ask NTSB. My answer is that
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wiring/cargo
door explanation is many times more catastrophic for NTSB and FAA
and
Boeing than center tank because those agencies have said it couldn't
happen, and when it did happen, they said they fixed it, and when it broke
again, they said they fixed it again and a chafed wire short could never
cause the door to unlatch in flight. They were wrong and their error killed
hundreds. That's why they don't prefer wiring/cargo door. I understand
why
they don't work hard to get themselves fired and possibly sent to prison.
Cargo door is innocent bystander, just like center tank. Both did what
physics told them to do, unlatch and catch on fire. Aft part of door
ruputred, middle part of door opened, edges stayed attached, understand
concept.
JBS helps MR with new mantra>Eyewitnesses saw an object rising up
towards
the 747, not falling away from it. The damned door did not open in
flight.Eyewitnesses saw an object rising up towards the 747, not falling
away from it. The damned door did not open in flight.Eyewitnesses saw a
object rising up towards the 747, not falling away from it. The damned
door
did not open in flight.Eyewitnesses saw an object rising up towards the
747, not falling away from it. The damned door did not open in
flight.Eyewitnesses saw an object rising up towards the 747, not falling
away from it. The damned door did not open in flight.Eyewitnesses saw a
object rising up towards the 747, not falling away from it. The damned
door
did not open in flight.
OOooooommmmmmm.....
Red on top of white between passenger windows.
Put up or shut up.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Sun, 31 May 1998 22:57:37 -0700
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Subject:
Quitters.
Dear Missile Guys,
Quitters. Run away. Drop your rock. Hide. Hug your buddies. Whine.
Cry.
Whimper.
New list, ha!
>I can, for instance, shell out around $50 bucks per year
>and have LSoft set up a new discussion list for which I am the
administrator,
>and more importantly, the moderator.
The wannabe censor has the ultimate, his own list to censor.
>1. Limit of 1 post per person per day.
Too many! 1 a month sounds about OK, separate the wheat from the
trash.
>2. No fictional aliases will be allowed.
DNA results mandatory.
>3. List will be moderated to limit the discussion to advancing the missil
>theory.
And if a poster retards it, poof, the firing squad for treason.
>4. The list will probably be called Missile-800, or something similar.
No, I think there is a better one, TWA 800 losers, quitters, hiders,
whiners, and runners away group. I don't see the meteor guy leaving and
starting new uncritical group. I don't see the bomb guy running away. I
don't see the external fuel leak explosion guy skulking away with tail
between legs. I don't see wiring/cargo door guy, one against most,
stumbling, falling down, dropping his rock. Heck, he is here smiling,
asking for more.
>And by
>the way, the new list should also have the potential for ruling out the
>missile
>theory if the evidence so supports that route.
See number 3, limit the discussion to advancing the missile theory to the
rule out position to oblivion. I love it, flawed contradictory logic in two
paragraphs.
>If anyone would like to recommend other criteria for this new possible
list,
>please let me know.
OK. Only losers need apply.
>BD Responds:
>It is precisely this smug, self righteous, holier
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>than thou attitude that is driving people to
>find another list.
No, not all people, just the losers.
>If both times are true I have a new theory. I call it the time warp theory.
>
>
>The area is restricted by the military has time warps. Travel by plane
>between these time warps will cause the physical object to split apart
>because the physical structure spans between to different times and the
>front is separated from the back by the time difference.
>
>Usually these differences are infinitesimal and only cause small fracture
>These fractures are believed to be from stress but they are really from th
>time changes. Sometimes these differences are magnified by natural
forces
>and cause accidents like the Titanic. ( it never really hit the ice burg ).
>
> The military has learned how to magnify these time warps and was
working on
>this when TWA800 crossed over.
Bravo! New Theory! Get out the list, add time warp. I just loved Rocky
Horror Picture Show.
Those pesky secret military types, now they have time travel and won't
tell us!
BD does missile guy welcome>Now, you could be an inocent newcomer
or you
>could be using that guise to dredge up old
>issues the at have been throroughly discussed.
>Your writing style is suspicously like Chris
>Olsson without the sharp edge, but the sarcasm
>and ridicule are there.
Hey, you could be Godzilla or DS or anybody if you don't agree with
missile
guys; if you do agree then you are the smartest, most astute wise person o
earth.
BS>I counseled the person who told me Dana's identity not to publicly
burn him
>on the list, as spooks can be useful. The problem is that I told a couple
>of other people and evidently one of them told Eric, who let the cat out o
>the bag.
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Eric did not reveal DS into LA, it was you. Leaker. And how do you
know?
How did you find out identity with only hotmail address? Amazing the
way
missile guys get raw data. It's amazing. Got the hate mail guy in a minute
OK, I've got one, if you could find this out, I'd be grateful.
Here is is.
Date: Mon, 16 Sep 1996 08:42:03 -0700
X-Url: http://www.corazon.com/800newsreports.html
From: enter_your_e-mail_address_here@splinter.boeing.com
(enter_your_name_here)
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: FOD in engine 3 of flight 800
Status:
It turns out that the debris found to have damaged engin 3 of
flight 800 was from the engine itself...not any cargo door.
I don't believe that the front cargo door carries enough load
such that, should it get blown off in the manner shown in those good
pictures you have of the other 747 (UAL 811?) that managed to land,
that the loss of this door would cause the whole nose to come off.
OK, no signature, no clue to identity, note return address does not work
and I don't understand that enter your name here stuff. I would really like
to talk to this Boeing guy. Note date. Note good argument of 811 nose
stayed on, that Sammy uses all the time.
I think it's a Boeing engineer, any way to find out? This might be one
Boeing person who would discuss 800.
Back to the fray:
>Since you have been
>on the list, you have contributed little, if any,
>original information and only belittle and ridicule
>those who dare to question the government theroy.
>Maybe you should start a Government apologist list
>and stop wasting our time.
Missile guy time is always wasted time. Wiring/cargo door guy welcome
all
contrary evidence and discussion. There is a government list already, it's
called NTSB and FAA websites.
Fencesitter RH>I would participate in a new list if it was formed, but I
also would
maintain my participation in the LSOFT forum.
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RH>No matter what the size of the piece of front cargo hold door falling
>and spinning from 13,700 feet there is a basic problem. The USNO said
>there was no sunlight.
>
>I've made a chart for you.
>
>13,700 feet ------> no sun
>12,700 feet ------> no sun
>11,700 feet ------> no sun
>10,700 feet ------> no sun
> 9,700 feet ------> no sun
> 8,700 feet ------> no sun
> 7,700 feet ------> no sun
> 6,700 feet ------> no sun
> 5,700 feet ------> no sun
> 4,700 feet ------> no sun
> 3,700 feet ------> no sun
> 2,700 feet ------> no sun
> 1,700 feet ------> no sun
Thank you. How about 300 feet higher? 14000 feet? Oh, full sun.
RS>16 arc minutes ( the sun size) from setting.
>This would set the time back to 20:19. (if I understand what I read, the
sun
>appears to be about 16 arc minutes and 15 arc minutes equals 1 minute
"real
>time"---please let me know if I understand this correctly).
Yeah, not that simple for sunset at 13700 feet and plane climbing and som
say plane at 13800 feet...
So, what about 13700 feet? I thought it was some sun up there, not all but
a sliver, light from upper limb, you know the amount that would still blin
you forever if you stared at the 'no sun' part of the sun at 13700 feet at
20:31:12.
Then of course, the twilight alone would provide enough reflective light
off a shiny object to streak. And the twilight had not yet started. We used
to call night landings on carriers at twilight, pinkies. It counted in the
log book but it was not the same as a night landing, so difficult they are
entered as such for each carrier landing in one's log book. I have 42 night
landings, about five of which were pinkies. My last flight in the Vigilante
was a pinkie off Greece.
Anyway enough light at 20:31:12 for shiny object to spin off and reflect
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off shiny object as red-orange streak, the color of twilight.
>That means from 13,700 feet to altitudes lower than that every
>second it was falling.
True. Getting darker as it falls.
>The eye witnesses saw something moving upward making its own light
as it
>traveled upward.
You wish. You hope. You interpret. You don't want to believe that it is
impossible for anyone to confirm that based upon one person, even missil
expert, seeing streak of any direction, duration, or color in a 3D space
movement.
>It had to make its own light because there was no sun
>light at their altitude.
No sun, but sunlight yes, it's called twilight. You know, the kind you can
still read a newspaper by.
>The eye witnesses were all interviewed and were
>able to prove that they know how to spell "UP" and what the definition
>of "Up" was.
And in 3D space up and down and all around do not mean much relative
to the
ground.
It's landlubber thinking to not understand movements in space perceived
by
stationary ground observers.
You missile guys still do not understand plane up high coming right at yo
gives no streak, just a dot, and that does not mean the object is level, it
is descending. Understand, descending right at you gives steady dot. It's
not level. Down streak means it hits in front of your feet, up streak means
it's descending less and hits in back of you. Up streak is descending
object. Oh so counter intuitive for land lubbers.
How do you know they knew what 'up' was and could spell it? Probably
some
non english speakers among the eyewitnesses. You destroy your
credibility
of researched sources and statements for a cheap thrill of sarcasm. Sign o
a loser.
>Having a
>moderator keeps the nonsense stuff off (such as "BillyBob" and "Abdul
in a
>Dingy" and "Chicken Crossing the Road" discussions).
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Having a moderator is fine, it's called the head censor. You would love th
group, as long as you are the moderator. And when that moderator leads
the
group in directions unwanted, off you go to form another 'moderated'
group.
Loser thinking. (Dinghy)
>they would have to understand that
>unless their posts met a certain level of dignity and focus the moderator
will
>automatically reject them because this new list will specifically focus on
the
>missile(s) evidence.
I love this. It's why I will never ever consent to post in a moderated
group, or go on AOL, or keep my web site free of stuff magazines tell me
to
keep off.
'level of dignity' Please, I'm spitting up milk through my nose, stop.
This disgust of the TWA 800 flight discussion group is by guys that won'
talk about TWA 800...hmmm... is that clue?
>As to the number of posts per day I think three is a good number - it
allows
>for a quick follow up etc and again the moderator is there to throw out
the
>junk should it arise.
This is how tyranny starts. One man's junk is another man's conclusive
evidence, but your 'moderator' knows the difference. Ha! It's the religious
thinking again, subordinate your brain to another's choice, just hope he
doesn't like your last name and has to take you to the rooftop at dawn for
firing squad, as happens to so many people who trust 'moderators'.
It's good for people who don't want conflict in their lives and demand
reassurance that what they think is right is right. And will always be
right. And they are good people. And those that don't think that way are
wrong, and evil, and out to hurt you.
>Eric,
>
>I'll be happy to join this New LIST, as long as "Dana" is limited to one
post
>per week.
>Just kidding, Dana...really!
>And Eric, require a FULL list member disclosure statement. I, for one,
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would
>like to know who these new list members are...and why they are
interersted in
>the subject of TWA 800. I want to get to the bottom of all of this, and I
will
>publish the truth, whatever the real cause, cargo door, 007s, etc, etc,
>included.
>
>Bruno Lewandowski, Editor & Publisher
>World Aero-Engine Review (www.waer.com)
Already, modifications...and modifications...
The style of the messenger, that is the title of the group, is independent
to the truth of the message, that is, the cause of TWA 800 crash.
The style of the messenger, that is the title of the group, is dependent to
the pleasure of the message, that is, the cause of TWA 800 crash being a
missile shootdown.
>>Well, compression fractures were noted in exhibits describing right sid
>>forward of the nose of 800 and tension fractures on the left side forwar
>>of the nose. That indicates to me the nose crumpled from the right into
>>explo decom hole. And hoop stresses were found in cargo door area,
>>indicating to me door opened in flight.
>
>SM: Good reply <g>. You answer with vague generalities. What
exactly
>showed hoop stresses and just exaxtly how does this "prove" that the
door
>opened in flight. You funny again!
I've already posted the exact testimony of hoop stresses with stringer
number given by Wildey, and the compression and tension fracture
locations
forward of the wing on each side is given in Exhibit.
Door stops hoop stresses when closed. When open hoop stresses can
occur.
They did.
>SM: There is enough there in the pictures to postiviely know there is
NO
>similarity between UAL811 and TWA800 cargo door.
Except for aft midspan latch rupture hole in 811 in photo, and aft midspan
petal outward bulge in photo of 800. Oh, and about ten other extremely
significant similarities...hinge, paint, age, shape...
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>SM: I am saying I see NO smears. What are you referring to?
I'm referring to something called 'paint markings' by Neil Schalekamp of
FAA, paint smears by me, and whatever you want to call many, yes, man
large, yes, large, red, yes red, marks on top of the normal white paint
between the passenger windows above the cargo door.
To deny their existence is the same as calling a latch a guide, it's cool
is reality lets you get away wity it, but here in reality world, a latch
latches and red paint is red paint.
>SM: Well then, let's all trust the six year old and ignore the seasoned
>veteran with 19 yrs of 747 experience.
Who is so blind as to not see many large red paint marks where they are
not supposed to be.
>I deal in hard evidence and you deal in vague generalities and
similarities.
I deal in red paint marks and latches. You deal in invisible abstractions
changing titles at whim.
>There comes a time in everyone's life when they should and need to
admit
>their mistakes, tuck their tails in and apologize for the error of their
>ways. Your time was up a long time ago and your persistence is childis
>Grow up!
So true. I accept your apology for blindly ignoring the many, large, red
paint marks and refusing to acknowledge a latch latches when it is called
latch.
>SM: NOT. Why then do all of the other manufacturers use outward
opening
>doors.
Stupidity.
SM>Why does Boeing, on the same model airplane use both plug and
outward
opening cargo doors. (note: the bulk cargo doors on 747s are plug type
door).
And that's why no AD or SDR on aft bulk cargo door on 747s, only the
outward opening ones that can blow, not the nose, only the two on port
when
modified and the two stock starboard side.
SM>Why do brand new designs such as the A340 and 777 still use
outward
opening doors?
Stupidity
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> It is no doubt more costly to develop and build an externally opening
door than a plug type door.
Right but it takes up internal space and outward opening does not.
>There are other reasons why the manufacturers build outward opening
doors
. Among them are storage location and, jammed operations should carg
shift in flight. You can call me a Boeing apologist, but who do you pick
on for Airbus, McDonnell Douglas, Lockhead, and all of the other
manufacturers that have used this concept.
I do. All stupid, Even stagecoaches, submarines and cars that have fail to
unsafe postion doors are stupid. Remember suicide doors on cars that the
two rear doors opened in to slipstream? Key word 'suicide'.
>Gota love them armchair quarterbacks that are so smart they just know
how
>to build a better airplane.
True.
> Maybe we should demand all airplanes be built of bomb proof steel,
>wouldn't that be a lot safer? It must abe only money that stands in the
>way. Certainly we could get an all steel airplane to fly, we may even ge
>it to fly 100 miles unrefueled with 5 people on board, but hey, it would
>be somewhat safer because you can't blow it up. (Of course we won't
>factor in that added safety hazard of having to take off and land 30 time
>on a transcontinental flight.)
Maybe we should demand airline mechanics to put safety of passenger's
live
first foremost and never forgotten. And that means taking seriously
suggestions, evidence, and analysis of danger to one of his planes he has
responsibility for instead of saying, what's the use, it's dangerous and
peoeple die sometimes, get used to it. Can't make you a safe plane and
have
you fly far or cheap, got to be dangerous so put up your airfare and shut
up, buckle up, and hold on.
Outward opening cargo doors were in early design for 717 before Comet
crashes and dangers of repeated pressurizations were unknown for
commercial
aircraft. 717 had port side outward door, it became 707 with outward
opening starboard doors, DC 10 had outward and it worked except three
times, 350 dead, three planes down.
747 had UAL preflight, PA 125 and UAL 811 for outward opening, nine
dead by
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their count, three more 182 103 and 800 for 829 dead and three more
planes
down. All ruptures in forward cargo hold forward of the wing.
Stan Martin, outward doors not dangerous and have to be that way, red
paint
smears don't exist, and a 'latch' does not 'latch', it does something else.
Whoa, denial of reality is strong in this one.
Here is undeniable truth: outward opening doors in pressurized hulls are
dangerous, red paint smears are there, they are large, and they are many
above forward cargo door, and a 'latch' 'latches' by rotating the
'latching' cam around the 'latching' pin, thus completing the 'latching'
action.
>You guys are a hoot.
Because we are smart as owls, hoooooot, hoooooot.
Back to the quitters, oh, you know who I mean.
Well, look missile guys, and you know who you are. When the going gets
tough, as it is now with all this red paint smear, latch reality sinking
in, think. Think. What is going on. If you want to prove the government i
an ass, you still can. NTSB and FAA have the wrong place in the bad
wiring
explanation. NTSB has wiring/center tank explanation, and I have the
wiring/cargo door explantion. The danger is still there. Do you care about
danger to future passengers? Probably not, so forget it, if it's not
missile then you are not interested, I know.
Well, that's why you are running and once hidden from view, like in
another
'forum' you can quietly slip away with apologies to your missile buddies
who will 'understand' they are about to do the same. Quietly slip away.
I don't blame you.
Well, maybe this TWA 800 discussion group will become a better place,
can
invite some non conspiracy TWA 800 people to it. Gee, a 800 group
talking
about 800, what a change. Probably not as many laughs.
Time warp explanation would not come from a Boeing Engineer,
methinks.
My favorite I made up is insurance scam. TWA 800 took off, flew to a
secret
island until they get the insurance money and then the families meet and
they live happily ever after with the money. Fake debris on bottom and
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that's why it doesn't match up. Ha!
Well, missile guys, is it too soon to say goodbye? If not, goodbye.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Tue, 2 Jun 1998 23:32:15 -0700

Subject:
Red and out?
DS>Barry Allen Smith wrote:
>You know, thinking it over, maybe it is better if you
>missile guys move on.
No he didn't. Who is Barry Allen Smith?
A person puts his full name in a post, his phone number, his address, his
web site, his email, and what happens? Nobody believes him.
John Barry Smith, not Barry Allen Smith.
Glitter was in cargo hold in baggage container, when cargo hold ruptured
the baggage container holding the glitter ruptured also and spread the
stuff all over. It's not chaff.
OK, all you missile guys and bomb guys, truth time: Here's two facts you
can look at. If you look at a picture and say to your deep dark soul that
it is one way, then OK, If you say another way, then OK too, it's a fork in
the road.
It's the picture of the autopsy of the victim.
http://www.corazon.com/TWA800hullrupture.html
http://www.corazon.com/porthingepaintweb.html
You have to have access to the web to view it.
There are two facts to either agree or not agree. If you don't agree, tell
me so I can stop harping on the reality.
If you do agree then you will have some new thinking to think. Always
dangerous.
Are there red paint smears on the white paint between the passenger
windows
of TWA 800 above the cargo door?
Is most of the shattered skin blown in an outward direction?
If you say no, then we have no more to discuss.
If you say yes, then the discussion continues.
Pure and simple.
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Clean and quick.
Red and out? Yes or no.
Short for the missile guys.
Simple for the conspiracy guys.
Easy for objective observers.
Easy outs: DS, need to look closer. SM, blurry photo. All others, what
skin? Ha!
DS>Please check the topic of this list and
>reframe from posting SPAM in the future.
>Posting SPAM makes you a professional
>'disinformationalist'.
Water off a duck's back to a missile guy.
BD hangs in there>Chris Olsson's last few posts are a perfect example of
>how the government appologists will continue to regurgitate
>old issues that have been thoroughly discussed, and waste
>valuable bandwidth
Yeah, like about two cents per terrabyte and it's all free so don't clog it
up with facts like sunset physical things that can be checked.
> Chris is an expert
>at picking an insignificant discrepancy, finding an error,
>and using false association, try to discredit the entire
>statement, the messenger and anyone who would be stupid
>enough to associate with the message or messenger!
And I invite him, nay plead, with him to do that to the wiring/cargo door
explanation. And any other man woman or child who has the brains to
figure
out a plane crashe can certainaly: "picking an insignificant discrepancy,
finding an error,
>and using false association, try to discredit the entire
>statement, the messenger and anyone who would be stupid
>enough to associate with the message or messenger!"
No problem. Wiring/cargo door still standing here. Does that give a clue t
which is correct?
>Whether Meyer saw the limb of the sun at the same time,
>or shortly before he saw the streak is meaningless to
>the point that he saw a streak. Whether he was flying
>Jolly 11 or Jolly 14 is also irrelevant to the matter.
>The point is, their job is to confuse the issues and
>distract debate on real facts.
Very important if he saw sun or not, sort of basic and it means that streak
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could be cargo door/shiny metal object spinning away.
And if the missile guy pilot eyewitness can make honest error of who is
name is, 11 or 14 and it be innocent, which I believe it is, and the error
be honest and not part of conspiracy, coverup or plot, then when a non
missile guy makes an error it also can be considered as non plot non
conspiracy non plot action.
See, that's why it's important.
>A couple of days ago I posted some factual information
>about the altimeters and fuel flow meters which prove
>that the CIA video was impossible. The engines flamed
>out at 20:31:12. The plane then became a brick. It
>did not climb 3,000 ft. What do we get for discussion?
Agreement.
Total agreement. Center tank not initial event.
Can we raise our glasses high and toast that?
It did what PA 103 did after nose off and nose off within five seconds of
initial event. And no climb for those five seconds which at best would be
about ten feet.
PA 103, nose off, nose down, roll left, descend, come apart, wing catches
on fire, engine 3 fodded and on fire. Debris spreads in same patttern as
182 and 800, nose, rest of plane, and initial stuff zone.
>They don't want
>to talk about the real evidence.
Who 'they'? And that funny asking a conspiracy guy who 'they' is. It's
everybody for chrissake.
But call it NTSB and you will get agreement again.
The center tank as initial event needs to be debunked before our
explanations will ever be taken seriously. And center tank as initial event
will always be 'Could have been." But wasn't. I know all about temps and
ratios enough to know there was a fireball, the center tank had some soot
and outward peeled skin. Game over. Center tank blew up and TWA 800
out of
sky. What more do you need? It sounded like it blew up, it looked like it
blew up, people saw it blow up, that type have blown up before, what mo
do you need?
See the problem?
The non center tank guys, that's all of us here, need to unite to gain
strength from numbers and at least do the center tank did not blow up
thing, Richard Hirsch in charge.
I could do it except the missile guy's hair is probably all long and
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greasy, and his/her glasses need adjusting, and overweight, of course.
You probably could not stand my fashion of securing my shoes, like
shoelaces, or velcro, or buckles, or zipper, or pull on. You'd find
something not to like.
So, the deal would be off through mutual detestation.
Whew, that was close. I just have to suppress my feelings of unity and sta
the heck away from the missile guys. Just remember, they can't see red
paint smears, they can't decide if out is out or in, can't think in 3D, and
are so closed minded that if on 747 had a big hole in the side and the nose
stayed on, that all 747s with a sudden hole in nose will have nose stay on
Ok, fine, but still, we are the only ones on the planet who know the center
tank did not blow up spontaneously by unknown ignition source.
>"Whether Meyer saw the limb of the sun at the same time, or shortly
before
>he saw the streak is
>meaningless to the point that he saw a streak".
If he was wrong about the light object called the sun, like lying he saw
it, then me may be lying about seeing another light object, the streak
source object, that's why it is not meaningless, Donaldsons, and you know
it. You know it more than anybody. He's your guy. Ha!
>I would call that tampering with evidence of a possible criminal
>investigation. That's definitely a crime. Why hasn't the person
>responsible for changing the idenity tags on the rear passenger seats
>been charged?
Because it is unsubstantiated gibberish. I have better more earth shaking
rumors every day than that. Until confirmed, it's worthless.
Until events change, NTSB wins, crew and passengers lose.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Wed, 10 Jun 1998 00:24:51 -0700

Subject:
Red on top
SM>One logical sequence would be to paint a broad red strip with no
distinct boundaries 2-4" above and below, let it dry and then mask off the
red and paint the rest of the fuselage white. That way you save a great
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deal of time and masking paper masking only the small stripe instead of
the
large skin panels around. Then if the white were to peal just above and
between the stripes, the red overspray under the white top coat would
show!!!! Obviously you would try to refute this by saying that it was not
so because of the white under the red at sta 741. However, the picture, as
I said earlier, just isn't clear enough to make such determinations. The
white under the strips could just as easily be bare metal showing.
I rest my case that you don't know dick about airplanes. Ah, too cruel, and
not true. I let your insults provoke me to repay in kind.
The above paragraph has so many non logical things about it that to rebut
is to bring out sarcasm in me. I'll try to keep in under control.
1. Paint red trim first? I'm laughing. Then paint main white coat? Paint
the TWA in red first? I'm really laughing now. That's contrary to every
painting principle since the cave men. Cave women. I guess you have to
do
some painting to understand.
(By the way, add 'peal' to 'ordinance,' and 'missle' to words that people
who disagree with me have difficulty spelling. 'Chaffed' is another one.
2. Red overspray? Call the union, insult to painters made. I thought they
masked it first. And overspray defeats the purpose of saving weight. It
makes no sense to put red trim first over primer.
3. >Obviously you would try to refute this by saying that it was not so
because of the white under the red at sta 741. However, the picture, as I
said earlier, just isn't clear enough to make such determinations. The
white under the strips could just as easily be bare metal showing.
Yeah, I would point to a place on the plane where white is scraped away
and
there is the green primer, and elsewhere the green primer is scraped away
and there is bare metal. And then to a place where the red is scraped away
and there is white. Nowhere is white scraped way and reveals red. The
picture isn't clear enough? Hey, that's the Dana Scully wimp out. It's the
color that's important and the color is there.
If the red is painted on top of the primer, as you suggest, then when red
rubbed off, as it is in many places above the cargo door, green primer
should be seen, but isn't, what is seen is the base all over white coat.
>SM: Oh no, there goes your ignorance again. The above scenario I gav
>you would be the typical and probable application.
if you don't know dick about painting. For those that do, metal, primer,
base coat, then trim, then decals.
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>Now, if the paint peals between the stripes and above and below, read
>shows through. Got it rookie.
Uh, I got that 'peel' and 'red' are for those who understand painting
principles, and 'peal' and 'read' is for those who don't.
Now, when you check with some painters at the hangar and find out the
sequence is bare metal, primer, base, then trim, then decals, and realize
that again you have gone off half cocked, again, don't go away hanging
your
head in shame. Regroup. Reassess situation. Red paints smears on top of
white. Door below opened inflight. So soot on door pieces. It's happened
before. Chafed wiring to short motor on.
I appreciate the attempted rebuttal because that may be the way NTSB
and
FAA see it too. It certainly is unpleasant news to them to have red on top
of white since it refutes door all latched, all locked and all intact at
water impact, as they state.
http://www.corazon.com/paintpeeledpetal.html
http://www.corazon.com/outwardpeeledskin.html
http://www.corazon.com/petalbulge.html
http://www.corazon.com/redpaintsmearssoloprint.html
The last one above has the best pictures of paint smears, red too much, an
red too little.
http://www.corazon.com/twapaintpixweb.html
shows normal TWA paint scheme.
UAL 811, as described in NTSB AAR 92/02 page 41 describes principle
of
paint transfer on 747 when door opens in flight.
http://www.corazon.com/doorpixweb.html
Shows clean trim line on port side opposite cargo door and red smears.
That
comparison will show what a fuselage looks like that has been in a
catastophic crash but did not suffer explosive decompression, the starboar
side shows a fuselage that did.
Paint red trim first, mask it off, then paint rest of plane white...you so
funny. How about they put the decals on first, mask them, then paint the
trim, mask it, then paint the white coat? I'm funnier. I love the image of
the painters painting red on primer and then masking the letters 'TRANS
WORLD' and then painting white around them, the inside of the 'O' must
be
tough. The vision of the joint of red paint over primer meets white paint
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over primer and that joint which is now exposed to water and slipstream i
going to stay intact...for about two flights and then it all peels away.
SM> The logical sequence is clear, etch, alodine, rinse, green primer, red
band, mask off red stripes and lettering with minimal tape and paper
useage
and paint entire remaining areas white
JBS modifies>The logical sequence is clear, etch, alodine, rinse, green
primer, put on decals, mask decals, overspray red band outside masked
area,
especially the hard to get places of between the passenger windows, mask
off red stripes and lettering with minimal tape and paper useage and paint
entire remaining areas white. And hope that the joints between the red an
white hold up to 300 knots of wind and rain. Ha!
>>Red paint added on top, red paint missing on bottom. Hmmm......Wher
did
>>that added red paint come from? Hmmmm...where did the missing red
paint go
>>to? Hmmm....I see a possible explanation, let me work on it...I'm
missing
>>some red here, and over there is some extra red, hmmm.. I wonder...
>
>SM: Oh no, you wondered the wrong thing. You thought the cargo doo
>smeared paint with jagged edges. Your sure that is what happened but
>can't figure the odd pattern out
Naw, I was being sarcastic, as in red paint here where it's not supposed to
be, and red paint missing where it is supposed to be, what can explain
that? That was being stupid on purpose to be funny because the obvious
answer is the red paint that is where it is not supposed to be came from
the area where the red paint is missing. I overestimated the intelligence
of the audience.
It's still funny to me that the red paint smears are not so easily
explained, I understood it within ten seconds of seeing the reconstruction
photo months ago.
>To: DICKINAntsbgov
>From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
>Subject: Red paint and water bottles.
>Cc:
>Bcc:
>X-Attachments:
>
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>Mr. Dickinson, 25 Sep 97
>
>The red paint between the windows of TWA 800 as shown in the
>reconstruction photo point to open cargo door as explanation as to how
the
>white paint became red. The upward opening and tearing off top red
painted
>cargo door slammed up and onto the white painted window frames
>transferring red paint to white. This sequence happened in UAL 811,
NTSB
>AAR 92/02. The red paint transfer only occurred above and slightly aft
of
>the cargo door.
>29 Oct 97 letter from Mr. Wojnar/Pederson/Breneman to JBS:
>"In addition, the door latches at the bottom of the door were still
>attached to the fuselage lower sill structure. This indicates the door was
>in the 'latched and locked' position at the time of impact with the
>water." "However, wreckage for the entire door was recovered at the
same
>location as the nose section and had the same impact damage as the
>surrounding fuselage structure on the right side. This is additional
>verification that the forward cargo door had not opened in flight or
>separated from the airplane."
How can these guys lie through their teeth with "wreckage for entire door
was recovered,"? They must underestimate the intelligence of their
audience, an audience that can read a database and interpret pictures
which
show 80% of door missing, never recovered, never examined and still
missing
two years later.
The reconstruction was done over a year ago and there is still no official
acknowledgement except for FAA Schalekamp:
Neil Schalekamp> "The paint markings and structural deformation that
you
cite, do indicate an outward explosion, generally accepted to be caused by
the explosion of the CWT"
30 Jan 1998 letter from Neil Schalekamp, FAA, to JBS:
"While no scenario has been categorically proven to be the cause, it is
believed, based upon available data, that the center wing tank (CWT)
explosion preceded any separation of the forward cargo door. The paint
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markings and structural deformation that you cite, do indicate an outward
explosion, generally accepted to be caused by the explosion of the CWT.
Furthermore, you mentioned that the forward cargo door was recovered a
considerable distance from the rest of the structure. This could be due to
its aerodynamic characteristics and prevailing winds at the time of the
accident, rather than attributing this as the primary cause of the
accident."
"You may not agree with the reasoning of the official accident
investigators, but I want you to understand the evidence to date indicates
that the CWT explosion preceded any fuselage breakup, including
damage to
the forward cargo door."
19 Feb 1998 letter from Mr. Neil Schalekamp to JBS:
"The theory of an explosive decompression, due to a sudden opening of
the
forward cargo door was one theory that was examined. However, it has
been
determined that this did not occur. Based upon the existing evidence, the
National Transportation Safety Board, (NTSB), the agency in charge of
the
accident investigation, believes that the probable cause of the accident
was a center wing fuel tank (CWT) explosion, due to an internal fuel tank
ignition source. The FAA agrees with the NTSB on this matter.
You apparently believe that the forward cargo door precipitated the
accident scenario by initially separating from the airplane. The evidence
from the reconstructed 747 airplane reveals that the forward cargo door
was
attached to the forward section of the airplane and was latched in the
closed position when this section of the plane impacted the ocean."
Wishful thinking from FAA, that that door was all intact and all latched
and all locked at water impact.
Wishful thinking from missile guys that fireball was at 13700 feet. And
that missiles look like streaks to people ten miles away.
Oh, well, I'm wishful thinking government officials are responsive to
citizens.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/
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Date:

Fri, 12 Jun 1998 09:36:46 -0700

Subject:
Red on top
Missile guys love to throw out challenges to other posters, my turn.
Red paint on top of white between passenger windows.
Put up or shut up.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
Whoops, how did the below sneak in here.
Government probing Northwest Air maintenance
WASHINGTON (AP) -- The government is investigating allegations that
Northwest Airlines improperly maintained its aged DC-9 airplanes and
that a
local Federal Aviation Administration inspector may not have properly
supervised the operation.
The airline, which flies the oldest fleet of airplanes among the nation's
major carriers, saved billions of dollars starting in 1994 when it decided
to skip a round of aircraft purchases and instead extend the life of
25-year-old airplanes up to 40 years.
Airplanes are designed to fly 30 years or more and the FAA has a
program to
monitor aging aircraft. But the decision to extend the life of the DC-9s
and the program to do so would have to have been approved by the FAA
office
in Minneapolis, where Northwest is based.
The ``fact-finding review'' was launched in February after an outside FAA
employee raised concerns about the supervision provided by the
Minneapolis
office. Afterward, two other allegations were received, one from a curren
Northwest employee and one from a former worker.
``All three sets of allegations are part of the review that we are
conducting and we hope to have it completed as soon as possible,''
Drucella
Anderson, an FAA spokeswoman, said today.
The allegations come as Northwest is engaged in contentious contract
negotiations with four labor unions representing nearly all of its workers.
Not only has the airline had to cancel or delay an inordinate number of
flights recently, but it ranked ninth among the nation's 10 major carriers
in on-time performance last year.
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Anderson said that when there is labor unrest at an airline, the FAA
routinely ratchets up its supervision. One unstated area of concern is
sabotage.
``But this review is based on three sets of allegations and is completely
independent of any heightened awareness we may have of Northwest,''
Anderson said.
Northwest spokesman Jon Austin passed off the allegations as a
bargaining ploy.
``These are stories that resulted from allegations from a disgruntled
former employee and have been looked at and found meritless by the
FAA
twice. If the FAA has any lingering questions, we would welcome a third
look,'' he said.
Austin said the company has ``the preeminent DC-9 program in the
world.'
Other airline officials noted that the airline has not had an accident
caused by mechanical failure in the nine years under the current
management
team. The airline, the nation's fourth largest carrier, had its last
accident in December 1990, when two planes collided on the ground.
Eight
people were killed.
Last year Northwest carried more than 54 million passengers.
The DC-9, designed by McDonnell Douglas, is a twin engine aircraft with
a
blunt nose and an engine on each side of the rear fuselage. Northwest
operates 183 such airplanes, a mainstay for short hops.
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Mon, 8 Jun 1998 21:35:10 -0700

Subject:
Red paint on top of white paint, not under
>SM: How do you explain the white, yes white, large, yes large, white
>"smears on the lower red stripe right under the "sta 740 nose cut"
>statement???
Good question. I interpret your question to mean why are there white pain
areas that should have red paint trim on top. Or to put it another way,
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where there is red paint it should be white, and below that there is white
paint exposed that should be covered with red trim paint.
Can we agree the sequence is aluminum, green primer, white base, then
red trim.
So red is on top of everything. The space between the passenger windows
should be white but has an additional 'smear' of red paint on top. The
white areas should be red, so have red trim paint removed exposing white
paint below.
My answer is that the missing red paint below the windows was deposited
on
the white paint above between the windows.
And the metal to metal contact was the top of door, the hinge, and the
metal strip above the hinge of the door to the bottom of the passenger
windows against the metal between the passenger windows.
>What the smears actually look like are exposed red paint under peeling
>white top coat, much like the white showing under the red stripe.
Whoa...exposed red paint under peeling white top coat? Huh? Come
again?
Unclear on the sequence of paint, first bare metal, then green primer, then
white base, then red. There is no red under white, ever. There is no red
paint under peeling white top coat.
It's funny, I had this very discussion with Chris Olsson in November last
year and in Baltimore. The sequence is clear of bare, green, white, to red
when seen elsewhere when white paint is peeled back to expose green
primer,
not red trim.
>Do you know if it was stripped and painted in TWA colors, or was it
>painted over its previous paint scheme.
Uh, no. Don't need to since all the colors are exposed by the peeled skin.
The sequence and the colors are clear, bare, to green to white to red and
that's it.
But hey, maybe another airline had the plane painted all red, the exact red
of the new airline TWA, and then TWA painted the plane all white, but
when
some magic paint appeared where it was not supposed be, instead of the
paint being added on top, like hit and run car accidents do all the time,
maybe it was scrapped white paint exposing the perfect match red
underneath. Ha!
Red paint added on top, red paint missing on bottom. Hmmm......Where
did
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that added red paint come from? Hmmmm...where did the missing red
paint go
to? Hmmm....I see a possible explanation, let me work on it...I'm missing
some red here, and over there is some extra red, hmmm.. I wonder...
>SM: Prove the correlation and not the coincidence of your "facts.". So
>far you have presented only coincidences and they are so general that
they
>have no substantive meaning. You can't handle factual rebuttals. You
>"route" around them to use your terms. Prove to me which wires
shorted,
>which circuit, and then just how the one aft midspan latch opened on its
>own and then finally how this redundant latch would cause the door to
fail
>and then blow the airplane apart. And please, spare me the high time,
>worn linkage nonsense. Get specific!
You should be directing these comments to NTSB officials. You know th
ones
with budget and staff and most important, the manuals and access to the
wreckage.
And once is normal, twice is a coincidence, three times it's enemy action,
and four times and it's too late.
Four sudden loud sounds on CVR, four abrupt power cuts to FDRs, four
hull
ruptures forward of the wing, four fractures at aft midspan latch of
forward cargo door, four plane with poly x wiring, four planes with
downward floor beams, and on and on with specifics. All coincidences?
Ha!
Factual rebuttal? Where's yours? Wrong facts like red paint is under whit
paint?
So, you acknowledged 811, so you acknowledged red paint smears, will
you
now acknowledge that the paint sequence for TWA 800 is bare metal to
green
primer to white base to red trim?
Remove white paint and you see green primer, not red. Remove green
primer
and you see bare metal. Remove red paint and you see white. It's all there
in the photo http://www.corazon.com/TWA800hullrupture.html
And of course, the only red paint smears along the entire 450 feet of red
trim are above the forward cargo door. That's a clue.
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Then add the red paint smears to outward peeled skin, to the petal bulge a
aft latch, the missing middle of door, and the downward floor beams of
TWA
800 and you have outward explosion of cargo door which gives red paint
smears, outward peeled skin, petal bulge at aft latch, missing middle of
door, and the downward floor beams.
Then, why did door open in flight.
And everybody gets to say why, the center tank guys say their explosion
did
it, the missile guys say their missile blew it open, the meteor guy says
his meteor did it, and on and on. I say what happened before happened
again, UAL 811, chafed wire to short door motor on.
Some people agree poly x wiring is a problem and TWA 800 had poly x.
It's all happened before. My only jumps were water in hold shorts the
cracked bare wires and bypass safety switches, and big jump of nose
comes
off if hole in side of 747 is slightly larger than 811's hole.
>SM: Why don't you refute that it is peeled paint you are looking at?
You the man! You can check that sequence in five minutes. It makes me
laugh
to think that heavy paint was left on from previous owner and TWA just
sort
of sprayed white paint over the leftover red, what a stretch of belief/hope
to deny the obvious, red paint smears between passenger windows is red
on
top of white, not white scrapped off revealing red below.
The implications of those red paint smears are profound.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Fri, 19 Jun 1998 11:10:44 -0700

Subject:
Glitter is not gold
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="iso-8859-1"
> But while the revelation suggested the cargo hold ruptured during the
>explosion, it did not necessarily indicate that a
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>
bomb or missile
>caused the rupture, the source said, because the same bodies contained
no
>bomb residue.
29 Mar from my file but unknown when actual story was printed below
with
excerpts.
A Grim Find
Field of debris
located; no bomb residue in new tests
In a discovery both
welcome and grim, divers searching the waters off Long Island for signs
TWA Flight 800 or its
passengers yesterday
found a large and tangled network of wreckage about 20 miles off shore
with
as many as 60 to
100 bodies trapped
inside, officials said.
But while officials
probing the crash described the discovery as a significant step toward
retrieving both victims and
clues about the crash,
a promising lead turned sour when a second round of tests on a piece of
wing showed no traces
of chemical residue
that might have confirmed that the plane was downed by sabotage a week
ago
today.
On a day when even
White House Chief of Staff Leon Panetta issued an update on chemical
traces
that was later
contradicted by the
Clinton administration, sources said an initial test that showed signs of
an explosive was
superseded by more
extensive and sophisticated tests at the FBI laboratory in Quantico, Va.,
that found nothing.
At the same time,
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investigators were careful not to back away from their view that a bomb o
a missile may have been
responsible for
knocking the Boeing 747 from the sky shortly after it took off from
Kennedy
Airport en route to Paris
last Wednesday with
230 people on board.
"We have
circumstantial evidence that would point in those directions, but it's
certainly not conclusive," James
Kallstrom, the head of
the FBI's New York office and a lead investigator, said last night. One
source has said metal
pieces of the plane
showed signs of pockmarks that could indicate an explosion.
At the request of the
FBI, the state also provided investigators with a C-130 plane to transport
the right wing tip to
Washington, D.C.,
where it will also be tested for chemical residue, Kallstrom said. The win
tip arrived in
Washington yesterday
afternoon.
But Pentagon officials
said Air Force satellites had not recorded anything resembling a missile
approaching the
plane that night, and
a federal source said there is skepticism among investigators about the
missile scenario.
A high-level county
source said the medical examiner, Dr. Charles Wetli, has also turned
"some
things" over to a
team of FBI experts
stationed at the office. The source could not say how much material or
describe its nature.
Another source said
the FBI has requested that Wetli scrape up everything not normally on a
body -- bits of
insulation, metal or
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plastic -- for their analysis.
But the source said
investigators have given the medical examiner's office an extensive
checklist of chemical
substances that might
indicate an explosion. The checklist requires a more extensive round of
tests and chemical
analyses than would be
normally required in an autopsy, and the office has also been asked to
keep
samples that
could be tested later
on, the source said.
Even if the medical
examiner finds something unusual in his autopsies, drawing conclusions
from
the work can be
difficult, according
to a well-placed counterterrorism source who cited one example from
earlier
in the investigation.
"The medical examiner
discovered a strange material over all of the bodies, and they said, `Wait
a minute, what the
hell is this?'," said
the source. "They went through the passenger manifest, the cargo manifes
and they found out
that in the cargo hold
there was a big shipment destined for France of glitter, show-biz glitter,
those shiny little things
you put on the face,
looks like gold."
But while the
revelation suggested the cargo hold ruptured during the explosion, it did
not necessarily indicate that a
bomb or missile caused
the rupture, the source said, because the same bodies contained no bomb
residue.
The salvage operation
for Flight 800 will have to begin in earnest before the bodies spotted
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yesterday can be
retrieved for either
identification or evidence, because Pataki said many are entangled in the
wreckage that
investigators found
Monday in waters ranging from 100 to 140 feet deep.
The wreckage is strewn
over an area about 11/2 miles long and one mile wide, about 18 to 20
miles
off shore,
according to
officials. The temperature at that depth is ranging between 41 and 52
degrees, the officials said.
Navy sonar equipment,
video cameras and the visual observations of about 30 scuba divers from
the
Navy, the State
Police and the New
York City police were employed to map the wreckage, a process that
Pataki
said laid the
groundwork for
removing bodies and pieces of the plane.
"You're looking
underwater, through water that's murky to begin with, and then you're
looking inside pieces of
fuselage or under
pieces of debris and making an estimate," Pataki said. "So that's why we
can't give a clear number.
But clearly it's
dozens and dozens of bodies."
> But while the revelation suggested the cargo hold ruptured during the
>explosion, it did not necessarily indicate that a
>
bomb or missile
>caused the rupture, the source said, because the same bodies contained
no
>bomb residue.
Just because no bomb does not mean no cargo hold rupture, twit. Talk
about
ignoring evidence that does not fit preconceived theory.
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BULLETIN TYPE: Flight Standards Information Bulletin (FSIB)
for Airworthiness (FSAW)
BULLETIN NUMBER: FSAW 93-50
BULLETIN TITLE: Inappropriate Use of Circuit Breakers
During B-747 Lower Lobe Cargo Door Operation
EFFECTIVE DATE: 06-02-94
--------------------------------------------------------------1. SUBJECT. This FSIB informs inspectors of unsafe procedures
being used by some operators to close and lock the lower lobe
cargo doors of the Boeing 747 (B-747) series aircraft.
2. BACKGROUND.
A. This bulletin was developed after an inquiry by a foreign
airworthiness authority into the special procedures used by a
specific operator to close and lock the lower lobe cargo doors of
B-747 series aircraft. The special procedure included in the
operator's maintenance manual called for manual tripping of the
cargo door control circuit breakers and the section 2 ground
handling bus circuit breaker in order to further remove the
possibility of power being applied accidentally to the cargo door
control circuitry.
B. The manual tripping of the circuit breakers in special cargo
door lock procedures is unnecessary and decreases the reliability
of the circuit breakers to perform their intended function.
Frequent switching of the breakers could cause them to trip
before the point of rated voltage or not to trip at all. Both
cases could have adverse effects (such as the following) in
relation to the safe operation of the cargo doors:
(1) Circuit breakers that trip before the point of rated voltage
would cause increased manual operation of the cargo doors.
(2) Manual operation could introduce additional failure
conditions, such as out-of-sequence operation and overdriving of
the cargo door mechanisms.
(3) Service history has shown that manual operation of the cargo
doors is more prone to cause damage; for example, the failure of
a breaker to trip at the point of rated voltage could lead to
failed components and fire.
2
C. The revision to the B-747 cargo door lock sectors warning
system, in airplanes compliant with Airworthiness Directive (AD)
90-09-06, provides an increased level of integrity so that manual
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tripping of the circuit breakers is not necessary to prevent the
possibility of an uncommanded opening of the cargo doors.
Furthermore, power to the cargo door is automatically removed by
the Master Latch Lock System upon first motion of the Master
Latch Lock Switch away from the fully unlocked position.
3. ACTION. Principal maintenance inspectors (PMI) having
certificate management responsibilities for operators of Boeing
747 series aircraft should ensure that this information is
brought to the attention of their respective operators. Any
operators using this procedure should be discouraged from its
continued use.
4. INQUIRIES. This FSIB was developed by SEA.AEG. Any
questions regarding this information should be directed to
AFS-510 at (703) 661-0333, extension 5018.
5. EXPIRATION. This FSIB will expire on 05-31-95.
/s/
Edgar C. Fell
The flight crews know not all is well with cargo doors, they aren't taking
any chances.
MH mispells>The public became aware of the existance of a cover-up.
ex*is*tence \ig-"zis-tens\ n 1 : continuance in living 2 : actual
occurrence 3 : something existing Û ex*is*tent \-tent\ adj
Add 'existance' to 'missle' and other words the people who use it the
most
can't spell it, it's a clue as to the truth of it.
MH mispells> A government that does not have the trust of it's people is
government
>headed for certain collapse, in search of just where it's going to fall
>down.
A poorly educated people who can't spell 'its' or 'existence' is headed
for collapse as the better educated take over.
>the mere awareness of the
>cover-up destroys the trust of the American people in their government.
The mere awareness of the poor education of the missile cover up guys
destroys the trust in their ability to think clearly.
> but not limited to those
>above named, that will be viewed as the prime cause for the destruction
>of the once-greatest nation on Earth.
>
> Gonna be a real resume enhancer, guys.
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referring to names below, of which I am one.
>> The Anti-Missile defenders, John Barry Smith, Chris Ollson, Sammy
>> Finkelman, Elmer Barr and now alias Dana Scully, do nothing but
protect
>> Bill Clinton and his administration in one of their many coverups.
One who has been accused of treason to my face.
I've caused the destruction of the once-greatest nation on Earth. On
purpose. And sneakily.
Well, all I can say to that vile accusation is...is.... you a poo poo head.
A big fat poo poo head. An yo' mama is a big fat poo poo head too.
MH gets nervous and reaches for consolation of mantra> John, who give
a
damn when you started obsessing about cargo doors.
>It's irrelevent in the case of TWA 800. The door is still latched into
>it's frame, and the eyewitnesses saw an object streaking towards the
>747, not falling away from it, TOWARDS.
>Ohhhhhhhmmmms:
>Mantra Time: Eyewitnesses saw an object rising up towards the 747, no
>falling away from it. The damned door did not open in
flight.Eyewitnesses
>saw an object rising up towards the 747, not falling away from it. The
>damned door did not open in flight.Eyewitnesses saw an object rising up
>towards the 747, not falling away from it. The damned door did not ope
in
>flight.Eyewitnesses saw an object rising up towards the 747, not falling
>away from it. The damned door did not open in flight.Eyewitnesses saw
an
>object rising up towards the 747, not falling away from it. The damned
>door did not open in flight.
So, Mr. Johnny come lately with missile explanation for hull rupture of
high time 747 in flight, TWA 800, the relevance of 1992 for cargo door fo
hull rupture explanation on high time 747 in flight is that you are the
rookie, and like most rookies, all eager and think you know it all. It also
throws out your disinformationalist explanation for every rebutting fact
that comes your way. Unless you believe in time warps and you may.
Those pesky facts, like the Brooklyn Library with archives. Thanks again
Sammy.
> It seems like, for you, EVERY plane crash involving a 7447 involved
the
>cargo doors.
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It seems you don't know much about 747 hull loss crashes, all 32 of them
only four of which are wiring/cargo door caused by my count. But then, I
knew that already, that you don't know much about 747 crashes. Love the
caps and typos, it's like your fingers are frothing with anger in spewing
out indignation, sputtering and shouting. It's an image.
>psychicly KNOWS
Whoa, I rest my case. Emotional uneducated thinking in two words, side
by
side. Do you ever proof read your posts or do you have such low disregar
for your thinking that it is unworthy or too painful to read again?
> Tell me, were the Titanic, the Hindenburg, and the Challenger also
>victims of their cargo doors?
Uh, let me check....Titanic, bomb...Hindenburg, bomb, Challenger, bomb
103
bomb, 182, bomb, 800, bomb, 811 bomb, German train wreck, bomb,
Normandie,
bomb..USS Maine, bomb...actually every one of those a bomb was
considered
for some time as the cause, all except for the German train wreck. They a
not yet politicized and really want to find out what happened regardless o
fallout and blame, which I'm sure is being apportioned as we speak to the
wheel guys on high speed trains.
But stupid sarcastic question to me noted.
Tell me, were the Titanic, the Hindenburg, and the Challenger also
victims of missile shootdowns?
Three transportation vehicles and all had hull ruptures, just like TWA 800
and all mechanical involving no plots, conspiracy or coverups, nice
Freudian match you made to bring those three into it.
Any more?
EB> JBS does admit meeting secretly with
>Clinton recently.
It's a lot harder too, since Monica, Hillary keeps a tight leash on ole
Bill nowadays.
>Sammy spends a lot of time in government buildings.
Ah, ha!
>Chris han't yet explained
>why Jacob's Pillow is back in Scotland
That's right, why is he ducking the question, why is Jacob's Pillow back in
Scotland. And later someone can tell me what is a "Jacob's Pillow."
Cheers,
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John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Sun, 7 Jun 1998 10:13:00 -0700

Subject:
I ain't lonely no more!
Omigod, Rivero's back!
And with his eyewitness list!
It's like old home week. I ain't lonely no more.
I really like this part:
MR> The eyewitnesses saw something rising UP from the water's
surface to
>intersect the path of the 747, not falling down and away. The object
>APPROACHED the 747, something a loose cowl (or door) would most
certainly
>not do.
An astronomer believes eyewitness about directions of objects moving in
space...ha! Comets are slow, close and fly opposite the tail. Hey, I saw
that comet and it was slow, close, and flying opposite the tail. Do you
know better, Mr. Astronomer? Are you going to rebut me with facts and
say
comets are moving fast, far away, and tail direction is independent of
actual movement? Well, I saw what I saw and it was a comet going slow,
close and it had a tail which means it was going opposite the direction of
the tail.
I also saw a streak of light, red-orange, short duration, moving up. It was
fast missile moving up. Period, what is your problem?
I know it's not radar intersecting the track of TWA 800, I know that many
other eyewitnesses said it was moving down or level, but so what, I know
what I saw, and it was a missile even though, yes, I've never seen a real
missile launch before and all the missile launches I've seen on TV don't
match what I saw, but so what? I saw what I say and I saw "something
rising
UP from the water's surface to
>intersect the path of the 747, not falling down and away. "
So, MR, going slumming over here at LSoft? Get tired of the really loony
loonines on alt.aviation.disasters?
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Time to head back into your foxhole, bye. Time to shut your eyes to red
paint smears, outward peeled skin, downward floor beams, and petal
shaped
bulge at aft midspan latch of forward cargo door.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Tue, 2 Jun 1998 10:02:44 -0700

Subject:
Goodbye, Missile Guys
TT>And there may be other reasons for the paint marks that we are
unable
>to determine at the present time. Since the nose of the plane is not
>part of the reconstruction, who's to say that a piece of the forward
>fuselage broke away during the IE or as the forward fuselage
>descended and hit the plane in that spot,producing the markings?
Right.....and it's happened before...oh, it hasn't happened before. So
what? Has a door ever popped open and smashed up above and left paint
transfer marks, well, yes it has, but who cares for precedent, so boring,
all that been there, done that stuff. Better and much more entertaining to
have new never happened before stuff like piece in front flying back and
taking sudden right turn and smashing into side and leaving paint marks,
contrary to physics of 300 knot slipstream blowing stuff aft and the
perpendicular to airflow, but what the heck, could be and if could be then
doop popping open doesn't have to be.
>It
>doesn't necessarily have to be to cargo door popping open.
Too right, whew, dodged that bullet of seven large red paint smears
meaning
door opened in flight.
And OJ was so handsome, he would never kill anyone.
Meyer is such a war hero, he would never make things up to be more
believable to strangers.
>Barry raises lots of points for consideration. His only problem is that
>he can't state them in 30 lines or less. I don't always have the
>resiliency to read through 3 x 450 posts per day. So I hunt and pick
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>and choose with the time available to me, and probably miss alot.
Yeah, you probably do, but so what. And I don't write the posts for you, I
write them for me to straighten out my thoughts and see how they read.
The
NTSB and FAA get the 30 line posts of wheat. You get the chaff. Ha!
By the way, wires don't get chaffed, they get chafed.
Using NTSB 2000 released pages about center tank as a guide:
Missile explanation by FBI NTSB FAA Boeing and TWA is at least
twenty
thousand pages of documents, probably more, and more every day.
Center tank
has about five thousand pages. Bomb has about 5000. Wiring/cargo door
has
one sentence of one paragraph of one exhibit in one public docket.
And you complain about too much wiring/cargo door data. Ha!
BD>Although the government appologists have been flooding
>the list with 400+ line posts and attempts to belittle and
>ridicule anyone who would dare to believe in a missile cause,
Tell me again how a person gets interrogated by Secret Service because o
his contrary opinion to government cause of TWA 800 is a 'government
apologist'? I really want to follow your twisted logic of how someone wh
is attacked in writing, brushed off, ignored, and investigated by
government agencies is a 'government apologist'. You so nuts.
And I don't belittle the person, just the evidence. I really respect the
person...oh, come on, you can see through my lies. I belittle the evidence
and the person, but that's just my personality flaw. I should not make fun
of the Special Olympic contestant who falls down on the 100 yard run, I
should cheer him on.
Come on missile guys, get up off the floor, you can do it....don't give up,
that's a good boy, keep on trying.
>I think think the majority of people reading this list can
>see through their disinformation tactics.
Yeah, like pointing out many very large very red paint smears, real
relevant evidence in your face and won't go away.
>I have a simple solution to the verbosity, I don't read
>any posts over 150 lines. If it takes more words than
>that, it must be a wind-bag post. If not, I will see
>from subsequent responses if it was worth reading. Then
>there are others I simply DBF because they have proven
>through past behavior to be unworthy of attention.
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Well, 150? That's a lot, maybe make 15. What does DBF stand for?
Delete
Brain First? And Reader's Digest and Book notes were made your guys
like
you. Why read the whole book, why see the whole movie, just give a
synopsis, you are much to busy to do the whole thing. That's why you are
so
susceptible to con guys who will give you a digest of the total data,
skewed their way.
If you want to talk the talk about TWA 800, you have to walk the walk
and
that is reading thousands and thousands of pages.
>While they waste their time
>pontificating to the LSoft list, a lot of good work is being
>done behind the scenes.
Love that conspiracy talk. And the scenes are in dark smoky rooms with a
big guy at the door looking through a peephole.
Anybody carrying a wire?
I should not feed your paranoia but it makes me smile. You missile guys,
you conspiracy guys, don't you read history where all your anti
government
groups are always infiltrated, Freemen, KKK, World Trade Center, Waco
and
on an on. One of you missile guys is probably the FBI informant. Which
one
is it? Which one is the rat, the snitch, the squealer?
I vote for BD. He's a litte too vehement. Better pat him down. What, he
objects? That proves it, grab him boys. Let's give him a little strip
search, these mikes are pretty tiny nowadays. Any lady volunteer to do th
search?
RH>Chris Olsson, who is so quick to jump on a anyone who makes a
mistake by
>ridiculing them and calling them outright liars, is guilty of a worse
>character flaw. He is a manipulator of the truth and the half truth.
What is it about CO that bugs you guys? He just lays down facts like
Jolly
11 is not Jolly 14.
And a main tire is not a nose tire.
And a sun under the horizon can not be seen.
Bodies don't fall for a few minutes from a plane event at 13700 feet.
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>Chris Olsson's real target is Major Meyer's testimony, but Chris is
>willing to trash me in order to diminish Major Meyer and his testimony.
Oh, poor boy, poor trashed boy, go lie down for a while. You'll feel better
for it.
>I'm not as much bothered by the personal attacks by Chris Olsson as I
am
>by his hypocrisy. I've always considered Chris to be a very bright man
>and I know that he knows right from wrong.
>When he manipulates the truth it is apparent that he has chosen wrong
>over right
CO has chosen Jolly 14, sun not seen, tire not shredded, and no bodies in
flight, that's the right over the wrong from Meyer.
CO does not disturb you, the facts, data, evidence disturb you.
Gee, I just perused a 400 line post about Clinton and China and Assault
guns,,, should I now complain about irrelevant long posts that should be
prohibited from the forum?
I'll ask the moderator of the new missile list if that type of wandering
political opinion is appropriate for a missile discussion in TWA 800?
Probably is, heck, mandatory.
Are you missile guys still here? I thought you left.
Is this going to be the future of TWA 800 LSoft group, being spammed b
Clinton haters, by China haters, by Arab haters posting 400 line opinion
tirades? And always from missile guys...who have their own forum to bor
their own members with.
MH posting information about TWA 800 crash>Quid quo pro or not, this
president needs to explain why his
>administration waived its own gun law for a Chinese princeling arms
>merchant whose lieutenants were intent on smuggling even more to
>firepower to American street gangs.
Bad grammar but who reads this nonsense anyway? TWA 800 shot
down by
street gangs? Is that the implication?
Great, add street gangs to Arabs, US Navy, Russians, as the 'perps' for
TWA
800.
I'm really going to miss the missile guys, that morning chuckle was a rea
starter.
If you missile guys can still hear me as you traipse off to more hospitable
climes, one last quick word...goodbye...again.
Cheers,
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John Barry Smith
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

barry@corazon.com

Sun, 7 Jun 1998 17:53:49 -0700

Subject:
I offer facts to rebut.
>Not to worry, John, you still have the leading missile theory debunker,
>Sammy F, and Cris Olsson, although he seems meaner than a Cur Dog
at the
>moment
Leading missile theory debunker? Who Dat?
Not BS. I dismiss conspiracy guys; opinions about science.
BS>I can understand you temporary pangs of withdrawal, John, but I am
sure that
>you will develop new enemies to sustain you.
'Enemies' is conspiracy guy talk and always gets personal if the message
is
contrary. Pretty soon you'll be talking of 'sinister motives.' Yes I peeked
ahead.
>You are promoting a theory, counter to the official theory, with argumen
>that only you believe substantiate your theory. Your arguments have
time
>and time again, been shown to be wrong by an expert in the field yet stil
>you persist. Stan Martin as also shown your woeful lack of
understanding
>and expertise in an area that seems to consume the majority of your life.
You are so quick to bring in your 'expert' while denying/rejecting the
opinions of NTSB and FAA and Boeing 'experts.' And they are more
expert in
747s and missiles that Stan Martin ever could be. So what? I reject both
experts opinions and go with the facts. And Stan Martin's facts are very
reliable so far. Just as the eyewitnesses can be believed when they talk
about what they see in specific details.
And again, Mr. Debunker, you use opinion to rebut me, never facts. Facts
are red paint smears, outward peeled skin, downward floor beams, and
petal
shaped bulge. Real things that experts, novices, and 'debunkers' can see.
(By the way, note SM will not acknowledge a reality you can judge for
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yourself. Red, yes, red, large, yes large, many yes many, smears, yes
smears.
http://www.corazon.com/TWA800hullrupture.html
Facts are just a click away.
>area that seems to consume the majority of your life.
It still amazes me why you even think about my life and what consumes i
My life is irrelevant to the best explanation of TWA 800 coming down.
TWA
does not consume my life alone, time alone consumes life, and we all hav
the same time. My time is very well filled thank you, and my opinion
looking at others and comparing accomplishments, financial status, famil
life, education, formal and informal, free time, mental endeavors, and
general health, is my life is at least average and that's fine with me. It
ain't below the line.
Missile debunker? Don't make me laugh. I could persuade you to the
missile
explanation in thirty seconds.
>It's either a study in obsession or you have more sinister motives for
>spending your days repeating 500 lines of arguments that have been
shown to
>be wrong time and time again.
The insult or the insult....hmmmmm... could be insanity or evil.....hmmmm
I'll take obsession. Idiot.
'Sinister motives' says it all for you. Conspiracy guy through and through
You can not think straight when you think like 'sinister motives'.
You are so biased into non believeability. You have an excuse for
everything when you believe in 'sinister motives'. You are never to be
trusted nor believed by your personal word, only your facts will speak an
you never give any about a subject you want to avoid, red paint smears,
outward peeled skin, downward floor beams, and petal shaped bulge.
Refute
me on any of those statements of raw data fact easily confirmed by a few
clicks on a mouse.
http://www.corazon.com/TWA800hullrupture.html
>>I will always say the fuel could have exploded...
>>.and maybe did, but later and lower.
>
>Dah.. I guess that everyone say the fuel explode later and lower.
Duh, everyone meaning majority means the representational demorcratic
government and that means fuel exploded first and at highest altitude. Yo
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can't even be sarcastic right. Most on this planet that have an opinion
about TWA 800 believe the fuel exploded first and high, certainly far awa
from 'everyone,' saying lower and later.
>>The aliens have taken over the government.
>
>All of that stuff associating belief in Aliens and the like to anyone who
>considers the possibility that a missile brought down this aircraft, is
>right out of the disinformationalists handbook under "false association".
Not real aliens, silly boy, but 'aliens' represent some unknown powerful
infallible force such as god or supreme being or 'government', as in
government which never makes a mistake for being stupid but always for
plot
or conspiracy or coverup. You know nothing of the 'government' in which
you
project so much evil, even to hiring people to go on forums with 'sinister
motives' to harass missile guys.
>I was watching my dog chasing rock squirrels last week. The dog never
gives
>up hope that she is going to catch one, but the squirrels just make fun of
>her.
I thought it was facts that drove missile guys away, but it was probably
ridicule. They couldn't take the jibes of derision that came from me. They
are emotional as girls. They put their 'feelings' first, fine for dating,
not fine for an airplane crash investigation.
>I think they just wanted to change the context. They seem to be taking
some
>action steps which are much better than talking. It's probably better than
>devoting a lot of energy to the deadlock on this list.
The couldn't take the heat so got out of the kitchen. Wimps. Scared wimp
In combat one always is alert for fear, especially in oneself. It is to be
recognized and controlled. Running away is uncontrolled fear. It is held i
contempt by men and women who are goal oriented. One senior
Donaldson would not even enter the arena, as least BD did.
Missile debunker? I'm laughing. What you mean is you don't know
where the
missile came from because it wasn't the P3.
You are a P3 missile debunker which was never an issue anyway except t
coverup guys, like you.
You could help your 'expert' SM to see red by describing the red paint
smears he can't seem to see, even though he is a mechanic 'expert'.
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http://www.corazon.com/TWA800hullrupture.html
All it takes is one small red smear and the implications are profound and
compelling for door open in flight. And there are many and they are large
But hey, talk about facts like red paint smears is so boring, yes? So
boring right into the missile explanation that does not even have a hit
location into 800's hull or wings. Just magic, I guess.
RH>So at ground level the time of sunset was 08:19 and at 13,700 feet
time
>of sunset was 20:19 + 9.53 minutes or 20:28:32. That fits with the NTSB
>times of sunset given in exhibit 5A.
>
>Richard Hirsch
Cool, fine, event time of 20:31:12 so at 20:28.32 the last sliver of sun
was gone from pilot's eyes at 13700 feet and 139 seconds before event
time.
Do you have the seconds for the 20:19? I'd hate to think the time was
20:19:29 and they rounded it down. Let's say it was 20:19.29 plus your
9.53
(where did that 9,53 come from?) to give total of 20:29:22, a mere 110
seconds after sun set. Hmmm....I love the closeness. How about the altitu
being a hundred feet higher because of the altimeters showed 13800 feet?
And extra hundred feet gets a tiny bit brighter, call it a few seconds of
sunlight, so reduce the time of sun gone from pilot's eys to event time to
100 seconds.
Then the twenty minute twilight starts for the airplane shiny objects and
the ground observers all have their eyes night adapted for twelve minutes
almost fully dark adapted. On the carrier for night ops they told us
fifteen minutes to become fully dark adapted. We wore the red goggles in
the ready room sometimes.
So for me to say shiny metal object spun away erratically from TWA 800
at
event time and altitude and was seen by dark adapted eyes far away in the
darkening sky behind as the 'twilight' red orange light that was enough to
be seen for twenty more minutes bounced off shiny metal object as it
headed for ground observer and was perceived as streak going up is all
supported by science.
100 seconds, don't you love it? Try it with a mirror. You can reflect the
evening sunlight to a wall. As the sun blinks out, is there still enough
like to reflect to the same wall? The sun may blink out but the reflection
gradually goes away, using the refracted sunlight in the twilight to
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reflect. Twilight is not dark, that's a fact. Key word, 'light.' It's not
'twidark.' 100 seconds into twilight is enough to reflect red orange light
off shiny metal object, yes, that's just an opinion, but would you risk
your life that twilight would not?
Where did you get the 9.53?
But the big picture is, what now?
Is there anyone out there on this forum who believes that TWA 800 from
start to finish is a non conspiracy non coverup non plot?
Only me?
The machine called an airplane is not in on the conspiracy or coverup.
Concentrate on that. Red paint smears, downward floor beams, outward
peeled
skin, petal bulge. The victim speaks in frozen time at initial event. And
in full light, just far away, as usual.
Do we have power? Tell me what power you have.
My power is only in facts of TWA 800 as shown by the body of TWA
800. Real
cracked wires in real TWA 800 in real cargo door area.
Irrefutable. Not deniable.
NTSB Public Docket Exhibit 9A page 116:
"Some wires found in the section of W480 from forward of station 570 an
identified as BMS13-42A had numerous cracks in the insulation. Most of
the
cracks in this bundle were found to expose the core conductor when
examined
by microscope. Only within five feet of the aft end of the W480 bundle
from
station 570-900 were insulation cracks found."
Please note that BMS13-42A is known faulty Poly-X wiring. Cargo door
location is FS 560-670 and cracked wires are within that zone. Frayed
wires
in that area have shorted before and caused the forward cargo door to ope
in flight, NTSB AAR 92/02 UAL 811.
Put the cracked wires to picture below and you have facts leading to
conclusion.
http://www.corazon.com/TWA800hullrupture.html
Can we start even?
You bring up fact and give significance. And I'll give fact and you give
significance or deny it or whatever.
I've started with four facts, paint, bulge, beams, and cracked wires.
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What's yours?
I offer up facts that I have put on the line with NTSB and FAA. If rebutte
on these facts, then the wiring cargo door explanation weakens. I invite
the test.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Sun, 7 Jun 1998 22:54:02 -0700

Subject:
Re: I offer facts to rebut.
In-Reply-To: <000001bd9296$dc0e0d20$6e3a240a@cpq200>
>He claims that that portion of the fuselage remained attached to the
>cockpit/front portion after seperation. In that scenario there would have
>been plenty of opportunity for these pieces to fold over on themselves a
>they trailed the nose of the aircraft downward.
Fine. Opened in flight and flapped and folded, is that it? You agree red
paint smears came from red trim below. What caused separation?
>
>I'm not advocating that this happened, just saying that there are many
ways
>these paint smears could have gotten there.
Well, sure, we both have one, door below opened in flight and flapped an
smashed and folded up against white paint and rubbed/transferred paint
from
one red piece of metal to one white piece of metal.
It happened in the air.
>I'm sorry, I personally don't have the interest, energy, or expertise. It's
>summer time. I think that Stan took that all up, but it didn't have any
>effect on you. It only educated you a little, so you now sound like you
>know what your talking about to the layman. It's all in the archives. I
>think that you are far beyond any rational argument disuading you from
your
>position. Unfortunately you are probably somewhat insulated from the
normal
>consequences that would force you to re-evaluate, so I expect that you
will
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>continue on regardless. Too bad!
I want you to look very closely inside yourself BS, and note very carefull
the above paragraph, in which you talk about rational argument, has no
facts. It could have had facts, but didn't. It's excuses, no energy,
interest, expertise, it's bringing in your 'expert', for his opinion, it's
insults, it's fluff with no facts. That's a clue for you BS when you think
about reality and non reality. I have the facts, you don't. I give URLs of
pictures of real things. You give paragraphs of excuses and insults. Can
you see through your fog of wishful thinking that reality and facts go
together and opinon and conspiracy and coverups belong in the world of
fantasy?
>If you feel that strongly about it, I suggest that you go on the road like
>Cdr. Donaldson to convince the general public of your theory. The
problem
>there is that you probably don't have the speaking charisma that
Donaldson
>has.
And the last jibe, I don't have speaking charisma....what do you know
about
my speaking charisma? Such petty arrows. Just like your arguments, fluff
emotion with cheap thrills.
You reject history like most fools; UAL 811 had same principle of paint
transfer marks above cargo door area as TWA 800. Plus many other
corroborating facts such as sudden loud sound on CVR, (very rare) and
abrupt power cut to the FDR (very rare.)
Chafed wiring has caused those paint transfer marks before on UAL 811
and
probably caused the ones on TWA 800 you finally acknowledge but then
dismiss as not significant.
Do you understand the significance of downward floor beams? Upward
means
something very important and downward means somthing important too.
But
another fact to be ignored or dismissed as trivial as you spend your time
in insults and not researching.
Your opinion about TWA 800 is relegated to military activity in the area
event time. Fine, and the ship acitivity. Fine, and the submarine activity.
Fine, and the space ship activity. But not fine about details of the TWA
800 activity. Like outward shattered skin and downward floor beams and
spit
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out engine blades and on and on, more and more pesky facts, each
significant in its own way.
Here's a few:
1. right horizontal stab has red paint smear
2. stator blade in right horizontal stab behind engine number 3
3. inward crush top of cargo door
4. top of cargo door attached to hinge
5. petal shape of rupture area around aft midspan latch
6. missing pieces of forward cargo door include locking handle, latching
pins, overpressure relief doors, midspan latches
7. rectangle visible of explosive decompression zone of outward peeled
skin
on right side forward of the wing on right side
8. downward movement of floor beams near cargo door
9. hoop stresses found
10. CVR sudden loud sound
11. FDR abrupt power cut
12. missing turbine blades in engine number 3.
13. soft body impacts on blades in engine number 3.
14. outward peeled skin near top of nose, under belly, and in cargo door
area.
15. red paint smears above cargo door on white paint
16. soot on most blades of engine 3.
17. starboard side more damaged than port side
18. intact R2 door near shattered cargo door.
19. poly x is known to be susceptible to chafing and present
20. section 41 is known to be weak
21. history of cargo door openings in past in various airliners
22. EPR problems on aircraft before or during fatal flight.
23. fires in forward cargo hold in the past on Boeing 747s.
24. vertical tears in fuselage skin forward of the wing on the right side
25. singe marks on right side of fuselage show burnt skin, then abruptly a
tear line there are no singe marks
26. red paint rubbed off revealing white paint underneath on skin above
cargo door area
27. first pieces off plane came from forward cargo hold just forward of th
wing
28. at least nine missing never recovered bodies, just fragments
29. initially thought to be a bomb
30. wreckage debris shows cargo door shattered in many pieces
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31. aft portion of forward door which includes aft midspan latch and
locking handle missing from recovery effort
32. no soot on maintenance hatch
33. no soot on front spar of center wing tank
34. no burned bodies forward of the wing and very few burned at all
35. aft cargo door sill, latches, and locks recovered
36. forward cargo door sill, latches, and locks not recorded in data base
37. no orange zone pieces recorded in database
38. no orange zone discussion in public record other than identification
39. chafed to bare wires found in cargo door area
40. wiring defects found on Boeing airliners
41. water observed pouring out of forward cargo hold of a Boeing airliner
cargo holds have bilges.
42. no soot on keel beam forward of the wing
43. compression fractures right side forward of the wing
44. tension fractures left side forward of the wing
45. seats in the rows in the explosive shatter zone above cargo door are in
red zone and not sooted
46. aft cargo door sill is sooted
47. many witnesses said they saw downward streak that was red-orange
48. NTSB official said possibility of forward door popping open was
intriguing.
49. FAA official said, then recanted, that paint smears and structural
deformation indicated outward explosion.
50. initial event time was 20:31:12 at 13700 on 17 July 1996 eight miles
off coast of Long Island.
Again, opinion from conspiracy guy received, insult recorded (no
speaking
charisma) and absence of facts noted to support such a conclusion of
opinion or insult.
And as long as you rebut with opinion and insult instead of cold hard
facts, then I know you are wrong and I am probably right.
Inside of cargo door is not shiny, that's a cold hard fact. So maintenance
hatch may be source of streak. Flexible.
Where's your facts to support a position? If none, tell me. That's no facts
and no position. Your just a kibbitzer.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/
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Date:

Sun, 7 Jun 1998 10:01:44 -0700

Subject:
I'm so lonely
BD>Chris, its kind of lonely here with just you and Sammy. All the
disinformationists
>abandon ship after the missile guys got tired of the abuse?
No, just sitting here, all alone. So sad in the evening sunset thinking
about the good times we had. There will be no second anniversary specia
in
a few weeks. A tear drops onto my cooled keyboard keys. It's just not the
same without you.
Oh well, a man is judged by his actions, not his words. And the missile
guys retreated, ran away into a rout, and are now hiding in a foxhole
someplace, shell shocked and won't come out. So sad. I thought they were
made of sterner stuff. Not fluff.
>The fuel will not explode. Period.
The missile did not hit TWA 800. Period.
However, I will always say a missile could have been in the air near TWA
800 at event time...but wasn't.
I will always say the fuel could have exploded....and maybe did, but later
and lower.
Your error is to say 'will not' instead of 'did not.' That's a dead end
issue of whether it could or not because there was a fireball and there was
soot on most sof the centert tank.
Timing is everything.
>A cruise missile could be the "stunt plane".
Could be. Where's your research and evidence to chane, 'could be' into
'was.' Lots of 'could be's' out there, only one 'was'.
The missile guys or non cargo door guys can take a fuzzy photo and see
missile or cowling in it while at the same time ignoring a high resolution,
clear, in color, official photo with red paint smears, outward peeled skin,
petal shaped bulge and pretend it doesn't exist. Ha!
>These hucksters are successful because there is an appetite out there for
>conspiracy theories and market forces are both powerful and
manipulable.
The scared ignorant citizens are vulnerable to myth, religion, simple
answers to complex events, reassuring lies, pleasant news, and flattering
nonsense. And will pay for it. Over and over again. In a non religious
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world, the searchers put Aliens in flying saucers as the new supreme
being,
or else the government as an all knowing, never screwing up, infallible
entity. Wrong on both counts.
The aliens have taken over the government. We are all going to live
forever. Nobody dies. There is a central plan. It's all been arranged into
a script. Ha!
The Truman Show, as I said several months ago, will have a powerful
affect
on the missile guys. It is conspiracy proven; it is paranoia seen through
the paranoid and it makes sense! It's all explained.
So, what to do with LSoft? A good forum is Aviation Week on
Compuserve
which I can't get into.
So, wiring/cargo door guy can't talk about cargo door with
1. missile guys because I would be excluded from missile guy LSoft
forum,
2. Aviation Week forum because don't have password to compuserve
forum and
won't join Compuserve/AOL.
3. FAA said they will not respond.
4. NTSB said they wil not respond.
5. Chairman Hall said no meeting.
6. TV said maybe sometime.
Responses to JBS regarding further communications:
10 March 1998 letter of John B. Drake of NTSB to JBS :
"We consider our correspondence on this subject to be complete. Should
you
continue to reiterate your position on this issue in future correspondence,
you should expect no further response from the Safety Board."
30 Jan 1998 letter of Neil Schalekamp of FAA to JBS :
"Please note that this office will no longer be responding to your further
inquiries about these same concerns, including your February 6 and
February
9 letters that I just received."
17 March 1998 letter of Jim Hall of NTSB to JBS :
"We do not believe a meeting is necessary to further discuss this issue."
KOMOTV>"Still
trying to get some time to actually pursue producing your story (It's not a
priority for my management right now, but a story that will get produced
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"
Shut out! I'm so alone.
Events will unfold; I'm learning the virtues of patience. Timing is
everything.
I just hope I resist the temptation to run and hide in a foxhole with
friendly souls like myself and lick my wounds and blame the opposition
for
not playing fair. And maybe stick my head up once in a while and then
duck
back down..."They're still there, heads down, lads!"
"Truth through ignorance," is the new American philosophy. Exclude the
thinkers, accept the uneducated and emotional, and follow the money. An
run away if the evidence becomes so real, so big, so colorful, so many,
that it can not be denied in person.
Red paint smears, outward peeled skin, downward floor beams, and petal
bulge.
And I wish the passengers would quit putting flare guns in forward
baggage
holds because when they go off when a huge explosive decompression
occurs
nearby, the ensuing sooty directed mild blast leads wishful thinking
investigators into thinking it was a powerful non sooty spherical semtex
bomb blowing PA 103 out of the air with Frankfurt involved. Ha!
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
01:49 PM ET 06/05/98
Flare ignites in suitcase at Miami airport
(Adds investigators' quotes, details)
By Jane Sutton
MIAMI (Reuters) - A flare gun ignited inside a French tour
operator's suitcase only minutes before he was to board a flight
at Miami International Airport and could have caused a major air
disaster, investigators said Friday.
Baggage handlers noticed smoke billowing from the suitcase
sitting on a baggage cart about to be taken to a US Airways
flight to Philadelphia on Wednesday.
Leo Guy Cauvin, 55, a French citizen living in Taunusstein,
Germany, was arrested and charged with transporting hazardous
materials. His bond was set at $10,000 in a court appearance
Thursday and he remained in jail Friday.
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``Had that thing gone off in the cargo hold in the suitcase,
everyone on that flight would have perished,'' Assistant U.S.
Attorney Wilfredo Fernandez said.
``We would have had another ValuJet,'' he said, referring to
a cargo fire that caused a ValuJet flight to plunge into the
Florida Everglades in 1996, killing all 110 people aboard.
Flares of that type generate their own oxygen and burn at
2,000 degrees Fahrenheit, Fernandez said.
The Department of Transportation and the Federal Aviation
Administration's Office of Civil Aviation Security are
investigating the incident, DOT spokesman Jeff Nelligan said.
A US Airways spokesman, Rick Weintraub, said the carrier
will cooperate fully with the investigation.
The bag had been checked through security and tagged to a
connecting flight to Frankfurt. The flare that ignited was one
of five boating-type safety flares in the suitcase, which also
contained clothing. Three of the flares were loaded into a flare
gun, ready to fire, Fernandez said.
He said investigators were still trying to determine what
caused the flare gun to go off and whether the suitcase had been
X-rayed. Inspectors also found pepper spray in Cauvin's carry-on
luggage, the arrest report said.
Cauvin's attorney, Paul McKenna, said Cauvin is an avid
scuba diver who had been visiting the Florida Keys. Cauvin
acknowledged to police that he had packed the flares in his
suitcase but said he had thought they could not go off.
The incident illustrates a growing problem with passengers
loading hazardous materials into their luggage, Fernandez said.
In a pending case in Fort Lauderdale, a woman was charged with
packing a plastic jug of gasoline and a small motorbike into
luggage she intended to check. It was discovered when the
gasoline container leaked, he said.
``It's not like it's a flurry of cases but it's the second
one in the last three months,'' Fernandez said. ``I don't know
if it's ignorance, if it's negligence. It's certainly
criminal.''
The U.S. House Transportation and Infrastructure
Subcommittee on Aviation is studying how to improve airline
security and whether all baggage must be X-rayed, Nelligan said.
``The issue is still open. The machines that they use for
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this are pretty slow,'' he said. A recent hearing before the
subcommittee focused on questions such as ``Should we look at
all bags, both checked and carry-on? How long would this take?''
he said.
^REUTERS@
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Wed, 17 Jun 1998 12:42:52 -0700

Subject:
Jibe and chuckle
CO does in-field research to back up paper research, pun intended>
where
the engines #1, 2 and 4
>fell (in the farmyard called Netherplace);
Note #3 fell apart from the other three, same as 182 and 800. And 3 was
always on fire or fodded.
>I also thought about the power of modern communications and how
wonderful it
>is that Richard, thousands of miles from Lockerbie could ask for and
receive
>extremely detailed positional information about the PA103 mishap.
If only RH could have a baby for us. And this time with no 'discreet'
camera angle. Censor talk, discreet is code for hiding. It's like seeing an
execution from outside the chamber, discreet but cheating.
It's like talking about a database for months and releasing 'discreet'
selections while hiding the rest.
>The wing must have
>flown at least half a mile North of its final impact point and shed numbe
>three as it turned back South. Otherwise I can think of no explanation
for
>the number three engine being so far North of the other three.
Hmmmm, I've always believed 3 is the fodded engine first from cargo ho
debris, on fire, vibrates, fuse pins fail, engine falls off. It had to be
that pesky number three.
#2, opposite 'bomb' side not fodded bad enough to vibrate and fall off,
only the cargo door side engine.
>the wing had dived in a leftward
>corkscrew motion and was progressing slightly Southward when it
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impacted.
What hit first, wing, nose, or other? Did that sequence of hitting first
match 800?
And of course we disagree as to 800 sequence. I opt for red zone first,
then nose, then rest. For some reason CIA and NTSB have nose last. I
could
be wrong.
We know that it took a bunch of FOD from the forward cargo pit and
>that it was punched in the face by the separating forward fuselage which
>pivoted to the right about the window belt as the aircraft yawed left. Th
>all took place a couple of miles South of where the number three engine
>landed. For the number three to have become detached so far North of
any
>other Lockerbie debris suggests to me that it was the first of the four
>engines to detach from the wing. Perhaps the FOD, the fire and the slap
from
>the fuselage just weakened the fuse pins which only let go when the
wing was
>acccelerating through 500 knots in the descent over the Northern
(Dryfe) end
>of town.
Makes sense to me. Matches 182. Would have matched 811 if nose had
come off
because 3 was on fire for many seconds before shut off by pilot. And 3
then
fodded four which caught on fire.
>The IIAF colours at that time were almost entirely white.
That eliminates old paint and leaves overspray. Overspray would get
fainter
further from main trim line and wasn't.
The forest is still why paint added/removed above cargo door. The tree is
added or removed.
So what is the debris size of 103 compared to 800?
Could Meyer have flown through bodies in seats?
If wing hit 46.2 seconds after IE for 103, and wing did not land last, how
long after did other stuff land?
>JBS asked why Major Meyer is so important as a witness.
>
>In my opinion he isn't.
Well, I like his level descending parabolic streak he reported in Avweek,
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in an article McGraw Hill is still trying to get me to remove. I got
another letter from their lawyer yesterday.
>The eye witness testimony is so powerful a factor in the
>Flight 800 investigation that the NTSB removed the subject from their
>hearing in Baltimore last December. Yes, I know the FBI asked them to
do
>that. How convenient.
How conspiratorial.
>The production of that video by the government is a kind of proof in
>itself that the eye witnesses have caught the culprits red handed.
Wow, not that is convoluted logic.
>Why did the CIA produce an
>obviously misleading scenario of the events occurring during the
>aircraft crash?
Why do conspiracy guys continue to make non substantiated statements
in the
guise of questions?
(For guys with no sense of humor or irony, the above is a reflexive
question to show nonsense of question above.)
>The NTSB still has not proved that the CWT exploded or where their
>mystery spark came from.
Right.
> And the press has passed on the
>story as fact without asking any questions.
Cause they are shills.
>No one thinks the crash was caused by a bomb; we know the CWT was
not
>the cause of the IE. What's left. The eye witness testimony and good old
>fashioned logic point to a missile as being the cause of the disaster.
Always could have been missile, always wasn't. But wait, where's my
missile
guy mantra?
Eyewitnesses saw an object rising up towards the 747, not falling away
from it. The damned door did not open in flight.Eyewitnesses saw an
object
rising up towards the 747, not falling away from it. The damned door did
not open in flight.Eyewitnesses saw an object rising up towards the 747,
not falling away from it. The damned door did not open in
flight.Eyewitnesses saw an object rising up towards the 747, not falling
away from it. The damned door did not open in flight.Eyewitnesses saw a
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object rising up towards the 747, not falling away from it. The damned
door
did not open in flight.
>The eye witnesses are still the key to the investigation.
As in, forget 60000 pounds of dead victim, let's key on what people ten
miles away saw or think they saw, or wished they saw. Ha!
FM>George/Stan/Barry
>
>This may not be a direct answer, but under the gun to leave for work.
>Ex-TWA paint shop foreman with many years experience states:
>
>1. Plane would be stripped.
>
>2. Red applied first in wide band around belt line without masking.
>
>3. White applied next, with masking at those areas where red stripes
>are required.
>
>This gentleman was not at all surprised that red was seen in "white
>areas".
Well, that's interesting. That means overspray, not old paint, and
overspray would diminish further from main trim but didn't. Primer exists
for a reason. To avoid primer and put white on top red makes no sense.
Expecially since the added weight of red trim on top of white is slight.
To paint red band first around TWA means painting and overspraying
window
and in between the windows. Then masking the red and painting white
over
the red. Makes no sense, adds unknown factor of overspray paint which
varies between painters. It adds unncecessary unknowns.
And if red to be exposed, why not the red peel too exposing green primer
which peels also exposing bare metal. For only white to be peeled is
unlikely. Whatever caused the white to peel would also cause some of the
red to peel as well as primer.
But red on top explains all the odd visual sights.
TT>Yes, I have tried to rationalize these observations so that they might
>fit my hypothesis that a majority of eyewitnesses saw a streak in a
>particular direction and that their observations were not all over the
>map.
Yes, you sure have. And failed. One moment you say respect the
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eyewitnesses
and then the next few minutes are spent tying to explain how and why
they
were wrong. Ha!
From consultant:>Barry, I have been reviewing the page URL's you sent
to me
regarding the
>"forgings" in the windows, and it is not readily apparent to me that those
>forgings are still in place on the TWA wreckage in the area over the
cargo
>door. Although it is a moot point, the logic of its proponent is obviously
>faulty, unless it is merely a matter of his failure to adequately
>communicate his thoughts. It would, however, in the interest of
>clarification, be advantageous to have a thorough understanding how the
>window structure mates together. Further study of the matter would
allow a
>determination of what really happened. Until refuted by a thorough
physical
>examination of the area in question, it is only logical that it was the
>door, or parts of the door that smeared the red paint. Is it possible that
>that "forging" is so hard, as to be very difficult for an abrasion to leave
>paint? Is the metal composition sufficiently dense as to make a smear
>unlikely? OR was the "forging" gone with the window, and therefore
not able
>to display evidence of paint smear? We do not know the anwers to those
>questions, and I am not able to tell from the picture if the "forging" is in
>place or not. "SM" might be correct, but an examination of the wreckage
is
>necessary to prove it one way or the other. I also find it difficult to
>follow him on the paint transfer scenerio. Or the stripping of the white (
>that's how it happened) by water impact. Hey, if thousands of hours at
TAS
>in excess of 500 KTS doesn't peel the white paint, is it logical that a
>water impact could do it? It seems to me that the epoxy-type aircraft
paints
>adhere very well, and require very potent strippers for removal. Any pai
>without that adhesion would have been peeled long before any water
impact,
>would it not?
Yeah, like what peeled the white off the red? Not wind and not water. No
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fire. Not wishful thinking. Not a guy with stripper in a hangar.
Regarding the discourse between CO and RH: It is necessary to rise
above
the insults and focus on the facts that each of you give to each other. I
do that with SM as he flails away at me. After the facts are culled from
the soup of vituperative rebuttals and analyzed, then the fun of
retaliation begins, but only after facts noted.
I'm trying to determine the sequence of paint on TWA 800 between the
passenger windows. It will have to be the actual airplane examined by
actual eyes to be conclusive but until then, it can be stated that unusual
red paint marks are evident only above the forward cargo door area.
Which
is near a hull rupture. And need to be explained because they weren't
there
when TWA 800 took off.
One way or the other, something, air or metal, contacted the white paint
between the passenger windows and left/revealed red and that is highly
unusual, happened before, near the scene of rupture, and is inconsistent
with official explanation of everything all latched, all locked,and all
intact until water impact; inward water impact on entire nose, not just
above cargo door.
I believe my explanation fits best, red metal below slamming upward and
transferring red paint on top of white.
If red revealed by white peeling/abrading then that is still significant
only because it only happened in a small area, 15 feet out of 500 possible
CO>That is because
>there are science guys here on Lsoft who ask and answer open
questions.
Count me in Jack! As soon as I consult my Zodiac to see if it's OK. Boy,
hasn't Hubble changed the science of Astrology forever? I've updated my
chart so that instead of planets lining up and affecting my job
opportunities, I've lined up galaxies. Yes, right now 37000 galaxies are in
alignment with M65 rising in the east, and M-325G in opposition, my
prospects for love are very encouraging.
CO about RH>I think he actually wants to know what
>happened to TWA800.
I think so too.
>Richard would just have to live with.
Right, just like I'm having to live with people telling me to 'live with it'.
BD chimes in>The FBI apparently failed to perform this simple follow up
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>possibly because they already knew it was a missile and where it came
from.
Yeah, and covered it up because they did not want the 1.1 billions dollars
coming their way for anti-terrorist and airport security if missile, any
missile bagged 800. Cunning FBI to toss away 1.1 billion. They have thei
own reasons why.
Poor missile guys and their streak. It's all colors, it's all directions,
it's all durations, it's all weird but they are trying to make it into only
going up, only white, lasted a long time, and makes perfect sense as a
missile. The only teensy problem is missiles don't look like streaks in
real life, only in movies which is where much of missile guy thinking
comes
from instead of textbooks.
Ah, my missile guy jibe is out of the way, I feel so much better.
BD gets cryptic>Regards,
>
>Bob
>direction when asked
Bob, what is the direction? Or is it, Kenneth, what is the frequency?
Ah, my missile guy chuckle, I feel so much better.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Sat, 20 Jun 1998 10:40:53 -0700

Subject:
Loopy
JBS quotes MR who quotes SF quoting MH talking about JBS>On Fri,
19 Jun
1998, SAMMY FINKELMAN wrote:
>
>> Marshal Houston:
>>
>> MH> The Anti-Missile defenders, John Barry Smith, Chris Ollson,
Sammy
>> MH> Finkelman, Elmer Barr and now alias Dana Scully, do nothing
but
>> MH> protect Bill Clinton and his administration in one of their many
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>> MH> coverups.
MR>There is no way I will believe that the Navy, FBI, and NTSB, acting
on
>their own, initiated this cover-up. Somebody above them had to order it
>Anyone who tries to keep the discussion of TWA 800 moving in
pointless
>circles is protecting that someone.
Somebody...somebody....they....they.....them.....them......the nonsense is
out there...and you have found it. Missile!
SF quoting NY Times> He
>said that apart from the accounts of eyewitnesses who described a streak
>of light near the 747 before the explosion, there was 'precious else' to
>suggest that a missile had hit the plane
Note streak of light, not smoke trail or flare or whatever the missile guys
want it to be.
Streak of light. That's it.
That's all there was in July 24 1996 and all there is now two years later.
Two years!
And yet, refuse to consider reasonable scientific alternative, still hoping
for non scientific idea that a missile miles away is perceived as streak
although there is no photo evidence of streak ever looking like a 'streak
of light' to observers miles away.
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Sat, 20 Jun 1998 22:09:12 -0700

Subject:
Love dem eyewitnesses!
At 8:30, just before they reached the dredge, 'there was a glint, quick
and sharp,' in the right side of his field of vision, Mr. Russell
recalled. He turned toward that part of the sky, which then remained dark
for a few seconds. 'It's hard to know how long,' he said.
Moments after that initial light, which had been as abrupt as a camera
flash but not as bright, he said, a ball of brilliant orange light
suddenly expanded around roughly the same spot and then 'seemed to fall
straight down,' leaving behind it a spreading column of fire that did not
follow like a comet's tail but hung in the air and unfurled from its
now-plummeting source.
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The descending tongue of fire then split in two, he said, forming a
glowing inverted Y of flames. In the clear sky there was no trace of a
streak or contrail, he added, only the fire, then a rising pillar of dark
smoke and a shield of white smoke up high.
'I have 20-15 vision,' he said, 'and I wouldn't have missed something
like that.'
He and his colleagues turned their boat toward the crash site and saw
light pieces of debris in the sky, caught by the fading sunlight and
falling 'like silvery rain coming down out of the air.'
Love dis guy!
I want every missile lover to do what missile guy told you to do, study
this eyewitness report.
TT asks for faith>In the meanwhile, look at these eyewitness reports belo
again: study them,
>>dissect them; they are honest reports form honest people. PERIOD.
Ok, request granted. Let's see, saw glint quick and shartp, seconds later
brilliant orange light slowly expanded, sight pieces of debris in the sky
caught by the fading sunlight and falling like silvery rain.
Sounds like shiny piece of metal glinting in sun up high, then the plane
which had been falling disintegrating with the shiny piece of metal erupte
into fireaball. Sun was there enough to reflect for this eyewitness on the
boat shiny debris. No smoke trail, no periscopes, and no barges.
Yes, eyewitnesses are great and I just wish to god the missile guys would
stop trashing them.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Wed, 10 Jun 1998 12:19:47 -0700

Subject:
Missile guys are back, PU/paint/
TS>I recommend that anyone who wishes to communicate with Chris
Olsson to
>first check his integrity by asking a few basic questions about the
>TWA 800 tragedy. By doing so, I am sure you will find he has none,
>and is posting to the list as a disinformationalist, not a true
>researcher.
I did, I did. And I found out that Chris Olsson has more integrity in his
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typing fingers than all the missile guys fat heads put together. We are
very lucky to have the honor of having our evaluations critiqued by Chris
He knows more about the ocean then any of us, more about airplanes and
the
internet than most of us, and certainly more about the value of attention
to detail than any of the missile guys.
Missile guys are upset as Chris because he allows that sunlight may have
been on TWA 800 at event time, or maybe not, depends on unknown
variables.
The data is upsetting but as usual, the missile guys attack the person with
the data, not the data.
And speaking of integrity, didn't you missile guys leave? Didn't you put
your word on the line?
"Ah, missile guys, I recognize your foul stench of paranoia fear." Princes
Leia to Darth Vadar's boss paraphrased.
>an individual who refuses to respond to the most fundamental
>questions concerning the tragedy.
Hey, twit, it's not up to us to answer or not answer your questions. This
is a forum, not an interrogation.
This forum had the pleasure of a few days of none of this
'disinformationalist' foul odor being put forth. And now it's back. With
stuff like SecNav quitting and Monica Lewinski. (Which we all know is a
Mossad plant, sent to just read what she saw on the President's desk and
report back to her handler. They knew and exploited Clinton's weakness
for
a pretty plump face. She's an unwitting spy. Nonsense of course, but it all
fits, and is much more entertaining than strumpet on the make. But
irrelevant to TWA 800 and only mentioned to give example conspiracy
guys
subject material.)
>Slick and his friends in the media have done a good job in keeping the
>Bimbo fiasco on front burner so that most of the electorate is not aware
>the more damaging crap which the media keeps on the back burner.
Let me get this straight, which from a conspiracy guy means upside down
Clinton wants the Lewinsky thing to be on the 'front' burner? And the
media
keeps the real stuff on the 'back' burner? And Steve Jobs really wants
Apple to go bankrupt, and Bill Gates really wants Netscape to win the
browser battle? Conspiracy thinking is by nature upside down.
GD>Why do you worry about masking?
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I don't.
Isn't this paint sequence a doable, solvable, resolvable thing? Can we not
confirm something without the help of FAA and NTSB or Boeing?
I'm the one who says metal, then primer, then base coat, then trim, then
decals. If wrong, give source. My confirmation source is a retired 747
pilot.
The idea of painting TRANS WORLD letters in red on primer on nose of
TWA
800, and then carefully masking off the red letters, and then painting the
rest of the plane white around the letters is funny to me. Who has painted
lots of static models, flying model, and real airplanes.
And then non cargo door guy having to explain the red paint under the
white using that nonsense sequence instead of green primer as 'overspray
is even funnnier. Even using the wrong sequence it doesn't work to
explain
the red paint smears as red under white.
>Small
>stuff is silk screened to high precision.
Except for the foot of red overspray above the trim and in between the
passenger windows..ha!
>>Wake up landlubber!
>
TT>This from the Commander who can't spell a small boat by its proper
name
>correctly - Barry's spelling of "dinghy" ----> "dingy" (pronounced
>din-gee). Is it possible to have a "dingy dinghy"
If it's a crazy small dirty boat, then it could be a dingey dingy dinghy.
JBS on May 2, before typo of 'dingy'.>Ah, a missile from nowhere shoots
down an airliner, there are dozens of US Navy ships and sub and aircraft,
many with real missiles on board and all capable of carrying and firing
missiles, and...and...it was Abdul in a Dinghy? Ha! Launch rail on boat,
barge, dinghy, sub, etc...one missile, oh, two missiles...conspiracy guys
explanations all differ in so many significant ways, you'd think they could
agree on some basic details.
JBS on May 29 with typo>Can do the same for a submarine, ship, or a
dingy
in reverse.
>I would say a few hundred yards. Cars are not very clean in New York.
>And trees usually prevent long distance viewing of car windows.
Yes, I thought of that. Many people live in areas in which they never focu
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their eyes beyond a few hundred yards. It's like the rain forest natives
that have no depth perception on the veldt of Africa. They never see
further away than a hundred yards so to look out forty miles is a new
visual experience. They think the buffalo really are two inches high. Abou
the size of a missile guy's brain.
I've flown on ice patrols near Greenland where we could see icebergs ove
two hundred miles, confirmed by radar.
If you want proof of the reflective power of the sun, check out the moon,
not a very shiny object but still reflects far away.
>I can see reflections off
>of 747's as they leave JFK and fly overhead at, I would estimate,
>5,000 to 8,000 feet. I can even see the reflection off of higher
>planes passing over my head at what, say 20,000 - 30,000 feet. But
>they're real small, the sky is clear, and, yes, the sun has not set
>yet!
If you wait for the right angle, there will be a flare/glare of light which
will engulf the entire nose, or tail and even the plane and last for about
two seconds, then the flare goes away and the wings and tail can again be
seen. For a 747-400 the winglets even reflect and give a little flare/glare.
Sit in your back yared and have someone reflect sunlight from a small
mirror or flat shiny surface into your eyes and see how powerful the light
is.
> I did not catch one glint of reflection (orange or any other
>color)off of these planes.
You've got to wait for it, it only lasts for two seconds. I've got it on
video tape and on film and it's on web site of course.
It's why they painted the U2 black, the shiny version reflected light to
enemy below.
But then use logic, a shiny 747 is a big mirror, the mirror was in front of
you, the sun in back, the sun hits mirror of 747 and bounces back to you
the viewer. Check it out by watching other planes with right sun angles,
they all do it.
>Eyewitnesses to this disaster were not actively looking out over the
>ocean for a plane to explode, let alone see a cargo door or any other
>piece of plane that could possibly reflect sun at a distance of 10 miles,
>in twilight, in haze.
They only became eyewitnesses because they were idly looking out to
sea and
were in the right angle to see reflection. There were lots of people
looking out there but had wrong angle, did not see streak, so were not
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eyewitnesses.
Lots of people saw fireball but did not see streak. That supports shiny
object explanation. If all people saw fireball saw streak, that would
support missile explanation.
And the plane was above the haze, not in it. Stop fudging.
>With all due respect, Commander, perhaps you have something very
much
>in common with Sitting Bull, especially when you sit down and type the
>kind of stuff above at your computer.
I'm not a Commander. And the 'due respect' is like the 'can I ask you a
question" remark of en garde for insult to come. You have no respect for
me, so don't say you do. I certainly don't respect your reasoning abilities
about airplanes and what they do in space.
>You forgot your other analogy, John. The reflective mirror soldiers
>use. Maybe you realized the inherent fallacy in that, too. They didn't
>use it at twilght
Who says? Have you ever used a survival mirror, that's what they are
called, in light or twilight? I have and it works. And when it's the
differnece between life and death, you use it in moonlight. Which by the
way, is a very bright light source at night and can reflect much light.
Before the fireball- streak was probably shiny metal object ejected from
explosive decompression reflecting light, after fireball- streak was
probably flaming debris ejected from explosion.
NTSB and FAA sure have been quiet lately. I think they are planning on
closing this TWA 800 investigation. What more is left to do from their
point of view? Nuttin' and time works against them. I can see the
authorities hinting to NTSB Chairman Hall to get this over with before
campaigning for the November elections starts. TWA 800 would be one
less
issue to talk about. One less sad reminder of government's inability to
prevent death even though they get billions in tax money to do so.
If I were NTSB, I would issue final report now of center tank explosion o
unknown ignition source but probably shorted wiring in fuel tank
conduits,
and let the courts fight it out exactly.
End story. Then I have to wait for the next one. As I said in 1990 to EAA
members in newsletter about the connnection to PA 103 and UAL 811.
As I
said in 1992 to Flying magazine audience. As I said to US Aviation
Underwriters former Chairman John Brennan in 1995 about airplanes he
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insured, PA 103 and including one that hadn't crashed yet, TWA 800.
And I
say it now, in 1998, before Flight X bites the dust. Water to chafed wire
to short door motor on. End story for about 300 people.
Safety Recommendations Rprt_Nbr: A-91-83 and -84
(1) the wiring bundle in the area normally covered by the conduit for the
presence of damaged insulation (using either an electrical test method or
visual examination);
(2) the conduit support bracket and attached standoff pin on the upper arm
of the forward lift actuator mechanism;
(3) the flexible conduit for the presence of cracking in the
convoluted innercore.
Wiring as described in NTSB AAR 92/02:
Plug P3 and Plug P4 at a distance between three to four inches from plug
pin tips. The P4 damage location may correspond to wire bundle clamp
positions. These areas are where the chafed bare wires shorted on the doo
latch actuator motor to the unlatch position for UAL 811 as described in
NTSB AAR 92/02.
NTSB Public Docket Exhibit 9A page 116: "Some wires found in the
section
of W480 from forward of station 570 and identified as BMS13-42A had
numerous cracks in the insulation. Most of the cracks in this bundle were
found to expose the core conductor when examined by microscope. Only
within
five feet of the aft end of the W480 bundle from station 570-900 were
insulation cracks found."
Note that BMS13-42A is known faulty Poly-X wiring. Cargo door
location is
FS 560-670 and cracked wires are within that zone. Frayed wires in that
area have shorted before and caused the forward cargo door to open in
flight, NTSB AAR 92/02 UAL 811.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Mon, 22 Jun 1998 11:19:42 -0700
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Subject:
No think zone
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="iso-8859-1"
>The 1994 accident occurred when the F-15 pilots, on a routine mission
>enforcing a U.N. ``no-fly'' zone over northern Iraq, mistook the Army
>helicopters for Iraqi Hind aircraft.
Unclear of concept of 'no fly'. It's clear to me, not clear to Air Force.
The arrogance. 'No fly' to Air Force means 'you no fly, me fly.'
RH>The aircraft designers would not try to design an aircraft that
depended
>on the cargo door to absorb the hoop tension that was presented by the
>internal air pressure during flight.
Well, they did. read AAR 92/02 that says they did. On web site of course
The cargo door opening is an
>interruption in the stress flow around the fuselage and the engineers
>designed the cargo door opening with sufficient reinforcement to protec
>the aircraft in case the cargo door partially opened in flight or was
>lost in flight.
Not true. And more than door was 'lost,' thirty foot by forty foot for 800
and ten by thirty foot for 811 and you landlubbers talking about it's OK to
lose ten by thirty feet of your nose at 300 knots and 'It's OK' are out of
touch with the reality of flying...again.
>In fact the engineers designed the fuselage to take all
>of the flying loads exclusive of the cargo door.
Absolutely incorrect. Absolutely wrong. The phrase is, 'structural
member.'
The door is a structural member.
Page 11, page 64, page 71, 72, AAR 92/02.
(Love the part on page 72 talking about 'Hoop stresses.") "RH tells NTSB
>You've talked about HOOP STRESS in the past. It's not hoop stress, it's
called hoop tension."
>
>Flight 811 is proof that the 747 doesn't come apart if it loses a cargo
>door in flight.
Sammy and now RH the structural engineers.
>
>Flight 800 showed no signs of a lost cargo door when the wreckage was
>examined. That's what NTSB exhibit pointed to.
Lots of signs of a lost cargo door and few signs of a found one. 80% of
door still missing.
You landlubbers look at 811 and say door gone, nose on and therefore
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deduce, guess, estimate, against all common sense and knowledge about
airplanes, that another cargo door open inflight means all noses stay on,
even though the pilot and engineers all say they don't know why nose
stayed
on, and the hole on the three other 747s in question has a hole three times
as big.
You're stretching for reasons to think it was not a cargo door for 800.
You land lubbers must know about hurricanes and tornadoes. Well force
tornado, the highest on earth ever, was less than what hit 800 nose when
door opened up and big hole appeared with downward broken floor
beams and
outward peeled rupture evident in belly and sides. Do you understand
force
of 300 knots on fragile weakened structure?
Do you understand that one stroke victim dies and another lives and it's
the same blood vessel that ruptured?
You want a balloon to stay inflated after it pops. Ha! 811 slowly descende
to earth after pop and landed on runway, the other three descended rapidl
after pop.
But, you are the norm. 811 nose on after door open, then all 747s that hav
door open, the nose stays on. What short sighted unimaginative thinking.
And once you get your facts straight about the door and how it functions,
then come back with some questions or opinion.
By the way, Lyle Streeter of FAA asked Widley of NTSB in
hearings.about
hoop stresses and whether they were present. They were not supposed to
be
there if door closed but were, and in the cargo door area. Also tension
fractures on port side and compression fractures on starboard discovered
means nose crumpled to right into hole. The testimony at hearings about
hoop stresses is on NTSB web site.
Before making declarative statements about hoop stresses, cargo doors an
747s read about it. It makes your opinion worth reading and thinking
about
rather than having to spend time refuting your ignorance.
>>Flight 800 showed no signs of a lost cargo door when the wreckage
was
>>examined
Saying things like the above while holding a picture of the wreckage and
observing huge clearlyl defined shatter zone around cargo door, with mos
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of door still missing destroys any opinion you have about door open in
flight or not.
http://www.corazon.com/TWA800hullrupture.html
I guess you missile guys really have not been reading cargo door
information and for sure have not been researching anything about a
known
killer of nine. Maybe you were too busy reading about Nostrodamo, did
he
predict TWA 800?
MR>-------------------------Exhibit 15C excerpt
>
>Examination of the lower lobe forward cargo door showed all eight of th
>door latching cams remain attached (along with pieces of the door
>itself) to the pins along the lower door sill.
>
>--------------------------End of excerpt
Except there are ten, not eight.
It's like having 42 cards in a deck instead of 52, let's play cards! It's a
full deck, whose deal?
So MR posts nothing but repeats for 14K of bandwidth and not a peep
out of
missile guys about wasted bandwidth. Ha!
GD>In the case of TWA800, the forces in the RH side and fuselage top
were in
>compression, while the those in the LH side and bottom were tension.
The
>compression forces in the RH side should possibly cause accordion
pleating
>and make any doorway in the stress riser fold zone to disintegrate.
Did for the cargo door, not for R2 door nearby.
> Barry
>may be able to show that the cargo door came off but he can not
logically
>tell when and due to what forces.
I certainly can. And door ruptured/shattered/burst, not 'came off' or
'opened'.
MR resents RH taking facts like hoop effects> Riichard, you're falling fo
Barry's trick. The more he can tie people
>up on the cargo door, the less attanrion they pay to the NTSB report and
>the errors it contains. Barry and his cargo door is, in miltary terms, a
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>diversionary action to keep effort off of some other target.
RH, convert, come over to the cargo door side, we'll give you a hot cup o
coffee and you can come in out of the cold. Yes, work for us, infiltrate
the missile guys, tell us what's going on. We want to know. We will
handsomely reward you. Don't think of it as betrayal of your missile guy
buddies but as a pursuit of truth. Ha!
'Falling for my trick'? What trick, holding up a photograph of the
wreckage
of TWA 800?
http://www.corazon.com/TWA800hullrupture.html
http://www.corazon.com/redpaintsmearssoloprint.html
Facts such as photographs of wreckage are now 'tricks'. Ha!
> Even with the NTSB saying that all the latches were still latched and
>with the eyewitnesses to a rising object, Barry will still promote the
>ccargo door theory if for no other reason than to lure the citizen
>investigators into wasting there time and resources.
RH, if you are going to go with personalities and not facts, I rest my case
on the above personality saying, " Even with the NTSB saying that all the
latches were still latched." when I think you know that there are ten
latches, not eight, and eight is not 'all'.
RH, if eight equals ten, go with MR because that's they way he thinks.
>Barry doesn't want you to do more experiments with gliders.
I've done thousands of hours with models, gliders, and powered models.
Models are great within their limits.
>Meanwhile, we need to all go back and look at the NTSB reports. There
is
>more in there that needs to be looked at. I'll have a real goodie later
>this week.
Now there's an appempt at diversion, stop looking at him, look at me,
don't
look at his reports, look at mine. Ha!
To review: personalities are unimportant, the data is important. Observe
all reports, and make own conclusion.
And if you think that because 811 nose stayed on then all 747 noses stay
on, then fine,
If you think a nine foot by eight foot door comes loose at 300 knots and
tears skin with it, and it's OK, then fine.
Stay ignorant in your bliss of aviation structures.
>> What the hell has this got to do with any of the Boeing crashes?
>> Nothing.
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>
MR> It establishes that every once in a while, the military will shoot
down
>something that it ought not to have.
Missile, always could have been, always wasn't.
TT>No one else would dare to flaunt your cargo door
>incredulity as you do so efficiently. No one else seems to be as
>pompous as you in flaunting your accomplishments when feeling
>threatened
The word 'peer' was brought up, that implies credentials to establish
equality. Missile guy brought it up, not me.
>TT>Perhaps you should start your own Cargo Door discussion group.
Then
>you could discuss cargo doors ad nauseam with peers of your esteemed
>intellectual equivalence - you, yourself and you!
Don't need to, there is one already, it's called LSoft Flight 800, Flight
800 has two cargo doors and I'm talking about them. Flight 800 had no
missiles on board, maybe you should start a missile discussion group, oh
someone already did, why are you here? Why are you trying to get
someone
who talks about parts of Flight 800 to leave? More censor thinking,
remove
messenger message leaves. Ha! Messenger is unimportant. The message i
still the same.
RH gets it wrong>people who are patently wrong
TTgets it wrong, too.> I think he meant "blatently" wrong.
>bla*tant \"blat-ent\ adj : offensively obtrusive : vulgarly showy syn
>vociferous, boisterous, clamorous, obstreperous Û bla*tan*cy \-en-se\ n
Û
>bla*tant*ly adv
JBS blatantly gets it right.
CO>Cargo containers are usually skinned
>with polished aluminium
Right, add cargo bin to piece of door, crown skin, and maintenance hatch
that could reflect light. Cargo bin is probably the best bet, it's shiny
and big. Must be on radar too.
>Even small pieces of shiny metal can be incredibly brilliant at
>great ranges, in Oman we routinely used 5" reflectors at ranges of 20 to
30
>miles when doing triangulation work.
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And key is dark adapted eyes are viewing this, big difference in dark
adapted and not dark adapted in ability to see faint light.
As in faint light appears very bright when you wake up and open your
eyes
quickly.
>The man that hath no music in himself,
>Nor is not moved with concord of sweet sounds,
>Is fit for treasons, stratagems and spoils;
>The motions of his spirit are as dull as night,
>And his affections dark as Erebus:
>Let no such man be trusted.
>>Lorenzo in The Merchant of Venice
No sense of humor is a clue to a disturbed personality. No joy in life. No
appreciation for the wonder of life.
My daughter made me laugh last night. I'm telling her to pick up after
herself all the time. I tell her to be neat all the time. I tell her to put
things away all the time. So she got her penny jar and spread out the
pennies all over the kitchen floor and nearby areas, all equidistant from
each other and said, Hey Dad, look at this. She has a sense of humor. And
if you've never seen a kitchen floor with several hundred pennies spread
out, you may not get it.
>>Is fit for treasons, stratagems and spoils;
Sounds like missile guys to me.
>If a seat cushion is loose from the seat it floats. If it isn't, it doesn't.
>If it doesn't float then it sinks. If it sinks, it reaches the seabed.
Could you go through that one more for me? I need to know for sure how
a
seat cushion gets to the seabed. Oh, I see, seat cushion is on seat and
seat goes to seabed. Ahh....
>I'd like to see a full disclosure of all the facts surrounding PA103 to be
>made in a fair trial of the two indicted suspects. Unfortunately that will
>not happen.
Never give up!
>The moniker
>"Jacob's pillow" was an attempt by the early Christians to place the
history
>of the Stone into a biblical setting and is total bullshit. They did the
>same thing with the pagan festival of winter solstice, which they rename
>"Christmas".
Ah, I knew about the Stone of Scone but not about that Jacob's thing.
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And we just had summer solstice and am thinking of becoming a Druid.
Do we
get to dance naked with young women with paint all over our bodies?
>The AAIB explicitly addressed this matter in their Conclusions:
>"The analysis of the flight recorders, using currently accepted technique
>did not reveal positive evidence of an explosive event."
Yeah, but what do CVRs know anyway. They put all this money and
effort into
CVR and FDR and when they record stuff they don't like, they ignore it.
182
CVR sudden loud sound was matched to DC 10 door explo decom
sound. 103 CVR
sudden sound was matched to 182. 800 was matched to 103 and 182 and
811 by
Chart 12 of sound spectrum study exhibit.
>The AAIB report is a final Report and does not contain nearly as much
raw
>data as the thousands of pages of material in the Public Docket of
TWA800.
Love to have that raw 103 data. It's someplace stored.
>There is, however, an EPR anomaly in the number three engine as
recorded on
>the FDR. This event occurred a short time before the disintegration of
the
>PA103. You can see that spike on the scanned image of the FDR data
which JBS
>shows on his website. It is unclear to me whether this EPR spike is just
>random bit of noise in the recording circuitry or is a real record of
>something going through the engine. I've shown it to three different 747
>pilots. One said that it is just what he would expect to see if something
>small went through the engine and mentioned that occasionally his
engines
>have sucked rabbits off the taxiways at Schipol and he has noticed a
>comparable amplitude of EPR spike when such minor foreign objects ar
>ingested.
And really relevant when all four 747s had EPR anomalies during or just
before fatal flight. I say the wiring short for door motor is also shorting
out EPR gauge, or it's piece of plane coming off and being ingested.
>It does seem odd that the EPR spike occurred so soon prior to the
explosion
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>and it does seem odd that two separate ATC radars both recorded an
>unexplained primary target close by the starboard side of PA-103 a few
>seconds before the hull ruptured. The AAIB struggled to explain this
>phenomenon and simply failed.
Me too and I know everything.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Sat, 20 Jun 1998 20:06:31 -0700

Subject:
"I saw it! It was a missile!"
In-Reply-To:
<Pine.GSO.3.96.980620110544.707B-100000@blaze.accessone.com>
If anybody wishes to correspond to Ms. Katherine Roome of
McGraw-Hill
please use her official address or phone at:
Katherine D. Roome
Vice President and
Associate General Counsel
McGraw-Hill Companies
1221 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10020-1095
Tel 212 512 4064
Fax 212 512 3907
MR says basic truth> But for all those people to
see that streak of light,
something had to
>be up there.
Good. We agree. Even weightless fast photons blazing by, still something
I say heavy shiny pieces of metal, you say...you say....what do you say is
the 'something' that was 'up there'? And be specific please to please the
scientist in me.
>
> Kindly explain the hole punched through from the outside of the nose
and
>the explosive residue trailing back ten rows long and three seats wide
>from that hole to the break in the hull where the forward section pulled
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>away.
What hole?
What explosive redidue?
> Kindly explain what the red residue is and
why the government lied
>about it's elemental composition.
Oh, that's easy, the government lied to you because because
...ahhhggggggg.
They got me.
>Kindly explain why they insisted it was
>seat glue when it was found on only three rows of seats.
That's easy, they insisted it was seat glue because it was seat glue. Or
seabed stuff. Or rocket fuel unburnt or something, I mean how does rocke
fuel residue get on its target. Isn't the fuel used up early? Doesn't
everything just blow/burn up? Every time missile evidence is examined it
blows away like the smoke trails that were never there.
>
> Kindly explain why the Navy lied about the positions of it's
>submarines.
Uh, a tough one. They did not tell you, a civilian, the locations of its
ships, when you, a civilian asked, because they have seen the poster,
"Loose lips sink ships" Understand the concept? Civilian. The fact that
you
got anything out of the Navy about ships to planes is amazing to me. I'd
hate to think as a crewman of a nuke missile sub that my location is let go
to every tom dick and harry who comes along and asks where I was at a
certain time. I understand the concept of fixes based on known location
and
time and string them together and get track and then predicted position.
And you missile guys, the security minded guys, think the Navy is lying
when it doesn't tell you exactly where it was during a certain time. Ha!
> Kindly explain why the Navy kept it's divers out of the waters for
>three days while commercial divers had no problems working in the
>adjacent waters, and why did the locator pingers on the black boxes
>quit during those three days only to be proven to be in working order
>when they were returned to the factory?
You're making facts again now, MR. That's not fair and you know it. No
pingers quit, no Navy divers out for sinister reason if at all.
I just hope to god that this small recitation of pesky reality fact does
not drive you off into yet another large recitation of already posted a
hundred times eyewitness quotes. Let there not be another long list of
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'eyewitness' reports from dubious people from dubious sources about a
dubious sighting of short duration vision far away when laypersons were
surprised out of their daydreams. When will MR know that just because
someone or lots of someones say they saw something means they may
have seen
something. And that's it. Need corrorborative evidence and imaginary
holes
and imaginary residue and imaginary light source is about it for you and
that's not enough for something who dismisses imaginary stuff in the
world
of flying and relies on reality stuff. Red paint smears. Reality.
http://www.corazon.com/paintpeeledpetal.html
http://www.corazon.com/redpaintsmearssoloprint.html
http://www.corazon.com/petalbulge.html
http://www.corazon.com/outwardpeeledskin.html
Well, let's see if MR reverted to form and yet once again recited mantra o
"I saw it! It was a missile! Eyewitnesses saw an object rising up towards
the 747, not falling away from it. The damned door did not open in flight
"I saw it! It was a missile! Eyewitnesses saw an object rising up towards
the 747, not falling away from it. The damned door did not open in flight
"I saw it! It was a missile! Eyewitnesses saw an object rising up towards
the 747, not falling away from it. The damned door did not open in flight
TT asks for faith>In the meanwhile, look at these eyewitness reports belo
again: study them,
>dissect them; they are honest reports form honest people. PERIOD.
>
>Best regards,
>
>Tony
TT start mantra now:
"I saw it! It was a missile! Eyewitnesses saw an object rising up towards
the 747, not falling away from it. The damned door did not open in flight
"I saw it! It was a missile! Eyewitnesses saw an object rising up towards
the 747, not falling away from it. The damned door did not open in flight
"I saw it! It was a missile! Eyewitnesses saw an object rising up towards
the 747, not falling away from it. The damned door did not open in flight
TT, "...they are honest reports form honest people."? "Form people? They
filled out so many forms from the FBI that they become 'form people'?
By the way, picking the eyewitnesses you want and dismissing the ones
you
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don't want is not really fair, now is it? Come on now, calling some
witnesses good and some bad negates your " look at these eyewitness
reports
below again: study them,
>dissect them; they are honest reports form honest people. PERIOD."
Yes, even the agreed upon loonies to name a few....want me to name the
looney eyewitness reports by honest people?
So, to ask for faith in the eyewitnesses interpretations because they are
from eyewitnesses is denied because I know and you know that just
because
an eyewitness saw something does not mean that they guess they make as
to
what it actually was carries little weight, especially when the
interpretation is something they have rarely seen, a missile launch, saw
for a few seconds, were surpised, and it was over before the interpretation
even started to form. The formed people had not yet formed when the
event
of streak of light was over.
So you can take your eyewitnesses, all of them, the one you like and the
ones you don't like and throw out their interpreations after the initial
interpretation of missile was made. Now for the evidence. It will always b
could have been the eyewitnesses that said missile, were right! But will
always be, were not. Not because of the streak but because of the evidenc
of history and in the hangar at Calverton. And that's where you have to
cheat to stay in the TWA 800 game, you cheat by saying coverup
conspiracy,
plot and that's why the evidence refutes you, not that the evidence is
true. And because there is so much evidence against your missile the
conspiracy coverup gets wider and wider, up to the President and the UN
shortly I'm sure.
Now, for coverup, there is much more circumstantial evidence of
conspiracy
to keep the cargo door explanation quiet. Motive means and opportunity.
The
motive is of course to avoid imagined disaster of Boeing losing money, o
reputations ruined because of past misexplained plane crashes, and shame
embarrassment that they got it wrong and wacky guy on net got it right.
My red paint marks are real and can be analyzed right now, not mystery
residue that gets cut and smaller and invisible.
Do you have any evidence of conspiracy and coverup of the wiring/cargo
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door
explanation for TWA 800, assuming that it were correct?
I have no evidence of conspiracy or coverup to keep the missile
explanation
for TWA 800 quiet. On the contrary the FBI spent millions trying to mak
the case for bomb or missile.
Wiring/cargo door, known killer of nine and left the scene of the recent
crime early, and was near crime scene, had one sentence of the official
report, clearing it. The one sentence said eight was conclusive while it is
acknowledged that ten exist. Eight is not ten. Eight is not conclusive.
So, why the apparent blind spot for wiring/cargo door explanation? A
coverup would explain it. I don't take that easy way out without evidence
Do you have any evidence that wiring/cargo door explanation is known,
accepted, and attempts are underway to keep that explanation from being
known and acted upon?
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
>"We saw what appeared to be a flare going straight up. As a matter of
fact,
>we thought it was from a boat. It was a bright reddish-orange color.
Once it
>went into flames I knew that it wasn't a flare."
>- Lou Desyron, Flight 800 eye-witness; ABC World News Sunday;
07/21/96.
>
>
>"It was what we would best describe as a boat flare, a reddish object
going
>up. It went up and a few seconds later we saw an explosion in the sky. I
>can't say if it came off shore or on shore. At first, we thought it was a
>boat flare. It zigzagged a little. We thought it was strange. Then, several
>seconds later, we saw an eruption of fire. We never heard anything. We
saw a
>fireball, and at that point we identified what was an aircraft. We could s
>it fluttering down. We were the third boat on Long Island to report the
>incident to the Coast Guard. It was something going up to it beforehand
>Yes, I saw flaming debris go down. Something attracted us to the area
before
>it exploded. And even my wife and my oldest daughter, we all were
witnesses
>to it. There definitely was something there first before the aircraft went
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>down."
>- Donald Eick, Flight 800 eye-witness; October 20, 1997; The
>Press-Enterprise, Riverside, CA.
>
>
>"I picked it up three seconds before it turned into a bright white ball,
>which split. I thought it was fireworks. And then I didn't know what to
>think because from the white ball, I saw two wide orange bands of light
fall
>down, obviously the fuel igniting. I'll lay my ass on the table and tell the
>president or the FBI, and someone can hypnotize me: There was no way
that
>red light was descending. It was ascending. It made contact with what
turned
>out to be that airplane and made a white bright light and then split in two
>If I were in a courtroom and the prosecutor says I've got an eyewitness,
>then I become a trump card. We're not just one witness but 135 or more
>strong. I saw something hit the right side of the plane. My opinion was i
>blew the wing off on impact. I assumed something went through the
airplane,
>like behind first class and into the wing. My honest opinion, my gut
>feeling, is that we have the most brilliant people in the world and the be
>technology, [and] if they've been on scene for a year and they've not
come
>up with something, as a critical thinker I have to ask, could they be
>covering up something?"
>- William Gallagher, fisherman from N.J. who witnessed Flight 800
crash;
>October 20, 1997, The Press-Enterprise
>
>
>"[The FBI] said, 'Are you sure you didn't see something going down
and not
>going up?' I said, 'No....Gosh sakes I ain't that stupid. I ought to be able
>to tell if something is going up in the air or going down in the air. No,
>and I said I'm not changing my mind about it. I'll stick to that until I
>die. I said I saw something going up and I said there was no question in
my
>mind. I said I'm telling you what I saw."
>- Roland Penney, Flight 800 eye-witness; quoted from an interview with
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Cdr.
>William Donaldson presented at the AIM conference, October 18, 1997
>
And on and on and on and on on and on and on and on on and on and
on and
on on and on and on and on
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Mon, 22 Jun 1998 23:11:12 -0700

Subject:
Attention to detail
TT displays lack of >the one that has no piers - oops! I mean peers! Yes,
the one who calls everyone a "landlubber" but can't spell "dinghy"
correct;y!
I can spell 'correctly' correctly. Do you ever proofread? Or can't stand to
read your stuff? I don't blame you, all your typos really distract.
>TT>True enough, George. But remember, we are dealing with
disinformation>alists here.
I tried seeing X Files but the movie had Spanish subtitles so I have to
wait, did they say 'disinformationalists' in it. I hope they do.
>Lots of work to be done here. Anyone want to join in?
>
>Peers who have no equal need not apply!!!!
You're actually asking missile guys to do some real research? Ha!
Let's see, missile guys word:
I'll do the database in relational database. Well, no.
I'll give coordinates to help. Well, no.
I'll leave and not come back, Well no for MR, no for IG, no for TS and
others,
I'll show you IR track. Well no.
I'll send you database. Well no.
I'll get video tape of this and that. Well no and no.
Conspiracy coverup guys, walking self contradictions. It must be a corpu
collosum problem, can't mediate between left and right brains so one side
always suspects the other. Heckuva way to live, always with fear of
betrayal by those you are supposed to trust.
To even consider, never mind believe and make it a linchpin in your
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deductive reasoning, that several posters to this forum are paid governme
agents is a sign of disruptive sequential cognitive processing.
But once believing that premise, that people who don't agree with your
perception of reality are enemies or aliens or spies, I can see the
attraction. It absolves one of responsibility of failure. It relieves one
of fear of striving because it's no use anyway, so just stay where you are
and stagnate. And watch as others get ahead for reasons that are tinged
with conspiracy and plots.
You have to excuse this rambling here, missile guys, but you are such
interesting guinea pigs to me. To watch your thinking as expressed in
these
posts is very revealing. I'm trying to think like you and it's pleasing for
a while as guilt is erased but then despair sets in. Why try anything? It's
all stacked against me..by the jews, or the blacks, or the commies, or the
cargo door guy. And they never stop, everywhere you turn, it's cargo doo
this and that, and on and on, 1200 pages, and 500 line posts....and on and
on.....it's the government, it's clinton, it's china, it's ....them.
They are out there to thwart my every move. They can do that because
they
know what I'm doing. They know what I'm doing because they watch me
all the
time. Even in my emails, they watch me. They are everywhere.
Well, missile guys, time for the mantra to calm you down...Everything's
going to be all right. Everything is under control. Of course you're right.
Someday they'll find out. You were right all along. The bad guys will be
caught and punished and you will be rewarded.
Eyewitnesses saw an object rising up towards the 747, not falling away
from
it. The damned door did not open in flight.Eyewitnesses saw an object
rising up towards the 747, not falling away from it. The damned door did
not open in flight.Eyewitnesses saw an object rising up towards the 747,
not falling away from it. The damned door did not open in
flight.Eyewitnesses saw an object rising up towards the 747, not falling
away from it. The damned door did not open in flight.Eyewitnesses saw a
object rising up towards the 747, not falling away from it. The damned
door
did not open in flight.Eyewitnesses saw an object rising up towards the
747, not falling away from it. The damned door did not open in
flight.Eyewitnesses saw an object rising up towards the 747, not falling
away from it. The damned door did not open in flight.Eyewitnesses saw a
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object rising up towards the 747, not falling away from it. The damned
door
did not open in flight.Eyewitnesses saw an object rising up towards the
747, not falling away from it. The damned door did not open in
flight.Eyewitnesses saw an object rising up towards the 747, not falling
away from it. The damned door did not open in flight.
Ohhhhhmmmmmmm.....
MH>It is
>our nation and it's elected and appointed officials who have betrayed us
Who 'us'? Not me.
>Why did the Commerce Department obtain the power to undermine the
the Pentagon
>and National Security?
Because they learned the technique of making statments in the guise of
questions.
>In this generation, of the approaching millenium, the world traveller wil
>experience a higher risk of seeing terminal bright lights than at any othe
>time in history.
Huh?
>To think that John Barry Smith, Chris Ollson, Elmer Barr, Sammy
Finkelman
>and alias Dana Scully are trying to protect this treason.
Get the names of your arch villains correct, Olsson, not Ollson.
Hey, conspiracy guys, get a clue, if you ever believe in a conspiracy,
don't go telling the guys that you think are in the conspiracy that you
think they are in a conspiracy. I mean, how stupid can you be? You're
very
lucky you are wrong. If you were right, you would not be brave, just
stupid.
It isn't the missile explanation that is the problem. The missile
explanation can be supported or rebutted by people with facts. A missile
explanation does not require conspiracy or coverup to be correct.
None of the explanations require conspiracy or coverup, only evidence of
machines destroying machines or a machine destroying itself.
It's the conspiracy/coverup explanation that is the problem. And
conspiracy/coverup could be used for all the explanations. Which is to say
cargo door and bomb could also be coverups.
So why do the conspiracy/coverup guys only concentrate on missile?
Why not
coverup for bomb or other mechanical problem?
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I don't see the connection between missile and conspiracy/coverup. They
could be independent but are linked for some reason.
There's more evidence of bomb for TWA 800 than missile and that would
be a
conspiracy/coverup. But bomb is avoided. Hmmmm....
I can understand a conspiracy guy's thinking, which is effectively, it's
not my fault. And I can understand a missile guys thinking which is
effectively, guns go off all the time when they shouldn't.
I can't understand the mind that holds those two together. One is abstract
and the other factual.
The left brain says missile and the right brain says conspiracy/coverup.
What internal conflicts arise in the person who holds those two ideas in
his head at the same time. It's a struggle, I have sympathy for those poor
tortured souls.
Well, cheer up, there's lots more unexplained phenomena out there to
explain with conspiracy/coverup and they will be much more interesting
than
some plane crash.
And I know you conspiracy guys read that and think, "Hey, he's just
trying
to divert us from TWA 800 with some other event."
Yeah, even though I exhort you to stay in this forum, don't leave and start
another, this is where you started and this is where you belong. And you
conspiracy guys will think, "He doesn't really mean that, he is mocking
again, he means the opposite." And I guess that is the crux of it, self
contradiction, upside down, inside out, backwards, read one thing but
believe the opposite, what a way to live.
I really shouldn't make fun. It's not funny to see enemies everywhere, in
mailing lists, on TV, quoted in newspapers, everywhere. It must be a
terrifying world to live in. Depression, despair, and melancholy are sure
to follow when you don't think you have control of your life, that it's all
part of a script already written and you had no input.
Heck, I'm feeling down now. What's the use, anyway. What good does al
the
effort do. It's all a waste. The only fun is knocking the missile guys and
now I feel sorry for them so that's no fun anymore. Life is indeed dreary.
Cheers, not
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/
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Date:

Tue, 16 Jun 1998 21:56:36 -0700

Subject:
Base coat
SF>7 said it heading North, 2 said Northeast, 12 said East, 12 said
>Southeast, 7 said South, 3 said Southwest, 18 said West and 3 said
>Nortwesst.
>
>The same event, and all people were accurate? In two words: Im
Possible!
Sammy's funny! But possible when many pieces of shiny metal are going
this
way and that after explo decom up high and fast.
EB>If you or any of the readers have Microsoft's Flight Simulator version
5.1, 6 or 98, you can go right to runway 24 at Gabreski and re-create the
scenario.
Hey, are computers cool or what?
>Surely it's not being argued that he only intended to take questions from
>gullible people with no experience in such matters.
It is. Someone asked Meyer reality based questions and he immediately
detected enemy spy, EB.
RH>To: Chris,
>
>Quit your whining and do your own research.
To RH, quit your telling others what to say. That's a reflexive question,
because I was telling someone to not tell others. See, satire. You can
certainly tell others to quit whining and to start research. And I get to
laugh at you telling CO to do research, a person who has done more
research
then anyone on this list about more varied subjects in greater depth than
most can even imagine.
What's the big deal about Meyer? Why is some lawyer part time helo pilo
who sees a fireball ten miles away so important?
CO>The anti-science conspiracy/censorship guys are a majority of the
writers on
>this forum.
And I wouldn't have it any other way! The ASC/C guys go away and the
fun
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stops. No more chuckles, no more capitals.
>SM: What direct line of red door pieces.
The line from down low of cargo door to out, up, and slightly back as
slipstream drives red pieces into the outward peeled from explo decom
skin.
>We are talking about red paint transfer marks and red paint transer mark
>>on the horiz stab are 'immaterial'? I don't think so.
>
>SM: Is there any proof that their cause is related to the cargo door.
>Then it has no bearing on this discussion. I could care less about red
>streak on the tail.
Or UAL 811 paint smears, or the red paint color match, or the missing red
paint nearby, or ...whatever, you miss the forest while trying to explain
one tree down. If I had said overspray, you would say, heck no, got to be
impact transfer marks. No problem.
>Come on, I want to hear what they have to say once the whole truth has
>been revealed to them. You scoffed at me when I failed to see paint
>smears and now you know why--they simply weren't smears or transfers
>Come on Barry, shows us that you have a smidgeon of integrity and
accept
>the facts.
I scoffed at you when you refused to acknowledge UAL 811, I scoffed at
you
when you refused to see red paint and called it jagged metal, and I scoff
at you now for saying many red large paint marks are red paint which has
been there all along and just got seen when something from somewhere
hit it
and left no transfer, just rubbed off the white, not too much now because
it would be green, or too too much and it would be bare metal, but hit just
right for top white to be peeled/rubbed/abraded and reveal uniform red
which matches nearby red. Ha!
I don't believe that the white of TWA 800, the main color, was ever
painted
over old red paint, nor any airliner ever has its main color coat painted
over anything but primer.
Overspray and old paint, I'm still chuckling.
I don't hear you quoting any painters that you see every day. What did
they
say to your overspray/old paint explanation for red marks showing up
unexpectedly between passenger windows? Let me talk to a painter.
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Bring one
to the forum.
White was a base coat. Base coats go over primer, period.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Wed, 3 Jun 1998 11:31:36 -0700

Subject:
Because it's a plot against you who know the truth.
>What do you base your position on the glitter story on?
Because it's a plot against you who know the truth.
Is it: "The
>goverment loves me, this I know, cause the government tells me so" ?
Because it's a plot against you who know the truth.
>Assuming your desire to debate, why did the FBI devalue any witness
>statements of a hard turn taking place?
Because it's a plot against you who know the truth.
Why did they take all witness
>statements in a sloppy manner?
Because it's a plot against you who know the truth.
Why did they delay McLaine's statement?
Because it's a plot against you who know the truth.
>Why did they discredit the Kabot photo?
Because it's a plot against you who know the truth.
Why did the government not recognize the FDR recording?
Because it's a plot against you who know the truth.
>Why was a stupid cartoon which Walter E. Disney would be ashamed o
>released to the American gullibles.
Because it's a plot against you who know the truth.
Why is it that most corrupt governments have
>their own form of jack booted thug storm troopers?
Because it's a plot against you who know the truth.
Isn't that a clue that
>we need to throw the bums out?
Because it's a plot against you who know the truth.
Any more questions?
Cheers,
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John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Wed, 3 Jun 1998 18:29:08 -0700

Subject:
Bombs do go off in planes.
08/11/1982
LOCATION: Pacific Ocean 40 from Honolulu
CARRIER: Pan American World Airways FLIGHT:
AIRCRAFT: B-747 REGISTRY:
ABOARD: FATAL: 1 GROUND:
DETAILS: Detonation of an explosive device in the passenger
compartment.
The aircraft
landed safely
Top Stories Updated 4:11 PM ET June 3, 1998
U.S. nabs Palestinian wanted in plane bombing
WASHINGTON (Reuters) - The United States has in custody a former
Palestine
Liberation Organization officer who has been convicted for the bombing
of a
Hawaii-bound U.S. airliner in 1982, Justice Department officials said
Wednesday.
They said Mohammad Rashid was scheduled to have an initial appearanc
Wednesday afternoon in U.S. District Court in Washington, D.C. Judge
Aubrey
Robinson will preside.
The officials declined to give details of how Rashid was captured.
In 1992 a Greek court found Rashid guilty of premeditated murder in the
1982 bombing of a Pan American airliner which exploded over Hawaii,
killing
a Japanese teen-ager and wounding 15 other passengers. The plane
managed to
land safely.
He had been tracked around the world by the United States and was
arrested
on an American tip-off at Athens international airport in 1988. Greece pu
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him on trial after rejecting an extradition request from the United States.
Although Rashid was sentenced to 18 years in prison, he was released by
Greece at the end of 1996, being freed for "good behavior" in a move that
angered the United States.
Rashid steadfastly has denied involvement in the bombing and said he wa
the victim of mistaken identity.
The United States also has accused Rashid of planting a bomb -- which
never
exploded -- on a Pan American plane in Brazil in 1982 and for a mid-air
bomb blast on a TWA airliner approaching Athens in 1986 which killed
four
U.S. citizens.
One Justice Department official called Rashid a "fugitive terrorist."
When bomb goes off in 747, it turns around and lands.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Wed, 17 Jun 1998 18:17:27 -0700

Subject:
Chortle, jibe and chuckle
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="iso-8859-1"
I'm chortling. I found a wrong word by CO. Oh what a challenge I set for
myself and accomplished. Finding a wrong word used by CO was a
mountain
that took a year to climb.
CO blows it>Discrete view of childbirth is oxymoronic.
dis*crete \dis-"kret, "dis-'kret\ adj 1 : individually distinct 2 :
noncontinuous
dis*creet \dis-"kret\ adj : showing good judgment; esp : capable of
observing prudent silence Û dis*creet*ly adv
I shouldn't be smiling I know, but to see a master make error is so
humanizing.
Or I'm wrong. I believe the cameras were discreet meaning prudent
tasteful
angle of view. (For tasteful, discreet, prudent, read censor view of actual
delivery opening.) But it could be CO meant individually distinct view of
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one baby out of one woman. Hmmmm.....Could go both ways.
And I expect nothing less but the same in return.
And 'dingy' doesn't count.
>Baby's head comes out of woman's
>front bottom. Not pretty sight. No likee? No lookee!
Pesky facts about TWA 800, not a pretty sight. No likee? No readee!
>Wing first for sure. Nothing else could reach that terminal velocity.
Well if wing hit 46.5 seconds after IE, then how long after was stuff still
falling? It looks like a minute from start to finish is in the ballpark for
all nose off events for 747s in flight.
> He
>went to investigate, but it took him something like an hour to find the
>cockpit in the dark and driving rain.
Did you say rain? Hmm.....
>Given the enormous length of the debris trails of PA103 it is certain that
>debris must have been falling for considerable periods of time after the
>initial explosion. For example, parts of the horizontal stabiliser were
>found 27 kilometres (43 statute miles) from the line of flight of PA103.
Hm....31000 is five miles up. Five up and 43 across is almost gliding.
>It is the aerodynamics and wind, nothing else, which determines
>the drop point of material which is shed from the disintegrating aircraft.
If above a few hundred feet. And they were.
> I'm inclined to agree that the wing section is the most
>streamlined
More than the intact nose? I don't think so. The wing was attached to
jagged skin too.
>The missile theorists never even got that far before they
>imploded into their self-imposed exile from the real world of science an
>open investigation.
Exile, heck they keep on coming back. Wasn't the one below one of
them?
Isn't this the questionaire guy?
>A few names to watch out for are Chris Olsson, Elmer Barr, Dana
>Scully, and John Barry Smith. These individuals spend more time
>attacking others' research than adding new information. The key to
>finding trustworthy, honest individuals is to ask them about their
>background and employment.
That's why the conspiracy guys never tell you.
> I'm a graduate student at Florida State
>University in Tallahassee.
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Oh, great. A professional student.
>It's quite easy to verify my name,
>employment, etc... My research involves interviewing eyewitnesses,
>chemical testing, and contact with various sources within the
>investigation, both private and governmental. With a small amount of
>research, I think most people would be able to find the truth about
>the tragedy of TWA800.
Oh, say about twenty minutes ought to do it.
>The problem is that most people would rather
>watch "Bay Watch" than research a possible coverup.
>
>Take care,
>
>Tom Stalcup
>stalcup@magnet.fsu.edu
Note absence of address and phone number. Here's mine. 408 659 3552,
551
Country Club Drive Carmel Valley CA 93924, I'm a name to watch out
for, a
name out in the open, just like my research.
And what's wrong with Baywatch? With the sound off it's fun to watch
for a
few minutes.
The point is:
103 matches 800 in many significant ways. Pages with pictures on
website of
course.
UAL 811
The above aircraft was an: (1) aged (2) high flight time (3) early
model Boeing 747 (4) which took off in darkness (5) running late (6) and
shortly after takeoff (7) experienced a sudden initial event in the forward
cargo hold which left a (8) short (9) sudden (10) loud (11) sound on the
cockpit voice recorder, an (12) abrupt (13) power cut to the flight data
recorder, (14) foreign object damage to starboard engines #3 and (15) #4,
(16) more severe inflight damage on starboard side, (17) nine never
recovered bodies, (18) torn off skin in forward cargo door area on
starboard side, (19) longitudinal break at midline of the forward cargo
door at midspan latch, (20) outward peeled skin on upper forward
fuselage,
(21) vertical fuselage tear lines forward of the wing and aft of forward
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cargo door, and (22) destruction initially thought to be have been caused
by a bomb.
Pan Am 103
The above aircraft was an: (1) aged (2) high flight
time (3) early model Boeing 747 (4) which took off in darkness (5)
running
late (6) and shortly after takeoff (7) experienced a sudden initial event
in the forward cargo hold which left a (8) short (9) sudden (10) loud (11)
sound on the cockpit voice recorder, an (12) abrupt (13) power cut to the
flight data recorder, (14) foreign object damage to starboard engines #3
and (15) #4, (16) more severe inflight damage on starboard side, (17) nine
never recovered bodies, (18) torn off skin in forward cargo door area on
starboard side, (19) longitudinal break at midline of the forward cargo
door at midspan latch, (20) outward peeled skin on upper forward
fuselage,
(21) vertical fuselage tear lines forward of the wing and aft of forward
cargo door, and (22) destruction initially thought to be have been caused
by a bomb.
The Air Accidents Investigation Branch of UK has given the
probable cause for Pan Am 103 as the explosion of an improvised
explosive
device in the forward cargo hold. The probable cause of UAL 811 was th
inadvertent opening of the forward cargo door inflight as described in
NTSB
AAR 92/02 from which all of the above twenty two significant
observations
were drawn. The twenty two significant observations about PA 103 were
drawn
from UK AAIB 2/90 released statements and photographs of wreckage
reconstruction. barry@corazon.com www.corazon.com
UAL 811
The above aircraft was an: (1) aged (2) high flight time (3) early
model Boeing 747 (4) which took off in darkness (5) running late (6) and
during climb (7) experienced a sudden initial event near the leading edge
of wing in fuselage which left a (8) short (9) sudden (10) loud (11) sound
on the cockpit voice recorder, an (12) abrupt (13) power cut to the flight
data recorder, (14) foreign object damage to starboard engine #3, (15)
more
severe inflight damage on starboard side, (16) nine never recovered bodie
(17) port fuselage side forward of the wing relatively undamaged, (18)
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shattered, torn, and frayed skin in forward cargo door area on starboard
side, (19) unusual paint smears in forward cargo door area, (20) rupture
appearance of skin at aft midspan latch of the forward cargo door, (21)
outward peeled skin on upper forward fuselage, (22) vertical fuselage tear
lines forward of the wing and aft of forward cargo door, (23) had hinge
stay attached to detached top piece of forward cargo door, (24) and
destruction initially thought to be have been caused by a bomb but (25)
later conclusively ruled out.
TWA 800
The above aircraft was an: (1) aged
(2) high flight time (3) early model Boeing 747 (4) which took off in
darkness (5) running late (6) and during climb (7) experienced a sudden
initial event near the leading edge of wing in fuselage which left a (8)
short (9) sudden (10) loud (11) sound on the cockpit voice recorder, an
(12) abrupt (13) power cut to the flight data recorder, (14) foreign object
damage to starboard engine #3, (15) more severe inflight damage on
starboard side, (16) nine never recovered bodies, (17) port fuselage side
forward of the wing relatively undamaged, (18) shattered, torn, and fraye
skin in forward cargo door area on starboard side, (19) unusual paint
smears in forward cargo door area, (20) rupture appearance of skin at aft
midspan latch of the forward cargo door, (21) outward peeled skin on
upper
forward fuselage, (22) vertical fuselage tear lines forward of the wing and
aft of forward cargo door, (23) had hinge stay attached to detached top
piece of forward cargo door, (24) and destruction initially thought to be
have been caused by a bomb but (25) later conclusively ruled out.
The
National Transportation Safety Board has explained the probable cause o
UAL 811 and is working on explaining the probable cause of TWA 800.
The
probable cause of UAL 811 was the inadvertent opening of the forward
cargo
door inflight as described in NTSB AAR 92/02 from which all of the
above
twenty five significant observations were drawn. The probable cause of
TWA
800 is being investigated and the twenty five significant observations wer
drawn from FBI and NTSB released statements and photographs of
wreckage
reconstruction.
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The match is there for 800 and 811. If you know 811, you know 800.
After AD
88-12-04 the bottom latches held for 800 but the aft midspan latch of
forward cargo door still ruptured, just like the picture of 811 door shows
aft midspan latch rupture.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Tue, 23 Jun 1998 10:12:45 -0700

Subject:
Extraneous but really interesting.
MH>Russia, India Deal Criticized
>
>By BARRY SCHWEID
>.c The Associated Press
>
>WASHINGTON (AP) - Russia's deal with India to build power plants
for two
>nuclear reactors is not good news, the State Department said Monday.
MH, maybe you should be a diplomat, or a politician, or nuclear engineer
why are you so concerned about India and power plants and Russia and
China
and the US enough to bring it to the attention of an airplane crash
discussion group that has no link to India power plants, Russia or China?
Is there a link of reality in there or is it a link in your torturous
thought process that sees evil motives everywhere to explain your theory
of
a machine falling out of the sky? I think it is looking for support of your
inner reality and will use any connnection, regardless how far fetched.
I mean, maybe you think I wrote the aricle, it does say Barry in there
somplace. Maybe AP has hired disinformationalist to divert you from the
missile explanation with stories about power plants overseas. I mean that
would certainly interest me, the world's largest democracy makes up its
mind to buy something and it must be linked to a plane crash two years
ago
and eight thousand miles away.
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But, keep it up, it always good to reread articles I've already read from
my dozens of current events new sources. And of course I can never get
enough of international million dollar engineering and manufacturing
deals
by countries other than my own.
GD> She ended up in the right hand seat. She now drives the heaviest
>Cadillac made.
>
>What does this have to do with TWA800? About as much as cargo
doors.
Right, TWA 800 had two cargo doors and the Corvair had....Ernie Kovac
driving drunk. There must be a link but if not, more extraneaous stuff, bu
really interesting. Keep it up, any more actors killed in car crash stories?
Missile guys complain about cargo door stuff as not relevant but accept
power plants in India as relevant.
Missile guys weed through thousands of pages of missile firing frigates
and
complain about a long post about cargo doors on TWA 800.
Missile guys, it's not the 1200 page website nor the 500 line posts that
irritate you, although you say the long style is bothersome, it's the
content. It's the continual listing of facts that support wiring/cargo
doore explanation when missile has none. You complain about style but
it's
the content that irritates.
>1. right horizontal stab has red paint smear
>2. stator blade in right horizontal stab behind engine number 3
>3. inward crush top of cargo door
>4. top of cargo door attached to hinge
>5. petal shape of rupture area around aft midspan latch
>6. missing pieces of forward cargo door include locking handle, latching
>pins, overpressure relief doors, midspan latches
>7. rectangle visible of explosive decompression zone of outward peeled
>skin on right side forward of the wing on right side
>8. downward movement of floor beams near cargo door
>9. hoop stresses found
>10. CVR sudden loud sound
>11. FDR abrupt power cut
>12. missing turbine blades in engine number 3.
>13. soft body impacts on blades in engine number 3.
>14. outward peeled skin near top of nose, under belly, and in cargo door
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area.
>15. red paint smears above cargo door on white paint
>16. soot on most blades of engine 3.
>17. starboard side more damaged than port side
>18. intact R2 door near shattered cargo door.
>19. poly x is known to be susceptible to chafing and present
>20. section 41 is known to be weak
>21. history of cargo door openings in past in various airliners
>22. EPR problems on aircraft before or during fatal flight.
>23. fires in forward cargo hold in the past on Boeing 747s.
>24. vertical tears in fuselage skin forward of the wing on the right side
>25. singe marks on right side of fuselage show burnt skin, then abruptly
>at tear line there are no singe marks
>26. red paint rubbed off revealing white paint underneath on skin above
>cargo door area
>27. first pieces off plane came from forward cargo hold just forward of
>the wing
>28. at least nine missing never recovered bodies, just fragments
>29. initially thought to be a bomb
>30. wreckage debris shows cargo door shattered in many pieces
>31. aft portion of forward door which includes aft midspan latch and
>locking handle missing from recovery effort
>32. no soot on maintenance hatch
>33. no soot on front spar of center wing tank
>34. no burned bodies forward of the wing and very few burned at all
>35. aft cargo door sill, latches, and locks recovered
>36. forward cargo door sill, latches, and locks not recorded in data base
>37. no orange zone pieces recorded in database
>38. no orange zone discussion in public record other than identification
>39. chafed to bare wires found in cargo door area
>40. wiring defects found on Boeing airliners
>41. water observed pouring out of forward cargo hold of a Boeing
airliner,
>cargo holds have bilges.
>42. no soot on keel beam forward of the wing
>43. compression fractures right side forward of the wing
>44. tension fractures left side forward of the wing
>45. seats in the rows in the explosive shatter zone above cargo door are
>in red zone and not sooted
>46. aft cargo door sill is sooted
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>47. many witnesses said they saw downward streak that was red-orange
>48. NTSB official said possibility of forward door popping open was
>intriguing.
>49. FAA official said, then recanted, that paint smears and structural
>deformation indicated outward explosion.
>50. initial event time was 20:31:12 at 13700 on 17 July 1996 eight miles
>off coast of Long Island.
TT quoting JBS> Conspiracy coverup guys, walking self contradictions.
It must be a
corpus collosum problem....
TT> JBS the Anatomist ----> it's corpus callosum, Professor.....
To quote you again, "Do you ever proofread? Or can't stand to
read your stuff? I don't blame you, all your typos really distract."
I must have had a corpus callosum problem.
TT displays rare creative thought>How about ice cubes? They could
reflect
the glint of that photon of
the setting sun you're so eager to find.
The missile guys need the streak as missile, cargo door can ignore streak
and will still be valid. Wiring/cargo door relies on things humans can
touch and feel and hear, not short second surprising visulal stimulus seen
by laypersons far away.
>>
>>You're actually asking missile guys to do some real research? Ha!
>>
>TT>Ooooooh! That makes me mad!!!!!!!If I were Godzilla, I know
where
>my first stomping ground would be!!
Violence thought as reaction to mental upset, typical immature reaction to
internal conflict.
>Yes, I guess that's almost as bad as trashing all eyewitness accounts
>except the ones that fit your cargo door hypothesis, and then going
>an extra length to make your idea more in line with those accounts:
>all of a sudden, when it suits you, the cargo door transforms itself
>into aluminum cargo containers and anything else that might glitter,
>all to satisfy your need to supply a cause for a streak that is
>compatible with your hypothesis - how scientific!
It's called the scientific method of think, try, revise, try, revise,
duplicate.
>TT>first it was a worm, then Titty, then landlubber...Oh! How I
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>suffer on this forum! It's a good thing I have a masochistic streak in
>me!
All conspiracy guys do. The world is against them and they love it. Even
to
the extent of seeking out obscure events to link to themselves being
suppressed and emotionally injured.
Smokers are a new class of conspiracy guys. Hey, it wasn't our fault.
Well, got to go, got to reseach nuclear power plants and India and actors
in car crashes, two worthy lines of investigation brought up by missile
guys.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Mon, 15 Jun 1998 11:42:47 -0700

Subject:
Flapdoodle
TT grudgingly concedes a point>I think everyone agrees that there are
certain similarities between
>103 and 800. But you extrapolate one incident of a known cargo door
>failure (811) where the plane was able to remain intact and land to other
747
>disasters where the cargo door was never even thought of as an
>initiating event.
See, TT, the reason I feel so right is that I am rebutted with nonsense.
See the above where you say, "the cargo door was never even thought of
as an
>initiating event.'? Well, that's wrong, as in not right, as in incorrect.
>But the proof that cargo door was considered an initiating event is in the
>reports, on web site of course.
In the reports you can read about how the cargo door was thought of as an
initiating event. In all four accidents. Including TWA 800. Cargo door wa
the very first mechanical thing considered, the very first.
And like most left inflexible brainers you see 811 with door off and nose
on and that's it, no imagination to think, hmmm, maybe next one nose
come
off.
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"Certain similarities..." Yeah, like about twenty important, rare,
conclusive, similarities.
>You have your own
>little land of Oz to roam freely through and from which to pass on
>your pompous, long-winded edicts and insults to those who don't
>agree with you, as:
My edicts are not pompous, they are arrogant with ignorant fools like you
insult to follow as soon as I think of one.
And I told you, I don't want you conspiracy guys to agree with, me, it
would be the kiss of death. I want you to continue to rebut, and if I have
to sort through the 99% chaff of nonsense like 'the cargo door was never
even thought of as an
>initiating event.' to get the kernel of wheat such as more red impact
>transfer marks in the letters "TRANS", then that's what needs to be
done.
>There are alot of
>old 747's still flying with chafed wiring that has become worse by
>two years. Why are there no more "cargo door scenarios"?
>Are there any other instances where cockpit voice recorders have
>recorded a sharp sound before power cut-off in aviation accident
>history other than the four you present here?
None that I know of that had no converstation or other indication of thing
going wrong in flight. If so, tell me, I'm very interested. Ground
collisions and mid airs are explained.
Holy cow, a stage seven real question that is one of the seven open minde
questions! It is the one, "Why does it not happen all the time."
Answer on web site of course.
>You present evidence of loud sounds,
>hull breach, decapitation, chafed wiring, but you do not present
>"evidence" of cargo door as the IE.
Yes I have. On web site and posted here of course.
>Don't treat it as
>such and patronize and insult others for having ideas different from
>your own as:
Hey, dude, I'll patronize and insult whom I please. You can too. Censors
like you who like to tell others what and how to write are prime targets
for my insults. Let me think of one:
Poo Poo head.
>Cargo door wiring and the type of scenario you present should be
>thoroughly investigated.
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Wells, that's been my goal for three years.
>Airlines should be severely sanctioned, fined
>and completed exposed for allowing bad wiring to pass inspection and
>defective planes allowed to fly. Tests should be initiated to determine
>if bad wiring can do to a cargo door what you say it does.
They did a test. They did a live test. They did a live test that killed
nine people to prove' a cargo door what you say it does.'
Do you read? Do you think?
>the cargo door was never even thought of as an
>initiating event.
Wrong. In reports it was.
>Why are there no more "cargo door scenarios"?
Answered already, often. On webstite.
>if bad wiring can do to a cargo door what you say it does.
Proven it does. In report.
>That's
>another type of data I would really like to see.
AAR 92/02 on web site of course.
>....cargo doo....Possible psychological slippage here??
>....cargo doo....
>....cargo doo....
>....cargo doo....
Maybe, poo poo head.
At least that's what my daughter calls me once in a while, and giggles.
Bye the way, what is wrong with 'circular reasoning'? To me it means it
all
makes sense. To you it must mean something else. Where is my circular
reasoning that is supposed to be bad?
>>>Why don't you do us all a favor and stop this
>>>Hey, TT, why don't you do us all a favor and stop telling people what
to
>>>say or what not to say? They aren't writing to you or for you.
>>
>>TT>Ah, the proverbial pot calling the kettle black!
That was satire again, note my exact phrasing that you used and then used
it against you to show you the irritation it causes, which it did. You may
certainly tell people to say or what not to say all you want. Be prepared
for criticism.
>>TT>See Barry above: talk about politics, don't talk about earth science
>>CENSOR ALERT! CENSOR ALERT!
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I was quoting you with the 'talk about politics, don't talk about earth
science' remark. Of course it's censor talk, I was quoting you. You went o
about Clinton, you went on about not talking about atmospherics, I was
showing you your censor talk. Love the caps.
>>TT>I'm astounded you find humor in the type of sick behaviorin the
press
>>release below. What if something like that really did happen and cause
>>the death of 230 people? I find it more believable than a cargo door
>>reflecting sunlight that isn't there. But I guess your twisted sense of
>>humor delights in even this to keep the hope of your hypothesis alive
I'm not astounded that you are astounded by me having humor. Humor is
right
brain and wild. You left brainers, (hey 811 nose stayed on) don't have
humor, I noticed that early on, that's why the jibes of satire are so hard
on you conspiracy guys, you don't understand it.
I thought 'night wand' was a very good metaphor.
And why is it that a man shows his gentials and it's an 'assault' and a
woman shows hers and it's an 'invitation'? Love the inequality of the sexe
and both screaming for 'equality'.
SM>Look between the A and N of Trans and you will see outward
petaled skin
with paint peeling revealing a distinctly non smeared, non fade away dark
red area that was not caused by an impact from a red object. This is also
evident along the diagonal line of the letter N.
You may have pointed out two more red paint transfer marks.
>The white peeled exposing the red from overspray or previous paint job
OK, OK, what caused the white paint to peel away exposing red from
overspray or previous paint job and only above the cargo door area? 500
feet of trim and only peeling is 15 feet above cargo door.
>SM: Then the forging should have broke at the bottom, therefore no
cargo
>door strike there.
The forging broke when nose tore off, not when door pieces slammed into
it.
I'm still waiting to hear about the red overspray or old paint job on the
right horizontal stab which had the 'red transfer mark." And yes, the
investigator did say 'transfer' not peeled paint, so when the investigators
did talk about red paint smears, they were 'paint transfer marks.'
Another precedent set.
>>Note area around word 'cut' in hullrupture.html. The red is worn away
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and
>>shows white.
>
>SM: That looks more like bare metal to me.
You wish. Bare metal is not seen, only the green primer is the closest to
metal that is shown. And it's white not aluminum color. What a stretch of
denial of vision evidence.
From aviation consultant>For the edification of those unfamiliar with
explosive
>decompression and the rapidity at which things happen: Cabin pressure
>equalizes itself with the atmosphere in less than 1/2 second, during whic
>time the structurally weakened area succumbs to tremendous forces of a
>pressure. It is traumatic to say the least, and in conjunction with
>tremendous noise of high speed wind. Whatever struck the fuselage in
the
>area where red paint is visible, did so with such speed and force as to be
>unbelievable upon first observation.
SM>There is simply no question that this peeled white exposing red
paint.
Ohhhhhhhhhmmmmmmm
>There is simply no question that this peeled white exposing red
>paint.>There is simply no question that this peeled white exposing red
>paint.>There is simply no question that this peeled white exposing red
>paint.
>Where are all of your suporters that you have solicited for polling on
>this issue??
Out back drinking chocolate mild...hey all you supporters, let's get back
to work. Oh, she's taking swimming lessons today, she'll get to cargo doo
when she gets to it. Probably right aftere Scooby Doo on Cartoon
Network.
CO>The principal difference between the two different
vertical profiles after
>loss of the forward fuselage is the difference in the elevator deflection
>which occurred during the catastrophic disruption of the control lines.
That
>affected the attitude of the aircraft and it is the attitude of an aircraft
>which determines its flight profile.
Makes sense to me.
And the three accidents in which the nose came off in flight, 182, 103 and
800, all had similar debris pattern because that's what happenes when the
nose of 747 comes off in flight. Any differencec can be explained with
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difference in altitude and winds.
The radar debris trail and the database for 800 match the 103 debris plot
of two main trails, both following the wind. The plane aft of the leading
edge of the wing is one trail, and the other trail is forward of the
leading edge. Forward of the leading edge trail is actually two smaller
trails, then denser nose section, and the scattered explo decom zone.
For 100 182 and 800 not to match would be unusual. Their heads did
come off
in flight and the pieces landed where they fell. And the pieces obeyed all
the physical laws of gravity, friction, and aerodynamics.
>In the case of PA103, which is the subject of this thread, almost the
>entire world (excluding two Californians) believes that there was a
>conspiracy to destroy the aeroplane in revenge for the murder of 270
>civilians who were travelling to Dubai on an Iranian airliner as part of
>their Islamic religious devotions (Haj).
Ah, strength in numbers. I love the criterion/reference for truth being,
"Hey everybody does it, hey everybody thinks that way."
It's a good thing you weren't a scientist early on with uranium when they
tested the strength of X ray machines by putting their hand under the beam
and when their hand got hot, they figured out the machine was working.
Of
course all their hands got radiation poisoning and got amputated, but hey
everybody thought that.
Exerybody in this forum, with a few exceptions, thinks TWA 800 was hit
by a
missile, how dare you go against the consensus? Ha!
Evidence for 103 for powerful not sooty spherical semtex bomb is flimsy
and
evaporates under examination. Evidence for a mild directed sooty blast
from
'a large shotgun' or flare gun in baggage is substantial. It's in the
report as described by the investigator who looked at the real
reconstructed evidence of baggage containers and fuselage skin and make
report, raw data is best. He did call it 'like a rather large shotgun.'
>The conspiracy/censorship guys have not grasped
>the power that intelligent debate could give them.
And don't want to grasp it. The reason is conspiracy guys don't care abou
plane crashes they care about maintaining the fragile reality inside their
heads of plots and schemes. Intelligent debate would change that and is to
be avoided.
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>I believe much of what he said, but I have very good reason to believe
that
>he was wrong about the bomb being loaded aboard the aircraft in
Frankfurt.
>The bomb was loaded at Heathrow (London), not Frankfurt.
This is funny to me because it is like reading the 800 missile guys, they
can never agree on their conspiracy details. 103 was Libyan secret agents
loading bomb at Frankfurt, no it was Syrians loading bomb at Frankfurt,
no
it was CIA DEA revenge agents putting....whatever, all nonsense. Door
pop,
explo decom, flare gun in hold goes off.
>The tricky bit for the AAIB was trying to ascertain whether the initial
>pressure pulse within PA103 at the fatal moment was positive or
negative.
The tricky part was refuting the downward moving floor beams as
evidence.
Bombs make them go up, not down.
>Concentrate on the actual evidence at hand. I notice that
>Bill S did not address the actual Pan Am 103 info which I supplied in
my
>earlier post. He overlooked the Pan Am 103 info and went into the usua
>conspiracy spasm, while completely overlooking the material which I
posted in
>reply to Richard's request
Good advice, for 103 concentrate on the soot, the directed, not spherical,
the mild not severe, the small hole not big in fuselage skin, and of course
the explo decom shape that matches UAL 811 but slightly larger.
RH>How much of the debris as listed on the NTSB database was floating
when
>it was found and picked up? How much of the debris was found on the
sea
>bed? That information is not on the debris field database.
And not FDR or CVR recovered locations, and no forward cargo door
sill, and
no orange zone peices, and on and on. It was a prosecution, not an
investigation. The only reason cargo door and area gets the attention it
does for TWA 800 is not because of the evidence of door pop but because
the
cargo door is near the center tank ,their culprit but really innocent
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bystander caught in cross fire.
I think the information contained in the Flight 800 debris field
>database is useful information as long as we pick debris that are most
>likely in their true landing position for our studies.
Yeah, just like NTSB who changed reality of landing lat/long to fit their
explanation. Bias, it's amazing. "If I do it, it' right and good; if you do
it, it's wrong and bad."
Most air mishaps unpublicized
By Adriel Bettelheim
Denver Post Staff Writer
June 14 - Travelers waiting on Concourse B at Denver International
Airport
had every reason to believe the United Express BAE146 commuter jet
they
But there are dozens of safety-related issues that regularly crop up,
detailed in service difficulty reports, accident/incident reports and other
documents that airlines are required to file with the government when
trouble occurs.
Taken together, these reports offer a glimpse of what air carriers
experience each day when their planes push back from departure gates.
Because many of the incidents they detail have been voluntarily reported
by
the airlines, they can't be used to divine broad trends about a type of
aircraft or an airline. But the reports can shed light on odd, sometimes
troubling occurrences.
To assess these kinds of problems, The Denver Post analyzed
computerized
maintenance records of 137 randomly selected aircraft that took off and
landed at DIA on two days last year. Plethora of problems
The analysis found that, collectively, the 137 planes had been involved in
509 unscheduled landings, 131 in-flight engine shutdowns, 70 aborted
takeoffs, 13 aborted landings, nine emergency descents and five cabin
depressurizations.
On-board fire extinguishers were deployed, but the fire department had to
be called to douse the plane with foam.
Most of the incidents that turned up in The Post's analysis were far less
severe than engine fires. At least two dozen planes had to abort landings
because cockpit lights indicated that landing gears hadn't fully deployed.
There also were emergency depressurizations and sudden descents when
smoke
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was reported in the passenger cabin.
In 1990, a United Boeing 737, tail number N356UA, aborted a takeoff
from
Dallas-Fort Worth at 120 knots - damaging the main landing gear - after a
report of smoke in the cabin.
Airlines also continually battle corrosion triggered by moisture that is
blown into seals from the cycle of takeoffs, landings and pressurizations.
Maintenance reports repeatedly turned up cases of corroded floor beams
and
bolts, especially around cargo bays and lavatories.
>FAA Finds Chafed Wraps
>FAA says that out of 488 737s inspected as of last week for fuel system
>ignition sources, 243 showed "noticeable chafing through Teflon
>wrappings," 27 showed 50% insulation chafing and nine had exposed
wires.
>The agency said it is "not alarmed or unnecessarily surprised" by these
>numbers. -Aviation Daily Intelligence
FAA Probes NWA Allegations
FAA said Friday it is conducting a "fact-finding review" of one of its
employees and of Northwest, but the agency refused to characterize what
the
review concerns. FAA made the statement following published reports th
its principal maintenance inspector in Minneapolis was not providing
proper
oversight of Northwest, and that the airline's DC-9 fleet was being
maintained improperly. Northwest said that it has "absolute confidence in
our DC-9 fleet" and that allegations by a former employee already had
been
investigated twice by FAA. Richard Anderson, executive VP-technical
and
flight operations, said the DC-9 is "among our most reliable aircraft..."
Officials of the Machinists union, which is in difficult negotiations with
Northwest, said they did not know the source of the allegations, adding
"safety of the aircraft is our top priority." -Aviation Daily
Short Faulted In B-1B Crash
An Air Force investigation has concluded a short circuit occurred in a fire
warning extinguisher panel on a B-1B that crashed during a routine
training
mission on Feb. 18 near Marion, Ky. An accident investigation report
concluded the accident sequence began when the No. 3 engine auxiliary
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drive
system light lit up, warning the crew of possible low oil pressure or
excess temperature in the No. 3 engine accessory gearbox. The aircrew
initiated the B-1B emergency engine shutdown checklist, the report said.
When the No. 3 engine fire push button on the fire warning extinguisher
panel was pressed, a short circuit occurred across the panel. The short
circuit closed the firewall shutoff valves of engines No. 1, 2, and 4, lit
up the fire warning lights on engines No. 2, 3 and 4, and sent smoke into
the cockpit, according to the report. -Aerospace Daily
Well, my twisted sense of humor makes me laugh at a B1B crew pushing
the
fire extinguisher button....and three engines quit. Those pesky shorts,
they do strange things. Like pop doors.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Thu, 18 Jun 1998 23:44:31 -0700

Subject:
Flying 1992 Cargo door
Sammy, thank you so much for your research. My library stopped
carrying
Flying in 1990. I had no way of verifying it other than the memory of
picking it up off a newstand and opening it to a friend and pointing out
the article to her. I did that in July of 1992. It is not no Flying web
site either.
And I never said I wrote an article, I said it was discussed in Flying
magazine. Below is the actual letter he referred to and which I sent by
snail mail since before email.
What does this prove? It proves that in 1992 I was hot on the trail of
forward cargo doors on high time 747s and was not hired in the last year
or
so to throw cold water on missile theorists for TWA 800 which happened
four
years later.
Unless you bring in another time warp. I just love time warps. They
explain
so much.
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Or maybe someone went around to the Brooklyn Public Library and
cooked the
books. Ha!
Editor, Flying
Dear Sir, or Madam, Thursday, March 19, 1992
The crash of Pan Am 103 was a cargo door malfunction, just like Flight
811. Pan Am 103 was not blown out of the sky by a bomb but by the
sudden
depressurization of a cargo door opening either by mechanical failure or
uncommanded input by an electrical short. Flight 811 did not disintergrat
because it was only at 23000 feet. If it had been as high in altitude as
Pan Am 103, Flight 811 would also have popped, just as a balloon
partially
inflated will deflate, whereas a balloon fully inflated will pop.
There is more hard, physical evidence to prove a cargo door than there i
to prove a bomb on 103. The number three engine of the 103 747 was
filled
with baggage debris, just as the number three engine of Flight 811 was.
The
bomb theorists have the bomb blowing a hole on the left side. No debris
were found in the left hand engines. All bomb proof evidence is invisible
molecules on traces of bits, pieces, and fragments of twisted metal
detected by machines and interpreted by humans vitally biased towards a
postive finding.
Both 747's were older models previously owned and maintained by Pan
Am.
A cargo door malfunction was never considered or ruled out by the
investigation board when the possibility of accidental structural failure
is always likely and must be evaluated.
Why the belief of a bomb? Because all interested parties believe it is in
their best interests to believe it was the act of irrational terrorists,
sort of like an act of God, rather than the flawed design, creation, and
maintenance of America's number one export, commercial aircraft. It is
better to believe it was a random act of violence than to have to face the
fact of sloppy American work which requires rethinking and changing by
the
manufacturer, the airline, the FAA, and the vast anti-terrorism
infrastructure.
Sincerely,
John Barry Smith
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551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
(408) 659-3552
Source: Flying, Jul92, Vol. 119 Issue 7, p102
John Barry Smith, of Carmel Valley, California, wrote with a provocative
comment on the Pan Am 103 crash. Smith points out the similarities
between the damage caused by the cargo door failure of United Flight 81
over the Pacific and that of Pan Am's 103 over Scotland. Both airplanes
involved were Boeing 747s and both suffered massive structural damage
the lower forward fuselage. The United flight made it safely to Hawaii
while Pan Am's 747 came down in pieces.
The cargo door from the United airplane was retrieved from very deep
water, and examination of the door forced the NTSB to change its
probable-cause finding for the accident. The Board had originally
concluded that improper latching of the door before takeoff caused the
failure; but the minimal damage found on the door now indicates that an
electrical malfunction probably caused electrically operated latches to
open in flight.
Smith points out how the cargo door opening at 23,000 feet on the United
flight ripped a large hole in the fuselage and sent baggage and other
debris into the number-three engine. He notes that the Pan Am flight was
at a higher altitude when it suffered massive structural failure and
that baggage and debris were also found in the number-three engine. He
believes the greater differential cabin pressure of the higher altitude
could have been enough to cause loss of the airplane if the cargo door
opened on the Pan Am flight.
It's an interesting theory. British and U.S. investigators are working
with microscopic evidence of a bomb when in fact damage caused by the
failure of the cargo door on the United flight proves door failure could
have caused the Pan Am crash. Actual bomb evidence is small and we're
told finding it was one of the most astute investigative feats ever.
Investigators also tell us that the bomb evidence is incontrovertible.
Could they be wrong? The NTSB was wrong about the United cargo door
failure until the actual door was recovered from the ocean floor. The
bomb on board the Pan Am flight may have been the cargo door latches,
not plastic explosive hidden in a portable radio. Politics drives the
investigation to search for terrorists but aviation safety demands a
totally open mind and the suspicion that the airplane could have failed
without outside interference. Smith has no evidence that a cargo door
failed on Pan Am 103-but he gives us something to think about.
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RH states the obvious>At this point every member of this forum has an
equal
standing when it
>comes to the investigation and reporting on the evidence.
So what's the big deal about EB the person versus EB the question asker?
The content is king and his content is impeccable.
EB>I stumbled into this zoo over a year after the Missile Huggers started
rampaging wildy with the contrived allegations of fact which boiled down
to
ZoomBoom=IE.
My first email from EB is below: Note date of just two six weeks after 80
went in.
>From: bryanb@ix.netcom.com
>Date: Wed, 4 Sep 1996 19:47:14 -0700
>To: barry@corazon.com
>Subject: TWA 800
>MIME-Version: 1.0
>Status:
>
>Where were the passengers seated on 800 and the other 747 incidents?
>
>Where were those missing seated? Seat & row numbers?
>
>Where were the missing seats located on each aircraft?
>
>Where is the suspect cargo door in relation to missing people & seats?
>Has the cargo door on 800 been recovered? If so, where in debris field?
>
>Is a sketch of the debris field pattern & parts therein available?
See, good questions almost two years ago. My reply, same day, 4 Sep 96
>To: bryanb@ix.netcom.com
>From: barry@corazon.com
>Subject: Good questions
>Cc:
>Bcc:
>X-Attachments:
>
>>
>>Where were the passengers seated on 800 and the other 747 incidents?
>The missing never recovered bodies always sit in the magic seats where
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you
>disappear and are never found, rows 8-28.
>>Where were those missing seated? News reports say in those seats
above
>>the wing.
>> Seat & row numbers?
Dont' know, love to know exactly.
>>
>>Where were the missing seats located on each aircraft? All above and
to
>>the rear of the cargo door.
>>Where is the suspect cargo door in relation to missing people & seats?
>>Below and forward.
>>Has the cargo door on 800 been recovered? If so, where in debris
field?
>>Yes, unknown and would love to know.
>>Is a sketch of the debris field pattern & parts therein available? No,
>>would love to see it.
> Good questions, Bryan, it shows you understand the proof process,
open
>mind until more evidence. I agree. The connection is door goes and
people
>get pushed out and sucked into engine. They sit above the wing which is
>above and aft of the door. I would love to have seating charts of four
>flight Ai 182, Pa 103, UAL 811 and TWA 800 and put red dots on the
never
>recovered passengers. They all match UAL 811 nine persons which
came back
>with confirmed cargo door. I don't have exact and would love to. The
final
>accident report probably won't have it. The accident report is slanted to
>support the probable cause. Which looks like bomb or fuel tank
explosion.
> But's it's cargo door.
>Can you get all the info you asked about?John Barry Smith
There are strange hinge like red marks on the red trim line which is now
white from the red being peeled away when it struck above. I don't know
how
the hinge like small red marks equally spaced about two inches apart
could
get hit by hinge itself.
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http://www.corazon.com/redpaintsmearssoloprint.html
They are parallel to the hinge and about a foot above.They extend the
whole
hinge line. How did that long horizontal impression of red marks get
there?
>SM: And what is their paint scheme? This may be very logical and
>appropriate for them.
>SM: This is unlikely to be in any manual. It would be a logical method
>and not a right vs. wrong way of painting. For TWA800 this was clearly
>done by painting red first.
>>SM may be right or wrong about red paint marks but because he has
no
>>explanation himself for TWA 800 is irrelevant to the truth of red paint
>>under or over.
>
>SM: Why does my lack of commitment to any theory have any bearing
on the
>relevance of this discussion. My mission is clearly to prove your
>conjecture wrong. Do you hate the facts getting in the way?
Your lack of commitment has no bearing on the relevance of this
discusison.
That's what I said. You don't even agree with me when you agree with me
The point was to refute the claim that because CO or DS or others don't
have explanation their criticism of those that do is invalid. It's not
invalid; it's valid. Just like your comments about red paint are valid even
if you have no explanation for TWA 800. I love facts. I love the fact the
red color matches on top of the trim and the red paint marks. I love the
fact the hinge is there to explain how red paint marks can be horizontal
when slipstream would push stuff aft, not up. I love the fact that there is
nothing that you can offer that would be strong enough to peel paint
inbetween passengers windows only above the forward cargo door, not
wind,
not sand, not fire, not wreckage recovery, not cover up, no jagged metal,
not anything because there wasn't anything to cause peeling, they are
paint
transfers.
MH goes off on tangent>The Anti-Missile defenders, John Barry Smith,
Chris
Ollson, Sammy Finkelman,
>Elmer Barr and now alias Dana Scully, do nothing but protect Bill
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Clinton and
>his administration in one of their many coverups.
And Bill thanked me personally the other day when he was here for his
ocean
conference in Monterey. Of course we had to sneak away so the press
would
not see him personally thanking me for protecting him in one of his many
coverups. Bill said to me, personally, "Thank you John Barry Smith for
protecting me from the missile guys who know a missile shot down TWA
800
but I am trying to cover up. Keep up the good work. And isn't it a cool
thing that you were saying six years ago cargo door causes high time earl
747s to suffer hull rupture in flight and isn't it lucky that TWA 800, when
the missile hit it, caused a hull rupture at the same spot as 103 and 811,
forward of the wing, which you were writing about six years ago. Thank
god
for time warp machines. Say hi to Marshall Houston for me." Ha!
I'm protecting Bill Clinton: Missile guys, always good for a chuckle.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Mon, 1 Jun 1998 12:21:54 -0700

Subject:
Give up quitters.
TS>
>'A' for effort, but 'F' for all other criteria.
>
>You could spend years building a bridge with all sorts of fancy
>designs, but what good is it if it can't support a car, or even its
>own weight.
>
>I think Phil Anderson would still fail you, since he is a college
>professor. But you may get some recognition in a local kindergarden
>and the children there may even buy your theory.
>
>Tom Stalcup
1600

Are you missile guys still here? I thought you left.
The content at http://www.corazon.com/800avweekintrigue.html may be
a bit
weak but only when it starts quoting Meyer, the missile guys' staunch
supporter. He comes off a bit confused in the article of 10 Mar 97, and
now
we know why, he is confused.
Conspiracy guy's opinions about the real world of science are worthless
for
truth but fine for fiction. Talking about Vince Foster you missile guys are
entertaining; talking about planes crashes you are pathetic when getting
your 3D wrong.
And you apparently now know that and are now bailing out, leaving the
kitchen because of the heat. Eject, eject!
PA>>Am I going to have to do the fighting for the missile guys now that
they
>>are wimping out?
>
>Who says anybody is wimping out?
Me.
>Did it occur to you that a huge
>amount of research has been undertaken, hundreds of images
>scanned and analyzed, chemical analysis performed, eyewitnesses
>contacted.
Yes.
> FYI, LSOFT is not the only act in town (except for some
>of the status seekers)
Huh?
>By statistics, I mean *all* the data, i.e..,
>
>1) radar images (confiscated by FBI)
>2) autopsy reports (shrapnel confiscated by FBI)
>3) eyewitness reports (ignored by FBI/NTSB
>4) Blatant confiscation of evidence at Calvert
> (nose, tail, wings of Flt-800)
>5) Positive chemical traces refuted by FBI
>6) Kreiger, Kabot photos (confiscated by FBI)
And the confiscated CNN tape,
And the confiscated ABC tape.
And the confiscated drone parts.
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And the confiscated confession of the US Navy frigate commander who
mysteriously was relieved and is now unknown whereabouts.
And the confiscated TWA 800 researcher
And the confiscated brains of the missile guys.
>No problem here, I haven't bothered to wade through your 400 line
>posts for over a year. Dribble is dribble, no need to wallow in it.
>Ditto Olsson, Barr, Finkleman, Dana, Serra et al. Posts
>by these individuals can be read by the responses to them by
>others on the list.
OK, diluted truth is better than none. And if I could filter out my posts
to avoid reaching you, I would. No problem, you can do it manually. And
how
did you know they were 400 without looking at it? The censor dilemma.
>>John Barry Smith replies with rare display of irritation
>>Kiss my ass.
>
>Not so rare display of immaturity. John, you are doing your
>job, i.e.., making LSOFT a pissing match for testosterone challenged
>individuals to ignore the *real* reason Flt-800 was destroyed
>with the implied political implications
JBS falls for goad and displays yet another rare bit of irritation>Go away
start your own list, you'll be happier and you'll increase the intelligence
level of both lists.
You guys need to perk up your own morale instead of trying to break
down
others. Missile guys are in disarray and need regrouping.
Where's your website? Oh, none. Where's your data? Oh, none. You'll fit
right in with the other missile guys in the new missile guy list. You can
talk with each other about barges, dinghys, subs, rowboats, cruisers, P3s,
and other launch platforms.
I thought you misisle guys had some spunk. I thought you were passionat
about your beliefs. I did not think you would cut and run from one guy
talking about wiring opening cargo doors in flight.
It must have been the red paint smears. Too many, too big, and too in you
face to ignore, I guess.
Oh, well, if I haven't said my goodbyes yet, let me do it now.
Goodbye...again.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/
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Back to the LISTSERV home page.
Date:

Wed, 8 Jul 1998 08:43:22 -0700

Subject:
The scam what am.
In-Reply-To: <000001bdaa80$645882e0$6e3a240a@cpq200>
BS quotes JBS>> Learn to spell....still. It is my judgment you don't know
how.
>> And that's a
>> clue to the quality of your conclusions.
>>
>
>It would be so easy to push that F7 key, but spell checkers are so boring
Boring for conspiracy guys, where inaccuracy just makes the story more
interesting, but not for aviation where trivial errors kill and kill fast.
This is an aviation discussion group, use your spell checker.
>> >You just don't add up.
>>
>> Learn to add.
>>
>
>Now that is a something that I was always good at.
The IE and the MF and radar and eyewitnesses and debris plot add up to
no
MF at IE but conspiracy guys can't add so missile hit TWA 800 at 13700
into
big fireball.
>> >You could be just some obsessive wacko holding fast
>> >to an irrational belief, no matter what, but I can't read you that way.
>>
>> Learn to read.
Read Flying magazine of six years ago about cargo door problems on
high
time 747s giving hull rupture forward of the wing.
>>
>
>I must confess, that I skip over your stuff after 50 repeats or so.
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But love Rivero's endless eyewitness repeats.
>
>> >Given the amount of contrary knowledge that has been provided to
>> show where
>> >your theory is totally wrong, I can only come to the conclusion
>> that you are
>> >perpetuating a deception for some other motive.
>>
>> Learn to think.
>>
>
>People have paid me for my ability to think most of my life.
Oh, oh, now that scares me. I hope I am totally uninvolved in the
consequences of your 'thinking'.
>
>> > It could be financial, or
>> >part of your gig as a spook, or some other motive which is not
>> apparent, buy
>> >I don't buy that you are on the level.
>>
>> Learn to trust.
>>
>
>If my mother was still alive, I would put her on to you. She would advi
>holding on to your wallet after a con man got out his first sentence.
One word describes the suspicious like conspiracy guys: gullible. Just tell
'em what they want to hear and they'll be throwing money at you.
>
>> > I think that most would come to the conclusion that
>> >you are involved in a deception.
>>
>> Learn not to accuse others of crime.
>>
>
>The Cargo Door Scam!
Just what exactly is this crime scam you accuse me of? Do you often go
around accusing strangers of scams you can't define, but just sort of
guess, feel, get vibes, quiver about? In four words you have given
evidence of your detachment of reality. That equals the proof for other
missile guys that ever utter the accusasation of 'disinformationalist'.
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>
>>
>> 1. right horizontal stab has red paint smear
>> 2. stator blade in right horizontal stab behind engine number 3
>> 3. inward crush top of cargo door
>> 4. top of cargo door attached to hinge
>> 5. petal shape of rupture area around aft midspan latch
>> 6. missing pieces of forward cargo door include locking handle,
latching
>> pins, overpressure relief doors, midspan latches
>> 7. rectangle visible of explosive decompression zone of outward
>> peeled skin
>> on right side forward of the wing on right side
>> 8. downward movement of floor beams near cargo door
>> 9. hoop stresses found
>> 10. CVR sudden loud sound
>> 11. FDR abrupt power cut
>> 12. missing turbine blades in engine number 3.
>> 13. soft body impacts on blades in engine number 3.
>> 14. outward peeled skin near top of nose, under belly, and in
>> cargo door area.
>> 15. red paint smears above cargo door on white paint
>> 16. soot on most blades of engine 3.
>> 17. starboard side more damaged than port side
>> 18. intact R2 door near shattered cargo door.
>> 19. poly x is known to be susceptible to chafing and present
>> 20. section 41 is known to be weak
>> 21. history of cargo door openings in past in various airliners
>> 22. EPR problems on aircraft before or during fatal flight.
>> 23. fires in forward cargo hold in the past on Boeing 747s.
>> 24. vertical tears in fuselage skin forward of the wing on the right side
>> 25. singe marks on right side of fuselage show burnt skin, then
>> abruptly at
>> tear line there are no singe marks
>> 26. red paint rubbed off revealing white paint underneath on skin abov
>> cargo door area
>> 27. first pieces off plane came from forward cargo hold just
>> forward of the
>> wing
>> 28. at least nine missing never recovered bodies, just fragments
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>> 29. initially thought to be a bomb
>> 30. wreckage debris shows cargo door shattered in many pieces
>> 31. aft portion of forward door which includes aft midspan latch and
>> locking handle missing from recovery effort
>> 32. no soot on maintenance hatch
>> 33. no soot on front spar of center wing tank
>> 34. no burned bodies forward of the wing and very few burned at all
>> 35. aft cargo door sill, latches, and locks recovered
>> 36. forward cargo door sill, latches, and locks not recorded in data bas
>> 37. no orange zone pieces recorded in database
>> 38. no orange zone discussion in public record other than identificatio
>> 39. chafed to bare wires found in cargo door area
>> 40. wiring defects found on Boeing airliners
>> 41. water observed pouring out of forward cargo hold of a Boeing
airliner,
>> cargo holds have bilges.
>> 42. no soot on keel beam forward of the wing
>> 43. compression fractures right side forward of the wing
>> 44. tension fractures left side forward of the wing
>> 45. seats in the rows in the explosive shatter zone above cargo
>> door are in
>> red zone and not sooted
>> 46. aft cargo door sill is sooted
>> 47. many witnesses said they saw downward streak that was
red-orange
>> 48. NTSB official said possibility of forward door popping open
>> was intriguing.
>> 49. FAA official said, then recanted, that paint smears and structural
>> deformation indicated outward explosion.
>> 50. initial event time was 20:31:12 at 13700 on 17 July 1996 eight
miles
>> off coast of Long Island.
>>
>
>Don't forget the phase of the moon!
You add phase of moon to list of facts, very revealing; you omit any
refutation to fifty facts, very revealing.
As a real researcher, I immediately dismiss your insult and think,
hmm...could the phase of moon be crucial. I know in combat at low level
night infra red runs over North Vietnam, the phase of moon was a matter
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of
life and death, as in full moon, high danger during photo run or no moon,
high danger during landing. But for TWA 800 I see no crucial importance
unless the recovery identification is in doubt.
>Check Stan Martin's posts in the
>archive. He has taken the time to refute this stuff many times. You are
>just not honest enough to admit it.
You check SMs post, if you can get by the every other sentence insults.
And
his facts are worth examining, his opinions are fatally biased because he
is an active duty mechanic and any wiring/cargo door cause may directly
affect his family, his profession, and his employer. Using another person'
opinions as rebuttal carries little weight, where's your facts? Nowhere to
be seen....as usual.
I'm honest enough to note you can't spell, and you're not.
Pick a number, any number from the fity above. That sentence can be
directly linked to support for wiring/cargo door. And there's many more
than fifty, but fifty is already pushing the limits of the attention span
of many in this forum.
AI 182 has fifty pages of discussion about CVR and FDR sudden
endings on a
high time 747 that had hull rupture forward of the wing on the right side.
PA 103 has ten pages of discussion of same event. UAL 811 has two
pages.
All on web site of course.
The evidence has happened before. Matching history to present events an
using that to predict the future is a very human thing, a very human
intelligent thing. Focusing on one small object and ignoring other similar
objects is a very animal thing, a very ape with car keys thing.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
Check Stan Martin's posts in the
>archive. He has taken the time to refute this stuff many times. You are
>just not honest enough to admit it.
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Wed, 15 Jul 1998 09:48:04 -0700
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Subject:
Thomas Jefferson
BS>Just think how wonderful it is to live in Iran where the fucking
religious
>nuts control the country and everyone's lives. Speaking of scams,
religion
>is the biggest scam ever foisted on mankind. All I can say is, "Thank
god
>for Thomas Jefferson."
Thank Thomas Jefferson for god.
How can we agree so much on the big picture and disagree so much on
the small?
>You don't have anything like evidence for your theory either.
Come on, don't make me come over there and repeat my fifty ways to get
missile over, OK you win, fifty attached.
>I haven't
>chosen to waste my time debating you, as I am smart enough to know
that you
>don't have the ability or honesty to concede any point that you have
adopted
>as your own, no matter how much fact or logic is on the other side of the
>scale. That has been proven on this list. Everyone knows it.
Opinion noted, absence of facts to support opinion noted....again....as
usual. You talk about 'points' but you never name them. I talk about point
and give fifty. That's a clue as to who is right.
>I still predict that you may win the debate, if being the last man posting
>counts, but not based on any validity of the scam that you push here on
>daily basis.
And then signing off with a criminal accusasation, another clue as to who
is right.
Well, Thomas Jefferson advocated tolerance for opposing views, no matt
how detached from reality or supported by facts unnamed, so I will remai
tolerant of your slander.
A whole post by BS and not one fact discussed about TWA 800. Another
clue
about the validity of the missile guys' thinking, more wishful than factual
BS, better check with MH before you post any more 'different off the
reservation thinking" the missile guys may shun you off the team without
the required dozens of off list posting to reassure each other that it's us
against them. For one of the 'us' missile guys to break ranks is really
threatening to the missile guys because they all depend on human emotio
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for strength. If a wiring/cargo door guy changes it will be on evidence and
then the opinion should be changed, emotion of friends or whose side you
are on is independent of the truth.
No wiring/cargo door people have ever changed once they see the
outward
peeled skin, the petal shaped bulge at aft midspan latch, red paint marks,
80 percent of missing recovered door, matched sudden loud sound and
abrupt
power cut to other recorders, and gasps at big picture of four high time
747s that all had hull ruptures forward of the wing.
"The longest, most expensive, and mysterious plane crashes in history..."
and NTSB and FBI had the answer given to them before the flight data
recorders were recovered. It will also go down as the most bungled.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
Evidence to check to rule in or rule out cargo
door involvement.
1. hinge overtravel impression damage to match AAR 92/02
2. aft midspan latch pin for heat damage to match AAR 92/02
3. aft midspan latch for damage
4. put door back together from shattered pieces to show petal rupture
5. stator blade from which engine
6. red paint matching from cargo door area to right horizon stab
7. chafed wire bundles to bare wire in forward cargo hold to match AAR
92/02
1. right horizontal stab has red paint smear
2. stator blade in right horizontal stab behind engine number 3
3. inward crush top of cargo door
4. top of cargo door attached to hinge
5. petal shape of rupture area around aft midspan latch
6. missing pieces of forward cargo door include locking handle, latching
pins, overpressure relief doors, midspan latches
7. rectangle visible of explosive decompression zone of outward peeled
skin
on right side forward of the wing on right side
8. downward movement of floor beams near cargo door
9. hoop stresses found
10. CVR sudden loud sound
11. FDR abrupt power cut
12. missing turbine blades in engine number 3.
13. soft body impacts on blades in engine number 3.
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14. outward peeled skin near top of nose, under belly, and in cargo door
area.
15. red paint smears above cargo door on white paint
16. soot on most blades of engine 3.
17. starboard side more damaged than port side
18. intact R2 door near shattered cargo door.
19. poly x is known to be susceptible to chafing and present
20. section 41 is known to be weak
21. history of cargo door openings in past in various airliners
22. EPR problems on aircraft before or during fatal flight.
23. fires in forward cargo hold in the past on Boeing 747s.
24. vertical tears in fuselage skin forward of the wing on the right side
25. singe marks on right side of fuselage show burnt skin, then abruptly a
tear line there are no singe marks
26. red paint rubbed off revealing white paint underneath on skin above
cargo door area
27. first pieces off plane came from forward cargo hold just forward of th
wing
28. at least nine missing never recovered bodies, just fragments
29. initially thought to be a bomb
30. wreckage debris shows cargo door shattered in many pieces
31. aft portion of forward door which includes aft midspan latch and
locking handle missing from recovery effort
32. no soot on maintenance hatch
33. no soot on front spar of center wing tank
34. no burned bodies forward of the wing and very few burned at all
35. aft cargo door sill, latches, and locks recovered
36. forward cargo door sill, latches, and locks not recorded in data base
37. no orange zone pieces recorded in database
38. no orange zone discussion in public record other than identification
39. chafed to bare wires found in cargo door area
40. wiring defects found on Boeing airliners
41. water observed pouring out of forward cargo hold of a Boeing airliner
cargo holds have bilges.
42. no soot on keel beam forward of the wing
43. compression fractures right side forward of the wing
44. tension fractures left side forward of the wing
45. seats in the rows in the explosive shatter zone above cargo door are in
red zone and not sooted
46. aft cargo door sill is sooted
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47. many witnesses said they saw downward streak that was red-orange
48. NTSB official said possibility of forward door popping open was
intriguing.
49. FAA official said, then recanted, that paint smears and structural
deformation indicated outward explosion.
50. initial event time was 20:31:12 at 13700 on 17 July 1996 eight miles
off coast of Long Island.
Reasonable conclusions derived from facts above:
1. water in forward cargo bay.
2. chafed bare wire touched by water.
3. electrical short occurs.
4. forward door motor turns on to unlatch position.
5. aft midspan latch of forward cargo door partially unlatches.
6. pressurized hull ruptures at aft midspan latch.
7. cargo door tears into pieces, some pieces stay with nose, some don't.
8. shiny metal pieces spin away reflecting evening sunlight and perceived
as red-orange streak to observers far away.
9. explosive decompression occurs shattering cargo door area forward of
the
wing on right side exposing twenty foot by forty foot hole in nose
producing sudden loud sound on CVR.
10. 300 knots slipstream tears weakened nose off.
11. ejected debris is ingested by starboard engines which catch fire.
12. wing and wing fuel tanks; engines, tail, and fuselage fall and
disintegrate on way down.
13. fiery starboard engine ignites fuel vapor clouds from disintegrating
tanks, including center tank.
14. fireball observed on the ground.
15. water impact of wreckage, cargo bay material first to hit water.
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Mon, 13 Jul 1998 16:15:21 -0700

Subject:
V2
TT>initially worked on the V-1 in Germany with von Braun, certain
>flaws in the electronics bay door of the missile were brought to
>the attention of Hitler by a certain Johann B. Schmidt, a retired
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>German army officer. As suggested by JBS (Johann B. Schmidt, that is)
>it seemed that, once in flight, the bay door
>locking mechanism could be inadvertantly opened by abnormal voltage
>spiking to the lock mechanism. The door could pop open, rip away
>the fuselage of the missile with subsequent loss of control and a
>crash.
Well, at least it reveals that the concept of wiring short from chafed wire
to tun on door motor to allow unlatching to rupture to explo decom large
hole to nose off is understood for high time 747s.
As it turns out I was born in England in 1944 to British parents. We were
bombed by V1s and V2s. My mother describes the sound of the V1 to
me. My
father describes the stick of bombs from Luftwaffe as they advance towar
us, shoosh ka boom, shoosh ka boom, shoosh ka boom. They can not
recollect
specifically any V2 attacks, bombs are bombs.
And then I grew up in California in the fifties watching Disneyland and
tomorrowland hosted by Walt and starring....Werner Von Braun, my hero
for
thirty years, until I watched the History Channel and found out about slav
labor in V2 construction sites and onsite hanging of
saboteurs/manufacturing fault victims.
Of course, he was just under orders and didn't know nuttin' about all them
hangings and starvations in his underground contruction facilities. And of
course the US Army said that was then and this is now as they put him up
in
government housing and made copies of V2s and put a camera in the
nose and
showed ground falling away during launch and put that as intro for great
TV
show Air Power and then later 20th Century starring Walter Cronkite
before
he took over CBS News.
In my lifetime I have see lifetime sworn to death enemies become friends
and allies, Japan, Germany, Vietnam, Russia, and soon, has to be Iraq and
Libya and Iran.
Those soldiers did not die in vain...ha!
Note above V2 satire does not include an actual door opening event whic
killed nine passengers; that changes the conclusion from, "Shortly after
their departure, other scientists determined that there really was no
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defect,
to 'no additional defect...again.'
Those nine passengers did not die in vain....ha!
When times get tough I always think, hey, no bombers over the horizon
and I
am not spinning to my death from two miles up saying, "wha' happen'?"
as
has happened to many, and of course happen again to many.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Mon, 20 Jul 1998 20:43:55 -0700

Subject:
Wasted opportunity
>>HG:
>> John, please stop using these examples like this to make a point.
>>I try to give your ideas the benefit of the doubt, but when I see
>>a statement like that, it strains your credibility to the breaking>>point. I immediately delete the post.
>> After reading your posts for several days now, I'm very close to
>>just clicking DELETE before opening anything with you as the sender
>> If you flame this plea, then I'm afraid that I may join the ranks
>>of those who feel that you're a jerk. Please don't disappoint.
>>
>>Harry
No can do, Harry. Welcome to the world of the sudden night fiery fatal je
airplane crash survivor. Been there, seen the recently dead body. If you
can't stand the reality of the consequences of which I speak, then get out.
Instead of trying to stop the speaker, leave. Better to talk about the
event so that the horror you strive to avoid will not reoccur. Do you have
any contribution to TWA 800 other than to try to influence another poster
to cease? I encourage you to post. Anything. For as long as you want. The
only limit is self agreed and is it has to be about TWA 800. Dead bodies i
about TWA 800. Dead humans. Dead nice guys and dead bad guys. The
wiring/cargo door explanation does not require good people or bad
people or
any people to die. If TWA 800 had been a robot plane, it still would have
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crashed when wiring chafed and door ruptured, but no one would have
died.
But they did. Reality.
What is it with the desire of readers of real life horror to suppress the
input? The horror doesn't go away just because you aren't reading about
it.
In fact, it reappears more often because it has not yet been stopped.
Well, when even censors attempt to suppress, alter, adjust, modify, dilute
smooth my postings, I must talk further about the very thing the censor
attempts to hide. What are you hiding from, Harry?
'Examples like this' Hmmm..what example? Girl electrocuted in water?
Hey,
another poster brought it up by saying it doesn't happen. I rebutted with
reality, it does happen. Water and chafed to bare conductor wires lead to
electrical power being transferred, either into a human or into adjoining
wire to turn door unlatch motor on.
Was it the nine dead in 811 that bothered you? Well, me too.
So, example of passenger horror for Harry the Suppressor...
I received an email anecdote about a year ago from a correspondent who
was
very familiar with AI 182, the families and Air India. He told me that a
near term pregnant woman was on board and as she was falling down to
her
death from 31000 feet, she had the baby. They both impacted the water o
Ireland. The woman died from impact and the baby drowned. Now that is
horror.
>>> If you flame this plea, then I'm afraid that I may join the ranks
>>>of those who feel that you're a jerk. Please don't disappoint.
Yeah, call this a flame. You think I'm a jerk. And I disappoint you. Oh
dear. So now you don't like me anymore. Having censors dislike me is a
badge of honor for me. I wasn't writing to you HG, I was responding to
BS.
You don't like the style and the style was not for you.
Tell me to get my facts straight which you show me are wrong and then I
listen to you. We are talking about TWA 800 here, not dinner
conversation
about movies.
And you, Harry G, in addition to not being in a sudden night fatal plane
crash were also not accused of a crime of scam. And then add liar from
recent and include spy from old. Ha! You write your posts and I'll write
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mine.
Were there nine dead bodies for UAL 811? No, actually, they were never
recovered. How many seriously injured on UAL 811? Anybody know? I
do, five.
They lived, just seriously injured, now what does that mean.
Seriously....hmmmm.... Sounds serious.
>JBS, the witness expert: "The streak did not repeatedly track to the
>fireball. Period. I don't love
>a not true opininion/conclusion about TWA 800 and that's one. I dismiss
>it. I say, and the
>eyewitnesses back me up, the streak went all ways, from all ways ending
in
>many places".
>
>
>Let's see just of few of those witnesses he says back him up.
Well, EB, you called me a liar first and then said to disprove you. Better
you had asked first to support my claim before doing the conspiracy guy
thing, assume a lie.
You'll have to go to http://www.corazon.com/EX4Apage8.html
which states: 183 saw a streak of light. Some said up, some said down,
some
said up and down, some said level, some said level and some said down.
That's all which ways for streak.
It also states of the 69 that reported direction of streak: some said
north, some northeast, some east, some south, some southwest, some wes
and some northwest. That's all which ways for streak, that's what I said.
That's what you call a lie.
Be careful when call someone a liar or a cheat. I just call you stupid.
It goes on to say some but not all said streak ended suddenly by:
explosion
or fireball or flash.
So some witnesses could have said a streak tracked to fireball. 128 out of
183 who saw the streak. That's 55 that say streak ended with no MF, just
ended in space from all which ways.
So, to summarize,EB, the eyewitnesses say streak went all which ways
and
some streaks tracked to MF and some didn't.
To say all eyewitnesses say streak repeatedly tracked to fireball is wrongo
EB quotes SM quoting JBS>On Sun, 19 Jul 1998 17:48:32 -0700, John
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Barry
Smith wrote:
>>
>>I invite close criticism of interpretations of fact I have made. I may be
>>wrong.
>SM: LIAR. You do not accept any rebuttal no matter how factual. The
fact
>that you still stick
>with you red paint transfer is proof of your scam intentions. This above
>statement is B as in B
>and S as in S. (translation: bovine scatology) You have no integrity
Barry.
I say "I may be wrong." and you reply 'Liar' in caps? OK, I'm not wrong.
I'm right, I'm glad to see we agree.
The proof you are wrong...again...SM is you persuaded me that the air
blowing into a 747 with door off and big hole in side is not going to puff
up weakened fuselage and tear nose off. Thereby came the recoil effect
with
DS that explains how nose comes off. It gives big yaw to left and then
right as 300 knots crumples nose into big hole giving compression and
tension fractures exactly as predicted and discovered on TWA 800. I got
the
crumple explanation after emailing with you.
So, I did accept a rebuttal. IG gave top crown skin idea to me for streak
source instead of pieces of actual door of large shiny object in space
first and reflecting light...which goes all which ways and tracks to
different things like empty space and fireballs.
Anyway, lots of flak from censors and flamers, but not any facts to rebut.
As usual.
>TWA 800 Crash Blamed on Missiles
>By Glen Johnson
>Associated Press Writer
>Monday, July 20, 1998; 5:22 p.m. EDT
> WASHINGTON (AP) -- A retired Navy pilot who has been
investigating the
>crash of TWA
>Flight 800 said Monday that the plane was destroyed by two missiles
that
>exploded just off the
>left wing.
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>William Donaldson, joined at a news conference by two former TWA
pilots
>and three
>eyewitnesses to the July 1996 crash, did not say who he believes fired
>such missiles. One, he
>said, was launched from a boat just off the coast of Long Island, the
>other from a second vessel
>farther south.
>The plane exploded as it flew from New York to Paris, killing all 230
aboard.
>Donaldson said the FBI and the National Transportation Safety Board,
>pressured by
>unidentified, high-ranking U.S. officials, have steered the public toward
>a theory that the plane's
>center fuel tank exploded.
>``Politicians are interfering at the top. People that should be bubbling
>the answers from the
>bottom are silenced,'' Donaldson said at the conclusion of a nearly
>four-hour briefing that was
>arranged by Reed Irvine and his conservative group, Accuracy in Media
>The NTSB has not determined the cause of the crash, but it has ruled ou
a
>missile strike or a
>bomb on board. Investigators believe an electrical spark may have ignite
>the fuel tank.
>``Cmdr. Donaldson was wrong when he postulated that Jet-A fuel could
not
>explode. It did. He
>is wrong today,'' said Peter Goelz, the board's managing director.
>FBI spokesman Joseph Valiquette said: ``We remain unaware of any
new
>evidence that would
>cause us to reopen our criminal investigation.''
>Besides Donaldson, those speaking at the news conference included
retired
>TWA Capt.
>Howard Mann, a military accident investigator, and retired TWA Capt.
>Albert Mundo, who
>served as flight engineer on the next-to-last flight of the Boeing 747.
And not a word about wiring/cargo door or its URL. Too bad. Or meteor
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or
other alternatives. As shown, whole deal blown off by NTSB and FBI.
What a
wasted opportunity.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Sun, 19 Jul 1998 17:48:19 -0700

Subject:
Wiring/Cargo Door PressConference today, 19 July 1998
Part I
The PressConference has started:
Greetings to members of the press from the person who called this press
conference, this cyberspace press conference, John Barry Smith
representing
an alternative explanation for the crash of TWA 800, wiring/cargo door.
As other TWA 800 explanations have press conferences such as FBI with
bomb,
NTSB with center tank first, NTSB hearings for meteor, and tomorrow, 2
July 1998, for the missile people, today, 19 July 1998 is wiring/cargo doo
press conference.
Regarding alternate explanations: I was not specifically invited but I had
received the following: "You are invited to attend this special [missile]
briefing for the media at 9:00 A.M., Monday, July 20, 1998 in the
ballroom
of the Army and Navy Club, 901 17th St., N.W., Washington, DC. A
continental breakfast will be served. The briefing is under the auspices
of ARAP, Associated Retired Aviation Professionals. Donaldson's report
can
be found at http://members.aol.com/fl800/index.html."
Good luck to the missile people and their press conference tomorrow. All
alternate theories need to be investigated thoroughly and receive scrutiny
from the public and their representatives, the media.
Today is Wiring/Cargo Door PressConference in cyberspace.
Members of the press, TV, radio, newsletters, and magazines, paper and
electronic, welcome to the wiring/cargo door explanation presented by
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John
Barry Smith.
No conspiracies, no coverups, and no plots. Just facts, data, evidence, and
closely reasoned conclusions that your hard cynical eyes can see through
in
an instant if nonsense. You can tell the real from the false just by
looking at it. Let's look at it.
Dim lights, focus on screen. Cyberslideshow starts.
TWA 800
1. right horizontal stab has red paint smear
2. stator blade in right horizontal stab behind engine number 3
3. inward crush top of cargo door
4. top of cargo door attached to hinge
5. petal shape of rupture area around aft midspan latch
6. missing pieces of forward cargo door include locking handle, latching
pins, overpressure relief doors, midspan latches
7. rectangle visible of explosive decompression zone of outward peeled
skin
on right side forward of the wing on right side
8. downward movement of floor beams near cargo door
9. hoop stresses found
10. CVR sudden loud sound
11. FDR abrupt power cut
12. missing turbine blades in engine number 3.
13. soft body impacts on blades in engine number 3.
14. outward peeled skin near top of nose, under belly, and in cargo door
area.
15. red paint smears above cargo door on white paint
16. soot on most blades of engine 3.
17. starboard side more damaged than port side
18. intact R2 door near shattered cargo door.
19. poly x is known to be susceptible to chafing and present
20. section 41 is known to be weak in all 747s
21. history of cargo door openings in past in various airliners
22. EPR problems
23. fires in forward cargo hold in the past on Boeing 747s.
24. vertical tears in fuselage skin forward of the wing on the right side
of TWA 800
25. singe marks on right side of fuselage show burnt skin, then abruptly a
tear line there are no singe marks
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26. red paint rubbed off revealing white paint underneath on skin above
cargo door area
27. first pieces off plane came from forward cargo hold just forward of th
wing
28. at least nine missing never recovered bodies, just fragments
29. initially thought to be a bomb
30. wreckage debris shows cargo door shattered in many pieces
31. aft portion of forward door which includes aft midspan latch and
locking handle missing from recovery effort
32. no soot on maintenance hatch
33. no soot on front spar of center wing tank
34. no burned bodies forward of the wing and very few burned at all
35. aft cargo door sill, latches, and locks recovered
36. forward cargo door sill, latches, and locks not recorded in data base
37. no orange zone pieces recorded in database
38. no orange zone discussion in public record other than identification
39. chafed to bare wires found in cargo door area
40. wiring defects found on Boeing airliners
41. water observed pouring out of forward cargo hold of a Boeing airliner
cargo holds have bilges.
42. no soot on keel beam forward of the wing of TWA 800
43. compression fractures right side forward of the wing
44. tension fractures left side forward of the wing
45. seats in the rows in the explosive shatter zone above cargo door are in
red zone and not sooted
46. aft cargo door sill is sooted
47. many witnesses said they saw downward streak that was red-orange
48. NTSB official said possibility of forward door popping open was
intriguing.
49. FAA official said, then recanted, that paint smears and structural
deformation indicated outward explosion.
50. initial event time was 20:31:12 at 13700 on 17 July 1996 eight miles
off coast of Long Island
Raise lights, slide show machine off.
Dear investigative editors and reporters: the above are all facts and can
be confirmed by official government sources such as accident reports,
photographs, and testimony. You have corroboration in your files of
previous emails from me over a period of years. I am available at your
convenience to document any of the above facts to your satisfaction. Or
delete the fact as unworthy of consideration as possibly tainted.
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We have all met before, either in person, on the phone, in email, or by
letter. You know a lot about the wiring/cargo door explanation to ask
intelligent questions which will either rule it in or rule it out. If ruled
out, wiring/cargo door explanation can be dismissed and another wasted
press conference, grab some sandwiches on the way out. If ruled in, then
decisive, quick action must be taken which is left up to you. If still in
doubt, one way or the other, ask questions to resolve discrepancies in you
mind.
What questions do you have of me, the press conference caller, who stand
before you, the press conference attendees, having presented his
reasonable
mechanical explanation for TWA 800 that has happened before and is no
yet
confirmed and fixed?
You know all the basics and you know about me, so I await a good
question
about TWA 800.
If you ask, "Mr. Night Fiery Fatal Jet Crash Survivor Smith, how do you
think it happened?"
My answer is below.
Dim Lights, focus on screen, start slide show.
Sequence of Destruction for TWA Flight 800
John Barry Smith
Hot humid air in forward cargo compartment was subjected to cold
conditioned air after takeoff on hot summer evening near New York on
July
17, 1996. Condensation was precipitated out and formed on cold metal
fuselage skin. Poly-X wire bundle which held cargo door motor on power
was
chafed by the friction of continuous vibration against clamp or many door
openings and closings on it. Sheath around bundle was worn through to
insulation and then worn through to bare wire. Condensed water met the
bare
wire and shorted against fuselage metal charring wires and powering on
door
motor which attempted to turn all ten cam sectors to unlocked position. A
13700 feet MSL and 300 KCAS, the eight lower cam sectors were
prevented
from unlocking because of strengthened locking sectors. However, the tw
midspan latches have no locking sectors. The slack in bellcranks, torque
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tubes, and high time worn cam latches allowed the aft midspan latch to
rotate just past center allowing the 3.5 PSI internal pressure to rupture
outward the forward cargo door at the aft midspan latch.
The nine foot by eight foot squarish door burst open at midspan latch
sending the latch and door material spinning away in the setting sun whic
reflected upon the shiny metal as it spun away erratically and appeared as
red-orange streak to ground observers moving all which ways. The aft
door
frame was clean of attachment to door and bulged outward. Fuselage skin
was
torn vertically. The door fractured and shattered. The bottom eight latche
held tight to the bottom eight latch pins on bottom sill while bottom
external skin of door blew away. The top piece of red topped cargo door
opened out and up smashing into the white fuselage skin above it leaving
the red paint of the door on the white paint between passenger windows
above. The red paint of the trim was rubbed away showing the white pain
underneath The top piece of the door took the hinge with it and fuselage
skin as it is tore away. The loose red painted trim piece and top of door
flew directly aft and impacted the right horizontal stabilizer leaving a
red paint transfer mark on it. The hinge still appears to be working
normally likely having overtravel impression marks on the opposite hinge
when door overextended to slam on fuselage above. The top piece of the
door
shows inward damage when it hit fuselage above.
The explosive decompression of the thirty eight thousand pounds of
internal
force on the door blew out a large hole about twenty feet wide and forty
feet high on the right side of the nose forward of the wing. Parts of the
cargo hold structure were the first parts to leave the aircraft. The now
uncompressed air molecules rushed out of the huge hole equalizing high
pressure inside to low pressure outside while making a very loud noise.
Fuselage skin was peeled outward at various places on the right side of th
nose. The sudden rushing air was recorded on the Cockpit Voice
Recorder as
a sudden loud sound. The explosive decompression of the forward cargo
hold
severely disrupted the nearby main equipment compartment which
housed power
cables and abruptly shut off power to the Flight Data Recorder.
At least nine passenger's bodies were never found, only bone fragments.
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The number three engine also ingested metal in baggage and started on
fire
from inefficient burning of fuel. The number three engine with pylon
started to vibrate and a stator blade from the engine was spit out and
impacted directly behind it in the right horizontal stabilizer.
The floor beams above the cargo hold were bent downward, fractured and
broken from the sudden decompression. The main structural members of
door
and frame were gone and compromised. The flight attitude of the aircraft
was askew to the left from reaction of explosive decompression to the
right. Air rushed into the hole and weakened other skin and frame peeling
skin outward. The 300 knots of air pressed upon the weakened nose and
crumpled it into the large hole. The nose tore off and landed in a dense
debris heap apart from the rest of the plane.
The port side forward of the wing was smooth and unshattered while the
starboard side forward of the wing was shattered, torn, and frayed at
ruptured cargo door area and severely disturbed over twenty feet by forty
foot explosive decompression zone. Outward petal shaped fuselage skin
appeared at aft midspan latch from rupture. Aft midspan latch was blown
away. Outward peeled skin appeared from blowout. Fuselage skin
remained
smooth next to blown out skin.
The rest of the plane without the nose suddenly decelerated from 300
knots
and caused whiplash injuries to passengers. Passengers inside fuselage
had
baro-trauma to eardrums which ruptured trying to equalize middle ear
pressure. The plane maneuvered with huge gaping wound in front
increasing
drag. The wind force disintegrated the fuselage and wings. Fuel poured ou
of ruptured tanks as wreckage fell. The broken fuselage, the ruptured
wings, the fuel cloud, the center tank, and the spinning, on fire engine
number three met at 7500 feet and exploded into a bright loud fireball
putting singe marks on the fuselage skin while leaving earlier departed
nose burn and singe mark free. The center tank exploded as well as other
nearby fuel tanks. Forward passengers were not burned because they
were in
the earlier separated nose.The debris fell and spread out from 7500 feet to
sea level in windblown southeast direction, leaving a wide debris field.
Ground observers heard the fireball explosion of the center tank and other
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fuel and looked up. They saw fire and smoke and falling debris.
Explosive decompression at the forward cargo hold led to suspicion of
bomb
in cargo compartment but bomb later ruled out. Debris ejected to the righ
from explosive decompression led to suspicion of missile exploding on le
side of nose. Streak of shiny metal object spinning away reflecting evenin
sun to ground observers led to suspicion of missile exhaust but later ruled
out.
Fire/explosion of center tank into fireball led to suspicion of center tank
explosion as initial event. There were difficulties in determining ignition
source, fuel volatility, unheard fuel explosion sound on CVR, unilateral
fuselage damage, singe marks, and other evidence needed to corroborate
center tank explosion as initial explosion.
Fuselage rupture at aft midspan latch of forward cargo door inflight is
initially rejected because bottom eight latches are found latched around
locking pins while two midspan latches are unexamined and status
unreported.
Questions about center tank explosion as initial event which evidence
raises.
1. Sudden loud sound on Cockpit Voice Recorder is described as start of
aircraft breakup but not sound of explosion. Sound on CVR does not
match
other staged Boeing 747 center tank explosion. How can an explosion in
the
center tank be powerful enough to start the aircraft breakup and blow off
nose of Boeing 747 and not be heard on CVR?
Sudden loud sound is sound of explosive decompression which gives a
sudden
loud sound when forward cargo door ruptures/opens in flight. The TWA
800
sudden loud sound was linked to PA 103 sudden loud sound on CVR
which was
linked to AI 182 sudden loud sound on CVR which was linked to DC-10
cargo
door explosive decompression on CVR. UAL 811 had a cargo door
rupture/open
in flight and recorded a sudden loud sound on the CVR. The sound is the
sudden rushing of air molecules which were compressed now moving fas
outward to equalize with the lower pressure outside air.
2. Center tank explosion would be spherical, not directed, and would
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either
give no damage forward of the wing or about equal damage on both sides
of
the fuselage of TWA 800. The wreckage reconstruction shows smooth
skin with
little damage forward of the wing on the port/left side yet severe,
shattered, torn, and frayed damage on the starboard/right side of the
fuselage in the cargo door area. How can a center tank explosion cause
unilateral damage only on starboard side?
Explosive decompression and rupture of forward cargo door area when af
midspan latch ruptures would give shattered, torn and frayed, damage to
cargo door area while leaving port/left/opposite side smooth and light
damage. Cargo door rupture would give the unilateral damage on
starboard
side as shown by TWA 800 wreckage.
3. TWA 800 wreckage reconstruction shows outward peeled skin, outwar
rupture hole, and paint transfers. Water impact damage would be inward,
not
outward. How could water impact damage produce outward peeled skin,
outward
rupture hole, and paint transfers?
Explosive decompression in nose of TWA 800 would give outward
peeled skin
in nose, outward rupture hole, and paint transfers as internal high
pressure rushes outward to equalize with the low outside pressure.
4. TWA 800 wreckage reconstruction shows red paints smears only
above the
forward cargo door area and nowhere else on both side of the Boeing 747
fuselage. This indicates that the red painted door below ruptured/opened
outward, slammed upward, and smashed into the white painted area abov
and
transferred red paint from door onto white paint between windows. How
did
red paint smears get where they are?
After the rupture at aft midspan latch the door fractured and upper piece
of the red painted door was pushed outward, rotated on its hinge, slamme
upward and smashed into the white painted fuselage skin above,
transferring
red paint to the white painted area between the passengers windows, as
shown by the TWA 800 reconstruction. UAL 811 also had paint transfer
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from
door to fuselage when its door opened in flight.
5. A center tank explosion would be far enough away from power cables
to
allow the Flight Data Recorder to record longer than the abrupt power cut
it suffered. How can a center tank explosion which is not loud enough to
be
heard on the CVR and some distance away be strong enough to abruptly
cease
power to the FDR?
The explosive decompression in the cargo compartment would severely
disrupt
the cargo hold floor and the adjacent main equipment compartment in
which
the FDR and power cables are located. The severe disruption would
abruptly
cease power to the FDR. UAL 811 also had abrupt power cut when its
cargo
door opened in flight.
6. How could forward cargo door rupture/open when bottom eight latches
are
latched and locked in TWA reconstruction?
The forward cargo door of Boeing 747s is about nine feet by eight feet
square. It has a hinge on the top and eight cam latches on the bottom. On
each nine foot side is one midspan latch. The bottom eight cam latches go
around eight latching pins. Over each cam latch is a locking sector. The
two midspan latches have no locking sectors. The forward cargo door
could
rupture at the midspan latch and the hinge and bottom eight latches could
still be attached to fuselage skin. The top of the door with hinge attached
would tear off with the fuselage skin and spin away. The bottom eight
latches could stay attached to bottom sill and continue down to the sea
with the nose. The middle of the large door can still be ruptured/opened
while the lower part stays attached to airframe. Doors can open/rupture
with most or all latches latched. TWA 800 reconstruction shows aft mid
span
latch missing which implies it became unlatched. The aft door frame sill i
smooth and not attached to door which implies door opened in that area.
7. How could forward cargo door rupture cause center tank explosion?
When cargo door ruptures in flight a huge hole is created in nose which
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the
300 knot slipstream tears off. The falling, noseless, structurally
compromised aircraft disintegrated into wings of rupturing fuel tanks,
fuselage pieces including center tank, and spinning hot on fire jet engine.
When falling debris reached about 7500 feet, the fodded on fire engine
number three ignited the fuel cloud and center fuel tank into a fireball.
Center tank fire/explosion occurred but later and lower than forward carg
door rupture initial event.
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Mon, 20 Jul 1998 00:13:11 -0700

Subject:
Re: Wiring/Cargo Door PressConference today, 19 July
1998 Part II
In-Reply-To: <000001bdb37e$3fa3ea00$6e3a240a@cpq200>
BS opens with typical missile guy, non media guy, insult and no
question>I
can see that you didn't use that "scientific process" , which you write
about so much, on this one. You made an incorrect assumption because
every
>one assumes that moisture contributes to short circuits. In reality, if you
>did a study on the contribution of moisture or water to short circuits, you
>would find very little correlation.
Quote from TWA 800 Public Docket 516A, Exhibit 9A Systems Group
Chairman's
Factual report of Investigation, Page 47, "A Boeing telefax of June 25,
1997, stated that: The Poly-X wire was used as general purpose wire on
the
RA164 (TWA 800) aircraft. Wire insulation known as Poly-X had three
in-service problems:
-Abrasion of the insulation in bundles installed in high vibration areas.
(This problem was corrected by Boeing Service Bulletin No.
747-71-7105,
Dated July 19, 1974)
-Random flaking of the topcoat.
-Insulation radial cracks in tight bend radii.
Radial cracking phenomenon of the Poly-X wire was mainly associated
with
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mechanical stress. Bend radius is the largest contributor to mechanical
stress in installed wire or cable. Presence of moisture in conjunction with
mechanical stress is also a contributor."
>Even in salt water, which is a better conductor, the Titanic's lights staye
>on until almost the end.
They were new wires and unfrayed and not touching nearby metal.
>
>Stan Martin has proven that you didn't know much about the door. I
don't
>think that you know much about electricity either.
Opinion noted, absence of facts noted to support opinion...as usual. Stan
can talk for himself. I was an avionics aviation technician for five years
with specialty in radar but able to handle communications, altimeters,
transponders, ECM, ASW specialized electronics, and other 'electricity'
machines. Ohm's Law is in effect with water. The wire is insulated for a
reason. When insulation breaks down to bare wire conductor, as it did in
TWA 800 cargo door area wiring, the bad thing they were trying to stop,
happens, electricity flows.
>Face it JBS, your cargo door theory is a scam. You don't even believe it
>yourself. Now you are running around writing to US Senators, trying to
get
>attention. Better watch it -- they might throw a net over you.
A scam, is that the best you can do to refute facts? Ha!
But hey, thanks for replying to the press conference, are you like a person
from the public in the back? And making shouts of insult and not asking
reasoned questions? Are you the "Worker's Party guy with the sign at the
NTSB hearing? You label yourself with your first sentence to me: "I can
see
that you didn't use that "scientific process" , which you write about so
much, on this one."
My comment to you is, 'I can see you are blind. So sorry to see that.'
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:
Subject:

Sun, 19 Jul 1998 17:48:32 -0700
Wiring/Cargo Door PressConference today, 19 July 1998
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Part II no
picture attached
Event, consequence, significance, source for destruction sequence:
1. Hot humid air in forward cargo compartment was subjected to cold
conditioned air after takeoff on hot summer evening near New York on
July
17, 1996.
NTSB exhibits gave takeoff time and temperatures plus the airconditionin
system in Boeing 747s.
2. Condensation was precipitated out and formed on cold metal fuselage
skin.
Water was available to ground any bare wires to fuselage skin.
Observation
made of water cascading out of forward cargo hold of Boeing airliner by
John Barry Smith standing in concourse at San Francisco Airport on
December
6, 1997.
3. Poly-X wire bundle which held cargo door motor on power was chafed
by
the friction of continuous vibration against clamp or many door openings
and closings on it. Sheath around bundle was worn through to insulation
and
then worn through to bare wire.
Bare wires can be shorted to ground causing power to go to door motor.
NTSB
exhibits list two forward cargo hold charred wiring fires. NTSB hearing o
aging aircraft detailed problems with poly-x wiring chafing from vibratio
NTSB AAR 92/02 detailed problems with chafing wires causing door
motor to
turn on. TWA 800 had poly-x wiring.
4. Condensed water met the bare wire and shorted against fuselage metal
charring wires and powering on door motor which attempted to turn all te
cam sectors to unlocked position.
Event explains how door motor got power to turn on. NTSB exhibits list
two
previous cargo hold charred wire fires. NTSB AAR 92/02 lists two
uncommanded cargo door opening on Boeing 747s caused by electrical
problems, UAL preflight and UAL 811.
5. At 13700 feet MSL and 300 KCAS, the eight lower cam sectors were
prevented from unlocking because of strengthened locking sectors.
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However,
the two midspan latches have no locking sectors.
The eight bottom latches held tight to locking pins because of AD
88-12-04
which strengthened all the eight locking sectors. NTSB AAR 92/02
describes
the AD, door, and all latches.
6. The slack in bellcranks, torque tubes, and high time worn cam latches
allowed the aft midspan latch to rotate just past center allowing the 3.5
PSI internal pressure to rupture outward the forward cargo door at the aft
midspan latch.
UAL 811 had small rupture at aft midspan latch as shown in photograph
in
NTSB AAR 92/02. NTSB exhibit lists 3.5 PSI pressure differential. TWA
800
was extremely old aircraft with over 93000 flight hours.
7. The nine foot by eight foot squarish door burst open at midspan latch
sending the latch and door material spinning away in the setting sun whic
reflected upon the shiny metal as it spun away erratically and appeared as
red-orange streak to ground observers moving all which ways.
Press reports reveal eyewitnesses say different colored streaks going ever
which way from all directions. Time of 8:31 PM and angle of low sun to
aircraft in east and observers to the west had to be perfectly aligned for
spinning falling shiny piece of metal to reflect as streak to observers.
8. The aft door frame was clean of attachment to door and bulged
outward.
Aft midspan latch blown away at rupture time and caused outward bulge.
NTSB
reconstruction photograph shows bulge and missing latch.
9. Fuselage skin was torn vertically.
Explosive decompression bursts outward limited by stringers and
bulkheads
which are vertical and match the other cargo door accident, UAL 811.
NTSB
photograph shows the vertical tears of TWA 800.
10. The door fractured and shattered.
NTSB photograph shows the damage. 38000 pounds of force were
suddenly
released onto now weakened door and it burst apart. 99 inches times 110
inches times 3.5 PSI equals 38115 pounds of force on the ten latches and
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hinge.
11. The bottom eight latches held tight to the bottom eight latch pins on
bottom sill while bottom external skin of door blew away.
The bottom of large door held tight while middle of door ruptured in a
troublesome section of a high time Boeing 747, Section 41 and Section
42.
TWA 800 had not yet had the Section 41 retrofit. NTSB exhibit states
bottom
eight latches latched.
12. The top piece of red topped cargo door opened out and up smashing
into
the white fuselage skin above it leaving the red paint of the door on the
white paint between passenger windows above. The red paint of the trim
was
rubbed away showing the white paint underneath. The top piece of the
door
took the hinge with it and fuselage skin as it is tore away.
The loose red painted trim piece and top of door flew directly aft and
impacted the right horizontal stabilizer leaving a red paint transfer mark
on it.
The hinge still appears to be working normally likely having overtravel
impression marks on the opposite hinge when door overextended to slam
on
fuselage above.
The top piece of the door shows inward damage when it hit fuselage
above.
Sequence of door opening out and up and transferring paint above is
described in text and drawing in NTSB AAR 92/02. Inward movement of
top of
door is described in AAR 92/02. Normal working hinge attached to top o
door is described in AAR 92/02. Overtravel impression damage is
described
in text and picture in AAR 92/02.
13. The explosive decompression of the thirty eight thousand pounds of
internal force on the door blew out a large hole about twenty feet wide an
forty feet high on the right side of the nose forward of the wing.
NTSB photograph shows decompression rectangle zone on right side of
nose.
14. Parts of the cargo hold structure were the first parts to leave the
aircraft.
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The first parts of plane to depart indicate trouble started there. NTSB
exhibits show first parts to leave were from cargo structure.
15. The now uncompressed air molecules rushed out of the huge hole
equalizing high pressure inside to low pressure outside while making a
very
loud noise.
NTSB AAR 92/02 states crew of UAL 811 heard a 'tremendous
explosion,' when
door opened in flight.
16. Fuselage skin was peeled outward at various places on the right side o
the nose.
Outward peeling indicates force from within, not without. UAL 811 had
same
outward peeling of fuselage skin in cargo door area.
17. The sudden rushing air was recorded on the Cockpit Voice Recorder
as a
sudden loud sound.
Sound matches other Boeing 747 sudden loud sound of explosive
decompression
and a DC-10 cargo door decompression sound according to NTSB chart.
18. The explosive decompression of the forward cargo hold severely
disrupted the nearby main equipment compartment which housed power
cables
and abruptly shut off power to the Flight Data Recorder.
Cables for power and signal run through the forward cargo hold to the
adjacent MEC. The cargo floor is severely disrupted when explosive
decompression occurs in cargo hold according to AAIB 2/90 report and
will
cut off power abruptly.
19. At least nine passenger's bodies were never found, only bone
fragments.
Where did those bodies go? What happened to them to reduce them to
bone
fragments requiring DNA analysis to identify? At least nine bodies alway
disappear when explosive decompression occurs in high time Boeing 747
according to AAIB, NTSB, TSB and Indian reports.
20. The number three engine also ingested metal in baggage and started
on
fire from inefficient burning of fuel. The number three engine with pylon
started to vibrate and a stator blade from the engine was spit out and
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impacted directly behind it in the right horizontal stabilizer.
NTSB AAR 92/02 describes the sequence of FOD into number three and
also
number four and the subsequent vibration and fire.
21. The floor beams above the cargo hold were bent downward, fractured
and
broken from the sudden decompression. The main structural members of
door
and frame were gone and compromised.
AAR 92/02, AAIB 2/90, and NTSB TWA 800 exhibits describe the
downward
movement of the floor beams above cargo compartment.
22. The flight attitude of the aircraft was askew to the left from reaction
of explosive decompression to the right. Air rushed into the hole and
weakened other skin and frame peeling skin outward.
AAR 92/02 describes the actions of the aircraft after door opened in fligh
23. The 300 knots of air pressed upon the weakened nose and crumpled it
into the large hole.
AAIB and TSB/Indian reports describe how nose came off after
explosion in
forward cargo hold at 300 KCAS of two Boeing 747s.
24. The nose tore off and landed in a dense debris heap apart from the res
of the plane.
AAIB 2/90, TSB/Indian Court, and NTSB TWA 800 exhibits describe
the dense
nose debris field present when nose comes off in flight of three Boeing
747s.
25. The port side forward of the wing was smooth and unshattered while
the
starboard side forward of the wing was shattered, torn, and frayed at
ruptured cargo door area and severely disturbed over twenty feet by forty
foot explosive decompression zone. Outward petal shaped fuselage skin
appeared at aft midspan latch from rupture. Aft midspan latch was blown
away. Outward peeled skin appeared from blowout. Fuselage skin
remained
smooth next to blown out skin.
AAIB 2/90, TSB/Indian, and NTSB photographs describe the lesser
damage port
side nose compared to the more severely damaged starboard side as well
as
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the outward peeled skin on nose of three Boeing 747s.
27. The rest of the plane without the nose suddenly decelerated from 300
knots and caused whiplash injuries to passengers. Passengers inside
fuselage had baro-trauma to eardrums which ruptured trying to equalize
middle ear pressure.
Passenger injuries are described in NTSB exhibits, TSB/Indian report,
AAIB
2/90, and NTSB exhibits.
28. The plane maneuvered with huge gaping wound in front increasing
drag.
The wind force disintegrated the fuselage and wings. Fuel poured out of
ruptured tanks as wreckage fell. The broken fuselage, the ruptured wings
the fuel cloud, the center tank, and the spinning, on fire engine number
three met at 7500 feet and exploded into a bright loud fireball putting
singe marks on the fuselage skin while leaving earlier departed nose burn
and singe mark free. The center tank exploded as well as other nearby fue
tanks. Forward passengers were not burned because they were in the
earlier
separated nose. The debris fell and spread out from 7500 feet to sea level
in windblown southeast direction, leaving a wide debris field. Ground
observers heard the fireball explosion of the center tank and other fuel
and looked up. They saw fire and smoke and falling debris.
NTSB exhibits describe the breakup sequence and NTSB video shows
fireball
seconds later and thousands of feet lower than initial event. Engine numb
three was on fire for AAIB 2/90 and number four was on fire for NTSB
AAR
92/02 after cargo hold ruptures.
29. Explosive decompression at the forward cargo hold led to suspicion o
bomb in cargo compartment but bomb later ruled out.
Debris ejected to the right from explosive decompression led to suspicion
of missile exploding on left side of nose.
Streak of shiny metal object spinning away reflecting evening sun to
ground
observers led to suspicion of missile exhaust but later ruled out.
Fire/explosion of center tank into fireball led to suspicion of center tank
explosion as initial event.
Press reports, FBI reports, and NTSB reports describe the bomb, missile
and
center tank explanations.
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30. There were difficulties in determining ignition source, fuel
volatility, unheard fuel explosion sound on CVR, unilateral fuselage
damage, singe marks, and other evidence needed to corroborate center
tank
explosion as initial explosion.
NTSB public hearing reveals the gaps in the center tank as initial event
explanation.
31. Fuselage rupture at aft midspan latch of forward cargo door inflight is
initially rejected because bottom eight latches are found latched around
locking pins while two midspan latches are unexamined and status
unreported.
NTSB Exhibit 15C, part two, is used to rule out cargo door rupture. It has
one sentence.
Raise lights, exhibit over, bring the lights back up,
machine off, drink
coffee, check watch, get out of happy daydream and back into death and
destruction, TWA 800.
Dear Electronic members of the aviation oriented press who are
comfortable
with email: To reply to my calling of the Wiring/Cargo Door explanation
Press Conference of 19 July 1998, all you need do is hit the 'reply'
button, type in your thoughts, questions, insults, praise or remonstrations
and hit 'send'.
re*mon*strate \ri-"man-'strat\ vb -strat*ed; -strat*ing : to plead in
opposition to something : speak in protest or reproof syn expostulate,
object, protest
After transmitting your thoughts to me via email about this issue close to
our hearts, aviation safety, I will respond with as much attention as I
can. Your words are important to me, either to knock down or build up.
Over
the two years I have responded in depth and in length to you.
I invite close criticism of interpretations of fact I have made. I may be
wrong.
I can debunk center tank as first, missile never happened, and meteor is
unlikely but still possible until a more likely reason...such as
wiring/cargo door, and event which has happened before is confirmed.
But,
let the alternative explanations have their day, and they have.
This is Wiring/Cargo Door day PressConference.
Is it all quiet? Are there no questions? Are there no shouts of 'Mr.
President, Mr. President!", whoops, wrong press conference.
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Is my style not serious enough to warrant respect? As someone who
knows
about death in plane crashes let me tell you I am very serious when I mak
fun of press conferences. This cyberspace one is better. It has cut and
paste. It has speed plus accountability. It has attachments. All my words
are recorded. I had best be consistent.
I've attached a picture of the hull rupture zone of TWA 800. I hope you
get
it. It's called Pressconference1.JPG and has the color visual image on
NTSB
photograph of the red paint smears, outward peeled skin, and petal shaped
bulge at the aft midspan latch of the forward cargo door of TWA 800
carcass
in the hangar in Calverton.
Here is an email I sent exactly two years ago, 19 July 1996.
"To: newyork@fbi.gov
From: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Crash Theory
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:
I have a reasonable explanation for the cause of crash of TWA flight 800
May I speak with someone involved with aircraft accident investigations?
have extensive aircraft experience and am a retired military officer. It's
worth listening to.
email at barry@corazon.com
phone 4086593552
address 551 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley Ca 93924"
Dear Attendees to the Wiring/Cargo door PressConference of 19 July
1998,
the above is still true today, many days and months later. The address is
the same too but the area code is now 831. 831 6559 3552 is phone.
So, shall we play the cyberspace press conference game? I'm ready,
willing,
and able. Let the interviews start.
The honor of the first question goes to....first come, first served; now
that's democratic.
Regards,
John Barry Smith
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barry@corazon.com
8316593552
551 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley Ca 93924
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

barry@corazon.com

Fri, 17 Jul 1998 10:30:00 -0700

Subject:
Wrongo, Bongo
In-Reply-To:
<Pine.GSO.3.96.980717084246.23216H-100000@blaze.accessone.com>
MR>> Missile guys really love dem facts, they must love them because
they avoid
>> them so much, they are afraid if they ever touch a fact it will melt in
>> their hands and destroy it.
>
> Here's a fact for you.
>
> In the photographs of the Calverton reconstruction there is a hole
>punched into the forward section from the outside, with the paint on the
>outside of the aircraft scraped away and the metal skin severly stretched
>and distroted indicating high speed impact.
Indicating? Did you say indicating? That's a fact? You can't spell
'distort' and that indicates you don't proofread your stuff which indicates
you don't care about your stuff which indicates you are a fraud about you
stuff. How's that for 'facts' using indications? A fact is a hole in the
skin. Where is it? Point to it. Give reference. What caused it is not a
'fact' but opinion.
>On the inside of the aircraft,
>a trail of explosive residue trails back from that hole to the area where
>the forward section of the 747 broke away.
A trail of explosive residue guarded by angels. If making up 'facts,' make
it pretty. No explosive residue trail.
>This swatch of explosive
>residue is ten rows of seats long and three seats wide. Quite a large
>swath.
Quite a large imagination.
>
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> Here's another fact.
>
> A portion of the foreward spanwise beam (onto which the wing spars
are
>attached) was found at the very start of the debris field. This means that
>the initiating event, whatever it was, broke the front spanwise beam.
No it doesn't. You are giving interpretations and opinions as fact. I know
conspiracy guys can't tell the difference. (Forward, not foreward)
CW504 was found where it was. Fact. Why? Lots of interpretations.
Wiring/cargo door has one, CWT has one, and missile has one.
> an aircraft
>without the forward section becomes longitudinally unstable and will
>tumble backwards and stall out of the sky.
Opinion which I happen to agree with, but could disagree, still opinion.
Depends on a lot of variables.
>
> Here's another fact.
>
You say CWT was not initial event. I agree.
> So where is the historical record of a keroscene lamp, warmed by it's
>own flame, spontanesouly exploding from a nearby lightning strike?
CWT was not initial event. An opinion we share.
I just hope to god you don't start repeating those endless witness reports,
as you usually do.....Oh, I see you did.
Should we do the dueling mantras thing? Naw, then I'd be accused of
repeating my fifty facts over and over again. I'll just attach them at the
end for those that want to see what a real 'fact' looks like.
BD makes no sense....as usual>Elmer, I don't normally yours posts, but I
was intrigued by the fact it
>was only 26 lines.
BD, style guy all the way.
> And most
>important, Witness x, formerly known as Witness C, his vantage point
>corroborates
>Goss's account exactly and he took careful notes immeidately after the
crash.
Love this witness x crap, it really makes me feel like I'm in a movie. And
witness x only meets at secret places with passwords. Oh you gullible
conspiracy fools.
> It states clearly that there is solid proof that
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>a missile cause the crash.
Show me, don't tell me. And you can't show, and haven't shown, but still
tell me....in bad grammar...as usual.
The speed and altitude and distance from shore means a large fast missile
with good guidance would be required and that means US Navy, quite
dancing
around the logic. Terrorism is out, it was always friendly fire or nothing.
>Then maybe we
>will have a better understanding of who did it.
The boogeymen dancing around in your head did it, the dark phantoms of
superstition, myth, ignorance, and fear did it. Conspiracy guys, without
them there would be no fiction, a dull world. They provide the chuckles
missing from wiring/cargo door explanation because of its boring
precedent
and repeating errors.
TT gets huffy>So your "streak" interpretation is non-factual. And you
bash
>missileers for their non-factual posts.
Streak interpretation for cargo door has always been conjecture. Always
stated as such. And even if streak something else, wiring/cargo door
explanation is still valid. Missile guys need streak as missile,
wiring/cargo door does not need streak as shiny metal object spinning
away
in evening sunlight. It's just conjecture that makes sense to a physical
reality minded kind of guy.
>At least you have the comfort of knowing that I read
>the beginning of each of your posts to get a chuckle. I really missed
>you when your disappeared with Chris and Elmer for group therapy
>in June. I usually read through about 50 lines of your
>400 liners before I pass out from the odor of your verbal diarrhea.
>Maybe a creative writing class would help. Then perhaps you could
>fit one creative idea into a 30 line post, instead of nothing
>creative into a 400 line one.
The above paragraph of rambling needs repeating to show others what
'rambling' means. And gosh, if your editing skills are offended at my style
of writing, permission granted to you to go smell some socks or redwoo
chips to get the odor of wiring/cargo door out of your nostrils.
>Well, in my "opinion", your attempt at being a smart ass through
>the use of a double negative just wastes space and time.
Opinion noted. I hate double negatives. I had to use it because EB used it
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when he said because I did not defend missile guys I was being not
honest/deceitful, a double negative. Everybody loves a piece of ass but
nobody loves a smart ass.
>because then your streak
>or streaks stop twinkling in the twilight.
Is that right? Do you have proof about the reflective ability of the sun
that just a few seconds earlier disappeared and something called 'twilight'
starts and last an hour? Aren't you the guy that says what happens up
there
is non factual?
TT gets huffy>So your "streak" interpretation is non-factual. And you
bash
>missileers for their non-factual posts.
My streak interpretation of sun/new twilight sun reflecting off of shiny
metal object is non factual and your interpretation of shiny metal not
reflecting new twilight is factual? See how twisted you are? You are
inconsistent in your logic. Or as missile guys thinking works, "I'm right
when I say something and you are wrong when you say the same thing."
If anybody sees the sun glint/flare/glare off a 747 taking off from JFK off
Long Island tonight around 830PM please tell me, I'm curious. It's about
two seconds of bright glare that will cover the image of the plane and then
fade as sun angle changes.
A shiny metal object at 13800 feet at 20:31:12 will reflect light enough to
be seen ten miles away, especially a large crown skin on the top of TWA
800
found in the red zone, my candidate for the source of the streak. Could be
water tanks, could be baggage containers, could be door parts, or could be
large shiny fuselage skin pieces.
>As for eyewitnesses backing you up - well, your streak should move in
>a certain defined arc trajectory (or your newer "streaks" should
>also).
Learn about object in three dimensional space first before you say what
things should look like in space to a stationary ground observer. The
answer is all directions, supported by eyewitnesses. Stop bashing the
eyewitnesses.
> It's just the
>interpretation of a delusional mind.
Opinion noted. Add 'delusional' to 'agenda' as key conspiracy guy words
which is they use in talking to themselves projected onto others.
TT gives writing assignment>Remember, now a creative thought in 50
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lines of
post. It should be
>easy for a brilliant mind,.....
JBS gives science assignment. Learn what visual stimulus is given to
ground
observer from fast moving object in space and then learn that different
ground observers in different places will see different movements for the
same object at the same time. It's called 3 D space, it's what submariners
and pilots have to learn and land lubbers and train guys don't.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith.
Facts speak for themselves:
1. right horizontal stab has red paint smear
2. stator blade in right horizontal stab behind engine number 3
3. inward crush top of cargo door
4. top of cargo door attached to hinge
5. petal shape of rupture area around aft midspan latch
6. missing pieces of forward cargo door include locking handle, latching
pins, overpressure relief doors, midspan latches
7. rectangle visible of explosive decompression zone of outward peeled
skin
on right side forward of the wing on right side
8. downward movement of floor beams near cargo door
9. hoop stresses found
10. CVR sudden loud sound
11. FDR abrupt power cut
12. missing turbine blades in engine number 3.
13. soft body impacts on blades in engine number 3.
14. outward peeled skin near top of nose, under belly, and in cargo door
area.
15. red paint smears above cargo door on white paint
16. soot on most blades of engine 3.
17. starboard side more damaged than port side
18. intact R2 door near shattered cargo door.
19. poly x is known to be susceptible to chafing and present
20. section 41 is known to be weak
21. history of cargo door openings in past in various airliners
22. EPR problems on aircraft before or during fatal flight.
23. fires in forward cargo hold in the past on Boeing 747s.
24. vertical tears in fuselage skin forward of the wing on the right side
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25. singe marks on right side of fuselage show burnt skin, then abruptly a
tear line there are no singe marks
26. red paint rubbed off revealing white paint underneath on skin above
cargo door area
27. first pieces off plane came from forward cargo hold just forward of th
wing
28. at least nine missing never recovered bodies, just fragments
29. initially thought to be a bomb
30. wreckage debris shows cargo door shattered in many pieces
31. aft portion of forward door which includes aft midspan latch and
locking handle missing from recovery effort
32. no soot on maintenance hatch
33. no soot on front spar of center wing tank
34. no burned bodies forward of the wing and very few burned at all
35. aft cargo door sill, latches, and locks recovered
36. forward cargo door sill, latches, and locks not recorded in data base
37. no orange zone pieces recorded in database
38. no orange zone discussion in public record other than identification
39. chafed to bare wires found in cargo door area
40. wiring defects found on Boeing airliners
41. water observed pouring out of forward cargo hold of a Boeing airliner
cargo holds have bilges.
42. no soot on keel beam forward of the wing
43. compression fractures right side forward of the wing
44. tension fractures left side forward of the wing
45. seats in the rows in the explosive shatter zone above cargo door are in
red zone and not sooted
46. aft cargo door sill is sooted
47. many witnesses said they saw downward streak that was red-orange
48. NTSB official said possibility of forward door popping open was
intriguing.
49. FAA official said, then recanted, that paint smears and structural
deformation indicated outward explosion.
50. initial event time was 20:31:12 at 13700 on 17 July 1996 eight miles
off coast of Long Island.
Reasonable conclusions derived from facts above:
1. water in forward cargo bay.
2. chafed bare wire touched by water.
3. electrical short occurs.
4. forward door motor turns on to unlatch position.
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5. aft midspan latch of forward cargo door partially unlatches.
6. pressurized hull ruptures at aft midspan latch.
7. cargo door tears into pieces, some pieces stay with nose, some don't.
8. shiny metal pieces spin away reflecting evening sunlight and perceived
as red-orange streak to observers far away.
9. explosive decompression occurs shattering cargo door area forward of
the
wing on right side exposing twenty foot by forty foot hole in nose
producing sudden loud sound on CVR.
10. 300 knots slipstream tears weakened nose off.
11. ejected debris is ingested by starboard engines which catch fire.
12. wing and wing fuel tanks; engines, tail, and fuselage fall and
disintegrate on way down.
13. fiery starboard engine ignites fuel vapor clouds from disintegrating
tanks, including center tank.
14. fireball observed on the ground.
15. water impact of wreckage, cargo bay material first to hit water.
Evidence to check to rule in or rule out cargo door involvement.
1. hinge overtravel impression damage to match AAR 92/02
2. aft midspan latch pin for heat damage to match AAR 92/02
3. aft midspan latch for damage
4. put door back together from shattered pieces to show petal rupture
5. stator blade from which engine
6. red paint matching from cargo door area to right horizon stab
7. chafed wire bundles to bare wire in forward cargo hold to match AAR
92/02
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Wed, 22 Jul 1998 20:02:05 -0700

Subject:
http://www.corazon.com/Suddenloudsound.html
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="iso-8859-1"
http://www.corazon.com/Suddenloudsound.html
has picture of chart 12 of sudden loud sounds on the CVRs of hour 747s
that
had hull rupture in flight, at request of SF, and thanks SF for the Captain
Stewart quote from his book on AI 182 that said it could have been cargo
door failing.
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EB will be back. How many missile guys came back? How many stayed
away?
But you see, cargo door idea is voluntary, join if you wish and if you wan
to leave, that's fine too.
EB was the only cargo door guy here and he's leaving. Over what? A
streak
ending location? Well, the water was the streak ending location of the
metal object, whatever it was. And on the way it went all which ways. An
looked like all which ways. And it's what objects do when spit out of 300
knot flying object.
Anyway...
Let's get Grose's opinion about wiring/cargo door if he is so open
minded.
>Re: Firey night time crash.
>In your long summary of that tragedy, you mentioned that when landing
>you laughed at the query about your own health and did not realize that
the
>flight suit attached to another parachute contained the still warm lifeless
>body of your pilot. Based on this, I would have to assume that your
>experience was not too traumatic.
I remember laughing after standing up, putting light on my velcro
flightsuit and put it on, and strobe blinking on and off, and then blowing
whistle calling for Mr. Butler, and thinking I really had a good story for
the guys back at the O club tomorrow. It was good to be alive. I thought
we
had both made it. When I saw him, and realized it was him and not
crumpled
flight suit, I thought, 'That takes the fun out of it." That's the way 23
year old navigator's feel within two minutes of landing and fracturing bac
from night ejection. They tell you how to land during daylight but never
about pitch dark night.
> Based on this, I would have to assume that your
>>experience was not too traumatic.
To some seeing a skunk dead in the middle of the road is traumatic and fo
others machine gunned civilians is not.
I think whatever the word 'traumatic' means, I was traumatized by my nea
death experience. I'm just smart enough to realize how close it really was
Reality is that death was within two seconds for me and only by science i
ejection seat and human connection of my pilot CT Butler to tell me to us
that science did I avoid that death. It's payback time.
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Wiring/cargo door problems are causing crashes. Plural.
>Your pilot can't give anymore than he already has.
You have no soul. I do and it is connected to CT Butler because he saved
my
life. That's what happened to me. Has anybody saved you from certain
death
within two seconds and put his life at risk to do it? If so, then tell me
about my pilot and what he can or can not give.
Inspiration from beyond the grave is what he gives me.
>Some might say that your own involvement in that aircraft was only
>that of self loading baggage if the pilot was only flying touch and go's.
Good point and completely misses what it's like to fly in an RA5C. It's
called crew concept. Reconnaissance Attack Navigator, me, RAN, is like
copilot in pattern, doing checklists and all the comm as well as flight
engineer duties of fuel management. Pilot flies plane, period. Pilot lands
plane. Period.
But, the point is there is no justice in the world. Mr. Butler had five
children and a wife to protect and raise, I had none. He was a combat
veteran of previous cruise, I was rookie. He was senior officer with
experience, I was Ensign new guy. And yet, by a split second, the more
deserving to live dies and the ordinary guy lives.
>Surely, he could find his own way around a pattern without a RAN GIB
after
>flying a single seat F-8U off a carrier in a combat theater.
My regular pilot flew F8s off a carrier not Mr. Butler. I volunteered for
the mission that night after my regular pilot climbed out of the plane
after our two landing periods in which we had touched down 14 times
totals.
Mr. Butler climbed in and I stayed in back as we hot refueled on the ramp
Mr. Butler had flown a previous combat cruise with a different RAN, Mr
Butler was undergoing refresher training and I was a pickup RAN who
volunteered to save one of the Ships Company of RVAH 3 a night of
work as
RAN.
Yes, he could have flown the RA5C around the pattern. So, that was
practice
for around the real ship at real night after real combat during which the
RAN became the indespensable handing defensive weapons, navigation,
communications, and making sure the cameras were on working and we
were
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over the target with cameras and other equipment on.
It was a team, something conspiracy guys will never understand because
they are filled with imagined betrayals, don't trust anyone. Flying in a
jet around a carrier at night brings the realization that it only works
when everyone trusts everyone else that death is delayed.
>Sorry to be blunt,
Blunt? How about ignorant, talking about ejections in navy carrier
operations and you're telling me how it works. You're like the guy that is
not on the internet telling me, who is on the internet, what the internet
is all about.
>This is similar to a woman crying rape six months after the event.
Huh? Is that metaphor or simile?
By the way, the significance of some events is not realized for many year
or decades. Dropping the atom bomb...twice, was a decision that was not
understood and only became important decades later.
Being visited by Secret Service agents only became significant to me
weeks
later after talking with my friend.
>You can hope that the rope which is given you is hemp. If you have no
tree
>branch to loop it over, you can smoke it or grind it up in your favorite
>cookie mix.
What is that all about, GD? Is it suicide, murder, execution, or drug
abuse? All in two sentences...you're learning. Are those metaphors or
similes?
Why is it conspiracy guys always go for the personality of the messenger
and disregard the message? Later, GD we'll talk about what a cool guy I
am,
right now I'm trying to get some attention for wiring/cargo door
explanation and it's a hard road, with only a few chuckles along the way,
provided by the missile guys.
Missile guys, call for test firings of all kinds of missiles in the area
for a ballistics check. Tell the eyewitnesses to take up positions and see
if real missile matches your streak. It's like a lineup. The Navy would
love it, an opportunity to fire off some missiles.
Just helping.
DS>The AIM-54C Pheonix uses the
>AWG-9/APG-71 illuminating radar system to track
>and direct it to its target. Hughes makes the
>AWG-9/APG-71
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New challenge, missile guys, let's play which missile was it? And it ain't
the AIM 54C. Or SA 7. Or Saturn V.
DS>There was one
sequence of 8 primary radar returns 6 from the NYTRACON
ISP radar which were studied further (see Attachment VI).
These 8 radar returns, which started at 2030:15 and
ended at 2031:30 (18 seconds after TWA 800Ìs last
secondary return), appeared to show a target moving
at over 400 knots groundspeed on a southeasterly
heading (156-157 degrees magnetic) away from TWA 800Ìs
position. This target track never came closer than 6
nautical miles to TWA 800 and remained on a straight
track away from TWA 800 without turning towards TWA 800.
Yes, there was and very interesting because PA 103 had the same time of
early strange radar blips before full rupture. They are green diamonds in
the AAIR report, on website of course.
I thought they might be cowling from engines coming loose and causing
later
somehow the cargo door to pop, but, it just doesn't hold together so green
diamond for 103 and the above 8 returns at 400 knots SE are a mystery.
182
was too far away for primary returns and 811 did have radar returns and
that's how they found the door at bottom of ocean.
For TWA 800 the strange radar target appeared 57 seconds before noise
on
CVR tape and power cut off to FDR and lasted about the time it takes a
metal object to fall from 13700 feet, eighteen seconds if heavy. But timin
is off. It's a real mystery. Is it the streak source? Is it debris? Is it
something unknown which caused destructive sequence a few seconds
later?
All three 747s within primary radar range have strange radar evidence jus
before and during initial event.
For those strange radar blips for TWA 800 to bracket the event time befor
and after, and move in the direction wind would talk metal object is
remarkable and must be explained somehow.
Drone is the only option for the conspiracy coverup guys.
Clutter, well, I have several thousand real radar hours looking at all
types of radars and it's possible to get eight sequential blips and it not
be whitcaps or internal noise or periscopes, but not possible for internal
noise to occur right around and near an airplane crash in the sky at the
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same time and move in the direction of the wind at the time. So, I say it's
real.
Missile guys have streak to explain, I have radar blips. And I can't. Too
early for door pieces.
CO showed me that a year ago. I do change with facts and CO used facts
of
time, a concept even the missile guys find hard to explain with a plot.
Time warps are good though, I love time warps.
When latches unlatched and what was radar thing are two mysteries still
for
me. Another is what is connection for AI 182 that rear cargo door was
completely removed and put back on just before fatal flight of hull ruptur
forward of the wing on the right side, officially a bomb on right side that
blew out cargo door. Too much of a coincidence.
Sweet mysteries of life...
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Thu, 23 Jul 1998 23:56:24 -0700

Subject:
sudden loud sounds
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="iso-8859-1"
>JBS: http://www.corazon.com/Suddenloudsound.html
>-> has picture of chart 12 of sudden loud sounds on the CVRs of hour
>-> 747s that had hull rupture in flight, at request of SF,
>
>I read it and printed it out at about 7:43 P.M. this afternoon. At
>first, it almos looked like they wer about the same. But then I noticed
>there is a flaw that is almost classical - it's almost the clasic
>illustration of how to lie with statistics.
>
>The vertical scale is not the same in all the charts.
That fact is described in the text accompanying the charts. Good eye,
Sammy. I did not make the chart up or its scales.
>
>When you first look at it, what you see is that all the sounds are
>ªifferent from each other but they all have a loud noise that doesn't
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>last long. Air India last the longest - in fact there is a lond lasting
>loud sound that precedes the really loud sound, United lasts almost as
>lonmg as the main portion of Air India, TWA is shorter and Pan Am the
>shortest of all.
>
>I don't know what the numbers on the left mean, but if you loiok closer
>you see taht they are not all the same degree of loudness. The same √or
>TWA 800 runs to about 10,000, for Air India it looks more like about
>15,000 or 20,000 and Pan Am runs to about 30,000. That means the Pan
Am
>sound was loudest. United, on the other hand only ëoes to a littkle bit
>abovee 5,000 (all scales go plus and minus, so that TWA for instance,
>ranges from about plus 10,000 to minus 10,000. The 5th chart, dealing
>with Phillipine Air seems t show a sound reaching only 2,000. The
>horizontal or time scale in at least the first four (the bottom of
>Phillipine Air got cut off at least in my print out - maybe I started it
>too soon) is just about the same - 2 seconds left to right.
>
>So what you ave is that the United 811 sound was indeed weaker.
>
>I don't know how much else you can tell - or I can tell anyway - from
>this chart
Philippines 737 center tank is 200 units at sea level.
811 is about 5000 units at 22000 feet
TWA 800 is about 10000 units at 13700 feet.
AI 182 is about 17000 at 31000 feet.
PA 103 is about 30000 at 31000 feet.
It's all linear except PA 103 is more than AI 182 and should be about
equal
or 182 louder. The higher the plane is when it explosively decompresses,
the louder the sudden loud sound is. Makes sense to me.
>
>If yopu look further for a while the 1985 Japan Airlinews crash was also
>thought to be maybe maybee a door! BUt it wasn't. It was bad
mechanics
>or worse.
Same principal. Aft pressure bulkhead ruptured in flight. Piece flew out
and took off vertical stab, plane crashed. Same principle as Comet, DC 10
UAL 811 and few more, hull rupture in flight is very bad, in this case the
worst ever single plane crash death toll, over five hundred. Hull
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ruputure...at aft pressure bulkhead, not the forward cargo door. That's wh
JAL is not included in wiring/cargo door victims.
TT analyzing data:>Sammy, as much as I admire your intelligence, did
you
really expect
>anything less from Barry, the traveling medicine man (and gov-op)!
>He's been playing with basic statistics since we've heard of him >obfuscating the truth behind myriad lies.
As I said, I did not make up the scales, this chart is from NTSB documen
Exhibit 12B. The difference is noted in text. You conspiracy guys display
your evil suspicious minds in an instant. Your idea of a scientific
rebuttal is to call the messenger a liar. Too pathetic.
>He is as believable as the eminent Dr. Vernon Grose.
Out of favor already? I thought Grose was the breakthrough for the missil
guys? And now...gone...so quick...what was it, three days?
>The fact is all of the sounds can't be correlated
Wrong, been correlated starting with NTSB Chart 12, then with text of A
182 report matching that sudden loud sound to DC10 explosive
decompression
event. Then PA 103 matches AI 182 in its report AAIB 90/02, of course
because both were destroyed by bombs...which the sudden loud sound
does not
match. A problem for the bomb guys for 182 and 103. None of which are
here,
are there? Probably are some bomb guys for 182 and 103, they are
conspiracies.
>Somebody please tell me I'm not a poor pawn.
You are less than a pawn. A pawn can turn into a powerful piece, you are
so
suspicious no one would ever trust you to money into a parking meter.
> If gov-ops like JBS and CO and DS can sway
>this little list so vehemently, how is the truth to be known?
There's a clue TT and you found it, by swaying the list so vehemently the
truth shall be known.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/
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Date:

Tue, 7 Jul 1998 15:54:18 -0700

Subject:
Lonely for some common sense.
BS misses point again...or confuses nouns...again.>JBS Writes:
>
>>
>> To argue with Bob and Mike and Fred is useless for to have them
change
>> their mind about anything would be betrayal of kin and that can't
happen.
>>
>
>Now there is a good one! I think that I would just do a little
>substitution:
>
>>
>> To argue with John Barry Smith is useless for to have him change
>> his mind about anything would be the betrayal of his life's work,
>> however erroneous, pitiful, and misguided, and that can't happen.
>>
Blood and belief are not the same, simple concept for most, but not for B
who interchanges them and misses entire point.
>I advised Stan Martin not to waste his time trying to wise you up,
because
>it would have no effect no matter how resoundly he trounced you. You
are
>the energizer bunny -- you just keep coming back with the same old
crap no
>matter what. Fortunately it's all in the archive for anyone to see what a
>phony you are.
Where's your 'diseased mind' quote, it's around here somewhere, along
with
all your other non factual discussion about TWA 800.
>It must be some type of scam that you were trying to run against the PA
103
>investigation, angling for some type of pay off to go away from one or
more
>of the parties, and you have just updated it for TWA 800.
Conspiracy twisted mind thinking or yours projected onto others. You ev
everywhere minded conspiracy nuts just can't comprehend that someone
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would
try to do good without compenstation because you wouldn't, so why
would
anyone else? Must be evil so can't be good. This guess as to motive is ver
revealing. Conspiracy guys just can't conceive of good for good's sake so
have to concoct evil somehow, someplace, to explain strange action.
That's why you conspiracy are never to be trusted because trust is a word
you have no comprehension, just like honesty and fairness. You
conspiracy
guys answer to a higher calling which justifies all actions and
rationalization: maintain internal perception of reality and that reality
is dark, twisted, and evil.
"Phony" ha! I'm the one who energicially points to UAL 811 and that
ain't
no phony. Or it was for SM for months as he tried to ignore it. Phony is
gassing defectors and eyewitnesses that say impossible things.
> it is truly unusual how no amount of
>contrary facts have any effect on you.
Like what, twit? Absence noted...as usual.
>I wonder if
>the PA 103 lawyers and families of the passengers who ever heard of
you. If
>so, maybe there are some that can relate how your scam works and how
it pays
>off.
I think that is an accusation of me committing a crime, yes? Is that the
best you can do to maintain your tenous hold on sanity? Accuse others
you
do not understand or believe of crimes? An especially evil crime of
defrauding victims, something only a conspiracy mind could think up.
Then
once you have convinced your nutty self that I am a criminal then that
justifies other actions against evil. You see where that leads? It leads to
trouble for you, real trouble that you can really get a handle on for
everybody being against you.
Are you the Nazi name calling guy? What is it about me that drives you
into
paroxyms of name calling? I choose to believe it is not me personally bu
the facts of TWA 800 that conflict with your for unknown wishful thinkin
of a US Navy shootdown and coverup of TWA 800.
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The effort expended to examine one second of tape to justify missile is
amazing when it is understood that three other high time 747s also have
the
same sudden loud sound on the CVR and abrupt power cut to the FDR
but not a
word about those.
So why do I bother? Well, it's a rare chance to actually see the mob
mentality, the ignorant trying to actually string thoughts together, the
small minded trying to make sense of a large world, and the emotionally
driven trying to understand science. Normally you conspiracy guys hang
out
with political assassainations and UFO guys mixed with the religious
zealots. But here you have ventured into my domain of hull ruptures in
high
time 747s and you are fascinating to observe as your rationalizations twis
and turn trying to hold it all together. It makes the witch trials, the
inquisition, and other social defective eras understandable. Fear is the
driving force, I believe, or the attempts to reduce fear actually. Fear of
the unknown and science is so hard to learn, better to stick to astrology,
horoscopes, and talking beyond the grave.
Conversing with conspiracy everywhere nuts makes Psychic Hotlines
understandable, it makes tobacco lawsuits understandable, it makes the
Tabloids understandable, it makes Bosnia and Israel understandable, it
makes racism understandable, it makes most of the torment in the world
understandable. It also makes AI 182 and PA 103 understandable.
Just what do the conspiracy guys believe in? They believe life is a big
conspiracy to confound them. Well, life does confound them, that's true.
But the dumbness comes from within, not cunning from without.
Read aerodynamics and then talk about TWA 800 and 300 knots. Read
audiology
and then talk about CVR. Read electronics and then talk about FDR.
But nooooo, Boorda. Ha!
I thought you missile guys couldn't take the heat of the kitchen and
started your own missile discussion group. What happened?
Lonely for some common sense?
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/
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Date:

Sat, 25 Jul 1998 23:21:53 -0700

Subject:
Let's not forget the missile explanation
More discussion from correspondent about missile explanation:
Barry, I re-read the Witness Factual Report 4-A, and frankly expected
nothing more extravagant or enlightening from any group headed up by it
chairman. I find this report nearly useless, except for the fact that many
of the claims now being made by witnesses are not documented in this
report, which can certainly be considered anything but comprehensive. I
also re-read the 2 page Metallurgists Factual Report and find it entirely
inadequate considering it focuses on the very begining of the destruct
sequence. PArdon me for being critical, however, this report would have
gotten Wildey a "D" in a college metallurgy course. With regard to the
witnesses now claimed by Commander Donaldson, how is it that FBI and
NTSB
both produced no one who made such claims? I an sure that you are
aware
that a convincing individual can suggest things to potential witnesses that
they eventually come to believe as truth. And I must admit that at first
blush, the Donaldson theory is convincing; however, after a little thought
reflection and analysis, everything except the witnesses can be explained
by the exxplosive decompression caused by the cargo door rupture. I
cannot
imagine how he can determine that two missiles were involved, even give
their location, and I have to believe that is a real stretch! I found
nothing to indicate that high explosive residue was found on the nose
section, which most certainly would have been if a missile had exploded
20
feet out in front of the nose. Any explosion of the magnitude claimed by
Donaldson could not have avoided the tell-tale traces. HAve you found
any
reference to explosive residue on any of the NTSB reports? But it is
highly
unlikely that evidence will interfere with glamorous stories, which never
cease to appear. This thing is getting more disgusting daily.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
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http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Mon, 6 Jul 1998 08:36:03 -0700

Subject:
Missile fluff
It's a good thing the missile guys know their latest FDR fluff is nonsense
and do the Hollywood release date strategy of timing instead of the
immediate accident investigation data release protocol. Should the missile
pussies actually have a kernel or real information and should another plan
crash related to that information, let this post be a public record that
the missile guys are directly responsible and could have prevented it with
honest timely revelation.
But, they don't and they know it, and that's why they do the second
anniversary press show for 'new' evidence. The strategy is fine for
blockbusters released on certain weekends to get certain demographics fo
high gross and fine for popular fiction urban legends such as missile
shootdown of airliner, but totally against reality of life and death causes.
I did not see Jonas Salk wait to release his polio vaccine at budget review
time to get more money. No, the missile guys have nothing but fluff of te
leaves in a bottom of a cup subject to any whim of interpretation. Of
course the NTSB was deficient in their investigation of the FDR....and
CVR....and sooting....and engine breakdown....and debris pattern.....and
maintenance logs....that does not mean they conspired to cover up a missi
striking TWA 800 by doctoring/altering FDR data. It's means governmen
agencies do what they do best, bungle.
And missile guys do what they do best, show biz showboating, few facts,
lots of misinterpretations, and the occassional misspelling along the way.
Oh, and a few personal wild attacks on the missile contrarians. I
understand the allure, I do it myself, but I never confuse the fun of
debunking nonsense and the hard reality of data in the pursuit of correct
explanation. One is fantasy fun; the other grim reality.
1. right horizontal stab has red paint smear
2. stator blade in right horizontal stab behind engine number 3
3. inward crush top of cargo door
4. top of cargo door attached to hinge
5. petal shape of rupture area around aft midspan latch
6. missing pieces of forward cargo door include locking handle, latching
pins, overpressure relief doors, midspan latches
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7. rectangle visible of explosive decompression zone of outward peeled
skin
on right side forward of the wing on right side
8. downward movement of floor beams near cargo door
9. hoop stresses found
10. CVR sudden loud sound
11. FDR abrupt power cut
12. missing turbine blades in engine number 3.
13. soft body impacts on blades in engine number 3.
14. outward peeled skin near top of nose, under belly, and in cargo door
area.
15. red paint smears above cargo door on white paint
16. soot on most blades of engine 3.
17. starboard side more damaged than port side
18. intact R2 door near shattered cargo door.
19. poly x is known to be susceptible to chafing and present
20. section 41 is known to be weak
21. history of cargo door openings in past in various airliners
22. EPR problems on aircraft before or during fatal flight.
23. fires in forward cargo hold in the past on Boeing 747s.
24. vertical tears in fuselage skin forward of the wing on the right side
25. singe marks on right side of fuselage show burnt skin, then abruptly a
tear line there are no singe marks
26. red paint rubbed off revealing white paint underneath on skin above
cargo door area
27. first pieces off plane came from forward cargo hold just forward of th
wing
28. at least nine missing never recovered bodies, just fragments
29. initially thought to be a bomb
30. wreckage debris shows cargo door shattered in many pieces
31. aft portion of forward door which includes aft midspan latch and
locking handle missing from recovery effort
32. no soot on maintenance hatch
33. no soot on front spar of center wing tank
34. no burned bodies forward of the wing and very few burned at all
35. aft cargo door sill, latches, and locks recovered
36. forward cargo door sill, latches, and locks not recorded in data base
37. no orange zone pieces recorded in database
38. no orange zone discussion in public record other than identification
39. chafed to bare wires found in cargo door area
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40. wiring defects found on Boeing airliners
41. water observed pouring out of forward cargo hold of a Boeing airliner
cargo holds have bilges.
42. no soot on keel beam forward of the wing
43. compression fractures right side forward of the wing
44. tension fractures left side forward of the wing
45. seats in the rows in the explosive shatter zone above cargo door are in
red zone and not sooted
46. aft cargo door sill is sooted
47. many witnesses said they saw downward streak that was red-orange
48. NTSB official said possibility of forward door popping open was
intriguing.
49. FAA official said, then recanted, that paint smears and structural
deformation indicated outward explosion.
50. initial event time was 20:31:12 at 13700 on 17 July 1996 eight miles
off coast of Long Island.
Gung hay fat choy and gun ho sun tree,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Thu, 9 Jul 1998 20:38:06 -0700

Subject:
More lies from the missile guys.
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="iso-8859-1"
TT insults missile guys>In the absence of substantial facts to present,
Bugs tries to offend,
>insult and cajole, as usual.
My substantial fact presented: JBS>BD>>Cmdr. Donaldson's press
conference will
>>>be held on Monday, July 20th in the
>>>Ballroom of the Army-Navy Club in Washington, DC
>>>at 9:00am.
TT insult missile guys when saying press conference is not substantial. I
also say it is not substantial but I own up to the insult.
I love the excuse, we couldn't find a hall big enough, ha! One phone call
and the big hall is there. More likely is could not find hall small enough
to avoid embarrassment of six people in hall for twenty and would look
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empty.
But the point, rescheduled press conferences are fine for political play
making working for sweeps or ratings or poll points and copy NTSB with
their looking for Baltimore after much searching etc etc. All puffery and
nothing to do with aviation crash investigations.
In aviation, a problem, if identified, needs to be told to all involved and
fast. None of this two weeks from now or maybe later depending on
logistics
etc.
It's another clue as to the motives of the missile guys, publicity and
money, not saving lives.
Let's see, TT>>Let's see: Cargo door guy (alias Wabbit) demands facts!
When
they
>don't fit his hypothesis, he writes long, meaningless posts.
All facts fit wiring/cargo door, love Meyer, love the streak, love the FDR
and on and on. "long meaningless' Opinion noted from guys who said
they
don't read them, so how do the they know they are long and meaningless?
Only by reading what they say the don't read...more lies from the missile
guys.
TT speaks for JBS>>Wabbit likes short posts by Missile guys. He can fit
many into long
>meaningless posts. Why attack one at a time, when you can attack many
>simultaneously?
Who says I like short posts by the the missile guys? I never criticize to
suppress style or length. Type away, I encourage posts. I want more, not
less, and at least have pictures too.
>Wabbit also gets hurt feelings easily.
Oooh, it's amazing how missile guys know my very deep emotions and
love
speaking for me. I'm just terribly terribly hurt.
>>Wabbit tries to prove over and over again it could have been a cargo
>door, a claim everybody denies.
Ah truth revealed...to say something could not happen is very revealing, i
shows total denial of reality. Missile guys say the almost impossible
things could happen but decline to say something that did happen, could
happen again.
I say missile could have shot down TWA 800...but didn't.
To say cargo door could not have opened in flight for TWA 800 is a very
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revealing denial of reality. The only thing I say could not happen is for
missile conspiracy guys to show rational thought for fifteen consecutive
minutes. That is an impossibility.
>Wabbit thinks that if he rams this down peoples throats
>long enough, someone has to believe him
The above replies from TT are good examples of missile guys' idea of
debating the facts. Love the ramming down people's throats statement,
here
I am, one guy alone against many in forum, one guy against authorities
who
have spent millions on missile and thousands of man hours, and I'm
ramming
it down throats. More revealing metaphor actually, it's the facts that do
the ramming. UAL 811 is one big hard pill to swallow.
I wonder about the 'Wabbit' name...what is that all about? Bugs Bunny is
an
American icon and Elmer Fudd beloved by all, what's going on? I still
chuckle at Elmer saying, 'eh eh eh, wabbit twacks!"
It must be galling to the missile guys to have FDR and CVR matches
presented from other crashes when it conficts with 'external compression'
so off to the name calling race. Is 'wabbit' the best you can do? Is that
your best? Well, poor attempt at character assault, just like your poor
attempts at all appraisals.
>delusional" is used over and over again, I wonder why? UAL 811 was
not
>delusional for nine passengers although they probabaly thought it was
bad
>dream as they fell from 20000 feet when door opened and left abrupt
power
>cut to the FDR, just like TWA800 according to the missile guys.
Delusional is connnecting President Clinton to personal involvement with
a
coverup of TWA 800, that is really nutty. Delusional is calling contrary
opionion posters paid government informants, the delusion is that your
wimpy analysis is worthy of a dime of taxpayer dollars to keep track of.
But then self centeredness and exaggerated self importance is a hallmark
of
all conspiracy guys.
Well, I'll just need to keep this post from TT on file so that if ever TT
brings up a serious point and wants real discussion, I'll just point to
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this rascally rabbit post and say, "No way, I prefer Daffy Duck as my
moniker." For TT, if ever serious, it's too little, too late.
Missile guys need to change meanings of words...streak into fiery smoke
trail is the newest.
After reflection of how missile guys are copying their arch enemy, NTSB
and
FBI, by going political and changing venue and dates around, it makes m
realize how the missile guys project their own dark fearful suspicious,
naive, and gullible self on to the outside world. Because the missile guys
distrust all and impute evil motives to authority, they assume that
authority or contrary opinon holders are the same ilk. The missile guys us
all the conspiracy strategms they accuse others of using, withholding
evidence, changing word meanings, distorting interpretations, selective
choosing of eyewitnesses, and secret messages to each other with
passwords
and other useless proofs of loyalty.
I mean, when have you ever seen a conspiracy guy laugh? A conspiracy
guy
smile with the pure joy of living? Never, the enemy might take advantage
and boom...
For missile guys to believe they have crucial evidence that involves the
explanation for a plane crash, and that event could happen again, and
withhold it for reasons of 'hall size,' is conscienceless.
con*science \"kan-chens\ n : consciousness of the moral right and wrong
of
one's own acts or motives Û con*science*less adj
But then conspiracy guys don't have consciences so they assume others
don't
either. They just can't fathom that a person would devote years of effort
and research into unfunded presentations to prevent plane crashes. Even
when it is documented that the researcher was a survivor of a sudden nigh
fiery fatal jet plane crash. And points to matching precedent.
The first year was presenting facts but after realizing that factual
conclusions will always be rebutted with 'it's a fix, it's faked, it's been
altered, it's a coverup,' I now go for the cheap thrills of making fun of
fools, idle pleasures. When fifty facts gleaned from official reports
around the world are greeted by 'humorous' posts, all hope is lost that
LSoft will ever 'debate' TWA 800 aircraft investigation techniques relatin
to any alternative explanation to missile. The meteor guy learned that
much
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earlier than I did. So, now I treat LSoft as alt.disaster.aviation with a
niche, TWA 800.
The media is right to consider the internet a hotbed of wacky conspiracy
stuff. And those that post to be wacky. I'm tarred with the same brush.
Swim with the fishes...birds of a feather flock together....guilt by
association.
It's probably why Donaldson professess not to be on the internet, he is
trying to avoid the label of wacky nut on the net. He's using old fashioned
way of press conferences, telephones and faxes. And uses surrogates for
web
sites of his rantings to NTSB.
Well, I'm all for him actually, it keeps the pot boiling. The worst thing
is indifference, such as that for AI 182, the one door opening that killed
the most , 329. The Indians agreed it was a forward cargo door opening
that
did the plane in, but said it was a bomb in the forward cargo hold that
blew the door open which led to the nose coming off..and a sudden loud
sound on the CVR and abrupt power cut to the FDR, just like TWA 800,
or so
the missile guys tell me...the missile guys do say the FDR of TWA 800
had
an abrupt power cut, yes? I'd hate to misquote them.
BS lays wild accusations>Anyway you look at it, the Wabbit is a con
artist
promoting a scam for
>reasons unknown.
One guy knows for sure you're nuts, BS, and that's the guy you've
accused
of a heinous crime of scamming victims of an air crash. And you guys are
the ones asking for money all the time...typical missile/conspiracy guy
upside down inside out thinking, how do you guys function in polite
society?
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
One response to fifty facts that directly support wiring/cargo door
explanation:
>>1) Total aircraft fragmented. What else is new?
>>2) Number three engine fodded when forward fuselage folded back.
What do
>>you expect when engine guts are spread around?
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>>9) Holy shit. The only place where stresses are "found" is in plastic te
>>samples where distortions show up as contours. Do you mean hoop
strains?
>>Another way to find stesses is with strain gauges. You have to have
strain to
>>assume stresses. One is force while the other is displacement.
>>10) How about that, sports fans? An aircraft breaking up made a noise
>>11) Rear location of IE disconnected CVR and FDR from power
source and
>>for some strange reason, they stopped working.
>>12) See No. 2
>>13) Corollary of above.
>>14) When any skin peels, it is in outward direction. How does one pee
>>skin inward?
>>17) Gloryoski. Starboard side was compression side. No wonder, Dick
>>Tracy.
>>18) Was R2 door aft of fold?
>>20) Any section is weak when opposing a greater force.
>>21) One in DC-10 caused crash.
>>22) What does this have to do with cargo door? I think that a missing
door
>>would show up before any takeoff.
>>23) Remember a fire in Valujet with a closed cargo door? No wire
>>involvement that I know of.
>>25) No mystery. Nose tore before CWT event.
>>27) Strange that pieces from fold zone should fall first. What do you
>>expect?
>>28) 96% recovered seems reasonable. What percentage were recovere
>>from the battleship USS Arizona? It was in even shallower water.
>>29) NTSB is thought to be a bomb.
>>31) List all things which are missing and I'll be impressed.
>>32) See 25
>>33) See 25
>>34) See 25
>>35) Was not in fold zone.
>>36) Most fragmented parts least likely to be recovered
>>37) Talk to those in charge
>>38) See 37
>>39) Tell us about all recovered wiring.
>>40) Wiring is the weak link in all old airliners, not just Boeing.
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>>41) Should airlines cease operations when it rains? If there is room for
>>it, what is difference between cargo and water? Lesson: don't use
>>hygroscopic luggage.
>>42) See 25
>>43) No shit. This was compression side.
>>44) Ditto no shit. This was the tension side. Tell us that the empennag
is
>>at the rear of the airplane.
>>45) See 25 plus violent yaw ejected interior seats by shearing
tiedowns.
>>46) IE contained fuel
>>47) Matter of perspective. Outward and above appears downward.
>>48) NTSB found cartoon to be intriquing
>>49) Tell us about what Robt. Francis said and recanted
>>50) And the grass is green in July and the pope is Catholic and water
>>doesn't hurt the rhubarb and bears shit in the woods and .......
Another response to appraisal of missile guys thinking:
>Let's see: Cargo door guy (alias Wabbit) demands facts! When they
don't fit his hypothesis, he writes long, meaningless posts.
>Wabbit likes short posts by Missile guys. He can fit many into long
meaningless posts. Why attack one at a time, when you can attack many
simultaneously?
>Wabbit deplores name calling and anybody that does is called a low
>bellied yellow scurvy dog. Wabbit also gets hurt feelings easily.
>Wabbit tries to prove over and over again it could have been a cargo
door, a claim everybody denies.
>Wabbit presents the same tired evidence over and over again since
1990 because he likes beating a dead horse.
>Wabbit distorts facts to make them fit hypothesis, even to the point
of trying to keep the sun from setting when it should.
>Wabbit takes one example of a near crash and extends it to fit
as many crashes as possible by inference and not evidence.
>Wabbit defies physical reality of twilight unable to make
shiny pieces of metal reflect sunlight.
>Wabbit engages in delusional wishful thinking when he expects
eyewitnesses at 10 miles from an event see shiny metal items cause
a streak in twilight and haze.
>Wabbit explains the world in terms defective cargo door latch and
bad wiring. Wabbit thinks that if he rams this down peoples throats
long enough, someone has to believe him.
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>When presented with solid, scientific evidence that the FDR recorded
an external compression event, Wabbit runs away and hides in his
hole for two weeks.
>Wabbit distrusts everyone and everything...unless it agrees with him.
>Wabbit is a walking confusing bunch of contradictions. Fine for
>political analysis, poor for aviation accident investigations.
>
>
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Thu, 9 Jul 1998 10:35:05 -0700

Subject:
Mumbling bumblers
>Cmdr. Donaldson's press conference will
>be held on Monday, July 20th in the
>Ballroom of the Army-Navy Club in Washington, DC
>at 9:00am.
It's a good thing what they have to say is not important so a few days
either way is not critical. Public relations fluffery like the size of the
hall is a sure sign of triviality. Important stuff gets disseminated right
away.
Let's see: Missile guys demand facts! When they get them the response is
Too long, got to be wrong!
Missile guys perceive few remarks as silence and tacit approval, ha! Too
short, got to be agreement.
Missile guys deplore name calling and anybody that does is called a low
bellied yellow scurvy dog.
Missile guys prove over and over again it could have been a missile, a
claim nobody denies.
Missile guys withhold evidence because they are upset at NTSB
withholding
evidence.
Missile guys distort evidence because they are upset at NTSB and FBI
distorting evidence.
Missile guys explain a machine crash with evil human motives and use
assassinations as proof while ignoring other similar machine crashes.
Missile guys defy physical reality of missiles don't look like streaks to
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observers miles away and use wishful thinking to make it so.
Missile guys explain the world in terms of a bunch of bad guys getting
together and planning bad things.
Missile guys hate and distrust authority...unless it agrees with them and
then they swear by the statements.
Missile guys are a walking confusing bunch of contradictions. Fine for
political analysis, poor for aviation accident investigations.
>Whatever brought down Flight 800 did so from an altitude of 13,700 fee
>Many eye witnesses saw fiery trails ascending toward the area of sky
>where Flight 800 was flying BEFORE Flight 800 started falling to the
>ocean.
>
>It's not more complicated then that.
>
>If you disagree, then first you must explain the hundreds of eye witness
>accounts.
>
>If you were not an eye witness to the Flight 800 disaster, then you
>simply don't know what the eye witnesses saw. The eye witnesses know
>what they saw.
>
>They were there.
>
>Richard Hirsch
>07/09/9
And I'm glad the missile guys believe Meyer, a guy 'who was there' who
saw
a gently descending in a parabolic arc streak a few seconds before a big
fireball. Or so he said, on the record and printed in Aviation Week. A
shiny piece of metal reflecting light would do that image. It's not more
complicated than that. This eyewitness knew what he saw. If you disagree
with that you must explain how he could be wrong.
And please don't trash the eyewitnesses, they were there, you weren't.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Tue, 14 Jul 1998 09:02:47 -0700
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Subject:
Oh Shucks
House report dismisses TWA missile theory
By Frank J. Murray
THE WASHINGTON TIMES
A report commissioned by a House subcommittee investigating the
explosion
of TWA Flight 800 endorses key government findings and dismisses the
theory
that a missile brought down the plane.
Rep. James A. Traficant Jr., Ohio Democrat, who earlier had backed
the
missile theory, renounces that scenario as incredible in a draft report to
House aviation subcommittee Chairman John Duncan, who authorized th
investigation. A copy of the report, dated today, was obtained by The
Washington Times.
Mr. Traficant dismisses claims that the Boeing 747 was brought down
by
a U.S. Navy ship, terrorist missile, electromagnetic missile, meteorite or
a bomb.
"If, for argument's sake, the government is covering up the real cause
of this tragedy it is a cover-up involving hundreds, if not thousands, of
individuals," Mr. Traficant says in embracing the view shared by the
National Transportation Safety Board, FBI, Central Intelligence Agency
and
the Boeing Co.
A group headed by retired Navy Cmdr. William S. Donaldson has
charged
that two missiles fired from separate locations at sea and near shore hit
the airliner and that top government officials covered up the terrorist
attack sponsored by a foreign government.
That group, Associated Retired Aviation Professionals with financial
support from Accuracy in Media, will call July 20 for appointment of an
independent counsel or congressional investigation to look into their
cover-up charges.
"My investigation has fully confirmed the findings of the NTSB, FBI
and CIA," Mr. Traficant says in the draft report, which was prompted by
Cmdr. Donaldson's suspicions.
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The report says an accidental explosion of the nearly empty center
wing tank destroyed the aging plane, killing all 230 persons aboard July
17, 1996.
That conclusion was welcomed by NTSB Managing Director Peter
Goelz.
"We attempted to be fully responsive to all of Congressman Traficant'
inquiries, and we hope we have provided him with all of the information
necessary so that he can report back to his committee," Mr. Goelz said.
The NTSB yesterday characterized as "extremely remote" suggestions
that electromagnetic interference (EMI) from warships or warplanes
ignited
the explosion. That possibility was suggested by Harvard professor Elaine
Scarry in published correspondence with NTSB Chairman James Hall.
Bernard Loeb, NTSB director of aviation safety, said EMI was
considered from the outset and virtually ruled out. However, NTSB has
contracted with the Defense Department's Joint Spectrum Center in
Annapolis
to further investigate EMI's overall effects on aircraft.
Coming from a member of Congress who met and cooperated with
"conspiracy theorists," the new report may blunt the impact of the
principal critics.
"Despite the good intentions of many of these individuals, their
assertions are not based on the available evidence," Mr. Traficant says.
His draft report is based on a 10-month investigation of the explosion,
which occurred shortly after Flight 800 left New York's John F. Kennedy
International Airport for Paris.
Cmdr. Donaldson said he was stunned to learn from a reporter
yesterday
that his findings were dismissed so lightly by Mr. Traficant.
"There isn't any real possibility that it was an accident," Cmdr.
Donaldson said yesterday in defending his own 96-page analysis of crash
evidence.
Cmdr. Donaldson conceded he was wrong to describe as "fact" that the
airliner was targeted by state-sponsored terrorists, "an act of war" he
charged was concealed by the Clinton administration for political reasons
before the 1996 election.
"That is an assumption. It shouldn't be classified as fact," Cmdr.
Donaldson said, admitting anger at being dismissed by Mr. Traficant's sta
without even a phone call to notify him.
"I wrote most of the questions they sent to the FBI and NTSB early
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on," Cmdr. Donaldson said.
His case includes a report that the same plane survived being hit
twice by lightning in Rome 15 months before the crash, that one witness
whose story remains untold was an FBI supervisor, and that a former
destroyer gunnery officer described the angle and attack in uncanny detai
but received little credence from investigators.
"We're going to have witnesses there who saw the aircraft shot down,"
Cmdr. Donaldson said in an interview.
Part of his case rests on the claim -- backed by a TWA flight captain
who worked as engineer on the flight from Athens to New York --that the
center wing tank was bone dry. However, records show that scorch marks
at
the rear of the tank indicated 3.75 inches of fuel when it flared.
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Sat, 18 Jul 1998 00:07:04 -0700

Subject:
Real purpose of list.
>Thank you, David, for reminding us all of the real purpose for this list.
>To ascertain the truth of why they died.
>
>Best regards,
>
>Tony
TT, who made you leader to speak for all of us and tell us the 'real
purpose'? Not me and if it's a vote, I vote no.
My real purpose is not your real purpose so be careful when you presume
to
speak for 'us all'. You can barely speak for yourself and when you do, it's
garbled.
Your real purpose is to 'ascertain the truth of why they died. Ha! Why
questions are the hardest and always can be backed up with more why
questions to infinity.
The purpose is how and to fix the problem to prevent it.
But why is a mental question and fits the conspiracy mentality. Conspirac
guys want to know who was behind it, who did it,who's hiding....all they
want is the bad guys and don't care about how they did it except to
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confirm
they have the right bad guys.
Conspiracy guys would be happy with confessions of guilt but no
explanation
of how. They got the bad guys, that's all they want.
Real accident investigators, or in my mind, real ones, seek the how and
leave the blame and moral decisions for later, after the problem fixed.
So, did anybody watch the sky this momentous eve? Any observations?
Or are all the missile guys thinking about Clinton and why he went to
China? Or anything but TWA 800 and facts like sunlight on shiny metal
tonight. All the ingredients for my test were there, sun, time, locations,
angle, and shiny pieces of metal were flying by on that busy airway to
Europe from New York. Was the glint/glare/flare there for a few seconds
about 8:30 on any passing 747?
Yeah, too much to ask of missile guys, actual in field research with real
numbers and observations possible. Better to have sneaky late night phon
calls with Witness P, or is is C or is it X?
Actually, all numbers and data from missile guys in the field is suspect,
biased, and tainted with evil to ever be believed. Too bad.
The real purpose of this list...now that's a good one. Why do we get this
service for free? Who is paying and why?
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Thu, 16 Jul 1998 00:15:16 -0700

Subject:
Strategy
SC> Returning home the
> following days in bad weather, 7/19/38, his main compass broke
> and his backup compass froze exactly 180 degrees off. Poor Doug
> wound up broke in Dublin, Ireland instead of home in San Diego
> with less than ten gallons of fuel left - thanks to the NTSB
> for not doing their job by assuring reliable airplane compasses.
Pure claptrap. Absolutely impossible. By facts. For a single engine plane
in 1938 to go across the pond would take a very special plane with specia
tanks and special feeding sequences. An 'old plane for 300$' would not
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make
it five hundred miles, never mind the 2500 needed to go from where?
Long
Island to Dublin? San Diego to Dublin? Both impossible in 1938 with
'300$'
airplane bought by some guy. Some guy who knows how to get a plane to
Dublin...ship it by boat.
But, the fiction appeals, some fool gets lucky and authorities bad mouth
him. As a military navigator who has planned and executed a three plane
formation from Albany GA to Rota Spain non stop, I know how much
fuel it
takes and in 1938, no single engine ordinary plane carried enough fuel to
make it from anywhere USA to Ireland non stop.
Speed, rate of fuel flow, time, gives distance and the distance for any off
the shelf 1938 plane was less than that needed to get from East coast of
USA to west coast of Ireland. Even today the single engine plane, with
extra tanks, goes from Maine to Greenland to Iceland to England. 28
hours
at 20 gallons an hour is 560 gallons at six pound per gallon is 3360
pounds of fuel, way beyond the payload of commercial 1938 single engin
planes.
But, it's a good story, just like Earhart with spies capturing her. Ha!
Wrong Way Corrigan. Ha!
If you missile guys were smart, and you're not, you would have your 20
July
press conference and make the claim that all alternate explanations for
TWA
800 have not been explored by NTSB, missile, bomb, meteor, and
wiring/cargo
door. They can rebuff the missile guys on missile, they just completed a
'study.' which said no missile. But they can't rebuff by saying they've
checked out wiring/cargo door because you know it. Eight latches is not
ten
latches. Streak must be explained satisfactorily or the missile explanation
lives. So keep same conclusion: Congressional hearings and we all get in
line to talk. You do missile and I'll do wiring/cargo door and Sammy can
do his and Davias can do meteor, Scarry does HIRF. Let the evidence
speak
for itself once hear in CSpan congressional hearing.
This is a critical press conference. NTSB will respond one way or another
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If you only talk missile, the reply from NTSB will be to refer to latest
congressional study which refuted missile...opinion noted and absence of
facts noted, as usual.
Emphasize two things: CWT as initial event unproven and there are
alternate
explanations. Congressional hearing would be open and fulfills the duty o
congress to respect the citizens' opinions. NTSB will have to respond to
wiring/cargo door somehow, as well as HIRF, as well as missile, and onc
engaged in dialogue, some progress may be made.
But they may do Congressional Hearing if a viable alternative comes up,
not
considered before, wiring/cargo, and streak is not yet explained. At least
to play the game of citizen involvement in government demonstrated. Let
the
citizens have the mike for a short time to vent their zany ideas.
OK I'll do it. Invite me to the press conference, Ha! That would be too
fair. To expect missile conspiracy guys to use an ally a person who can
refute the center tank initial event plus the missile explanation is too
much estimation of their intelligence. Conspiracy guys are loners anyway
they doan need no stinkin' cargo doors. I'm the no conspiracy guy and
welcome allies. I have no shame, I will share the stage and mike with the
missile guys. It's a real test of my objectivity.
Note that the rebuttal to missile from recent study mentions no facts, as
usual.
Well, at least it's a few days till conference and time to think.
But think fast.
EB>Bill Donaldson's inept "investigation" and arrogant clumsiness has
not
only forever scuttled any
>possibility of any further congressional interest in further examining
TWA
>Flight 800.
I hope not but it does look grim. My congressman will not wish to
associate
with me anymore, maybe, another weird guy on the net about TWA 800,
another
wacky idea. It's too bad. Time's a wastin'.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
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http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Tue, 21 Jul 1998 18:14:33 -0700

Subject:
Streak tracked to many places
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="iso-8859-1"
SF- article by Dan Barry on page B5 of the Friday, August 9, 1996 New
York
Times. This article explores the various theories.>But specialists who
analyzed the recording have reluctantly
>concluded it probably will not tell them why the Boeing 747
>plunged into the ocean off Long Island last month, killing all 230
>people aboard. The sound could have been a fuel tank explosion,
>but it also could have been a bomb that was different from the
>Pan Am blast. It even could have been a rapid structural
>breakup, the sources said......." ÿ
Always truth hangs true, 'could have been a rapid structural breakup' well
yes it was, wiring cargo door explanation is thus.
>Then the plane was decapitated; something caused it to break apart.
>First to fall, was some luggage from the front cargo hold and other
>debris. Then came the forward areas, the cockpit and the first-c;ass
>section. The headless 747 pitched; then, at about 8,000 feet, ot
>exploded into a fireball and plummeted into the ocean. With the fuel
>still burning in the water, the hunt for a cause began. ÿ
It was all there at the beginning and still there, still makes sense of
door pop.
>∆ Sections that show extensive fire damage and crushing are adjacent
>to ones that show no fire damage or distortion. Metal on one side of
>a fracture has been found that has heavy fire damage, while the mating
>piece of the fracture is clean. ÿ
Yup, nose off and then fire.
>So can an unwanted power surge open a Cargo door? If you follow this
>hypothesis, than it is worth additional thought.
Well, what actually opens the door? What actually holds it in?
A power surge or major short is not needed to set forth in action an
electrical sequence leading to door latch rupture. Only enough juice to
turn a switch on or off is all that is needed. The switch then directs the
powerful current to where it shouldn't go, the door unlatch motor.
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A good mystery is when exactly do the latches unlatch? On the ground
and
then door pops when differential PSI is high enough to overcome the
friction of door against sill? Or just before the rupture in flight. The
problem is that once in flight, it is very difficult for door motor to turn
on and unlatch door which is being pressed outward by internal air
pressure.
The door motor would burn out is the theory. If door unlatched on ground
as NTSB for UAL 811 theorizes, then why the different altitudes for door
openings, from on the ground to 31000 feet?
EB self destructs in front of my eyes and goes conspiracy>That fact of th
matter is that JBS doesn't know poo poo about that subject. That's why
he
invited me to join this zoo. It's my area of expertise. I started
smelling a rat quite some time ago when he came out with his
"explanation"
for the streak and
>t about the same time started sabotaging my efforts to deal with the
>specifics about the streak with such vague indefineable garbage as that
>the streak was at about 6000 or 7000 feet give or take a couple of
>thousand feet either way.
It was vague in an attempt to gain consensus for fireball height. I say
7500 plus or minus 500 feet and have said so for two years. What is this
talk of 'sabotage' and 'smelling a rat'?
You have responded in conspiracy missile thinking..rebutted with facts of
ex4A page 8 you reply with 'sabotage' and 'rat', typical missile guy
thinking of spy, liar, or scam artist.
>When I pointed out that only the witnesses at or near ground/surface
level
>saw the streak but none of the aircrews flying higher apparently did, his
>speedy "rebuttal" was that Meyer did, studiously ignoring that Meyer
was
>only at about 100 feet, which
> obviously near the ground/surface level.
Fine, only those 100 feet or lower to the ground saw the streak. That help
cargo door streak explanation because the flying aircrews are in the wron
sun angle to see streak, The observers to streak have to be west of TWA
800
and all were because the ground is west. If East of TWA 800 then angle
wrong and streak reflection missed.
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>Evidence such as that none of the known witnesses appear to have seen
the
>streak more than brief seconds - a small fraction of his 60 second streak
>concept. Evidence such as that none of the airborne witnesses above
>Meyer's helicopter appear to have se
> the streak at all even though his concept has some tumbling metal
>reflecting sunlight all the way down from 13,700 feet.
The above is evidence of shiny metal object spinning away up high. That
what would be seen, only a few seconds as object moves out of correct
angle. When viewing the sun/glint/glare from ground as 747 flies by the
effect is only visible for about two seconds.
And where are the eyewitness reports from Long Island on the evening of
the
17th? Too much wiring/cargo door corrorboration to print?
>Evidence such as that there appear to no known credible witnesses who
saw
>the streak track anywhere else except to that place in the sky where the
>Massive Fireball then erupted over a mile lower in the sky than where th
>decapitating event had already o
>urred about 36 seconds earlier,
Real evidence of EX 4A page 8 that reports that over fifty said the streak
they say they saw did not end in fireball. EB, read the report.
"183 saw a streak of light. Some said up, some said down, some said up
and
down, some said level, some said level and some said down.
That's all which ways for streak. It also states of the 69 that reported
direction of streak: some said north, some northeast, some east, some
south, some southwest, some west,
and some northwest. That's all which ways for streak, that's what I said".
When EB starts distorting reports and ignoring statements is a sad day,
and
it's happened.
EB, the eyewitnesses in EX 4A are credible and they say streak went all
which ways and some said streak ended in fireball. They did not all say th
streak they say went one way into fireball. Wrongo.
>He couldn't produce the report of any witnesses to back up his wishful
>thinking.
Are you nuts? I produced Exhibit 4A of NTSB eyewitness group report,
the
most authoritative on record.
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So, EB, it's a coverup right? NTSB faked Ex 4a and leaked it to me to put
on my website, right? And that's why the fifty eyewitnesses refute your
only tracking to fireball streak thing, right?
The conspiracy infections spreads! EB has it, am I next?
> Not when
>t comes to what they saw vs. his concept of what they saw.
My concept is the report which says all ways in all directions. I made
nothing up.
>I believe that the CWT explosion was long after the IE and that it
>occurred close to where the MF erupted over a mile lower in the sky tha
>the IE.
Me too, what's the problem?
Streak went all which ways and ended all which ways, some at fireball.
What's the problem?
CO talks to SF about BBD>Sammy, you are right about the unbelievable
numbers of silly errors in
>BillyBob's "report". Some of them are quite astonishingly stupid.
(I note with pride that there are no posts about my PressConference
Report
being 'astonishingly stupid." But I await any, please use facts and not
opinions.)
>A missile homing in on radiation of that frequency would attack the
VOR
>itself, not an aeroplane.
And D has it attacking the plane, very funny.
If you can't blame static electricity, blame lightning.
Ah, the passing charade.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Tue, 21 Jul 1998 01:11:51 -0700

Subject:
I should be kind to strangers,
JBS on 12 July>To say center tank was first thing is to say Titanic sunk
because tears appeared in side of ship and water came in and it sank, and
we are looking for the source of the tears in the side although we know
it's a boiler explosion. And the iceberg in the area is conclusively ruled
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out as cause because no ice was found in the lifeboats.
MR on 20 July > This is like claiming that the Titanic didn't really hit
an iceburg
>because no piece of the ice remains (to hell with what the eyewiitnesses
>claim they saw; they can't prove a thing)).
MR, flattery is the sincerest compliment. The original of this for me was
Roald Dahl short story filmed by Hitchcock, shown onTV where
housewive
kills husband with leg of lamb, and inspector and killer wife have dinner
and eat the murder weapon as the inspector is talking about how hard it is
to convict without the murder weapon as he eat it.
Being stabbed with icicle has been done too.
So missing murder weapon for Titanic was natural for me. Fun to copy,
hey?
NTSB center tank has missing ignition source. Wiring/cargo door has bar
wires. Bomb needs pitting and residue. Missile needs casings or pitting.
Meteor needs meteorites.
> The only thing the absence of missile debris conclusivly proves is that
>thhere is an absence of missile debris.
That's a start.
And then the absence of impact of missile or missile pieces evidence in
TWA
800.
Then the absence of evidence that corroborates the sequence of destructio
that would occur if a missile were to hit TWA 800 in flight at 13800 feet
at 20:31:12.
Then the absence of supporting evidence by radar, internal recorders, or
debris pattern.
Then the availability of a reasonable mechanical explananation called
cargo
door that agrees with all your protestations that center tank was not the
initial event.
>Harry replies:
>
> I didn't say you were a jerk, John, and I'm certainly not asking
>that you stop posting. As I said, I've read every post from you
>ever since joining the discussion list; I simply felt that your
>ideas deserved to be presented in a more serious vein. I still
>feel that way. The cargo door problem is one which other people
>have focused on in other crashes, and I don't see why your ideas
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>should be "supressed" in this case. Please don't accuse me of
>trying to do that; it's not in my nature.
> As far as my not making a contributon: I'm sorry that I haven't
>done so. I won't until I feel I can offer something of value.
>I appreciate reading all the posts, and will keep an open mind
>until such time that ALL the facts are "on the table". That
>includes the physical evidence, lab reports and witness testimony
>that's being with-held.
Earlier> If you flame this plea, then I'm afraid that I may join the ranks
>of those who feel that you're a jerk. Please don't disappoint.
Ah, you may feel I'm a jerk, but you are not saying I'm a jerk. I get it.
>I simply felt that your
>>ideas deserved to be presented in a more serious vein.
Style, Harry, style! Do you see your rare contribution is over style, a
most trivial issue when dealing with sudden and fatal events such as a hul
rupture of 747 at 300 knots in flight? The way the idea is presented is
like the hull rupture: sudden and final. "Presenting' it very pretty, or
different, or serious, or rude, or charming does not change the reality and
in fact may trivialize the event.
>and I don't see why your ideas
>>should be "supressed" in this case. Please don't accuse me of
>>trying to do that; it's not in my nature.
Earlier>HG:
> John, please stop using these examples like this to make a point.
Well, Harry, you actually tried to change the content and the style. The
content was death stories about wiring faults which fits wiring/cargo door
subject. The style was callous statements about talking to the dead people
But by asking me to stop my content and stop my style, you were not
'suppressing' my ideas?
Another thing about censors, they are like shills, two honorable long time
professions that have one thing in common: they always deny they are
such
when accused. Censors always deny they censor.
Even when presented with quotes such as "Please stop using...." and "If
you
flame this plea," censors will continue to deny they attempted to
'suppress' the content or the way it was presented.
Harry, you'll know you are on to TWA 800 when you start to talk about
TWA
800. Right now you are talking about the guys who are talking about
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TWA 800.
The guys, including me, are trivial. We are not important, only the
evidence. We are not evidence.
A good clue to finding truth is to be as unbiased as possible. To have a
relation, or friend, or spouse take up a position on TWA 800 and you take
up a different position is a very difficult idea to express. To have no
friends or relatives or boss or employees involved with TWA 800 gives m
great objectivity. I'm not involved in any way with TWA 800 other than
finding cause and let the chips fall where they may. It's OK if you
consider me a jerk. Emotional blackmail does not work with me, except
from
my daughter. She pouts, she gets what she wants. You pout, I laugh.
BS>What I said is that, if you studied the cause of short circuits, you
would
>find that water is a minor factor. And although water may have enough
>conductivy to shock you or kill you when you are emersed in it, it
doesn't
>provide enough conductivity to power a motor of the type used to latch
and
>unlatch those doors.
The water is not powering the motor. There is ground power from APU to
run
door motor. In a very complicated procedure outlined in AAR 92/02
power to
the door is removed, or so it is assumed. There are switches. What may
happen is the water assisted short has just enough juice to open a switch
which allows max current to flow to door. S2 was a culprit in UAL 811, i
shorted closed and did not open when it should have when needed to cut
off
max power to door motor.
>The other thing that I pointed out is that the definition of a short circuit
>is just that - the path of the circuit is closed short of the device that
>it is meant to power.
I defined it as shortest path for equalization of potential. Positive and
negative want to meet. A bare wire inside a cracked insulation conduit is
harmless unless water gets in there and allows short to metal fuselage an
inch away. Sparks, maybe a fire ensues and maybe not. Maybe a gauge
fluctuates and maybe not, maybe a switch that was supposed to be closed
is
opened or maybe the other way around. But something bad happened
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when the
water met the metal and the bare conductor.
>What you need to do, if you want people to take you seriously, is refer t
a
>wiring diagram and which wire or wires could have shorted and get a
picture
>of that area for people to see. You also should state the normal voltage,
>type of current, and current rating for the circuit.
I want Boeing to take me seriously and fix it, I don't care about 'people'
taking me seriously, and I especially don't care if you take me seriously.
And if I had Boeing wiring diagrams I would do that very same thing. I
have
no access to Boeing 747 manuals. All I have is the AAR and testimony
about
wiring:
>Quote from TWA 800 Public Docket 516A, Exhibit 9A Systems Group
Chairman's
>Factual report of Investigation, Page 47, "A Boeing telefax of June 25,
>1997, stated that: The Poly-X wire was used as general purpose wire on
the
>RA164 (TWA 800) aircraft. Wire insulation known as Poly-X had three
>in-service problems:
>-Abrasion of the insulation in bundles installed in high vibration areas.
>(This problem was corrected by Boeing Service Bulletin No.
747-71-7105,
>Dated July 19, 1974)
>-Random flaking of the topcoat.
>-Insulation radial cracks in tight bend radii.
>Radial cracking phenomenon of the Poly-X wire was mainly associated
with
>mechanical stress. Bend radius is the largest contributor to mechanical
>stress in installed wire or cable. Presence of moisture in conjunction
>with mechanical stress is also a contributor."
>Quote from TWA 800 Public Docket 516A, Exhibit 9A Systems Group
Chairman's
>Factual report of Investigation, Page 47, "A Boeing telefax of June 25,
>1997, stated that: The Poly-X wire was used as general purpose wire on
the
>RA164 (TWA 800) aircraft. Wire insulation known as Poly-X had three
>in-service problems:
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>-Abrasion of the insulation in bundles installed in high vibration areas.
>(This problem was corrected by Boeing Service Bulletin No.
747-71-7105,
>Dated July 19, 1974)
>-Random flaking of the topcoat.
>-Insulation radial cracks in tight bend radii.
>Radial cracking phenomenon of the Poly-X wire was mainly associated
with
>mechanical stress. Bend radius is the largest contributor to mechanical
>stress in installed wire or cable. Presence of moisture in conjunction
>with mechanical stress is also a contributor."
>
>The Systems Exhibit 9A continues on same page 47, "Evidence of
arcing or
>short circuiting was found in the fuselage of N93119, (TWA 800) in
>addition to what was found in the wiring from the raceway below the lef
>cabin floor and near the forward wing spar.
>
>The Systems Exhibit 9A continues, page 116:
>"Some wires found in the section of W480 from forward of station 570
and
>identified as BMS13-42A had numerous cracks in the insulation. Most
of the
>cracks in this bundle were found to expose the core conductor when
>examined by microscope. Only within five feet of the aft end of the W4
>bundle from station 570-900 were insulation cracks found."
>
>(Please note that BMS13-42A is Poly-X wiring. Cargo door location is
FS
>560-670 and cracked wires discovered are within that zone. Frayed
wires in
>that area have shorted before and caused the forward cargo door to open
in
>flight, NTSB AAR 92/02 UAL 811. Water has been seen pouring out of
a
>forward cargo bay of a Boeing airliner. Water and leaking electricity
make
>a powerful conductor. Both are known to exist in Boeing airliners.)
Anybody with wiring diagrams of early model 747s has valuable data. I
think
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there is a wire bundle in the cargo door area that holds two wires for
sure, EPR and door motor. But that's conjecture pending confirmation.
>50 points or no, you have bet the farm on this scenario and it's just an
>assumption on your part that sounded good to you. Being the Scam
artist
>that you are, I don't expect you to back off of it, because overwhelming
>contrary logic has never dissuaded you in the past.
I have bet the farm on forward cargo door opening in flight. Why it opene
is for all to support, missile, center tank, bomb, or wiring all could have
caused it to open.
You boobs can't even get past the cargo door opened in flight part.
Which makes realize...I'm lowering the price of my new book, "How to
really
scam at least fifteen dollars from some really stupid people," for only
4.95$ (plus 4.95$ tax and 5.10$ for shipping and handling). Hey, make
fifteen bucks and it only cost you five, what a profit! And of course, if
you are not entirely satisfied with the book, return it and get double your
money back! So now you've made another profit!
Scam artist may be the only criminal that has the accolade of 'artist'
connected to it.
Deep down all you conspiracy guys know how naive and gullible you
are, just
sitting there as ripe targets for anyone to come along and tell you what
you want to hear and end up taking all your money. You know how
stupid you
are and fear the charmer, the con guy, the slick talker. And you should.
You fear it so much you see him under your bed or on an electronic
mailing
list.
Scam artist...I sort of miss 'disinformationalist', I loved all the
syllables. Although 'scam' is a great word, it's got the 'k' that all good
swear words have.
Oh, scam it all, everything is all scammed up, I don't give a scam, scam
you! Another fine scamming mess you've gotten me into.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/
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Date:

Sun, 26 Jul 1998 21:31:52 -0700

Subject:
John Seaman Calverton
Mr. Seaman, are you the John Seamen who was related to a victim of
TWA 800?
May I make some comments and ask some questions about your most
important
visit to Calverton?
> TOLD THEM THAT I WAS IN NO SPECIFIC CAMP HOWEVER
>THE CWT THEORY SEEMED THE LEAST CREDIBLE.
Agreed.
>TALKED ABOUT FRONT CARGO DOOR>DOOR IS SHATTERED WITH A LOT OF PIECES MISSING.
Very big clues it suffered explosive decompression in flight. One is
little pieces not like water impact, two is pieces missing that would be
easily found if intact until water impact with pieces staying closeby. And
close nearby is door R2, pristine and intact, not shattered with lots of
pieces missing, as you describe forward cargo door.
> HOWEVER, THE IMPACT DAMAGE TO
>THE RECOVERED PIECES MATCHES THE DAMAGE TO THE
PIECES RECONSTRUCTED JUST
>FORWARD OF THE CARGO DOOR.
So? There was water impact damage and it looks like 'pillowing' and
shows
on belly of forward and aft cargo compartments. Impact does not explode
into small pieces, it implodes with pillowing effect. Cargo door is
shattered with lots of pieces missing and I know that because you just told
me.
> THE TOP HINGES ARE NOT TWISTED - OWN OBSERVATION
>IS THAT HINGES WOULD OPEN READILY EVEN NOW. IF
THE CARGO DOOR OPENED IN
>FLIGHT, I WOULD EXPECT TO SEE MORE TWISTING IN THE
HINGE AREA. THERE IS VERY
>LITTLE DISTORTION HERE.
Right, that exactly matches UAL 811, NTSB AAR 92/02, in which the
recovered
top hinge worked perfectly even after being torn out of its frame when
forward cargo door opened in flight. The door and hinge are exploded
outward, then tear away, then are blown aft, no twisting or tearing. No
distortion for TWA 800 hinge matches UAL 811 hinge. Did you get close
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enough to see if there were overtravel impression damage marks on the
hinge
which occurs when door opens past its safe hinge angle and which would
match UAL 811. Very important clue to confirm door opened in flight.
>RED PAINT IS PEELING OFF IN BIG PEELS SHOWING WHITE
>UNDERNEATH.
Exactly. Red paint on top of white paint which is on top of primer on top
of metal. That peeled red paint went someplace and there are some paint
smears high on fuselage, right horizontal stabilizer, and in between
passenger windows above forward cargo door only.
>THERE ARE SCRAPES, GOUGES AND PAINT
RUBS/TRANSFERS FORWARD OF
>CARGO DOOR THAT CAN'T BE SEEN IN CURRENT
PICTURES.
Are those the red paint marks between passenger windows? Did you see
the
marks? Are they under the white or on top of the white? What do you
mean by
'paint rubs/transfers'?
RECONSTRUCTION CONTINUES
>FORWARD OF CARGO DOOR FOR APPROX 20 INCHES.
What is the condition of the forward door forward midspan latch area? Th
NTSB photo crops that area out.
Did you offer any of the fifty evidence points raised here in this forum
that support wiring/cargo door explanation to the investigators for their
comments? Anything about outward peeled skin, petal shaped bulge at af
latch, the ten latches in door but how many recovered?
Well, it sounds as if NTSB has its mind made up, you say cwt is least
credible, how about wiring/cargo door explanation? What level of
credibility is that?
Thank you very much for taking the time and effort to do the
reconnaissance
run into Calverton and reporting your findings so clearly. Can you get in
again? With a flashlight, a camera, a notepad, and a good memory?
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Wed, 8 Jul 1998 23:57:40 -0700
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Subject:
Learn Keyboard shortcuts, Goldilocks
BD>Of course, I could be wrong and they really are
>debating the FDR issue somewhere in their long-winded
>posts. I wouldn't know since I don't read them anymore.
>I have saved considerable time lately with the DBF key.
Learn keyboad shortcuts...DBR. Or so the missile guys told me, but you
can't believe anything they say, DBR could be wrong, DBF could be
right,
what's it stand for? Delete Before opening mind up and receiving new
information?
>Their silence on the FDR topic means
>they can't find anything wrong with it.
It's either too little or too much, oh, when will you Goldliocks ever be
satisfied?
JBS>The FDR data is a strong indication that an explosion occurred in
TWA
800 which moved the plane violently in many directions, just as an
explosive decompression would, key word, explosive.
Explosive/explosion,
simple concept.
I wrote/posted the above on 6/24/98 which directly supports wiring/cargo
door and that's two weeks ago. That is comment on FDR and is not
'silence'
and it's way before any spirited discussion started about FDR. BD again
displays ignorance about the very thing he criticizes, probably because he
DBR or DBFs it, which one is it?
SC>John, you're a 747 cargo door expert. Does a Boeing 747 passenger
jet have
>a cargo door? Why? I can see a cargo jet needing one to stuff the cargo
>through, but why a passenger jet? They just carry passengers and
deadheads.
>
>Perhaps we can attack this profound question indirectly. Does a cargo
jet
>have a passenger door? I've never heard of one. Makes sense to me. I
>wish the NTSB would show us a picture so we could determine for
ourselves.
>A picture is worth a (to-be-determined) number of words.
Does a Boeing 747 have a cargo door? I actually believe you are serious.
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So
for you, when serious, I'm walking out the door.
BD>They don't want
>to discuss real data and the actual cause of the crash
>unless they can find a way to trash the missile theory
>or a missile person.
I did the discussing of real data and the actual cause of the crash thing
the first year, for the second year, I think I'll just have fun with the
mental twistings of the missile conspiracy guys. It's better than Saturday
Night Live. Let's have some more barges and leased Russian Subs.
Loved the shot of the Russian sub launching satellite, didn't look much
like a streak though, too bad.
GD appeals for understanding.>How can we come to some
>consensus if we don't debate the merits of one another's theory? Could
it be
>that you don't understand the mechanics of a forum?
Yeah, I could be real stupid and not know how to do a forum. Is this a
forum? Ha! For the record, all this name calling started and continues wit
the conspiracy guys, I retort only.
>I am sorry if you have
>tunnel vision which only sees cargo doors being the root of all problems
Apology accepted. I'm sorry you are sorry. And you don't have to say you
are sorry I'm sorry you are sorry, I'll understand.
>I didn't think the language was as bad as some use in this forum.
Everything is relative. I'm saving up my swear word and my capitalized
words for when I really need them and so far, not needed.
>You have never impressed me as being thin skinned before; why now?
It's not me trying to shut others up; it's the missile conspiracy guys
trying to suppress wiring/cargo door. I hate censorship and any
suppression
attempts of thought. I try to persuade not suppress. With conspiracy guys
realize rational thought does not compute for them, so only ridicule is
left and that is my guilty pleasure.
>I had
>the vision of you being mature.
Like in a window reflection, or in the trunk of a tree?
>Do you really belong in some AOL chatroom
>group rather than LSOFT?
Uh, let me think about that, I'm glad you brought it up, it is a worthy
thought for discussion in a TWA 800 discussion group, or is it a forum.
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Not. Maybe you belong in alt.aviation. disasters.
Debate starts with common agreements and assumptions. Missile
conspiracy
guys start from the assumption that anyone who does not agree with
missile
explanation is a paid government agent engaged in deception. And you
want
me to debate idiots like that? Impossible.
Show me a non-conspiracy missile guy, and I'll debate with him.
By the way, I've done more factual discussion and laying out of real data
about TWA 800 than anyone else here, and just because the missile guys
don't read it does not mean it does not exist.
Elmer Barr is one guy who sees through the subtle changing of meanings
of
words because he has seen hundreds of liars and cheats try to get by with
excuses and shaded meanings. He sees the missile nonsense for what it is
That's why the missile guys prove their detachment with reality and call
him a paid government agent engaged in deception.
SF>BD> JBS is a broken record.
I am not a broken record. I am a fully functioning record...or tape...or
CD...or download. Ready...play...wiring/cargo door is the correct
explanation for TWA 800...and three other high time 747s.
TT>At that point,
>too much destruction had occured to keep even this limited juice from
>reaching its intended devices.
>
>And it weren't no cargo door wire insulation, neither.
Well except it did it once already for sure with UAL 811, juice for CVR
and
FDR gone in an instant. But hey, contrary evidence presented, must be
evil
messenger again.
>It seems that the data are totally consistent with energy available to
>power the FDR throgh the IE, until enough destruction occured to sever
all
>sources of power to the FDR.
Seems so, and seems it's happened before but then pesky contrary
precedent,
must be paid agent to bring it up.
Love all the crying about name calling from the missile guys, they can
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give
it but they can't take it. I'd offer a truce but the missile guys can't be
trusted to stick to anything they say, their track record is full of
unfulfilled promises. And calling name callers idiots is to join the club
of name callers.
SM explains why he started name calling>The insults started and
remained a
form of mockery of your stubborn unwillingness to accept sound factual
rebuttals.
Why continue to debunk missile? Because it is a duty to debunk
dangerous
nonsense where ever it appears. And as long as the missile explanation is
seriously considered by the general public then it must be ruled out.
If the internet had been here in 1985, Air India 182 as bomb might not
have
been official cause and then PA 103 might not have happened. If internet
in
1988, then 103 not bomb and 811 might not have happened. If internet in
1989 811 would not have been improper latching and 800 might not have
happened. Since internet in 1996, 800 was not bomb, was not missile, and
may not be center tank as initial event and maybe, just maybe,
wiring/cargo
door will get it's turn under public scrutiny.
That's a clue about truth, it cries out for criticism and analysis by all
comers, not just allies.
A clue about falsehood: it refuses to discuss and gets very upset at
contrary evidence, even so far as to label the messenger as a paid crimina
I label missile conspiracy guys as misguided fools but not criminals.
A misguided fool is one who thinks a 'streak' is a missile. That's for
starters. It becomes more foolish from then on.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith.
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Fri, 17 Jul 1998 02:18:46 -0700

Subject:
Learn to Spell III
TT rebuts EB>Normally, I would not do this, but your cretan views are
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nonscence. They
>always have been. They always will be.
>
>Crawl back into that hole you came from, gov-op. The truth will
>surface.
>
>Tony
>>
Missile guys really love dem facts, they must love them because they avo
them so much, they are afraid if they ever touch a fact it will melt in
their hands and destroy it.
EB is bang on with most of his analysis of eyewitnesses. What possibly
happened is he confused JBS with BS. EB has been reading BS nonsense
and
thinking I said it with agreeing the streak tracking to fireball.
Or not. Every cretin gets its day. I want mine.
Learn to spell, TT, it helps the credibility of your opinions when you
don't have facts.
EB reads people's minds about what they love>Notice that I explained
why
"JBS loves my repeated demonstrations". Notice that I neither
>quoted JBS nor said that he agreed with what the specifics of what the
>witnesses said they saw.
>I said JBS loved it because I demonstrated that what the witnesses
>specifically said they saw
>punched irreparable holes in the both the "Missile Witnesses" myth and
the
>Missile Huggers'
>case. I said JBS loved it because without a viable Missile Theory, more
>attention would
>automatically be focused again on alternative scenarios by objective
>observers. I said JBS loved
>it because the 2 most discussed alternative scenarios were the CWT
Theory
>and the Cargo
>Door Theory.
>JBS loves my repeated demonstrations"
Is absolutely untrue. The streak did not repeatedly track to the fireball.
Period. I don't love a not true opininion/conclusion about TWA 800 and
that's one. I dismiss it. I say, and the eyewitnesses back me up, the
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streak went all ways, from all ways ending in many places.
And that misconception of the streak destination does not punch holes in
missile, other evidence does that plus there is a reasonable alternative as
streak as missile.
JBS quotes EB quoting EB>"EB misquotes>JBS has loved my repeated
demonstrations that the streak seen by the witnesses
>invariably
>>tracks to that place in the sky where the Massive Fireball then erupted
>
>Absolutely wrong. Find any statement ever where I said streak went to
>fireball. Never. Get it
>right when you quote.
>I said streak went all which ways. And you can find lots of those quotes
To bring you up to date, you are absolutely wrong when you say "JBS ha
loved my repeated demonstrations that the streak seen by the witnesses
>invariably
>>tracks to that place in the sky where the Massive Fireball then erupted"
It's like me saying EB loves my repeated demonstrations that an up streak
can be a down object.
I don't know what EB 'loves' and my opinion of what he 'loves' is invalid
but it is galling to be misrepresented.
Streak tracking to fireball opinion is missile guy opinion, not mine. Never
was and never loved.
>There is absolutely no
>basis in the witness reports for JBS to contend the streak "lasted to be
>seen for about a minute".
>It appears to me JBS had his eye on his personal scenario about the
streak
>- not on the only
>available evidence, what the witnesses said they saw.
Solid basis is time for shiny piece of metal to depart TWA 800 at initial
event time and reach/float/spin/gyrate down to surface of ocean 13700 fee
down. Takes about a minute. And eyewitnesses back that up as they all
report streak within the minute timeframe.
>This specifically: "When seen by air or ground depended on their angle
>and distance giving
>different directions and durations". The only witnesses to the streak
>were at or near ground
>level, Meyer included. No airborne witnesses saw the streak. None.
Bauer and Meyer to me were airborne. As in 'flying' that's what happens
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at
two feet above the ground and 20000.
But then still true, where ever the eyewitnesses were, what they saw, the
duration, the direction and the color depending on sun angle and distance
to TWA 800 and then departing shiny metal object. Durations were only
second or two almost like fast moving glitter, never long streak with
exhaust trail associated with missile. Available to be seen for a minute
but seen in short bursts by ground observers as object spun crazily around
reflecting to others and then to others.
>It's bizzare to me why JBS decided to link his Cargo Door Theory with
his
>streak scenario.
You don't know my streak scenario, you got it wrong. You said I 'loved' a
scenario that is wrong, (streak to fireball) and then dismiss explanation
based on your wrong conclusion.
Wiring/cargo door explanation explains streak thoroughly, and it's not
streak tracked to fireball. To be confirmed requires throwing out some
shiny metal objects tonight a same place as TWA 800 and see who sees it
down low.
> "The streak did not end in fireball.
>The streak has nothing to do with fireball. If no fireball, streak still
>occurs. If no streak, fireball
>still occurs, they are independent of each other. They are not cause and
>effect, directly".
>
>
>My reaction? Deceitful bullshit. Why didn't he defend the Missile
>Huggers when I told them the
>streak tracked to the MF and they said it didn't?
Why didn't I defend the missile huggers? And you use my silence as
deceitful? Are you nuts? I don't defend missile guys unless I want to and
usually don't want to. And it's not up to me to correct your every
misperception about streaks and where they go.
But, OK, I will rebut you now. You are wrong when you say streak
tracked to
fireball. They all say streak of different directions and later in time
tracked to some other place in the sky, explosion/fireball. Two events
independent but given cause and effect because of coincidence of time.
That's how superstitions are born.
I thought the missile guys needed the streak tracking to fireball. They
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don't?
Am I going to have to start paying closer attention to the missile
explanation as it contorts with reality? I don't think so, it is so firmly
debunked in my mind by lack of metal, evidence, other stuff that is
actually missile, in the database. And the only way the missile guys can
hold it together is with conspiracy and that is the clue that they are
wrong.
So, the wiring/cargo door explanation is misunderstood for streak, and
then
lack of response to opposing theory by me is interpreted as
deceitful....EB, get a grip, you are doing missile guy thinking, if the
other fellow does not do as you think he should, he's a crook.
Wrongo. I rarely act as others think I should. But it's not out of deceit.
It's out of I live my life my way.
To review:>>EB misquotes>JBS has loved my repeated demonstrations
that the
streak seen by the
>witnesses invariably tracks to that place in the sky where the Massive
>Fireball then erupted
Absolutely untrue.
To summarize>EB misquotes>JBS has loved my repeated
demonstrations that the
streak seen by the
witnesses invariably tracks to that place in the sky where the Massive
Fireball then erupted
Absolutely untrue.
To conclude:>EB misquotes>JBS has loved my repeated demonstrations
that the
streak seen by the
witnesses invariably tracks to that place in the sky where the Massive
Fireball then erupted
Absolutely untrue.
BD>Accuracy in Media will issue a Press Release
>tomorrow announcing the Press Conference that
>will be held on Monday, July 20th in Washington,
>DC. The press conference will be at 9am and the
>location will be included in the press release.
A prerelease statement above to announce a press release to announce the
press conference. Good thing it's not important and needs fast action, like
a cause of a plane crash. The missile guys love dem PR releases.
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>
>On behalf of Cmdr. Donaldson, I would like to
>thank all of those dedicated individuals who helped
>prepare this report by contributing countless hours
>of research and investigation. This document is
>an example of the power of the Internet to provide
>a voice to those who would otherwise be muzzled
>by the government and an indifferent press.
>
>Bob Donaldson
Muzzled by the government, that's a good one, as he tells the world for
free via internet....I'm muzzled, I'm muzzled.
Indifferent press...that's a good one...as the New York Times and countles
TV and radio stations pick up on weirdo energy pulse explanation for
TWA
800 and do story after story.
Is it only me that can see that the government does not 'muzzle' and the
press is not 'indifferent'? Again thinking differently, but it's not out
deceit.
Below is example of many emails I get that support wiring/cargo door,
note
contribution of facts, in this case about sheet metal on high time 747s.
I put this in as example to refute forum members that just because no
wiring/cargo door guys are here does not mean they are not out there.
>Date: Fri, 17 Jul 1998 15:16:58 +1000
>From: Mark
>MIME-Version: 1.0
>To: barry@corazon.com
>Subject: Your WEB site
>
>Barry
>
>
>I have just spent the best part of my working day going through your
web
>site. I found your reasoning to be highly articulate and sensible. I
>thank you for that and for the time you must spend keeping your web sit
>up to date so people such as myself can understand better such tragedies
>as TWA 800 etc.
>
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>The Lockerby conection I found very convincing. It has always bothered
>me that these acts are attributed to terrorists yet when they happen no
>group ever claims responsibility ???? so what is the point in a
>terrorist going to all the trouble and risk of blowing up an airliner
>and then sitting silent when the deed is done. I think your theory of
>Lockerby being of the same creed as TWA 800 is more than convincing
,
>especially with the evidence of the UAL flight thrown in.
>
>My father was an aircraft engineer in the australian air force and part
>of his work took him to GAF at Avalon in Victoria Australia. GAF had
the
>job of doing major maintainance on 747's (UAL high timers )at that
stage
>(late 80s) . I remember my father telling me of the skins being detached
>from the airframe around the front areas of the 747 and other damage
>attributed to continual compression/decompression. I dont know what
else
>my father saw but suffice to say he will not fly in a commercial
>airliner at all these days !!!!! After reading your web site I dont
>think Ill be entering any early 747s either !!!!
>
>
>Mark
>Werribee Victoria
>Ausralia
SC about Corrigan history weasels out of admitting he got price wrong,
and
aviation agency wrong, and intent of Corrigan wrong by saying price not
important, an aviation agency is any agency regardless of actual name, an
Corrigan told the truth when he said his compass failed and he flew 28
hours going the wrong way.
Direction to a pilot is basic, A good pilot is never more than a few
seconds away from knowing his heading within five degrees and most
within
one degree. And if not confirmed for solid heading within a minute or two
full emergency measures are activated. Just like altitude. If altitude
unknown for more than a few seconds panic starts and rightly so.
Do you think he would have flown from NY to San Diego with a good
compass
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but no fixes enroute? NY to San Diego in 1938 would have been tower
beam
fixes every fifteen minutes.
No sun and no ocean/ground seen for 28 hours? Ha!
At most he was an adverturous smart fool who did a great feat...and then
felt he had to lie and thus tarnish his exploit forever.
>How can we ever arrive at a comon consensus on TWA 800, as good
> science requires, when I can't even get you to accept the obvious > that my hero Wrong Way accidentally flew to Dublin?
Well, have 30 years of flying experience, plan and fly a translant, know
the weather of the Atlantic, and then add two and two. Corrigan knew
exactly what he was doing and did it, then lied. Too bad.
No one has ever crossed the Atlantic unknowingly as pilot just as no one
has ever gone to the moon unknowingly although I think there are dumb
Disney movies to the effect, the Reluctant Astronaut comes to mind.
>My new project is to attempt to put Wrong Way's '29 Robin in the
> Smithsonian Air and Space Museum - as a monument to TRUTH.
> We're getting nowhere on TWA 800.
As a monument to the lack of responsibility and fear of authority many
citizens feel. He did not have to lie and say he didn't know what he was
doing, but he did. Too bad.
>He taught me to never
>attribute to malice that which can adequately be explained by stupidity.
Your Dad was right, so why do you do that every day of your life? TWA
800
opinions are full of stupidity, ignorance, and wishful thinking, and I
don't think malice but all the missile guys and conspiracy guys do,
always...always malice.
Why the belief in malice and deceit when hearing contrary point of view?
I
don't believe the missile guys are doing their missile thing for malice,
just stupidity, just like your Dad's explanation.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
For Immediate Release: 16 July 1998
Contact: Greg Orwig
gorwig@u.washington.edu
206-543-2580
University of Washington
Trans-Atlantic Crossing Aims To Prove Viability Of Unmanned Aircraft
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Following Charles Lindbergh and the Concorde on the well-traveled,
trans-Atlantic path to aviation history, researchers next month will
attempt the first Atlantic Ocean crossing by an autonomous, civilian
aircraft. If successful, the flights will carry robotic aircraft a step
closer to their much-heralded promise as aviation workhorses of the next
century as well as into the history books.
Researchers from autonomous aircraft manufacturer The Insitu Group of
Bingen, Wash., and the University of Washington Department of
Aeronautics
and Astronautics are using the trans-Atlantic crossing to demonstrate that
robotic airplanes in general, and Insitu's Aerosonde in particular, will
soon be ready for regular oceanic applications. Insitu and the UW are
collaborating on a pilot project using autonomous aircraft to gather
meteorological data over the Pacific Ocean that could significantly
improve
weather forecasting.
"One of the first things we have to do is prove that these planes can
operate autonomously over the ocean as expected even though there
currently
is no over-the-horizon satellite data link. This means the aircraft will be
in contact with ground stations only when near the launch and landing
sites," explains Juris Vagners, professor of aeronautics and astronautics
at the UW. "A trans-Atlantic crossing allows us to test that capability
over a much shorter distance than a trans-Pacific crossing while at the
same time connecting with all of the other historic aviation firsts
associated with trans-Atlantic crossings."
The flights will take place during the first two weeks of August, with
exact launch days to be dictated by favorable weather conditions. The
aircraft will take off from Bell Island airport near St. John's,
Newfoundland, and land at Belmullet, Ireland. The flight will cover 1,860
miles and is expected to take about 24 hours. The planes will fly below
conventional air traffic patterns, and special arrangements have been mad
with international aviation authorities to ensure the safety of other
aircraft.
At 28 pounds and with a 10-foot wingspan, the Aerosonde is by far the
smallest aircraft to attempt a trans-Atlantic crossing. However, in recent
field trials off the coasts of western Australia and Canada, the Aerosonde
has completed six flights of duration comparable to that of the Atlantic
crossing, reports Insitu President Tad McGeer. Nevertheless, he adds,
lingering engine problems and the inability to maintain constant contact
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with the aircraft increase the risk of losing an airplane.
"We plan to make an attempt with up to three aircraft if necessary, and
flight experience indicates a high probability that at least one attempt
will succeed, "McGeer says.
Under development since the early 1990s, the Aerosonde's relatively low
cost (targeted to be about $10,000) makes it affordable to accept a higher
risk of plane loss for long-term, wide-scale environmental and
meteorological monitoring activities that are not economically feasible
using manned aircraft. In field tests, the Aerosonde has already proven
effective in gathering remote meteorological data and in surveillance of
severe storms. Other potential applications include geomagnetic surveys
and
monitoring of pipelines.
To effectively gather needed meteorological data over the Pacific Ocean,
however, the Aerosonde's range must be increased from its current
maximum
of about 1,250 miles to at least 3,000 miles. Forecasters ultimately hope
autonomous aircraft can be launched from Hawaii or Alaska toward the
West
Coast, to gather data on wind speed and direction, temperature, humidity
and air pressure from key spots over the Pacific. With only limited report
from surface ships and commercial aircraft, most of this data is missing
from models forecasters use to predict weather. In worst case scenarios,
says UW atmospheric scientist Cliff Mass, this can lead to late or missed
forecasts of severe weather and tragic consequences.
Under a grant from the U.S. Office of Naval Research, UW engineers hav
teamed up with Insitu to improve the aerodynamic performance of the
Areosonde and plan a Pacific Ocean meteorological weather
reconnaissance
program. Significant improvements have already been made to the plane,
Vagners says, and initial trans-Pacific flights are expected as early as
next summer.
###
For more information, contact Vagners at (206) 543-7937 and
vagners@aa.washington.edu, McGeer at (509) 493-8600 or
insitu@gorge.net, or
the UW Department of Aeronautics and Astronautics website at
http://www.aa.washington.edu.
###
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barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Mon, 6 Jul 1998 20:36:32 -0700

Subject:
Learn to connect
Missile guy BS associating puss and pus>Well, I guess that we will have
to
start coming up with something original
>again. It has been so easy just to send off a short, jabbing message to
JBS
>and keep him busy all day writing his 500 line retort -- kind of sick fun i
>a way -- just like poking a stick in someone's ugly wound hoping to see
some
>puss squirt out.
BS misquoting himself>Only JBS could associate Pus and Pussy! I
guess if
he can associate the
>paint rub offs with a flailing cargo door anything is possible.
Yeah, like accurate reporting, spelling, and quoting.
Twit. Learn to spell. Then gradutate to sentences. Then matriculate to a
connection of a paint transfer on a high time 747 that matches a paint
transfer on TWA 800 in same area.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Sun, 5 Jul 1998 20:54:54 -0700

Subject:
Learn to spell
Missile guy>Well, I guess that we will have to start coming up with
something original
>again. It has been so easy just to send off a short, jabbing message to
JBS
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>and keep him busy all day writing his 500 line retort -- kind of sick fun i
>a way -- just like poking a stick in someone's ugly wound hoping to see
some
>puss squirt out.
Missile guy>Olsson, however, appears to believe that Commander
Donaldson is
engaged in a
>sinister plot to further the cause of his "hard right wing political
>aspirations" while seeking financial gain as well. This is not only absur
>it is delusional.
>
>Lastly, examine the immaturity and viciousness of his language. Hurlin
>obscenity-laced invective at total strangers is not a sign of a well-ordere
>mind, Chris.
pus \"pes\ n : thick yellowish white fluid matter (as in a boil) formed at
a place of inflammation and infection (as an abscess) and containing
germs,
blood cells, and tissue debris
puss \"pus\ n : cat
pussy \"pu-se\ n, pl puss*ies : cat
Missile guys, always good for a pussy contradiction.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Tue, 7 Jul 1998 23:59:53 -0700

Subject:
Learn to spell II
BS shows lack of education...again>I have to have a very logical mind to
do
what I do. But the other side is
>intuition. I use both equally in problem solving. Like most people, I us
>judgement based on experience, to navigate in circumstances where I
have a
>limited set of facts available.
Learn to spell....still. It is my judgment you don't know how. And that's a
clue to the quality of your conclusions.
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>You just don't add up.
Learn to add.
>You could be just some obsessive wacko holding fast
>to an irrational belief, no matter what, but I can't read you that way.
Learn to read.
>Given the amount of contrary knowledge that has been provided to
show where
>your theory is totally wrong, I can only come to the conclusion that you
are
>perpetuating a deception for some other motive.
Learn to think.
> It could be financial, or
>part of your gig as a spook, or some other motive which is not apparent,
buy
>I don't buy that you are on the level.
Learn to trust.
> I think that most would come to the conclusion that
>you are involved in a deception.
Learn not to accuse others of crime.
SF>I agree - that doesn't seem to be quite right. It is hard to see him
>actually believing he is right in all points - or the basic point.
Absence of points noted....again....as usual.
>My vote is for some motive which is not apparent, or almost not
apparent.
And that just about sums up conspiracy view of the world.
>What really gets me is his claim that while the Donaldsons and Fred
>Mann (this is especially not true of Fred Mann, it may be true of Bob
>Donaldson and to a lesser degree of Mike) are loyal to their positions
>for reasons unconnected with reason - he is pure disinterested logic.He
>has got to know that statement is a joke. The evidence is simply in the
>way he goes about discussing this. You don't need to know a specific
>reason why he is like this to see he is like this.
You think a brother or son can easily state in public their brother or
father is a fool? Blood is thicker than water. Kin is blood, TWA 800 is
water.
You really think that the relatives are objective and not subject to bias
because of father/son/brother relationship? Remember The Godfather
where
Marlon Brando says never ever go against the family in front of strangers
again? Yeah, I can just see the son or the brother disputing ole dad or bro
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in this public forum. Ha!
The below bears repeating:
>You don't need to know a specific
>>reason why he is like this to see he is like this.
Well, that about sums up trying to reason with conspiracy guys.
Incoherency.
Well, all you name calling conspiracy guys, this is all I have to say, you
can slander my name all over the place, do anything that you want to do,
but uh uh honey, lay off of them blue suede shoes.
SF>The idea itself - that cargo doors cause crashes (because once, in
1974,
>a cargo door did in a DC-10, which is where the idea really seems to
>come from)
No, Sammy, the idea came from UAL 811.
>What really looks wrong is the way both he (and Chris Olsson) always
>revile conspiracy theories - even when propsoing a conspiracy theory
>themselves!
No, Sammy, I say there is no conspiracy to hide wiring/cargo door
explanation...and I love the way the conspiracy guys interpret that to mea
that I say there is a conspiracy.
And thanks for the info on alt.aviation disasters about queries about cargo
door but I would prefer that cargo door discussion stay out of that venue
of conspiracy guys en masse. Guilt by association. And you conspiracy
guys
can cut and paste that quote and send it over there, it's where you belong
anyway.
Why revile the missile guys? Well, it's like an astronomy meeting and
during a discussion about planets the astrologers start talking. Fine for
the tabloids, but not for a science discussion about machines obeying
physical laws not emotional laws of human wishful thinking.
This is where I would put in some factual data to support wiring/cargo
door
explanation, but where's the fun in that?
It's so much work being accurate and cross referencing, and meticulously
checking out each observation for corroboration. I note with pleasure the
absence of dispute over my facts as presented on web site. I present fifty
factual statements that can be linked to solid support for wiring/cargo
door and no one refutes or even attempts to refute. Now that's a vote of
confidence.
Just dispute over my opinions and that's fair game. My opinion about the
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missile guys is that they really really want to believe the world is a dark
evil unpleasant place full of cheating, deception, and betrayal.
That's not my world.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
1. right horizontal stab has red paint smear
2. stator blade in right horizontal stab behind engine number 3
3. inward crush top of cargo door
4. top of cargo door attached to hinge
5. petal shape of rupture area around aft midspan latch
6. missing pieces of forward cargo door include locking handle, latching
pins, overpressure relief doors, midspan latches
7. rectangle visible of explosive decompression zone of outward peeled
skin
on right side forward of the wing on right side
8. downward movement of floor beams near cargo door
9. hoop stresses found
10. CVR sudden loud sound
11. FDR abrupt power cut
12. missing turbine blades in engine number 3.
13. soft body impacts on blades in engine number 3.
14. outward peeled skin near top of nose, under belly, and in cargo door
area.
15. red paint smears above cargo door on white paint
16. soot on most blades of engine 3.
17. starboard side more damaged than port side
18. intact R2 door near shattered cargo door.
19. poly x is known to be susceptible to chafing and present
20. section 41 is known to be weak
21. history of cargo door openings in past in various airliners
22. EPR problems on aircraft before or during fatal flight.
23. fires in forward cargo hold in the past on Boeing 747s.
24. vertical tears in fuselage skin forward of the wing on the right side
25. singe marks on right side of fuselage show burnt skin, then abruptly a
tear line there are no singe marks
26. red paint rubbed off revealing white paint underneath on skin above
cargo door area
27. first pieces off plane came from forward cargo hold just forward of th
wing
28. at least nine missing never recovered bodies, just fragments
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29. initially thought to be a bomb
30. wreckage debris shows cargo door shattered in many pieces
31. aft portion of forward door which includes aft midspan latch and
locking handle missing from recovery effort
32. no soot on maintenance hatch
33. no soot on front spar of center wing tank
34. no burned bodies forward of the wing and very few burned at all
35. aft cargo door sill, latches, and locks recovered
36. forward cargo door sill, latches, and locks not recorded in data base
37. no orange zone pieces recorded in database
38. no orange zone discussion in public record other than identification
39. chafed to bare wires found in cargo door area
40. wiring defects found on Boeing airliners
41. water observed pouring out of forward cargo hold of a Boeing airliner
cargo holds have bilges.
42. no soot on keel beam forward of the wing
43. compression fractures right side forward of the wing
44. tension fractures left side forward of the wing
45. seats in the rows in the explosive shatter zone above cargo door are in
red zone and not sooted
46. aft cargo door sill is sooted
47. many witnesses said they saw downward streak that was red-orange
48. NTSB official said possibility of forward door popping open was
intriguing.
49. FAA official said, then recanted, that paint smears and structural
deformation indicated outward explosion.
50. initial event time was 20:31:12 at 13700 on 17 July 1996 eight miles
off coast of Long Island.
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Wed, 29 Jul 1998 15:36:08 -0700

Subject:
Learn to spell V
TT>And I really have to apologize
>to John Barry Smith, Chris Ollsen and Elmer Barr, too.
Mr. Olsson knows why you should be apologizing to him, you spell his
name
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wrong. Why apologize to me? You have done nothing to offend me. You
were
not the one calling me a liar, a cheat, a spy, a nut, a dope addict, a scam
artist, or delusional, were you?
>BD: These flashes corroborate Meyer's account as well. They were
likely
>the two ordinance explosions.
There should be an ordinance against people trying to appear intelligent
by
talking about complicated matters like aircraft crashes when they can't
spell the very thing they say is crashing the airplane, an ordnance
explosion.
BD>The rumbling and rolling thunder where likely the launch noises and
sonic
>boom as the missile went outbound.
Maybe they 'where', and maybe they 'wheren't' but a person who can't
correctly use 'were' probably does not know where to find the right
answer.
TS>I normally do not respond to disinformation, but this one is
>particularly silly.
I thought you left and went to a LSoft group that talks about missiles, An
'disinformation' brought you back?
You guys are so lonely.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Tue, 7 Jul 1998 12:27:40 -0700

Subject:
Let this not be us
Seven accused in online chat room attackCurrent quotes (delayed 20
mins.)
AOL 110 11/16
-2 9/16
(-2.26%) SOUTH BRUNSWICK,
N.J.
(Reuters) - An argument in an online chat room exploded into violence
when
a group of men allegedly went to the home of a chat room participant and
beat him with a baseball bat, police said Tuesday.
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The men, all of Filipino descent, had been arguing for several weeks in an
America Online chat room used mainly by Filipinos, said Lt. Ron
Schmalz of
the South Brunswick, New Jersey, police department.
As the argument heated up, several men in the chat room learned the
address
of one man and drove to his house in South Brunswick on June 10, police
said.
They allegedly attacked him with a baseball bat when he answered his
front
door, police said.
"We still do not know exactly what they argued about, but the victim got
somebody very angry," Schmalz said.
The 22-year-old victim was hospitalized following the attack and later
released.
Internet users can use so-called chat rooms to communicate or exchange
views by means of electronic messages.
Charges of aggravated assault and weapon possession were filed on
Monday
against six men, all in their late teens or early 20s and all from New York
City, he said. A seventh accused attacker, a 15-year-old boy, faces charge
in juvenile court.
The accused men are free on $1,000 bail each.
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Tue, 28 Jul 1998 19:07:26 -0700

Subject:
English/radio
>Barry,
>
>You should learn to use complete sentences and proper grammar
>before you criticize other's spelling!
>
>Regards,
>
>Bob
Opinion noted that I use incomplete sentences and improper grammar.
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Absent
facts to support opinion noted...as usual...again. Like what incomplete
sentence? I don't see nothing wrong with no grammar either.
Some sentences can start with 'And' when used in vernacular and follow
in
sequence with the prior sentence.
And we are, if anything, 'vernacular'.
ver*nac*u*lar \ver-"na-kye-ler\ adj [L vernaculus native, fr. verna slave
born in the master's house, native] 1 : of, relating to, or being a
language or dialect native to a region or country rather than a literary,
cultured, or foreign language 2 : of, relating to, or being the normal
spoken form of a language 3 : applied to a plant or animal in common
speech
as distinguished from biological nomenclature <~ names>
Thanks for your interest in English grammar and spelling.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
Oh, by the way, I heard your Dad, or is it brother, was on KSDO
talkradio,
San Diego, yesterday on the Roger Hedgecock show. Cool.
Bill, Mike, Bob....Father, brother, son..I hope I have that right.
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Mon, 6 Jul 1998 11:35:14 -0700

Subject:
Fatal Bias
Fatal bias is when one is unable to be objective because of intense
personal involvement. It's why surgeons do not do surgery on kin. In this
forum are three posters who are exempt from rational thought because
they
have fatal bias. Their opinions are therefore void. Their facts, few as
they are, and as late as they are, can be accepted.
That's the brother and sons of absent sources, Donaldson and Mann. The
brother and sons are expected to stick by their brother and fathers
regardless of any contrary evidence. Their opinion is from a higher loyalt
than truth, blood.
To argue with Bob and Mike and Fred is useless for to have them change
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their mind about anything would be betrayal of kin and that can't happen.
An active mechanic is likewise exempt from responsibility to tell the truth
when it may destroy his employer, cost him his job, disparage the
reputation of his profession, and affect the welfare and security of his
family. A mechanic will automatically protest any accusation of
mechanical
fault for the cause of death.
It's not that easy to find objective opinion makers.
I'm one.
The fatal bias of the missile guys is shown when their interpretation of a
sudden movement of the nose of TWA 800 is that an explosion occurred
to the
left of the nose and discounting an internal explosion that would give the
same reading on the FDR. They have an explanation and are looking for
facts
to support it. A balloon pop cause can from within just as from outside.
Tea leaves and scattered magnetic charges on a one second piece of tape
are
just as good for interpretation. If they had some other missile shootdown
FDR tapes that matched mumbo jumbo of TWA 800 tape, then they
would have
documentation instead of wishful thinking. And of course, wiring/cargo
door
has three other crashes to compare and confirmed matches to both CVR
and
FDR.
Three other crashes have the same type quick end to CVR and FDR and
all
three have extensive analysis and all on web site of course. 182, 103, and
811. To ignore three other sudden ends to FDR data in three other high
time
747 accidents is not good investigation techniques and gives opinion of
little weight from the missile huggers/pussies/wimps etc...
That's why wiring/cargo door is solid, it has matches. That's why missile
is nonsense, it's one-off wishful thinking.
It's why wiring/cargo door is not confirmed by authorities, they all have
fatal bias against it.
And you would be too, if you were FAA Tom McSweeny and said in the
public
record that a cargo door can not come open inflight by one chafed wire.
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And then had to ignore the chafed wires in cargo door area of TWA 800
carcass...
The Systems Exhibit 9A continues, page 116:
"Some wires found in the section of W480 from forward of station 570 an
identified as BMS13-42A had numerous cracks in the insulation. Most of
the
cracks in this bundle were found to expose the core conductor when
examined
by microscope. Only within five feet of the aft end of the W480 bundle
from
station 570-900 were insulation cracks found."
Do you know how hard it is to move a huge object like a heavy 747? In
one
second, not much. To assume the wild readings of the FDR in that
disputed
one second are real is ignoring reality, ...again. All that FDR can confirm
is catastrophic sudden event happened at a certain time and altitude and
machine shut off suddenly. Then to other corroborative evidence.
But....this FDR red herring and the HIRF conjecture is good for business
because it keeps NTSB from releasing final report and closing books.
Notice
in Hall's southern gentleman discourse with Ms. Scarry he gives six
months
for HIRF investigation to be finished, and in NTSB time that means a yea
So six months to a year reprieve for all alternative TWA 800
explanations.
Breathing room.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
Quote from TWA 800 Public Docket 516A, Exhibit 9A Systems Group
Chairman's
Factual report of Investigation, Page 47, "A Boeing telefax of June 25,
1997, stated that: The Poly-X wire was used as general purpose wire on
the
RA164 (TWA 800) aircraft. Wire insulation known as Poly-X had three
in-service problems:
-Abrasion of the insulation in bundles installed in high vibration areas.
(This problem was corrected by Boeing Service Bulletin No.
747-71-7105,
Dated July 19, 1974)
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-Random flaking of the topcoat.
-Insulation radial cracks in tight bend radii.
Radial cracking phenomenon of the Poly-X wire was mainly associated
with
mechanical stress. Bend radius is the largest contributor to mechanical
stress in installed wire or cable. Presence of moisture in conjunction with
mechanical stress is also a contributor."
The Systems Exhibit 9A continues on same page 47, "Evidence of arcing
or
short circuiting was found in the fuselage of N93119, (TWA 800) in
addition
to what was found in the wiring from the raceway below the left cabin
floor
and near the forward wing spar.
The Systems Exhibit 9A continues, page 116:
"Some wires found in the section of W480 from forward of station 570 an
identified as BMS13-42A had numerous cracks in the insulation. Most of
the
cracks in this bundle were found to expose the core conductor when
examined
by microscope. Only within five feet of the aft end of the W480 bundle
from
station 570-900 were insulation cracks found."
(Please note that BMS13-42A is Poly-X wiring. Cargo door location is FS
560-670 and cracked wires discovered are within that zone. Frayed wires
in
that area have shorted before and caused the forward cargo door to open i
flight, NTSB AAR 92/02 UAL 811. Water has been seen pouring out of a
forward cargo bay of a Boeing airliner. Water and leaking electricity mak
a powerful conductor. Both are known to exist in Boeing airliners.)
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Sun, 26 Jul 1998 12:46:33 -0700

Subject:
Fan email/chaff
For alll you left brain LSofters who determine truth by how many believ
something, the below is typical of emails I get from web surfers.
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What actually happened is independent of opinions like this but it refutes
you posters saying wiring/cargo door has no believers so it is not true.
Note no spelling errors, no caps, polite, signed his name (I erased last
name) and he spelled 'missile' right.
From: "Andrew " <>
To: <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Web pages
Date: Sun, 26 Jul 1998 12:10:10 +0100
Dear Barry,
I just thought that I would drop you a quick E-mail to thank you for your
incredible web pages which I am still trying to get through!. They appear
to be among the most well written and documented I have yet come
across. I
have had a fascination for civil aircraft and civilian aircraft accidents
for many years, especially those involving Boeing 747's. Your cargo door
theory interests me greatly, and all this time I had been a missile
theorist when it came to TWA 800, after having read the book by James
Sanders. Tomorrow I will be looking at 747's close-up at Gatwick airport
Andrew ,
London UK.
MR> The tests performed by me at NASA-KSC on
samples Dr. Birky said
>were from rows 17, 19, 24 and 27 of the flight 800 cabin interior
>did not address the issue of origin of any reddish-orange
>residue. The tests I performed for the NTSB cannot answer such a
>question
Red residue lives! Poor NTSB, can't they get anything right? Even their
own
contract guys are turning against them. When will a real NTSB guy turn?
When his conscience hits him? Ha!
>Dana replies:
>Given the several hundred foot length and general
>tubular shape a 747 along with the internal structures
>that divide sections of seating areas from each other
>how do you propose to have your PETN/glitter counter>measure chaff device dispensed in such a way that it
>covers all the passengers? How do you propose to
>even get it throughout the 747?
Oh, yeah, reminds me of my first combat hop, oh, about thirty years
ago...must have been in March in the year of our lord of nineteen hundred
and sixty eight. It was a warm cloudy day unsuspecting of the upcoming
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wrath of rookie navigator and chaff dispensing operator John Barry Smith
We took off uneventfully....but that was not to remain so as the clouds
thickened, forcing my pilot and I to go lower, and lower, and closer to
small arms fire from below and into the meat of the radar controlled AAA
guns. Missiles were never a practical worry this low, only up higher.
Faster and faster, lower and lower, cameras clicking and electronic counte
measures lights flashing....then the band that triple A operates lit up! I
immediately fired the ALE-29 Chafff Dispensing Unit! Out popped a
tube of
chaff, my pilot saw the ejection of the chaff and pulled hard port as the
black AAA puffs exploded harmlessly behind us. We continued on our
rookie
mission, observing below that every road, every intersection of dirt trial,
every open space that could park a truck, every bridge abuttment, had at
least a dozen large bomb craters around it, usually filled with water. And
that destruction went on over hundreds of square miles. There were no
virgin targets for the bombers.
So we sped along, me hoping all the gunners and missile techs had a nice
sleep the night before with their arms around their sweethearts and they
were not too pissed off at American Reconnaissance jet flying down their
valleys over their trails enough to fire some ammo on such a nice day.
Then our escort would not answer radio check in calls. We figured he got
bagged, or as we now seasoned veterans of half a comabt hop called it,
bought the farm.
So we were alone. Unarmed. Big. And moving about 700 miles an hour
at 3000
feet. Until......feet wet! We had made it.
We found out as we cruised along to the carrier, USS Enterprise, CVAN
65,
the escort had peeled off to shoot his sidewinder IR missiles at hot
targets he had discovered.....truck exhausts on trucks hidden in trees.
(He was later admonished not to fire at any more ground targets with air t
air missiles.)
After feet wet, this naviagator, this bombadier, this reconnaissance
attack navigator, was so relieved to have done it the first time.
I checked over my switches to make sure my cameras were off before
carrier
wire arrestment. I then noticed that my chaff switch was still on. I had
not turned it off after firing the first time. All chaff bundles had fired
in two seconds intervals. They had presented a nice straight line for lock
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on for any radar gunner below.
I've always assumed the Vietnamese figured no American flyboy could
be that
stupid to lay out an easy to shoot down track for them by displaying clear
radar data for them so it must have been a trick and they did not fire.
Well, they were wrong, I was that stupid. And got away it. War is so funn
sometimes.
TWA 800 stuff was not chaff. Chaff is not loose. TWA 800 stuff was stag
glitter in baggage hold which burst open during explosive decompression
which tossed out those bursting containers which landed in red zone. The
stage glitter drifted down covering passengers who were also falling
down.
Again missile guys have to resort to lies, cheats, and coverups to make
stage glitter into chaff. And include the company guy that actually sent
the stage glitter to Paris.
Chaff? So funny.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Mon, 20 Jul 1998 11:37:37 -0700

Subject:
Fifty ways
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="iso-8859-1"
MR> Attention members of the press. A close examination of the
reconstructed
>747 at Calverton reveals that the cargo door Smith talks about was
>recovered still latched in place (i.e. closed and properly locked).
Attention math challenged MR: Door has ten latches, only eight located,
recovered, examined, hung, and reported. Eight is not ten. Eight is close
enough for you and your scientific conclusions, which is to say sloppy, bu
not good enough for this crash researcher, which is to say, precise. Learn
to add.
> Mr. Smith is posting this "press conference" in a feeble attempt to keep
>as much confusion in the air as possible regarding the demise of TWA
800
MR, it is not necessary to speak for me nor to guess at my motives. But
you
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can try, and your conclusion will be as sloppy as your conclusion about a
door all latched and locked on TWA 800 wreckage.
> Mr.Smith has and has always has, the appearence of an intelligence
>operative ..... he knows what
>happened far better than those who were!
Mr. Rivero displays conspiracy madness for all to see. But please do not
dismiss the missile explanation because sloppy thinkers like MR support
it.
Until the streak is satisfactorily explained, the missile explanation will
always be 'could have been.' For the wiring/cargo door explanation, (the
explanation that requires ten to be ten,) missile will always be'could have
been...but wasn't.' Streak is fully explained in wiring/cargo door
explanation as shiny metal object spinning away.....reflecting...
>"It's (the C.I.A.) message to the eyewitnesses: Shut up, you didn't see
>anything."
>- Philip Weiss - The New York Observer - November 24, 1997
MR quotes the above as an 'eyewitness' who was there, further showing
his
sloppy thinking that a person far away or not located who agrees with MR
is the same as someone who was there, especially if he believes the CIA i
going around talking to people who saw a plane crash. Ha!
Also, sloppy missile thinkers, note how during my cyberspace press
conference announcement and content, how the wiring/cargo door
explanation
gave URL and time and place for missile press conference. In other word
one alternative explanation referred to another as a courtesy. Let us see
how the missile guys treat other alternatives.
SF>JBS: No conspiracies, no coverups, and no plots.
>
>Why not?
Uh, oh, a question. I wasn't expecting this. Hmmm.......Why not? Good
question. Well, could be, but wasn't. Conspiracies require people and that
requires statements and that requires corroboration and none is there,
neither the people, the statements, nor the corroboration. Guesses don't
count. There is great circumstantial evidence of a coverup but it's not
there in reality and strange actions of officials can be explained in human
nature terms. And until there is some evidence in the form of letters,
emails, tapes, or confesssion, there is no conspiray, coverup, nor plot to
keep wiring/cargo door explanation secret.
>1. right horizontal stab has red paint smear
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>1) Total aircraft fragmented. What else is new?
JBS: Red paint is right behind missing red paint from cargo door area. It
is not elsewhere on horizontal stab.
>2. stator blade in right horizontal stab behind engine number 3
>2) Number three engine fodded when forward fuselage folded back.
What do
> you expect when engine guts are spread around?
JBS: guts are not supposed to be spread around from center tank as first
event, and only engine number three is in front of right horizontal
stabilizer, or guts all engines spread around, not just one, the number 3,
the one with missing fan blades, soot, and soft impact marks in it. If
missile on left side of nose, number two engines would be affected and
wasn't. If center tank all engines affected. Only number three shows
internal damage.
>3. inward crush top of cargo door
>3) Right hand side accordion folded most likely with portions moving in
> and out directions.
JBS: Matches UAL 811
>4. top of cargo door attached to hinge
>4) Combined strength of adjoining pieces stronger than sheet metal on
> either side.
JBS: Matches UAL 811
JBS: Center tank/NTSB FAA has door
shattering on impact which means debris
close by, not 80 % missing which indicates shattered far away and earlier
>7. rectangle visible of explosive decompression zone of outward peeled
skin
> on right side forward of the wing on right side
>7) Compressive buckling can separate skin.
JBS: Explo decom not supposed to be there for center tank first but is
there for cargo door rupture in flight.
>8. downward movement of floor beams near cargo door
>8) Effect from upward and righthand nose peeling. Break a pencil in hal
> and observe direction taken when fracturing.
JBS:Center tank or bomb makes floor beams go up, explo decom from
door
rupture makes floor beams go down, they went down.
>9. hoop stresses found
>9) Holy shit. The only place where stresses are "found" is in plastic test
> samples where distortions show up as contours. Do you mean hoop
strains?
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> Another way to find stesses is with strain gauges. You have to have
strain
> to assume stresses. One is force while the other is displacement.
JBS: Door intact would give no hoop stresses, door rupture would give
hoop
stresses, hoop stresses were found in door area.
>10. CVR sudden loud sound
>10) How about that, sports fans? An aircraft breaking up made a noise.
JBS: Matches UAL 811, 182, and 103.
>John Barry Smith has claimed a loud noise is also heard on the cockpit
>voice recorder of UAL 811. Without hearing it, it is impossible to
>show they are not at all the same kind of noise.
JBS: Chart 12 of NTSB exhibit groups all four sounds in frequency
analyis.
They match.
>11. FDR abrupt power cut
>11) Rear location of IE disconnected CVR and FDR from power source
and
> for some strange reason, they stopped working.
JBS: Matches 182, 103 and 811.
>The idea here is that the FDR recorder also went out in UAL 811. But it
>came back on and the cockpit voice recorder there never went off.
JBS: It came back on because the nose never left.
>12. missing turbine blades in engine number 3.
>12) See No. 2
>
>13. soft body impacts on blades in engine number 3.
>13) Corollary of above.
JBS: Matches engines of 103 and 811. 182 engines on bottom of ocean
and
unexamined.
>14. outward peeled skin near top of nose, under belly, and in cargo door
area.
>14) When any skin peels, it is in outward direction. How does one peel
> skin inward?
JBS: Good question, ask FAA and NTSB, they say it does at water
impact.
>15. red paint smears above cargo door on white paint
>15) Forward fuselage violently folded to rear most likely impacting
> adjoining skin.
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JBS: OK.
>16. soot on most blades of engine 3.
>16) Consumables which fodded engine created soot.
JBS: OK.
>17. starboard side more damaged than port side
>17) Gloryoski. Starboard side was compression side. No wonder, Dick
> Tracy.
JBS: Center tank, key word center, would give bilateral damage, not just
unilateral, and the unilateral side is of course, the cargo door side.
>18. intact R2 door near shattered cargo door.
>18) Was R2 door aft of fold?
JBS: In dispute, NTSB has never given exact tear line of nose of body. I
say yes.
>
>19. poly x is known to be susceptible to chafing and present
>19) All wire insulation subject to chafing, and what is present? Most
> wire marking is by impression which indicates pliability.
JBS: Poly x implicated in many crashes.
>20. section 41 is known to be weak
>20) Any section is weak when opposing a greater force.
JBS: OK.
>21. history of cargo door openings in past in various airliners
>21) One in DC-10 caused crash.
JBS: Many planes have crashed because of inadvertent openings of cargo
doors, including DC9, DC 10, 747 and smaller airliners.
>But not a midair breakup, although it split into very tiny pieces when
>it hit the ground at high speed.
JBS: Sammy, just because one door opened and took off skin and plane
did
not crash, does not mean that all 747 doors that open and take off skin
will not crash.
>
>There is some history of midair breakups caused by cracks or a vibration
>effect.
>
>22. EPR problems on aircraft before or during fatal flight.
>22) What does this have to do with cargo door? I think that a missing
> door would show up before any takeoff.
JBS: EPR is a mystery why all four planes have EPR problems. My guess
is
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same chafed wire bundle that holds cargo door on wire holds the EPR
data
wire. Chafing shorts on and off affects both.
>23. fires in forward cargo hold in the past on Boeing 747s.
>23) Remember a fire in Valujet with a closed cargo door? No wire
> involvement that I know of.
JBS: There is great discussion on VJ that posits it was wire short that led
to fire in hold that ignited the cannisters. Regardless, wire fires in 747
holds is documented in NTSB exhibits.
>No cargo door involvement either >
>24. vertical tears in fuselage skin forward of the wing on the right side
>24) Most accordion pleats are vertical.
JBS: Matches 182, 103 and 811 in location, thickness, and direction.
>25. singe marks on right side of fuselage show burnt skin, then abruptly
at
> tear line there are no singe marks
>25) No mystery. Nose tore before CWT event.
JBS: OK.
>26. red paint rubbed off revealing white paint underneath on skin above
> cargo door area
>26) Nose folded and impacted adjoining skin.
JBS: Or door flew up and hit and rubbed, like UAL 811.
>27. first pieces off plane came from forward cargo hold just forward of t
> wing
>27) Strange that pieces from fold zone should fall first. What do you
> expect?
JBS: OK.
>28. at least nine missing never recovered bodies, just fragments
>28) 96% recovered seems reasonable. What percentage were recovered
> from the battleship USS Arizona? It was in even shallower water.
JBS: Missing bodies, not fragments, matches 182, 103, and 811.
>
>29. initially thought to be a bomb
>29) NTSB is thought to be a bomb.
JBS: Ha ha.
>This only proves that bomb is a popular idea - although now great
>promotional work has been done for missiles.
>
>30. wreckage debris shows cargo door shattered in many pieces
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>30) No mystery. As soon as any part of door was exposed to nose fold
and
> dynamic pressure, racking and ripping is expected. No door is just
sheet
> metal which could fold back on itself. Anything with great stiffness,
> such as glass, will shatter, due to surface stresses.
JBS: NTSB and FAA say door intact until water impact. It wasn't.
>31. aft portion of forward door which includes aft midspan latch and
> locking handle missing from recovery effort
>31) List all things which are missing and I'll be impressed.
JBS: Have already elsewhere. Do research and I'll be impressed.
>32. no soot on maintenance hatch
>32) See 25
JBS: Should be for center tank as first event.
>
>33. no soot on front spar of center wing tank
>33) See 25
JBS: Should be for center tank as first event.
>34. no burned bodies forward of the wing and very few burned at all
>34) See 25
JBS: Should be for center tank as first event.
>35. aft cargo door sill, latches, and locks recovered
>35) Was not in fold zone.
>36. forward cargo door sill, latches, and locks not recorded in data base
>36) Most fragmented parts least likely to be recovered
>
>37. no orange zone pieces recorded in database
>37) Talk to those in charge
JBS: I have at length with no reply. You try.
>JBS also only has bootleg copies of an early database. The final one was
>not released. It could be maybe in the final one.
JBS: Maybe, anybody bootleg me the latest version?
>38. no orange zone discussion in public record other than identification
>38) See 37
>39. chafed to bare wires found in cargo door area
>39) Tell us about all recovered wiring.
JBS: It's in the exhibit.
>40. wiring defects found on Boeing airliners
>40) Wiring is the weak link in all old airliners, not just Boeing.
JBS: OK .
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>41. water observed pouring out of forward cargo hold of a Boeing
airliner,
> cargo holds have bilges.
>41) Should airlines cease operations when it rains? If there is room for
> it, what is difference between cargo and water?
JBS: Airlines should not leave cargo doors open when it's raining outside
>42. no soot on keel beam forward of the wing
>42) See 25
JBS: Should be for center tank as first event.
>43. compression fractures right side forward of the wing
>43) No shit. This was compression side.
JBS: Side where big hole appears when cargo door goes.
>
>44. tension fractures left side forward of the wing
>44) Ditto no shit. This was the tension side. Tell us that the empennage i
> at the rear of the airplane.
JBS: Side away from big hole of cargo door.
>45. seats in the rows in the explosive shatter zone above cargo door are
in
> red zone and not sooted
>45) See 25 plus violent yaw ejected interior seats by shearing tiedowns.
JBS: Should be for center tank as first event.
>46. aft cargo door sill is sooted
>46) IE contained fuel
>47. many witnesses said they saw downward streak that was red-orange
>47) Matter of perspective. Outward and above appears downward.
JBS: OK. You say down object could look like going up, yes, and up
object
could look like going down.
>48. NTSB official said possibility of forward door popping open was
>intriguing.
>48) NTSB found cartoon to be intriquing
>
>There's little hope they will jump from the frying pan into the fire.
>
>49. FAA official said, then recanted, that paint smears and structural
> deformation indicated outward explosion.
>49) Tell us about what Robt. Francis said and recanted
JBS: I have FAA recant in writing, where's yours? Mine is on website of
course.
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>50. initial event time was 20:31:12 at 13700 on 17 July 1996 eight miles
> off coast of Long Island.
>50) And the grass is green in July and the pope is Catholic and water
> doesn't hurt the rhubarb and bears shit in the woods and ........
>
>GD> Barry, thrown out the obvious and plain nonsense and what is left
>GD> over?
>
>I don't know - maybe that the location of the place where the plane
>began coming apart is somewhere not far from the cargo door. Doesn't
>prove it all started with the cargo door coming off.
JBS: It didn't start that way, it started with water meeting chafed to bare
conductor wires in cargo door area. Regardless, aft latch ruptured and doo
opened in flight.
The Systems Exhibit 9A continues, page 116:
"Some wires found in the section of W480 from forward of station 570 an
identified as BMS13-42A had numerous cracks in the insulation. Most of
the
cracks in this bundle were found to expose the core conductor when
examined
by microscope.
JBS>OK moisture helps the breaking down process. Do you continue to
say
that water has no affect on unwanted electrical connnections?
>Posted at 6:30 a.m. PDT Monday, July 20, 1998
>
>Bizarre accident claims life of 11-year-old
>
>HEALDSBURG, Calif. (AP) -- An 11-year-old girl died while
swimming in Lake
>Sonoma, apparently after grabbing a conduit and being electrocuted,
Sonoma
>County sheriff's deputies said.
>The Windsor girl's name was not available.
>The girl was swimming near a dock at privately owned Lake Sonoma
Marina
>Saturday when the accident occurred, authorities said.
>It appeared she was drowning, but a man who leaped into the water to
help
>said he felt an electrical current, said Deputy Vail Bello.
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>Investigators were not sure how the accident occurred, but they were
>focusing on an electrical conduit that runs alongside and under a dock,
>Lt. Chuck Laver said.
>``We don't know why there was current there,'' he said.
Tell that to the girl.
BS>You made an incorrect assumption because every
one assumes that moisture contributes to short circuits. In reality, if you
did a study on the contribution of moisture or water to short circuits, you
would find very little correlation.
There's one.
BS>What voltage and amperage is in the circuit which you blame? AC
or DC?
>Would a short to ground close the circuit, operating the motor, or would
it
>require that the two wires short together?
All reality above described in AAR 92/02 about UAL 811, on website of
course.
The short for cargo door is unpowered door motor gets power when it
shouldn't.
>The only way that your theory could be correct is if the short circuite
>closes the circuit through the motor with sufficient current to power the
>motor. This is highly unlikely
Right, except it happened with UAL 811, PA 125, and UAL preflight
officially and unofficially three other times by my counting. All
documentation on web site of course.
>I doubt that you have any research
>material to back up your claims.
As usual, your conclusions are flawed based on wrong assumptions.
Research
support for claims on website of course.
> I so, why don't you post a reference to a
>circuit diagram noting the point where the short circuit occurred and
>showing a picture of what normal wiring looks like at that point
On website of course, part of AAR 92/02, schematics, diagrams, text,
drawings, the whole thing.
BS>Your a scam artist Barry.
"You are' is contracted 'You're', learn grammar.
Accusation of heinous crime noted.
hei*nous \"ha-nes\ adj [ME, fr. MF haineus, fr. haine hate, fr. hair to
hate] : hatefully or shockingly evil § hei*nous*ly adv § hei*nous*ness n
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What is my scam? If you don't know, I'll send you my booklet, "Complet
Scam Explained," for only 14.95$ plus 6.95$ for shipping and handling,
expect delivery in six to eight weeks....or never.
>Any novice electrician could prove you wrong, and you haven't done
any
>research to back it up.
Tell it to the dead girl. Now go away and do some research on UAL 811
so
you can tell the nine dead passengers there about chafed wire to turn door
motor on to unlatch position impossibility. All ten would love reality to
be wrong.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Wed, 8 Jul 1998 11:53:57 -0700

Subject:
Get serious, get my attention.
In-Reply-To: <35A3B297.4794@worldnet.att.net>
GD>Barry,
>
>In the spirit of debate, let's review your fifty points:
In the spirit of debate, after reviewing your expletive laced, sarcastic
toned, fact deprived response....I'm walking out the door.
Get serious, get my attention.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
>
>1) Total aircraft fragmented. What else is new?
>2) Number three engine fodded when forward fuselage folded back.
What do
>you expect when engine guts are spread around?
>9) Holy shit. The only place where stresses are "found" is in plastic test
>samples where distortions show up as contours. Do you mean hoop
strains?
>Another way to find stesses is with strain gauges. You have to have
strain to
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>assume stresses. One is force while the other is displacement.
>10) How about that, sports fans? An aircraft breaking up made a noise.
>11) Rear location of IE disconnected CVR and FDR from power
source and
>for some strange reason, they stopped working.
>12) See No. 2
>13) Corollary of above.
>14) When any skin peels, it is in outward direction. How does one peel
>skin inward?
>17) Gloryoski. Starboard side was compression side. No wonder, Dick
>Tracy.
>18) Was R2 door aft of fold?
>20) Any section is weak when opposing a greater force.
>21) One in DC-10 caused crash.
>22) What does this have to do with cargo door? I think that a missing
door
>would show up before any takeoff.
>23) Remember a fire in Valujet with a closed cargo door? No wire
>involvement that I know of.
>25) No mystery. Nose tore before CWT event.
>27) Strange that pieces from fold zone should fall first. What do you
>expect?
>28) 96% recovered seems reasonable. What percentage were recovered
>from the battleship USS Arizona? It was in even shallower water.
>29) NTSB is thought to be a bomb.
>31) List all things which are missing and I'll be impressed.
>32) See 25
>33) See 25
>34) See 25
>35) Was not in fold zone.
>36) Most fragmented parts least likely to be recovered
>37) Talk to those in charge
>38) See 37
>39) Tell us about all recovered wiring.
>40) Wiring is the weak link in all old airliners, not just Boeing.
>41) Should airlines cease operations when it rains? If there is room for
>it, what is difference between cargo and water? Lesson: don't use
>hygroscopic luggage.
>42) See 25
>43) No shit. This was compression side.
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>44) Ditto no shit. This was the tension side. Tell us that the empennage
is
>at the rear of the airplane.
>45) See 25 plus violent yaw ejected interior seats by shearing tiedowns
>46) IE contained fuel
>47) Matter of perspective. Outward and above appears downward.
>48) NTSB found cartoon to be intriquing
>49) Tell us about what Robt. Francis said and recanted
>50) And the grass is green in July and the pope is Catholic and water
>doesn't hurt the rhubarb and bears shit in the woods and ........
>
>Barry, thrown out the obvious and plain nonsense and what is left over?
>You can get over your digital diarrhetic condition and still write a
sensible
>post.
>
>BTW, isn't there a connection between corazon and public service?
How do
>you fit in?
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Wed, 8 Jul 1998 11:53:57 -0700

Subject:
Get serious, get my attention.
In-Reply-To: <35A3B297.4794@worldnet.att.net>
GD>Barry,
>
>In the spirit of debate, let's review your fifty points:
In the spirit of debate, after reviewing your expletive laced, sarcastic
toned, fact deprived response....I'm walking out the door.
Get serious, get my attention.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
>
>1) Total aircraft fragmented. What else is new?
>2) Number three engine fodded when forward fuselage folded back.
What do
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>you expect when engine guts are spread around?
>9) Holy shit. The only place where stresses are "found" is in plastic test
>samples where distortions show up as contours. Do you mean hoop
strains?
>Another way to find stesses is with strain gauges. You have to have
strain to
>assume stresses. One is force while the other is displacement.
>10) How about that, sports fans? An aircraft breaking up made a noise.
>11) Rear location of IE disconnected CVR and FDR from power
source and
>for some strange reason, they stopped working.
>12) See No. 2
>13) Corollary of above.
>14) When any skin peels, it is in outward direction. How does one peel
>skin inward?
>17) Gloryoski. Starboard side was compression side. No wonder, Dick
>Tracy.
>18) Was R2 door aft of fold?
>20) Any section is weak when opposing a greater force.
>21) One in DC-10 caused crash.
>22) What does this have to do with cargo door? I think that a missing
door
>would show up before any takeoff.
>23) Remember a fire in Valujet with a closed cargo door? No wire
>involvement that I know of.
>25) No mystery. Nose tore before CWT event.
>27) Strange that pieces from fold zone should fall first. What do you
>expect?
>28) 96% recovered seems reasonable. What percentage were recovered
>from the battleship USS Arizona? It was in even shallower water.
>29) NTSB is thought to be a bomb.
>31) List all things which are missing and I'll be impressed.
>32) See 25
>33) See 25
>34) See 25
>35) Was not in fold zone.
>36) Most fragmented parts least likely to be recovered
>37) Talk to those in charge
>38) See 37
>39) Tell us about all recovered wiring.
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>40) Wiring is the weak link in all old airliners, not just Boeing.
>41) Should airlines cease operations when it rains? If there is room for
>it, what is difference between cargo and water? Lesson: don't use
>hygroscopic luggage.
>42) See 25
>43) No shit. This was compression side.
>44) Ditto no shit. This was the tension side. Tell us that the empennage
is
>at the rear of the airplane.
>45) See 25 plus violent yaw ejected interior seats by shearing tiedowns
>46) IE contained fuel
>47) Matter of perspective. Outward and above appears downward.
>48) NTSB found cartoon to be intriquing
>49) Tell us about what Robt. Francis said and recanted
>50) And the grass is green in July and the pope is Catholic and water
>doesn't hurt the rhubarb and bears shit in the woods and ........
>
>Barry, thrown out the obvious and plain nonsense and what is left over?
>You can get over your digital diarrhetic condition and still write a
sensible
>post.
>
>BTW, isn't there a connection between corazon and public service?
How do
>you fit in?
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Sun, 12 Jul 1998 10:16:23 -0700

Subject:
Re: From A To Z
In-Reply-To:
<FLIGHT-800%1998071122381276@HOME.EASE.LSOFT.COM>
EB muses:>Why were all of the reports of the streak and of the
explosions
preceeding the eruption of the
>Massive Fireball from witnesses whose vantage point was at or in the
>immediate vicinity of
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>ground/surface level (Meyer's helicopter was only at about 100 feet)?
Why
>didn't any of the
>other aircraft occupants see the streak or any explosions except the
>Massive Fireball? Or even
>report having seen any smoke higher than 7700 feet at any time?
Good questions.
An obvious question is whether all of the streak/explosion observations
were below
>6500 feet - below the top of the haze and if so how that might have
>affected the observations of
>those below and those above.
Good question.
>The result of this re-examination was convincing - to me. Where only
days
>ago I thought it most
>likely that the srtreak was ascending, I now believe it most likely that
>it was descending.
Rivero Alert! Prepare for incoming recitation of eyewitness reports,
selected ones of course that all show fiery smokey trails going up to TWA
800 and blowing it up.
> But I now
>believe the streak was most likely caused by something of about the
same
>nature erupting out of
>a part of the wreckage preceeding the main fuel bearing wreckage that
>thereafter erupted into
>the Massive Fireball.
Makes sense to me, but what do I know?
>The bottom line is that the report of one witness or group of witnesses is
>no more reliable on its
>face than the report of another witness or group of witnesses who saw i
>just the opposite as the
>first. The conflict between Meyer and Bauer illustrates the point. Both
>can't be right. And
>none of us have the right to decree which witness or group is right and
>which is wrong.
Well, the conspiracy guys have a higher decress to call right or wrong.
They're right and you're wrong about sums it up.
>Additonally, aside from the fact that Meyer's specified observations are
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>in irreconcilable conflict
>with his own conclusions, he did irreparable damage to his own
credibility
>by changing his story.
>And even more irreparable damage to his credibility by actively
supporting
>one side against
>another, thereby removing himself from the disinterested witness
category.
Credible to missile guys, as long as he stays on their side; incredible to
objective observers.
>His value to the
>Missile Theory supporters is zero - or less, except to keep them
>supporting a lost cause that
>never had any tangible justification for existing to begin with. Only
>dark suspicions. And
>delusional thinking.
Everybody can't be delusional around here, or is that just my delusional
thinking?
>No tangible and reliable evidence of explosives or sabotage having been
>turned up todate, after
>2 years, it is also my opinion that the cause of the disaster was
mechanical.
Borrrrrring. Sad but true, repetitive truths often are.
>The 2 possibilities
>most intensively examined by the forum are the CWT Theory and the
Cargo
>Door Theory. I
>have no expertise in the mechanical or technical things related to either.
>But I do know that the
>reliability of input of the employees of firms involved in the design,
>manufacture and maintenance
>of the product that allegedly failed is always considered suspect until
>proven otherwise
>regardless of their level of expertise. They are not disinterested.
In fact, very interested, as jobs, money, reputation, and family welfare
are on the line.
> The same applies to
>government agencies having responsibility for the safe design,
manufacture
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>and maintenance of
>products. Non-government lawyers and investigators accordingly
routinely
>rely upon
>independent experts of proven reliability.
Right, too bad NTSB only hires hired guns that agree like Cal Tech and
suppress any contrary evidence like Bruntingthorpe.
>I have no reason to doubt that Stan Martin is top notch at his trade. But
>mechanics are not
>generally considered to be reliable witnesses. Just as there is what some
>refer to as a Cop
>Mentality, there is also what some refer to as a Mechanic Mentality. In
>both cases it's a rigid
>and often completely inflexible way of thinking and acting in their area
>of expertise. Although it's
>routine to interview the mechanics involved in mechanical failure cases
>it's usually preparatory to
>retaining an independent expert. It's not at all uncommon for mechanics
>to rule out the possibility
>of this and that until they've ruled out the possibility of a mechanical
>failure even though the
>accident was obviously the result of a mechanical failure. Based on my
>experience as an
>accident investigator since 1947 on hundreds of mechanical failure case
>I consider mechanics'
>opinions and declarations of fact to be suspect until proven otherwise.
Especially with jobs, money, reputation, and family welfare on the line.
And we would think the same in the same circumstances. Fatal bias. We
all
have it when our ox is gored.
No one insults my wife, sister, daughter or parents, or my profession, eve
if they deserve it. Fatal bias.
>Experienced investigators routinely encounter situations where red flags
>go up without a clear cut
>readily apparent reason. Things somehow just don't seem to fit. That's
>my reaction to the CWT
>Theory.
Most here say same thing and that makes us contrary to government and
that
makes us wackoes and that makes us wrong. Ah, the power of power.
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Center
tank as initial event is bizarre. All the evidence, the sooting, the metal
twisting, the debris pattern, all rule it out. To say center tank was first
thing is to say Titanic sunk because tears appeared in side of ship and
water came in and it sank, and we are looking for the source of the tears
in the side although we know it's a boiler explosion. And the iceberg in
the area is conclusively ruled out as cause because no ice was found in th
lifeboats.
>The Cargo Door Theory, however, appears to me to have far too many
similarities to
>PA 103 and UA 811 to ignore.
Don't forget AI 182! The first and biggest and easiest to show cargo door
since Indian and Canadian authorities said cause was fuselage rupture on
right side forward of the wing in the cargo door area but it was a bomb
that blew it open. (Although sudden loud sound on CVR and abrupt
power cut
to FDR matched DC 10 door caused explo decom sound and did not
match any
bomb sounds.)
>It's my impression Chris Olsson considers PA 103 an open
>and shot bomb case.
But recently said the bomb blew out cargo door, just like AI 182.
>In short, it's my admittedly amateur conclusion that both PA 103 and
TWA
>800 were most
>likely caused by cargo door related mechanical failures similar to UA
811.
AI 182, too.
>The flat footed
>contention of some that UA 811 was not in danger of a similar
decapitation
>gives me a gagging
>sensation and is in conflict with both the pilot's opinion in flight and
>what he said he was later told
>by the experts after their analysis of the structural damage, etc.
It's by people that have no comprehension of forces of 300 knots and the
delicate balance of weight and strength in modern airplanes. Very strong
when things go right, very weak when they dont. Size of explo decom
hole is
the key, 10 by 30 and nose stays one; thirty by forty and nose comes off.
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>It's a safe bet the Missile Huggers will leap upon the last part of this
>posting with mucho chest
>thumping and noise - and that they will studiously avoid any effort at a
>point by point rebuttal of
>the rest. They have no choice - except silence - because they have no
case.
Well, ignorance of points so they can't rebut with facts, but can rebut
with accusations of paid goverment agent nonsense.
Was SC the missile guy serious when he asked if 747 passenger jets have
cargo doors? I think he was and the level of ignorance is chilling. It's
like me asking if missiles go fast.
Regarding missile guy twisted thinking: I guess the SF posting of my July
92 Flying article about 811 and 103 similarities knocked out the
government
paid agent theory and now they found the money scam reason. After they
realize I have received no money and have in fact spent a lot, and have a
documented motive, saving lives in plane crashes because my life was
saved
in one, they will have to find another emotional way to deny wiring/cargo
door explanation. They are also trying with motive of glory which is also
funny since I am vilified or ignored in whatever press that shows interest
Conspiracy guys always look for human motives for events, and they are
always evil motives. It's only funny when they try to find evil human
motives for a machine crash. Evil motives work fine for political
assassinations but not for airplane crashes. That old JTD9A doesn't get
emotionally jealous when the more volatile JetA was used to fill the tanks
in Athens compared to the JFK JetA and did not sulk off and commit
suicide,
leaving a confused note confiscated by the manufacturer to keep secret to
spare the feelings of the other 747 family members, the -200 or -300 or
-400 series.
Well, EB is a wiring/cargo door guy, that's what happens when one is
objective and looks at the trees in the forest of hull rupture in flight on
high time 747s that leave sudden loud sound and abrupt power cut to
recorders. And about thirty other significant similarites too.
To be a missile guy is to look intently at one cup of tea leaves and weave
wonderful entertaining fiction of wishful thinking to an audience of
fearful ignoramuses.
I assume right now the missile guys are choosing the right color shirt to
match their suit so that it appears nice for the TV cameras in their big
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hall they found to replace the small one they had previously rented. Who
is
paying for all that? Where's the money come from?
Well, it's a good thing what they have to say at scheduled press conferenc
is not important so a delay for a few weeks is not critical to aviation
safety.
I remember my haste in putting Exhibit 4A, (when authorized), 8A, and
the
wreckage database on web site of course (and still not available anywhere
else) so that any interested readers might draw some important
conclusions
I might have missed. But then I was interested in preventing death, not
glorying in bright lights and sound bites.
HIRF is a nice mystery igntion source, it's gone, it's invisible, and it
could have happened. Of course NTSB loves it. It's like static electricity
without the humor.
I guess all those thousands and thousands of planes flying around are
immune to it except for TWA 800. Again, right church, wrong pew. It is
electrical problem but not lightning, or static, or HIRF, or laptops or
cell phones, it chafed wiring shorting on a motor, happened before a few
times and happened again.
But, the missile and the HIRF keep the pot boiling, delaying the final
report which will than make the alternative to center tank explanation
guys jobs really hard.
Once the final report is published, it's all over until the next crash of
high time 747 with sudden and abrupt.... By the next President, the new
NTSB Chairman will clear out the desk of his predecessor and start anew
so
that gives a maximum of two years and six months. Probably a lot less as
Hall will want to tie up loose ends which might give surprises when he
will
not have to power to control. I estimate final report issued from six
months to two years.
The only discussion then will be limited to alternative igniton sources,
just like it is now. Just like PA 103 and AI 182 is limited to discussion
as to who could have put that pesky invisible bombs in the forward cargo
holds of high time 747s that had hull rupture forward of the wing and left
sudden sound and abrupt power cut to recorders, and outward twisted
metal.....
Cheers,
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John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Thu, 23 Jul 1998 11:40:50 -0700

Subject:
Grose makes sense
GD>Barry, what are your comments on my conjecture that any electric
motor
>could not be powerful enough to unlock the cargo door while the aircraf
is
>in flight? What was the condition of the locking mechanism in the
UAL811
>mishap?
I replied to that in previous post. I don't know when latches unlatched.
UAL 811 had heat damaged pins as it popped unlatched on ground door,
as
NTSB posits it.
>SM: It took weeks to prove you wrong on that issue and so you had to
>quickly route around the problem and dream up your crumple scenario.
>Proving the crumple scenario wrong derails your entire theory, therefore
>weeks of argument on this issue lead nowhere. You were categorically
>unwilling to give it up, just as you have shown you are unwilling to give
>up your red paint transfer hypothesis despite equally and stronger
>compelling arguments than the balloon popping scenario. You will onl
>"accept" rebuttal if you can route around it and come up with other
>"explanations" that keep your theory alive. The truth of the whole
>matter is, is that your entire theory is based on extremely weak evidence
>that is coincidental in nature and not cause and effect. The coincidental
>nature of the evidence is also not unexpected and/or is inconsequential.
>Since you have dedicated a great deal of effort compiling your 1200
pages
>of balderdash it is simply too much for you to let go. Therefore, for all
>practical purposes, you do not accept rebuttal. It is also very evident
>that the participants of this forum have all told you the same. Where are
>you allies? A few stray supportive emails do not count unless they are
>willing to join the fray and support you. I fully suspect that they
>would/have backed away when faced with factual scrutiny. You still
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cannot
>accept white paint peeled off of red!
Opinion of me noted. Opinion about TWA 800 facts noted. Absence of
facts to
support both conclusions noted...as usual.
RS>Has anybody saved you from certain death
>within two seconds and put his life at risk to do it?
>================================
>
>John,
>
>Cannot help but notice you have crystallized the essence of Christianity
in
>your question. Yes, John, Christ gave us his life so that you and your pil
>could have everlasting life.
I understand the connection betweeen 'saved' and 'saved' and the
spirituality of being connected to all humans by the selfless act of one. I
rule out mystery or religion to explain it and put the answer as science
for ejection seat and human nature to think of me from a special human.
>(The above was said in a spirit goodwill and not meant to be interpreted
as
>a value judgement. I offer it only as seeing a connection to your
>obligation to your pilot and the obligation people feel toward God.)
I understand.
BD>The FBI investigated the possibility that a Phoenix was
>used after Cmdr. Donaldson raised the point last year.
>Of course, the results of their investigation are secret.
Coverup of course. Forget than missile confirmed for FBI is the greatest
news the FBI has had for years and they want it very badly.
And, regarding missile, a bullet from a farm .22 could have brought TWA
800
down if you want to argue devices. It must be assumed, until the streak is
adequately explained, that a missile or destructive object was near TWA
800
near the time and place of the initial event. Now, was it? I say no based
on lack of corroborating real evidence I can see or feel.
It could have been unknown missile, a modified existing missile, an
accidental missile, now, was it? No, it wasn't based on reality of what a
missile shootdown would look like. Where are your matches to other
confirmed airliner missile shootdowns? Use science.
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TT>You get this poor, handstrapped agency that is supposed to
>protect the flying public being so befuddled by various pressures that
>it just couldn't determine for sure what course to follow, so it
>assumed the most obvious - mechanical failure.
There was a fireball, there was soot in center tank, case closed.
> Well, the CFT
>exploded, that for sure, there was chafed wiring here and there, that's
>for sure (but there's lots of other planes still flying with chafed
>wiring, says the defense; the NTSB and FAA did make timely wiring
>recommendations to safeguard the flying public, the IE could have been
>HIRF's or a missile but the FBI won't tell, and research is still
>ongoing to determine cause. If it turns out this way, the NTSB, FAA and
>Boeing all get off the hook. TWA can have some culpability for
>negligence in wiring inspections (but I think they have shown their
>inspections were up to date and revealed nothing out of normal
>parameters).
All that's left is the issuing of the final report and it's all over. What
are they waiting for? Their gravy train can get derailed with delay.
Grose>
3. The inexplicable absence of analysis or explanation for the
>large INDENTATION of the left fuselage forward of the CWT. Though
it could
>support a proximity blast, it also might be due to water impact (if the
>fuselage were to have remained integral until that moment). The issue i
>"Why it has not been openly discussed and explained?" Into this
vacuum is
>drawn the "stuff of conspiracy."
So true.
Grose has his head screwed on right.
>
6. The NTSB Public Hearing in Baltimore last December reversed
the
>long-standing NTSB policy of using those hearings to "hear" and secure
>missing data and information by using it as a Public Telling or
>"announcement" meeting -- declaring what it had already decided had
caused
>the accident. Yet, even in that mode, it was overpowered by the FBI
which
>quashed desired NTSB testimony regarding witness interrogation
techniques.
Bravo!
>Did I abandon my long-standing view supporting the NTSB rationale
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and
>embrace, as a substitute, the two-missile theory propounded by CDR
>Donaldson?
>
>Absolutely not.
Ahhh....
>However, I believe that CDR Donaldson's efforts may well assist in
raising
>legitimate concerns about inadequate analysis and conclusions
regarding the
>CWT theory. There is evidence that appears to oppose the CWT theory
which
>has not been given proper, scientific, open, systematic exposure that
would
>permit (but not guarantee) resolution. Until that process occurs,
>conspiracy theorists will continue to have a field day.
Note how Grose and I agree that strategy should be debunking center
tank as
first event, not pushing missile.
>The best American traditions support the right to be heard -- regardless
of
>competence, experience, or motive. The important point here is that
WHAT is
>said must outweigh WHO says it. Attacking a messenger instead of
listening
>to the message is both historical and hysterical.
Tell me about it. Wiring cargo door messenger is liar, crazy, crook, spy,
and worse....
Well, the pot keeps boiling and that's good. Time is on everybody's side
except passengers.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:
Subject:

Mon, 13 Jul 1998 08:42:27 -0700
HIRF, Ha!
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Posted by me and TT March 26, 1998, three months ago. And power
surge idea
was written on web site over a year ago.>JBS: this should make your
whiskers stand on end, and may, in fact, lend
>credence to your hypothesis. High Intensity Radiated Fields - HIRF's >generated
>by military planes and ships which themselves are shielded from these
>transmissions may interfere with the normal electrical operation of
>commercial airliners.
>
>Tony
Yes, the power surge idea was done a year or so ago.
>j. Electrical power surge from communication radio antenna or power
supply.
It would be more credible with precedent. It's the UAL 811 thing again,
that is my model and it had chafed wire shorting on door motor. I have to
go with the reality. The below hypotheses were written before I went to
Baltimore and heard about the bad poly-x wiring in 747s and other
models,
and two cargo hold electrical fires in early 747s, and seeing water pour
out of cargo hold of Boeing airliner, and Bournemouth 737 fluid into
electrical connector problem. I'm still a cargo door guy but the problem is
bigger, wiring.
HIRF is related to laptop scare of passengers altering nav equipment.
What
a joke. First of all, if a threat is thought to be from ten year old in
cabin playing video game, then fix equipment so it is not affected, then
there are backups of nav equipment to detect differences.
However, however, however, they could be right. I think of my flying day
when my helmet or headset would crackle at regular rate when we were
painted by nearby search radars. We always knew when to expect it and
what
it would sound like because we never liked strange sounds when flying.
I can hear transformers hum on telephone poles. Radios used to crackle b
spark plugs firing. It's everywhere. The brain is the best example; the
electric chair causes HIRF interference to it. Ha!
The book never says what the HIRF turned on or off but at least it talks
about electrical and TWA 800 in the same sentence.
It's the power line cancer thing. It's the cell phone, radar gun cancer
thing. I will add the xray airport scanning device cancer thing to come in
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a few years.
RS>What I cannot figure out is how this connects to the Cargo-Door
theory. I am
>sure it proves it somehow. Did all these guys once fly in a plane that wa
>found later to have a cargo door ? Maybe they once saw an open cargo
door at
>an airport ?
>
>Must be a connection somehow.
Lame attempt at sarcasm. A connection between four high time 747s that
have
hull rupture forward of the wing and leave a sudden loud sound and abrup
power cut to the FDR is not lame, it's real, it's rare, and they are
connected.
MH>Most of the people he bilked were retirees. Many of them had been
listeners of
>the ``The Sonny Bloch Show'' and trusted Bloch with their savings. His
radio
>show had 1.5 million listeners in 200 cities
And they all wanted more than 2% from CD in the bank and got greedy
and now
want reimburement from somebody who feels sorry for them. They were
the
naive, the gullible, and the greedy and got burnt. As usual. Now they can
blame the media, radio in this case.
MH>Obituaries in the News
I like it, let's make it a regular feature. Is it the natural deaths of old
people that are really suicides? Or is it suicides that look like natural
deaths but are really murders? Cool.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Tue, 28 Jul 1998 10:20:18 -0700

Subject:
Headed off at the pass
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="iso-8859-1"
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An email correspondent suggests another alternative explanation for
TWA 800
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
Date: Tue, 28 Jul 1998 11:01:08 -0500
From: Thomas Gandolfo <gandolfo@iamerica.net>
MIME-Version: 1.0
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Possible Cause of TWA 800 crash?
Now that all possibilities have been exhausted, I'll give my theory a shot
What is it that almost all female passenger luggage contains which is
highly explosive?
HAIR SPRAY
Have you ever seen a "potato gun"? I have! It's made-up from PVC pipe
You spray an almost infinitesimal amount of hair spray from a pressurize
can into a chamber of the gun and when triggered it shots a potato the
length of a football field with a horrific "boom".
This is not as far-fetched as some theories I've heard. Just think about
it. Pressurized hair spray is very, very volatile and a piece of luggage
could have pressed-up against another piece of luggage pressing against a
hair spray can nozzle releasing the entire contents into a pressurized
cargo compartment and then any source of heat would set it off.
I'm still upset over that crash with all those beautiful young people
headed to France with their French Club group. It just makes me sick at
heart.
Saddened, Tom Gandolfo
Statement of Jim Hall, Chairman
National Transportation Safety Board
July 16, 1998
The following statement was released today by Jim Hall, Chairman of the
National Transportation Safety Board, following the issuance yesterday o
a
final report by Congressman Jim Traficant of Ohio, on the investigation o
the crash of TWA flight 800:
"I am gratified that, after an exhaustive review of the federal
governmentÌs investigation of the tragic loss of TWA flight 800,
Congressman Traficant has agreed that the inquiry has been thorough and
forthcoming, and that the evidence has supported our belief that an
explosion of the aircraftÌs center fuel tank was the event that brought the
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plane down.
"I am particularly pleased that the CongressmanÌs report endorses the
integrity and hard work of the men and women of the National
Transportation
Safety Board and the many other government agencies that have been
selflessly pursuing the cause of this accident for two years.
"I want to thank Congressman Traficant, a senior member of the House
Transportation Committee, Chairman John Duncan and the committee
staff who
entered this review in an attempt to sort out the many alternative theories
proposed by parties outside the investigation.
"As we approach the 2nd anniversary of this tragedy, I want to assure the
family members of those who perished, as well as all the American peopl
that the Safety Board is continuing to pursue many avenues of inquiry in
assembling the definitive report on the circumstances surrounding the
accident."
- 30 NTSB Public Affairs Office: (202) 314-6100
I'm having trouble telling the difference between the two.
"I want to thank Congressman Traficant, a senior member of the House
Transportation Committee, Chairman John Duncan and the committee
staff who
entered this review in an attempt to sort out the many alternative theories
proposed by parties outside the investigation."
Yeah, right. They really sorted them out.
"Safety Board is continuing to pursue many avenues of inquiry"
Yeah, right, got talk to Goelz who says its ended.
This is Hall's way of heading off a Congressional Inquiry off at the pass.
He can now say it's already been done. Another way through has been
closed.
Well, onward.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Tue, 28 Jul 1998 23:43:13 -0700
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Subject:
Hmmm....They quit talking abruptly
by Robert Davey
editor@villagevoice.com
A Flight 800 crash investigator has told
the Voice that TWA recently
challenged the National Transportation
Safety Board's interpretation of the last
complete line of data taken from the
plane's Flight Data Recorder (FDR),
saying that the software used to analyze
the data is outdated and unreliable. The
747 went down off Long Island on July
17, 1996, killing all 230 people aboard.
The NTSB says the crash was caused
by an explosion in the plane's center
fuel tank, but has been unable to
identify the source of the spark that
ignited the explosion.
The NTSB published its findings late
last year, in a report written by Flight
Data Recorder Group chairman Dennis
Grossi. But the questions raised by
TWA prompted Grossi to invite a TWA
engineer to visit the NTSB's lab in
Washington to review the raw data as it
was retrieved from the FDR's magnetic
tape. That meeting was set for last
week. If TWA remains unconvinced
that the NTSB position is correct, the
investigator said, the NTSB may call
the entire FDR Group back to
Washington. In that case, group
members (including representatives
from TWA, Boeing, the Air Line Pilots
Association-and in this case, the FBI
too) will get another shot at explaining
what the information on the FDR tape
means.
At issue is the significance of the last
line of data, which contains several
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values that pilots say are impossible for
a 747 in flight to generate. The NTSB
says these values are garbled and
useless data left over from a previous
flight. But retired Navy commander
William S. Donaldson insisted at a
Washington press conference in January
and again on July 20 that the last line of
FDR data is indeed from Flight 800 and
that the values recorded are evidence of
the explosion of a missile warhead
outside the airplane. (See Voice,
July 21.)
TWA spokesman Mark Abels declined
to comment. Peter Goelz, managing
director of the NTSB, did not return a
call seeking comment.
This document last modified Tuesday, July 28, 1998, 1
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Thu, 16 Jul 1998 13:03:13 -0700

Subject:
I predict
I predict the sun will go down on the evening of 17 July as seen from
Long
Island.
Whoops, tell a falsehood. Actually the sun stays exactly where it is, it
does not 'go down.' It does not 'come up.'
Well, facts and science, let's be precise from the start.
Sun disappears from view at 20:19 at sea level from Long Island.
If anyone has a camera, take pictures of 747s from Long Island as they
depart JFK. Send them to us for analysis.
Look for glint/flare/glare as 747 climbs into sun and sun angle gives
reflection. You'll have to wait for it, it only lasts a few seconds.
Imagine seeing a six foot missile from ten miles away. Imagine seeing a
fifty foot missile ten miles away.
Try to determine altitude direction of 747s you do see based on visual
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image.
See how quickly you can visually lock on image of 747 ten miles away as
you
know they are out there someplace. It will take many seconds as the
sound,
if you hear exhaust, will be way behind actual plane.
Guess when plane is at altitudes of 13700 feet and 7500 feet from ten
miles
away looking at plane in flight.
And then report your results as you actually saw them, not the
interpretations you think up afterwards.
EB misquotes>JBS has loved my repeated demonstrations that the streak
seen
by the witnesses invariably
>tracks to that place in the sky where the Massive Fireball then erupted
Absolutely wrong. Find any statement ever where I said streak went to
fireball. Never. Get it right when you quote.
I said streak went all which ways. And you can find lots of those quotes.
Get it right when you quote me.
Streak source started from initial event and lasted to be seen for about a
minute after as it spun/floated/gyrated down to sea from 13700 feet. Whe
seen by air or ground depended on their angle and distance giving
different
directions and durations.
> Are we to believe the metal just happened to
>wind up where the Massive Fireball then erupted? Isn't it far more likel
>that the streak was
>more intimately connected with the eruption of the Massive Fireball?
No an no.
The streak did not end in fireball. The streak has nothing to do with
fireball. If no fireball, streak still occurs. If no streak, fireball still
occurs, they are independent of each other. They are not cause and effect
directly.
> JBS simply snorted. No clarification. No other input. He had his
>streak source. Case
>closed. Mind closed.
EB tosses> tossed out a couple of things to try to
>get some ideas flowing - fireworks setting off a fuel cloud and fire
>erupting out of the front of the
>"airplane" part of the wreckage after the fuel/fumes exposed by wreckag
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>tearing open the front
>of the CWT was ignited by wreckage slamming around it, which flame
then
>streaked to the fuel
>cloud.
Absolutely untrue. I examined all those at length and posted examples of
why they were not streak, mainly based on my experience lighting fuel
vapor
clouds with afterburner in my RA 5C, and watching inflight fires on other
planes.
For some reason, most here don't listen to me, or when they listen forget,
or when they remember, get it wrong.
Before telling me I'm wrong, best to ask why I say something.
>We know the witnesses saw a streak. Why the reluctance of all
concerned
>to consider possible
>causes of the streak that don't suit their own personal agenda? I do not
>believe JBS' ZipBoom
>position about the streak is logical - because of the Boom connection. I
>believe JBS is just as
>mistaken about his ZipBoom mini-theory as he was about Wrong Way
Corrigan.
>Let's see if
>anyone else any longer gives a damn.
Elmer, get it right I have never ever had streak going to, ending in,
fireball/explosion, ever. Got that? Get it right. Don't assume I believe
something and then base rejection of my explanation based upon your
poor/wrong assumption.
It makes no sense, why would wiring/cargo door ever have streak end in
fireball? Wiring/cargo door has shiny piece of metal spinning way
reflecting light and floating down to sea, probably far way from fireball.
You are getting as self contradictory as the missile guys. Analyze my
written statments.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Sat, 18 Jul 1998 21:01:08 -0700
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Subject:
Agree with me
>If Witness C alias Witness X exists, which remains to be seen, it
>certainly appears that what he says he saw via Stalcup is consistent with
>with what Witness Meyer says he saw - and vice versa
>http://members.aol.com/bardonia/meyer.htm 2 QUICK "ORDN
>CE" LIKE EXPLOSIONS FOLLOWED ALMOST IMMEDIATELY
BY THE ERUPTION OF THE
>MASSIVE FIREBALL - ALL AT ABOUT THE SAME ALTITUDE
- OVER A MILE LOWER
>IN THE SKY AND 20-36 SECONDS AFTER THE
DECAPITATING EVENT HAD
>ALREADY OCCURRED AT 13,700 FEET.
EB said that. Anybody that agrees with that agrees with me.
Can we agree that one of the fireballs was the center tank exploding? I ca
live with that. Fireball+center tank half singed equals center tank
explosion...... OVER A MILE LOWER IN THE SKY AND 20-36
SECONDS AFTER THE
DECAPITATING EVENT HAD
>ALREADY OCCURRED AT 13,700 FEET.
Not my caps, sorry, just quoting EB.
OK, press conference on 20th. Hello missile guys with contacts to the
press
conference. Here are three suggested truths to state to the media world
that demand comment from authorities. 1. Center tank exploding on its
own
at 13700 feet at 20:31:12 is not correct. 2. Center tank did explode but
later. 3. Alternate theories have not been properly investigated, missile
shootdown of course, and one which is absolutely wrong but it still could
have happened since it happened before and has not yet been properly
investigated, wiring/cargo door theory. And then add sabotage at JFK for
Sammy, external fuel explosion for GD, terrorist missile to MHull, friend
fire to IG and MR, any missile to BD MD, meteor to Davias, HIRF to
Elaine
Scarry, and wiring/cargo door to JBS, John Barry Smith.
If asked what the heck wiring/cargo door nonsense is all about, refer them
to www.corazon.com.
And then we are joined for at least three truths.
It's an opportunity to advance with an ally. An unwilling ally but that's
why we are called allies and not friends.
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Three truths, I agree to them, can you agree with me?
Is it time to fish or cut bait?
Commitment time.
Mention wiring/cargo door...or not, keep silent about an alternative to
center tank as IE that you know is controversial and not yet properly
investigate.
Bob Donaldson knows what I'm talking about. Just because wiring/cargo
door
is weird does not mean it's wrong...or right, it means wiring/cargo door
has not yet been properly investigated, just like wiring/cargo door says
missile has not yet been properly investigate.
Truth Four to agree to: Until the streak is satisfactorily explained and
duplicated the missile shootdown theory needs more investigation and ca
never be conclusively rejected. It's not getting the investigation. Can get
it by NTSB and FBI and CIA and FAA and DOT doing it.
Both theories need more investigation. All alternate theories need more
investigation.
Can you agree on things with me that you agree with yourself?
Both theories need more investigation.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Back to: Top of message | Pre
Date:

Tue, 21 Jul 1998 23:37:15 -0700

Subject:
103 and 182 live
>JBS> 10. CVR sudden loud sound
>GD> 10) How about that, sports fans? An aircraft breaking up made a
>
noise.
>
>JBS: Matches UAL 811, 182, and 103.
>
>Well, that's the question. HOw well do they match each other.
Enough to say they match from common cause. And not matching any
bomb
sounds. But do match explosive decompression sound of DC 10 cargo
door
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opening in flight. Only difference was duration of sudden loud sound and
that was not function of sound source but power cut off time. Regardless,
the duration of four sudden loud sounds ended within a second.
>The cargo door theory does go back some time, but it sounds like
>something somebody thought up as an alternative to the truth.
Really? To me it is boring old happened before truth.
>The book Air Disasters by Stanley Stewart (Ian Allen Ltd, London,
1986)
>has this on page 226, speaking about Air India 182:
>
><< Scientists studying the CVR tapes were also in disagreement
>concerning the final milliseconds of the recording. Some stated the
>trace indicated an explosion at the forward end of the aircraft while
>others declared the findings inconclusive on that count. The recording,
>the dissenters claimed, was more consistenmt with an explosive
>decompression, such as a cargo door blowing out, than an explosive
>device. >>
>
>So, you know, if this is a scamm, it's an OLD scam. I would sure like
>to know who those scientists were or rather what else they did and aid
>before and later.
Sammy, this is a machine here, TWA 800 is a machine. The CVR is a
machine.
The FDR is a machine. We are looking at machines talking about
machines.
The machines said a machine died from a machine death, explosive
decompression. The humans wanted bad Sikhs to blame.
Chart 12 of NTSB Sound Spectrum Study has the four matching sounds
of 182,
103, 800, and 811. Sammy, can your email receive .jpgs? If so, I'll send
you a scanned picture of it.
182 will not die, see below.
103 will not die, see below.
EB now full blown conspiracy guy, opens with insult>JBS speaks like
another
now notorious x Navy Officer:
JBS>"Streak went all which ways and ended all which ways, some at
fireball.
What's the problem"?
>
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>
>EB: The problem is it's not true.
Hey, all I know is what the eyewitnesses told the FBI guys who gave
notes
to NTSB who wrote report called Exhibit 4A which said the eyewitnesses
said
the streak tracked to all compass directions and some said it ended in a
fireball but 50 or more said it did not end in a fireball. Now if 4A is
wrong, then it's wrong. Until you present evidence 4A is wrong, then it is
right, and as it turns out, the most authoritative report on eyewitnesses
compared with Rivero's quoting of newspaper quotes.
So, look, EB, if you don't want to believe that the streak tracked
everywhere and ended everwhere, talk to the NTSB about Exhibit 4A. I
didn't
write it to say the eyewitnesses said streak tracked to everywhere and
ended at places other than fireball, NTSB wrote it.
If you think that when an eyewitness is asked how did the streak end and
the eyewitness says a fireball, he's right, and when the next witness says
it ended suddenly with no flash or fireball, that one is lying or wrong,
then go ahead, call them wrong when they say streak did not end in
fireball. But don't call me wrong when I quote NTSB who quotes FBI
who
quotes the eyewitness.
>It would be true to say the streak APPEARED to go all which ways and
>APPEARED to end up all which ways. There was one streak. >It
could not
>and did not go all which ways and end up all which ways.
EB, the conspiracy guys have your mind and your fingers, you are typing
in
caps, can you believe it? Soon, swearing.
Learn 3D space and realize that the shiny metal object spinning away can
appear to go all which ways and end all ways, depending on sun angle
and
viewing angle of ground observer. It could and did go all which ways and
end all ways to observers miles apart looking at reflections.
Take your streak ending battle to NTSB , I'm only quoting. Of course, the
eyewitness reports in 4A all corroborate wiring cargo door explanation
with
color, duration, and directions of streak.
>EB: There are no witness reports in 4A so there obviously can't be
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>credible witness reports there either. The "they" he refers to are not
>witnesses - "they" are the government employees who prepared 4A.
And
>"they" had only the skimpy notes of others
>f the 4-5 minute "interviews" conducted. Garbage in, garbage out.
Which way did streak go is a good simple question and had good simple
answer and was transcribed ungarbled. EB, you are now in the 'they'
calling
game. And 'they' are government employees....like X Files guys?
Asking how streak ended was good question with simple answer and was
transcribed correctly. And when eyewitnesses said no fireball at end, I
believe they mean it. No interpretations, just factual description of
events. Streak start...streak..end.
>Let's see him produce a few witness reports to support his concept of the
>streak.
Are you still nuts? My concept of the streak is what is commonly agreed
upon: a streak of light. Is there dispute about that? I'm not adding
anything like fiery trail or exhaust or white lights or whatever, just a
streak of light.
How it ended I refer to Exhibit 4A which reports the answer to the
question, how did streak end, when asked of the eyewitnesses. Over fifty
said they saw a streak that did not end in a fireball, flash, or explosion.
Many said it did.
And why are you so nutty about this ephemeral streak ending in a
fireball?
What's the big deal about the streak ending in a fireball?
And streak and fireball were two independent activities. There was no
direct cause and effect.
The fireball was at 7500 feet about 30 seconds after nose came off. The
streak was within a minute of initial event time. It all fits.
>EB: Right. JBS is trying to coverup the mess he made out of his effort
>as a "witness expert".
I finally understand all these months the irritation the missile guys have
with you, EB. I'm not a 'witness expert' and never have claimed to be. I
can quote page numbers of official documents. You accuse me of coverup
Well, add that to the list of evil things I'm accused of in this list.
And you wonder why I'm so rude. Ha!
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
Canada still probing
deadly 1985 plane
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explosion
VANCOUVER, British Columbia (Reuters)
-- Thirteen
years after the explosion of a jetliner
flying from
Montreal to New Delhi killed 329
people, prosecutors
hold several investigative reports, a
police spokesman
said Tuesday.
But the official of the Royal Canadian
Mounted Police
declined to divulge the reports'
content or say when they
were filed. Nor would he predict when
the 20-member
task force would complete its probe.
Under Canadian law, prosecutors -rather than, say, a
grand jury -- decide whether to bring
charges.
``We are conducting a thorough and
methodical
investigation and are avoiding public
comment on the
nature of the case in order to protect
the integrity of the
case and any potential future
prosecution,'' RCMP Sgt.
Russ Grabb told Reuters.
Air India Flight 182 from Montreal to
New Delhi via
London blew up off the coast of Ireland
on June 23,
1985, killing all 329 people on board,
278 of whom were
Canadians. Investigators believe a bomb
exploded in the
cargo hold of the Boeing 747, causing
the world's
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sixth-worst air disaster.
The death toll would make the explosion
the deadliest act
ever of aviation sabotage -- if that is
what it was. It
would also be the biggest case of mass
murder in
Canadian history. Authorities believe
the explosion was
one of two bombings that day by
Vancouver-based Sikh
extremists. The other, which took place
54 minutes
before the Air India plane went down,
killed two
baggage handlers at Tokyo's Narita airport.
The bombings were thought to be
intended in part to
avenge the Indian Army's 1984 storming
of the Golden
Temple, Sikhism's holiest shrine.
Some Sikhs have countered those
allegations by
suggesting the bombings were the work
of the Indian
government or rogue elements in the
government's
security forces seeking to discredit
the Sikh separatist
movement.
News reports over the years have said
that investigators
have identified six people, one of whom
is in prison for
the Narita bombing, as being
responsible for destroying
Flight 182 but that there has never
been enough evidence
for prosecution.
Vancouver Sikh leaders, who have widely
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condemned
the attacks, marked this year's
anniversary of the
explosion by demanding that police
either make an arrest
or bring the probe to an end so the
community's image
can be restored.
Grabb said Tuesday police ``share the
concerns of the
community'' but were still collecting
evidence. There was
``no time frame for the approval of
charges, if any,'' he
said.
US, UK agree to Lockerbie
trial in The Hague
LONDON (Reuters) -- Britain and the
United States have
decided two Libyans accused of bombing
a Pan Am
airliner over Lockerbie, Scotland in
1988 can face trial in
the Hague under Scottish law, Britain's
Guardian
newspaper reported today.
The paper said Britain's Foreign
Secretary Robin Cook
and U.S. Secretary of State Madeleine
Albright will
announce the decision simultaneously in
London and
Washington in the next few days.
A spokesman for Britain's Foreign
Office would not
confirm such an announcement is to take
place. ``Our
policy remains unchanged, and that is
Libya must
surrender the suspects for trial in
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Scotland or the U.S.,''
said the spokesman.
The Guardian said Britain and the
United States had
reached agreement on the issue earlier
this month, but
had been unable to announce it until a
new government
had been installed in the Netherlands,
whose approval is
needed for the trial to go ahead.
Dutch Queen Beatrix asked acting Prime
Minister Wim
Kok on Monday to appoint a new cabinet,
the final step
in forming a new government after
elections on May 6.
Libya has said it would hand over the
suspects if a trial
was held in a neutral venue by an
international panel of
judges. Britain and the United States
insist on a trial in
one of their countries.
The U.N. Security Council imposed
sanctions on Libya
in 1992 for failing to extradite the
two men.
UK
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Sun, 19 Jul 1998 13:26:23 -0700

Subject:
Another pleasurable hour ensues...
TT gives performance review of JBS>You pompous ass! You
indefatigable
nincompoop!
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I strongly deny I am indefatigable! Those two times were accidents! And
the
third time wasn't my fault.
> I read the fist two lines of your post and was sick.
Permission to vomit granted.
>These people died as a result of a miscalculation - pure and simple.
You don't know why they died and therefore can not give conclusion of
miscalculation. Pure and simple.
The calculations for Boeing 747 was twenty years and forty thousand
hours.
At twenty five years and 93000 hours all the calculations changed but the
were not miscalculations. A machine did what machines have to do and
always
will do, react to phyical laws. The water had to short the bare chafed
wire. The door motor had to turn to unlatch position. The aft latch area
had to rupture. It's all correct calculations of physical laws. Missile
conspiracy guys need miscalculations by error prone evil humans to make
there belief world, that's why they say the real reason for list is why and
it was a miscalculation and punish those that did it.
The real reason is how and then fix it.
Again the fastasy world of conspiracists meets the real world of physics
and wiring/cargo door explanation. You guys are in the majority.
>Why was this reject from the Iraqi (Iranian) (no difference) fleet allowed
>to be used as a TWA passenger jet?
Why do conspiracy guys always makes statements in the guise of
questions?
Excuse me, conspiracy guys always make statements in the guise of
questions.
I've attached the exact email as I sent exactly two years ago to FBI. I
think I will do that for the archives to show sequence and how NTSB and
FBI
knew early on about cargo door explanation and had opportunity to
thoroughly investigate the prime suspect but didn't.
>Why has your cargo door hypothesis been rejected by every agency
known to man?
Go ask them. I guess/estimate it is because wiring/cargo door for Boeing
FBI, FAA, NTSB, AAIB, CSB is perceived disaster writ large. Careers
ruined,
promotions trashed, reputations besmirched, budgets cuts, share prices
down, and general depression as cruel disturbing truth ignored and hoping
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it will go away. Truth is that door was not supposed to open in flight. It
did. It was supposed to be fixed. It wasn't. It opened again. It was
supposed to be fixed...again. It wasn't. It opened again. And then came
TWA
800. It won't go away, truth can't go away when lies prevail. That's why
AI 182 and PA 103 still, decade later, have active investigations going on
182, 103, and 800 all active, all controversial. 811, all true and
confirmed, all closed.
Rejected by most except the Chairman of the Senate Committe on
Commerce,
Science and Transportation: Text attached.
>Why did you, Elmer Barr, Chris Ollsen, and Dana Scully disappear so
>suddenly when Howard Mann's report appeared on the internet.
Well, I can't speak for the others, but for me, it was to satisfy my guilty
pleasure of screwing with screwy minds, yours. People stop posting for a
few days and it's.....a conspiracy!
>You are a weak old man in search of adventure. Your flying days are
over.
>Go to bed, old soldier. And take you Viagra. You might find something
>you've been missing for a long, long, time - GovOp.
I strongly deny my flying days are over! My daughter wants me to teach
her
to fly and I will.
>This is not a question of Boeing engineering.
Yes it is.
>The damn thing has been the subject of three (four?) blockbuster movies
>and the NASA used it to transport the Enterprise
Typical conspiracy guy mentality, using other opinions for confirmation o
internal opinion and ignoring physical laws or reality, relying on
Hollywood movie producers to decide safety of a type model aircraft. Ha
It's sheep mentality, everybody is doing it, it must be safe. It's the herd
thinking, get to the middle, get to the middle.
>Could you resaonably expect this plane to endogenously self-destruct
on a
>normal flight to France when other 747-B100's moved through the exact
same
>flight path that same day?
Yes. It did in reality, that helps logic along. And has before, that helps
too. Actually twice before exactly 182 and 103, and three times very clos
by adding 811. Four times the event you generally describe happened, sel
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destruct with other 747s nearby.
>People saw something happen to this plane, something that the NTSB,
FBI,
>CIA, Trafficant, the Clinton administtstion, are all hiding from.
>
>Think basics dudes. Then you might find the truth!
>
>Tony
Basic to the bascis for conspiracy guys means ignoring science and
thinking evil humans. Then it all becomes clear. From eclipses to
earthquakes to stock market to ratings sweeps, it's all human evil acting
out. Maybe a few voodoo model 747s with special pins can be sold to you
myth oriented primitives. Government officials may be hiding from som
things but it sure is not a missile shootdown by the US Navy of TWA
800.
Real civilized persons ask of theory offerers what do you have, where is
it, how many do you have, what color is it, when did you get it. Those are
real questions that if the real answers are missing the real person walks
away.
Primitive savages love, well maybe he did this or she did that and they ar
doing this but you don't know about it because they are hiding it from
you....let's go to war!
The real evil of the conspiracy guys is they are violence provocateurs. It
worked for AI 182 for the Indian authorities against the Sikhs, it worked
for UK and USA against Libya with 103, almost worked against unknown
country for 800, and now is still working for internal civil disturbance
with US Navy missile against citizens.
And the only evidence is an unexplained short duration red orange white
streak in the sky far away. Not enough for me to blame a military defense
force of callous killing of its citizens. But enough for many.
And that's why for me to be willing to associate my wiring/cargo door
explanation with missile to the extent of saying center tank as IE is wrong
and alternate explanations have not been thoughougly investigated is so
difficult for me. It is a real shame test. How bad do I want the
wiring/cargo door fixed? Well, enough to ally myself with dangerous
irrational people called missile conspiracy guys, at least temporarily.
Actually it hasn't happened yet, it takes two to ally.
TT loves playing pilot with jargon>You may say, " This one bought the
farm." But I say , " NO!"
Caps noted so I guess you really mean it, as opposed to other words you
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said that had no caps so you were just fooling around. And by the way,
'buying the farm' applies to crews on planes that get shot down by missile
too. And the plane does not buy the farm, the crew does. The crew of
TWA
800 bought the farm. Yes.
SC>Bob D, I certainly appreciate being invited to the AIM Conference
tomorrow.
Hey, how about me?! I wasn't invited? I asked and.....I guess... you don't
want me....I was so looking forward to it...gosh, I'll just have to try to
get my money back on my nonrefundable tickets....well, maybe I could be
in
the audience at the conference....no, every person will probably have colo
coded badges and none for outsider like me....maybe I can watch on large
screen closed circuit TV outside on the lawn....naw, the security guards
would run me off, I guess I'll just have to stay here and watch it on NBC
CBS ABC CNN BBC AP....
SC understands media pressure for ratings to ignore hot stories by
blacking
them out>I'd expect a media blackout over the press conference since new
info is
>promised.
Illogical, irrational, and emotional explanation for rebutting evidence.
Everyone is against me, government and now the media who will 'black
them
out.' Typical missile guy conspiracy thinking.
I stick to the human emotion of no one works very hard to destroy
themselves and that's what I may be doing by presenting wiring/cargo
door
explanation to people who really really do not want that to be true. So I
understand their reticence to thorougly investigate and do not impute evil
motives, just normal human nature to avoid trouble and wiring/cargo doo
is
trouble, big trouble for everyone.
But, somewhere out there, is a principled human safety person official wh
puts safety first and career and reputation second. He or she will pursue
wiring/cargo door as long as the facts hold up. And they do. I have no
faith me, but much in the evidence.
Fifty attached.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
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Text of 12/19/96 email Senator McCain:
Dear Mr. Smith,
Thank you again for contacting me with your concerns regarding the
potential hazards involving Boeing 747s.
As you know, I have passed the information you sent to Chris Paul and
he has informed me of your findings. I have since forwarded the material
you sent to the Commerce, Science and Transportation Committee for
their
review.
Again, thank you for contacting me. I am always glad to have the
opportunity to be of assistance.
Sincerely,
John McCain
U.S. Senator
JM/jes
7/19/ 98To: newyork@fbi.gov
From: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Crash Theory
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:
I have a reasonable explanation for the cause of crash of TWA flight 800
May I speak with someone involved with aircraft accident investi.gations
I
have extensive aircraft experience and am a retired military officer. It's
worth listening to.
email at barry@corazon.com
phone 4086593552
address 551 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley Ca 93924
Facts for missile guys to ignore.
1. right horizontal stab has red paint smear
2. stator blade in right horizontal stab behind engine number 3
3. inward crush top of cargo door
4. top of cargo door attached to hinge
5. petal shape of rupture area around aft midspan latch
6. missing pieces of forward cargo door include locking handle, latching
pins, overpressure relief doors, midspan latches
7. rectangle visible of explosive decompression zone of outward peeled
skin
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on right side forward of the wing on right side
8. downward movement of floor beams near cargo door
9. hoop stresses found
10. CVR sudden loud sound
11. FDR abrupt power cut
12. missing turbine blades in engine number 3.
13. soft body impacts on blades in engine number 3.
14. outward peeled skin near top of nose, under belly, and in cargo door
area.
15. red paint smears above cargo door on white paint
16. soot on most blades of engine 3.
17. starboard side more damaged than port side
18. intact R2 door near shattered cargo door.
19. poly x is known to be susceptible to chafing and present
20. section 41 is known to be weak
21. history of cargo door openings in past in various airliners
22. EPR problems on aircraft before or during fatal flight.
23. fires in forward cargo hold in the past on Boeing 747s.
24. vertical tears in fuselage skin forward of the wing on the right side
25. singe marks on right side of fuselage show burnt skin, then abruptly a
tear line there are no singe marks
26. red paint rubbed off revealing white paint underneath on skin above
cargo door area
27. first pieces off plane came from forward cargo hold just forward of th
wing
28. at least nine missing never recovered bodies, just fragments
29. initially thought to be a bomb
30. wreckage debris shows cargo door shattered in many pieces
31. aft portion of forward door which includes aft midspan latch and
locking handle missing from recovery effort
32. no soot on maintenance hatch
33. no soot on front spar of center wing tank
34. no burned bodies forward of the wing and very few burned at all
35. aft cargo door sill, latches, and locks recovered
36. forward cargo door sill, latches, and locks not recorded in data base
37. no orange zone pieces recorded in database
38. no orange zone discussion in public record other than identification
39. chafed to bare wires found in cargo door area
40. wiring defects found on Boeing airliners
41. water observed pouring out of forward cargo hold of a Boeing airliner
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cargo holds have bilges.
42. no soot on keel beam forward of the wing
43. compression fractures right side forward of the wing
44. tension fractures left side forward of the wing
45. seats in the rows in the explosive shatter zone above cargo door are in
red zone and not sooted
46. aft cargo door sill is sooted
47. many witnesses said they saw downward streak that was red-orange
48. NTSB official said possibility of forward door popping open was
intriguing.
49. FAA official said, then recanted, that paint smears and structural
deformation indicated outward explosion.
50. initial event time was 20:31:12 at 13700 on 17 July 1996 eight miles
off coast of Long Island.
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Wed, 15 Jul 1998 00:49:03 -0700

Subject:
All explosive decompressions look like bombs
Meyer quoted by SF> He said it followed 'the sort of course and
trajectory that you see
>when a shooting star enters the atmosphere.'
> He said, 'Almost immediately thereafter I saw in rapid succession a
>small explosion and than a large explosion.'
Love that Meyer, he's describing a shiny metal object spinning away and
shooting stars alway appear down streaks. And then he sticks with less
than
three to four seconds from streak to fireball, leading to his incorrect
conclusion of cause and effect, although we now know based on fireball
time
and location that he did not see a streak until about twenty seconds after
initial event.
July 20, 1996 to NTB from me below: Three days after event.Got the rad
blip thing wrong apparently but the rest is still correct after all this
time.
New York Times had bomb on July 19th the first and most obvious call.
All
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four wiring/cargo door events all look like bombs to persons on ground,
two
still do.
Too bad Donaldson Et al delayed their press conference for 'a bigger hall
and Duncan and Traficante stole their thunder. Looks like they can rerent
the small hall now since their whole presentation has been rebutted
officially before it got a chance to be heard. I feel your pain.
It turns out delay is a killer in the air with crew and on the ground with
politician/investigators.
MH>Note the unqualified agreement of Bill Serrahn toward Elmer Barr.
This has
>happened several times over the past few weeks and is no accident. Bill
and I
>have already spoken privately about this apparent agreement with Elmer
He
>has gone sideways several times on TWA 800 over the past year, but I
have
>been very tolerant to date.
MH is tolerant of BS thinking for himself...hmmm...who do you think yo
are
MH? His keeper, his dad, he boss, he priest? His mind thinking police
parole officer?
Alert, BS thinking different, BS thinking different! Call MH, thought
police sergeant, take care of it, you've been tolerant of aberrant thinking
too long, BS not responding to private communications, take immediate
action.
Action: BS sent to reeducation camp for some remedial training:
> If I am
>isolated and alone then so be it.
So be it.
>I would like to take this opportunity to distance myself from his stated
>position on this matter.
Distance noted, decontamination procedure started...how far away are
you?
>Therefore any ABSOLUTE
>claims made by either Elmer or Bill are in error and will be proven so
with
>further disclosure.
Explanation for BS deviant thinking...he's a government
disinformationalist. Or he's got some scam going.
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> Elmer has admitted that he has not properly examined the OTHER
physical
>evidence relating to TWA 800. He therefore cannot understand the
>interconnections. His ABSOLUTE and conclusive statements are
made from only
>a small subset of the hundreds of witnesses.
More capitals! Or maybe italics.
MH connects the dots and see conspiracy...as usual.>Elmer's arrival on
this
list coincided with the approximate arrival of other
>missile detractors such as John Barry Smith, Chris Olsson and Dan
Savage. I
>recall correspondance indicating that they all knew one another.
Certainly
>John Barry Smith and Chris Olsson know one another, as I met them
both
>together in Baltimore last December at the NTSB TWA 800 Public
Hearings.
>As a group they represent a concerted effort, using several different
methods,
>to undermine any evidence toward a missile as a causation for TWA
800.
Uh, so? True evidence stands on its own, it doesn't need help. I undermin
fake evidence the only evidence that can be undermined.
And missile guys don't try to undermine wiring/cargo door evidence? I
invite it, relying on the strength of truth, if missile guys are right
about any wiring evidence, it will become apparent.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
To: webmaster@ntsb.gov
From: barry@corazon.com
Subject: TWA Flight 800 Crash Theory Explained
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:
I have a reasonable explanation for the cause of crash of TWA flight 800
May I speak with someone involved with aircraft accident investi.gations
I
have extensive aircraft experience and am a retired military officer. It's
worth listening to.
The cuprit was caught on radar. A radar blip fell with the aircraft, news
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reports state. The cargo door opened inadvertantly and explosive
decomression leading to disintergration of wing storing fuel to fireball.
Extensive research on UA Flight 811, Pan Am 103 and other accidents
has
led me to this inescapable conclusion. I welcome contrary discussion.
Email at barry@corazon.com.
John BarrySmith email at barry@corazon.com
phone 4086593552
address 551 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley Ca 93924
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Thu, 16 Jul 1998 10:25:32 -0700

Subject:
Bumbling bungling
If talking about about a pilot who buys a plane, modifies it, plans the
flight then flies it and everything goes as planned including winds and
fuel rates, then OK, you are talking about Lindbergh...and Corrigan.
If you are talking about a guy who buys a 300$ airplane, makes no mods,
takes off for a flight one way and then flies 28 hours the other way
without planning and makes it, no way.
I based deductions on facts from missile guy who said he devoted much
time
to it. My mistake was to ever believe a missile guys facts.
Lindbergh had no forward visibility as GD said he had. This whole
Corrigan
thing shows how bad memories are.
>In a message dated 98-07-16 09:48:08 EDT,
olsson@GLOBALNET.CO.UK writes:
>
><< I know how much fuel it takes and in 1938, no single engine
ordinary plane
>carried enough fuel to make it from anywhere USA to Ireland non stop.
>>
>
>Anyone ever hear of Charles Lindbergh ??? ... New York to Paris,
nonstop, in
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>1927, in a single engine airplane ... BTW, no mid-air refueling occured
during
>his flight ...
>
>Pepper
CO did not write that I did. And uh, yeah, I have heard of Lucky Lindy.
And
Lindbergh had plane specially made, special fuel tanks, special engine,
special everything, and waited and waited for right weather. Plus physica
conditioning for long awake time. It's the difference between NASA
going to
the moon and weekend rocket modeler.
So everyone who has ever said anything about Corrigan so far has put in
wrong facts except CO and he has not yet been checked.
CO> he intended to make that trip and he did so.
Well, there CO is reading Corrigan's mind contrary to his statements.
The below article gives more facts. I now believe he could have made it
and
done it. He had the experience of making the plane and extending range,
he
had the desire of emulation of Lindbergh, and he had the money by
teaching.
Means, motive, opportunity.
'WRONG WAY' CORRIGAN (1907-1995) - The passing, in December
1995, of
Douglas Corrigan closed a charming chapter in San Diego's aviation
history.
Corrigan's flying career began in 1925 in Los Angeles, when, for two
dollars and fifty cents, he purchased a ten minute sightseeing ride in a
Curtiss JN4D 'Jenny' owned by B.F. Mahoney and Claude Ryan.
Corrigan soloed
in March, 1926, helped out as a mechanic at the airfield, and, when
Mahoney
and Ryan closed their air service, Corrigan was offered a job at their
field on Dutch Flats, on what is now the sight of the main Post Office.
Not long after, Charles Lindbergh arrived in San Diego with the dream
that
Ryan could build an airplane that would fly the Atlantic. Thus came Doug
Corrigan to work on 'The Spirit of St. Louis'. In his down-to-earth
autobiography, That's My Story, Corrigan writes that Ryan's crew were
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given
60 days to design and build the airplane, and were in such a rush that they
often worked past midnight. Corrigan made wing ribs, assembled the win
installed gas tanks and lines, sewed, doped and installed fabric and helped
install the instrument board.
When news reached San Diego that Lindbergh had landed safely in Paris
Corrigan wrote, "... the whole town went wild ... . All the fellows from
the factory and the field jumped into cars and rode through the streets
waving and shouting."
Lindbergh's success inspired Corrigan to duplicate the feat. He obtained
his pilot's license in December 1927, and an air transport license three
years later. He barnstormed for a few years, and, in 1933, for $325, bough
the OX5 Robin that would eventually bring him fame. He worked
sporadically
in airplane factories in Los Angeles and, for Ryan again, in San Diego,
then decided the time had come.
After installing extra fuel tanks and overhauling his Robin in 1936, he
flew from San Diego to St. Louis (as his hero had done), then from St.
Louis to New York. Unable to obtain approval for his flight, he returned t
Los Angeles, worked again for Ryan, and also taught student pilots at
Rolly
Tyce's aviation school in Chula Vista. In 1937, he again flew cross
country, but found it was too late in the season to attempt an Atlantic
crossing, and the federal government was not about to issue him a license
especially since his Robin was a rickety machine and Amelia Earhart had
disappeared over the Pacific earlier that year.
On July 8, 1938, Corrigan departed Long Beach for New York on what h
claimed would be a round trip flight. He landed at Roosevelt Field on July
9, with four gallons of gas left in his tanks. Then, on July 17, 1938,
Corrigan departed on the return trip to L.A., taking off to the east and
continuing in that direction until he burned off enough fuel to make a
turn. He noticed that his top compass was broken, so in the darkened
cabin
he flew what he thought was a westerly course. Throughout the 26 hour
flight, he claimed there was too much cloud for him to see the sun and tel
his true direction. When he arrived at Baldonnel Field, near Dublin,
Ireland, he told officials that he had misread his compass and had meant t
fly to Los Angeles, instead. The Irish are much taken with a good yarn,
especially when told by a transplant from the ould sod, and he was given
hero's welcome.
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He met Eamon De Valera, the young country's Prime Minister, and, in
London,
U.S. Ambassador to England, Joseph P. Kennedy (yes, Jack's dad), then
returned to the U.S. to much acclaim.
The Commerce Department slapped his flying wrist, suspending his pilot
license only for the length of time he was aboard ship on his return to
America. There's been talk in the rec.aviation newsgroups that Corrigan
finally admitted in 1988 that he had made the mistake intentionally, with
hopes of catching on with a new Irish airline. Regardless, Doug Corrigan
story remains a favorite.
NTSB Goelz Village Voice article>Despite this open question, and many
others, Goelz says the NTSB is satisfied with its work and does not plan t
expend more efforts and funds in the attempt to identify what caused TW
Flight 800 to blow up. With the exception of the Witness Group, the
investigation is over, and further studies or analyses will be undertaken
only if new evidence comes to light, he told the Voice.
That's the scary quote, the open active investigation is still ongoing and
NTSB has closed up mental shop. "...the investigation is over..." is what
it says. And that's why they will go to prison some day. "New evidence'
means anything that helps their theory, old evidence is anything that
doesn't.
It's one thing for a safety person to miss a dangerous situation which
results in fatalities. It's another thing to reject and reject attention to
a safety situation which then results in fatalities. The depth of rejection
is key. If lightly brushed off from questionable source the punishment ma
be mild; to reject with flimsy incomplete statements when presented by
aviation professionals over and over again requires punishment consisten
with criminal negligence...but that's up to a jury to decide.
For NTSB to say wiring is bad in Boeing airliners and may have caused
TWA
800 to crash and then reject, ignore, and not act on NTSB discovered
evidence of chafed to bare conductor wire in TWA 800 carcass is crimina
for a safety person.
TWA 800 in NTSB Public Docket Exhibit 9A page 116:
"Some wires found in the section of W480 from forward of station 570 an
identified as BMS13-42A had numerous cracks in the insulation. Most of
the
cracks in this bundle were found to expose the core conductor when
examined
by microscope. Only within five feet of the aft end of the W480 bundle
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from
station 570-900 were insulation cracks found."
Note that BMS13-42A is known faulty Poly-X wiring. Cargo door
location is
FS 560-670 and cracked wires are within that zone. Frayed wires in that
area have shorted before and caused the forward cargo door to open in
flight, NTSB AAR 92/02 UAL 811.
But then, I'm taking like a conspiracy person, bitter and disappointed.
Chin up! They are just good government dedicated employees doing the
best
they can under trying circumstances. Ha! They turn over every stone. Ha
Hall to Scarry> "However, please be assured that the Safety Board is
considering every possible event that could have led to this accident,
including EMI or HIRF. "
Ha!
Missile guys have the attention of the media for another split second on
the 20th, play down missile and play up center tank as not initial event.
If that shown, then they have to bring in other alternatives. But short
sighted, narrow focused missile guys will shoot themselves in the foot
again by wanting it all..NTSB wrong and missile right. Just go for center
tank not initial event. The problem is missile guys want center tank
blowing up at 13700 feet at initial event time, just like NTSB, but missile
guys want missile doing it, not frayed wiring. Missile guys complement
NTSB by providing mystery ignition source, missile. Scarry gives HIRF.
Bomb
gives bomb, they all give mystery ignition source at initial even time and
all wrong. Ignition source occurred about 30 seconds later and thousands
of
feet lower, at the fireball time and altitude. and that's fiery engine
number three.
But enough of facts.
Corrigan is much more interesting than bungling bumbling government
officials.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/
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Date:

Thu, 23 Jul 1998 19:43:17 -0700

Subject:
Boring facts, again, sorry...
JBS>>Opinion of me noted. Opinion about TWA 800 facts noted.
Absence of
facts to
>>support both conclusions noted...as usual.
>
>SM: Opinion of you noted by you and disregarded. Opinion about
TWA800
>facts noted while sound technical interpretation of the facts disregarded
>by you. Absence of facts to support both conclusions noted...as
>usual.--Is nothing more that your wish. You don't know how to deal
with
>sound technical rebuttal other than above comments. Face it Barry, you
>website is void of sound technical interpretation of the facts. You don't
>know enough to even know the difference. The members of this board
keep
>telling you so and you simply don't listen. That is why you are labeled
>the internet kook and a disinformationalist. Even those that once
>supported you have now abandoned you. That is because you have an
absence
>of facts and they have noted it---as usual. You simply have an abundanc
>of unqualified, unsubstatiated opinion that only you declare are "facts".
>How is it that you have made it to virtually everyones delete before
>reading list. Fact it Barry, there is no one listening to you anymore.
>You have presented your case ad nauseum and the public has spoken to
you
>and you remain deaf.
>
>>>The best American traditions support the right to be heard -regardless of
>>>competence, experience, or motive. The important point here is that
WHAT is
>>>said must outweigh WHO says it. Attacking a messenger instead of
listening
>>>to the message is both historical and hysterical.
>>
>SM: Does that mean the courts are wrong when certify the experts
>(messengers) before accepting their testimony? Who says it is extremel
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>important. It is all about creditbility.
>
>Sorry, Barry, but that above comment is stupid.
>
>Stan
Well, first, silly person, the last paragraph with nice word play with
'historical and hysterical' was a quote from Vernon Grose.
Your whole paragraph is an example of how not to reply to rebuttal. You
keep on talking about me, thank you very much, but not much, in fact,
little about TWA 800. Unclear on concept of TWA 800 Flight discussion
list.
>Fact it Barry, there is no one listening to you anymore.
Fact it SM, there is someone reading your posts and noting your fast
typing
and no going back and correcting errors such as 'face' and 'fact'. I hope
you don't work that way on planes.
Let me see some factual rebuttal to these fifty facts below which strongly
support wiring/cargo door explanation, then I spend time on it.
Pick any one, pick a couple, pick them all. But they are facts, cold
emotionless facts.
1. right horizontal stab has red paint smear
2. stator blade in right horizontal stab behind engine number 3
3. inward crush top of cargo door
4. top of cargo door attached to hinge
5. petal shape of rupture area around aft midspan latch
6. missing pieces of forward cargo door include locking handle, latching
pins, overpressure relief doors, midspan latches
7. rectangle visible of explosive decompression zone of outward peeled
skin
on right side forward of the wing on right side
8. downward movement of floor beams near cargo door
9. hoop stresses found
10. CVR sudden loud sound
11. FDR abrupt power cut
12. missing turbine blades in engine number 3.
13. soft body impacts on blades in engine number 3.
14. outward peeled skin near top of nose, under belly, and in cargo door
area.
15. red paint smears above cargo door on white paint
16. soot on most blades of engine 3.
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17. starboard side more damaged than port side
18. intact R2 door near shattered cargo door.
19. poly x is known to be susceptible to chafing and present
20. section 41 is known to be weak
21. history of cargo door openings in past in various airliners
22. EPR problems on aircraft before or during fatal flight.
23. fires in forward cargo hold in the past on Boeing 747s.
24. vertical tears in fuselage skin forward of the wing on the right side
25. singe marks on right side of fuselage show burnt skin, then abruptly a
tear line there are no singe marks
26. red paint rubbed off revealing white paint underneath on skin above
cargo door area
27. first pieces off plane came from forward cargo hold just forward of th
wing
28. at least nine missing never recovered bodies, just fragments
29. initially thought to be a bomb
30. wreckage debris shows cargo door shattered in many pieces
31. aft portion of forward door which includes aft midspan latch and
locking handle missing from recovery effort
32. no soot on maintenance hatch
33. no soot on front spar of center wing tank
34. no burned bodies forward of the wing and very few burned at all
35. aft cargo door sill, latches, and locks recovered
36. forward cargo door sill, latches, and locks not recorded in data base
37. no orange zone pieces recorded in database
38. no orange zone discussion in public record other than identification
39. chafed to bare wires found in cargo door area
40. wiring defects found on Boeing airliners
41. water observed pouring out of forward cargo hold of a Boeing airliner
cargo holds have bilges.
42. no soot on keel beam forward of the wing
43. compression fractures right side forward of the wing
44. tension fractures left side forward of the wing
45. seats in the rows in the explosive shatter zone above cargo door are in
red zone and not sooted
46. aft cargo door sill is sooted
47. many witnesses said they saw downward streak that was red-orange
48. NTSB official said possibility of forward door popping open was
intriguing.
49. FAA official said, then recanted, that paint smears and structural
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deformation indicated outward explosion.
50. initial event time was 20:31:12 at 13700 on 17 July 1996 eight miles
off coast of Long Island.
BD>Chris and Dana are back in full disinformation mode. Spout endless
>technical jargon and distract everyone from the main point. The point
>is not which frequency was used or which specific missile was used.
>The point is that Flight 800 was transmitting a constant ranging signal
>which could have acted to guide a modified anti-aircraft missile to its
>target without external radars from aircraft or ships.
Could have been, but wasn't.
Below to Bob Grant:
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
To: 71762.2034@compuserve.com
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: TWA 800 alternative explanation to NTSB
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:
Dear Mr. Grant, 23 July 1998
My name is John Barry Smith, discoverer and representative of the
wiring/cargo door explanation for TWA 800 accident and others.
Will you ask CDR Donaldson why he does not ally himself with an
alternative
explanation that agrees with him on important points? I agree with CDR
Donaldson that the center fuel tank did not suddenly explode on its own
from a mystery ignition source.
Will you ask CDR Donaldson why he does not name the alternative
explanations such as, meteor, methane gas, HIRF, midair, missile or
missiles of course, and wiring/cargo door, as described in detail on web
site, www.corazon.com. I invite discussion on all.
As long as the streak is not satisfactorily explained the streak as missile
explanation must be explored.
As long as red paint marks were discovered between passenger windows
of TWA
800, and there is outward peeled skin on right side of nose, and there is a
petal shaped bulge rupture at the aft midspan latch of forward cargo door
and as long as those two midspan latches have not been recovered,
examined,
and evaluated, and as long as bare wires were discovered in TWA 800
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cargo
door area, and as long as there is a sudden loud sound and abrupt power
cut
to the TWA 800 flight recorders that matches another wiring/cargo door
accident (UAL 811) recorders, then the wiring/cargo door explanation
must
be explored. http://www.corazon.com/TWA800hullrupture.html
I invite you, Mr. Grant, to explore it with the discoverer.
Should you be interested in being open minded and controversial at the
same
time, relying on facts to back you up, then email me at
barry@corazon.com.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
Quote from TWA 800 Public Docket 516A, Exhibit 9A Systems Group
Chairman's
Factual report of Investigation, Page 47, "A Boeing telefax of June 25,
1997, stated that: The Poly-X wire was used as general purpose wire on
the
RA164 (TWA 800) aircraft. Wire insulation known as Poly-X had three
in-service problems:
-Abrasion of the insulation in bundles installed in high vibration areas.
(This problem was corrected by Boeing Service Bulletin No.
747-71-7105,
Dated July 19, 1974)
-Random flaking of the topcoat.
-Insulation radial cracks in tight bend radii.
Radial cracking phenomenon of the Poly-X wire was mainly associated
with
mechanical stress. Bend radius is the largest contributor to mechanical
stress in installed wire or cable. Presence of moisture in conjunction with
mechanical stress is also a contributor."
Quote from TWA 800 Public Docket 516A, Exhibit 9A Systems Group
Chairman's
Factual report of Investigation, Page 47, "A Boeing telefax of June 25,
1997, stated that: The Poly-X wire was used as general purpose wire on
the
RA164 (TWA 800) aircraft. Wire insulation known as Poly-X had three
in-service problems:
-Abrasion of the insulation in bundles installed in high vibration areas.
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(This problem was corrected by Boeing Service Bulletin No.
747-71-7105,
Dated July 19, 1974)
-Random flaking of the topcoat.
-Insulation radial cracks in tight bend radii.
Radial cracking phenomenon of the Poly-X wire was mainly associated
with
mechanical stress. Bend radius is the largest contributor to mechanical
stress in installed wire or cable. Presence of moisture in conjunction with
mechanical stress is also a contributor."
The Systems Exhibit 9A continues on same page 47, "Evidence of arcing
or
short circuiting was found in the fuselage of N93119, (TWA 800) in
addition
to what was found in the wiring from the raceway below the left cabin
floor
and near the forward wing spar.
The Systems Exhibit 9A continues, page 116:
"Some wires found in the section of W480 from forward of station 570 an
identified as BMS13-42A had numerous cracks in the insulation. Most of
the
cracks in this bundle were found to expose the core conductor when
examined
by microscope. Only within five feet of the aft end of the W480 bundle
from
station 570-900 were insulation cracks found."
(Please note that BMS13-42A is Poly-X wiring. Cargo door location is FS
560-670 and cracked wires discovered are within that zone. Frayed wires
in
that area have shorted before and caused the forward cargo door to open i
flight, NTSB AAR 92/02 UAL 811. Water has been seen pouring out of a
forward cargo bay of a Boeing airliner. Water and leaking electricity mak
a powerful conductor. Both are known to exist in Boeing airliners.)
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Fri, 24 Jul 1998 10:23:16 -0700
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Subject:
Cannibal snakes.
BD about VG> He said
>that he is not fully convinced on either scenario, CWT or missiles, but
that
>there is enough new evidence to warrant further investigation.
Right.
>The NTSB has become politicized and it needs to go back to real
>crash investigations.
Right.
>He stands as an independent
>voice calling for an opening up of the FBI files and full disclosure,
>preferably in Congressional Hearings. This is also what Cmdr.
Donaldson
>seeks.
Me too.
>I respect Dr. Grose for having the courage to speak out and buck the tide
>of ambivalance.
>
>Bob
Only the indifferent are the enemy.
> We should support Dr. Grose's position
Right.
But....unless a guy is firmly missile guy, the missile guys eat him, like
the cannibal snakes they are. How soon before accusation is make that
Grose
is a plant, a spy, a govop, a liar, a cheat, a dupe for the conspiracy? Oh,
it's already happened. Ha!
Grose would be a good spokesperson for the alternate explanations to
include meteor, gas, missile, and wiring/cargo door. But, the missile guys
want him all for themselves, selfish as they are, and end up with nothing.
TT>did you really expect
>anything less from Barry, the traveling medicine man (and gov-op)!
I strongly deny I am a medicine man!
>He is as believable as the eminent Dr. Vernon Grose. In fact, I think
>they must visit the same cigar club, because they both change their
>minds indiscriminantly
I thought I was the guy that never changed his mind..missile guys, get you
slurs straight.
GD>Where would the FLIR data be without Bill's introduction?
Still hidden from prying eyes.
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MR gives an inch> Given that a missile rupturing the hull of TWA 800
would
produce the
>sound of a ruptured hull, I am not surprised to see similarities
>in the sounds.
JBS takes a mile> Right, my position is forward cargo door opened in
flight, proved by visible and audible evidence. Now, everyone gets to
conject why. Missile, bomb, wiring, pneumatic overpressure, shifting car
etc. Once door opens in flight the evidence is there to support destruction
sequence once huge leap of belief that a huge hole in the side of a nose of
a plane going 300 knots comes off.
But why did door open? I offer boring precedent for high time 747s
sudden
loud sounds. But the missile guys can off Vincennes/Airbus and sudden
loud
sound might be strucural decompression caused by external source. That'
why the CVR andFDR of missile shootdowns is important for matching.
As in matching fingerprints, matching DNA, matching footprints,
matching
flight recorders. I have four CVR and four FDR that match, now which se
of
recorders is telling the truth? 182, 103, 811, and 800? I vote for 811.
Bomb, bomb, wiring/cargo door, center tank, missile, pays your nickel an
takes your choice.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
And the band marches on...below.
WASHINGTON, July 23 -In a new response to
the explosion of TWA Flight 800, the
Federal Aviation Administration
announced Thursday a new series of
inspections, tests and replacement work
inside the center fuel tanks on older
Boeing 747s. The latest proposed
airworthiness directive would apply to
251 planes.PREVIOUSLY, the FAA had proposed or
put into effect inspection and
replacement
programs dealing with wiring and
equipment
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outside the tanks.
TWA Flight 800 was flown on a
Boeing
747-100 series, an original model of
the aircraft.
All 230 aboard died in an explosion
shortly after
the plane took off from New York en
route to
Paris. Investigators believe it was
triggered by a
spark inside the center fuel tank.
Among the new demands: an
inspection of
the center fuel tank, tests of its
components,
separate measurements of the
insulation in the
fuel measuring system, replacement
of fuel
probes and the installation of flame
arresters on
scavenger pumps on 214 of the aircraft.
The FAA intends to complete
the order after
a period of comment from the
airlines and
analysis by the agency.
Some of the actions are in
response to
recommendations made by the National
Transportation Safety Board, but
others do not
fully satisfy the board's requests.
For example, the NTSB recommended
periodic inspections of the center
fuel tanks, "but
for the time being, the FAA is
proposing a
one-time inspection to address the
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potentially
unsafe conditions," an FAA statement
said.
Costs for the work, which
will have to be
borne by the airplanes' owners,
would vary from
$28,000 to $63,000.
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

barry@corazon.com

Sun, 12 Jul 1998 21:38:28 -0700

Subject:
Dance with who brung ya
BS>I guess that you believe it's most important to
>dance with the one that brung you, no matter how ugly he is, and after
all,
>JBS does need at least one friend.
Hey, BS, tell SM to dance with me, I brung him.
Again, the conspiracy mentality shows. When confronted with
independent
thought of a year for a person who makes a tentative judgment, contrary t
missile guys, the immediate thought is not what evidence did he use, but,
who is he allied with? And the the usual contradictory conspiracy thinkin
of EB and CO and SM were brung by cargo door guy and for a year all
three
were not cargo door guys and now one may be while the other two are
not and
yet, the choice was not be evidence but by who brung who even with two
others staring in the face who are not cargo door guys.
Selective perception of facts excluding reality, and that's why conspiracy
thinking is to dismissed.
> true colors and agenda.
Add 'agenda' as another buzz word for conspiracy nuts.
>Stan Martin has taken a lot of time to explain 747 technical issues and
the
>structure and workings of the door and it's surrounding fuselage.
But not BS. I don't use Kallstrom as expert who rebuts missile, I use lack
of evidence, not 'experts'. I had an 'expert' mechanic not tighten a
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titanium bolt on a GE J79-8 engine during overhaul, it came loose into
engine and almost killed me and did kill pilot, don't use 'experts' to try
to persuade me to anything.
And by the way, SM does a good job of explaining the way things are
supposed to mechanically work, and usually do. A poor job of explaining
things when they don't do as they are supposed to do, that's accident
investigator's job, not mechanics'.
>I wouldn't go
>around claiming Stan is biased just because he works for an airline.
That's because your life is not on the line if it's a wiring/cargo door
problem as SM probably correctly does.
>His
>postings here were mostly educational
Now, that's funny. Every other sentence is arrogant insults. You must DB
him too.
>just kept posting his (JBS) 50 points or so no matter what.
Well, if you insist, I'll append them; And for SC, yes passenger 747s have
cargo doors.
>Elmer, I think that you went off the reservation in endorsing JBS's cargo
>door scam, but, like I said, the poor guy needs at least one friend.
Twit, I am in correspondence with many proponents of the wiring/cargo
door
explanation, just because none are in this den of conspiracy snakes does
not mean none exist. And friendship has nothing to do with aircraft
investigations, but again conspiracy guys always see things in terms of
human emotion, fine for love but not for machines. Note term of
'reservation' implying shunning and rejection from home for believing
contrary to missile, nothing about evidence, only human emotional
blackmail. Like, oh missile guys are not going to like EB anymore since
he
said of two mechanical explanations for TWA 800, cargo door seems
more
likely than CWT.
> moving forward with your agenda.
BS needs to address some issues about using cliches as he moves forward
with his agenda while sending a strong message....that he thinks in
stereotypes and writes in buzz words.
Timing: IE at 30: 12, call from Eastwind of fireball 30:50, there is the
time from IE to MF, 38 seconds minus about two for thought to call
Center
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and report it, so 36 seconds is about the right time from IE to MF.
CCW yaw, of course CCW yaw, recoil effect of explosive decompression
to the
right when door ruptures.
>Meyer's comments on falling bodies can be
>substantiated in my mind.
A mind that can't calculate time/rate/ and distance. It was all over in a
minute or two. From IE to last sock landing in water, it was over in less
than two minutes. No way Meyer gets there in two minutes.
>In this
>respect he agrees with the government coverup position.
Ah, that explains it, the coverup, always there to fall back upon when
facts contradict.
MR avoids name calling:
>damn government liars
> government spooks
MR ggggets uuuupseeetttt>ffrankly, the more it goes
>on the more pissed off we get.
And you ain't gonna take it anymore!
MR then uses bandwidth to again repeat many many eyewitness reports
gleaned
from newspapers gleaned from reporters gleaned from people but gosh,
none
from Exhibit 4A.
MR explains it> Let's say that a boat (or the much hypothesized surplus
Russian
>Diesel/Electric submarine) with a launch rail and radar acquisition gear
>has sailed along the coast of Long Island and flipped a shot off at
>the 747.
Let's say pigs fly.
MR quotes and knows inside the mind of eyewitness although Bauer
never has
said such a thing>Chris Baur knew it
>was a missile immediately.
MR then goes on to describe what should have happened when plane
crashes
off East Coast, and when it didn't go his way of military action, then
that's proof of coverup. Hmmm...strange logic there, if people don't act
like I think they should act, they are covering up something.
> It is inconceivable that the U.S. Navy missed the launch of a missile
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>that took place in the middle of a test of a system that detects missile
>launches.
That should tell you something,Mr. military expert. No missile.
MR goes from predicting military Naval action to FAA controller action>
At
the very least, the FAA, with a dead 747 and evidence of unknown
>traffic in the area on the radar scopes, should have, as a reasonable
>precaution
And since they did not do what MR thinks they should have done....they
were
covering something up!
> But there was no search for the source of the missile. There was no
>increase in alert level. And while the wreckage of flight 800 burned on
>the water, passenger jets cruised the airspace overhead.
>
> None of the reactions that should have followed the launch of a missile
>from an unknown source happened. None.
Well, there you have it, proof positive, coverup. Obvious really. Why not
catch mobsters that way too, Big Wally did not do something when
something
happened that MR said Big Wally should have done and that proves Big
Wally
is a mobster.
And of course MR don't know dick about Navy and FAA policies but so
what?
The dog did not bark.
>
> Ergo, the source of the missile was already known at the time.
I love it when you speak Latin to me, it makes you seem so smart.
> There is little more a citizen can do.
> Stan Clark
Except research, reading, and rigorous reasoning. Like learning about
747s,
for a start.
EB dances with me>JBS
>has always been a pain in the ass to me because of the way he smugly
>rejects things without
>clarifying why.
You're wrong.
> I'd really like to see her
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>bite JBS in the balls.
Dancing....ass...balls, dick...hmmm...this discussion has taken a decidedly
homosexual turn. I did not start it but hey, guys, can't we all just get
along, come on over to the house, have some coffee, have a litlle heart to
heart, share some life experiences, get close to each other, and maybe just
maybe, share a moment together? Yes, let's get in touch with our feelings
I'll let you touch mine if you let me touch yours. I don't know, you boys
play pretty rough with all your swear words and all. I might be in a
'hostile enviornment' and I'd have to sue for harassment.
Metaphors are so revealing.
TT confuses 'evidence' and 'interpretation'...as usual.>But not before
damning evidence of an external compression event
>leading to the destruction of the plane occured, and was recorded by
>the FDR.
RH adds a few hundred to Salinger's 154>There's only one scenario that
fit's the evidence. It's the missile
>scenario. 458 eye witnesses and 230 victims are trying to tell you what
>happened to Flight 800.
And a few hundred thousand Catholics seeing the Virgin Mary in a tree
trunk
are trying to tell you about God. They were there, you were not.
Trust the eyewitnesses!
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
1. right horizontal stab has red paint smear
2. stator blade in right horizontal stab behind engine number 3
3. inward crush top of cargo door
4. top of cargo door attached to hinge
5. petal shape of rupture area around aft midspan latch
6. missing pieces of forward cargo door include locking handle, latching
pins, overpressure relief doors, midspan latches
7. rectangle visible of explosive decompression zone of outward peeled
skin
on right side forward of the wing on right side
8. downward movement of floor beams near cargo door
9. hoop stresses found
10. CVR sudden loud sound
11. FDR abrupt power cut
12. missing turbine blades in engine number 3.
13. soft body impacts on blades in engine number 3.
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14. outward peeled skin near top of nose, under belly, and in cargo door
area.
15. red paint smears above cargo door on white paint
16. soot on most blades of engine 3.
17. starboard side more damaged than port side
18. intact R2 door near shattered cargo door.
19. poly x is known to be susceptible to chafing and present
20. section 41 is known to be weak
21. history of cargo door openings in past in various airliners
22. EPR problems on aircraft before or during fatal flight.
23. fires in forward cargo hold in the past on Boeing 747s.
24. vertical tears in fuselage skin forward of the wing on the right side
25. singe marks on right side of fuselage show burnt skin, then abruptly a
tear line there are no singe marks
26. red paint rubbed off revealing white paint underneath on skin above
cargo door area
27. first pieces off plane came from forward cargo hold just forward of th
wing
28. at least nine missing never recovered bodies, just fragments
29. initially thought to be a bomb
30. wreckage debris shows cargo door shattered in many pieces
31. aft portion of forward door which includes aft midspan latch and
locking handle missing from recovery effort
32. no soot on maintenance hatch
33. no soot on front spar of center wing tank
34. no burned bodies forward of the wing and very few burned at all
35. aft cargo door sill, latches, and locks recovered
36. forward cargo door sill, latches, and locks not recorded in data base
37. no orange zone pieces recorded in database
38. no orange zone discussion in public record other than identification
39. chafed to bare wires found in cargo door area
40. wiring defects found on Boeing airliners
41. water observed pouring out of forward cargo hold of a Boeing airliner
cargo holds have bilges.
42. no soot on keel beam forward of the wing
43. compression fractures right side forward of the wing
44. tension fractures left side forward of the wing
45. seats in the rows in the explosive shatter zone above cargo door are in
red zone and not sooted
46. aft cargo door sill is sooted
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47. many witnesses said they saw downward streak that was red-orange
48. NTSB official said possibility of forward door popping open was
intriguing.
49. FAA official said, then recanted, that paint smears and structural
deformation indicated outward explosion.
50. initial event time was 20:31:12 at 13700 on 17 July 1996 eight miles
off coast of Long Island.
> External cause.
Add HIRF gal.
Elaine Scarry
>
> a. Missile guys.
> 1. UnFriendly Fire.
>
a. Now vacant but always looking for supporters
>
2. Friendly fire. Persons
>
a. Michael Rivero, (missing in action, status unknown)
>
b. Michael Sweeney,
>
c. Philip Anderson,
>
d. William Serrahn,
>
e. Richard Hirsch,
>
f. Stan Clark, CEC IOC Test Failure proponent
>
g. (Changed category)
>
h. (Changed category)
>
i. Carl Binns,
>
j. Pepper Kay,
>
k. (Changed category)
>
l. Matthew Maxson
>
m. Tom Shoemaker ( application of high energy inputs into the
>airframe from some uncommon exterior source.)
> b. Meteor guy.
>
1. Person Michael Davias.
> c. Projectile guy. Unfriendly fire.
>
1. Person Michael Hull.
> d. Methane gas burp guy.
>
1. Richard Spalding. respald@somnet.sandia.gov
> e. Local Geophysical Resonance guy.
>
1. Professor Alexandre Siniakov.
> f. UFO guy.
>
1. Gotta be, gotta be...somewhere out there, far away is.. a UFO guy
> g. Laser guy.
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>
1. Jean Gully
>
> Internal cause
> a. Cargo door guys. Persons:
>
1. JB Smith, rupture at aft midspan latch of forward cargo door,
>electrical ...all alone am I...
>
> b. Bomb guy.
>
1. Mr. Sammy Finkelman, PETN had something to do with what
happened
>to the plane, that it was a criminal act, and not an accident, and that the
>scene of the crime was JFK Airport.
> c. Center tank explosion as initial event guys.
>
1. United States of America National Transportation Safety Board
>Aviation Division Aircraft Accident Investigation Branch TWA Flight
800
>event. Mr. James Hall, Mr. Robert Francis, Dr. Bernard Loeb, Mr. Al
>Dickinson, Mr. Ron Schleede, FAA Northwest Region.
>
a. Ignition source for cwt guys:
>static electricity guy,
>voltage jump guy,
>right tank fire guy,
>scavenge pump guy,
>small bomb guy,
>engine number three guy,
>meteor guy,
>fuel probe guy,
>missile guy,
>lightning guy.
> d. Structural sabotage guy.
>
1. Maybe Mr. Finkelman.
>
> Other guys.
> a. The Unstated: Persons
>H. Michael Sweeney
>David Nunnery,
>Danny Cox
>Marshall Houston
>Walter Lee
>Mr. Sivak.
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>Stan Martin
>Ms. Gladkin
>Stan Bernstein
>John Fazli
>Dieter Peer
>Jose Cremades
>Dennis Hudecki
>Oral Deckard
>Cerrept
>Tom Rouse
>Brad Dolan
>Tom Stalcup
>George Donaldson
>Bob Donaldson
>Bob's son.
>
>
> b. The Uncommitted.
>
1. Dan Lester.
>
2. Ian Goddard, the used to be committed, then uncommitted, and
>now maybe back committed, it's hard to tell.
> c. The Unheard.
>
1. Boeing,
>
2. TWA
> d. The Unresponsive:
>
1. NTSB, (We will have public hearing where the public hears us.
We
>don't hear the public.)
>
2. FBI, (We don't know what it was, but we know it's not a bomb o
>missile.)
>
3. FAA, now partially listening, but still not talking.
>
4. Politicians, (everybody be calm, no need to panic.)
>
5. Civil servants. (Servant?)
> e. The Uncomprehending.
>
1. Press,
>
2. TV,
>
3. Radio.
> f. The Unknowing;
>
1. Public.
>
2. Passengers
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> g. The Uncaring.
>
1. Mr. D.
> h. The Unforgiving.
>
1. The Dead.
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Sun, 12 Jul 1998 14:37:33 -0700

Subject:
Deperate missile guy wishful thinking.
RH>There no doubt that we have hundreds of witnesses who saw the
disaster
>from beginning to end
Not true, nobody saw say 20:31:12 and proof is now shown by Eastwind
pilot
at time :50 calling and saying he just saw fireball/explosion...and his
hand was no light switch at instant of fireball...acording to TLC interview
with this 'eyewitness.'
That means that event happened a second or so before voice call making
fireball at time :48, a time that correlates with other data and means no
one saw TWA 800 from IE to fireball refuting wishful thinking missile
statement above.
>There's no doubt that many of the witnesses saw the exhaust of a missile
>move from the surface,
There's no doubt this no doubter makes his do doubt conclusions on
wishful
thinking only. No one saw missile exhaust move from the surface.
>I have to accept what the eye witnesses say because I wasn't there to
>see what they saw.
Me too, brief streaks of light, fireballs, flaming debris all are what they
saw and reported and all correct. Interpretations are open to all,
including conspiracy guys miles away.
>The only thing the hundreds of people/witnesses had in common was
being
>on long Island when Flight 800 went down. I think they are the best and
>most unbiased evidence of a missile shoot down of flight 800.
They are the most unbiased evidence of what they saw in terms of visual
image, duration, color and direction, and the actual object color direction
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and duration is subject to laws of reality, not emotion.
Every time the missile guys refer back to the eyewitnesses it destroys
their story. Kabot was facing wrong way. Meyer contradicts his
interpretations. And all the actual things they could see, streaks going
all which way, red-orange short duration are correct and true. And suppor
shiny metal reflecting red ogange sun. And missile exhausts never look
like
streaks to people ten miles away. Reality again.
You nonshiny metal reflecting light as streak guys are really
stretching...it's flame shooting out of decapitated nose, it's missile
exhaust, it's whatever, anything but the obvious, red orange sun you know
was there, bouncing off shiny metal you know was there, reflecting to
observers you know were there, at correct angle of east to west to east you
know was there, for duration you know was short in all directions you
know
here reported, but nooooooooo, no way.....you couldn't be wrong...noooo
it's got to be something more exciting than the obvious.
And all missiles last for more than a few seconds if you can see them at
all, which means they are very big or the exhaust is very white.
Trying to make a short red orange burst of light into a missile exhaust is
such difficult work because it's impossible...but don't give up. You're fun
to watch with statements like...>There's no doubt that many of the
witnesses saw the exhaust of a missile
>move from the surface,
There's no doubt you can't think straight if you interpret eyewitnesses
reports into that statement.
Also on TLC, the first TWA 800 special has a three second image of
outward
peeled skin and red paint transfers on screen. The second TLC special has
a
few lines of the wreckage database which match the unofficial database s
that confirms the database on website of course is the real one.
Also on TLC the participants like Kallstrom and Loeb and others show
their
fatal preconceived bias towards bomb, then missile, then center tank and
never waver in attempts to prove their theory. All the while saying how
they are turning over every stone.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/
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Date:

Fri, 24 Jul 1998 15:41:09 -0700

Subject:
Donaldson rebuttal
Below is from email correspondent in three emails: 24 July 98
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
Barry, I am listening as this is being written to a national talk show on
which Commander Bill Donaldson is proffering his missile theory,
bolstered
by the radar showing some evidence of a boat that sailed away from the
crash area at a speed of 30 kts., along with witnesses who claim to have
seen something accelerating upward toward the airplane, heard the loud
thumdering noise of a rocket launch, seen the initial explosion and 1.5
seconds later another explosion. The amazing part is how the eyewitness
evidence can be matched to the evidence lying in the hangar, which to my
knowledge is totally lacking any evidence of a high explosive residue.
Could this tactic be for the purpose of totally confusing the issue so that
people will no longer know what or who to believe? He is saying that the
blast form the rocket (missile) was so great that it was causing the floor
of a witnesses porch to vibrate! And this was prior to the explosion! This
thing is getting extremely corrupted and polluted.
ps: I am getting the feeling that these conspiracy people are
reaching...trying to somehow connect TWA 800 and other bombings all
together with some sinister plot against the American people. They are
desparately trying to inject politics into the mix, and it is becoming so
complex as to boggle a normal mind. .....
Please tell me....how can an explosion be determined to occur 20 feet
forward and to the left of the nose of the airplane? If such an explosion
did occur, would there not be evidence on the nose section? Would there
not
be some other damage to the nose section obviously caused by high
explosive? How would such an explosion cause debris to first exit the
airplane through the forward cargo door opening? It is my observation tha
Donaldson, although well meaning and sincere, is overlooking the picture
painted by the evidence.
Do missiles miss their targets my 20 feet? I doubt it. Are they not guided
by heat-seeking devices? Would not a missile seek the engine exhaust? If
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the missile exploded 20 feet from the target, then how did it detonate?
Don't they require striking some object before detonation occurs? Doesn't
the explosive inside the missile leave any traces for evidence? I have a
really difficult time with the theory that an "airburst" can totally
destroy an object while leaving no trace of the explosive. Now he is sayin
that the CFT showed an indent on its bottom on the left side of the
airplane, and the tank itself was lifted as much as 14 inches! Well
...pardon me, but the CFT is comprised of aircraft structure and skin. In
other words, the main spars and minor spars of the center wing section ar
actually the structure of the CFT. The skin structure of the airframe
comprises the outer skin of the tank itself. It is called an "integral"
tank, because there really is no tank by itself, it is just structure of
the airframe that is sealed and filled with fuel. Now how can it be said
that the tank was lifted up 14 inches? Is the outer skin of the airplane
was indented in the area of the CFT (on the bottom of the fuselage where
the wings attach) why was no other damage inflicted on other portions of
the fuselage ahead of the CFT area? He did state that seats from the rear
row in the cabin were found with the nose section, indicating that the tail
section severed shortly after the nose severed. I believe he my have the
proper sequence, but the incorrect conclusion. When the nose section
severed, the airplane would pitch up very severely, and such an action
would most assuredly exceed the design limits of the tail section, and it
would also separate , but before it did, it incurred damage from debris
spewing out from the forward cargo hold. How can they get around that?
Man,
I could go on and on...
Barry, Donaldson is now saying that the missile was a Stinger, Sparrow o
one of that size which is designed for "air-to-air work", and that is was
guided by a radio signal from the airplane (target). He mentioned the
DME
signal as a probable guidance signal; now as I recall, the DME is a reciev
only device, and has no transmit capability. The transponder is the only
electronic device that emits a pulsed signal to a ground receiver, and I am
not certain that it is classified as a transmitter or would emit signals
sufficient to guide a missile. He mentioned a figure of a million pounds o
explosive force was required to do such damage and bring down a 747,
and
the nose section was in many small pieces. Is that correct? I somehow
surmised that the nose section was fairly intact.
ps: forgive the segmented ramblings, but I am getting this real time on the
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shortwave, and am making comments as they come to mind. The most
recent is
that TWA 800 was allegedly in a slot normally occupied by an EL AL
flight,
the implication being that "the bad guys" as he put it, would love to have
taken out an Israeli jet! I am beginning to get the real drift of these
conspiracy people, and the extended consequences of that line of thought
does not hold bright prospects for the American people.
Barry, at the risk of becoming a pest, I continue with the dissection of
Commander Donaldson's radio presentation.
He is correct in one of the conclusions hedraws, and that is that the CFT
was not the initial explosion, however it did explode later in the
sequence, and of course, this is nothing new to us. But what is troubling
to me is the lack of concern and lack of willingness to address the
evidence that shows that the first debris to exit the airplane was from the
forward cargo hold. This is all previous to the severence of the nose
section, as is the impacted debris into portions of the tail section before
it severed, which, according to his theory, were initial events, and (but)
is contradicted by the evidence in the hangar. The tail section was there
(in place) in order to receive the debris from the forward cargo hold. It
may have separated immediately afterward, but there was substantial
damage
prior to severance of the tail section .That damage could not have been
caused by a missile explosion! PLease tell me how this statement is
flawed.
Possibly the severe time constraints (the very short span of time of the
initial destruction event prior to everything else falling into the ocean)
are allowing the thinking to become totally distorted. The sequence
proffered by the Commander is flawed. I cannot comprehend how that
could be
possible, given the evidence lying on that hangar floor.
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Wed, 22 Jul 1998 10:58:26 -0700

Subject:
EB and RS makes noises to leave
BD about AIM 54C> It could just a easily be bolted
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>to the cabin of a fishing boat.
Hey, don't forget the barge!
>If you are inferring that the missile has to
>be travelling at cruising speed to be fired,
>that is just plain ridiculous
If you are implying you know how to use big words like 'inferring', you
are
just plain ridiculous, at least that's what I infer from reading your
sentence above.
>In this mode, it does perfectly match the
>eyewitness statements.
Good work, BD, military missile bolted to boat, you've kept the missile
explanation alive!
>July 21, 19:51 EDT
>
>VANCOUVER, British Columbia (AP) - Indicating they have nearly
>finished a 13 year investigation, Canadian police confirmed Tuesday
>that they have given prosecutors a summary of the evidence related
>to the 1985 bombing of an Air India jet that killed 329 people.
Anytime, real soon now, just wait, we'll catch them, it's just a matter of
time, oh, excuse me, I was talking about the bombers of TWA 800.
Anytime, real soon now, just wait, we'll catch them, it's just a matter of
time, arrests imminent, the RCMP will catch those terrorists named Sikh,
it's only been 13 years.
103 and 182 live because they were not bombs. Just like 800 was not a
bomb.
Just like 811 was not a bomb although the tower said it was a bomb to the
Navy ships and crash crews. They said 811 was a bomb because the crew
looked at hole, heard noise and told the tower it was a bomb. The 811
passengers thought it was a bomb. If the nose had come off, there would
be
another investigation about...anytime, real soon now, just wait, we'll
catch them, it's just a matter of time...
>Of those killed in the Air India disaster, 278 were Canadians - mostly
>vacationing Hindus from Toronto and Montreal, which were the jet's
>last stops before it was destroyed...
Yeah, bomb put on board in Toronto, then change planes and crew and
passengers, and then flew to Montreal, and then changed passengers and
baggage, and then flew and flew and then hull rupture forward of the win
leaving a sudden loud sound and abrupt power cut to the recorders that
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experts say could have been explosive decompression such as cargo door
opening. But..bomb.
SF>The book Air Disasters by Stanley Stewart (Ian Allen Ltd, London,
1986)
has this on page 226, speaking about Air India 182:
<< Scientists studying the CVR tapes were also in disagreement
concerning the final milliseconds of the recording. Some stated the
trace indicated an explosion at the forward end of the aircraft while
others declared the findings inconclusive on that count. The recording,
the dissenters claimed, was more consistenmt with an explosive
decompression, such as a cargo door blowing out, than an explosive
device. >>
See the similarity? People who believe in conspiracy will believe it
regardless of refuting facts. 182, 103 and missile guys for 800 are all
wrong conspiracies.
>Adios, cargo door.
>
>Tony
I love it when you talk Spanish to me, Wrongo, gringo.
RS>Can the "missile huggers" throw me a rope,
Yeah, a piece of spaghetti, but it will look like a rope, so what, close
enough.
>Count me out as one who has any respect for weasels who throw out
>unsubstantiated references to inconsequential errors in a report done by
>those who see truth as the foundation of freedom.
Consider yourself counted out.
>I
>learned much about the personalities here.
And fell in love?
>The disinformationalists come and go as a group in lock-step.
Proof!
>JBS has a motive I can accept but would not use myself. He wants to
save
>lives. He is using his soap box to put forth his cause and maybe make th
>NTSB a little uncomfortable in the process. The other
disinformationalists
>have no such higher motivation I am aware of.
A good person amongst us? Never. Me? Especially never. Got to be
something
else. No one takes time from their day and money from their wallet to
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prevent death in plane crashes of strangers. No one else on the planet
does, why would JBS be different?
FBI, CIA, FAA, NTSB, Boeing, subcontrators, Calverton NY police,
Navy, all
getting high salaries, get to fly around, get to be on TV as respected
authority, promotions, and bonuses. TWA 800 has been a godsend for
those
folks money and career wise. AI 182 was a gravy train for 20 RCMP cop
and
have milked it for 13 years and still counting. 103 is an industry at high
levels.
And the only losers are the dead in the crash. And they ain't talking. And
I was almost one and I feel it is my duty as human to stop it from
happening again. And I am talking . My duty. That's why I laugh at you
fools with your accusations of scam, lying, spy, etc...You have no idea
what it is like to be within seconds of a fiery fatal sudden night jet
plane crash or the years after. And don't want an idea.
EB bites the dust...again.>It's time for me to get back to the real world.
The passing parade has passed.
So sad, after all the effort of the missile guys to dislodge EB, it was the
wiring/cargo door guy that made him detach from TWA 800...and did it
with
facts, Ex 4A page 8 specifically.
Streak did not track to fireball for over 50 of the credible eyewitnesses
as stated in report. So EB walks because it bebuts his claim of streaks all
tracks to fireball...after first throwing bad names at the messenger
delivering Ex 4A page 8 facts.
Yeah, well, another false interpretation of streak bites the dust, buys the
farm.
Any more?
Next?
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Sat, 25 Jul 1998 16:51:06 -0700
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Subject:
Electrical/decompression damage/new docket
BS quotes Wildey in NTSB exhibit 7A> the left side cargo floor (S-37L)
broke into
>small sections and
>suffered severe damage from inboard-acting compression/crushing
forces.
He elsewhere explains dents in skin as inward water impact forces...on th
left...on the bottom.....and on the right side low....and on the right side
high up. But never any outward explosive force to explain the outward
peeled skin on the right side. He does allow the belly outward peeled skin
to be a result of initial rupture in belly.
Wildey testimony at NTSB hearings:>"The examinations of the TWA
airplane,
however,
conclusively show that this door was latched and locked
along its bottom edge through the entire break-up
sequence.
The door was in this position and was part of
the nose section when it impacted the water.
Basically, for these two items you can see they are
both part of the nose section and that there are no
separations or failures prior to water impact.
Yeah, right. My eyes see a shattered door with most of it missing..no
failures?
Wildey>1. Docket No. SA-516, Exhibit No. 18A, Sequencing Study,
page 20,
"Downward separation directions were noted at STA 900, 880, 840, 820,
800,
and 780..." and ""The initial opening of the fuselage lower lobe (e.g.
LF6A) would have the expected result of rapid depressurization
accompanied
by collapse of the main deck floor for some distance forward of STA 100
The red area recovery of interior components as far forward as STA 600
would not be inconsistent with this floor collapse and associated
structural breakup."
4. Docket No. SA-516, Exhibit No. 18A, Sequencing Report, page 30: "It
is
therefore possible that new scenarios (sequences) may emerge as new
information is acquired whether it be from newly identified parts, or
simply a new interpretation of current information."
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Yeah, right. The door in the lower lobe opening could have caused the
evidence, and you're willing to change your mind with new
interpretations?
Yeah, right.
>There are numerous locations of
>dark/blackened
>discoloration near the electrical standoffs and ground terminals (LF 1 lB
>and RF4).
Hm....thanks BS, this is interesting. Discolored, what does that mean?
Unusual I guess. There were reports of shorted arcing in the wiring aroun
devices but was explained as those devices would have been turned on by
batteries and when hit water produced the short/arcing/blackening.
However, standoff and terminals don't fit that battery explanation and
what's a standoff? RF 4 is near cargo door area on right side. RF 03 is
given for all the actual few forward cargo door pieces.
Email correspondent continues to ask good questions>BArry, one thing
that
puzzles me about the Donaldson theory is the witnesses. He says there are
eyewitnesses to the missile launch, who not only saw the missile, but also
heard its roar, whichwas so loud as to cause their porch floor to vibrate!
And all this was prior to any airborne explosion. Now...I am aware that
people can talk themselves into having seen things that were not really
there, but how can that be explained? Especially in light of the first
testimony of the helicopter pilots (Vietnam vets) whose first statements
were that what they saw was not a missile, and I believe Meyer was one o
them. But over the months following the accident, the story got changed
somehow. HE said initially said that he had seen many missiles in
Vietnam,
and that what he saw that night was not a missile. I can comprehend how
the
mind can allow itself to change, but from where did the witnesses to the
launch surface? That is the only part of the Donaldson theory that I canno
explain.
Wildey seven months ago>However, at this time we
>believe that sufficient work has been done to reach our conclusions.
Hall recently to correspondent:>We are in the process of adding additiona
detailed factual structures and systems documentation to the public
docket.
Yeah, right.
Dear NTSB, thank you for your interest in aviation safety.
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Yeah, right.
Cheers,
Barry
Total letter contents>"Thank you for your June 2, 1998, letter
which
follows your April 27, 1998, letter, regarding the National Transportation
Safety Board's ongoing investigation of the accident involving TWA fligh
800. In your letters, you expressed concern that a cargo door failure could
have led to the accident and structural breakup of the airplane.
I note that you have previously expressed similar views to the Safety
BOard, and I have explained and answered your questions in our previou
response. The Safety Board's public docket on this accident, which was
opened on December 7, 1997, contains all of the factual reports that had
been developed in the investigation up to that date. We are in the process
of adding additional detailed factual structures and systems documentatio
to the public docket. I hope this information will help you to resolve your
concerns about this investigation.
Thank you for your interest in the Safety Board's investigation."
From: Wildey Jim <WILDEYJ@ntsb.gov>
To: "'barry@corazon.com'" <barry@corazon.com>
Cc: Dickinson Al <DICKINA@ntsb.gov>
Subject: RE: Hoop Stresses/Mr. Wildey
Date: Thu, 18 Dec 1997 17:12:31 -0500
X-Priority: 3
Mr. Smith:
Thank you for your detailed E-mail message regarding the
possibility of the forward cargo door opening in flight and possibly
initiating the TWA 800 breakup. The Safety Board believes that there
has been sufficient factual examinations of this portion of the airplane
for our purposes of determining the probable cause of the accident, and
we plan no additional trips to reexamine this structure. While I do not
have the time to address each of the points raised by your letter, I
would like to correct several obvious misconceptions that I noted.
If the nose section of the airplane hit the water rolled to the
right, the skin above the window belt above the cargo door would enter
the water perpendicular to the water's surface. Therefore, the skin in
this area could fold either inward or outward, with more tendency to
fold outward the higher up the fuselage you go.
The midspan latches on the cargo door are for alignment purposes
and carry only minor loads. There would be only minimal tendency for
cracking to initiate in this area. If the door did split longitudinally
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in half as a primary event, I would expect each half to separate and be
recovered with minimal damage, not completely shattered as we found.
Similarly, if the door separated anywhere as an initial event, I would
expect it to separate and be recovered with minimal damage. (The United
811 cargo door was broken in two, but contained very little overall
damage.) The fact that the door pieces have so much damage is totally
consistent with water impact, and totally inconsistent with early
separation. (The nose landing gear doors that separated early have very
little damage.) This basic and obvious fact is not going to change.
Rapid decompression of the lower lobe would never be expected to
generate a forward load on the front spar web, because the area behind
the web (between SWB3 and the front spar) is vented to the atmosphere.
Therefore, a decompression in the cargo compartment would only
neutralize the pressure loading on the front spar.
I hope my response answers some of your concerns.
Please know that the Safety Board has seriously considered the
possibility of the forward cargo door opening. However, at this time we
believe that sufficient work has been done to reach our conclusions.
Best wishes,
Jim Wildey
Yeah, right.
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

vious page | Main FLIGHT-800 page
Date:

a

Sat, 15 Aug 1998 01:36:50 -0700

Subject:
Sucker punch
: Dana Scully <public_spectator@HOTMAIL.COM>
Dana Scully <pubic_spectator@HOTMAIL.COM>
See the difference?
>Dana, for the record, I didn't think that you were that obnoxious.
>Certainly not as bad as me calling poor old JBS everything from a
SPOOK to a
>SCAM ARTIST. And certainly not a repititious as JBS or Mike Rivero
>
>All in all, I think that you were a positive force in bringing some
>resolution to the case. When is the news going to break?
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>
>Best Regards,
>
>Bill Serrahn
BS suckered in with the DS false post as well as suckered into the missile
explanation. Suckers believe what they want to believe.
>The real phony is:
>Dana Scully <public_spectator@HOTMAIL.COM
>
>The phony phony is:
>Dana Scully <pubic_spectator@HOTMAIL.COM>
>
>regards,
>
>Richard Hirsch
Ah, RH caught it, too.
See, RH is a skeptic and looks for proof. Me too. Good eye RH.
And certainly not a repititious as JBSAnd certainly not a repititious as
JBSAnd certainly not a repititious as JBS
Cheers,
John Barry Smith,
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Sat, 8 Aug 1998 22:40:51 -0700

Subject:
Substantiation
>EB: He ignores his own supposedly infallible source of information
about
>the witnesses>http://www.corazon.com/EX4Apage5.html IV: WITNESS MATRIX "A review of
>witness
>data provided information that [all] the persons who observed streaks
>observed them in
>conjuction with th fireball".
con*junc*tion \ken-"jegk-shen\ n 1 : combination 2 : occurrence at the
same
time 3 : a word that joins together sentences, clauses, phrases, or words
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Combination is not streak ending in fireball. Same time is not streak
ending in fireball. Down streak witnesses did not have streak end in
fireball. And of course the fireball was seen by the streak viewers, the
fireball was the easy thing to see, the streak was the hard thing and they
both were in the air in the same time frame but nowhere does it say streak
went in a certain direction and ended in a fireball. I'm sure some did, the
directions reported of streak were all over the place, some of them must
have ended in a direction headed toward a fireball.
To believe streak ended in fireball only is to say that all those streak
directions would have fireballs all over the sky.
A streak in the sky and a fireball about the same time, fine. Nowhere in
that statement is the conclusion warranted that the streak ended in
fireball.
And for bias, CO, was involved with Piper Alpha a terrible oil rig fire,
which would bias a person toward fuel tank explosion, which in fact CO
has
for TWA 800. Everybody knows what's best for others but never for
themselves.
>SM: Pretend someone believes your matches have any significance and
you
>will feel a lot better!
So, SM, you are saying the matches below have no significance? Taken
alone,
possibly not, taken with two, a coincidence, taken with three, important,
taken with four, significant.
The below did not just happen to one unlucky airplane, all happened to
two,
and most happened to four. How many 747 accidents were thought to be
bombs?
Lots of 747 accidents, over fifty, and yet only six were thought to be
bombs and two of those were really bombs. After the bomb went off in th
two, the plane turned around and landed. The other four are the
wiring/cargo door explanations. The evidence is what includes them, not
insignificant coincidences.
(1) aged
(2) high flight time
(3) early model Boeing 747
(4) which took off near darkness
(5) running late
(6) and during climb
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(7) experienced a sudden initial event near the leading edge of wing in
fuselage which left a
(8) short
(9) sudden
(10) loud
(11) sound on the cockpit voice recorder, an
(12) abrupt
(13) power cut to the flight data recorder,
(14) foreign object damage to starboard engine #3,
(15) more severe inflight damage on starboard side,
(16) at least nine never recovered bodies,
(17) port fuselage side forward of the wing relatively undamaged,
(18) shattered, torn, and frayed skin in forward cargo door area on
starboard side,
(19) unusual paint smears in forward cargo door area,
(20) rupture appearance of skin at aft midspan latch of the forward cargo
door, (21) outward peeled skin on upper forward fuselage,
(22) vertical fuselage tear lines forward of the wing and aft of forward
cargo door,
(23) had hinge stay attached to detached top piece of forward cargo door,
(24) downward bent floor beams above forward cargo hold,
(25) unsooted cargo door pieces,
(26) never recovered fuselage skin in cargo door area,
(27) inflight fire to engine number 3,
(28) bare electrical wire found in cargo door area,
(29) and destruction initially thought to be have been caused by a bomb
but
(30) later conclusively ruled out.
> Now try and fathom your hypothesized 8 failures causing one accident.
They are your eight, not mine. Take a slot machine with eight wheels, it
takes a lot of spins before it lines up. Well, 747s fly millions of cycles,
and yet it only comes up four time in eleven years. Why the door ruptured
at aft latch is open to conjecture. If it took one or two or ten failures,
then that's what it took. Every accident is a sequence of improbable
events.
I think the water is there most of the time after take off from humid
airports, the bare spots in wires are there most of the time, the old doors
are there, the worn latches are there, the needed retrofitted cargo door
area is there, the bad switches are there, all it takes is for the
combination to all happen at same time, while most of the time nothing
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happens and the bare wire just sits there, just like many safety items,
faulty but undetected.
>It is no wonder you stand alone as the cargo door nut.
Was that necessary? Does that help? If that makes you feel better, then
fine, keep it up. Just know there are 747 and other pilots who can spell,
don't use caps or swear words, and agree wholeheartedly with
wiring/cargo
door explanation, plus many other email correspondents. Just because the
are not in this zoo does not mean they don't exist.
>You have a near complete absence of substantiation to correlate your
>"facts" as having any significance tying the 4 accidents together.
NTSB Chart 12 has all four on one sheet of paper with a very very
significant match, sudden loud short sound on the CVR at event time.
Very
rare and very hard to duplicate and sound does not match any bomb
sound but
is linked in government report to DC 10 explosive decompression event
caused by cargo door open in flight.
>Repitition does not equate to substantiation.
You repeat insults hoping for substantiation, I repeat significant facts
from offical reports, see the difference?
SF>THe White House claimed that Clinton;'s first reaction upon being
told
>about this was to ask "Who did it?" I don't believe that - he is not so
>stupid as to think anyone would know. That sounds designed to make
sure
>people think that HE has no idea what it could be because he asked.
Up is down, left is right, and black is white.
>A Biblical quotation is appropriate maybe:
What is it about religious zealots and conspiracy freaks, they always go
together and in this case I'm thinking of Moslems.
GD>I base the missile on being a cruise type because the Kabot photo
blow up
>has a small lazy x near its middle length.
Maybe if they blow it up some more G can spot the serial number. It is
after all a 35 MM consumer camera taking a picture of something less
than a
sixty feet long a few miles away, should be no problem. Ha!
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
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http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Sun, 23 Aug 1998 09:50:24 -0700

Subject:
The Betrayer
MH>I cannot recall a single person having the same explanation as
>articulated here by Sammy Finkelman. Like John Barry Smith, he is
very
>alone in his theory.
>
>When someone is that alone, this is usually my first red flag cue that
>something is wrong, big time.
Sammy and JBS, brothers in lunacy....because we believe different than th
herd. Ha!
Opinion noted that truth is determined by polls, according to MH. And
that's why the sun still goes round the earth for MH, if he reads the polls
of three hundred years ago.
MH, polls change and you will always be behind reading the current one.
I still see your appreciation for the striking without warning of a black
led sovereign country that had done no harm to USA and killing an
innocent
bystander.
MH, for a religious nut who reveres Jesus Christ, another loner who neve
listened to polls, it is strange you determine truth by the amount of one's
followers.
But then, conspiracy guys always pick and choose their data and flip flop
all the time. Today red is a good color and tomorrow it's bad and the nex
day good again, depending on the whim of the herd.
Well, you are in the majority according to polls today, 66% approved of
the strikes.
To have a lot of followers is good today, the next day it's bad.
Ah, it feels so good to kill when frustrated and angry as Clinton is, as
any guy would be caught with his hand in the cookie jar, so to speak.
Clinton says he felt relaxed, I bet he did after killing 21 bystanders, it
is a tension reducer. He said his first priority was his family, and it
was, right after killing a few people with 75 missiles. 'Excuse me dear,
we'll talk about it later, not now Hilary, I have to go kill somebody, who
knows who, as I 'send a message'. We'll get to our little 'problem' later,
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dear, understand? You are still my first priority, darling, but you can
walk out anytime, First Lady is a job that is appointed, not elected.'
Clinton holds all the cards, Chelsea is over 18 so no child custody battle,
so the wife has no card there. She gets her power from hubby so no card
there. She's not rich so no power there. She's the victim too, who would
have thought self confident, career woman competent woman gets put
down by
the same old thing, sex. Talk about betrayed. Clinton the betrayer.
The Federal government prosecutes sexual cases like this against others,
USAF woman B52 pilot forced to resign, company CEO pays huge fines
and get
fired by directors for dalliances with lower employees, Army general
forced
retired for affair, Navy pilots passed over for promotion for touching a
woman just like the Command in Chief.
Every last shred of self respect for Hilary is gone, she now has to do the
whore for power and fame thing by 'sticking with her man' bull. Ha!
Well, she's been through this before, she's had practice. Clinton's taste
in woman is going downhill, compared to Gennifer Flowers.
So...we wait for a large power blackout, a mass food poisoning, a plane
crash, and it will of course be the retaliation that Clinton and Albright
have been predicting....needing fast response and damn the evidence of
normal events in large society.
We are spring loaded for war. They hit us, we hit them, we wait for
something that looks like a hit and that let's us prove we right to hit and
now we get to hit again. I think one more attack out of the blue on a poor
Arab Moslem country and the rich Arab Moslem countries are going to
have to
do something and it won't be talk in the UN. And finally Clinton will hav
the real war he's looking for, something Presidential, not this petty stuff.
Let's hope Yeltsin does not decide to wag the dog.
Two nuke leaders about to be fired, both knowing there is no reelection,
both with nothing to lose, and they both wag the dog at each other,
hmmmm.....
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Thu, 27 Aug 1998 20:27:49 -0700
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Subject:
Two types of damage, in and out.
>SM: If it did rupture there it was NOT because of midspan latches.
Well, maybe not, but a rupture it was for 800 and there is a rupture hole
at same spot for 811.
>you would also
>see why the door would not rupture with the midpsan latches missing!
A nine foot slice out of pressurized hull that just sits there with 30000
pounds of weight on it and does not rupture........
>SM: I am sure with close up analysis and even possible picture analysis
if I
>knew exactly where you were referring it would not be that difficult to
figure
>out. Painting is not a complex operation.
Right. The red dimples are within a foot of the white dimples on the
forward edge of your picture of RF 18C.
>SM: You keep referring to downward bent floor beams. Where are yo
getting
>all of this.
Ah, a real question.
1. Docket No. SA-516, Exhibit No. 18A, Sequencing Study, page 20,
"Downward
separation directions were noted at STA 900, 880, 840, 820, 800, and
780..." and ""The initial opening of the fuselage lower lobe (e.g. LF6A)
would have the expected result of rapid depressurization accompanied by
collapse of the main deck floor for some distance forward of STA 1000.
The
red area recovery of interior components as far forward as STA 600 woul
not be inconsistent with this floor collapse and associated structural
breakup."
2 UAL 811 page 4, buckled downward floor beams.
corazon.com/811text7.html
Also down floor beams for PA 103.
UAL811 big hole picture shows that the floor beams only sag
>slightly with their connection to the frames gone. The chairs are still
even
>pretty much level!
The picture in AAR 92/02 and text in report say otherwise.
> Water impact could and is more likely the cause off what
>you see.
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There is water impact. It does what you say, crush inward. Outward
shattered skin is not water impact damage.
http://corazon.com/forwarddoorblowuphoto.html
>http://corazon.com/TWA800wreckageredpaint.html
>
>The above photos give a very clear picture of why the NTSB says the
cargo
>door and right hand side were damaged by water impact. Notice the are
>around the yellow tag marked 25 RF and below. Only one medium
could cause
>the skin panels to receive this type of damage. It involves a liquid that
>can create a large enough hydraulic action that distorted the skin panels
>around the stringers to give this large area the appearance of corrugated
>metal.
That is water impact damage.
>An air pressure wave or external object strike is not capable of this.
>This medium is water. It imploded this area causing the skin panels to
>bend at the window forging line causing the white paint to crack and pee
>exposing the red paint below. Notice the fractured and buckled window
>forgings. This even widespread buckling is also a clear indication of
>water impact. This damage was not caused by an indadvertent
opening
>of the cargo door.
Explain the outward shattered metal at the two midspan latch areas as
water
impact implosion damage. Can't. It's outward explosive decompression
type
damage. The outward peeled skin matches UAL 811 and PA 103 outward
shattered peeled skin and 103 was not water impact damage.
Opinion noted that matching outward peeled shattered skin on three high
time 747s was caused by three things, water impact, bomb, and open carg
door. I say one thing did it all.
EB>When I said "JBS' objective has been to give his own unique streak
theory
>accepted as a possibility - if he has to jam it down everybodys' throats",
>his response was
>"Permission granted to not get wiring/cargo door rammed down your
throat".
>The subject, of
>course, was his streak theory, not his wiring/cargo door theory.
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I stand corrected. Correction follows: "Permission granted to not get
streak theory rammed down your throat."
>the 55 streak witnesses who did not see an immediate
>end of the streak but nevertheless saw the streak track to where the MF
>then erupted,
Huh? 55 saw the streak track to where the MF then erupted but when
asked
how the streak ended, none said it ended in a massive fireball but EB
knows
they really meant it ended in a massive fireball? Upside down inside out
missile guy thinking.
Of the 182 who saw streak and asked how it ended, 128 said it ended in
flash, explosion, or fireball. Now, about those 55 remaining, why didn't
they say it ended in flash, fireball, or explosion? Because they knew EB
knew they really meant that it did even though they told the interviewer it
didn't?
EB, stop knocking the eyewitnesses, stop reading their minds, stop
knocking
the interviewers, stop knocking EX 4A, stop knocking the style because
the
content rebuts your statement that all streak witnesses said streak tracked
to the fireball. They all didn't. Some did and 55 didn't. What is the
problem?
>JBS doesn't have to accept my contention that there that there appears to
>have been only one
>streak, one Massive Fireball and that all the streak witnesses also saw
>the eruption of the
>Massive Fireball.
You're right about that, I don't have to. I assume only one streak source
and one big fireball but there could have been many given the scant
evidence of the short lived event.
Ten people in a store standing around. Store gets robbed. Ten
eyewitnesses
say things like, 1. it was white man and he jumped into a car. 2. it was a
black man and he jumped into a truck. 3 it was woman who ran by me. 4.
it
was a woman walking who got in vehicle. 5. It was human running to
sidewalk. 6. It was a guy running out the back. And on and on. And it
could
have all been one criminal, but based upon the eyewitnesses above it is
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impossible to determine where the criminal went, how many, the sex, or
how
the thief or thieves got away.
TWA 800 actually has more variances in the streak descriptions than the
above. And yet, EB says one source, one direction and one end, even
though
contradicted by the eyewitness descriptions.
EB, putting brackets around innocent words you input to quotes is
cheating,
it's not right, it isn't allowed, regardless of how wonderful you clarify
the stupid authors' thought who can't write right.
>So it has been my pleasure to defrock JBS the grammar expert. I am no
>completing the
>defrocking process of JBS the witness expert for pleasure.
You guys are so sensitive about your spelling and grammar. Why?
Insecure? I
welcome corrections and thank the person for the time to correct me. I
learn and hope I don't do it again. You twits get all upset and take it
personal. It's like you enjoy being ignorant and want to stay that way.
Nay, insist.
I am not a grammar expert, nor spelling expert, nor witness expert. I can
read the original and I can add numbers, that's all that's needed.
183 is all; 128 is not all.
Eight latches is not all latches, ten is all latches.
11 said downward streak, not all said ascending.
Start believing the eyewitnesses! All of them, not just the ones you pick
and choose.
Start believing the metal, all of it, not just the inward crushed.
Start believing the paint, all of it.
Start believing the recorders, FDR and CVR.
Start believing the raw data, all of it, not just the stuff you like.
And get out of the stock market.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Sat, 29 Aug 1998 00:29:19 -0700
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Subject:
Re: Two types of damage, in and out.
In-Reply-To:
<FLIGHT-800%1998082823211835@HOME.EASE.LSOFT.COM>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="iso-8859-1"
>On Thu, 27 Aug 1998 20:27:49 -0700, John Barry Smith wrote:
>
>>>SM: If it did rupture there it was NOT because of midspan latches.
>>
>>Well, maybe not, but a rupture it was for 800 and there is a rupture hol
>>at same spot for 811.
>
>SM: UAL811 is NOT a rupture.
The picture of door says otherwise, it is a hole from one side of door to
outside of door at the aft midspan latch area.
> It is a fracture from striking the fuselage and it runs parrallel to the
hinge line and the fuselage contact point. TWA800 is in pieces at the aft
mid span latch but it has no coaborating evidence to indicate it was the
mid span latch, because the skin panels aft of the door have similar
damage.
Right, midspan latch area, not precisely aft midspan latch....because it's
missing.
You keep on referring to 'door' there is no 'door'.
>What shredded the door also shredded the fuselage skin.
There's inward and outward so above could be right for some and maybe
all,
probably two causes, one for in and one for out.
>Water impact could implode this area and in doing so outwardly petal
the
>skin and fracture line.
Well, implode causing outward, I don't know....
im*plode \im-"plod\ vb im*plod*ed; im*plod*ing : to burst or collapse
inward Û im*plo*sion \-"plo-zhen\ n Û im*plo*sive \-siv\ adj
>Prior to fracture the skin will be stretched and radiused in what would
be an outward direction.
Like a balloon stretching before popping.
>
>> >you would also
>>>see why the door would not rupture with the midpsan latches missing
>>
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>> A nine foot slice out of pressurized hull that just sits there with 30000
>>pounds of weight on it and does not rupture........
>
>SM: If you could see the lightweight closure frame that the midspan
latch
>is mounted too you would know that it doesn't carry much weight.
Under normal circumstances with in rig door and no flexing.
>The tube that operates this latch passes through a hole in the structural
>frame 2 inches forward of the closeout frame. That frame does not carry
>any of the midspan load.
When normal yes, but abnormal...UAL 811 aft midspan latch pin shows
heat
damage from carrying load, forward latch pin was normal.
>
>SM: It appears that the dimples are also caused by water compression.
>Most of what is there appears to be bare metal with just the rivet heads
>still holding paint. So what is your point!
Point is mystery red dots and mystery white dots evenly spaced near
shattered skin. Are the rivet heads convex or concave? I assume concave
and
paint in dimple remained while rest was peeled away. So why red dimple
and
nearby white dimples? They should all be same color.
>>
>>
>>>SM: You keep referring to downward bent floor beams. Where are
you
>>>getting
>>>all of this.
>>
>>Ah, a real question.
>>
>>1. Docket No. SA-516, Exhibit No. 18A, Sequencing Study, page 20,
"Downward
>>separation directions were noted at STA 900, 880, 840, 820, 800, and
>>780..." and ""The initial opening of the fuselage lower lobe (e.g. LF6A
>>would have the expected result of rapid depressurization accompanied
by
>>collapse of the main deck floor for some distance forward of STA
1000. The
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>>red area recovery of interior components as far forward as STA 600
would
>>not be inconsistent with this floor collapse and associated structural
>>breakup."
>
>SM: I take it the above is referring to TWA800 and not UAL811.
Those
>floor beams are not the same stations as the cargo door.
560 to 670 are cargo door stations and above says down floor beams
extend
from 1000 to 600. Down floor beams are in cargo door area.
>It is also very clear from your pictures of UAL811 that the floors are
barely sagged.
But sagged and report says buckled downward. Down floor beams are in
cargo
door area. Just like bare wiring was found in 811 and 800 cargo door
area.
>>
>>2 UAL 811 page 4, buckled downward floor beams.
corazon.com/811text7.html
>
>SM: That reference is referring the outboard ends at the frame attach
>points and sounds like it was caused by the can opener effect of the door
>and not cabin pressure.
Sounds like explosive decompression sucking down floor beams.
>>
>>Also down floor beams for PA 103
>
>
>SM: You need to clarify these statements a lot better than you have.
>These statements of similarities fall in the same category as the rest of
>your "facts" such as "during climb", "at night", etc. etc.
During climb means during climb. At night means at night. Downward
means
downward. Outward means outward. Short, sudden and loud means short
sudden, and loud. Clarified?
>
>>There is water impact. It does what you say, crush inward. Outward
>>shattered skin is not water impact damage.
>
>SM: Not necessarily.
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Right, but likely. If no alternative to outward peeled skin then maybe
water impact somehow getting inside fuselage and blowing out skin. But
alternative exists of outward peeled skin matching other outward peeled
skin in same area on same type plane that had explosive decompression,
so
I'll take the obvious, outward caused by internal explosion to the outside
called explosive decompression.
>Fractures at water imploded areas would petal outwards!
Rare and not documented. Explosive decompression petal outwards is
documented and likely.
>When these panels are racked in place it gives the appearance of an
>outward expolosion. I bet if you matched the fracture lines up you woul
>find that these were imploded areas.
I've seen the outward peeled skin from different angles and it is outward.
>SM: Barry, it is cleary evident that this door was still closed when it
>hit the water,
Really? Like R2 door nearby? Those two doors match? Ha!
>that there was no "paint transfer"
Maybe. Until red paint markings examined closely it's open, and what
caused
the peeling, the stretching to give the peeling? Internal balloon popping
could do it.
> and that the "aft midspan latch" did not fail.
Maybe. If only you had the latch to examine to state the status of the
invisible. If you get to predict the invisible I get to too, and I say that
area failed, as it has before, and as shown by wreckage reconstruction.
>Your theory is so full of holes it is laughable.
I agree, big holes, big outward shattered rupture holes at the two midspan
latchs.
>Deeper analysis of your material consistently brings up errors in your
>theory that make you dream up wilder and wilder conclusions to stay
with
>your initial premise.
Just a wild and crazy guy.
> When are you going to give it up.
Uh, when the 'door' is put together and reveals all the pieces fit and all
the latches latched and the manual locking handle in the locked position.
Too much to ask before clearing a known killer of nine again near the
scene
of event and left early and now missing?
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>My patience with you comes from the fact that I have taken this cause o
>as a hobby.
What a great guy you are.
>The NTSB and FAA have blown you off long ago
Oooo, not great guys.
> because they know, like I do, that you are simply wrong, that you will
>not give up, and there is no sense pursuing it any further.
Pursue? They have never talked with me, never met with me, and never
responded to my presentation of red paint markings and other evidence
overlooked in their exhibits. Sounds like ducking to me.
>Do the honorable thing.
I am.
>Start have a factual relationship with your readers on the internet.
Start? Facts?
I call the below a match, you may call them coincidences. Like the earth
moon goes around earth, Jupiter moons go around Jupiter and Jupiter goe
around the sun so does that make the earth go around the sun? No, just a
coincidence. Ha!
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
Pan Am 103 and TWA 800 were both:
aged
high time
early model
poly x wired
Boeing 747
shortly after take off
suffers hull rupture forward of the wing
fodded number three engine
sudden sound on CVR
loud sound on the CVR
short duration sound on the CVR
abrupt power cut to FDR
outward peeled skin in cargo door area
midspan latch status not determined
took off in no sun
running late
more severe inflight damage on starboard side
downward bent floor beams in cargo door area
at least nine never recovered bodies
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vertical fuselage tear lines forward of the wing and aft of cargo door
bomb in forward cargo hold initially suspected
PA 103 and TWA 800 are the same above and both thought to be bombs
and one
of them wasn't!
TWA 800 leads to UAL 811 which were both:
aged
high flight time
poly x wired
early model Boeing 747
which took off in no sun
running late
and shortly after takeoff
experienced a sudden initial event in the forward cargo hold which left a
short
sudden
loud
sound on the cockpit voice recorder, an
abrupt data loss to the flight data recorder,
foreign object damage to starboard engines #3
more severe inflight damage on starboard side,
nine never recovered bodies,
torn off skin in forward cargo door area on starboard side,
rupture at forward cargo door at aft midspan latch,
outward peeled skin on upper forward fuselage,
downward bent floor beams in cargo door area,
vertical fuselage tear lines forward of the wing and aft of forward cargo
door, and
destruction initially thought to be have been caused by a bomb.
PA103, TWA 800, and UAL 811 all initially thought to be bombs..and
two of
them were not!
And UAL 811 leads to Air India 182.
UAL 811 and AI 182 were both:
early model
poly x wired
Boeing 747
suffers hull rupture forward of the wing
fodded number three engine
sudden sound on CVR
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loud sound on the CVR
short duration sound on the CVR
abrupt power cut to FDR
outward peeled skin in cargo door area
midspan latch status not determined
took off in no sun
running late
more severe inflight damage on starboard side
at least nine never recovered bodies
vertical fuselage tear lines forward of the wing and aft of cargo door
inadvertent opening of the forward cargo door in flight offered as
explanation during official inquiry
bomb in forward cargo hold initially suspected
PA 103, TWA 800, UAL 811, and AI 182, all initially thought to be
bombs...and two of them were not!
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Sun, 30 Aug 1998 10:39:27 -0700

Subject:
Re: Two types of damage, in and out.
In-Reply-To:
<FLIGHT-800%1998083006420653@HOME.EASE.LSOFT.COM>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="iso-8859-1"
>On Thu, 27 Aug 1998 20:27:49 -0700, John Barry Smith
<barry@CORAZON.COM>
>wrote:
>
>>1. Docket No. SA-516, Exhibit No. 18A, Sequencing Study, page 20,
"Downward
>>separation directions were noted at STA 900, 880, 840, 820, 800, and
>>780..." and ""The initial opening of the fuselage lower lobe (e.g. LF6A
>>would have the expected result of rapid depressurization accompanied
by
>>collapse of the main deck floor for some distance forward of STA
1000. The
>>red area recovery of interior components as far forward as STA 600
would
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>>not be inconsistent with this floor collapse and associated structural
>>breakup."
>
>Hmmm...
>
>Did UA811 lose the belly skin immediately forward of and below the
front
>spar? No it didn't. But that's where LF6A is located.
That's right.that's were it is, in the lower lobe. (e.g.) means for
example, it does not mean 'has to be'. Check out the fuselage lower lobe,
the place that has to be, because the cargo door is in the fuselage lower
lobe, as in forward lower lobe cargo door, as it is often called.
>Compare the location of LF6A to the location of the FCD. Check
SA-516,
>Exhibit 18A, pages 47 & 48 and Exhibit 18B, page 76.
You thought of it, you do it.
The exhibit says a first opening in fuselage lower lobe would explain the
evidence.
I say an initial event of the rupture aft midspan latch area of the forward
cargo door in the fuselage lower lobe would explain the collapsed
downward
floor beams evidence.
That's called matching the words in the exhibit to the evidence.
Mabybe you thought 'e.g' meant 'had to be' instead of 'for example' Learn
Latin.' i. e.' means 'that is' If the author had said, 'i.e' then you
rebuttal would make sense.
Note exhibit also states that stuff behind the cargo door area skin was
found in red zone. It's hard for stuff behind a door to get to a place
while the door is intact, shut, latched, and locked. Answer, door was open
and stuff flew out.
CO submits>Missiles expose Clinton's failings
>
>Martin Woollacott
>
>© Guardian Media Group plc 1997. All rights reserved.
>
>30 August 1998
>
>
>The slow shipwreck of the Clinton presidency began during his first
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term. In
>domestic and foreign policy alike, a characteristic pattern emerged,
>combining a readiness to retreat under pressure with an excessively
obedient
>attention to public opinion
What is the above? A long thoughtful piece well researched with sober
conclusions and common sense predictions? Where did that come from,
especially in LSoft? Where are the capitals, the swear words, the
misspellings, the bad grammar, the insults, and of course the historical
errors? All missing.
So which has higher credibility, (the thing most often sought by many in
this forum, as if polls tell truth), the wild accusatory piece or the sober
reflective piece?
The wild one is more interesting, fiction usually is, but when life and
death matters come up, stick with the sober piece with facts.
The Guardian piece is actually more devestating to Clinton than any of th
rabble rousers. I agree with all of it.
As Clinton's problems increase, so do the number of missiles and targets.
Escalation until somebody finally says, silence the bully, and they gang
up. Then WWIII for the same reasons as WWI and WWII, which
are...which
are....right, who knows and who cares what started the wars.
The worst war in American history is the Civil War and nobody knows or
understands why that war started, everybody has their explanations but
none
make total sense.
And of course, added to the fog of emotion of insult is the unpredictable.
I throw in 747 crash from hull rupture in flight, just like PA 103 or AI
182 or in particular TWA 800, a crash that took 17 months to rule out
terrorist act from a government point of view. If that had happened
yesterday......bomb, bomb, bomb.....there was more than enough
circumstantial evidence to say bomb, it matches other bombed 747s with
hull
ruptures in same spot in fuselage lower lobe, they found bomb residue, go
to be some warnings around someplace, arab looking guys running from
terminal....
So, we live on thin ice, at the mercy of coincidence and luck. Just like a
lottery. Just like the gambling addicted, stock market addicted world in
which a lifetime of hard work and saving equals ten seconds of good luck
Or bad luck.
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Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Thu, 20 Aug 1998 12:28:55 -0700

Subject:
Wag the Dog
Two truths:
Censors always direct attention to the object they seek to hide.
Zealots always destroy their cause.
Zealots that did the embassy bombings now have the US in their face
much
more than they had.
And missile guys lose interest in LSoft and disperse elsewhere to fade
away. The zealot in this case was Cdr Donaldson. By declining to speak
before a group of die hard missile guys he has shown that maybe the
missile
thing is not worth careful scrutiny, not worth the effort of debate, just
not worth it. If the head missile guy can't be bothered to discuss the item
of zeal, then why should the LSoft missile guys? Exactly, they
shouldn't...so they fade away....on to other ripe conspiracy shadows.
It wasn't rebuttal by wiring/cargo door guy that made the LSoft missile
guys lose interest, it was the biggest for the moment missile guy. A perso
who cares about a subject for real, talks to all who also care. A person
who is in it for the glory goes where the glory is, and that's radio and TV
and press conferences, not electronic mailing list on the internet. No
glory here, just in the trench warfare, no holds barred.
So, CDR and his two missiles will fade away too.
We are on the threshlold of world war III, I kid you not. Firsts embassy
bombings, now bombing two not one country, both Moslem. If another
hull
rupture forward of the wing event occurs on a high time 747, as it has fou
times already, it will be assumed a retaliatory bombing, 800 bomb
explanation will be reviewed, and then everybody takes sides and more
bombings.
You may not recall the hatred of the months after 103, if 811 had not
returned that would have been bomb. 182 was already a bomb. 800 would
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have
been a bomb if 182, 103 and 811 were all bombs.
Bombs bombs bombs, bombs in Ireland, Tanzania, Nigeria, Sudan,
Afghanistan......
It was ever thus.
All that's needed is new villain whatever his name his has missiles in his
bombed out headquarters. And he probably does.
Note that conspiracy guys, now Clintion, always talk about 'compelling
evidence,' for this and that, but never gives it. And when he finally does
reveal it, it fades away upon scrutiny.
It was ever thus.
Note Clinton knows the American people, we love a good war and now
we have
it. Fortunately we have the good sense to bully non nuke countries. Or
should I say, choose the villain of the moment to not have nuke capable
friends. Or so we hope.
Uncheerfully,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Thu, 20 Aug 1998 19:17:12 -0700

Subject:
Re: Wag the Dog
In-Reply-To: <000001bdcca5$77f72e40$6e3a240a@cpq200>
BS>Even as a Vietnam Veteran, I didn't fault Clinton for dodging the
draft and
>voted for him in the first election.
Me too.
Here is my take on it.
Vigilante lynching. That Moslem guy was accused by unknowns, judged
guilty
by unknowns, and attempted to be executed by unknowns. Where is the
rule of
law, of evidence, of deliberation, of appeal? It was over in two days.
What happens with lynchings in hot blood, as this was, is the wrong guy i
hung.
Where is the proof of nerve gas factory? And by the way, blowing up a
nerve
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gas factory is unclear on the concept of spreading of nerve gas. Maybe
Clinton is lucky it was not a nerve gas factory, could you see clouds of
nerve gas drifting across Khartoum? The capital of a large country?
So, was it bio factory? Easily confirmed and presented as proof.
Where is proof is that he is the guy that did the embassy bombings?
Waco and Khartoum, Clinton has a way of either running away when he
shouldn't and attacking when he shouldn't.
The happiest people in the world right now are the terrorists. US did
exactly as planned, it was provoked into destabilizing action which turns
neutrals against us. Anarchists the world over are rejoicing, the bull
jerked and now is running around the china shop.
The action of US was if we do it, it's good, if they do it, it's bad.
Listening to the speech from Clinton sounded like a terrorist manifesto
mailed to newspaper after a bombing. We do not mean harm against the
good
local people, but... The enemy, the unseen enemy is bad and must be
attacked everywhere...we must never give up in the fight...God bless us, w
have God on our side...and they don't.
So, let's hope the US is lucky again and Sudan and Afghan have no nuke
friends that don't take kindly to missile attacks close to home. Imagine
the insanity of attacking a hornet's nest with a stick not knowing about
the nearby hornet's nests. Let's hope another catastrophy like a plane
crash, a gas explosion in a building, a train derailment, a sudden heart
attack of political leader, does not take place and encourage more wild
bombings of foreign countries.
Our leader is reckless, angry, and has nothing to lose. The bully is loose
in the playground and pissed off, somebody has to pay. I hope it's not us.
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Sat, 22 Aug 1998 10:39:36 -0700

Subject:
We are united at last.
So, my fellow LSoft members, as we are gathered here today, with God
sitting over there and nodding his head in agreement, we are at last
united. We agree that killing bad guys is good and killing good guys is
bad. Who gets the call? Well, God of course, and God, sitting over there
nodding his head in agreement, says those with the biggest guns are the
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good guys, and those with the smallest guns are the bad guys.
Thank God, we only kill the guys with the small guns. So far. As of yet.
In two weeks five surprise bombings have killed innocent civilians. Dars
Nairobi, Omagh, Afghan, and Sudan.
Three were bad and two were good. Three were by guys with small guns
and
two were by one with big guns. See the good ones and the bad ones? See
how
simple moral judgments are when you just break it down into basics?
(Another clue that the innocent civilians deserved to die is that they live
in cities an countries that are hard to spell. If God wanted them to live
He would have made their names simpler, like LA, or NYC or SF.)
The US, that's us, have reacted like the adolescents we are, Reckless,
immature, displacing blame, avoiding responsibility and just having a
merry
old drunken time of vandalism.
I am reminded of long discussions with my father and mother, both
survivors
of Blitz and Battle of Britain and WWII, as I was about to got to Vietnam
I said the enemy was not the communists, the Soviets, or the Russians, th
enemy was always the Moslems, and by that I meant religious fanatics. A
it
turns out I was right about the general enemy but should have included th
nutty Christians too.
Clinton is a bible belt southerner who sees US and Them when it comes t
good and bad and that is determined by religion and Christians are good
and
all others are bad, just as the Moslems say the same but reversed. Zealots
always hurt their cause.
Note MH is not not here decrying the death of innocent
bystanders.....although he hates Clinton politically, he loves him
religiously and I believe fully supports killing Moslesm, even black
Moslems. MH will probably say, "Killing is wrong....but..."
This just in! MH>I would have preferred
>precision strikes designed to remove terrorism leadership and
command/control
>centers.
But of course.
It's a religious war and always has been. The fight for the minds of
humans, and if you don't agree with the way the guy with the big gun
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thinks, then die. Same as the Inquistition, National Socialist Party, white
supremacists, etc... a pox on all your 'parties'.
Intolerance is the name of the game.
What the US did was the most foolhardy thing is years. It is the act of a
coward, just like all surprise bombings that kill innnocents are, from the
Unabomber (getting a chortle in prison right now) to IRA, to Palestinian
suicide bombers, to Navy warships all crisp and clean and just following
orders, sir.
Elect a coward who is a virile heterosexual male and he does cowardly
male
sex things and we can't be surprised.
The US has done exactly what the terrorists want, provoked the US into
actions which have unified the world against us. And as it turns out, a lot
of people out there are Moslems, and now they have nukes.
My father thinks the terrorists are cowering in fear from another attack. I
say they are drinking champagne and planning next successful mission.
Do you know the difference between a President, acting in haste and
unilaterally with no discussion with Congress or allies, who shoots off 75
cruise missiles with conventional warheads, and a President, acting in
haste and unilaterally with no discussion with Congress or allies, who
shoots off 75 cruise missiles with nuclear warheads? Uh.....the color of
the firing button?
Yeah, we live in dangerous times. Throw in the fog of war and the
unforeseen event they never expect, such as national tragedy such as
Shuttle crash, airliner crash, mass food poisoning, mass power outages,
and
it's war...against somebody and it doesn't matter who to a bully who gets
blindsided.
Provocateur, like censor and shill, is a profession with long history, and
yet they always deny their job.
The US has shown again that reason and common sense debate do not
work with
officials, only violence gets their attention, it's why Unabomber and
McVeigh and other terrorists do it, it works. It accomplishes what they
want.
And of course, from my point of view, thousand of pages of emails and
hundreds of pictures, and a million words of reference documents does no
even get me into the office of NTSB to talk about wiring/cargo door
explanation. I have ruled out violence as means to get attention and at
same time apologize to the next victims of hull rupture of 747 inflight.
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Getting two SS agents to my house based on email to a Senator, at his
invitation, is enough to intimidate me to keep my head down. I will not
even call on phone to NTSB as that being too aggressive. Really, there is
something about seeing handguns carried by agents authorized to shoot to
kill in an instant in your house with your wife and daughter nearby that
really makes you think about disagreeing with the government's opinion
about anything.
So, now, as the President and Secretary of State tell us, more attacks are
imminent. Exactly as planned, as desired. It will be a two year holding
action. In Wag the Dog, the theme is, don't change horses in midstream,
stick with the President. Exactly as planned. Usually a President will say
tit for tat and that ends it. But no, on and on it goes, more enemies
needed, and there's no shortage, more made every day.
So, my fellow LSoft members, when discouraged about US actions by
one guy,
think Hubble, think Transatlantic cable, think Golden Gate Bridge, think
Panama Canal, think polio vaccine, think of the good things and hope the
outweigh the bad.
Is there a laugh in all this? I think so. I like the fifty million dollars
of cruise missiles to 'wipe' out tents in a field, or as it is called in
targeting, 'terrorist training camps'.
I mean, training camps to drive a car with explosive in it up to gate and
run away? If McVeigh can do it, anybody can do it and you don't need
'training camps'.
It all comes down to this: If we do it, it's good, if you do it, it's bad.
From capital punishment to bombings to lotteries. Morality is so easy
when
the person doing the deed is always right.
Clinton has shown his people that when pissed off and scared, don't talk,
just kill, anybody, and that's why schoolchildren kill the girl that turned
them down for a date and humiliated them thereby deserving of death,
plus a
few bystanders students and teachers, what the heck, make an omelette,
break some eggs.
Well, it's been a while since a war, what, about six years? Those darn
Bosnians are no fun anyway. First of all they look like most of us, white
and sort of chubby. Dark people with beards are much more fun.
Especially
if they have an easy target called a white turban on their heads, makes
sniping easier.
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So, let us see how Clinton feels when this gets out of control like LBJ
never thought, and Clinton calls up the unpoplular draft, like the Russians
in Afghan did, and some cool hipster starts lying his way out of the draft,
making a few phone calls etc.
Moslem/Christian, Hindu/Moslem, Catholic/Protestant, Jew/Moslem,
Algeria,
Pakistan, Ireland, Israel, is there a trend there?
Yeah, all religions suck especially yours if you justify killing others
because they don't think like you. What goes around comes around.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Mon, 3 Aug 1998 00:30:41 -0700

Subject:
Where is he?
MR>> I stand alone as the wiring/cargo door guy.
>
> And for a damned good reason, too!
Opinion noted. Absence of facts to support opinion noted...again...as
usual. Can you ever explain yourself satisfactorily?
Well, I cast pearls here, I wait for the big guy, the two missile guy, the
....no show.
Why don't you try to get him into the LSoft ring, you know how tough it
is.
It's not for those that don't have their facts in a row and their
conclusions polished.
The most damaging critiques to Donaldson will come from the missile
guys
here who will realize his sequence does not make sense based upon their
two
years of research.
He is probably more afraid of you missile guys here than he is of wacky
wiring/cargo door guy he could beat mentally with one brain lobe tied
behind his back.
Ha, let Hirsch question him first. Then Sammy. Then external fuel
Donaldson. I'll wait my turn.
Well, LSoft is a theater of operation in which several battles can occur at
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the same time. It's not for the fainthearted. The fainthearted will beg off
with excuses like I don't know how to type, or I don't have time for this,
I have to get ready for my next talk radio interview with a station in
somewhere with call-ins from nowhere.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Tue, 18 Aug 1998 12:55:22 -0700

Subject:
Who is the forger?
>From: Dana Scully <pubic_spectator@HOTMAIL.COM>
>Subject:
Delusional Dana
So, who is posting forged emails? I love a mystery. Who found the hotma
real name of DS, if it is the real name? Who is 'pubic spectator'?
One way is headers and email tracing. Another way is style.
Fake DS>Dana replies:
>We agree. Impersonating a ficticious TV character
>is clearly delusional and definitely
>out of touch with reality.
Fake DS>Dana replies:
>Dana. Dana. Dana. This is not about missiles.
>It is about a mean spirited coward
>hiding behind a false identity.
So, it somebody, most likely a missile guys upset at DS missile rebuttals,
who likes the word delusional?
Who be that be? Well, recently the word was used with metaphor for
rolling
steel balls around to me, implying I was nuts as Captain Queeg" in The
Caine Mutiny. I replied back with allusion to Captain Queeg or was is
Mister Roberts about stolen strawberry ice cream and limiting shore leave
for the crew.
Who made the steel balls remark?
LSoftin
Barry, are
you rotating two steel balls in
your hand as you say that? Your
LSoftin
BS>Barry, are you rotating two steel balls
in your hand as you say that? Your
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LSoftin
It's delusional to think that the
Donaldson/Meyer goofiness has been effective with anyone except
LSoftin
delusional if you discern in the Sea Launch
logo (above) a yellow sickle, revoltingly similar to the
LSoftin
it is delusional.
LSoftin
>Wabbit engages in delusional wishful
thinking when he expects
LSoftin
Wabbit has nothing left to add, so he falls
back on his on delusional
LSoftin
delusional thinking.
LSoftin
interpretation of a delusional mind.
LSoftin
too delusional to understand the significance.
LSoftin
Mr. Olsson knows why you should be
apologizing to him, you spell his name wrong. Why apologize to me?
You have
done nothing to offend me. You were not the one calling me a liar, a chea
a spy, a nut, a dope addict, a scam artist, or delusional, were you?
LSoftin
> too delusional to understand the
significance.
LSoftin
> too delusional to understand the
significance.
LSoftin
a legend in your own delusional world and
mind only?
LSoftin
>a legend in your own delusional world and
mind only?
LSoftin
delusional state.
LSoftin
delusional state.
LSoftin
BS>> Unfortunately, most will die in their
delusional state.
So, it was BS. A missile guy who uses the word 'delusional'.
And SM has accused me of being 'delusional.'
Who called me 'Wabbit'? Was that TT?
So lots of missile guys have accused others of being delusional and have
reason to fear DS accurate factual rebuttals of missile explanation.
Who else says a name three times in a row? SM?
Who is internet savy enough to get hotmail account? MH?
Who can spell fictitious correctly? TT?
I give up. Regardless of who it is, it has to be pro missile guy because DS
rebuts only missile, not wiring/cargo door or meteor, or center tank.
And pro missile guys always answer to a higher moral plane, breaking
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rules
by cheating is OK with them because they are the good guys and it's all
right.
Using an alias is within the rules, impersonating another is not. See the
difference?
Pure and simple. Missile guys are cheats, mean spirited, and sneaky. They
have become the enemy they profess to hate.
>>It is about a mean spirited coward
>>hiding behind a false identity.
Written by a person who is mean spirited hiding behind a false identity
making him a coward. Amazing self revelation in his writing.
I understand if Cdr avoids this den of loonies in not talking facts about
TWA 800. Missile guys are never to be trusted, even when they sign their
own name.
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Fri, 21 Aug 1998 15:29:27 -0700

Subject:
books on TWA 800
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="iso-8859-1"
SF>Subject:
Books about TWA Fligt 800
>To: FLIGHT-800@HOME.EASE.LSOFT.COM
>
>There are no books, that's the problem. I saw that book review too. Even
>Sanders book i now I think out of print.
Ghostwriting, Screenwriting, And Editing Services In The United States
And
Abroad
P.O. Box 1898 / Mt. Pleasant, SC 29465-1898 USA
Call toll-free: 1 (800) 876-6202 / From overseas: (843) 881-0232
Electronic mail: dickcote@bookdoctor.com
How to write a
KILLER
non-fiction book proposal
By Richard N. CÙtÈ
An International Literary Collaborator
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Publishers report that they purchase up to ninety percent of their
non-fiction books from book proposals rather than finished manuscripts.
You
will have just one chance to convince a literary agent or publisher that
your book concept is top-notch and saleable. Your book proposal must
contain all the material by which you wish your book to be judged. Hold
nothing back -- but keep it brief.
My staff and I write eight or ten successful book proposals a year. Every
literary agent and publisher has a different opinion as to what constitutes
the "perfect" proposal format, but the basic elements are remarkably
similar. Here's the concepts we at Richard N. CÙtÈ & Associates, Inc.,
use
to prepare winning, non-fiction book proposals for our clients:
PAGE FORMATTING
*
Use white 8.5" x 11" paper with 1" margins all around.
*
Number the pages bottom center.
*
Use a serif typeface like this one (Times Roman) or Courier, in 12
point type.
*
On the second and following pages, use a header line containing the
author's name and the title of the book.
*
Book proposals are business documents, not literary manuscripts.
Double-spacing is not required. However, setting the line spacing to 1.2 o
1.5 makes it easier to read.
*
Use a laser or bubble-jet printer.
TABLE OF CONTENTS
*
The first interior page should list the book title, author,
collaborator, provide a detailed table of contents with page numbers, and
provide the name, mailing address, phone and fax numbers, e-mail addres
and WWW home page of the author, collaborator, or both.
SYNOPSIS (2-5 pages)
*
Key concept: you have only one chance to convince the agent or
editor that your book is the best-seller s/he's been looking for all year.
This is the place to do it. Sell all the sizzle you have, and sell it here.
The synopsis should glow with enthusiasm. After all, if you're not excited
about the book, who will be? A warning however: hold the hype. Your
proposal will be judged solely on content. Whatever you say, say it once,
say it well -- and move on.
*
In the first paragraph: throw a bomb. Hit the editor over the head
with a provocative statement. If you don't get his/her attention fast,
you've already lost half of the battle.
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*
In the second paragraph: whet the editor's appetite. Reveal the
hook: the attention-getting features (premises) of the book.
*
In the third paragraph: dig a hole -- and fill it. State the goals
of the book and tell how the book achieves them.
*
In the fourth paragraph: describe the approach. Describe how you
will handle the subject. How is the book organized? Chronologically?
Topically? Thematically? What are the important themes or elements?
Enumerate them.
*
In the rest of the synopsis, tell what the book covers: the
problems, reasons or situations which prompted you to write the book -and
why it is needed.
SPECIAL FEATURES AND SELLING POINTS (1/2 - 1 page)
*
Key concept: show how your book is different from and better than
similar books.
*
List the book's unique selling points. Was the author an
eyewitness? Is the author a recognized authority on the subject? Does the
author have a new or unique approach to the subject? What are the
distinctive or outstanding features to be included?
*
Can a celebrity or noted authority be found to write a preface or
introduction?
*
Can celebrities or noted authorities be found to endorse the book
or do pre-publication reviews?
*
Are compelling photographs available? Include good copies here!
*
Does the book have useful maps, charts and diagrams? Is it indexed
If so, say so.
INFORMATION SOURCES AND DOCUMENTATION (1/2 - 1 page)
*
Key concept: describe the authoritative sources of information
which establish the credibility of your book.
*
List your primary sources (raw information unprocessed by other
writers), such as eyewitness accounts, interviews with knowledgeable
people
(state their credentials); manuscript material, official documents, and
impartial records.
*
List your secondary source material (information already
interpreted by others), such as newspaper and magazine articles; other
books on the subject.
THE MARKET (1/2 - 1 page)
*
Key concept: identify all possible groups to whom your book might
appeal.
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*
Into what genre and specialty does your book best fit? Examples:
*
Non-fiction: biography, business, children & youth, computers,
conspiracy, cooking, crime & true crime, family & relationships, history,
how-to, inspirational, mathematics, medicine, military, mind-body-spirit,
mystery, philosophy, politics & society, popular culture, psychology,
reference, science, self-help, sports & adventure, technical & computers,
true life experience, travel.
*
Fiction: childrens', historical fiction, historical romance, horror
& suspense, humor, literature, legal, mainstream, mystery, New Age,
regional, romance, science fiction & fantasy, thrillers, westerns, women's
young adult.
*
Hint #1: if you walked into a bookstore, in which section would you
want to find your book displayed?
*
Hint #2: "crossover" (cross-genre) books are harder to sell than
those which fit clearly into one genre or another.
*
To what specific groups will the book appeal? Tell why. Define by
gender, occupation, age, religious, political, ethnic or affectional
preference, personal interest, etc.
*
What are the benefits your book will bring to this audience? For
what reasons will these people find the book appealin g? Why should they
buy, read, and talk about your book?
*
Is the potential market large enough to make the book worth
publishing?
THE COMPETITION (1/2 - 1 page)
*
Key concept: describe the major competing books which are in prin
-- and demonstrate why yours is better.
*
For a quick survey of the market, visit the major online
bookstores: Amazon.com and Barnes & Noble
*
Describe how your book will be similar to, as well as different
from, competing books. What will make yours stand out? Is yours better?
More complete? More informative? What niche will yours fill that others
don't? Describe in detail. Compare and contrast you approach against
theirs.
PUBLISHING DETAILS (1/4 page)
*
Key concept: describe the manuscript and when it will it be ready
to publish.
*
State the estimated length of the manuscript in number of words or
number of double-spaced pages. Hint: a double-spaced page with
one-inch
margins and double-spaced Courier 12 text contains 225 - 250 words.
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*
Describe the quantity and availability of photos, illustrations,
charts and tables. State whether they are camera-ready or must be
produced
or purchased.
*
Describe the status of permissions to published copyrighted
materials used in the book.
*
State if the manuscript is ready for publication. If not, state
when it will be.
AUTHOR'S CREDENTIALS (1/2 - 1 page)
*
Key concept: demonstrate that the author is uniquely qualified to
create this book.
*
Tell exactly how the author is involved: what contributions are
his/hers.
*
Include the author's professional credentials: education,
professional certification, experience.
*
Include the author's professional references: those who can vouch
for his or her expertise.
*
Include a select bibliography of the author's relevant works.
*
Include reviews and sales figures for his/her previous books.
COLLABORATOR'S CREDENTIALS
*
Key concept: if a literary collaborator or ghostwriter is involved,
demonstrate that the collaborator is uniquely qualified to write this book.
*
NOTE: literary collaborators and ghostwriters are now involved wit
nearly 75% of all successful non-fiction books and with many works of
fiction. Their participation is normally viewed by publishers as a major
asset to the project, not something to be hidden. This is especially true
if the author has not been published before, or has been published but not
in the current genre.
*
Tell exactly how the ghost is involved: what steps and products are
his/hers (interviewing, outlining, writing book proposal, writing sample
chapter(s), writing the body of the book, editing the author's existing
manuscript, etc.).
*
Include the collaborator's professional credentials and references.
*
Include a select bibliography of the collaborator's relevant works.
MEDIA PROMOTION (1/2 page)
*
Key concept: demonstrate that the author is capable of and willing
to help publicize the book.
*
Access: do you have access to media channels for promoting the
book? Itemize them.
*
Describe the author's specific media training.
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*
Describe the author's experience as a public speaker and his/her
publicity appearances on radio, tv and speeches to groups.
*
Describe the author's willingness to publicize the book. Is s/he
available to do local radio call-in interviews, tv shows and book signings?
National tv shows? A national book tour?
*
Describe the author's physical appearance and emotional makeup (if
an asset; otherwise skip).
*
List anything else the author can do to help the publisher promote
and sell your book.
SAMPLE PHOTOGRAPHS (as necessary and available)
*
Key concept: pictures help sell books.
*
Using the facilities of a nearby copy center, make and include
digital color copies of significant photographs which are available for the
book.
CHAPTER SUMMARIES (1/2 - 1 page per chapter)
*
Key concept: answers the question, "Where's The Beef?"
*
This critically-important section is where you prove that you know
what you are talking about. As dramatically as possible, the chapter
summaries lay out all the important and interesting points to be presented
in each chapter. Tell the subjects it will cover; the questions it will
answer.
*
Use catchy chapter titles. When the editor scans the chapter
summaries s/he makes some snap judgements about the book. Make that
work to
your advantage.
*
Start each chapter summary with the "hook": the theme, key idea or
defining concept of the chapter.
*
Example from a chapter summary of a Bob Marley book: "At
gunpoint,
Bob Marley fires his manager, Don Taylor; then goes on to perform his
final
shows, conceive his last child and die of a cancerous tumor."
*
Example from a book about emotional healing: "Key concept:
cathartic crying dramatically relieves suppressed emotions and enables
rapid healing from old emotional wounds."
*
Using either brief, punchy sentences or bulleted sentences and
sentence fragments, lay out the contents of the chapter. You must
demonstrate convincingly that you know what you are talking about and
can
deliver the goods. Leave nothing to the imagination.
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*
If used sparingly, brief pulled or boxed quotes can draw attention
to "crowd-pleaser" features of the future book. If overused, they can make
the proposal look cluttered.
SAMPLE CHAPTER(S) (20 - 30 pages)
*
Key concept: choose the one to three most powerful chapters for the
samples. These do not have to be the first or last chapters in the book.
*
As with all manuscripts, double-space the sample chapters.
*
In most cases, 20-30 pages are sufficient to show the editor
whether or not the writer is capable of writing a book worthy of
publication. If the publisher or agent wants more s/he will ask for it.
COLLABORATOR'S WRITING SAMPLES
*
Key concept: if the book is ghosted, much of the publisher's
decision to buy the book will be based on the collaborator's ability to
express the author's ideas.
*
With ghostwritten books, the collaborator's writing ability is
often as important as the author's expertise or authority.
*
Include 10-15 pages of the collaborator's writing samples, clips
and reviews.
AND DON'T FORGET....
*
Enclose a self-addressed return mailing envelope with sufficient
return postage.
*
In the publishing world, victory goes to the persistent. John
Grisham's first novel, A Time To Kill, was rejected by legions of
publishers before someone saw the light. Richard Bach's Jonathan
Livingston
Seagull was rejected by over 30 publishers before it found a home. Carl
Sagan's 1986 best-seller, Contact! wasn't filmed for ten years after its
publication.
SO, IF YOU REALLY WANT TO GET PUBLISHED:
*
Have faith in your work;
*
Polish it until it glows in the dark;
*
Promote the #^@%~*! out of it; and
*
OUTLAST FAILURE!
If you'd like professional help with writing your book proposal, analyzing
your manuscript or rewriting, feel free to call or e-mail us without
obligation. First-time authors are always welcome.
Richard N. CÙtÈ &
Associates, Inc.
Writing, Ghostwriting, Editing and Screenwriting
In The United States And Abroad
Post Office Box 1898
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Mt. Pleasant, South Carolina 29465 USA
Call toll-free: 1 (800) 876-6202 / From abroad: (843) 881-0232
E-mail: dickcote@bookdoctor.com
And who's Moondog and who is SF? Same person or different person.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/
Date:

Wed, 26 Aug 1998 13:34:02 -0700

Subject:
Re: More Pearls of Wisdom From JBS
In-Reply-To:
<FLIGHT-800%1998082613085981@HOME.EASE.LSOFT.COM>
http://www.corazon.com/EX4Apage5.html IV: WITNESS
>MATRIX - 'A review of witness data provided information that [all] the
>persons who
>observed streaks observed them in conjuction with the fireball'. Is it
>improper for me to add >'[all]'?
Uh, yes, EB, it is improper to put your own words in when quoting.
Especially qualifiers like 'all'. Shall I add 'no' in brackets? Ha!
Conspiracy type modifications...'I was just helping you idiots to
understand, that's why I had to add certain words.'
>Read it without that addition and it says the same thing but not as
clearly".
You are sooo helpful, EB. PLus misleading, all persons who saw streak d
not see it with conjunction of fireball, like about 55 persons. You ignore
the 55 who saw no flash, fireball, explosion with streak and the missile
guys ignore the eleven who said down streak.
Stop ignoring the eyewitnesses!
>After 18 days of feverish scribbling with his crayolas, JBS thinks he has
>it figured out and fires
>this off to the Flight 800 Grammar and Spelling Forum:
I only correct those that assume to spell and write well, the truly
ignorant are pattted on the head and ignored. I can add you to the latter
list, if you wish. I invite all spelling and grammar corrections to my
postings, better to be embarrassed here than in front of officials looking
for ways to dismiss my ideas.
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>
>
>Tue, 25 Aug 1998 14:14:46 -0700 John Barry Smith
<barry@CORAZON.COM>
>Who put the 'all' in there? EB of course and it's OK to put own words
into
>reports? I don't
>think so, conspiracy type stuff. And of course misspelling key word is
>typical conspiracy stuff,
>it's 'conjunction', not 'conjuction.' Lack of attention to
>detail...again...as usual.
>
>
>Plus some other gems like:
>
>
>"85 [of the 183] described it ending in an explosion, 32 said it ended in
>a fireball, and 11 said
>it ended in a flash. That makes 128 that said streak ended in something
>that could be called a
>'fireball'. That means 55 said it did not end in fireball. 55 eyewitness
>to streak directly
>contradict EB saying streak always tracked to fireball".
>
>
>Follow that? All of the 183 witness who saw the streak saw it in
>conjunction with the fireball
>- but 55 of 183 didn't.
No, EB you are the only one on the planet who says all 183 witnesses saw
streak in conjunction with flash, fireball, explosion. The report says 128
saw streak in conjuntion with flash, explosion, or fireball. 128 is not 183.
>
>
>Here's how he rationalizes his fascinating theory about hundreds of
>streaks in the sky going
>every which way:
Could have been hundreds, could have been one, no way to determine tha
based on only ground observers with minute time frame. Basic physics
and
geometry.
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When atom bomb goes off many people see flash. It's only one flash
source
because time and distance and angle correlate. There is no correlation or
corroboration for TWA 800 streak.
>
>
>"Concept: One or more fireflies turn on and off on patio. Ten people on
>patio. Ten people say
>they saw flash of light within a minute of time that looked like firefly.
>How many fireflies? Ten
>flashes, and unknown number of fireflies is the answer. Could be one
>firefly turning on and off
>ten times or ten fireflies turning on and off once. Understand that based
>on a streak seen by
>one person in one spot at one time conclusions such as source and
>direction of source and
>how many sources can not be determined. Basic math, probablity and
physics".
Absence of rebuttal to above noted.
>Well, as Bill Serrahn says, like the Energizer Bunny JBS will just keep
>going and going until
>he's the last one standing.
Only because I read what is said and don't add words like 'all' to other
person's quotes.
Add up the numbers in 4A, 128 saw streak and flash explosion or fireball
in
'conjunction'. And that does not mean 128 saw streak track to fireball
either, it just means they were in 'conjunction' in the sky at about the
same time, one before the other we assume. With conjunction, it could be
fireball first then a second or so later, the streak.
Conjunction is not tracking, 128 is not all of 183, and streaks of all
relative directions, all colors, all compass directions could be many
streak sources, not just one.
You are like the missile guys, reading too much into skimpy witness
reports
about short lived surprising images in space. You are picking and
choosing,
nice work if you can get it.
What I don't understand is why the big deal about streak tracking to
fireball or not. Even if streaks did track to fireball it does not mean
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that fireball is direct result of streak. Streak source could have been
dozens of miles away when fireball occurred. It's called perception of
movement of objects in space from one viewpoint has limited conclusion
Need further corroboration and it's not there. Key word is conjunction, no
connnecting, or tracking or linked but conjunction.
Read the words, add the numbers, and don't add stuff.
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Sat, 29 Aug 1998 23:07:29 -0700

Subject:
My two invitees give opinion of inviter to inviter.
>The picture of door says otherwise, it is a hole from one side of door to
>outside of door at the aft midspan latch area.
SM: No the picture shows a fracture line 2-3 inches away from mid span
latch cam and it is clearly from striking the fuselage! It is not, I
repeat NOT, a midpspan rupture.
Well, it's a picture of a cargo door for 811 and there is a hole fron
inside to the outside giving outward peeled skin. That's a rupture. It
occurs at the aft midspan latch area. Call it what you want, it's a hole.
>Like a balloon stretching before popping.
SM: Absolutely NOT like a baloon popping. Take a piece of stiff foil an
press in on it till it tears. Now lay the two sheets on a flat surface and
see which direction is the tear is. It is petalled up. It is a simple
concept.
Balloon popped by prick from outside or insiden alway pops outward
giving
outward peeled skin. That's a pressurized hull, the ballooon. If
unpressurized and hull hits water, skin pushed inward. Never outward fo
water impact, always outward for pressurized hull rupture from latch
failure or bottle smashing through it. And bottle were far away at aft
cargo door bulkhead, they would not burst through at both midspan
latches.
And bottles were found where?
SM: You still don't get this. The structure there isn't designed to carry
the same weight as the bottom eight latches and doesn't ever so it would
not rupture from cabin pressure.
When normal. Nine foot slice of cut of pressurized hull and you see it
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can't rupture at that spot...as it has before.
>The only scenario that could load these mid span latches up would be if
>the bottom latches were to open independently of the mid span whjile
>leaving the mid spans cams closed. This simply is not going to ever
>happen.
again....or again....or again...as it has in the past.
>
>>The tube that operates this latch passes through a hole in the structural
>>frame 2 inches forward of the closeout frame. That frame does not car
>>any of the midspan load.
What does?
SM: You mean heat damage from scoring while turning.
How do you know cause of heat damage?
>That is an indication of an out rig door. It does not mean it
>wasn't/didn't function properly, that it ruptured, or anything else.
It means that aft latch pin was subjected to something abnormal enough to
score very very very hard metal.
SM: If they had both colors painted over the rivet heads and some had th
top layer flake off there would be two color rivets in same area. This is
no mystery.
If..
SM: What sounds to you is not reality from picture. Notice that the
chairs are nearly level. See the straight line below the chairs. Those
are the floor boards and they are comprised of balsa wood core and two
.020" bonded layers of alumuninum skin. If the floor sagged much at all
these boards would have broken. They are clearly not even kinked.
Therefore the report is referring to just the outboard ends of the floor
beams just inboard of the frame attach points. This is clearly caused by
the can opener effect of the door and not cabin pressure! Why don't you
analyse your material before you publish. I would be embarrassed if I
were
you.
You're like EB and the missile guys, start believing the report. It says
downward buckled floor beams. 103 had downward bent beams in cargo
door
area. 800 has downward separations of floor beams. They use the word
down
in referring to abnormal movement of floor beams in cargo door area.
That's
all. Down beams...in 800, in 103, in 811. That's a match.
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>The obvious is internal crushed skin adjacent to outwardly petaled
metal.
"outwardly petaled metal' great, see that wasn't so hard now was it?
>The inward crushed skin would not happen if it were already blown
apart by
>an explosion.
The middle of door was blown apart, the hinge and bottom sill stayed the
to be inwardly crushed by water impact.
The fwd cargo door area was clearly intact on impact with the water.
>
>Really? Like R2 door nearby? Those two doors match? Ha!
SM: Clarify this. You make no sense.
You say a door was intact on impact with water and there is a door right
there and it looks like a door that was intact, R2. Then move a few feet
away and see shattered and missing skin yet you still say door looks like
it was intact at water impact. Ha!
SM: Don't forget ignorant, irresponsible, inconcsistent, illogical, etc. etc.
Don't forget good speller, Mr. "Inconcsistent."
SM: The proof is right there in the pictures. You think you need more?
Always need more.
SM: They have better things to do that waste their time proving you
wrong.
Trust me, I know it is a huge waste of time.
Permission granted to you for you to stop wasting your time.
SM: Whatever, You definately live in your own delusional little world.
It is different from yours, yours of inward crushing water impact gives
outward petalled skin. And EB who lives in a world of 183 equals 128.
And
missile guys who pretend 11 eyewitnesses did not see down streak. I live
in
world of facts.
Pan Am 103 leads to TWA 800. The match is too complete to be
dismissed
without discussion.
Pan Am 103 and TWA 800 were both:
aged
high time
early model
poly x wired
Boeing 747
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shortly after take off
suffers hull rupture forward of the wing
fodded number three engine
sudden sound on CVR
loud sound on the CVR
short duration sound on the CVR
abrupt power cut to FDR
outward peeled skin in cargo door area
midspan latch status not determined
took off in no sun
running late
more severe inflight damage on starboard side
downward bent floor beams in cargo door area
at least nine never recovered bodies
vertical fuselage tear lines forward of the wing and aft of cargo door
bomb in forward cargo hold initially suspected
PA 103 and TWA 800 are the same above and both thought to be bombs
and one
of them wasn't!
TWA 800 leads to UAL 811 which were both:
aged
high flight time
poly x wired
early model Boeing 747
which took off in no sun
running late
and shortly after takeoff
experienced a sudden initial event in the forward cargo hold which left a
short
sudden
loud
sound on the cockpit voice recorder, an
abrupt data loss to the flight data recorder,
foreign object damage to starboard engines #3
more severe inflight damage on starboard side,
nine never recovered bodies,
torn off skin in forward cargo door area on starboard side,
rupture at forward cargo door at aft midspan latch,
outward peeled skin on upper forward fuselage,
downward bent floor beams in cargo door area,
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vertical fuselage tear lines forward of the wing and aft of forward cargo
door, and
destruction initially thought to be have been caused by a bomb
PA103, TWA 800, and UAL 811 all initially thought to be bombs..and
two of
them were not!
And UAL 811 leads to Air India 182.
UAL 811 and AI 182 were both:
early model
poly x wired
Boeing 747
suffers hull rupture forward of the wing
fodded number three engine
sudden sound on CVR
loud sound on the CVR
short duration sound on the CVR
abrupt power cut to FDR
outward peeled skin in cargo door area
midspan latch status not determined
took off in no sun
running late
more severe inflight damage on starboard side
at least nine never recovered bodies
vertical fuselage tear lines forward of the wing and aft of cargo door
inadvertent opening of the forward cargo door in flight offered as
explanation during official inquiry
bomb in forward cargo hold initially suspected
PA 103, TWA 800, UAL 811, and AI 182, all initially thought to be
bombs...and two of them were not!
One of those still thought to be a bomb, AI 182, has an active
investigation going on with no resolution in sight. The other suspected
bombing is soon to be on trial with international repercussions, PA 103.
They both are linked by evidence to TWA 800, an accident still under
active
investigation. The four fatal accidents match; I claim they have one
common
cause, the NTSB cause for one of them, UAL 811, wiring/cargo door.
103 to 811
The above aircraft was an: (1) aged (2) high flight time (3) early model
Boeing 747 (4) which took off in darkness (5) running late (6) and shortly
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after takeoff (7) experienced a sudden initial event in the forward cargo
hold which left a (8) short (9) sudden (10) loud (11) sound on the cockpit
voice recorder, an (12) abrupt (13) power cut to the flight data recorder,
(14) foreign object damage to starboard engines #3 and (15) #4, (16) mor
severe inflight damage on starboard side, (17) nine never recovered bodie
(18) torn off skin in forward cargo door area on starboard side, (19)
longitudinal break at midline of the forward cargo door at midspan latch,
(20) outward peeled skin on upper forward fuselage, (21) vertical fuselag
tear lines forward of the wing and aft of forward cargo door, and (22)
destruction initially thought to be have been caused by a bomb.
The Air
Accidents Investigation Branch of UK has given the probable cause for
Pan
Am 103 as the explosion of an improvised explosive device in the forwar
cargo hold. The probable cause of UAL 811 was the inadvertent opening
of
the forward cargo door inflight as described in NTSB AAR 92/02 from
which
all of the above twenty two significant observations were drawn. The
twenty
two significant observations about PA 103 were drawn from UK AAIB
2/90
released statements and photographs of wreckage reconstruction.
barry@corazon.com www.corazon.co
EB>JBS the defrocked witness
expert makes allegations about the witnesses'
observations without
>offering any reports from the witnesses themselves to support his
>allegations, relying instead only
>on a report by officialdom that also does not include any reports from th
>witnesses themselves
>to support officialdom's allegations about the witnesses.
This is so funny. If you don't agree with the official reports, discount
them, and then accuse interpreter that he hasn't seen the originals...but
if he did he would agree with you and the report would have been shown
to
be wrong. Or a coverup.
EB, the reports are wrong you say, maybe wrong on purpose...Conspiracy
thinking. Look, I'm a researcher discoverer, not a private dick with bottle
of gin in the file cabinent and a blonde under the table. I work with what
I have. I don't add words or give up if reports not perfect.
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>When asked to produce reports from
>the witnesses themselves to support his allegation about the witnesses,
>JBS retorts: "Stop
>misquoting the eyewitnesses - Stop knocking the eyewitesses - Believe
the
>eyewitnesses!"
Asking me to produce reports from the witnesses themselves! EB, you
thought
of it, you do it. Until then, I stick to NTSB reports and exhibits. Like
reality, good bad or indifferent. You don't see wiring/cargo door changing
tag colors, like NTSB, or missile guys ignoring 11 down streaks, or EB
calling 55 people wrong about how their streak ended or tracked to. I use
the facts as stated, good bad or indifferent.
>
>
>When that report by officialdom making allegations about what the
>witnesses saw without
>including any reports from the witnesses themselves to support those
>allegations makes
>contradictory allegations about what the witnesses saw, JBS the
defrocked
>witness expert takes
>the allegation by officialdom that suits his purpose and when reminded o
>the contradictory
>allegation by officialdom retorts: "Stop misquoting the eyewitnesses >Stop knocking the
>eyewitesses - Believe the eyewitnesses!"
Now that is a sentence! Does anybody know what it is about?
It is true, I did say 'believe the eyewitnesses' god bless 'em.
>
>When it suits his purpose JBS the defrocked grammar expert contends
that
>"authors would not
>be stupid enough to say what they said unless that's what they intended
to
>say". That's from the
>same author who we all now know belatedly changed "too" to "two"
because
>he had really
>meant to say two instead of too and "that" to "who" because he had
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really
>meant to say who
>instead of that, demonstrating that at least one author has indeed been
>stupid enough to say what
>he said when it wasn't what he intended to say - repeatedly.
EB, out of control...Bishop Tutu and you went to buy a tutu. You bought
two
tutus. Tutu bought two tutus, too. The Bishop had a brother there also.
Two
Tutus bought two tutus too.
'Defrocked,' love the religious connection. My white collor of grammar
expert and eyewitness expert pulled of and fraud exposed. Now what?
Turn in
my expert witness license? My grammar expert certificate?
Cheater Cheater, Pumpkin eater!
>
>JBS the defrocked expert grammar intent analyst decided it served his
>purpose - 3 weeks after
>reading the following - to allege the purpose of the author was to "cheat
>( cheat \Cheat\, v. i. To
>practice fraud or trickery; as, to cheat at cards):
>
>
>" http://www.corazon.com/EX4Apage5.htmlIV: WITNESS MATRIX 'A review of
>witness
>data provided information that [all] the persons who observed streaks
>observed them in
>conjuction with the fireball'. Is it improper for me to add - '[all]'?
>Read it without that addition
>and it says the same thing but not as clearly". Great logic. Publicly,
>openly and clearly
>announce that you're going to cheat - 3 weeks ahead of time. Well,
>that's the kind of logic we
>should expect from a guy who defines "stupid" and then proceeds to
>demonstrate that he is - by
>his own definition - stupid.
Love your brackets about that inserted word [all] into someone else's
statement. Wish wiring/cargo door could do that, make my job a lot easie
But cheaters never win.
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JBS has forfeit his credibility with me on all subjects related to Flight 800
>by his wilder and wilder efforts to support his untenable stance on his
>streak theory.
Oh, no! Another supporter lost ! And he doesn't like me anymore either I
bet. EB, don't take it personal, your numbers got checked and they were
wrong. 183 is not 128. So now you are reacting very emotional with word
like defrocked and credible. Look, I am unimportant, the evidence is
everything. Of course I am incredible, I am saying things new and
therefore
not credible until in government reports like EX 4A. It doesn't matter if
the messenger is believable or not or a charmer, the evidence is
everything. 183 streak eyewitness is evidence, 128 that saw it end in
flash, fireball, and explosion is evidence. Was it true? I don't know but I
can use that as strong enough to speculate why streak in air at all, not
where it went or how it ended or why the color or why the direction.
Based
on 4A that's all that can be reliably determined, it existed, but it's
enough to move on. Streak was there, could be missile, meteor, or shiny
metal object, need corroboration.
>As SM has
>noted, it appears that the NTSB and FAA have slammed their doors in
JBS
>face. It seems to
>me likely from my own experience with JBS that they did so because he
>forfeit his credibility
>with them too.
Boeing too. That's a clue. Government and manufacturer refuse to talk
about
Boeing planes and four hull ruptures foward of the wing plus about 20
other
significant similarities. Curious.
But because the manufacturer denies he is building fautly airplanes and
because the government oversight agencies deny failing their certification
and probable cause duties, is no surprise. The guilty rarely confess
until backed into a corner. They are not in a corner yet.
>My interest in the Cargo Door Theory did not arise out of JBS'
utterances.
>I had never heard of
>the entire front section of an airliner decapitating until PA 103.
Then you missed UAL 811 in 1989 a few months after PA 103.
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Then you missed UAL preflight in 1991 where cargo door opened on the
ground
uncommanded.
>Then Flight 800 decapitated. Another 747.
>
>Then, a year later, I went web surfing to see again if I could find
>something about a 747 design
>defect - and immediately came across JBS' website.
Ha! The fish took the bait.
>With the picture of UAL 811.
And hooked. What a picture.
> I lacked
>the expertise
Too modest!
> to evaluate his contentions about other 747's. But 811 looked to me
then
>- and
>still does - like a 747 that should have decaptitated.
>Now, the opportunity to see the FBI Crime Lab report on 103 subjected
to
>close scrutiny
>appears to be near at hand.
We wish.
You got to cargo door through mywebsite and LSoft through my inviation
through Email. And I had nothing to do with it, but you're here EB, and
that's what counts.
SM and you both came there though that sequence and both disagree
with me.
Fine, no problem. I do not get upset. I ask that you refer to facts like
numbers. 183 and 128 for starters. Outward is not inward.
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Wed, 12 Aug 1998 16:37:49 -0700

Subject:
More analysis Seaman photos
1. The mystery horizontal white even dispersed dots may be dimples
where
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the rivets have pulled in the outside skin a small amount, enough that
when
the red painted metal from below slammed upward the dimpled white did
not
get the red paint transfer.
2. There are no labels on the lower cargo door pieces while all other large
pieces have labels. The lower part of the door pieces including the sill
latches and locks may have been mixed up with the reported finding of th
aft cargo door sill and therefore the forward lower door piece needs
confirmed location label.
3. One of the two over pressure relief doors may be hung on the wreckage
open or closed status not able to be determined.
4. There are apparently two outward peeled skin ruptures in the forward
cargo door area, one at the aft midspan latch and the other at the forward
midspan latch, and both latches are still missing from the database nor
hung on the reconstruction.
5. The cargo door hinge shows evidence of overtravel impression damage
with
some fuselage hinge knuckles showing bare metal while some of the door
knuckles keep its red paint.
6. The mystery '76' tag is probably 'RF 70" described as 'Avionics Bay'
piece.
Still seeking interpretations of raw, real, relevant data in photographs.
It's awfully quiet out there.
http://www.corazon.com/Forwarddoorblowuphoto.html
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Wed, 19 Aug 1998 09:52:17 -0700

Subject:
Mythic planes and tombs
CO> Next
>time I speak to that chap I'll ask for more detailed information on the
>lithology of the Stone. This has got precisely nothing to do with
TWA800,
>but it's interesting nevertheless.
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It has everthing to do with TWA 800. Accurate history.
Accurate history is like accurate numbers for math. Start with wrong
historical fact is like starting with wrong equation early one. All the
rest is garbage.
Start with wrong fact of bomb for 182 and get bomb on 103 and get
missile
for 800.
>Rosslyn Chapel has been examined with ground mapping radar and
>the layout of the foundations confirms suspicions that the building is lai
>out in a copy of the Temple (Herod's) of Jerusalem
Saw a good show on lost civilization using Ankor Wat, Pyramids, and
Sphinx
showing that they all faced the constellation they depict....in 10500 BC!
Draco, Leo, and Orion all are matched on the ground by the objects, but
only when stars where in formation in 10500BC. Amazing. Too much for
coincidence.
>Mysterious places like Rosslyn attract myths and legends in much the
same way
>that TWA800 attracts conspiracy theories.
Add PA 103, the myth of all myths for plane crashes. People will stretch
all sort of reality to maintain myth. I particularly like planes that take
off with bombs that don't go off until a few flight, crew, passenger, and
baggage changes and many hours and altitude and flight mode changes
before
it 'goes off'. Which of course does not match other bombing events in
same
type plane but does match explosive decompression in a similar model
and
type. But no, got to be bomb because that is integral to the myth, the
tragedy, the pathos. A door pop is trivial and boring, not interesting, not
mythic like vast conspiracy of several nations using components from
several countries and investigated by several countries, and clear villain,
a messiah type far away in a tent.
103 as bomb is great stretch for drama where there is none, just sequence
of human screwups starting with Comet and Paris DC 10.
Calling 103 a bomb and thus exhonerating the manufacturer, oversight
government, and airline is what the Army does when bad screwups occur
by
poor judgment of its officers and generals, gives everybody a medal, the
accomplices and the perps. Everybody goes away happy execpt the dead
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people
and they don't vote.
The central horror which refuses to be seen by officials is this has all
happened before. As these high time 747 hull ruptures forward of the win
increase, the stretch becomes even more far fetched. Now it's a three
legged stool of center tank fire with only two legs, the fuel and the air
mixture, the third leg of ignition source is not there, stool of center
tank should fall down but belief in myth keeps it up.
Anything but incompetence which has killed hundreds in past and is still
killing now.
Look within yourself, all you conspiracy guys, if you think bomb did 182
and 103, you are in the depths of paranoia of evil plotters killing
innocents and just because you are in the majority of beliefs for bombs fo
those flights does not make you right, it just makes you members of a big
herd.
There is more evidence for bomb for TWA 800 than ever for 182, and
about
the same for 103. Based upon the new photos of blown out outward
peeled
skin on right side of forward baggage hold which matches 103 and 182
precisely, 800 becomes a bomb.
Of course it's not, it's the same thing for all three, wiring/cargo door
explanation. But that is so unmythic, so boring, and so terrible a truth
for those who said and are saying otherwise.
Well, internet changes things, it speeds things up. Maybe all the
participants will not be transferred, promoted, and retired or dead before
an objective look is given, although Tom Thurman of 103 FBI lab
involvement
retired already. He's one, there's lots more, sweating out retirement time.
It's a tough time to be an arrogant, incompetent, and scared public
official, elected or appointed.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Sat, 8 Aug 1998 20:06:43 -0700
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Subject:
One size does not fit all.
EB>he would have quickly
>realized the streak culminated with the eruption of the Massive Fireball
>at about 7500 feet, not at
>13,700 feet where the decapitating event took place.
The streak did not culminate in the massive fireball. Just because there is
a streak and a few seconds later a fireball does not mean they are
connected directly. If you hear screech of tires and then later see crashed
car they are not necessarily directly connected.
Many who saw streak did not have it end in fireball. EB, you are making
the
mistake of others who you chastise for giving interpretations to facts. For
those that saw streak, they had that little gap of a few seconds before
fireball.
Many who saw streak had it going in directions all over the compass plus
all relative directions such as up down and all around. None of the down
streak witnessess had it end in fireball.
EB, you are doing what you say not to do, selectively picking and
choosing
the eyewitness reports that fit your streak ending in fireball conclusion.
I'm the only one here who agrees with all the eyewitness factual
statements
of what they saw when they report color, direction, duration, and
termination and that's because they all report what would happen if a
shiny
piece of metal flew off and away reflecting light.
Stop trashing the eyewitness reports you don't agree with.
EB>The apparent lack of interest in closer scrutiny of the streak/MF
relationship leaves nothing
>further with a constructive purpose for me here.
>It's time for me to get back to the real world. The passing parade has
>passed.
So how was the real world?
Time of fireball: McClaine called at :50 and reported it. In interview he
said he had mike in his hand about to talk when he saw it, so delay of onl
a second or so. Fireball at :48 checks with other data, that give fireball
about 36 seconds after initial event. 36 seconds after initial event means
the fireball was much lower than 14700 feet, about 7500 feet which also
checks well with other data.
So, again missile hitting 800 at :12 at 13700 feet into fireball is
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impossible.
And also, again, the basic law of physics that a downward object can be
seen as an up streak is just too complex for most of the high school brains
here. I know you can never get past that basic perception truth about
objects in space. It's like asking a fresh water river trout to understand
about water that's salty and he can go in any direction for as long as he
want. The trout will say no way, everyone knows the water has edges
called
banks and the water is nonsalty.
>The NTSB, for whatever reasons, developed the CWT theory within a
month of
>the accident, and have spent the following two years promoting and
defending
>it, citing anything that supports it, and regarding anything counter as an
>anomoly. That's no way to run an investigation where the evidence
should
>guide you to the truth.
>
>On the other hand missile theorists have sabotaged their efforts by not
>being able to see any further than these enticing witness reports and
>clinging to them for dear life.
Agreed.
CO>For Barry, the FCD is the branch of the
>evil tree of fate that has killed so many victims of Boeing 747 disasters.
>A "one_size_fits_all" concept is very alluring to many people.
You know, there are about 32 747 hull losses, why would I only pick
three?
A nice number? No, I picked those because the evidence matches UAL
811,
that evidence, not life long experiences or other oriental philosophy
explanation, makes wiring/cargo door the unifying factor based on
precedent. When another 747 comes up with 29 matches of real evidence
from
CVR tape to twisted metal, I'll add that one too, to the wiring/cargo door
explanation and you can call it oriental philosophy all you want. The
evidence of FDR and floor beams leads to inclusion into the four victim
wiring/cargo door club not deep emotional motives.
One size does not fit all, only four.
The big clue that wiring/cargo door for 800 is correct is it matches three
other events. That's four accidents to stay consistent with the facts and
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the explanation.
A one off event explanation such as cwt or missile is easy to explain whe
pesky refuting facts show up; Anomaly! Trivial! Not important!
For four events, when the same thing, such as sudden loud sound show up
it's not trivial, it's very important.
The below are not trivial anomalies. They match a real event. If you know
of another 747 accident that has the below, it will be included in the
wiring/cargo door explanation.
(1) aged (2) high flight time (3) early model Boeing 747 (4) which took
off near darkness (5) running late (6) and during climb (7) experienced a
sudden initial event near the leading edge of wing in fuselage which left a
(8) short (9) sudden (10) loud (11) sound on the cockpit voice recorder, a
(12) abrupt (13) power cut to the flight data recorder, (14) foreign object
damage to starboard engine #3, (15) more severe inflight damage on
starboard side, (16) at least nine never recovered bodies, (17) port
fuselage side forward of the wing relatively undamaged, (18) shattered,
torn, and frayed skin in forward cargo door area on starboard side, (19)
unusual paint smears in forward cargo door area, (20) rupture appearance
of
skin at aft midspan latch of the forward cargo door, (21) outward peeled
skin on upper forward fuselage, (22) vertical fuselage tear lines forward
of the wing and aft of forward cargo door, (23) had hinge stay attached to
detached top piece of forward cargo door, (24) downward bent floor
beams
above forward cargo hold, (25) unsooted cargo door pieces, (26) never
recovered fuselage skin in cargo door area, (27) inflight fire to engine
number 3, (28) bare electrical wire found in cargo door area, (29) and
destruction initially thought to be have been caused by a bomb but (30)
later conclusively ruled out.
Wouldn't the missile guys love to have 30 matches to KAL 007 or the
Airbus?
Wouldn't the NTSB love to have 30 matches to Philippines 737 or Shahs
747?
Only the wiring/cargo door has the evidence that matches three other
accidents and one in particular, UAL 811.
Cheerfully,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/
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Date:

Mon, 31 Aug 1998 10:31:53 -0700

Subject:
Re: PA 103 v TWA800 part 1
In-Reply-To: <35EB1A5A.768@globalnet.co.uk>
CO>Fellow Lsofters will be aware that I have been following the
unfolding
events
>of Pan Am 103 (Lockerbie) for more than nine years.
JBS>Me too!
>Those who have read my
>opinions on this subject will be aware that I do not believe the official
>pronouncements made by the British and American Governments on
the matter.
>
Me either!
>The continued obfuscation by both Governments, who have steadfastly
refused
>to allow a fair trial of the two indicted Libyan suspects in The
>International Court of Justice in The Hague, only reinforces my belief
that
>the UK and US Governments are determined that the truth of the events
>surrounding the deaths of the victims of Pan Am Flight 103 will never
be made
>known to the wider public.
The jury is still out on that one.
> The transcript is
>verbatim from the soundtrack of a documentary which is mostly "talking
heads"
>so almost all detail of the film is contained within the transcript.
>
>I commend it to my fellow Lsofters:
>
>http://www0.docklands.bbc.co.uk/scotland/news/frontline/transcripts/loc
erbie.s
>html
and alson http://www.corazon.com/mountain.html in toto.
The CIA and FBI mentality is evident here, it matches the missile guy
mentality, all conspiracists clutching at improbables to keep their fantasy
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alive.
Love the part of the bomb goes from Malta to Germany on a plane then
from
Germany to Britain on a different plane and crew. Then baggage, crew,
and
plane are changed again and then plane takes off and suffers hull rupture
forward of the wing and it's....a bomb that finally went off. Just like AI
182 another bomb that was shuttled on three flights before plane finally
suffering a hull rupture in flight forward of the wing.
At least for TWA 800 for the seventeen months of it's a bomb, they had
the
bomb loaded at JFK although they sure tried to blame Athens didn't they?
Ha! Those sloppy Greeks. And now they still blame the Greeks for havin
impure jet fuel or some nonsense.
Frontline is a good examination of the evidence by someone who is not
pushing theory, Mansfield.
Victim's relatives talk of 'murder', talk about a stacked deck.
Well, in retrospect, it looks like the light of day has driven away another
group of evil thinking vampires, the missile guys. All their leader had to
do was come out in daylight and talk about evidence but nooooo, back
into
the casket to wait for another chance to come out and spit poison. So, now
it's daylight and everthing is quiet on the missile front.
The clue for all you missile guy wannabes that you are wrong is this
thought process:
A real honest missile guy would say, the missile hit TWA 800 in flight an
ruptured hull before anything, before explosion, before fireball, is there
any evidence of a hull rupture on that plane? And when someone shows
you
outward peeled skin in petal shaped rupture shape, a real missile guy
would
go, hmm....there it is the entrance/exit hole. A balloon always pops
outward regardless of pricked from within or without. So a missile hitting
the cargo door to pop the pressurized hull would give outward peeled skin
If unpressurized the skin would go inward.
So cargo door evidence can be construed to prove missile hit TWA 800
and it
did it at precise spot of petal shaped rupture, if you are an honest
missile guy.
Balloons pop outward, pressurized hull is a balloon, pop evidence is seen
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in cargo door area that looks like massive explosive decompression.
But, the dishonest missile guys have missile exploding in plain air, near
nose. Ha! That's like flak and planes can take flak. They get hit, suffer
damage but carry on.
So why do the dishonest missileg guys refuse to acknowledge balloon
pop/pressurized hull rupture at aft and forward midspan latch area? They
have their missile entry wound.
It's the same with PA 103, the honest bomb guys would say the damage
on
starboard side around the cargo door happened sooner and is more severe
than small hole on port side.
They also have their bomb outward rupture zone.
Missile guys for 800 and bomb guys for 103 show their error of thinking
by
refusing to accept the obvious which helps their case, much clear evidenc
of their device causing the initial hull rupture on right side, instead
picking a strange unlikely place, on left side of nose with little evidence
to show it.
And finally, the missile guys may realize it. So, silence, sporadic notes
about missiles being shot in the world, as if that refers to TWA 800.
Silence from discussion by leading missile guy and his staunch family
supporters.
But they will go to their grave believing all the refuting evidence was
planted, covered up, and supporting evidence was concealed, changed,
altered, and wait for another strange crash to come out of their casket,
open their bat wings and go off to bite another innocent member of the
public with conspiracy nonsense and infect others with paranoia.
Yes, I did see 'Blade' this weekend, a pretty good vampire movie.
MR> Two key differences between PAN AM 103 and TWA 800.
>
> A military exercise in the immefdiate vicinity.
>
> Eyewitnesses to a missile.
Two key differences between cargo door guy and missile guy:
1.Cargo door guy can spell key words such as 'immediate' and proof
reads to
correct minor typing errors thereby showing attention to detail, pride in
one's text, and respect for the reader who demands accuracy in scientific
matters and is insulted by common misspelled words.
2. Cargo door guy does not do wishful thinking that eyewitnesses saw a
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missile or shiny metal object based upon only seeing 'streak'.
Honest missile guy notes eleven downward streak witnesses and
incorportates
that into missile theory. Dishonest missile guys only pick upward streak
witnesses and pretend down or level streak witnesses don't exist.
It's easy to see the honest thinkers and cull them out from the fantasy
creators.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Mon, 31 Aug 1998 19:59:37 -0700

Subject:
Re: PA 103 v TWA800 part 1
In-Reply-To:
<FLIGHT-800%1998083118265071@HOME.EASE.LSOFT.COM>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="iso-8859-1"
>>Balloons pop outward, pressurized hull is a balloon, pop evidence is
seen
>>in cargo door area that looks like massive explosive decompression.
>
>SM: Barry, look again carefully at this area. This is not evidence of a
>balloon popping but rather evidence of a closed doored nose section
>striking the water surface on the right hand side.
A closed doored pressurized nose stirking water might give outward
peeled
skin as balloon/fuselage popped. But it was unpressurized and all damage
is
inward, as the obvious pillowing inward crushed damage shows on
bottom of
door piece. That's what inward water impact looks like and it is there.
Outward peeled skin is not inward water impact.
>Only the hydraulic compression of a water impact could indent the skin
>between the frames and stringers so uniformly to give it the corrugated
>appearance.
Right, that is water impact damage. I call it pillowing as punching pillow
to make soft indent. We agree.
>There is one area that is bulged out
significantly just aft of the door
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frame that includes the door frame. This was caused by the crew oxygen
cylinder breaking loose on impact with the water and rupturing through
the
skin.
Nice try, Stan but refuted by reality for water bottles, potable water
bottles were many feet away, on the aft cargo bay bulkhead or center win
tank forward bulkhead. Rupture zones, two of them are well ahead of
water
bottles. And two bottles flailing around cargo bay and just happen to
rupture outward at water impact and the same specific location of aft and
forward midspan latch is too much to believe.
What is crew oxygen cylinder? Where did that come from? How big is
that.
Are there two, one for each rupture? Wouldn't the baggage container
rupture that door first? Oh, the baggage containers were gone already
because the door had ruptured in flight, not on water impact.
>Notice that the lower areas of the door and skin have indented skin that
>is far more prominent that higher up.
Indented is water impact, we agree.
>This area broke loose and
compressed upward into the upper deck window
>belt. Hence the compressed and accordionated(new word) skin in this
>region. This door was clearly closed on impact with the water surface.
If you ignore the outward peeled skin, the red markings, and petal shaped
bulge and call them inward skin, red was there all the time, and petal
rupture came from object far away and blocked by baggage containers
which
had left long ago.
See, reality is outward is out, red is red, and petal shaped outward bulge
indicates strong explosive force in flight such as bomb or explosive
decompression.
But good tries, SM.
And this funny outward peeled skin from inward water impact is only on
starboard side even though belly hit to influence both sides but only
affected cargo door side, another pesky coincidence.
And the cylinder hit the exact spot as midspan latches. And are there two
cylinders?
Door opened in flight.
Below is the state of education today, the state of judgment of character,
the state of trust based upon 'credentials'.
I'm always asked for my 'credentials.' I should order a PHd in
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aeronautical engineering. Dr. John Barry Smith, sounds great.
And yet, totally irrelevant to truth of explanation of plane crash.
Love the misspelling of University.
«heers,
John Barry Smith
>
>http://www.corazon.com/TWA800hullrupture.html
>http://www.corazon.com/Forwarddoorblowuphoto.html
From: <>
Subject: UNIVERSSITY DIPLOMAS
Date: Tue, 08 Aug 1996 19:40:07 -0400 (EDT)
MIME-Version: 1.0
Obtain a prosperous future and secure the
admiration of all for as little as $125.
Diplomas from prestigious non-accredited
universities based on your life experience.
No tests, no classes, no interviews.
All diplomas available including bachelors,
masters, and doctorates (PhD's).
No one is turned down.
Your diploma puts a University Job
Placement Counselor at your disposal.
Confidentiality assured.
CALL NOW to receive your diploma
within days!!!
1-603-623-0033, Extension 307
Open Every Day Including Sundays
and Holidays
«heers,
John Barry Smith
>
>http://www.corazon.com/TWA800hullrupture.html
>http://www.corazon.com/Forwarddoorblowuphoto.html
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Sat, 8 Aug 1998 00:19:55 -0700
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Subject:
Pretend reality does not exist
SM>Double failures in this redundant industry are very rare but to have 8
simultaneous failures is simply preposterous. You do need help!
Heck, they are your 8 failures, you wrote them, you thought them. I never
said 8 failures. Again you say why something that happened before can't
happen again.
>Think about what you are trying to sell.
What does that mean? I've turned down offers to sell.
A rupture at the aft midspan latch does not mean the aft midspan latch
unlatched, that is the most likely cause of the rupture based upon a
precedent, UAL 811. I say rupture because that is what the picture shows
of
outward peeled skin, petal bulge, and red paint markings above, all with
precedent of rupture of UAL 811. The rupture at aft midspan latch area is
shown by photo evidence, why is conjecture based on precedent.
>SM: No one views you as an expert. You do not provide answers, only
>further convulted theory. There is a very clear reason why you are
>ignored.
You're speaking for the members of the forum? I am not ignored, you're
posting, aren't you? And whenever I get criticism, direct or convoluted,
that expresses itself in correct spelling to reflect the correct thinking
of the author, then I will take the opinion seriously. As it is,
misspellings about facts are OK, since they can be corroborated or
rejected
by other sources.
>con*vo*lut*ed \"kan-ve-'lu-ted\ adj 1 : folded in curved or tortuous
>windings 2 : involved, intricate
>
You write like you know what you are talking about, but you don't when
checked.
Forward cargo door opened in flight for TWA 800, that is firm, why it
opened is conjecture, it's always been that way for wiring/cargo door
explanation. I'm basing my opinion on precedent. The precedent of a
cargo
door of a 747 that opened when it shouldn't, PA 125, and was supposed
to be
fixed, but wasn't, UAL preflight in 1991.
Stan, just pretend the bare wires they found in the cargo door area of
TWA
800 aren't there, pretend the unusual red paint markings aren't there, the
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outward peeled skin is not there, the few pieces of recovered door are not
shattered, the floor beams are not crushed downward, there is not a petal
shaped outward bulge centered at the aft midspan latch, there was no
sudden
loud sound on the CVR and the FDR did not quit suddenly, and lastly
pretend
it hasn't all happened before, then you will be at ease with yourself
knowing that TWA 800 could not have been another bare wire caused
door
opening event. If you can't pretend all of the above confirmed and
documented facts and evidence, then there is a problem and you will
continue to assault the messenger with insults about his popularity hoping
that if the messenger goes away the bare wires seal up, the red paint
disappears, the outward peeled skin smoothes out, the shattered door
pieces
become whole, the floor beams stay straight, the petal closes up, the soun
on the CVR goes silent, the power slowly winds down on the FDR, and
lastly
UAL 811 was just a bad dream.
MH>John Barry Smith, why are you so offended by this concept?
Need we
remind
>the readers that John Barry Smith once praised Leon Panetta, formerly
one of
>Clinton's Cabinet members on this very Flight 800 listserver?... and that
you
>waited before posting the NTSB TWA 800 witness document until after
Democrat
>and Panetta Representative successor Sam Farr would give you approva
to
>release the document to the public? It appears by association, that Bill
>Clinton is John Barry Smith's man. Perhaps this explains why John
Barry Smith
>has spent over a dozen months on this listserver with long Anti-Missile
TWA
>800 screeds.
By association, MH, you are an African American, two bombs just went
off at
US embassies in Africa, you are anti President, and you have been
predicting very recently about 'more bombings ahead' and then poof poof
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more bombings ahead in Africa. What do you know that the FBI would
like to
know? Maybe you should turn yourself in since you put two and two
together
and by association know a lot more about the African bombings than you
let
on. I think the FBI would be very interested in an anti government Africa
American who knows one heck of a lot about explosives, and has recently
been predicting 'more bombings ahead.' MH, turn yourself in before
somebody
else does it for you, it'll go better for you. Cut a deal, cop a plea,
they'll understand, they saw Armistad. Live by paranoia; get hurt by
paranoia.
And Mr. Panetta and Mr Farr are two reputable representatives that have
served their citizens well, locally and federally. I voted for them and
would like to think I helped put them into positions of power.
>That's John Barry Smith. Like the devil himself, He says there is no
>conspiracy, yet his behavior is an integral part of the conspiracy coverup
The devil with one disciple, himself. It's so lonely in hell.
For the record, I believe MH had nothing to do with any bombings, here
or
anywhere.
And I have nothing against the missile explanation for TWA 800 but
much
against conspiracy explanations for anything. Missiles do shoot down
airplanes, they worried me a great deal in war, I have two friends that got
shot down by a missile. Missile explanation is plausible. What is loony is
the conspiracy explanation for a missile. Missile and coverup/conspiracy
are two different areas. I take the missile explanation seriously and check
out the facts. Conspiracy, coverup for an airplane crash is one to laugh
at. Buildings rarely blow up on their own from natural gas leaks hundreds
of miles apart within ten minutes so buildings coming apart suddenly as a
bomber conspiracy is not laughed at.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Sun, 16 Aug 1998 20:29:26 -0700
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Subject:
Question this.
BS> As an individual, that is one example of why
>I now live by the motto "Question Reality".
Question this:
http://www.corazon.com/Forwarddoorblowuphoto.html
Why red between window?
Why white where red was?
Why gray on bottom?
Why outward?
Missile, center tank, meteor and wiring cargo door could all answer that
with ruptures at the midspan latches of the forward cargo door.
Reality.
You believe what you choose; I believe what I know. Sean Connery in
Avengers.
I possibly know why the red between windows, why white when should
be red,
why gray, and why outward.
Transfer, peel, and soot.
Transfer matches 811. Peel matches 811. Gray matches 800 upper
fuselage
gray sooted skin. Outward matches 811, 182, and 103.
Explosive decompression matches 182, 103, 811, and 800.
Need confirmation of transfer, peel, and soot, and outward.
Is the red between passenger windows on top white or underneath white.
Where is the missing red paint in trim line? Is gray metal in lower cargo
bay area soot? Is the metal exploded outward in peeled skin around both
the
midspan latches
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Tue, 18 Aug 1998 10:21:56 -0700

Subject:
Quit making fun of our President
Quit making fun. He is our leader and we must support him. Our country
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right or wrong. He sets the example. When the time came for our Preside
to support his country when it was wrong, the Vietnam war, our
President....our President....ran away...to England, called some friends,
got deferred, and never did fulfill his induction notice. Our President
supports his country when it was right or right. He's moral!
So, by the example set by our President, who said he done did wrong, and
now he's right sorry he got caught, and the guy that caught is a bad guy
too, I can not support our President when he is wrong, only right, and I
know he's wrong because he told me he was wrong. And I believe him
because
he is our President and he would not look into the TV camera and lie
about
something important like being wrong.
Unless he's lying now when he said he was wrong to do an 'inappropriate
action, and my wife would call those two hugs on TV 'inappropriate', so
he
really means he was right, not wrong.
So, the question is, when does a liar tell the truth? When he says he is
lying?
It's a tough one, but that's why we have lawyers to explain to explain to
us the reality that technically sucking in smoke into a mouth and spitting
it out is not smoking dope and sucking in something else and spitting it
out is not sex. I love it. Talking about the male erect penis and actions
thereof for an elected official on maintstream in your living room TV. Is
this America or what? Do we not have a sense of humor?
Well, regarding the Atlanta Olympic bombing and the TWA 800 event,
our
President, in our time of need, reassured us with his promise, "These
terrorists deeds will not go unpunished." He said that right in the middle
of the time frame of his 'inappropriate' relationship with the young chubb
babe gold digger, maybe he was thinking of himself and his actions
against
his spouse.
Hmmmm, two years and counting and still no punishment.
If he had any balls at all he would have a threesome with Hilary and
Monica
and let the chips, so to speak, fall where they may. Americans elect a
virile heterosexual male and he does a virile male heterosexual male thing
we are not surprised, amused yes, surprised, no.
Let's get this behind us and get on with our lives.....which is finding out
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exactly what they did, how they did it, and how many times they did it. I
conject he was aiming for someplace else and during his time of duress,
pulled his shot, so to speak, down and to the left, and that's why the
stain is on the dress and not elsewhere absorbed.
Or, and this is good for Sammy, she deflected his shot, so to speak, on
purpose, and got the evidence on the dress for use later.....hmmmm.... I
.still like Lewinsky as Mossad plant spy as best story though. "Just read
what is on his desk, Sabrina, that's all, and tell us what you memorize,"
Can't wait for Monica's book.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Mon, 24 Aug 1998 09:29:08 -0700

Subject:
Smoking guns.
Pardon the intrusion...
Smoking guns for TWA 800.
http://www.corazon.com/Forwarddoorblowuphoto.html
Red paint markings between passenger windows.
Downward floor beams.
Outward peeled skin.
Missing red paint in trim.
Sudden loud sound on CVR.
Abrupt data loss to FDR.
Two outward petal shaped ruptures of skin at midspan latches of forward
cargo door.
Why are the guns smoking?
Answer:
Internal explosive decompression when forward cargo door inadvertently
opened in flight.
And if that happens again, as it has in the past, right now, today, there
will be war against terrorists, Moslem terrorists, anywhere they are
located, with force, and that means attacking the world.
See how history is not preordained? It goes quantum second by second.
Hanging on the short of an old frayed wire in some old airplane.
A woman was caught trying to do a mass poisoning by mailing cyanide
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as free
samples to random people. If she had not been caught, that would have
been
'terrorist' act and retaliation attacks would have followed.
In lynchings the wrong person gets hung, in this case Sudan.
And all Americans want to be is liked. And we throw money at countries
that
'like' us. And if they don't 'like' us, then...well, we'll just have to
bomb the hell out of them until they do 'like' us.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
Posted at 10:22 p.m. PDT Sunday, August
23, 1998
Woman allegedly tries to mail
cyanide-tainted envelopes
LOS ANGELES (AP) -- A woman was
arrested Sunday for
allegedly trying to mail 100 envelopes
containing deadly
sodium cyanide to people across
Southern California and as far
away as New York.
Kathryn Schoonover was arrested at a
post office in Marina del
Rey, about 10 miles southwest of Los
Angeles, said Los
Angeles County Sheriff Sherman Block.
The cyanide, in a powder form, was in
plastic bags and inside
the envelopes, authorities said. The
envelopes also contained
brochures that claimed the powdery
substance was a nutritional
supplement.
Sodium cyanide causes almost instant
death if consumed. ``Had
this stuff gone into the mail, we would
have had mass murder,''
Block said.
The envelopes were discovered after a
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passer-by in the post
office saw Ms. Schoonover stuffing the
bags into envelopes,
became suspicious and alerted
authorities, Block said.
Ms. Schoonover was pulled over in her
car in front of the post
office minutes later. Deputies found
the sealed envelopes and
an ``industrial-sized'' container
partially filled with a white
powdery substance, Block said.
Ms. Schoonover, 50, of the central
California coastal town of
Carpinteria, was booked for
investigation of attempted murder.
Shortly after her arrest, deputies
sealed off an area around the
post office. A sheriff's hazardous
materials team was sent into
the area, while deputies evacuated
nearby streets and a
shopping center, Deputy Steve Wealer said.
People were allowed to return to the
area about five hours later.
Authorities did not know whether the
woman had already
mailed any other envelopes. Block said
there did not appear to
be any pattern to the mailings.
And yet there is hope justice will prevail:
U.S. agrees to compromise in
Lockerbie bombing
LOS ANGELES (AP) -- The Clinton
administration has agreed
to allow two Libyans charged in the
1988 bombing of Pan Am
Flight 103 over Lockerbie to be tried
by a Scottish court, the
Los Angeles Times reported today.
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Secretary of State Madeleine Albright
was to notify families of
the victims of the decision in a
conference call today, according
to families who have been told of the
plan, the Times reported.
Quoting unnamed U.S. officials and some
family members, the
newspaper said the plan calls for Abdel
Basset Ali Megrahi and
Lamen Khalifa Fhimah to be tried by a
panel of Scottish judges
under Scottish law at the headquarters
of the Dutch
government.
Libya, however, has not yet accepted
the arrangement, the
Times said. Megrahi and Fhimah
allegedly are Libyan
intelligence agents.
``The goal is to see if we can't
resolve this long overdue and
outstanding case and bring these two
men to justice,'' an
unidentified U.S. official said. ``This
is a chance to move
forward.''
The Pan Am bombing killed all 259
passengers and crew, and
11 people on the ground. Among the dead
were 189
Americans. At the time of the 1991
indictment, State
Department spokesman Richard Boucher
said the midair
bombing was ``a Libyan government
operation from start to
finish.''
Some families disagree with the decision.
``It's appalling,'' said Susan Cohen,
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whose daughter Theodora
died in the attack. ``It's a
desecration. It's the one thing that the
U.S. government said it would never do.
``What does it say about the integrity
of the American legal
system when a terrorist takes the line
that he can't get a fair trial
in America and wants it in a neutral
country -- and we agree to
hold a trial somewhere else? Why should
a terrorist have a right
to decide where he is tried?''
Moammar Kadafi has refused to turn over
the two accused
men. His regime has long sought a
compromise location and an
international panel of judges.
Kadafi has said the men would not
receive a fair trial in the
U.S. or Britain.
Officials said they have held
behind-the-scenes discussions with
the Dutch government and other third
parties for months. The
British agreed to the new approach, the
newspaper reported.
U.S. and British officials said they
plan to stand firm on use of
Scottish judges rather than an
international panel, the report
said.
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:
Subject:

Mon, 24 Aug 1998 21:39:13 -0700
Streaks and missiles and doors
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>EB: I'm the only witness expert in this zoo, Bozos, and you're both
>wrong. All the witnesses
>didn't see anything approaching anything whether the subject is streak,
>explosion(s), etc. The
>observations of those who saw the streak virtually all tracked to where
>the Massive Fireball then
>erupted at about 7500 feet. Whether the streak appeared to them to be
>going up, down,
>sideways, North, South, East, West, and all points in between is
>immaterial because there was
>only one streak.
Only one streak? Oh yeah, sez who? Big mistake EB, making
assumptions like
that with absolutely no corroboration. Each witness may have only seen
one
streak, but that does not mean there was only one streak.
You can count as one streak every eyewitness who saw a streak, so that
makes several hundred streaks.
One source maybe, but many streaks.
One person can see a reflection and another nearby can't depending on
sun
angle. You are assuming that all the streak witnesses saw streak at same
instant. Not so. There was a minute of fall time when streak could have
been seen, and was seen at different times and different altitudes and
different directions and different colors and different durations by
different people. Lots of streaks, depending on angle of sun to observer
and movement of streak source.
Eleven said down streak, many others said level or climbing, some said
red,
others white and on and on and you say there was only one streak with
witnesses describing their streak as so different from other descriptions?
Ha!
>The
>>observations of those who saw the streak virtually all tracked to where
>>the Massive Fireball then
>>erupted at about 7500 feet.
That is counter to Exhibit 4A, but who believes witness interviews
anyway?
I do.
And some said streak ended in fireball and others said it just ended. The
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streak directions were all over the place, the fireball was not.
>MR the witness expert says: "They [the witnesses] all saw it
approaching
>the point of the
>explosion".
What is MR saying? What is the point of the explosion? Don't explosions
have fireballs? Especially missile warhead explosions into fuel tanks?
>In short, it appears from the presently available evidence that the one
>and only streak went up,
>not down, and tracked to where the Massive Fireball then erupted over a
>mile lower in the sky
>and over 30 seconds after the Initiating Event had already decapitated th
>airliner at 13,700 feet.
In short the eleven eyewitnesses that saw the down streak didn't know up
from down but EB does.
One streak source but many streaks from that source that went about a
minute and travelled at least three miles.
Repeat: You can count as one streak every eyewitness who saw a streak,
so
that makes several hundred streaks.
SM states Life Magazine for July 98 has good photos of TWA 800
including
the red paint markings. He sent me a scanned copy and I will put it on
web
site for evaluation. Whether peeled or pressed on, the red paint markings
are valuable clues and as yet not acknowledged by NTSB.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Sun, 2 Aug 1998 21:20:36 -0700

Subject:
John Seaman Calverton/cargo door response Part I
In-Reply-To: <aea94551.35c4f316@aol.com>
John Seaman>
>I lost a nephew, Rance Hettler. I live in Montoursville PA.
Hmm...too bad. That is a strong honest motive for you to find out what
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happened. Your mind is open, I believe. Hettler sounds German which
would
match PA home. I work very hard to stop the horror that you have gone
through from happening again.
Thank you for the below description of the cargo door area. It is very
important. I wish to answer facts with facts, or at least a reasonable
explanation for the evidence you have presented. No coverup easy outs
here,
this is science.
>
>JBS
>>May I make some comments and ask some questions about your most
important
>>visit to Calverton?
>
>JHS
>Let's go.
>
>>>JHS
>>>TALKED ABOUT FRONT CARGO DOOR>>>DOOR IS SHATTERED WITH A LOT OF PIECES MISSING.
>
>JBS
>>Very big clues it suffered explosive decompression in flight. One is
>>little pieces not like water impact, two is pieces missing that would be
>>easily found if intact until water impact with pieces staying closeby.
And
>>close nearby is door R2, pristine and intact, not shattered with lots of
>>pieces missing, as you describe forward cargo door.
>
>JHS
>R2 departed with another section.
Yes, and a clue that cargo door was not intact at water impact, because if
intact, they depart with same section. But main point about R2 is its
pristine condition with handle and window plainly seen. Forward cargo
door
has a handle and windows too, but all missing...still.
>NTSB made the clarification to me. Missing doesn't necessarily mean
they
>aren't recovered. Just not identified.
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Missing doesn't necessarily mean they have been recovered and not yet
identified. Based upon UAL 811 and TWA 800 cargo door being prime
suspect,
every piece of rivet to that forward cargo door has been tried to be
identified. The best they can do is your estimate of 65 to 75 percent
recovered. I contend that 1. not in database, 2. not hung on wreckage
reconstruction, 3. not discussed in Exhibit 15C, 4. tacitly admitted to be
missing the two midspan latches by NTSB Hazle, that in fact, the aft
midspan latch at the very least is nowhere to be found. Manual locking
handle must be recovered for anyone to be able to say the cargo door was
locked at water impact. And it's missing.
>
>>>JHS
>>> HOWEVER, THE IMPACT DAMAGE TO
>>>THE RECOVERED PIECES MATCHES THE DAMAGE TO
THE PIECES RECONSTRUCTED
>>>JUST FORWARD OF THE CARGO DOOR.
>
>JBS
>>So? There was water impact damage and it looks like 'pillowing' and
shows
>>on belly of forward and aft cargo compartments. Impact does not
explode
>>into small pieces, it implodes with pillowing effect. Cargo door is
>>shattered with lots of pieces missing and I know that because you just
told
>>me.
>
>JHS
>Yeh, but don't bet the hacienda on it. I said "the door is shattered with
>lots of pieces missing." I used the wrong terminology there and
apologize for
>misleading you. The cargo door reconstruction area is fragmented and
not
>complete. I estimate 25 to 35 percent is unaccounted for and have no
way of
>knowing how many pieces that would consist of.
>There are however enough reconstructed pieces of the door that show th
>pillowing compression effect from below the door to three quarters of th
way
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>up it. Also the same type of compression damage markings are on the
>reconstructed pieces forward of the door.
I see a word, 'fragmented' describing cargo door, a clue it shattered in
flight by explosive decompression. 35% not accounted for is incredible.
Would you drive you car with only three of the four lugnuts locked that
you
can see and hope the other one is on there? You might for a car, but never
for an airplane. Pillowing yes, exactly where it is supposed to be and
looks like it when hull hits water and pushes in skin metal against frames
and stringers....but not shattered outward. Pillowing is only evident on
the bottom belly fore and aft. The outward shattered skin up high on the
right side is not 'pillowing', it is explosive decompression. And yes
pillowing adjacent to cargo door because the bottom latches held tight an
kept bottom skin there to be pillowed. But note how suddenly explosive
decompression zone stops. It is a rectangle from belly to top on right
side. Port is smooth. Pillowing is all on the belly from fore to aft.
Bet the hacienda, hey, well, a pressurized hull, if ruptured from within or
from without will suffer shattered metal, not pillowing. TWA 800 cargo
door
area had both. When TWA 800 nose section hit the water, it was no longe
pressurized and therefore did not pop, it pillowed. Shattered outward skin
and frames and everything in that explosive decompression rectangle
means
pop in flight to pressurized hull, not whumpph at water impact to
unpressurized hull.
Shattered with lots of pieces missing is your quote and I use it and
believe it. That is not water impact; it is explosive decompression
description.
>
>JHS
>>>THE TOP HINGES ARE NOT TWISTED - OWN
OBSERVATION
>>>IS THAT HINGES WOULD OPEN READILY EVEN NOW. IF
THE CARGO DOOR OPENED IN
>>>FLIGHT, I WOULD EXPECT TO SEE MORE TWISTING IN
THE HINGE AREA. THERE IS
>>>VERY LITTLE DISTORTION HERE.
>
>JBS
>>Right, that exactly matches UAL 811, NTSB AAR 92/02, in which
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the recovered
>>top hinge worked perfectly even after being torn out of its frame when
>>forward cargo door opened in flight. The door and hinge are exploded
>>outward, then tear away, then are blown aft, no twisting or tearing. No
>>distortion for TWA 800 hinge matches UAL 811 hinge. Did you get
close
>>enough to see if there were overtravel impression damage marks on the
hinge
>>which occurs when door opens past its safe hinge angle and which
would
>>match UAL 811. Very important clue to confirm door opened in flight
>
>JHS
>Got pretty close and didn't notice any overtravel marks. Depending on
>explosive forces involved, the fuselage could have reacted outward prio
to
>the hinge reaching its limit. There was a vertical tear through the hinge
>extending upward through the fuselage section immediately above it to
piece
>marked as RF3D.
How close? Need to be about an inch with a magnifier. The picture of
what
hinge overtravel impression damage looks like is onwebite in UAL 811
report. RF3D for TWA 800 is described as 540-580 stringer rear top
portion
of cargo door in database.
http://www.corazon.com/811page40doorhinge.html
>
>>>JHS
>>>RED PAINT IS PEELING OFF IN BIG PEELS SHOWING
WHITE
>>>UNDERNEATH.
>
>JBS
>>Exactly. Red paint on top of white paint which is on top of primer on
top
>>of metal. That peeled red paint went someplace and there are some
paint
>>smears high on fuselage, right horizontal stabilizer, and in between
>>passenger windows above forward cargo door only.
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>
>JHS
>What gives the appearence of scraped paint in pictures of some areas is
>actually paint peeling as a result of poor adhesion probably due to metal
>flex. There are some areas where there was also red paint under white.
The
>area between the windows is such an area. In to out, appears to be more
like
>zinc chromate-red-white-red. This clarification of paint layers kind of
>becomes a moot point when the following is considered:
>The markings that you see above the cargo door between the windows
are also
>prevailent on the recoverd piece that is forward and above the cargo doo
>which is marked RF18C.
So for sure the red paint is under the white paint between the passenger
windows? Red paint markings like this are only found in the cargo door
area
and I contend is door slamming upward, tearing skin with red paint on it a
few aft of door frame and a few feet forward of door frame, exactly like
UAL 811, picture page 5, that shows top skin peeling away forward of th
actual door. http://www.corazon.com/811page51.html
So that observation of red paint markings forward of the door confirms
match with UAL 811. The paint layers are important either way. If the
paint
peeled away between only those passenger windows of all the passenger
windows, then something unusual peeled it away. What? Could be metal
to
metal rubbing as door slammed upward. Your confirmation of unusual
paint
markings above cargo door and even in front of it, and paint abraded by
something confirms wiring/cargo door hypothesis. Until something better
comes along for the peeling paint source, I offer the cargo door metal and
skin immediately above door from below. There's only about fifteen feet
red paint markings to explain with a peeling source.
>
>>>JHS
>>>THERE ARE SCRAPES, GOUGES AND PAINT
RUBS/TRANSFERS FORWARD OF
>>>CARGO DOOR THAT CAN'T BE SEEN IN CURRENT
PICTURES.
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>
>JBS
>>Are those the red paint marks between passenger windows? Did you
see the
>>marks? Are they under the white or on top of the white? What do you
mean by
>>paint rubs/transfers'?
>
>JHS
>Refer to the above.
>
>JHS
>>>RECONSTRUCTION CONTINUES
>>>FORWARD OF CARGO DOOR FOR APPROX 20 INCHES.
>JHS
>Correction: Recon continues forward for closer to 40 inches past the
cargo
>door, not 20.
Great. Very good, would love to have closup of the forward midspan latc
area and 49 inches forward of that.
>
>JBS
>>What is the condition of the forward door forward midspan latch area?
The
>>NTSB photo crops that area out.
>
>Can't really determine the midspan latch area. The biggest portion of
that
>side of the door gives the appearence of bulging but that's because most
areas
>around there are compressed in.
Not being able to determine the midspan latch area is a clue that it
suffered explosive decompression and was not intact until pillowing wate
impact. That midspan latch area is the area with 1. small pieces nearby, 2
the area that has outward bugle, 3. the area with no pieces in database or
4. hung on wreckage, and 5. the area that matches UAL 811 to the inch
but
with less explosive decompression damage. Impression of bulging? Like
an
illusion? You mean it's normal but the inward makes it look sticking out?
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Well, that's a stretch as the pictures I see of the door area show many
twisted outward pieces of door. With pillowing water impact, there is no
bulging outward, there is no skin peeled outward in same shape and
direction as UAL 811 outward peeled skin in cargo door area.
"Appearance of
bulging" , well, what is it? I have analyzed that aft midspan latch area
for hours, the petals in the rupture hole of the aft midspan latch fit
together perfectly, it either bulged in to rupture or bulged outward to
rupture and all the skin around there, the few pieces recovered, bulge
outward.
(By the way, Mr. Seaman, you have done a great service here with your
report. It is the way Exhibit 15C should have been written. This is after
all the area NTSB and FAA went to first and later diverted elsewhere
when
Mr. Breneman of FAA said door was all latched and locked based upon
observing eight of ten latches and about 5% of the door. This was two
weeks
after event and they never went back to look at it. You did.)
>The NTSB/media photos may have conveniently cropped that area.
Forward of the
>cargo door frame there is another hole with outward peeled skin. The af
part
>of this hole is framed along the front of the cargo door frame so perfectl
>that it gives the appearence of being saw cut and maybe was. The next
piece
>forward that adjoins this area is RF25. The crescent opening in this
piece has
>outward curled skin over a large area on the side toward the cargo door.
>Probably nothing significant, and could possibly be explained by flight
>direction peeling in some sequence. The cut to me is more peculiar.
This is
>not a large piece to begin with.
Hmmm.....
Part II continued next post because of size.
Respectfully,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/
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Date:

Sun, 2 Aug 1998 21:20:46 -0700

Subject:
John Seaman Calverton/cargo door response Part II
Continued below from Part I:
John Seaman>One thing I'd like to make note of here. I thought it would
be
easy to see
>blasted out areas of fuselage skin and arrive at some kind of conclusion.
I
>now think the skin itself will yield very little in the way of discovery.
>Damage to structure behind the skin and heavy metal items will provide
more
>info.
Exactly right, like downward floor beams that occur in explosive
decompression in cargo door area and which TWA 800 had and UAL
811 had.
> The fuselage peeled like a kid opening a candy bar and probably almos
>as fast. I saw some pieces that were turned more than 360 degrees withi
>themselves. Without knowing the attitudes that the major pieces
assumed in
>flight, the external skin, even with outward turned edges doesn't provide
>enough clues. The large pieces of skin, as it was applied to the mock up
>unfolded and took on the shape of the mockup.
>
>JBS
>>Did you offer any of the fifty evidence points raised here in this forum
>>that support wiring/cargo door explanation to the investigators for thei
>>comments? Anything about outward peeled skin, petal shaped bulge at
aft
>>latch, the ten latches in door but how many recovered?
>
>JHS
>We briefly discussed the premise of early cargo door departure. (They
>certainly are familiar with you).
And yet we've never met! I'm so hurt. But it is not 'early cargo door
departure! It is rupture at aft midspan latch with some pieces of door
staying and some leaving. To think of door is one unit is incorrect. It
wasn't and it did not depart early. To state that as my explanation is
wrong because it is easily rebutted because some part of the door stayed
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with the nose so all of it could not depart early. All of it did not depart
early, only the area around the aft midspan latch which shows a rupture
which is exactly where the rupture on the UAL 811 door exists as shown
in
photo of recovered door.
>The debris field database that you posted
>didn't indicate any cargo door parts were found in the red debris field.
Right, a clue. They were not found at all. The orange zone is referred to
as the very first zone in the Exhibit but never mentioned again. Big point
aft midspan latch and frame and skin around missing from the expected
area,
with the lower latched sill and locks.
http://www.corazon.com/811page42paintondoor.html
http://www.corazon.com/811doorhalves.html
>To
>my best recollection, the recovered cargo door pieces that I saw had
yellow
>tags indicating recovery from the yellow zone. However there is a piece
>labeled RF3M that has both a red zone tag and a yellow tag. They show
up in a
>picture that I took.
Hmm....no RF3M in database. Pieces that stayed with nose like the bottom
part are in yellow zone. Aft midspan latch and initial rupture zone are
missing, not in red, yellow, or green. Looking forward to the picture than
you very much.
>It's possible that the outer skin was in one zone and
>the inner found in another. I can't account for this in the database but it
>will probably show up in the new one. It also appears that a piece of
cargo
>bay structure immediatly behind the cargo door upper hinge also bears a
red
>tag.
Well, 'immediately behind', is in the ballpark of first objects to leave
and land in red zone.
>Due to the pillowing I observed on the recovered cargo door pieces, it
seemed
>evident that those pieces were intact with surrounding fuselage at water
>impact in the yellow zone.
Right, some, but not all. All door pieces with pillowing may be assumed t
have stayed with nose and landed in yellow zone. Missing door pieces
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such
as manual locking handle, eight viewing ports, two overpressure relief
doors, torque tubes and two midspan latches may be assumed to have not
stayed with the nose and landed elsewhere undiscovered. That is an awfu
lot of door to be missing to say it worked OK and an awful lot to be
missing to say it stayed with nose until water impact.
>
>
>JBS
>>Well, it sounds as if NTSB has its mind made up, you say cwt is least
>>credible, how about wiring/cargo door explanation? What level of
>>credibility is that?
>
>JHS
>Perhaps I used the word credible in the wrong context. There was a lot
of
>disagreement between the members in each NTSB investigating group
as evidenced
>in the NTSB exhibit items and hearing transcripts. Though they have
spent
>millions, contracted with investigative agencies, and hired outside
experts,
>they presented a hypothesis that they haven't been able to prove.
Because it's wrong in timing, center tank did explode but later and lower.
>The
>Baltimore hearings (media buffet), was an attempt to put their findings i
the
>public record and wind down the case. It's far from closed.
We hope.
>It's with the
>knowledge that they presented their case, with all of the resources
available,
>attempted to close it, and expect it to be acceptable, that I refer to the
>issue of being credible.
>
>JBS
>>Thank you very much for taking the time and effort to do the
reconnaissance
>>run into Calverton and reporting your findings so clearly. Can you get
in
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>>again? With a flashlight, a camera, a notepad, and a good memory?
>
>JHS
>JBS send me your address and I'll send you the pictures of the cargo
door.
>The only thing I ask in return is that you make them available on your
site.
>
>Jack
551 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
Thanks.
I will certainly have it up on the net within the day. Scan it, compress
it, put it on page, upload, and published. I hope it's high resolution
bacause I can blow it up in Photoshop for details.
For the future, should the opportunity arise, could you manage to
accomplish the following if you see value in it:
1. Closeup of all red paint markings using telephoto lens to try to detect
peeling source.
2. Closup of entire hinge in sections, photos can be brought together in
mosaic in Photoshop to see any hinge overtravel impression damage.
3. Confirm yes, or no, do they have the two midspan latches of TWA 800
forward cargo door and can you see them and take a picture. Take
closeups.
Heat damage may be evident if they have the latches. Best would be to
identify all twenty cargo door latches, ten for the front and ten for the
aft. NTSB only reports on sixteen. The two midspan latches of both doors
are missing.
4. Confirm by visual that two lower door sills to the two cargo doors
exist. There is a real possibility of mixing up the lower sills. The clue
is the aft door sill has soot on it and the forward sill should not as none
of the recovered door pieces have any soot. Is there soot on the forward
door sill?
5. Get front to aft view of cargo door area to look at skin going outward
or inward. And then aft to forward view of metal sticking out or in.
6. Determine status of paint above cargo door which should be red but is
now white with missing red paint. Is it really white under red trim which
peeled away?
Thank you again for your report, Mr. Seaman, it is most helpful. And let
me
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add my condolences to you for the forever hurtful loss of a relative in an
accident that I believe could and should have been prevented and which
may
occur again. With your help you are protecting other nephews of other
relatives now flying.
Philosophically, specifically, about wiring/cargo door explanation. Do yo
not find it incredible that a person who has been saying for a year before
the reconstruction is revealed that an explosive decompression occurred i
a high time 747, TWA 800, that looks like UAL 811 and lo and behold
with
astonishment, there is a great big shattered area around cargo door with
outward peeled skin, while port side is smooth, just like UAL 811. The
predicted damage start location is further refined to aft midspan latch
area which lo and behold is missing. No coverup, just missing. I said UAL
811 is like TWA 800 except the nose stayed on. Downward floor beams,
sudden
loud sound, abrupt data loss on FDR, all match the two 747s, the list goes
on and on.
Wiring/cargo door is plausible and has not yet been ruled out by your new
evidence, but in my mind, is strengthened by your observations. I know it
can be seen many ways. Do you agree that it's worth more effort to rule in
or out? Can you say in your mind while looking at the forward cargo doo
'shattered with many missing pieces' that it did not open in flight causing
explosive decompression and nose being torn off in 300 knot wind?
Or can you say, 'Maybe'? "Let's check it out further,"?
Do you have any questions about explosive decompression? Any
questions of
destructive force of 300 knots?
Mr. Seaman, thank you again for factual report.
Respectfully,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Tue, 4 Aug 1998 19:24:33 -0700

Subject:
Re: Leading proponent absent...as usual.
In-Reply-To: <35C7BAD5.578D6C12@firstnethou.com>
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Relative of principal proponent>As my father has stated before on this
forum, he will not make any personal
>responses on this list.
And I don't blame him; he'd get smeared by the missile guys here, real
missile guys who have spent hundreds of hours researching, not the dumb
bunnies on alt.disaster.aviation but real missile guys. To avoid battle is
very smart for the weak.
>His letter's and his report speak for themselves.
I'll say and this is what they say: The writer can't spell or use the
common language grammar correctly, the writer does not proof read his
letters, so he certainly can't be trusted to think correctly or in depth.
> If
>he were to responded to every attack on this forum he would not have
time to
>conduct the investigation.
Queries by Hirsch, Scully, Olsson, and Rivero are not 'attacks', they are
queries about the very thing he puts his life into, TWA 800 crash by
people
that know missile inside and out.
For example:
RH>I have suggested to Bob Donaldson that they modify their report
>clarifying the true outcome of Capt Mundo's CWT pumping operation to
>show that the remaining Jet A in the CWT had to be in the 50 gallon
>range.
LSoft is the senior 800 forum, all the other boards have bit the dust or
gone off into nonaccident cause material. To avoid us is weakness and
insecurity of his position.
> On several occasions I have faxed postings from
>this list to him, so he is aware of the happenings on this list.
And scared silly too, by the very detailed missile analyses posted by the
missile guys.
Here's the point, why not come over here and talk missile and TWA 800?
What
is the problem? Can he write? Take a picture of the writing, scan it, email
it to a web site and publish it and tell us and we go to the site and we
read it. Easy.
And by the way, 'attacks' are something truth repels and always answers
when confronted. Falsehood runs away and avoids.
Explanations only get better with review, discussion, and modification.
CDROM is only getting sychophant advice....and loving it.
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As usual, wiring/cargo door, standing tall, all alone in the
ring.....waiting....waiting....
>P.S. JBS get a life.
What does that mean? I have a life, infinitely more complex than yours,
probably, at least more literate. Attempts at insult to drive contrary
opinion way fails...as usual.
Did you hear something? Was that tires on gravel as Mr. I know what
crashed
TWA 800 but I don't want to talk about it drives up?
No, just some birds dropping rocks on rocks, I guess. Or maybe the Feds
as
they wiretap everyone. Ha!
But, if he ever shows, please tell me, I want to ask him about an 'empty'
center tank, for starters.
Cheerfully,
John Barry Smith
>P.S. JBS get a life.
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Tue, 4 Aug 1998 14:14:46 -0700

Subject:
Leading proponent absent...as usual.
BS>Barry, are you rotating two steel balls in your hand as you say that?
Your
>a legend in your own delusional world and mind only?
Not squeezing and rolling two steel balls about stolen ice cream but trying
to erase your delusion that you know English grammar enough to
coherently
order your thoughts. "You are a legend, or you're a legend or your legend
is known' but never 'your a legend.' It's just those small inaccurate
details that count in aviation accidents but slide by OK with conspiracy
explanation for anything. Note: this is an airplane crash discussion first.
DC>Commander Donaldson is not someone you want to tangle with.
Ha! First you have to find him.
>The aggressive aviator has become the leading proponent of the
contention
>that a large antiaircraft missile brought the plane down on July 17, 1996
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>and he has created his own investigative committee to prove it.
who guide him away from any qualified critique such as LSoft forum
about
TWA 800 which has very sharp missile guys and one dumb wiring/cargo
door
guy waiting....waiting...
>At 8:31 and 12 seconds, the data go crazy. The altimeter reading drops,
over
>one second, from 13,772 feet to 10,127 feet. The plane could not actuall
>have fallen so fast, of course.
Clue it didn't. Clue data is nonsense.
GD last sentence makes sense:>This is a forum. Let's debate the total
evidence.
GD first sentence makes sense:>Nearly all the pertinent facts are present.
GD second sentence makes nonsense.> Some are being withheld by
>>those involved in the coverup, either through intent or stupidity.
As soon as you go off into conspiracy coverup land you are lost to scienc
and airplane crashes but right at home with politicians.
SC>The alleged hard data simply have not been revealed yet on TWA
800.
Oh, that's why the missile explanation has not been confirmed, I though it
was the 3000 pages of NTSB exhibits that ruled it out, but no, it's
coverup. That explains everything.
>Cong. Traficant remains my favorite in spite of his recent report to
>the Aviation Subcommittee. After all, he was the only one who looked
>into the coverup.
But not the only one that said they looked at everything while ignoring
meteor, HIRF, and wiring/cargo door explanation.
>Danny, I think I see John Barry's problem why Bill Donaldson
> does not care to "debate" him.
It's not me he's afraid of, silly boys, it's you. Bringing CDR to LSoft
opens it to all, that's why I invited several posters here. LSoft is very
democratic with limits on posts and lines. The difference between wheat
and
chaff is seen by the reader, regardless of title, sex, wealth, or
arrogance.
LSoft:
1. Questions are written, so better phrased and clearer than oral press
conference shouted remarks.
2. Evasions are easily detected when not obscured by body language.
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3. Expert researchers are watching to refute or confirm any statements
about the past.
4. Missile guys in LSoft know more than Sanders and Donaldson
combined.
5. Alternate explanations that better explain evidence can be offered for
consideration.
I see Sammy bringing up some obscure reference from long ago that is
crucial to a statement made by one participant. I see CO bringing detailed
to the molecule analysis of a system. I see DS just sort of laying a few
missile reality facts around. And then I see CDR making excuses and
departing smartly, never to return.
But to never return, he has to show up first...anybody see him? What car
does he drive, is that him pulling up now? Who do we know that knows
him?
Oh, his son and brother.
Major proponent of missile explanation, CDR, is a no show, a never here
and a big invisible imaginary object, just like the missile/s he constructs.
It is so strange that CDR goes on talk shows like Roger Hedgecock in
San
Diego and answers phone calls from strangers, but avoids LSoft with its
coterie of experts in the very subject he has now devoted his life to,
missiles for TWA 800.
If there were any other forum out there talking about wiring/cargo door,
I'd be there and I would really be there if invited/challenged to present
my research for peer review.
So strange, no CDR. No peer review, sort of basic in science based
investigations and conclusions.
But then wiring/cargo door is used to noshows like NTSB, Boeing and
FAA to
open discussion, it's a clue to the truthfulness of each explanation; only
one is open, all the rest are quiet or absent or busy pushing their
explanation to the exclusion of the consideration of others.
Cheerfully,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Fri, 7 Aug 1998 10:50:28 -0700
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Subject:
Learn to spell VI.
RB>A considerable
>number of
>precedents exist of previous downings of civilian aircraft. A U.S. State
>Department report lists 25 incidents in which commercial airliners were
>shot
>down by missiles killing a total of more then 600 people.
Love those unsubstantiated reports, why not 50? And if 25, then there is
lots of flight data and CVR and metal evidence to match to TWA 800. Bu
no, that's real investigation and not as much fun as yelling coverup,
coverup.
MH>As stated a few days ago by RudeDog@aol.com and later myself,
this
President
>has had some unusually timed national events occuring during moments
of
>personal peril.
Let me get this straight, Clinton ordered the bombing of his embassies to
take the heat off domestic problems? What next, a hit on his daughter?
Detached from reality thinking, MH, to blame the President for
everything.
MH, filling this forum with nitrate bombs makings and embassy
bombings is
all very fun for the conspiracy bombers but reveals you as not giving a
whit about TWA 800 and plane crashes. Unless there was a fertilizer
bomb in
a plane that I don't know about. "Anybody smell something bad?" "Naw,
captain, it's just odorless white pellets, can't be a fertilizer bomb in
the baggage hold."
> Mike Hull just added some new items to his website at
>http://members.aol.com/bardonia/ , in particular a realaudio file
>of air traffic radio reporting what appears to be a missile launch
>in the same vicinity as where TWA 800 was shot down.
"What appears to be..." Normally I would go through the trouble of
checking
it out, but anything from MR evaporates into nothing when examined.
And,
wasn't there a warning area near there? Don't they fire things in warning
areas?
Again, MR expends much effort in confirming it could have been a
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missile, a
fact not disputed. Could have been, but wasn't.
All this anti-President hatred....soon to be directed at new President,
whoever..but sure to be a conspiracy minded coverup evil person.
MR> Missiles make great ignition sources for fireballs.
Aye, and there is the nut of the problem for the missile guys, fireball was
not initial event. Missile hitting plane and causing fireball not initial
event. That's why you guys got so upset at EB. Streak and fireball
happened
lower and after initial event, way lower and way later.
> Notice that 12 hours after the bombings, no terrorist group has claimed
>responsability?
They are proof reading their responsibility note to make sure they don't
make spelling errors and look stupid.
TK>JBS write:
>
>>I've been unable to get more than one meaty paragraph from officials i
>>two years.
>
>Wow, is that a major shocking surprise to anybody on this list?
>
>Think, why could that be? Think... No, you will never get it.
>An idiot might, but you never will. Carry on.
Even idiots know verb tense and matching singular and plural subject to
verb. 'He writes' and 'they write.'
But hey, even idiots deserve correction.
And all you coverup guys always take avoiding the issue as confirmation
of
truth, yet, here again, conspiracy missile guys can't keep their stories
straight, in my case poor response by officials is proof of nonsense while
poor response by officials to missile story is proof of truth. That
inconsistent thinking is why missile guys have absolutely no believability
when it comes to conclusions, only the evidence brought forth by missile
guys that can be corroborated is worth anything.
Why can't missile guys spell and use grammar correctly? Think, why
could
that be? Yes, you will get it, you are incapable of attention to detail,
you don't care about accuracy, you have disconnected thinking, your erro
filled writing in LSoft reveals your error filled thinking while on talk
shows your error filled speaking reveals error filled thinking also.
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Trivial errors in writing reveal your disrespect for your own thinking,
which may be the one opinion you have which is correct.
Learn to spell VI.
Chearfullie,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Mon, 24 Aug 1998 12:03:28 -0700

Subject:
Let's see 'em. Smoking guns.
In-Reply-To:
<Pine.GSO.3.96.980824094122.3762E-100000@blaze.accessone.com>
>On Mon, 24 Aug 1998, John Barry Smith wrote:
>
>> Pardon the intrusion...
>> Smoking guns for TWA 800.
>> http://www.corazon.com/Forwarddoorblowuphoto.html
>> Red paint markings between passenger windows.
>> Downward floor beams.
>> Outward peeled skin.
>> Missing red paint in trim.
>> Sudden loud sound on CVR.
>> Abrupt data loss to FDR.
>> Two outward petal shaped ruptures of skin at midspan latches of
forward
>> cargo door.
>>
>> Why are the guns smoking?
>> Answer:
>>
>> Internal explosive decompression when forward cargo door
inadvertently
>> opened in flight.
>
> Some questions.
>
> So how did the open cargo door produce the red resiudue which the
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>government went to great and dishonest means to try to claim was
>just glue?
What red resiudue (sic)? The stuff that is supposed to be left behind when
a missile explodes into an airplane that then explodes? Ha!
> How does the open cargo door theory explain the trail of explosiove
>residue reaching from the puncture in the forward section all the way
>back to the hull breach where the nose broke away?
The same way it explains the signed confession of a Navy skipper
confessing
to the shootdown just before suicide, completely fabricated story with no
facts.
>
> How does a falling cargo door appear to rise upward trailing a thin
>white smoke trail, ending with an "ordnance explosion"? Not a single
one
>of the eyewitnesses claimed to see anything falling away from TWA 80
>They all saw it approaching the point of the explosion.
Now, MR. get a grip. Eleven said downward streak. So quit knocking the
eyewitnesses. And no one saw TWA 800 in one piece once it took off so
they
could not see anything falling away from it.
>They all saw it approaching the point of the explosion.
Sounds just like EB. You too are united at last.
>
> How does a cargo door rupture on the starboard side result in
>pieces of the portside wing edge and front spanwise beam being the
>first pieces of debris to leave the 747, while the cargo door itself
>falls to the ocean still latched into it's frame?
The 'door itself' is no door, it is dozens of fragments, most unrecovered.
That pesky photo of shattered pieces of door is there and yet you call it a
'door'. Ha! It's like seeing an arm and a toe and calling it a 'body.'
>
> How does the cargo door theory explain th4e numerous lies about
>submarine locations, pingers, FDR data, and red residue the government
has
>been caught making?
"Numerous lies...." Your idea of an error is to call it a lie, conspiracy
thinking.
>
> No theory cannot be taken seriously unless it explains ALL the
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>observed facts. Yours does not. And anyone can look at the photo
>and see that the damned door is still latched to it's frame.
Anybody that looks at that door area and sees a door, even some or most
of
a door, is really truly and finally completely nuts. In fact, so nuts to
call it a door that the 'door' area has to be pointed out very carefully
because there is no 'door' there. For an intact door, look about ten feet
aft and see R2 Door, now that's a 'door' intact until water impact. See the
handle, the frame, the total skin, the hinges, the viewing window? Maybe
you are looking at the wrong door, it sounds like it when you refer to the
cargo door area as housing a 'door.'
http://www.corazon.com/Forwarddoorblowuphoto.html
http://www.corazon.com/TWA800hullrupture.html
> And anyone can look at the photo
>>and see that the damned door is still latched to it's frame.
Anybody can see that the common grammar error of 'its' for 'it's' is
common
to ignorant thinkers and any scientific conclusions from that person are
worthless. Sentence fragment, grammar errors, plus obscenity equals
conspiracy thinking presentation. As usual.
See, that's the problem, MR, why you are not taken seriously, you look at
a
real nine foot by eight foot area on a real airplane which is 80% a real
big hole and includes a hinge, a few shattered pieces of skin, some
latches, and you call it a 'door'. It's like calling residue a missile.
It's like calling a streak a missile exhaust. It's like calling a piece of
dirt near a pharm factory evidence of VX gas. It's like calling a half
fingernail piece of plastic a timer to a bomb. It's called wishful thinking
to construct fantasy to fulfill hopes to justify anger and hatred against
some humans.
In fact, anybody on this forum who looks at the door area of TWA 800
and
says, 'Yes, that's a door, no doubt, there's the hinge, there's the bottom
latches, there's the mid latches, there's the manual locking handle,
there's the two overpressure relief doors, there's the torque tubes,
there's the viewing ports, there's most of the skin, and there's the door
frame," tell me, because I must be blind.
I see a big hole with missing latches, missing locking handle, missing
torque tubes, missing 80% of skin, missing viewing ports, and it was all
supposed to be in one small area on the bottom of the ocean.
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So, MR, one of us is blind. Tell me again about this 'door' you see. What
do the midspan latches look like? The overpressure relief doors? The
outside skin? The door frame fore and aft? What position is the manual
door
locking handle in? I assume the manual locking handle you are looking
at in
your 'door' is locked before you say the 'door' is locked and latched to
frame.
A blind astronomer, that's you, who must think a comet is close, slow
moving, and moving away from its tail based upon millions and millions
eyewitness reports spread out over centuries.
>And anyone can look at the photo
>>and see that the damned door is still latched to it's frame.
http://www.corazon.com/Forwarddoorblowuphoto.html
http://www.corazon.com/TWA800hullrupture.html
Let's take a vote.How many say there is a 'door' in the photo where the
forward cargo door is supposed to be?
How many say most of door is missing?
How many say all latched status is impossible to determine?
How many say there are outward shattered petal shaped bulges at the two
midspan latch areas?
How many know what a nine foot by eight foot solid piece of aluminum
looks
like with viewing ports, manual locking handle embedded in it and two
overpressure relief doors in it?
How many see a nine foot by eight foot piece of aluminum in cargo door
area?
The truth of your nonsense, MR, and all you missile guys, is the refusal o
you guys to say, 'Yeah, door is shattered, could have been a missile that
blew it apart.' There you have evidence of blown apart area of TWA 800
and
you refuse to acknowledge it, instead going for some small hole on
opposite
side or even explosion in thin air outside 800.
Why you refuse to call a hole a hole is very revealing.
It's like a calling a small hole in a head of a high speed air crash victim
a gunshot hole: Wishful thinking to fulfill conspiracy fantasies.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
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http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Tue, 18 Aug 1998 23:23:57 -0700

Subject:
List V4.6.
It's that time again. The China did it guy demands the List be updated.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
> External cause.
>
> a. Missile guys.
> 1. UnFriendly Fire.
>
a. Bob Donaldson
b. Mike Donaldson
c. Bill Donaldson.
>
2. Friendly fire. Persons
>
a. Michael Rivero, (missing in action, status unknown)
>
b. Michael Sweeney,
>
c. Philip Anderson,
>
d. William Serrahn,
>
e. Richard Hirsch,
>
f. Stan Clark, CEC IOC Test Failure proponent
>
g. (Changed category)
>
h. (Changed category)
>
i. Carl Binns,
>
j. Pepper Kay,
>
k. (Changed category)
>
l. Matthew Maxson
>
m. Tom Shoemaker ( application of high energy inputs into the
>airframe from some uncommon exterior source.)
> b. Meteor guy.
>
1. Person Michael Davias.
> c. Projectile guy. Unfriendly fire.
>
1. Person Michael Hull.
> d. Methane gas burp guy.
>
1. Richard Spalding. respald@somnet.sandia.gov
> e. Local Geophysical Resonance guy.
>
1. Professor Alexandre Siniakov.
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> f. UFO guy.
>
1. Gotta be, gotta be...somewhere out there, far away is.. a UFO guy
> g. Laser guy.
>
1. Jean Gully
h. China guy.
1. Michael Donovan.
>
> Internal cause
> a. Cargo door guys. Persons:
>
1. JB Smith, rupture at aft midspan latch of forward cargo door,
>electrical ...all alone am I...
>
> b. Bomb guy.
>
1. Mr. Sammy Finkelman, PETN had something to do with what
happened
>to the plane, that it was a criminal act, and not an accident, and that the
>scene of the crime was JFK Airport.
> c. Center tank explosion as initial event guys.
>
1. United States of America National Transportation Safety Board
>Aviation Division Aircraft Accident Investigation Branch TWA Flight
800
>event. Mr. James Hall, Mr. Robert Francis, Dr. Bernard Loeb, Mr. Al
>Dickinson, Mr. Ron Schleede, FAA Northwest Region.
>
a. Ignition source for cwt guys:
>static electricity guy,
>voltage jump guy,
>right tank fire guy,
>scavenge pump guy,
>small bomb guy,
>engine number three guy,
>meteor guy,
>fuel probe guy,
>missile guy,
>lightning guy.
> d. Structural sabotage guy.
>
1. Maybe Mr. Finkelman.
>
> Other guys.
> a. The Unstated: Persons
>H. Michael Sweeney
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>David Nunnery,
>Danny Cox
>Marshall Houston
>Walter Lee
>Mr. Sivak.
>Stan Martin
>Ms. Gladkin
>Stan Bernstein
>John Fazli
>Dieter Peer
>Jose Cremades
>Dennis Hudecki
>Oral Deckard
>Cerrept
>Tom Rouse
>Brad Dolan
>Tom Stalcup
>George Donaldson
>
>
> b. The Uncommitted.
>
1. Dan Lester.
>
2. Ian Goddard, the used to be committed, then uncommitted, and
>now maybe back committed, it's hard to tell.
> c. The Unheard.
>
1. Boeing,
>
2. TWA
> d. The Unresponsive:
>
1. NTSB, (We will have public hearing where the public hears us.
We
>don't hear the public.)
>
2. FBI, (We don't know what it was, but we know it's not a bomb o
>missile.)
>
3. FAA, now partially listening, but still not talking.
>
4. Politicians, (everybody be calm, no need to panic.)
>
5. Civil servants. (Servant?)
> e. The Uncomprehending.
>
1. Press,
>
2. TV,
>
3. Radio.
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> f. The Unknowing;
>
1. Public.
>
2. Passengers
> g. The Uncaring.
>
1. Mr. D.
> h. The Unforgiving.
>
1. The Dead.
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Sun, 16 Aug 1998 20:24:46 -0700

Subject:
Missile distraction
TT>Is the "pubic spectator" (ala JBS) more appropriate than the
>"public spectator" for you? :)
What does 'ala' mean? Do you imply I, JBS, deceptively posted an email
with
a phoney name using Hotmail? Hmmm...add another accusation to scam
artist,
spy, disinfor.....and now forger.
All you wrong thinking persons should examine when you meet up with
right
thinking person, name calling.
So what is your name?
What should you be called? Accuser? Do you love accusing?
All you suspicious minds know this. I am not anonymous. I do not use
alias
in posting. And I'm here. That's what right thinking minds do, up front an
present.
Wrong thinking hides, disguises itself, and tries to be absent.
All you missile guys couldn't get your current star to appear? First
Sanders, then Salinger, then Goddard, then Kallstrom, then Donaldson,
tomorrow someone else. Each batted down.
With the new bombings hopefully all the conspiracy guys will move on,
start
new group embassy bombings. Good bye.
It's all been a big distraction.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
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barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Mon, 17 Aug 1998 09:05:54 -0700

Subject:
Re: Missile distraction
In-Reply-To:
<FLIGHT-800%1998081707573209@HOME.EASE.LSOFT.COM>
>BD Replies:
>Not batted down, just ignoring an irrelevant point of view.
>>Bob
Two missile explanation versus one missile explanation is what greets
CDR,
if he were to ever appear in the Theater of Operations called LSoft TWA
800
discussion group and neither one is 'irrelevant'.
Well, heck, maybe the missile explanations, one or two, are irrelevant. I
always thought and said it always could have been a missile up there, but
what do I know? Yeah, when a missile guy tells you that talking about
missiles in a missile dominated forum such as LSoft is irrelevant, maybe
should go with the flow, missile talk is irrelevant, when a missile person
says it is and implies it is by not meeting and discussing number of
missiles, where they hit, what damage they did, and why they were
launched,
all good meat of discussion that has gone on in LSoft for over two years
by
dedicated missile researchers such as RH, IG, MR, TT, GD, BS, and on
an on.
Ah, what do they know? It might be right for two missile guy CDR to
brush
off as irrelevant the one missile guys above as unworthy of mental
interaction, they could not possibly add anything to the missile
explanation for TWA 800, they must be too stupid, or boring, or wrong, o
something.....why else reject contributors to the one main idea that
dominates CDR's life, missiles hitting TWA 800 in flight?
I know that I accept and discuss all contributions for and against
wiring/cargo door explanation, but then, that's what honest, inquisitive,
factual, and open minded investigators do.
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Missile...missiles....fading fast......
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Mon, 17 Aug 1998 18:01:35 -0700

Subject:
Re: Missile distraction
In-Reply-To:
<FLIGHT-800%1998081717570712@HOME.EASE.LSOFT.COM>
BD>There is plenty of good debate going on
>in the missile forum.
But not with the Man, not with CDR, not with Mr. I'm on talk radio and
getting the word out missile guy Donaldson.
The star can't be bothered with LSoft? Like we don't know anything
about
missiles and TWA 800, two areas close to his heart?
Ha! Run away, run away, never show up, never show up.
And hey,wiring/cargo door 'discredited'? How? By opinion? I think so,
discredited by those whose opinion is that their lives and careers are not
going to be ruined because that door was all latched, and all locked, and
all intact at water impact and no stinking photographs of refuting outward
peeled skin and red paint markings mean anything.
http://www.corazon.com/Forwarddoorblowuphoto.html
Discredited...ha! That's like saying CDR discredited wiring/cargo door.
Oh
yeah, where is he?''
Cheerfully,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Sun, 9 Aug 1998 11:15:28 -0700

Subject:
Missile guys, don't waver!
MH>When I show my new friends the Cargo Door theory, they usually
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can't stop
>laughing!
Glad to bring happiness into someone's life.
>For your position, which you easily endorse as a "no religion" stance,
read
>the following words spoken by Jesus:
On tape so you know the quotes are accurate. Or did they have written
transcription back then? Like a court reporter. Or were they handwritten
notes? I hope they were not spoken memories of conversations years
earlier.
> I just wanted you to know Bill, that in spite of my wacky TWA 800
theories,
>that it appears that you are the one who has wavered on TWA 800.
Uh, oh, wavering, does that mean doubt? For religious zealots, doubt is a
real sin. Soon come the threats and name calling.
>Well, let me serve you notice. From where I stand, you are also
wavering.
>Do you hear me calling you a "flake"?
>You need to understand that one of the problems with people who go
out of
>their way to endorse "no religion"... is that they have no foundations
other
>than their own wits, and are therefore more susceptible to wavering and
>compromising on all matters
Mr. Religious zealot, you have no way of knowing what is it like to be a
no
religon person so your opinion about that is worthless, as usual.
>None of these other
>works describe human nature in as accurate terms as the bible.
Good stories as textbook. And accurate too!
Does the word 'parable' mean anything to you?
par*a*ble \"par-e-bel\ n : a simple story told to illustrate a moral truth
Accuracy is not part of a parable. It's not supposed to be. It's simple so
simple people can understand them.
Religious zealots look for easy answers told in simple terms, so much
easier than grappling one's whole life in challenge to find out what's
going on out there. It's the classic science versus religion view of
reality. I choose science, but then, that's my aviation background because
as sad as can be, god is a lousy copilot, he forgets where the landing gear
handle is.
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Religions are fine for showing one's respect for a higher power, but
terrible for explaining the actions of a machine that's coming apart in the
air.
Or maybe there is something in the Bible about cockpit voice recorders?
Really, if Cdr avoids LSoft because of the religious zealots, I'll
understand.
RH>What was it that hundreds of eye witnesses saw that evening going
up
>into the sky into the area where Flight 800 was flying just before it
>came down crashing into the ocean?
The reason for failure after two years is you start from faulty premise,
something going up.
It's like starting from assumption more than one gunman for JFK,
It's like starting from assumption Foster murdered.
But then missile guys need wrong assumption of something going up to
hold
together, even ignoring many eyewitnesses who said they saw streak
going
down.
Pick and choose eyewitness accounts, not very scientific but fun for story
making.
>The NTSB is still trying to get into position with their exploding CWT
>scenario even though they have no facts to back up their position.
Well they have soot on most of tank, they have witness marks where spar
went foward and hit other spars, they have fireball, all facts that support
explosion.
>Statement 1: You see a fiery trail moving upward starting from the ocea
>going to an area of the sky where a passenger aircraft is flying.
Actually no one said that but you're just making up interesting parables,
right?
How about Statement 1. Eleven witnesses see a steak moving down...
>Grade your own papers, I trust you.
Make a test that makes sense then the answers might make sense too.
GD>How did Gary gleam so much from a small
>spot?
He didn't. Speaking as a former photo interpreter who has taken pictures
from million dollar pan cameras, viewed SR 71 and satellite film, I know
that a 35 MM camera taking a picture of something less than a hundred
feet
in length a few miles away is indiscernible.
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It's like ATC radar picking up missiles. Reasonable for a layman but
impossible for anyone that knows about radar. Likewise anybody that
knows
about photography knows that 35 MM consumer camera with consumer
film
taking a picture at dusk of an object with camera lens not focused on it
will be absolutely worthless.
Anybody that understands about signal to noise ratio will see that
blemishes on film are noise.
You can try it youself with a 35 mm camera and take some pictures of an
missile shaped object a mile or ten miles away. You won't even see the
missile. You may see a dot of a 747 sized object if the air is clear and
the plane is well lit. There's just not enough photons being reflected to
make it through the lens to affect the silver in the film.
She didn't even have a zoom lens. Ha!
MR>John Barry Smith's goal with his persistant cargo door theory, even
>though it does not explain the eyewitness sightings, is simply to keep
>people arguing with him so that they spend less time digging further into
>the facts of the case.
Ah, MR knows my motives for my persistent cargo door theory and it's to
control the thoughts of the missile guys. As if anyone could control the
thoughts of a conspiracy thinkers. But thanks for the compliment that I
could "keep
>people arguing with him so that they spend less time digging further into
>the facts of the case." I'm glad somebody is affected by the downward
>streaks by eyewitnesses.
Wiring/cargo door explains all the eyewitness raw data, but first you have
to understand basic physics of 3D space and that's tough for 2D
landlubbers.
> He's just here to make it look like the missile theory is just one
>"alternative" explanation, and to manufacture the illusion that there is a
>lack of concensus as to what happened.
Like the missile guys have a consensus? Ha! They can't even agree on
how
many there were.
Missile guys, be of stout heart, no wavering, no doubt, and stop asking
questions, you've been told the answer, now stick to it.
Cheefully,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/
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Date:

Thu, 6 Aug 1998 00:26:13 -0700

Subject:
Re: CyberReport on Wiring/CargoDoor
In-Reply-To:
<FLIGHT-800%1998080523431629@HOME.EASE.LSOFT.COM>
>SM: Barry--apply all of the above comments to your suggest revised
>sequence for ie of twa800. How many times do you need correction and
yet
>you still propose proposterous falsehoods.
312.
>
>>And some of it takes more sophisticated persons. That FDR stuff is ver
>>technical. But everyone has their own specialty
>
>SM: Your specialty is not the cargo door despite what you profess, and
>you do not accept correction. Sound familiar?
Correction by you about cargo doors that work as they should is accepted
Correction by you about doors that open when they shouldn't is not. Your
specialty is doors that work as they should. My specialty is doors that
don't. You talk about the millions of times it works normally and I talk
about the ten times it doesn't. See the difference?
>
>SM: And now for the error corrections.
>>Cold air from air conditioning pack flows into hot humid air of summe
New
>>York in forward cargo hold on old airplane that has not had Section 41
>>retrofit
>
>SM: So Barry, what ductwork and what zone carries this conditioned ai
>into the fwd cargo.
Cargo door opened in flight, that is proved for me. Why it opened is open
for anyone, water to wire to short is my best explanation based on
precedent of UAL 811 and personal observation of water in hold. Which
Boeing airliner did I see water pour out of cargo hold? You tell me that
and I'll tell you what ductwork and what zone carries this conditioned air
into the fwd cargo. It is a correct assumption that the hot air in the
airplane on the ground turns to cold air with high moisture content very
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soon after taxi. How it gets there I'll leave to you.
>
> . Water condenses and runs down metal cargo door to pool near chafed
>>wire
>
>SM: Inner cargo door liner is insulated and since the fwd cargo is not
>directly air conditioned, your condensation theory is just hooey.
Could be, condensation is just one of many offered explanations for short
to turn door motor on, water tank rupture, leaking seals during rainstorm,
open door during storm, are possible or no water at all, UAL 811 did not
need water to short motor on.
>
>. The wire >bundle is near clamp which does the wear
>
>SM: Wire bundles are there to prevent chafing and wear. That is
NOTwear
>chafing occurs..
Quote from TWA 800 Public Docket 516A, Exhibit 9A Systems Group
Chairman's
Factual report of Investigation, Page 47, "A Boeing telefax of June 25,
1997, stated that: The Poly-X wire was used as general purpose wire on
the
RA164 (TWA 800) aircraft. Wire insulation known as Poly-X had three
in-service problems:
-Abrasion of the insulation in bundles installed in high vibration areas.
(This problem was corrected by Boeing Service Bulletin No.
747-71-7105,
Dated July 19, 1974)
-Random flaking of the topcoat.
-Insulation radial cracks in tight bend radii.
>-Abrasion of the insulation in bundles installed in high vibration areas.
>fits pretty good.
> Bottom eight sectors stop the cams from unlatching >because of AD 88
12
>04. But the midspan latches have no locking sectors so>try to unlatch.
The
>torque tubes are stopped by the locking sectors from>complete turning
but
>turn enough through wear and tear of old plane to>partial unlatch at aft
>midspan latch.
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>
>SM: Major error. Both mid span and lower cams are run by same
torque
>tube and will have turned the same miniscule amount while lock sector
gaps
>close up. At this point the torque tube would be stopped by lock sectors
>and so would the mid span latch cams.
They would be when working normally, unlike UAL 811 which had bent
torque
tubes and was not working normally. On website of course.
> For the mid span cams to open any further you would need a quadruple
>failure of all lower cam push pull rods. And supposing this
preposeterous
>idea did occur
Moment, that was your idea, have more self esteem for your ideas.
>the opening of the mid span latches would simply not cause the door to
>rupture at this point since they are there mainly for alignment purposes.
When working normally, unlike the aft midspan latch of UAL 811 which
had
heat damage to the latch pin from contact with cam just before it allowed
the rupture at aft midspan latch. On website of course in text and
photographs.
And they have alignment devices, they are called the two pull-in hooks.
That's their job, it's what they do, hook and pull in. Latches latch. It's
so fundamental yet for you and NTSB to say some latches latch and some
don't is such a stretch of reality that it confounds me. Same device, same
title, same function, same movement, and only four feet away yet one doe
one thing and the other doesn't.
Denial of door opening in flight leads you to hear and read a word and sa
it means one thing and then read the same word and say it means
opposite is
really a clue to detachment from reality
> And Barry, give up on your crap about me being biased about what
should
happen and what can't happen etc. etc. etc. It is old and you lack facts
to back your opinion on this.
Oh, OK, you are willing to toss ideas around looking at pros and cons tha
may lead directly back to a failure of an airline and its mechanics that
led directly to the deaths of 230 people. I don't think TWA is directly
responsible but when doors fail they always blame the last guy that
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touched
it, as in UAL 811 with improper latching by UAL baggage handler
leading to
much blame for UAL in report by NTSB, the wrong one, the one they
wrote
before they looked closely at the door and realized their mistake and wrot
new report. Wrong report not on web site, of course.
>
>
>>and no Section 41 retrofit.
>
>SM: Why do you think this is important and why do you keep bringing
it up.
Put a question mark on the end and I'll answer it. As it is, it reads as
annoying statement. I'll have to explain to myself why an airplane has to
undergo a very expensive retrofit to prevent structural failure forward of
the wing, and then to ask myself why a mechanic would ask why an
airplane
that that has not had the structural strengthening retrofit suffers a hull
rupture in that very area and wonders why the connection. Clue word: ou
of
rig. On the ground with door open unpressurized that area is very weak
and
vulnerable, closed and pressurized it is strong. Do that 16000 times and
things get sloppy.
>The wreckage evidence shows nothing to support any damage to this
section
>that is any different than the rest of the airplane.
That area is shattered and only partially recovered, no conclusions about
it can be made that it was normal, but many try! And it may have only
had a
contributory action, setting things in action but not being seen.
> It is simply one of your "facts" that is inconsequential. You have not
proven any cause and effect. You present it for the reader to draw
conclusions that there are but you do not provide substantiation.
The substantiation is NTSB saying 800 had not had Section 41 retrofit. It
supports wiring cargo door explanation as that area of damage start was
already known to be weak. I do present it for the reader to draw
conclusions. The missile guys shrug it off as inconsequential, I don't. All
four wiring/cargo door planes had not had that fix and all had polyX, just
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clues of similarity of many.
> In fact you lack real substantiation for almost all of your material.
Well, it's on website of course but that's a click away, miles away for
many.
>All this makes me conclude that you are therefore (to use your terms)
>up to no good!
Yeah, the thread has been spy, disop, scam artist to whatever.
>You persist in leaving your website full of obvious errors and then poin
>fingers are the others. It is the height of hypocrisy.
Obvious errors? Where? That hot humid air turns to cold wet air in
airplanes? That 800 had no retrofit? That torque tubes bend in cargo
doors?
That aft midspan latches hold in cargo door under certain circumstances?
All correct. But thanks for checking, I invite criticism.
Cheerfully,
John Barry Smith
JohnBarrySmith Wiring/CargoDoor CyberReport on TWA 800, Release
1.0:
Contents:
A. NTSB website with many, but not all, TWA 800 public docket
exhibits
and biographies of the senior officials.
http://www.ntsb.gov/Events/twa800/default.htm
B. NTSB website with summaries of aircraft accidents for decades.
http://www.ntsb.gov/Aviation/months.htm
C. NTSB CD-ROM of TWA 800 exhibits plus hundreds of poor quality
photographs in .jpg format, available free from NTSB.
D. Citizen websites about TWA 800:
Richard Hirsch:
http://home.earthlink.net/~neteagle
Mike Hull:
http://members.aol.com/bardonia
Tom Shoemaker:
http://www.webexpert.net/rosedale/twacasefile
Mike Rivero:
http://www.accessone.com/~rivero/CRASH/TWA/twa.html
Ian Goddard:
http://Ian.Goddard.net
Harro Ranter:
http://web.inter.NL.net/users/H.Ranter/
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Patrick Price:
http://members.aol.com/papcecst/index.html
John Barry Smith:
http://www.corazon.com
E. Boeing 747 history and reference URLs.
1. http://www.corazon.com/Boeing 747.html > Basic Boeing 747
information.
2. http://www.corazon.com/747historycontents.html > Illustrated histor
of Boeing 747, problems, construction pictures, and stretching.
3. http://www.corazon.com/747-121dimensions.html > Drawing of
Boeing
747-121
4. http://www.corazon.com/nosepicts.html > Pictures and drawings of
cargo door and nose of Boeing 747
5. http://www.corazon.com/747specsheet.html >Boeing 747
Specifications
and history
6. http://www.corazon.com/747seating.html >Boeing 747-100 series
and-200
series seating.
7. http://www.corazon.com/747crashes.html > List of Boeing 747
crashes.
8. http://www.corazon.com/cargodoorfaraway.html >Forward cargo
door
far, medium and close up photos.
9. http://www.corazon.com/pressurization1.html >Aircraft pressurizatio
theory.
10. http://www.corazon.com/aerodynamics.html >Boundary layer
aerodynamics.
F. Specific URLs for Wiring/CargoDoor explanation for TWA 800 and
others: Includes correspondence from public officials, NTSB exhibits not
generally available, animated gifs of radar plots, FAA ADs, and analysis
by
John Barry Smith
1. http://www.corazon.com/forwardcargodoorpicts.html <Contents
of links to door on site to show latch pins, openings, hinge, seal, and
lock sectors.
2. http://www.corazon.com/TWA800hullrupture.html >Boeing 747
TWA 800
hull rupture at cargo door area and destruction sequence
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3. http://www.corazon.com/paintpeeledpetal.html >Red paint smears,
outward peeled skin, outward petal bulge aft midspan latch of cargo door
4. http://www.corazon.com/747windows.html >Boeing 747 Windows
during
manufacture
5. http://www.corazon.com/twa800cargodoorsillmixup.html >Cargo do
sill, latches and locks possible mixup
6. http://www.corazon.com/TWA800eyewitness.html >Witness Group
Factual Report NTSB Docket Number SA 516, Exhibit 4A and Forward
Cargo Door
Exhibit 15C
7. http://www.corazon.com/Exhibit8ACover.html > Powerplant Group
Chairman's
Factual Report NTSB Docket SA 516, Exhibit 8A.
8. http://www.corazon.com/TWA800hullrupture.html > Picture of Hull
Rupture in NTSB TWA 800 Photo with annotation
9. http://www.corazon.com/destructionsequence.html >Destruction
Sequence
10. http://www.corazon.com/presskit.html >Press Kit Pictures and Text
11. http://www.corazon.com/800radarblipsani.html >TWA 800
animated radar
returns showing mystery blips.
12. http://www.corazon.com/800radarblipsani1.html >TWA 800
animated
radar returns from different radar.
13. http://www.corazon.com/800streakexplained.html >The observed
streak is explained as reflected evening sunlight off fuselage as door piec
spins away.
14. http://www.corazon.com/800cargodoor.html >TWA 800 forward
cargo
door information from news reports.
15. http://www.corazon.com/ntsbcommentlatches.html >
NTSB comments on all doors of TWA 800 being latched.
16. http://www.corazon.com/00avweekintrigue.html >The NTSB states
intrigued by forward door popping open in Aviation Week.
17. http://www.corazon.com/TWA800essentials.html >Extracts from
news
sources concerning cargo door on TWA 800.
18. http://www.corazon.com/800newsreports.html >TWA Flight 800
news
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report extracts, Boeing 747.
19. http://www.corazon.com/800newsreports1.html > More news repor
about TWA Flight 800.
20. http://www.corazon.com/800newsreports2.html >More news report
about TWA Flight 800.
21. http://www.corazon.com/800newsreports3.html > More news repor
about TWA Flight 800.
22. http://www.corazon.com/800crashsitemap.html >Actual photo of
TWA
Flight 800 Boeing 747, crash site maps and recovered wreckage
23. http://www.corazon.com/800wxradar.html >800wxradar.html Photo
of
weather radar of crash, maps and aviation chart of site.
24. http://www.corazon.com/800partsphoto.html >800partsphoto 800
cargo
door in pieces.
25. http://www.corazon.com/800engine3.html >800engine3.html Photo
of
damaged engine 3 as it was brought up.
26. http://www.corazon.com/800publicappeal.html
>800publicappeal.html
Public appeal for help...granted.
27. http://www.corazon.com/800doorversusfire.html
>800doorversusfire.html TWA 800 cargo door theory versus center tank
fire
analysis
28. http://www.corazon.com/800blipsaninine.html >Extended version o
animated radar blips.
29. http://www.corazon.com/cargodoorasstreak.html >Picture of streak
source and experiment to confirm it.
30. http://www.corazon.com/Exhibit8ACover.html >Powerplant Repor
cover.
31. http://www.corazon.com/800summary.html >Compiled information
about
TWA 800
32. http://www.corazon.com/destructionsequence.html >Destruction
Sequence
33. http://www.corazon.com/TWA800hullrupture.html >TWA 800
Cargo door
area reconstruction showing rupture at aft midspan latch of forward cargo
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door inflight.
34. http://www.corazon.com/presskit.html >Pictures and Text of fuselag
ruptures at forward cargo door of PA 103, UAL 811, TWA 800, and AI
182
35. http://www.corazon.com/811and800work.html >Comparison
between UAL
811 and TWA 800
36. http://www.corazon.com/forwardcargodoorpicts.html >Forward
Cargo
Door Pictures
37. http://www.corazon.com/presskit.html >Pictures and Text of fuselag
ruptures at forward cargo door
38. http://www.corazon.com/introductiontext.html >Introduction
39. http://www.corazon.com/811bigholephotobetter.html >Introduction
Photograph
40. http://www.corazon.com/TWA800PA103UA811.html
>Introduction Page
41. http://www.corazon.com/reconstructmatches.html >Reconstruction
pictures/drawings of AI 182, PA 103, UAL 811, and TWA 800
42. http://www.corazon.com/reasoning.html >Reasoning behind cargo
door
hypothesis
43. http://www.corazon.com/Radarblips.html >The Radar Blips
44. http://www.corazon.com/nosepicts.html > Pictures and drawings of
cargo door and nose of Boeing 747
45. http://www.corazon.com/800811103182closeup.html >Closeups of
forward cargo door.
46. http://www.corazon.com/800foreafthorreconweb.html >High
resolution
picture of TWA 800 wreckage.
47. http://www.corazon.com/Redherrings.html >The Red Herring:
Bomb!
48. http://www.corazon.com/inadvertentopening.html >Opening of the
Forward Cargo Door in Flight
49. http://www.corazon.com/crashchart0.html >Chart of three Boeing
747
crashes and similarities presenting a pattern.
50. http://www.corazon.com/crashchart1.html >Chart of three different
Boeing 747 crashes/incidents and similarities.
51. http://www.corazon.com/AD79-17-02.html >First Airworthiness
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Directive against forward cargo door.
52. http://www.corazon.com/747AD88-12-04page1.html >Airworthine
Directive 88-12-04 Original AD to prevent inadvertent opening of forwar
cargo door, later amended by AD 89-05-54, not available, later amended
by
AD 90-09-06.
53. http://www.corazon.com/AD90-09-06.html >Airworthiness Directiv
90-09-06 Current AD to try again to stop doors from opening when they
shouldn't.
54. http://www.corazon.com/800summary.html >TWA Flight 800 ,
UAL Flight
811, Pan Am Flight 103, Air India Flight 182 Summaries and
explanations.
55. http://www.corazon.comvariousdooraccidents.html > Accounts of
various cargo door accidents/incidents.
56. http://www.corazon.com/eprlatenight.html >More Similarities in hu
rupture accidents for Boeing 747s.
57. http://www.corazon.com/wreckageplots.html >The Wreckage Plots
58. http://www.corazon.com/747passdoor.html >747 plug type
passenger
door failed
59. http://www.corazon.com/mysterywhy.html >Why Does Door
Rupture/Open?
60. http://www.corazon.com/chasm.html >Door Goes; Nose Goes?
When door
ruptures, how and why nose comes off.
61. http://www.corazon.com/dbcontents.html >Unofficial and
unauthenticated debris database.
62. http://www.corazon.com/correspondence.html >Correspondence
from
Congress, NTSB, and FAA
63. http://www.corazon.com/TBA.html >Aviation Week article which
Aviation Week ordered removed.
64. http://www.corazon.com/811reportcontentpage.html >To UAL
Flight 811 NTSB accident report
65. http://www.corazon.com/UAL811essentials.html >Extracts from
NTSB accident report.
66. http://www.corazon.com/103reportcontents.html >To UK Pan Am
Flight 103 accident report
67. http://www.corazon.com/PA103essentials.html >Extracts from AAI
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accident report.
68. http://www.corazon.comAirIndiareportcontents.html >To Canadian
and
Indian Air India Flight 182 accident report
69. http://www.corazon.com/AI182essentials.html >Extracts from
Canadian
report
70. http://www.corazon.com/Page2.html >Details on Accidents include
AARs, photos, text, drawings, and related accidents, Air India 182, PA
103,
UAL 811, and TWA 800 with URL links to hundreds of other
corazon.com pages
about hull ruptures in flight on high time Boeing 747s.
G. Archives of TWA 800 Flight 800 Discussion Group with many posts
about
Wiring/CargoDoor explanation. <http://HOME.EASE.LSOFT.COM/ >
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Mon, 10 Aug 1998 23:46:45 -0700

Subject:
Examination possible of skin and support structure
DS about wiring/cargo door explanation.>It contains many elements that
can
be exchanged
>forever and never solved without a detailed
>analysis of the skin and support structure of
>the recovered airplane
Yes and I can't do it. Mr. John Seaman can. Mr. Seaman can take closup
pictures of the skin and support structure which can be analyzed by
experts.
1. Closeup of all red paint markings using telephoto lens to try to detect
peeling source.
2. Closup of entire hinge in sections, photos can be brought together in
mosaic in Photoshop to see any hinge overtravel impression damage.
3. Confirm yes, or no, do they have the two midspan latches of TWA 800
forward cargo door and can you see them and take a picture. Take
closeups.
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Heat damage may be evident if they have the latches. Best would be to
identify all twenty cargo door latches, ten for the front and ten for the
aft. NTSB only reports on sixteen. The two midspan latches of both doors
are missing.
4. Confirm by visual that two lower door sills to the two cargo doors
exist. There is a real possibility of mixing up the lower sills. The clue
is the aft door sill has soot on it and the forward sill should not as none
of the recovered door pieces have any soot. Is there soot on the forward
door sill?
5. Get front to aft view of cargo door area to look at skin going outward
or inward. And then aft to forward view of metal sticking out or in.
6. Determine status of paint above cargo door which should be red but is
now white with missing red paint. Is it really white under red trim which
peeled away?
AN SAA cabin attendant was described as a heroine after her promp
action prevented a fully laden Boeing 747 having to dump tons of fuel an
return to the airport, writes ROGER MAKINGS.As Flight SA 222 took
off from
Johannesburg International Airport last week, the lever to a back door
disengaged, letting it open slightly. Attendant Derusha Naidoo, of
Pretoria, jumped from her seat and pushed the lever back into position.
She called colleague Gustav Hofmann, who helped her, and they alerted
the
flight deck. A flight engineer was sent to inspect the door, and the three
of them secured and rearmed it.
Commander of the jumbo Captain Dennis Spence of Johannesburg, who
praised
Naidoo and whose wife and daughter were aboard, said: "We were in the
climb
phase so I decided to pressurise the aircraft. All instruments indicated
cabin pressure was rising normally so I opted to continue the flight to
London."
Had this not been so, which would have indicated the door was not
properly
closed, he would have turned back / returned to the airport.
Spence told concerned passengers that, because the doors opened inwards
they could not open in flight as pressure inside was higher than outside.
"Passengers were never in danger." Smirnoff aerobatic team often seen at
airshows around the country.
Spence admitted, however, that as the aircraft prepared for descent at
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Heathrow, safety belts were tied around the door handle to prevent
something similar happening. "But that was only as a precaution," he said
Senior SAA spokesman Leon Els said the aircraft's door was inspected in
London and again by SAA technicians on arrival in South Africa.
If only cargo doors worked the same way.
MH>They send "stringers" like John Barry Smith
Add stringer to scam artist, disinformationalist, spy,..wait a minute...is
stringer like what goes longitudinally on a fuselage? I think it is. If I'm
a stringer, who wants to be a frame?
Conspiracy guys, always good for a chuckle...and how about that AOL
TWA 800
board, a thousand words and managed to omit the word airplane
throughout. I
can see why anybody that gives a casual perusal of the internet thinks
everyone is a conspiracy nut, just reading that board makes me afraid to
walk the streets, not from the 'criminals' listed but by those fearful
fellows doing the listing.
The problem now, as it was in February 1989, is that if another cargo doo
opens in flight and the nose comes off, a bomb will of course be blamed,
it was for AI 182, PA 103, UAL 811, and TWA 800. Lucky for USA,
811 made it
back to correct error so soon after PA 103. After these two Africa
bombings, America is springloaded to kill..somebody. And there are
plenty
of enemies out there to attack. And a few of them have nukes.
So, history is not linear and predestined, it is made up quantum second by
quantum second. Or put it another way, if TWA 800 had happened
yesterday
instead of two years ago, Kallstrom would not have had to get
confirmation
for all his PETN or RDX hits which were later ruled false positives.
SC>Dana, permit me to add that John Barry Smith spells well also (or
uses
>a spellchecker). Not to mention his high-quality dictionary.
I wish, Eudora has no spell checker and should have. I have no pride. But
I
do have a dictionary, 10 bucks on CD. What will they think of next? I
predict the time will come when text will be computer generated and a
reader will be unable to tell if it's computer or human, probably only
humans will make spelling errors. I use a desktop publishing program for
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some emails and it has a great spell checker. A big problem I have had is
errors such as 'not' for 'now' and spelling checker misses it yet it
changes the meaning entirely.
By the way, what is the final call on that tank, zero, about 50, about 100?
or what?
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Sat, 8 Aug 1998 12:02:56 -0700

Subject:
Fantasy
BS>Some people, like fundamentalist Christians and cargo door guys,
can not be
>brought back to reality regardless of the amount of reason or
consequence.
>They are hard wired that way. It's a benign mental illness, with no hope
of
>recovery, but fortunately hospitalization is rarely required.
Guys? Where the one other to make a plural? Or are you making up
things again?
Look, you anti-cargo door guys, for your missile fantasy to stay intact,
pretend that UAL 811 and TWA 800 don't have these matches and you'll
feel a
lot better:
(1) aged (2) high flight time (3) early model Boeing 747 (4) which took
off near darkness (5) running late (6) and during climb (7) experienced a
sudden initial event near the leading edge of wing in fuselage which left a
(8) short (9) sudden (10) loud (11) sound on the cockpit voice recorder, a
(12) abrupt (13) power cut to the flight data recorder, (14) foreign object
damage to starboard engine #3, (15) more severe inflight damage on
starboard side, (16) at least nine never recovered bodies, (17) port
fuselage side forward of the wing relatively undamaged, (18) shattered,
torn, and frayed skin in forward cargo door area on starboard side, (19)
unusual paint smears in forward cargo door area, (20) rupture appearance
of
skin at aft midspan latch of the forward cargo door, (21) outward peeled
skin on upper forward fuselage, (22) vertical fuselage tear lines forward
of the wing and aft of forward cargo door, (23) had hinge stay attached to
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detached top piece of forward cargo door, (24) downward bent floor
beams
above forward cargo hold, (25) unsooted cargo door pieces, (26) never
recovered fuselage skin in cargo door area, (27) inflight fire to engine
number 3, (28) bare electrical wire found in cargo door area, (29) and
destruction initially thought to be have been caused by a bomb but (25)
later conclusively ruled out.
For your mental stability, pretend all the above documented facts and
evidence don't exist, then you'll enjoy your mystery streak as missile
exhaust a lot better. It's a lot of reality to deny, but I know you can do
it.
By the way, the above matches to 800 and 811 are before the nose comes
off
800. For further matches of nose off 747s referral to the many matches of
800 to PA 103 and AI 182 would be made which would also have to be
denied
but that much denial might fry whatever you have left of your brains that
haven't overloaded with fantasy of our President ordering the bombings o
his own embassies.
>They believe that
>being persecuted and chastised for their beliefs is just further proof of
>how right they are.
Too right! Those poor missile guys, ignored and lied to and all they want
is the proof, poor missile guys. Hounded, disappeared, investigated, and
tapped, missile guys are really picked on. They even have people that
follow them electronically and join electronic mailing lists just to make
their lives miserable. Poor missile guys, bad missile guys. It's called the
martyr complex.
>Never mind that friends and family might be trying to
>provide well meaning assistance -- they are all tools of the devil!
Right on! MH, he's talking to you. The debbil id out dere.
>Counter criticism and facts can always be
>marinalized or denied, thereby protecting this large investment in
fantasy.
This man understands! Although I don't see how putting empty or not
empty
fuel tanks in the refrigerator to marinate, or calling a sidewinder a
Marine helps the fantasy.
>Usually this all masks deeper troubles that the individual or culture is no
>able or willing to deal with. Few will be honest or courageous enough t
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>abandon their false beliefs. Unfortunately, most will die in their
>delusional state.
Deeper troubles, I agree, I personally enjoy going through life believing
my officials may be stupid, slow, incompetent, and lazy, but not evil
plotters killing citizens on a whim and I pity those that do for their
deeper hatreds projected onto public figures.
Missile guys, listen to BS, he knows! He understands you. But maybe
better
to die in your delusion of shadows hiding plottors everywhere than to fac
the truth of a stupid world out there with no one in charge and have all
that unknowing and indecision to face every day.
Again, nothing wrong with the missile explanation as possible, it gets
ruled out by evidence. The problem is the conspiracy looniness that
spreads
like fear leading to civil war and vigilantes. Fantasies can never be ruled
out by evidence.
So, look, pretend the above evidence of TWA 800 doesn't exist and I will
try to pretend UAL 811 does not exist. Then we'll both live in a fool's
paradise.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Tue, 11 Aug 1998 19:18:35 -0700

Subject:
For Mr. John Seaman, thank you.
http://www.corazon.com/Forwarddoorblowuphoto.html
Dear Mr. John Seaman, this afternoon I received your two photographs o
the
forward cargo door forward section of TWA 800. Both of the photos wer
scanned and uploaded to corazon.com.
http://www.corazon.com/Forwarddoorblowuphoto.html Download time i
less
than a minute.
Thank you very much. You have done a great service. These are very
important. It's what NTSB should have done.
The pictures are very revealing while tantalizing for what is just out of
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frame. The photos are high quality and will hold together when blown up
many times.
My caption of the photos reads:
Above two photographs are of TWA 800 forward cargo door forward
section and
windows above it. Note: 1. Red paint markings where it should be white
paint. 2. White paint where it should be red. 3. Evenly spaced horizontal
white dots among the red paint. 4. Lower right door area has difference
between door piece and frame damage. 5. Outward peeled skin in door
area,
under belly, and forward of door area. 6. Inward crushed skin. 7. Missing
door skin, manual locking handle, forward midspan latch and viewing
ports.
8. Different tone of white to gray on lower part of piece of door. 9. Red
tags with the yellow tags.
Discussion:
Important questions are raised by the photos: Calling all photo
interpreters, mechanics, pilots, modelers, painters, metallurgists and
astute observers; I solicit your opinions. The pictures are very complex
and require much analysis.
Below is rough analysis based on a few minutes' observation.
1. Red paint markings between windows: Are they red on top of white or
red
underneath white? I claim red on top of white based on style of smearing
which matches scuffing, not peeling. There is also a small area which
blown
up reveals a dark circle of primer, then white, then red. However, the
rings around the windows are unmarked. Either the ring is recessed, or
aluminum which does not take smears, or the white is peeled revealing
white. Regardless, this strange pattern of red paint markings only occurs
above, forward, and aft of the forward cargo door and must be explained.
The red is not supposed to be there, and is, why is that?
2. Missing white paint underneath the windows. The peeling is usually
clean, as opposed to the streaking red paint markings above. This is what
peeled paint looks like. The TWA paint scheme is supposed to be white
between windows and for about three inches below, then two foot
horizontal
red band, then a white horizontal band for about eight inches, then a broa
horizontal red band of about two feet. The top of door is red and the
bottom is white. The missing red paint is only evident above the cargo
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door
area and must be explained. The red is supposed to be there and isn't, why
is that?
3. Mystery white dots are interspersed among red paint, they are horizont
and evenly spaced. They may be rivet heads underneath subjected to stres
and peeled paint above. What is causing the horizontal even spaced white
dots?
4. Lower right door area shows different damage to adjacent door frame
which indicates the door was not in place at water impact. Contrast this
door area with R2 door which is intact and matches door to frame.
http://www.corazon.com/TWA800hullrupture.html
5. Outward peeled skin shows violent explosion, not crushing pillowing
water impact. Both midspan latch areas show this outward peeled skin.
6. Inward crushed, pillowed skin is what water impact would look like an
exists on bottom of door and adjacent area. It contrasts to shattered
outward skin in belly, in door area, and up high on fuselage, roughly a
rectangle and would fit an explosive decompression zone of PA 103, AI
182,
and UAL 811.
7. The door is not a 'door', it is pieces of door with most pieces missing.
This is a door which has obviously suffered a catastrophic shattering
event. Most of the heavy hardware is missing, not recovered, and not hun
Contrasted to exact opposite side on nose, the skin is smooth and not
shattered with skin intact. The outward shattered skin shows why a bomb
is
always suspected in explosive decompression events.
8. The color of door pieces and adjacent skin changes from bright white t
gray. Gray matches singe color. Is the gray a factor of shadow in hangar,
or normal paint scheme, or soot. If soot, then the aft cargo door sill has
been confused with forward and placed incorrectly in the forward door
position. The aft sill was reported sooted while all the other door pieces
are unsooted. Is the gray soot? Unlikely TWA had gradual color of bright
white to gray. Lighting in hangar for these pictures is such as to not give
shadows. Why is lower part of fuselage gray?
9. Red tags are supposed to mean found in the red zone but the few piece
of cargo door were reported to be in yellow zone, yet red tags are hanging
on pieces around door hinge. Why are the red tags there and what do they
mean? Also note the yellow tag number '76' under the yellow tag 'RF 25'.
All other tags have a letter prefix denoting location on aircraft such as
right fuselage, RF, or left fuselage, LF. What does "76" mean?
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This is a rough analysis. Opinions welcomed.
Again, I would like to thank Mr. John Seaman for these very valuable
photographs of a critical area of TWA 800. If any more are available of
any
skin area of the right side of TWA 800, they would be appreciated and
also
immediately posted on the site for all to see and analyze.
Bear in mind that this area, forward of the wing on the right side was the
prime suspect as long as the bomb idea in forward cargo bay was in play.
The computer simulation of ejected material pinpointed the initial event a
occurring at this precise location. When the residue evidence for bomb
explanation by FBI was not confirmed, the evidence was ignored and an
alternate to explain all the shattered skin was not pursued. Also, the
inadvertent opening of the forward cargo door was the prime suspect for
FAA
and NTSB who inspected the wreckage as it came into the hangar but
when the
lower sill of a cargo door was found to be still latched, it was assumed
the sill was from the forward door and that the entire door was latched an
locked so FAA and NTSB looked elsewhere for initial event.
To look at these photographs and state that all the latches are latched,
the door was functioning normally, the door was intact and in its frame at
water impact is nonsense and confounds common sense. The paint
markings,
the outward peeled skin, the mismatch of door and frame, the missing
hardware including locking handles and latches speak otherwise.
Any more closeup photographs of this most important area would be mos
appreciated. Thank you again, Mr. Seaman.
Respectfully,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Mon, 10 Aug 1998 12:22:25 -0700

Subject:
Ghosts
Let's see: Ghosts.
MH believes in the Holy Ghost who is everywhere.
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RS quotes ghosts.
TS left to form a new missile group but his ghost came back.
GD says he's about to become a ghost anytime now.
EB left because the parade was over but his ghost reappeared.
IG left but his ghost came back unrepentant.
Cdr D was a ghost, is a ghost and will be a ghost.
DS may be a ghost of LA or vice versa.
BClinton is a ghost that has his fingers in a lot of pies.
Boorda is a real ghost.
Foster is a real ghost.
Brown is a real ghost.
JBS is the ghost in the closet that pops up unexpectedly, unannounced
and
scares people.
CO is the ghost of a real disinformationalist.
SF is the only ghost who can see the other ghosts clearly.
EB is the ghost who understands the other ghost's visions.
SM does not believe in ghosts.
MR believes in ghosts.
TT is not sure about 'gosts.'
BS thinks ghosts are nuts.
NTSB has a ghost ignition source.
And of course, 230 passenger ghosts asking why they had to become
ghosts.
Uncheerfully,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Tue, 11 Aug 1998 13:11:24 -0700

Subject:
Ghosts and doors and dresses
For MH, Holy Ghost found!, sort of.
UK
Christ's head 'in Scottish chapel'
The Turin shroud - the most famous image of the Messiah's head
Christ's head is buried under a chapel in Scotland, a controversial
anthropologist has claimed.
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Dr Keith Laidler says the head is at the 15th century Rosslyn chapel in
Midlothian.
He became interested in the possibility after reading a book which claime
the Knights Templar had a head which they worshipped.
Dr Keith Laidler and Father Danny McLoughlin go head to head on the
mysteryOne theory is the head was carried to Scotland by Mary
Magdalene via
France.
But another has it that the Knights Templar, a religious military order
born out of the first crusade, dug it up in Jerusalem and carried it
through France to Scotland.
Dr Laidler, who lays out his ideas in his book The Head of God - the Los
Treasure of the Templars says there was a cult of heads in the Middle
Ages.
Scottish Catholics - no faith in head theory
But Father Danny McLoughlin, a spokesman for the Roman Catholic
Church in
Scotland, branded the idea outrageous and impossible to believe.
''The Templars disappeared in Scotland in the 13th century and that
chapel
was not built until 300 years later so there seems to be a slight problem
there to say nothing of the other problems we would see,'' he said.
''The head that the doctor is talking about has yet to appear and perhaps
what I should say is bring me that head and let's run some tests on it, and
if you can prove that head sat on the shoulders of Jesus Christ then maybe
we will take it a bit more seriously.''
But Dr Laidler says producing the physical evidence is difficult as Rossly
is a listed building and even the use of metal detectors is banned.
''I have actually pushed very hard to have excavations done, but I have
been told it will not be done in the near future,'' he added.
End.
I usually don't put such irrelevant material on post, but I didn't want to
be left out with all the religious nuts spouting bible quotes. All I want
to know is, why not clone some DNA from the Shroud and then JC will
really
be brought to life.
And what is it with doors that are open when they shouldn't be and
conspiracy theories, see below:
UK
Holes emerging in trawler spy theory
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The survey ship, the Mansal 18, is at the wreck site
A man whose father died on the sunken trawler Gaul has said it looked as
if
the tragedy was an accident rather than the result of esponiage.
As the first pictures of the wreck came through, the BBC's Paul Murphy
was
with some of those who lost relatives in the GaulKen Collier is on a UK
government survey ship investigating the wreck 300 metres below the
surface
of the Barents Sea, off the coast of Norway.
At the time the Gaul was lost in 1974, no distress signal was sent, and
rumours have persisted that it was torpedoed because it was involved in
Cold War spying activity against the Soviet fleet.
However the current survey appears set to disprove this theory after
making
what the government describes as "significant findings".
Pictures were beamed to the ship from a remote vehicleMr Collier from
Hull
watched as pictures were beamed back from unmanned midget
submarines to the
ship, Mansal 18.
Afterwards he admitted that what he saw made a less sinister explanation
more likely, since hatches and a door on the trawler were clearly open.
Ken Collier tells Breakfast News about the findingsMr Collier, whose
father
Stan died on the Gaul, told BBC Breakfast News: "It's looking very much
like we are going to find the truth.
"The two main hatches on the deck were wide open and it's beginning to
look
at this time like it was swamped by heavy seas.
"It's looking that it's been an accident more than espionage or any of the
other rumours that we have had."
Deputy PM John Prescott is a Transport Minister and Hull MPThe
Deputy Prime
Minister John Prescott said: "This is a very significant find. We must now
await a full assessment by the expert Marine Accident Investigation
Branch
team on site."
He added that discovery of the open doors "justifies our decision to go ou
and re-survey the end of the vessel."
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However he urged people not to jump to conclusions about the cause of
the
sinking.
Deputy Prime Minister John Prescott urges people not to jump to
conclusions"As we found with the loss of the bulk carrier the Derbyshire
often the conclusions are quite different to those that were found when we
did a proper analysis.
"We need to do a proper analysis of this film by the experts," he told BBC
Radio 4's Today programme.
"I've always doubted the theories that the Russians took the vessel," he
added.
"I hope and, I know the relatives will hope, that at least they can find
the truth and we can put this matter to rest and people then can accept
that what really happened to the Gaul was that it sank under bad weather
conditions, if that is the conclusion."
The relatives have said they want to able to bury their dead and finally
solve the riddle which has blighted their lives.
At the time bad weather was blamed for the tragedy, but the spy theory
has
been given some weight by trawlermen and members of naval intelligenc
who
spoke out on a television documentary last week.
SF>I saw an article by Gina Kolata in Sunday's New York Times about
the
>how the FBI crime lab might deal with the semen stained dress.
Well, first of all, Clinton's blood is on file for autologous transfusion
from which they can get his DNA with which to compare to any DNA on
the
dress. So the deed of matching can be done or has already been done.
If the match were not made, the news would have been released already.
Since it's been over a week to do a few hour test with all the reference
materials it may be assumed the match was made, as if there was any
doubt.
So now what? Terrorist bombings, president in scandal and may be
impeached,
stock market falling, depression overseas....
Chin up!
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/
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Date:

Fri, 21 Aug 1998 09:17:37 -0700

Subject:
Good story
It's got plane crashes, it's got DNA, it's got illegitimate sex, it's got
coverup, it's got lawyers, it's got money, it's got power, it's got
stupidity, it's got greed, it's got tragedy, it's got bad grammar intro.
Posted at 6:59 a.m. PDT Friday, August 21, 1998
The DNA vanished along with the tycoon
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) -- Three years ago, when multimillionaire Larry
Hillblom's body was lost at sea, traces of his DNA disappeared on dry
land,
too.
DNA would have helped four children who claimed to be his illegitimate
heirs prove their case and win a share of his fortune. But when experts
working for the children combed Hillblom's house on Saipan for items
that
might yield his genetic material, they found nothing -- no clothes, no
shoes, no toothbrushes, not so much as a stray hair.
Ultimately, genetic tests on the four youngsters born to four women were
able to prove that they had the same father, whoever he might be, and the
children reached a settlement with Hillblom's estate that gave them up to
$90 million each. The rest of the $500 million to $700 million left by
Hillblom -- the ``H'' in the air courier giant DHL -- went to charity.
Then, in June, came a stunning discovery.
Hillblom's belongings -- everything from shoes to hairbrushes -- were
found
stashed in trash bags buried in his back yard. And the house, it turns out,
may have been sanitized.
The buried items have yet to be tested for DNA. But the possibility of a
DNA match could give the children leverage to extract a new and better
settlement from the estate.
Even before the backyard discovery, settlement negotiations had been
reopened amid allegations that former DHL executive Joe Waechter and
other
former controllers of Hillblom's estate had withheld financial information
``These are the worst and the most despicable type of people you can
find,'' said David Lujan, lawyer for 14-year-old Junior Larry Hillbroom.
(His mother misspelled the name on the birth certificate). ``They set out
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intentionally to deprive four kids who were their so-called best friend's
children.''
Waechter's lawyer, William Fitzgerald, denied his client engaged in any
plot to destroy DNA. He suggested the allegations were aimed at trying to
get a better settlement.
The case began in May 1995 when Hillblom's World War II-vintage
seaplane
crashed near the island of Saipan, his Far East home of 10 years. His body
was never recovered, but he was legally declared dead.
He left most of his fortune to a charitable trust that would benefit the
University of California. But for some reason, Hillblom, a lawyer by
training, did not include the standard clause disinheriting illegitimate
heirs.
That opened the door to women who said they had borne children by
Hillblom,
an American with a penchant for bedding young virgins in the islands of
the
Western Pacific.
For a while, the children seemed likely to lose.
Hillblom's mother refused to provide a sample of her blood for testing.
There was one other known source of DNA -- a scrap of tissue taken from
Hillblom's face during reconstructive surgery at UC San Francisco after a
near-fatal 1993 plane crash. But then UC, which stood to gain if the heirs
claims could be disproved, said it had mixed up Hillblom's sample with
someone else's. Finally, UC produced a sample it said was Hillblom's. Bu
because its source is now suspect, ``none of us wants to touch it,'' Lujan
said.
In the quest for DNA, Lujan brought expert Brad Popovich to Saipan in
1995,
four months after Hillblom's death. Popovich's mission proved fruitless.
Three weeks before his visit, Popovich hired a pilot to check out the
wreckage from Hillblom's 1993 plane crash on the island of Tinian and
got a
report of ``blood everywhere.''
But when Popovich himself got to the plane, ``to our amazement there
wasn't
a speck of blood anywhere,'' he said. ``The dashboard had been removed
from
the plane, the seat had been removed from the plane. Obviously, it had
been
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gone through.''
Hillblom's house in Saipan proved barren ground, too -- ``No shirts, no
shoes, no pants, no socks, no underwear, toothbrushes, shave cream,
anything,'' Popovich said. He examined the bathrooms and peered into the
pipes, finding not so much as a stray hair.
The missing items remained a mystery until this June.
That's when Josephine Nocasa, Hillblom's longtime girlfriend, testified
that Waechter had told her to clean the house and get rid of Hillblom's
belongings. Ms. Nocasa said she used bleach to wash down the shower
walls
and vacuumed thoroughly, even cleaning the filter from the clothes dryer
according to Lujan.
It was Ms. Nocasa who told Lujan of all the items buried in the yard. In
June, as police, lawyers and the new estate administrator, Russell Snow,
looked on, a backhoe scooped a deep trench near Hillblom's tennis courts
revealing several trash bags.
``There were anxious moments when the digging first started,'' Snow
recalled. ``but we did feel that whatever the outcome of the exhumation,
the estate would be headed down yet another of the twisted roads which
has
plagued this unique and infamous probate.''
Popovich is now cataloging the items to see if they could yield DNA.
``Just because these are rich people and powerful people with fancy titles
and ivory towers -- they're not to be held accountable?'' Lujan asked.
``My
heart just won't let them get away with it.''
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Thu, 27 Aug 1998 00:43:56 -0700

Subject:
Re: How JBS Screwed Himself Up About The Streak
Witnesses
In-Reply-To:
<FLIGHT-800%1998082622361292@HOME.EASE.LSOFT.COM>
>JBS says: "I only correct those that assume to spell and write well, the
>truly ignorant are pattted
>on the head and ignored".
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>
>
>EB: Shouldn't "that" be "who"?
I think so.
>
>
>JBS says to MR: "Sounds just like EB. You too are united at last".
>
>
>EB: Shouldn't "too" be "two"?
I know so.
It's
>equally obvious that inserting [all] neither changes nor distorts the
>author's meaning.
You wish. If the author had meant to say all, he would have said all. He
did not say all because all did not do what he said, streak in conjunction
with fireball.
>Except to JBS' tortured logic - that the author could not have meant all
>of the witnesses who
>saw the streak saw the Massive Fireball because 55 of the 183 witnesses
>who saw the streak
>did not see the Massive Fireball. The problem is that his conclusion tha
>55 of the streak
>witnesses did not see the MF is wrong.
How is that?
>
>
>Simply put, the Great Grammar Professor has been so intent on having
some
>loose streaks in the
>sky to support his own streak theory that he read something into what I
>said about the streak
>that wasn't there. I said, repeatedly, that the streak tracked to that
>place in the sky where the
>Massive Fireball then erupted. I did not say that the streak tracked all
>the way there. He
>simply added his own qualifier in his mind, that I said the streak
>tracked [all the way] to the
>fireball. And changed the meaning of what I said.
Let me get this straight, you say the all the streaks did not track to
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fireball, but all the streaks tracked to a spot where the fireball then
erupted?
OK, let's go with that. No, all the streaks did not track to a spot where
the fireball then erupted. The streaks were all colors, all relative
directions, all compass directions and 128 ended in conjunction with a
flash, fireball, or explosion, leaving 55 that did not.
>Then he either
studiously ignored or his biased thought processes wouldn't
>permit him to accept
>the fact that the glaringly obvious intent of the author of 4A to was
>convey to the reader that
>ALL of the streak witnesses also saw the MF. Read it again without any
>qualifiers and it's
>impossible to come to any other logical conclusion:
EB the mind reader. The author of 4A very carefully did not say 'all'
because 'all' is incorrect. The author of 4A could add and apparently EB
can not. Note there is no correction to my arithmetic but lots of invective
"Glaringly obvious intent..." I love it, with biased interpreters of
eyewitnesses like EB who needs the missile guys? You guys all dissed th
eyewitnesses, 11 for the missile guys and 55 for EB, and now you diss the
eyewitness reporter reporting about the eyewitnesses. Ha! Will you guys
ever be satisfied?
Quit knocking the eyewitnesses and stop dissing the eyewitness reporter
two, whoops, too.
>
>
>"A review of the witness data provided information that the persons who
>observed streaks
>observed them in conjunction with the fireball".
Let me add in brackets, [some of] the persons who observed streaks...Ha,
fits!
>But biased people too often see only what they want and
conciously or
>unconciously reject what
>doesn't suit their objective.
Tell me about it, Mr. [all]
>And JBS' objective
EB the motive reader.
>has been to give his own unique streak theory
>accepted as a possibility - if he has to jam it down everybodys' throats.
You sound more and more like a missile guy, EB. Permission granted to
not
get wiring/cargo door rammed down your throat.
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> And "streaks" and
>"them" fit in with his theory.
EB, it's the math. It's the numbers. It's the 128 and 183 and the 55 and 85
and 32 and 11. I added them up, you didn't. It's got nothing to do with
wiring/cargo door explanation, it has to do with numbers that say 55
people
saw streak that did not end in flash, fireball, or explosion.
>
>JBS on the subject of those who saw an immediate end of the streak:
"85
>[of the 183 streak
>witnesses] described it ending in an explosion, 32 said it ended in a
>fireball, and 11 said it ended
>in a flash. That makes 128 that said streak ended in something that could
>be called a 'fireball'."
>
>
>EB: No cigar. To demonstrate the point, here's an example of a witness
>who says he saw the
>streak come to an immediate end. It tracked to where the MF then
erupted
>But it did not
>track all the way to the MF. And the immediate end was not at what
could
>be called the MF.
>http://www.press-enterprise.com/headlines/twa800/html/pilot_reports_g
phic.htm
>l
Referring to a missile guy reporter for corroboration.
>By sloppily
>referring
Then the insult.
>unless your purpose
>is to cloud, confuse and obscure the issues.
Then the evil conspiracy motive.
EB, you are fully totally into the conspiracy guy camp. You write, think,
and emote as one. The Dark Side wins one convert.
> Get
>rid of the biased thinking. Force yourselves to be objective.
Talking to yourself? Numbers are as unbiased as possible and they add
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up to
55 saw streak that did not end in fireball, flash, or explosion.
11 saw downward streaks.
Start believing the eyewitnesses!
EB>The issue is whether all 183 streak witnesses saw it in conjunction
with
the MF. The meaning of conjunction may be immaterial. The point is
they
saw both the streak and the MF.
The point is, Mr. Objective, is they did not see both streak and MF. But
nice try, getting in a wrong assumption early so you can make some
wrong
conclusions later.
>JBS says 55 of the 183 witnesses did not see an immediate end of the st
>k and that means they did not see the streak track all the way to the MF.
No, JBS did not say that, JBS, that's me, says 55 saw streak that did not
end in flash, fireball, or explosion. If it did not end in those type
events, they could not 'track' to and invisible spot in space while going
in all directions.
What is the 'immediate end' nonsense. The issue is ending in flash,
fireball, or explosion, to quote 4A.
>JBS says there may have been hundreds of streaks.
183 streaks, one for each person that said they saw a streak. They may
have
all come from the same one source...or not, no way to tell without other
corroboration without accurate time hacks and distance information. It's
called 3D in space.
A streak is a streak and a source is a source, they are not the same.
>None of the 183 streak witnesses saw more than one streak. With that
many
>witnesses saying they saw only one, there's no realistic possibility of
>multiple streaks
You mean multiple sources explaining the muliple streaks. There is a real
possibility of multiple sources and yet viewers only saw one source give
one streak and another viewer see a different source which gave a streak.
That is because of the many colors, directions, relative and absolute,
durations, ending style and starting locations. In fact the evidence as
given indicates many sources that gave the many different descriptions.
Was the question ever asked of these eyewitnesses, did they see two or
more
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streaks? Did the one streak stop and then start again?
I'm assuming one source and one massive fireball. The one source gave
each
viewer one streak. As the streak was occurring off in the sky someplace, a
massive fireball erupted somewhere else in the sky. The streak source wa
doing its thing independent of any fireball, flash or explosion. All the
color and direction differences can be explained as shiny metal reflecting
evening red orange sun as object spun away erratically.
>Only one streak seen by some of the witnesses moments before, in close
>proximity to and headed toward where the MF then erupted translates to
a
>iklihood that the streak was intimately related to the subsequent eruption
>of the Massive Fireball at about 7500 feet.
If all the streaks tracked to place where fireball then erupted, you would
have something EB. It tells me missile and that's why you are now a
missile
guy, all the way. But they did not, so I do not conclude missile was the
streak that tracked to fireball.
Too bad, so close and only 55 people too short.
Those pesky eyewitnesses.
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Tue, 18 Aug 1998 00:24:18 -0700

Subject:
I stand corrected
>JBS: All you missile guys couldn't get your current star to appear? First
>JBS: Sanders, then Salinger, then Goddard, then Kallstrom, then
Donaldson,
>JBS: tomorrow someone else. Each batted down.
>
SF>This gets the order all wrong. The names you listed would ciorrectly
be in
>the order 4, 3, 2, 1, and 5.
I stand corrected. But, technically, legally, I was not wrong, just
inappropriate.
I deeply regret the error....but SF was there with the proof, so I had to
come clean...sort of. And now it's time to get this behind us. Even
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wiring/cargo door guy has a private life.
For cargo door for PA 103 and TWA 800, first but not last is me. AI 182
was Mr. RA Davis who suggested it could have been a door pop to
explain the
sudden loud sound. UAL 811 was done by somebody on ground looking
at big
hole in side of nose.
>Date: Sun, 10 Nov 1996 03:45:29 -0500
>From: Ian Goddard <igoddard@erols.com>
>To: Brian Redman <bigred@duracef.shout.net>
>Subject: Salinger/George Magazine Theory
>
>At 03:05 AM 11/10/96 -0500, Ian Goddard wrote:
>
I think this part is
>> Deep conspiratorial ideation ahead:
|| from Redman.
>>
\/
>> I can't help but notice that George Magazine, a Kennedy family
operation,
>> hit the shelves with a big article on "Clueless" TWA conspiracy
wackos on
>> the very same day that Salinger, former Kennedy press secretary
comes out
>> with a TWA conspiracy theory that, because it's old news and he
thought
>> it's new, leaves him with a big "clueless" label on his face. Hmmmm..
Hey, I'm in that issue as the wacky cargo door guy. Not much has
changed in
almost two years.
> I cannot forget, of course, that it was a Saudi and a Pakistani
>pilot who first reported streaks in late 1996 - before later on 3 U.S.
>pilots, one from Ddelta claimed to see one some time later. It is just
>more proff to me that the streak was invented and never existed. The
>streak was created by the FBI. They started this.
Sammy, get a grip, Saudi and Pakistani pilots are not in a cabal with the
FBI to invent visual images for an event six months in the future. The
streak is real.
Unlike the presence of the I know what happened to TWA 800 and it was
a
missile and I can't seem to get any serious discussion on it guy, CDR.
Well, when he talks to guys commuting in cars of course he gets no
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serious
discussion. When he avoids LSoft he avoids serious discussion. That's lik
Clinton complaining of the seven months of hell the American public has
been through, and he's the guy that dragged it out.
Chief missile guy of the moment just can't get any understanding or
confirmation of his theories by knowledgable people...and he's the one
who
avoids contact.
Well, it's a good thing that citizen investigators can't be subpoenaed to
talk about TWA 800 in a public forum. Maybe we could set up a closed
circuit keyboard so Cdr can have someone keyboard in his answers to
missile
questions from the LSoft grand forum members.
Let's get the details! Exactly how did the missile enter TWA 800? Did
TWA
800 know what was happening? Did it explode and leave residue? Did
the
owner of the penetration device try to cover up the deed? Was a missile h
technically a 'mid-air' collision?
Well, we'll never know.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Thu, 6 Aug 1998 23:47:34 -0700

Subject:
Ignition source for fireballs?
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="iso-8859-1"
BD makes excuses>I have an
>answer from the FBI on this point, but have been unable to post it
because
>I have to spend my time answering erroneous charges.
>
>Bob
Poor boy, so busy. I bet the FBI answer must be really long, you're lucky
I've been unable to get more than one meaty paragraph from officials in
two years. One paragraph takes about two minutes to type and post.
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TK>Please, get a life.
What is it with that phrase? What does it mean? Why do only idiots use
it?
Hey, get a life. Ha! I love self referencing sentences.
>Is there some deadline for figuring out what happened to TWA 800 that
I am
>not aware of? Did I miss a memo?
Yeah, the one that says aviation accidents are sudden and final. There is
no time to dawdle. I'm just saying that as someone who has been there.
daw*dle \"dod-el\ vb daw*dled; daw*dling 1 : to spend time wastefully o
idly 2 : loiter Û daw*dler n
0 or 50 or 100 gallons in CWT is very important. It's like the absent
ignition source, they may have absent substance also. If possible to get to
zero and Mundo said he did it, then it's true. If impossible to do and he
said he did it, it's not true. If 0 is attainable then it is reproducible.
It's a provable thing one way or the other.
Wiring/cargo door explanation has center tank torn apart when nose goes
early tank stuff falls in red zone unsooted, rest of tank stays with wing
and is sooted. Maintenance hatch gets blown off early leaving big hole in
cwt. The spinning on fire fodded engine number three fiery exhaust enter
hole made by absent maint hatch and ignites any cwt fuel into small
explosion which ignites rest of fuel tanks later and lower than initial
event.
Good question is what is the ignition source of the fireball and the other
fuel tanks? I say on fire engine number 3 starts all the explosions.
CWT was not initial event. Period. That is NTSB position and all alternat
explanations should band together to present united front with compiled
evidence to refute that.
Looking at the picture is enough to see clean area of separated nose and
singed area of fire. Nose off, then fire/explosion; never fire/explosion
then nose off.
http://www.corazon.com/TWA800hullrupture.html
>SM: One big problem for you. Since you don't know the details of how
>they work you can talk about the "ten" times it doesn't, but you can only
>surmise possible failure scenarious, and what you surmise doesn't fit
>within any realm of possibility. Case in point. You say the aft midspan
>latch opened independent of the other 9 cams.
Well, I do know the details of how they work. And I can surmise a failure
scenario, I just read AAR 92/02 that tells how they are supposed to work
and how it failed. And I never said aft midspan latch opened independent
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of
the other nine cams.
>Here is the reality of it. All 10 cams are run by the same motor and
>torque tube. Five push pull rods would have to severe before this one
>would operate independently. You say that old worn linkage is the
cause.
>The midspan latches would have to rotate 130 degrees plus before their
>latching action would not be effective. They are a "C" type latch that
>rotate around a pin. With the location and the geometry it takes 130
>degrees to reach an "open" position. Old worn linkage could and never
>would account for this much movement. It would take the severing of th
>four push pull rods for the lower cams for the midspans to operate. The
>latch motor is physically not capable of this much torque and is also no
>longer capable of overcoming the beefed up lock sectors.
Very good description of how they are supposed to work, and mostly do.
>SM: Notice that it is "your" best explanation.
The best do the best with what they have.
>SM: It is also well known the conditioned air is very dry since it has
>its water separted out by the water separater and the coalescer. This dry
>cool air absorbs the hot humid air. When you turn the airconditioner on
>in your car it dries the cabin. That is what makes it comfortable
It's also what fogs up car insides when a/c comes on in hot humid July
weather and fogged up my cockpit at altitude before descent when a/c
turned
on high. It's also why it rains. It's also why there are contrails.
Are you denying there is ever any water in the forward cargo hold? Are
you
denying there is ever any bare wires in cargo hold? Are you denying the
bare wires never short and cause fires in 747 forward cargo holds? Are
you
denying there were bare wires in the cargo door area of TWA 800? Are
you
denying bare wires shorting on in the cargo door area have ever turned
door
motor on in a 747? Are you denying that ADs often do not work? Are
you
denying that most of fcd of 800 is missing?
To look at the mostly missing door with few shattered pieces remaining
and
to say, 'hey, perfect, nuttin' wrong wit dat door,' is to be blind on
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purpose. http://www.corazon.com/TWA800hullrupture.html
>SM: How can water pool around wires that are mounted on standoffs
away
>from the skin and inner liner of the door and are not located near any
>horizontal structure that could collect water. I went and looked at the
>wiring today to verify. By the way. UAL811's chafed wire was at the
flex
>conduit near the fwd lift arm that hangs in mid air. Not a place for
>moisture to pool.
Fine, cancel pool. Door opened in flight. Why it opened is conjecture. I
offer pool. Erase pool. That puts open door in rainstorm as lead
explanation for water, ahead of potable tank rupture spewing water
everywhere. 811 and 800 both had rain showers before takeoff. A good
thing
to know for 747s is if the wire bundles holding the door control motor als
houses the EPR gauge, it's a long shot but would explain another
anomaly,
all four planes had EPR gripes before or during actual fatal flights.
>SM: Bent torque tube could not and would not account for mid span
latch
>opening sufficientyly under any circumstances.
The rupture in flight occurred at the aft midspan latch area as shown by
photo. That area covers latch area and adjacent skin. Why the door opene
is conjecture, why the rupture occurred at aft midspan is conjecture, I use
UAL 811 as example as most likely explanation. There may be other
reasons
for that petal outward shaped bulge at aft latch of fcd of TWA 800. It may
be internal pressure that finally pushed out the one place in the plane
where a nine foot slice was held closed by one 'alignment device". The
petal shaped bulge is there, why it is there is open to conjecture. If UAL
811 did not exist for a model, I would guess that it was old frame in out
of rig door that had fuselage flex and pilot giving order to climb caused
increase in internal pressure that finally hit the rare combination to
bulge the door open at weak spot.
But, UAL 811 is there as lead explanation. Until the 800 door is all
recovered and all pieced together and the latches are all latched and
torque tubes all straight and all wiring is intact and overpressure doors
are closed and manual locking handle is closed, then, then, then, I'll say
800 door was intact and working normally and all latches latched, which
what you and NTSB have been telling me for two years. As it is, with onl
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20% of door seen in photo and all those items missing, you and NTSB
have no
credibility to say door did not open in flight.
>Clue word: out of
>>rig. On the ground with door open unpressurized that area is very weak
and
>>vulnerable, closed and pressurized it is strong. Do that 16000 times and
>>things get sloppy.
>
>SM: You are so full of crap it stinks all the way from California to here
The crap is flying an airplane with 16000 cycles and 93000 flight hours.
>How stupid do you think every one is.
Another question with no question mark.
> You invite criticism? What a joke.
I invite it, I answer it. I'm here. Avoiding criticism is not showing up
when challenged by experts, such as missile guy ducking LSoft.
I'm the first to say I don't know why 800 or 103 or 182 doors opened in
flight. I will say I know they opened in flight. I will say the best
explanation of why they opened is UAL 811. AAR 92/02 may be wrong,
the
model may be wrong, it was wrong before and they changed it, they could
still be wrong. But opened in flight they did.
What a bummer,
Not cheerful,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Tue, 25 Aug 1998 14:14:46 -0700

Subject:
Re: JBS The Witness Expert
In-Reply-To:
<FLIGHT-800%1998082516180164@HOME.EASE.LSOFT.COM>
>JBS the witness expert's rebuttal to EB's analysis of the witness reports
>
EB>>The
>>>observations of those who saw the streak virtually all tracked to wher
>>>the Massive Fireball then
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>>>erupted at about 7500 feet.
JBS>"That is counter to Exhibit 4A, but who believes witness interviews
anyway? I do. And some said streak ended in fireball and others said it
just ended. The streak directions were all over the place, the fireball
was not".
>
>
>EB: Strike one. Here's what 4A says:
>
>
>http://www.corazon.com/EX4Apage5.htmlIV: WITNESS MATRIX "A review of
>witness data provided information that [all] the persons who observed
>streaks observed them in conjuction with the fireball".
JBS>Who put the 'all' in there? EB of course and it's OK to put own
words
into reports? I don't think so, conspiracy type stuff. And of course
misspelling key word is typical conspiracy stuff, it's 'conjunction', not
'conjuction.' Lack of attention to detail...again...as usual.
>conjunction \Con*junc"tion\, n. [L. conjunctio: cf. F.
> conjunction. See Conjoin.]
> 1. The act of conjoining, or the state of being conjoined,
>
united, or associated; union; association; league.
>
>
>Conjoin
> v 1: make contact or come together; "The two roads join here"
>
[syn: join] [ant: disjoin]
Conjunction is not 'tracked to'. A baseball streaking to left field seen in
conjunction with someone sliding into home plate is not baseball tracking
to homeplate. Understand difference between two events happening
independent with each other for source but in conjunction?
Exhibit 4A, page 6, "Based on the data 183 witnesses said they saw a
streak
of light."
So, according to EB, all 183 would say that streak they saw tracked to
fireball, but not so. Nowhere in there does it say 183 saw streak end in
fireball. It does say on page 6 that 183 say streak was of many colors
started from all over and went in all directions, and went in all compass
directions while there was only one initial fireball in one spot in space.
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Streaks of many colors that go all over starting from all over going in
different compass directions do not all 'track' to a specific point in
space.
Then of course, page 6 says "85 described it ending in an explosion, 32
said it ended in a fireball, and 11 said it ended in a flash."
That makes 128 that said streak ended in something that could be called a
'fireball'. That means 55 said it did not end in fireball.
55 eyewitness to streak directly contradict EB saying streak always
tracked
to fireball.
>
>JBS the witness expert says: "You can count as one streak every
>eyewitness who saw a streak, so that makes several hundred streaks".
>
>
>EB: Strike two. How many streaks? Several hundred? 4A says 183
>witnesses saw the streak.
Concept: One or more fireflies turn on and off on patio. Ten people on
patio. Ten people say they saw flash of light within a minute of time that
looked like firefly. How many fireflies? Ten flashes, and unknown numbe
of
fireflies is the answer. Could be one firefly turning on and off ten times
or ten fireflies turning on and off once. Understand that based on a streak
seen by one person in one spot at one time conclusions such as source and
direction of source and how many sources can not be determined. Basic
math,
probablity and physics.
>
>
>http://www.corazon.com/EX4Apage6.html "Based on the data, 183
witnesses
>said they saw a streak of light, 102 said they saw one or more explosion
>100 said they heard one or more explosions and 339 said they saw a
>fireball. Of the 183 who said they saw a
>treak of light, 146 provided a description of the path taken by the
>streak. One hundred twenty-eight witnesses reported an immediate end
of
>the streak, 85 described it ending in an explosion, 32 said it ended in a
>fireball and 11 said it ended in a flash
>.
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>
>
>Strike three. ". . . . so that makes several hundred streaks". A 3rd
>grader would get an F
>for that kind of goofiness.
Goofy to you sloppy thinkers, precision to real investigators.
> 183 people each saw one streak. None saw more than one streak.
>The only rational conclusion is that there was only one streak.
A streak for each viewer, possibly only one source. Big difference betwee
perceived streak and streak source. Although source should remain one
color
it is undestandable that streak can change color as it moves across sky
ablating material and changing heat thus changing color. Different colors
does not rule in different sources for streak. Different directions does
not rule in different sources for streak either. Could have been one source
for all the 182 streaks seen. They could even have been perceived to have
started from all over. But the streaks did not end in one place, they ended
all over.
>
>rational \Ra"tion*al\, a. [L. rationalis: cf. F. rationnel. See
> Ratio, Reason, and cf. Rationale.]
> 1. Relating to reason; not physical; mental.
>
> Agreeable to reason; not absurd, preposterous,
>
extravagant, foolish, fanciful, or the like; wise;
>
judicious; as, rational conduct; a rational man.
>
>
>As a witness expert JBS has again struck out.
EB, learn addition: 182 said they saw streak, 55 said it did not end in
explosion, flash or fireball and the rest said it was in conjunction with a
flash fireball or explosion.
No way does that rationally mean that all streak witnesses saw streak trac
to fireball. It means most saw the streak and the fireball in the sky about
the same time with the start, color, directions from all over.
But insult understood, it's a clue to your persuasive style. It may work
with crooks but not with a scientist.
You have adopted the style and reasoning process of the enemy you
derided
for so long, the missile guys.
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And I'm not a 'witness expert' as you call me, I just read government
reports and understand them better than you.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Thu, 27 Aug 1998 23:52:44 -0700

Subject:
Believe the eyewitnesses! And corroborate them.
EB paraphrases JBS>JBS continues to insist that 55 of the 183 streak
witnesses did not see the MF even though 4A
>clearly says that the 183 witnesses who saw the streak saw it in
>conjunction with the MF.
EB, EB, EB, 4A clearly states that 128 of the 183 saw streak end with
flash, explosion, or fireball. Follow the math with me here, 128 from 183
means 55 saw streak and it did not end in flash, fireball, or explosion or
they would have said so when asked. Then the number 128 would have
been
higher. But it is 128 because 55 of 183 said streak ended with no
fireball, flash, or explosion. If they saw no fireball then the streak did
not track to it because it was not there to be tracked to. It was not there
to be in conjunction to. That's why the author did not say, 'all.'
But, 4A, when word is added later by interpreter, (that's you, EB) to
change meaning, then it clearly states what you want it to state, but EB,
no fair! That's right, caught cheating. That's [cheating] with brackets
around it. EB, you don't cheat [all] the time, just that once when you
added a word to a quote and then built up whole fantasy of [all] witnesses
seeing streak track to fireball. You cheated yourself.
To review: 183 did not see MF in conjunction with streak. 128 did. 128 is
not all. 183 is all. You added the ['all'] but EB, too bad, I checked the
numbers and they didn't add up. They do now. 128 who did and 55 who
didn't
equals all of the 183.
Stop misquoting the eyewitnesses, adding stuff, interpreting stuff, and
deleting stuff. Believe the eyewitnesses!
Until the streak is adequately explained, the missile, the meteor, and the
cargo door explanations live.
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And based on eyewitnesses only, it is impossible to adequately explain it
Too bad, but that's the way it is space when short lived strange sight is
observed by ground viewers miles apart within sixty seconds time
window.
Need corroboration.
Corroboration is made by matching to known event. Here is
corroboration.
103 leads to TWA 800. The match is too complete to be dismissed withou
discussion.
103 and 800:
high time
early model
poly x wired
Boeing 747
shortly after take off
suffers hull rupture foward of the wing
fodded number three engine
sudden sound on CVR
loud sound on the CVR
short duration sound on the CVR
abrupt power cut to FDR
outward peeled skin in cargo door area
midspan latch status not determined
took off in no sun
running late
more severe inflght damage on starboard side
at least nine never recovered bodies
vertical fuselage tear lines forward of the wing and aft of cargo door
bomb in forward cargo hold initially suspected
And in one of them, it wasn't!
and 800 leads to 811.
aged
high flight time
early model Boeing 747
which took off in no sun
running late
and shortly after takeoff
experienced a sudden initial event in the forward cargo hold which left a
short
sudden
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loud
sound on the cockpit voice recorder, an
abrupt
data loss to the flight data recorder,
foreign object damage to starboard engines #3
more severe inflight damage on starboard side,
nine never recovered bodies,
torn off skin in forward cargo door area on starboard side,
rupture at forward cargo door at aft midspan latch,
outward peeled skin on upper forward fuselage,
vertical fuselage tear lines forward of the wing and aft of forward cargo
door, and
destruction initially thought to be have been caused by a bomb.
103, 800, 811 all initially thought to be bombs..and two of them were not
And 811 leads to 182.
811 and 182:
103 and 800
high time
early model
poly x wired
Boeing 747
suffers hull rupture foward of the wing
fodded number three engine
sudden sound on CVR
loud sound on the CVR
short duration sound on the CVR
abrupt power cut to FDR
outward peeled skin in cargo door area
midspan latch status not determined
took off in no sun
running late
more severe inflght damage on starboard side
at least nine never recovered bodies
vertical fuselage tear lines forward of the wing and aft of cargo door
bomb in forward cargo hold initially suspected
103, 800, 811, and 182, all initally thought to be bombs...and two of them
were not!
Note two events were in pitch darkness so no streak, One was out of sigh
of land by a hundred miles. And one had streak just at sunset with viewer
in proper angles for visual sighting of reflection off shiny metal object
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changing direction and speed abruputly.
So streak as metal object is possible, just needs corroboration, and big
picture is how did shiny metal object get to where it could be seen and
what was it?
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Mon, 10 Aug 1998 00:09:51 -0700

Subject:
Ah, them latches that never unlatch
A previous instance of slide deployment occurred near London
Heathrow on 28
April 1996. This incident was investigated by the AAIB and reported in
Bulletin 9/96 with associated Safety Recommendations. On that occasion
it
was found that the latch mechanism had migrated open sufficiently to
release the door. It was found that stiffness in the indicator pin
mechanism at the rearmost latch gave the impression of a false detent
when
the door was closed and latched manually via the integrator, and as a
result the mechanism had not been driven back into the fully latched
position. The microswitch on the forward latch mechanism was also foun
to
be out of adjustment, resulting in a failure to illuminate the warning
caption on the flight engineer's panel. The report noted that some
30 instances of in-flight loss of the off-wing slide were believed to have
occurred on Boeing 747 aircraft over a period of 20 years, generally
following maintenance. These were mainly attributed to improper closing
of
the slide compartment, incorrect indications of latching and improper
rigging.
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Sun, 9 Aug 1998 21:06:16 -0700
1943

Subject:
Bible quotes
SC>Go back and
>read Gary's stuff and then make your observations known. You may be
>surprized.
I'd be surprised that guys that can't spell can do sophisticated photo
interpretive work.
Exploding 747 on film! Not as good as UFO but same principle, reading
tea
leaves.
Let's see, pointing the wrong way but got a cruise missile and exploding
747 all in one frame. The magic picture to match to magic bullet.
>>0031:50 BBE507
>>we just saw an explosion out here stinger bee
>>five oh seven
Note time, not 31:12
RS>Marshall,
>
>You seem to think what Bill Serrahan wrote is incorrect. He is actually i
>full agreement with the teachings of Jesus when he says:
>
>BS>>"Usually this all masks deeper troubles that the individual or
culture
>is not
>able or willing to deal with."
>
>To paraphrase Jesus: Any man who loves this world loses his life.
>
>BS>> "Few will be honest or courageous enough to
>abandon their false beliefs. "
>
>To paraphrase Jesus: It is easier for a camel to go through the eye of
>a needle than for a man to enter heaven.
>
>
>BS>> Unfortunately, most will die in their delusional state.
>
>To paraphrase Jesus: Enter heaven by the narrow gate.
>
>BS preaches the gospel well.
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RS, BS and MH, all bible quoting crash investigators. It's a clue to the
quality of their conclusions. Note bible among recovered items in
database.
>SM: I am sure we could add many many more of your type of matches.
They
>are meaningless because you have no specific correlations proving their
>significance, and you will not find them, because there are none.
Like what? A CVR tape of four fatal 747 accidents that has a sudden loud
sound at event time is not significant? And you want proof it is? Well, the
whole profession of detective work is to seek exactly those types of
matches. Naw, you are pretending reality does not exist...again....as usual
Maybe five cvr tapes with sudden loud sound...maybe six, mabye seven,
naw,
there could be a hundred and you would be saying, not significant, just
coincidence.
Well, practice time for me is over, time to do some real work. I sure wish
I could exit with a pithy bible quote, it's so appropriate in this zoo of
bible thumpers and conspiracy fools.
I was hoping you conspiracy guys would move on to the African
bombers
thing, that should be fertile ground for about eight countries of villains
with money, drugs, revenge, and religious zeal stories.
I'm sure it ties in to Vince Foster, Ron Brown, Boorda, and Clinton, oh, a
Panetta too.
EB>The silence
>has been deafening.
I thought you left. I don't talk to ghosts.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Sun, 2 Aug 1998 23:09:41 -0700

Subject:
CDR ROM Challenge Bravado
MR>the Calverton reconstruction clearly shows the cargo
>door still latched into it's frame.
It is the above statement that makes me understand how the UFO
mentality
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works. Start with real small piece of metal and build fantasy spaceships
from Mars.
The belowURL shows cargo door only 20% recovered and hung, no
midspan
latches, no manual locking handle, no viewing ports, no over pressure
relief doors and the metal that is there is outward forced and shattered,
exactly as an explosive decompression looks like. But then, seeing two
apples and two more apples and coming up with five total is missile guy
thinking.
http://www.corazon.com/TWA800hullrupture.html
I dare any missile guy to look at that URL above, find out exactly where
the door is supposed to be, it's so shattered and in pieces, and tell me
that 'the Calverton reconstruction clearly shows the cargo
>door still latched into its frame.'
You may need to know there are ten latches, two are missing, and the
bottom
eight can't be seen. To say 20 % of an object equals an object while the
only 20% is in pieces and the rest can't be found is like calling a
fragment of bone a 'body.'
The cargo door has been identified by small pieces of it, the bodies were
identified by small pieces but in no way is that a 'door' and no way is
that a 'body.'
If all the door pieces had been recovered, if all the ten latches were
found latched and locked, there was no outward peeled skin, the manual
locking handle was locked, the overpressure relief doors were not open,
there was no petal shaped outward bulge anywhere on the door, no red
paint
marks above door....then the rupture could still have taken place but with
much less certainty.
As it turns out, reality, there is outward peeled skin, there is outward
petal shaped bulge at aft latch, there are red paint marks, and they all
match UAL 811, wiring/cargo door event.
Missile guy wishful thinking is 'the Calverton reconstruction clearly show
the cargo
>door still latched into it's frame.' directly contradicted by
>http://www.corazon.com/TWA800hullrupture.html a click away visual
proof.
MH quoting Rudedog> given
>this Dog's belief that Clinton knew, or had reason to know, that the
bombing
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>of the Oklahoma City federal building was going to be carried out but
>did nothing to stop it;
I rest my case that the missile guys are out of town, are an elevator that
doesn't go to the top, many beers short of a sixpack, and some cards short
of a full deck.
And then to bring that trash into the LSoft TWA 800 forum, a
distinguished
group of scholars in discussion, is really low, it demeans the exalted
status of LSoft as the investigative forum for airplane crashes...or am I
getting the Av Week compuserve forum mixed up?
The above nonsense from MH puts LSoft lower than alt.aviation.disasters
for
validity.
A good reason for CDR CDROM to avoid discussion here is that is full o
loonies and he does not want to taint his wonderful story with a
connnection to a group that offers it members:
> given
>this Dog's belief that Clinton knew, or had reason to know, that the
bombing
>of the Oklahoma City federal building was going to be carried out but
>did nothing to stop it;
If CDR ducks with the statement that LSoft is too looney for the main
missile guy, then OK, I'll understand.
SM>JBS is seeking validation by association.
What does that mean? Oh, it's the conspiracy thinking that all is not what
it seems, it's all twisted with evil human motives. Even an upfront
challenge in a open forum is treated as conspiracy sneaky thinking.
I oppose missile explanation, I challenge missile explanation. That is not
validation with association. If you are a democrat you want your picture
with the President, that is validation by association.
If CDR Read Only ducks with the statement that LSoft readers are
corrupted
and can't think straight, then OK, I'll understand.
BS>The problem is that there are no real consequences that have any
affect on
>you. You were debated by Stan Martin, and you lost resoundingly every
time.
>If it was a debate that had any real consequences, you would have been
long
>gone.
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Standing here calling you missile guys and in particular one missile guy,
morons, is not a resounding defeat.
Calling you nitwits nitwits and having you nitwits, as represented by the
head nitwit, refuse to answer the call to arms by wiring/cargo door is a
victory for wiring/cargo door.
Understand concept of defeat? You have it for every minute I'm here and
he
isn't.
I'm here. I'm typing. Where is he? I'm so alone in the ring of LSoft. I've
taken some hits, sure, but here I am. Waiting....
By the way, 'losing' to Stan Martin is funny. There is no win or loss. He's
a biased mechanic with unbiased facts, his opinion is fatally unbalanced i
defense of his employer, his friends and colleagues, and his profession.
Missile exhonerates him, his friends, his airline; wiring/cargo door points
the finger of error to him, his friends and colleagues, and his profession.
Any fair person would disqualify himself for judgment based on that
known
bias. It's hard to do.
The proof of the unbalanced bias is SM contention that the red paint mark
have to be white peeled back revealing red. Well, could be, unlikely as
that is with missing red paint all around and mystery red paint turning up
nearby, but I say it could go either way until confirmed by direct evidence
on TWA 800 carcass. Yet, SM refuses to acknowledge the possibility of
red
paint from below transferring to white above.
(Above was written two hours before Mr. Seaman's report on red paint
marking between windows is red paint underneatch the peeled back
white, Mr.
Martin's conclusion confirmed. It is a bitter pill for wiring/missile guy
to swallow and will need photo corroboration which may be forthcoming
How
does one tell which paint is on top of which from a 100 feet away since th
red paint marks are between the passenger windows and that is fifty feet u
at least.)
BS>The Cdr. is locked into a fatally flawed dogma, just as you are
>JBS. If there was a missile in the air, fired from between the barrier
>islands and Flight 800, it was late, arriving after the aircraft had already
>been hit. Another fatal flaw is that he reintroduced his theory that
>Iranian sponsored terrorists launched a Phoenix missile from a ship,
which
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>is, at the least, technically impossible.
See, I told you that the harshest criticism would come from the missile
guys to CDR CDROM.
>I haven't worried about the commander's facts too much, because I think
that
>he has generally done good work.
I could not satirize stupidity better than the above line. Blind ignorant
trust.
The Second speaks for the absent duellist>The eyewitness triangulation b
Cmdr. Donaldson shows that there were two
>objects airborn that looked like and acted like missiles, with smoke trail
>launch and rocket burn sounds, etc. We also have multiple accounts of
two
>bright white explosions prior to the petroleum explosion and they
occurred
>in quick succession. Who fired them is still unknown. The type of
missile
>is unknown. Donaldson does not claim it was a Pheonix, just that it was
a
>missile that had the capability of the Pheonix or Standard or Sea
Sparrow.
>Whether the missiles were fire by the military, or hostile forces or a
>combination of both is unknown. That we have to find out.
Yeah, yeah, yeah, where is he?
Waiting intellectually for the alternate explanation called missile/s to
show up.
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Sun, 2 Aug 1998 23:09:41 -0700

Subject:
CDR ROM Challenge Bravado
MR>the Calverton reconstruction clearly shows the cargo
>door still latched into it's frame.
It is the above statement that makes me understand how the UFO
mentality
works. Start with real small piece of metal and build fantasy spaceships
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from Mars.
The belowURL shows cargo door only 20% recovered and hung, no
midspan
latches, no manual locking handle, no viewing ports, no over pressure
relief doors and the metal that is there is outward forced and shattered,
exactly as an explosive decompression looks like. But then, seeing two
apples and two more apples and coming up with five total is missile guy
thinking.
http://www.corazon.com/TWA800hullrupture.html
I dare any missile guy to look at that URL above, find out exactly where
the door is supposed to be, it's so shattered and in pieces, and tell me
that 'the Calverton reconstruction clearly shows the cargo
>door still latched into its frame.'
You may need to know there are ten latches, two are missing, and the
bottom
eight can't be seen. To say 20 % of an object equals an object while the
only 20% is in pieces and the rest can't be found is like calling a
fragment of bone a 'body.'
The cargo door has been identified by small pieces of it, the bodies were
identified by small pieces but in no way is that a 'door' and no way is
that a 'body.'
If all the door pieces had been recovered, if all the ten latches were
found latched and locked, there was no outward peeled skin, the manual
locking handle was locked, the overpressure relief doors were not open,
there was no petal shaped outward bulge anywhere on the door, no red
paint
marks above door....then the rupture could still have taken place but with
much less certainty.
As it turns out, reality, there is outward peeled skin, there is outward
petal shaped bulge at aft latch, there are red paint marks, and they all
match UAL 811, wiring/cargo door event.
Missile guy wishful thinking is 'the Calverton reconstruction clearly show
the cargo
>door still latched into it's frame.' directly contradicted by
>http://www.corazon.com/TWA800hullrupture.html a click away visual
proof.
MH quoting Rudedog> given
>this Dog's belief that Clinton knew, or had reason to know, that the
bombing
>of the Oklahoma City federal building was going to be carried out but
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>did nothing to stop it;
I rest my case that the missile guys are out of town, are an elevator that
doesn't go to the top, many beers short of a sixpack, and some cards short
of a full deck.
And then to bring that trash into the LSoft TWA 800 forum, a
distinguished
group of scholars in discussion, is really low, it demeans the exalted
status of LSoft as the investigative forum for airplane crashes...or am I
getting the Av Week compuserve forum mixed up?
The above nonsense from MH puts LSoft lower than alt.aviation.disasters
for
validity.
A good reason for CDR CDROM to avoid discussion here is that is full o
loonies and he does not want to taint his wonderful story with a
connnection to a group that offers it members:
> given
>this Dog's belief that Clinton knew, or had reason to know, that the
bombing
>of the Oklahoma City federal building was going to be carried out but
>did nothing to stop it;
If CDR ducks with the statement that LSoft is too looney for the main
missile guy, then OK, I'll understand.
SM>JBS is seeking validation by association.
What does that mean? Oh, it's the conspiracy thinking that all is not what
it seems, it's all twisted with evil human motives. Even an upfront
challenge in a open forum is treated as conspiracy sneaky thinking.
I oppose missile explanation, I challenge missile explanation. That is not
validation with association. If you are a democrat you want your picture
with the President, that is validation by association.
If CDR Read Only ducks with the statement that LSoft readers are
corrupted
and can't think straight, then OK, I'll understand.
BS>The problem is that there are no real consequences that have any
affect on
>you. You were debated by Stan Martin, and you lost resoundingly every
time.
>If it was a debate that had any real consequences, you would have been
long
>gone.
Standing here calling you missile guys and in particular one missile guy,
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morons, is not a resounding defeat.
Calling you nitwits nitwits and having you nitwits, as represented by the
head nitwit, refuse to answer the call to arms by wiring/cargo door is a
victory for wiring/cargo door.
Understand concept of defeat? You have it for every minute I'm here and
he
isn't.
I'm here. I'm typing. Where is he? I'm so alone in the ring of LSoft. I've
taken some hits, sure, but here I am. Waiting....
By the way, 'losing' to Stan Martin is funny. There is no win or loss. He's
a biased mechanic with unbiased facts, his opinion is fatally unbalanced i
defense of his employer, his friends and colleagues, and his profession.
Missile exhonerates him, his friends, his airline; wiring/cargo door points
the finger of error to him, his friends and colleagues, and his profession.
Any fair person would disqualify himself for judgment based on that
known
bias. It's hard to do.
The proof of the unbalanced bias is SM contention that the red paint mark
have to be white peeled back revealing red. Well, could be, unlikely as
that is with missing red paint all around and mystery red paint turning up
nearby, but I say it could go either way until confirmed by direct evidence
on TWA 800 carcass. Yet, SM refuses to acknowledge the possibility of
red
paint from below transferring to white above.
(Above was written two hours before Mr. Seaman's report on red paint
marking between windows is red paint underneatch the peeled back
white, Mr.
Martin's conclusion confirmed. It is a bitter pill for wiring/missile guy
to swallow and will need photo corroboration which may be forthcoming
How
does one tell which paint is on top of which from a 100 feet away since th
red paint marks are between the passenger windows and that is fifty feet u
at least.)
BS>The Cdr. is locked into a fatally flawed dogma, just as you are
>JBS. If there was a missile in the air, fired from between the barrier
>islands and Flight 800, it was late, arriving after the aircraft had already
>been hit. Another fatal flaw is that he reintroduced his theory that
>Iranian sponsored terrorists launched a Phoenix missile from a ship,
which
>is, at the least, technically impossible.
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See, I told you that the harshest criticism would come from the missile
guys to CDR CDROM.
>I haven't worried about the commander's facts too much, because I think
that
>he has generally done good work.
I could not satirize stupidity better than the above line. Blind ignorant
trust.
The Second speaks for the absent duellist>The eyewitness triangulation b
Cmdr. Donaldson shows that there were two
>objects airborn that looked like and acted like missiles, with smoke trail
>launch and rocket burn sounds, etc. We also have multiple accounts of
two
>bright white explosions prior to the petroleum explosion and they
occurred
>in quick succession. Who fired them is still unknown. The type of
missile
>is unknown. Donaldson does not claim it was a Pheonix, just that it was
a
>missile that had the capability of the Pheonix or Standard or Sea
Sparrow.
>Whether the missiles were fire by the military, or hostile forces or a
>combination of both is unknown. That we have to find out.
Yeah, yeah, yeah, where is he?
Waiting intellectually for the alternate explanation called missile/s to
show up.
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Sun, 2 Aug 1998 23:09:41 -0700

Subject:
CDR ROM Challenge Bravado
MR>the Calverton reconstruction clearly shows the cargo
>door still latched into it's frame.
It is the above statement that makes me understand how the UFO
mentality
works. Start with real small piece of metal and build fantasy spaceships
from Mars.
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The belowURL shows cargo door only 20% recovered and hung, no
midspan
latches, no manual locking handle, no viewing ports, no over pressure
relief doors and the metal that is there is outward forced and shattered,
exactly as an explosive decompression looks like. But then, seeing two
apples and two more apples and coming up with five total is missile guy
thinking.
http://www.corazon.com/TWA800hullrupture.html
I dare any missile guy to look at that URL above, find out exactly where
the door is supposed to be, it's so shattered and in pieces, and tell me
that 'the Calverton reconstruction clearly shows the cargo
>door still latched into its frame.'
You may need to know there are ten latches, two are missing, and the
bottom
eight can't be seen. To say 20 % of an object equals an object while the
only 20% is in pieces and the rest can't be found is like calling a
fragment of bone a 'body.'
The cargo door has been identified by small pieces of it, the bodies were
identified by small pieces but in no way is that a 'door' and no way is
that a 'body.'
If all the door pieces had been recovered, if all the ten latches were
found latched and locked, there was no outward peeled skin, the manual
locking handle was locked, the overpressure relief doors were not open,
there was no petal shaped outward bulge anywhere on the door, no red
paint
marks above door....then the rupture could still have taken place but with
much less certainty.
As it turns out, reality, there is outward peeled skin, there is outward
petal shaped bulge at aft latch, there are red paint marks, and they all
match UAL 811, wiring/cargo door event.
Missile guy wishful thinking is 'the Calverton reconstruction clearly show
the cargo
>door still latched into it's frame.' directly contradicted by
>http://www.corazon.com/TWA800hullrupture.html a click away visual
proof.
MH quoting Rudedog> given
>this Dog's belief that Clinton knew, or had reason to know, that the
bombing
>of the Oklahoma City federal building was going to be carried out but
>did nothing to stop it;
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I rest my case that the missile guys are out of town, are an elevator that
doesn't go to the top, many beers short of a sixpack, and some cards short
of a full deck.
And then to bring that trash into the LSoft TWA 800 forum, a
distinguished
group of scholars in discussion, is really low, it demeans the exalted
status of LSoft as the investigative forum for airplane crashes...or am I
getting the Av Week compuserve forum mixed up?
The above nonsense from MH puts LSoft lower than alt.aviation.disasters
for
validity.
A good reason for CDR CDROM to avoid discussion here is that is full o
loonies and he does not want to taint his wonderful story with a
connnection to a group that offers it members:
> given
>this Dog's belief that Clinton knew, or had reason to know, that the
bombing
>of the Oklahoma City federal building was going to be carried out but
>did nothing to stop it;
If CDR ducks with the statement that LSoft is too looney for the main
missile guy, then OK, I'll understand.
SM>JBS is seeking validation by association.
What does that mean? Oh, it's the conspiracy thinking that all is not what
it seems, it's all twisted with evil human motives. Even an upfront
challenge in a open forum is treated as conspiracy sneaky thinking.
I oppose missile explanation, I challenge missile explanation. That is not
validation with association. If you are a democrat you want your picture
with the President, that is validation by association.
If CDR Read Only ducks with the statement that LSoft readers are
corrupted
and can't think straight, then OK, I'll understand.
BS>The problem is that there are no real consequences that have any
affect on
>you. You were debated by Stan Martin, and you lost resoundingly every
time.
>If it was a debate that had any real consequences, you would have been
long
>gone.
Standing here calling you missile guys and in particular one missile guy,
morons, is not a resounding defeat.
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Calling you nitwits nitwits and having you nitwits, as represented by the
head nitwit, refuse to answer the call to arms by wiring/cargo door is a
victory for wiring/cargo door.
Understand concept of defeat? You have it for every minute I'm here and
he
isn't.
I'm here. I'm typing. Where is he? I'm so alone in the ring of LSoft. I've
taken some hits, sure, but here I am. Waiting....
By the way, 'losing' to Stan Martin is funny. There is no win or loss. He's
a biased mechanic with unbiased facts, his opinion is fatally unbalanced i
defense of his employer, his friends and colleagues, and his profession.
Missile exhonerates him, his friends, his airline; wiring/cargo door points
the finger of error to him, his friends and colleagues, and his profession.
Any fair person would disqualify himself for judgment based on that
known
bias. It's hard to do.
The proof of the unbalanced bias is SM contention that the red paint mark
have to be white peeled back revealing red. Well, could be, unlikely as
that is with missing red paint all around and mystery red paint turning up
nearby, but I say it could go either way until confirmed by direct evidence
on TWA 800 carcass. Yet, SM refuses to acknowledge the possibility of
red
paint from below transferring to white above.
(Above was written two hours before Mr. Seaman's report on red paint
marking between windows is red paint underneatch the peeled back
white, Mr.
Martin's conclusion confirmed. It is a bitter pill for wiring/missile guy
to swallow and will need photo corroboration which may be forthcoming
How
does one tell which paint is on top of which from a 100 feet away since th
red paint marks are between the passenger windows and that is fifty feet u
at least.)
BS>The Cdr. is locked into a fatally flawed dogma, just as you are
>JBS. If there was a missile in the air, fired from between the barrier
>islands and Flight 800, it was late, arriving after the aircraft had already
>been hit. Another fatal flaw is that he reintroduced his theory that
>Iranian sponsored terrorists launched a Phoenix missile from a ship,
which
>is, at the least, technically impossible.
See, I told you that the harshest criticism would come from the missile
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guys to CDR CDROM.
>I haven't worried about the commander's facts too much, because I think
that
>he has generally done good work.
I could not satirize stupidity better than the above line. Blind ignorant
trust.
The Second speaks for the absent duellist>The eyewitness triangulation b
Cmdr. Donaldson shows that there were two
>objects airborn that looked like and acted like missiles, with smoke trail
>launch and rocket burn sounds, etc. We also have multiple accounts of
two
>bright white explosions prior to the petroleum explosion and they
occurred
>in quick succession. Who fired them is still unknown. The type of
missile
>is unknown. Donaldson does not claim it was a Pheonix, just that it was
a
>missile that had the capability of the Pheonix or Standard or Sea
Sparrow.
>Whether the missiles were fire by the military, or hostile forces or a
>combination of both is unknown. That we have to find out.
Yeah, yeah, yeah, where is he?
Waiting intellectually for the alternate explanation called missile/s to
show up.
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Sun, 2 Aug 1998 23:33:25 -0700

Subject:
Challenge to Main Missile Guy
Attention Commander Donaldson!
Meet me on the field of combat called LSoft Forum TWA Flight 800.
Anytime.
I stand alone as the wiring/cargo door guy. You start with three and have
allies with your missile explanation.
I've had enough with surrogates of brother and son, bring the man, let the
man do the fight.
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It makes no difference what the field of combat is, from Roger Hedgecoc
to
Bob Grant, to refuse to fight when challenged is to lose.
LSoft forum, right here, you know how it works. This is written down, th
is accountable, this is open, this has friends, neutrals and a few
contrarians.
To run from me is to do the same as NTSB and FAA and Boeing, say I'm
wrong
and move on while declining to interact. Ha! Cowards.
So, if Commander Retired Donalson is too dense to type, then help him b
typing it it, if he is too stuttering to understand then help him by
writing it down for him, if he is too incoherent to write down, then help
him by going slow, if he is too fearful of contrary facts, then....
then....run away.
But, I'll be here, LSoft TWA Flight 800 discussion group, waiting.
I'm waiting as I hear the missile guys saying nobody listens to them,
nobody talks to them, everybody ignores them, and here is a two year
mental
entity called TWA 800 Flight 800 discussion group that has more experts
more research, more details, than any strange talk radio show with host
and
call in people. Who are you trying to persuade out there? Truck drivers?
School teachers? Cubicle workers? The public is out there, fine, but they
can't help TWA 800 and its cause. They don't know enough about it to
know
that a 747 has four engines.
Hey, Donaldson, don't go to strangers.
I'm in the ring of LSoft Flight 800 discussion group, where is the
opponent, the missile guy? Is there no main missile guy to even respond t
my challenge?
It's so alone in the ring. Bomb would be Kallstrom, Center tank is Loeb,
meteor is Davias, wiring/cargo door is me, HIRF is Scarry, and missile/s
Commander D and absent.
Well, it's a clue to which is correct, the one who hides with friendlies
and complains about coverups and plots, the one who insults but never
rebuts with facts, or the explanation which is right here, up front and
willing to be changed with discussion and presentation of facts.
Yeah, truth has a way of knocking down falsehood and making it run
away.
Wiring/cargo door explanation is right here; where's Commander
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Donaldson,
the main missile guy?
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Sun, 2 Aug 1998 09:26:35 -0700

Subject:
Challenger
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="iso-8859-1"
TK>In boxing one has to defeat other fighters to move up in the ranks.
Iím
>sorry JBS, but in my opinion you were defeated by Stan Martin long
ago. He
>beat you using the tools of truth, facts and logic.
>
>Commander Donaldson should not waste any time on you. You are not
a
>contender.
(Absence of facts noted to support TK's opinion that SM's opinion is
correct...as usual...again.)
In boxing, that's known as 'ducking' an opponent.
If not a contender then the fight should be a quick knockout. No need to
'duck'.
Let's make list....of excuses for CDR D to avoid head to head mental
discussion about TWA 800 in the TWA 800 discussion group in which
his
relatives have enough respect for the participants to interact.
1. Unworthy of my efforts, all alternatives to missile/s are nonsense.
2. No money in it and email is so expensive.
3. Don't know how to get into the ring, the technology is too complex, a
keyboard.
4. I might actually have to think and you know how hard that is.
5. I might look bad when my errors are detected, proven, and displayed fo
all to see.
6. I might be wrong and have to change my mind and you know how
hard that is.
7. Others...
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In other words, CDR D is a read only CDROM, not a read/write.
I can see where he sees debate in open forum such as LSoft is a lose/lose
situation. I don't blame him for 'ducking'.
It's just another clue about truth or falsehood.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
Challenger
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Tue, 4 Aug 1998 00:09:33 -0700

Subject:
Cold victory
JBS>>Any fair person would disqualify himself for judgment based on
that known
>>bias. It's hard to do.
>
>SM: Hmmm. Absence of fact to support your opinion noted.....as
usual!!
Presence of fact noted of fatal bias because of employment to support
opinion that a fair person would disqualify himself for judging evidence
and its consequences. Internal self interest will not permit the thought
to be confirmed in your head that the crash can be traced back to
mechanics, as in mechanical problem. Center tank blames Boeing and
clears
TWA and its mechanics. Missile clears pilots, crews airline and
manufacturer. Wiring cargo door blames everyone.
Yes, until I see a picture with white paint peeling away revealing red
between the passenger windows, I shall hold out, against all odds, that it
is red on top of white, knowing all the while the principal is the same,
something caused the paint to peel or something caused it to be imprinted
and that something could have been metal from below slamming upward
giving
nearby outward peeled skin in the process which matches UAL 811. By
the
way, when did your white paint get peeled to reveal red? In flight, water
impact, during recovery? And why only above the cargo door?
See, red paint markings have many more mysteries to explain why they
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are
there. And when I see the photo with peeled white over the revealed red,
will apologize and say I was wrong, I had deduced red from below
imprinted
on white above.
>Barry, old friend. you are in this too deep. It is time you got some
>help. Step back and reevaluate your position. I mean this sincerely.
>Your intentions may be honorable but your methods have degenerated
and
>your conclusions are severely flawed. Listen to what the LSoft choir is
>telling you.
Stan, faithful companion, hang in there. Stay objective. You keep on
acknowledging my facts but give different spin on them. Fine, the main
point is acknowledging the reality of the fact. Red paint markings. UAL
811. Stator blade in stab. Absent latches. Shattered door. The evidence is
acknowledged and then let it speak. Why red paint between passenger
window?
I see you took me off the spy list or dis op list or scam list, ha! Your
accusation that my conclusions are severely flawed is the only opinon
noted
that my conclusions are severely flawed, but absence of actual flawed
conclusion missing....as usual...again. So you opinion means nothing
without support and you have none for that.
None of my conclusions are severely flawed except that the missile guys
have strength enough to bring CDR CDROM to the table for discussion.
Even
his own brother or son can not persuade him to show his voice as
expressed
in words from keyboard? Does he care about TWA 800?
I thinkst not, else he would show. Is he here? Doth thou see the rascal?
Nary a vision.
Listen to the LSoft choir! That is funny. What are they singing? Everyone
is out to get you, trust no one, nothing is what it seems, life is a cruel
tricky place, and that's the reason we think a missile shot down TWA
800.
Not me. Wrong songsheet.
Is that him over there? Did I but glance a few seconds sooner I wouldst
have gained view.
The battlefield is cold and silent, with only the wiring/cargo door guy
plaintively wailing from the middle of the keyboard, "Where have all the
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top opponents gone? Boeing won't enter the ring, Aviation Week won't
come
in, Center tank refuses to meet with me, and missile guy is a no show."
Victory is so empty.
Cheerfully,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Fri, 21 Aug 1998 23:12:14 -0700

Subject:
Come and get me
FEDS SCRUTINIZE JOURNALIST'S E-MAIL
AOL Messages Identify Story Sources
by Allan Wolper
The U.S. Justice Department's prosecutorial use of a collection of e-mail
messages between an unpopular journalist and his sources represents a
long-term threat to all journalists, according to the Reporters Committee
for Freedom of the Press.
The committee's warning came amidst disclosures about the extent of
America
Online e-mail files obtained by the Justice Department during its
investigation of James Sanders, a retired Seal Beach, Calif., police
officer turned journalist.
Sanders (right), author of The Downing of TWA Flight 800: The
Shocking
Truth Behind the Worst Airline Disaster in U.S. History, was indicted in
January on charges that he conspired to steal seat samples from the Long
Island, N.Y., hanger where the crashed TWA plane was being
reassembled. The
indictment resulted from a federal grand jury investigation of press leaks
during that FBI probe.
Sanders is also co-author of two books about Vietnam War POWs, and a
former
producer for the nationally syndicated TV show, "Inside Edition".
He became an FBI target after the Riverside, Calif., Press-Enterprise
reported on March 10, 1997 that the seat samples Sanders possessed
showed
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residue left by an anti-aircraft missile explosion. Sanders collaborated
with Press-Enterprise reporter David Hendrix to produce the story.
Shunned by Mainstream Media
Mainstream news organizations have shown little interest in Sanders'
writings or legal plight because his theory about a missile strike against
Flight 800 -- an idea originally publicized by Pierre Salinger -- has been
so universally debunked and ridiculed by respected aviation and military
authorities.
Sanders was the subject of another records controversy in 1997 when the
U.S. Justice Department admitted that it broke its own rules by failing to
get Attorney General Janet Reno's approval before secretly subpoenaing
Sanders' telephone account files. Section 28, CFR, 50.10 of federal
regulations requires that U.S. attorneys follow that procedure when
seeking
records of journalists. The U.S. attorney's office later apologized to
Sanders.
Meanwhile, the Justice Department also went after and obtained -- in a
manner whose details are not entirely clear -- significant numbers of the
e-mail messages Sanders exchanged with his sources.
Copies of those e-mail messages are part of a lengthy list of pretrial
discovery material the Justice Department recently sent to Sanders'
attorneys.
Nibbling at First Amendment?
That disclosure has prompted Jane Kirtley, executive director of the
Reporters Committee For Freedom of the Press, to warn that the Justice
Department often nibbles away at First Amendment rights by going after
journalists espousing unpopular causes.
"Justice tests the waters to see how things go down with the legal and
media communities," Kirtley said, "but then the next time, they're
subpoenaing Fox Butterfield of the New York Times. They figure, 'hey, i
it
didn't raise eyebrows before, why not do it there.'" Kirtley also said the
case demonstrated why journalists must be concerned about using e-mail
to
communicate with sources for sensitive stories. "I always assume that
someone is reading my e-mail," she said.
Two Batches of E-Mail
E&P has learned the Justice Department has at least two batches of
Sanders'
e-mail -- one involving his attempts to find an organization to test the
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TWA seat covers and a second set involving his relationship with the
laboratory that ultimately conducted the tests.
Federal electronic laws prohibit law enforcement agencies from gaining
access to private e-mail transmissions without a warrant.
The Justice Department emphasizes that it violated no federal laws in
acquiring Sanders' e-mail correspondence, noting that some material was
turned over to them voluntarily.
AOL's legal department acknowledges that the online service was served
a
subpoena by the Justice Department in April of 1997 but says the only
information it gave to that agency was confirmation that Sanders had an
AOL
e-mail account.
"We were asked for basic information," said John D. Ryan, an attorney
who
handles law-enforcement inquiries for AOL. "We never turned over any
content-related material." Ryan declined to provide E&P with a copy of
the
subpoena, noting it was AOL policy to keep those records private.
AOL says that it immediately contacts its members when it receives a civ
court subpoena, but does not when it involves a criminal case.
Tricia Primrose, an AOL spokesperson, said it will give its clients an
opportunity to fight any civil summons. "We give them 10 days or so to d
that," Primrose said. "But we do not notify anyone about subpoenas from
law
enforcement." Primrose also noted that AOL treats journalists and
nonjournalists the same way. "We don't differentiate between reporters
and
our other customers," she said.
Benton J. Campbell, an assistant U.S. attorney from the Eastern District o
New York, a branch of the Justice Department, told E&P that AOL's
explanation about its subpoena was an accurate one.
He declined to explain why the Justice Department needed to confirm tha
Sanders had an account with AOL, noting that much of the case would
become
clear if it went to trial.
The E-Mail Message Content
The first of the two sets of e-mail obtained by the Justice Department are
messages exchanged between Sanders and Tom Cavallero, a California
digital
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computer expert who works extensively with the police forensic experts.
Sanders asked Cavallero in his e-mail messages if he knew any agencies
that
might be willing to test for solid fuel rocket residue.
The clients for the tests, Sanders wrote to Cavallero, were a "national TV
newsmagazine (Inside Edition) and a national newsmagazine (Aviation
Week)."
Cavallero told E&P in a telephone interview from his West Coast home
that
he voluntarily turned over all related e-mail records to the FBI.
"I was working as a volunteer in the Placer County sheriff's office, which
is near Lake Tahoe, when the story about Sanders first came out,"
Cavallero
explained.
"Then one day I'm watching television (NBC's "Dateline") and I see him.
I
didn't know that the seats had been stolen. I didn't want to be a snitch,
but I felt like I was in a bind. I asked my sergeant what to do. He
suggested that I call up the FBI and I did.
"I gave it to the FBI because I didn't want people to think they couldn't
trust me," he explained.
Sanders eventually had the samples analyzed at the West Coast Analytica
Service, an independent laboratory in Santa Fe Springs, Calif., which he
said concluded that the red residue on the seat material came from a
missile.
The Justice Department also has all the e-mail between Sanders and the
Analytical Service.
The department also has issued subpoenas to assorted people who
regularly
communicate with Sanders, and he is concerned that some of them might
have
copies of more of his e-mail correspondence beyond the two sets the
Justice
Department has already disclosed.
Sanders is worried that other sources for his investigation might now be
known to the government.
"I also sent lots of e-mail to journalists and many of them gave me
material when they couldn't get their own news organizations to publish
it," he said.
~~~
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Allan Wolper is a professor of journalism at Rutgers University and a
reporter for Editor & Publisher magazine.
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Wed, 5 Aug 1998 10:40:10 -0700

Subject:
CyberReport on Wiring/CargoDoor
RH>The fact that they don't want to correct their report bothers me a
great
>deal.
That's because you are an honest man.
> If
>they are willing to allow an obvious error to remain in their report,
>then I wonder how good their research and attention to detail is on
>other matters involved in the investigation.
I don't wonder, I know; no good.
CO> Mundo's nonsense about TWA800's CWT
>being bone dry is just absurd.
In fact, very difficult to get bone dry. My Mooney had fuel leak that
needed dry tank to seal so I flew it until engine started to wind down
(always a thrill) switched tanks, then after landing, had to manually drain
another gallon, then had to let rest evaporate. Very rare to have bone dry
tanks. Now, whether they can explode enough to blow nose of 747 I
doubt.
>If BillyBob had submitted that nonsense to this forum before taking it to
his
>AIM show then we would have pointed out that his story was bullshit
and he
>could have corrected his errors.
Precisely. This is a proving ground. Or call it a test flight. If one
cares about the product, he allows it to be tested by the experts, not get
opinions from friends.
>Anyone with a reasonable amount
>of aviation knowledge can easily see through Donaldson's bullshit.
And some of it takes more sophisticated persons. That FDR stuff is very
technical. But everyone has their own specialty, that's the magic of a
large forum with open discussion, everyone has a whack at it. Never in m
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life have I been more against overt censorship (Suppressing exhibits) and
the covert which is just denying anyone to input data unless favorable to
authorities. And, as usual, the censorship will result in loss of life.
TT>A while back, Ray Serra and I spent time pointing out to Bob
Donaldson
>the weaknesses in Bill Donaldson's general approach to presenting
>his report. We both felt that his antagonistic treatment of the
>NTSB could only damage his credibility. His insistence that there
>was involvement by foreign terrorists was also unwarranted. And your
>correspondence with him regarding the emptiness of the fuel tank as
>stated in his report went unheeded. While I admire him for stating
>his views publically, I am dismayed by his apparent lack of interest
>to any suggestions made in this forum. In a possible coverup of
>deep political proportions, bullheadedness will get you nowhere fast.
CDR does not care about credibility, he does not care about accuracy, he
does not care about preventing the next TWA 800 type accident; he want
the
thrill of the mike and the lights, action, camera, and the thrill of
stirring the pot. He is judged by his actions and they are not open
discussion to get full understanding of complex machine functions and
malfunctions.
He is the evil motive guy to explain machine death, bad guys shooting
innocent bystander or good guys shooting victim and covering it up. Just
like Kallstrom, assume bad guy and then try to prove it.
I assume machine did what machines do, fail, then find corroborative
evidence that matches other machine failures. No bad guys in the initial
failure.
The airplane below could have been wiring/cargo door event but wiring
just
shorted to start small fire of insulation hidden but enough to trigger
detectors doing their job and no door open, no raging fire, no burning O2
cannisters/hazmat, no screwy instruments...just another warning
unheeded.
5 Aug 98>False fire alarm
>
forces jet to land
>
>
>
By Arthur Quinlan, at Shannon
>
>
More than 200 passengers on a direct flight from
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>
Chicago to Paris had an enforced 61/2-hour
>
stopover at Shannon Airport yesterday. A
>
malfunctioning alarm system had indicated there
>
was a fire in the baggage section of the Boeing 747.
>
>
The Air France jet was off the Clare coast just
>
before 9 a.m. when the pilot radioed Shannon
>
requesting permission to make an emergency
>
landing. When it landed 30 minutes later, five fire
>
engines were at the runway.
>
>
The aircraft was escorted to an isolated runway, but
>
when firemen wearing breathing apparatus and
>
maintenance engineers opened the lower hatches,
>
there was no evidence of fire.
Those pesky baggage holds. Those pesky faulty, cheap, lyin' fire
detectors.
Date: 08 Jan 1998 16:04:05 -0500
From: Lyle Streeter <Lyle.Streeter@faa.dot.gov>
To: barry@corazon.com (IPM Return requested) (Receipt notification
requested)
Subject: Re: Wiring before door, door before center tank
Mr. Smith latest word in on the Cairo divert is that there was no fire,
but a faulty detection system. Wiring problems are still a potential area
of concern.
I have passed your comments along to the investigators in TWA800.
Lyle Streeter
______________________________ Reply Separator
_________________________________
Subject: Wiring before door, door before center tank
Author: barry@corazon.com at Internet
Date: 1/8/98 10:42 AM
Dear Mr. Streeter,
Wiring. Now I know why the door opened.
Time to check the hinge of 800 for overtravel and now check some wire
bundles for chafed through to bare evidence, again, just like 811 with it's
chafed wire picture in NTSB AAR 92/02.
Full story
Saudi
plane makes emergency landing in Cairo
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03:25
a.m. Jan 02, 1998 Eastern
CAIRO,
Jan 2 (Reuters) - A Saudi jumbo jet carrying 348 passengers on a flight
from Jeddah to London made an
emergency landing at Cairo airport on Friday after a fire on board, airport
sources said.
They
said there were no casualties aboard the Saudi Arabian Airlines Boeing
747,
whose mostly Saudi passengers
disembarked in Cairo. Some boarded an EgyptAir flight to London.
Another
plane was being sent from Saudi
Arabia
to pick up the rest.
The
sources said the pilot had used the plane's emergency systems to
extinguish
the fire, which broke out in the
cargo
section, and then asked Cairo airport controllers to let him make an
emergency landing at about 5 a.m.
(0300
GMT).
Airport
officials said the fire had been caused by an electrical fault, but gave no
details. The Saudi plane would
stay in
Cairo for repairs, they added.
Suggested new sequence for initial event for TWA 800.
Cold air from air conditioning pack flows into hot humid air of summer
New
York in forward cargo hold on old airplane that has not had Section 41
retrofit. Water condenses and runs down metal cargo door to pool near
chafed
wire. Wire is poly x which has chafed through sheath, through insulation,
to
bare wire from the long term vibration of flight of old airplane. The wire
bundle is near clamp which does the wear. The wire bundle houses the
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EPR
info and cargo door motor power and unlatch signal. The water shorts
door
motor to 'on' to ground and turns door motor on for just a few seconds.
Latches try to unlatch. Bottom eight sectors stop the cams from unlatchin
because of AD 88 12 04. But the midspan latches have no locking sectors
so
try to unlatch. The torque tubes are stopped by the locking sectors from
complete turning but turn enough through wear and tear of old plane to
partial unlatch at aft midspan latch. Aft latch ruptures. Door opens. Big
hole appears from explosive decompression. 300 knots tears nose off.
Nose
falls apart, rest of plane falls and disintegrates and fuel vapor and center
tank explodes into fireball seconds later and thousands of feet lower when
on fire engine number three or four ignites it.
The final answers as to why door opened were made clear in NTSB
exhibits
which show chafed wires and two fires in forward cargo hold in the past
few
years. Also the panel on aging aircraft which showed 800 had poly x
wiring
and no Section 41 retrofit.
I saw the water cascade out of a cargo hold. And potable water tanks are
in
there too and the tops explode on those once in a while too, puncturing th
floor above.
800 103 and 811 all had about 16000 cyles while flight times were
different. 16000 cycles is the danger, not 20000.
EPR problems were reported on all four planes; that's were I got the wire
bundle with EPR. The chafing wires were shorting and giving a problem
in
the cockpit about EPR.
Wiring takes the hit as well as design of outward opening.
Wiring failed because of chafing from vibration, so blame it on vibration
Nose comes off because of 300 knots so blame it on speed.
In a sense 800 crashed because it was flying which has vibration and
speed.
They killed themselves. Sort of like skiing into tree, not the tree's
fault.
It's bare wire and water. Bad combo.
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Regards,
Barry Smith
CO> I think they are missing out on an opportunity
>to extract all sorts of other aircraft systems health information which ma
>be buried in that tape.
Let sleeping dogs lie, is what they think.
>That is the one question which the NTSB is never allowed to ask or
answer:
>was the TWA800 disaster preventable?
After Comet, 182 was preventable, then PA 125 was, then PA 103 was,
then
811 was, then 800 was. So is the next one.
Balloons pop, basic.
By the way, I rejected another book offer. The publisher wanted my
permission to seek a "$100K" advance for the wiring/cargo door book. I
said
no because of the way the deal was structured and the basic approach. He
wanted it to be 'entertaining.' I said I hate those accident books that
have Mary Jones leaving her house, 'not realizing she would never see he
children again' This is science, not soap opera, or real life horror.
Emotion gets in the way of machine death investigation. NTSB is so
political, all they care about is emotion, the victims families, their own
jobs, the airline, etc. They are trying to please everyone in a never
pleasing situation.
Human nature still has not caught up to machine mentality. And TWA
800 was
a machine, never forget that. It does not accept pity for being an old
workhorse that kneeled over, or party plane to Paris that got derailed and
so disappointed. It's a machine and does what it has to do, obey science
rules.
I am not trying to entertain the public, nor to peruade talk show
audiences, I'm trying to get into discussions with Boeing NTSB or FAA
and I
don't think a book does that. Goal is wiring replaced, or makes doors plug
type, not goal of making money, although should it come along it will
aways
be considered.
Below from CD ROM publisher:
>Barry, it was a great pleasure to meet you at your home during our
>driving trip west which concluded back here just a few hours ago.
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>
>If I were able to gather interest from a book publisher to do a book
>on this subject with a substantial advance ($100K+) - would you be
>interested? I would act as producer, we would employ a green
>journalist (my son whom you met) and you would do what you do.
>
>As a cd publisher I am acquainted with print book producers in NYC
and
>they would be the conduit of my initial inquiry as to whether this
>project could generate economic interest with a mainstream print
>publisher.
>
>Let me know. If you do not agree with this approach, I will give up
>the idea but it has intrigued me over the last 2 weeks since we met
Later I said no and he replied below:
>To: "John Barry Smith" <barry@corazon.com>,
>Subject: book
>Date: Tue, 4 Aug 1998 19:09:44 -0500
>
>
>Barry, nice to talk with you tonight.
>
>I don't suppose you would object if we wrote a book anyway not using
>your original writing, of course.
>
>Best,
>
>
>>Barry, nice to talk with you tonight.
>>
>>I don't suppose you would object if we wrote a book anyway not using
>>your original writing, of course.
>>
>>Best,
>>
>
>
>My reply:
>
>Of course no objection. Write two. This is very important, the more the
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>merrier.
>Good Luck.
>
>
>Barry
The more the merrier, yes.
This is a CyberReport on Wiring/CargoDoor: Note that the wiring/cargo
door
explanation includes alternative websites and I'll add more if submissions
come in. Note LSoft archives given as reference. This CyberReport was
sent
to media and politicians, and NTSB and FAA.
Share and share alike.
Cheerfully,
John Barry Smith
>JohnBarrySmith Wiring/CargoDoor CyberReport on TWA 800,
Release 1.0:
>
>Contents:
>
> A. NTSB website with many, but not all, TWA 800 public docket
exhibits
>and biographies of the senior officials.
>http://www.ntsb.gov/Events/twa800/default.htm
>
> B. NTSB website with summaries of aircraft accidents for decades.
>http://www.ntsb.gov/Aviation/months.htm
>
> C. NTSB CD-ROM of TWA 800 exhibits plus hundreds of poor
quality
>photographs in .jpg format, available free from NTSB.
>
> D. Citizen websites about TWA 800:
> Richard Hirsch:
> http://home.earthlink.net/~neteagle
> Mike Hull:
> http://members.aol.com/bardonia
>Tom Shoemaker:
> http://www.webexpert.net/rosedale/twacasefile
>Mike Rivero:
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> http://www.accessone.com/~rivero/CRASH/TWA/twa.html
>Ian Goddard:
>
http://Ian.Goddard.net
>Harro Ranter:
>
http://web.inter.NL.net/users/H.Ranter/
>Patrick Price:
>
http://members.aol.com/papcecst/index.html
>John Barry Smith:
>
http://www.corazon.com
>
> E. Boeing 747 history and reference URLs.
> 1. http://www.corazon.com/Boeing 747.html > Basic Boeing 747
information.
> 2. http://www.corazon.com/747historycontents.html > Illustrated
history
>of Boeing 747, problems, construction pictures, and stretching.
> 3. http://www.corazon.com/747-121dimensions.html > Drawing of
Boeing
>747-121
> 4. http://www.corazon.com/nosepicts.html > Pictures and drawings o
>cargo door and nose of Boeing 747
> 5. http://www.corazon.com/747specsheet.html >Boeing 747
Specifications
>and history
> 6. http://www.corazon.com/747seating.html >Boeing 747-100 series
>and-200 series seating.
> 7. http://www.corazon.com/747crashes.html > List of Boeing 747
crashes.
> 8. http://www.corazon.com/cargodoorfaraway.html >Forward cargo
door
>far, medium and close up photos.
> 9. http://www.corazon.com/pressurization1.html >Aircraft
pressurization
>theory.
> 10. http://www.corazon.com/aerodynamics.html >Boundary layer
aerodynamics.
>
> F. Specific URLs for Wiring/CargoDoor explanation for TWA 800
and
>others: Includes correspondence from public officials, NTSB exhibits no
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>generally available, animated gifs of radar plots, FAA ADs, and analysi
>by John Barry Smith
> 1. http://www.corazon.com/forwardcargodoorpicts.html <Contents
>of links to door on site to show latch pins, openings, hinge, seal, and
>lock sectors.
Continued later...
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

a
Date:

Sat, 5 Sep 1998 14:32:17 -0700

Subject:
Scenarios
Subject: Scenarios
1. Wiring rubs or something else combusts and starts fire, puts out smoke
2. Pilot smells smoke and diverts to Halifax.
3. Descends.
4. Dumps fuel.
5. Orbits near airfield getting lower and lighter as fuel is dumped.
Then, 1. Runs out of gas by dumping too much and flames out and crashe
into ocean.
2. Flies into dark ocean.
3. Stalls and falls into ocean.
4. Fire goes through cables and flies uncontrolllably into ocean.
Each scenario has evidence to refute or confirm.
Five miles debris field indicates disintegration in the air, so debris
field is much smaller if plane flew into water, under control or out of
control.
Fuel that's dumped does not catch fire, fuel in crash often does. No fire
reported indicates fuel in area is dumped fuel and no fire at crash site
indicates no fuel in plane.
No calls to tower indicate sudden crash under a tense but talking situation
which indicates plane not out of control up high which would allow
Mayday.
This one is going to be solved by the modern FDR and CVR. And I'm
afraid it
will be mechanical then crew error. Everybody looks bad again, as usual.
What happened will be made clear, why it happened may not be.
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Politically, if the crew screwed up, then the pilot strikes at Air Canada
and Northwest collapse.
That's the best I can do after 48 hours.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Back to: Top of message |
Date:

Sat, 5 Sep 1998 01:19:06 -0700

Subject:
Scenarios
1. Wiring rubs or something else combusts and starts fire, puts out smoke
2. Pilot smells smoke and diverts to Halifax.
3. Descends.
4. Dumps fuel.
5. Orbits near airfield getting lower and lighter as fuel is dumped.
Then, 1. Runs out of gas by dumping too much and flames out and crashe
into ocean.
2. Flies into dark ocean.
3. Stalls and falls into ocean.
4. Fire goes through cables and flies uncontrolllably into ocean.
Each scenario has evidence to refute or confirm.
Five miles debris field indicates disintegration in the air, so debris
field is much smaller if plane flew into water, under control or out of
control.
Fuel that's dumped does not catch fire, fuel in crash often does. No fire
reported indicates fuel in area is dumped fuel and no fire at crash site
indicates no fuel in plane.
No calls to tower indicate sudden crash under a tense but talking situation
which indicates plane not out of control up high which would allow
Mayday.
This one is going to be solved by the modern FDR and CVR. And I'm
afraid it
will be mechanical then crew error. Everybody looks bad again, as usual.
What happened will be made clear, why it happened may not be.
Politically, if the crew screwed up, then the pilot strikes at Air Canada
and Northwest collapse.
That's the best I can do after 48 hours.
Cheers,
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John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Sat, 5 Sep 1998 22:22:19 -0700

Subject:
Re: Scenarios
In-Reply-To: <35F1FD14.14EA@worldnet.att.net>
>Barry,
>
>I believe that you have now defined your motivation. "That is the best
that I
>can do in 48 hours."
>
>Has anyone asked you to come up with a conclusion?
Yes, GD, me. I have asked myself to come up with an explanation. You
don't
have to read it. I feel a duty to explain sudden fatal jet airplane crashes
having survived one myself.
>Are you a
>self-appointed judge of all aircraft investigations?
Yes, I am for my own mind. You are granted permission to not read it. I
contribute to solving an air crash mystery and do the best I can in a
certain time frame. GD, you are permitted to not contribute to solving the
air crash. You are granted permission to not do the best you can in 36
hours. You are granted permission to trash those that do.
>Where did your
>original 8000 foot elevation disintegration come from?
From early reports of off radar screen at 8000 feet. New number is 9700
feet when last comm with plane.
>BTW, I sensed that you were putting down the WWII European Jewish
lack
>of resistance.
You 'sensed'?
>How would you personally deal with being in a boxcar with so
>many others that there would be no room to sit down or sufficient air to
>breath and when coming to a stop, having machine guns pointed at you
when
>ordered to do something?
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Been through something similar but less intense. I know how I personally
deal with hunger, fear, wet, cold, in pain, exhausted and coerced but
expected to resist. It's called SERE before combat. Survival Evasion
Resistance and Escape. I know what it is like to be tortured by putting in
small dark box for unknown period of time, beaten, and humilated. I deal
with it in my own way, just like all the other Navy officers preparing for
air combat in Vietnam had to deal with it, or fail, and lose wings, and not
go to war.
And by the way , all I asked were factual questions about how the
holocaust
happened, you are the one that 'sensed' put down.
The questions are still valid. The AIDS/HIV positive people know it too,
that's why they fight quarantine. That's why they fight database and ID of
all HIV positive people, an infectious disease.
>SM; Yes, there is. It is because I and others cannot stand lies and
>ignorance fooling and hurting the innocent and unsuspecting. I said at
>the beginning of this debate that if ever there was a need for censorship
>it was for guys like you. I took the approach I would not like to see
>sensorship, but rather debate the issues until the truth came out. The
>truth came out for everyone but you, and now you stand alone in all of
>your arrogance pronouncing your genius to those unable to discern the
>truth. Well, Barry, this forum has plenty of members who can and have
>discerned the truth and have repeatedly told you. Most ignore you. I sta
>to protect the innocent from your deceptions.
Why is it the conspiracy guys are always the first to call others crazy?
Pre-emptive strike? Always the first to call others 'liars.' Why is that?
Always the first to get irritated at poster's style, and ignore content.
Why is that?
I have never said I was an expert in aircraft crash investigation, nor
eyewitness interrogation, nor genius in anything, but I am continually told
I'm not something I never said I was. Why is that?
Also note that all those that say I'm bothersome, nuts, criminal, or worse
never talk about midspan latches missing or why red paint markings exist
or discuss significant matches with other crashes, or numbers, or weather
or other facts about TWA 800, only what an arrogant fool I am.
I reply, 'So what?' My personality is irrelevant to the truth of
wiring/cargo door explanation. I have been saying wiring is the big pictur
culprit for TWA 800 for two years and we have just had a possible wiring
instigated crash of another wide body.
Swissair was not a missile or center tank or bomb, but may have been
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wiring. I'm the only one here that has warned about wiring in airliners.
Who is the more sane? Who is on the right track? Yeah, me, the genius,
the
expert,...OK, you got me, I'm a genius. I'm a genius at getting everyone to
agree....what an idiot I am. I'm an expert at getting people to act...in
unison to disagree with me.
Long ago I lost faith in me to ever persuade others of correctness of
wiring/cargo door explanation and put all my faith in the evidence, some
of
which is below. The evidence does the talking, not me, and it says look,
two outward peeled rupture zones at midspan latches of forward cargo
door
location of TWA 800 and the latches are missing.
>SM Barry, it is your stubborness to accept truth that ticks us off. Your
>" facts and conclusions are a farce.
Is that why you pick and choose those to discuss? Pick the easy ones and
ignore the hard ones?
Below are fifty to ignore.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
1. right horizontal stab has red paint smear
2. stator blade in right horizontal stab behind engine number 3
3. inward crush top of cargo door
4. top of cargo door attached to hinge
5. petal shape of rupture area around aft midspan latch
6. missing pieces of forward cargo door include locking handle, latching
pins, overpressure relief doors, midspan latches
7. rectangle visible of explosive decompression zone of outward peeled
skin
on right side forward of the wing on right side
8. downward movement of floor beams near cargo door
9. hoop stresses found
10. CVR sudden loud sound
11. FDR abrupt power cut
12. missing turbine blades in engine number 3.
13. soft body impacts on blades in engine number 3.
14. outward peeled skin near top of nose, under belly, and in cargo door
area.
15. red paint smears above cargo door on white paint
16. soot on most blades of engine 3.
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17. starboard side more damaged than port side
18. intact R2 door near shattered cargo door.
19. poly x is known to be susceptible to chafing and present
20. section 41 is known to be weak
21. history of cargo door openings in past in various airliners
22. EPR problems on aircraft before or during fatal flight.
23. fires in forward cargo hold in the past on Boeing 747s.
24. vertical tears in fuselage skin forward of the wing on the right side
25. singe marks on right side of fuselage show burnt skin, then abruptly a
tear line there are no singe marks
26. red paint rubbed off revealing white paint underneath on skin above
cargo door area
27. first pieces off plane came from forward cargo hold just forward of th
wing
28. at least nine missing never recovered bodies, just fragments
29. initially thought to be a bomb
30. wreckage debris shows cargo door shattered in many pieces
31. aft portion of forward door which includes aft midspan latch and
locking handle missing from recovery effort
32. no soot on maintenance hatch
33. no soot on front spar of center wing tank
34. no burned bodies forward of the wing and very few burned at all
35. aft cargo door sill, latches, and locks recovered
36. forward cargo door sill, latches, and locks not recorded in data base
37. no orange zone pieces recorded in database
38. no orange zone discussion in public record other than identification
39. chafed to bare wires found in cargo door area
40. wiring defects found on Boeing airliners
41. water observed pouring out of forward cargo hold of a Boeing airliner
cargo holds have bilges.
42. no soot on keel beam forward of the wing
43. compression fractures right side forward of the wing
44. tension fractures left side forward of the wing
45. seats in the rows in the explosive shatter zone above cargo door are in
red zone and not sooted
46. aft cargo door sill is sooted
47. many witnesses said they saw downward streak that was red-orange
48. NTSB official said possibility of forward door popping open was
intriguing.
49. FAA official said, then recanted, that paint smears and structural
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deformation indicated outward explosion.
50. initial event time was 20:31:12 at 13700 on 17 July 1996 eight miles
off coast of Long Island.
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Thu, 3 Sep 1998 09:28:43 -0700

Subject:
Speculation on spatula landing.
In-Reply-To: <35EEC98A.3923@globalnet.co.uk>
>>It sounds like a Souix City type landing or an Ontario landing, both
DC-10
>>types.
>
>Sounds more like a VJ Everglades type landing to me, Barry. Plotting
the
>crash site on a chart shows that he appears to have been on a wide
lefthand
>downwind leg for Runway 34 at Halifax-Shearwater.
Sounds like all three type landing, hard to control plane trying to get to
runway. Acutally like the El Al Amsterdam crash too.
>The fact (if true) that he only transmitted a Pan call and not a full Mayda
>suggests to me that the fire/smoke was not very serious at first.
They never are, those fires, first the smell...
>Too early to speculate on causes until the CASB/NTSB gets the CVR
and DFDR.
Too early to make conclusions, never too early to speculate.
I think plane exploded thirty miles from Halifax. Six mile debris field is
not plane landing short of runway.
They said no terrorism, there is more evidence here of terrorism than TW
800, once bitten twice shy.
Terrorism is not always bombs. Fire in cargo hold from electrical wiring,
my guess too, but could be other.
Size of debris field and lost radar contact 30 miles out means explosion in
air if details correct.
Dumping fuel on purpose means some electrical stuff was working.
I heard no fire at all. So how can there be explosion?
Very strange.
A good crew would have reported all details to center or to approach.
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Smoke
in cabin and dumping fuel is skimpy, this is another case of authorities
not telling the people all the details as soon as available. The crew had
time to figure out the smoke or to rule out the likely causes.
If it's another cargo hold fire from wiring, then cargo door wiring problem
for TWA 800 and VJ gets new attention.
So we wait, Why did you turn down the deep sea retrieval job? Was it the
SwissAir flight?
Got another complaint about a 747 picture on my web site not having
permission to use it.
Is the cargo door explanation for TWA 800 and PA 103 my intellectual
property and no one can use it without giving me credit?
Cheers,
Barry
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Thu, 10 Sep 1998 21:58:13 -0700

Subject:
Strikes end, as predicted
Below written 23 hours ago.
>And expect Air Canada and NWA pilot strikes to end real quick when
the
>stupidity of the Swissair pilots becomes apparent to all.
Below posted an hour ago.
Air Canada and Pilots Reach Deal to End Strike
By Jeffrey Hodgson
TORONTO (Reuters) - Air Canada and its 2,100
striking pilots reached a tentative agreement late
Thursday to end a nine-day strike which had crippled
the country's largest airline.
The company and its pilots union told a news
conference in Montreal that the two sides reached a
tentative contract agreement at 8:30 p.m. EDT.
Northwest, Pilots Reach Tentative Contract
Pact
By Benno Groeneveld
PLYMOUTH, Minn. (Reuters) - Northwest Airlines
Corp. and negotiators representing its 6,200 striking
pilots reached a tentative contract agreement Thursday
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that could end a 13-day shutdown of the nation's
fourth-largest airline.
In an announcement on the South Lawn of the White
House, President Clinton said the two sides have
"reached terms that form the basis of an agreement."
The plane
[Swissair 111] disappeared from radar screens five minutes later,
and a few seconds after that an impact
was recorded on seismic
graphs at a geological center 25 miles
away near Halifax,
Gerden said.
That means that TWA 800 may have seismic data on the important time o
impact of various parts of plane.
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Thu, 3 Sep 1998 10:28:04 -0700

Subject:
Terrorism ruled out already!
See how quick they were on to the terrorist angle?
It's amazing, a plane mysteriously crashes one night into the ocean and
it's terrorism and another plane mysteriously crashes one night into the
ocean and it's not. Truth is truth by whoever calls it truth. And that's
usually a politician who treats truth and accommodation as one entity.
There is more evidence that Swissair was sabotage/terrorism than TWA
800 at
this stage of the investigation. For TWA 800 and PA 103 the FBI were
already on the scene and declaring them bombs by this time. Talk about
rush
to judgment.
It's just amazing to me how preconceived opinions carry through
regardless
of evidence.
It seems the US realized its hasty decision to bomb three countries, one
accidentally, and now wants to be very sure about accusing somebody.
Finally, sober reflection is kicking in.
If it's fire in cargo hold from wiring for Swissair 111, then NTSB and FA
stand accused for not investigating the found bare wires in TWA 800 that
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matched same area of bare wires in cargo hold of UAL 811 resulting in
fatalities for both.
This is another interesting aircraft investigation. I trust the Swiss will
be less political than others to find out the cause regardless of
implications. Swiss, US, Canada, all involved. MD 11 is now Boeing
responsibility.
I hope the Swiss will be looking into all electrical shorts in cargo holds
which cause fatalities in wide body airliners, if Swissair 111 turns out to
be electrical in cargo hold. If they do, they will stumble onto UAL 811.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
>NTSB offers to assist
>
Canadian investigators
>
>
WASHINGTON (AP) -- U.S. officials
>dispatched a team of 10
>
investigators today to help Canadian
>authorities determine the
>
cause of the crash of a U.S.-built
>Swiss jetliner off the coast of
>
Nova Scotia. The White House said
>there were no initial
>
indications of terrorism.
>
>
President Clinton was told of the
>disaster as he left Moscow for
>
a visit to Northern Ireland. ``We hope
>for the best and we are
>
deeply grieved that this has
>occurred,'' he said during an address
>
to Northern Ireland's assembly in Belfast
>
>
U.S. authorities have been concerned
>about possible retaliation
>
following missile strikes on terrorist
>installations in Afghanistan
>
and Sudan.
>
>
Attorney General Janet Reno said her
>understanding was that
>
``all initial information indicates
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>that it was an accident.'' She
>
said the FBI had offered assistance to
>the Royal Canadian
>
Mounted Police.
>
>
P.J. Crowley, a White House spokesman,
>said there was no
>
indication that terrorism was involved.
>
>
The National Transportation Safety
>Board sent a team of 10
>
people to help Canadian authorities
>investigate the disaster.
>
NTSB spokesman Matt Furman said the
>investigators were
>
going strictly as support to their
>Canadian counterparts. They
>
were invited to participate under an
>international treaty because
>
this is an American made plane.
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Wed, 2 Sep 1998 10:18:21 -0700

Subject:
The man can't stop lying.
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="iso-8859-1"
Today BC>I have acknowledged that I made a mistake, said that
>
>I regretted it, asked to be forgiven, spent a lot of very
>
>valuable time with my family in the last couple of
>
>weeks and said I was going back to work. I believe
>
>that's what the American people want me to do."
Excuse me Bill, but you never said you made a mistake, you said 'it' was
wrong; you never said you regretted 'it', you never defined 'it', you never
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asked to be forgiven, you spent a lot of time bombing three countries, one
accidentally, and then went on an unnecessary vacation to Russia with
wife.
That's not what the American people want you to do. The American
people
want you to tell us what it's like getting some chubby young sex in the
afternoon is like, some men dream it, some men do it.
Oh, Bill, detached from history of two weeks ago, detached from history
vigilante lynchings, and detached from reality of money and how it come
into being, in other words, the consummate politician. It's no accident BC
will be President for the maximum allotted time, eight years, he reflects
the American will: spoiled, selfish, no responsibility, runs away from
danger, and lies until caught, then offers some sort of apology/attack to
and at the people who caught him.
Well, no WWIII yet, no new depression yet, no riots in the streets yet, no
food shortages/hoarding yet, no roadblocks yet, no roving bands of armed
men in pickup trucks yet. Our luck is holding.
HC>
>
>In introducing him at a Moscow event on Monday,
>
>she introduced him as simply, "the president of the
>
>United States," rather than the usual, "my husband."
Ooooo. that hurt.
Below, one down:
Ailing Boeing Shifts Management
Head of Commercial Group Replaced
By Tim Smart
Washington Post Staff Writer
Wednesday, September 2, 1998; Page C13
Boeing Co. ousted the head of its commercial
airplane group
yesterday after a year of production problems
and financial
losses and a drop in the company's stock price,
replacing him
with the former head of the company's defense
business.
Ronald B. Woodard, 55, has been offered another
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post with
the company, a spokesman said yesterday without
providing
further details, "and is considering his
options." Alan
Mulally, 53, will take over as head of the
commercial group,
said Phil Condit, Boeing's chairman and chief
executive.
Hey, Ron, maybe Boeing commercial airplanes that mysteriously come
apart in
the air with a hull rupture forward of the wing four times is not a good
selling point, especially since three are still under active investigation
for one reason or another. But, hey, don't try to find out what happened,
just go merrily along, until you are axed, fired, demoted, removed,
transferred gotten rid of. Good bye.
Hey, Marines! All for one and one for all? Ha! It's cheat, lie, and fake,
and then rat on your buddies. It wasn't the cable clipping that was the
crime, it was the coverup...as usual...again.
Marine flier gets immunity for information on removal of tape from plane
Copyright © 1998 Nando.net
Copyright © 1998 The Associated Press
CAMP LEJEUNE, N.C. (September 2, 1998 01:43 a.m. EDT
http://www.nandotimes.com) -- A Marine flier aboard a military jet that
clipped a ski gondola cable in Italy has been granted immunity in
exchange for telling prosecutors about a videotape allegedly made during
the flight, a newspaper reported Wednesday.
Capt. Chandler Seagraves provided the information to government lawye
that prompted obstruction of justice and conspiracy charges last week
against the jet's pilot and navigator, The
Daily News of Jacksonville reported in Wednesday's editions.
The new charges stem from the personal videotape allegedly made on the
EA-6B Prowler training mission in February, the newspaper said, citing
information from the Marine Corps. All 20
people in the falling gondola were killed.
The government claims that pilot Capt. Richard Ashby and navigator
Capt.
Joseph Schweitzer removed the videotape from the aircraft and asked
Seagraves for support in getting rid of it, the
newspaper reported. The tape is believed to have been destroyed.
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>JBS>Only three billion?
The Administration intends to send an emergency
supplemental bill for up to $3
billion for intelligence
spending to boost security at
overseas embassies,
senators said yesterday. Sen.
Jon Kyl (R-Ariz.),
member of the Senate
Intelligence Committee, told
The DAILY the supplemental is
expected to come to
the Hill this week. It will
contain funds to "harden"
the embassies in immediate need
and for other
intelligence activities.
-Aerospace Daily
Striking? Striking today, selling apples on the corner tomorrow after
waiting in line all morning for a job offer. How quickly things change.
Northwest lays off 27,500 more workers
MINNEAPOLIS (AP) -- Northwest
Airlines laid off
27,500 more employees today
because of a strike by
pilots. The affected employees
include mechanics, flight
attendants, customer service
employees and other ground
workers. Northwest's first
layoffs, announced Tuesday,
covered 177 workers.
Navy suffering from poor recruiting, retention
SAN DIEGO (AP) -- A shortage of
thousands of sailors
has forced the Navy to send
several warships to the
Persian Gulf without full
crews, according to a published
report today.
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Yeah, who wants to be associated with a bunch of murdering covering up
killers of innocent civilians and babies by shooting down airliners?
Missile guys chortle with glee, it's working, it's working!
>The other bomb target was the Khali al Batr camp near Khost,
Afghanistan.
>The CIA tell us it was a terrorist training camp. We should believe them
>They know, they built the bloody place. In 1981 the CIA set that camp
up to
>train Islamic fundamentalists how to shoot, bomb and sabotage as a way
of
>overthrowing a Government and ejecting the unwanted occupation
troops of a
>global or regional superpower. Today that camp is being used to ... er ..
>ahh ... umm ... to train Islamic fundamentalists how to shoot, bomb and
>sabotage as a way of overthrowing a Government and ejecting the
unwanted
>occupation troops of a global or regional superpower. Trust the CIA to
tell
>us the truth on that one.
I love irony. Own stingers against us, own F4s, now own training camps.
When own nukes against us? Probably from all these US nuke plants
making
plutonium. Karl Marx (who he?) said that capitalists would sell the rope t
be hung with, and I say provide a training manual in fourteen languages
on
how to do it. With a toll free help line.
CO>Does anyone remember Baltimore?
I do! I do! A show trial against a center tank that was not permitted a
defense.
And so it goes. History is made instant by instant and impossible to
determine exactly where all the molecules on earth will be a second from
now even if we knew where all the molecules were on earth a second ago
and
are right now. Too many variables.
Lusitania did not bring USA into WWI in 1915, incredible. They had the
bad
guys, Germans...again. and the weapon, sub, and yet, no retaliation.
Today, shadows are enough to start firefights. The world is a scarier place
than 1915 and that was very scary.
MR> Since then, the claim that the US had a soil sample proving the
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presence
>of EMPTA has been revealed to be a lie, as the plant sat on solid
pavement
>in a totally paved neighborhood. There WAS no open soil around the
>building except in a planter full of roses. Likewise, it'ss noww been
>revealled that EMPTA does have legitimate alternative industrial usses
>besides thhe production of VX has, and worse, the test used to detect
>EMPTA can give false positives from a number of othere chhemicals,
>including, oddly enough, plant pesticiides (maybe they really did dig up
>the roses).
Sounds like the 'red residue' as missile explosive stuff, or tiny piece of
plastic, when examined closely, it fades away.
> Every time this government makes mistakes, whether blowing up an
>asperin factory, or blowing up a 747, their instinctive response is to lie
>about it.
Yeah, welcome to reality, what else is new. You don't?
Impeach Clinton not for Lewinsky but for waging war without
permission/approval.
MH whines about CO>However your positions have done the
>most damage to those of us who believe that a missile was involved with
the
>cause of TWA 800.
Hey! Me first! Or at least DS. How has CO done the most damage to
missile
guys? Forget it, asking missile guys to substantiate claims is exercise in
futility.
>Now that we know what Bill Clinton is capable of doing, based upon
history...
>missile strikes, etc..... that he is willing to use the office of the
>President of the United States of America for personal reasons.... won't
you
>now believe that this same man... is willing to order a top down coverup
of
>TWA 800?
MH, MH, MH, yes yes yes, he always could have, the Navy always could
have,
the missile always could have...but he didn't, they didn't, and it didn't.
Possibility of something happening does not mean it happened. Evidence
shows it happened and the evidence is not there.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
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Date:

Tue, 15 Sep 1998 22:48:20 -0700

Subject:
The third degree
EB 7.9.98>4. I believe it is clear from the available witness reports that
the streak tracked to where the
>Massive Fireball then erupted, just as shown in Meyer's above diagram
or
>graphic.
That was number 4 of 11 things EB believes he wrote on 7.9.98
I believed he believed it. So checked it out. It's wrong. The numbers don't
add up. Still don't.
>EB today 9/15: Excuse me for asking but when did I ever say the streak
>tracked to the Massive Fireball?
Uh, EB, 7.9 98.
8.10.98>EB: He ignores his own supposedly infallible source of
information about the witnesses>http://www.corazon.com/EX4Apage5.html IV: WITNESS MATRIX "A review of
>witness
>data provided information that [all] the persons who observed streaks
>observed them in
>conjuction with the fireball".
I just loves that [all]. I still can't get over such a brazen altering of
facts as sacred as witnesses reports. Wham, just like that, 55 witnesses
wiped out, they now are saying the streak they saw ended in a fireball. O
course in reality they said it just ended, but EB with a stroke of the
keyboard, made those 55 lonely streaks meet with a fireball. Ha!
EB>EB: Excuse me for asking but when did I ever say the streak tracked
to
the Massive Fireball?
That's the hub of his attack. But I didn't say it.
I say it. You said that [all] the streaks tracked to fireball. You are
wrong. Get over it.
>They lost sight of the streak before it reached that
>place in the sky where the first explosion then took place immediately
>before and in the
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>immediate proximity of the following Massive Fireball explosion.
Quit dissing the eyewitnesses! Trust them. "They lost sight...' Ha! You
lost reason.
> Compare it for yourselves in
>Meyer's press graphic:
And then using Meyer as character witness! Double Ha!
>But JBS' streak theory falls apart for other reasons too, including that a
>falling door and/or the
>contents falling out of an open door that reflect sunlight as they descend
>from 13,700 feet do not
>reach anything remotely resembling the speed of a streak.
EB the optometrist.
>JBS' streak theory was DOA.
You don't know enough about the wiring/cargo door explanation to give a
worthy critique.
>But that's a point that cannot be made as long as JBS continues to allege
>that there were
>hundreds of streaks in the sky,
EB, now playing dumb making the 183 streaks in sky as if there were 183
streaks in sky at same time. No, EB, 183 streaks were not in the sky at the
same time. But they could have been. Depending on sun angle and
placement
of viewer. That's the point, not much can be determined from one witness
on
one quick event in sky. Each witness reported one streak, 183 witnesses
equals 183 streaks. And they all were different color etc, does not that
tell you something? Like maybe the red streak going down and east
ending in
a fireball was different from the orange one going up and west that just
ended.
EB is desperate to accuse me of saying there were 183 different streaks in
sky at same time, that darn math. It keeps on adding up to 128 instead of
183.
>Much like JBS who repeatedly said that my analysis of witness related
>matters has been a real
>service to the search for the truth about Flight 800. Until I disagreed
>with his streak theory.
Grow up, EB, I disagree with your streak theory, the one that has all the
streaks tracking to fireball. That one, you know, the one you said in July
and now seem to have forgotten about?
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You know very little of my streak theory to even disagree with it. I know
lot about yours and it doesn't add up. It's wrong, that's why.
>The readers who choose to believe JBS' streak theory makes sense are
free
>to do so. Speak
>up. No one has to wait in line. If his streak theory floats your boat,
>say so. Beat the rush
>crowds. Do it now.
Yeah, like truth reads the polls.
>JBS does so by continuing his ludicrous war dance
>chant that there were hundreds of streaks in the sky.
Getting old EB. Again you quote me, read my mind, state how I feel, and
you
don't know squat dip. I can do it to you but won't, you can speak for
yourself. Barely.
>JBS has no up to shoot himself down from by damaging his own
credibility
>with the hundreds of
>streaks silliness.
Silliness? I think you are a desparate man, clinging to straws, attempting
weak diversion, anything to forget about 128 and 183.
Relax, it's not a big deal. You just got caught in a web you usually set
for other 'witnesses' being interviewed. EB, you made a small error, then
tried to cover it with a forgery and then, now, you are denying you ever
said it. So caught twice as documented above.
Now you feel the embarrassment you gave to Meyer during your
communications
with him. Triple Ha! And he got all mad of course, just like you are
getting all mad or course. Like Clinton got all mad at Starr of course. The
guilty are always mad at the guy who caught them.
>
CO>According to Jim Ott of AvLeak, normally a well sourced reporter,
SR111 was
>carrying 59 kilos (130 lb.) of valuables, including 49.8 kilos (109.8 lb.)
>banknotes; 2.2 lb of diamonds; 4.4 lb of watches and 10.6 lb of jewelery
Swissair has its treasure, that's the hook for Swissair 111. For 800 it was
streak. For 103 is was mild directed sooty blast in cargo hold. For 182 it
was bomb in luggage cart in Narita Airport. 811 was over too soon for
myth
to start. VJ was O2 cannisters.
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Now the conspiracy guys can get their teeth in to diamonds. I predicted
gold but diamonds and paintings are much better.
When looking for the diamonds and you know they will, they will find th
frayed wiring too. Thank god for those diamonds.
BS>As I predicted many month's ago JBS, you would probably be the
last man
>standing. I think many of us are tired - I know that I am. I haven't done
>any investigative work on Flight 800 for many month's and don't know
that I
>have the energy to pick it up again.
The wheat gets separated from the chaff. The boys from the men. You're
tired of holding nonsense in your brain and making believe it's true.
>I think that you will have this fish bowl mostly to yourself. You can bea
>your chest and claim victory if you like, but it won't change the fact that
>you are perpetuating a scam, and the archives are full of good
information
>that debunks your theory.
Signing off with unsubstantiated accusation of crime on my part, so in
character for missile/conspiracy guy. BS bites the dust.
TT>The pre-eminent scientist, Dr. Smith, originally presented an untenab
>hypothesis about the cargo door as the universal culprit in 747
>diasters, a position so untenable that it was rejected even by the
>NTSB, who preferred an exploding CFT to it!
I am not a Dr. at least that's what my nurse wife told me to say.
>He then tried to throw
>water on the wires to make them short (should have used salt water;
>none available);
Showing your ignorance of salt water spray. Airports around the ocean al
have salt spray on planes, very corrosive. They pick it up on approaches,
landings and takeoffs.
And note every time they talk about how bad polyimide insulation is, they
always throw in it's worse in the presence of moisture.
> then insulted eyewitness intelligence by telling
>them that up was actually down, left was actually right, forward was
>actually reverse.
Only insulted those with less than sixth grade understanding of physics
and
call themselves adults.
> When it comes down to it, all Dr. Smith ever had
>was the isolated instance of UAL 811 from which everything is an
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>unfounded extrapolation.
Founded by many significant similarities.
>>>Well, a toast from the victors, the non missile guys, to the victims, th
>>>missile guys, Sayonora. Or is it Soyanara? Who's next?
>
>If you can't spell it, perhaps you shouldn't attempt it!
I try. And invite correction. See the difererence between you and me?
>While I support the missile
>hypothesis, I would be willing to embrace a better hypothesis if it
>presented itself as a means to the truth. I'm not so sure if your
>cynicism and Barry's general bullheadedness would allow for that.
Hey missile guy, for one second, think like a non missile guy, here's what
happens, you stop talking about CO cynicism or JBS bullheadness and
start
talking evidence.
But few do. Few looked through Galileo's telescope when he asked them.
They
knew it all and the sun went round the earth. Everybody said so. They
took
a poll.
TT bites the dust.
No, I see the end of LSoft TWA 800, it's old news. The missile guys
moved
on to better conspiracy fodder. There's no tension anymore.
Darn, I miss the good old days, the old give and take, the old repetition
of eyewitness statements that went on and on....
Oh, those were the days.
The good old days will return when the civil trial begins and Boeing trots
out missile to muddy the water. And we have to go through the whole up
streak thing again.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Tue, 8 Sep 1998 14:08:05 -0700

Subject:
Two admirers
In-Reply-To: <35F48885.30C2@worldnet.att.net>
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GD>Experience may be a good teacher, but some still flunk out. Being
lucky
>does not make you an expert.
Are you saying I'm a lucky non expert?
Crash, accident, incident, event, tragedy...OK , I did not survive a crash
and neither did my pilot since we were both out of the plane when it
crashed although I landed inside the crash wreckage zone and so did my
pilot. Flaming debris was all around us. I got burned during the ejection
when I was still in the plane which was on fire, so I guess you can say I
was injured in the crash but did not survive it.
Your way my pilot survived the crash. He must have died in some other
event.
Why the nitpicking? Is it significant?
Neither does being self-loading baggage. A
>chimpanzee could be trained to turn cameras on and off. Put a peanut
>dispenser next to the switch.
>
Your hatred of back seaters, guy in the back, navigator, flight crew
member, BN, recon officer is unmatched. All the pilots who were single
seat
pilots who transitioned to RA 5C all came around to valuing the extra
crewman, even if only to handle all the communciations and let them fly
the
plane. You know little of what it takes to land a 50000 pound twin jet on
carrier at night or fly a low level road recce run to a bridge, to a truck
dump, to a SAM site to a.....
The personal attack is so strange, what difference does it make whether I
was important to a flight or not or whether I survived a crash or an
accident?
Your emotions are clouding your reasoning process, as little as you ever
had. Tell us some stories about corrupt local officials in your home town,
it makes more sense.
And now for my other admirer:
EB:
>
>That's typical of what I call JBS jibberjabber, what Stan Martin calls
>JBS' style and what some
>would likely call the Clinton style. He tries to obfuscate the fact that
>he has backed away from
>his untenable stance. And screws himself up even more.
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The pus of hate spews forth. You give a bad name to Electronic discussio
groups. Note absence of facts to substantiate accusations. Never backed
away from hundreds of streaks. Hundreds of streaks and hundreds of
eyewitnesses. You don't call the hundreds of eyewitnesses one eyewitnes
and I don't call the hundreds of streaks one streak.
In fact one eyewitness could have had several interviews with several
investigators and then counted as two witnesses even though only one.
Again the hatred evident is strange, why?
>Note that there are no longer hundreds of streaks in the sky.
Note there were hundreds of streaks in the sky, 183 in fact. And only 128
fireballs, flashes or explosions, much to your chargrin EB.
EB, you were interrogated about something. Your story was so and so.
Your
story was checked, The numbers didn't add up. You were tripped up. Now
you're caught and trying to blame the guy who caught you. It didn't work
for Clinton and it's not working for you.
>Yet
>he has used the word "conjunction" twice in his last posting, as above
>quoted, both times to
>support his contention that only 128 of the 183 streak witnesses also saw
>the fireball. Geeze.
Geeze is right, that pesky number 128 blows your story and you want it to
be 183 so you put in the fake cheating word [all] and got caught. No one
is
going to die or go to jail because of your 'inappropriate action'. Relax.
>Well, the important thing is that JBS now admits that he believes there
>was only one streak, only
>one fireball and that the fireball erupted at about 7500 feet.
Hey, dude, let me say what I believe and you say what you believe.
>Just as the Missile Huggers linked the Missile Theory to non-existent
>Missile Witnesses and
>thereby scuttled their credibility, just as JBS line his streak theory to
>the Cargo Door Theory and
>thereby put his own credibility on the line, officialdom has linked their
>videos and timeline to the
>CWT Initiating Event Theory at the risk of losing their own credibility.
EB, you are big on credibility, as if a person's opinion means something.
Why is that? Do you fear yours is gone forever for misinterpreting
eyewitness data?
My credibility is trivial as long as I can write 11 down streaks, 183 saw
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streak and 128 saw fireball, red paint markings, and outward peeled skin.
And I just did.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Mon, 14 Sep 1998 20:28:02 -0700

Subject:
Victory! pass list to h
TS>I gather that Chris Olsson does not appreciate the fact I followed his
>attempt to post a list of TWA Flight 800 passengers and crew with the
>simple fact that his list was not accurate.
>
>
Perhaps the energy that Chris expended in calling names could
have
>been
>used to fix his errors.
More fun the other way.
Hey, I sent mine two minutes after he asked, is it correct, is it up to
date? It's below. Please correct me if it is not complete. Why am I the
only one to invite correction and all you other loons are so sensitive.
CO>Yes, Goddammit! Zealots destroyed people in pursuit of their own
cause.
Zealots always hurt their cause.
>>Hey, where're all the missile guys?!
>
>What missile guys? You mean Goddard and B'bob D'son and Rivero
and Hull and
>Salinger and Russell and and - and that little twerp who reminds me of
the
>speck of fluff in the Snoopy cartoons, Woodstock(?) - the one who neve
said
>anything more articulate than that which could be better condensed into
an
>exclamation mark?!
>
>The missile guys were hoist upon the petard of their adopted
Commander,
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>Donaldson.
>
>They never spotted his lies until it was too late.
>
>Too late. Too bad. So sad.
Well, a toast from the victors, the non missile guys, to the victims, the
missile guys, Sayonora. Or is it Soyanara? Who's next?
Well, I'm still a wiring/cargo door guy and yes, I can remind you that I've
said wiring/electrical all along and yes, Swissair looks like
electrical/wiring. UAL 811 shows its truth again. UAL 811 92/02 say
electrical of either switch or wiring and uses a wiring caused cargo door
opening in another 747 as suggesting it was that PolyX aromatic
polyimide
insulation wiring to point to the most likely cause.
Two ruptures in reality at the two missing midspan latches of the 800 FCD
and red paint smears say door ruptured in flight and missing middle of
door
with manual locking handle being blown out so fast they have not found i
Why door ruptured? Well mayabe the two midspan latches with no
locking
sectors and no viewing ports became unlatched by an electrical fault, just
like UAL 811, and the internal air pressure blew out those latches with no
locking sectors that kept nine feet each of highly pressurized hull
together.
It fits all the evidence that I see.
>PS Actually Dick Russell, having failed in his silly claims that the P-3
>was out of radio contact with ATC, unfortunately surfaced again recentl
at
>Oshkosh with an outrageous claim about the fuel having been
contaminated.
>Sad Russell, fortunately, was wrong again.
Bring out the list! Add DR as fuel contamination guy. (Usually planes do
not explode when fuel is contaminated, the engines quit.)
OK, if my list is the most accurate, I want a gold prize. That list was in
the requestor's in box within two minutes of request. If it's complete I
want a titanium prize. Our rear section of our RA5C was all titanium. It
was a titanium bolt that fodded the engine that led to the crash of the
plane the pilot the runway, but not me. I was not in an airplane crash. I
got burned inside by the rocket seat firing, can I say I was injured in an
airplane crash? But I did not survive it......GD and EB will be next to go.
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Ah, gold like treasure on Swissair....another of my predictions coming
true, when will you guys see me for the prophet I am, especially when it
comes to airplane crashes. Wait til the recover a passenger handycam
VCR
in the debris field.
The treasure also ensures that every piece of the flight will be recovered.
It's like the Titanic with it's jewelry.
So, our good luck, Swissair get all pulled back out and I hope put back
together like a Swiss watch. I wish they would do TWA 800 that way, bu
it's OK, the Swiss may show the way by reconstructing an object
precisely.
And of course if the villain is confirmed as that polyimide insulation,
just like TWA 800 and UAL 811 and PA 103 and AI 182, then they all
need to
be looked into. And that leads to UAL 811 cargo door. You know the
one.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
Sent 9/1098
To: jltodaro@UNIX.ASB.COM
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: 800 pass list
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:
List of Passengers and Crew
-AAikens-Bellamy, Sandra, 49, of St. Albans, N.Y., off-duty TWA
employee
Aikey, Jessica, 17, of Montoursville, Pa., student
Alex, Christian
Alexander, Matthew, 20, of Florence, S.C., Wake Forest
University student at Winston-Salem, N.C. , traveling to Dijon, France, to
study
Allen, Ashton, 15, of Marietta, Ga.
Allen, Lamar, of Mariette, Ga. (father of Ashton)
Amlund, Svein
Anderson, Jay Edward, 49, of Warson Woods, Mo., financial
planner for Allmerica (married to Patricia Anderson)
Anderson, Patricia, 42, of Warson Woods, Mo.
Anderson, Seana
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-BBabb, David, 13, of Volant, Pa. (nephew of Clara and Namik
Ersoz)
Baszczewski, Daniel, of Montoursville, Pa., student
Beatty, Charles, 50, of Spotsylvania, Va., senior systems
engineer with the Naval Surface Warfare Center in Dahlgren, Va.
Becker, Michelle, of St. Petersburg, Fla.
Bellazoug, Myriam, 30, of New York City, architect
Benjamin, Arthur, of Philadelphia, high school computer
science teacher
Benjamin, Joan
Berthe, Line
Berthe, Maurice
Bluestone, Nicolas, of Pound Ridge, N.Y.
Bohlin, Michelle, 16, of Montoursville, Pa., student
Bossuyt, Luc, of Bridgeport, Conn., employee of Bristol-Meyers
Bouhs, Leonie
Bower, Jordan, of Montoursville, Pa., student
Braman-Mosberg, Rosie, 47, of Hoboken, N.J., off-duty TWA
employee
Breistroff, Michel, 25, French hockey player who graduated
Harvard in 1995
Brooks, Edwin, 81, of Edgartown, Mass., former executive vice
president of Taco Industries (husband of Ruth Brooks)
Brooks, Ruth, 79, of Edgartown, Mass.
Buttaroni, Mirko, 26, of Fano, Italy, bank employee (married
to Monica Omiccioli)
-CCaillaud, Anthony
Caillaud, Daniel
Callas, Dan J., 22, of Philadelphia, TWA Flight 800 crew
Campbell, Richard G., 63, of Ridgefield, Conn., TWA Flight 800
flight engineer
Carven, Jay, 9, of Bel Air, Md. (son of Paula Carven)
Carven, Paula, of Bel Air, Md., off-duty TWA flight attendant
and part-time real estate agent
Cayrol, Jacques
Chaillou, Jenny
Chanson, Ludovic, 12, of Garancieres, France, exchange student
returning to family
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Charbonnier, Jacques, 66, of Huntington Station, N.Y., TWA
Flight 800 crew
Charbonnier, Constance, 49, of Huntington Station, N.Y., TWA
Flight 800 crew
Chemtob, Monique
Christopher, Janet, 48, of Stamford Heights, Pa., TWA Flight
800 crew
Coiner, Constance, 48, of Binghamton, N.Y., associate
professor of English and literature at State University of New York at
Binghamton (Ana Duarte Coiner's mother)
Coiner, Ana Duarte, 12, of Binghamton, N.Y.
Cox, Monica, of Montoursville, Pa., student
Crandell, Pamela, 28, of Anne Arundel County, Md., a
first-grade teacher
Creamades, Daniel
-DDadi, Marcel, 46, French musician who helped spread Chet
Atkins' style of guitar-playing across Europe and was returning home afte
being honored at Country Music Hall of Fame in Nashville, Tenn
D' Alessandro, Anna, 25, of Palo del Colle, Italy (married to
Giuseppe Mercurio).
Darley, Francois
Deboisredon, Cybele, of Bordeaux, France
Delange, Sylvain, of Tourcoing, France, painter and art professor
Delouvrier, Judith Connelly, 47, of Manhattan and Paris, a
philanthropist who was a trustee of her family's Philadelphia-based
Connelly
Foundation
Dhuimieres, Dominiques
Dickey, Deborah, of Montoursville, Pa., a French teacher
(married to Douglas Dickey)
Dickey, Douglas, of Montoursville, Pa.
D'Iorio, Christine Bailey, of Prato, Italy, mother of four,
waitress (married to Pietro D'Iorio).
D'Iorio, Pietro, of Prato, Italy, waiter
DiLuccio, Debra Collins, 47, of Agropoli, Italy, formerly of
Athens, Ga., TWA Flight 800 crew
Dodge, Warren, off-duty TWA employee
Dupont, Guy
Dwyer, Larkyn, 11, of New River, Ariz., was en route to visit
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relatives in Paris.
-EEdwards, Daryl, 41, of Jersey City, N.J., off-duty TWA service
supervisor
Ellison, Marie
Ersoz, Clara, 59, of Pittsburgh, anesthesiologist (married to
Namik Ersoz, aunt of David Babb).
Ersoz, Namik, 64, of Pittsburgh, anesthesiologist
Eshleman, Dougas A., 35, of Aurora, Colo., off-duty TWA flight
engineer
Estival, Alexandre
-FFeeney, Deirdre, 17, of New Hyde Park, N.Y., U.S. resident
visiting family in Kilmore, Ireland
Feeney, Vera, 56, home-care nurse, New Hyde Park, N.Y. (mothe
of Deirdre Feeney)
Ferrat (first name unavailable)
Foster, Rod, 61, of Sherman, Conn., corporate pilot for
Dassault Falcon Jet Co.
Foulon, Didier
Fry, Carol, of Montoursville, Pa., former school board member
Furlano, Rosaria
-GGabor, Daniel, 27, of Walnut Creek, ran middle-distances for
University of Arkansas in Fayetteville, Ark.
Gaetke, Daniel, 33, of Kansas City, Mo., owned a landscaping
business and taught elementary school art, traveling to France to study
gardens with wife. (married to Stephanie Gaetke).
Gaetke, Stephanie, 33, of Kansas City, Mo., owned a
landscaping business (cousin of Chrisha and Brenna Siebert).
Gallagher, Claire, of Montoursville, Pa., student
Galland, Jean Paul
Gasq, C.
Unnamed passenger flying with C. Gasq
Gough, Ana Leim Ralli, of Mill Valley, off-duty TWA flight
attendant (married to Donald Gough)
Gough, Capt. Donald, of Mill Valley, off-duty TWA pilot
Graham, Steven, 38, of Napa, a marketing director for the
long-distance phone company Ameritel
Gray, Charles Hank, 47, of Memphis, president and chief
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operating officer of Midland Financial Group, Inc.
Greene, Renee
Griffith, Donna
Griffith, Joanne, 39, of Brooklyn, N.Y., off-duty TWA employee
Grimm, Julia, of Montoursville, Pa., student
Grivet, Cyril, of Menlo Park, senior lab technician at
Carnegie Institution lab at Stanford University
Gustin, Anne
-HHammer, Beverly, 59, of Long Island, N.Y.
Hammer, Tracy, 29, of Long Island, N.Y., graduate student in
microbiology and veterinary medicine at Michigan State University
(daughter of Beverly Hammer)
Hansen, Lars Groenbakken
Harkness, Eric, 23, of Columbus, Ohio, off-duty TWA employee
Harris, Lawrence
Haurani, Dr. Ghassan, of Grosse Pointe Shores, Mich. (married
to Nina Haurani)
Haurani, Nina, of Grosse Pointe Shores, Mich., Mother of four
in their teens and early 20s
Hazelton, Sandra, of Beachwood, Ohio, a high school French
teacher taking her daughter, Katrina M. Rose, to Paris as a college
graduation present
Hettler, Rance, 18, of Montoursville, Pa., student
Hill, Susan, of Portland, Ore., police detective
Hocharo, Jeanpierre
Hogan, David, of Paris, a Virginia-born composer who studied
at the Peabody Institute in Baltimore.
Holst, Virginia, 31, of Manorville, N.Y., a merchandise
distributer
Holst, Eric, 32, of Manorville, N.Y., dentist (husband of
Virginia Holst)
Hull, James, 48, of Southampton, Pa., off-duty TWA employee
Hurd, James III, of Glen Burnie, Md., manager of a family
automotive shop
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/
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Date:

Tue, 22 Sep 1998 12:37:42 -0700

Subject:
Why LSoft died
MR> The fact is that the theory you have championed for the demise of
flight
>800 all these many months does not and never has bourn close scrutiny.
>When people pick on you for your spelling, it's because we work in a
>medium which prevents us from directly interacting with you. There is n
>button on our keyboards we can press which will have your machine
grab
>you by the collar and shake some sense into you.
Conspiracy guys always yearn for the violence. Science guys always
yearn
for facts. Absence of facts above noted....as usual.
It's not me, MR, that makes you want to be violent. It's the facts that
show up your internal inconsistencies with the world. Here's one, comets
look close, move slow, and go opposite their tail. That's a fact. It's also
a fact they in reality, not looks, go fast, are far away, and move in many
directions, regardless of tail direction.
>Personally, I think you're a government stooge of some kind, especially
>when you start flinging "right wing" lables at anyone who doesn't agree
>with you.
Personally, I rest my case you are a moron for not realizing my 'right
wing' label in previous post was satire on Clinton's grand jury tape
released yesterday. Conspiracy guys have no sense of humor, that's a clue
to zealots.
> When Clinton falls and is no longer able to use terror to kkeep the lid
>on his crimes, all the various cover-ups, from Vincent Foster, to Ron
>Brown, to flight 800, are going to unravel, and when they do, those who
>were part of those cover-ups will be hunted down as accessories.
Threats. Not good MR. It gives license to retaliate by those threatened
with built in justification.
>The worst crime a government can commit is to lie to the people. There
>are a lot of people who are now aware they have been lied to and they
are
>angry. I know, I am one of them.
Grow up. You are one of the children who is disappointed in Dad.
> Just something for you guys to ponder in the comings weeks.
You are detached from reality, MR, you don't respect astronomy science,
you
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threaten people you don't know, you really are unworthy to have any type
of
rational discussion with. Go call Psychic network, maybe they can help
the
missile explanation.
As proof of your confusion, you neglected to post your unending list of
eyewitness reports. What happened? The eleven down streak reporters ge
you
down?
GD>Reminds me of immediate post war Europe when all the fellow
travelers
>were nabbed and hung. Maybe, JBS eagerly awaits rope burns on the
neck.
Why LSoft died. No humor, no facts, and lots of threats. Missile guys
killed off another avenue of thought.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Thu, 10 Sep 1998 12:10:39 -0700

Subject:
Wiring/Swissair TXpt
Below is some testimony on wiring at hearing, page 70 of 299 on day
Thursday< th971211.pdf> file download from NTSB web site, 792 K
PDF file.
Lots and lots on Poly X on airliners and how bad it is.
Do you think
additional things need to be done in wiring, or are you
looking at other things from a Boeing perspective?
Since you are the electrical and wiring
expert, as your fleet gets older are there other things
that you think would be -- you would recommend, or
would be -- Boeing would be looking at?
MR. TAYLOR: The answer to your first
question about do you think there are things that
should be done in wiring. It has been our philosophy
in Boeing that we should always be looking at the
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wiring to see what we could do to make the wiring
better.
We understand that the wiring is not perfect.
We have done an enormous amount of research to try and
put the best wire that we can get onto the airplane,
but we also understand the fact that the airplane
environment may have some affect on the wire that we
haven't understood at that point in time.
so, we are continuously looking at wire
bundles in the aircraft to see how they are behaving,
what is happening, and then that is fed back so that
when we come to the design of the next airplane we take
that into account.
CHAIRMAN HALL: Thank you. I will let Dr.
Dunn comment, and then I will turn it back to Dr. Loeb.
I apologize.
WITNESS DUNN: Yeah, I -- the only thing I
can say is there are some -- there are regulatory
requirements which do -- which actually are given that
insist that the manufacturer look at the interactions
of systems. So, it relates to wire bundles where you
have more than one system in the same bundle wire, if
you will.
They are required -- there are regulatory
requirements to look at the interference and possibly
interactions and failures between those various
systems.
DR. LOEB: In developing this program that
you are looking at and developing now for aging
systems, is wiring going to be an inherent part of that
effort?
WITNESS DUNN: I am glad you asked, Dr. Loeb.
We are going to look at all systems, and all systems is
basically anything outside the primary structure which
was the focus of attention under the previous
Structural Aging Aircraft Program.
Systems would be things like pumps, valves,
wiring. Actually, I would refer to these more as
components, if you will. Tubing, landing gear,
engines; these are all considered in the context of the
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study as systems.
DR. LOEB: SO, it will include wiring?
WITNESS DUNN: Yes, most definitely.
----------------------------------------------I succumb to politics:
Anything to do with sex will not impeach Clinton as long as the sex was
female and the age was over 18. Period. Congress will not fire the virile
male for doing a virile male thing, which is extra marital sex and then
lying about it.
Americans love talking about sex, as long as it 'bad' sex. Good sex talk is
suppressed. So, the talk of the report will go on for months, each detail
relished and practiced in good homes everywhere. Congress quits for the
year in a month. Next summer will be the gossip Congressional hearings
on
Starr Report, and by then it's only a year til Clinton's gone anyway.
Now money and power lies are something else but the Starr report is hazy
on
that. Money lies were before President and power lies are business as
usual. And so it goes.
Even if every single word is true, it's not enough, sad to say. People
believe what they want and they don't want the evidence of Clinton, they
want the smile and charm. He can make it for two more years. Sad to say
Love the part about Foster and Hillary being lovers. Too cool. Let's have
Hillary do a national Mea Culpa too.
Entire transcript of ATC/Swissair reveals ATC and crew did not screw up
as
much as earlier surmised.
And it appears that when circuit breakers are opened and then closed, stop
flow, start flow suddenly, the Kapton fire explodes.
That would explain the crew choosing ten thousand feet as goal, and then
when they go there something catastrophic occurring. They may have
waited
to 10000 then started the fire isolation checklist which included pull
breakers and put back in. Poof, explosion, fire and smoke incapacitating
crew which allowed plane to dive out of control and disintegrate on way
down or disintegrate at water impact. Debris field size will determine
disintegration altitude.
Also good to have would be MD11 smoke in airconditioning emergency
checklist at stated by crew. Are there pulling circuit breakers in the
checklist?
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Those missile guys still here and talking airplanes have shown you care
more about plane crashes and less about the evil people who may have
caused
them. Note the missile guys absences and note those present.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
>http://bst-tsb.gc.ca/eng/about/emergency/eurgent_atc_prelim_transcript
ml
>
1:14:18.0
>
Swissair one eleven heavy is declaring
>Pan Pan Pan. We have uh smoke in the cockpit, uh request (deviate),
>immediate return uh to a convenient place, I guess uh Boston ***.
> QM
>
1:14:33.2
>
Swissair one eleven roger ... turn right
>proceed ...uh ... you say to Boston you want to go?
> SWR111
>
1:14:33.2
>
I guess Boston ... we need first the
>weather so uh we start a right turn here. Swissair one one one Heavy.
> QM
>
1:14:45.2
>
Swissair one eleven roger and a descent
>to flight level three one zero. Is that okay?
> SWR111
>
1:14:50.3
>
Three one zero [Unintelligible words
>obscured by a noise. Possibly the noise associated with donning oxygen
>masks] Three one zero *** one one heavy.
> QM
>
1:15:03.1
>
Swissair one eleven Centre.
> SWR111
>
1:15:06.6
>
Swissair one eleven heavy go ahead.
> QM
>
1:15:08.6
>
Uh Would you prefer to go into Halifax?
> SWR111
>
1:15:11.6
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>
Uh Standby
> Virgin 12
>
1:15:15.0
>
Moncton Virgin twelve will be standing by.
> QM
>
1:15:17.3
>
Virgin twelve roger standby.
> SWR111
>
1:15:38.4
>
Affirmative for Swissair one eleven
>heavy. We prefer Halifax from our position.
> QM
>
1:15:43.8
>
Swissair one eleven roger, proceed direct
>to Halifax, descend now to flight level two niner zero.
> SWR111
>
1:15:48.7
>
Level two niner zero to Halifax, Swissair
>one eleven heavy.
> BAW214
>
1:15:58.3
>
And uh Swissair one eleven heavy from
>Speedbird two one four I can give you the Halifax weather if you like?
> SWR111
>
1:16:04.1
>
Swissair one eleven heavy we have the uh
>the oxygen mask on go ahead with the weather.
> BAW214
>
1:16:10.4
>
Okay it's the three hundred zulu weather
>was one zero zero at niner knots, one five miles, scattered at one two
>zero, broken at two five zero, plus seventeen, plus twelve, two niner
>eight zero, over.
> SWR111
>
1:16:29.6
>
Roger Swissair one eleven heavy we copy
>the ah altimeter is two niner eight zero.
> QM
>
1:16:36.5
>
Swissair one eleven, you're cleared to
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>ten thousand feet and the Hal...altimeter is two nine eight zero.
> SWR111
>
1:16:41.7
>
Two niner eight zero, ten thousand feet,
>Swissair one eleven heavy
> QM
>
1:16:52.5
>
And Swissair one eleven uh can you tell
>me what your fuel on board is and the number of passengers?
> SWR111
>
1:16:58.3
>
Uh roger standby for this.
> BAW1506
>
1:17:15.5
>
Speedbird one five zero six is at Tusky
>listening out.
> QM
>
1:17:19.3
>
Speedbird one five zero six, roger
> QM
>
1:18:19.3
>
Swissair one eleven you can contact
>Moncton Centre now one one niner decimal two.
> SWR111
>
1:18:24.4
>
One one niner point two for the Swissair
>one one one heavy.
> QM
>
1:18:31.0
>
Roger
> SWR111
>
1:18:34.3
>
Moncton Centre good evening. Swissair one
>eleven heavy flight level two five four descending flight level two five
>zero on course Halifax. We are flying at the time on track zero five zero
> HZ
>
1:18:46.8
>
Swissair one eleven good evening descend
>to three thousand, the altimeter is two nine seven nine.
> SWR111
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>
1:18:51.8
>
Ah we would prefer at the time around uh
>eight thousand feet, two nine eight zero, until the cabin is ready for the
>landing.
> HZ
>
1:19:00.9
>
Swissair one eleven uh you can descend to
>three, level off at an intermediate altitude if you wish. Just advise.
> SWR111
>
1:19:07.2
>
Roger. At the time we descend to eight
>thousand feet. We are anytime clear to three thousand. I keep you
advised.
> HZ
>
1:19:14.5
>
Okay. Can I vector you uh to set up for
>runway zero six at Halifax?
> SWR111
>
1:19:19.4
>
Ah say again latest wind, please.
> HZ
>
1:19:22.1
>
Okay, active runway Halifax zero six.
>Should I start you on a vector for six?
> SWR111
>
1:19:26.3
>
Yes, uh vectors for six will be fine
>Swissair one eleven heavy.
> HZ
>
1:19:31.0
>
Swissair one eleven roger, turn left
>heading of ah zero three zero.
> SWR111
>
1:19:35.1
>
Left ah heading zero three zero for the
>Swissair one eleven.
> HZ
>
1:19:39.5
>
Okay, it's a back course approach for
>runway zero six. The localizer frequency one zero niner decimal niner.
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>You've got thirty miles to fly to the threshold.
> SWR111
>
1:19:53.3
>
Uh we need more than thirty miles, please
>ah say me again the frequency of the back beam.
> HZ
>
1:19:59.5
>
Swissair one eleven roger, you can turn
>left heading three six zero to lose some altitude, the frequency is one
>zero niner decimal niner for the localizer, it's a back course approach.
> SWR111
>
1:20:09.5
>
One zero niner point niner roger, and we
>are turning left to heading ah north. Swissair one eleven heavy.
> HZ
>
1:21:23.1
>
Swissair one eleven when you have time
>could I have the number of souls on board and your fuel onboard please
for
>emergency services.
> SWR111
>
1:21:30.1
>
Roger, at the time uh fuel onboard is uh
>two three zero tonnes. We must uh dump some fuel. May we do that in
this
>area during descent? [Note: Two three zero tonnes represents the curren
>gross weight of the aircraft
>
not the amount of fuel on board]
> HZ
>
1:21:40.9
>
Uh okay, I am going to take you... Are
>you able to take a turn back to the south or do you want to stay closer to
>the airport?
> SWR111
>
1:21:47.0
>
Uh, standby short, standby short.
> SWR111
>
1:21:59.1
>
Okay we are able for a left or right turn
>towards the south to dump.
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> HZ
>
1:22:04.2
>
Swissair one-eleven uh roger, uh turn to
>the ah left heading of ah two zero zero degrees and ah advise me when
you
>are ready to dump. It will be about ten miles before you are off the
>coast. You are still within about
>
twenty five miles of the airport.
> SWR111
>
1:22:20.3
>
Roger, we are turning left and ah in that
>case we're descending at the time only to ten thousand feet to dump the
>fuel.
> HZ
>
1:22:29.6
>
Okay, maintain one zero thousand. I'll
>advise you when you are over the water. It will be very shortly.
> SWR111
>
1:22:34.4
>
Roger
> SWR111
>
1:22:36.2
>
(Du bisch i dr) emergency checklist (fr)
>air conditioning smoke? [Translation: (You are in the) emergency
checklist
>for air conditioning smoke?]
> HZ
>
1:22:42.9
>
Uh Swissair one eleven say again please.
> SWR111
>
1:22:45.3
>
Ah, sorry it was not for you Swissair one
>eleven was asking internally. It was my fault, sorry about.
> HZ
>
1:22:50.8
>
Okay
> HZ
>
1:23:33.1
>
Swissair one-eleven continue left heading
>one-eight zero you'll be ah off the coast in about ah fifteen miles.
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> SWR111
>
1:23:39.2
>
Roger, left heading one eight zero.
>Swissair one eleven ah and maintaining at ten thousand feet.
> HZ
>
1:23:46.3
>
Roger.
> HZ
>
1:23:55.7
>
You will ah be staying within about ah
>thirty five, forty miles of the airport if you have to get to the airport
>in a hurry.
> SWR111
>
1:24:03.9
>
Okay, that's fine for us. Please tell me
>when we can start ah to dump the fuel.
> HZ
>
1:24:08.8
>
Okay.
> SWR111
>
1:24:28.1
>
[Background tone] Ah Swissair one eleven.
>At the time we must fly ah manually. Are we cleared to fly between ah
ten
>thou..eleven thousand and niner thousand feet? [Sound of Autopilot
>disconnect warbler]
> HZ
>
1:24:38.7
>
Swissair one eleven you can block between
>ah five thousand and twelve thousand if you wish.
> SWR111
>
1:24:45.1
>
>
1:24:46.4
>
Swissair one eleven heavy is declaring
>emergency
>
>
[Second voice overlap] (Roger) we are
>between uh twelve and five thousand feet we are declaring emergency
now at
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>ah time ah zero one two four. [Possible intercom sound toward the end o
>the transmission.]
> HZ
>
1:24:56.0
>
Roger.
> SWR111
>
1:24:56.5
>
Eleven heavy we starting dump now we have
>to land immediate.
> HZ
>
1:25:00.7
>
Swissair one eleven just a couple of
>miles I'll be right with you.
> SWR111
>
1:25:04.1
>
Roger. [Sound - Probable Autopilot
>disconnect warbler]
> SWR111
>
1:25:05.4
>
And we are declaring emergency now
>Swissair one eleven.
> HZ
>
1:25:08.6
>
Copy that.
> HZ
>
1:25:19.2
>
Swissair one eleven you are cleared to ah
>commence your fuel dump on that track and advise me ah when the
dump is
>complete.
> HZ
>
1:25:43.0
>
Swissair one eleven check you're cleared
>to start the fuel dump.
> SWR111
>
1:25:49.3
>
(***)
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/
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Date:

Mon, 14 Sep 1998 20:27:33 -0700

Subject:
pass list h to z
-IIngenhuett, Lonnie, 43, of Scottsdale, Ariz., off-duty TWA
employee
-JJacquemot, Benoit
Jensen, Susanne, 31, of Greenwich, Conn., associate at G.E.
Capital
Johns, Courtney, 18, of Clarkston, Mich., recent graduate of
Marian High School in Bloomfield Hills, Mich., who planned to attend
Villanova University in the fall
Johnsen, Arlene E., 60, of Grand Junction, Colo., TWA Flight
800 flight attendant, owned a bed-and-breakfast
Johnson, Ellen, of Springfield, Va., co-owner of an editorial
services company
Johnson, Jed, 47, of New York, interior designer
Johnson, Leonard, of Springfield, Va., engineer at Ft. Belvoir
(husband of Ellen Johnson)
Jones, Romana, 61, of West Hartford, Conn., retired hospital
employee
Karschner, Amanda, of Montoursville, Pa., student
-KKevorkian, Capt. Ralph G., 58, of Garden Grove, TWA Flight 80
pilot
Krick, Oliver, 25, of St. Louis, Mo., TWA Flight 800 flight
engineer
Krikhan, Margot
Krukar, Andrew, 40, of Bridgewater, Conn., an engineer at the
Torrington Co. in Watertown, Conn.
Kwan, Barbara, 40, of Scottsdale, Ariz., off-duty TWA employee
Kwiat, Kimberly
Kwiat, Patricia
-LLabys, Jane, 51, of Morgantown, W.Va., a real estate agent
Lacailledesse, Antoine
LaForge, Alain
Lamour, Yvon
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Lang, Ray, 51, of North Massapequa, N.Y., TWA Flight 800 crew
Lockhart, Maureen, 49, of Merriam, Kan., TWA Flight 800 crew
Loffredo, Elaine, 50, of Glastonbury, Conn., off-duty TWA
employee
Loudenslager, Jody, of Montoursville, Pa., student
Lohan, Britta
Loo, Patricia
Lucien, Dalila, 17 (niece of saxophone player Wayne Shorter,
who was not on the flight).
Luevano, Elias, 42, of Albuquerque, N.M., off-duty TWA
employee
Lychner, Katie, 8, of Houston (daughter of Pam Lychner)
Lychner, Pam, 37, of Houston, prominent Texas crime victims
rights advocate.
Lychner, Shannon, 10, of Houston (daughter of Pam Lychner)
-MManchuelle, Francois
Maresq, Etienne
Maresq, Nicolas
Martin, Betty Ruth, 69, of Belleville, Ill.
Mazzola, Salvator, 36, of Palermo, Italy, unemployed factory
worker
McPherson, Pamela, 45, of Atlanta, Ga., off-duty TWA employee
Meade, Sandra, 42, of Camano Island, Wash., TWA Flight 800
crew
Melotin, Grace, 48, of Corona, N.Y., TWA Flight 800 crew
Mercurio, Giuseppe, of Palo del Colle, Italy, produce-stand
worker and part-owner of jewelry store in Bari, Italy (married to Anna
d'Alessandro)
Merieux, Rodolphe
Meshulam, Avishaim, of Tel Aviv
Michel, Pascal
Miller, Amy, 29, of Andreas, Pa., Was taking trip to Paris to
celebrate fifth wedding anniversary (married to Kyle Miller)
Miller, Elizabeth, in her 50s, of Tenafly, N.J. (married to
Robert Miller)
Miller, Gideon, 57, of Sarasota, Fla., off-duty TWA pilot
Miller, Joan, of Fairfield, Conn.
Miller, Kyle, 29, of Andreas, Pa., a hardware store owner
Miller, Robert, 62, of Tenafly, N.J., Tenafly borough
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administrator
Murta, Angela, of New York
-NNelson, A.
Unnamed passenger flying with A. Nelson
Nibert, Cheryl, of Montoursville, Pa., student
Notes, Gadi, 29, of New York City
-OO'Hara, Caitlin, 13, of Irvington, N.Y. (daughter of Janet and
Jack O'Hara)
O'Hara, Janet, 39, of Irvington, N.Y. (wife of John O'Hara)
O'Hara, John, 39, of Irvington, N.Y., executive producer at
ABC Sports
Olsen, Rebecca Jane, 20, of Macon, Ga., junior history major
at University of Georgia
Omiccioli, Monica, 23, of Fano, Italy, seamstress (married to
Mirko Buttaroni)
Orman, Alan
Ostachiewicz, Elsie
Unnamed passenger flying with Elsie Ostachiewicz
-PPaquet, Huguette
Paquet, Ingrid
Pares, Serge
Penzer, Judy, 49, of Pittsburg, artist and muralist
Percy, Marion, of Tuckahoe, NY
Price, Dennis, of Englewood, Colo., investment manager
(married to Peggy Price)
Price, Peggy, of Englewood, Colo., United Airline flight attendan
Privette, Glenda (or Brenda), of Stevenson, Ala. (mother of
Thomas Weatherby)
Puhlmann, Rico, 61, of New York City, fashion photograher
Puichaud, Elizabeth, of Paris
-RRemy, Jacqueline
Rhein, Kirk Jr., 43, of Darien, Conn., president and chief
executive of the Danielson Holding Corp., a New York insurance
company, and
a
partner in the New York investment firm Whitman, Heffernan,
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Rhein & Co.
Rhoads, Marit E., 48, of Bellevue, Wash., TWA Flight 800 crew
(married to Scott Rhoads)
Rhoads, Scott, 48, Bellevue, Wash., schoolteacher.
Richey, Brent
Richter, Annelyse
Richter, Noemie
Rio, Celine
Rogers, Kimberly, of Montoursville, Pa., student
Rojany, Yon, of Studio City
Romangna, Barbara
Rose, Katrina M., 26, of Cleveland Heights, Ohio, (dauhter of
Sandra Hazelton)
Rupert, Judith, of Montoursville, Pa., high school secretary
-SSchuldt, Mike, 51, of Safety Harbor, Fla., TWA Flight 800 Crew
Scott, Barbara, of Stevenson, Ala. (married to Michael Scott)
Scott, Joseph, 13, of Stevenson, Ala. (son of Michael and
Barbara Scott)
Scott, Michael, of Stevenson, Ala.
Shorter, Anna Maria, of Los Angeles (wife of saxophone player
Wayne Shorter, who was not on the flight, and aunt of Dalila Lucien,
who was)
Siebert, Brenna, 25, of Holts Summit, Mo., veterinary clinic
worker in Jefferson City, Mo. (sister of Chrisha Siebert)
Siebert, Chrisha, 28, of Kansas City, Mo., theater teacher at
Rockhurst College
Silverman, Candace, 22, of Los Angeles (daughter of Eugene and
Etta Silverman)
Silverman, Etta, 53, of Los Angeles (married to Eugene
Silverman)
Silverman, Eugene, 54, of Los Angeles, tax attorney
Silverman, Jamie, 15, of Los Angeles (daughter of Eugene and
Etta Silverman)
Simmons, Olivia, 50, of Orange, N.J., schoolteacher and
off-duty part-time TWA employee
Skjold, K.
Snyder, Capt. Steven, 57, of Stratford, Conn., TWA Flight 800
pilot
Story, William R., of California, president and chief
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executive officer of National American Insurance Co.
Straus, Carine
-TTeang, Lydie
Teang, Rachana
Thiery, Josette
Tofani, Mauro, 46, of Prato, Italy, cloth merchant
Torche, Melinda, 47, Irvine, TWA Flight 800 crew
-UUzupis, Larissa, of Montoursville, Pa., student
-VVanepps, Lois
Verhaeghe, Rick L., 48, of Goldsboro, N.C., off-duty TWA
flight officer
-WWarren, Lani, 48, of Sherman Oaks, off-duty TWA flight service
manager
Watson, Jacqueline, of Montoursville, Pa., student
Watson, Jill, 32, of Pittsburgh, Pa., architect, daughter of
ThermoKing president James F. Watson (father was not on the flight)
Weatherby, Thomas, 13, of Stevenson, Ala. (son of Glenda
Privette).
Weaver, Monica, of Montoursville, Pa., student
Windmiller, Ruben
Wolfson, Eleanor, chaparone of Montoursville, Pa., group
(mother of Wendy Wolfson)
Wolfson, Wendy, of Montoursville, Pa., student
Wolters, Bonnie, 44, of New York City, a bond trader engaged
to be married to a judge who was not on the flight but had planned to
join her in France next week.
-YYee, Judith, of New York
-ZZara, Jean
Ziemkiewicz, Jill, 24, of Rutherford, N.J.,TWA Flight 800 crew
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Date:

Tue, 1 Sep 1998 18:34:40 -0700

Subject:
Hung the wrong building
August 20 by JBS soon after attack>Here is my take on it.
>
>Vigilante lynching. That Moslem guy was accused by unknowns,
judged guilty
>by unknowns, and attempted to be executed by unknowns. Where is the
rule
>of law, of evidence, of deliberation, of appeal? It was over in two days.
>
>What happens with lynchings in hot blood, as this was, is the wrong guy
is
>hung.
>
>Where is the proof of nerve gas factory? And by the way, blowing up a
>nerve gas factory is unclear on the concept of spreading of nerve gas.
>Maybe Clinton is lucky it was not a nerve gas factory, could you see
>clouds of nerve gas drifting across Khartoum? The capital of a large
>country?
Weeks later CO Quotes:
WASHINGTON--With some close allies voicing deepening doubts, U.S.
officials
acknowledged Monday that they erred in their original explanation of
how they
picked a pharmaceutical plant in Sudan to be destroyed by cruise missiles
on
Aug. 20. Officials said they were unaware when Tomahawk missiles
were fired
at the Shifa Pharmaceutical plant in the Sudanese capital that the facility
produced human and veterinary medicines for the impoverished nation.
And they
conceded that Clinton administration officials initially overstated evidenc
that suspected terrorist mastermind Osama bin Laden held a financial
stake in
the facility.
Vigilante hanging and they hung the wrong building.
SM. The inward crush skin is apparent all the way up to the main cabin
window belt with some some outward pillowing that could be caused by
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the
fracturing of the skin in the radius of the pillowing (thus giving an
outward pillowed look when mounted back in its original plane) or debri
such as the crew oxygen bottle, and chairs, etc. breaking loose and
penetrating the skin. This is a quite a simple concept and quite logical
and reasonable.
Only if you are detached from reality. "Outward pillowing?" Do you
mean the
outward shattered skin around the two midspan latches? Outward
pillowing,
I'm chuckling, as good as any White House spin doctor.
> >There is one area that is bulged out significantly just aft of the door
>frame that includes the door frame.
Like the forward latch area, the other area that is bulged significantly
near door frame opposite midspan latch.
>This was caused by the crew
oxygen
>cylinder breaking loose on impact with the water and rupturing through
the
>skin.
Nice try Stan but refuted by reality, again. You are trying to get water to
strike metal and cause outward shattered skin. Can't do it. Physics. Only
if pressurized and it wasn't, or bomb inside and there wasn't.
SM; The
crew oxygen bottle is mounted in the top third of the door opening
and just aft of the aft door frame. There is an access panel to service
this bottle. Its trajectory on impact would be right where the door frame
is bowed out and the skin peeled open.
Which raises the question that maybe the oxygen bottle caught fire and
penetrated the door causing rupture in flight. I doubt it because I use UAL
811 as model. Big point cylinder behind skin that strikes water does not
go
into the water causing shattered outward skin, it would go inward and
cause
a pillowing effect, which is evident lower down but not at the midspan
latch areas.
SM: Your babbling.
And this incoherency of yours is not? SM>The inward crush skin is
apparent
all the way up to the main cabin window belt with some some outward
pillowing that could be caused by the fracturing of the skin in the radius
of the pillowing (thus giving an outward pillowed look when mounted
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back in
its original plane) or debris, such as the crew oxygen bottle, and chairs,
etc. breaking loose and penetrating the skin.
SM>The evidence is clearly there to refute your premise. It is time you
start accepting it. The pillowing is water impact of which you agree. The
outward petaling is clearly from cabin objects.
If only you could refute physics like the missile guys you all would be
respected as good investigators instead of the wishful thinking fantastists
you are.
Balloons in space always pop outwards. Inward is in, water impact is in,
implosion is in, pillowing is in, crushed is in. Outward is out, explosion
is out, explosive decompression is out. Both types of damage exist in the
cargo door area of TWA 800. Both causes happened. Both areas around
midspan
latches have outward.
>The outward petaling is clearly from cabin objects.
Wishful thinking with no logic or science to back it up yet lots of science
and logic to refute.
How did baggage containders behind the 'intact' door get into the red
zone?
What cabin object caused the rupture zone at the forward midspan latch?
Why
are there not outward shattered areas caused by other cabin objects furthe
up?
Because outward damage was caused by outward force and inward
damage was
caused by inward force. Now there is a reasonable logical explanation for
evidence.
09:23 AM ET 09/01/98
U.S. wants review of treaty setting up U.N. court
THE HAGUE, Sept 1 (Reuters) - The United States on Tuesday
reiterated its call for a review of the treaty to set up an
International Criminal Court, saying the text agreed in Rome in
July was seriously flawed.
The United States has not signed the treaty, arguing that it
does not offer sufficient guarantee that guilty parties be
brought to justice or protect peacekeeping troops from unfair
prosecution.
Scheffer said the final text of the Rome treaty represented
a ``seriously flawed take-it-or-leave-it text...that provides a
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recipe for politicisation of the court.''
``We hope that other governments will recognise the benefits
of potential American participation in the Rome treaty and
correct its flawed provisions,'' he said.
JBS> Too bloody right! That take it or leave it option told to Libya by the
US about 103 was seriously flawed and I'm glad the US now sees the
folly of
its action. Ha! If we do it, it's good; if they do it, it's bad.
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Thu, 17 Sep 1998 09:15:08 -0700

Subject:
Hull ruptures all over
SF>Back to JAL Flight 123 on Monday,
> August 12, 1985. 26-year old Yumi
>Ochiai reported that it all started with a sudden loud bang,
> overhead on
>the rear. Her ears hurt and the inside of the cabin became white. The
>cabin pressure warning horn went off - andthen the beep-beep-beep
>stopped.
Ah, truth, don't you love it? The above is for a rear pressure bulkhead
failure from improper repair. It's a 747 and suffered a hull rupture in
flight.
The truth of that event matches the other hull ruptures in flight events,
baro trauma to victims and sudden loud sound.
>For a while,
> some people investigating the crash wanted to blame a
>door - Door Five right coming off. That was one of things that
>happened - it was mentioned on the CVR - but that happened later than
>the initial event. The book Air Disaters by Stanley Stewart says on
>page 226 that it was quickly discounted when the door was found intact
I didn't know that Sammy. You can see the crew was thinking.
>All loud or moderately loud noises are not cargo doors.
And police try very hard to match that sudden sound to bomb but it never
works, the low frequencies are missing. It does match DC 10 door open
decompression, as stated in 182 report, on web site of course.
><< The sudden loss of electrical power and photographs of the front
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>fuselage section and the detached forward cargo door damage [Q. Is this
>the same door as Door Five Right?] indicated an explosion in the
forward
>cargo hold. The other cargo doors were noticed to be intact and still
>attacjed to the fuselage.
- Air Disasters by Stanley Stewart ( London Ian Allen Limited, 1986)
page 226 at the end of the page.
Sammy, the above refers to AI 182 I think, can you confirm? Door 5R is
aft
on right side, not the forward cargo door.
SF>GD> Barry, insanity is as insanity does. You are truly nuts.
>
>I think he knows it has to be wrong - but there were people pushing this
>idea in the past.
SF, you think wrong, I know I'm right and have been for nine, almost ten
years. And every time you dig up evidence, it supports the wiring/cargo
door explanation.
Even when you find matches of other non bomb non missile non center
tank
hull ruptures in 747s to recent hull ruptures thought to be bomb or missile
or center tank, you still dismiss the match and call it conspiracy caused
damage. That sound on CVR is the explosive decompression. It's not
bomb, or
missile, or center tank explosion.
Why hulls rupture in flight? Lots of reasons. One is the forward cargo
door
ruptures in flight. Need more corroborative evidence than CVR to say
door
did it and the evidence is there.
Thanks for info about JAL 123, I would love to get the official report, it
may have CVR data on it.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Fri, 4 Sep 1998 11:00:39 -0700
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Subject:
I am not nuts.
In-Reply-To:
<FLIGHT-800%1998090407325428@HOME.EASE.LSOFT.COM>
>Subj: Parody of poor quality etc.
>JBS: (Sammy, I trust you go along with my satire, it is total nonsense
>
>THat's fairly obvious, but it is good that you say it too.
I'll say it again, total nonsense.
>JBS: meant to make a point of evidence is important, not circumstances
>JBS: and style.)
>
>But your point is wrong - it doesn't even come close to making sense,
>unlike some of the things you are trying to parody.
The point is you fit a profile of religion, location, knowledge, and
motive, but it's not you based on evidence.
>Your parody falls flat.
Sammy, of course if falls flat, you are the butt of the joke. Now you know
how the US Navy feels when it is wrongfully accused for missile
shootdown.
Nobody likes to be made fun of, that's why I apologized right off the bat.
You can make fun of me if you wish. And sorry about your Dad. I often
think
why did the Holocaust happen. Why did they go down to office to
register,
why did they get cornered in ghetto, why did they get on trains, why did
they get in showers. I strongly resist any efforts to 'herd' me. Especially
'for my own good.'
>
>JBS: and revenge against Swiss banks for laundering Jewish confiscated
>JBS: money in WWII, and thus may have set off an incendiary device
>JBS: in a cargo hold of Swissair Flight 111.
>
>Something like that may have happened actually.
>
>Everybody jkeeps repeating no foul play. They think BOMB =
IMMEDIATE
>DISINTEGRATION> You know, the Unabomber almost caused the
loss of a
>plane in 1979. It was a small explosion, but when the pilot made an
>emergenecy landing he nearly crashed into another plane on the ground
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Exactly, too early to rule out terrorism for 111. Just like 48 hours was
too early to rule it in for PA 103 and TWA 800.
>Not always could have. It does not always apply.
All of us always could have, and always did not.
>
>JBS: See how crazy and potentially destructive paranoia thinking is and
>JBS: how it can harm innocents, you missile guys? See how
coincidence can
>JBS: be contrued to fit any loony conspiracy theory?
>
>It tends to work better when you only have a vague impression of the
>facts - then you get more matches. BUt theer are real coincidences
>anyway.
>
>JBS: See how ordinary circumstance can be turned dark and evil by
>JBS: plotting by evil human explanations?
>
>Actually that one doesn't work. But I do know that someone could at
>least attempt to turn this the other way. I have many more than just
>a few coincidences.
>
>JBS; Sammy is a citizen investigator like all of us. He in no way is
>JBS: connnected to Swissair 111...at least that's what he told me to say.
>JBS: and plane supposed to sink in certain spot with recovery ships
>JBS: underneath? Good story, hey?
>
>No good.I found some in alt.conspiracy though, although not good ones
>You don't come up with intelligent ones when you try. You just don't
>know how to do it, sad to say.
That's because I'm not nuts. At least that's why my psychiatrist told me to
say. Ha!
> The evidence is what
>>is pissing you guys off.
>
BS>Wrong again Holmes! We do it because you have a need for it otherwise you
>wouldn't keep perpetuating your scam against the overwhelming
amount of
>contrary logic that has been provided to you. If it was a debate, they
>would have called security to pry your sweating hands from the podium
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and
>eject you into the street, but no such consequences or remedies exist on
>this forum
But if there were, you jackbooted fascist, you'd be first in line to give
the 'remedy.'
"Scam' like what? What is it? Unsubstantiated accusations of crime are
your
tools of debate.
>It could be a form of mental illness.
I think a form of mental illness is to want to remove speakers from
podiums
instead of just walking away from them.
BS>I am just trying to help and answer give you an answer to your
question,
>outside of the ones running around in your head. If you could let go of
>this discredited theory, perhaps you could get unstuck and move on with
your
>life.
Your incoherent writing reflects your incoherent thinking. Reread your
writing and understand your flawed thought process. You are speaking to
yourself when you speak of getting unstuck.
Note that the evidence is what was named as the irritant, not me, yet your
response is directed at my mind, not the evidence. Absence of evidence to
support claims of scam, contrary logic, mental illness, stuck life etc,
noted...as usual, again....
Altitudes for 111. 33000 OK, then problem, then divert to Halifax, then
descend, then dump fuel, then at 8000 disintegrate.
Times to match events above not yet known exactly but very important.
Emergency was not perceived as serious right away. Also disintegration a
8000 and boom may have been supersonic boom as plane went into
uncontrollable dive and came apart not from explosion but from stress
forces of supersonic flight.
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:
Subject:

Fri, 11 Sep 1998 17:48:17 -0700
Just helping
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Content-Type: text/plain; charset="iso-8859-1"
sa*la*cious \se-"la-shes\ adj 1 : arousing sexual desire or imagination 2 :
lustful Û sa*la*cious*ly adv Û sa*la*cious*ness n
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Mon, 14 Sep 1998 10:14:34 -0700

Subject:
Lonely at the top
.AV Web>..AND FINGER-POINTING INTENSIFIES...
Similarly, and amid growing criticism that the crew did not correctly
sense the urgency of a rapidly deteriorating situation, investigators
will want to know the crew's rationale for not "pulling the plug" and
putting the heavily-laden trijet on a runway -- any runway -- as soon
as possible. Swissair continues to defend the crew's actions. All this
without benefit of the CVR analysis which will still be some days in
coming. Meanwhile, despite Swissair's continued rejection of the
possibility, more information has surfaced to support the contention
that the MD-11 could have been landed within the time and runway
available, if the crew had chosen to do so immediately after the initial
report of a problem was made.
JBS> Yeah, and Air Canada and NWA pilots know that and settled strike
immediately.
...AS KAPTON, THE MD-11, AND WIRING GO UNDER A
MICROSCOPE
Fingers were also being pointed at the wire insulation -- called Kapton
-- used by McDonnell Douglas when it manufactured the MD-11.
Kapton's
properties, initial reports indicate, include decomposing under the kind
of heat expected from a short circuit, forming highly conductive carbon
deposits. Those deposits, in turn, can cause other short circuits. In
related news, the FAA appears poised to finish a long-awaited proposal
aimed at replacing the wiring bundles in older jets. Although the
Swissair MD-11 was only seven years old, the FAA's efforts can likely be
expected to receive additional emphasis from this crash.
TWA 800 PA 103, AI 182 and UAL 811 all had that Kapton type
wiring.
Just coincidence? Ha!
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MH>Such a double standard. Clinton wants National Healthcare, which
would
mean
>easier access to medical records, while he stonewalls on access to his
own
>records.
He could be HIV positive, exchange of bodily fluids can transmit the viru
And Monica was not exactly celibate.
And may have given AIDS to Hillary. Give the false rumor to Drudge.
Clinton
Has AIDS!
CO> The delay was caused by the heebie-jeebie assumption that
>this cock-up might be due to terrorism rather than a TWA blunder.
Once again
>the heebie-jeebie guys are the cause and effect of their own dark fears.
Self fulfilling prophecy.
>The official theory actually claims that the explosion was due
>to TWA having spent so much time trying to prevent a non-existent
terrorist
>threat that the fuel tank exploded shortly after the delayed take-off. Tha
>is a conundrum which TWA and the FAA would rather not solve in
public.
Hello TWA and NTSB .....hot on tarmac: tank blows on tarmac. Cold up
higher, no blow up tank up higher.
Hey, where're all the missile guys!
Sure is lonely up here on the podium. Wiring/cargo door guy, podium
finish.
Missile guys, DNF did not finish.
The missile guys/conspiracy guys were finally diverted totally to
Monica/conspiracy scandal bringing down authority and left plane
crashes to
the science guys. Missile guys love bashing authority and Monica is much
better story than fuddy duddy old plane crash superceded by other
crashes.
Bye, bye, missile guys.
But I miss my morning chuckle.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/
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Date:

Fri, 18 Sep 1998 14:40:53 -0700

Subject:
One passenger one chute
In-Reply-To: <199809182106.PAA19414@mailmx.micron.net>
>1. Ejection seats for all passengers. Johnny: "Gee, mommy, what
happens
>if I pull this red handle?"
>
>2. A BIG MOTHER PARACHUTE to lower the whole plane down
gently to earth.
>
>It is a tossup as to which is crazier. But most importantly, it makes good
>ol' Flight-800 seem tame and sane.
Me crazy again, been saying chutes for passengers for years. But then,
been
there done that, so I know. Ejection seat and parachute saved my life and
I'm here to tell you idiots that don't want a chute to go die.
Titanic, one lifeboat seat for each passenger.
Airliners, one chute for each passenger.
So basic. So contrary to image fantasy of in your living room watching T
or in kitchen eating or in bedroom sleeping and not in reality of fuel
laden bomb surrounded by fire. Usually controlled like electricity or jet
exhuast, and sometimes not like,,,,,add crashes here
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Tue, 15 Sep 1998 00:14:02 -0700

Subject:
Patterns
In-Reply-To:
<FLIGHT-800%1998091502314084@HOME.EASE.LSOFT.COM>
I think it's tenable. Ha!
>JBS: "GD and EB will be next to go". JBS got pissed at George for
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saying
>JBS was not himself in an airplane crash and at me for telling him the
>truth about NTSB Exhibit 4A because the truth is in conflict with JBS'
>streak theory.
EB the mind reader. EB the poster who knows how people feel and why.
Ha!
>Here again is why JBS is full of it with his baloney that the witnesses
>saw hundreds of streaks in the sky and that 4A does not say that the 183
>witnesses who saw the streak also saw the Massivee Fireball.
You're sputtering again with your epithets, EB
>4A indicates there were 458 witnesses and that 183 of them saw the
streak.
>4A further indicates that 128 of the 183 streak witnesses "reported an
>immediate end of the streak". And that 85 of the 128 "described it
ending
>in an explosion". And that "ll
>aid it ended in a flash". And that "32 said it ended in a fireball".
>
>
>How many of the 183 streak witnesses saw the Massive Fireball?
Well, let me add...85 plus 11 is 96 plus 32 is 128. OK got it. 183 saw
streak. 128 saw it end in explosion flash, fireball. 128 is not all. All
did not see massive fireball. What is the problem EB?
>JBS does not dispute the fact that 4A indicates there were 183 streak
>witnesses.
Why should I? You are implying I'm caught in a trap by agreeing with a
report?
>He disputes the fact that 4A says the 183 streak witnesses also saw the
Massive Fireball.
Only because it doesn't. If the numbers added up to 183 I would be saying
all streak witnessess saw streak end in fireball, flash, or explosion. But
they didn't so I don't. What is the problem?
>Here's the wording of the bureaucrat who wrote the part of 4A in
disputed:
>"A review of witness data provided information that the persons who
>observed streaks observed them in conjunction with the fireball".
What that means, EB, if we are allowed to reinterpret reports, and you
certainly feel you are allowed to, you even put words in their [mouths], I
would interpret that to read, "A review of the witness data provided
information that the persons who observed streaks and fireballs observed
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them in conjunction."
See, EB, you can't have people who observe streaks but no fireball, flash,
or explosion, later say they have a fireball in conjunction. There are 55
who reported no conjunctive fireball flash, or explosion. Can't have a
fireball one time and a fireball the next as you would have them say. It's
clear, 128 saw a streak in conjunction with a fireball/flash/explosion, 55
saw a streak and did not report it ending or in conjunction with a
fireball/flash/explosion and they would have because they were asked and
they would have remembered and would have said flash or fireball or
explosion, and the numbers would have added up to 183. But they didn't,
EB
and that's where your lame brain story of all streaks tracking to massive
fireball comes unglued. 55 short.
Numbers did you in EB, basic stuff.
> JBS contends that all the authors of 4A meant to say exactly what they
>said. So he's stuck with 32 streak/fireball witnesses out of 183 streak
>witnesses - 151 streak witnesses who did not see the Massive Fir
>all even though 339 out of the total of 458 witnesses saw the Massive
>Fireball.
What are you talking about now? You pickin' numbers out of the air?
>4A is a bureaucratic report about the witnesses. It includes no witnesses
>reports. None. It's no more reliable than police accident reports >which are virtually all screwed up to some extent. Experienced acciden
>investigators come to conclusions a
>er reviewing all of the available evidence. The inexperienced jump to
>conclusions from whatever seems to best suit their pre-conceived notion
of
>what happened. With the Missile Huggers and JBS, it's not just a
>pre-conceived notion. It's a pre-conceiv
> conviction that they know what happened - and that the evidence will fi
>their scenario even if they have to pound square pegs into round holes.
Yeah, yeah yeah, EB, the numbers are clear and don't need reliable
interpretations to add. 183, 128, and 55 are real and reliable, that's all
that's needed. Trying to trash the report, ha!
> And JBS streak theory, that what the witnesses actually saw that
>appeared to them
>o be a streak was the cargo door and/or something that came out of it
>reflecting sunlight as it descended for about 60 seconds from 13,700 fee
>to the surface, has no support in logic, common sense, any witness
reports
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>or 4A.
It fits all of it, every single eyewitness, every detail, every color,
every second, every direction, every time event, every location, every
piece of metal in the sky. It all fits. It's all logical, it's all
reproducible, it's all physics, it's all geometry, it's all arithmetic,
it's all science.
EB, the horse is dead, 55 saw streak and no end with fireball, flash or
explosion. All streaks did not track to fireball. The End.
All you missile guys, you are to blame for diverting government
investigator interest away from mechanical for months and months.
Because
of the diversion, NTSB is hung up on one mechanical, FBI had bomb and
Missile and there was no more room for other explanations such as bad
wiring causing something to go wrong and crash TWA 800. So it crashed
another, Swissair 111. No bomb, no missile, no center tank explosion for
Swissair, but probably electrical, my explanation for TWA 800. So I have
another sad fatal accident on my conscience. TWA 800 I recognized right
away as cargo door patterned after PA 103, and now Swiss air with the
same
bad wiring that did in UAL 811 by causing the door to open in flight. If I
had not been filly faddlling around with the conspiracy guys as one of my
guilty pleasures I might have persuaded FAA or NTSB to meet with me,
an
impossible task it turns out.
Your conspiracy evasive mind will never accept responsibility for Swissa
111 but it's there. You had a chance for the last 15 months of knowing
about wiring/cargo door to explore it, check the wiring angle and see the
many dangers of poly x wiring and maybe have suggested to NTSB to
also
check out wiring as well as your missile story. But nooooo, you were
gutted
by Traficante as you dithered around for a media site for your press
conference. Ha! And missile was thrown out again, with the streak still
dangling. And wiring ignored again. Then FDR irregularities, then smoke
in
cabin, oxygen masks on pilots, sun visor melting, and high speed impact
with water for Swissair 111 and 229 more bite the dust.
Even now, with a recent electrical apparently caused accident Swissair
111,
no one connects UAL 811, and no one connects UAL 811 to TWA 800.
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Even now
with the bad bare wiring found in the autopsy of TWA 800 will anyone
acknowledge the match of bad wiring in TWA 800 to bad wiring in UAL
811 to
bad wiring in Swissair 111.
Discerning patterns is the first sign of intelligence. I have done that
with high time 747s that suffer hull ruptures in flight. There are four.
From that pattern I can see how the pattern continues. It's more cargo bay
fires in flight, more hull ruptures in flight, more rudders flapping back
and forth inflight, it's more smoke in cabin in flight. It's a pattern.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Wed, 9 Sep 1998 22:40:03 -0700

Subject:
Pilot fly plane, not reverse
In-Reply-To:
<FLIGHT-800%1998091000200560@HOME.EASE.LSOFT.COM>
EB>I wonder how many apprecite the quality of Chris Olsson's postings
I do, I do! I particularly apprecite [sic] the quality of his spelling.
[Love the brackets.]
> As reflected in an earlier posting, a copy of the ATC tape should have
>been released to the
>public in it entirety at the outset.
>That should be SOP on all crashes.
Yeah, yeah, yeah; shoudda woudda coudda.
Posters shoudda proofread their posts. I woudda certainly appreciate som
care given to posts other than just spitting out emotions of the moment. I
coudda proofread mine and do.
> We elect our neighbors to public office and then let them and those
>working under them decide what we need to or should know. It's
absurd.
>Now, the House is
>in deep discussion about the Starr report distributiuon. They sent it
>over in 2 heavily guarded
>vans and it's under lock and key while they debate how much to release
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>when, etc. It should
>have all been on the internet before the vans even picked it up. Starr's
>duty to present it to
>Congress doesn't include hand delivery. Electronic delivery is delivery.
>As a matter of fact,
>Congress doesn't even have it yet. Not one member has seen it. The
>designation of Congress
>as the recipient does not say or mean one or some or most members of
>Congress or Congress'
>employee who has it under lock and key. It means Congress. All of
them.
>And that means
>immediate availability to the employers of Congress - the people.
I also appreciate CO's dedication to discussion of the subject TWA 800
unlike the above. Is there not a discussion group about what an idiot
Clinton is? I find the urge overwhelming too sometimes to start talking
politics, but what a waste.
And SA 111 passengers probably took video with their handycams and
the
tapes are down their getting wet. But if they find them, and they show
footage, then finally a breakthrough on future video cameras in cockpits
instead of erasable non battery backup audio.
And expect Air Canada and NWA pilot strikes to end real quick when the
stupidity of the Swissair pilots becomes apparent to all.
I might have done the same things they did and that would have made me
stupid, too. Too slow to recognize danger, too slow to act, and always
behind the plane. The plane flew those pilots, they did not fly it.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Sun, 20 Sep 1998 10:33:51 -0700

Subject:
Post Mortem
Why LSoft died for me:
1. The open minded reasonable people such as Jack Seaman stopped
responding, no vital signs.
2. The usual posters that always had derogatory comments about the
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received
poster's sexual identity usually threw in a few facts, now they don't.
3. The usual posters that just flamed still do.
4. The usual posters that don't flame and don't give facts but give tidbits
give few and they don't taste good and they are warmed over anyway.
5. There was no thought progression of ideas, It's always everyone stating
case and calling others idiots for not understanding it.
6. There was no consensus or moving forward on positions of agreed upo
conclusions. Movement became stagnant.
7. Everyone became mired in own position and it became boring.
That's why, you idiots, LSoft died, it's because you loonheads did not
follow my explanation, the only true explanation, and did not join me in
attempting to change official minds about TWA 800. My explanation, th
only true explanation is appendened below...again, as usual.
And if you take the above seriously and not for the self reflexive satire
on posts it is, then you will now know why you can never separate the
wheat
from the chaff from official reports, statements, opinions, leaks,
exhibits, and testimony but always pick and choose what suits you best to
keep your internal structure of reality intact.
Raw data is best, as EB found out the hard way by assuming a general
statement of opinion by reporter in 4A meant [all] instead of [some] whic
the raw data reveals is the true meaning when 128 means [some] and 182
means [all].
Raw data refutes EB, it refutes AAIB on PA 103, it refutes NTSB on
TWA 800,
and refutes TSB and Indians on AI 182.
When your life is on the line, go with the raw data, not opinions.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Tue, 15 Sep 1998 09:17:46 -0700

Subject:
Real war is about to break out
Real war is about to break out and nobody cares that much. And how
ironic
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that the Iranians, now prepared to kill thousands, are using a reason
called, 'they broke the rules and hurt our diplomats', while they did the
very same thing to other diplomats in 1979.
>Tehran says the Taleban gives Islam a bad name.
(But did get a chuckle from foreign conspiracy guys.)
What goes around comes around.
Implications for war in that area are profound.
I'm trying to keep the conspiracy guys interested in LSoft. Apparently
they
all went typing away in Clinton forums. Oh well, they can flame each
other
back and forth about technicalities about wording and meaning in the
President's statements. That's not what we do here in TWA 800. We are
all
scientists here.
I understand their higher interest in Lewinsky, Clinton was the target all
the while, not cause of plane crash. Anything to get authority in trouble
and now they have legitimate grounds.
Looking back over my interaction with conspiracy guys I see a pattern:
Errors are always lies.
Capitals mean truth.
Swearing means they really care.
Misspelling of key words is trivial.
Self contradictions in same thought are insignificant.
Small errors of fact are disregarded.
Big errors of fact are plants by others.
Absence of supporting facts is coverup by others.
Anybody who disagrees is a spy.
The government is never wrong, just cheating, lying, stealing, and
cunning.
Now, to live in a world like that takes courage because evil is everywhere
under the bed,tapping the phone, telescopes, microphones, informants,
everywhere. It's not safe to go outside, so I respect the fearful
conspiracy guys who go outside. It also explains why most of them have
stockpiles of weapons and tons of ammo. For self protection of
course...against....them.
Most are intelligent. I wonder what event in their life led them to a life
long distrust of most everything. What betrayal forever twisted the love o
mankind into hatred, fear, and desire for revenge?
I have to thank Sammy for dredging up the Flying article of 1992 to show
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I've been on this wiring/cargo door thing years before TWA 800 and that
changed the old disinformationalist label into scam artist with scam
undetermined.
Of course, you conspiracy freaks, Sammy could be in on it too! Ha! It
never
ends, once entered, the paranoid world always satisfies because all
questions are answered, 'they' did it. Somehow, some way, 'they' fixed it,
they did it, they made it appear so.
I equate religious zealots and conspiracy freaks together, both have same
outlook, just switch 'they' to 'god' and it all makes sense.
Zealots always hurt their cause.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
Iranian Leader Orders Military Alert
By Kaveh
Basmenji
TEHRAN (Reuters) Iran's supreme leader
Tuesday put the military
on the alert for orders in
a further escalation of
the crisis with the
Afghan Taleban.
"All officials...,
including the armed
forces, must be ready
for the speedy, timely
and decisive
implementation of
whatever decisions the senior political and security
authorities deem necessary and right for the country,"
the official news agency IRNA quoted Ayatollah Ali
Khamenei as saying.
Khamenei, commander-in-chief of Iran's
500,000-strong armed forces, also told senior
commanders of the Revolutionary Guards that the
situation in Afghanistan was a "highly crucial issue"
for predominantly Shi'ite Moslem Iran on religious,
humanitarian and political grounds, IRNA reported.
His remarks followed Iranian media reports which
accused the Sunni Taleban of widespread killings,
rapes and looting after their capture Sunday of the
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central Afghan town of Bamiyan, stronghold of Shi'ite
opposition forces which Iran backs.
Hours earlier, the bodies of six Iranian diplomats and
an IRNA correspondent killed by Taleban forces in
Afghanistan last month were brought back to
emotional scenes at Tehran airport.
President Mohammad Khatami, heading thousands of
tearful mourners including cabinet ministers, top
armed forces officers, foreign diplomats and bereaved
relatives, said at a solemn airport ceremony Monday
night: "I assure you that we will defend the integrity
and honor of the sacred system of the Islamic
Republic of Iran to the best of our ability."
Weeping mourners in black chanted "God is greatest.
The martyrs are alive," then chased after ambulances
taking the seven coffins to a morgue with chants of
"Death to Taleban."
A government official said funerals would be held
Friday.
A team sent to Afghanistan to collect the dead
Iranians, who were killed when the Taleban captured
the northern opposition stronghold of Mazar-i-Sharif
on August 8, left two bodies behind which could not
be positively identified, Iranian media reported.
The Revolutionary Guards, spearhead of the Islamic
revolution that toppled the pro-Western shah two
decades ago, said in a statement that both it and the
volunteer Basij militia were ready "to help the
oppressed and meek people of Afghanistan," IRNA
reported.
"The Taleban criminals and their backers should know
that the Guards...are ready to take the revenge of the
oppressed by revolutionary force," it added.
The Iranian army said Monday it was ready to
implement the supreme leader's orders and "to
conduct any missions anywhere and under any
circumstances."
Iran has built up its forces on the Afghan border to
around 70,000 and said more than 200,000 other
troops would soon hold war games along the tense
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frontier.
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Wed, 2 Sep 1998 21:54:41 -0700

Subject:
Re: Airliner Crash Tonight off East Coast
In-Reply-To: <7e61303b.35ee1f23@aol.com>
>Let's monitor this one carefully. Learning from TWA 800,... the first 24
>hours is when the "Damage Control" sets in.
>
>It is precisely this type of thing that is the reason for coming to honest
>closure about TWA 800... because such an incident is bound to repeat
again,
>maybe not on the crash tonight, but sometime in the future.
>
>Best Regards,
>
>Marshall Houston
>Portland, Oregon
Let's all check what Ron Brown was doing business with that known
terrorist
hangout, Switzerland. Check Clinton's links to Geneva Banks. Check all
the
Swiss suicides in the last three years, one of them must have known Bruc
Lindsey. And Swissair did take off from JFK known bomber heaven.
Check all
the ships near Nova Scotia and see what missiles they carry. Ha!
It sounds like a Souix City type landing or an Ontario landing, both
DC-10
types. Control cables cut by engine of floor and trouble landing.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/
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Date:

Wed, 16 Sep 1998 20:07:54 -0700

Subject:
Another medical opinion delivered
GD diagnoses>Barry, insanity is as insanity does. You are truly nuts.
GD, takes one to know one, nyah nyah, nah nah nah...You are truly fitting
the conspiracy guy type mold, always calling other guys nuts.
TS> The other day John Barry Smith posted a TWA Flight 800
passenger list
>which he felt was more accurate than the one Chris Olsson posted.
Not true. Another 'he felt' interpretation of my motives. Wrong again, as
usual. I sent it to the requestor and then to LSoft not knowing if it was
complete or not relative to anybody. I never said it was more accurate. I
just posted it with no comment of better or worse than others. I just
wanted to join in the fun about the 800 pass list with everybody dissing
each other...for what?
I respect others who really check out the names and correct inaccuracies.
Well done, TS. I've stayed away from the emotional aspects of the
wiring/cargo door accidents, emotions distract. Pass lists are emotional. I
get many requests for pass lists for 182, 103 and 800 based on my web
site.
I fulfill them all.
So, this is what LSoft has come too, bitter old timers sitting around the
campfire passing insults and gas. Oh well. TWA 800 is full of surprises
and
we have many to go.
The fire grows dim, the stars come out, the chill appears, the wolves how
time to turn in.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Fri, 4 Sep 1998 12:11:01 -0700

Subject:
Bad wiring on MD11s too.
>
The source of the smoke remains unknown. But the Federal
>
Aviation Administration issued an
>airworthiness directive in
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>
March 1996, calling for installation
>of a cable guard to separate
>
the flight control cables from the
>electrical wiring on a
>
cabin-attendant console in the rear of
>this type of plane.
>
>
The agency said its action was
>prompted by reports of burnt
>
electrical wire cable caused by
>chafing of the wire against flight
>
control cables.
Chafing, smoke, fire, burn through of flight cables, loss of control, dive,
disintegration, impact with water.
All circumstantial but best that can be done 36 hours after event.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
MD-11 wiring was subject of
FAA concern
WASHINGTON (AP) -- U.S. aviation
officials recommended
wiring changes two years ago in the
type of plane that crashed
Wednesday off the coast of Nova Scotia.
The recommendation
was aimed at preventing a potential
electrical fault that could
lead to fire or control problems.
The directive wasn't mandatory for
foreign airlines and it was
not immediately known whether Swissair
made the
recommended alterations.
Swissair did state that it had made
repairs covered in a separate,
1997 FAA airworthiness directive
concerning a potential
cockpit wiring problem.
Pilots of the Swissair MD-11 jumbo jet
that went down en route
from New York to Geneva reported smoke
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in the cockpit, but
the cause of the crash is unknown.
The source of the smoke remains
unknown. But the Federal
Aviation Administration issued an
airworthiness directive in
March 1996, calling for installation of
a cable guard to separate
the flight control cables from the
electrical wiring on a
cabin-attendant console in the rear of
this type of plane.
The agency said its action was prompted
by reports of burnt
electrical wire cable caused by chafing
of the wire against flight
control cables.
The repair was intended to prevent
chafing of these wire cables,
which could result in a fire hazard or
damage to critical cables
controlling the rudder and rear
stabilizer, the FAA said.
The crashed Swissair plane was among
those covered by the
directive, but since all of those were
in foreign service, the
directive was not mandatory for them.
The FAA said it issued
the directive in case any of the planes
were purchased by U.S.
carriers. The cost of the repair was
estimated at about $1,600
per plane. McDonnell Douglas also sent
owners of the planes a
notice describing the needed repair.
Canadian authorities are in charge of
the crash inquiry, but on
hand to assist them is a team from the
U.S. National
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Transportation Safety Board.
Leading that team is Greg Feith, who
was in charge of the
investigation into the May 1996 ValuJet
crash in the Florida
Everglades that killed 110 people. The
McDonnell Douglas
DC-9 plunged in flames.
The ValuJet crew was desperately trying
to return to Miami
when it went down in the swamp. The
Swissair crew first
thought of heading for Boston but
things deteriorated rapidly,
the airline said, so they tried
unsuccessfully for the smaller, but
closer, airport at Halifax, Nova Scotia.
Nervous about possible retaliation
against U.S. targets after
missile strikes on suspected terrorist
facilities in Afghanistan
and Sudan, the Clinton administration
was quick to discount the
likelihood of such a cause for the crash.
Attorney General Janet Reno said ``all
initial information
indicates that it was an accident.''
FBI Director Louis Freeh was more
noncommittal, telling a
Senate Judiciary subcommittee that his
agency is examining
passenger manifests from the plane.
``A lot of things are being done at the
(New York) airport to
secure what could be evidence or
information that is required to
make decisions,'' he said. ``We don't
have any indication at this
point what caused that tragedy.''
FBI spokesman Frank Scafidi said the
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passenger manifests
could be important later if the FBI or
other U.S. authorities
formally get more involved. The FBI is
not searching the list
for anyone suspicious, he said.
The U.S. team of investigators includes
specialists in aircraft
operating systems and crew performance.
Also participating are
the Federal Aviation Administration and
specialists from the
Boeing Co. The MD-11 is an updated
version of the McDonnell
Douglas DC-10. McDonnell Douglas is now
part of Boeing.
Safety board officials stressed they
are there strictly to assist
Canadian authorities.
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Tue, 22 Sep 1998 08:52:26 -0700

Subject:
Appendening
In-Reply-To:
<FLIGHT-800%1998092211110525@HOME.EASE.LSOFT.COM>
>On Sun, 20 Sep 1998 10:33:51 -0700, John Barry Smith
<barry@CORAZON.COM>
>wrote:
>
>
>>
>>That's why, you idiots, LSoft died, it's because you loonheads did not
>>follow my explanation, the only true explanation, and did not join me i
>>attempting to change official minds about TWA 800. My explanation
the
>>only true explanation is appendened below...again, as usual.
>
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>By the way, if you "appendened" something below, I did not see it,
>because I was stopped in my tracks by this gross spelling blunder! So,
>I am "appendening" this statement to your own. : )
>
>Tony
At the time I wrote the word, that was the understanding I had was the
spelling of it. It fit into the definition that I had agreed upon in my
previous post. I never told anyone to lie about that spelling. It was
wrong. I'm not wrong, the word is wrong.
I just wish we could get this spelling thing behind us and move on so I ca
do what the LSoft posters want me to do whatever that is. It's an error but
not serious enough to kick back my posts. I think that LSoft posters have
seen and heard enough of my trivial error for which I have profusely
apologized, and even cried. They are tired and want to get on with their
lives.
TT has waged a partisan attack on me with his right wing cabal. It will
backfire. By continually referring to innocent mistakes anybody could
make
and many do, a feeling of revulsion will rise up in the American Posters
against the dastardly unfair biased exaggerations and the person who
continually issues them.
I did not make the spelling error. The keyboard may have. Then the
spelling
checker failed by not checking it and catching it. The error was trivial.
The error is not enough to kick back the poster. The error was
acknowledged
and apologized for.
By this continual harping on a trivial error for which no laws were broken
TT is destroying the credibility of posters and diminishing the office of
LSoft poster. It hurts the office of LSoft and demeans the concept of fair
posting.
I hope it's endended,
No more appendened,
My knee is bendened,
I doan wanna be sendened.
(The LSoft archives should not be accessible by children and old timers
without parental guidance and intermittent disclaimers. Making a mirror
site to them is unneccessary. Putting them on CD ROM and selling them
is
abuse of the system.)
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http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Wed, 16 Sep 1998 13:12:30 -0700

Subject:
Blackouts
Sammy, got a good conspiracy/government/spy/religious event for your.
James
Forrestal, the first Secretary of Defense while in office jumped to his
death in a suicide. Israel agents were blamed for following him, making
him
think he went nuts and he killed himself.....hmmm.sounds right up your
alley. What really happened to James Forrestal SecDef?
GD>To continually state that no one saw the IE is pure nonsense.
I'll say it, no one saw the IE at time 31:12 at 13700 feet unless you were
inside the forward cargo hold of TWA 800 and saw the poly x wires
short.
>Because of a
>history of alcoholic blackouts, I quit drinking more than 13 years ago.
>Your postings appear to come from some kind of blackout which
prevents
>you from understanding what you are writing.
GD and EB, two emotional flame throwers each explaining contradicting
postings as mental problems with each other. Ha!
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Mon, 7 Sep 1998 13:27:06 -0700

Subject:
Credibility
In-Reply-To: <19980907001506.20969.qmail@hotmail.com>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="iso-8859-1"
DS>All good things come to an end though. I am all
>packed and off to another term at university. If
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>the psychology department is short of loons to study
>I will be sure to recommend a few of the more worthy
>among you. :)
You still ran away from wiring/cargo door with lots of close up pictures.
And going back to school does not sound like a "Leslie."
GD>I had the impression that neither you nor your pilot were in the
RA-5C
when it crashed. Therefore, how did you survive a crash?
Uh, a person is in a car with seatbelt off. Driver loses control, goes over
cliff, driver thrown out, lands on hill, fractures back, car lands on beach
below explodes. Driver is asked, what happened. Driver says I did not
survive a car crash, I was not in a car accident, because GD does not
consider surviving a car crash unless you are in the car. Ha!
>Both you and
your pilot ejected prior to the crash. Unfortunately, the pilot's giving you
extra time reduced his own below the threshold of surviving an ejection. I
a crew member ejects prior to the time that a disabled aircraft is able to
make a safe landing, he would not have survived a crash.
Cool logic, makes no sense, but still cool. Guy runs out of a burning hous
two seconds before it explodes and falls and breaks his leg but he can't
say he survived a house fire. Guy stands in courtyard and embassy
collapses
around him from bomb, but he did not survive embassy bombing.
>What is the
difference in your own case? In fact, you survived an ejection, not a crash
Survived both. Survived reading drivel all day too. And I say survived
accident, not crash.
>Shouldn't this dismiss your assumed purpose in life?
You don't know my assumed purpose in life. And why would you want
somone to
dismiss their assumed purpose in life?
>As in the case of the
PT-17 which went down during an air show near Big Bear, if you were
still alive as the RA-5C lay inverted on the ground, you would have
survived the crash. But, you vacated your assigned position prior to the
crash and were not, logically, involved in the crash.
Let's see, North American was involved, GE was involved, the Navy was
involved, NAS Sanford was involved, but I wasn't and I was there in the
crash scene but they weren't? And my dead pilot was not involved in the
crash? My dead pilot survived the crash? He survived the crash, but did
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not
survive the ejection. So did he survive the accident?
To say I did not survive an airplane 'crash' or 'accident' is stretched
thinking to attack a messenger's credentials. And why is that?
>SM to JBS: "I have finally called you a liar after years of debate.on
>content. You admit your
>errors privately but with your style you deny them publicly. I call that
>lying".
>
>
>EB: I lack the expertise to evaluate the technical and mechanical
>exchanges they have had but
>was forced to a similar conclusion by JBS' tactics with me during his 55
>phantom witnesses
>diatribe.
Again, like conspiracy guys, accusations of crime with no substantiation.
What is the lie, EB? Spit it out.
>SM and I are agreed that JBS has forfeit
>his credibility.
Unlike you twits, I don't put my 'credibility' or 'pride' on the line. My
credibility is totally irrelevant, it's the evidence such as the number 128
instead of the number 183 which is want you want but don't have. Why is
it
smothered disguised telephone calls from paid scummy informants to
authority is believed while reasoned analysis of data from open person is
rejected? Because conspiracy persons always distrust and disbelieve the
open while always trusting the dark and shadowy because they are never
honest and open but only trust in their back channel secretive
unsubstantited nonsense.
>Worse, JBS insists there were hundreds of streaks seen between 13,700
feet
>and the surface.
Careful, EB, get it right. There were 183 witnesses who saw a streak. Tha
means 183 streaks. From one source or from many. There is no evidence
was one source giving all streaks. There is much it was many sources as i
color, direction, ending action etc.
I believe it was one source giving a visual image of streak to 183 people
and 128 said it was in conjunction with a fireball.
>reprehensible...for making a mess of evidence?
rep*re*hen*si*ble \-"hen-se-bel\ adj : deserving blame or censure :
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culpable Û rep*re*hen*si*bly \-ble\ adv
I am to blame for reading, quoting and adding up numbers of the
evidence?
Adding numbers right is called making a mess of evidence'?
It is to you who added wrong or never added at all.
>SM: Since when did I become a conspiracy guy???
The minute you said I invited you to LSoft for sneaky reasons and not to
invite a knowledgable 747 mechanic who may assist the inquiry.
Conspiracy
thinking.
>What premptive strike are you referring to?.
Calling people crazy before they call the caller crazy. I referring to
conspiracy guys always bringing in the mental condition of someone who
disagrees with them, calling them liars or nuts and never confronting the
conflicting evidence.
>What do you mean the first to call others liars?.
Conspiracy guys always call dissenters liars, from NTSB doing it to me, t
Donaldson doing it to NTSB.
> I have finally called you a liar after years of debate.on content.
Yeah, yeah, yeah, like what is the lie? Like all conspiracy guys, love to
give accusations but never substantiate them.
>You admit your errors privately but with your style you deny them
publicly.
Like what? What have I denied? What have I admitted? You wrote me
first
remember? I was replying. Not to worry, won't happen again. What's you
substantiation for your accusations of skullduggery on my part? Post all
the emails here.
>Take your 50 "observations" and make a substantive correlation so that
>they become content or give it up.
You thought of it, you do it. They are clear to me.
>Repitition is not correlation by the way.
It was not meant to be.
I may go away; here is what will always be there: 11 down streak
witnesses;
183 saw streak but only 128 saw streak and fireball/flash/explosion in
conjunction; two outward peeled petal shaped ruptures at midspan latches
of
FCD; missing latches, manual locking handle, over pressure relief door,
torque tubes, and 80% of skin, red paint markings above FCD; and UAL
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811
with its matching evidence to TWA 800 and others.
I end with evidence....again...as ffff95 usual.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Sun, 20 Sep 1998 19:26:11 -0700

Subject:
Defunct
In-Reply-To:
<FLIGHT-800%1998092016463870@HOME.EASE.LSOFT.COM>
SF>It's not dead yet. At one point I thought a new crash could do it, but i
>didn't. People were comparing the crashes. The intense Clinton activity
> and a few coincidences may however have prevented that aspect from
being
>taken up too m much. But I don't think this is dead.
Dead dead dead.
Defunct. Extinct. Evaporated. Extinguished. No more.
EB issues correction:>"A review of witness data provided information th
SOME OF the persons who observed
>streaks observed them in conjunction with the fireball".
Well, I like it, (except for the caps). It means some streak eyewitnesses
saw streak and fireball and some didn't.
Well, finally saw the light, hey, EB?
>55 of 183 streak witnesses who did not see it come to an abrupt and
>immediate end simply lost sight of it before that first explosion which
>immediately preceeded the
>Massive Fireball explosion.
Huh? The first explosion which immediately preceded the massive fireba
explosion? What are you talking about? Still have not seen the light, after
all.
Look, all streaks came to an end, and when it blinked out it was abrupt. S
183 witnesses saw somthing in the sky which we agree is a 'streak.' The
streak ended for the 183. In cunjunction with the streak some witnesses
saw
a flash explosion or fireball. Some did not see a flash explosion or
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fireball in conjunction with the streak they said they saw. Some, 128, to
be precise saw streak in conjunction with the explosion, flash, or
fireball. Some, 55, to be precise, did see a streak but, alas, no flash,
explosion, or fireball.
So, all witnesses to streak did not say it tracked to a fireball. Period.
Some did, some didn't. Period.
Numbers EB, numbers. The 183 will always be there. The 128 will
always be
there.
183 is [all], 128 is [some]. Period, 'nuff said.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Fri, 18 Sep 1998 23:43:31 -0700

Subject:
Re: Evolution of A Theory
In-Reply-To:
<FLIGHT-800%1998091820503054@HOME.EASE.LSOFT.COM>
>
>Are JBS' parachute comments tongue in cheek or serious?
Serious, I don't joke around with parachuting out of airplanes.
>At what point would the pilots of AI
>182, PA 103, UAL 811, Valuejet's deadly flight, TWA 800 or SA 111
have
>instructed the
>stewardesses to prepare the passengers for bailout (appropriate
>demonstrations of how to do so
>having been given prior to leaving the ramp, of course), how long
>thereafter before the
>passengers would be have been ready for bailout, how long would the
>bailout process itself take
>to complete, what order would the bailout be in (women and children
first,
>the wee ones in wee
>parachutes?) - and - how many lives could have been saved in each case
if
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>that had been done,
>assuming the passengers all survived bailout?
Ten seconds and they are ready to jump...when the plane is in a steep
descent, on fire. coming apart, they would be praying thanks for that chut
when it opens. EB you ain't been there, so you cain't think like you been
there. I have been there and every passenger could have a five pound chu
with harness available under seat or wear it as you fly, your call.
>
>Why not compel the airlines to provide crash helmets and safety cages
for
>each passenger like
>those routinely used in race cars that enable drivers to survive accidents
>at speeds of 200
>MPH+ with little or no injury?
Good idea, like seatbelts for kids on schoolbuses.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Thu, 24 Sep 1998 13:05:13 -0700

Subject:
Re: HELLO!....HELlo!.....Hello!.....hello!....
In-Reply-To:
<FLIGHT-800%1998092415432129@HOME.EASE.LSOFT.COM>
>Is there anyone out there in this vast L-Soft wasteland?
>
>All I hear is the howling of the wind...and a tumbleweed brushes
>softly past my leg....
>
>Where have all the Donaldson's gone?...long time passing.
>
>The cargo door creaks slowly shut...
>
>Off in the distance, a lone missile, out of fuel, crashes
>silently with an empty thud...
>
>Low gray clouds blot out the azure sky
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>
>And eyewitness statues stare blankly and speak not a word...
>
>A submarine periscope sticks out of the sand and
>
>a tearful eye stares at me through it.
>
>The deafening silence screams at me for attention
>
>but my mouth is dry and can no longer speak...
>
>I stare at my legs and hands and realize
>
>they are turning to stone.
>
>Is anyone out...................
>
>Wierd, huh?
Finito, dead, defunct, ended, barren....no more conflict, everybody agrees
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com/

Date:

Thu, 3 Sep 1998 23:28:54 -0700

Subject:
Holocaust Revenge
ACCIDENT DIGEST 98-27 :
Please note this information is preliminary; new information will be adde
on the Aviation Safety Web Pages at http://web.inter.nl.net/users/H.Rante
The 1998 yearlist of accidents always contains the most recent informatio
on each accident.
03.09.98
McDonnell Douglas MD-11
HB-IWF (48448/465) Swissair
occupants: 14 crew + 215 passengers = 229.
fatalities: 14 crew + 215 passengers = 229.
Scheduled Passenger ..Approach
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location: Halifax; nr (Canada)
flight New York-John F. Kennedy IAP, NY - Geneve-Coitrin
Flightnr.: 111
Flight 111 (a codesharing flight with Delta Airlines) departed New
York-JFK
for Geneva at 20.18h local time. The crew contacted ATC and reported a
problem on board requesting
emergency vectoring to the nearest airport. The crew proceeded to
conduct a
fuel dump procedure enroute when the aircraft disappeard from radar
approximately 35nm from the airport off the Nova Scotia coast.
The debris field has been identified by the Rescue Coordination Centre,
Halifax, as of this time as follows:
44:27:3N 64W
44:27:3N 64:02:8W
44:29:3N 64:02:8W
44:29:3N 64W
This accident is the 18th worst in aviation history.
Source:
Mark Stephenson, Hubert Ronan, Tommy Maurer, Lukas Lusser, Ken
Robinson
Boeing News release
(http://www.boeing.com/news/breakingnews/news_release_980902s.htm
CNN
(http://www.cnn.com/WORLD/americas/9809/03/swissair.crash.05/index
tml)
Swissair (http://www.swissair.com/)
AIRCRAFT PROFILE MD-11:
(http://www.boeing.com/commercial/md-11family/index.html)
# produced: 178
# hull-losses: 2 (totalling 229 fatalities)
Year built: 1991
worst MD-11 accident
engines: 3 Pratt&Whitney PW4462
paxseats: First Class 18 / Business Class 42 / Economy Class 197
name: "Vaud"
total # of flights: ca 6400
total cycles: ca 35000
* Aircraft history:
05 AUG 91 HB-IWF Swissair delivered
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COUNTRY PROFILE SWITZERLAND:
* Switzerland is rated Category 1 (meeting ICAO standards) in FAA's
International Aviation Safety Assessment Program (IASA)
COUNTRY PROFILE CANADA:
* 2nd worst civil airliner accident in Canada
* last fatal civil airliner accident in Canada: 18 JUN 1998 (Metro Propair
OPERATOR PROFILE SWISSAIR:
* 11th Swissair accident (of which 8 were fatal accidents) (listing can be
found in the SR111 special section)
* worst Swissair accident
* last fatal Swissair accident: 08 OCT 79 DC-8 at Athens
Sammy,
who also goes by alias Moondog, or tries to hide as sender of
undetermined origin, with connections to the Hasidic orthodox zealots
Jews
and intimate knowledge of JFK airport operations may have sought
revenge
against the Red Cross, headquarted in Switzerland, for its disgraceful
behavior in WWWII, and revenge against Swiss banks for laundering
Jewish
confiscated money in WWII, and thus may have set off an incendiary
device
in a cargo hold of Swissair Flight 111. He knows about bombs and simila
devices. He knows about laundered money. He knows about mechanics
and
airport workers who could help him. He knows the effects of a bomb on a
airliner. He may have just been meaning to scare the Swiss and make
them
pay a little bit for the horror they did in WW II by having an airline with
a good Swiss reputation make an emergency landing, no harm done
except to
Swiss pride and pocketbook. But it got out hand and killed everyone.
Sammy has the motive, he has the means, he has the opportunity, and he
has
the knowledge to bring down Swissair 111.
Now did he do it? No, he did not do it. Always could have, always didn't.
See how crazy and potentially destructive paranoia thinking is and how it
can harm innocents, you missile guys? See how coincidence can be
contrued
to fit any loony conspiracy theory? See how ordinary circumstance can be
turned dark and evil by plotting by evil human explanations?
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Sammy is a citizen investigator like all of us. He in no way is connnected
to Swissair 111...at least that's what he told me to say.
Ha!
So, anybody come up with a better conspiracy theory for 111? How
about load
of Swiss gold in hold and plane supposed to sink in certain spot with
recovery ships underneath? Good story, hey?
Conspiracy theories, always good for a chuckle.
(Sammy, I trust you go along with my satire, it is total nonsense meant to
make a point of evidence is important, not circumstances and style.)
EB goes over the top>JBS: "It's just amazing to me how preconceived
opinions carry through regardless of evidence".
EB: That's from the guy whose unqualified amateur analysis
EB>regardless of what his unqualified amateur
analysis of the witness reports and 4A
EB> on a subject he lacks any meaningful expertise
EB>properly analyzed by unqualifed amatuer witness report readers
EB>wander in the vineyards of ignorance
EB, you ain't gettin' paid neither, so we both be 'amateurs', can you dig
it? And since when was 'amateur' a slur?
Second, I can add and I can subtract and that's all that needed to figure
out 55 did not see streak track to fireball.
Third, what is it with you? You are over the top in personal perjoratives.
Relax, you made a mistake, correct it and move on. Attempting to insult
me
to make the numbers change just won't work. I may be an amateur but the
readers can add and subtract too and it always comes out that of 183
streak
witnesses [all] but 55 saw it end in flash, explosion, or fireball. Your
reputation is not on the line here. Your pay will not be cut, you will not
be fired, no one goes to jail on your miscalculations, no one dies because
you didn't check [all] your numbers, no one grieves at night because you
got caught trying to [alter] an official report and pass it off as trivial.
I tell you, I get flak from NTSB, FAA, Boeing, LSoft posters such as EB
and
SM plus all the missile guys, and it's all pretty revealing. The only way
to make me feel bad is to show me my numbers are wrong, then I correct
them, and move on. So why all the nastiness against me personally?
Trying
to make me go away does not erase red paint markings, sudden loud
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sound on
CVR, eleven down streaks and only 128 instead of 183. The evidence is
what
is pissing you guys off. Take out your ire on the evidence or the people
who provide the evidence. Get mad at the eleven who said down streak.
Get
mad at the painters. Get mad at the 55 eyewitnesses who when asked how
the
streak ended, did not say, flash, fireball, or explosion. Get mad at the
CVR that recorded a sudden loud sound.
If I wanted to be picky the number would be much higher than 55 that
said
streak did not end in fireball but, to be generous, I included the 'flash'
and 'explosion' people into the 'fireball' people.
There is something about the wiring/cargo door explanation for TWA 800
and
others that really brings out the ire in people. What, too simple? Because
it's happened before? Because it makes sense? Hey, balloons pop.
http://www.corazon.com/
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